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Combination Vanity Case
Eye
Lash 'Beautifier
Qreaseless
Cream
Eye T>row Pencil
Smelling Salts
Talcum Powder
Sachet Powder
Tissue Cream
Liquid
^Rouge
Toilet Water
Tlrilliantine
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Nail Polish
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Lip
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WESLEY

Wesley s star is dawning. "Dinty,"
new Marshal] Neilan production, the
in
which he plays the title role, has been
released, and the gingersnap freckles are
destined to be more
before famous than ever
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Faire is not content to let her sister, Constance, corner the fame of the family.
Recently she played
opposite Georges Carpentier in "The Wonder Man," and now she is appearing in a new Selznick picture,
under the guiding hand of Ralph I nee
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If you would
SKIN clear, radiant!
have a good complexion, you must
take care continually of the new skin
that is forming every day.
A

Brot
(earn
3am
■amp'
niece:
if the
rhai

Every day, as old skin dies, new forms to
take its place. By the proper care and treat-ment,you can make this new skin what you will!
Skin specialists say that the best way to
keep the skin in a healthy, active condition, is
by proper cleansing, and stimulating treatments with a soap carefully prepared to suit
the nature of the skin.

V/a,,

he

To make your skin soft and lovely, use the
following treatment daily:
Lather your washcloth well with warm
water and Woodbury's Facial Soap^ Apply it
to your face and distribute the lather thoroughly. Now with the tips of your fingers
work this cleansing, antiseptic lather into
your skin, always with an upward and outward motion. Rinse first with warm water,
then with cold — the colder the better. Finish
by rubbing your face for thirty seconds with
a piece of ice. Always be careful to dry the
skin thoroughly.
1
ST)

paper agrair*
ftcd addreao
,
be sent proin^
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FOOT

REMEDY

Get a cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap and
begin today the treatment your skin needs.
A 25-cent cake is sufficient for a month or
six weeks of any Woodbury facial treatment
and for general cleansing use for that time.
Woodbury's is on sale at drug stores and toilet
goods counters throughout the United States
and Canada.

"Your treatment for
A miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparetions sent to you for 25 cents

one week"

Send 25 cents for this dainty miniature set of Woodbury's
skin preparations, containing your complete Woodbury
treatment j or one week.
You will find, first, the little booklet, "A Skin You Love
to Touch," telling you the special treatment your skin
needs; then a trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
— enough for seven nights of any treatment; a sample
tube of the new Woodbury's Facial Cream; and samples
of Woodbury's Cold Cream and Facial Powder, with
directions telling you just how they should be used.
Write today for this special new Woodbury outfit.
Address The Andrew Jergens Co., 1302 Spring Grove
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.
If you live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens Co.,
Limited, 1302 Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Ontario.
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Write
the

Words
for a

Select your own
subject, then submit your poem to
us. We write the
music and guarantee publication. LEO
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-

can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions
of copies. Send us a poem today.
Seton Music Co., 920 S. Michigan, Dept.Qt£] Chicago

Learn Photography
Good-paying positions in the best studios in the country
await men and women who prepare themselves now*
\ For 26 years we have successfully taught

Photography, Photo-Engraving
and Three-Color Work
\Our graduates earn $35 to $100 a week. We assist
/to secure these positions. Now ia the time to tit
l Pelf for an advanced position at better pay. Terms
(living; inexpensive. Largest ana best school of its
Write for catalog today.

them
youreasy ;
kind.

, ILLINOIS COLLEGE of PHOTOGRAPHY
I Box MP., 743 Wabash

fc

Avenue,

Effingham, Illinois

Copy this Sketch

J let me see what you can
with it. Many newspaper
p lists earning $30.00 to $125.00
***floore per week were trainW my course of personal
Vidual lessons by mail.
r<*URE
CHARTS
make
i..\al drawing easy
to
learn. Send sketch of Unfit*
Ham with 6c in stamps for
•ample Picture Chart, list of
successful students, examples ^/ j
fef their work and evidence of *^ £i
what YOU can accomplish. ^^m^9k
-<«3jH
Please state jour age.
• ai __ jahCa1iaaI
of Illustrating and Cartooning*

He LanUOn OCnOUl 402 Victor Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

mr Bunion CanBeCured
INSTANT

RJEUEF

Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent— fust let me prove
it to you as I have done for over 72,600 others in
the last six months. I claim that "Fairyffoot"
is the only successful cure for bunions ever made
and I want you to let me send it to you FREE, en|
"tirely at
my or
expense.
careever
how tried
manywithsoIPraotcalled
cures,
shields orI don't
pads you
■ng <ovit success I don't care how disgusted you feel
|£uPe with them all— you have not tried my cure and I
f, "\ iiave such absolute confidence in it that I am
II We°'n£ *° send y°u this treatment absolutely
REE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treat^ent which relieves you almost instantly of all
ain; it removes the cause of the bunion and thus
e ugly deformity disappears— all this while you
are wearing tighter __shoes
than ever. I know it will
do all this and I want you
toFREE
send for
"Falryfoot"
because
1 know/
you will then tell all your I
friends about it just as those <
"•-eon others are doing now.
.te now, as this announcement may not appear in this
paper again. Just send your name
aridbe address
and "Falryfoot"
sent promptly
in plain sealed'will
— f envelope.
Write today.
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Readers in distant towns will do well to preserve this list for future reference.
Apollo. — "Jimmie." The pert little
Frances White's first starring vehicle and a
rather lame musical entertainment. Miss
White introduces several typical gamin
numbers and her surrounding company includes Ben Welch and Harry Delf.
Astor. — "Kissing Time." Slender musical
entertainment with William Norris and
Edith Taliaferro featured.
Belasco. — "One," with Frances Starr,
Edward Knoblock's opus of twin sisters
with but half a soul apiece. Neither sister
can get along without the other, hence the
drama. Miss Starr plays the twins. Mr.
Belasco's handling of this play saves it
from slipping over the line from serious
drama.
Belmont. — "French Leave." Mr. and
Mrs. Coburn in a frail little farce of life
behind the lines during the war.
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new and
decidedly interesting drama by John Galsworthy. One of the real things of the
dramatic season. A study in class strife
which many critics look upon as a miniature study of the late world war. Will
absorb you. Very well played.
Booth. — "The Prince and the Pauper,"
with William Faversham. New adaptation
of that interesting Mark Twain fantasy
of boyhood in merrie England of the old
days. Well staged by Rollo Peters and
acted with considerable spirit, particularly
by Mr. Faversham.
Casino. — "Honeydew." Pleasant musical
entertainment with charming score by Efrem Zimbalist, the violinist. Mile. Marguerite and Frank Gill score with their dancing.
Central. — "Af gar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from London and Paris. Hide your blushes before
you go to this. Delysia has a certain
naughty piquancy. The chorus is costumed
in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century. — "Mecca." A gorgeous and
elaborately colorful "mosaic in music and
mime" of ancient Egypt along the lines of
"Chu Chin Chow." "Mecca" achieves
several rarely beautiful moments in the
ballet interludes created by Michel Fokine.
A huge cast and fourteen scenes.
Century
— New entertainment,
York's newest dinnerPromenade.
and midnight
"The Century Review" and "The Midnight
Rounders." Colorful girl shows for the
tired business man. A delightful place to eat.
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Daly. Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written. A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs. Mr. Daly is delightful as the mysterious vagabond.
Cohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle
of Jew and Gentile in a way that the Hebrew gets much the best of it, teaching a
whole town kindliness and religious toleration. George Sidney is excellent as the
twentieth century Shylock.
Eltinge. — "Ladies' Night." About the
most daring comedy yet attempted on
Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru now and then. John Cumberland is
admirable.
Empire. — "Call the Doctor." Jean Archibald's slender little comedy built around a
charming feminine doctor of domestic difficulties. The production shows David Belasco's smooth stage direction and is very
well acted, particularly by Janet Beecher
as the physician in question.

Forty-Fourth Street. — D. W. Griffith's
master-production of the rural melodrama,
"Way Down East." Splendid in many
ways with many moving moments and the
biggest — and most thrilling — climax since
the ride of the clansmen in "The Birth of
Fulton. — "Enter, Madame." The best
thing
— dramatically speaking — in New
a Nation."
York at the present moment : a vivid study
in artistic temperament ; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi strikes
fire in this role and gives a superb performance. Norman Trevor plays her husband admirably.
Garrick. — "Heartbreak House." The
world
of George
newestpremiere
dramatic
commentBernard
upon Shaw's
world
affairs. Talky possibly, but flashing with
brilliant wit and decidedly interesting. Very
well presented by the Theater Guild.
Hippodrome. — "Good Times." Another
big and picturesque Hippodrome spectacle.
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Liberty. — "The Half Moon." A pleasant
and clean musical comedy of the old preshimmie school. Nice cast numbering the
always amusing Joseph Cawthorne, Ivy
Sawyer, May Thompson, Joseph Santley
and Oscar Shaw.
Neiv Amsterdam Roof. — Ziegfeld 9 o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful entertainments unlike anything to be found
anywhere else.
Nora Bayes
— "Three
Ghosts."
Delightful comedy
of threeLive
soldiers,
reported
killed in Flanders, who return home to find
surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederic S. Isham from his own
novel. Splendidly played by Beryl Mercer,
Charles McNaughton, Stewart Wilson,
Cyril Chadwick and Charles Dalton.
Palace. — Keith vaudeville. The home of
America's best variety bills and the foremost music hall in the world. Always an
attractive vaudeville bill.
Plymouth. — "Little Old New York."
Rida Johnson Young's delightful but fragile
little romance of New York in 1810, with
John Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Peter Delmonico and Washington Irving
among its characters. Genevieve Tobin
runs away with the piece — and scores one
of
the biggest personal successes of many
making.
seasons. Here is a Maude Adams in the
Sehvyn. — "Tickle Me." An Arthur
Hammerstein early autumn show with the
amusing Frank Tinney starred. Considerable fun, some tuneful music and a very
personable
costuming. chorus. Likewise gorgeous
Shubcrt. — "Greenwich Village Follies of
1920." Gorgeous and beautiful, as typical
of John Murray Anderson productions.
Here is a musical entertainment with imagination and charm. James Reynolds has
created some remarkable scenes and costumes and the whole ensemble is vivid and
colorful.
Times
SquareReed.
Theater.
"Theoffering
Mirage,"in
with
Florence
The — first
Broadway's newest theater. Edgar Sel•wyn's drama of New York's easiest way :
the tale of a country girl who comes to
the white lights and forgets her ideals.
Miss Reed plays the girl and prominent in
the cast are Alan Dinehart, Malcolm Williams and Florence Nash.
Vanderbilt. — "Irene." Now in its 'steenth
season and likely to run on forever.
Charming and pretty musical comedy with
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Training jor /Authorship

(Continued from page 6)

HoW to vJv ite , What to Write,
and Where to sell.

**£i £^^^H\

Dr.EscnvOcin

an appealing story. Patti Harrold, daughter of Orville Harrold, is now the Irene
and she is delightful. You will hear more
of her.

CulKVate your mind. Develop
your literary gifts. Master Ihe
air of solf^ejCpivssion.Make
your spare time profitable.
Turn your ideas into dollars.
Courses in Short-Story Writing, Versification, Journalisrn,
Play -Writing, Photoplay
Writing, etc., taught person*
ally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

II

.for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and
a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.
Frank, honest, helpful advice.
Real teaching.
- One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and
articles 'written mostly in spare time — "play work," he
calls it. Another pupil received over $1,000 before
completing her first course. Another, a busy wife
and mother, is averaging over S75 a week from
photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution cr agency doing so much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize
this, for over one hundred members of the English
faculties of higher institutions are studying in our
Literary Department. The editors recognize it, for
they are constantly recommending our courses.
We publish The Writer's Library. We also publish The
Writer'* Monthly, especially valuable for its fulf 'reports of
the literary criticism
"market. service.
Besides our teaching service, we offer a
manuscript
150-page illustrated*catalogue
free
Pirate odd,,,,

trie Home Correspondence School ^fi*&
Dep't. 115,
Springfield,
Mass.
ESTABLISHED
!8S>7
incorporateo
lcjh4

g/
[="
lr\^V,^v
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Write the Words
for a Song!
Write the words for a song. We revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty basis by a New York music publisher.
Our Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is
a song-writer of national reputation and
has written many big song-hits. Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today. Poems submitted are examined free.
BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
Jroadway

220E Fitzgerald Building
at Times Sq.
New York, N. Y.
Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel
Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
List of successful students.
Associated Art Studios.
28A Flatiron Bldg. NewYori

arn*35t»i00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:
N PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Cameras and Material, furnished/ree
■Practical Instruction; modem equipment. Day or evening classes; easy terms. The School of Kecopnized
' periority. Call or write for complete catalog No. 29.
|«. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 West 36th St., New York
on 505 State Street, Broeklyo

$4 A Standard,
Of $5

Guaranteed

WUX°BUY

I With Ever; Modem

Writing Convenience

TYPEWRITER

Write Today For Illustrated
I Explaining Try-Before-You-Buy Plan

HI TYPEWRITER
mith) 307—218

SALES

CO.

No. Wells St. .Chicago, III.

Make Money

Stage Plays Tkat Are Worth

Winter Garden. — "Broadway Brevities."
Another typical Winter Garden revue, sans
satire but plus girls. Bert Williams furnishes most of the real fun, altho George
LeMaire and others are also present.
ON

TOUR

"The Lady of the Lamp." A fanciful
and highly colored fantasy by Earl Carroll.
Built about an opium dream which reveals
a tragic romance of old China. A certain
charm is here. George Gaul is admirable
and Henry Herbert gives a remarkable
portrayal of a sinister Manchu chieftain of
centuries ago.
"The Guest of Honor," with William
Hodge. A typical sugar-coated Hodge
vehicle, in which virtue is shriekingly
triumphant. Nowhere near life, but pleasant bunkum.
"The Charm School." An appealing
light comedy with music, based upon Alice
Duer Miller's story of the handsome young
bachelor who inherits a young ladies' finishing school: Minnie Dupree, James GleaSoh,
ive.
Sam Hardy and Marie Carroll are effect"The Poor Little Rits Girl.". A musical
play enjoying a long run. Andrew Tombes
heads the cast.
"Crooked Gamblers." A lively and thrilling comedy-melo of the financial district,
in which a guileless young inventor of autotires defeats the- Wolf of Wall Street.
Taylor Holmes starred.
"Foot-Loose" with Emily Stevens. Zoe
Akins' well-done modernization of the old
melodrama, "Forget-Me-Not."
" Happy-Go-Lucky." Ran a long time in
London as "Tilly of Bloomsbury." A typical British comedy by Ian Hay. O. P.
Heggie runs away with the comedy as the
bailiff's bibulous aid.
"Cinderella on Broadzvay." Typical girl
entertainment designed for the tired business man. The extravaganza is based upon
the fairy adventures of Cinderella. Plenty
of girls, passable music, attractive costumes
and a little humor.
"George White Scandals of 1920." Lively
and well-thought-out musical revue with
lavish and swiftly changing scenes, plus
many pretty girls. Paint succeeds stockings and tights in several numbers. Ann
Pennington is the shining light of the revue.
"Abraham Lincoln." You should see this
if you see nothing else from the New York
stage. John Drinkwater's play is a noteworthy literary and dramatic achievement,
for he makes the Great American live
again. "Abraham Lincoln" cannot fail to
make you a better American. Moreover, it
is absorbing as a play. Frank McGlynn is
a brilliant Lincoln.

asaBeaufySpecialist
y/lw%r*wWSm^
m Beauty Treatments among your friends
I ¥ MlwwffiQA'J ^s ' ^ou can earn a splendid Income giving
"ousand
neighbors—
or startyourown
Beauty
experience
necessary.
In your spare
timeParlor.
at homeNoyouprevican
easily learn the secrets of all Beauty Parlor treatments : skin
treatments,
hairdressing,
manicuring,
massage,
chiropody, electrical treatments, etc.
mrr
nnnV |t
Write
for aillustrated
Book. See
met.
DUUIV
i3 to today
become
Beauty Specialist
and how
earn easy
big
moneyln this fascinating work with our .help. Mail posted, or letter to
ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE, Dept 52 , 537 S. Dearborn St. , Chicago

Train Your Talents!
Musical or dramatic talent presents an opportunity to rise to FAME and FORTUNE.
Study to fill the needs of the modern operas,
concert or theatrical stage. Our thorough
and artistic course of training fits the young
artist for the highest grade of professional
work; WE GUARANTEE
TO PLACE OUR
PUPILS, asking No
Registration Fee.
Dramatic art in all its branches, drama,
musical comedy, vaudeville, public speaking,
moving picture ballet
acting, and
and eccentric
teacher's training;
interpretative,
dancing;
instrumental and vocal musical training.
Complete information sent on written request.

THE
Lyon &

HAGEDORN

gram.
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feature
photoplays and vaudeville.
Capitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program.
Superb theater.
Rivoli. — De luxe photoplays with full
symphony orchestra. Weekly program.
Rialto.— Photoplays; supreme. Program
changes every week.
Strand. — Select first-run photoplays.
Program changes every week.

Illinois.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

AMBITIOUS
AMATEUR

FRWEREITtoERS

CopyrightNo Booklet,
"HOW
TO WRITE
FOR PAT."
obligation
whatever.
Address
PRESS REPORTING SYNDICATE, 1106 Times Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

h'STAMMER
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Straightleg Garters
Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter and pant-leg Straightener —
Quickly adjusted to fit various degrees
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Alice Lake and Stuart Holmes in "Body and Soul" a Metro Picture

The thrill that the movie millions love !
THE fascination of the photoplay has
reached into every nook and corner of
human life throughout the Universe! It
enthralls one and all — childrenfrom seven
to seventy! Men and "women in all walks
of life, the high and the humble, the poor,
the middle class, the rich — the toiler and
the man of ease, the woman of fashion and
the shop girl, the lady of leisure and the
woman who works — the clerk, the conductor, the lawyer, the doctor, the broker, the
banker — all intermingle and sit side by
side at the Movies! All are swayed by the
same feelings as they watch the film's rapid
picturizations of the Moving Finger of
Fate — as they even see things pictured
that have happened in their own lives, or
the lives of their friends — so the movie
screen
is The
World'sall Looking
wherein it sees
reflected
its own Glass,
emotions!

vh

no longer a mystery. The secret's out! And
hosts of bright people are eagerly talcing advantage ofit and learning how! With the
right instruction^ they become thrilled and
fascinated by^the lure of scenario writing,
and eagerly concentrate all energies on it at
every opportunity — for the scenario and
magazine editors are ever calling for more
plays and stories — more and more are
needed daily, weekly, as more photoplay
houses are built, and more film companies
organized — and wider grows the fascination of the photoplay.

SO right here is your big, vital, gripping,
romantic opportunity — in an irresistible profession that carries with it a world
of surprising new possibilities, that lifts
you up to new honors, new environment,
fine friends, exalted purpose, and the admiration ofall your family and fellowmen.
Yes, all the world goes to the Movies!
All humanity wants its thrill! Thousands YOU may learn to write photoplays and
of Movie shows in thousands of cities daily, stories — yes, you! YOU who have always
nightly, are packed with throngs of eager doubted you could — YOU who thought it
people with a keen appetite for realism, was some mythical, mysterious magic that
romance, tragedy, pathos, humor — they only geniuses dare attempt.
All the ideas, all the material, all the
want to see and feel every human emotion
suggestions, the spur to your imagination,
it is possible to portray!
you can get at the Movies, by a method
AND all this Movie madness sweeping described in a wonderful New Easy Sys. the world has revealed startling things !
tem of Story and Play Writing published
Do you know one strange thing the Movies at Auburn, New York. . *It is called The
Irving
System and is for the millions who
have done? They Have Produced Thousands op Promising New Playwrights — go to the Movies and vi/ant to learn how to
men and women photoplay writers who write photoplays and stories. In a word,
get their ideas merely from seeing photo- The Irving System is for you.
plays night after night!
It teaches you: How to attend the
These people not only produce wonder- Movies and adapt scenes, incidents, moful scenarios, construct vivid plots, weave
tives, titles, characters to your own purposes and plans for photoplays; it shows
romantic, tragic, serio-comic or humorous
situations, but they also write many of the you how easily you may get ideas for photowonderful little magazine stories you read.
plays every time you go to a picture play;
For to learn the one thing automatically how to switch around any play and make
teaches you to do the other. And now the it a realistic story totally unlike the one
u
big
rush is on! So many men and women from which you adapted it; how to take
are beginning to write photoplays success- characters you see in any picture and reconstruct them for your own photoplay;
fully! It Really Isn't Hard to Learn
. JFi,o.Write a Photoplay — It Really Isn't how you can easily rebuild any plot you
IP Write-^-^ory! It's see; how simple it is to revise and rebuild

2a

dialogue; how to begin writing photoplays
in the easiest, simplest, surest way; how
to demonstrate
yourself
doesn't
take
genius
to write tothem,
but it
plain
common
sense and earnest effort.
The wonderful Irving System also shows
you how to make an interesting test of your
own ability after the next photoplay you see;
how to familiarize yourself quickly with
every rule of writing photoplays; how to
learn all of the interesting terms used in
photoplay production, such as close-up, semi-closeup, iris and dissolve, masks, visions, the lap-dissolve, double exposure, the flash, reverse-action,
and many others; how to quicken your own imagination; how to spur your ability to adapt ideas from
plays you see; how to lift yourself out of the rut
of life and do something fascinating as well as
profitable; how to develop all the finest and best
there is in you — how to win your way to public
recognition; how to thrill and enthuse thousands;
how to take the short cut to success!
SO to get you started on the Road to Realization;
The Authors' Press, originators of the Irving
System, are going to present to you absolutely free
the most enchanting illustrated book you ever read,
called "The Wonder Book for Writers," and
filled with many things that will be good news to
you — revelations, information, ideas, helps, hints,
and pictures — pictures of Movie stars, scenario
writers, authors, photoplay
Studio scenes — that will thrill
you with all the possibilities
that play writing holds for
newsphere
grip of
on clever,
life —
getGet
into a the
happy,
successful
peopleand
—
have a snappier
purpose
a— bigger
aim — a spare
higher hours
goal
more lucrative
instead of wasted ones: The
Wonder Book for Writers
opens the way. It costs you.
nothing
— it is yours without
you.
obligation.
Simply write
away.
your low,
name
and coupon
addressright
beand mail

The Authors' Press, Dept. 34, Auburn. N.Y.J
Send me Absolutely Free, "The Wonder Book!
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any wayJ
Name .
Address
City and State.
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Paramount
Pictures
listed in order of release
(November 1, 1920, to March 1, 1921)
George Melford's Production
"Behold My WifeEthel Clayton in
"Sins of Rosanne"
Wallace Reid in
"Always Audacious"
*Enid Bennett in
"Her Husband's Friend"
Billie Burke in
"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson"
Bryant Washburn in
"Burglar Proof"
George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Idols of Clay"
Dorothy Dalton in
"A Romantic Adventuress"
Thomas
Meighan in
"Conrad
His Youth"
A Wm.in DeQuest
Milleof Production

A

Dorothy Gish in
"Flying Pat"
Cosmopolitan Production
"Heliotrope"

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"The Life of the Party"
Bryant Washburn in
"An Amateur Devil"
Lois Weber's Production
"To Please One Woman"
Wm. S. Hart in
"The
Block"
A Wm. S.Testing
Hart Production
*Enid Bennett in
"Silk Hosiery"

temyjmtjWjWfjW+^^^^^^mM^}*!*!)

Letting yourself in
for a good time !
Four from this family.
And four's all, or the line
would be longer, because this
little thing is unanimous.
Entertainment for the whole
family, undivided, is Paramount
Picture's long suit.
A family more than five million strong every day.
Watch the happy groups at
any good quality theatre tonight,
any night, matinees, too: there
you have the folks who know
the secret!
Paramount is THERE with the
good time — THERE at ten thousand and more theatres — are you
keeping the date? And picking
your pictures by nahie?

Continued

from first column

Maurice
Tourneur's
Production
"The Bait"
Starring Hope Hampton
Dorothy Dalton in
"In Men's Eyes"
Wallace Reid in
"The Charm School"
George Melford's Production
"The Jucklins"
A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Inside of the Cup"
Billie Burke in
"The Education of Elizabeth"
*Douglas MacLean in
"The Rookie's Return"
William De Mille's Production
"Midsummer's
Madness"
George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Money Mad"
Thomas Meighan in
"The Frontier of the Stars"
A Charles Maigne Production
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"Brewster's Millions"
Dorothy Gish in
"The Ghost in the Garret"
Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Forbidden
Fruit"
*Douglas MacLean in
"Chickens"
A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Passionate Pilgrim"
Charles Maigne's Production
"The Kentuckians"
Ethel Clayton in
"The Price of Possession"
A Lois Weber
Production
"What Do Men Want"
*A Thomas H. Ince Production
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Caruso immortalized
A vast heritage of arts and literature has been bequeathed
to the world by the passing centuries, but it remained for
the Victrola to perform a similar service for music.
It has bridged the oblivion into which both singer and
musician passed. The voice of Jenny Lind is forever stilled,
but that of Caruso will live through all the ages. The greatest
artists of the present generation have recorded their art for
the Victrola, and so established the enduring evidence of
their greatness.
There are Victrolas from $25 to $1500.
New Victor Records on sale at all dealers on
the 1st of each month.

Victrola
Rcq. u.9*.P4T. OFF.

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Camden, New Jersey

I>

This trademark end the trademarVcd word
"Victrola" identify oil our products. Look
under the bd I Look on the label I
VICTOR TALKING
MACHINE
CO.
Camden. N.
).
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see; now simple .

MIRIAM

COOPER

Miriam prefers playing under the direction of her husband, Raoul Walsh, to starring.
She refused a splendid
contract that she might remain under his wing, and is appearing in the pictures he is producing for Mayflower
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ANN

FORREST

Success came to Ann, but had this not been the case, she would have fought for it. for she belongs to the
Vikings,

and

she coveted

success.

A*

present

she is playing

in "The

Faith

Healer"

for

Famous

Players
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Photograph by Geislcr & Andrews,

JUSTINE

JOHNSTON

Justine is another of the fair who have deserted the footlights for stardom on the Screen.
offering

will

be

"Moonlight

and

Honeysuckle,"

the

stage

success

Her next

Realart

N. Y.

I

LOUISE
GLAUM
Louise Glaum
has brought a
new vampire to
the Screen, and
we find her under able,
s t a quite
n li-a
human being.
Perhaps that is
why
new
Screenhersiren
has become so

popular

1'hotograph

©

by

Abbe
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DOROTHY
DICKSON
Dorothy first
flirted with fame
while tripping
the light fantastic along the gay
White Way, to
the nightly dei light of the cabaret habitues.
Now

she's barkening to the directorial call at
the Famous
Players studios,
where she's appearing in "Paying the Piper,"
the new Fitzmaurice production

Photograph by Abbe

Photograph © by Evans, L. A.

WANDA

HAWLEY

Wanda's fair tresses made her one of the most sought-after leading women.
Then Realart laid stardom
her feet, and Wanda has been reigning over her fan subjects ever since

I
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MARJORIE

DAW

Marjorie has several claims to prominence.
In the first place, her nursery rhyme name, and in the second,
the fact that she is a protegee of Geraldine
Farrar's ...
not to mention
her chararterizations
in the
Marshall Neilan productions, most recent among them, "Dinty"

I

by

Evans

Tke Lilj) Maid of tke Shadows
Posed b$ Lillian Gish
in "Wa;9 Down East"
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united church or the united press. Its
influence on public morale is unbounded,
and on private morality enormous. In the

influence of the moving picture is gradually dawning on the
minds of both producers and audience. The influence has always been
there, but its. recognition is urgent and
imperative. Any constructive program

present disturbed after-war conditions it
can, without obvious propaganda, be a
national stabilizer. It can and should

of pictures for the coming ye,ar, therefore, must take into consideration two

give us love, clean melodrama and high
adventure. But it must also show the

things : what the nation wants in its pictures, and what it should have.

fallacy of evil, and the value of happiness, normality and decency.

There has been a distinct change in the
quality of picture demanded during the
past two or three years. Owing to better

This is not only what the people should

THE

have, but is what they want. The producers who realize this will find that

production and better theaters, the average in intelligence of the audience has
steadily risen. Yet there are still some

virtue is a highly valuable commercial
asset.

producers who persistently insult that intelligence, who cater to the lowest rather
than the best in human nature, and whose
influence, from a national standpoint, is
distinctly bad. So hungry is the world
just now for laughter and distraction that
these pictures are accepted. But there is
humor that is not cruel, comedy that is
not vulgar, and love that is not vicious
or abnormal.

But there is something further. The
need of the average human being today
is for something greater than himself.
Call it faith. Call it spirituality. Call
it what you will. The re-action from the
hatred of war is love. From the violent
deaths of war, a desire to believe in that
thing we had so generally disregarded,
the human soul. "The Miracle Man"
was but an expression of a vast longing
for faith.

The moving picture is the greatest
single agent for good or evil in the country. It reaches audiences greater than the

The coming year must recognize that
need and meet it.

t
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Coffee Pots
ana Crowns!
pride and exclusive possession of those historic court beauties ; Cleopatra, Sheba
Marie Antoinette, Helen !
And yet she describes her magnificent
gold tissue costumes, her robes of silver
chiffon, pearls, pale blue encrusted with
precious stones, of black and jet, and purple
and gold, of crimson and white — in fact, too
many costumes to enumerate successfully
here, as "Cute as pie" — and she speaks of
the days when she cooked aforesaid coffee
over a gas-jet and thought $25 a week a
fortune, with an equanimity which stamps
her as that most wonderful of all creations :
an American girl who has realized her ambitions and hasn't forgotten the struggle.
Betty's ambitions were of the soul-absorbkind. ate,
She wnat
didn'tshecare
where
she lived,
what ingshe
wore,
providing
she
had money enough to pay for her studies.
Every penny she could spare from the weekly stipend, gained from her very small beginnings on the stage, was spent in lessons,
vocal lesson.s, Shakespearian lessons — she
could go without food, could
Bettystudy.
— but not
without
Knowing Betty,
I can understand
the statement of a
friend of hers, who
lived with her during the coffee gas"It would have
beenera: a
jet
HEe asked me to
YTibl
BLoss
BETT
doYthe imp
!
Betty asked me to
. visualize her as
living
in one
room
on delicatessen food
and
cooking
her
coffee over
a

9

Photograph
C.

gas-jet.
It just could
not be done —
for, at the
time, Betty
was being
fitted to the
beads
that
comprise one
of the numerous costumes
which
she is
wearing as the
Queen of Sheba in
the Fox production of
that name. And Betty is
the very reincarnation of the
beauty — pagan, exotic, colorful
(ft 22
— that we have all imagined was the

I
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tragic
(left) by

H. Monroe

By
HAZE

L

SIMP

SON

NAY
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thing,"
said she,
Betty had.
succeeded.
Her "if
ambition
was not
so
tremendous, so overwhelming. She
worked so hard. She was so determined to reach the top."
In the beginning, Betty wanted to
be a Shakespearian actress. One
day when she had reached one of
the milestones in her allotted path,
New York, she was returning home
from her Shakespearian lesson. It
had been an inspiring lesson and
Betty was traveling on clouds. The
necessity of getting home intruded
itself into her dreams and she
walked up to a policeman.
"Tell me, my good man," she
said, her dark eyes agleam, "doth

Photograph
(above)
C. H. Monroe

Betty Blythe cannot stand
women who do nothing, women who chatter, whose main
object in life is to loll away
the hours like the lazy butterfly. "They bore me horribly . . . we have nothing in
common," she says. "I can
understand men better, men

by

cornerthen?"
stop atn yon
blinked,
yonThebuspolicema
swore, then nodded yes,—
"Sure, Miss, and the next
time ye better bring a guardian

In those days Betty was as
thin
her pocket-book. They
with asyou."
(three aspiring girls who
boarded and struggled together) used to pin ruffles under
her waists to give her the desired curves — today, but that comes later.
One of the girls* — they were living at the Chicago Fine
Arts Club at the time — bought a bit of pink silk lingerie
for two dollars and fifty cents. Betty nearly fainted at
such unheard of extravagance.
"I dont care if I never have another," protested her
friend,
"I'vecangot remember
to have thethinking
feel of at
silkthe
justtime
this that
once"she
—
and Betty

who accomplish things." Top,
a new portrait, and left, as
the Queen of Sheba

couldn't have been quite decent to want silk so badly.
Yet all three of the room-mates participated in the proof that silkit garment's
existence.
Theynight,
used for
to
take turns longationwashing
out in their
basin every
one of them had read that Kayser silk wore twice
(Continued on page 100)
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Unretouched
Portraiture

A

N interview usually is
a taken-while-youeat chromo
of a person. Itis made
by

appointment, preferably at
luncheon. The lighting is mellow. The subject invariably is
posed. As a rule, the proof is
slightly retouched.
I know, because I have interviewed.
The process is thus defined
in order to define what this
vite intime is not. This is not
a demi-tasse flashlight. It is a
composite of many contacts.
If it is not entirely life-like, the
flaw is in the focusing, not in
the timing or printing. There
has been no attempt to retouch.
The subject of my portraiture is Senor Antonio Garrido
Monteaguo Moreno.
No better proof of my intimacy is
needed than that I can spell his
entire name correctly and even
pronounce
it with the right
xylophonic cadence.
I have
seen Tony nearly every day for
a year. I long ago took the liberty of calling
him by nickname.
He invariably addresses
me with profane endearment.
Tony is one of my best friends.
I make this explanation in case anyone accuses me of breach of
confidence in reproducing his faults along with his excellencies.
I wouldn't be his friend if 1 didn't like his faults.
The theme of his individuality, to which all lineaments are
relative, is his nationality. He is a Spaniard, an inalienable
Spaniard. Like the vast majority of his countrymen, he is intensely patriotic. The patriotism of Spaniards, as Havelock
Ellis will tell you, puts to shame that of most Americans. They
not only love their country dutifully ; they love it passionately,
inalienably, unto death.
All Spaniards, no matter what their station or business, have
access at all times to Tony. They come in delegations. Not infrequently their greeting is touching — deeply touching. I have
urged upon Tony tKe need for a barrier against imposition, not
only upon his pocket but his time.
"I know, I know," he exclaimed frantically one day when attacked by a clan of prolific countrymen, who had camped on
his "set" all day and requisitioned everything from signed portraits to boxes of cigars. "I know. But what can I do, I ask
you? I cant turn them away. That wouldn't be right. I am
not above my own people." — An argument which left me mute.
But money never causes Tony any great agitation. He has
the Spaniard's typical contempt for it. He once remarked to
me with all earnestness, just after he had dispatched a larger
check than he could well afford just then to the Los Angeles
Orphans' Asylum :
"I tell you, I'd give away everything above my living expenses
if I was sure I could work right up until the time
c H0MonProebyL. a.

This orphanage happens
I die."

to be It's pet hobby.

X

By H. R. H.

He and Tommy Meighan are
the official fathers; Mary
Pickford the official mother.
Tommy and he were the honor
guests at the annual entertainment presented by the children.
Always impressionable, Tony
was completely captivated by
the amateur performance.
"I never was more affected
by a professional show," he declared. "I giveare
you wonderful.
my word,
those kiddies
To see how tickled they were
when Tommy and I applauded,
— I tell you, it did my heart
good.".
A few days later I heard
him talking over the telephone
to Sister Cecelia, the mother
superior of the home. Did she
get his check? How were the
children? Yes, yes, he would
be over soon. Would Sister
Cecelia be his next leading
lady? No? Well, that was
too bad. She should be in pictures. He hung up, laughing.
"I like to kid Sister Cecelia.
She always is scolding me for
not going to church. I told
her that she and the kiddies
did me more good, and she
said I was very bad."
If he is positive in his likes,
he is just as positive in his dislikes. Tony knows no medium.
He is either an enthusiastic
supporter or an enthusiastic
antagonist. His pet abomination is conceit. He doesn't
comprehend it. His own humble origin is omnipresent with
him. Once I took occasion to
observe that he needed a vacation. His work in serials permitted no intervals for recreation, such as afforded with
Photograph by Bangs, N. Y.
feature productions. I argued
that he was working too hard.
"You make me laugh," he replied with crushing contempt. "Work too hard, — my word ! Say, do you know
that there are boys working as bookkeepers and salesmen
and reporters for fifty dollars a week who never have a
day off? Yes, and a lot of them have more brains than
I have
— than you, that
too."there were several stars with less
I remonstrated
brains than we who worked less and earned more.
"No, no, brother," — his characteristic negation — "I have
no kick coming."
Tony's arguments, like fire, are not to be played with.
It is much better to let them run their course.
His ex-

plosions are terrific in temperature but nothing in duration.
Again — typically Spanish.
An incident occurred only
recently. An advertising solicitor for a cheap magazine persisted in foisting a hundred
dollar ad upon him. It was
one of those glum days, when

A camera study of Antonio.
His best role is that of host.
He likes to entertain at dinner and has the finesse of the
European for the details of
gallantry. Affectation is impossible to him. He must feel
the part or he is out of the
picture

Tony's entire outlook is pessimistic and suspicious.
The
solicitor infuriated him with veiled threats of blacklisting.
(Continued on page 106)
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The
Twain
Meet-

i

When Kipling said "For East is East
and West is West, and never the twain
shall meet," the silversheet had not discovered Lon Chaney. In Lon Chaney,
who first came into prominence thru
his characterization of the deformity in
"The Miracle Man," the twain are apparently one ... In Universal's "Outside the Law" Mr. Chaney can slip
from a portrayal of the tough from the
dark streets of the city to the Oriental,
almond-eyed, inscrutable, with apparently
no difficulty. His characterizations number among the finest which the screen
has reflected

26
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Dorothy Gish
as Sketched by

CERLINE BOLL
ft
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Reconsidering

Pearl
She had not yet reached the studios
when I arrived, altho the Press Department told me that she was expected any
moment — that she had telephoned
she
would
be
a few
minutes late.
She calls her admirers
"customers," and has
written, in addition to
her
"Just
Me,"biography,
several poems,
among them, one on
baseball, about which
she admits she knows
nothing. Left and below, two new portraits. In the latter
she is wearing one of
the gowns she brought
back from France

Photograph (above) by
Alfred Cheney Johnston
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ties— illusions.onaliEN pers
SCREInterviews — ions,
Not disillus
y, ut
il
ar
ss
experib
nece
ences calling for a reconstruction of that person
as a type.
The seasoned and experienced interviewer
never sets forth upon a
quest without mental
shock-absorbers. You
never can tell. Sometimes the vampire is
found rocking the cradle
while the becurled ingenue, philosophizes thru
shallow tea-talk and
scented cigaret smoke.
Seeing Pearl White, if
only for a comparatively
short time in her dressing-room, causes you to
reconsider her. On the
screen, until recently, she
has defied death in "The
Perils of Pauline" and
Other thrillers, apparently
immune to fear. And
while she has always been
attractively clothed in
these serials and has looked quite as intelligent as
it would seem humanly
possible for anyone to
look while they perform
si une feat, you would not
expect her to be just as
she is.
28
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They
right
minutes
tary
she had

werea quite
In
few
some digniannounced that
arrived and

I was hurried
diowards.
As stuwe
reached a huge fireproof door, someone j
moved from before |
it, announcing :

ADELE WHITELY
FLETCHER

"Miss White is right inside. I've
/been standing here so she couldn't
:get away."
"Temperamental
or irresponsible," Ithought and girded myself
with courage anew.
We passed thru the doorway and
in the passage stood a girl, notrvery
;large and cloaked in dark blue with
a fuzzy wool checked collar and
a big blue and white straw hat.
It was Pearl.
She looked up from beneath the
broad hat brim :
"If you'll come up to my room
and there are two chairs not occupied by clothes, being either packed
or unpacked, we can talk there,"
she offered and I followed.
We accosted William Fox, president of the company, and he smiled
in greeting.
Miss White looked at him
blankly.
I marveled.
Then —
"Oh, I remember you," quoth
Pearl. "You're Mr. Fox. Of
course."
And Mr. Fox laughed — then
Pearl laughed and we continued
our way thru a log cabin and then
a conservatory until we reached the
end of the studios and her room.
Her maid had preceeded us.
Something in rapid French took
place between them and I recovered from my first shock as I ensconced myself on the chintz-covered lounge. You wouldn't expect
her to know French. Of course,
there is no good reason why she
shouldn't, but then it isn't necessary
in jumping chasms and climbing
perilous precipices and most people
are not versed
varied
and
unnecessary
With a keen appreciation of the situthings.
ation, she told me
Pearl
atthat only her fathtached a small
er and herself knew
electric
heater,
when she was born,
because the town
b\ toasted her feet
had burned down
and all records had
c\^ and invited me
been destroyed.
fl^to do the same.
A She removed
"Father has probco.n,|er hat and
said revv it on angot a W chair,
is run jPrn the only
/I said, \n in New
/money i\ wearing a
1 hat," she
on
run-
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ably forgotten anyway," she vouchsafed, "so they'll
have me everything
from sweet sixteen
to forty so long as
I remain on the
screen"
Photograph by
Alfred Cheney Johnston
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ke Old Hokum

Bucket
By MALCOLM

H. OETTIMGER

Illustrated by)

G. FRANCIS KAUFFMAN
redoubtable hero was being lashed
to a log which was routed straight for
the glittering teeth of the old saw in
the equally old mill. The cameraman
was lining up the set preparatory to spooling
the incident for posterity. The director was
giving instructions to the young lady who was
to do the rescue act in the nick carter of time.
THE

"When I blow the little old whistle, Edie," he
told her, "you hurry from this side, and take the
center of action as you start to turn off the power,
see? Then we'll come in for a close-up of Bill.
Take your position, and we'll run thru it."
"You dont mean to tell me that you expect
this ten-twenty-thirty stuff to thrill your audience, do
you?"
The director grinned appreciatively. "It always has !"
he said. And the discussion was at an end. That settled it.
The scene described above was being taken for a Vitagraph serial ; the Bill was William Duncan, and the Edie
was Edith Johnson. Scenes just as timeworn and hackneyed and trite are being photographed every day in the
cinematic year by every company in the cinematic world.
Perhaps, the elements of the thing are a trifle refined in
the case of some of the higher class companies, but the
spirit of the work is the same all over. And the uproariously funny part of the entire affair is that you will
swallow your chewing-gum and grip your seat just as
hard each time vou witness such heroics as you did the

last time you saw the same
thing.
That's the explanation
of hokum.

When two ardent swains lean
forward to kiss the fair flapper hovering between them,
she ducks, and they kiss each
other, whereupon you chuckle
merrily, even as you have
chuckled at this same hit
before

Hokum is, to be frank, surefire stuff : situations that have
been used time after time with
gratifying results ; climaxes
that have been employed upon
occasions innumerable, always with the same thrill-winning effects; "gags" that have found their way into the
realms of comedy, to be repeated regularly with unfailingly hilarious returns. Hokum is the essence of success. It
is that ingredient which causes the harried critic to nod
with Homer, and lifts the matinee girl into the seventh
heaven of palpitant bliss and chocolate caramels; the ingredient that draws a laugh during the making of a melodrama, and
draws recordbreaking crowds
at the first showi n g in Baton
is to Hothe
Rouge,kum La.
screen what
sawdust is to the
circus. Without
it, no picture
would seem quite
the same. And
it is the varying degrees
of
skill and
artistry
with which it is
employed that
finally indicates
the worth of the
Just as you
picture.
The redoubtable hero
was being lashed to a
log which was routed
straight for the glittering teeth of the old saw
in the equally old mill
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properties of comedy that may be pbs
tively labeled as hokum.
They a;
guaranteed guffaw-getters: they hav,
made generations gurgle with glee. \
Think of the thrill you get whe|
the flannel-shirted hero covers the vil
lain with his gun, only to cast it asid
scornfully with the remark: "I'm go
ing to break you with my nakec
hands !" And then think how oftei
you've siderbeen
treated to that
thrill.
the overworked
dawn,
withConthe

will find that the very best people
have measles, so will you discover that the best pictures have hokum. How will you know a bit
of hokum when you see it ? Examples of it are as numerous as
campaign speeches in October.
hands"
Perhaps in no other branch of
the flicker industry is hokum
more prevalent than in the canning of comic strips. The
giggle grabbers of the silent stage have a bulging bag
of tricks that they employ unceasingly in the traffic of
comedy manufacture. Mack Sennett, Columbus of the
Custard Pie, originated the pastry-propelling school of
slapstick. Slapstick itself, with tumbles and falls, its
farcical alarms and excursions, is almost entirely composed
of hokum. When two ardent swains lean forward to kiss
the. fair flapper hovering between them, she ducks, and
they kiss each other, whereupon you chuckle merrily, even
as you have chuckled merrily at this same bit before.
When the incomparable Charruls, after an argument with
a larger man, twists his body expectantly inward as he
passes his opponent, to avoid a possible kick, you roar
with glee. When Doug MacLean hurls a tomato at a
"buddy" in "Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave"
and the "buddy" ducks, allowing the juicy fruit to spread
itself over the passing General's features, you double up
in mirth. Because you like hokum.
The suitor who follows his prize to
her room, only to have the door slammed
in his face ; the two pantaloons of the
prize-ring, who persist in mauling the
referee whenever he dares to intervene ;

Think of the thrill you get
when the flannel-shirted
hero covers the villain
with his gun, only to cast
it aside scornfully with
the remark, "I'm going to
break you with my naked

<B

the matter of entangling one's hands in
flypaper, and enmeshing first the one
foot and then the
other, in repeated
At the conclusion of
attempts to rid
reel-the-last, a blonde
oneself of the
bundle of precocity invariably affords the
sticky stuff ; the
reconciliation by joinboastful clown,
ing mamma's and
confronted by his
daddy's hands, which
alleged victim,
likewise invariably infeigning alarm
spires the scenariowriter
to produce that
and r u n n i n g
old favorite, dusted up
for winter wear, "And
away ; the inevitaa Little Child Shall
ble comedy cops,
— these arc all
Lead Them"
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slow iris-in of the glowing sun coming
up over the cactus-covered landscape.
Hark back to the legions of photoplays
that have written finish after a luminous sunset that served to silhouette
the lovers triumphant, locked in a fiftyfoot embrace. Before you suggest that
possibly hokum is a thing of the past,
— a thing belonging to the halcyon days
of split reels and One Minute Please,
to Change Pictures, — go to see J. WarKerrigan
in "The Green
which has secret panelsrenand
mustachioed
villains Flame"
and a
final scene in which Warren declares to the world (and
the rest of the cast) "I am Gherrick Ghent of the U. S.
Secret
!"
You Service
are fairly
wallowing in hokum when you are
wrapped up in the unwinding of a typically Western
filmelo. How often have you seen Bill Hart talking
solemnly to his horse, or rolling his eyes heavenward
and holding converse, in extremely lengthy subtitles, with
the Almighty? How often have you seen him tossing
off a bracer with one hand, while he rolls a cigaret with
the other, to light it a moment later from a match snapped
into action by a dexterous fingernail? How often have
you seen him hold the crowd at bay with a pair of sixshooters, leap thru a second-story window and land gracefully on his waiting pony below? Would that we all
might receive a dollar for every time we had seen these
thing repeated ! Behold hokum.
It is a repetition of stunts, action, or situations that have
proved successful thruout the years, and will, therefore,
continue to be used whenever and wherever the opportunity presents itself. Nothing succeeds like success.
That is the excuse for hokum's existence. It is the rubberstamp that guarantees a thrill or a tear or a laugh.
Society dramas abound in it, detective plays reek with
it, and comedies are made up of it, for the most part.
{Continued on page 104)

By

Black Beauty
"«r
^OU'VE
heard of
^LJ
horse-sense,
of
course? Perhaps
it was because
my grandfather, Sir Britan,
won the Derby, and Edward, Prkice of Wales,
nade a thousand pounds from his wagers in consequence,
)r, perhaps, I got it from my mother, who was only Squire

NORMAN

rey's phaeton horse — at any rate, I think I may say without bridling, that there are few horses that have any more
lorse-sense than I have. I'm getting grey now, and my
tail isn't what it used to be, but in my day, fifteen years
igo, I would have brought a tidy sum. Heigh-ho ! Well,
t's the way of the world for colts to become horses, and
racers to drag carts ; even beautiful girls become women.
saw a grey hair in my mistress' dark locks when she
came to bring me my apple and lump of sugar this
morning.
There weren't any grey hairs, tho, that day, long ago,
when Mr. Jack Beckett came a-riding up the lane to
Birtwick Hall. Farmer Grey's land runs besides Squire
Gordon's, and it happened that I was standing close by
he fence, feeling my oats a little, because my mother had
just been telling me of my grandfather's triumphs and
warning me not to have much to do with the other colts
with plow blood in their veins. As soon as I laid my
eyes en the stranger man with his varnished boots, so
flossy you could see yourself in them, and his fancy,
black mustache which he must have curried very careIcully, I didn't like the smell of him — tobacco, spirits,
ussia leather, scented soap and pomade.
There was
oeether too much smell, and you can always tell when

°<n ...

it I must keep to the road. As soon as he had turned
a • the main highway, he jumped off his horse — a very
11 ry grey, and laughed aloud.
! looked down the
s ' and saw several other horses coming at a smart
cloud
of
dust.
On the leader
loney a.^^ uo a g.rea

rode a little, wizen man
that made me think, somehow of a rat. His hair was
that color, and he squeaked
when he tumbled off his
roan beside his master.
"Egad, but 'twas a close
shave!" — You will probably understand man-talk, tho,
even after all these years of acquaintance with the race,
I must confess, I think it a very dull language. I may
as well explain right here that the rat-man was named
the Derby Ghost. I found out afterward from a racer,
that he had been a jockey, but had been put off the turf

BRUCE

for conduct
unbecoming a sportsman — doctoring 'a rival
horse,
I believe.
"What a cur you are!" sneered the gentleman, flicking
the dust from his beautiful boots with a fine linen handkerchief, "why did you throw my saddle-bags to the
bailiffs ? There's more of value in them, than the amount
of their dirty bills! I've a notion to give you a horse"T'ell you
whip ing !" 'ave !" squeaked the short man, with an ugly
look, "a fat lot you'd whip me ! Slippery Jack ! You
may look the gentleman, but I knows yer, and dont yer
forget it ! S'pose I peached to the fine folks you're comin'
to see what manner o' business 'ad been keeping you in
"I was only joking," said my gentleman, smiling with
beautiful
Lunnon?" white teeth beneath his beautiful black mustach.
"Come, come, Derby, we'll soon be rolling in money and
able to ride without fear of bailiffs and debtor's jails.
There'll be several fortunes staying at Birtwick Hall for
the hunt, and my aunt, Lady Wynwaring, is always good
for a hundred pounds, if worst comes to worst. All I
have to do is whisper in her diamond decorated ear the
fact that my mother, the barmaid, was her only sister, and
she remembers how she loves me!
Eh, Derby?"
And both men laughed and turned up the lane to Birtwick Hall, while the two bailiffs stood on the public road
33
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were guests for the
hunt. Lord Wynwaring had almost
as much of a pedi- j
gree as I have myself, but his wife was
*a very common
woman, who put on
great airs of fine
ladyship to cover it
up. Still
you horse
cant
make
a cart
into a racer, by tying
ribbons on its tail.
The Hall was full
of young people having a good time in
a young way, which
means a great deal of
kicking up of heels,
and racing about and
noise. Now my fine
gentleman
London was from
ten
years too old and
twenty years too
wise to care for hideand-go-seek, but he
looked at Jessie once
and he looked twice,
and heing.kept
on Mary
lookContrary
said the groom said
the butler said that
Jessie noticed it,
young as she was, and seemed frightened. And when
Harry claimed a kiss as a forfeit and she ran away from
him, tossing her brown curls in coquetry, straight into
Beckett's arms, she turned quite pale.
"You're quite right to run away from the young jackanapes, Miss Jessie," says Mr. Jack Beckett, with his
dazzling smile, "but debts must be paid, and, as a friend
of the family,- I'll just take the kiss myself !"
"Harry !" Contrary Mary says the groom said the butler
said. Miss Jessie screamed, "Oh, Harry !"
Into the room ran Master Harry to find her struggling to get away from the handsome gentleman with
the varnished boots. He was no more than four hands
high then, but he doubled up his fists and came at Beckett,
and there would have been trouble for certain if Mr. George
hadn't taken Beckett away
to the smoking-room.
"But, remember! I'll
BEAUTY
have
that payment
yet,"
he
whispers
to Jessie as
he

and shook their fists and spoke
strange words of rage.
Now let me t,ell you about
the Gordons who lived in Birtwick Hall. There was the
noise
Squire, a bushy man with a
loud voice but soft eyes, and
Mrs. Gordon, who ; was always ailing. George, the son,
was twenty and a thorobred. Then there was thirteenyear-old Jessie, still in the colt class,' with long legs, .but the
prettiest laugh T ever' heard, and a youngster or two besides. The.
.
Birtwick Hall pasture ran close beside ours
and sometimes we colts used to gossip over the. fence,
so I 'knew that -Harry Bloomfield, the Vicar's son, was
already entered in 'the race for Jessie Gordon's hand.
Harry. wasHhe.kind Of boy
that: horses: like, which is
a pretty, fair test, let me
BLACK
tell you. ..-We dont trust
Fictionized by permission from the Vitagraph produceverybody.'
who pats
our
tion of the scenario by William Courtney ; edited by
noses
and .feeds
us sugar
The Hall was full of young
people, having a good time in
a young way, which means a
great deal of kicking up of
heels and racing about and

Lillian and George Randolph Chester, and based on the
story' by Anna Sewell. Directed by David Smith. All
star cast.
The cast:
Black Beauty
Himself
.Jessie Gordon. ...:..
•
Jean Paige
Harry Bloomfield
James Morrison
Jack Beckett.
;
George
Webb
Derby Ghost.
'. :
Bobby
Mack
Squire Gordon
John Stcppling
Lady Wynwaring
Adele Farrington
John Manly
Charles
Morrison
Mrs. Gordon
Mollie McConncllGeorge Gordon
Colin Kenny
Flora Gordon . :
Georgia French
Lord Wynwaring'
Leslie T. Peacocks
Vicar Bloomfield
r. Robert
Boldor

plums by any means.
Now^as to what happened on that afternoon

Q

when'Mr. Jack Beckett, of
Londdn 'and other less
savory places, came to
Birtwick Hall, I shall tell
you .what I heard from
Contrary Mary, one of the
Gordon greys', who heard
it from . the \ groom, who
got it from the butler himself. ." -'
'
Mr. Jack was welcomed
pleasantly, for the sake of
his aunt and ' uncle who
34

Mrs. Bloomfield
Farmer Grey.'.
Fat Bailiff.
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Margaret ' Mann
George
Pierce
James
Donnelly

goes, and Miss Jessie
. 7
seems very sober, and
wont play any longer, no
matter how Harry begs.
"I wish," she told him,
with
trembling
wish that
man hadlips,never"I ,
come here!
Oh, Harry,/
I'm frightened!
Promise/
7
dreadful
happen,
Harry/
"I'll take
care of
yo/
said Master Harry, st
ing very straight,
rather cut off my /
hand than have an
make you cry, Jes.f

/ , Man-talk is very strange, sometimes. Anyone with
;baccjiorse-sense would not say such a thing,
in hi As to what happened the next day, which I saw with
ing ny own eyes, you will have to piece it out for yourself.
to:u\ll I know is what Contrary Mary said the groom said
Diihe butler told him. And, unfortunately, butlers dont see
everything, tho they see more than people suppose. At
tany rate, it's fairly certain that the money I saw and the
tnoney that Squire Gordon gave Lord Wynwaring ' that
"evening for the subscription fund for the new chapel
— /Were the same. Eight hundred pounds, so they said, and
^iven to my Lord in the presence of everyone gathered
dickbout the great chimney of the hall before the candles
thavere brought.
Be 'An' I seen Mr. Beckett's eyes looking at the bills as
if he cud a' eat 'em an' his fingers twitchin' as if he was
sqalready counting 'em," so the butler, told the groom, "and
biftvhen the next morning, me ludship come down to breakmfast, lookin' pale and worried, and told 'em the money
sewas gone from under his pillow in the night, I looked at
yiMr. Jack. But his face told
nothing. He had me pour him
htwo cups o' cawfee, whilest the
J rest ate nothing, tho there was
1 as pretty a rasher o' bacon as
I i you'd wish to see."
[! '.
I was
the timecolts
of
Iday
with passing
the Gordon
when Varnished Boots came
across the pasture, humming
a song about ladies' eyes. He
was after his grey, and somewhere he had borrowed hunting clothes. If his horse had
had any birth or breeding,
she'd have flung him off her
back before she'd have taken a
rotter and a cad to the hunt
with gentlefolk, but she came
to him meek as milk. As he
was leading her away. Mr.
George Gordon came striding
across the pasture.
"I want to speak to you,
Beckett," he said, like the
crack of a whip. "I saw you
coming out of your uncle's
room at midnight last night."
» Mr. Jack kept on smiling,
all except his eyes. "Surely,
Gordon," he said, softly, "you
must be mistaken." But even
a horse could see he was startled.
"I'm not mistaken,"
George, grimly, "and I
denounce
you publicly
thief, unless you promise

said
shall
as a
me to

-restore what you stole, at once.""
I thought there was going
to be trouble.
It smelled that
way, but, as they two stood
glaring at each other, the sound
of the hunting horns came
floating across the field.
"We
can finish our little
| conversation after the hunt,"
1 said George, "but you've only
got a reprieve. When the fox
) is run down, I shall do what
ft said, unless you restore the
money and get out."

'iPn

There are some things you know without seeing
them. ?
CM^?iSURF>
For instance, i can always
or instance, I can always tell when it's going to storm,:
even
the sun
is shining.
know You
whendontI'mhave,
going
to winthoa race
by the
feel of theI air.
to
be told when it's spring. I had a queerish sensation now,
when I watched the two men go away in the still, frosty
morning air. If something unpleasant didn't happen, my
name was Boob, instead of Black Beauty.
It seems that women have the same gift of foreseeing
things that they dont know.
I heard later that : Mrs
Gordon and Jessie said good-bye to George that morning, with tears in their eyes,
altho he had ridden on a dozen
hunts before.
They clung to
It seems that women have the
him, and kissed him. again and
same gift of foreseeing things
that horzes have. I heard
again, and after he and the
later that Mrs. Gordon and
others had ridden away, they
Jessie said good-bye to George
pretended to be very cheerful,
that morning with tears in
and laughed a good deal and
their eyes, altho he had ridden
on a dozen hunts before
took Lady Wynwaring,
who

S was at least a hundred pounds too heavy, to ride out to rosettes on their collars, and the colts reported that Mrs
inspect the kennels;
Gordon was prostrated, and that Miss Jessie went arounc
Farmer Grey's pasture is a good many acres long. I with a face like paper. But they didn't know then whal
knew that at the far end was a place where the hunting
I found out three years later, after I'd been bought b>
party would pass, because I had seen the beaters going
the Squire and come to live in the Birtwick stables.
that way many times. A steep bank came down to a
In that three years everyone had grown up. I was very
handsome. I know it, because I was told so, so often. Th
brook with a stony bed — nasty place for a fall. I'm no
coward, but I should hate to have to leap it myself.
visitors to the Hall admired my glossy black coat and the
Sure enough, as I waited, I heard a rustling in the
way I carried my head, and even the stable boys brushed
bushes and out ran a frantic red creature with quivermy long mane and said I was "a pippin." Miss Jessie,
ing tail. It ran silently with its sharp nose to the ground,
now grown to be a tall young lady, used to come out to
and I felt sorry for it. Any decent horse hates to run
my paddock to talk to me, and on the evening of her first
dance, she stole out in the dusk to show me her party
down a fox. After a few moments the whole party was
plunging over the bank and across the brook with a great
laughter and splashing. The last over were George Gordon
"Am I pretty, Black Beauty?" she asked, wistfully, makgown.ing me a courtesy.
and Mr. Jack Beckett, and in the spring George's mount
"Will I be a great success?"
stumbled to her knees, and Beckett's grey plunged full
"Pretty as a field of buttercups !" I whinnied, "but what
I dont understand is why a girl in a white silk dress with
Upon her,
rosebuds all over it and silver slippers should have sad|
• Even before Mr. Jack had freed himself and dragged
eyes. Tell me, Miss Jessie ! Tell me and perhaps I can
his grey, kicking' and plunging — I knew there was bad
blood in that animal — from the others, I could see that
George was limp and still, and his horse done for, with i
By Pegasus, but these humans are dull ! When we tell
them that we love them and want to be friends they say,
a broken foreleg, and screaming horribly. Then I knew
what I had smelled in the air that morning. It had been
"Just look! He's actually trying to ask for a lump off
death.
sugar
we try to make them understand our
help."!"theyWhen
Beckett ran to the fallen man, felt of his heart and got hearts,
think we want an apple. When we reprove
them for their stupidity, they say we have had too many
up, very slowly. "What a stroke of fortune !" he whistled
oats,
and when we offer to help them they say, as Miss
thru his beautiful shiny teeth, "by Jove, how lucky for
Then he did a strange thing. He reached into his Jessie said, rubbing her cheek against my nose, "I almost
me !"
believe you are trying to speak to me !"
Trying to speak ! And then they speak of human intelpocket, took out a packet of money and put it into George's
waistcoat. Sometimes, when I
ligence !Well, I was standing in my stall, listening to the
see men and how they behave,
far-away music of violins from the house and trying to
Beckett stood at the door of
decide whether Miss Jessie was still mourning for her
I'm proud that I'm a horse.
the private parlor where he
brother, or what was the reason for the look of sadness
Of course, there was a great
had the minister waiting,
in her brown eyes, a look that had been there for three
deal of excitement and grievwhile Harry pleaded with
years, when there was the sound of hoofs on the cobbles
Jessie, whose eyes told her
ing
over
George's
death,
and
even the stables did their share.
suffering while her gallant,
outside and a man rode into the stables. The light was
lying tongue denied her heart
The carriage horses wore black
dim, but I saw that he was the little rat-man, Derby Ghost,
still riding the
miserable
roan w h o
looked so
broken down
and winded
that I knew
she had had
to flee from
many
credi"I iffs
tbailtoI
torswan
andsince
saw her last.

speak with the
sus !" said ths
y ouby
ng Ghomis
Der
stthe gro
to
om
who came out
of theows,sha
rubbid-ng
his eye s,
"fetch 'er 'ere,
will yer, or
shall I go to
He was
dirtier than
find her
ever,
and?" ratsmelledtier.
of Hechea
rum, bad to
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acco, and low pubs, but there was authority
in his eye, and after protests and much cursing the groom disappeared.
Presently, with
rustle of skirts and a breeze of the fragrance
Kvomen wear, which makes even a horse think
'of violet meadows, Miss Jessie stood in the
stable door, gazing with wide, frightened eyes
at the Derby Ghost.
"You come," she said, breathlessly, "from
| him?"
—
I knew well enough whom she meant and so
did the winking, smirking Ghost, but, for all
that, he made her say the name, "Mr. Jack
Beckett."
"That's 'oo I comes from, m'lady," he
squeaked, "bein' as my marster has been forbid the plyce, as you knows. He 'ad to send
me. I was to say, miss, as how my marster
sent you 'is love on this night and reminded
you of a certain promise ..."
Miss Jessie gave a little gasp. Then I saw
her head go up haughtily. "You may tell
Jack Beckett," she said, and her voice was
like an iron horseshoe on flint, "that I was
a child when the promise was made and that
I am a woman now. Tell him that I cannot
believe that he would wish me to give him
the letter of my word when I cannot give
him — anything else. Tell him that I ask, very
earnestly, ask him to free me."
The Derby Ghost laughed. If I had been
free of my halter, I would have trampled him
under my hoofs without hesitation for the
look he gave my beautiful lady.
"I 'ave brought you 'is answer, miss," he
smirked, ducking over his greasy hat, "you
are to write out on a piece of pyper that you
are going to marry Jack Beckett on your
eighteenth birthday and give it to me, or tomorrow morning my marster'll be free of his
promise !"
My lovely young lady stood trembling, with
a face like a rose for wrath of him, then
whiter than a daisy's petals. "He would kill
my mother with shame, and bow my father's
head to the dust, or he would marry a girl
who hates and despises him !" she raged, always in an undertone, "very well, I will sign
his dirty paper ! And I will pray every night
that I may die before my eighteenth birthday!"
The Derby Ghost rode away into the night
with his paper, and Miss Jessie went back to
the ball-room to laugh and dance, and look
into Harry Bloomfield's ardent young eyes, and I was
alone, I, Black Beauty, who could do nothing, tho well

"What does she want?"
asked, indignantly, one of the
horses — Lord Something or
Other's. "Is she after a Duke ?
Will nothing less than royalty
suit her ? Why my master is
a Knight of the Order of the

I knew now that Miss Jessie's promise and the placing
of
stolen money in her dead brother's pockets had
closetheconnection.
"Well," thought I, "two years is a long while. Perhaps, Mr. Varnished Boots will drink himself to death
before then. And if I get the chance for one good clean

There was a wedding next
day at the Hall, but with a
different bridegroom. Ten
years ago, that was ; but my
mistress and her husband are
still lovers. I saw them at the
dance»last night, standing in
a French window, while she
pretended to pat her hair so
that they could steal a kiss

"Perhaps," suggested the old
nag
that!"young Harry BloomGarter
field rode, "perhaps she prefers love to a title ! My master
is a Knight of the Order of the Clean Heart. You have
a fine gold-mounted harness, my friend, but I venture
I'll be here in this stable long after you leave its doors

kick, I'll spoil his smile !"
Little I guessed the changes that two years would bring.
But I must not run away with my story. For one of the
two years, nothing happened. Miss Jessie was the belle
of the countryside, and the stable was alw ^ full of her
suitors' horses, each one boasting of his master's chances
~) win the Beauty of Birtwick Hall, as the young blades
lied her when they toasted her.
But I noticed that the
-unts were always changing, asjtheir riders chanced their
° and were gently refused!

theThen
last time."
came the night of the Wynwaring ball, and since
one of the greys was sick, I was chosen to take his place
(Continued on page 113)
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Wkat's Wkat
In Scenarios i
For this reason, the Motion;
Picture Magazine has entered
into an arrangement with John
Emerson and Anita Loos, foremost of professional photoplay
authors, for the publication of
a series of articles on scenario
writing. These articles will
cover the photoplay writing
field from every angle, from
plot construction to continuity
writing, and from copyright
laws to the burning question of
script. to market the completed
how
Readers of the Motion Picture Magazine who
desire
personal
advice
will be answered by mail by Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos, provided
they will write their questions
on the coupon which appear?
below
or a
similar one
of their own
John Emerson
making and
gained his experimail it with
ence in play-construction on the
spoken stage.where
for twenty years
he was an actor,
playwright and
producerLeft,
for aFrohman.
new
portrait of Mr.
Emerson, and below, Miss Loos
and he at work on
the film of one of
their stories

Photograph
Underwood

(above) by
& Underwood
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THE
has developed during
the last twelve months,
has set thousands of untrained
writers to work in every part of
the country. Despite the acknowledged fact that nearly all
the standard plays and novels
have been already filmed and
that the future of the photoplay necessarily depends upon
the development of new screen
authors, the scripts of the amateurs arc rejected and the demand remains unfilled. Yet producers believe that these amateurs, if versed in the fundamentals of play-building, could
produce the material for which
(f\therc is such crying need.
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of
out
"came
she had one idea
the
West,'
in her
head and one idea for
her work, (which happened
.
The
then, to be elocution)
human idea.
She
stopped
elocuting
and joined the film ranks
at Vitagraph and became
Mrs.
Sidney
Drew,
everywhere
known
as
Polly
Drew,
and
the
time ripened for her to
put her beliefs
(they
were
never
theories —
nothing so nebulous, so
wan,
so unformulated
for her) into execution.
"I knew
the
great
high-class,
low-class,
middle-class people," she
summed it up; "I knew
'em because I was of 'em.
Knowing them and what
makes
them
laugh
and
what makes them cry, I induced Sidney Drew to go in
for domestic comedy.
I explained the man who fixes
the furnace and the man who
fixes the gas-jet and the man
who chops the wood, and he
couldn't see it at all. 'It's all
right, but it isn't comedy' he told
me ; 'Ah, but it's humanity' I came
back at him.
And so, believing in
me, he gave me my way and it became our ■ way — with a universally
recognized result."
Now, with Sidney Drew,
gone, Polly Drew has the
Photograph by
Charlotte Fairchild
Tvsame id*3-}— the human no [e.

Since his death she has keptj
tryst, first by her comedies,
alone and with a heavy ca\|
of bitter-sweet associations
make the going hard, by hei
continuity and titling of "A!
Gay
Old Dog"
and by heri
direction
and continuity
of
"Cousin
Kate"
y\one witlj
Alice
f
pects Joyce
to gc4onh
graph Com;
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M rs. Sidney
Drew is going to
adapt for the
screen, direct, and
play
the leading
woman role in four
well-known Broadway
successes. To quote her,
"They are to be the stuff
. . . strong stuff of everyday— poetry and prose — idea
and ideal — life, love and all of
of it— human '." Top, Mrs. Drew
directing Alice Joyce in "Cousin
Kate," and left, a new camera study
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LOOS

E, No. 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
y one question may be asked at a time and
ust relate to photoplay writing, as, for exe: "Is my story salable?"
"Is my plot
itically sound?"
"Has my idea been used
:?" "Is my plot properly constructed?"
/Vhere can I get a list of the addresses of
:io editors?"
If the question does not re3 any particular story, it should be written
our coupon and mailed in. If it is desired
Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos answer a
/tion regarding a particular plot, the idea
did be sent with the coupon in a typewritten
lopsis not over three hundred words in length
tories which go beyond this in length cannot
read.
There is no charge for this service.
coupon and the story will be returned in
stamped envelope, but because of the occail slip-ups in the mails, authors must send
.tories at Their own risk and are requested
eep a copy.
he Motion Picture Magazine believes
it in opening this department, it has retained
i or its readers the highest authorities on the
photoplay. Anita Loos, tho still in her twenties,
is the real dean of the new school of scenario
writing, since she has been a professional scenarist longer than any other writer in the field. She
at the age of fourteen when she
>ry, "The New York Hat," to D.
a few months later, when that
recognized this precocious youngtook her place as staff scenarist
fudios. Since then she has prostream of successful photoplays.
'm gained his experience in playUn4£wm tne spoken stage, where for
years he was an actor, playwright, and

JTK

Anita Loos, tho still
in her twenties, is the
real dean of the new
school of scenario
writing, since she has
been a professional
scenarist longer than
any other writer in
. the field. Above, a
camera study of Miss
Loos, and left, Mr.
Emerson directing a
scene with Constance
TalmadgeTearle
and Conway

a producer for
Frohman.
Seven
the amazing
years sawago
he foredevelopment of
the motion picture
and left Broadway to stud y
scenario writing
on the "Griffith
lot" in Holly-

wood.
afterwards heSoonbecame
director
for
Douglas Fairbanks, and it was at this
time that he met Miss Loos, already
widely known for her satirical stories.
Together they produced the photoplays which made Douglas Fairbanks
famous — "His Picture in the Papers,"
The Americano,"
"Reaching for the
(Coiiti^ \l on *agc 11 <>
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SOLE

DISTRIBUTORS

• NE^

htest R esume
to the wonders that will
in the Fame
and Fortune
)21, it is interesting to take
glance at the contest which

backward
ed.
veries of the 1920 Fame

and Fortune

e many, because among the gold medalmedalists, honorable mentions, and final
^ there are a number of young women —
Br three young men — who seem to have
■reen possibilitie .
■ discovery stands out above all others, and
■lered the real and distinct find of the conR-ecent developments have proved beyond
Wthat in Corliss Palmer of Macon, Ga., we
jpund a girl with super-qualifications. She
PA'orth unheralded, without an atom of dramaPraining, without an iota of theatrical or motion
picture experience, and without the least thought in
her mind of accomplishing anything definite, other
than having a pleasant trip to the great metropolis.

m

X
Corliss Palmer, of Macon, Ga., came North
without an atom of dramatic training, or an
iota of theatrical or motion picture experience.
Tc her great surpri;e, it was found that she
possessed greater beauty and screen possibilities
than the thousands who had entered the contest
and she was accordingly made the winner of
the 1920 Fame and Fortune
Contest

,

/ t

Miss Palmer, in
her first picture,
"Ramon, the Sail-

She felt that among the tens of thousands of beauties from over the country who came, bringing with them all
kinds of artistic photographs and exquisite gowns, testimonials and letters
of recommendation, that she would
have no chance whatever — but she did
want the trip.
The judges — Mary Pickford, Mme.
Olga Petrova,
Howard
Chandler
[Christy, Thomas Ince, J. Stuart Blackton, Maurice Tourneur, Samuel LuIniere, Carl Laemmle,
Jesse Lasky,
David
Belasco,
Blanche
Bates
and
lugene V. Brewster — were not con)
{Continued on page 103)
/

maker,"

proves

herself an emotional actress of ability. Left, she is
seen as the ure-loving
pleassociety
girl;
abducted
and top,
deserted
by
Ramon, she waits
for the next move
of Fate ; center,
the happy ending
of the picture

\
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Mack Sennett Comedies

TAMAR
The

Answer

~V

IT wasn't written by one of the world's greatest authors.
It hadn't been a great New York stage success.
And the producer was far from being noted for
high class films.
There was no one of any note in the cast.
The director was not yet recognized by the New York
press.
And strange to say, it didn't cost $500,000 to produce.
Yet "Over the Hill" with a simple, beautiful thought
behind it goes down as ductions.
one of the screen's greatest proAnother

Movie Scandal

Electric sign outside of a Broadway theater : "Behold
My Wife.
This week.- With Elliott Dexter."
E. V. Durling, editor of the Brain Exchange, says that
movie plots are like women. Dress, paint and pad them
up and even the old ones will get by.
And the better dressed they are, the more they cost.
Is it possible for a girl to be beautiful, a good actress
and work for the Fox Company at the same time. Take
a peep at Estelle Taylor and settle it for yourself.
If Recent Developments

the number they ask for, but they get the operator without dropping a coin in the box. It cost me a quarter the
other day to discover the 'phone wasn't working.
Have you noticed the similarity in the technique of
William Faversham and William S. Hart?
Saw a film the other day wherein the hero and heroine
did not fall in love. They were married before the story
started.
Did you know that there were blue-eyed colored folks?
Neither did I. Griffith knows all about it tho. He has
a couple of them in "The Idol Dancer."
What's the matter with Nazimova? A year ago she
was one of the five foremost stars on the screen. Now
look at her.
Old Wives for New
"Virtuous Wives."
"Idle Wives."
"Blind Wives."
"Foolish Wives."
Has anybody anything good to tell a single young man
about wives?
Movie Mystery

Continue

Hollywood, January 15th, 1922. The tremendous purses
being offered by fight promoters are demoralizing the film
industry here. Already, George Walsh, Douglas Fairbanks and William Duncan have deserted the screen and
signed to fight for purses of a million or so as a starter.
It takes over two months to make a film, but a boxing
match only lasts a few minutes and you dont need a
make-up. Charlie Chaplin is holding out for a half-interest in the Southern Pacific Railway to cover training
expenses.
They Do It in the Movies
, In "The Cradle of Courage" a couple of characters go
(l\vtv to a telephone pay station, and not only do they get

I

LAME

The meaning of Lionel Barrymore's villainous-looking
mustache.
A pessimist is an individual who can view Mary Pickford on the screen and then come out of the theater not
feeling that it's a good old world after all.
Discovered at last ! A star who actually admits without blushing that she was not discovered and brought to
the screen by Griffith — Zena Keefe. We gravely suspect
this of being a piece of publicity.
Not only is Harold Lloyd giving Chaplin a lot of worr
but^ow along comes Johnny Hines, a mile a minut
Wntcli him.

-A.

Roles and
Results
said, "No, I've always
believed in spiritism,
I think, altho I never
talked it, nor, really,
lived it. I'm not in the
least occult myself.
Nor am I mediumistic.
But I believe, because
I've seen remarkable
demonstrations and
also because the part
of my mind that is
most logical O. K.'s
She went on to tell
me belief."
of an experience
the
her young brother
went thru when in a
trance. "I thought he
was going
she
said,
"and toI die,"
was terrified. One feels difown. It ferently
makesabout it
all
one's
seem so strange and
vital. I was with my
brother and he directed all of his talk to me.
He kept saying, 'Sylvia, this is George —
this is George' and I
couldn't, at first, recall who 'George'
might be. Then that
I remembered
'George' was an old
and very dear friend
of mykilled
father's,
who
had
himself

Photograph by
Charlotte Fairchilds

Sylvia Brearner reminds
you of a passion-flower,
with her dark and slumberous eyes, equally dark
and slumberous hair, a
vivid and also scarlet
mouth and a low-pitched,
accented voice

I

T may have an Elinor-Glynnic flavor to say that Sylvia
Brearner reminds us of a
passion flower, but if a person will have dark and slumberous eyes, equally dark and slumberous hair, a vivid and also scarlet mouth and a low-pitched, accented voice, that person will have to stand for ElinorGlynnic similies.
However, as an antidote to the impression the above
may leave, Sylvia believes, in spiritism. Elinor G. may,
too, but she certainly leans to the earth-earthy in her
delineations as set forth in her Best Sellers. I asked
Sylvia whether or not, her recently completed picture
"Athalie" (the title of which is to be changed,
way, as titles have a habit of being) had anything byto the
do
(JNwith her faith in the rap-tap of the world beyond. She
A5£

I
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about a fortnight after my father's death.
I said, 'Yes — yes, I
know' and then my
brother, speaking as
tho he were this
George, went on to say
all manner of strange
things — that he was unhappy because he had done what
he had done — that he wanted to get back — that he longed
to explain — all in that vein. It was most uncanny. When
my brother came out of the trance, I asked him whether
he had not been acting just the least bit in the world for
my benefit. 'Dont be silly, Sylvia,' he said, 'I dont remember a thing' — and no amount of prompting or suggestion could recall to him what had occurred. I should
like
to have the time to go into the subject exhaustively,"
she concluded.
It is being guilty of repetition plus to note that Miss
Brearner is native Australian — with a father who was a
commander in the British navy and a mother who, in
relation to Sylvia, stands forth pre-eminently as objecting
to Sylvia's stage career. So strenuously did she object,
indeed, that Sylvia, in her fifteenth year, was consigned
to a woolly Australian waste, there to gambol with the
baby kangaroos and other Australian ruralities.
But the

4

By JANET

REID

footlights penetrated the fastnesses with their
ever-calling, ever-beckoning charm — and once,
in the dark of night (or it should have been
for the sake of story values) Miss Breamer
appeared in the home fold and announced
that she was going on the stage — further
controversy would be superfluous. Shortly
thereafter her father died — and Miss
Breamer had, forsooth, to gratify herself
both professionally as well as personally.
She came to this country in support of
Grace George in Shaw's "Major Barbara"
— and after that I refuse to repeat further.
This last has been for the twofold purpose
of lest we forget and also to emphasize the
determination which characterizes Sylvia,
despite her aforementioned floral appearance

Photograph by Witzel,

"I believe in remaining
with the same director for
a period of six months or
a year," said Miss Breampr.
cannot
know "Aan director
actress in
one
picture ... A musician
must know his instrument
to get the best results;
a director, too, must be

L. A.

and hercies. spiritualistic
tendenShe is determined
and
also decisive.
She is now under contract
to Sidney Franklin, with, I believe, two more pictures to go.
"He is a wonderful director

to work with," Miss Breamer
told me, over tea and muffins ;
'sympathetic, bringing out by
ratherI feel
than that
coer-I
cion the very best latentsuggestion
in a person.
have really grown under his supervision and it has
been a joy as well as an experience."
"Do you believe in remaining with one director?"
I asked.
sure

or. his

instrument"

"For a period of six months or a year," Miss Breamer
said, "a director cannot know an actress in one picture.
Therefore, he cannot make the very best of her, nor
obtain the very best results. Up until quite recently
I inclined to the belief that to stay with one director
indefinitely was the best thing — and save for the danger
of getting into a rut, I still think so. But a rut is a
vital danger.
"It always seems to me somewhat as tho a director
were a musician evolving from what should be highly
45
sensitized instruments their finest harmonies.
A musi(Continued on page 97)
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The trials and tribulations
of the producer now besiege Charles Ray . . .
When you have your own
company, it makes a difference about stories, supporting players and the
other details. However,
the results are what count,
and his next production,
"Nineteen and Phyliss,"
is said to justify his endeavors.
"Whiskers,"
tured at the
left,
is onepicof
the most important members of the Ray forces

I
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ILL HAWES had
spent his life in an
atmosphere of misunderstanding and
dislike. His father had
hated him because he had
been a silent child, much
GLADYS
given to book learning and
solitary rambles and musing
at meals.
Also because he
had never been able to laugh at the coarse humor his
paternal parent now and then delighted in.
His mother had disliked him because she had never
wanted him, and she made it an invariable habit to dislike that which she didn't want. Of course, after one
has had eight children and buried four of 'em, a ninth is
not a spirit of potential joy. It meant stretching the
tendons of thin finance to a most painful point.
Early in life, Bill Hawes determined to "do something"
in the world, of an uplifting character. For a while he
was vague as to the exactitude of his mission. But he
felt it to be exalted even in its nebulous and embryonic
state. Then, after some particular display of resentment
and misunderstanding at home* it came to him that he would
be to the young of the next generation what no older
person had ever been, had ever wanted to be, to him. He
would be a light and a leader. He would blaze tangled
trails for them and clear up morasses of thought and all
the troublous, befogged emotions which are the pain and
the prerogative of the rawly young.
He evolved into a schoolmaster. A country schoolmaster. A fighting schoolmaster.
The slim-jim little pedant of the small Alabama community grew into a raw-boned, belligerent-muscled, belligerent-minded young man who, after graduating with somewhat darkly brilliant laurels from the Teacher's College
in his own vicinity, took to himself a school in North
Carolina and began his High Exalted Mission.
Now and then the H. E. M. flagged and fogged, as
H. E. M.'s have a disconcerting
habit of doing. Now and
then the Younger
Generation

Trie

Jucklins
HALL

resolved itself (or themselves) into very thickskulled grubby little boys
with not a shred of yearning for a higher life nor a
scrap of desire for idealistic
enlightenment. Now and
then, when some particular
small fist rose repeatedly
and a whinish reiterative

voice drawled, "Whaddyou mean, teachchewer ?" he felt
the desire his father had felt (and yielded to) to plain
everyday lambaste the youngster — but something restrained
him. Always something restrained him. He came to the
conclusion that the "something" was the thin pitiful spirit
of his own boyhood pangs rising to confront him, to lay
a staying hand on the freshets of his ireful impatience.
He always managed to achieve a smile, a rally and, in
time, he won the adoration of the school, the boys and
the parents thereof.
Bill Hawes did some adoring on his own account.
When he first obtained his school, he inquired for a
place to live. That had been a part of his dream — the
place where he would live. He had never had any family
life and he was starved in his domestic desires as he had
been in his mental ideals.
"Go to th' Jucklins," he was told, "schoolmasters always
stay up to Jucklins. They're great 'uns, are the Jucklins."
Bill found the Jucklins great 'uns, and apparently the
town schoolmaster was a part of their family life, almost,
indeed, a tradition.
"We consider it our tome to education," Guinea 'Jucklin
told him, the first night he came, "we'd have the schoolmaster here if one of us had to sleep in the hay-loft. Be
sides, we'd stick it now under any conditions. You see,
my brother and I expect to marry off very soon, and, of
course, that will leave all the room in the world. We
expect to marry well, so there'll be no occasion for any
one of us to stick to the parent nest."
Told byverymoonlight,
it didn't
much matter
what
Guinea Jucklin
said, still,

(praffissP!1*.

Now and then, when some
small fist rose repeatedly and
a whinish voice drawled out,
"Whaddyou mean, teachchewer?" he felt the desire
his father had felt — and
yielded to— but something
always restrained him

even so, and on that first night
Guinea paused and, in that pause, Bill Hawes was
Bill Hawes was conscious of left to deduce and did so deduce that a Jucklin stood
for all the desirable attributes, trails, etc., of the human
some dulled regret because she
spoke of marriage.
race, and that to attain a Jucklin was to reach about the
She was so darned young, so zenith of matrimonial achievement. The Lundsfords were
rich, conceded, but the Jucklins . . .
sweet — golly, yes, so sweet!
She hadn't a business to be
"Alf's in love with Milly Lundsford," the loquacious
talking that way — of "marryGuinea resumed, satisfied by Bill's impressed expression
that the relative status of affairs was thoroly understood :
ing off— of marrying well ..."
She was so straight and strong, too. There was some"but he's the least bit, just the least bit fearful of Milly.
thing warm emanating from her, electrical and heady.
Milly's rather a flirt. She went North, to school and it
She — she was like wine and witchery. Bill sighed progot
her into light habits. She'll get over it. I tell Alf
digiously. So, just so, had he imagined a woman would
not to worry, to give her free rein, but Alf's the worryone day talk to him. Not what she said — there was aling kindhunched
and he nearer
gets awfully
you no
know"
—
Guinea
to Bill down.
Hawes Do
(never,
never,
ways a rift in every lute — but the way she said it— conshe felt, had she had so flattering an audience, spellbound
fidential and loW-like.
Soft — golly . . . !
the schoolmaster was,
"Who's— who's Alf goin' ter marry?"
really)
"do you know
—
I'm
sometimes
afraid
He didn't care a whoop
THE JUCKLINS
whom Alf Jucklin married,
there's a tragedy ahead
but he did care whom Alf
Fictionized by permission from the Paramount profor Alf. He's so sort of
duction of the scenario by Frank Condon ; based on the
Jucklin's sister married.
grim, and so queer about
book by Opie Reed; directed by George Melford.
Still one had to be deliThe cast:
Milly. Now me — I'm supcate— one had to lead up.
Guinea Jucklin
Mabel Juliene Scott
posed to be in love with
Guinea was obliging.
Bill Hawes
Monte Blue
Millie Lundsford
Ruth Renick
medical
student and— he's
experta
Chyd Lundsford
"Why, you see," she
Lim Jucklin
Charles Ogle
on
tonsils,
he
says,
but I
said, "the Lundsfords are
Susan Jucklin
Fannie Midgely
dont feel the same way
our next-door neighbors.
Alf Jucklin
Zell Covington
General Lundsford
Winter Hall
Alf does about Milly. If
They've always been — for
Chyd Lundsford
J. M. Dumont
Chyd said the things to
generations an' generaDr. Etheredge
Clarence Burton
tions" (Guinea had an
Sheriff Parker
Guy Oliver
me Milly
Alf, and
I'd
amazing habit of dispenstell
him tosays
go to
ahead
Attorney Conkwright
Robert Brewer
ing with eternities with a
Scott Aimes
.«
Jack Herbert
have his little fling — he has
Bill Aimes
Jack Hull
flip of her fingers and a
to marry
me in
in the
the end
—
Jim Aimes
William Scott
it's
written
stars,
shrug of her facile shoulJohnny Aimes
Frank Weatherwax
ders) "we've intermarried
Dan Stuart
William Boyd
Daddy tells me, so I supStation Agent
Jack Byron
quite often. They're terposeand
what'sI written
School
Teacher
Charles
Wildish
ribly rich, altho that, of
written,
dont botheris
course, wouldn't influence
a Jucklin ..."
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Old Negro Josh

Uncle George Curry

with what happens in between. That's how / feel."

Bill ventured solemnly, "Perhaps you've never really
been in love, Miss Guinea."
"Call me 'Guinea' and dont talk like an awful spoof,"
said, restlessly, "it's written."
theItgirl
was reported of Bill Hawes about town
the following week that he had kept three
boys in after school for having expressed
an unusual aptitude for astronomy.
"All I said to him," one of the scholars
reported, "was 'it's written,' an' he
went off into an awful gumflumption."
It became increasingly
known of Bill Hawes that he
was a "fighting schoolmaster." He fought the school
board for reforms they
had never
heard
of
and he had only dreamed of. He fought the
Aimes
boys, who
were the bad influence in the neighborhood, and when
the Aimes boys attacked Alf Jucklin
one day, Bill came
to the rescue, and
the battle that ensued became part
of the history of
the town, almost
of the State. That
night the wooden
school building
was found burned
to the ground and,
with Bill Hawes
leading the belligerent investigation,
there was no considerable difficulty
in discovering that
the Aimes boys had
done the dastardly
deed.
They were sent to
the State penitentiary. The day they
left, Bill Hawes asked
leave to see them. He
was with them for a
very long while. When
he came out, his face was
white but his mouth was
out of shape with an odd
smile. It was rumored about
that the Aimes boys had gone
^|
away with traces of tears on
•$
their faces, and that the older
'*1
and rougher one of them had kist
y%
his mother goodbye.
Bill Hawes
had nothing to report.
It would
have been absurd to tell the folk of
Caroltown that he had told the Aimes
boys a fairy story of a little lost dream.
Besides, he was immensely busy.
He had
a new fight on. He had to fight the Local Board
of Directors for speedy execution of -the new and
vastly modern school building. They showed every symptom of being content with the Town Hall, where the

modus operandi of education was temporarily put into v
execution.
It wasn't easy for the sages of Caroltown to
"do" all the improvements demanded by their progressive
young schoolmaster.
But, in the end, he got them,
He one
laidof a 'em.
deal of the credit to Guinea
every
Jucklin.
She backed him every time, in
every project, in every argument.
How
her eyes shone when he sketched his
plan for this or that — his dream for
this arrangement or that lay-out !
How her tones vibrated when
one time he overheard her, telling of his beliefs to Chyd
Lundsford, home from medical college on a brief vacation. That was the one
time during the term he
had seen little of Guinea.
It wasn't her fault. She
wanted him to come
with them everytime
they walked, even so
far as the corner

H

drug-store, but to accompany Guinea
and the man
she intended to marry
was more than Bill
could stand
for.
He was unable to
perceive
in the
stars any hieromotely resembling
glyphics even reGuinea Jucklin
ford. Chyd Lundsand
Heinghad
a sneaksuspicion,
too,
that Mrs. Jucklin
was with him.
Once she said that
the Lundsf ords and
Jucklins had done
enough of intermarryin'and that Alf
and M i 1 1 y were

enough for the present generation.
She
said, further, that she
couldn't see Guinea interested in a man forever cuttin' inter folks.
It was all very fine and
was
her way
of
good, more
but tobook
learnin'
thinkin'. Still, father wanted
it and Guinea seemed to offer
no set objections, and there you
were ! Bill yielded to temptation
and told her all the ills, the bad
blood, the lessening of powers, apt
to attend much intermarriage, but mother Jucklin
His
mother
had long been under the
was crouched on
absolute dominion of father Jucklin and there
the floor against Guinea's
knees. "He was ray baby,"
was
little
power in perPA6
she moaned,
"dont you remember
49
. . . I held him like this . . . and he
suasive argument.
Still, once the school
laughed
up at me . . . my baby"
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i matters were fought out and the wheels of learning turning
smoothly again, Bill had time to sense that the air of the
Jucklin and Lundsford homes was not all it ought to be.
Alf was morose to an extent unwarranted in so young
a lad. Milly Lundsford was hilariously light-hearted and
gay. In and about the village it drifted to Bill's hearing
that Dan Stuart was paying considerable attention to Milly
Lundsford and that despite her rumored engagement to
the Jucklin boy, she didn't seem to be averse to it.
Bill knew that Dan Stuart was a seasoned young man.
He had been to the larger cities and was of them. He
bore taints upon his person and in his presence. His
mind had been befouled and he had lost the freshness
Milly had a right to. Bill was sorry for the contact, be
it ever so slight. He made this remark once to Alf and
was startled to see the bad blood rise and spread over
All's face and throat, troubled to see the pulses hammer
in the boy's throat and temples. "It isn't as bad as all
that, Alf," the schoolmaster said, with reassurance, "girls
will be girls and Dan's a courtier apt to turn the head of
an older woman than your Milly ..."
Alf swore, which was not habitual with a Jucklin.
"My girl wont 'be girls,' " he quoted back, "and she is
'my Milly' and that's the whole of it."
It became common property in and about Caroltown that
there was trouble between Alf Jucklin and Dan Stuart.
And so it was no surprise when, one day in the late
fall, Alf Jucklin dragged Dan's" body to Dr. Etheredge's
office and told him he had killed the dirty beast. "He
made a nasty remark about Mill," was his only explanation "he
;
deserved to die."
He walked straight from the doctor's to the sheriff's
office and gave himself up to the Law.
He was tried and convicted. Conkwrite, the lawyer for the defense,
bui
worked the juck- asked for a new trial. At the new
lin {arm and studied
law. And dreamed.
And then he made his
discovery of mica on
the farm

ft
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trial, Bill Hawes did everything he could with his testimony to save the white-faced imperturbable lad in the
prisoner's box. He had so obviously been taunted, cheated,
driven by the leash of his strong fanatic passion into the
shot he had fired. Dan Stuart had been so notoriously,
so odoriferously objectionable. There were so many
wounded mothers, so many hurt girls to testify to that.
Nevertheless, there was every evidence ... a deliberate
shot . . . threats preceding . . . Alf Jucklin was sentenced to life imprisonment.
At home his mother was crouched on the floor against
Guinea's knees. "He was my baby," she kept moaning,
"dont you remember, Guinea, dont you remember — I held
him — like this — and he laughed up at me — never a mean
thing — never a low thought — my baby, you know . . . '
"I know, dear, I know, dear," Guinea kept crooning to
the old grief at her knees ; and did not think it necessary
to remind her mother that she was younger than Alf,
and could not possibly recall him as a tiny babe.
The Jucklins moved away from Caroltown.
"Of course," General Lundsford told the elder Jucklin,
after the trial was over and Alf safely ensconced in his
lifer's cell ; "of course, marriage between Guinea and Chyd
would be — well, frankly, old friend, impossible — now. You
see that — we'll call it impracticable ..."
"Of course — old friend," was the elder Jucklin's reply,
and could take no pleasure in the wincing of his "old
friend's face.
The Jucklins moved away. Moved quietly away. They
sold their place to Bill. He bought it on slow terms, and
more because they wanted him to have it than because
he really could afford it.
The night before the Jucklins went, he and Guinea sat
among
Jucklin
chattels
the porch.
She didn'tbecause
speak
much, the
so he
talked.
He on
talked
about himself,
he thought he would be a negative sort of subject and
a sort of sedative, for the
grim pain,
he knew,her.was
tormenting

BMaa
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To torment her . . . unutterable crime!
He told her he was going to give up school teach
ing and go in for the study of law with Lawyer
Conkwright.
After all, to be able to apply
the law, to apply the law rightly, he stressed
the point and she was grateful, was the
great thing. What could be greater?
And Guinea agreed with him. She
put her hand into his, too, and he
knew that she needed comforting,
who had given so much to her
aged father and mother. He did
not venture to suppose that her
heart, even in its hurt, sang a
little minor-keyed song at his
strongly sensitive touch.
And then they went away.
Bill worked the Jucklin farm
and studied law. And dreamed.
He dreamed in the fields by day,
sitting behind the horses, ploughing.
He dreamed that he saw Guinea
coming out of the kitchen-door,
walking down the kitchen garden,
gathering the greens for supper. He
dreamed he saw Guinea peering at him,
great-eyed and dusty, from the hay-loft
where she had been wont to read the summer afternoons away.
He dreamed, sometimes, that he saw Guinea walking straight
toward him, into his arms, his heart, his life . . .
And then he made his discovery.
He discoverea
mica on the Jucklin farm.
He sold the mine for a stupendous figure. Half of
the price paid, he gave to Lim Jucklin, besides what he
owed him on the original purchase price of the place. The
other half he invested, took a room in the village and went
in thoroly for his study of Law. He still dreamed.
He had nearly completed his studies when he met Dr.
Etheredge one day and fell into talk with him. The
doctor took him home to supper, and in the course of
the evening confessed to him that he had lied in court
. . . "Dan Stuart did not die of a gun-shot," he said,
"he died before ever he was struck — of heart trouble.
I lied."
"Why?" "
Bill's monosyllable was poignant, not so much with
grief for Alf as with grief for Guinea, hurt there, in the
dark. How he recalled her, every tense young line . . .
wounded . . . her pride, he remembered, had been like
the pinions of some splendid bird of flight trailing in the
dust . . .
"Why?"
"Money."
"You dog!"
"I know — dont, Hawes. God, I've suffered. I— I was
in horrible stress — at the time. There was something else.
I— I wanted Milly Lundsford. Always have. Stuart was
out of the way. Alf — Alf Jucklin remained. You
see . . . "
"No. What do you intend to do ?"
"Will you help me?"
God in heaven,
"I'll help them, if that's what you mean, •an old mother
how you've shattered them — young lives— you
... shuddered.
!"
The low
doctor
How futile he looked -inadequate ...
Bill refrained from further talk. He might so cow
the creature that he would end himself and so his confession— the confession that would mean a new trial for

And
then her voice/'
broke, so deeply soft it
was, and Bill dropped
on
his
knees
and

Alf

Jucklin — liberation

. . .

That

touched

her, and

he

.
r
/-.
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*
,
what knowthe stars
ca5«nor said
her ' didn>t
mother
for
mean— for
would
baby
again
Guinea
aJucklin
new lease
of the high altitudes — the sunlight —
the blowing of the fine winds — her
heritages — might even mean Chyd Lundsford — what of
it? What of anything, so long as she be happy, at peace,
content . . . ?
The new trial was held. Alf Jucklin was freed on the
testimony of Dr. Etheredge.
The day he obtained his release, Milly Lundsford was
awaiting him in the outer room. But the best of it was
that she had been awaiting him since the day before the
trial, and that he carried next to his heart the little notes
she had been sending him daily since his imprisonment.
Little white-winged notes that told him what his trouble
had meant to her — what it had taught her — of womanhood and service — of her own heart and whither her
heart lay. His broken young face seemed to heal as she
took him in her arms, much as his mother would do, and
crooned over him, and kist him.
i

That evening Bill Hawes rode to the Jucklin's temporary abode. He begged them to come back to their old
home, still awaiting them. They couldn't resist. "We're
fine folks now, you know," father Jucklin reminded him,
"with all the money we've got salted away, but I guess
we're better off in the old place at that — with the schoolmaster to board with us, as alius, what say, mother?"
Mother said yes. She was weaving the tender patchwork of her younger years, soon to be relived, now that
the storm was past.
A week later the Jucklins came back. Alf and Milly
were there — the old General had forgiven his daughter.
He had not yet come to the point of daring to approach
PA6
(Continued on page 119)
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ar
is a story, de
THIS
reader,ed in which I'.m
suppos
to be breezy
s probably
e'
er
As
th
no breezier breeze that blows
h
than that whic breezes at
Venice and Ocean Park, California, I oughtenter have a
rd
me
ha ti to be breezy. However, ifyou want a salty, fresh
ze, you'll ha
ve to go to
bree
d Ocean Park
Venice an
for it,
because I'm a it
gentleman, even
if I am a wr er, or rather,
even if I do kid myself into
believing I'm one. (That's
better, isn't it?) Now, will
you kindly go on with the
story ? Camera ! Action !

"Yow ! Ooola, yippie wow !
Youla yippi bow ! We're havin' an awful row. Oola yippi
yow !" Chief Red Feather,
whose association with civilization has made him hate
women and soap, was giving
his Carlisle College yell at his
bow-and-arrow concession on
the pier at Venice.
In the chief's audience was
about the choicest collection of
movie talent ever gathered for
even the most stupendous production. There Was dainty
Coleen Moore, handsome Pat
O'Malley, piquant Priscilla
52
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Dean, dashing Thomas Meighan, smiling Tommy Forman,
(I'm almost run out of adjectives), radiant Katherine
MacDonald and Mary MacLaren and David Butler.
Priscilla, with eyes tightly
closed, was shooting at a big
buffalo. (It was just a painted
one.) The chief was leaning
over; endeavoring to extract
one of the darts from the left
shank of the animal. Zip,
sped Priscilla's
and the
chief
retired toarrow,
his boudoir.
We retreated in disorderly
haste.
"Over the Falls" next intrigued (that's a good word,
isn't it?) our attention. The
lady barker modestly announced, "Everybody goes
over the falls. Everybody
rides." Not to be outdone,
(as they say in the novels),
by anybody, we decided to go

Top, Priscilla
Dean mines deterto return
home by aeroplane, and left,
a view of the
beach at Ocean
Park, where
the film
ites favordisport
themselves

over, inquiring first if we
the
barrel
were to use
was properly
upholstered
and padded.
We were
taken aback
when she told
us we

didn't

rmmM

MILES
HAMMOND
use a barrel ; but our
courage failed us not
— teedle te dum!
"Lead on!" we men
roared, and the
women lead. Dark
and devious was the
passage. The floor
reeled and so did we.
A skeleton shook ;
so did we. A tin
can rattled seemingly
on ten thousand
rocks; so did our
teeth.
Finally, to make a
short story long, we
reached the "elevator." A smiling attendant (they always
smile in storie ) invited us to enter, and he
stepped out. The door
slammed shut. Suddenly,
the seat flattened out and
we shot down a steep incline at a dizzy Barney
Oldfield speed, our feet,
like periscopes, perpendicularly preceded our
heads. We bumped into
the cushioned wall and
the girls began to collect

Above, Mary MacLaren and Pat
O'M alley try the Virginia reel;
center, Venice at night, when the
film stars on the various amusements are as numerous as the
stars in the heavens, and below,
Pat O' 'alley takes Coleen
Moore for a ride on the "Dipper"

themselves, along with their
extra attachments. After
we had gathered up 10,000
or so hairpins, we proceeded
to view the trained fleas in
a nearby concession.
The fleas may have been
called "trained," but they
were most unmannerly to
say the least. "Ladies and
gentlemen," said the concessionnaire,
are
extremely "these
unique, fleas
for
they bear the great honor
of being full of hops, which
is a big distinction in these
arid times." This was too
much and we withdrew to
watch the ostriches in a
nearby stall being plucked
along with the rest of the
tourists. For fear the birds
would attempt to eat the
hat,
piloted
the
Moore's
Coleen
grapeswe on men
girls toward a concession
which depicted the feminine
charms of "Zu Zu, the
Arabian Hoochi Koochi
Queen" ; but we got no
farther
than onthe
PA
(Continued
pagebarker's
118)
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Hlxe Marsk Flower
of this old world of ours.
Typifying, as
she does, all that is sweet and wholesome,
dainty and feminine, Mae has won her laurels
thru consistent and hard work, and she is
today one of the best beloved of all the
film stars.
After a year's absence she is once
more at work before the camera, much
to the joy of all fans and, she declares, even a greater joy to herself.
This day, Miss Marsh was dressed
in a funny little calico dress with a
gay "tarn" bobbing about on her unruly reddish brown hair.
Sitting on the steps of the "country store," the pivotal point of the
straggling street, she was childishly digging the toes of her
sturdy shoes in the dust, while
the remainder
of the company
lounged about, waiting for the
sun to steal thru the grey clouds.
The keynote of the new MaeMarsh
thoughts
was sounded
when, throwing back her head and
gazing into the cheerless heavens,
she remarked :
"Mary Ann loves sunshine, she
wont
be the
happy
and sounded
all thru
our chat
nametoday,"
of Mary
like a sweet refrain, for this wee
daughter is not only the center but
the circumference of her fond mother's life. Husband, career, family, —
all important factors, are overshadowed by the glorious experience of her
motherhood.

a camera study of Mae
Marsh, who is once more at

«w-^IVEN
Californi
.•
. a. skies
, •■
SOmet,meS behave like
camera, I"!
the
before
work
much to the joy of all the
{\ ^
spoiled children, — just
fans, and, she declares, a
when
yOU want
them
ereater joy to herself
tQ show off their prettieSt and

let the world behold their
charms, clouds arise and they
become dull and uninteresting.
It was this kind of sky that was casting its somber
spell over Hollywood and playing havoc with motion
pictures the morning I had my interview with Mae Marsh.
However, the famous little star remained serene and unconcerned, letting her director, John G. Adolfi, do the
worrying over silent cameras and loss of precious hours.
Mae Marsh is a name known everywhere that pictures
are shown and this means in almost every nook and cor4
Ij
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"The nurses at the hospital tacked on
the name of Ann," Mae explained. "You
know, she was christened Mary Marsh Anns,
but it is odd how Ann suits her, so I find myself calling her Mary Ann much of the time.
See the freckles?" and she held out both bare
arms for my inspection, "there are millions of
them, for I have lived out of doors with Mary
since we came to California. She's sixteen months
old now, quite a big girl, and has attained the dignity
of the overall age, and will you believe it, she loves mud.
She follows the gardener about while he sprinkles the
lawns and selects every little mudhole for her special
playhouse," and mamma Mae, chuckled indulgently.
Tho Mae Marsh was born in the little town of Madrid,
New Mexico, and began her motion picture career in
New York, it is in Los Angeles that she has spent most
of her life, and she declares, she is happy to be back
Mary. — this time with her husband and the precious
again,
To make her stay seem more permanent, she and
"Hubby," have recently purchased a beautiful place in
the picturesque hills of Flintridge, on the outskirts of
Pasadena. The house, an imposing white colonial, commands an inspiring view of the lovely La Canada valley
with its endless vineyards and orchards, while the rugged
mountains beyond form an appropriate back curtain.
"It's such fun to have a real honest-to-goodness home
of our very own," sighed Mae, contentedly, "and we had
a regular lark furnishing it just to suit our tastes. Such
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a joke on me — when I was a little girl attending
a convent in San Francisco we were given prunes
at nearly every meal and I used to vow that my
children should never be afflicted with them. Well,
here we have six acres of prune trees and they
are loaded with fruit which Mary adores !
"I learned to cook and sew and all the rest of
the domestic virtues while I was still a small kiddie.
Mother always said she would not feel she had
fulfilled her duties to her daughters until they
were good housewives. It is a great responsibility
to have a house these days," she added, impressively. "I had to buy a vacuum cleaner this week
and goodness knows, what it will be next week,"
and she dug her heels into the dust with extra vim.
satisfactorily?" I asked.
"Career and domesticity, — do they work out
"Perfectly!" And there was no mistaking. the
emphasis. "You see, I married just the right man
and he understands my work. I met Louis when
I first went East to make 'Polly of the Circus,' he
was doing publicity for Goldwyn. Now, he is devoting his time exclusively to writing, and tho our
work is different it is in complete harmony. In
the evenings he reads aloud to me what he has
written during the day, while I go thru the scenes
I made at the studio. We talk over everything
and each supplies the other with helpful ideas."
A shout from the cameraman brought us back
to the present, for the sun had burst forth, flooding the little set with its brilliance.
"Quick, let's get to work," called Director
Adolfi, and the next moment Mae
wasSheenacting
pathetic'little
scene.
^^^^
was ina the
midst of her
new
Robertson-Cole picture, "The Little
'Fraid Lady," adapted from Marjorie

%,

Thii "girl of a thousand faces" has a
well-suited role in
"The Little 'Fraid
Lady," her newertson-Cole
Robpicture.
She possesses far
above the average
ability to express
face in her
her emotions

Benton Cooke's
story, "The
Who
LivedGirl
in
the the
Woods,"
in
words and
of
the star, it affectlyfords darling
her a "per-

Enthusiastically, she went on,
"There is everything in it,— tender
pathos, wholesome humor, and the
girl is so deliciously human all the
way thru that I have become deeply
attached to her. This is because I
seem
actually
to live
heras life."
I did
not doubt
this,
I recalled
how completely she merges herself
PA6
into her screen characters, part."
bringing
a wistful and poignant appeal, pecul(Continued on page 101)
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Left and right,
Theodore Roberts in "Something to Think
About," and
below, eraa study
cam-
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Admirable

SUE

Optimist

RTS

and good cheer which he
creates wherever he goes.
He has always a sympathetic
ear for the misfortunes of
others, and a ready word of
encouragement. He is
"Daddy" Roberts to everybody in California, as vital
a part of filmland as the sun
is to California.

nylm
coloHnoyllhywaosodmafi
THE embers ho
posw
m
sess more than the
average good thinlgs of this
world: beautifu homes,
motors, handhigh-powered
some clothes, . . . fame. Yet
ucky,
ambitious
happy-go-l
as they are, the average can
find something to complain
about. They pooh-pooh pictures as inartistic . .-. or
they think they are being
given a raw deal of some
kind : poor story, poor direction, poor lighting.
Not so Theodore Roberts. He appreciates pictures . . . and what they
have brought him. He admires them as a medium for
his art.
"Why, bless you, I love
pictures," he said when I
asked him his opinion, and
later ... "I love Hollywood
. . . and the Lasky studio.

ROBE

love
of Theodore
California Roberts'
is a natural
one, for he was born here,
in San Francisco. He never
saw snow falling until he
was twenty years old, the
occasion being his first trip
East. He remembers Los
Angeles
ing morewhen
than ita was
cow nothpath,
and he is not ancient he
of

Photograph by Northland Studio

I've been here seven years now. I dont have any worries
of production, I have a lovely home, a vacation every now
and then, when I can shoot duck and go fishing . . . Why
shouldn't I love pictures? Many people ask me why I
dont go in the directing end of it. Why should I ? I dont
want the responsibility. Besides, a director can never be
in as close touch with his audience as an actor. I like to feel
that Theodore Roberts means something to the people
. . . that it isn't just an empty name."
But one who knows Theodore Roberts only thru his
many and varied appearances on the screen can not imagine the boundless, alt-enveloping aura of benevolence

years either.
"Sixty
years old,"
calls
himself.
"Come, be honest," I
pleaded; "you're not that

"Well," he said, "I'm fifty-nine, ifyou must have the truth, but sixty's so much
easier to say."
Tall, vigorous, with clean-cut features, and a complexion thru which the healthy red corpuscles pulsate; a fascinating age, that.
Fifty-nine would seem to be also the age of discretion,
for Roberts has learned how to be happy, contented ; how
to get the most out of each day . . old."
. For instance :
"Dont ask me which part I like best," he said. "I enjoy
»A6
He believes
doing
each one."that the screen has taught the actor a true
pantomime . . . and that it is far ahead of the stage in
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Several days later he visited
Roberts and exhibited a black eye
and other bruises.
"See what you've done to me?"
said his friend, fingering his black
eye. "I made up as an Italian and
got work digging a sewer on
Broadway ... but all the other
workmen were Irish!"
Daddy Roberts munched on his
omnipresent cigar in its well-worn
cigar-holder. As a raconteur, he is
at his best.
"The other evening," he continued, "Mrs. Roberts and I were
at the Orpheum — we have the same
seats each week thruout the year
— when I noticed a man seated
nearby staring at me. Presently he
leaned
and said smilingly,
a more over
comfortable
seat than 'It's
the
The man was alluding to the epiit?'"and Female," where
crate,sodeisn't
in "Male
Mr. Roberts was adrift at. sea,
alone on a crate, except for a
frightened chicken (fowl).
Taking that picture was a wet
experience, according to Mr. Roberts, for the crate was slippery and
the waves dashed over him every
little while; also the waves were
cold, whereby hangs a tale.
Mr. Roberts had just dried himself on the beach, when Mr. de
Mille decided to film some nibrer
(Continued on page 97)

Photograph (above) by Northland Studio

Fifty-nine would seem to
that respect. He thinks
be also the age of discrethat the actor should aption, for Roberts has
learned how to be happy,
preciate the fact that in
contented ; how to get the
pictures one's salary
most out of each day . . .
goes on even during vaAbove, a new portrait,
cation, while on the stage
and right, another scene
they must rehearse many
of "Something to Think
weeks without pay, to
say nothing of the long
About"
intervals which occur between engagements, even with the best-known
stage actors.
Roberts recalls one period during his stage experience when he went for nine months without
an engagement. He was offered certain parts, but
he felt that he could not accept them without lowering his rating.
One of his pet anecdotes concerns a friend of
his, who came to him complaining about his bad
luck. He had been unable to get any sort of part
for many weeks.

"Well, why dont you give up acting?" asked
Roberts.
"What else can I do?" exclaimed his friend.
"You might try digging ditches/' suggested
Roberts, facetiously.
58 "By George, I will," said his friend.
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The Demand

for Light Comedy

Recently a film organization made a survey of the exhibitor field with a view towards determining public taste
in photoplays. Over 10,000 theaters were included in the
final tabulations.
The answers received indicate an overwhelming demand
for frothy comedies, or, to be exact, light comedies of
society life in which a young woman has the leading role.
Emotional dramas held second place.
This demand for comedies of manners is an interesting
development. It indicates an intellectual advance from
the days of slapstick. Yes, the photoplay is advancing.

Scavengers of the Screen
It was inevitable, we suppose, that monthly pamphlets,
(we shall not honor them with the word magazine) , should
appear dedicated to scandal of the screen.
We have long
had them devoted to the stage, to society and
other interests.
Yet these scandal sheets are exceed
ingly injurious and damaging.
There is a field for gutter comments in every avenue of
artistic endeavor.
But we
should
not forget the
millions of photoplay
lovers everywhere
who hold the film
as a thing apart —
an ideal of dreams
and illusions.
Again these
scandal mongers
sometimes
arouse
our anger.
Consider a recent issue
of one of these pamphlets with a sideways attack upon
David Griffith. Were
it not for Mr. Griffith,
this sheet would not be
existing, for it was the
object of this unjust attack
who almost individually lifted the screen to its present
affluence and artistic level.
Poor little scandal scavenger of the screen !

Where Are the Nextf Personalities?
Probably you — being an ardent screen fan — have noted
the lack of new personalities among the film player folk.
Actually, no new face of unusual promise has appeared
within the year. Why ?
Turn to the field directors. Promising new faces are
cropping up here with astonishing rapidity. Consider the
case of the creator of "Humoresque," Frank Borzage,
for instance. Or of King Vidor, maker of "The Jack
Knife Man."
The whole thing may be briefly summed up. This is
the era of the director and the story. Film fans are taking
a profound
in theHere,
personality
o'f the
the real
menforces
and
women
behind interest
the picture.
indeed, are
to advance — or retard — the photoplay's march ahead.

The European Film Arrives
Americans are going to see much of European-made
productions within the next two years. Perhaps a little
of our self-satisfaction in our photoplays will be upset
or at least disturbed.
We wonder.
First on the coming wave is "Passion," which is the
German-made film, "Du Barry." This is the production
which has been causing so much comment abroad and
which is a remarkable cinema contribution. "Passion" hails
from a Berlin studio, with Pola Negri in the leading role.
We hope film fans will make a point of seeing European
pictures. It will give them a fresh viewpoint ; it will
broaden their knowledge of the silent play. Let us guard
against provincialism.

Politics on the Screen
The presidential election is now over. The screen played
a limited part in presenting — via the news weeklies
— a review of the various timely developments.
But pause to consider what would happen if the
screen suddenly threw its weight to one candidate,
if the screen of our 17.000 or more American film
theaters consistently advocated the election of one
man. Here would be propaganda reaching the
American public as nothing has ever reached it.
The screen's candidate would win.
Of that we
are sure.
Potentially, the
screen is a sleeping
giant. Let us keep its
power clean and unimpaired.

Original

Film Stories
of

Every real thinker
the silversheet
knows
that
the
photoplay

#w<*&s

Indications of a recent

cannot achieve
its real force
until it devotes itself
to original
stories
written for it. It must cease to

survey disclose an overwhelming demand for
frothy comedies, or, to be
exact, light comedies of
society, life, in which a
young woman has the
leading role

adapt tales devised for the reading table or the stage — tales developed in an entirely different
story-telling channel.
The screen must develop its
own technique. It is time that
it ceased to ape the theater, the
best seller and the popular magazine. For the future of the
photoplay is unlimited, beyond the wildest dreams of the
cinema dreamers. Listen to the recent comments of the
novelist, Sir Gilbert Parker, who, after saying this very
thing, remarks :
"The film is irresistible. It is also illimitable and international. Itdepends on the public and on authors whether
it be made a great agent for good in the world. It might
become an agent for evil ... It is more universal than
language. It is more widespread and effective than music,
sculpture and painting."
Enlightening comment, indeed !
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long suede gloves.
To the casual
observer she was an attractive,
modishly gowned young woman
with a manner of unusual poise
and dignity.
But I, in the
role of interviewer, saw a
slim, childlike being, in her
dark eyes the flame that
kindles
itself ever and
again in the eyes of youth
— her vivid face aglow
with interest at the gay
scene about us, her
whole

personality bespeaking buoyant spirits, girlish enthusiasm.
It seemed hardly possible that this young girl
has traveled several times
across
the continent,
knows every large city in
the United States, has studied in the art centers of
Europe, invaded musical comedy, then pictures with much
— but we're getting ahead
ofsuccess
our story.

wont umriend smhye
Mllinsg her that
I'ca
— Flapper
Fair. She will
crinkle up her
brown eyes and sady
with an amuse
shrug of slim
s
shouolnder ; "that
saw thru me
pers
all right — she knew I was not serious and
dignified and grown up."
The interview took place at the Algonquin
where live and congregate many of the great
and near-great of stage and screen. Where
congregate also many followers of those supposedly favored ones ; some to worship from
afar — some otherwise. It was late afternoon.
Mingled perfumes and laughter filled the air
with a drowsy languor. There were smartly gowned women, perfectly groomed men,
keen-eyed critics, representatives of the
press. The world theatrical was represented there as Elinor Fair stepped from
the elevator and crossed the lobby to where
I waited.
She was wearing a wide-brimmed velvet hat
that just matched her very lovely brown eyes,
a Frenchy looking long-waisted, short-skirted
frock of brown with pipings and buttons of
darker brown. She wore trim brown pumps
f\"60
and carried in one small white hand a pair of
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I talked to Elinor Fair only two
days before she was returning to
the Coast. Following the completion of "Kismet," she had come
East with her mother for a change
and rest. But the "rest" proved to
be only a change of scenery, as the
chance came to do a leading role
in "Body and Soul" with Eugene
O'Brien, which she promptly accepted. This kept her busy eight
weeks. Then, she had orgies of
shopping, she told me, and protracted sessions of posing for photographs and now she was waiting for the showing of "Kismet"
to the press and profession before
going back.
"How old do you think I am?"
she demanded, almost at once.
"About twenty-one," I prevaricated. I thought eighteen — but
sometimes it's best not to say what
one thinks to a would-be dignified
grown-up young lady.
"Really? — In reality, I am only
nineteen, but. sometimes I feel forty, Eve been thru so much."
"So much" — I encouraged.
"Yes. Why, I am a pioneer in
the picture business. It's five
years since I made my start — I've
almost grown up with the business. Iwas born down in Richmond, Va., but have never lived
any place except in suit-cases and
trunks. When I was five, we went
to Honolulu. When I was nine,
we went abroad. I studied music,
the violin and voice in Paris, Leipsic, Brussels. Then the war broke
out and we came back to the States.
I had a chance to do a picture with
Clara Kimball Young, which I accepted, then two with William
Farnum. I dont know why I ever
thought I could act, unless it was
because my grandfather was a
minister," she said mischievously.
"Then mother, from whom I inherit my voice, insisted that I take
up my music again. After a couple of years of voice culture and
lessons in dramatic expression, I
tried musical comedy for experience. Had a season in
San Francisco, then was again lured away by pictures —
this time a co-starring contract with Albert Ray. Then
came the chance to do 'Kismet.'
"So, I have traveled and studied and worked and have
covered much territory while doing so. I have been
thru quite a lot, haven't I ? At least, I feel very experienced. You see when I first went into pictures I was
only a child, but I was tall and serious and went right
into grown-up or ingenue parts. And I have been in the
business so long, everyone must think me quite old — perhaps twenty-three or four! It's dreadfully hard to live
up to it."
"Is 'Kismet' the biggest thing you've done?"

r

Photograph by White Studios

It is hard to decide in
"Well," reflectively, "in a way
which role she is most
it- is. Of course, being associated
lovable . . . but we think
with Otis Skinner was a big
we like best her spirit of
thing, a wonderful opportunity,
girlishness, unspoiled and
sweet . . . just Flapper
which I appreciated greatly. We
Fair
worked thirteen weeks making
'Kismet.' Such a wealth of detail is involved in a big production like that. The atmosphere, the settings, the costumes must be in harmony, else the whole thing is made
ridiculous.

"Of course, fti Skinner was marvelous during the
making of the picture.
Having created the role on the
(Continued on page 109)
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Twilight Moments

Twilight! . . . Exit
the actor . . . Enter
the man. The studios
forgotten until another
day,
finds Eugene
pleasure O'Brien
and relaxation in his apartment overlooking Central Park, New York.
Herewith are three
pictures of Gene in his
bachelor quarters
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Please
One
Woman
By

JANET REID
ery
of Mysted
use be
THEwas Hoto
open !
For ten years it had
stood, towering and
,
grim on the ragged dune,
with its immediate lawn disreputable, its manifold shutters hanging, half off with
each storm, its wide verandas
and balconnades the platforms for the terror-lashed
sheets of water and for, who
knows what, phantom feet.
Now, after all this time, it
was to open its dim, mysterious doors, its shuttered windows, its uninhabited recesses.
Conley, the chief grocer of
Seagirt, knew it first. He
knew it because an efficient
looking man-servant with the
air of one servilely and thoroly
intimidated had come there for
a mammoth order of scouring soaps and scouring powders, bleaches, varnishes and
what not. Conley, in a panic,
had had to post into Asbury
Park for the supplies.
Conley retailed his news abroad. He elaborated on it
somewhat. It was, however, one of the rare tales to which
no elaboration does full justice.
Then the Post Office acquired some details. Seagirt
began to hum.
It was dreadfully exciting.
Everyone asked everyone else what had been heard.
The least detail was given with gusto and received with
avidity. The House had been a matter of weird speculation for so long. There had been so many differing tales,
surmises, legends. It had almost become a tradition of
the place — the gorgeous, grim place and its prolonged
untenancy.
The Granvilles loved it. Especially Cecilia. But then,
the Granvilles, each in a different way, loved almost everything and almost everybody.
There were four Granvilles. Father, commonly called
Dad, Alice, gravely sweet and "a great reader." Cecilia,
hyper-romantic and excessively fond of boys, moonlight
dances and paper novels, and Bobbie, called L'il Brother
and with all the exasperatingly endearing qualities common to the small brother of two older sisters. In every
respect Bobbie qualified. He was, perhaps, nearer to
Alice. Alice was essentially maternal. Her mother's
early death had made her so, or rather, had added to the
fundamental quality already inherent in her. It was her
maternal quality that helped her thru the dark, days to
come — dark days generated in the House of Mystery.

fessionally.
Dr. Jim Ransome was also interested— mildly and pro"It seems," he told the curious Granvilles, on his customary evening visit; "that the new tenant is also the
owner — the fabulous Mrs. Lee. She will probably be ailing most of the time. They say these rich city women
always are, having nothing else to do. They also pay
fabulously for a physician to tell them to do nothing at
all. It may be a bully thing for us — " He looked at
Alice. It had been "us" with them for some months now.
They were just waiting for Dr. Jim's practise to "brighten." There was no definite destination to the "waiting"
— but they were young and so optimistic. They loved
each other very much in a tranquil twilight fashion — with
occasional red flares rather terrifying to Alice who worried about herself whenever one took her by storm.
Cecilia said, ecstatically, "Suppose she should be beautiful, Jim, and — and slumbrous — oh my !"
"Dont be a goose, Cecil," said the doctor. He suspected a potential neurotic in the young Cecilia. She was
most outlandishly young, he thought. Cecilia paid no
heed to him. He was by way of being a relative and as
such had lost all romantic value, the only value that was
value in her eyes. She went on :
"She might fall in love with you . . . you might save
her life . . . she might say 'Let us flee, Orlando, to some
southern clime, there to live and love our roseate rays — no,

pas
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Sweet — oh, you are
The following
sweet, Jim !"
week the rich Airs.
Lee arrived. Cecilia,
excited in narration
of the event, was the
fortunate witness of
the epoch. She told
it atsupper.
home that night
at
"A lavender car,"
she elaborated,
"done in grey within._
no, very
two
men, A inman,
livery,
"Cece," grunted
straight and fine. . . ."
Bobbie, his mouth
full, "dont talk like
a bum book — talk
Cecilia
him with

Dr. Jim and Alice had been
getting the dinner. Once a
week they did that together,

days — away — to dream

...

"Cecilia!" Alice spoke with
hurt reproach. Bobbie emitted a slang anathema. Dad
interpolated
something to the
to—"
vague effect that Cecilia had
better turn her attention to
her Latin verbs, at which she had shown a consistent
stupidity born of neglect. Cecilia groaned at the thickgrained prosaicism of her family in toto. She was glad
to see Freddy Bent, her one, her impecunious suitor.
Freddy did not satisfy her instincts, but at least he made
sheep's eyes at her, and in the moonlight she could imagine what was not. Eventually, they strolled over to
the beach, there to inspect the House of Mystery, more
mysterious now than ever before since life was to step
in and cast on the wall substance where, for long, there
had been shadow.
Later, Alice and Dr. Jim strolled over, too. They
stood, arms entwined, on the beach, staring up at the turreted colossus.
"just to get into each others'
ways," for they had decided
to be helpmeets in every
sense of the word -

withered
what she

considered
look."
"She was "awithin,"
the small romanticist rhapsodized happily on. She was in
violet,
too, violet
and grey and there
were real"
orchids at her
breast. Her eyes were half shut; her lips were as red as
red and they were smiling, and yet, Al, they didn't seem
to be smiling, either.
D'you know what I mean, not a
smiley smile like we do. I cant describe it . . ."
"Say not," choked Bobbie over his stewed fruit.
"Your manners are disgusting," said Cecilia.
Fearing
an affirmation from Dad on this particularly unfortunate
score Bobbie retreated from the field. Apparently, Alice
and Dad were interested to the point of forgetting
Cecilia's absurd method of telling that a swell dame had
hit the burg.
Oh, well . . . This was but one of many
mysteries. ...
"She didn't look to right or left," Cecilia went on,
her spoon poised in mid-air; "until she passed Dr. Jim's
house. He was just coming out to the gate with Gran'ma
Tibbs. The Lovely Lady turned her head ever so slightly,
oh, ever so slightly and wearily, you know. She saw Dr.
Jim and her eyes widened — they're the dreamiest eyes —
and
I think shehim.
smiledPerhaps
at him.they
Shehadmust
thought
she recognized
beenhave'
Queen
and

slave in some past incantation . . ."
Alice was gently indignant. "Jim never was a slave,
Cece," she said, "and besides, it's
'incarnations.'
."
"We used to think it might be ours someday," Alice
Cecilia
dismissed. .the
murmured, "just at first
rebuke. "What does the
— weren't we silly, dear?"
word matter," she said,
"I dont know," Dr. Jim
laid his dark head against
"and besides, Alice GranTO PLEASE ONE WOMAN
ville, Iheard Jim himself
her fair one ; "not so silly,
Fictionized by permission from the Paramount Release
say a country doctor was
perhaps. I can see you
of the Lois Weber production of the scenario by Lois
there, belovedest, but
Weber.
Directed by Lois Weber, and starring Claire
often
slave."
Windsor.
The cast :•
somehow I can see you
"He time
was a out
of sorts,"
Alice Granville
Claire Windsor
best in some low white
Alice
defended,
he
Cecilia Granville
Edith Kessler
wouldn't
've. He"ortakes
cottage where the roses
Freddy
George Hackathorn
grow and the days and
Dr. John Ransome
Edward Burns
his Cecilia
calling highly."
dismissed the
Leila
Mona Lisa
nights go gently and withHer husband
Howard Gaye
subject. "Well, anyway,
out alarm."
Lucien Wainwright
L. C. Shumway
that's all," she said,
Alice snuggled to him.
Bobby Granville
,
Gordon Griffith
"Freddy and I are off to
"How
sweet you are,"
do a sneak 'round the
/TNshe
sighed,
"and
safe.
lAfifi
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place. We may have something to report when we return." She departed with a swish of her abbreviated
skirts.
;
The Granville family sat in momentary silence, then
Alice said, puckering her broad white brow a trifle; "I'm
worried about Cece, Dad, she reads such trash and . . .
and she likes the boys . . ."
Dad was reassuring. ''She's painfully young, dear,"
he said, "sixteen . . . we've babied her . . . she'll get
over it. You just keep talking to her. A Granville is
solid."
At the House of Mystery the beautiful chatelaine was
lounging and petulant. Why had she come here ? AVhat
should she do here ? Why hadn't she stayed in town and
committed a revenge more agreeable to herself, less immolating? This stupid place — these stupid people — dull
— dull — DULL ! How she abhorred it, dulness. How
she loathed it, mediocrity ! And she had come into the
natural haunt of it. And this
house — haunted by salt of the
sea and savor of the winddreary despite the magnificence of its conversion, chill
for all the color and warmth
of perfume she, personally,
was able to bring to it. Life
... it shuddered about her as
wind. . . .
There had been one high
spot on the stupid, windy ride
down from town. Just as
they came into Seagirt, a
young man, helping an old
woman, had come out of a cottage door. He had been
straight and strong. He had
interested her. That was
what she needed, demanded,
to be interested . . . That,
all along, she began to believe,
with self-injury, was what had
been the matter with Lee, her
husband. He had never interested her. He had been
like some puerile machine
pouring into her hands, when
he could, jewels and gold,
begging, as he poured, the
payment of her exotic and indifferent caress — pleading
with her for her tolerance
when he could not, begging
her edto
A Wall
poor, Street
huntlittle"wait"
victim— of
and a woman. . . . His Nirvana, akiss dearly bought and
heavily paid for. Still, he had
never held her. . . .
She decided to be ill. She
knew various ways of being
ill. It was done by the women of her "set" in town. It
was, in fact, one of the most
approved methods of extortion. Cold hands, pulsing
temples, judicious tears, slight
moans — what had they not
acquired in the way of consolatory checks and jewels
and motor cars. A headache
of hers had wrung Lee dry of

more than one substantial banking account ; had overdrawn his heavily charged check book times without
number. Of course, with a doctor . . . she would have
to resort to ice for her hands and digitalis for her heart,
would have to be more scientific . . . but he was very
young, very unschooled, no doubt . . . and when had
science been proof against white witchery ?
The next day she saw him with Alice. They were
walked as lovers walk, lingeringly. . . . The woman
smiled, the sort of smile Cecilia had reported. "Of
course, he would have a rustic sweetheart," she mused,
back on her veranda again, and she held out her beautiful
arms to the infinite, beautiful
sea. "What matter?" she
He sought out Leila and
smiled, "the child with her
tried to forget. He had come
milk-and-roses cheeks and her
down to see Leila. She was
clovery caresses will have but
his sort, but he found her as
unresponsive as Alice had
prepared him for the myrrh
and sandalwood
with which
been, in her different way
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steep him. It is to be a rare adventure ... I
. . ."
know
She called Dr. Jim the first time at night. He was not
at home. The maid told her he was having supper with
the Granvilles. Leila had made it her business to find
out that the "rustic sweetheart's" name was Granville, Alice
Granville ... so he was there .... Her smile was
amused when she rang the Granville's.
Dr. Jim and Alice had been getting the dinner. Once
a week' they did that together "just to get into each other's
ways." , They had decided to be helpmeets in every
sense of the word — he was to help her with her part of
the burden (would it ever be a burden?) and she was to
help him with his. Why, already she had struggled thru
several heavy volumes on "Materia Medica" with the aid
of several medical dictionaries and Dr. Jim. She didn't
know much more than she had before, save that she had
a most profound respect for the calling.
Cecilia came into the kitchen with the message. "Jim,
you're
at the House of Mystery!"
It was.wanted
a bomb.

was troubled. He was confused. His senses were assailed and his resentment was a complication. God, how
beautiful she was ! Why . . . the poets were right — the
erotic poets, Swinburne and his kind. There were women who maddened. There were women competent of
rare perfume, of fragilities of lace and flowers, of heavy
coiled serpentine hair and appeals like languorous voices.
And her hands ... how cold . . . until he took them
and felt beneath his palm the delicious rose-red blood
come coursing into them again. Had he ever before exdidn't sleep.perienced just that immeasurable thrill? That night he

Up to that moment Jim and Alice had been floury and
laughing. Now an important thing had occurred. The
little kitchen, the luscious supper, Alice, Jim himself became insignificant. The Future . . . the Future had
beckoned. . . . Jim said, professionally, "I'll go at

He had three calls from the House of Mystery that
week. Once it took him away from Alice and the other
Cecilia!"
two
times from other calls he really should have made.
By the end of the week, Leila, who professed to be suffering
a species of malnutrition, discovered that she could not
eat save by his hand, and as her whims' regarding food
took place at curious and dangerous times, such as midnight, he became accustomed to supping with her in her
boudoir at any sort of time.
White witchery . . .
Always, he would go away with a sense of dizziness
in his brain. Was it the perfume? Was it the hour?
Was it weariness ? Was it— the woman ? Was it a potent
combination of all these things, not to be resisted? When
she called, altho he suspected exaggeration, why did all
less? colorWhy
calls, all other patients seem relatively unimportant,

Cecilia threw a wicked eye. She went forth to tell
once."
Freddy that "Heaven knew what would come of it?"
Dr. Jim did not return to the Granville home for supper. He did not return at all. He didn't return to his
own home until long past the
midnight hour.
When he did
Leila's husband appeared in
her boudoir at the House of

Mystery. Ransome was with
her on the chaise longue, holding her warm responsive hand
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tg ft . wag

footWith a slightly hesitant
Step in place of his CUStOmary
firm and Springing Walk.
He

In the morning
he whistled
he passed
the Granville's
according
to his matutinal
habitas and
Alice, pink
and fresh,
came running out to thrust in his button-hole her offering of a rose but as he walked on he felt his smile and
kiss had been a shade perfunctory, the rose scratched him
with an unexpected thorn and he remembered that Alice
had had a daub of maple syrup on her arm. He shook
himself with disgust. He was becoming "as bad as

did they not
matter ?
What was
the matter
with him?
necessary
Why, he was
to her, of
course, her
physician.
cate, strange,
She was
delialone . . .
was there
anything so
strange ? Ah
was strange
yes, buttooit
strange . . .
and the three
fourths per
cent itynormalof Jim
mRansome
i 1 1 e d adit.
Dear Alice
. . .always
why did
he
think of her
as floury, as
flushed, as
anxious . . .
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kinship, even, for Cecilia assailed him. Cecilia and her
ridiculous romance. And
then Leila would need him
and he wouldn't speculate.
He would simply go, and for
an hour or for two hours, for
luncheon or for dinner or for
supper, resting on a chaise
longue beside him or clinging
to his arm as they took a little constitutional for her
nerves, he would forget . . .
forget . . . forget . . .
She would tell him of her
life in town, starved, she said.
Of her money-mad, moneymaking husband and the
abuses and neglects that were
hers . . . neglects that had
driven her here to seek solace
in the sea, in the balm of earth
and air.
He would mutter it was a
shame . . . couldn't understand it . . . couldn't . . .
and insensibly he would move
nearer to her as tho to protect
her fragile, lovely body from
imaginary assault.
Alice was patient and understanding. She missed him,
she said, but it was for "their
future" — it was what a doctor's wife must expect. He
was to go right ahead and not
to mind her. The first time
he could get away from Mrs.
Lee to have dinner with her,
he was to let her know and she
would cook for him all his
favorities. She did love him
. . . Ransome kissed her, and
the mingled perfumes of Leila
smote him like her soft hands
. . . pulled him away . . .
A week after her arrival a
yacht anchored in the basin.
It was reported to belong to
Lucien Wainwright, one of
New York's wealthiest clubmen. He was a friend of
Mrs. Lee's. The Seagirt
News gave him most of the
front page the day the Geisha
Girl anchored off-shore.
Wainwright had come because Leila Lee had sent for him ; he happened to be bored
and surfeited and the location, if not Leila, sounded
piquant. He was fed up on the Leilas of life. Of course
this one was damnably alluring, he admitted . . . and had
been more or less inaccessible ... there" was promise . . .
The second day he saw Cecilia Granville. She fell in
love with him, told him so and took him home to supper.
There he saw Alice and he fell in love with her. She was
something fresh and surprising. Her brow was like a
prayer and her hands were what hands should be, white
and firm and capable. Her. eyes were wide and wistful —
wise too — she was unresponsive. He, sought out Leila
and tried to forget. He had come down to see Lelia. She
was his sort. She was as unresponsive as Alice had been,
in her different way. He told her she behaved as tho she

Alice and Dr. Jim in the orwere in love — at last. She
chard . . . "If you could
told him he, also, acted as tho
forgive me . . . sometimes
he were in love — at last. He
forgiveness is the only conadmitted that maybe he was.
summation," he said. "But,
unless you understand as well,
They had cigarets and phiI dont want you to. It is your
losophized bitterly.
understanding that I crave"
At midnight, Leila
summoned Dr. Jim for a case of
distraught nerves. He fed her delicacies and she fainted
in his arms. He kissed her and she clung to him and there
seemed to him to be the sound of manifold bird's wings
flapping — birds with hurt voices and hurt hearts. He
went home in a maelstrom. He felt unlike himself, the
victim of a potion, too sweet to be aught but poisonous.
(Continued on page 115)
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t here is a story of
movies that do move
— so fast that they circumnavigate our globe before the
landlubbers know they have
New
From
been released.
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from Alaska to South America.
Up and down the Atlantic and across
the Pacific and on around until they get
back home again.
Here is how two motion pictures moved,
"the Miracle Man" and "Male and Female" set
out from the Navy Motion Picture Exchange for
Guantanamo, Cuba, where they made the rounds
of the entire Atlantic Fleet. Then they sailed for
the Asiatic station and at Manila entertained our

E. RUGGLES,
U. S. N.

Top, where the films are
edited aboard ship; left,
Lieutenant Joseph J.
O'Reilly, in charge of the
Navy Film Exchange; below, preparing for the
evening performance, and
lower left-hand corner, the
Pacific Fleet photographic
party

boys on board the "mosquito fleet," as these vessels
were termed by the sailors. Thence to Siberia for
the pleasure of the lads serving on our Eagle boats.
A trip to the Mediterranean followed.
Soon they

were back again at the Exchange, making the return
trip on board some submarine chasers via Gibraltar.
Even then they did not stop moving, for they were
ordered to the Pacific Fleet and the last heard of
them, they were going the rounds of our battlers
over there. How's that for traveling.
Our fleet reaches round the earth and our
sailor boys must be entertained,
so
Left — Official Photograph
U. S. Naval Air Service
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The Hoosier
In Gotham
By BETSY BRUCE
IT was all wrong in the first place. Perfectly ridiculous, as a matter of fact, to interview Monte Blue over teacups. Nevertheles , ithappened that way, and there was
only one thing to do — make the best of it, as he
was doing. The Hoosier had come to Gotham.
He knew the proverb perhaps about Rome and
the Romans. Certainly he was doing as those
in Gotham did.
"It's all right if you're used to it," drawled
Monte, referring to little old New York,
I cant sleep. Cant deafen my ears to the traffic
outside and the sounds of the people living above
me, below me and to the four sides of me.
Reckon I'm lonesome to hear the coyote stealing down the mountainside on a chicken hunt,
and to hear the trees sighing like they do out
there where I come from, and to see the black
western nights closing in about me."
He said he was sorry tho that he had not
visited the Big City before, as it had offered him
much. He had enjoyed the theater, the other
arts and the fine shops with all they offered. As
to the subway, he ssemed to have serious doubts
on this score and he emphasized the fact that
the trains always went under the river at a great

"They've
been
it for somesoliloquized
time now,"
Monte,
"so
all right, but you know darn well
that they always hit I itguess
up until
it's
they get from under the river.
However,
I dont complain — it
suits
me
when
they hit it whizzing
up. I'm
not jest comfortable
I know
—along
and when
a whole
river there's
full ofwater
it—
Monte has a kindly look and his
above me."
brown
eyes crinkle when he talks
— he respects interviews, I think,
but he does not take them altogether seriously.
(Continued on page 111)
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A New
Heroine
for Barrie
Woman Knows," so long the
untrespassed-on
property of
Maude Adams, was to be
given, for the screen production, to another — and from all
accounts, Lois Wilson was to
be the lucky girl. I found her
sitting in solitary state in a set
where a parliamentary election
was being staged.
All around
her were Englishmen of varying classes, cockneys
with
their loud-checked caps, dignified politicians, worthy members who were supporting this
candidate or that, and the
groups of Kleiglights that alwa}'s manage somehow to give
a stark appearance to the set
about them. In a blue velveteen dress, at least, I presume
in my masculine ignorance
that it was velveteen, of severe
simplicity, an unbecoming
brown
fur neckpiece, and a
coiffure too plain to merit the
aname,
call she
fromsatW.erectly
C. dewaiting'
Mille,
the director.
Yet I could not
help but notice the real beauty
in her eyes, large and softly
brown,ural and
smile the
with friendly,'
which natshe
greeted me.
We found two
seats off by ourselves and, with
all the noises of a busy studio
sounding an insistent obbligato, she told me of many
things — herself among others.
"It was in 'The Dumb Girl

Lois Wilson is the ideal type
for Barrie's play. She is sensitive to his delightful whimsicality, and is one of the few
favored mortals who can take
herself seriously and not be
a bore

'A'

LL right
The ! Drag
door her
at inthe!"
right of the set burst
open and a gigantic
brute of a man appeared dragging behind, by the hair of her
head, a shrieking young girl !
Thus did Lois Wilson make her debut in the film world !
I had gone out to the Lasky studio in search of Maggie
(\ Shand. I had read that the famous role in "What Every

of Portici,' Anna
Pavlowa's
picture, that I had my first
taste of pictures.
I was a
Chicago girl then — tho I call
Birmingham,
Alabama, my
home
town
—
with
footlight
Photograph by
fever and prejudiced parents.
Northland Studios
But when a Southern woman,
Mrs. Phillip Smalley, undertook the making of 'The Dumb
Girl of Portici,' I was permitted to go, with some high school chums, to visit the
studio. We were mistaken for applicants for extra work.
They wanted a girl they could drag around by the hair
and because I had such luxurious tresses — they came to
my knees then — they pounced on me.
The other girls
were scared to death and turned down offers of work.
But I saw opportunity and offered it my forelock.
It
was a painful procedure but I accomplished my aim.
I've never been away from picture work since."
The great appeal of Lois is her quiet charm, a gentle-
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ness in which sincerity is the
most obvious ingredient. Her
voice has a soft quality, a pianissimo that lulls at the same time
that it intrigues. She is graceful of body, in the way that the
Greeks were graceful, deliberately and with a perfect poise.
I noticed that during all the time
that she talked with me, she
rarely moved. Her hands lay
passively in her lap and she sat
pleasantly erect, scorning the inviting canvas chairback.
A sudden shouting from the
electricians and the snap and
hum of Kleiglights under heavy
voltage interrupted us. The set was
bathed in a bright
glow, the group
of men were going thru some org a n i z e d movement, a palpable
confusion which
yet bore to us, who
watched from behind the lights, a
certain semblance
of plan. I missed
something, the
staccato barking
of the director.
"Isn't Mr. de
Mille wonderful?" breathed
Lois. "He is that
way always. A
pipe in his mouth,
an old, battered
hat, and never a
word above his
usual tone of
voic
e !"
Admiration
was
frank in her
words and eyes.
There is a puzzling ingenuousness about her.
Her moods seem
to play over the
surface and yet
there is always
that belying effect
of calmness, like
a breeze that
passes and leaves
a sea unruffled, if

Photograph by Melbourne Studios, L. A.

"It was in 'The Dumb
Girl of Portici.' Anna
Pavlowa's picture, that
I had my first taste of
pictures,"
said Lois.
"I was a Chicago
girl
then, with footlight
fever and prejudiced
parents.
WhenandI was
visited a studio
offered a part on account of my luxuriant
hair, I accepted, and
have been in pictures

ever since

your encompass
imagination
can
that.
Of course,
Calif ornia was
the natural sequel to her work
in Chicago.
The
Pavlowa picture
completed, she
came West with
Mrs.

Smalley

and joined the
Universal forces.
That was five years ago. Lois is something of a veteran, yet I doubt that she
is more than twenty-one.
She is the ideal type, I think, for
Barrie's play. She is sensitive to his
delightful whimsicality, an ardent
reader of all his fantasies since earliest
girlhood. She is one of the few favored
mortals who can take herself seriously
and not be a bore. Her enthusiasms
are more enduring because they are repressed. Barrie, W. C. de Mille,- her
new five-year contract with Lasky,
wherein there is a clause concerning
stardom . . . they are her whole existence. The others cannot quite understand. Why should
Photograph by
life be so very serious?
Hartsook, L. A.
{Continued on page 110)
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of tke Megaphone
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impatient
with Father
Time, because he moves
so slowly),
we
were entertained by the handsome, stunning, humorous and
lovable Tommy Meighan, and a
tall, poiseful, blond young man
who wears tweed suits and heavy
brown Oxfords, and who sits in
an easy chair sideways and
swings his feet over the arm as
he talks.
Our meeting with Mr. Forman had been arranged for 6:30
at his apartment in the Seymour,
and this poiseful, blond young
man seemed to be a part of the
"There are many rea-

establishLater on, asment.we
talked,
we

sons why I prefer directing to acting,"
says Tom Forman.
"The public is notoriously fickle, and a
star does not expect
to retain his following
for more than six or

that
he had
gat tiered,
written the
scenario
122)
for "The

eight years, while I
expect to be directing
when I am an old
man." Left, a new

Mr. Mei-

photograph, and below, Mr. Forman
fences with a fair op-

Quarry,"
rentcurstaron
page
ghan's
(Continued

ponent Photograph by A. R. Scott
Hollywood, Calif.
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we. arrived, but let us
hasten to add that he
doesn't usually receive his visitors that way. It was our
own fault, because we were
half an hour late in keeping
our appointment, and half an
hour is a lot of time in the life
ctor. But, in jusof a busy diref,
tice to oursel we must also
add that it wasn't our fault
that we were late, and that we
are noted for our punctuality.
The fault lies with our doctor,
who is the most popular one in
town. He kept us waiting.
However, as somebody said
a long time ago, and every,one
else has been saying ever
since, "It is an ill wind that,
blows nobody any good." And
so, while we waited for the
youngest director in captivity
(how he'll squirm when he
(TVsees this, he being extremely
V72
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ASSION" comes like a bolt from
the blue — and a few more bolts
of a similar nature will cause the
American producers to realize that
they no longer have a monopoly. Incidentally,
it will urge everyone forward, for competition
always inspires the greatest results.
The story is "DuBarry," and was and is
called by that name when exhibited abroad.
Unfortunately, those controlling the American rights feel that the new title, "Passion,"
has a greater appeal to their public, even tho
the popularity of "DuBarry" stands unquestioned. However
The story is true in its adaptation, even to
the minor points, telling as it does of the little
milliner's assistant, Marie Jeanne, who becomes Countess duBarry and, finally, the
famed mistress of Louis XV. Her story is
truly and vividly sketched until the outbreak
of the French Revolution when she pays the
price of her life, despite the efforts of her
girlhood sweetheart, who would save her at
anyAdvices
cost. from abroad herald the director
of this production as the European Griffith and it may be said that he is worthy
of the comparison.
In "Passion," alias
"DuBarry," he has given his public a very
fine production — placing confidence in his
story, he has gone on devoting his efforts
to the carrying out of every detail. With
Europe as his stage, he has, of course, been
able to pass on a ripe continental flavor. The
scenes have unusual depth and those of the
mobs are among the finest ever screened —
they are as mobs are, still —
surging
once more.forward, then still

Top, Catherine Calvert, in
"Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
is quite the most ravishing
vision shadowed on the screen
for many moons. Center,
Lionel Barrymore, in "The
Devil's Garden," in which his
art is again handicapped by
story material; and right,
Otis Skinner as. the beggar
Hadjj in Robertson - Cole's
"Kismet" stands forth as a
gem in a dull setting

Poli Negri, in the role of
"DuBarry," is fascinating
and vivid — a finished actress
who brings to the screen the
grace of the Russian Ballet
from which she comes.
People may argue over her
beauty but they will agree as
to her art and fascination.
This picture was produced
during the war and therefore,
undoubtedly under adverse
conditions. It seemed to be
static film, looking as tho it
was raining. But when the
story began to unweave,
the imperfections ceased to
worry us — in fact they
ceased to exist.
"Passion" without a suggestion of the unpleasant
achieves the risque.
HARRIET AND THE
PIPER —
FIRST
NATIONAL

It should have been called
74
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"The Piper and Harriet." Really the piper
dominated every other scene. For no reason
whatever, his misty form would float thru the
atmosphere, piping a song, and those who had
danced to his tune would emote because they
knew they must pay.
The thread of the story is taken from Kathleen Norris' novel. We say the thread advisedly,
because the screen story does not contain half
the material found in the book. And, incidentally, the fact that the production was completed
before the novel was published gives some idea
of the dearth of fiction material.
Anita Stewart plays Harriet, the secretary
at Crownlands who eventually becomes the
mistress of the estate, saving the daughter of
the house from the same man who blotted her
own youth.
Miss Stewart does not find herself in the
role of Harriet. She seems adequate, but her
work fails to stand forth as it did in "The
Yellow Typhon." Ward Crane is quite
successful in causing his audience to dislike him in the villain role of Royal Blondon, while Myrtle Stedman typifies the
butterfly wife of the story and Charles
Richman the master of Crownlands.
The material which has been omitted
in the screen version made for a far
greater plot strength in the original story.
Too, the great wealth and luxury of
Crownlands, which should dominate, is
lost. The scenes are far from attractive
and inasmuch as a great portion of the
action is laid out-of-doors it would have seemed
possible to have had the sets more in keeping
with the wealth of those
about whom the story is
written.
In several instances in particular,
they remind one of the
stage settings of a thirdrate stock company.
DEAD
TALES

MEN

TELL

NO

VITAGRAPH

"Dead Men Tell No
Tales" is all that the title
would indicate. It is one
of the few examples of
titles for which there is a
reason. In the beginning, there are several
characters with tales to
tell, but more important
is a villain, by name
Sehor Joaquin Santos,
who does not plan that
the world shall barken to
their tales. His motto
"Dead Men Tell No
Tales" is carried out in
quite as deadly a fashion
as might be expected.
(Continued on page 124)

Top, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven in "Twin Beds," which
will undoubtedly afford an evenyou ifdidn't
cee iting's
on entertainment
the stage,if and
you
dont feel that bedroom farces,
like the circus, are always the
same; center, Pola Negri in
"Paszion," which is really the
story of "Du Barry," and which
achieves the risque without the
unpleasant; bottom. Anita Stewart in "Harriet and the Piper,"
a screen version of the Kathleen
Norris' novel of the same name
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Owen
Moore,
above,
as studio manager, 13
shown posting the new
rules and regulations ;
center, Conway Tearle
adopts the carpenter
role, and bottom, the
fair Elaine Hammerstein becomes a guardian of the huge lights
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In ten minutes—
a perfect manicure
Three simple operations will give your nails the grooming
that present-day standards require
ONCE, manicuring was slow, difficult and even dangerous.
There was no way of removing dead cuticle except by
cutting, and whether people had it done by a professional
manicurist or did it themselves, it was a very tiresome business.
NOW, manicuring is so quick and easy that anybody can
have smooth, lovely nails. Cutex removes the dead cuticle
simply and safely without cutting. Just a few minutes' care
once or twice a week will keep the nails looking, always as
if freshly done.

— ■ This is the way you do it —
First the Cuticle Remover. After filing, shaping and smoothing the nail tips, dip an orange
stick wrapped with cotton in Cutex. and work
around the nail base, gently pushing back the
cuticle. Wash the hands; then, when drying
them, push the cuticle downwards. The ugly,
dead cuticle will wipe off, leaving a smooth,
shapely rim.
Then the Nail White. This removes stains
and gives the nail tips an immaculate whiteness
without which one's nails never seem freshly
manicured. Squeeze the paste under the nails
directly from the tube.
Finally the Polish. For a brilliant, lasting
polish, use first the paste or stick, then the powder or cake. If you want an instantaneous polish, and without burnishing, one that is also waterproof and lasting, applyalittleof the Liquid Polish.

Make the test yourself
Try this new Cutex way of manicuring.
Ten minutes spent on the nails regularly
once or twice a week will keep them always
in perfect condition. Then every night
apply Cutex Cold Cream around the nail
base to keep the cuticle soft and pliable.
Cutex manicure sets come in three sizes.
The "Compact," with trial packages, 6oc;
The "Traveling," ^1.50; "The Boudoir,"
MAIL

THIS

NORTHAM

$3.00. Or each of the Cutex items comes
separately
ment stores.at 35c. At all drug and departComplete Trial Outfit for 20c .
Mail the coupon below with two dimes for the
Cutex Introductory Set, large enough for si::
manicures. Address Northam Warren, 114
West 17th Street, New York City. If you live
in Canada, address Northam Warrer., Dept.
S02, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

COUPON

WITH

TWO

DIMES

First
then
just
have

a smooth, shapely cuticle;
snowy white tips ; then
the brilliant polish you
always wanted

TODAY

WARREN

Dept. 802, 114 West
New York City

17th Street

Name

^SJr\z£M
Street
Citv and State
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ERHAPS
th rilmost
ling
the
news of the

is the announcement of
Cecil B. de Mille
that his next photowhich is
to be
based play,
upon
Arthur
Schnitzler's
"The Affairs play,
of
Anatol," is to be an all-star
production.
You have seen
other all-star productions, 'tis
true — merely so-called star
productions, at times, we
must admit, but never at their
best anything so wonderful as
this of Mr. de Milk's will be.
His cast is to include Wallace
Reid, Elliott Dexter, Thomas
Meighan,
Wanda
Hawley,
Gloria
Swanson, Agnes Ayres. All of these
players graduated to individual stardom under the magic touch of De Mille
Top, May Allison forsakes
— and I cannot imagine a greater treat
the Metro studios long
than to see them together.
enough to pose as "Queen
I rather imagine that the astute De
of the Steering Wheel" ;
center, H. B. Warner in a
Mille
has been planning this for some
family group, and bottom,
Bessie Love at the entrance
time, for, recently, when I inadvertto her studios
ently remarked to him concerning
Gloria Swanson, 'Ah, but you'll never
find another Gloria," he said :
"That's ■ what they've always said.
I'd never find another
Mary Pickford after 'The Little American,' nor another Wallace
Reid after 'Joan the Woman,' nor another Wanda Hawley after
'We Cant Have Everything' — but my pictures seem to go on
It the
is interesting
same !" to note that on the whole, the film companies
just here
out
are generous and willing to pay for whatever they get,
when custom prohibits payment they think of some diplomatic gift. Take the case of the Submarine Base at San Pedro,
Cal. This is where all submarines needed for picture purposes
are secured. The boats and the crews are loaned as a matter of
courtesy: — many companies have swallowed this courtesy, hook,
line and sinker, and gone away with little more than a thank you.
Unlike these "birds of prey," the Thomas H. Ince Company
is the admiration of everyone on the Base. For Mr. Ince has
returned every courtesy the Navy has given him in every thoughtful and charming way possible. For instance, the officers were
having
a Halloween
party, ofrecently,
and Mr. Ince
himself
'phoned
and offered
the services
his cameramen
to snap
pictures
of
the guests and their fancy-dress costumes
The Lasky Studio always does the right thing, too. When
I was out there the other day, there were eighty sailors performing in "Fatty" Arbuckle's latest, "The Dollar a Year Man."
All they had to do was stand in formation while the "Prince
of Wales" passed by.
Their leader was immediately handed
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How to prevent the homeliness
that creeps upon us unaware
A

SHINY, rough, coarse-textured skin; a
sallow, muddy complexion; how easily
these annoying foes of loveliness can gain a
hold! And yet how easy it is to ward them off
when you know exactly what to do. Just
applying a few simple little rules can work
such wonders with your complexion!
BY

the right method of powdering you can
forever ward off shininess. Always remember that you should not apply the powder directly to your skin. When you make
that mistake you have to keep powdering
again and again all day. You really cannot
expect the powder to stay on unless you use a
powder base. For this you need a cream that
cannot leave a trace of shine on the face.
Before you go out, protect your complexion
dust this
waywind and
from
cold,

Pond's Vanishing Cream contains no oil. It
cannot come out in an ugly shine. Before
powdering apply a
Cream; then put on
you can make the
three times as long;
keep worrying about

bit of Pond's Vanishing
the powder. In this way
powder stay on two or
then no longer need you
your face becoming shiny.

weather whips the natural moisture out of the skin, leaves it dry and
By giving your skin additional mois-

COLD
harsh.

ture to make up for this, by protecting it before going out, you can prevent the roughening and coarsening caused by cold, wind and
dust. For this protection, as for a powder base,
you need a greaseless cream. Pond's Vanishing Cream has just the ingredients which keep
the skin soft, supple and prevent chapping.
Always protect your skin before going out by
applying a bit of this softening cream.
AT

the end of the day your pores are
choked with tiny particles of dust that
work in too deep to be removed by ordinary
washing. These tend to make your skin look
muddy. At night before retiring your skin
needs a deep cleansing with an entirely different cream from the greaseless one you use
in the daytime, a cream with an oil base, which
will work well into the pores. Pond's Cold
Cream has just the amount of oil to cleanse
the skin and clear up clogged pores. Every
night and after a motor trip, give the skin a

The dust specks tk at work
deep into the shin viust
bt removed each nigkt
with an entirely different
cream — a cream containing oil.

deep cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream. In
this way it will become clearer, fairer.
Neither of these creams will foster the
growth of hair on the face. Get ajar or tube
of each of these creams at any drug or department store today. Remember, every normal
skin needs both these creams.
Free sample tubes— MAIL THIS COUPON
POND'S EXTRACT CO., 116-R Hudson St., New York
Please send me, free, the items checked:

S
'
D
N
O
P

Cold Cream &
^Vanishing Cream

One with an oil base and one without any oil

A free sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A free sample of Pond's Cold Cream
Instead of the free samples, I desire the larger samples
checked below, for which I enclose the required amount:
A 5c sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A 5c sample of Pond's Cold Cream

Name
Street
City

State
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four hundred dollars to distribute among the men — five
dollars a piece for five minutes'
work. All the "gobs" were
pleased as punch.
Among the new arrivals in
Hollywood is Ruth Margaret
Nagle. This young miss was
born on the first Friday in
November to Mrs. Conrad
Nagle, the very charming wife
of Conrad, who is at present
de Mille's
playing in William
production
of "What Every
Woman Knows." The baby
was christened Ruth after
Mrs. Nagle, and Margaret
after Margaret Ettinger, her
best friend.
Elinor
Glyn,
shelocks
of
the fiery
and
equally

Above, Myrtle Stedman invests some of
her earnings in a new car; right, Allan
Dwan improves each shining moment
"between scenes," and below, Bird Millman, the famed circus queen of Barnum
& Bailey's makes her cinema debut

fiery ries,
love
is alsosto-a
new resident
in Hollywood.
She is here
primarily to
write a picture play for
Gloriastudying
Swanalso
son, but is
American
men for her
next novel.
Mrs.
stand Glyn's
for the
truth and
I
slogan is: "I
always tell
mainly about
love. Mrs. Glyn is small and well-groomed and you
—
never would believe that she has two daughters,
both
the truth"
over twenty.

Q F,0

And speaking of love, Gladys George, that pretty
and talented leading lady, is going to be married soon.
Her fiance is Robert Russell, a young business man
of Los Angeles. Miss George first attracted attention in Los Angeles last year in "The Better 'Ole,"
with De Wolf Hopper. She was so pretty that she
was grabbed off at once by picture folk. She appeared in several Ince productions and had lately
signed with Lasky.
Anita Stewart has returned from a trip to New
York. She brought out with her a very large box
of hats which she lost from the back of the automobile. They were new, had never been worn, and
if anybody found them they will do well to return
to the owner, because Miss Stewart says she needs
them in her business.
W. J. Arbuckle, father of the famous Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle, died at his Los Angeles home the
last of October. We extend our sincere sympathy
to his son.
The Oliver Morosco Company is to build a new
theater and office building in Los Angeles. The seating capacity of the theater is to be about 1,600, and
it will be operated in connection with the pictures
produced by the Morosco Productions, Inc. The first
{Continued on page 120)
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Free Trial
£fEND now for the New Wurlitzer catalog
ij and free trial blank. You may have any
^"^ musical instrument known, with a complete
musical outfit, for a week's trial at home. Return
the instrument at our expense at the end of the
week if you decide not to keep it.
You will get a complete musical outfit, including the instrument and all accessories — velvet and plush lined carrying case with lock and key, self instructor,? instruction
aids, book of music, all attachments and extra parts — everything you need. This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremendous saving for you if you decide to buy, as everything goes
in at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit and instrument practically for the cost of the instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your
instrument and outfit.
world. Wurlitzer
over the instruments
AttlStlC
is known
of Wurlitzer
0.,oT!«-«7 an
A«+i«+S^ V^uailty
instruments have been the favorites of artists and have
been used in the finest orchestras and bands for years.
This outfit offer includes genuine Wurlitzer instruments.
Every known stringed instrument or wind instrument
included in this offer of free trial inyourown home. Have
your free trial now. We do not cltarge you a penny for it.

Send for New Catalog
and Free Trial Blank
Every instrument known illustrated and described, with
price and small payment terms. More pictures and more
information about musical instruments than in any other
book published. It is a veritable musical encyclopedia.
Free trial blank comes with it. Catalog is FREE. There
is no obligation. Write for it today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

Dept.1522

1 17 E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
329 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept.1522
117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, O. 329 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111
Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and full
description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and details of the
free trial and easy payment offer.

^^a^n^E
200

YEARS

OF

Wfc

^
(State musical inttrument in which votv are specially inttretted)

MSTRUMENT

MAKING

▼!

Copyright 1920, The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
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Marguerite Clark, who recently married and retired from the
screen, returns to it in the film version of "Scrambled Wives."
The only certain thing about a woman is her uncertainty.
Mildred Harris Chaplin has been granted a divorce from Charlie
Chaplin, whereby she receives a settlement of $200,000 and agrees
not to use the name of Chaplin professionally. For every evil
under the sun there is a remedy.
Ralph Barry Harolde, the youngest leading man on the screen,
is playing opposite Margaret Beecher in "Sunshine Harbor," a
new Hemmer picture. The continuity of this picture was written
by Gladys Hall.
Polly Moran'
is seen
in theCorporation.
new Hallroom Boys'
Comedies,
released
by as
thethe
C. landlady
B. C. Film
Ted Dickson is one of the screen's newest finds.- Six months ago
he was an extra, then after a director ■ saw him in a small part
with Mary Miles Minter in "Sweet Lavender," he was given a twoyear contract as leading man of the Van Curen Company, making
five-reel westerns. Ted
is one of those who are
ready when they are
called.

An reroplane trip around the world for the purpose of taking
pictures from the clouds of scenics of the principal cities is being
made by Captain L. T. Tibbs, formerly of the British Air Service,
now a captain in the aviation division of the New York Police
Department.
"Black Beauty," a Vitagraph Special production is receiving
unusually elaborate attention in the filming. It is being directed
by David Smith, who is surrounded by a large technical staff. The
whole civilized world, by reason of its familiarity with this classic,
will sit-in judgment on the artistic naturalness of the production,
and art is as natural as nature.
Wallace Reid is engaged upon a picture adapted from "The
Daughter of a Magnate," by Frank Spearman. Margaret Loomis
is leading woman.
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson have the leads in the William
deMille production, "What Every Woman

Robert Edeson takes an important role in "Are Wives to Blame?"
May Allison's
starring
picture. new
The
play is proof that men
are more easily made
rich by diminishing
their desires than by
adding to their riches.

Teddy, the wellknown Great Dane of
half-a-hundred Mack
Sennett comedies, has
signed a new contract.
He has joined the ranks
of stars of Special Pictures Corporation, and
is to be featured in tworeel comedies.

"The Half Breed" is
the first picture of the
Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc., and was
directed by Oliver Morosco himself.
News of the marriage
of Harry Carey and
Olive Golden has leaked
out in filmland. Mrs.
Carey is the daughter

Creighton Hale has
been engaged by American Cinema Corporation to play opposite
Mollie King, one of the

of George Fuller Golden, a famous actor and
one of the organizers of
"The White Rats," a

company's stars, in "Her
Maj esty."
Dorothea Wolbert,
who scored the success
of her career with
Lyons and Moran in
"La, La, Lucille," is
being featured by Universal in a series of
short-reel comedies.
In "Earthbound," the
scene which caused the
greatest interest perhaps, was one in which
the Russian wolfhound

Knows."

national actors' association.
When Cupid hits the
mark, he usually Mrs. it.
Fox
Seeking "locations" via aeroplane is the latest stunt in filmland. Marshall Neilan flys
with Emery Johnston, aeronaut of Hollywood, and, instead of returning home every
night, they camp en route

saw his dead master's spirit and recognized him by sniffing, cocking
his ears and wagging his tail. This effect was obtained by having a
goat behind a screen, and when the dog caught the unmistakable
goat scent, he evinced the signs of eager interest which seemed
to be caused by his master's spook.
Frank Mayo, who has been working on. a story called "Tiger,"
by Max Brandt, wishes it understood that the story has nothing
to do with politics and that the tiger is not of the Tammany variety.
Henry Walthall is touring the Southern States with his own
company, presenting a play called "Ghosts." He is accompanied
by his wife, Mary Charleson.
"Blind Wives," is an adaptation of "My Lady's Dress." The
leading roles are played by Estelle Taylor, Harry Sothern and
Marc MacDermott.
.

Bronx
animal

News

has arrangements with the
Zoo
whereby
studies will be

presented
with each
issue of the News Reel.
Recently it was proved
that animals, as well as
humans, enjoy sweet perfumes.
Bits of paper soaked in lavender
were thrown into the cages of a lion and jaguar, causing them to
roll and play like kittens.
A new company has been organized under the name of the
Blanche McGarity Productions. The capital stock is $500,000.
They have made negotiations for the Texas States rights for
"Love's Redemption."
Word has been received from Charlie Chaplin stating that the
rumors concerning his retirement from the screen are grossly untrue and that he is already at work on his new picture.
Alice Lake did such splendid work in her newest special produc"Body and Soul," that she has been promoted to a full-fledged
Metrotion,star.
Louise Fazenda has left the Mack Sennett company to accept a

"The Virgin of Paris," is a six-reel picture adapted by Agnes
Fletcher Bain from the novel "Sophia," by Anthony Hope. It was
directed by Gerald Fontaine.
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starring contract with Special Pictures, Inc. There's not the least
difficulty in doing a thing if you only know how to do it, and we'll
say Louise knows how to be a star.
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6 Months to Pay
Learn to buy the Elmer Richards way as thousands
are doing. Dress well and pay in small monthly sums.
Anything in clothing and shoes for men, women and
children. No charge for credit. Only one price.

Send Coupon
Your choice of these special bargains sent you on
approval.
See it yourself.
you don't
it youP. are
not
out a penny.
Send theIf coupon
withkeep
a $1.00
0.
order, or a dollar bill. Mail coupon now.

Elmer Richards Co.

All-Wool
Serge Dress
Richly Embroidered

Write for our latest free
Monthly Bulletin of men's,
women's and children's
clothing and shoes. Every'
thing on small monthly
payments.

This smart model is
made of fine grade pure
all-wool serge. Design
is stylish straight line
effect gathered at
waistline with a rich handsome silk
cord girdle. Dress is richly embroidered front and in charming design.
Back is trimmed with a row of buttons.
Color, Navy Blue only. Sizes 34 to 44,
Misses 16 to 20. Be sure to give Bust,
Belt, Hip and Length measurements.
Order by No. F-32. Send $1.00 with
Coupon. Terms $2.85 Monthly!
Total Price $17.95.

Dept.
1 522, West 35th Street, Chicago, 111.
.ttMMMiMiniiiniMiHMMiHMiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiMiiMii mum until in (ill (mini mint it in

| Elmer
Richards
Co.
Dept. 1522
West 35th Street, Chicago,

111.
I enclose $1.00. Send me the bargain I check below. If I am
not perfectly satisfied I can return it and get my payment
s
back. If I keep it I will send *he monthly terms until full
5 price is paid.
Special Wolf Lynx Silk-Lined Fur Scarf, No. F-39. D
Color: Black D Brown D (Check color wanted)
i Terms: $1.00 with coupon, $3.20 monthly. Total price $19.95.
i
Fine All- Wool Serge Dress No. F-32. O
1
Bust
Belt
Hip
Length
; Terms: $1.00 with coupon, $2.85 monthly. Total price $17.95.
Name.
Address ,
State.
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Virginia Valli recently completed her work with Hope Hampton
in "The Better Way," and now takes a prominent role in the first
Mae Murray, picture to be directed by Robert Leonard.
James Rennie takes the leading male role in "The Sin That
Was His."
Vera Gordon, creator of the mother in "Humoresque," has invaded the vaudeville field as the star in "Lullaby," a sketch written
expressly for her by Edgar Allen Wolff.
Will Rogers is starred in Irvin S. Cobb's "Boys Will Be Boys,"
which is screened for the Goldwyn company.
Edith Roberts, having completed her current production, "White
Youth," now appears in a story of South America, called "Hidden
Fires," written by Norman Dawn, her director, himself a South
American.

Martha Mansfield is to be leading woman in the new Selznick
picture in which Conway Tearle has the stellar role.
Percy Marmont, who made his screen debut in Elsie Ferguson's
first picture three years ago, and has appeared opposite almost all
the brightest stars, has signed with Famous Players to create the
leading role in a director's special production.
The production of "The Old Swimin' Hole" is being placed in
the exact period when Riley wrote it, and even the sycamore tree
will be there. The picture is being made by Charles Ray in his
Hollywood studio and directed by Joseph DeGrasse.
Mary Pickford's new picture, "Rag Tag and Bob Tail," was
written and is being directed by Frances Marion. Douglas Fairbank's new picture was written by himself and is being directed
by Ted Reed.
Rockcliffe Fellowes has been engaged to play opposite Ethel

Thelrna Percy, sister of Eileen, was quietly married on October
27 to W. A. Brady, Jr., son of the famous New York theater
owner and producer.
Dorothy Devore, who

appeared

as

leading

woman

opposite

Charles.Minutes
Ray in "Forty
Five
from
Broadway,"
will be
featured
hereafter
in
two-reel Christie comedies. Dorothy is one of
those to whom nature
has given the secret of
making labor a joy.

Clayton in her new picture, "The Price of Possession."
Betty Francisco, a recent arrival on the screen, who has appeared
previously in the Zeigfield "Follies," heads the cast of "Partners ot
the Tide." Incidentally, she is said to be one of the most beautiful
girls ever seen, even
among the ranks of
world
famed
beauties.
Francis Bushman.
Beverly Bayne and
Anne Little are members of the cast with
William Desmond in
Oliver
Morosco's first
film
production.

Fourteen of the latest
model of motion picture
machines were used in

Elsie Ferguson who
has been touring the
world for the last six
months has returned to
America and resumed
her motion picture work
for Famous Players.
"Sacred and Profane

producing "The Race of
the
Age," record
Educational's
exclusive
of the
victory of Man o' War.
In the movie world,
economy is the thief of
time.

Love," is Miss Ferguson's first screen vehicle
since resuming work.

Annette Kellermann
returns to vaudeville
thru an Educational
single-reel picture, "The
Art
which of
she Diving,"
demonstratesin
her art before the motion picture camera and
then by the slow process. She is one of the
proofs that nature meant
to make woman its
masterpiece.

"The Vendetta" is
the title of the screen
adaptation
"The
Net," by Rexof Beach.
The action takes place

T. Hays Hunter, who recently

;ave "Earthbound" to the screen, at his California home
with his wife and son

'You'll be Surprised,"
is announced as the title
of a two-reel Chester comedy.
It is based on a series of astonishing
stunts by Snooky, the Humanzee, and little Ida May McKenzie.
Carmel Myers will appear as a Parisian dancer and the toast of
the boulevards in "The White Peacock Feather."
Raye Dean will play the leading feminine role in "A Message
from Mars," a production starring Bert Lytell. She- portrays
the role of an English society girl.
Thru his portrayal of brutal Hun parts during the war, Stroheim
gained the name of "the most hated man in motion pictures."
Nevertheless, his friends say he is one of the gentlest of men
off the screen.
Erich Von Stroheim, Universal dircctor-author-actor, apparently
yearned
for practical experience.
He has just married
Valerie
Germonprez, an actress.
The romance started when she had the
r\ role of the bride in Strohcim's first picture, "Blind Husbands."
Afi£

in Sicily
New on Orleans and and
is based
an
actual mafia of some
thirty years ago.
Catherine Calvert
takes the leading role in
the new Vitagraph super

production, "The Heart of Maryland."
Incidentally, Miss Calvert
is from Baltimore, and in the picture takes the part of a Calvert
of Baltimore.
Crane Wilbur plays opposite Miss Calvert.
Jimmie Harrison, well known thru musical comedy and Christie
comedies,
latest Comicsupports
Classic Charlotte
production.Merriarn in "Twelve P. M.," her
"Daughter of the Dawn," depicts the life of the Red Man. The
entire cast is composed of Indians and the manners and customs
are authentic and historic.
It will prove valuable for schools.
"The Island of the Mist," is a Pictograph production, showing
the curious cosmopolitan life of- Hong Kong, China, the Paris
of the Orient. Interspersed in the picture are scenes of the English
settlement and the Chinese quarters.
Pete Morrison and Carol Holloway are featured in "A Good
I3nd Man," a six-reel Western of Yellowstone Productions,
Inc.
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NOTICE
Be careful Some
in buying- offered
aluminumware.
for sale are made sets
of cheap,
soft aluminum which bends
easily, dents with every fall
or knock and is not durable.
Insist upon genuine, heavy
g-auge.
hard,
num.Setoff
ered sheet
here Isalumimade
oftinum,
genuine
aluheavy Manganese
and extra hard
guaranteed for 20 years.

Everything in the Kitchen of Pure Aluminum

Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces), 6 quart size,
8 inches inside, with a doable boiler, 2 quart capacity; one Colonial design coffee percolator (2 pieces), 6 cup size with welded
epout, dome cover, fully polished; 1 roaster consisting of 9 pieces,
measures 10H inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces have
dozens of different uses, including bread or bake pan (7 pint capacity); stew or pudding pan (7 pint capacity); pudding pan or
mixing bowl (4 pint capacity); egg poacher (5 eggs at a time);
muffin pan; biscuit baker with 5 custard cups or jelly moulds; deep
locking self basting roaster, double boiler cereal cooker or triple
steamer. The outfit also includes 6 quart preserving kettle with
cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan <1 quart capacity), 1 lip stew
pan (114 quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans
(2 pieces), consist of 2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; 2 9-inch
pie plates; 2 9K-inch extra deep cake pans; 1 colander with 9-inch
top, 5X-inch bottom, and 234-inch depth (can also be used as a
steamer).
Shipping weight about 15 pounds.
All pieces (except the pie plates and bread pans) are highly
polished, made of genuine Manganese aluminum, extra
hard* absolutely guaranteed for 20 years.
Order by No. A5439JA.
Send Sl.oo with order*
$2.25 monthly.
Price, 27 pieces* $21.90,

Easy Payments

Open a charge account with us. We trust honest

people anywhere in the U. S. Send for this wonderful
bargain or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,
cash or credit. No discount for cash — nothing extra
for credit— No C. O. D. Send the coupon today —NOW.

30
Days'protects
Trial
Our guarantee
you
— if not perfectly satisfied, re-

turn the article at our expense
within 30 days and get your
money back — also any freight
or express charges you paid.

Free Bargain Catalog
Send
for it. Shows thousands of bargains in furniture,
jewelry,tains,
carpets,
cursilverware, rugs,
stoves*
women's,
men's and children's
wearing apparel.

Send the Coupon!
with $1.00 to us now. Have this 27-piece Aluminum Set shipped on 30 days' trial. We'll also send our
Big Bargain Catalog listing thousands of amazing bargains. Only a small first payment and balance in monthly
payments for anything you want.
Send the coupon-

Straus &Schram wifii&'&w
STRAUS
& Ship
SCHRAM
wDe3P5t!1f*?et
Chicago
Enclosed 9nd SI .00.
special advertised
27-piece Aluminum
Kitchen

Set. I am to have 30 days trial. If I keep the set I will pay you $2.25
monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return the set ■within 30 days and you
are to refund my money and any freight or express charges 1 paid.
D 27-Piecs Aluminum Kitchen Set, No. AS439JA.
$21.90.
Name
Street. R. F. D.
or Box No
Skipping
Point
Post Office

«,
State
If you ONLY want catalog put X below :

£ Furniture. Stoves and Jewelry G Men's, Women's and Children'* CIotHvn*
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This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire
answers by mail, or a list of the film manufacturers, with addresses, must enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to The Answer Man, using
separate sheets for matters intended for other departments of this magazine. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of
the letter, which will not be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
await their turn. Read all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence. If the answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at
top of letter.
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Hajyfcy <3\[ew Year to you all. Father Time has
had another hirthday ana he promises to make 1921
a much more firosfierous year than we have ever
had, and here' s homing it will he a very hafafcy one
for us all.
1
Allison B. — I'm listening! Billie Burke in "The
Education of Elizabeth," which was taken at the new
Lasky Studio in Astoria, L. I. Alice Brady in "Out of
the Chorus," with Vernon Steel.
Antonio D. — Vivian Martin's next picture is "The
Old World Romance." Crane Wilbur is coming back
in pictures, playing opposite Catherine Calvert in "The
Heart of Maryland," Mrs. Leslie Carter's famous play.
It was done in pictures years ago, but it was not a
masterpiece.
G. K. — So you are a devoted lover of Madame Petrova. She is in vaudeville now, and we hope to see her
in pictures again. Well, a person who is not affected
by tears on the screen may be a hard-hearted rascal,
but as Plublius Syrus said, "Tears gratify a savage
nature, they do not melt it."
Swef.t Sixteen. — No child, I am not young and
handsome. That's an exact likeness of me up above.
•No, I dont read the Ladies' Hum Journal nor the Saturday Evening Postum. Yes, Blanche Sweet went to
Europe for three months. Edward Earle, yes, opposite
Doraldina.
You must write to me again.
Anna H. — Pardon the delay, but I just came in on
the Erie. Your definition of the Answer Man is worthy
of a greater intellect than yours : "An old man who has
no hair on his head, and no brains in it." The reason
I have hair on my chin and none on my pate — is because
I have worked my head more than I have worked my
jaw. Viola Dana and Jack Mulhall in "The Off- Shore
N. C. Apples & Ga. Peaches. — You have mastered
Pirate."
the art of letter writing. Tom Moore is playing in
"Mr. Barnes of New York." Remember when Maurice
Costello played it about five years ago? Roy Stewart
opposite Pauline Frederick in "The Mistress of ShenJackie. — You want to know all about Alfred Whitstone."
man. He was born in Chicago in 1890. He is 6 foot
one, weighs 195 and has dark brown hair and eyes.
Elaine Hammerstein in "Hands."
Ryfi. — Write me any time, Ryfi. I like to hear from
all of our readers — particularly you.
Kay. — Oh, I seldom get tired. In which respect I
am something like an auto tire — the more I go the less
tired I get. Get off here, this is private property.
Selig produced "The Spoilers" years ago, but Elsie
did the
not star
play. in
in New
it. "The
aFerguson
season on
York.Outcast," played for
Jazzsmith. — Thanks for the warning, but I always
suspected that my charms were such as to cause thousands of women to be after me. The heartstrings of a
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woman, like the tendrils of a vine, are always reaching
out for something to cling to, but I do not intend to let
them fasten on to me. Will Rogers in "Boys will be
Marguerite S. — So you dont think I am as sarcastic
as I used to be. No, I dont think so either. I am now
a hardened sinner and always count ten before I write
anything tart. Vera Gordon, the mother in "Humoresque,"
will play in "The North Wind's Malice."
Boys."
Mixie Oui. — Oui Oui, what do you mean? No, I am
not a woman. You are quite correct, but while it was
woman who first tempted man to eat, remember that he
took to drink on his own account afterwards. Bebe
Daniels in "Ducks and Drakes,"
Toothpicks. — Well, we were
adopt a gallery of players, also
terviews with them. In fact, we

with Jack Holt.
the first publication to
to write chats and inwere the first magazine

devoted
I wasto ineditMr.
office the todaymotion
he saidpictures.
he was going
thisBrewster's
magazine
also.
And we are still growing.
Eighteen. — Well, I just dont like your modus operandi, but I will tell you that you can reach Wallace
MacDonald in Los Angeles, Cal. Oh, I dont mind
Chinese food once in a while. Pretty soon that will be
the only kind of food we can get. There are more than
200 restaurants in Greater New York now owned by
Chinese.
R. R. — You want more of Montague Love. What do
you want me to say? Willard Mack was married to
Marjorie Rambeau, then to Pauline Frederick, and now
to Barbara Castleton. Mind you, he did not have more
than one at a time. That would be polygamy. Where
there is only one wife, at a time, it is called monotony.
Yes, Gouverncur Morris' "The Watel Lily" is being
done in pictures.
Leatrice Joy has the lead.
Nonnette. — Thanks for your jolly letter. Well, if
a man is the lord of creation, woman is the lady of recreation. You say the "parrot may get into the best
society
but the owl always is mentioned in Hoo's
Hoo!" circles,
Wonderful.
A Texas Fan. — Wallace Reid has been working in
"The Daughter of the Magnate." Teddy Sampson is
playing opposite Owen Moore in "Lend Me Your Wife."
William
is playing
in "The
Breed," for
Morosco. Desmond
Write me
again and
make Half
me happy.
Herminie. — Well, it is harder to correct than to
instruct. I give it up. You refer to William Boyd as
Mr. Carpentier in "The City of Masks." Edmund Lowe
opposite Katherine MacDonald in "The Second Latchkey." Hope Hampton is not playing just now, but has
just finished a drama which they say is going to be a
winner.
Dallas. — Never heard of her. Maude George is
playing in "Foolish Wives." I got you the first time.
There are glances that have more wit than the most
subtle speech. You like to tease your old Answer Alan,
dont you?
Anyway, I take it all in fun.
Michael G. — 'Tis a grand compliment you pay me.
To wit — "It is said in the lore of many a page, that
sages were and arc men of superficial knowledge.
Yet
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ITSELF!

tune Contest of 1921
■tie

m

even more tar-reaching in its powei

'Fortune Contest which has been conducted
re Magazine, The Classic and Shadowe Brewster Publications that another contest,
buld be started immediately for the year 1921.

m

The Golden Key of Opportunity Is in Your Hands —
Turn the Key in the Doorway of Success
and thru the portal of the Fame and Fortune Contest you may enter the kingdom
of the screen.

Photographs May Be Entered at Once
and the first honor roll winners will appear in the January issues of each of our publications.

Send in Your Photograph Early
We know that you get tired of reading this notice, but if you could have seen the avalanche of pictures which flooded the offices at the last moment, and could realize that
there must ensue tremendous confusion, unnecessary work and an inevitable delay in
the announcement of the final winners, you would appreciate the value of this warning. Those who have failed in previous contests are eligible to enter the next contest.

Fill Out the Coupon Below at Once
FAME

AND

FORTUNE

CONTEST

•magazine entrance

coupon-

Name
Address

Street

City

State

Previous stage or screen experience in detail, if any....
When

born

Weight

Blonde

or

brunette

Height

(This coupon, or a similar one of your own making, must

be secured

to the back

of each

photo

submitted.)
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to my mind, 0 royal answer man, you are one yourself.
Your rivals are as rare as hen's teeth in a vale of mars."
My humble thanks. You refer to Francis McDonald,
in "Tony American." Yes, I am honest to goodness
80 years old.
Billie Jean. — What kind of shampoo do I use — let
me see, yokes of eggs, and sometimes spaghetti. In the
summertime, corn on the cob and watermelon. Yes,
William Scott in "The White Lie." Your letter was a
good one.
Write me again.
Doreen G. — No, little one, I haven't time to write
personal letters. 1 write all these inquiries on a typewriter, and that is quite enough writing to do. Why
dont you join one of the clubs? Wallace MacDonald
is in Los Angeles, Cal.
Francis J. K. — I will be glad to see you any time.
Obligee. — Well, I will try to answer you. Artcraft
have been in existence for about five years. Mary
Pickford used to be with them. They were always a
part of Paramount. The starring system went into
effect many years ago, but ncbody can tell just when.
I really haven't the name of the first featured player,
but you remember Maurice Costello, Florence Laurence,
Florence Turner and Mary Fuller.
Ampa. — Of course, I love you. The woman we love
most is often the one to whom we express it the least.
Yes, Bryant Washburn is very busy. He is playing in
"An Amateur Devil," taken from the story "Wanted, a
Blemish." I rather like the styles these days. Food is
going down while dresses are going up. We never had
an interview with James Crane.
Lowell. — I'll do my best. As Balzac says, "Marriage
has its unknown great men, as war has its Napoleons,
poetry its Cheniers, and philosophy its Descartes."
Johnny Hines appeared in person at a theater I attended,
and told us all sorts of jokes. He's some boy. Yes. I
saw "Harriet and the Piper," but it was not so good
as the book. Anita Stewart was not so good as usual.
Jamaica. — Tell her for me that Gaston Glass is her
unknown hero.
Milton Sills is not married.
G. T. R. — Thanks for the bit of news.
Dot 18. — Dot, dot, dot— dash, dash, dash — you bewilder me with such praise. — "Just finished reading your
masterpiece and I'll have to hand it to you, you're
clever
in spite
of oldministering
age'. Together
my
priceless
counselor,
angel,with
andbeing
faithful
friend all combined, you are my guiding star." My
little Dot, you are so very kind to me. To be loved is
to receive the greatest of all compliments.
I thank you.
Shimmev. — How do you do! As long as the heart
preserves desire, the mind perserveres in illusion. So,
just keep on wondering. Roscoe Arbuckle is playing in
"The Life of the Party," which is a screen version of
Irvin Cobb's Saturday Evening Post story. Ethel Grey
Terry in "Heart Balm."
Solomondi. — Pleastermeetyer. You might refer to
Carlyle Blackwell, but I am not sure. Oh, Flossie C. P.
deserted me years ago, and Olga is married somewhere
in New York.
Billie B. — Thanks for the fee. Frederick Burton
had the lead in "The Fortune Teller," with Marjorie
Rambeau. "Lying Lips" is the latest Ince special and it
co-stars House Peters and Florence Vidor.
S. D. — You gave no address.
Dadedeer's Girl. — What would life be without a
letter from you every month ? Are you comparing my
beard to the horse Lavender in Mary Pickford's "Suds" ?
What, my beard a horse's tail ? I might consent to let
you curl it, but be careful what you call it. Much
obliged for your praise. I dont deserve it, but now that
I have it, I will make believe that I do.
Vyrgynya. — Some questions ! "What would 'liking'
raised to the TVth degree be called?" "What is the
square root of Love?" Put on your brakes, Vyrgynya,
you're skidding. There ain't no such degree, and I dont
know anything about love.
D. R. — You certainly are a very interesting
person.
I enjoyed
every word
of yours, and
thanks a lot for the pictures. Pretty nice, I'll say.
Anxious. — I haven't Roland F. Bottomley's
present address.
Sorry.

A New Comer; E. C; Norma or Ethel; V. M.
Phila; C. F. ; Anxious; Ima Nut; O. I. C. ; A. McC. ;
Buddie; Mr. U. B. Careful; Dick's Admirer.
See
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ot be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
rlesiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
al stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclothe answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at

Richard Forever. — William Duncan and Edith Johnson in "Fighting Fate." You could not have a much
higher ambition. Live, so that when you die, they will
say that the world is a little better for your having
lived in it.
Harry
the Poet. — And you dont know
it. You
want to know, "Did anyone ever slap Wally Reid on
• the wrist?
and did Theda Bara ever use make-up?"
You win first prize for asking the most profound
questions.
Unknown. — Thanks for the fee. Grace Morse was
Elsie.
Z. Z. Z. — Really, I dont know where you can purchase
a picture of Harold Lockwood. We had an interview
with William Duncan in the January 1919 Magazine.
Agnes S. — Health is never valued until the doctor
sends in his bill. There is no list of the stars' addresses.
Buck Jones is not married. Eugene O'Brien in "Regret."
He is not married. Shirley Mason is married to Bernard Durning. Viola Dana was married to John Collins
but1 he died in the influenza epidemic about three years
ago. No, the three Talmadges never played in the same
picture, to my knowledge. I believe Corliss Palmer
has been adjudged the most beautiful girl in America.
Dotell. — Yes, do. Well, there ought to be in California. Iknow of lots in New York. Yes, Katherine
MacDonald and Mary MacLaren are sisters. Someone
has said that Katherine McDonald was the most beauiful woman on the screen, but that was before Corliss
Palmer was heard of.
Lookout Mountain. — What could be sweeter? Right
you be, altho I do not know much about such things.
Woman's eternal prayer seems to be "Love me and tell
me so sometimes." If I had a sweetheart, I would
never get tired telling her how much I loved her, and
I dont think she would get tired hearing it. I am not
sure whether it is the same Griffith.
Hazel C. — Well, Aristophanes is supposed to be the
father of comedy, and Aeschylus of tragic poetry. You
just write to Monte Blue and I am sure he will answer
you. I hope your throat operation is all over by the
time you read this, and then you will be able to smile
and laugh and be happy.
Good luck to you.
McKay Morris.— You are referred to the February
1920 issue of Shadowland, which contains an interview
with McKay Morris. Lots of good things are well
preserved in alcohol, but not men. I regret to say that
the player you mention is trying to preserve himself
in that manner.
Kitty Kat. — Oh, I hope you aren't one. Thanks for
the gum. No, indeed, I never get tired answering
questions nor of chewing gum. Yes, I adore all the
players you do, only I dont adore them. Well, you
know what the saving" is— A mother's a mother all the
days of her life; a father's a father until he gets a
new wife.
You cant battle against fate.
Pauline Curley Admirer. — You think we ought to
have more about Pauline Curley in our magazines. We
should.
Arthur

L. Z. — You think the actors get pretty good

pay
and you
stopping
you?would like to be one. Well Arthur, what's
(Continued on page 112)
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Letters to trie Editor
Letters to the editor cannot be used in
this department unless the name and
address is given. If the writer desires
that only initials be used in publishing,
please specify this in letter.

Favorites, old and new, and jthe
best liked celluloid productions are
found to vary as the likes and, dislikes of the readers vary. But each is
an honest critic, according to his lights,
and thru the thousands of letters that
pour in one may gradually extract the
trend of popular opinion.
Dear Editor — I have read with interest
and pleasure all the discussions, criticism,
etc., in your splendid magazine and think
it's about time I gave my opinion of the
movies.
I am not very hard to please and rarely
criticize any pictures excepting William
Fox productions. These, I think, are very
suggestive, or at least the majority of them
are, and should not be patronized. The
William Farnum features, possibly, are exceptions.
I looked forward with pleasure to seeing "Victory" but was disappointed in it.
I have never slept during pictures before

If a Price Tag
came on breakfasts
Were breakfast dishes marked with prices you would see this at a
glance: Quaker Oats costs one cent per large dish.
A chop costs 12 cents— two eggs cost 9 cents. One serving of bacon
and eggs costs as much as 15 of Quaker Oats.
A meat, egg or fish breakfast, on the average, costs ten times Quaker
Oats.
Then figure bycalories — the energymeasureof food value.
Quaker Oats nutrition costs 6J/2 cents per 1,000 calories.
Meat, eggs and fish will average about nine times that.
Consider how that difference mounts up. It means 35
cents per breakfast in a family of five.

The One-Cent Dish
The oat is the greatest food that grows. It is almost
the ideal food in balance and completeness. As food
for growth and vim-food it has age-old , fame. Everybody should start the day on oats. Then think what you
save when
Quaker Oats is made your basic breakfast.

Calories per Pound
Quaker Oats
Round Steak
Average Fish

1810
890
375

Cost per 1,000 Calories

Quaker Oats
Average Meats
Average Fish.

»

6y2c
45c
50c

but I dozed during the showing of "Victory" ;it was boring. I think Jack Holt
and Seena Owen are splendid, and thought
as they were starred in this picture it
would be good — but oh ! it was horrible.
My favorite actor is Casson Ferguson.
I saw him in "The Gipsy Trail" and from
then on have raved about him. Wasn't
he splendid as the joyous Irishman, Michael
Rudder! I do wish he could' have just another such part. I have seen him in all
his pictures, but he has never since had
such a chance to show his ability to act,
altho in "The Shuttle" he was fine.
I disagree with some movie fans in saying that "The Miracle Man" is the greatest picture that has been produced. Bert
Lytell in "Lombardi, Ltd." and "The Right
of Way" was miles before "The Miracle
Man." I had the misfortune to miss "Male
and Female." This picture created a sensation over here. Everyone who saw it
thought it was wonderful.
Mabel Normand in "Mickey" was quite
a hit. She is an actress who can act.
Hobart
Bosworth
in "Behind
the Door"
was glorious
and will
be an independent
star before long, I am sure.
I think Tom Moore's masterpiece is
"Heartsease." I did enjoy that picture and
thought Tom was wonderfully human all
thru it. Vivian Martin is very popular out
here. "The Third Kiss" and "His Official
Fiancee" made her a firm favorite. Marguerite Clark is very lovable and in "Come
Out of The Kitchen" and "Girls" she was
glorious. All her pictures give pleasure to
the beholders and if she leaves the screen
no one can take her place.
Connie Talmadge is charming, but I pre-

The flavory queen grains only
Get Quaker Oats to make the dish doubly delightful. It is flaked from
queen grains only — just the rich, plump, flavory oats. We get but ten
pounds from a bushel. These super-grade oats cost no extra 'price, so
you should insist that you get them.

15 cents and 35 cents for package
Except in far west and south
Packed in sealed round packages with removable cover
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fer Dorothy Gish. "The Hope Chest" I
will always remember. Monte Blue I admire immensely and I'm sure everyone who
saw "Private Pcttigrew's Girl" and "Rustling a Bride" will agree with me in saying
he is a fine actor. I think Wallie Re-id,
Bryant Washburn, Charlie Ray and Bill
Hart are great. I also admire Henry
Woodward and Rod LaRoque.
Has anyone specially mentioned the baby
Who played with William Farnum in
"Heart Strings"?
Where I saw this pic-

I "I
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ture everyone raved over the baby. I think
he stole the glory from the star. Talk
about comedy, everyone screamed with
laughter when he cried. He was a darling.
I do not care for Alia Nazimova but I

W!

think in "An Eye for an Eye" she was fascinating.did
I
not like "Revelation." Enid
Bennett has improved wonderfully. In
"Stepping Out" she was delightful.
In closing I would say that if any American girl or boy of about eighteen years
could find time to correspond with this
Australian fan, I would be awfully pleased
to receive letters.
Wishing your magazine every success
and assuring you that it is the "first, foremost, and finest,"
Very sincerely yours,
Eileen Lawrenceson,
IS Johnstone Street, Malvern,
Victoria, Australia.

Defense for slang is not new, but
is sometimes beneficial. This reader
says there is a place for slang in the
movies, just as there is a place for
everything representative of any
class of Americans.
Dear Editor — As I am an ardent reader
and admirer of your magazine I am writing my third letter to you. I have the editorial in the March issue, entitled "Expletives." Then in the September issue, I
have read a letter written by Mr. Harding
Griffiths, of London, England. I also wish
to express my opinion on the editorial.
In his letter Mr. Griffiths writes that he
agrees with the writer of the editorial that
slang and other vulgar sayings should be
omitted from subtitles of motion pictures.
I disagree with Mr. Griffiths and the writer
of the editorial.
Mr. Griffiths agrees with the writer of
the editorial that slang and other vulgar
sayings should be omitted from subtitles of
motion pictures. I disagree. To my mind
a certain amount of slang is important in
subtitles of photoplays. If Mr. Griffiths
were a great photoplay writer and wished
to write a scenario in which the characters
were from the slums of a large city what
kind of language would he make them
speak? Would they speak higTily polished
society language or the language of the
King's court? Certainly not. He would
not and could not, because the characters
are rough and ill bred and vulgar. They
are not educated in the use of polished and
refined language. Therefore they cannot
use or comprehend such language. So Mr.
Griffiths would have to use the language
that these characters use, which would be
slang !
Sincerely yours,
Stanley J. Dessau.
569 11th Ave., Astoria, L. I.

When we go to the cinema we like
to lose ourselves in the picture, feeling that it is all honest-to-goodness
happenings. But when the impossible takes place, we are suddenly awakened to the fact that it is only "makebelieve" after all.
Dear Editor— HOW DO THEY DO
IT? I went to see "Civilian Clothes" and
it was a very good picture, excepting that,
when Tommy drank one of the Nineteenth
Amendments,, he put the glass back on the
tray, then talked a while with his better
two-thirds, and when he picked the tray up
again there was no glass on it.
Also, in the Carter DeHaven comedy,
"Spirits," the wife gives a guy her card,
so he can call that night and make a hero
of friend husband.
A real crook takes the

How Pretty Teeth
are ruined during sleep
When you retire with a film on your
teeth, it may all night long do damage.
Film is that viscous coat you feel.
It clings to teeth, gets between the
teeth and stays. The tooth brush does
not remove it all.
That film causes most tooth troubles.
So millions find that well-brushed teeth
discolor and decay.

decay.
acid in contact with the teeth to cause
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with
rhea. tartar, are the chief cause of pyorFew escape its damage. So dental
science has for years been seeking a
film combatant.

New method found

How film destroys

Now ways have been found to fight
film and film effects. Able authorities

Film absorbs stains and makes the
teeth look dingy. It is the basis of
tartar. It holds food substance which
ferments and forms acid. It holds the

have proved them. The ways are combined in a dentrifice called Pepsodent.
Leading dentists everywhere advise it.
And millions of people every day enjoy
its benefits.

Watch it for ten days
This offers you a 10-Day Tube. Get
it and watch its effects.
Each use of Pepsodent brings five
desired effects. The film is attacked in
two efficient ways.
It multiplies the salivary flow. It
multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva, to digest starch deposits that
cling. It multiplies the alkalinity *>f the
saliva, to neutralize the acids which
cause tooth decay.
It also keeps teeth so highly polished
that film cannot easily adhere.
samxusmesaam

pkt.off

Send the
Tube. Note
after using.
viscous film.
the film-coat

coupon for the 10-Day
how clean the teeth feel
Mark the absence of the
See how teeth whiten as
disappears.

Judge by what you see and feel. Our
book will tell the reasons. This is too
important to neglect. Cut out the coupon now.

g

10-Day Tube Free

RE6.U.S

The New-Day

These five effects, attained twice
daily, have brought to millions a new
era in teeth cleaning.

Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant combined with two other modern requisites. Now advised by leading
dentists everywhere and supplied
by all druggists in large tubes.

533

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 294, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
PA6
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card out of his pocket and puts it in his own
top coat pocket.
He then takes it out of
his bottom coat pocket to show it to his pal.
How did it change pockets so suddenly?
D. C. Risser.
Beaumont, Texas.

More thoughtless errors are pointed out by this Iowa writer. When
pictures are taken in the order in
which the story naturally takes place
it is probable that such errors will be
eliminated.
Dear Editor — I get the Motion Picture
Magazine every month and I must say that
it is the most interesting magazine I have
ever read.
Alay I call your attention to a picture I

The news reel
of filmland

saw sometime
"The my
Prince
Chap"
which
Thomas ago,
Meighan,
favorite
actorin
played ? There still lingers in my mind the
question ; when did William Peyton pay his
rent? He promised to pay it when a certain statue was sold. In another scene,
three years later the same statue was there.
I am wondering if he kept his apartment
for three years without paying rent. If so,
adays.
that is more than most people can do now-

Takeshind theyou
bescenes
at the big studios
Ask your theater manager to
by
book
it.

Andshealso,
the
rose
held where
in her did
hand "Puckers"
at the time get
of the
death of Claudia's mother? The rose
which was given Claudia's mother by the
girl who was posing for the painting, was
crushed as she came out of the studio, after
having been told that she was too late for
the position. Of course, strange things
happen occasionally. Sincerely yours,

Produced in co-operation
with the Brewster
Publications, Inc.
Screen

Snapshots, Inc.

1600 Broadway,

Esther Hansen.

New York

Words of praise are welcome to
young and old, wise or otherwise,
stars or lesser lights. Even Mary will
appreciate this fragrant bouquet
that is sent her from the Philippines :

Peeping into the Private
mid Professional Life of
MMOUS

MOVIE

-STARS-

Dear Sir — I have read a copy of every
issue of your magazine and I am very
interested in talking about motion pictures and the stars. It is not I only, but
also the whole people of the Philippines
who are interested in them. You must

■■
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How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes
and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you
postpaid, in plain wrapper,
a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash
and Eyebrow
Beautifier together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended :
M. T.'s Nature's Beauty
Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
S .75
M. T.'s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair
..$ .50
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
$1.00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"... $ .75
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Dept. 30. Binghamton,

N. Y.

know the Philippine likes the North American pictures, especially the views, houses
and people. Furthermore, American films
are natural and the subject of the pictures
is always nice and interesting and not exaggerated, while some of the films, for
instance the Italian, are rarely used and
not admired very much. All your photoplays are fine and the stars likewise. Men
and women, old and young and lame, enjoy
them.
The plays of Mary Pickford or Wallace
Reid are life savers to those who are
drowning in a sea of mournfulness. Wallace Reid, in spite of his handsome face
and fancy acts, had his greatest success
here in "Joan, the Woman." This play
greatly increased his popularity here. Mary
Pickford with her charming beauty, softens
every
gentleman's
heart, even
tho star
it iswhich
hard.
Her face
can be compared
to the
is the brightest of all in the sky. Tho she
dress in humble clothes yet her beauty never
fades. Every man in the city whom you
might ask "who is the most popular actress
of the Paramount," would always answer
"Mary Pickford, the queen of the movies."
I will close my letter with much gratitude
for each edition of your magazine.
Yours very sincerely,
Angela B. Lacdan,
1462 Mangahan St., Sta. Cruz., Manila, P.I.
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stereotyped Englishman!
new virile type ! say the
the cry is echoed by the
this letter. If we must
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have types, let us have them up-todate and true-to-life, such as Herbert
Rawlinson, who is suggested as a pattern for American producers.
Dear Editor — As a subscriber to your
magazine, I should feel greatly obliged if
you would insert the following in your open
column of Letters to the Editor in response to an epistle in your May issue.
I notice in your magazine a letter signed
"Edith B. L." about the types of Englishmen seen in American films. She is quite
correct — most of them are mere caricatures.
How many Englishmen do you see now
wearing monocles ? You could walk round
here a month and not see one. It is not
pleasant to see a fine American film the
Englishman who is usually an object of
ridicule. I dare say you do see foolish
Englishmen in America, but they are the
exception, not the rule. And when I think
of many fine fellows that I used to know,
who are now lying in soldiers' graves in
France, Gallipoli, and the hundred and one
places where the Englishmen fought, it
seems an insult to the race.
Now, American producers, just think of
this. We appreciate the beautiful pictures
you send us with your fair women and
fine men, but please remember you have
not the monopoly of either. The old country is not yet played out, not by a long
shot. The men are as virile as ever and
the women are every whit as charming as
their mothers were, which surely bespeaks
an English origin. And what about Herbert
Rawlinson, surely a typical Englishman, if
ever there was one. Why dont you take
him as a pattern and act accordingly, and
remove the cause of so much adverse comment over here?
Wishing you and your magazine every
success, I beg to remain,
Very truly yours,
Wm. I. Crowson,
Mill Gate, Newark, Notts, England.
Pen friends are very welcome
when one is lonely, and especially appealing isthe letter that comes from
a land across the sea. "There is not
a wind that blows but bears with it
some rainbow promise," and the
winds of American motion pictures
bear into Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and farther, onto the high seas
and into the far corners of the earth,
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You have three beauty ideals;
I to attain the wondrous charm
g
g
g
I
o

of a lovely skin; to cherish its
beauty in all seasons and all
weathers; to maintain its
dainty softness and smoothness against the passing of the years.

o D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream combines
all three of these ideals. This is why
famous beauties and social leaders of
three generations have relied upon it
to cleanse and refresh the skin, to
beautify and preserve the complexion.
The greatest charm of all, a radiant,
beautiful complexion, is easily attained
and enhanced through the daily use
of D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream. In
sanitary tubes 12c, 30c, 60c. In
handy glass jars 40c, 60c, $ 1 .00, $1-65.
FREE trial tube on request. Address:
Daggett & Ramsdell.Dept. 1417, D. & R.
Building, New York.

DAGGETT^RAMSDELCS
PERFECT COLD CREAM
"The Kind Tfiat Keeps"

Learn to Dance
You can learnFox-Trot,One-Step,TwoStep, ciety
Waltz
latest
sodances inandyour
own "op-to-the-minate"
home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
Room

WILLIAM CHANDLER
PEAK, M. B.
335
4737 Broadway. Chicago. III.

a promise of friendship and congeniality between peoples of different nationalities. This English girl wishes
to become acquainted by letter with
some American people.
Dear Editor — I have long been a reader
of your three magazines, but England is so
far away, that, up to the present, I have
never written you before.
I have noticed that some readers desire
to correspond with others and I wondered
if you would put me in touch with someone
who wants a pen friend in England.
I should be pleased to write to people of
either sex to discuss screen matters and
things in general. So will you please give
my address to someone of the same mind,
and oblige.
Yours sincerely,
A. Myrtle Rictiker,
206 Fairbridge Road, Upper Holloway,
London, N. 19, England.

BE A CAMERA MAN

Motion
picture
photography
taught in three to four weeks
by an expert now
engaged
in the business in a well
equipped
motiondaypicture
studio. Instruction
and evening. Call or write.
Dept. M.
S. M'KEE
LAWHUN,
Studio of the Itala of America
Photo
Play
1983
Madison

Corporation,
Ave.,
N.
Y.
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Wanted
5,000

Photoplay Ideas
THIS is an opportunity for you, although you may
have never written for the screen or for publication
In any way before.
The moving picture industry needs thousands of new
scenarios for production during 1921,
and the present writers cannot
supply so many, so there's a ready
market for "new work." Producers will pay from $300 to $3000
J\f

JwJ'

for story plots in acceptable photo-

I ^rV

The writing of photoplays and the
arrangement of ideas in proper form
are now taught successfully by correspondence through the famous
Palmer Plan which has already
trained many successful photoplaywrights of today. G. LeRoi Clarke,
a Palmer student, sold his first play
for $3000. Several have sold stories
within six weeks of enrolling.
Such celebrities as Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Lois Weber,
foremost woman director, and Rob
Wagner, noted writer, form the
Palmer Plan Advisory Council.
Our sales bureau, largest in the
world, helps students sell their work.

Cecil B. DeMllle
Director-Gen e ral.
Famous PlayeraLasky Corporation.
Member, Palmer Adrisory Council.

Thos. H, Ince

Head of Ince Studios
—Member Palmer
Advisory Council.

Send for free books "The Secret
of Successful Photoplay Writing,"
and "Proof Positive," containing
students own endorsements.
Do it

Send This

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Devartment of Education,
781 I. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, California.
Please send me, without obligation, your new book,
"The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing."
Also
"Proof Positive," containing Success Stories of many
Palmer members, etc.
Name.....
Address..
City-

^State..
(All correspondence held strictly confidential. )

m A BANKER
■
H| Frepare by man In spare time tor thla attractive protea■ ^B ufon, in which there are g-reat opportunities.
SeDd at once
■ ^W; t or free book,
"How to Become a Banker.
mm^T
EfrGAR G. ALCORN, President,

American School of Banking), 53 McLene Bldg., Columbus. O.

are very
YOUR bleMANUSCRIPTS
and if properly handled
valua
mean MONEY TO YOU.
Write us before submitting them to any
one. Send for reading matter. Correspondence solicited.
THE UNION MUSIC CO.
432 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio

CARUSO
BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR
BOOK—
with handsome many colored cover
design of Caruso as Canio in "Pagliacci," painted by the celebrated
artist Willy Pogany — suitable for
framing. Contains authentic history
of Enrico Caruso by Pierre V. B.
Key, the famous music critic, and 7
fine full page sepia pictures, as
follows :
Autographed sepia of Caruso — and
his roles of Raoul in "Les Huguenots" —
e?ch" inIn "Samson
one
Samson
et Delilah" — Don Jose in "Carmen"— Bodolfo in "I,a Boheme" — Eleazar in "La
j,,iTe" — and Johnson in "The Girl of the Goldon
West" — all suitable for framing.
Also contains 8 exclusive caricatures of Caruso in
other famous roles, drawn by himself.
A limited edition offered at $1.00 each, postage
paid — none held in reserve — no reprints will ho made
— so send order today.
Kcmit by check, money or
exnress order to —
METROPOLITAN MUSICAL BUREAU, 1049 Aeolian Han, New York
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Tke Screen Time- T able
For the benefit of our readers, and by
way of a screen review and critique, every
month we will give, in this department, a
composite opinion of our editorial staff
which may be read at a glance.
When a play strikes twelve, it means
that it is a masterpiece and should be seen
by everybody. When it is rated below six
it contains but little merit. The ratings
are based on the general entertainment
value, but include the story, plot, acting,
photography and direction.
Underneath our own list, we will print
a similar time-table compiled by our readers. Let every reader critic send in a
post-card, from time to time, containing
an abbreviated criticism of one or more
plays. We will print the composite results
here, but only when there are five or more
critiques on the same play so that, in all
fairness, a general opinion will be presented. Address the Time-table -Editor,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N.-Y.
D
Drama
C
Comedy
F
Farce
E
Educational
SD
Society Drama
WD
Western Drama
MD
Melodrama
CD
Comedy Drama
SP
Spectacular Production
Superfine
12
Medium
6
Very Poor
1
Editorial Staff
Critique
A Fool and His Money — MD-6.
Eugene O'Brien — Selznick.
Alarm Clock Andy — CD-8.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Always Audacious — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Bandbox, The — D-6.
Doris Kenyon — De Luxe.
Beggar Prince, The — D-6.
Sessue Hayakawa — Robertson-Cole.
Behold My Wife — D-8.
Mabel Juliene Scott — Paramount.
Beloved Cheater, The — D-6.
Lew Cody — Robertson-Cole.
Below the Surface — MD-6.
Hobart Bosworth — Paramount.
Bill Henry— D-8.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Erich Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Branded Woman, The — MD-6.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Branding Iron, The — D-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Brat, The— MD-8.
NazimoVa — Metro.
Broken Blossoms — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith.
Broken Butterfly, The — -D-6.
Tourneur Production — All Star.
Burnt Wings — D-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Charm School, The — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Cinema Murder, The — MD-7.
Marion Davies — Cosmopolitan.
Civilian Clothes — CD-7.
Thomas
Meighan — Paramount.
Copperhead— D-8.
Lionel Barrymore — Paramount.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth — D-8.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Cost, The — D-8.
Violet Heming — Paramount.

Courage of Marge O'Doone, The — MD-9.
Pauline Starke — Vitagraph.
Curtain
— D-7.
Katherine
MacDonald — First National.
Dancin' Fool — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dangerous Days— MD-8.
Mary Roberts Rinehart — Goldwyn.
Darling Mine — C-8.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Daughter of Two Worlds — D-5.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Dawn — D-7.
Sylvia Breamer — Pathe.
Deadlier Sex — MD-5.
Blanche Sweet — Pathe.
Devil's Pass Key, The— MD-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore— 1st National.
Dinty — Wesley Barry — MD-8.
Marshall Neilan Production — 1st Nat'l.
Dont Ever Marry — C-5.
Marjorie Daw — First National.
Double Speed — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Eastern Westerner — F-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe
Earthbound — D-9.
Basil King — Goldwyn.
Ever y wom a n — Allegor ical-6.
All Star — Paramount.
Excuse My Dust — C-7.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Fair and Warmer — F-9.
May Allison — Metro.
Faith — CD-6.
Peggy
Hyland The
— Fox.
Fear
Market,
— MD-7.
Alice Brady — Realart.
Fighting
Chance,
The — D-10. '
Conrad Nagel
— Paramount.

•

Flapper,
The — —C-7.
Olive Thomas
Selznick.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
For the Soul of Rafael — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles
Ray —The—
First D-ll.^
National '
Gay
Old Dog,
John Cumberland— Pathe.
Girl in Room 29— CD-7.
Frank Mayo^ — Universal.
Go and Get It — CD-9.
Pat O'Malley— First National.
Good References — CD-7.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Great Accident, The — D-6.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Great Adventure, The — D-6.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Half an Hour — MD-7.
Dorothy Dalton — Paramount.
Hairpins — CD-8.
Enid Bennett — Paramount.
Haunted Spooks — F-8.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Heart of a Child — MD-8.
Nazimova— Metro.
Heartstrings — D-7.
William Farnum — Fox.
Heliotrope — MD- 6 .
All Star — Paramount.
High and Dizzy — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
His Majesty the American — CD-7
Douglas Fairbanks— United Artists.
Honest Hutch — CD-10.
Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
(Continued on page 98)
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Through this wonderful new method hundreds of our students
are now making splendid incomes. Many of them never thought
they could draw — had never made even the crudest kind of a
sketch — yet they learned illustrating, Cartooning,
and Commercial Art, and are making big money in this fascinating, profitable profession. If you have the desire to be an artist, here is
your opportunity to become a successful one.
Get our free book
describing the new principles of teaching which now makes it
possible for anyone to learn drawing.
Send the coupon now —
before you are a day older.

% A ,

Now Anybody Can Draw

elf/

Drawing should be as natural and easy for everybody as writing —
and it really is— when it is taught right.
Just get the wonderfully
simple secret which one of America's foremost commercial Artists
discovered after many years experience — and your own rapid progress in
art work will astonish you.
A few minutes study each day is all that this
amazing new method requires.
Get into this big-paying game now.
You
will find that you can easily qualify for a high-salaried position.

Bfc
\

Hundreds of Positions Open Now
Advertising Agencies, Magazines, Department Stores, and Manufacturing
Concerns are all looking for men and women to do their art work. The
great business expansion of the past year has caused a famine of trained
artists. There are hundr<»'1 of vacancies right now — literally "going begging"
for people to fill them. competent commercial artist can command almost any
salary he wants. Scores of our students secure highly paid positions the moment
they finish our course. Others begin to earn money while studying. The ease
with which you become a skilled artist will astound you. Almost before you
realize it you are making salable drawings. And many artists get as high as
$1,000 for a single magazine cover picture.

o

Write for Interesting Free Book
Mail the coupon now for this fascinating free book, "How to Become an Artist."
It explains about this amazing method in detail. Tells of our students — and their
wonderful progress — and how we can qualify you for a high-salaried artist's
position.
Also tells about our Free Artist's Outfit and special low offer to a
limited number of new students.
Mail coupon NOW !

WASHINGTON
Room
It is not unusual for a
single drawing like this
to bring as much as $500.

1132, Marden

Bldg.

Well Known Magazine
Artist Says:
"I shall never cease to be grateful
for the foundation your school gave me,
for I feel that my present success is due
in a great measure to your wonderful
method of instruction.
Frank

Godwin,

New

SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.

York."

Washington,

D. C.

WASHINGTON
SCHOOL
OF ART,
INC.
Room 1132 Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Please send me without
cost or obligation on my
part, your free book,
Name

"How

to Become

an Artist."

Address
City

State.
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Reconsidering Pearl
{Continued from page 29)

(gloria f&umnsan
Star in Paramount Pictures
— one of the beautiful screen
favorites who uses and recommends May bell Beauty
Aids.

£3-

ning her fingers thru her blonde hair, "and
' now that I'm leaving for the South on exteriors itwill probably save me buying a
velvet one. ' When I get back it will be
very cold and straw hats will be the vogue."
"But all the things you brought back
from France?"
I questioned.
"No hats," she deplored, "Wraps and
dresses — those closets are crammed full of
them.
But no
hats."and she is frank. ProbShe talks
rapidly
ably at dinner or under similar circumstances she would appear to like you when
she
did not, others
but ordinarily,
when
wouldn'tI
embarrass
for her to
act itfrankly,
doubt any evasion. She has a remarkably
clear outlook and according to her "a thing
"It's ischilly
either
or itdriving
isn't." in from the country
these mornings," she said. "I live out on
Long Island and this year I have no place
"Perhaps friends have?" I suggested
tentatively.

QMayhell

Instantly Darkens and Beautifies
Eyebrows and Eyelashes

mr-

Apply just a wee touch of this delightful and absolutely
greaseless toilet necessity to the eyebrows and lashes. It will
darken them instantly and reveal the hidden beauty of your
eyes. The darker color will accentuate the brilliancy of your
eyes, the graceful lines of your eyebrows and the silky fringe
of your lashes.
"MAVBELLINE" immediately improves the appearance
of scrawny eyebrows and lashes, making them appear naturally long and luxuriant. Famous actresses of the stage
and screen, beautiful women everywhere use and recommend
"MAYBELLINE." Use it once and you will never be without
it again.
Each box contains a convenient mirror in the cover and two
brushes — one for the eyebrows, one for the lashes. Easily
applied in one minute. One box will last for months. Two
shades — Brown for blondes , Black for brunettes.
Avoid disappointment with imitations by accepting only
genuine "MAYBELLINE" in the dainty purple and gold box
bearing picture of ''The Maybell Girl."
75 cents at yovr dealer's or direct from us postpaid, tinder
plain cover. Satisfaction assured or money refunded.

wIer$L
\ff
utu(Ji
Seaace
Cream $h
\SOepilaiory $1,
hrowSiimulaior5i

MAYBELL
LABORATORIES
4305 — 73 Grand Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
LlAllUAIAj
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WHAT
EVERY
GIRL
SHOULD
KNOW

Motion Picture Stars

This book is written by Margaret Sanger,
and although it was SUPPRESSED by
the Postal Authorities, we are now permitted to send it to you.
PREPAID
ONLY 50c

Beautiful and artistic photos (31-2x41-2)
of the world's leadins moyine 'picture stars
—both men and women. BATHING BEAUTIES too! Just the thing for your room or
den. Now offered at only 6 for 25c: 25 for
SI; 300 for $10. Any assortment desired;
Order today enclosing
prepaid.
postageorder
money
or currency.

It contains information never before published. Those reading this book cannot
help but be benefited.
Send
us your
order at once. Don't delay.
TRUTH PUB. CO., 1400 B'dway, N. Y. C.

EGBERT BROS.,
Dent. M, Buena Vista & Temple Streets,
Los Angeles
California

111111111!

EUGENE

V. BREWSTER

Editor-in-Chief of
Motion

Picture Magazine, Motion
Shadowland

Picture Classic and

Includes chapters on Christian Science, Osteopathy,
Dreams, Phrenology, Stage Tricks and Occultism, and
a section on Strikes, Profiteering and the High
Cost
of Living.
Cloth bound, 230 pages, mailed prepaid
to any address on receipt of $1.25.
ID.
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in town."
"Thank Heavens, yes," smiled Pearl. "I'll
probably live a nomadic existence again this
winter as I did last. My place is crowded
all summer — whether I'm home or not, the
crowd comes down for swimming and tennis and always at week-ends. Then in the
winter I determine to go back and forth,
but when I get thru late I find myself
calling someone up and advising them that
I'm visiting them — to leave the key in some
bunk or advise the servants that I'm expected. That," she said, hands outstretched,
"is what you call reciprocation."
She was about to start work on her fourth
feature for Fox when I saw her and we
were interrupted several times while she
attended to various details. From what I
could gather she is quite as capable of taking care of the lights and technical details
as the experts engaged for this purpose.
"I've always worried about such things,"
she told me, "ever since I did serials for
Pathe, but it's foolish now when every company under the sun pays somebody for
worrying especially about that certain thing.
But, as a matter of fact, I'll probably go
on worrying about them just the same. It's
a habit I have — a bad habit."
"Do you believe," I asked, "in taking life
"No, I dont," she said, "but at the same
time I find
seriously
?" that I do. I began to take it
seriously in the beginning — I find it almost
impossible
change."
She thinksto your
audience is greater if you
do serials, altho she added that the feature
production is a greater personal gratification.
With a keen appreciation of the situation,
she told me that only her father and herself knew when she was born, because the
town had burned down and all records had
been destroyed.
"Father has probably forgotten anyway,"
she vouchsafed so they'll have me everything from sweet sixteen to forty so long
as I remain on the screen."
calls her
admirers to"customers,"
and
hasShewritten,
in addition
her biography,
"Just Me," several poems which have appeared in the different magazines, among
them one on baseball about which she admits she knows nothing.
I tried to have her tell me where she
found the copy for the baseball poem — how
she had thought of it but it was to no avail.
"It's a good poem tho," she defended
smiling, "especially when I'm making personal appearances at the theaters and the
ushers fail to get my signal to bring down
the flowers — when there are any, I mean.
I always use it then, if I can remember it."

.
[OTION PICTURr

Roles ana Results
(Continued from page 45)
cian has to know his instrument to obtain
the best results. A director has to know
his instruments to obtain the best results.
Time is a builder and a potent factor, it
would
seemMiss
to me."
I asked
Breamer what roles, what
plays she is most ambitious to do.
"I prefer to play emotional roles," she
told me, adding with a laugh, "wronged
wives and 'other women;' " I believe that
heavy love is always interesting. As for

Hermo"
Hair -Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)
FOR

MEN,

WOMEN

AND

CHILDREN

The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIItLTJSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and
luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Press it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it "will stay that way. Gives the hair that
90ft, glossy, well-groomed appearance so becoming
to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed
harmless, greaseless and stainless.

Two Sizes — 50c and $1
At Your DEALER or Direct
. $1 size three times the ciuantity of 50c size.
SEND FOR .TAR TODAY. Use it 5 days. If dissatisfied return what is left, and we will REFUND
YOUR MONEY IN FULL. Once you use Hermo
"HAIR-LUSTR"
you will never be without it.
HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd Street, Dept. 22. CHICAGO

S?6^
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MoreMoney,

(Continued from page 58)
scenes. When he saw Roberts going thru
his part in dried garments, he exclaimed,
"Man alive, that'll never do; you will have
get wet again."
to "Never,"
said Roberts. "I wouldn't go
into that water again to-day for a million."
"Ah," said Ray Hatton, who is always

we at*

Previous experience is not necessary,
how to make your first sales. World's
insures repeat business for you.
More than 24,000 Women Have Made
Money as Our Representatives
Many of our representatives make from $25 to $50 a
week. They enjoy the work, the bigger income
Write Us Today

=a*»A*>

LEARN MEC
DRAWING
Jam *35 to *50
a weJc'Jo start-

with opportunities for advancement to Chief Draftsman at $75
to $100 or more a week. Mechani cal Drafting is a vital necessity
1 n all Engineering. Industrial and
Manufacturing work. It demands men of practical training
and it pays them well for their
skill.

We will Teach You at
. Home by Mail

joking with Roberts, "here's my chance,"
and he poured bucketful after bucketful of
water over his laughing confrere.
All in all, Theodore Roberts is very similar to every level-headed, worth-while
American. He has no Nietzschean theories,
nor can I compare him to Dante, nor Macbeth, nor Richard 3rd. He doesn't remind
me of the platitudes of Horace nor of the
philosophy of Plato.
He is nothing more or less than a cleansouled artist, who is happy at work or at
play; at the studio or at home — a large,
welcoming home, which houses the most
wonderful airedales in the world. Thruout
his career, Theodore Roberts has managed
to carry some pets with him. Now he has
innumerable cats, dogs, pigeons, sea-gulls.
He is "Daddy" Roberts not only to all
California, but to those lesser denizens of
the air and water and land as well.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Reuben Peterson

frills or exaggeri ation — just plain
pro1 facts
fessionabout
that a holds
a big future for
YOU. Write for
your copy TODAY

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL
OF DRAFTING
Roy C. Claflin. President

Dept. 1283

it is only an unformulated plan, as yet"
The day I talked with her, Miss Breamer
was en route the following day for California, there to see her mother and brother,
who have been with her the past year or
more, off for Australia. Immediately upon
their departure, she is to return to New
York again. This trip makes something
like her thirty-eighth transcontinental voyage in a period of eighteen months, or something phenomenal.
"I rest on wheels," she told me, "I sleep
from the hour I leave until the hour I
arrive. It's the most time-saving rest cure

Tne Admirable Optimist

Wor
ld's Star
Hosier.y and Klsan-foiit

by our improved practical method
just as you would learn in actual
practice. We teach you real mechanical drafting, not mere theory. We give you real Draftin
Instruments to work with — an
do away with tedious text book;
You make rapid progress by ou
method and when you complete
the course you are able to qualify
as an experienced draftsman not
a mere apprentice.
Big concerns
employ our -graduates
because
they KNOW drafting. You need
no previous experience in drawing or mechanics to master drafting by ourpractical method.

up. And I should love to do Barrie's 'The
Twelve Pound Look' — there is chance of
my doing that, with Mr. Franklin, altho

I know of."

WOULD
you like
to add from $io
to $25 to your
income, every week,
just by making use (
of your
spareindependtime? "
Be
financially
ent, add to your income.
Thousands of women are
making
money
every
week as special representatives for

Under

playsI ...
amto mad
do but
'Tiger
Rose,'
but
knowI it
be anto all
impossible
ambition. The rights are hopelessly tied

Washington, D. C.

Oh, it's proper and heat
Td call Miss Blanche — sweet,
For she's pretty and dainty and sunny
And I'm never above
Calling Miss Bessie— love,
Butfunny
to call
!

Charlie — Chaplain ■— that's

"Good
Bye, Boys!"
"Today I dropped in for a last

word with the boys at the office.
And as I saw Tom and Dave there
at the same old desk it came to
me suddenly that they had been
there just so the day I came with
the firm four years ago.

"When I started here I was at a desk
and given certain routine things to do.
But after a few months I began to realize that I was nothing but a human
machine
and way.
that I couldn't expect to
advance that
"So
for a
would
work.
whole
a few

I wrote to Scranton and arranged
spare time study course that
give me special training for our
Why, do you know, it gave me a
new interest in our business? In
months I was given more responsibility and more money. Since then
I've had three increases, six months ago
I was put in charge of my department,
andbenow
my big ofchance
has comebranch
— I'm
to
manager
our Western
at $5,000 a year! It just shows what
spare time training will do."
If you want to make more money,
show your employer you're trying to be
worth more money. If you want a bigger job, show him you're willing to
prepare for it.
There's a simple, easy way to do it. .
For 29 years the International Correspondence Schools have been training
men and women right in their own
homes whenever they had a little time
to spare. More than two million have
stepped up in just this way. More than
130,000 are studying now. Ten thousand are starting every month.
Can you afford to let another priceless hour pass without finding out what
the I. C. S. can do for you? Here is all
we ask — without cost, without obligation, mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX

6616, SCRANTON,

PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
SALESMANSHIP
1 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
ADVERTISING
Eloetrlo Lleh ting and Rys.
Electric Wiring
Window Trimmer
Telegraph Engineer
3 Show Card Writer
Telephone Work
MBOH AN10AL ENGINEER
J Sign
Painter
"ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
3
Railroad
Trainman
Heohanteal Draftsman
Machine Shop Practlo*
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT?
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
Private Secretary
CIVIL ENGINEER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer
and Typist
Snrveylne and Mapplns;
Cert. Pub. Accountant
MINE FOREMANENGINEER
or ENG'H
STATIONARY
TRAFFIC MANAGER.
Marine Engineer
Railway Accountant
Ship Draftsman
Commercial Law
ARCHITECT
GOOD ENGLISH
Contractor and Hnttder
Teacher
Common School Sobleot*
Arehlteetnral Draftsman
Mathematics
Concrete Builder
CIVIL SERVICE
Structural Engineer
Railway Mall Clerk
PLUMBING AND HEATING
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING!
Sheet Metal Worker
Anto Repairing inSpanlsfX
Textile Oier.o-ror Snpt.
AGRICULTURE iQFrenehl
_ CHEMIST
Ponltry Raising I Qltallait
3 Navigation
Name_
Present
Occupation.
Street
and
No
City.

-State-
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S creen Time-Tabk
(Continued from page 94)

HUMORESQUE — D-ll.

Alma Rubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idol Dancer, The — D-7.
Richard Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
If I Were King— D-8.
William Farnum — Fox.
Inferior Sex, The — CD-8.
Mildred Harris — First National.
In Old Kentucky — MD-7.
" Anita Stewart — First National;
In Search of a Sinner — C-8.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Jailbird-, The — CD-S.
MacLean and May — Paramount.
Jack-Knife Man, The — D-ll.
King Vidor Production — First National.
Jubilo — C-9.
Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
Kismet — D-8.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.
Lady Rose's Daughter — D-5.
Elsie Ferguson — Paramount.
Let's Be Fashionable — C-7.
MacLean and May — Paramount.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-5.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Love Flower, The — D-7.
Carol Dempster — Griffith Production.
Loves of Letty, The — D-6.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Madam X.-MD-7.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Male and Female — D-10.
Swanson and Meighan — DeMille Prod.
Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Select.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town — CMD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Master Mind — D-9.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Midsummer, Madness— D-9.
All Star — Paramount.
Miracle Man, The — D-ll.
Compson and Meighan — Tucker Prod.
Misfit Wife, The — D-7.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Miss Hobbs — C-6.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Mollycoddle, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks— United Artists.
Notorious Miss Lisle — D-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First National.
Nurse Marjorie — CD-7.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Old-Fashioned Boy, An — F-5.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
One Hour Before Dawn — D-5.
H. B. Warner— Pathe. .
On With The Dance — D-ll.
Mae Murray — Paramount.
Over The Hill— MD-10.
Mary Carr — Fox.
Pagan Love — D-7.
Mabel Ballin — Hugo Ballin Production.
Passers-By — D-7.
Herbert Rawlinson — Blackton Prod.
Passion — Tragedy Drama — 11.
Pola Negri — First National.
Peaceful Valley — D-ll.
Charles Ray — First National.
Penalty, The — MD-6.
Lon Chaney — Goldwyn.
Pinto — C-8.
Mabel Normand — Goldwyn.
Pollyanna — CD-11.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Remodeling A Husband— C-8.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Restless Sex, The — D-5.
Marion Davies — Cosmopolitan.
Right to Love, The — D-8.
Mae Murray and David Powell — Param.
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Right of Way, The — D-10.
Bert Lytell— Metro.
Romance — D-9.
Doris Keane — United Artists.
Scarlet Days — MD-9.
Barthelmess & Seymour — Griffith Prod.
Sea Wolf, The— D-9.
Noah Beery- — Paramount.
Seeing It Through — CD-7.
Zasu Pitts — Robertson- Cole.
Sex— SP.MD-6.
Louise Glaum — Hodkinson.
Shark, The— MD-7.
George Walsh — Fox.
Shore Acres— MD-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Silver Horde, The — MD-9.
Myrtle Stedman— Goldwyn.
Simple Souls — CD-7.
Blanche Sweet — Pathe.
Sins of St. Anthony, The — CD-6.
Bryant Washburn — Paramount.
Sins of Rozanne — MD-8.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
So Long Letty — F-7.
All Star — Robertson-Cole.
Something to Think About — D-10.
Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Cecil de Mille Production.
Stolen Kiss, The — CD-8.
Constance Binney — Paramount.
Stop Thief-^C-7.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Stronger Than Death — SP., MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Sweet Lavender — D-10.
Mary
Miles Minter — Realart.
Suds— CD-9.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Third Generation, The — C-10.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.
39 East— CD-8.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Tiger's Club— MD-8.
Pearl White — Fox.
Toby's Bow— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Toll Gate, The— MD-9.
William S. Hart — Paramount.
Treasure Island— MD-9.
Shirley Mason — Tourneur
Production.
Thru Eyes of Men — D-8.
Frank Mayo — Taylor Production.
Twin Beds — F-6.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven — First
National.
Victory — D-8.
All Star — Paramount.
Village Sleuth, The — C-5.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Virgin of Stamboul — SP., MD-8.
Priscilla Dean — Universal.
Virtuous Vamp, The — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
WaY Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
What Women Love — CD-5.
Annette Kellermann— First National.
What's Your Hurry — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Why Change Your Wife? — D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — De Mille Prod.
Willow Tree, The — D-9.
Viola Dana— Metro.
Woman
The—— First
MD-6.National.
Norma Gives',
Talmadge
Woman in Room 13, The — MD-8.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Woman
Game, The — SD-7.
Elaine Hammerstein — Select.
Woman and the Puppet, The — MD-6.
Geraldine Farrar — Goldwyn.
Woman Who Understood, The— D-7.
Bessie Barriscale — Robertson-Cble.

World
Alma
Yellow
Anita

and His Wife — D-9.
Rubens — Paramount.
Typhoon — MD-7.
Stewart — First National.

Yes or No— CD-7.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Readers' Critique
Blackmail — MD-10.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Cup of Fury, The — D-10.
Helene Chadwick — Goldwyn.
Dark Mirror, The — D-5.
Dorothy Dalton — Paramount.
Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Devil's Passkey, The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Production — Universal.
Double Speed — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-11.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Everybody's Sweetheart — D-7.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Excuse my Dust — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-10.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-8.
Charles Ray — First National.
Humoresque — D-12.
Alma Rubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idol Dancer, The — D-5.
Richard
Barthelmess— Griffith Prod.
Invisible Bond, The — SD-6.
Irene Castle — Paramount.
Will —Rogers
Jubilo
C-9. — Goldwyn.
Ladder of Lies — D-7.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Lady Rose's Daughter — SD-5.
Elsie Ferguson — Paramount.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-10.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Madam X— MD-11.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Midchannel
— D-7.
Clara Kimball
Young — Equity.
Mrs. Temple's Telegram — CD-7.
Bryant Washburn — Paramount.
Once to Every Woman — D-7.
Dorothy Phillips — Universal.
Officer 666— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Penalty,
The—
MD-11.
Lon Chaney
— Goldwyn.
Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Right of Way, The — D-12.
Bert Lytell— Metro.
Romance — D-8.
Doris Keane — United Artists.
Scratch My Back — CD-9.
Helene Chadwick — Goldwyn.
Silver Horde, The — D-7.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
Sins of Rozanne — MD-12.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Sins of St. Anthony — CD-3.
Bryant Washburn — Paramount.
Suds— D-8.
Mary Pickford— United Artists.
Sweet Lavender— D-7.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Test of Honor, The — SD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Treasure Island — MD-7.
Shirley Mason — Paramount.
White Moll, The— MD-8.
Pearl White— Fox.
Why Change Your Wife — D-ll.
Swanson-Meighan — De Mille Prod.
Woman Game, The — SD-6.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
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"Love s Redemption

has been completed and is now being cut and titled.

It is ready for the market.

Ask your exhibitor to book it so that you may see it at your theater.
All of the Final Honor Roll and Winners of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest
appear in this photodrama, and, aside from this feature, the story is unusually powerful and beautifully played.
Following is the cast of characters:
Peggy Logan
Mike Logan
Ralph Lane
Lucille Worth
Mrs. Lane
Mrs. Worth

Blanche
McGarity
Dorian
Romero
Lynne M. Berry
Anetha Getwell
Katherine Bassett
Octavia
Handworth

Detective
Edwin Markham
Hudson
Maxim
Richard Worth

Wm.

Mrs. Lane's Maid
Officer Kelly
Officer Reilly
Officer Jones
The President

,

R. Tallmadge
Edwin Markham
Hudson
Maxim
Arthur Tuthill

Cecile Edwards
Wm. Castro
Ellsworth Jones
Seymoure Panish
James J. McCabe

The Poet's Little Friend.

Broker
Billy Logan
Mrs. Sykes
Mrs. Lane's Nurse
Bill Sykes

Joseph Murtaugh
. Dorothy Taylor
Effie Palmer
Bunty Manly
Alfred L. Rigali

Worth's Maid, Marie — Erminie Gagnon
Jewelry Clerk
Edward Chalmers
Doctor White
Charles Hammer
Another Doctor
Wm.
White
Rent Collector
Norbert Hammer
Worth's
Worth's

Butler
Servant

Carl Chalmers
Doris Doree

Worth's Housekeeper. .. .Mrs. F. Mayer
Police Captain
O. L. Langhanke
Pawnbroker
Jose Santo DeSegui

Ruth Higgins

Edwin Markham, the greatest of living poets and author of the immortal "The Man
With the Hoe," makes his first screen appearance in this photodrama, and so does
Hudson Maxim, the great inventor, and Hon. Lawrence C. Fish, Judge of the Municipal Traffic Court. The leading part is beautifully played by Blanche McGarity,
winner of last year's contest, who takes the part of a fifteen-year-old poor girl.
Octavia Handworth, who was for years Crane Wilbur's leading lady, plays an important part, as also does Anetha Getwell, another of last year's contest.

Date or Release to be Announced

Later

For further particulars, address

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield Street,
Brooklyn, New York
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Coffee Pots and Croons

Put on Flesh

{Continued from page 23)
as long if it were rinsed out every night.
And out of this cocoon has burgeoned
Betty Blythe, the cinema star. Her body
is exquisite. A maid follows at her beck
and call. She purchases batik — that beloved material of pagan-souled women — at
exorbitant prices. She signs large checks
without hesitation. She dominates scenes
in which 400 persons appear, by the power
• of her physical presence alone. I am not
speaking hearsay, I am telling you that of
which I myself have been a witness.
"I am so tremendously happy," Betty told
me recently, "that I find it extremely difficult to do the tear scenes. Almost im-

WHY
not gain from 10 to 35 lbs.
" in the next few months 'Why
not round ont your neek, chest
and bust and make yourself aS
attractive as you wish to be?
I know you can because I have
helped over 45,000 women gain
10 to 35 pounds.
agoOneI
—now
so well

pupil
writes:
"Onepounds
year
weighed
only 100
I weigh 126, and oh, I feel
and so rested!"

I can help you attain your proper
weight. In your room. Without drugs.
By scientific, natural methods, such
as your physician approves.
If you only realized how surely.
how easily, how inexpensively your
weight can be increased I am certain
you would write me at once.
Tell me your faults of health or
figure.
I respect your confidence and I
will send you my booklet, free, showing you how to stand and walk correctly.

Is it her newly born success, you ask,
which accounts for this?
pos ible !"
Partly that, but more because she has realized her great desires all at once.
She has just married Paul Scardon and

SUSANNA COCROFT
Dept. 49
215 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
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career.
love has formed the crown for Betty's
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"Marriage and love have developed the
best there is in me," says Betty. "The only
worth while things I have ever accomplished have been done since my marriage.
It is all so wonderful. At night we plan and
talk over our aspirations together and Paul
rehearses me in my parts. He has even
higher ambitions for me than I have for
myself. No — he will not direct me. I
think it fairer to both of us to keep our

DESTROY HAIR
AND

ROOTS ON FACE,

arms or body Permanently with ZIP.
Na Electric ity .
Unlike
depilatories
which merely burn off
surface hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.
ZIP
is the
rapid,
harmless, painless and
fragrant
compound
used by actresses, debutantes, beauty specialists. Easily applied
at home, ZIP instantly remove
hair without pain, leaving th
smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain wrapper. Treatments at better class Beauty Shops representing me. Write for FREE Illustrated
BOOKLET: "A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Call
at office to have FREE
DEMONSTRATION.

REGISTERED

ttS. PAE OFE

IT'S OFF £ecau4& ITS OUT
fflutrf*

ymtfon}

12 West 40th St.

I^SpSialist^
J-**
ORIGINATOR OF

B ALSO

H

^IASH-LIFB
Beautifies

the

to lengthen Lashes.

SPECIAL

Eyes

— Guaranteed
At your dealers 50 c.

OFFER

i*Wffl«

careers separate and distinct."
In her dressing-room, on the set, in the
studio, Betty Blythe is a fragrant, vivid
person wrapped in brilliant colorings.
At home she maintains that she wears
softer shades. I dont know, I shall have to
see to believe. For the fire of her presence
is such that even baby blue would crimson
at her touch, I feel.
As yet, Betty Blythe is unspoiled. She
is controlling her natural tendency for a
prima donna temperament with an iron will.
No one who is not driven by that vast
energy of genius can understand the taut
nerves resulting from perpetual pushing
endeavor.
But Betty Blythe has that necessary
leaven to an artistic temperament, someone
she loves better than herself, her husband,
which with her naturally clear head will
prevent her from falling into the class of
spoiled beauties.
But, Betty ! dont ever ask me again to
imagine you and that coffee pot — for, Betty,
I saw you in a crown and a robe of barbaric
beauty.
And it just cant be done.

For a large 50c Box of Lash Life and my 24
Page Book, "A Talk on Superfluous Hair."

A REUNION
By Alice Thorn

3^-

Face Powder

^V

When you ask your druggist for Lablache,
why is it he seldom offers you a substitute ?
Because he knows there is no better face
powder, and that the
class of women who
use it are satisfied— it's so
natural.
Refuse Substitutes
Pink or Cream, 76c o
box of druggists or by
mail. Over two million
boxes sold annually.

Sand 10c lor a
■ample box.
BEN.
LEVY CO.

1

French Perfumer*. Dept.

125 Kingston SL, Boston, Mass
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THIS BOOK

Is Just What
You
Need

Whether your ambition is to write and sell photoplays, short stories, poems, popular songs, magazine
articles, or any other kind of manuscript, this book
is an invaluable help to you. THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WRITING, contains — SIXTY-FIVE
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO WRITE
AND- SELL MANUSCRIPTS. Compiled by W. L.
Gordon, successful well-known writer, editor and publisher. Practically every fundamental ruie that every
writer must know is covered clearly and concisely.
These suggestions are serving as a guide to hundreds
of AMBITIOUS WRITERS and helping them to conquer the pitfalls on the ROAD TO SUCCESS. It is
filled with invaluable, helpful and instructive information that you NEED and MUST know to succeed!

Important Things You Must Know
THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WRITING is FREE
to Y'OU ! It discusses the Proper Preparation of
Manuscripts to Command the Attention of Editors ;
Writers' Ethics; Editorial Criticism; Prices to Demand for Your Manuscripts ; Value of Plot ; How to
Reach the Climax; the Dangers of Plagiarism;
Choosing Good Titles; Selection of Proper Words;
Errors to Avoid; Importance of Action; Studying the
Market; Publishing on Royalty Basis; What Constitutes a Successful Writer and many other vital hints
necessary to your success. As an AMBITIOUS
WRITER YOU need this book.

Today Is Your Opportunity
The ability to write does not come overnight. It
must be learned just as you learned reading, writing
and 'rithiretic. Numerous photoplays and hundreds of
stories in leading magazines are being written daily
by people like YOURSELF who were fascinated byliterary work. They mastered the FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES of successful writing and led on by successes, have increased their incomes bv thousands of
dollars and now enjoy FAME AND FORTUNE. Apply the principles outlined in this helpful book and
YOU too may reach the goal of success.

This Book Is FREE

Thousands of men and women have already received
this book — now in its second edition. Make sure of
getting this book. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.
We know that YOU will And this book an inspiration.
Don't hesitate, there is no charge and you are placed
under no obligations. Send your address TODAY and
the book will SOLUTELY
be FREE.
sent by return mail POSTPAID, AB-

ATLAS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
535 Butler Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio

1

Wrestling Book FREE

Bo an expert wrestler. Learn at home by mall.
Wonderful
lessonsandprepared
byworld'e
championi
Farmer
Frank
Gotch.andFree
tells tod Burns
how. Secret
hold*, blocks
trickabook
redelay.
Be strong-,
Handle
biff men vealed.
withDon'teaae.
Write
for free healthy.
book. State
age.
Farmer Bums*

8522 ftamge Bldg. . Omaha, Neb.

The stillness of the village all about me,
Green, grassy
ing tree ; slopes and many a spreadA prim New England street, white spire
and homesteads,
As lonely as a fellow well can be.
But

round

the corner, Hghts are cheerfully twinkling,
And well I know what I shall thrill to
see.
A little hall, piano softly playing,
'Tis here a welcome surely waits for me.
Upon and
the famous,
screen they smile, old friends
Far from the town we love, yet here
we meet . . .
union,
It warms my heart, this sort of glad reThese movies on a quiet country street.

sGIFtSTTHATtAST
'Midst the avalanche of delicate, lacy
greetings of fleeting remembrance, let
your valentine be of enduring charm and
value. Nowhere are there gifts more
delightfully sensible — and treasured —
than jewelry. Give "Gifts that Last" —
gifts that are life-long testimonials of the
spirit they so exquisitely
^uthotixtd by commemorate.
■Rational Jiweltrs "Publicity Association
DIAMONDS
WATCHES

•

PEARLS
"
- CLOCKS

GEMS
■ JEWELRY
' SILVERWARE
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The

Marsh

Flower

{Continued from page 55)
iarly her own, which never fails to grip
and hold her audiences.
Not only does this little actress possess
the great art of successfully expressing her
emotions in her sensitive face but in her
entire body as well. Who of us will ever
forget those small hands twisting in her lap
as they plainly told the heart-rending agony,
shaking The Girl, in the famous court
room scene in "Intolerance," while her eyes
smiled bravely to comfort The Boy, in
his crucial trial? I believe this was one of
the most subtle bits of acting that has yet
reached the screen.
It was Bobbie Harron who played the
role of The Boy, and when we spoke of
his
tragicanddeath,
Mae's
grey
filledrecent
with tears
she told
me he
was eyes
the
sweetest boy she had ever known and that
it was still impossible for her to realize
that he was really gone.
Miss Marsh's girlishness has been deeply
touched with a new womanly dignity and
softness and she is embued with the quiet
contentment that bespeaks a happy heart.
She feels that the love element is absolutely necessary in all film stories. "All
the world has loved, is loving or hopes
to love," she went on, seriously, "so this
naturally becomes the universal theme. It
is the fundamental of life so it must be of
motion pictures which endeavor to depict
life as it is. Can you imagine a world
without romance, without loving or being
loved?" and the soft voice expressed the
tragedy of the mere thought.
"Simplicity and sincerity are what count
before the camera and they bring success
to the picture," she continued. "The tear —
the smile — with the intermediate shadings,
should be faithfully studied. For my own
I become so attached to my screen characters, watching them develop and become
real beings, that I am always filled with
regret when I have to bid them farewell in
the final scene."
Regarding careers, Miss Marsh believes
that, as a woman has many sides to her
nature, she needs the stimulation of work,
a visible outlet for her energies, this being
the surest remedy for routing the great
feminine foe — restlessness.
"I tagged my way into motion pictures,"
Mae grew reminiscent. "I used to follow
my sister Marguerite to the old Biograph
studio and then, one great day, Mr. Griffith noticed me, put me in a picture and I
had my chance. I love my work and tho
new and very wonderful interests have entered my life, I still love it and couldn't
think of giving it up."
"And the future?" I ventured.
"I want to go on and do better things
in motion pictures. Some day, I hope to go
on the stage. I believe all our experiences
combine to make us better actors. We may
not need to actually live thru everything we
act but at least, we must have gained a
comprehension of the mental attitude attending each experience and this comes only
by touching life at many points. I have
always idolized Maude Adams, Julia Marlowe and Mrs. Fiske — they have been my
inspiration. All three have lived— struggled— achieved."
"Should Mary develop a talent for acting"— I began.
"I shall give her every chance to fulfil
her destiny," promptly replied the little
mother, "I dream of great things for her
but most of all I want her to be blessed
with the gift of Happiness. Nothing else
really counts — the trouble comes in finding
out just what constitutes happiness," which
remark goes to show that the new Mae
Marsh is becoming philosophic.
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I'll Teach You Piano
In Quarter Usual Time
To persons who have not previously
heard of my method, this may seem a
pretty bold statement. But I will gladly
convince you of its accuracy by referring
you to any number of my graduates in
any part of the world.
There isn't
a
contain
a score
piano or organ
ing from me by
than were ever

State
in the
Unionplayers
that doesn't
or more
skilled
of the
who obtained their entire trainmail. I have far more students
before taught by one man. Investigate by writing for
my
free Piano
booklet,
"How64-page
to Learn
or
My way of teaching
piano or organ is entirely
different from all others.
Out
of every four hours of
Organ."
study, one hour is spent
entirely away from the
keyboard — learning something about Harmony and
The Laws of Music. This
is an awful shock to most
teachers of the "old
school," who still think
that learning piano is
solely a problem of "finger
gymnastics."
When you
do go to the keyboard
you
accomplish twice as much,
because you understand
what you are doing.
Within four lessons I enable you to play an interesting piece not only in
the original key, but in
all other keys as well.
I make use of every possible scientific help — many
of which are entirely unknown to the average
teacher. My patented invention, the COLOROTONE, sweeps away playing difficulties that have
troubled students for generations. By its use
Transposition — usually a
"nightmare" to students —
becomes easy and fascinating. With my fifth lesson
I introduce another important and exclusive inQuinn-Dex vention,
is a QUINN-DEX.
simple,
hand-operated moving picture device, which enables
you to see, right before
yojr eyes, every movement
of my hands
at the keyboard. Tou actually
see
the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce your
teacher's finger movements
from MEMORY — which
cannot be always accurate
— you have the correct
models before you during
every minute of practice.
The COLOROTONE and
QUINN-DEX save you
months and years of wasted effort. They can be obtained only from me, and

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music

From

DR. QUINN
AT HIS PIANO
the Famous Sketch by Schneider,
hibited at the St. Louis Exposition

Ex-

there is nothing else, anywhere, even remotely like
them.
Men and women who have failed by all other methods
have quickly and easily attained success when studying
with me. In all essential ways you are in closer touch
with me than if you were studying by the oral method —
yet my lessons cost you only 43 cents each — and they
include all the many recent developments in scientific
teaching. For the student of moderate means this method
of studying is far superior to all others, and even for the
wealthiest students there is nothing better at any price.
You may be certain that your progress is at all times in
accord with the best musical thought of the present day,
and this makes all the difference in the world.
My course is endorsed by distinguished musicians who
would not recommend any course but the best. It is for
beginners or experienced players, old or young. You advance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish. All necessary
music is supplied without extra charge. A diploma is
granted. Write today, without cost or obligation, for 64page booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

-----F/?££

BOOK

COUPON--

—

I QUINN

CONSERVATORY, Studio MB.
"
598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.
I Please send me, without cost or obligation, your free
II particulars
booklet. "How
to Learn
or Organ,"
full
of your
Course Piano
and special
reduced and
Tuition

I
I Name
Offer.
I JAddress.

Studio MB, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

You
Have a Beautiful Face-But Your Nose
IN this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute
* necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
find the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Perniil
no one to see you looking otherwise: it will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or success
of your life — which is to be your ultimate destiny? My new NoseShaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses
without cost if not satisfactory.
M. TRILETY,

Face Specialist, 1039 Ackerman

Bldg., BINGHAMTON,
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The Woman
r You Were «
Meant to Be!
a time there was a
upon who
E child
ONCgirl
grew up with
the secret of joyful living. Like
all heroines, she was beautiful, with
the beauty of clear skin, bright eyes,
a graceful figure, and soft, thick hair.
Because she was perfectly happy and
healthy in mind and body, she was never
melancholy, never over-tired. Always she
radiated that magnetic force the world
calls charm. From the many suitors who
surrounded her, she chose the man she
loved. The care of children and a household, that came with the years, never
dimmed her radiant charm.
She filled her place in the world joyfully
and efficiently, and kept her youthful
spirits and vigor all her life.

The Charm of
Girlhood for
Women of 40
Her way of life is revealing the secret to
women everywhere. Tired, discouraged
wives and mothers, who feel their beauty
fading, are finding in it the means ot renewing their youthful health and charm.
Girls are increasing their natural attractions ahundredfold. Simply by living the
new way and giving a little special care
where it is needed, you, too, can make
yourself the woman you were meant to be.
The secret is not a rigorous course of
treatment or of tiresome exercise. It is
a simple, easy and delightful way to live
which works wonders in a short time. It
develops the full force of your personality,
mental and physical. By following a few
simple directions, you will find yourself
becoming serene, well-poised, alert, as well
as healthier, happier and more charming every day.

101 Practical Suggestions
Ton will learn, at once, a number of simple,
effective things — how to attract, interest and
charm the people you meet— the secret of fascinating eyes — and how to make people strive to
Elease you. You know the charm of beautiful
air, soft, colorful complexions and eyes full of
expression. You will learn how to make your
skin and eyes and hair the things of beauty they
ought to be. And all the time your mind and
body will be growing in that deep, underlying
health and vitality which it the precious secret
of happiness and charm.

I»Investigate Today
Simply Bend your name and address and we
will send you FREE a fascinating book on this
new way of life, prepared for distribution by the
Olympian Society. This great society stands for
a better inode of living: for the human race.
Hundreds of happy women have proved its
worth. Learn how easy it is to be healthy, happy
and charming, in spite of the cares of children
and a home, or the strain of social life. Many
vital problems of married life and motherhood
made clear. Be the woman Nature intended you
to be. There is no obligation. Send coupon now.

OLYMPIAN
V 14 E.Jackson
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Human

(Continued from page 40)

"Four plays for the screen," she told me ;
"four well-known Broadway successes.
Cant tell you what the names of them are —
or rather, cant tell the G. A. P. what they
are — nozv, because it would spoil my punch
to announce them so far ahead, but they're
well-known, well-loved, human plays and
I'm going to do them according to Drew
tradition — humanly."
"You going to be in 'em?" I asked, "or
what ... ?" Knowing that she had done
considerable writing and directing without
personal appearance since Sidney Drew's
death, I wondered.
"Going to adapt them for the screen, direct them and- play the leading woman role
in them," she said; "I believe it's my logical
next step. The Screen needs, just now,
some fine homely strong plays with a
mature sort of woman the dominant interest. couldn't
I
play the young girl or the
ingenue even if I wanted to. I am known
as Mrs. Sidney Drew, a mature woman in
her thirties. I shall continue to be known
as such — if not more so. When I made my
personal appearance in "Keep Her Smiling," the public swooned. They had expected forty— or even fifty, I suppose. I
believe that I am the one to do these plays.
I am known. I am the only woman of my
type and age (which is 30, as it happens),
that I know of. And I have selected the
plays to fit my personality and my ability.
They are to be the stuff — strong stuff of
every day — poetry and prose — idea and
ideal — life, love and all of it— human!"
"Why stage plays?" I asked, knowing
her own creative ability along the line of
playwriting.
"That's my commercialism," she said,
briskly, "Mrs. Sidney Drew in some unknown human drama is all very well — perhaps. But Mrs. Sidney Drew in (and here
she quoted the name of a widely known
Broadway success) is, I think, a sure fire
proposition. Part of knowing your human
stuff," she said, "is to admit into the whole
a decent ingredient of commercialism. To
be too highbrow is as dangerous as to be
too lowbrow. Steer a middle course. I
want to give 'em red blood, the modern
dream and strife, the good old hearthstone,
the glad hand and the warm heart and I'm
going to do it if it takes me the rest of my
life to make 'em know how much they need
it and how much they love it!"
"Well, they love you," I said, reflecting
on the letters from her aforementioned G.
A. P. we receive at our office daily, crying
"Give us more of the Drews — give us the
sort of thing they used to do !"
"I want them to love zvhat I stand for"
she said, "without which I am not com-

Blvd., Dept. 1S22 , Chicago J
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14 E.Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1522. Chicago
Please send me the free book describing the new way
of life which will help me to become healthior, happier, and more beautiful. There is no obligation to me.
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She became enthusiastic, to the dire discomfiture of the coiffeur who brandished
a threatening iron — at me, I think.
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tor FEBRUARY
THREE
remarkable
features
will appear
in the February
issue of Shadowland, making it
a magazine worth reading, if there
were nothing else in it. But there
are other attractions, too.
A series of articles on the motion picture have been prepared
W.

L. GEORGE

the British novelist who
"Caliban," "The

wrote

Second Bloom-

ing," "A Bed of Roses" and other
internationally famous stories.
The first of this series appears in
February Shadowland.
FRED. JAMES SMITH
has interviewed Rabindranath
Tagore, the Indian poet and philosopher. The result of this interview isa remarkable discourse
on trend of modern Western
civilization. Tagore sees the fate
of the world hanging in the balance. The interview has been
approved by Dr. Tagore and is
the official word to America.
Oliver M. Sayler tells of another wonderful character of
Russia in the story of
SHALIAPIN
the peasant singer, who has sung
his way thru the chaos of revolution and is now the idol of
Russia. The story will appear in
the February Shadowland.
Attractive color plates, artistic
picture pages, and personality stories
of screen and stage luminaries
compel the interest.
Results of the Rambler trip thru
shops and smart resorts are given,
together with illustrations of the
newest things in wearing apparel
and novelties.
Those who seek the shrine of beauty will find helpful advice and information in the beauty articles, the
second of which will appear in

NOTE

After a protracted stay in Germany, Mile.
Alsace
plete."Lorraine has returned to her home
in France and will remain indefinitely.

Gebhart. — Is that
pianist is playing?

Shadowland

a popular song

the

Carsone. — It was before she began playing it.
Walter Pulitzer.

The FEBRUARY Issue

SHADOWLAND
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Contest

Resume

{Continued from page 41)
tent with the first camera test of many of
the leading contestants, but they could not
believe the evidence of their eyes when they
saw the screen tests of Miss Palmer. Many
more tests were made and under the most
trying conditions, and it was finally discovered that she stood the acid test of the
most trying emotional scenes that were
given to her. In fact, she screened so well
that she was promptly given the leading
female role in "Ramon, the Sailmaker," a
five-reel feature which was just being prepared for production, with Orville R.
Caldwell in the leading role.
Mr. Caldwell stands six feet three
inches, and is making a great impression
on New York audiences in the picturesque

Wonderful
results !
Wrinkles and age lines
banished.
Yea, this new
secret
method
works
marvels.
You
should
Jearn. about
it right
now. Learn how
it
makes the
skin as
smooth,
clear
and
beautiful
complexionsaa ofthethefamous
Japa- *
nese women. (You know
hew soft, satiny and lovely
their skins are.) No matter
how long- you may have suffered from these blemishes,
no matter what
you have
tried, pet the information we
will gladly send about
th
PrinceisTokio treatment.
Gthe Princess Tokio Beauty Book
It is free. It tells you how to ha\ ..
the perfect skin beauty that all
women lone1 for.
Yours for the con*
(on. Sena.

A FEW

DAYS

Edna Hunter

And All Your Wrinkles Gone

No Massage. No Plasters. No Masks*
No Rollers. No exercises. None of
these. But a simple, easy treatment vou
Use in the privacy of your room. Only
a few minutes required. The skin made
flawless, fresh, young looking. Used
and recommended by society leaders
and prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed

Our legal, binding money-back gURrpntee goes with each treatment. If th©
Princess Tokio treatment should fail in
your caae, taken according to our plain,
almoin directions, your money will be
willingly and cheerfully refunded upon
demand.

Famous
Star, says"Movie"
of the
Princess Tokio
Treatment : •

"After a hard day I

and every
trace Toof
just kioapply
Princess
fatigue, strain and
roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to
a friend whosefacewas
becoming wrinkled and
she says it wiped the
wTinkles oft in no time.
I wish you all the success you ao richly de-

serve.'*

Princess Tokio KRBi°I

The whole story of the Princess Tokio
treatment told. The wonders it accoraftlishes. How complexions, once "hopeess," have been restored to youthlul
beauty. Hew years have been taken off
women's
■ All inthis
informationlooks.
is given
thisvaluahle,
book now private
ready
for distribution. Get your copy now.
(Sent in plain, sealed envelope.) Learn
the secret of a perfect skin. Learn how
the American woman can rival-the i
free for the asking.

Princess Tokio Co.

Coupon ]
NOW!

159 N. State St.
^
Just sign and mail the coupon,
Dept. 23 CHICAGO
a
that is all. It will bring yon the
Pleve send me, free and ^
Princess Tokio Beauty Boi-k by
withou . obligation on my
v
mail.
% return
it. Wo wo....
have Every
ought to
Sart, Princess Tokio Beauty
look in plain sealed envelope.
put off
Don't
it. the
to have
g. Put
in
coupon
sendin
A you
TJ> the mail right now.

I
,
1
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Ad drew-

Steering Gear — Standard Henpeck with
positive control by Friend Wife.
Ignition — Emits sparks when artistic
temperament is riled.
Clutch — Perfect in close-ups with pretty
leading lady, but is inclined to slip a bit
when leading lady is not so pretty.

P°J.ftAKEliPM$
aranoiw

E3 ROSALINE %

1
0 DIAMOND

NAIL ENAMEL ?„V.ow%er SS

grit, producing an immediate and lasting polish.
Its delicate rose tint will not discolor the skin or
cuticular fold of the nails.
Diamond shape box, 35c.

renails,
cleansandtheglove
INF bleaches
ONrni
stains
moves ink,andhosiery
UliUuLliiL
from the skin; guaranteed harmless. Bottles, 65c.
whitensoftening
For the
ft! A jng
rPFAM VAN
and
Feeds
skin. and
I rill ULrl
VXVLrllU
nourishes the tissues. Preserves a beautiful comand
plexion restores a faded one. Jars, 35c.
Sold by dealers everywhere, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage. Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices.

DR. J. PARKER

PRAY

CO.

Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

LO and 12 East 23rd St.

New York City

Zm^m

H. Williams

Specifications :

ILL.

ESTABLISHED
1868
Our Preparations are Distinctive.
Known the World Over.
ives the face and nails a delicate
rose tint.
Softens and velvetizes the
skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting.
EOSALINE
is not affected by perspiration or
displaced by bathing.
Jars. 35c.

If Film Stars Were
Advertised as Some
Autos are Advertised
By Frank

%,^ Princess
159 N. Tokio
State St.Co.
&
Dept. 23

Name-

role of leading man in "Mecca," at the
Century Theater, New York.
Miss Palmer stands five feet five inches,
and each acts as an admirable foil for the
other.
The production is now nearly completed
and it will probably be released thruout the
country before the first of the year.
A number of other girls in the contest
also appear in this picture and Allene Ray,
who came out second in the 1920 contest
has a prominent role. These two winners,
the Misses Palmer and Ray have been interviewed and the articles will soon appear
in all three of the Brewster Publications
concerning them.
Realizing the great success of the contest
that is just over, it is with great pleasure
that we enter into the new one, confident
that it will reveal much hidden beauty and
talent for the screen.

Tires — Yes, very easily when the feminine members of the supporting company
are of the kind that would never take a

3
0

beauty prize.
Wind Shield — Wind shield is needed by
friends when star begins to blow about
his achievements.

Keep Your Skin
Soft and Smooth

WITH

CUTICURA
When exposed to wintry
weather Cuticura Soap
and Ointment will keep
your face and hands free
from chapping, redness,
roughness and irritation.
Cuticura Talcum is delicately medicated and exquisitely perfumed. It is
indispensable for every
toilet table.
Soap 25c. Ointment 25 and 50c. Talcum
25c Sold throughout the world- For
sample each free address: "Cuticara Laboratories, Dept.Soap
N, Maiden
Mass."mug.
u ticuro
shaves 48,
without

Lighting System — Home brew thruout.
Is guaranteed to get well lit up on three
drinks.
Running-Board — Yes, but tells landlady
he expects to pay up shortly.
Top — Rather thinly covered with hair.
Brakes — Makes all kinds of them, probably due to early environment.
Crank — The director says he is.
Color — Black and blue after Friend
Wife has told him what's what.
Chassis — Long and lean, nothing much
to look at without the upholstery.
Muffler Cutout — He has cut it out since
the boys kidded him about it.
Intake— About $1,000,000 yearly.

Perfect hearing is now being restored inevery condition of deaf T ness or defective hearing from
causesness,6uch
DeafRelaxedasor Catarrhal
Sunken Drum9.
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated.
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
- Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums

"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable*
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAF'
NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.
E.ed KB
ern Bids.
Inter-SouthEAR
332 WILSON
'
Incorporat
DRUM CO..LOUISVILL
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The Old Hokum Bucket
(Continued from page 32)

DeJlliracfe
'Wonicms
^Depilatory

f *-*
Amoves Hair
Immediately — safely
/^"*\NLY a chemist should mix
^-^ a depilatory, then it is sure
to be safe. Unlike pastes and
powders which must be mixed by the
user, DeMiracle is a liquid just the
right strength for instant use. It
never deteriorates. DeMiracle is more
economical because there is no waste.
It is the quickest, most cleanly and
simple to apply.
To devitalize hair you must use
DeMiracle. Being a liquid it permits
absorption. Therefore it is totally different. Itattacks hair under the skin
as well as on the skin which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.
Only the original sanitary liquid
DeMiracle has a money-back guarantee in each package.
Three sizes: 60c, #1 .00, #2.00
At all toilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c.
$1.04 or $2.08, "which includes war tax.

Dejflliraefe
Dept.W-28 Park Ave. and 129th St.
New York City

Si
Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Paste 1
Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
List of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,
28A FlatironBldg. New York

WEEKLY

Our
BOND LETTER

discussing desirable domestic;
and foreign bonds

Free upon Request

L. L. Winkelman & Co.
62 Broad Street, New York
i
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Telephone Broad 6470
Branch Offices in Leading Cities
Direct Wires to Various Markets
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In pictures revolving about individuals
belonging to that extraordinarily undercensused set known as the Four Hundred,
it has become an established vogue to introduce the hero dining in a room resembling a Furniture Exposition. And yet,
because they have been fed this fascinating
sight so many times, audiences have become
willing to accept it as bona fide, when in
truth it is the variest hokum. These same
gilded circles dress their maids in the popular musical comedy mode — short skirts revealing gleaming black silk stockings and
pertly heeled shoes — and cause their butlers
to crook their arms at the elbow as if seized
by a painful cramp. As a matter of cold
fact, maids along the Drive are somberly
and conservatively caparisoned, while butlers have arms that swing just as easily as
yours or mine. The true version, however,
is the less picturesque, and as such, would
not jibe with the conventional treatment to
which the "fan" has grown accustomed :
besides eliminating that which is, in the
parlance of the Kliegs and Cooper Hewitts,
"society stuff." In celluloidland, a butler
who does not crook his arms is no butler.
More than one giggle has been extracted
from the situation of the country bumpkin
who shakes hands with the austere butler
when the latter has extended his hand for
the rural chapeau. Further laughs have
resulted from that mossgrown bit that pictures the yokel from the backwoods refusing to surrender his hat at the checkroom of the gilded cafe. Old, you say?
And yet you smiled when Raymond Hatton
pulled it only so recently as in "The Dancin'
Fool" ! Charles Ray has done it times immemoriathis,
l;
and variations of it. Sometimes, perhaps, it has been his unwillingness to relinquish his carpet-bag to the bellboy, but in effect, it has always remained
the same. Ray has, incidentally, a considerable repertoire of hokum with which
he sprinkles his rube characterizations.
Consider him as the bashful wooer, twisting his cap, or tearing his handkerchief, in
his embarrassment; as the ambitious farmlad determining to make good in the big
city ; as the boorish hayseed dazzled by the
glare of the white lights ; as the abused
"hick" among "city fellers," — and so on,
thru the list, repeated in play after play,
with uniformly steady success.
When the sinning Theda Bara and her
sister-cinema actress, the florid Valeska
Suratt, were at height of their lurid film
careers, creating purple pasts, the hokum
used to overflow from the screen into the
first rows, so potent was it— and so lavishly
applied. Virginia Pearson and Louise
Glaum were others who affected the pastime
of wrecking homes, while Kitty Gordon
and Dorothy Dalton also succeeded in keeping the Ohio Board of Censors ever on the
qui v'we. Here were films decked with
leopard-skin couches and Chinese incense, perfumed cigarets and Egyptian
idols, rich young sons and handsome old
fathers, grey-haired mothers and blonde,
ingenuous wives, midnight revelry in private rooms rivaling the Grand Central
Station in area, and climaxes in the entrance of the New York Police Force. "You
must choose between us, Harold !" was
bound to appear somewhere along about
the middle of the picture — altho sometimes
it was Albert or Gregory. And at the
conclusion of reel-the-last, a blonde bit
of precocity invariably afforded the reconciliation by joining mamma's and
daddy's hands, which, likewise invariably,
inspired the scenario-writer to produce
that old favorite, dusted up for winter wear,

"And a Little Child Shall Lead Them."
The sturdiest limb of the hokum tree is
the last minute rescue. While the audience
writhes in the seat and the orchestra plays
"hurry" music, the hero breaks in the door
just as the villain is about to kiss the
heroine on the mouth — just in time to save
the picture from being demolished by the
National Board of Censorship! Think back
to "Hearts of the World," "Scarlet Days,"
"The Idol Dancer," and the more recent
"Love Flower." Variations of this motif
were to be found in them all. This merely
proves that even a Griffith appreciates the
necessity of hokum, if the play is to possess
a universally popular appeal. In the days
when World was functioning, there was
hardly a product from their Fort Lee
foundry that did not present some beautiful
lady being chased around a gilt table in a
lonely roadhouse or country estate, with intermittent flashes of the hero swerving
around corners in his racer, on the way to
the last-reel rescue.
When the Civil War is depicted, there
will always be a courier to dash up on
horseback, dismount from his foam-flecked
charger and madly dust the powder from
his chest with his gauntlets. And there will
be, nine times out of ten, the pardon at
sunrise, as the orchestra strikes up "Stars
and Stripes Forever," while the hero accepts congratulations from General Grant,
and slips away to a nearby orchard where,
amidst the fluttering peachblossoms, he slips
a ring on the hoop-skirted heroine's finger
and enfolds her in his arms, as the cameraman knocks off work for the day.
If you attend a celluloid drama wherein
the butler's name is given on the screen, you
may rest assured that this advance notice
is to prepare you for his offer, later on,
of his life savings, to the master who has
been ruined in the street by the drop of P.
D. & Q. Perhaps the master has lost his
fortune because of a woman rival, with
whom he is necessarily in love. In that case,
in your search for the hokum trail, you
may look for the enlightening subtitle "I
cant fight a woman, Hendrickson !" this to
his partner or advising friend. In another
part of the picture you will find the woman
in the case dismissing the hero, and stretching her arms out in silent longing, toward
the door thru which he has just passed.
These things are expected and enjoyed, and
so long as they continue to draw the plaudits of the audience, they will continue to
be important parts of our screen-fare.
Certain axioms are observed in the spooling of pictures that are directly traceable
to the influence of the Old Hokum Bucket.
For example, there is a revolver in every
library drawer, just as there is one of the
pearl-handled variety in every boudoir
dressing-table, and a .38 in every office desk.
Whenever someone wishes to follow or chase
someone else, it is to be regularly assumed
that there is a vacant taxi always waiting.
Englishmen always have monocles and
waxed moustaches, and country heroines
must have the sun shining thru their golden
hair. Whenever necessary, the hero will
eat the incriminating "papers." In so recent
an opus as "The Mollycoddle," Doug Fairbanks accomplished this impossible feat.
He was able to do it because it had been
done before by matinee idols not a whit
handsomer than he. Why not?
Director, playwright, star and producer
alike, all gather around the Old Hokum
Bucket, drawn, dripping with ideas, from
the well of sure-fire stuff. For without its
inspiring draughts, the pictures would languish and die.
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AGENTS

WANTED

Agents — 200% profit. Wonderful little article ;
something new ; sells like wildfire ; carry in pocket ;
write at once for Free Sample. Albert Mills, Gen.
Mgr., 3103 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Agents — $40-$100 a Week — Free Samples. Gold
Sign Letters any one can put on store windows.
Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 F. N. Clark St., Chicago.

BEAUTY

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

$5,000 Yearly Income paid thousands of people
who invested in Texas Oil Lands. They made the
start. $2 may start you making $200 monthly,
possibly more. You get warranty deed to land
with interest in well and participating interest in
entire subdivision. Results count. Bank reference, established facts, Free. Write today. Sourlake Texas Oil Co., 594 DeMenil, St. Louis, Mo.

COINS

AND

STAMPS

COLLECT OLD COINS for pleasure and profit.
Send only 10c. Get large old U. S. Copper cent,
nearly size of half-dollar, and illustrated coin catalogue. Send now. B. Max Mehl, Coin Dealer, Dept.
M, Mehl Building, Fort Worth, Texas.
OLD MONEY WANTED— $2 to $500 each paid
for hundreds of Coins dated before 1895. Keep All
Old Money. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, size 4x6. You may have coins worth
large premiums. Get Posted. Clarke Coin Co.,
Box 92, LeRoy, N. Y.

FARM

LANDS

Opportunity Calls You to our hardwood lands for
farmseekers in Antrim and Kalkaska Counties,
Mich. Close to markets, schools, railroad, at $15
to $35 per acre. Easy terms. Free booklet. Swigart
Land Co., A1263 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago,
Illinois.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED

WOMEN to Sew. Goods sent prepaid to your door ;
plain sewing ; steady work ; no canvassing. Send
stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 45, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At Once — Five bright, capable ladies to travel,
demonstrate and sell dealers ; $40.00 to $75.00 per
week, railroad fare paid. Write at once. Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 60, Omaha, Nebr.

FILMS

DEVELOPED

Mail Us 20c with any size film for development and
six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any size
and 20c for six prints. Or send 40c for one 8x10
mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.
Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 206 Bell Ave.,
Roanoke, Va.

FOR

THE

LAME

The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
irons, etc., needed. Worn with ready-made shoes.
Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. H. O. Lotz,
105 E. 2Sth St., K. Y.

WANTED— MALE

Be a Detective — Excellent opportunity ; good pay ;
travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Men Wanted for Detective Work. Experience
unnecessary. Write J. Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, 130, St. Louis, Mo.

GAMES

AND

ENTERTAINMENTS

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE ACTS, Monologues, Dialogs, Recitations, Pageants, Musical Readings,
Special Entertainments, Tableaux, Drills, Minstrel
Tokes, Make-up Goods. Large Catalogue IPree. T. S.
Denison & Co., Dept. 62, Chicago.

ETC.

MAIL
DIRECT
TO THE REFINERS
any old
gold, silver, magneto points, old watches, platinum,
old or broken jewelry, diamonds, false teeth, gold
or silver ores or nuggets, War Bonds and Stamps.
Send them to us today. Highest prices paid in
cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. THE OHIO SMELTING &
REFINING CO., 240 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

PREPARATIONS

Superfluous Hair Permanently Destroyed with
roots. Painless and Harmless. No electricity nor
chemicals. Postpaid, $1.00 a Package. NUART
Laboratories, Dept. M, South Orange, N. J.

HELP

JEWELRY,

Write the Words
write music and
Submit poems on
105M, Fitzgerald

MOTION

For a Song — We revise poems,
guarantee to secure publication.
any subject. Broadway Studios,
Bldg., New York.

PICTURE

BUSINESS

SCIENTIFIC
Do You Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful . results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality
Sketch for 10c and birthdate. ThomFrancisco.
son-Heywood Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San

SHORT

Writers: Have you a song-poem, story or photoplay to sell? Submit MSS. now. Music Sales Co.,
42, St. Louis.
SHORT STORIES, PHOTOPLAY PLOTS, Etc.,
Arranged and Typewrtiten in proper form, and
placed on the market. Submit manuscript written
in any form, or write for details. H. L. Hursh,
Dept. 2, 123 S. Third St., Harrisburg, Pa.

SONG
$35.00 Profit Nightly — Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago.

NEWS

CORRESPONDENCE

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

STORIES

POEMS

Write the Words for a Song — We compose music
and guarantee to secure publication on royalty
basis by New York music publisher. Our Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national reputation
and has written many big song-hits. Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 105B Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.
Write a Song Poem. Love, Mother, Home, Comic
or any subject. I compose music and guarantee
publication. Send words today. Edward Trent,
633 Reaper Block, Chicago.
Sou Write the Words for a Song. We'll compose the music free and publish same. Send Song
Poem York.
today. J. Lenox Co., 271 West 125th St.,
New

PATENTS
Patent — Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Send sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of its patentable nature.
Prompt service. (Twenty years experience.)
Talbert & Talbert, 4919 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patents — Write for "Record of Invention" Blank
and Booklet giving full information. Send sketch
or model for preliminary examination. Prompt
Service. Reasonable Terms. J. L. Jackson & Co.,
278 Ouray Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
Inventors — Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOPLAYS
Photoplays and Ideas Wanted for California
Producers. Also Stories, Articles. Criticize free,
sell on Commission. Placing of acceptable MSS.
assured. To Beginners, Plot Chart free — Correspondence Course or Experience unnecessary if you
have Ideas. Submit MSS. or write, Harvard Company, 220, Italian-American Bank Bldg., San
Francisco.

If You Write the Words for a Song, I will compose the music and guarantee to secure publication
on a royalty basis by either a New York or Chicago Publisher. I have written many big song
hits, including "DESERTLAND," SWEET
SOUTHERN DREAM" and "MY LOVE FOR
YOU." Submit poems on any subject. E. Hanson,
3810 Broadway, Room 100, Chicago.

SONG

WRITERS

Write the Words for a Song — We will write the
music and guarantee publication on a royalty basis.
Leo Friedman, COMPOSER TO THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE, is our leading composer. His greatest
hit, "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland," reached
the sale of 2,000,000 copies. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michigan
Ave., Dept. 101, Chicago, Illinois.
You Write the Words for a Song — We will write
the music, publish and secure copyright. Edouard
Hesselberg, our chief composer, has to his credit
the great hit "If I Were a Rose," and other famous songs. Submit poems on any subject. Send
for our Song Writer's Guide and submit poems at
once. Metropolitan Studios, 914 South Michigan
Ave., Dept. 140, Chicago, Illinois.

Ambitious Writers of Photoplays, Short Stories,
Poems, Songs, send today for Free, valuable, instructive book, "KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WRITING," including 65 helpful suggestions on writing
and selling. Atlas Publishing Co., 503 Butler
Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

Write the Words for a Song — We compose music
and guarantee to secure publication on royalty
basis by Neiv York music publisher. Our Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national reputation
and has written many big song-hits. Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 105A Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.

Free to Writers — A wonderful little book of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas ; the ABC
of successful story and play writing. Absolutely
free. Just address Author's Press, Dept. 8,
Auburn, N. Y.

Song-Writers — Manual and Guide Sent Free!
Contains valuable instructions and advice. Submit
song-poems for examination. We will furnish
music, copyright and facilitate publication or sale.
Knickerbocker Studios, 309 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.

Stories and Photoplay
Ideas Wanted
by 48
companies ; big pay. Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
$1200 a Year
Writing
Photoplays — You can
write them. Turn your ideas into dollars. We
teach only sure method. Send for free book valuable information and special prize offer. Chicago
Play Coll., Box 278-B-22, Chicago.
Photoplays Wanted — Big prices
write them. We show you how.
necessary. Easy, fascinating way
in spare time. Get free details.
Box 175, B33, Chicago.

SCENARIOS

paid. You can
Experience unto earn money
Rex Publishers,

WANTED

You Write Words for a Song — We write the
music, publish and secure a copyright. Submit
poems on any subject. The Metropolitan Studios,
914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 103, Chicago, 111.

STORIES

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.
Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for publication. Good ideas bring big money. Submit
MMS. or write Literary Bureau. 134 Hanuibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form ; revised, t-?ped, published, copyrighted.
Sold. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corp., 262
Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles.

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how ! Send 6c
postage for instructive Stage Book and particulars.
B. LaDelle, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.
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The Unretouched Portraiture
{Continued from page 25)

West Hair Nets — Cap
and
Shape —and
all
colorsFringe
— Beach
Motor, 15c; Tourist, 3
for 50c; Gold Seal, 25c.

The WEST Way
Is the BEST VJay
To Make and Keep
Your Hair Beautiful
Just three things you need to have
beautiful hair — West Softex Shampoo, West Electric Hair Curlers and
West Hair Nets.

"West Softex
Shaura
—
mpolo for
nat
dark hair and
prep
with
henared
na for
— 10c
blo
nde. Absolutely safe

IN your hair there are beautiful
glints of color which only painstaking care and the right shampoo
will bring out.
Use West Softex Shampoo at least
once every two weeks — if your hair
is oily, once a week. It is absolutely pure and safe and acts as a
stimulant to the scalp, imparting a
rich, satin sheen.
West Electric
Hair Curlers
last a lifetime, will not
cut or break
Cardhair
of —2
the
Curlers,
— Card of10c5
Curlers, 25c

arrange your hair atively, use West Electric Curlers. You will have a
beautiful natural wave in 1 5 minutes.
The final touch now is the West
Hair Net which perfectly matches
your hair. Invisible — Hand -made
from real human hair twice sterilized.
West

Electric Hair Curler
Philadelphia, Pa.
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%
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Co.
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"What I called him was terrible," Tony
later confessed to me.
"I called him a
blackmailer — and a
," (unmentionable
epithets,) "I nearly sloughed him. And
then — after I had blown everything off my
chest — I bought the advertising."
"And why did you do that ?" I demanded.
"What else could I do after insulting
the man?" replied Tony, with a shrug.
His memory is remarkable, both for
courtesies and insults. During a visit to
New York, he was interviewed by several
newspaperwomen. He requested me to forward the articles when they appeared. Two
appeared simultaneously, both splendid in
their conception of Tony, and I mailed
them at once. Five days later I received a
telegram: "Send roses and my appreciation
to Miss
and Miss
. Most grateful
for the nice things they said."
It was midwinter. The bank account was
low. But I sent roses from a Fifth Avenue
shop. Immediately upon my arrival in
California, a month later, Tony demanded
to know the bill. I told him. "Is that all ?"
he cried in disgust when I mentioned the
young fortune I'd spent. "My, but you're
I politely
a cheap
bird." told him to go to a place
much, much rosier than New York.
One fault in Tony which always upsets
me is his punctuality. He has the irritating
habit of making appointments with you for
some such uncanny hour as nine o'clock in
the morning. Worse, he always is on time,
and Tony exercises the same patience in
waiting as a polar bear. He paces up and
down, swears and works his watch-chain.
Virtually every person who interviewed him
in New York was late for appointment.
Tony never was. Which, as every interviewer knows, is a reversal of form.
He may be temperamental as a Spaniard.
He isn't as a star. I never knew any player
so conscientious about a company's time.
Not long ago a photographer, whose work
Tony greatly admires, called upon the star
to make some studies of him for the magazines. Tony wouldn't give the time.
"I appreciate with all my heart the
honor," he explained, "I know your wonderful work and the good it would do me, but
I must refuse. I cannot take the company's time. Please have dinner with me
some evening before you leave California."
Incidentally, his best role is that of host.
Never is he so ebullient as when entertaining. He has the finesse of the European
for the details of gallantry. No matter how
indigo his mood, it becomes roseate upon
the arrival of guests. They would never
suspect that he had spent the afternoon in
a dentist's chair or doing stunts in icy
water. Nor is this gallantry an effort.
Affectation is impossible to Tony. He must
feel the part or he's out of the picture.
On a trip to San Francisco not long ago
he earned the title of "the prince of good
fellows," because of his liberality with tips
and his ability as a host. Yet, in Los
Angeles he seldom indulges in parties.
Tommy Meighan, I believe, ranks highest
among his friends. He and Tommy have at
least one mutual bond — their detestation of
conceit and starry ostentation. Both have
a host of staunch friends outside of the
picture profession.
I suppose the feminine admirers of Tony
would not be content with an impression
unless it contained his opinions about women. Imust say that I fail on that score.
I never heard him discuss women individually. Rumor often has engaged him to
various
celebrated
stars — Edith
Storey,

Alice Joyce, Alice Lake, Viola Dana. And,
as customary, without authority. He is
a great admirer of women but not of
flappers. Those of intellectual attainments,
sans flapper coquetry, fascinate his attention. He must be very successful with
women, not only because of the way he
rivets his black eyes upon them but because he is an eloquent listener. His attention never deflects when a lady is speaking. Personally, I think he has a Svengali
influence over the fair. I never knew anyone who had such an instinct for the right
compliment. For instance, if a woman is
obviously beautiful, he usually commends
her for her cleverness. If she is very
clever, he usually manifests interest in her
eyes, her hair or her carriage.
It's a gift.
I find, to my surprise, that I might easily
writemost
a volume
He'sin
the
colorfulabout
maleTony
star Moreno.
of pictures,
my opinion. But I'm reminded that there
is a shortage
of paper,
I'll preferences.
resort to a
resume
of remaining
traitsso and
His great ambition, just now, is to go to
Spain ; if possible, to make a picture there,
most of all to see his mother, Senora Ana
Moreno, living at a country place near
Gibraltar. His father, Juan, who was a
soldier, is dead. Born in Madrid, Tony
was brought to this country at the age of
fifteen by a guardian, Senor Enrique Zanetti, a lawyer and capitalist, who recently
visited him in California. His principal recreation—is work. He liked serials because
they kept him busy. Inaction gives him
the willies ; if prolonged, it would drive him
mad, but probably not before he drove his
friends mad. His religious persuasion, he
says, is the Golden Rule, but woe unto him
who doesn't do by Tony as Tony does by
him. He is American to the extent that he
doesn't practise revenge, but he considers it
logical, if not sweet. Another inclination
which he has over-ruled is that for color.
He is conventionally fastidious in dress, but
he loves color at home — preferably crimson
and royal purple. Reading does not interest
him; it is too passive. He is particularly
conscientious toward his work, his bills, his
friends, his enemies, his dog, and his fan
mail. Heaven protect his secretary if a
fan letter is neglected. All have his equal
attention. One day the secretary called
particular attention to a request from a
member of European royalty for a signed
picture. Tony seized an ordinary, smallseized photograph, such as he sends to all
the fans, leaned against the wall and hastily
scrawled his customary fan greeting across
it. "Aren't you going to send his nibs a
special one?" asked the secretary. "Why
should I?" demanded Tony. "The fans
support
me ;Iheamdoesn't."
with Tony,
persuadedFrom
that association
Spaniards
are more democratic than Americans. No
one has caste in Tony's eyes, no matter
how much one may be able to do for him.
He's impulsive, as quickly bestowing
sympathy as denunciation — and sometimes
both on the same person at almost the
same time. He never accepts valuable gifts
from admirers ; I have seen a number returned. But if the gift is inexpensive, he
writes or wires appreciation. Once he had
himself photographed admiring a funny
little gift which a French girl had made
for him. The picture was sent to her.
Mercurial of mood yet always sincere,
energetic, adventurous, and alert, he certainly isa picturesque personality, with the
sensitive, fiery mettle of a thorobred.
He has recently deserted serials and returned to feature dramas, the first being
; "Three Sevens."
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That Bee In Your Bonnet

o

is a big idea that is forever buzzing and demanding expression.
Every person has a big idea now and then that would make an
excellent photoplay. Some people have endless ideas but do not
know what to do to make them salable.
So

x
O
X

John Emerson and Anita Loos
is

are writing a series of articles on scenario writing, the second of
which

X

x

o

X

' \Vnat Makes a Photoarama
will appear in the March number of Motion Picture Magazine.

x

The first of the series, "The Easiest Way," appears in this
number, and each subsequent number of this magazine will carry
similar articles giving advanced ideas and sound advice on scenario
writing. They should be read by all who have ideas they would
like to sell.

o

X

y
o

The Purpose or This Series
x
O
X

is to enable the readers of this magazine to write stories and
scenarios that will sell for photoplays.

x

Constructive criticism of stories sent in to Emerson and Loos
will be given without cost.

o

The names of the scenarioists are familiar everywhere. They
produced the photoplays that made Douglas Fairbanks famous,
and are now writing for other famous stars.

O

X

Learn how to make your big ideas salable by reading their
articles in

X

0
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The Movie on the Briny

They work
naturally
and form
no habit

(Continued from page 68)
house" in the evening, making a chain of
theaters that encircles the world.
25,000 reels or a reel for every mile of
the earth's circumference! That is the
capacity
of shown
the Navy
'exchange.
pictures are
to sailor
audiences These
only,
no civilians allowed.
And did you know that our admirals are
ardent movie "fans"? Admirals Harry B.
Wilson, in command of the Atlantic Fleet,
Hugh Rodman, of the Pacific, and Albert
Gleaves, of the Asiatic, attend the evening
shows regularly, and are much concerned
over the business of getting the best releases. Admiral Wilson is a regular caller
at the Navy Film Exchange ; Admiral Rodman has posed for the camera on many
occasions, and Admiral Gleaves used the
pictures in connection with his work while
he was commander of the Cruiser and
Transport Force, sometimes referred to as
the "Bridge of France." Many lessons in
combating the submarine were depicted at
his headquarters for the edification of ship
commanders. He even sent cameramen to
sea to "get" the actions of the submarines
and their tactics used against our trans-

OldetCteA
NEVER failing laxative —
gentle in action and absolutely sure. They give quick,
natural relief, and it is never
necessary to increase the dose.
A

They
work
naturally
and form
no habit
TRADE-MARK

MI-RITA
SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR
REMOVER

KKG.

A treatment that will
remove permanently
all Superfluous Hair
from the face or
any part of the body
without leaving a
mark on the most
delicate skin. Removes entire hair
roots and destroys
the hair duct. No
electric needle,
burning caustics or
powders used.
ill quickly and completely
without pain, leaving the

Kone Genuine Without
This Trade-Mark.

One
of Mi-Rita
remove application
all undesirable
hair
skin soft and smooth.
Every
woman
who
is troubled
with superfluous
hair
should
know
that
Mi-Kita
will permanently
destroy
the most stubborn
growth of hair, and this treatment
can be used successfully at home.
Send for Free Beauty Book listing our exclusive
preparations for beautifying the skin and hair.
For sale at all toilet counters and drug stores or write
direct to

Dr. Margaret Ruppert
Dept.

Sole Owner of the Mi-Rita Treatment'
H — 1112 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa., U. S. A.

WRITE
YOU

I

CAN

HAIR
BALSAM
PARKER'S
Removes Dandruff— Stops Hair Falling
Restores Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair
60e. and $1.00 at druggists.
Hiscox Chem. Works. Patchogue, N. Y.

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get
rid of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it if you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

A SONG
DO

IT,

EXPERIENCE

NOT

Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.

POEM
NECESSARY

Write two verses and chorus about Love, Mother, Home, Childhood, Patriotic,
Great Events, Comic or any subject and SEND WORDS TO ME AT ONCE.
I compose music and guarantee publication.

EDWARD
108

TRENT,

629 Reaper Block,
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Later, a Pacific Fleet Exchange will be
built at San Francisco and one to supply
ports.
the Asiatic Fleet will be located at Manila,
P. I., headquarters remaining at the New
York exchange where all selections of films
are made.
One of the nicest things about it is that
the men know they are getting the best
pictures and getting them first. Some
sailors on leave at Callao and Lima noticed
productions being advertised as entirely
new, tho they had seen the production on
their own ship nearly a month before.
The managers of the large producing
companies show great interest in the Navy
exchange.
One of them says :
"The boys deserve the best we can give
them and I want to see that they get it."
"We are bending every effort to give you
the best that can be produced, and we know
we are producing the best ; so you are really
gettingotherthe
best on the market," says anwise manager.
The Navy exchange is equipped with two
separate projection rooms containing two
each of the latest and best movie machines.
These rooms are fire-proof and fitted up
like real theaters, with rest rooms for the
sailors from the ships who happen in to see
the shows. Of course, the player piano and
victrola are present.
Two thousand reels are kept ready to be
dispatched immediately to any part of the
world. Each release, a roll of celluloid,
starts its adventure from the Navy exchange and sails the wild seas over and returns not until it has unrolled its wonders
before hundreds, bringing enjoyment,
laughter, maybe tears. After it returns
from its travel of thousands of miles, it
is put into first-class conditions by experts.
For there is a school in connection with the
exchange where the navalmen are taught
the fine points of the motion picture business.
"Spud" Murphy, chief boatswain's mate,
has charge of the shipping department of
the Navy exchange and takes a deep interest in the boys who are far away. This
is because "Spud," himself, had served
several years on foreign stations and, incidentally, in the Asiatic and mid-Pacific
islands. So, thinking he would slip the boys
out there a word of cheer, he penned a little
note and slipped it into one of the metal
containers with the films.
It read :

*
"I served some years on that station and
can appreciate the isolated position of you
bo3'S out there. When the exchange here
can contribute to your desires, we are only
too glad to serve you. This picture is a

No More

dandy, and one of our very latest releases."
Two months later he received the following surprising note :
"'Thanks, very much, Spud, ole boy, but
dont cry your little eyes out about us. Since
the exchange has been established, we have
received our supply of movie films, brought
by transports from San Francisco, also by
naval vessels coming to the Orient. Things
have changed out here. Spud.
When the land lubber sits on a gilded
palace of pleasure in the evening and enjoys
a photoplay, he needn't feel superior to that
sailor boy friend of his who is in some far
away port, for perhaps that boy has already
seen the same show which he is seeing as a
perfectly new production.
When a ship anchors in a foreign harbor,
a movie show is the first thing in the line
of recreation. Of course, numerous small
boats come out from the shore to see the
ship and as soon as they get wise that shows
are being held on board, the ship becomes
a queen bee in the swarming midst of
hundreds of small craft. The gorgeous
productions, the dazzling array of scenic
effects and the wonderful acting enraptures
them. Wherever they go American pictures captivate the world.

Flapper Fair
{Continued from page 61)
stage, he did not have to acquire the spirit
of the thing— he had it— and we all became
imbued with it. He is an artist in every
sense of the word and his personality is so
inspiring he makes one feel that if he works
long enough and hard enough, he may in
course of time do some worth while thing."
"And what is your specific ambition?"
"Well," again reflecting, "altho I'm not
very old in years I feel that I have served
my apprenticeship in the smaller things and
I want to do some outstanding thing — to
really create something. Of course, extreme youth cannot give the great in any
form of art except in very unusual cases.
If there has been an early and full development. If suffering, perhaps, has pushed us
ahead to comprehension. I have not had
that, fortunately. But my life of constant
change and varied experiences has helped
my development — made me seem older.
"Another specific ambition," she continued, "is to make enough money so that
mother and I can go abroad, to Italy preferably, and continue my musical studies.
I am curious to know if my voice is what
my teachers have assured me it is. It would
be quite wonderful to sing in opera — but,
some way, I have an idea that I'd be coming
back to pictures — or the stage.
"But my present and very powerful ambition," she confided, impatiently tapping
the polished floor with the tip of one slender
foot, "is to get back to the Coast and get
busy choosing furniture for the home we
are going to have — and the first we ever
had, I might add. I can hardly wait. The
first thing I buy will be a phonograph — and
the next thing I do will be to invite all my
friends for a party and dance my head off !
I adore to dance and never tire."
Gone, for the time being, was the sweetly
serious mood, the would-be dignity, the
burning ambition to become at once an artist of opera or screen. She had relapsed
into a jolly, normal, regular girl. It is
hard to decide in which role she is most
lovable — but we think we like best her
spirit of girlishness, unspoiled and sweet —
just Flapper Fair.
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Has The American Woman An Excuse For

Wrinkles

Pimples, Blackheads Or;
Superfluous Hair
"It seems like "Magic, but Helen Clare's results,
T-JELEN
Clare's
methods
own."
are sim$y_Nature's
*"*■ sonal, simple,
Clare'sthough
famousswift,
quotation,
direct
and

T.TELEN
AX, "Wrinkles are the footprints of
Neglect, not time," is supported by
her offer to help any and every woman
who writes to her. "I removed my
own
saysBlackheads,
M'me Clare.
You wrinkles,"
will see no
no

Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I
brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful
Figuieandlong,Endearing Eyelashes.
T TAKE credit to myself for my own
•'■figure. I believe in what I have done
for myself — that much I kmnv. I welcome the opportunity to help any woman in the land who writes tome. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

Here are some of the
How to remove dark circles under
eyes.
How to remove double chin.
How to build up sunken cheeks.
How to darken gray hair and stop
Tallin?.
How to stop perspiration odor.
Send
^f
bend today
today

/*:

HELEN

CLARE,

are perprompt.
Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Blackheads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beautiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows and the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."
XJELEN CLARE'S friends call her
*■*■ "Beauty Book" her "Book of
Magic," though there is no magic in
it It is a true story of Beauty-Culture sent free to any woman who is
willing to write for it.

chapters iu the Free Beauty Book
the
How
How to
to remove
develop wrinkles.
figure.
How to make long, thick eyelashes and
eyebrows.
How to remove superfluous hair.
hair
How to remove blackheads, pimples and
freckles.
for
Free
tor free Beauty
Beauty Book
book to
to

Suite jy 22, ,3311 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

The PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT'S

PRIMER

By L. Case Russell
Do you think you can write "as good" stories as you see on the
screen? You can write them 100% better. Master the technique
of photoplay writing so simply presented in this little book. A
child can understand it. Send 50 cents in stamps.
BREWSTER

PUBLICATIONS,

Inc.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

You Can Get Into the Movies
ZfYouWantTo
Maybe you are all ready now, but dont know exactly
how to go about it, or maybe there are a few technicalities
unfinished or overlooked; or possibly there is a whole lot
you dont know and need to know.
In any case, we are in a position to offer you sound suggestions. Cut out the coupon below, and enclose 5c for
postage for our booklet
"CAN I GET INTO THE
THE NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
MOVIES?"
Then you
a copy
yourthebooklet,
CanPlease
and send
Who me
Cannot
Get ofInto
Pictures"Who
and
judge ! Motion Picture Institute
National
1 75 Duffield3treet

Why?"
Name

Enclosed is 5 cents in stamps for mailing.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A New

Heroine for Barrie

(Cotiti7iued from page 71)
And so they tease . . . And Lois smiles . . .
quietly . . .
Universal, Paralta, Lasky she joined in
quick succession. Lasky got her when she
had found herself and so she has remained

Portraits of Your
Favorites
TWENTY-FOUR

LEADING

PLAYERS

|

|

What is a home without pictures, especially of those one likes or
admires?
How they brighten up bare walls and lend a touch of human
sympathy, alike to the homes of the rich and poor!

|
§
|

|
I

And what could better serve the purpose of decoration for the
homes of motion picture enthusiasts than portraits of the great film
stars, who have become world-wide famous?

|
|
§

1
l

The publishers of the three leading motion picture monthlies, the
Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland
have
accordingly prepared
at great expense,
especially
for

|
|
1

I
|

their subscribers, an unusually fine set of portraits of twenty-four of
the leading players.

§
|

I
These portraits are 5*/2"x8" in size, just right for framing, printed 1
|
in rich brown tones by rotogravure, a process especially adapted to por- §
|
trait reproductions, and are artistic, accurate and high-grade in every j|
I
way.
|
*
You will like these portraits, you will enjoy picking out your
|
favorites.
You will delight in framing them to be hung where you
I
and your friends may see them often.
LIST OF

SUBJECTS

Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman
Earle Williams
William Farnum
Charles Ray
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Mary Miles Minter

Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark
Douglas Fairbanks
Charlie Chaplin
William S. Hart
Wallace Reid
Pearl White
Anita Stewart

Clara Kimball Young
Alice Joyce
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Billie Burke
Madge Kennedy
Elsie Ferguson
Tom Moore

These portraits are not for sale. They can be secured only by subscribing to the Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture
Classic or Shadowland for one year, and then they will be sent free.
You

will want

the Magazine,

Classic, Shadowland

$
||
|

with them. Of her pictures — "I have done
everything!" she sighed — it is sufficient to
mention "It Pays to Advertise," "The City
of Masks," "What's Your Hurry?" and
"Midsummer Madness."
"After 'Midsummer Madness,' Barrie is
like a clean Seabreeze." She shuddered a
little. "It was super-sexy!"
Conrad Nagel, who is to play with her
for the coming year, stood not far off,
hands pocketed nonchalantly, but his gaze
ever and anon seeking Lois. If he caught
her
eye, a little half smile would flit across
his face.
"He is the worst tease of all," she confided. "But I think that, after all, tho he
keeps it more concealed than I, he, too,
takes his work very seriously."
She called him over. He was very agreeable, youthful in spite of himself in his
denunciation of a certain author of bestsellers and the frankness of his admiration
for Arthur Hopkins, the producer.
His goal is the stage.
'At the end of the year," he said, "Lois
and I are going on the stage and do 'Romeo
andSheJuliet,'
eh, Lois?"
was wistful.
"If I only could! But my contract . . .
forPerhaps
five years
the !"
happiest
of Lois'
picture
career
is
the tworecollection
months which
she
recently spent
herShe"home
town," upBirmingham, in
Alabama.
was caught
in
a happy riot of enthusiastic approval and
whirled thru two months of honorary dinners and personal appearances.
"They even sent for me to come to Montgomery," she said. "That was the conclusive proof to me that I was a success.'
Montgomery is a deadly rival of Birmingham and, as I said, I'm from BirmingI left her finally, cheered that at last
perception was being used in casting for
Barrie. Maggie Shand will be well portrayed. Maude Adams would not, I think,
disapprove
ham !" of Lois' words :
"I am glad I have not seen Miss Adams
in the role. I would inevitably imitate and
imitation means failure."
Innate goodness, an unworldliness that
does not premise ignorance . . . That is
Barrie . . . That is Lois . . .

or all

^hree during the coming year. Subscribe now and get a set of these portraits. It will cost you less than to buy them by the month at your
dealer's.
Send in your order to-day and we
at once.

will mail the portraits

COUPON
Date

|

SUBSCRIPTION
U. S.
Magazine $2.50
Classic 3.00
Shadowland
3.50
All Three
8.50

PRICES:
Can. For.
$3.00 $3.50
3.50 4.00
4.00 4.50
10.00 11.60

Payable in
United States Funds

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
- 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen : Kindly enter my subscription to the
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE)
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
} for one year. Also
SHADOWLAND
*
please send me at once a set of the twenty-four players'
portraits. Enclosed find $
in payment.
Address.
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SILENT

LOVER

By Anna Hamilton Wood
love
I've never heard his low voice murmur
Or felt his kisses, but our souls unite
Beyond all fleeting sense of time or space,
And float, ethereal, in the starless night.
But, ah! his eyes have spoken when our
tongues
Stoodbetween;
dumb
with
And

Name
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| Motion Picture ]
| Gassic !
for Feoruary j
|T\0 you remember how happy =
■*—
you were when you found |
a four-leaf clover in the grass? :
|
|
=j
§
=
=
H
|

Success!" cried that
"Good luck!
fourth leaf and you danced with

y.

joThe promises of the fourth leaf
of the clover
and
how
they have
been fulfilled in the lives of cinema
luminaries, directors and authors are
revealed in the February number of
Motion Picture Classic
There

is the English author, who

§
=
C
=
=
n
s

3
=
|

wrote
"Three
Weeks"
and
many 5
other stories of the aristocracy
of s
the old country:
=

=
g
=

ELINOR GLYN
who expresses modern and advanced
ideas in an interview with Frederick
James Smith.

=
=

Who is the most necessary person =
in the making of: motion
pictures? §
is frequently
asked,
and
has been 5

S
§
=
5
=

|
=
\
s

5

frequently answered "The director."
Three of these important men have
been
interviewed
and their stories
appear
in the February
Classic
They are Henry King, Frank Lloyd,
the Goldwyn
director,
and
Dick
Jones, the comedy director.

=
|
S
j§
=
£
s

5
=
E

Lowell Sherman, winner of laurels =
as male vampire of the screen, gives =
his views
on love, marriage
and =
screen careers.

='
Harry Carey, famous for his por3 trayal of Western
roles, is inter5 viewed
by Maude
Cheatham
and
| Rubye de Remer by Gladys Hall.

=
§
|
§

= . Harriett
Hammond,
the Sennett
§ star, who has enjoyed the reputation
S of being the most beautiful girl on
| the
screen,
and
Irene
Marcellus,
famous beauty of the Zeigfeld FolS lies, are the subjects of delightful
S personality
stories for February
§ Classic
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These celebrities have
found the n
-\ four-leaf clovers
of life and their E
= careers are blessed
with success. 1
s:
S
3

Perhaps you may find for yourself U
the fourth clover leaf in the inspira- s
tion from their stories in
=

§ me February number j
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The Hoosier In Gotham
(Continued

from page 69)

"What personal question are you asked
most frequently?" I asked, wondering if,
perhaps, I was voicing it.
He grinned and attacked his chicken
sandwich.
"Whether I'm in love with my leading
lady," he said. "I never have been yet, but
my interviewers always have hope. You
dont have time to fall in love with your
leading lady, least of all people."
"You think then, it takes time to fall in
love?" I asked.
Evidently he did, but he changed the
subject and started to tell me about Cecil B.
de Mille again. He had been endeavoring
to do this ever since he arrived, so I let him
continue.
It seemed the wisest course.
"You cant do enough for a man like
him," Monte assured me. "He lets you
play a part the way you feel it. If he
didn't think you'd know how the fellow
would feel, he wouldn't have given you the
part. He's not the talking kind — but when
he comes along and puts his hand on your
shoulder, you know you've made good."
With maneuvering, I brought the conversation back to the original channel.
"I like to play regular, honest sorta folks
best," he told me. "I have it in my contract
that I'm to play that kind. I'm not fitted
for the other kind. You cant act natural
when you dont feel natural. I wasn't
brought up to the other sort of thing.
When I was a kid, I lived on an Indian
reservation
part his
of the
time."
I remembered
stature
in the doorway
— I saw his high cheekbones in the shaded
light.
He interrupted my thoughts.
"I'm part Indian," he said. "Once when
we went on location to an Indian village,
the natives watched me carefully for a
time — you see I was in Indian make-up and
they couldn't be sure that any of their blood
• ran in my veins — but when I talked with
them they took me into their teepee and
made me welcome. They are real human
beings among themselves — they play — they
laugh. But when an outsider comes to their
midst they sit back reticent — go into their
shell. They do not trust the white man.
He has robbed them of their hunting
ground and given them nothing in return.
Most of his leisure time is spent with
books. He feels that the day of the director is coming with the stories which
deal with human nature and he wants to be
ready then to take up the megaphone— only
he says he wouldn't use a megaphone because the best results are obtained by talking things over beforehand- and then letting
the players play their own scenes.
"My friends tell me that I am ambitious
in my plans," he smiled, "but I chose the
movies as my job and I want to make good.
I want to help in making them more than
the fifth industry — they are an art. Once
upon a time every picture you saw was
filled with blood and thunder. No more.
Human interest is paramount in the picture
today. Tomorrow will find it more important and so on. I am studying so I will be
ready when I quit acting to go on. You
see? : I like the movies. I'm not going to
change
job."as he was leaving, if he was
I askedmy him,
coming to New York again.
"Yes, to visit," he said quietly, "never,
I hope, for always. You fly here and there
. — you do not take time to live."
Such. was the Hoosier in Gotham — the
Hoosier keeping faith with his ideals ; his
blood touched with the blood of the first
Americans who found their poetry in the
forest and the stream.
And the Hoosier who came to Gotham
finds his there still.

IT'S IIP TO YOU
To Make a Real Man
off Yourself

Strength lies
dormant
in
us all. with=
It is
the man with
ambition who
develops this
strength and
makes himself
a power among
his fellows. I
don't care how
weak
or
—by
ciatedtaking
youema=
are
cise and care,
proper exer=
velopcan
intode=A
you
MODERN
HERCULES.
All you need
is the desire
and
the deter=
mination
that
ceed
and then
you — will
suc=
the world lies
before you.
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One Inch a
Month
That's what I
can do for you,
if you follow my
instructions. Increase your arm
one inch in 3 0
days.
not
makingI amidle
promises. I have
done this for
thousands
others includingof
Chas. Atlas and
Latest photograph of
many
other of
our leading
EAELE E. LIEDERMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920.
strong men. And
that keep
' s not
You
going,all.
j'lest Alls out, your shoulders
broaden your armsYour
become like strands of steel and
your back straightens with new life and virility. Your
neck thickens, your face takes on that clear complexion
and your eyes flash with the Are of youth. You will be
astonished at the results, for you will not recognize
your former self.

The Man Who

Knows

Tex O'Rourke is one of the best authorities on physical culture in the world to-day. He has trained
more world champions than any other. He knows
every training devise worth while and he says "Earle
Liederman
has absolutely
Chas.
Atlas
known throughout
the countrytheas best."
one of the
strongest
men ever produced, gives full credit to Earle Liederman for his present condition.

Come Then — Let's Get Busy
I've tate.
gotJoinit.
for themenasking.
the It's
armyyours
of strong
who areDon't
doinghesithe
big things of life. It means both business and social
success to you. It means self confidence, abounding
health and the full pleasures of life. Make me prove
it! I like it.
Send for My New Book
"MUSCULAR
DEVELOPMENT"
It is FREE
It tells the secret, and is handsomely illustrated
with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained, also
full particulars of my splendid offer to you. The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping and mailing.
Sit right down now and. fill in the coupon. The sooner you get started on the road to health and strength,
the
to reach
perfect
Don't
drag easier
along itonewilldaybe longer
— mail
the manhood.
coupon today.

EARLE E.LIEDERMAN
Dept. 302, 305 Broadway,
New York
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 302, 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: — I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you are
to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever,
or print
a(Please
copy write
of your
latestplainly.)
book, "Muscular Development."
Name
Address
City

State
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The Answer Man
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Special
Bargains in
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Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
assort_ Also
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Ear Screws.
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by as.
You •••
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the
article right in
your own hands.
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LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
THE NATIONAL

CREDIT JEWELERS

Dept. K-615
108 N. Stat. St., Chicago. Ilk
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Ef^WIREffi
At Home By Mail

Attractive positions open for men
and boys. Salaries up to $3,500 a year. Beginners paid $12 5 a month plus room and board,
which means more than $2 00 at the start. One
of our recent graduates is getting $6,000 a year.
Opportunity to travel or locate in land radio offices.
We train you by mail in a short time — some have
completed the course in 10 weeks No previous experience necessary. First correspondence radio
school in America. Our new automatic WIRELESS
INSTRUMENT,
"THE NATROMETER," FURNISHED EVERY STUDENT.
Send for FREE BOOK, "Wireless, the Opportunity of Today"
National Radio Institute, Dept. 456, Washington, D.C.

Big Band Catalog
Sent FREE
Anything you need for the band
— single instrument or complete
equipment. ,. Used by Army and
Navy. Send for big catalog,
liberally Illustrated, fully descriptive. Mention what instrument interests you. Free trial.
Easy payments. Sold by leading
music dealers everywhere.

LYON

& HEALY

64-72 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
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(Continued from page 88)
Expectants. — That was a stolen film,
but they never caught the thief. The way
of the transgressor is hard — to find out.
No, Norma Talmadge is not a Jewess.
Anita Booth comes from Reading, Pa.
Viola Dana is 22. Bebe Daniels is not
married. Oh, well, I am not quite so happy
as I desire, but perhaps I am not so
wretched as I deserve.
Dorald G. Mc. — Who is the oldest screen
actor — let me see, I should say Walt Whitman, who played with Olive Thomas in
"Darling Mine." Well, s° l°n& as our
hearts possess desire, our minds will foster
delusions. When in love, you never see
one's faults.
Animore. — Your letter was a cuckoo.
Antrim Short is about 19 and Pearl White
about 33. Viola Dana in "Cinderella's
Twin." No, Doris May and Douglas McLean are not married to each other. Doris
May is not married, but Douglas McLean
is. A chip of the old block is often a blockhead, but E. H. Sothern is a rare exception.
Yes, and remember that everybody knows
something that you dont.
• Dizzy Dumb Sister. — Thanks for the
gum. I'm going to open up a gum shop
next. So you advise me to have a hair
mattress made of my beard. Why do that?
I sleep on my beard now. No, I dont dance
now, I used to. Have no fear, I never
make fun of my readers. They are my
daily bread, only I dont choose to eat them.
Chum. — I have never been in love yet. I
have taken particular pains not to, because
I fear that if I fell into a woman's arms I
would fall into her hands — and I love my
liberty too much for that. No, the Gish
girls are just sisters and not twins. Kenneth Harlan is playing opposite Constance
Talmadge.
Run in again some time.
M. A. W., Alaska.— Well, "The Eagle's
Eye" was directed by William Flynn, and
King Baggot and Marguerite Snow had
the leads. It was released some time in
February, 1918. The only way to please
God is to follow the inclinations of our
nature. Write me any time.
Buff — Law. — The way you begin your
letter swept me right off my feet on account
of its originality. You have so disturbed
my equilibrium that I am repeating a part
of your letter. "Take off your whiskers,
we all know you ! You're about 35, slender,
wear a petite mustache over your lip. You
think, Caruso, Theda Bara and You, ought
to go into the Hall of Fame." That will
do. Looky here, you. You've said enough.
Ira Korn. — No, I am not a diet, thank
you, I'm perfectly healthy. I can eat almost anything. Herbert Rawlison played
the part of Van Wheydan
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William 3. Brandt's
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V
DDAIIT
Red Fox Liquid
CUL-I-DKUW
Brings out their full beauty; harmless; will not run. Colors: Black, Brown.
At dealers or mails 3. $1.00.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO., DepU.

Gramerci Bldg.. 24 E. 21st ST. New York

Teach Dancing
If you are a good dancer write for
information about membership in the
National Institute of Social Dancing
In your leisure time you can learn how
to go into business for yourself as
an expert dancing instructor Every
detail by mail
You can earn
$10,000 A Year In Spare Time
A faculty of America's greatest dancing teachers tell you just how to become thebest known and most highly
paid teacher in your locality. Write
for facts today. Address

Q

National Institute 0! Social Dancing
Dept 82
290 Broadway, New York
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in "The Sea

Fluff. — Thanks for the gum. You can
reach Bebe Daniels and Wanda Hawley at
Realart, Hollywood, Cal. Lew Cody is not
Wolf." just now. Emory Johnson married
married
to Ella Hall, and Conrad Nagel is married.
Is that all?
Hempstead. — If indeed we cannot be
happy, the fault is generally in ourselves.
Socrates lived under the Thirty Tyrants.
Epictetus was a poor slave, and yet how
much we owe to him. Viola Dana and
Gareth Hughes had the leads in "A Chorus
Girl's Romance."
aJiMMiE. — Well, I enjoyed every bit of
your sparkling letter. As La Rochefoucauld would say, the greatest aft of an
able man is to know how to conceal his
ability.
Why, about
Irving
' is 32.
Gaston Glass
25. Cummings
No city produces
newspapers in so many different languages
as New York.

Peggy II. — Wilda Bennett is playing in
California now. Maurice Costello has been
engaged for the part of Carson, the Scotland Yard Chief, in "Determination."
Esther F. — I find that a little knowledge
is a noisy thing, and that many unimportant
persons with immature ideas make a big
fuss over nothing. Oh yes, there are a lot of
Rothschilds in New York. The name, Rothschild, so famous in finance, signifies in
German, "Red Shield," and is taken from
the sign of a shop in the Jewish quarter of
Frankfort, where the foundations of the
family fortunes were laid.
Miss Whitney. — Well, really, Antonio
Moreno is 32 years old. You just write to
me whenever you feel like it. I dont mind.
Talmadge Admirer; . Wm. Pike Admirer; T. A. D. ; Purple Astor; Lovely
Doris; Paddy M. ; Bonnie Bee; Ura
Nut; You Got 'em; Ruth Roland Admirer; Ampa P.; Sky Blue Pink Eyes;
J. W. W.; Main 3468 W.; U. R. A. Nut;
F. W. J.; Dot; Laura M. ; Butterfly;
Critical Schoolmarm ; Peter Pan ;
Thelma Maybe So; D. K. ; Mabel-Dallas; Kenneth Harlan Admirer; Granddaughter; Miss X. — Thanks for your
kind letters, and I hope you all write me
again. Nothing now and then, so I have
nothing new to say.
Poppy Girl.— No, girlie, I have no darling wife, and no other kind, so write me
often. Well, then, too, some men remain
bachelors because they are unable to
choose between beauty and intellect. As
for. me, give me the former or give me
death. Mary Miles Minter and Jack Holt
areJosephine
playing inW."All
Soulsdont
Eve."you send a
— Why
stamped addressed envelope for a list of
the correspondence clubs?
Hayakawa Fan. — Gaston Glass, : in
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted." Most
of our large theaters have a pipe organ.
Paris has
the world.
only exclusively
theater
in the
Thanks forwomen's
the invitation.
Doss. — All is not good that is written —
sometimes it's wrotten. You know I cannot shine all the time — -even the sun cant
do that. Yes, I am bald, but I never got
it that way. Premature baldness is blamed
by a Paris doctor on some trouble with
the teeth. He must be wrong, for my
tusks are 99 per cent.
Greenup.-1— I'm satisfied with the election. How could I be otherwise? I bet
heavy that either Cox or Harding would
be elected, and you see I was a prophet.
William Henry Harrison had the shortest
term of any American President. He
caught cold on inauguration day and died
one month later. H. B. Warner, in "The
Checked Suit." So you miss the Sage in
Shadowland. He is producing pictures
now and has no time for literature.
Bab. — Great stuff, your letter. Why,
yes ; I have heard, too, that the former
German Kaiser attributes the loss of his
throne to the fact that an ill-omened diamond, stated by tradition to have been
given by King Solomon to the Queen of
Sheba, was incorporated in the Prussian
royal regalia. No, I dont believe it at all.
Charles Ray is playing with Laura La
Plante, who played in the "Bringing Up
Father" series.
Kitty. — Of course, I am an American,
Kitty. Born right here in New York
State. Also grew this crop of fine bluegrass whiskers right here in New York
State. Draw my salary of $9.50 per right
here in New York State.
(Continued on page 115)
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Black Beauty
(Continued from page 37)
in the carriage. If I hadn't been a thorobred, I should have kicked at doing, menial
service, but it turned out I was very much
needed. For whom should I rind tied to the
stanchion beside me but Jack Beckett's
grey !
.
"You see," sneered this common creature,
stamping with triumph, "your fine grandfather hasn't helped you ! A carriage horse,
forsooth! It will be a cart horse next,
and last of all perhaps you will be sold for
glue. And some others who haven't a
pedigree will pass you on the road."
I swallowed the insult for Miss Jessie's
sake. "What is your master doing here?"
I asked the grey, civilly, "he's been abroad
for some time, has he not?"
"Yes, in Paris," said the grey with a
wink. "And the things I could tell. We
led a gay life, let me tell you — and I carried
him to many a pretty woman's door, but
it's hard to make a decent race on an empty
stomach, and so we've come back to the
pasture."
"Oh, yes," I said carelessly, "I believe I
did understand that Miss Jessie was going
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Built A $ 1000 Less
30% Saved on Labor — 18% Saved on Lumber
M. Hissong, of LaGrange, Indiana, owner of home pictured below, writes:
"I am the owner of an Aladdin house, and I am certainly more than satisfied. Ihave worked a great deal at carpentering myself and I know I
never before worked such fine material — not a crooked or twisted
piece in the lot. Everything was cut to fit and went together
without a hitch.
Two others and myself put up the frames,
sheathed the entire building and put on the shingles
in 14
days.
I know
I saved
over $1000 by buying
an Aladdin
Readi-cut house instead of buying at home.
We have thousands of letters from satisfied owners of Aladdin
Readi-cut Homes. No matter where you live there is an
Aladdin Readi-cut owner near you to whom we will gladly refer.

Greatest Distributing System
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to marry your master next year."
"Next year !" snickered the grey, "tonight! In an hour's time at the Cheshire
Inn. You wait and you'll see I'm not lying.
He has a way with him, my master !"
And sure enough in a moment out comes
Mr. Mustache and my Mistress, he very
gallant and smiling a wicked, glittering
smile, she in her everyday frock, which
shows that it must have been all arranged
beforehand, and very pale and quiet. She
wanted to stop by me, but he pulled her on
and into the buggy he had brought, and, in
a moment, before I could decide what to
do they were gone.
It was a moment's work to untie the knot
that held me with my teeth. But I did not
follow the elopers. I went straight to the
Vicarage and whinnied outside until Harry
left his law books and came out to see
what was wrong.
"If you ever want to marry Jessie Gordon you'll have to hurry !" I told him,
"Dont stop to argue ! Get on my back and
I'll take you to her."
wonder,
offer but
me
an And
appleforora say
I wasHarry
feelingdidn't
my oats,
seemed to understand every word I said.
With him on my back, I galloped for the
Inn and arrived in time to see Jack Beckett
and my mistress going in.
"The scoundrel !" I heard Harry mutter
as he slid down, then he called a stable boy
and gave him my reins. "Squire Gordon
is at the Wynwaring Ball !" he said, like
the prick of a spur in the flesh, "find him
and tell him to come to the Inn at once !"
Of what happened while I raced thru the
night and brought the burly Squire, panting
and puffing to bring his daughter home I
can only tell what I heard afterward. But
this I know. The secret bond that was
between that rascal and Jessie Gordon held
fast thru the storm, and my mistress looked
Harry first and her father afterward full
in the face and swore that she was marrying Beckett with her full consent and because she loved him.
I can picture the scene in the upper hallway of the Inn, with Beckett standing at
the door of the .private parlor where he had
the minister waiting, his beautiful mustache
all twisted and awry with malice while
Harry pleaded with Jessie, poured out all
his pitiful boy-heart before her, and she
leaning against the door of the room where
she had left her hat and cloak, with her
suffering eyes and the gallant lying tongue
that denied her heart.
At any rate, thanks to me, the marriage
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Aladdin homes are manufactured and shipped direct from
the Aladdin
Company's andown Oregon.
mills in Michigan,
North
Carolina
Wherever Mississippi,
you
live,
Aladdin
homes
come
to you in a straight
line
from the nearest timber region.
20-ft. of Lumber
from
a 16-ft. Board
The Aladrlin System of Homebuilding has
been practicing for 15 years the elimination of
waste of lumber and labor. The Aladdin Book
explains this system thoroughly, shows how 20
feet of lumber is cut from a 16 ft. board. Send
for the
No.
1488. interesting book "Aladdin Homes,"
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COMPANY
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Wonderful

National Bob

resonance — a
will admire.

New Method
Makes
Voice Perfect

Every

We teach scientific control of the organs which
actually
produceSILENT
the voice.
Just of
a few
daily
scientific
exercise
the moments'
vocal organs brings amazing results immediately. Indorsed by leading European singers, actors and
speakers. It has helped thousands to professional
and social success.
Development pupils will receive instruction in Note Reading, EarTraining, Time and Rhythm Study,
Harmony, OFInterpretation
—FREE
CHARGE. and Delivery

Youth and Fashion Is everything — that's why I am wearing the latest
Bob. teasingly
It's too lovely
for combs
words with
its soft,
wavy National
hair falling
over the
that
slip so easily through my hair. Everyone thinks the
Bob's my very own — it matches so perfectly and I never
sacrificed a hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends
and it's on and off in a jiffy.
My picture shows the Bob charm.
How did I get it?
I sent a strand of my hair with $10.00 and it was
promptly sent — Postpaid.
I'm as happy as a child with a
new
toy andAgencies
I never given
lookedtosoDealers
well.
You'll
like itParlors.
too.
Exclusive
and Beauty
NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO..
Dept. 0
368 Sixth Avenue
New York

trated book tells
about this wonderful, scientific
discovery.
Sent you without cost
or obligation.
Write for it at
once.
Address
Perfect
Voice
Institute
1922 Sunnyslde Ave.
Studio 1542
Chicago, IK.
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Save «I Your
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Would Not Part With It For $10,000"
So writes
an enthusiastic,
grateful
than worn
a farm,"
says
another.
In like manner
testifycustomer.
over 100,000"Worth
people more
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THE

NATURAL

BODY

BRACE

Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AILMENTS of MEN and
WOMEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure. Brings restful relief, ,
comfort, ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense Ptrtm^al.am'of '

standing and walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs; re, daces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the back; corrects I
■looping shoulders, develops lungs, .chest and bust; relieves backache, cur*
vatures, nervousness, ruptures; constipation, after effects of Flu. Comfortable
and easy to wear. Keep Yourself Fit.
Write today for illustrated booklet,
measurement blank, etc., and read our liberal proposition.
HOWARD
C. BASH. President Natural Body Brace Co.
117 Rash Building, Sallna. Kansas
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did not come off then. The Squire dragged
Jessie home, threatening to horsewhip
Beckett if he found him writing his girl,
or trying to see her.
"Next year," was all that Handsome Jack
answered, bowing from the waist, "the
young lady will have the right to choose.
Then I shall return."
"Next year," said Jessie, very clearly
but looking at him with a look that was
more of hate than of loving if a horse

— is the result, not of
the application of cosmetics, but of the

0

^e **W
6eneral
It is clearbodily
blood health.
which
imparts the blush of youth to cheeks.
Experience has taught the discerning beauty to rely upon a good
aperient to clear the complexion. A
dainty box of N? Tablets is her helpful agent. Each tablet acts pleasantly to insure better health, to keep
the skin clear and free from blemishes, to help restore and preserve
a healthful, youthful appearance.
AH druggists sell the 25c. box of
Nt Tablets.

knows anything about such things, "I shall
marry
still wish."
That you
was— if
in you
August.
In September the
Squire took his family to the Continent,
and in October a drunken groom threw me
in the paddock and twisted my knee. The
year that I spent in London, dating from
the day that I was sold at a horse auction
and bought cheaply, because of my knee,
for a cab- horse, is my own story and not
Jessie Gordon's. In my humble position I
was tempted to bang my head between my
knees dejectedly like all my fellow cabhorses, but I remembered my grandfather
and held it high s<5 that people stopped on
the street to look after us, tho the vehicle
I drew was decrepit and the cabbie dingy
and unkind. It was this pride even in
despair that saved me at last, for Harry
Bloomfield saw me on the Strand and
recognized me. For the sake of Jessie he
bought me and took me home to the green
pastures I knew when I was a colt; care
and feeding gave me back my glossy coat,
tho my knee was still stiff, and I limped a
little.
"Black Beauty," Harry said one day,
with his face all drawn and knotted like a
jockey's at the close of a race, "we're going
to Birtwick Hall, old fellow. There's to
be a wedding there tomorrow, and you are
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All Makes Typewriters
Remington, Underwood,
Smiths, Royals, Olivers*
etc., at reduced prices.
Write for our catalog No.
4 0 for convincing proof
Prices low as $20.
Beran Typewriter Co.,
58 W. Washington St.,
Dept. 38, Chicago.

Good-bye to Gray Hair!
Here's the way to stop it

This way is easy, quick and sure,
and it works a transformation.
You
simply comb a clear, colorless liquid
through your hair — in from 4 to 8
days
the gray
disappears
and
the
natural color returns.
This colorless liquid
is the triumph of modern science, which
has produced a true restorer.
Mary
Goldman's
Colorstatements
Restorer
We T.
prove
the truth Hair
of these
with a trial bottle, sent free if you fill out
and mail in the coupon. Full directions
and a special application omb come with
it. Try It on a single lock — then get a
full sized bottle from your druggist or direct from us. Don't accept imitations.
Mary T. Goldman,. 273 Goldman Bidn., St. Paul, Minn.
Please
sendRestorer
me your with
FREESpecial
trial bottle
MarynotT.obligated
Goldman'sIn
Hair
Color
Comb. ofI am
any way by accepting this^ree offer
The. natural color
colo of my hair is

black
jet black
dark brown.
medium brown
. light brown
Name
«
Street
...
Town
Co
State..,
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a present
for I the
bride."
And then
knew
that Jessie Gordon was
coming home to keep the old pledge she
had made. No one -noticed us as we came
up the lane to the Hall. There were decorators everywhere putting up stiff sheaves
of foolish flowers, and house maids dusting,
and upholsterers' men, and caterers and
tradespeople rushing about. Even the
stables were deserted while the grooms
helped set up a trimphal archway «of evergreens in the great Hall.
As Harry was fastening my halter in my
old stall, we heard voices coming nearer
and finally entering the stables. "A good
job, Derby," said Beckett, like the swish of
a whip lash. "Is Lightning all saddled
ready to go to the train?"
"Yes, me Jolly Bridegroom!" squeaked
the Ghost, "an' now, afore the knot is tied
I wants to come to terms. Wots my share,
eh ? Come ! None o' your lies now ! I
knows 'ow yer planted that eight "hunnerd
punds on George Gordon's body. I seen
yer thro the bushes. An' wot's more I
knows w'y she's marryin' yer and it isn't
becbs o' yer bloomin' beauty neither — "
"Hush, you fool !" Beckett cried, but the
other went on doggedly while Harry held
his hand over my nose to keep me still.
"She's marryin' yer becos o' the pyper I
got her to sign promising to do it if you
wouldn't tell her father and mother about
George bein' a thief !"
"So !" swore Beckett in white rage, with
a voice like the grate of horse shoes on
gravel, "so you're a turncoat ! Well, I'll
not be bled, my man ! Wag your tongue
all you want. It'll be too late to hurt me !
I'll meet Jessie at the station and marry
her within ten minutes ! There isn't a horse
in the country that can beat Lightning !"
And so saying he ran out of the stable;
and a moment later we heard the plop-plop
of hoofs going down the lane. Harry had
unloosed me and leaped to my back. Now
he leaned down and whispered in my ear as

a jockey does sometimes in a close race.
"Black Beauty ! You love her— save her !
It's her only chance! Forget your lame
knee
you used
run!" forget
If Iand
live run
to beas thirty,
I shallto never
that night, nor the pain of my injured knee
as I galloped across country to cut down
the miles. With each step I thought I
should fall, yet I kept on. We reached the
station two minutes before Lightning and
Beckett, and just as Jessie Gordon, lovelier
than she had ever been'before, stepped down
from the London express. You can do a
deal
twothat
minutes
wager
bushel with
of oats
no man but
everI'll
made
bettera
use of them than Harry Bloomfield, and
when Mr. Jack drew rein alongside the
platform and saw them standing hand in
hand, unmindful of the whole world, and
knew by the look of their faces that his
game
turned
horse's
head
withoutwasa up,
wordhe and
rodehisinto
the dark.
And he never rode out of it again so far
as we were concerned. Two years later
his horse fell on him in a ditch of muddy
water and a farrier found 'em there, both
dead the next morning. Blood will tell
in men and horses, no matter how wellgroomed you are.
There was a wedding next day at the
Hall but with a different bridegroom. Ten
years ago, that was, but my mistress and
her husband are still lovers. I saw them
last night at the dance, standing ini a French
window while she pretended to pat her hair
so that they could steal a kiss. They looked
down and caught me looking and laughed
sheepishly and joyfully like young lovers
discovered love-making. She threw me a
kiss before they danced off again, but I
think he winked at me. They know they
cant
fairs. keep Black Beauty out of their, afMy racing days are over since that wild
ride thru the darkness long ago. But, after
all, there are better things than running
races. This afternoon I took nine-year old
Harry and six-year old Jessie for a ride
about the pasture. The wind was in our
faces and the world was green with June.
Yes, there are better things . . .

What's Wkat in Scenarios
(Continued from

page

39)

Moon," "Down To Earth," "Wild and
Woolly," and so forth. Afterwards they
wrote several photoplays for Famous Players-Lasky stars and finally took up their
present post as writers for Constance Talmadge. During the last year they have
written "A Temperamental Wife," "The
Virtuous Vamp," "In Search of a Sinner,"
"The Love Expert," "The Perfect Woman," "Dangerous Business" and "Mama's
Affair" for Constance Talmadge; and in
addition, Miss Loos wrote "The Branded
Woman" for Norma Talmadge.
Since Miss Loos still clings to the name
she made famous, not everyone knows that
the collaborators were quietly married one
year ago. Also, comparatively few motion
picture fans know that Mr. Emerson is
president of the Actors Equity Association,
the actors "union" which won the strike
against the managers thruout the United
States and Canada, a year ago. During
the last summer, the collaborators toured
Europe, searching for new material for the
Talmadge studios, and many new suggestions on scenario writing, gleaned from the
Continental studio, will be incorporated in
their articles.
This series will be written from a practical standpoint, rather than as a discussion
of artists' values or motion picture meta(Continued on page 116)
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The Answer Man

To

Please One Woman

(Continued from page 112)
Novel Sisters. — Whoopee ! Xothing
dead about Wallace Reid, or Julian Eltinge. As Mark Twain said, reports are
very much exaggerated. They are both
very much alive. Why, Hobart Bosworth
and Anna Q. Nilsson are playing in "The
Brute Master."
Marie A. M. — There is no such thing
as a '"bolt" in a storm, nor can anything be
"struck" by lightning. During a thunderstorm a stress is thrown on the air, either
between two clouds or between a cloud and
the earth, and when this stress reaches a
certain pressure, the air is cracked. It
causes heat so intense that the air particles become incandescent, and we see
this streak of light along the crack and
call it lightning. Zazu Pitts and Helen J.
Eddy are not the same.
A Wisher of Censorship Reform. — I
agree with you on some pictures, but I
am opposed to the censorship principle.
Pedro de Cordoba has played on the
stage as well as the screen. I understand
there are about 12,000 lepers in the Philippines. Tom Moore is playing in "Lend
Me Your Wife."
Suzanne S. S. — So you are having an
affaire d' am our. Mum's the word. Best
wishes to you. A bachelor seeks a wife
to avoid solitude ; a married man seeks
society to avoid the tete-a-tete. Why,
Margarita Fisher is playing in "The Gamesters."
Allison B. — It would take half of this
book to give you all of those addresses.
Have a heart!
Antonio de. — It was Victor Hugo who
said, "God took his softest clay and his
purest colors, and made a fragile jewel,
mysterious and caressing — the finger of
woman; then he fell asleep. The devil
awoke, and at the end of that rosy finger
put — a nail." No, I wont have a birthday
until January.
G. K. — So you are a devoted lover of
Mme. Olga Petrova, and you would like
to read more about her. She is now in
vaudeville in the West.
Bumble Bee. — You will read all about
Corliss Palmer soon. They now call her
the most beautiful girl in America.
Sweet Sixteen. — Nunc pro tunc means
"now for then." A phrase used to express
that a thing is done at one time which
should have been done at another. Lina
Cavalieri is playing in "Mad Love."
Anna H. — Yes, but in ill-matched marriages the fault is less the woman's than
the man's, as the choice depends on her
the least. Rockcliffe Fellowes plays the
physician in "An Honorable Gentleman."
N. C. Apple and Ga. Peach. — Well, a
woman laughs when she can, and weeps
when she will. Once in a while I stop
over at the Commodore or Biltmore hotels
in New York. It's a diversion from my
hall room. I eat a thirty-cent lunch across
the street, and pick my teeth in the hotel
lobby. One of the largest New York hotels supplies each of its guests, who average 2,000 a day, with a free copy of a
morning newspaper. That is hospitality
for you. (Or is it advertising?)
Golden Butterfly, Mildred S., Nimrod, Elizabeth R. — Nothing doing this
time. Run in again.
Jackie. — I am repeating this for you,
Jackie. The best thing to give your opponent is tolerance ; to your enemy, indif erenceto
; your superiors, respect ; to
your friends, friendship ; to your children,
good example ; to your father, deference ;
to your mother, conduct that will make
her proud of you ; to your wife, attention,
(Continued on page 117)

(Continued
The next day the complicated tensions
rose to their apex.
Dr. Jim had promised Alice to go to
the Sunday-school picnic with her. It was
their first day together since . . . well,
anyway, since the opening of Mystery
House. Alice had counted on it. She
knew Jim was right, but it was hard to
bake and stew and wear gingham and
know that the man one loved was bending
over the couch of some ethereal creature
of white witchery. It hurt . . . Sometimes,
curiously, she felt like a bird she had
come across one morning on their lawn
... a bird with a drooped and trailing
wing and a broken heart. She knew its
heart was broken because it complained
with odd, soft cries.
The morning of the picnic Jim appeared.
Bobbie was feverish and ill, and had been
so all night, and she begged him to look
at the boy before they started for the
Grove, five miles away.
He looked grave after the examination.
"Bobbie, dont get up," he warned the child,
"and take this stuff every hour, and I think
you'll be fit as a fiddle by night. He's got
to be careful," he warned Alice . . .
"Should we go . . . should we leave
him?" she asked.
"Oh, yes ; that's safe. He should have
rest and quiet first and foremost. He'll
obey
wont nodded.
you, Bobs?"
The orders,
sick child
He felt too hot
and distressed to have the initiative of rebellion, even had he felt inclined.
Cecilia had backed out at the last moment. That worried Alice, too. The child
had been hanging around Lucien Wainwright with absurd persistency. Her eyes
had looked haunted, too. She was taking
her infatuation seriously. As Wainwright
appeared perfectly unaware of her, Dad
and Alice had decided she was safe.
Still, it wasn't auspicious . . . the opening of the day.
Jim seemed abstracted. Alice was white
and delicate, and he felt a brute, and it
annoyed him that he did. Then, too, in
every winey breeze the indefinable perfume of the Mystery House caressed him.
What a day ! What was she doing . . .
the languorous woman ? What did he
care? Ah, but he did ... or he wondered.
Was there much difference . . . caring
. . . and wondering? Had he become a
cynic? One of those involved neurotics
in whose disordered brains meanings were
always slurred and blended, one into another . . . This girl who was to be his
wife . . . she was simple, she was good,
she was sweet ... he was content. Had
Man ever been content? Polygamy . . .
what a term, what an ugly term . . . !
He turned to Alice and met her eyes. He
smiled and took her hand . . . what was
the other woman doing?
Events precipitate themselves . . . like
thoughts, they are disordered and
blurred . . .
The picnic lunch was midway when
Bobbie . . . Bobbie arrived on his wheel
. . . his face was scarlet and his voice
was strident. He yelled in cracked accents to Dr. Jim that the lady at the Mystery House was dyin', and that he had
got to go . . . she called up and said some
one had GOT to get you, the boy explained, and then he collapsed against
Alice, whose distended eyes were upon
his small, unnatural face. Somehow she
got him home . . . dimly she knew that
Jim, her Jim, had gone ... to the Mystery House, after the most cursory directions for the care of Bobbie.
There was
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too much to be done for Bobbie. He
terribly low. Her own hurt must wait.f «
At midnight Bobbie died. She haG,
been able to reach Dr. Ransome.
Shortly before midnight Cecilia hzCstowed away on Wainwright's yacht
he had discovered her and pitched her|
overboard, telling first his crew to watch
for her. Furious, she began to swim for the
shore, and Freddy had rescued her. It was
moonlight and her imagination had wrought
the charm of Wainwright into Freddy.
Wet and sobbery, she capitulated.
At about the same time, Leila's husband
appeared in her boudoir at the House of
Mystery. Ransome was with her, on the
chaise longue, holding her warm, responsive hand, Lee saw him, and something
terrible in the shape of a smile twisted
his mouth. "I want to talk to you, Leila,"
he said. There was that in his voice which
had not been there before . . . definiteness . . . finality . . .
She asked Ransome to wait outside.
He did . . . right outside. Perhaps the
brute would kill her, assault her. He heard
Lee say, in a broken voice, "Leila, I'm done
for. The police are on my trail. I made
the last big throw on the Street I promised you I'd make ... to try to clean
up ... I lost. I . . . went outside the
Law. It's all up . . . wait, dont speak!
Ever since I first met you, with the splendid
dreams and ideals I had, I've done the
same thing . . . strained and strained, and
schemed and connived for money . . .
money. Money to buy you furs. Money
to hold you, to glut you, to keep you.
Because I am fool enough to be enamoured of your silly pursed lips, false lips.
Because I am mad enough to have craved
your scented, abominable flesh. Because
I have gone insane imagining myself lost
in the meshes of your manufactured coils'
of hair. It's all over. My lust of you is
over. I see you as you are, a half -decayed
thing with the unearthly sweetness of decay. A parasite, a bloated thing, that has
sucked the blood from my veins and the
marrow from my bones ! A parasite . . .
These things Ransome heard, shrinking
. . . shrinking because the man's broken
heart and shatte.^J life were there displayed in his words, shrinking because he
knew them to be the truth . . . the Mystery House was a charnel house and the
scented woman within was what the man
she had drained proclaimed her.
And next Ransome heard her laugh, an
incalculably cruel laugh, untouched, light,
abominable.
And then Ransome heard a shot. The
"mad fool" had gone to seek a finer, better thing in an infinity that would not, at
least, be this . . .
Autumn. Summer's vesture still lingering. A tang in the air.
Cecilia, in black, on the veranda, reading the First Latin grammar.
The House of Mystery shuttered, abandoned, a rookery for migratory birds.
Alice and Dr. Jim in the orchard . . .
"If you could forgive me . . . Sometimes forgiveness is the only consummation," he said.
"I believe that I can . . ."
"Unless you understand as well ... I
dont want you to ... it is that I crave
. . . your understanding . . ."
"I believe that I do . . ."
"My dear !"
"Nothing else matters . . . even when
it should . . . when one . . . when one . . ."
"Yes,
"When Sweet?"
one loves » » .*'
f\
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That alluring charm coveted by every
woman comes from the beautiful, well-developed eye — the eye framed by luxuriant,
silky eyelashes, and shaded by even eyebrows.
You can- make YOUR
eyes wonderfully
alluring and beautiful by the use of just a little
-_

GENUINE

.

lASHBROW
Trade Mark
the original and only genuine preparation for developing and beautifying eyebrows and eyelashes. Even
the first application will delight you. Made in two
kinds-NATURAL and DARK. Price 50c and
$1 . At your dealer's or direct from us. Free booklet "What Eyes Can Do" with each jar.

Lashbrow Laboratories Co.
11 Preston Place

St. Louis, U.S.A.
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BUFFALO,

The criticism of stories, as given by Mr.
Emerson and Miss Loos in answer to questions, will be constructive. They will try
to tell amateur writers not only what is
wrong with their stories but how to remedy it. The second article, appearing next
month, will be entitled "What Makes a
Photodrama,"
and month.
thereafter there will be
one
article each
COUPON

Mo.

In spare-time, prepare to be a Railway Traffic Inspector. Something new every day. Travel if desired
Meet big people. Be practically your own boss.
ANY MAN— 18 TO GO YEARS OLD
can easily Qualify for this profession. No books to
buy. Spare-time home study. At end of 3 months,
we Guarantee you position. $110 per month to start,
expenses paid. Advancement up to $25 0 monthly
rapid with experience. Steady, year-round work with
splendid opportunities. Hundreds of satisfied men
placed in good positions. Decide NOW to investigate.
Send for FREE Booklet D-302
wTiich explains fully.

Standard

physics. Its purpose is to enable the
readers of this magazine to write salable
stories. Nevertheless, it should be stated
that the contribution of Mr. Emerson and
Miss Loos to the photoplay has been, from
an artistic standpoint, of the highest value.
They were the first to attempt satire on
the screen. They developed a new type of
photoplay embodying the biting satire of a
Shavian drama with the brilliant dialog
of a French comedy, and at a time when
producers thought it impossible to carry
across subtleties of this sort to a motion
picture audience. Their best comedies,
such as "Reaching for the Moon," or their
more recent adaptation of "Mama's Affair,"
are told with a straight face — but underlying the humor of the plot is a caustic
commentary on life, with a sound philosophy at the bottom of it all.

Training Institute
N. Y.

I | ^™
not [ sending
thisI coupon
a 300
word
synopsis
of my with
story.
desire John
Emerson and Anita Loos to answer the following question:

(If no story is attached, question may relate
to photoplay writing in general. Send stamped
and self-addressed envelope with coupon so that
your answer and your story, if you sent any,
may be returned to you.)
The answer to your question is as follows (to
be filled out by Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos):
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My method is the only -way to prevent the hair from growing
asain. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write
today, enclosing 3 stamps.
We teach beauty culture.
D.J. MAHLER, 2882-X, Mahler Park, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Play the Hawaiian

THE

Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians !
Our method of teaching is so
simple, plain and easy that you
begin on a piece with your first
lesson.
In half an hour you
can play It ! We have reduced
the
necessary
motions
you
learn to only four — and you
acquire these in a few minutes.
Then
it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
r
fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
Blurs and other effects
that make this instrument so delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any
kind
of
music,
both
the melody
and
the accompaniment. I
Your
tuition
fee
in-^
eludes a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, all the
necessary
picks
and
steel bar and- 52 complete lesson
music.
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FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
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EASIEST

By John Emerson

WAY

and Anita Loos

For years there have been people going
about the world telling amateur authors
that it is easy to write scenarios. We
would not call such a person a lamb dyer,
but we might be tempted to term him a
d
ohanyway.
well, they're both short and ugly
words,
The truth is, as with everything else, it
is only easy to write scenarios if you know
how — if you have ideas and if you are
versed in technique. Whether you have
ideas or not is a matter which only you
yourself can divine, and a problem in which
no one else can help you. Personally, we
are convinced that great numbers of people
have ideas, but are unable to express them
coherently because they do not know the
fundamentals of photoplay writing. It is
this technique that we are going to try to
teach in this series ; and if we do not dwell
upon questions of inspiration and of artistic
ideals, you will know that it is because
those are matters outside the scope of any
teacher. What we are trying to give, is a
practical, working knowledge of our craft
— the formulas of the dramatist.
There are many questions which every
amateur always asks, and we are going to

Then It's Genuine
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on
tablets, you are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
21 years and proved safe by millions.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer manufacture
. of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

Write the Words
for a Song!
Write the words for a song. We revise
song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty basis by a New York music publisher.
Our Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is
a song-writer of national reputation and
has written many big song-hits. Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today. Poems submitted are examined free.
BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
Broadway

MAKE

221F Fitzgerald
at Times Square

YOUR

Building
NEW YORK,

OWN

MONEY

Easy, pleasant work, men or women, whole or
selling attractive dress fabrics, corsets, hosiery,
ritory kept for you. You will enjoy this work.
or experience needed. We supply samples and
how.
Start a good income now.
Write today.
MUTUAL
FABRIC COMPANY
Dept. 648
Binghamton,
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Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
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Are Booklet
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statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.
A. O. LEONARD
Suite 314,70 5th Avenue
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New York City
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try to answer them now, before starting
the first lesson in scenario writing.
First, how milch money is there in scenario writing? Five-reel stories sell at prices
all the way from $500 to $100,000, depending upon the company which buys them and
the reputation • of the author who writes
them. The experts who adapt the stories
of others to the screen — the "continuity"
writers — get a minimum of $15,000 a year
and their salaries run, in some cases, as
high as $50,000 an adaptation. It is worth
while to sell your first story for a song,
just to break into the game.
How long will it take me to learn to
zvrite scenarios? That depends upon yourself. If you spend all your time in studying
and writing photoplays, it would not be too
much to expect that you might market a
story, if ever, within six months. Some
people have sold their first stories almost
the same day that they were written. Other
writers — in some cases, famous writers —
have ispent years in trying to break into the
studios. It is the greatest and most fascinating gamble in the world.
Where and how great is the market for
movie stories? The demand for motion
picture stories is growing by leaps and
bounds ; already it is double what it was
sixteen months ago. The greatest story
market is in Los Angeles, where the
smaller companies are in crying need of
material. The largest prices are paid in
New York, but as a rule, when the great
motion picture companies of that, city pay
a top-notch price they demand a story by
a well-known author or which, at least,
has been widely advertised — a novel, play,
or magazine story.
Why are so many stories rejected?
Stories are usually rejected because the
author knows nothing of photoplay technique, just as a picture painted by a man
who knew nothing of art, might be expected to meet disapproval. Still more
often they are rejected because the author
sent his story to the wrong studio — a" tragedy to Charlie Chaplin or a slap-stick
comedy to John Barrymore. The rejections
on "mailed in" stories last year were about
as follows: American Film Co., purchased
15 stories and rejected 3072; the Brentwood Film Corporation purchased 1 and
rejected 50; the Brunton Studios rejected
2,450 and purchased 100; the Chaplin
studios rejected 3,500 and purchased 1 ; the
Christie studio rejected 5,000 and bought
110; Douglas Fairbanks bought 6 out of
1,171 ; Dorothy Gish rejected 99 per cent.,
the remaining 1 per cent, of purchasable
stories consisting in just four; D. W.
Griffith 9000 and bought 15; William S.
Hart bought 8 out of 3;000 ; Metro bought
60; National Studios bought 12 out of
1872; Mary Pickford bought 1 and rejected
5 daily.
This might be discouraging if it were not
to be remembered that nearly all of these
authors were people who had never been
in a studio in their life, who thought movies
were made in somewhat the same way as
phonograph records, and who had never
seen, much less studied, a scenario. In
fact, a canvass of the studios shows that
most of these stories failed because 20 per
cent, of them depended on dialog rather
than action, and 40 per cent, more left
characterization completely out of their
synopsis.
In this series, besides showing you some
model scenarios, we are going to try to
teach you about characterization and action
and all the rest of it. But remember, these
are things that take time and effort to
learn : the. easiest way is the hardest way.
Motion picture writing is practical— but are
you practical?
We believe you are.

Tne Answer Man
(Continued from page 115)
fidelity — and
tice. I cant
you want to
' tening.
man. Speak

your purse; to all men, jusimprove on that much. So
hear more of Alfred Whitup, Alfred, the lady is lis-

Nadine B., Evelyn, Ella S., Dottie
Mae, V. A., Mary, Mrs. M. T., E. A. B.,
B. . B. C, Kitty Admirers, Two Friends,
Buster, Mayo Admirer, Aline V. B.,
Sophomore, Trixie, Brown Eyes, G. K.,
R7634W, John Barrymore Admirer,
Nellie S., Richard Barthelmess Admirer, Neje, Mlle. Lee Rette, Greenup,Elsie M. — Your letters were all interesting, but not inspiring, because you asked
me nothing new. Flatter me or call me
names, or start something!
Socrates. — Indeed, I live in a hall room,
snug as a bug in a rug, and am not rich,
as you surmise. I am not the kind that
sells their brains for gold. I have no
wants unsupplied, and therefore I am the
richest of the rich, in that sense. Glad
you like Hope Hampton. You will like her
even more when yo.u see her latest. They
all tell me she is improving wonderfully
and is doing some really fine work.
Hope Hampton Admirer. — You can
reach Hope by addressing her at 131 Riverside Drive, N. Y. City. I never give private addresses like this without permission,
And I am sure that your promised present
will be appreciated.
Zim Zam Zum. — Your verse to Za Su
Pitts was indeed clever. When you get to
Africa, you might send me a Transvaal
diamond. I wouldn't object to it. Thanks
for the snaps of Anvers. I enjoyed the
one of yourself. "Ramon the Sailmaker"
is not quite finished, at this writing, but it
will be released before New Years day, I
understand.
Mary F. — Just keep right on writing.
Did you know the conversation of some
people is so unimportant that when they
stop talking you fail to notice it. Casson
Ferguson in "The Shuttle." Albert Roscoe
in "Black Shadows."
Navy Nurse. — Good morning Nurse.
You ask me what time I retire. I try to
make it ten; but it is more often eleven.
I go to bed with reluctance yet I quit with
regret. I make up my mind every night to
leave it early but I make up my body every
morning to keep it late. Everybody should
hit the feathers not later than 10 :00 every
night. That is the way to keep young and
beautiful like I am. James Morrison was
Bob in "Love without question."
C. V. LaGrasse. — Keep away from the
doctors as long as you can. There are
three kinds of doctors ; those who work
and make people well, those who work to
prevent people from getting sick, and those
who work people whether they are sick or
well. I agree with you about Elsie Ferguson. Wonderful artist. But just you wait
till you see Corliss Palmer, the new star of
the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest.
Helen T. — You ask too much.
Just Blossom. — Touchin' on and appertainin' to, here are the players you refer
to who are married : William Duncan and
Edith Johnson are married; Richard Barthelmess and Mary Hay ; Conway Tearle
and Adele Rowland; Corinne Griffith and
Webster Campbell ; Charles Bryant and
Nazimova ; Wallace McCutcheon and Pearl
White; Anita Stewart and Rudolph Cameron, and Norma Talmadge and Joseph
Schenk. Are you happy now? There are
others, but let this suffice for the nonce.
Star Dust. — Your letter was very interesting. Write me again.
(Continued on page 119)

'SUCCESS
MUSIC

AND

FREE

HOW TO WIN IT"

■*■ tellshowtocultivate
rpHIS
wonderful bo
for pleasure and profit.
"bump"
musical today
your postcard
Send
for
your copy and details of
Free Trial of
Instrument
TryAny
a famous
Conn cornet,
trombone, clarinet — any
band or orchestra instrument
—in your own home, free.
No risk, no obligation; easy
payments
buy andat
all
exclusivewhen
Connyoufeatures
no greater cost. Highest
honors at world expositions.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
225 Conn Building
Elkhart, Indiana
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This Book
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other

world-famous
musicians making
big money today.
They tell secrets of
their success; how
to discover your
talent;
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properto
instrument for it;
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your income in
spare time; how to
win success In a
musical career.
ative,Informinspiring.
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Send copy.
today for
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Opportunity
for Scenario Editors
Old established school of national reputa-

tion offers for sale its course in photoplay
writing. This is a real chance for scenario
editors and others familiar, with the photoplay field. Time payments can be arranged.
Write Room 212, Fine Arts Bldgr., Chicago, 111.

Diamond Dye
any Gar
t y
or men
Draper
Eachtains package
of "Diamond
coneasy directions
for dyeing Dyes"
any article
of wool, silk, cotton, linen or mixed goods.
Beware ! Poor dye streaks, spots, fades
and ruins material by giving it a "dyed
look." Buy "Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist has Color Card.

A New
Perfume!
The most exquisite perfume in all the world
—sells at $16 an ounce and worth it! Rieger's
Flower Drops — a Perfume made without
alcohol; made direct from the essence of the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce! Never anything like this before 1

{Send

for Sample

Other Offers
Direct from us or at dealers.
Bottle of flower drops with
long ingola»a
stopper
containSO drop*,
a eupply
for
SO week*.
Lilac, Crabapple SI. 60
,'Lily of the Valley, Rose,
Violet
$2.00
Mod Amour Perfume
sample offer, loz. . $1.50
ExtraSOUVENIR
special box BOXof five
26c
bottles of
perfumes
• five
• • different
. $1,00

Send 20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this
precious perfume. Your
choice of odors. Lily of the
Valley, Rose, Violet, Lilac,
or Crabapple.
Write now.
PAUL RIEGER & CO.
284Firsl St. Su Francisco, Cil.
(Since 187Z1
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WhyDoiifybu!

WriteuWVKHrds

fbra/Song?
P Our Composer ■will
/have
sonfe
J write complete
the music — we'll
J printed and copyrighted
in your name, according to
our special plan.

(

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject
Edouard Hesselber&,

Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, appearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Among his greatest song successes are,
"IF I "WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.
Don't let another day go
by without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.
The Metropolitan Studios
T* Department 246
916S. Mich. Ave.,Chicago
PC

the Starry Way

(Continued from page 53)
eloquent description of this beauty of the
desert; for the girls would go no farther.
(Whisper: they were afraid some of the
fans would catch them.) However, we
compromised on a row of penny-in-the-slot
machines in an out-of-the-way corner.
"Oh, let's go for a ride on Uncle Tom's
'Dipper,' " said , Coleen, and she and Pat
O'Alalley made off for a ride on the "Dipper," while the rest of us went for spins
on
the
"Steeple
Chase," - the "Virginia Reel"
and other
concessions.
Isn't it rather queer that on the scenic
railways, "dippers" and other thrilling
rides, that couples always find it necessary
to hold one another in, altho the seats are
carefully protected so that there is no
danger of a precipitous fall thru space?
I remarked on this ; but received no satisfactory answer. However, I think I'll try it
with some young lady whose long friendship with me would, stand the strain of such
an experiment. Being statistically inclined
because of my study of that subject at the
University of California this term, I endeavored tohave the party tarry a bit while
I collected data on a number of couples who
found and
mutual
in each
other's
arms
those protection
who did not.
I wanted
to
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MONEY

IfYouCanTell it -from a
CENUINE DIAMONDSenditbxk
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAINBOW FIRE, we will send a selected I carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Half Price. »o Introduce, $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
<Cat. price S6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 121cGold Filled mountings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at once C.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CA2 las Cruces, N. Men.

(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamond*)

Be prepared to drive off
enemies to your health by
keeping Piso's handy on
your shelf always ready
for instant aid, to ward
off coughs and colds and
protect both young and
old from more serious illness. It contains no
opiate. Buy Piso's'today.
35c at your druggist's

PforCouehs
I S OS
& Colds

plot a graph of my observations; but Tommy Forman declared it was no use as it was
a waste of time; for if a: couple were contented to hold on to the seat bars they
were married, and if they hung on to each
other they were single, and so, my graph
wouldn't mean anything anyhow. (I wonder what my instructor, Miss Moody,
would say to that.) I noticed, however,
that Pat O'Malley and Coleen Moore were
satisfied with the seat bars. I dont think
there's anything in what Tommy Forman
says.
others wouldn't
for
me
to Anyway
make my the
observations
; so I wait
suppose
I'll have to do some personal investigating.
Venice and Ocean Park are rivals in
everything. Each has a famous band
leader for a season or two, then one or the
other will employ a still more noted baton
wielder.
The master used to dance around the
band platform when he first came to
Venice; but he has calmed down considerably now and contents himself with a soulful roll of the eyes in responding to encores. However, both he and his competitor at Ocean Park have their following
among the fair, and beribboned bouquets
are quite plentiful around the music stands
of the rival leaders at every concert. Priscilla'and Katheirine were quite taken with
the manly Ferrulo; but Coleen's favorite
was the fiery Tomassino, whom we persuaded to descend from his lordly perch
during an intermission to submit to a photodirectorial pose on the sand behindgraph
the inbandstand.
Venice stages a bathing suit parade,
usually on Sunday, in which the costumes
are not at all too concealing, to say the
least. Ocean Park's pulpits resound with
thunderous denunciations of such brazen
displays of the more or less divine human
form to the gaze of the gawking rabblement. However, when Mack Sennett sends
his none-too-adorned bathing beauties to
the Ocean Park sands to cut their cinema
capers and tourists surround the . camera
many deep, the most interested spectators
are the Ocean Park police (there's more
than one), and town officials. Nothing is
heard in the church pulpits and 'tis whispered that the divines who raged so devoutly against the rival parade of pulchritude, are notbefore
averseourto eyes
"study
as unfolded
by the
the drama
young
ladies — and gentlemen

from the Los An-
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let haikfyscre&i
chafat, trying
Teethingrash,
few of the
ing—these are a pricklyhe
skin ills which make baby fretful
and keep anxious mothers busy
trying to soothe the torment.
RESINOL OINTMENT is the
very thing to give quick relief Try
it and note how soon baby's fretful
crying stops as this gentle, cooling
ointment
burning. reduces the itching and
Resinol Soap for baby's hair keeps 7
itsoftandsilky.
Atallaruggists.

Resdnol

Bring
Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged

complexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized
Wax face
gradually,
gently
the devitalized
surskin, revealing
the absorbs
young, fresh,
beautiful skin
underneath. Used by refined women who prefer
complexions of true naturalness.
Have you tried it?
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tions for use, sold by all drugglata.
in one ounce package, with direc-

Free Book,
Containing compleU
story of the origin |
and history of that
wonderful strument—the
In-

SAXOPHONE

«}

This Book tells you when to usa
Saxophone— singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes or in band; how to transpose cello parts and things you
would like to know.
Unrivalled for I
home entertainment, school, church ^
and lodge. In biff demand for orchestra danee '
music.
Most
beautiful
menta.
You can
learn totone of all wind i— **

PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVENING

with the free chart we send you, andinefew

week*

THE FAMOUS

Bueschcr-Grand Cornet!

The biroesttone and the most perfect of any Cornet
made. Doable your pleasure, popularity and income**?
playing; a Bueacher-Grand Cornet or Trombone.

6 Days9 Free Trial

You can order any Buescher Instrument and try it 6 days

In your own borne, without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for It CD easy pavmenta. Ask us to eeodj-ou names of uaera
In your locality. Big illustrated Catalog of True-Tone Band and
Orchestra Instruments sent frea.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

213 Buaachar Block
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1
geles studios who appreciate' the' beauties
of- our fair '■beach as a locale for their
'-.' -'•'■;
plots."
All" this rivalry" has had a beneficial effect op the towns, in a way. For, realizing the competition, crowds that visit one
place,
must and
see what
the board
opposing
beach feel"
has they'
to offer,
so they
the
electric "bugs" that run along the ocean
walk between the two towns, or stroll the
short distance along the beach. After our
ride "on the bug we had a look in at the
Dome dance hall and the Ocean Park dance
pavilion, better known as the "cracker box"
on the end of the pier. Here on "movie
nights" cups, donated by the stars, are given
away^to the most accomplished couple and
if the -star be present, she dances with the
male contestant and if the star is masculine,
he dances with the feminine entrant. All
this provides great excitement among the
kiddies and. grownups too and the floor is
crowded with cheering spectators when the
prize is: awarded and the winning contestant glides by^with the star. .
Before returning home we went for a
dance and refreshment at "The Ship Cafe,"
famous for its interesting history and
unique arrangement. Inside, one can
scarcely distinguish that he is not on an
ocean-going liner. Here gather the lights
of sportdbm and filmland. • Prohibition has
somewhat dimmed its gaiety but those, who
attend can still shake a lively ankle as we
found when David Butler and Mary MacLaren seized the musical reins from the
orchestra and withSpiano. and drum, rattled into a lively fox-irot.
Priscilla was determined .to return home
in an aeroplane ; so we all piled into Tommy
Forman's car and made for the Venice
Aviation ground.
We waved goodbye to Priscilla as her
plane roared to the take-off and turned the
nose of our machine toward Los Angeles
and a hot dinner. "I, trust you're all ready
for the 'grind' at the studio tomorrow,"
said Tommy Meighan.with a laugh, ate we
broke up on our arrival in the city.

The Jucklins
(Continued from page 51)
the elder ' Jucklin. That bitter breach
only time could' temper and allay with
the panacea - of the gently drifting years
— years like soft leaves covering the
naked wound of the exposed earth.
In the, .'evening of the return, Guinea
came out lathe farm-yard, thru the kitchen door, 'just as/ in their leaner days, Bill
had dreamed-' she might.
She - c'a'nie ■ straight to him and leaned
against jvth'e'!fence. (which was to be repaired) ;,:;a*yd raised her soft throat and
rapt face "to the evening star. .
"BuT/'/she said.
"Yes .' '. . yes . . . ?"
"We ... we couldn't read the writing,
School-Master, • in the stars. It was all
blurred. >You' . . .you didn't teach it to
me right."
"Never mind, dear," Bill thought" she
meant Ghyd and herself ; she was still
hurt, he. 'thought; "never mind," he repeated softly.
"Oh, I 'dont . . . now. that I read it
aright. It says . . . doesn't it,- ;Bill , . .
it says 'Guinea and' Bill' . . . and there's
something drawn all 'round about it . . .
a heart, Bill ;-a big, big heart . . . big like
yours, . . "...but," oh, not so tender, my
dearest . . .",
And then, Jher voice broke, . so deeply
soft it,.was',iapd Bill, dropped. on his knees
and touched her, and he didn't- know nor
care zvhat the stars said, and he' couldn't
have seen them':even had he tried. . -.

The Answer Man

<Wf*2pw

1

(Continued from page 117)
Kittie C. — Thanks, you call me the
foundry of knowledge. How about yourself? Ibelieve you refer to Dr. Samuel
Johnson, whom Boswell made famous, and
who sat in his easy chair and was for
twenty years the literary oracle of the
world. In 1775 he completed the first large
dictionary of the English language after
eight years of solid labor on it. And you
call me the modern Johnson. Hoot, mon !
Bessie Love in "Bonnie May."
Lillian; DeLa C. ; Mrs. Earle L. ;
Miss Curiosity; Juliette B. ; Araminta
A. A. ; Wanta Knowall ; Jessie M. ;
Daddie; Thelma M. ; Eleanor; M. K. ;
Mary S. ; Pauline G. ; Mary S. B. ;
Violet Grey; Romeo & Juliet; Estelle
D. ; Marjorie E. C. ; and Olivia. Was
very glad to hear from you all, and sorry
to put you in the alsorans. Ask me something new and I'll wax eloquent.
G. M. A. — My dear child, you need more
than your mother's consent to get you into
pictures. The picture you sent me is very
pretty, but you are still very young. Why
not wait a little longer?
Arline 20. — It's a poor mule that dont
work both ways, not a poor rule, for a rule
that works both ways is no rule at all. Is
it? Lew Cody is playing in "The Cycle of
Fate." Yes, Helen Gardner and Templar
Saxe in "The Devil's Angel."
Walter C. — Where was your stamped
addressed envelope?
Salome. — Well, a critic is a necessary
evil, and criticism is an evil necessity. Barbara Castleton in "For the Freedom of
the World." I notice that Willard Mack
intends to make her his blushing bride.
Mary Warren was Beatrice in "An Honest
Man." Fritzi Brunette in "And a Still
Small Voice." Webster Campbell in "Bab's
Candidate."
Anxious. — It seems to me that you are
waiting for opportunity when you might
be making opportunity. Weeds grow of
their own accord but crops must be planted.
Sorry I cant help you. Why dont you
send for a list of the film manufacturers?
Send a stamped addressed envelope to me.
Bobby. — You can reach Shirley Mason,
Los Angeles, Cal.
English Rose. — Here you are, all in one
breath. Violet Heming born in Leeds,
England; Marion Davies born in Brooklyn ; Madge Evans was born in 1909 ;
Virginia Lee Corbin in 1912 ; Antonio Moreno born in Spain. You're welcome.
Kathlyn Williams in "Prince Chap."
Asphadel. — Nobody envies my wealth
and nobody envies my health. Had I wealth
and lost it, somebody would be the gainer;
had I health and lost it, everybody would
be the loser. Isn't it so? Richard Barthelmess played with H. Palmerson Williams
in "Bab." Dorothy Donnelly played in
"Madame X." Harry Hilliard was Romeo.
Kitty. — Yes, indeed, I enjoy reading.
Don Quixote is, after all, the defender of
the oppressed, the champion of lost causes,
and the man of noble abberrations. Woe
to the centuries without Don Quixote.
Nothing remains to them but Sancho Panzas. Tom Douglas you want to hear more
. about.
Yes.
Blanche B. — Enid Bennett is married to
Fred Niblo and Billie Burke to Florenz
Ziegfeld. Wallace Reid, about 28. Jack
Crosby was Kenneth in "A Daughter of
Two Worlds." Ella Hall is still married
to Emory Johnson.
Jazz 697. — No, I have never had the
pleasure of talking to Gloria Swanson, but
I would like to. She became the mother
of a baby girl who will be called Gloria. .

GodomondI. — Well, I drink about a quart
of buttermilk ever^ day. No, I dont care
for sardines. So you think I ought to comment more on the pictures. The line of
my comments is directed by my readers.
I certainly did enjoy "Peaceful Valley."
I believe it was Charlie Ray's best, and he
is always a lovable character. Didn't care
so much for "Good References" with Constance Talmadge. Very light picture.
Write me again.
Robert S. — To remember — to forget ;
alas ! this is what makes us young or old.
I remember with regret when I first found
out that there was no Santa Claus. I am
going to hang my stocking up this year, but
I suppose I will find it full of emptiness.
It is more blessed to give than to receive
(my address is 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn).
Charles Meredith in "Judy of Rogue's Harand Jere was
Austin
in "Erstwhile Susan."
Hart bor"Hoxie
Henry.
Goity Moiphy*— Hello Goity. All of
the players you mention are in Los Angeles.
So you are not very beautiful. Well beauty
is the first gift Nature gives to women and
the first she takes from her. You have
nothing to lose then.
Kazuo T. Isozaki, 28-1 Kawaraya-Cho,
Minamiku, Osaka, Japan, would like to
exchange cards with my readers.
Nogi. — Thanks for the fee. Maurice
Costello, I dont think, is doing anything
now. You say he will always hold a corner in your heart. You say you can never
forget Edith Storey. No, who can?
Mabel Trunnelle — I dont know where she
is, either. Some day we will have to hunt
them all up and have a grand reunion.
You say you have done ■ everything in an
editorial department but fill the managing
editor's shoes, yet you have never been an
Answer Man. Try it— it's lots of fun.
T. E. W. — Mrs. Sidney Drew can be
reached, Vitagraph Studio, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Thirteen. — Thanks for the stamps.
Marjorie Daw is in Los Angeles, Cal.
Also Gloria Swanson and Viola Dana.
Thanks.
Write me again.
Stanley. — Thanks for the cigar. Gloria Swanson is not playing at this writing.
Yes, very much so. You will hear good
news about her very soon. You guessed
it the first time ; Gloria No. 2 is expected.
mail.
Mr. D. V. — I have answered yours by
Nogi. — I am just vain enough to like you
and your interesting letter. So much so,
that I'm going to quote part of it: "I
have an oruncomfortable
feeling
talking,
writing, to thin
air. that
You I'm
are
not man
concrete
enough, sir.
I'd like a totongue
meet
the
who possesses
so brilliant
and much
so kindly
a nature,toobutbusy.
you'reI imagine
entirely
too
in demand,
that's one reason why so many who would
like to get in touch with you hang back.
They feel like atoms or midgets around
an arc-light.
"I dont know whether your age is seventynine or twenty-nine. But you say it's the
former, and I'm not going to dispute you.
You probably know more about it than
I do, anyway. I see nothing strange
about an elderly man in your position.
In fact, it seems sort of appropriate.
And I never yet have known a young
man with the patience, the dry wit, the
mellowness of nature or the kindliness
of disposition that you appear to possess.
I feel like a fool, telling you these thing's.
But, honest to John, sir, it's not a lie.
Altho in the editorial game, you are un(Continucd on page 121)
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California Chatter
(Continued from page 80)

J&lfiirWas
Quite Graj/"

"It wasMyfalling
getting
and
etringy.
scalp out,
was filled
withbrittle
dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few
applications
of Kolor-Bak
produced a wonderful
improvement.
The itching
stopped instantly. There was no mbre dandruff.
And— marvel of marvels— it is now restored to its
original color — not a gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is color;ss, stainless, harmless and restores original
olor to gray hair simply by putting hair and
calpln a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-Bak
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC

LABORATORIES

3334-3338 West 38th Street, Dept, 292 Chicago

Solid Gold

Send Your Name and We'll
;,,. Send You a Lachnite
DON'T Bend a penny, Just send your name and say: "Sendm*
e Lachnite mounted in a eolid gold ring on 10 days' free
trial."
We will
send $4.75
it prepaid
rightpostman
to yourandhome.
When theIt
comes merely
deposit
with the
then wear
ring for 10 full days. If you. or if any of your friends can tell
It from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it
—send us $2.60 a month until {18.76 baa been paid.
XJUritt* TAilo v Send your name now. Tell oa which of the
TttllC £UU<ly aolid gold rings illustrated above you wish
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger size.

Harold Lachman Co., 204 S. Peoria St., Dept 1S22 Chicago

picture
be "ThewillHalfbreed"
William will
Desmond
have the in
leadwhich
and
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
will be associated with him.
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
has apparently decided that California is
better than ever as a picture-making territory. For he has arrived from the East to
make his permanent home here where he
Can personally oversee the future expansion and activities of his company. Vitagraph now has seven companies at the Los
Angeles studios and four at Brooklyn. In
addition, another company for specials t is
soon to be started here and at least one,
perhaps two more comedy units organized.
At the Los Angeles studios now, David
Smith is producing "Black Beauty" in seven reels with -Jean Paige in the principal
role; Chester Bennett is finishing "Diamonds Adrift" with Earle Williams, and
Antonio Moreno has begun his first feature "Three Sevens." William Duncan
and Edith Johnson are in the midst of
"Fighting ' Fate" ; Joe Ryan is making a
W'estern serial; Larry Semon is producing
special comedies, as is Jimmy Aubrey.
Elliott Dexter who has entirely recovered from his recent illness is seriously
considering going abroad next Spring.
Meanwhile he is- to 'appear in "The Affairs
of Anatol"
and one of two other specials
before
leaving.
Fred Niblo has completed the new Douglas Fairbanks' feature, "The Mark of
Zorro," and is to return to the Ince studios for one special all-star production for
the Associated Producers. J.Gardner Sullivan is Writing the continuity for a wellknown story, the name of which is not yet
announced. After that, Mr. Niblo may return to Fairbanks, who expects to make
two more pictures before leaving for England next Spring.
Universal has purchased "It's Never Too
Late to Mend" by Helene Christine as a
starring vehicle for Eva Novak, whose first
stellar picture, "Wanted at Headquarters,"
was very favorably received.
A good story is told of Norman Dwan,
who was recently directing a crowd of 200
extra people for a scene in Edith Roberts'
feature, "White Youth," at Universal City.
During the day he had cause to address
them as follows :

HighSchool
Course
in
Two Years.

I

Lack of High School training bars you from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete High School Course— specially prepared
for nome study by leading professors— meets all
requirements for entrance to college and the lead— ..
ing professions.
IBTft -v«* No matter what your business
VlR"l
inclinations may be, you can't
—^
hope to succeed without spell
m_-flMll##2f>t£cia]ized
training. training
Let us you
give
■*^w»*»^V/*you
the practical
need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin

AMERICAN SCHOOL
of Correspondence
Dept. H258, Chicago

Please oendme booklet, nnd tell me how
I c&n fit coyself for position marked X

..High School Course
..Electrical Engineer
..Telephone Engineer
..Architect
..Draftsman
..Building Contractor
...Structural Engineer
...Mechanical Engineer
...Civil Engineer
...Steam Engineer

<D

Nr

Address..

7120
Lags.

/\_^t|

Shop
LawyerSuperintendent
Business Manager
Auditor
Certified Pub. Accountant
.....Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Fire Insurance Adjuster
Sanitary Engineer
Automobile Engineer

"Ladies and gentlemen, we have given you
real food to eat and real punch to drink ;
3'ou are . sitting on real upholstery, looking at real paintings and tapestries and you
are wearing real silks and laces. May I
askAllonethething
return?"assent.
actorsin nodded
"Then for the love of Mike let us have
some
real acting
!" Cabanne whose latest
William
Christy
Robertson-Cole production, "The Stealers," has made a big hit, is now at work on
his second original picture, the story of
which was written by himself and is entitled "What is a Wife Worth ?"

Fazenda's
on Louise
started
Workof has
series
two-reel
comedies
for the
Special
Pictures Corporation. The comedienne has
been under contract for some time but just
finished her work with Mack Sennett.
Miss Fazenda will work under the banner
of A. L. Hart Productions Company which
is also sponsoring the Conklin two-reel
comedies. She now has the right to approve or reject all stories and the finished
film including subtitles must have her O. K.
One of the most remarkable novels I
have ever read is "The Little Lady of the
Big House"
by Jack
Not Now
the
least
of its charm
to me London.
was its title.

Here is Your Greatest
Opportunity to Write
For Motion Pictures
JOHN EMERSON and ANITA LOQS,.
foremost motion picture authors of
the entire world, tell you the secret
of success in writing for motion
pictures in their new book

"How
Write
You dotonot
need anyPhotoplays'unusual literary

talent to be a successful photoplay
author. Ideas alone are necessary,
but you must know how to present
them. Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos
teach you how in their book, published by James A. McCann. Company. We have selected this book
from among all those published, as
the most authoritative On the subject. The .,■New York .Times says if
you want to know about "spelling you
g6 to Webster's Dictionary; if you
want to know about photoplay writing, you go to Mr. Emerson and Miss
Loos, who have written most of the
greatest successes of DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS and NORMA and CONSTANCE TALMADGE.

More Good Story Writers
Are Urgently Needed
Picture producers to-day are facing
a great shortage of suitable stories.
One of our -clients is -an author who
never before had written,; for motion
pictures. Recently we sold the picture rights to one of his stories for"
$5,SOO.
' "Have you an idea for a motion picture? It may be worth $i,ooo;or,more
to you, and open a brilliant career
as a motion picture author,
-

A Complete Scenario
Service For Public

The Picture Trading Corporation is
in constant touch with leading pic- .
ture producers. We know their wants
and it is our business, to supply them
with suitable stories.
Under the guidance of J. A. Berst,
one of the most prominent men in
the motion picture industry, we have
established a scenario department to
serve the needs of the public. This
department is under the supervision
of Mr. Berst, who established the
Pathe Company in America, and for
years was its vice president and
general manager.

How to Write and Sell
Your Stories

If
you have
ever "hadto anouridea
of writing
for
pictures,
subscribe
complete
scenario
service without delay. This service includes:
1 — "How to Write Photoplays," including
a complete model scenario of the Talmadge
picture, "The Love Expert," showing exactly
the form used in the studio. -This book is
praised by the newspaper reviewers as the
greatest work of its kind ever written.
2 — A model synopsis, showing the form in
which your ideas should be submitted.
3 — A Bulletin service once a month, for
six months,
kind and
of companies.
stories required for theshowing
differentthestars
with names and addresses of editors to whom
they are to be submitted.
The charge for this complete service is ?10,
payable in advance.

Our Editors Will
Point Out Mistakes
Our Editors will read your stories and send
you an individual criticism, pointing out
your mistakes and suggesting necessary
changes, for a fee of $5.00 each. If we find
any stories suitable for picture purposes, we
will, if you desire, act as your agent In
selling the story for the customary brokerage
fee. Reputable authors never try to sell their
own material, acting always through agents.
The opportunities were never so
great in this industry as they are
to day. Do not neglect this chance.
Send office
your money
subscription
post
order. to=day with-

Picture Trading Corporation
1402 Broadway

New

York

1
Metro has started cinematizing this virile
story and changed the title to the one of
"What is the' Matter with Marriage?"
which has absolutely nothing to do with
the plot. Everyone must regret a policy
like this which is becoming more and more
rampant in picture companies. The cast
for "What is the Matter with Marriage?"
which you will probably never recognize
as "The Little Lady of the Big House" includes Ora Carew, Milton Sills and Nigel
Barrie.
May Allison is one of the most capable
and talented stars. She not only designs
her own clothes but recently drew plans
for the interior of a church and its altar
to be used for the wedding scene in her
latest picture "Are Wives to Blame."
Then she had three days vacation — during which time she made preserves from
the fruit of the eight fig trees which adorn
the rear of her beautiful new home in
Beverly Hills.
The Screen Writers' Guild of the
Authors' League of America is at last an
accomplished fact. Offices have been
opened at 224 Markham Building, Hollywood. The chief purpose for which the
Screen Writers' Guild has been organized
is to promote a closer and more co-operative relationship between the producer of
motion pictures and those who in the capacity of writers are directly associated with
him in the creation and preparation of
screen material. For instance the registration of manuscripts — which is a tried and
proved protection of the author against the
theft of his ideas — is one of the duties
which the Guild has undertaken and which
service is available to any author of motion
picture material whether or not he is a
member of the Guild.
Ford Sterling has completed a tour of
the Western Coast but has postponed his
Eastern personal appearance trip to start
work on his first comedy at the Special
Pictures Studio. The other day President
Thompson called him into his office and
said :
"Well, old man, I think we'll have to
lower the salary we are paying you."
"But I have a contract," protested Sterling.
"Yes, I know, but haven't you noticed
that the price of all Fords has gone down?
I cant see where you're an exception."
The Goldwyn Studio has a most interesting wardrobe manager — by name Sophie
Wachner. The other day she was having
a brainstorm figuring how many yards of
silk will be required to make seventeen
dozen old-fashioned dresses having fifteen
or twenty yards in each one. She'll have
a worse brainstorm trying to count up how
many modern frocks one old-fashioned
dress will make when she remodels them
for another picture.
William H. Crane, dean of the American
stage, intends to make Hollywood his future home. Altho Mr. Crane has announced that he does not care to work before the camera, still he wishes to keep in
close touch with the studios and any of his
former associates who are now working
for the screen.
Marcus Loew has been spending some
time in Hollywood visiting the Metro studios in which he has a large interest. He
asserts that his viewpoint is still primarily
that of the exhibitor.

When dealing with bores one good turn
down deserves another.

The Answer

1

Man

{Continued from p.age 119)
doubtedly human, and nobody lives who
doesn't eat appreciation. For heaven's
sake, take this as it's given. I shy at being
thought a bally flapper. Personally, I
hope that you are seventy-nine and not a
dayRuth
younger."
; Cathryn H. ; Jennie 'B. ; Conway Tearle Admirer; Eugene O'Brien
Admirer; B. H! N. & M. E. ■ 1. ; L. H. G. ;
Alice Louise; Eugene Lacayo, Manila;
D. S. B. ; English Girl; Jim S. ; Maude
S. ; X. V.; New Orleans Girl; Josephine; Blue Eyes; Monroe Salisbury;
A. M. K. ; Blondie ; Two-Gun ; Wallace
Reid Fan , Vivian Martin Fan ; Just
Toots ; D. W. — Better luck next time, but
3'our answers appear above — somebody
else got ahead of you all.
Gloria H. — Surely, I was glad to hear
from you. Martha Mansfield is playing
opposite Conway Tearle in "The Road to
Ambition." That's the road we should all
take. You refer to Charles Spere.
Jewel P. — Have success, and there
will always be fools to say that you have
talent, you say. I agree with you, but the
majority wont grant success without
talent. Yes, Edith Roberts, in "White
Jane St. Clair. — No, I am not superYouth." stitious, but I have heard of the one that
if an actor's shoes squeak when he is
making his first entrance, he will be very
well received by the audience. That was
W. P. Carleton, in "The Amateur Wife,"
and Albert Roscoe, in "Her Elephant
Dolly B. Good. — You ask me the best
way to get thin. The surest way I know
of, altho rather inconvenient, is to stop
eating.
Man." As my friend, Brown, says, I
know a nice, affectionate girl who goes
about patting beefsteaks on the back, running her fingers fondly thru the beards
of oysters, holding hands for hours with
breaded veal cutlets, rubbing noses with
pork chops, and having affairs with boiled
onions. Her emotional eyes light with
amorous interest in the presence of food ;
they fill with great, glistening tears when
the plates are taken out, and she sits despondent, weeping gently into her coffee. Monte Blue, in "Jucklins."
E. M. — No, I do not live in New York.
I have all I can do to live in Brooklyn on
$10 a week. In my hall-room I have artificial heat, artificial light, and artificial
food, but so long as I dont have artificial
hair,
teeth,
and legs,
The life
of eyes
an Answer
Man I'llis get
but along.
a bed
of roses.
Yo te Amo. — Heap much thanks. I
prized your letter highly. Yes, Douglas
Fairbanks, in "The Mark of Zorro." Taken
from the novel "The Curse of Capistrano."
Marguerite de- La Motte opposite him.
Yes, indeed, I like to go to art exhibits.
I always attend the National Academy
Show in New York. Ancient works make
one warm, modern ones leave one placid.
The reason is, perhaps, that the ancients
had more faith than we have. Why, Jere
Austin was born in Minneapolis.
Just Vicky. — Thank you, but I think
that the wisdom of old age compensates
for the vigor of youth. You certainly pay
me the highest sort of compliment. Pell
Trenton was born in New York.
December Mary. — You say I resemble
in achievement today what Dr. Samuel
Johnson was in the past, who sat in his
easy-chair, and was for twenty years the
literary oracle of the world. Say, that's
what I call mighty nice of you. Wont
you be my Boswell? Phyllis Haver, Marie
{Continued on page 122)

Screen Stories
W!&*®
in Demand
Before sending your photoplays
and stories out on the market,
be careful to have them first put
in proper form and language.
The

"Detailed Synopsis" is preferred by the studios, as almost
every producing company now
has its own scenario form, and
it would be an utter impossibility
for outside writers to learn them
all. But, a "Detailed Synopsis" can be used by any company,
and, if accepted, will be "picturized" by their own writers to
suit their own requirements.
We

CRITICISE,

REVISE,

and TYPE photoplays and stories at reasonable rates, which
will be furnished on application.
After REVISION, we return
the same Carbon Copy and
Original, to the writer, along
with a complete list of PRODUCING COMPANIES, to
whom

scripts may be sent directly. This is the method now
universally adopted by both
studios and writers, and it has
been found to work admirably,
as it is a distinct advantage to
the writers, who thus come into
personal touch with the Studio
Editors and Directors.
Mr. T. Herbert Chesnut ("Allan Douglas Brodie"), short
story writer, photoplay-wright
and screen actor, who has made
many friends among writers
thruout the English-speaking
world during. the past five years,
is now Editor of our SCENARIO DEPARTMENT, and
will be happy to extend every
courtesy to our patrons.
We

assure the readers of MOTION PICTURE, CLASSIC
and SHADOWLAND
that we
shall be glad to give them every
assistance in our power. Send
stamp
for further
information.

Brewster Publications
INC.
SCENARIO

DEPARTMENT

175 Duffield Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
PAfiU
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The

Forman of the Megaphone
(Continued from page 72)

ring vehicles which Mr. Forman was directing. But, as it was apparent that he had
written many other things besides, we
didn't like to ask his name. It was he who
opened
the door
us the
and tub
said,
"I'mcome
not
Mr. Forman.
He for
is in
! But
right in, and he wont be long now." So
we talked about everything, principally
about how very bad, bad pictures can be,
and so, when Tommy Meighan came in, he
took it for granted that we knew whom
we were talking to, and only said, "Hello,
everybody. Where's the medicine case?
I'll fill it." And we all went on talking
about how very bad, bad pictures can be.
Now, of course, when you're not sure
of your listener, you have to be careful
what you say, for we never shall forget
the time we said to an inoffensive yqung
woman : "I Wanted to kill the ingenue in
that picture." And she replied: "Yes; I
thought my work was bad. It was the
director's fault." So, whenever we took
up a new picture for discussion, we would
first say: "Did you write it?" For, even
having the courage of one's convictions
isn't the same as telling a man to his face
that you, think his work is rotten. But
we're quite sure that we shall like "The
Quarry !" The nameless blond young man
likes all of our favorite directors, such as
David Griffith, Jerome Storm and George
Loane Tucker, and, "as a man thinketh,
so shall he write scenarios."
Every time we dont see Tommy Meighan for a couple of months we forget
how nice he is ; so, when he walked into
Mr. Forman's apartment the other evening, we had a hundred things to talk
about. We both started in simultaneously :
"Do you remember that interview at the
Astor?" and, "Oh, that night at the Ziegfeld Roof!" "Have you ever seen him
since?" and "Did you get there on time?"
So when Mr. Forman, pink and white and
fair-haired and radiant in his dinner
clothes, came into the room no one saw
him, and he just had to break right in
and say, "Here, I want to be interviewed !"
So Tommy Meighan said : "You cant be
interviewed now. You haven't time.
We'll all have luncheon at the studio on
Monday, and you can be interviewed
then." But we were quite firm.
"Never mind the story about 'the miracle cat' now. You go and sit down for
ten minutes, and then we shall deliver
your director into your hands intact, to
do We
withtook
as you
one will."
look at our victim and
said : "It's a shame, you're not going to
be a leading man any more. Why do you
prefer directing?"
"Well," he answered, "I can answer
that question very easily. In the first
place, I wasn't a leading man — or only on
rare occasions at least. I was always playing second leads — the returned-soldierwho-finds - his - sweetheart - married - to-another-man sort of thing. And then, just as
I was being cast for leads, I went away
to war, and, I tell you, the war makes a
lot of difference."
"You played the lead in the last picture
we saw you in. Cant remember the name
of it, but you stole Irving Cumming's girl
away from him and married her ; and then
he returned from the war like Enoch Ardcn. Do you remember? Of course, you
were the lead in that, because it is always
the leading man who marries the heroine."
"Yes, I played the hero in that ; but it
isn't possible to be away for two years and
then to take tilings up just where you left
off. So it didn't look to me as tho I was
ever going to get very far."
122
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"But you were so clever on the screen,"
we murmured, determined to make this
ex-movie herd regret his departure from
the drama.
He didn't seem a bit elated.
"I never thought so," he answered. "I
never liked what I did." And he meant it.
"But, dont you miss seeing yourself
in the pictures? Didn't you envy Jack
Holt in 'The Sins of Rozanne'? And,
wouldn't you rather have been making
love to Ethel Clayton than directing her ?"
"Well, a story like 'Sins of Rozanne'
isn't easy to do, on account of the occult
stuff; but I prefer to be the man behind
"And wont you languish for the plaudits
the
gun."well-known public? You know a
of the
director never gets the credit he deserves
when the picture is good."
"No ; but he gets the blame when the
picture is bad ! Art9 as for the other, I
dont care two straws for it. I haven't a
bit of vanity. I never was cut out for an
actor, anyway.. I was born in Texas, and
was raised to punch cattle. However, I
do like directing. An actor is only so
much putty in the hands of his director.
He has no will of his own !"
"What's that?" called out Tommy
Meighan from the next room. "So, I'm
only
am talking
I?"
"Heputty,
wasn't
of stars," we called
back . . . "only of ordinary mortals. Keep
quiet in there ; our allotted time is not
yet up." And then to Mr. Forman we
said : "And you preferred being the director to being the putty?" Omar Khayyam
has said something very nice which would
have been appropriate to the occasion,
only we couldn't think of it then. We never
can when we want it in a hurry. It's something about the potter's clay.
"Yes, I was saying that there were many
reasons why I'd rather be a director than
be an actor. You know, the director gets
more money than anybody unless it is the
star, and we've got to think of that. And a
star never expects to retain his following
for more than six or eight years. The public is notoriously fickle. I expect to be
directing when I'm an infirm old man,
walking around with a stick."
"Yes ; and, of course, you should begin
to plan for the future. You must be all
of twenty-five, aren't you?"
"Oh, I never tell my age. I'll tell you
where I was born, but not when."
"Why, if we were your age, we should
be shouting it from the housetops . . .
'We're only twenty-five ! . . . We're only
twenty-five !' It's great to be young."
"Yes, but not for a director. They think
they cant trust you until your hair begins to turn grey."
"Dont worry," we added. "Your's will
begin to turn grey before you've directed
many more pictures. Why, dont you
know that if the star's work is stilted, or
the continuity is bad, or the ingenue is
'too cute for words,' or the titles are bad,
everybody says, 'Cherchez le directeur!'
Oh, your hair will turn grey fast enough."
"And I'll see to it that it does," called
Tommy Meighan from the next room.
"Haven't you finished with him yet?"
"Yes. Just one thing more. In enumerating the advantages of being a director,
you left out one thing. You know, when
you're a star, you have to be careful what
you eat so as to keep your waistline where
it belongs. But when you're only a director, you can eat anything you like.
"Which is a polite way of telling me
that I'm getting fat. I know it; but
whether it's because I'm a director, or
vice versa, I'm not so sure."
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Post and Charles Murray, in Mack Sennett's next five-reel feature, "Love, Honor
and Behave." Naomi Childers, in California. Thanks, write me again.
Beula. — We all should be both teachers and pupils ; no one is so ignorant but
he can teach, no one so learned but he can
learn. Carol Holloway is playing in "A
Good Bad Man." Lottie Pickford did not
play in "The Trey of Hearts." You refer
to Cleo Madison and George Larkin. William Boyd was Mr. Carpenter in "City of
Dolly B. Good. — You here again?
Eugene O'Brien is 37 ; Jack Pickford, 25 ;
Constance Talmadge, 21 ; George Walsh,
29.
You're welcome. Myrtle Stedman,
Masks."
and Lawson Butt, in "The Tiger's Coat."
Lester Cuneo is playing in "Lone Hand
Emily F. — Thanks, indeed, for the
fudge. It was very fine, and you are quite
a candy maker. As to your question, {
think perhaps it is better for you to wait
and live in your world of dreams than
toWilson."*
join the noisy throng.
George M. — Thanks for the clipping.
You say Yonkers is next to the largest
city in the U. S. Yes, geographically
speaking. Ruth Stonehouse and Eileen
Percy,
of Jazz."
Agnes.in —"The
Why, Land
the tomato
was formerly
called love-apple, was thought to be
poisonous, and was grown for decorative
purposes. Yes, I know, the other day a very
handsome chap called here and told me
that Rod LaRocque's name should be spelt
just as I have spelt it. You can reach him
at the Greenroom Club, New York City.
Zim Zam Zum. — Thanks for your cards.
They are much appreciated.
Spectator. — Thank you for the picture
of yourself in a bathing suit. You ought
to join the Mack Sennett company. You
have my sympathy. Sylvia Breamer is
playing in "The Devil," with George Arliss. George Beban, in "One Man in a
Mary M. — Your questions in rhyme
were interesting to read. About Moreno,
I shall proceed. Married, he is not, you
Million."
see
; in serials he will no longer be. Finis.
thing?
Now, isn't that just too clever for anyLillis St. Clair. — One of the old
Pansy Club members. Glad to hear from
you again. Be sure to call on me when
youPeggy
come San
East. Francisco. — They tell me
Conrad Nagel is the father of a baby
girl, Ruth, which was born on October
29th. E. K. Lincoln and Hazel Dawn are
playing in "What Is Love?" I hope they
know. Nobody else does. The Bible has
been translated into 450 languages and
dialects.
Milwaukee. — Thanks kindly for the
box of milk chocolates. Sweet of you.
Sweets from the sweet to the sour. You
want an interview with Cullen Landis
soon. You ought to have it. Yes, they do
say that there is a device on which a moving hand indicates the direction the car
will turn, being designed for use on the
rear of motorcars.
Brown Eyes. — Why, it was General
Zachary torious
Taylor
led against
America's
victroops in who
the war
Mexico,
and he captured Palo Alto May 8th, 1846.
Norman Trevor has been signed to make
eight pictures for the new Ziegfeld Film
Company. Florence Reed and Earle Foxe
have also signed with this company. Just
forget about that Chaplin question.
Anyone. — Why, I started to work here
in November, 1910, but I was with Mr.
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Brewster in September, 1910. The first
issue of this magazine was the February,
1911,cover.
with Thomas
Edison's
on
the
Wallace Reid
has picture
one child.
You refer to Bobby' Connelly.
Bronx Nut. — Your letter was certainly
full of nonsense. God must have loved
silly people — he made so-many of them.
Nuts, St. Louis. — Glad to hear from
you again. So you are married and have
two children. Congratulations. Write me
again.
Devil Dog. — You want to see and hear
more of Lillian Walker.
So do I.
Berte from Milwaukee.— Late suppers
and late hours make men unhealthy, unwealthy and otherwise. I dont approve of
them. Rockcliffe Fellowes is playing opposite Ethel Clayton in "The Price of Possession." You refer to Edith Taliaferro
and Jack Sherrill. Very interesting, your
letter.
The Answer Man insists on our publishing this letter, and not without, cause. It
seems that H.C. is an inmate of an unmentionable institution and we bought a W.S.S.
from him to help him out. Just read what
he saj'S and see how eloquent he is : "There's
not a person in all the world I could more
wish
justPhormio.
now to Additional
meet than scene.
yourself."
Terence,
Which may or may not flatter you, my
dear X, but candidly it is the truth; It is
a night for companionship for "Th' wind
am a howlin' in the pine wood brake."
While the spatters of rain against the
windows whisper things not understood by
human ears and all Camden Town lies
silent except two muffled notes borne
faintly on the wind from the clock tower.
Of course, by all laws of decency I should
be in bed, and yet here I am prowling
around in a bathrobe like some ill-begotten
spirit doomed for some infinitesimal sin.
I suppose some punishment is due me for
not answering your most generous letter,
and if you just say the word I'll have the
doctor slip some nux vomica into the vile
concoctions he now prescribes as medicines
we'll accommodating
call it square. Confidentially,
"he's
aandvery
old chap; frank,
outspoken and all the rest of those irritating
qualities habitual with physicians — and -directors.
He quite frankly told me yesterday that
if he could make an emulsion of my disposition itwould form a culture bed of
bacilli that would start a bubonic plague.
So I am beginning to wonder whether a
plain stone slab or an elaborate granite
block would be suitable placed admidship
after the gentleman in the over-alls and
run-down shoes gives me the final pat in
the face with his spade, and it all started
because I dared to remark in a fit of
despondency that "I was a stranger to
everybody except God — and to him I was a
disappointment."
Seriously tho, my dear X, if I could
find words suitable to express the pleasure
your letter gave me, perhaps I would be
more' content in knowing that you understood; but, somehow, for some unknown
reason I am left groping helplessly, blindly
and can only wonder at my own stupidity.
It was really wonderful of you to pause
long enough to shake hands with me and
laugh over the interview I sent you. Candidly, Iwish there was a phrase more expressive than just "Thank you."
But, my dear X, I am greatly troubled
about the check. I did not send the interview to sell. It was not even in Ms. form,
but when I received the check I thought
that possibly "Ye
for it, and if so
estly mine; but
customary six to
(Ah ! how many

Editor" would find space
the check would be honas time passes and the
eight weeks have gone by,
slips have I with that six

lne)l

to eight .veeks) and there has been no signs
of the article, I have come to the conclusion
it has not appealed to him, so I want to
return the amount you so kindly sent me;
but am in doubt as how to do so.
If sent by registered mail to the "Answer Man" would it reach you safely? A
money-order is out of the question (confound this incognito and a registered letter
is all I can think of, only I want to be
sure you are there and not on your vacation ;
so please help the dumb.
I sincerely wish I knew you well enough
to write often, for at times I get the "willies" so bad that you might think I was
Nazimova, and I dont need to ask questions
about the pictures nor the stars as I am
pretty well versed in astronomy and I get
all the movie magazines on the market,
but the way you put your act over is a
riot ; original and well-seasoned and best of
all, you're so damnably human. Now do
you wonder why I want to know you better.
Please dont think I wish to pry into
things I have no business to, for I am not
a he — Mrs. Grundy. Your name, age, and
color of your eyes I will leave to man's
dearest enemy. If you were a convict with
the same mentality I would gladly hail you,
for candidly speaking I am a mental Robinson Crusoe on the Island of Life.
Did you ever read Ralph Iron's "Story
of an African Farm"? If not, may I send
it to you? I consider it a wonderful piece
of work and am sure you would enjoy it.
Thanking you again for your great kindness and trusting sincerely that you can
find time to wave from your hill o' battle
in the direction of mine, I am, H. C.
Lenore G. — I wept real salty tears when
I read yours. Yes, Casson Ferguson.
Earl, Ark. — Youiare not educated right
if you say that. To have no education is a
misfortune. To have a wrong education
is a calamity. Lawrence Grant in "To Hell
With the Kaiser." You refer to George
Chesebro. Why should we complain, since
we are so little moved by the complaints
of others?
Senonta Nee-Nah. — Aha, you say you
always read my department last, because
you always believe in saving the best thing
till last. My most gracious thanks. Marin
Sais is in Los Angeles.
Smiles. — I am afraid the picture would
be too small. I guess you like the gravure
printing better. We never forget what we
learn with pleasure, and that is why motion. tion pictures are the best kind of educaG. T. R. — You pay me a high compliment. Itry to be happy by learning what
I know not and teaching what I know.
So you enjoy the Capitol Theater, while
I like the Strand. I usually go to pictures
every
Monday night. The Editor takes
me.
RubyK. — So this is your first letter to me.
Come right in ; dont be afraid. I like all
my friends. Friends unjustly gotten are
seldom comfortably enjoyed. And you
seem to think that Tom Moore ought to
have some of his eyebrows pulled out.
The men will all be doing it soon, and
most of them need it badly.
Inquisitive Sonia. — Thanks, a lot, for
your gem of a letter. Yes, Olive Tell is
with Selznick, playing opposite Eugene
O'Brien in "Regret." Viola Vale, opposite Bill Hart.
The Hat City— Hats off! The blonde
was Doris Pawn. In nude, painted, sculptured, or described, some see only the
line of the beautiful ; others see always
temptation.
W. A. K. from the Pines. — No, my
child, I do not want riches. I am very
happy getting $10 a week. Surely, it is
{Continued" on page 126)
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Shipment made for your examination. First payment to be made onlj after you have convinced
yourself that SWEET values cannot be equaled.
If not what you wish return at our expense.
Any diamond bought of
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you
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Fine Diamonds, set in
Jewelry.
Silverware, Leather
Goods,
etc.
Platinum. Looks like Watches,
Send TODAY for SWEET
1 Vz carats Solitaire. DeLuxe
Catalog. Write
Price $62.50.
NOW
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PATRICIA-FIT

**ur..
Tffe...FOR A PRINCESS

Romance lurks 9kv every wave of this newest style coiffure.
Wide, Most
extra becoming
Kong, triple
weight for
Puff.
Self-filling
nside
rat.
dressing
the crown,
showswithout^
roll in front
and back. No. 66311, $4.95 ; Greys Extra.
MONEY
BACK
IF NOT
SATISFACTORY
Write tor FREE CATALOG with REDUCED Price List

GUARANTEED

HAIR

GO

O D S

Made to Order--To Match your Sample
Switches, 95c up. Transformations, Wigs, Curls, etc.

Frances
.100 Fifth Ave.

Learn to Write
EXPERT

Roberts
Dept. 804

Co-

SHORTHAND

Toil can earn $5,000 to $ 12,000 a year as a shorthand
expert, while ordinary office stenography pays only onequarter as much. Our graduates report big conferences,
trials, investigations and business conferences. They are
paid as high as $12,000 a year for this fascinating work.
You can become a shorthand expert with our help, even if
you are a beginner — even if you know nothing about shorthand and typewriting we -can teach you the famous Bose
system of expert shorthand by mail and help you to a good
position.
Our system isand
simnlest
fastest
to write
easiest to
to learn,
read.
Write for
FREE
TRIAL LESSON
a copy of
Rose of
'a
book.
"How toandBecome
a Mr.
Master
Shorthand." If you are a stenographer
state what system you use.

ROBERT F. I01E, Expert Shorthand School
Suite 82, Columbia Ride , Washington. P. C.

'STUDY

AT HOME

Become
a lawyer.
Legally
' trained men win high positions
' vers
and earn
bip success in business and
' poblic life. Greater opportu] nitiee now than ever before. Bo
' independent— be a leader. Law-

,000 to $10,000 Annually
_> by step. You can train at home
during spare time. We prepare you for bar examination in any state. Money refunded according to oar
Guarantee Bond if dissatisfied. Degree of LL. B.
conferred.
successful
'students
enrolled. LowThousands
cost, easy ofterms.
Fourteen
volume
Law Library free if you enroll now. Get our valuable 120 pago
"Law Guide" and "Evidence" books free. Send for them— now.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 278-R.

Chicago

WATER-WAVE
YOUR
HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers 1
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave
that remains
in straightest
•lllllllll Jlf ffill ft hair a week or more, even in damp
yMro^lltf
weather or when perspiring.
If the
//TP\
I V*
after
hair isevery
fluffyshampoo.
only use the wavers once
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today— stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary— universally successful — endorsed by society'sleaders. If yourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.
WATER -MAID WAVER CO.
1 17-B West Seventh St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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outside the door the fairies are

waiting with their gifts. Let them in.
They will weave a magic spell about
you and transform you with their deft

touches," says a lovely new star, the winner
of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest. And
she tells who these fairies are in the story,

In League with
the r airies
By

CORLISS PALMER
wnicn will appear in

The

(Continued from page 75)

H<

Marchof Numher

He

offers the hand

of his adopted

daughter, Eva, to "Squire" Rattray, provided Rattray, who is passionately in love
with Eva, helps him in securing a great
hoard of gold. To do this, they wreck
the ship carrying it, having previously
loaded the dory, in which they escape, with
the treasure. In the meantime, one of the
ship's passengers, a George Stevenson
Cole, has fallen in love with Eva, and she
with him; but, her pleadings notwithstanding, they leave him to perish with
the others. Miraculously, his life is saved,
but his troubles are by no means over.
Because he has a tale to tell, his life still
hangs in the balance, and it is not until
he escapes thru two or three reels of the
deadliest plotting that he wins the girl, and
is apparently assured two or three peaceful
years, thru the death of Sefior Santos and
the repentance of "Squire" Rattray.
This is one of the few pictures in which
the interiors have actually been filmed inside of the house shown in the story. The
winding stairways and large rooms, with
exquisitely carved woodwork, are not the
product of a studio carpenter's ingenuity,
but actually existed. This makes all manner of effective shots possible, with action
on the outside — shown thru open doorways and windows — and on the inside, possible at the same time. Perhaps this was
necessary . . . for, as may be seen, there
is sufficient action.
It is unusual, too, in that it has two
climaxes, one in the beginning of the
story, in which there is an exceptionally
fine ship explosion — and it is not a. miniature ship in a tank exploded for the occasion, but the real thing — and a virile fight
before the story draws to a close.
Certainly the production does not aim
towards the artistically dramatic, and if •
the artists contributed any subtleties they
have been- sacrificed to the action, which
crams each and every reel. Tom Terris,
who directed "Dead Men," may not specialize in emotional scenes, but he does in
thrills.
As to» the cast : Percy Marmont plays
the hero adequately, while Holmes E.

MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE
This is the first of a series of beauty articles by
Miss Palmer, who, as the most beautiful
woman of America, is prepared to give her
very modern and advanced ideas of acquiring
and preserving beauty and health for the
benefit of every woman who seeks her
shrine. Beginning with the March number,
these articles will appear regularly in Motion
Picture Magazine.
3WSC
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Herbert is so very attractive as "Squire"
Rattray that you find yourself inadvertently favoring his suit. George von Syffertitz is excellent as the master-mind, the
canny Scotchman, who goes his deadly
way under the name of Sefior Santos.
Catherine Calvert, who plays Eva, deserves a special word of mention. She is
quite the most ravishing vision shadowed
on the screen for many moons, but the
story gives her no opportunity to do much
more than look beautiful. However, she
does this so ably that you are not inclined
to notice anything else.
KISMET — ROBERTSON-COLE

"Kismet" is redeemed by Otis Skinner.
Bringing to the screen the beggar, Hajj,
which he has created on the stage for so
long a time, Otis Skinner's every movement
is a joj» to behold, his innate grace of bearing and his subtle interpretations of the
emotions cause his scenes to stand forth
with an artistic radiance. And, fortunately,
he appears in many scenes.
Really, "Kismet" should need no redemption— it should have suggested purples and
silvers and rose and gold in a setting of
amber — instead it suggested a theatric Bagdad and now and then it creaked and
lumbered.
The story is that which Edward Knoblock dramatized from the Arabian Nights,
and Gasnier has produced it for the silver-

JONfllCTUR|

sheet. Too, a few hours reference work
would ' have obliterated the errors in the
manners and customs of the distant East
which it now contains and which strip it
of- any reality whatsoever for those who
are familiar with that part of the Orient
in which the action is laid.
Everyone knows the story of Hajj, the
beggar who enjoys the purple for one day,
who schemes and plans for his daughter
to marry one in high authority. Incidentally, the man he chooses has been in love
with his daughter for sometime, wooing
her over her garden wall in the guise of
the gardener's son. In the end the daughter goes to the palace and Hajj returns
to his begging stone outside the temple.
Rosemary Theby plays the favored lady
of the harem and Elinor Fair, Marsinah,
the daughter of Hajj; Nicholas Dunrer
and Herschel Mayall too are entrusted with
important roles, only
but which
it is Otis
Skinner's
characterization
you take
from
the theater with you. He shines forth as
a gem in a dull setting.
THE

DEVIL'S

GARDEN — FIRST

NATIONAL

This production, which, like "The Master Mind," Lionel Barrymore's last screen
offering, was directed by Kenneth Webb,
strives toward the artistic ; but, except for
exquisite photography thruout and the atmosphere of several scenes, its striving is
in vain.
The story tells of a postmaster in an
English rural district, played by Mr.
Barrymore, and his wife, Mavis. His postmastership threatened, Mavis risks their
honor to save it. When her husband
learns of this, he murders the man involvedj but his crime is not discovered.
Years later, when his wife brings a little
girl of the village 'Thfo their home to assist •her,-' he finds that the girl tempts his
desires, even" as his wife had those of the
man +i« miirHprpH
Terrified

'You look as though you%djust been
unwrapped from the tissue-paper!*'

Is It Simply a Perversity of
Nature That Some Complexions
Withstand Whipping Winter
Winds? Or Have the Favored
Few a Secret of Their Own?
HE long grey car sped
purringly through the
starlight to where the
. lights of the Country
Club glowed warm and inviting.
The girl threw back her head
ecstatically and let the crisp, winelike air stream against her cheeks.

hv_tlie_f_eajr_of

"Oh, Alan! Isn't it simply glorious with the wind-shield open,"
she gasped to the man behind the
wheel, who bent lower as the car
almost doubled its speed. "Let's
ride around just a tiny bit more bewe go in,
— it's
heavenly!"
The forewind
took
thetoowords
almost

JW ■

before they were out of her mouth.

i. lie ivi.ct3i.v-i

to such- a great extent, he is frightfully
handicapped by his story material.
Mrs. Lionel Barrymore, listed in the
cast as Doris Rankin, also brings an artistry to the screen," and' her characterization
of the loving wife, Mavis, will linger in
the minds of her audiences.
TWIN

BEDS — FIRST

NATIONAL

If you didn't see "Twin Beds," quite as
boudoir ish as any bedroom farce before
or after, on the stage, it will undoubtedly
afford an evening's entertainment — especially ifyou dont feel that bedroom farces,
like the circus, are always the same.
But, on the other hand, if "Twin Beds"
amused you from the other side of the
footlights, it is safe to say that they wont
on the screen, because you'll know that
they're not successful, especially in apartments where everybody else has 'em, and
husbands"
home in theget
weeinto
hours,
prohibitioncoming
notwithstanding,
the
wrong door, and, eventually, the wrong
twin bed. You'll know, too, just when
Serior Monti is going to hide from the
husband in the linen basket, and when he

J

A half hour later tfcfey 'burst breathless
and glowing into the club house, where
the roaring fire and gay music greeted
them cheeringly. In a few short minutes
they were gliding out on the floor.

11

"I say, Corina, — it was simply ripping
— that open windshield idea — but didn't
it play merry havoc with your complexion? Even my tough old rawhide stings
like the deuce, while you— you look as

though you'd just been unwrapped from
the tissue-paper. "
Corina laughed gaily. " You're a dear to
say that, Alan, — but it isn't really me you
know, — it's Hinds Cream. It soothes the
skin so wonderfully I always put lots of it
on after motoring. It brings out the natural freshness and softness, — that's all!"
"As though that weren't enough," murmured Alan, who held the usual masculine dislike for cosmetics. "It makes you
look a thousand times better than any
paint
powder
could!"table where you
On orevery
dressing
find the daintiest appointments, you also
find Hinds Honey and Almond Cream.
For the cleverest women realize that
natural loveliness of complexion has a
charm high above all others,— and that
this Hinds Honey and Almond Cream,
long famous for its softening and purifying qualities, is the surest way to a skin
of pristine freshness and radiance.
Delightful coolness is the first sensation
when applying Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream. ■ Then follows a wonderful healing and softening process— a remarkable
refining hancesofits natural
the skin's
texture which enclearness.
May we send you "A Week-End Package" including Hinds Honey and Almond Cream, both Cold and Disappearing Cream, Talcum, Face Powder, Trial
Cake Soap? Enclose 50 cents, not foreign
stamps or foreign
,--■-. iS^n-rt-^v-x money,
ple size please.
Cream, Satneach

ir^^Mpr*
GSilll
A. S. HINDS, 245 West Street, Portland, Maine

5c- Talc, 2c. Face
Powder, 2c.

MEN, u/ko scorn the use of a
beauty lotion, find Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream ideal after
shaving. Ready to use, it heals
small cuts and scrapes, soothes,
cools and prevents chapping.

Coovriaht 1SS1 A. S. Hinds
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Playing Cards
For Your Winter's Fun
There

are yet a great

many of the old-fashioned
sort of people who enjoy
tranquil, quiet evenings and
a game

of cards that is interesting without being unduly exciting. Not everyone
has time to master the intricacies ofbridge, whist, the
more modern games. Not
everyone enjoys them.
Here is a game that is
restful yet jolly, easy yet
piquant, entertaining — even
educational — because it acquaints one with the names
and faces of the best artists
of the stage and screen.
Why not lay aside your old
games and try our STAGE
PLAYING
CARDS?
There are 52 cards and
joker, daintily painted in
pastel shades of pink, cream,
green and gold, gold-edged
and highly flexible, each
card bearing the photograph
of some popular player on
its back.
These cards need not be
hidden when not in use;
they are an ornament to any
living-room table, and in
offering them to you at 65c
we are giving you an unusual opportunity to add to
your store of wmter's

fun.

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
175 Duf field Street

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Announcement
These are the official photographers of Brewster Publications, Inc.:
Charles Albin, 1931 Broadway,
New York City, Phone 1716 Columbus; Samuel Lumiere, 574
Fifth Avenue, New York City,
Phone Bryant 5807; and Nickolas
Muray, 129 McDougal Street,'
New York City, Phone Spring
6321. All movie and stage stars
are invited to sit for any of these
celebrated artists at our expense,
and all others are recommended
to do so at their own.

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield Street,

9 126
ASC

Brooklyn, N. Y.

is going to seek refuge under one of the
title roles . . . and you wont be one bit

The Answer

surprised in the very end when the' beds
are pushed together arid wifie, with her
"new-fangled ideas," agrees that hubby
is right, after all.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven have
made as much out of the screen possibilities of "Twin Beds" as could be made. Mr.
DeHaven, especially, contributes several
humorous incidents, but even he is not funny
enough to cause us to change what we said
some time ago about no farce being material
for a five-reel production.

(Continued from page 123)

THE

CHARM

SCHOOL — PARAMOUNT

In his latest offering, Wallie Reid, genial
and good-looking as ever, inherits a school.
You can imagine the rest. He resigns from
his position as automobile salesman and
takes the fair inmates of the institution
of learning by storm, with countless broken hearts as the result. He determines
to teach the young ladies charm first, and
geometry and Greek afterwards, provided
there is time, 'in the end, the school
is discovered to belong to some one else
thru a will which was overlooked, but this
does not happen until one of the pupils
teaches the new and adored principal the
meaning of other things.
This is a picture very different from
anything Mr. Reid has done hefore. In
fact, it is not like any other picture we
have ever seen, and while the star has an
important role, he is not constantly on the
screen, which means that he is more welcome than ever when he does appear.
Lila Lee plays the girl, and she was
eligible for graduation the minute it became a charm school.
WHEN THE PICTURE IN WHICH
THE
HOME-TOWN
GIRL
COMES TO TOWN

IS

By Frank H. Williams
The Girl Who Was Her Best Childhood Friend : "I dont see anything about
her part to rave over. I think it's a mighty
poor part. And she doesn't treat her old
friends right. When I wrote to her and
asked her to tell the producers about me
so I could become a star right away, she
wrote back and told me to work up as
she's doing. I didn't think it was nice of

Man

always an ease, and sometimes a happiness, to have nothing. No man is so
worthy of envy as he that can be cheerful
in want. Dorothy Dalton, yes, in "The
Teaser," for Paramount. You want an
interview with Harrison Ford.
Ada B. — Ada, how could you? I read
every word of your twenty-four-page letter, and I wont scold, because you ought
to be encouraged. You are a very promising writer. Hens, did you say? Oh, yes,
of course. The eagle is the bird to soar,
the hawk is king of the woods ; the mockingbird can sing the score, but the hen
delivers the goods.
Ernest. — Well, Ernest, there are three
sexes — males, females and girls. Why,
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
are planning to go to Europe again. They
are both producing now. Mary, in "Rag
Tag and Bob Tail." I suppose it is antures. other of her delightfully grotesque picVera W. — You are very good at repartee, Vera. Repartee is perfect when it
effects its purpose with a double edge.
It is the highest ornament of wit, as it bespeaks the coolest yet quickest exercise
of genius, at a moment when the emotions are aroused. Betty Brice was Anne
married..
in "The Sagebrusher."' No, she is not
Madeline.— Yes, naturally, I like to
hear the nice things that are said about
this department.
I believe that it was
Bulwer who
said, "How
a little praise
warm* out of a man the good that is in
him,- arid the. sneer of Contempt which he
feels to be unjust, chills the ardor to excel." Monte Blue, in "The
Jncklins."
on.
the Brady
stage: played in "Anna Ascends,"
Alice
;owards the artistically dramatic, and if ■
he artists contributed any subtleties they
lave been- sacrificed to the action, which
rams each and every reel. Tom Terris,
vho directed "Dead Men," may not spe;ialize in emotional scenes, but he does in
hrills.
As to» the cast : Percy Marmont plays
he hero adequately, while Holmes E.

Herbert is so very attractive as "Squire"
Rattray that you find yourself inadvertently favoring his suit. George von SyfferYoung Man She Turned Down :
herThe
at all."
:itz is excellent as the master-mind, the
"I'm not saying anything, mind you, but you :anny Scotchman, who goes his deadly
know how movie actresses are. You know
ivay under the name of Sefior Santos.
all the stories you hear about movie high
BarrymoreCalvert,
Fan. —whn
Yes, n1a-<">
Mile. i?*—
Dazie,A~the
life, and, well, you know how things go."
dancer.
Catherine
Her Father: "It's a great picture. I
Ben Turpin Admirer. — My, you want
thought'at first I might be a little prejudiced in her favor, seeing as how I'm her
to know at lot. Stuart Holmes, in "The
father, but everybody I've asked about
New Moon." Eugene O'Brien, in "Her
her work in this picture says she sure will
Only Way." Casson Ferguson, in "The
Shuttle." Henry King and Marie Osborne,
be The
starred
beforeWho
long."Is an UnsuccessWoman
in "Joy and the Dragon." Bryant Washful Writer of Screen Stories : "I dont
burn and Marguerite Clayton, in "The
think she appreciates home-town folks or
Prince of Graustark." Dont mind me;
has the right attitude toward her old home
that's what I'm here for. Kindly close
the door behind you.
at all. I sent her a beautiful story I've
written in which there is a splendid part
Well Balli. — Send a stamped addressed
for her, and I suggested that she get the
envelope for list of manufacturers.
Mae V. — You will never be arrested for
company she is working for to buy it. And
she sent it back to me and told me she
speeding. Sure thing. Well, if you are
on a fruit and vegetable diet, your liver
wouldn't presume to try and tell the comwill have three times less work to do
pany what to buy, and that I ought to send
than if you were on a meat diet. After
it The
thru Manager
the 'regularof channels.'
"
the Theater
Where
all, the way we live depends upon the
the Picture is Shown: "It's great stuff!
liver.
Why, Bryant Washburn, in "The
This city should be proud of its foremost
Road to London." This picture was
made in London and the first picture by
screen actress. She is a. coming star! See
his own company. Joan Morgan opposite.
this picture by all means
! ! ! !"
Smithy. — Go ahead and tell me the
Her Mother : "Of course I'm delighted
that she is making such a big success, but,
joke. Phyllis Haver is not married, and
oh, dear, I do wish Hollywood was nearer
I dont know whether she is willing to be.
You must come in and we will talk it over.
home I"

UPWARD
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Washing, for beauty
THIS is to tell you how to make washing your face
tne most important of all beauty treatments. How
to wash so thoroughly that every tiny pore and minute
gjand is cleansed from poisonous accumulations of
dirt and oil. Yet to wash so gently that your complexion issoothed as you cleanse it.
The secret is using the right soap — soap with a mild,
lotion-like lather. And m using, such soap scientifically, as we explain here.

Why Palmolive is so mild
Because it contains the mildest, most g,entle of natural
cleansers — the Palm and Olive oils discovered 3,000
years ag,o in ancient Eg,ypt.
Cleopatra knew their value — they served her both
as cleanser and cosmetic. They adorned the marble
baths of the Greeks and Romans. Today their scientific combination in Palmolive Soap achieves the final
toilet luxury.

Wash with Palmolive and your two hands
Palmolive Soap makes a wonderfully profuse, creamy
lather, which you should work up and apply with
your two hands. Use these same hands for rinsing.
Use tepid water, but finish with ice cold.

Why it doesn't cost more
Users of Palmolive may wonder why it isn't very expensive. Why this extra fine facial soap can be bought
at the price of other soaps.

Apply as much Palmolive Cold Cream as the skin
will absorb, wiping, ofFthe surplus. Then look in the

The answer is— Palmolive is so popular that it forces
production in enormous quantity. The Palmolive factories work day and nig,ht, ingredients are purchased
in almost unbelievable volume.

mirror of
andyour
admire
the becoming freshness "and rosy
bloom
complexion.
Just before g,oing, to bed is the ideal time for this
thorough cleansing,. If your skin is unusually dry,
we advise using, Palmolive Cold Cream before you
begin washing,. This supplies the lacking, natural oil
and keeps your skin smooth and supple.

THE PALMOLIVE
THE

PALMOLIVE

The result is a moderate price which puts Palmolive
within the reach of everybody, everywhere.
Palmolive is sold by leading, dealers and supplied in
g,uest-room size by America's most popular hotels.

COMPANY,

COMPANY

MILWAUKEE,

OF CANADA,

U. S. A.

LIMITED. Toronto, Ontario

PALMOLIVE

„<^

2'

RUTH

ROLAND

A fine and fresh complexion
You must give Nature the aid she needs in
keeping the skin pores active. This means
washing your face and washing it thoroughly, regularly, every day.
Cold cream alone won't do — you mustn't
depend upon it entirely for cleanliness. It
catches dust and helps fill up the tiny pores
instead of cleansing them.
You needn't be afraid of the effect of soap
on the skin — not if your soap is right.
Use Palmolive and make washing a daily
beauty treatment.
Palmolive is the mildest of soaps and the
gentlest of cleansers. Palm and Olive oils
— ingredients of Palmolive — were ancient
Egyptian cosmetics. Cleopatra used them
as beautifiers as well as cleansers.

Use your two hands

The gentle washing and rinsing stimulates
minute glands and capillaries to beneficial
action. This keeps your complexion fine
and fresh and encourages natural, becoming color.
Be liberal with Palmolive Cold Cream if
your skin is dry. Apply it before washing
and again after, and your skin will be
beautifully smooth.

50 cents
a cakeisn't
Why
Palmolive
If made in small quantity it would be. We
can't make it better.
The gigantic demand for Palmolive keeps
the price moderate It keeps the Palmolive
factories working day and night, which
reduces manufacturing cost.
It permits the purchase of the costly oils,
imported from overseas, in such vast volume that the price is much reduced.

This mild, gentle soap produces a profuse
creamy lather which you should apply to
your face with your two hands.

Thus Palmolive is popular priced -— no
more than ordinary toilet soaps.

Massage it softly into your skin, so as not
to roughen its delicate, sensitive texture.
Then just as gently rinse it away.

It is for sale by leading, dealers everywhere
and supplied in guest-room size by America's popular hotels.

It carries with it all dangerous, clogging
accumulations — the dust and oil secretions, the remains of the day's rouge and
powder. It leaves your skin healthfully,
thoroughly clean.

THE

PALMOLIVE COMPANY
Milwaukee. U. S. A.
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When you hear a Victor Record of Caruso's voice
played on the Victrola, you hear the great tenor exactly as he wishes you to hear him. Only the Victor
process of reproduction can bring out all the wonderful beauty of tone which the Victor process of
recording put into the record.
After their records have passed the critical judgment of the officials of the Victor Recording Laboratory, the great artists who make Victor Records pass
judgment upon themselves as they are heard on the
Victrola and they must give the final approval before
any of their records are released to the public.
Victrolas $25 to $1500. Victor dealers everywhere.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

"HIS MASTERS

VOICE"

This trademark and the trademarked
■word "Victrola" identify all our products
'Look under the lid ! Look on the label '
LVICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden, N J.

MOTION piCTURF
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What 1921 and Paramount
Pictures have in store for you
TQOI
*s going to be a banner year in
J-*/^A
the motion picture industry.
The extraordinary Paramount Pictures
to be released will alone make it such.
■All through the past year, and all over
the world, the immense plans of Paramount have been in preparation for your
1921 entertainment.
1921 and Paramount will give you a
flaming new idea, a totally new and magnificent conception of what the screen can
mean to you!

The whole world-wide producing organization of Paramount Pictures proceeds on
a basis of assured success for the photoplays produced. That is, thousands of theatres in fifteen civilized countries are waiting and eager to show them, and their
audiences to see them.

Only Paramount organization can
give Paramount quality
Neither time nor money, neither endless
trouble nor terrible hazards of physical
danger and difficulty, are spared to achieve
striking results.
In some Paramount Pictures in 1921 you
will see The Alps, for example, as mere
items of the staging of a single scene. If
the tropics are required, or the arctic zone,
the tropics and the arctic zone you will get.
In other 1921 Paramount Pictures you
will see whole groups of great stars in the
same picture.
One instance of many: in the cast of
"The Affairs of Anatol," the play by the
great Viennese dramatist, Arthur Schnitzler, directed by Cecil B. DeMille, there are
no fewer than eight stars: Wallace Reid,
Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Wanda
Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts and Theodore Kosloff. All
this galaxy of talent in one Paramount
Picture, and there will be 104 of them in
1921 for you!
1921 will carry on the great national success of Paramount as represented by the
high water-mark it touched during the
National Paramount Week in September,
1920, when more than six thousand Amer-

JESSE L LASKY

Roscoe ("Fatty")
Arbuckle in
"Brewster's Millions"
Dorothy
Gish in
"The Ghost in the Garret"
Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Forbidden Fruit"
Douglas
A ThomasMacLean
H. lncein "Chickens"
Production
A Cosmopolitan
Production
"The Passionate Pilgrim" ;
with Matt Moore
Maigne'sby Production
"The Charles
Kentuckians,'"
John Fox, Jr.;
with Monte Blue

The people were out for. Paramount then
as they will be throughout 1921.

Ethel Clayton in
"The Price of Possession"
A Hugh Ford Production

Greatest authors of Europe and
America wHting for Paramount
Pictures

Dorothy Dalton in "The Teaser"
Thomas Meighan in "The Easy Road"
A George Melford Production
"The Faith Healer"
William Vaughan Moody's famous play;
with Milton Sills and Ann Forrest
A Cosmopolitan Production
"Buried Treasure";
with Marion Davies
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"The Traveling Salesman"
A Robert Z. Leonard
Production

In addition to the most successful American directors, dramatists and novelists, who are naturally attracted by the sheer artistic supremacy afforded their
work by the Paramount equipment, it is now history
that the greatest dramatists of Europe, men of immortal fame, are working and devising subtle new
plots for Paramount. Some of them have already
arrived over three thousand miles of ocean to collaborate more closely with the Paramount producing .organization for your delight.
Paramount is'the name which has enrolled Sir James
M. Barrie, Henry Arthur Jones, Edward Knoblock,
Sir Gilbert Parker, Avery Hopwood, Elinor Glyn, Sir
Arthur Wing Pinero, Joseph Conrad, Cosmo Hamilton, Arnold Bennett.
Paramount is the name of the organization which
affords the greatest scope for the greatest directors,
men of the stamp of Cecil B. DeMille, William DeMille, George Fitzmaurice, George Melford, William
D. Taylor, Hugh Ford and Charles Maigne.
Distinguished artists and connoisseurs of stage design, such as Penrhyn Stanlaws and Paul Iribe (the
great Parisian designer), contribute their special talent
to Paramount. In short, it is a fact that Paramount
utilizes the services of all sorts of skill and craftsmanship whose function ordinary picture producers are
not even aware of.
Paramount spends more on the perfect titling of
great feature pictures than some producers spend on
the whole job.
Paramount has a special fashion Atelier in Paris so
that the women in the audience of your theatre shall
get le dernier cri in gowns and hats with every Paramount Picture. See Paramount Pictures and you see
the new Paris styles first.
Paramount has first call on the greatest American
stories in the greatest American magazines when the
stories are suitable for the films.
Every form of printed or spoken drama that might
be suitable for Paramount Pictures is examined.
Everything useful published in Italian, Spanish, German or French is steadily translated. Synopses are
made of every stage play produced in America, Paris,
Berlin, Vienna, London and Rome.
No one else can give the exhibitor or motion picture enthusiast half as much.
It all comes down to immense organization, and
Paramount has it.
EverylSOth person you meet in the street today will
see a Paramount Picture today!

The simple way to tell
a good theatre
Not a good theatre anywhere but books as many
Paramount Pictures as its patrons can throng to see!
Counting foreign theatres, over one hundred million people paid to see Paramount Pictures in 1920.
Your cue is — find the words "A Paramount Picture"
in the newspaper advertisements of your theatre, or
in the lobbies or on billboards.
Find them, before you go in, for that always means
a great show and a crowded house !

: FAMOUS PLAYERS ~LASKY CORPORATION
ORP«,

PICTURES

Foresighted is right, because there was
not a single print of any Paramount Picture, not a single, solitary reel, that was
not working.

(paramount pictures
Q4

PARAMOUNT

ican theaters showed nothing but Paramount Pictures, and sixty-seven cents of
every dollar that was paid to enter motion
picture theaters was paid to enter those
theaters which were foresighted enough to
have Paramount.

Ideals plus immense organization —
basis of Paramount supremacy
The basis of Paramount's supremacy
will continue to be one of immense organization both in production and distribution
of motion pictures, and unlimited resource
of talent, money, physical equipment and
imagination.
Paramount has enough studios and producing plants to equip forty ordinary motion picture companies. The chief of these
studios are in California, New York, and
London, England.

Some of the coming
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Mae Murray in "The Gilded Lily"
"Sentimental
Sir James M. Tommy"
Barrie's
A John Robertson Production
Sir Every
James
M. Barrie's
Woman
Knows"
A"What
William
DeMille
Production
Wallace Reid in Frank Spearman's Story
"The Daughter of a Magnate"
Sydney Chaplin in
Joker"
A "King,
Sydney Queen
ChaplinandProduction
A Hugh Ford Production
"The Great Day"
The Famous Drury Lane Melodrama
A Famous-Lasky British Production
A Famous-Lasky British Production
"The Mystery Road" ; with David Powell
By E. Phillips Oppenheim
Thomas Meighan in "The Quarry"
A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Manifestations
Henry Ort" ;
with Matt of
Moore
A George Melford Production
"You Can't Fool Your Wife"
By Hector Turnbull
A George Loane Tucker Production
"Ladies Must Live"
By Alice Duer Miller
A Hugh Ford Production
"The Call of Youth"
By Henry Arthur Jones
A Famous-Lasky British Production
A Cecil B. DeMille Production
"The Affairs of Anatol"
By Arthur Schnitzler
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"The Dollar a Year Man"
A Famous-Lasky British Production
"Appearances,"
by Edward
Knoblock
A

Cosmopolitan
Production,
"Love
Piker"
A Thomas
H. in
Ince "One
Production
Douglas
MacLean
a Minute"
A William D. Taylor Production
"The Witching Hour" ; with Elliott Dexter
By Augustus Thomas
Wallace Reid in "Free Air"
By Sinclair Lewis
Elsie Ferguson in
"Sacred and Profane Love"
By Arnold Bennett
Wallace Reid in "Watch My Smoke"
Gloria Swanson in "Everything For Sale"
A William DeMille Production
of an original script by Edward
Knoblock
Gloria Swanson
a new story by
Elinor in Glyn
A George

Melford

Production

Dorothy Dalton in "The Monev Master"
By Sir Gilbert Parker
A Cecil B. DeMille Production
of an original story by Avery Hopwood
Author of "The Gold Diggers"
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ELECTRICAL
EXPERT

Stage

Plays

Tkat

Apollo. — "Jimmie." The pert little
Frances White's first starring vehicle
and a rather lame musical entertainment. Miss White introduces several
typical garni i numbers and her surrounding company includes Ben Welch
and Harry Delf.
Astor. — "Cornered," with Madge
Kennedy. A crook melodrama by Dodson Mitchell, in which Miss Kennedy,
fresh from several years on the screen,
plays a dual role: a slangy girl of the
underworld and a young woman of society. Far fetched, but possessing interest. Miss Kennedy is charming.
Belasco.
Lionel
will. One — of"Deburau,"
the notablewith
events
of Atthe
stage year is this Granville Barker's
translation
built
around ofthe,Sacha
famous Guitry's
French drama,
master

Earn $65 toS200 aWeek
Electrical Experts earn $65 to $200
a week. I can train you in a few
months, right in your own home, for
one of these splendid positions.

A Real Training
I am Chief Engineer of the great Chicago
Engineering Works, and know exactly the kind
of modern, up-to-date Electrical training a man
needs to hold the best positions at the highest
salaries.

Success Guaranteed
I have trained hundreds of Electrical Experts, and I give every Student a guarantee
bond, to return every penny of tuition if he is
not satisfied.

Free Electrical Outfit
A fine Electrical Outfit of tools, instruments
and materials is furnished each Student FREE.
You do practical work at home.

Write Me To-day

; Send for my Electrical Book and Proof Lessons— both sent FREE.
Do it NOW.
L. L. COOKE,
Chief Engineer,
Dept. 733
1916 Sunnyside Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Stronger, Clearer
Voice for YOU!
/4C
yJ
hWeakness,
u s k in e s s
■ J> and harshness
-W
banished. Your
■W'
voice given
a won-a
derfu)
strength,

wider ranpe, an amazing
Jr
clearness.
This is done by
j?* the Feuchtinger
endorsed by leading Method,
European
Wattr
musicians, actors and speakers.
y
Use it in your own home.
Simple,
pllent exercises taken a few minutes
<- daily impart vijtor to the vocal organs
and dive a surpassing quality to tho
tones. Send for the facta and proofs.

FREE!

For a limited period voice de< >,
vclopment pupils will receive in1 atruction in Note Reading, Ear Training,
■■ Time and Rhythm
Study, Harmony and
r-s Delivery— Free of Charge.

WRITE!

Send the coupon and get our
i? free book and literature. We will

till you just what this method Is, how It Is
y*j used and what it will do for you. No matter
>J FeuchtiiiKer
how hopeless
your will
case
may vour
seem voice
the
5*
method
improve
f 100 per rent. No obligation on you if you
J n»K for tliis information. Wg gladly send It
J t tec, postage prepaid. Just mad the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute
|
1543 Ave.
) ^ 1922 Studio
Sunnyjioe

Send me the book and facts about the
Keuchtinger Method. Have put X opposite subject that interests me most.
D Singing □ Speaking
O Stammering
Q Lisping

Q
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Readers in distant towns will do well to preserve this list for future reference.

of pantomine of the 30's. Written with
poetry, insight and distinction. Famous
characters of the period, including
Marie Duplesis, the "Lady of the Camelias," Armand Duval, Victor Hugo
and George Sand, appear in the drama.
Superbly staged by Mr. Belasco, with
all his old uncanny stage craft, and
splendidly acted by Mr. Atwill, Elsie
Mackaye, Hubert Druce, Morgan Farley, John L. Shine, Rose Coghlan and
an altogether perfect cast.
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new
and decidedly interesting drama by
John Galsworthy. One of the real
things of the dramatic season. A study
in class strife which many critics look
upon as a miniature study of the late
world war. Will absorb you. Very well
played.
Booth. — "The Prince and the Pauper," with William Faversham. New
adaptation of that interesting Mark
Twain fantasy of boyhood in merrie
England of the old days. Well staged
by Rollo Peters and acted with considerable spirit, particularly by Mr.
Faversham.
Casino. — "Honeydew." Pleasant musical entertainment with charming score
by Efrem Zimbalist, the violinist. Mile.
Marguerite and Frank Gill score with
their dancing.
Central. — "Afgar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from
London and Paris. Hide your blushes
before you go to this. Delysia has a
certain naughty piquancy. The chorus
is costumed in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century. — "Mecca." A gorgeous and
elaborately colorful "mosaic in music
and mime" of ancient Egypt along the
lines of "Chu Chin Chow." "Mecca"
achieves several rarely beautiful moments in the ballet interludes created
by Michel Fokine. A huge cast and
fourteen scenes.
Century
— New entertainment,
York's newest dinnerPromenade.
and midnight
"The Century Review" and "The Midnight
Rounders." Colorful girl shows for the
tired business man. A delightful place to
cat.
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Daly. Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written. A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs. Mr. Daly is delightful as the mysterious vagabond.
Cohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle of

Jew and Gentile in a way that the Hebrew
gets much the best of it, teaching a whole
town kindliness and religious toleration.
George Sidney is excellent as the twentieth
century Shylock.
Eltingc. — "Ladies' Night." About the
most daring comedy yet attempted on
Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru now and then. John Cumberland is
admirable.
Forty-Eighth Street. — "The Broken
Wing." A lively and well worked out melodrama of adventure below the Rio
Grande. The opus of an aviator who falls
in Mexico, thereby losing his memory and
his heart, the latter to a dusky senorita.
Full of excitement and possessing a well
done characterization by Alphonze Ethier.
Forty-Fourth Street. — D. W. Griffith's
master-production of the rural melodrama,
"Way Down East." Splendid in many ways
w:th many moving moments and the biggest
— and most thrilling — climax since the ride
of the clansmen in "The Birth of a Nation."
Garrick. — "Heartbreak House." The
world
of George
newestpremiere
dramatic
commentBernard
upon Shaw's
world
affairs. Talky possibly, but flashing with
brilliant wit and decidedly interesting. Very
well presented by the Theater Guild.
Fulton. — "Enter, Madame." The best
thing — dramatically speaking — in New
York at the present moment : a vivid study
in artistic temperament ; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi strikes
fire in this role and gives a superb performance. Norman Trevor plays her husband admirably.
— "Good
Times." spectacle.
Another
bigHippodrome.
and picturesque
Hippodrome
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Lyric. — "Her Family Tree," with Nora
Bayes. Brisk and tuneful musical show
with the ever forceful Nora. Attractive
cast, chorus and costuming.
Nezv Amsterdam Roof. — Ziegfeld 9 o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful enterwhere else.tainments unlike anything to be found anyNora Bayes.
— of
"Three
Ghosts."
Delightful comedy
three Live
soldiers,
reported
killed in Flanders, who return home to find
surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederic S. Isham from his own
novel. Splendidly played by Beryl Mercer,
Charles McNaughton, Stewart Wilson,
Cyril Chadwick and Charles Dalton.
Palace. — Keith Vaudeville. The home
of America's best variety bills and the foremost music hall in the world. Always an
attractive vaudeville bill.
Plymouth. — "Little Old New York."
Rida
little Johnson
romance Young's
of New delightful
York in but
1810,fragile
with
John Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Peter Delmonico and Washington Irving
among its characters. Genevieve Tobin
runs away with the piece — and scores one
of the biggest personal successes of many
making. Here is a Maude Adams in the
seasons.
Punch
and Young.
Judy.— "Rollo's
Wild frothy
Oat,"
with
Roland
Light and
comedy in Clare Kummer's typical sketchy
style. The story of a young man who
wants to do Hamlet and what comes of his
ambition. Replete with fancifully humorous lines. Excellently done by Mr. Young,
(Continued on page 8)
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In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY
these famous Movie
, Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and FREE,
become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit Know It /
pr

ing assertion rethemadestartl
THIS iscently
by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it.most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few possess? Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
above the earth and
LETTERS
LIKE THIS
laughs down at the
ARE POURING IN !
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dollars for it."--MARY WATSON.
Fairmont. W.Vi
of his fellow -men
"It is worth its w
below! So Yester~G. MOCKW1TZ
Wash.
day's "impossibil"Everycanobstacle
that menaces
success
be mastered
through
day. ity" is a reality tothis simple but thorough system. "--MRS. OLIVE MICH AUX.
Charlekoi. Pa.

"It contains a gold mine of
valuable suggestions. ' ' -- LENA
BAILEY, Mt. Veknon. III.
''lean only say that I am amazed
that it is possible to set forth the
principles of short story and
photoplay writing In such a clear,
concise manner." -- GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal, Can.
"I received
your ItIrving
some
time ago.
Is theSystem
most
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly
and Niagara
easy."-ALPRED simple
HORTO.
Falls. N. Y.
"Ofoo ailthis
the subject,
compositions
have
read
1 find Iyours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." -- HAZEL SIMPSON
NAYLOR. Literary Editor,
Motion Picture Magazine.
volumeshould
beforebe him,
the"With
veriestthisnovice
able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind 1 have encountered in 24 years of Dewsaper and literary work." —
I. PIERCE WELLER. Managing Editor. The Binghampton Press.
When I first saw your ad 1
was working in a shop for (30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that 1 sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the
System arrived. I carefully studled it evenings after work. Within
a month I bad completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500,
the other for $450. I unhesitatingly say that I owe it all to ine
Irving System. "-HELEN KINDON. Atlantic City, N.J.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, coming— a whole new world
of them ! " And do you
know what these writers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men — armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in offices, keeping books,
selling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators.
Street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
typewriters,
or standing behind counters,
or
running spindles in
factories, bending over

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes —
you may laugh — but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.
For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!
BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking.- By exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often turna
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.
Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex — the flotsam and jetsam of
Life — even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays — a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"
Who says you can't?
LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently
i been written on this very subject — a book that
tells all about the Irving System — a Startling
New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photoplays. This amazing book, called" The Wonder Book
for
Writers,"written,
shows how
easily stories
are
conceived,
perfected,
sold.andHowplaysmany
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it
out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work. How bright men and women, without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.
How one's

own Imagination may provide an endless goldmine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARE
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woi d-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure.
How to WIN!
This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YO UR copy is waiting
for you. Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life — story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job. Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain t
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come
WILL true!
TELL Nobody
YOU. knows — BUT THE BOOK
So why waste any more time wondering, dream*
ing, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below —
you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep tonight. Who knows — it may mean for you the
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept. 42, Auburn, New York.

7&s BookFREE
> WAITERS
ill*
OK
I THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 42, Auburn, N. Y.
I Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "Tfte Wonder Book for
J Writers/' This does not obligate me in any way.
I Name

j Address
I City and State ,
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Stage Plays Tkat Are Wortk

While

(Continued from page 6)

Learn Photography
Good-paying positions in the best studios in the country
await men and women who prepare themselves now.
For 26 years we have successfully taught

Photography, Photo-Engraving
and Three-Color Work

Our graduates earn $35 to $100 a week. We assist
them to secure these positions. Now is the time to
fit yourself for an advanced position at better pay.
Terms easy: living inexpensive. Largest and best
school of its kind.
Write for catalog today.
^ILLINOIS COLLEGE of PHOTOGRAPHY
Box M.P.. 743 Wabash Avenue,
Effingham, Illinois

LEARN MEC
DRAWIKG
!am$35t>$50
a week to start.

We will Teach You at
Home by Mall

the course you are able to qualify
as an experienced draftsman not
a mere apprentice. Big concerns
employ our graduates because
they KNOW drafting. You need
no previous experience in drawing or mechanics to master drafting by our practical method.

It is

written

in .

flain
man-to-man
anguage—
no ;
1 frills or exagger- j
I ation—just plain
pro- i
:I facts
feasionabout
that a holds

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL
OF DRAFTING
Roy C. Cloflin* President
Dept. 1309
Washington,

D. C.

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months* course covers all
branches:
MOTION

PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Camera* and AfatpriaU furnished free
Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or evening classes; easy terms. The School of Kecoftnizetf
Superiority. Call or write for complete catalog No. ■'•
N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 Wert 36th St, New York or $05 State Street, Brooklyn

Copy this Sketch

And let me see what you can
dn with it. Many newspaper
artists earning $30.00 to $200.00
or more per week were trained by my course of personal
individual lessons by mail.
PICTURE CHARTS make
original drawing easy to
learn. Send sketch of Uncle
Sam with 6c in stamps for
a&mple Picture Chart, list of
successful students, examples
of their work and evidence of
what YOU can accomplish.
Please state lour age.

The Landon School ™X™7uTc?Z1Tq.

Be a "Movie"
Photographer
Earn $50 to $200 weekly

E.BRUNEL

*<J

COLLEGE

of PHOTOGRAPHY

1269 Broadway, N.Y.

<D

134 So. Clark St., Chicago, III.
Instruction In
Day or night
classes.
3Ami
months'
— complete
General
Photography
MotioncouPictures
opcrtUini? oil standard cameras. Expert inc'rtictora. Installments taken. Emile
Brunei operstim studios In Now York. Chicago, Boston, Phila.lolpMn. H.-tr..ir, rm;ib. -,-h
Call or send today lor Booklet M.
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Selwyn. — The Provincetown Players in
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
Special matinees only. Everyone should see
O'Neill's remarkable study in primitive
fear. Very well acted.
Shubert. — "Greenwich Village Follies of
1920." Gorgeous and beautiful, as typical
of John Murray Anderson productions.
Here is a musical entertainment with imagination and charm. James Reynolds has
created some remarkable scenes and costumes and the whole ensemble is vivid and
colorful.

THIS BOOK

Important Things You Must Know
THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WBITING is FEEE
to YOU ! It discusses the Proper Preparation of
Manuscripts to Command the Attention ot Editors;
Writers' Ethics; Editorial Criticism; Prices to Demand for Your Manuscripts; Value of Plot; How to
Beach the Climax; the Dangers of Plagiarism:
Choosing Good Titles; Selection of Proper Words;
Errors to Avoid; Importance of Action; Studying the
Market; Publishing on Boyalty Basis; What Constitutes a Successful Writer and many other vital hints
necessary to your success. As an AMBITIOUS
WBITEB YOU need this book.

Times
SquareReed.
Theater.
"Theoffering
Mirage,"in
with
Florence
The — first
Broadway's newest theater. Edgar Selwyn's drama of New York's easiest way:
the tale of a country girl who comes to the
white lights and forgets her ideals. Miss
Reed plays the girl and prominent in the
cast are Alan Dinehart, Malcolm Williams
and Florence Nash.
Vanderbilt. — "Irene." Now on its
'steenth season and likely to run on forever. Charming and pretty musical comedy
with an appealing story. Patti Harrold,
daughter of Orville Harrold, is now the
Irene and she is delightful. You will hear
more of her.

Today Is Your Opportunity
The ability to write does not come overnight. It
must be learned just as you learned reading, writing
and 'rithmetic. Numerous photoplays and hundreds of
stories in leading magazines are being written daily
by people like YOUBSELF who were fascinated by
literary work. They mastered the FUNDAMENTAL
PBINCIPLES of successful writing and led on by successes, have increased their incomes by thousands of
dollars and now enjoy FAME AND FOBTUNE. Apply the principles outlined in this helpful book and
YOU too may reach the goal of success.

This Book Is FREE
Thousands of men and women have already received
this book — now in its second edition. Make sure of
getting this book. THIS IS YOUB OPPOBTUNITY.
We know that YOU will And this book an inspiration.
Don't hesitate, there is no charge and you are placed
under no obligations. Send your address TODAY and
the book will SOLUTELY
be FEEE.
sent by return mail POSTPAID, AB-

Winter Garden.— "The Passing Show of
1921." Typical Winter Garden entertainment.
On Tour.
"Kissing Time." Slender musical entertainment with William Norris and Edith
Taliaferro featured.
"One," with Frances Starr, Edward
Knoblock's opus of twin sisters with but
half a soul apiece. Neither sister can get
along without the other, hence the drama.
Miss Starr plays the twins. Mr. Belasco's
handling of this play saves it from slipping over the line from serious drama.
"Call the Doctor," Jean Archibald's
slender little comedy built around a charming feminine doctor of domestic difficulties. The production shows David Belasco's smooth stage direction and is very
well acted, particularly by Janet Beecher
as the physician in question.
Loew's N. Y. and Loew's American.
Roof. — Photoplays ; first runs. Daily program.
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feature photoplays and vaudeville.
Capitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program. Superb theater.
Rivoli. — De luxe photoplays with full
symphony orchestra. Weekly program.
Rialto. — Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.
Strand. — Select first-run photoplays.
Program changes every week.

Is Just What
You
Need

Whether your ambition is to write and sell
photoplays, short stories, poems, popular songs,
magazine articles, or any other kind of manuscript, this book is an invaluable help to you.
THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL
WRITING
contains SIXTY-FIVE HELPFUL
SUGGESTIONS ON HOW
TO WRITE AND
SELL MANUSCRIPTS.
Compiled by W. L.
Gordon, successful well-known writer, editor
and publisher. Practically every fundamental
rule that every writer must know is covered
clearly and concisely. These suggestions are
serving as a guide to hundreds of AMBITIOUS WRITERS and helping them conquer the pitfalls on the ROAD
TO SUCCESS. It is filled with invaluable, helpful and
instructive information that you NEED and
MUST know to succeed !

Thirty-Ninth Street. — "Samson and Delilah," with Ben-Ami. A fairly interesting
play given the breath of life by the most
promising new figure On the stage since
Jack Barrymore became John Barrymore.
Ben-Ami is making his step from the Yiddish stage and his first appearance in English. His debut has been sensational. BenAmi is given excellent support by Pauline
Lord and an admirable bit is contributed
by Edward G. Robinson.

with opportunities for advancement to Chief Draftsman at $75
to $100 or more a week. Mechanical Drafting is a vital necessity
In all Engineering, Industrial and
Manufacturing work. It demands men of practical training
and
skill. It pays them well for their
by our improved practical method
just as you would learn in actual
practice. We teach you real mechanical drafting, not mere theory. We give you real Draftin;
Instruments to work with-— an
do away with tedious text book;

Lotus Robb, Dore Davidson and J. M. Kerrigan.
Selwyn. — "Tickle Me." An Arthur Hammerstein early autumn show with the
amusing Frank Tinney starred. Considerable fun, some tuneful music and a very
personable chorus. Likewise gorgeous
costuming.

ATLAS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
535 Butler BIdg. Cincinnati, Ohio

LEISN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. W., Jackson, Mich.

KNOWLEDGE
SEXUAL
ILLUSTRATED
By Wlnneicf Scott Hall, M. D.. ;>h.D.

SEX

FACTS

MADE

PLAIN

What every young man and
Every young
woman
should
know
What every young husband and
Every young wife should know
What every parent should know

I Postpaid
I

Mailed in plain

Cloth binding — 320 pages — many illustrations
Tabic of contents and commendations
on request

II American
wreppcr_Pub..■* Co., 361 Winston BIdg., Philadelphia

Be a Master
Jazz Music
Yesi you can, even if
you've never touched a
piano.
I have enables
perfectedyoua
method which
to play all popular song
hits perfectly by ear. All
you need know is how to
hum a tune. My method
enables into
you actual
to transform
thetune
JAZZY
music on the piano. All
by ear.
Easy to Learn
Many Masters of Jazz

^d

by

BE A

AGENTS

WANTED

Agents— $40-$100 a Week— Free Samples. Gold
Sign Letters any one can put on store windows.
Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 F. N. Clark St., Chicago.
Agents — Snappiest Household Line on Earth ; BedHot Sellers ; steady repeaters ; 100% profit ; 350
light-weight, fast selling, popular priced necessities. Agents' Outfit Free. Get busy — quick.
Write today ; postal will do. American Products
Co., 3101 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEAUTY

PREPARATIONS

Superfluous Hair Permanently Destroyed with
roots. Painless and Harmless. No electricity nor
chemicals. Postpaid, .$1.00 a Package. NUAET
Laboratories, Dept. M, South Orange. N. J.

COINS

AND

OLD MONET WANTED— $2 to $500 each paid
for hundreds of Coins dated before 1895. Keep All
Old Money. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, size 4x6. Ton may have coins worth
large premiums. Get Posted. Clarke Coin Co.,
Box 99. LeRoy, N. Y.

LANDS

Florida Oranges Are Most Profitable as well as
most delicious. Qrow your own in a land of sunshine, away from winter blizzards and coal bills.
Money you'll not miss will buy you land for a grove
in a high, rolling, lake-jewelled land of many
golden groves. If you mean business, write today
for Book of Facts and Photos. Lake County Land
Owners'
Association, 315 Arbor Avenue, Fruitland
Park, Florida.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED

WOMEN to Sew. Goods sent prepaid to your door ;
plain sewing ; steady work ; no canvassing. Send
stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 45, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At
Once — Five
bright,
capable
ladies
to travel.'
demonstrate
and sell
dealers
; $10.00
to $75.00
per
week, railroad fare paid. Write at once. Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 60, Omalia, Nebr.

FILMS

DEVELOPED

Mail Us 20c with any size film for development and
six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any size
and 20c for six prints. Or send 40e for one 8x10
mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.
Boanoke Photo Finishing Co.. 206 Bell Ave.,
Roanoke, Va.
•

FOR

THE

HAIR

Stop Falling Hair — Use Kotalko (sold by druggists) under guarantee. Amazing success : new hair
growths when all else failed. Proof box mailed,
10 cents. Kotalko Offices, BB-181, Station X,
New York.

FOR

THE

LAME

The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
irons, etc., needed. Worn with ready-made shoes.
Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. H. O. Lotz.
105 E. 2Sth St., N. Y.

HELP

AND

MENTS

El

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE ACTS, Monologues, Dialogs, Recitations, Pageants, Musical Readings,
Special Entertainments, Tableaux, Drills, Minstrel
Jokes. Make-up Goods. Large Catalogue Free. T. S.
Denison & Co.. Dept. 62, Chicago.

WANTED— MALE

Be a Detective — Excellent opportunity ; good pay ;
travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Men Wanted for Detective Work. Experience
unnecessary. Write J. Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, 130, St. Louis, Mo.

know a note. Be a Music

and Ragtime
music
yourself.
It isdon't
easy
No tedious
dlngdong
"ijREALPlANIST —Master

r-'^sH —
JEWELRY,

2d

daily practice, with the
do, re, mi, — just
20 brief,
entertaining
lessons
and
marvel.
you which
have your
a musical
at
friendsability
will
Hum tne Tune,
Play it by Ear
Hear a new popular song
hit, hum it then play it.
All by ear. Just think of
the happiness this easily
acquired ability will bring
you, how many friends you
will make, how popular
you will be when you
of Broadway.
AU
J done
JAZZ bycess
theear.
newest song suc-

ETC.

MAIL DIRECT
TO THE REFINERS
any old
gold, silver, magneto points, old watches, platinum,
old or broken jewelry, diamonds, false teeth, gold
or silver ores or nuggets, War Bonds and Stamps.
Send them to us today. Highest prices paid in
cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. THE OHIO SMELTING &
REFINING CO.. 240 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MOTION

PICTURE

BUSINESS

STAMPS

COLLECT OLD COINS for pleasure and profit.
{Send only 10c. Get large old TJ. S. Copper cent,
nearly size of half-dollar, and illustrated coin catalogue. Send now. B. Max Mehl, Coin Dealer, Dept.
M, Mehl Building, Fort Worth, Texas.

FARM

GAMES

$35.00 Profit Nightly — Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas
Chicago.Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,

NEWS

CORRESPONDENCE

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS

«

Be a Jazz Music Master. |
SEND
COUPON
FOR DETAILS AND

FREE

BOOK

Ronald G. Wright, Director
Niagara School of Music, Dept.347 Niagara Fall«, N.Y.
Without obligation to me, please mail to address
below, your booklet, "The Niagara Method. .
Name
•
•
Street.
■• •• •\
City

State

PRIMER

THE PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT'S

Patents Secured — Prompt service ; avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Record of Invention"
form and Free Book telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or model of your invention for
Preliminary Examination and Advice FREE.
Charges reasonable. Write TODAY. J. L. Jackson & Co., 129 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors — Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOPLAYS
Free to Writers — A wonderful little book of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas ; the ABC
of successful story and play writing. Absolutely
free. Just address Author's Press, Dept. 8,
Auburn, N. Y.

By L. CASE

RUSSELL

Do you think you can write
"as good" stories as you see on
the screen ? You can write
them 100% better. Master the
technique of photoplay writing,
so simply presented in this little
book. . A child can understand
it. Send fifty cents in stamps.
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stories and Photoplay
Ideas Wanted
by 48
companies ; big pay. Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

SCENARIOS
$1200 a Year
Writing
Photoplays — You can
write them. Turn your ideas into dollars. We
teach only snre method. Send for free book valuable information and special prize offer. Chicago
Play Coll., Box 278-B-23, Chicago.
Photoplays Wanted — Big prices
write them. We show you how.
necessary. Easy, fascinating way
in spare time. Get free details.
Box 175, B34, Chicago.

paid. You can
Experience unto earn money
Rex Publishers,

Photoplay Plots, Short Stories, Articles, Poems,
etc., Arranged and Typewritten in proper manuscript form. Submit manuscript or send stamp for
rates. H. L. Hursh, Dept. 2, 123 So. Third St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Ambitious Writers of Photoplays, Short Stories,
etc., send today for free, valuable, instructive book,
"KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WRITING," including 65
helpful suggestions on writing and selling. Atlas
Publishing Co., 503 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
Photoplays and Ideas Wanted for California
Producers. Also Stories. Articles, etc. Criticism
free ; sell on commission. Placing of acceptable
MSS. assured. Plot Chart free to beginners — correspondence course or experience unnecessary if you
have ideas. Submit MSS. or write. Harvard Company, 220, Italian-American Bank Bldg., San Francisco, California.

WANTED

Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form ; revised, typed, published, copyrighted.
Sold. Advice free. Universal Scennrio Corp., 262
Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles.

SCIENTIFIC
Do You Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality
Sketch for 10c and birthdate. ThomFrancisco.
son-Heywood Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San

STORIES

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary: details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.
Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for publication. Good ideas bring big money. Submit
JIMS, or write Literary Bureau. 134 Hannibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how ! Send 6c
postage for instructive Stage Book and particulars.
B. LaDelle, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.

ft
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Try this famous treatment
for Blackheads
cloths to the
untila
theApply
skin hot
is reddened.
Thenfacewith
rough washcloth work up a heavy
lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap and
rub it into the pores thoroughly, always with an upward and outward
motion. Rinse with clear, hot water,
then with cold — the colder the better.
If possible, rub your face for thirty
seconds with a piece of ice. Dry carefully. To remove the blackheads already formed, substitute a flesh brush
for a washcloth in the treatment above.
Then protect the fingers with a
handkerchief and press out the blackheads.

£
eaas are a comession
Blackhead
conngthat you are
fessionDS
are ausi
BLACKHEA
the wrong method of
cleansing for your type of skin.
Try the treatment given above
and see how easily you can keep
your skin free from this disfiguring trouble.
Make this treatment a daily
habit, and it will give you the
clear, attractive skin that the
steady use of Woodbury's brings.
You will find treatments for
all the commoner troubles of the
skin in the booklet wrapped
around every cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap. Get a cake
today and begin tonight the
treatment your skin needs. A
25 cent cake is sufficient for a
month or six weeks of any
Woodbury facial treatment and

1AG£

for general cleansing use for
that time. Woodbury's is on
sale at drug stores and toilet
goods counters throughout the
United States and Canada.
A miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparations will be
sent you for 25 cents. This set
contains your complete Woodbury treatment for one week.
In it you will find the treatment
booklet; a trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap ; samples of
the new Woodbury Facial
Cream,
Cold
Cream andWoodbury's
Facial Powder.
Write today for this special
outfit. Address The Andrew
Jergens Co., 1303 Spring
Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
// you live in Canada, address
The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited,
1303 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.

A booklet of the most
famous skin treatments
ever formulated
You will find complete
treatments for all the
commoner skin troubles
in the booklet, "A Skin
You
to Touch,"
which Love
is wrapped
around
Facial cake
Soap.
Among the
every
of Woodbury's
treatments given are:
Blackheads
Blemishes
Conspicuous Nose Pores
Enlarged Pores
Oily Skin and Shiny Nose
Sluggish Skin
Tender Skin

foi^v.,
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CLAIRE

WINDSOR

productions of
Claire and her fragile, flOwer-like beauty have been chosen to adorn the
.
Woman"
One
Please
"to
them
first among
Lois Weber,

Photograph © hy Arthur Shirley

Studio, L. A

rtdton Picture ftdgditoe

JEANE

PAIGE

Jeane Paige completed her stellar
role in "Black
Beauty" to adopt
a new and lasting
role . . . that of
Mrs. Albert E.
Smith. She married theVitagraph
president
Company
of the

Photograph
by

Alfred

Cheney

Johnston

V

HAROLD
LLOYD
Harold Lloyd finds
it a serious business supplying the
demands for his
comedies . . .
that's because he
has made his character of the bespectacled youth so
popular

Photograph
by Alfred Cheney
Johnston

Photograph by Evans, L, A.
ANNA

Q. NILSSON

Anna Q. would rather have a fine characterization than stardom any day . . . that's why she free-lances about
from one company to another . . . whither a characterization goes, there Anna will follow

I

Photograph by Evaus, L. A.
JAMES

KIRKWOOD

It would be altogether fitting and proper to call James Kirkwood "The Man Who Came Back," for he has done
so in the recent Allan Dwan production, "The Scoffer"
. . . Jimmie returns even more able than he was in
the old days

MARGARET

LOOMIS

Margaret's star is steadily rising in the film firmament, thanks to her consistently colorful portrayals
Famous Players productions

in the

Photograph by Alfred Cheney Johnston
CORINNE

GRIFFITH

If it hadn't been for that beauty contest in the New Orleans Mardi Gras, Corinne Griffith would never have
been discovered by the Vitagraph Company . . . she would never have adorned the shadowscreen . . . and
that would have been our loss indeed

Photograph by Evans, L. A.

CLYDE

FILLMORE

Clyde Fillmore belongs to the Capitol
City, and undoubtedly he was to have
moved in diplomatic circles. However, Clyde took things into his own
hands and chose a career on the
stage ... He is now playing leading roles before the cameras of the
various Western
companies •

i\

1
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Photograph by Ira L. Hill Studio*

INA

CLAIRE

Ina Claire will make her
in Metroes "Polly
screen debut
With a Past," in which she
brings the Polly she has long
footlights
created behind the heet
to the silvers

Nature's Temple
Posed fcr? Monte Blue

in "The

QV2Q
Afi£

Kentuckians"
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The Hum~_ Picture
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""Ik ^"Y faith in the moving picture industry
£\r J has been strengthened by two pictures,
to such an extent that I am a greater believer now than I ever was, that we are a part of
a lasting field of human endeavor.
"The two pictures that have convinced me of
this are Over the Hill and Humoresque. The
success of such productions without sensationalism, without mechanical thrills, and the hitherto
conventional box-office angles, has convinced me
that the picture-going public wants pictures that
are simple, human and direct. The call for lavish
expenditure on trivial stories, machine-made plots
and card indexed features will become lessened
as the public emphatically shows its desire to see
life as it is lived in the every-day situations that
each one of us is called upon to face. The industry
owes a debt of thanks to the producers who have
dared to get out of the beaten path."

h

......

Floating Island
on Olympus
blue-and-white
checked apron
— I mean I'm
not unhappy betime to reign
cause I haven't
supreme in a
tiny kitchen in
a tiny
flat.
why
Whenever
I
read about
wishing
someone
with
stacks of money
for ana
and
always
kitchen
apron
sell

stove I

wonder
they dont
one Rolls

Royce
or one
gown
and buy
the coveted
stove and good
a perfectly

H

"I'm not exactly unhappy because I haven't time to reign supreme
in a tiny kitchen in a tiny flat," said Norma. "Whenever I read about
someone with stacks of money wishing for an apron and a kitchen
stove, I wonder why they dont sell one Rolls Royce or one gown and
get them."
Above, a new portrait, and below, in her new picture

'OW long "does it take to make stew ?" Norma
Talmadge wanted to know.
I hazarded "About an hour," and wished I had
studied the White House Cook Book or some
other equally reliable authority, I had prepared intelligent
questions and answers on the latest plays, the extreme
gowns the importers were showing, exotic perfumes and
sachets and touched upon philosophy — and she talked of
stew —
The occasion was at the Talmadge studios, tucked in between tenement houses over by the river. Norma and her
company were working that evening and dinner was to be
prepared in the kitchen adjoining her dressing-room.
Norma Talmadge had come home. When I arrived at
the studios I saw her great car bef°re the door, with a
baker's dozen of boys and girls crowded about the chauffeur, plying him with questions about the girl who rode
behind him in all that scented upholstery. "Dinkie," her
adored Pomeranian, was being taken for his walk up and
down the street. Inside could be seen the sickly green
glare of the studio lights.
The tone of the doorman's "Miss Norma's working on
the set" had led me to believe that the studios had been
dismal without their mistress — that they had missed her
greeting as she arrived and left — the sound of her laugh
floating from within as it did then — while she toured
Europe and then sailed for Jamaica for the exteriors of
her new picture.
I found her working in a scene which resembled the interior of a shack on one of the colorful isles of the southern
seas — immediately she had greeted me with the preceding
culinary question.
"You mention stew as tho it were the talk of the hour —
II interrogated.
didn't know you'd be domestic — do you always cook?"

"I'm

hungry," with a wave of her hand,
(j\ "therefore domestic.
I dont always crave a
LAfiC

STn

y y
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bungalow apron of pink gingham with a sash and
everything all at the same time."
"But tonight you are actually getting the dinner, aren't you ?" I asked.
"Yes, and there'll be floating island for dessert,"
she added. "Our fare is a little limited. I cant
find the cook-book and I'm only competent in making stews, lemon meringue pies, chocolate cornstarch, fudge and floating islands."
She sat beside me on the arm of another chair,
her dark brown hair bobbed and wearing a many
colored waist and short skirt, wearing a necklace
made from alligators' teeth, not elephant's tusks, as
she later informed me with a good-humored disdain. And had it not been for her vivid image I
should have felt sure that I was in the wrong studio. The theatrical papers ever describe her as
radiant in bespangled creations at this affair de
luxe — be jeweled, luxuriously clad — the star at
whose shrine thousands worship — it is easier to
think of her as the little high-school girl who rooted
for Erasmus at the football games and wore the
chrysanthemum offered by the favored boy.
The director needed her in the scene and she
walked over to the set and listened with an understanding smile while he explained to her that she
was the girl pleading with her drunken lover —
The director stepped back — the camera started
to grind and into the face that a minute ago I had
thought a school-girl's there came a touch of pain,
pleading, then despair — her eyes lost their sparkle
and were beseeching —
to "Cut,"
where Icalled
sat. the director and Norma came back
She brushed back her hair with her fingers —
"I've been meaning to have it bobbed ever since
Constance had hers done," she said. "Then finally
I sat down, gazed spellbound into the mirror and
said, 'Go on — do it.' They did."

Photograph by Royal Atelier, N. Y.
"We
love our careers, our successes, and sometimes
what
others call our failures," smiled Norma, "but, more than these,
we love our Loves — our families and our romance."
Above,
another portrait, and below, at her dressing-table

Interviewing Norma Talmadge has
never been a simple task, for she takes
herself seriously only when she is working. At other times she is all girl, eager
for the latest bit of news and happy in
the talk of inconsequential things ; now
and then, in quick flashes, sentimental.
Almost, she seems unaware of the fact
that the bustling studios are because of
her, that the new contract which .she and
Constance have just signed with First
National is the talk of the hour because
of the enormous figures it contains. If
you broach the subject she is enthusiastic,
cognizant of all things, but still unconscious of their personal relation.
"I've had such frightful stories," she
said, taking up Dinkie, who had returned fromdone
his constitutional.
all we could with"We've
them,
23
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Tke Importance of
Being In Earnest
smiles, gives the same impression. Even their
house has a wholesome expression, as one would
say, "Here is no pretense ; in order to be comfortable here you must have done something,
or be doing something, of interest to the world."
(I had seen it soon after they made the purchase. It is an eleven-room house, with a
broad lawn, a broad veranda, a small, square
entrance hall and a long living-room. The
ceilings are high and this adds to the suggestion of breadth and comfort. On the table
were some New York newspapers and a copy
of a well-known work on the bible opened to
the chapter on "Marriage.")
No, you would scarcely suspect the Nagels
of any inclination towards the high life of the
profession, as it is supposed to be. But you
would guess that they like to have a good time
and enjoy having their friends around them,
and so they do.
"Really, our maid
Ccnrad Nagel is taking a
renewed interest in the
study of how people
think . . . and why. He
has always believed in the
power of mind over matter, and as a child he was
impressed with the importance of right thinking. Top, a new portrait,
and below, in his character in Barrie's "What
Every Woman

Photograph (above) by Witzel, L. A.

ls
adningNage
onrtrai
freare enCte
THE
.
quently of late
You see, they have
a maid who left her last place
ople didn't ene
because terth
tain oftenpeenough. Fact !
This maid likes to have people
around her all the time. Moreover, she is a good maid.
"And so," said Conrad
' Nagel, "we make it a rule to
give a dinner at least once a
week. We must — we simply
must — keep her content."
Conrad Nagel is a rather
quiet young man ; the last person on earth you would suspect
of any inclination towards extensive "stepping out." And
Mrs. Nagel, an attractive brunette, with a firm handshake
and a comradely way of look(T\ ing straight at you when she
lAfi£

Knows"

suits us in every way,"
said Nagel. "We enas much
she
joynersthose
weeklyas dinthing.
does,
and up
we wouldn't
give her
for any"And when the dinner is over, we usually
have music as well as
conversation. Mrs.
Nagel sings, yoii know

B$ BETH

TREPEL

. . . ' (Later, he said emphatically that she had
no idea of entering pictures, "because she has enough
to occupy her with her music")
Many of their friends are musical and having been
reared in a musical family, (his father is a composer
of note and also dean of Highland Park College of
Des Moines) Nagel considers music an integral part
of his life.
"Of course, most of our friends are professional
people, because it is with professionals that we have
most in common. And then, too, I think professionals are more broad minded. Most men are interested in practically nothing but their own work
and that is liable to be all they can talk
about. But an actor of experience has a
smattering of about everything. If, for
instance, he plays a doctor, he must have
some knowledge of how a doctor would
act so, of necessity, he learns something of
the traditions of the medical profession.
And, for exactly this same reason, no actor
should confine his acquaintance entirely to
people of his own
profession. For one
Conrad Nagel is to be
thing, there is always
with William de Mille
the possibility of his
permanently, and it is
an association which
not knowing how to
he declares to be of
act, when he gets in
no small value. Top,
another camera study ;
with a crowd . . . ,"
he said this last smilcenter and below, two
informal poses
ingly.
:--.. . .;._>,■ .

h

Photograph (above) by
Melbourne Spurr, L. A.

To those who have
seen Conrad Xagel on
the stage, either
"Experience" or within Alice
Brady
in
"Forever
After," I need hardly
say that
he and
has that
a cultivated voice
his
diction is free from affectations. Having had
a college education, (he
graduated
Highland Park atfrom
the age
of
seventeen, thus reflecting much credit on his
father) he naturally
doesn't go in for the
made-in-Hollywood
brand of English accent, so much the vogue.
He has blue eyes, the
pronounced shade of
blue, which tell of inteland enthusiasm, but oflectualitytoo
light a
shade to be the eyes of
an emotionalist. He
uses very few gestures.
He is very generally
voted a "splendid chap"
by members of every
department
in the studio. As for pictures,
he
is just beginning to take
ain thoro-going
interest
them.
"Before . . . well
. . . they always seemed to me just . . . pictures. That is.
until I started working with Mr. William de Mille. With
him it is more like working in the theater. For one thing, he
shoots in continuity ; something that no other director even
thinks of doing. In this way we are enabled to work up
to our climax moments in a natural manner. One doesn't
have to propose to a girl in the morning and be introduced
PA<Slift
(Continued on page 100)
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Spain Comes To
Three Corners

Three Corners and all the sleepy little hamlets thrUout the
country will glimpse sunny Spain, with its quaint arches,
colorful senoritas and old romance in the new Pathe
serial, "Rogues and Romance." George B. Seitz took his
entire company, including June Caprice and Marguerite
Courtot, abroad that they might have the arches of the
Alhambra and the gardens of the palaces for their
backgrounds

9 26

Erich von Stroheim may
spend many fortunes in
bringing his productions
to the screen, but his results are sure. Always in
his work there is that
continental flavor, so difficult to portray, so delightful to witness. "Foolish
Wives," his next endeavor, which is also from
his own pen, is said to be
all that you would expect
. . . with von Stroheim
himself playing the hero
suave

ni\e Lady of the Big Wkite House
<

K

ATHERINE MacDONALD dislikes bungalows.
Katherine MacDonald studio on Pico and Georgia Streets,
She lives with her mother and
Los Angeles. The scene showed a
sister, (Mary MacLaren) in
dining-room
; large, well furnished,
Katherine MacDonald has studied hera two-story white house of
magnificent with ornate electric fitself, as all women should study themselves . . . until she knows exactly what
colonial architecture, not at all Caltings, draperies and glassware.
if ornian in appearance.
she can wear, and she designs all of her
"The American beauty," wore a
own clothes. Below, with her mother
wrap-cloak of silver cloth that caught
There is about "the American beauand sister, Mary MacLaren, in the livand held the light in its folds; shimty," much of the conservatism of her
ing-room of the Big White House
mering and lovely.
You would have
Scottish forbears. Having become accustomed
guessed that
to two-story maam^mtmea^^m^
it must photohouses, she
sitely and,
cannot feel
graph exqui"It does."
really comshe told me
fortable, or at
home, in anylater,
"there
are times
thing that
when it looks
looks less
p o s it iv e 1y
permanent.
"I like to go
She was on
upstairs when
the set when
I arrived,
I go
sh
id,"
e tosabed
.
moving thru
"The very act
the action
seems to rest
me. And then
tnresque,
with
a picalive."
1 feel that I
h a v e in ore
stately grace.
She is even
privacy ; that
my room is
moreful beautithan she ,
more particularly my own.
on the screen.
Bungalows
appears to be
are my pet
Tall . . . (fiveabomination."
eight)
. .so .
she is yet
We vv e re

sitting on the
edge of a
TS "set" at the
Afi£

perfectly
proportioned
and so grace-

ELIZABETH
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ful that she gives the impression of me
dium height.
Her eyes are a decided,
tho not a dark, blue ; the same color,
I noticed, as those of her sisters'.
Miriam
MacDonald
(Bosley)
sat with me on the sidelines and
we chatted until the scene was
over.
She is the eldest of the
three sisters and the last to go
on the screen.
She said that
up to a year ago she was the
housekeeper
of the family.
Then she married Clyde Bosley, prominent aviator and
former member of the Lafayette Escadrille.
"And now," she added, "I
dont know what to do with my
time.
There
isn't enough
household managing to keep me
busy. So, I am beginning in the
usual way, by playing a maid.
thought
that Iwent
wouldon
like"I it.never
When
Katherine
location with the Douglas Fairbanks
Company for some scenes in 'Headin'
South,' I went along and rode in old

bumpy

"I have worn the same make
of sailor hat for the last six

wago
as a
'pioneer' ns until I
made up my mind that
I would never again have

anything to do with movThe conversation, as
well ingas picthe open-air stage
es." board fence
and the tur
high
twenty." Above, a camera
around the lot, was restudy, and left, an informal
miniscent of earlier days
when
D.
W.
Griffith stood
picture
on that same stage and
directed the activities of the American Biograph.

years," said Katherine MacDonald, "the only difference
being that where it used to
cost five dollars, it now costs

(There,
madeDorothy
her firstGish,
"big"Henry
pictures. So,Mary
too, didPickford
Lillian and
B. Walthall, Owen Moore, Bobby Harron, Mae
Marsh
and Lionel Barrymore . . . the list might go
on
indefinitely.)
Even the gorgeous set reminded one of stories told
by moving picture people whose memories stretch way
back to 1909 when actors sometimes built the sets they
acted in and, for good measure, painted them too.
(The stars we used to know best of all, who worked
with the Biograph Company on that same stage frequently made their own gowns.) But now the "heavy"
was helping Katherine MacDonald to remove her wrap
and underneath it was an evening gown of royal purple made by a famous modiste to enhance her blonde
loveliness. So, the scene ended and she joined us.
"No," she said, in answer to a question, "I've only
been in moving pictures a little over a year and a half.
All I know about the history of this studio is what
people have told me. But they do say the old place is
haunted. I'm always expecting to see Aunt Mary
Bender jump out from behind a piece of scenery or a
29
It seems that "Aunt Mary Bender" was a rabid
prop piano." (Continued on page 96)
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I'm the Villain debonair,
I smear pomade upon my hair,
Nothing I do is on the square, but,
/ make the picture.
the Property
and it's no fun,
II'mcreate
the walls Man,
of Babylon,
I erect the setting sun,
/ make the picture.

The charming movie Child am I,
I make the audience sniff and cry
In the scene where I almost die,
/ make the picture.

I am the little Ingenue,
With curly hair and eyes of blue,
I get a nice fat salary too,
/ make the picture.

I'm the guy who turns the crank,
Develops the fil-um in the tank,
So you have all got me to thank,
/ make the picture.

ft

Just,
Folks
the mother was unforgetable.
Next day I was admitted to an apartment on Riverside
Drive by Mary Cafrr
herself. I found her
as poignantly sweet
as the young wife and
mother I had seen on
the screen, as lovable
as the tender, tragic
figure who
went
bravely
trudging
"over the hill." She
is beautiful too, with
a beauty
that nor
age tirrje
cannot wither
destroy — and she has
the charity and understanding of all the
mothers 'of all the
world.
The apartment was
a homey place with
every evidence of being intimately and
joyously lived in. It
spoke of childish frolics, of dancing
A piano
stood infeet'.
an
alcove. A gilded cage
with open door from
which a canary ventured forth at will

Mary Carr is beautiful, too,
with a beauty that age cannot wither nor time destroy
. . . and she has the charity
and understanding of all the
mothers of all the world.
Above, as the mother in
"Over the Hill"

T

HE subject of mother
love has been the inspiration of poets of
all generations. Nor
has any poet ever revealed a
keener, deeper knowledge of
this miracle of nature that
makes the whole world kin
than has Will Carleton, the
farm poet, who wrote especially of the inner workings of
the minds and hearts of just plain folks, of the homely
things of life with which you and I at some time in our
lives have been intimately familiar.
In my early youth I had learnt by heart "Over the Hill
to the Poor House" and its companion piece. Quite recently Iwent, with some misgivings, to see it depicted on
the screen. "Over the Hill" was making a big hit — that
I knew. Probably, I surmised, skeptically, because it
had been changed to cheap melodrama, to something unrecognizable but, in my mind during the entire evening
was a familiar, constantly recurring phrase: "and those
who went to scoff, remained to pray." The old ballad
with all its homely pathos and humor was pictured exactly
as it was written. The settings were appropriate to the
(A smallest detail. And Mary Carr in her characterization of
A5£

hung in dow.
a sunny
winThere were
shelves of books, a
desk and reading
lamp in a quiet corner. There were school books, a baseball bat, a pair of boxing gloves, an overflowing sewing
basket.
And there was the family. Johnny, a tall youth with
a shock of red, curling hair. Little May Beth and sister
Rosemary, a year or so older, both of whom were dressed
and undressed, fed, petted and put to bed by their mother
in "Over the Hill." The maid had not "come" that day,
and Rosemary, who had been keeping house was hospitably anxious. Could she not, please, she whispered
mother, serve chocolate? She would run out for some
milk — and there was cream to whip. To which suggestion, Thomas, hot and dusty from a football game
and with the appetite that goes with twelve years, gave
hearty approval. And there was Father Carr, intermittently pacing the floor as a man caged in an apartment
with nothing to do, invariably does — visibly and paternally
proud of his children and his lovely talented wife.
"Am so sorry the other children are not here," said
Mrs. Carr. "But Stephen, the impish schoolboy, and
Louella, the grown-up Susan of 'Over the Hill' are both
away working in pictures. It was unusual, was it not,
that I should have had four of my children with me? I
was a bit fearful before we started — was afraid I would
be so anxious about their work I could not concen-

w

By
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IAN
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trate on my own — but it worked out splendidly."
"It is all unusual," I said. "Your children all
work in pictures and you approve. And they are
just normal, happy-go-lucky youngsters — and you
are all — just folks."

"If the picture rings true, as the critics say it does —
if it teaches the lesson it was intended to teach — it is
worth while, and I am most happy that it was my privilege to create Ma Benton in 'Over the Hill,' " said
Mary Carr. Above, a portrait study; center and below,
as Ma Benton

doubting world
that a supposedlyer,nomadic
tribe
have a happy
can keep togethfamily life and
be "Ye
as s,
you Isaywas
—
just folks.
on the stage a
cons i de rable
time. When I
was a very
"Exactly!" she laughed. "Why
shouldn't we approve of our children
adopting a profession that their father
and I adopted years before they were
born. We couldn't reasonably expect
them to be born with a yearning ambition to become lawyers, doctors,
plumbers, could we ?
"To my mind," she continued seriously,
"it isn't so much what my children take
up as their life work — it's how they do
it— and the kind of men and women they
become while doing it. You know 'Who
sweeps a room as by His law, makes that
and the action fine.' A butcher, a baker,
a candlestickmaker — what does it matter? But it does matter how they do
these things. And, being responsible for
the children, we want, more than anything else to give them a foundation to
build on. A home environment that's
conducive to a normal life. To show the

ama
ayoulotng ofgirl
r
I did
, teu
theatrical work
down home near
Philadelphia. It
led to an engagement in stock
and I continued
there at the old
Chestnut Theamar-.
ter ried
untilMr.I Carr
who was also of
the theater. I
loved my work
and expected to
continue in it, but
the babies came,
seven in twelve
years. Six are
living. So I had
on
(Continued
page 103) PA6
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Contest Brings Deluge
of Beauty
ctingconne
the ines
screenareanda the
specta
our enmagaz
CE betwe
SINlink
tor, the Fame and Fortune Contest is
for the purpose of strengthening this
link, by helping the spectators to realize that
the field of motion pictures is open to all. Only
the surface of this great industry has been
scraped ; the demand for pictures increases
more rapidly than the output, and consequently there is a never diminishing demand for new
stars to illuminate the screen.
So thru the door of our contests those with
screen ambitions have the opportunity of entering. In each of
the past contests
the
promising
contestants
were
declared
winners
and placed
high
up on the ladder
to fame, and were
given
publicity
and
contracts
with prominent
film
companies.
The results of the
contests
have
been far beyond
our expectations,
and have given an
increased
incentive for a repetition of the two
previous contests.
The contest is
open to everyone,
child and adult,
male and female.
We are gratified
at receiving
a
large

number

of

photographs from
men and are hoping for many more.
A five-reel picture is one of the
features. In it all
the members
of
the Final Honor
Roll
and,
of
course,ners takethepart.winContracts will be procured with leading motion picture
producing companies for the winners and each winner
will be given two years of publicity thru the three
Brewster publications,
Motion
Picture Magazine,
Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland. This will
include personality
stories of each winner,
picture
pages, cover portraits and photographs in the gallery.
In this contest we feel that we are serving both the
screen and our readers. " And we shall enthusiastically
conduct the Fame and Fortune Contest thru the newyear, confident of a greater success than ever before.
The fact that the photographs received daily are
from all points of the compass, from the North, the
1A££

Proves Mecca to Film Aspirants
Northwest, and the Pacific Coast, from the South and
frOm other countries, proves' the fact that tens of
thousands of people in this world think they were
born to" illumine the screen and are determined not
to blush unseen. And we feel that this belief has been
justified in so many cases that we encourage the ambitious and give our help wherever we can.
Apparently the contest is more popular than ever
this year and the final honor roll will contain the
names of some of the world's finest men and most
beautiful women.
Many of these exponents of beauty are now appearing at the Brewster Publications for cinema tests
and in a number of cases the results have been very
gratifying.
"From Farm to Fame" is the title of the new picture which is being prepared for the contestants
and which will be ready for release at
about the close of the contest.
If the
contestants prove as attractive
their camera tests as they do ir
their photographs,
a large
number of the early contestants will appear in the picture. A great variety of
types will be required,
and undoubtedly
some
of the bright blondes
and vivid brunettes that
have already sent in
their photographs will
constitute part of the
attraction of the contest motion picture.
In choosing winners, as we have said
before, one of the
main deciding
factors is screen personality. A person
may have perfect features and yet entirely
lack that illusive thing
called personality when
reflected on the shadow
stage,
without
which
they can never become
stars.
The only way to
discover whether you are
potential Ethel Clayton, Elsie
Ferguson, Dorothy Gish, Wallace Reid or William S. Hart is
to enter the contest and be given
trial.
Photograph
(above) by
In order to forestall mistakes,
Leegmueller & Murray, Ohio
we again furnish the information
concerning how to enter contest.
Fill out the coupon or a similar one of your own making and
paste it on the back of the photograph.
Send your letter with your photograph.
Letters asking for replies are not desired, but if thought necessary, should be accompanied with self-addressed, stamped
envelopes.
All communications should be addressed to Contest Manager.
(Continued on page 113)

Photograph (above) by Apeda, N. Y.

Above,

Loretta

Pettigrew,

of Brooklyn,

N. Y.; left,.Beulah Burnett, of Hamilton, Ohio, and below, Florence Clinton
Hulse, of Washington, D. C.

Photograph
(belowl by Rice
,, i,«,jr-...-...i..lM«J
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er u-in
leadacc
R has
LABO
the
West
mulated inhis own
name the tidy sum of
$450,000. Yet there are
still some • persons who
want to go into the movie
business.

Weors ofsuggest
to the news
editthe various
weeklies that they send
their cameramen out to

A

gather some scenes of
ship launchings. The
novelty of these scenes
alone would greatly interest the public.

Recipe for a Slapstick
Comedy

Five years ago Mary
Pickford was the Queen
of the movies. Today
she is the Empress. The
others are still Sir Bartons.

One bedroom.
One bathtub filled with
water.
One pretty baby.
Two absurd mustaches
with men behind them.
A cat or a dog.
A flivver.
Shake well and flavor
with a few bathing girls.

A constant viewer of
the films cannot but wonder whether it is possible
to make a five-reel pro-

Some day just to get
myself some publicity and
start everybody
talking, I am going to write an
attack on the
movies. Here I
have been going
calmly along defending the
movies from
everybody and
everything, and
nobody pays any
attention to me.
<«Rs
But some day,
just wait. George
Jean Nathan and
Walter Prichard
Eaton have the right idea
than I do.
Imaginary
Close-ups
No. 1.
Charlie Chaplin spending his money recklessly
as if he had a lot of it.

room scene.
duction without a ;ball-'

Filmatically speaking,
a vampire is a creature
who can make a- villain
out of a hero. Or.. -any
other man who
wear a mustache.
y
3Ll"

Stars That ■ Will
Shine

Mary MacAvoy.
Gladys Walton.
Johnny Hines.
One of the college wits
is responsible for this one :
"Saw another unhappy
ending in the movies last
nigh
"Did
t." the hero get kill-

"No, he married the
ed?" in the last reel."
heroine
Wanted — a movie
actress Who will admit that
she is not the best-dressedJ
42
f\ woman-on-the-screen.
-

It is said that Henry

Ford millions
is going. toto use
his
get
control of the motion picture

industry.
We suggest -that "the
easiest thing to do is to buy up the'four
different plots they are using this season and
refuse to allow anyone else to have them. \ His
monopoly will then be complete.

W®«r
No wonder they make more

Ten Commandments

of Movie Etiquette

1. Always present a $20 bill at the Box Office — if
you haven't a twenty, a ten will do. This holds
up the line, and shows your influence over other
2.

Some

doesn't'
. •"

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

people.
Never go down the aisle indicated by the tickettaker, as it shows subserviency.
Always sit four rows behind the one where the
usherette wishes to seat you — because she undoubtedly has a sinister reason in trying to put
you there.
Do not remove your hat until you have seen at
least half a reel. This impresses other moviegoers, with your independence.
Always talk to your right-hand neighbor 'in a
loud voice because you know that it does not
annoy the actors, nor the people on the street.
Be sure to chew Spearmint gum, or eat apples
during the play. N. B— These are times when
we must be consistently industrious.
Always take in a movie when you have a cold,
as you are fans.
sure to get the sympathy of the other
thousand

8. Read the titles, and conversation aloud, thus
showing your education.
. ...
To show that you 'have character, applaud when
10. the villain succeeds. '
On leaving the theater, go to the manager, and
criticize the picture— this marks you as a critic.

Neal O'Hara

wants to

know

why Doug ^Fairbanks should get a;million-a-year for .bouncing

around, when Ford patrons do it so much more
easily and are glad to pay
for the privilege.
They Always Come
Back for More
We take great pleasure
in announcing that Irene
Castle will return to act.
on the screen.
About the only thing in
the movies that cant be imupon is the
Sennett proved
bathing
girl.Mack

About the only difference in the movie plots
this year is the price the
producers are paying for
them.

T

Every new Harold Lloyd comedy causes the fans of
Mildred Davis to rejoice that she is not planning to
desert the farce for the drama. Herewith are some new
informal pictures of her about her home and with her
mother
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Otie
Miracle

Girl
go home,
a little
envious of her
extravagance, alittle dissatisfied that I haven't the
courage to buy rare
This only shows
how mistaken one can
be when judging by
perfumes."
appearances.
For, regardless of
her five-hundred dollar frock, Miss Compson perched uneasily
on her chaise longue,
where I somehow
know she never reclines,— and curling
first one f opt and then
the other under her,
looked timidly at me
from her great grey
eyes, while
tude
was her
one attiof
ous dignity.
quaintly quiet, courteAnd then all of a
sudden I realized that
there was a really lovable girl-soul hidden
under all this obviousthing-to-do expenditure of money. Had
I not realized this, I
am very sure, I should
have learned nothing
more from Miss
Compson than that she
was a beauty who liked

Photograph by AbM

M

pany, for which she signs all the having
checks her
and own
thatcomshe
picks out all her own stories and casts them according to
her own judgment.
chiefly celebrated '
But, suddenly — as . I said before — something told me
as the girl in "The
best picture is "The Miracle
Miracle Man," happened in the that the girl herself was sweeter than her perfumes.
Man." Above, a character
usual way. Outside her dressstudy of Betty Compson
And Betty
immediately
o"f
attitude
in me Compson
and haltingly,
with nowsensed
and this
then change
a hungry
ing-room door lolled a luxurious velvet lined limousine. A
glance for approval, told me of her long working years
liveried chauffeur stood, immowhich preceded
the partherof fame
the girl
"The Miracle Man"
bile, at attention. A tiny snub-nosed Pekingese spaniel
which
finally brought
andin fortune.
paced impatiently across the blue velvet cushions of her
Betty Compson was a Salt Lake girl, the daughter of
car. I tapped upon her door and entering the shadows
well-to-do parents — not Mormons, however. When she
of her dimly lighted room was transplanted into an atmoswas a high school student, her father was suddenly stricken
with tuberculosis. This meant that he had to be taken to
phere intriguing with perfumes, an odor so finely blended
that instinctively one knew it was as priceless as the a sanatorium. It also meant the cessation of any funds
frankincense and myrrh of olden times. A slightly scented
coming into the Compson household. Bit by bit their
blue haze of cigaret smoke lingered in the dim corners.
savings dwindled until Betty realized that she must go
So when a slight figure, exquisitely garbed in golden
to work. She has always taken violin lessons, and so one
brown duvetyn with a hat forming a halo of dull blue
day she answered an advertisement for a violinist in a
feathers about her ruddy, aureole-like hair, advanced to vaudeville orchestra, with the result that she was given
greet me, I said to myself :
the place.
Even in her adolescence, wise above the average, Betty
/T\
"I shall have to chatter blandly about her art and then
The lucrative films appealed
to Betty, and she entered
them by way of the Christie
Comedies. Then she was
starred in Pathe serials. Her
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determined that she would not
give up her school. Her pride
was so intense, however, that she
couldn't bear to let the other boys
and girls know that she had to
go to work. She used to try to
conceal from them her violin
which she had to lug to school
each day, but when found out and
questioned by her friends, she told
them that she was again . taking
daily violin lessons.
When Betty was fifteen years
old her father died. This necessitated her mother and her moving to a smaller place, and the
burden of support fell entirely
upon the young girl. Miss Compson is a firm believer in education.
"No one can succeed without a
background, and good schooling
is the best," is one of her axioms.
So she continued her studies.
Then one Sunday, when the orchestra was rehearsing the new
acts for the next week's show, the

manager discovered he was short one
act.
Betty's
asked Believing
her if sheinwould
fill ability,
in with hea
violin solo act. She .said she would.
Then came the question of what she
should wear. She had no suitable dress,
and rather than go in something tacky,
conjured up for the occasion, she slit a skirt and waist into rags,
tied them together with an old sash over her hips, let her hair
fly unbound and went barefoot.
Then she stepped out upon the stage, and flinging back her rebellious young locks, played her repertoire to the best of her ability.
She received a tremendous ovation.
In telling about it"} Miss Compson said :
"I knew all of two pieces, but it was my untrammeled youth
thatHermade
it get soover.
Youth
anything."
act went
well that
she can
was do
booked
thru the whole Western
Orpheum circuit and eventually came to Los< Angeles.
Of course, the lucrative films appealed to her and she entered
them via the Christie Comedy route.
That was five years ago — five years which were filled with disillusionments and disappointments.. For her booking managers,
in whose hands she had placed her fortunes, never boosted her
particularly and altho she became renowned for her beauty, her
fifth year in the silent drama found Betty Compson starring in a
45
Pathe serial. Betty says there is no more soul-searing experience
(Continued on page 108)
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niie Sunlit Mount
the blues — I banish them. Much depends on how we greet the new day,
— so it's smiles at breakfast for me."
All of which reflects her wholesome
attitude toward life, and she carries a
gay little message for the world shedding it abou,t her thru a sunniness that
is captivating.
Carmel is in the midst of her fourth
motion picture since her return to Universal City after a successful season in
"The Magic Melody," on the New York
stage last year.
"It is heavenly to be back in California," sighed the girl, happily, "yet I
had such a wonderful year. Ever since
I can remember I have dreamed of the
stage. It has always been the big
influence, in my
life.
Tho it still
constitutes
my
Carmel Myers has returned to the screen, and
Universal pictures, in particular, after a time on the
musical comedy stage,
where she appeared in
"The Magic Melody"

ultimate
ambition, Irefused
a beauti f ul
chance to go to
England to play
All Photographs
by Freulich

so many native California daughTHERE ters are
who have distinguished themselves before the camera that it is no surprise to
discover that Carmel Myers was born in
San Francisco just nineteen years ago.
Most of her life, however, has been spent in Los
Angeles where her father, Isidore. Myers, is a brilliant and beloved rabbi. From him the girl undoubtedly derives, much of her splendid intelligence,
original mode of thinking, her sane balance. From
her mother she inherits the emotional depths and
temperamental equipment which is carrying her to
an enviable position among the cinema stars and
even to the glories of a Broadway stage success.
It seemed inevitable that one so richly endowed, —
plus a warm, sparkling beauty, a bubbling vitality
and ambition, should select a dramatic career. Carmel
will tell you quite seriously that she agrees with
Shakespeare that a divinity shapes our end, for everything— with impetuous emphasis — has come to her
so wonderfully.
"I revel in every experience and have evolved a
pet philosophy of my own," she confessed. "I believe that our lives are largely mapped out for us,
and if we try and try and dont succeed, it must be
for a very good reason. Everything is for the best,
whether we see it or not at the time. This has
proved true so often with me. Sometimes when I
have been disappointed, I have later found that it
("\was best as it was, so now when I am tempted with
Afi£
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the leading role in a clever comedy-drama,
and several tempting offers in New York
because I wanted to hurry back and put
into practise what I had learned. I was
afraid if I remained in that fascinating
theatrical atmosphere a few years I
wouldn't be able to tear myself away, and
I want to reach the top in pictures — first.
Youth is the vital point with them and
every year counts, — the stage holds even
greater opportunities later, when one's
nature has been deepened by living."
Carmel cheerfully acknowledges that
she has encountered few of the crushing
experiences that so frequently mark the
path of aspirants to dramatic honors.
"Perhaps," she remarked, with her shining eyes lovingly caressing her mother,
"this is because I have had such a marvelous father and mother back of me at every
turn, guiding and protecting me.
"I guess I set a new record on Broadway," she continued, "for mother was
with me every minute — why, she didn't
miss a .single performance of my play.
I used to look at the other girls who had
Photograph

(right)

by Freulich

Photograph (abpvej by Freulich
Carmel laughingly refuses to
confirm ' or deny the reports
that Romance has come to
her, and that wedding bells
belong to her history

no mothers with them and marveled at their courage and
strength : they deserve much
credit, for it is an uphill strug-

It was during the filming of
his mammoth production, "Intolerance,"
that D. W. Grifgle— alone."
fith sought the advice of Rabbi
Myers regarding several
theological points, and discovered a screen possibility in
the Rabbi's pretty daughter. Shortly after this the little
girl's name was enrolled in the Fine Arts Stock Company,
and she played bits and attended the studio school with
Dorothy Gish, Pauline Starke, Mildred Harris, Marjorie
Daw and other budding stars. She played with Dorothy
in "Stage- Struck," and with Bessie Love in "The Heiress
of Coffee Dan's," where she. made a hit as the gum-chewing
waitress. She appeared with the clever comedian, Harold
Lloyd, and was engaged to play with the late Harold Lockwood in "The Haunted Pajamas."
(Continued on page 113)
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the ordering in a manner remarkably
efficient. I realized that this luncheon would not be the lingering variety. James Rennie has in his makeup something of the business man
who takes keen enjoyment in erasing,
by having done them, the things he
has to do.
First nights, dress rehearsals and
curtain calls had been part of his
life before he knew the sputtering
lights and the directorial call of
"C-a-m-e-r-a !" 'And at present he
is giving his evenings and matinee
afternoons to the theater, while the
remainder of his waking hours are
spent at the studio, where he is playing the leading
masculine roie
first starring
"StageGish's
in
Lillian
and
venture.
bscr
i n een
e d arecomall
right," he told
(Continued on
page 110)

ion.m girl nudged
panroo
comakTHEher clo
"Here comes James Rennie," she murmured.
"I
saw him in 'Spanish Love' the other
night. He's grand ! Now, he's playin'
in pictures, too."
I ceased optically tracing the rug design. The object of my quest had arrived. He checked his soft hat and top
coat and looked furtively about as tho he
expected his interview-luncheon to resemble nothing more than one of the horrors
left over from the Spanish Inquisition.
I introduced myself.
The cloak-room girl
glared at me. I hadn't meant to hurry him away,
but it was Wednesday, and I knew that a matinee
performance awaited him.
And time was fleeting.
(T\ He piloted me to one of the tables and dispensed with
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By GLADYS
es
HarrinJga-m
MRS. ton Mallory was awfulgood atabluss.inessly
de
She
knew
how to put
on the fem-h.
inine touc
So
when
her husbaendd
c
announ
to her that
Nelson was Rogers to be
their guest at
dinner
and
that
it was
t,
most importan ,
t
a
t
r
most
impo n
for him to remain
on the ground until
the proposed
mergegrers
-Ro
y
r
o
l
l
of tertheests,Ma
in
was consum
mated, Mrs. James Hgarring- w,
ton cocked a knowin eyebro
and tiseasitd, "I see!" — annd inviteed theh
Pret
Girl in Tow to din wit them,
and to go in as Nelson Rogers' dinner partner.
Fate took a hand as, in fiction if not in fact, Fate has
a way of doing, and the Prettiest Girl sent eleventh hour
regrets.
Mrs. James Harrington Mallory was desperate. She
bit her manicure and assembled her wits. What to do ?
There wasn't an available soul who could be entrusted
to ensnare into dalliance Nelson Rogers. He would be
bored with wining and dining; with gossip of the town;
he would make a brief getaway; the Rogers-Mallory
merger would fall thru! She had never failed her- James
Harrington Mallory yet — at that point in her meditations
or rather her mental maneuvers, her seamstress entered
the room with the gown she had just completed. She
found Mrs. James Harrington running a frantic pencil
thru a list. She waited. Mrs. James Harrington raised
her distracted eyes and caught a momentary glimpse of
a wistful, lovely face framed in the misty tulle of her
own gown. For an instant she was puzzled. She had
never noticed, really noticed, Mary Maddock, save to
note that her fingers were nimble and the results thereof
satisfactory. Now . . . Her eyes took on the gleam
they had when a scheme was taking shape.
She said:
"My dear child, have you ever dined out — er — in our
way, I mean . . . Please dont think me too personal or
without sensibility, but the fact is, I'm in a serious quandary and quite beside myself."
Mary Maddock smiled. "I've dined out quite frequently, Mrs. Mallory," she said ; "in your way. My
family are of the South, and before I married — " she

tuit
^

HALL
made a little deprecating gesture,
but Mrs. Mallory stood.under-She
was taking in
details
now,
and
she
liked what
slender
she
saw —
hand
and
level brow ;
lovely

lines

and a gracious 'smile — ;
manicure
yes, with
a
with
a with
hair-a
■ dresser;
modiste;
perfumes ;an hour or
so of rest, this girl
might well appear to
the wealthy young oil
agnate as the Prettiest
Girl in Town.
She could
surround
her with a sort of
mystery, too . . . she would have
to,
since,
main obscure. obviously, the girl wished to reShe began to talk very rapidly.
She was thoro, and
so she told her little seamstress all about the MalloryRogers merger and the business necessity of keeping Rogers in town and in touch as long as possible, and how she
had counted on a certain pretty girl who had failed her ;
and how she wanted Mary Maddock to fill the bill. "I
will have my maid make you into the spirit of new New
York, my dear," her employer said ; "you will be charming. All you will need to do is be nice, very nice indeed,
to Nelson Rogers, the rest will follow, I am sure. If you.
will do this for me you will have conferred a favor upon
me and I shall be glad to pay you well for your trouble."
Mary Maddock only hesitated for a fraction of a second then
;
she consented.
Mrs. James Mallory summoned two maids and put the
girl into their expert charge, telling them she was to be
all in white and that they were to use their every art.
She dismissed them and felt satisfied. There was something about that girl — fine as well as beautiful — spiritual
as well as fleshly — yes, Nelson Rogers would go to his
western home, she thought, with an image he would have
difficulty in effacing from his heart, be it ever so imMary Maddock felt as tho a dream had draped itself
pervious.
like gossamer about her. Reality fell away ; reality that
had been harsh and hurtful since she had left her home
in the^outh to make a new home with Steve Maddock.
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Aside from the money it would be nice, once again to feel
soft silks and move in tender perfumes ; to dine where

f
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or an animal provender to be matter.
At first he got a job, but very
got thru with; but where flowers and the gleam of silver, the
shortly it didn't suit him. Too hard. Not
There followed a crowded
pad-pad of service, the sheen
enough
scope for his abilities. "What did they think ht
hour of manicuring and hairof linen all played their parts.
dressing, and gowns hastily
Ah, she had not known until
Quite soon after that, he got another job. It lasted a
commandeered from shops
now how tired she had become ;
nearby, and silken lingerie,
month.
"One of those family-affairs," he told Mary.
how disillusioned . . .
and perfumes and flowers
"What
do
they think I am?"
Steve Maddock had seemed
Mary had a friend who got Steve his third job within
a sort of god. That was because she had known no other
two was?"
months, and this time Steve said he was "prostituting
gods, had no standards ; he fitted the best-sellers pretty well.
his abilities. That sort of thing was all right for some felHe had made love to her, just when to be made love to had
lows, but as for him. What did Mary think he was?" For
become a necessity with her, an urge. It had been summer
some weeks they had a pretty bad time of it. It was then
. . . at the end of the summer she had run away with him.
that Mary began to look for sewing, and shortly thereafter
Life had seemed a glittering adventure, with, chiefly, the red
that she obtained the work at Mrs. Mallory's home.
flowers of his kisses breaking the monotony. Very soon the
Steve took to gambling. It was easy money, or easy loss,
red flowers of his kisses were the monotony. She had never
and required no sustained drag upon his abilities. Also,
known that love could turn so stale, kisses so rancid, the
he was appreciated, save when there was. a row, and then
whole glamourous business so stripped and unprofitable.
the police appreciated that ; but usually to Steve's good, as
Things had gone rapidly from bad to Worse. Steve was
he looked more or less respectable, and Mary was often in
no good at pretense, once he had satisfied himself on any
the background, keeping watch of him.
particular score. It had been easy to dine with Mary at her
She grew to loathe him, but care for him. His weaknesses were his strength
charming home, walk with
. . . with her. She had
her thru the lovers' lanes
of the lazy southern vilthe protective instinct that
lage, tell her what great
cannot leave a man alone
FORBIDDEN FRUIT
things he had planned and,
when he needs her, howwith her as inspiration,
' Fictionized by permission from the Paramount proever unhealthy and unloveduction
of
the
story
by
Jeanie
MacPherson,
which
was
would shortly execute. It
ly his needs may be.
directed by Cecil B. DeMille. The cast:
had been his way of spendThings did not brighten,
Mary Maddock
Agnes Ayres
however. Steve had her to
ing that summer. At the
Steve Maddock
Clarence Burton
end of it, he felt the need
James Harrington Mallory
Theodore Roberts
depend upon, and his
Mrs. Mallory
,
Kathlyn Williams
to go on. It was nice . . .
gambling and drinking to
Nelson
Rogers
Forrest
Stanley
being thought a god by a
slake his lusts for excitePietro Giuseppe
Theodore Kosloff
girl with silver skin and
ment.
Nadia Craig
Shannon Day
crimson lips, and tender,
John Craig
Bertram Jones
On the day Mrs. MalMaid
Julia Faye
trustful eyes. He wanted
lory made the request of
/T\her. He took her. After
her, Mary had been more

Vso
Iagc

than ordinarily upset. That morning the butcher had been
insistent upon payment, and, just the evening- before, she
had caught Steve rifling the little tin bank where she kept
what she could save for such utilitarian emergencies. The
money for this evening's work . , . was it work? . . .
would help.
There followed a crowded hour of manicuring and hairdressing, and gowns hastily commandeered from shops
nearby, and silken lingerie, and perfumes and flowers.
Two maids sprayed her and arrayed her, whirled her and
twirled her ; did incomprehensible things to her hands and
hair, and arms and throat, and then told her she was as
beautiful
as !the blessed saints, now they'd be praised if
she
were not
And Nelson Rogers seemed to agree with them ... at
least, ocularly. He said he had not wanted to stay over,
just between him and her, but that he was glad now. He
told her that he didn't care much ... or hadn't cared
much . . . for women. His had been a busy, moneydriving life . . . a mistake, he was beginning to perceive.
There hadn't been much of actuality in it, he said, but many
dreams. Still, didn't she think so, dreams had to fit—
had to fit someone, as beautiful gowns fit beautiful forms.
He believed, he said, in keeping tryst with dreams . . .
didn't she ? Mary said she did ; said it miserably, with memories of Steve before her ; his weak flaccidity, his stale, rancid kisses . . . !
Nelson Rogers said she was like an orchid. He broke
one from the table flowers and gave it to her. "It is my
simile for you," he said. "You seem white and strange,
and remote, and very lovely . . . like this orchid. I . . .
men seek very far for orchids, did you know that ? Brave
great
that sort
thing.to Italk
never
I'd
come todangers,
talk of all
orchids
when ofI came
of thought
... of oil.
Oil and mergers."
Nelson Rogers didn't say anything very original. He
was neither poetical nor the pre-ordained lover. He had no

iCTuon.

1 method, no finesse. But Mary thrilled to him, be
>eW 'iwas tender, considerate, fine. Because he was
^0
0^
*d strong and true. Things wouldn't happen
.
. '.
eM
AT
lings . . . with Nelson Rogers.
Nelson was absorbed, and didn't hesitate to show it. The
ways and wiles of pretty little Myrtle Craig were lost upon
him.

7

Mrs. James Mallory perceived that her plan had worked,
and worked exceedingly well. She was too delighted at Nelson's interest to feel any apprehension for future catastrophe. Besides, Mary was Mary . . . and what could happen? Mrs. Mallory's was a well-regulated world. Things
did not go askew.
Mary, like Cinderella, escaped and went home at midnight. To go home had never seemed so hard, so undesirable. Steve was waiting for her, demanding of her. She
told him that she had clone some extra work, and had got
paid for it. "We need the money very badly," she said,
briefly.
said he'dand
say Mary
so ! knew it. But then, she
He wasSteve
suspicious,
knew, too, sickeningly, that Steve would be !
When he had gone out, Mary put the orchid in a cracked
glass, filled with water. She stood and looked up at it, remembering him ... It was ever so slightly wilted, from
the strength of his hand, from the warmth of her breast
. . . that was right. She felt ever so slightly wilted, too ;
weary, very weary. An orchid . . . that was what she
might have been . . . instead, she was a very common,
fire-escape variety of flower. There was the dust of the
city upon her, too ; and the hurtfulness of ungentle handling . . . disillusionment.
Still, the orchid had given her something . . . even
momentarily . . .
The next morning, Mrs.
James Harrington Mallory
honored Mary.Maddock with

Nelson Rogers said she was
like an orchid. He broke one
from the table flowers and
gave it to her
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°2 a flurried visit. She told Mary that Nelson Rogers
Cpa lvisit,

had insisted upon seeing Mary again, knowing nothing of
her marriage, and that he had implored Mrs. Mallory's aid.
"It is important, oh, it is most important, Mrs. Maddock,"
the lady said, "that Nelson Rogers remain in town. I have
come to beg you to be my guest for a week or two. In that
way he will be able to meet you quite properly under my
roof, and we can dine and do the theaters together. It will
not be unpleasant for you, and it will be of inestimable
benefit to me."
Mary Maddock shook her head. "I'd love to, for your
sake, Mrs. Mallory," she said, "but I ... I dare not."
"But it is important, my dear Mary Maddock ; it is most
important."
"There are other things, Mrs. Mallory," the girl said,
"that are most important, too."
"Oh, but surely . . . come, then, what are they?"
Mary smiled. Her. eyes sought the orchid. The sun
was on it, and its white fragility startled the heavier air.
"Peace of mind," she said.
Mrs. Mallory groaned. "You
when he had gone, Mary put dont understand,"
the orchid in a cracked glass, _i •
j
<<• r t i_ i j.she
j.* j.' comj.
filled with water, she stood
and looked up at it, remem-

bering him

plained ;
show yOU

if I had statistics to
. . .'

"Statistics

wouldn't

induce

me, Mrs. Mallory," Mary said, "half so much as just your
request of me ; but it is impossible. You dont understand.
Some day . . . some day Nelson Rogers would live to
hate you for doing this. You see ..."
Mrs. Mallory protested. "The mergers would be consummated then," she said.
"I know," said Mary, "so. would many other things. Dear
Mrs. Mallory . . . you couldn't see this from my point of
view, because it is a distressful one, and I dont zvant you to
share it ; but. please believe me. I cannot come."
Mrs. Mallory offered money and made further pleas,
and then reluctantly departed, warning Mary to let her
know at once if she should change her mind.
Mary promised. That evening she did change her mind.
Steve, during the interview, had been sleeping in the next
room. After their guest had gone, Mary's canary began to
sing. Steve bellowed at it, with the result of a still lustier
carol. He threw his shoe at it, swearing, and cage and bird
/went out of the window, to destruction four stories beneath.
Mary didn't speak. She loved the tiny golden bird in all
that was left her of a golden way. Her loathing for the
inadequate creature she had married met, in that instant,
in one concentrated bitter climax. She put away the washing she was doing and walked to a 'phone booth, telling
Mrs. Mallory she would come to her that evening in time
for dinner.
"I dont care," she told herself, as she made ready to go.
"I dont care. I dont care. I dont care. Some day that
same thing will happen, in another sense, to me. I,
|^_
too, shall be broken to little pieces on these
dreary pavements ... by him . . . . bv his
That night the Mallorys, Nelson and
Mary, went to the theater. In the
darkened box, while the leading
lady had hysterics over the
kind."
man she "luvved," Nelson
Rogers told Mary that he had
learned to love her in twentyfour hours. "I can only
plead a most rational past,"
he told her, "to prevent your
thinking me eccentric, too impulsive. I'm not. I have a
way of knowing what I Want.
Such success as I have had
has been due to that . . .
faculty. Mary . . ."
Mary shivered with a sudden cold. It was like glimpsing the delectable gardens,
brilliant, warm, laden, and
then have a door close to in
your face, leaving you in the
cold, in the dark . . .
She tore off a bit of her
program and handed it to him.
He read, "Forbidden Fruit."
"She is being shy," he told
himself, not taking a deeper
import ; "women are ' like
that,
I suspect,
all of after
them."the
Later
that night,
Mallorys had retired, Rogers
pleaded his love again.
"It is too great for me,
Mary," he said. "I did not
know I could be so easily the
victim, the glad victim, dear,
of anything.
I want you to

\
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flaw
tell me, just tell me . . . dont
you, too, Mary?"
Something sweet and tremendous swept Mary from
her feet, obliterating the dull
common-sense of the years ;
obliterating Steve and all
. that Steve stood for ; the rude
home, the rude work, the utter lack of all that had made
her spirit sing in other days.
Here, here, she knew, was
her man, her mate ; he for
whom she had been waiting,
the whole god, in whose sacred place she had taken the
half god, because he had
worn a crown of summer
roses upon his careless hair.
"I do,"to sheresist
whispered
back,
unable
the heaven
thrust upon her in this moment"I
; do, Nelson, with all
that I am, my dearest !"
And for a moment nothing
mattered, neither past nor future, save the beating of their
two hearts, suddenly and
miraculously blent. The moment passed and Mary crept
away to bed, while Rogers
dreamed before the fire a
dream in which oil and oil
mergers had little part.
Very much later that night
Mary stirred in her silken
covering, opened her eyes, sat
up ... to face Steve. Unmistakably Steve, despite the
mask he wore on his face, and
which, after the manner of
Steve, had come askew. Before sleep had forsaken her
sufficiently for sanity, Mary
had screamed." She had reacted to the intruder rather
than the man himself.
Steve was upon her. "You've got to hide me, you
damned fool," he said, "or we'll be ruined, both of us.
Hide me . . . use your head . . . quick . . . quick !"
Mary got him into the clothes-press, and when nightshirted Mr. Mallory, curl-papered Mrs. Mallory and two
servants came in, she apologized for nightmare and sent
them back to bed.
Then Steve came out. Mary was hunched up, her eyes
bright and stricken, like a hunted rabbit's. "What do you
mean by this?" she demanded. "Oh, what do you mean by
this ;..?•»
The man tried bravado, tried crude appeal. "I tried to
get a job," he said ; "couldn't. Not enough for you. A chap
I know at the Club told me there was easy money here . . .
I'm a Socialist anyway . . . it's no more than right . . .
honest labor going unrewarded, while you . . . say, what
th' hell are you doing here anyway, dolled up like some
street woman, and sleeping like a queen ? What's the game,
that's what I come to find out ? What's the nifty little game
you're putting up while old Steve sneaks around and turns
thief to protect you. You dress yourself and come out and
join me in ten minutes, or I'll squeal, and let the whole
thing out of the bag. Mind, now, no monkey-shine. I'll
settle with you in the way your kind understands."

When they were alone, Rogers came close to her, bent
over her. "Once you told
me," he said, "that Prince
Charming had come into your
life . . . now that you are free
. . . tell me, dear heart, is he

Mary nodded. She was
numb . . . too much emotion.
Her tongue was too large for
her
mouth. Her head was
swimming.

Steve started out the window, but retraced his steps
with an oath. A policeman, he
muttered, was guarding the entrance. He would have to try the front stairs, take his
chances. Mary, believing everyone in bed, and too terrified
to think very much about it, nodded again. "You be out in
ten minutes," Steve said, and slunk out.
Mary dressed. In her old things. Steve ... a common
burglar. Heaven, how low he had sunk ! How low they
both had sunk, that any man with whom she was connected
could come to this ! What was the matter with her that she
had not been able to make him see stars rather than mud ?
still . . . where he was?"

Love? She couldn't give him that, when he had trampled it
under foot. But help *. . . courage . . . the will to live, to
rightly live . . . why hadn't she given him that ?
A clashing noise shattered her own thoughts. Lights.
. . . noise . . . the household awake . . . Mary sickened
(Continued on page 115)
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A Toiling Lily
"Isn't it xvoyiderfnl?" demanded Dorothy, as we contemher radiant
future.
"Of
course, plated
I do
not want
to remain
in comedies always, but I realized while I was working with
Mr. Ray what a valuable training it has been, and if I had i*
all to do over again I should do
exactly as I have done ... go
into comedy, and under Mr.
Christie's direction, too. You
learn so much that prepares you
for the heavier work of emotional and dramatic acting.
Chiefly, you learn to space. Do
you know what I mean ? In our
comedies we must put over a
situation in a few feet, perhaps
six or eight ; and this requires a
concentration of acting where
every move carries its meaning.
We work so fast in comedy that
I had to keep toning myself
down all the time during the
making of "Forty-five Minutes
from Broadway," and remem-

Photograph by Evans, L. A.
"Love and marriage must not
IEWING Dorothy Devore
ERV
INTprove
d to be a fascinating delight, for this
come for a long time yet,"
said
Dorothy
Devore.
"I
youthful comedienne has a very definite
have so
much to
do before
and piquant personality and, tho her
that should enter my life.
Then, I'm old-fashioned, and
screen life has been devoted to merry-making,
I will want to be very sure
she is in reality a demure and thoughtful girl,
of it all, because I will want
ders
t
with a level head a-top her sligh shoul
and with great big ambitions.
my marriage to last"
It was refreshing to get life's viewpoint thru
her happy eyes — there is nothing artificial and spoiled about her, she is
candid and ingenuous, with a boyish sincerity.
Her motion picture career has extended over two short years, but in
that time she has become the idol of a large array of picture fans all over
the world as the dainty heroine of .those highly amusing one-reel Christie
comedies, involving domestic complications, with which she has become
identified.
Now, we all knew how delightfully she could play these roles, but when
she flashed forth on the screen recently, as Mary, in "Forty-five Minutes
Prom
Broadway,"
Charlie
first aindependent
up
with renewed
interest,
for Ray's
we beheld
real actress production,
with subtle weandsatconvincing technique.
As the naive and alluring Mary, Miss Devore reached a new rung in her
ladder of achievements and now Al Christie is to star her in a
series of two-reel comedies which shows that the Fairy GodPhotoRraph
mother who watches over her destinies has been busy.
Spurr,
I..
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ber that we had feet in which to tell our story, and plenty
of time.
"Usually I play the fluffy, ingenuish parts, while in this
play I acted on the screen just as I do in real life. I'm not
naturally very funny — that's all acting — but as Mary I was
myself, arid, oh! Mr. Ray is wonderful to work with. I
felt gratified when he chose another Christie girl for his
next picture . . . Laura La Plante is playing with him
now . . . for it showed that he thought I wasn't so bad."
The lunch hour at Frank's, in Hollywood, becomes something of a studio meet, for on all sides of you are to be
found scintillating stars from Lasky's, Micky Neilan's and
Christie's^ who congregate there. At our right was Marjorie Daw, with a girl friend, giggling over a bunch of letters to
; our left sat George Melford, Milton Sills and Jack
Holt, deep in some weighty discussion, while the lovely
Mabel Tuliene Scott, with some friends, sat across the
aisle, and other celebrities were generously scattered about.
At our small table, Dorothy glowed and dimpled, while
I drew out her short story of dreams and hopes, early efforts and struggles
and recent successes.
Naively, she announced that this was only
her second interview.
"The other
didn't take," she laughed, mischievously, "for I couldn't
think of a thing to say, and,
after all, they had to use a
group of pictures and
leave out the interview."
To begin with, '
Dorothy
Devore
isn't her real name
at all. "Hold
your breath while
I tell you the
prosaic one with
which
I was
christened,"
she laughed.
"It is Inez William s ! Mr.
Christie thought
it was too long, so out of the very
air I plucked this
stagy one.
Sounds

C

\M
y Stories or a French dime novel. I would
c.anye it again, but do not want to lose all the friends I
have made with this one, so am doomed to be Dorothy
Devore for the rest of my days."
"Suppose love and marriage should come?" I questioned, thinking of one way out, tho, personally, I think
the name suits her vivid, vibrant personality.
"It must not come for a long time yet. I have so much
to do before that should enter my life/' she replied with
girlish frankness. "You see, I've been playing wives with
their complications of divorces or near divorces — usually
with in-laws interfering — until I have become a little
wary. Then, I'm old-fashioned; I want just one marriage,
that will last. Guess I'll marry an orphan. That will be the
safest," and she was again her gay self.
Dorothy is a little, slim, wisp of a girl— measuring all of
five feet one inch in height — a floating bit of alluring femininity. Her eyes are of a warm, melting brown, so dark
that at times they are black of unfathomable depths. Her
nose suggests the up-tilt, which probably explains one reason she has been cast in comedy roles, and in all
ways does she answer the description of a
"cute girl."
Over the 'phone, her mother had
called me "Honey," Vith that
soft, caressing voice belonging to the South ; so I was
not surprised to note a
decided touch of the
Southern
accent in
Dorothy's
voice.in
She was born
FortWorth.Texas,
and was reared

(Continued on
page 112)
"There wasn't anything
my

about

romantic
start-

said
i n g Miss
to wDevore;
o r k,"
"it wasn't the result
of any
artistic
know ;
because
take

care

compelling
urge . . . you
it was simply
I wanted
to
of

Mamma"
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w *• dL LL work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."
/\
Not only Jack but all screen artisans as
fm^^ well, is the belief of King Vidor.
^^ ^^
In fact, the Vidor studio gives one the
impression of a fun factory rather than a serions temple dedicated to art. Between scenes the actors talk
and laugh, tell jokes about one another's acting,
compose jazz tunes on the organ and conduct themselves generally like a bunch of high school kids at
recess.
The absence of emotional tenseness, of high strung
temperament, of heat and drive and hurry, as compared with other studios, struck me as the Sabbath
silence of a country town contrasted with the blare
andMr.bustle
of New
York's
Vidor
believes
that Broadway.
this natural unemotional
atmosphere is highly necessary to the production of
true-to-life pictures, — and his creed, ten commandments, and beatitudes are all incorporated in that one
phrase: "As in life ..."
"I never use any sure-fire tricks in producing a picture," he told me, "that is why I believe in surrounding myself with young, sincere people, that is why I
let them play, and play among themselves, between
scenes — then the action never becomes stereotyped.
"I have one great principle — to produce pictures
that everyone can understand.
Pictures with such
universal themes that the inhabitant of the smallest
hamlet and the richest home can both place themselves inthe story and say,
'There, those experiences
might have happened to
me !
Such wisdom at the age
of twenty-seven years is to
be marveled at — a charming quality, yet one seldom
met.
Besides being a famous
producer at twenty-seven,
King Vidor is a prodigy in
many other ways. His utter lack of any theatricalism has already been
touched upon, his humanness and ability to play is
another, the fact that he

King Vidor believes
a natural unemotional atmosphere is
highly necessary to
the production of
true-to-life pictures
. . . and his creed,
ten commandments
and beatitudes are
all incorporated in
that life."
one phrase,
in
Above,"Asa
camera study of Mr.
Vidor, and left,
with Florence Vidor
and Suzanne
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the birth of Suzan n e, his
daughter — and since then the
road, the King Vidor road, has
been pretty smooth traveling.
Promoters had such faith in
him that without a sign of collateral they handed fifty thousand dollars over to him to
make his next picture.
Now King Vidor owns his
own spacious studio, but his
manner of running it is as simple and sweet as in the old days
when he had but one corner to
call his own.
He wishes to build up the
big tract of land he owns on
Santa Monica Boulevard, Holsimilar to thatlywood,ofinto athesettlement
former Elbert
Hubbard settlement in East
Aurora, New York. He wants
to have cottages for his coworkers and a community hall
where they can get together.
He tianis,Scientist.
I might add, a ChrisBut his picture belief is altence: most summed up in one sen"There is no room today for
the ordinary schedule picture,
and I believe in producing only
pictures that are true to life."
Now King Vidor owns his own spacious
studio, but Bis manner of running it is
as simple and sweet as in the old days,
when he had but one corner to call his
own. Left, a new photograph, and below,
with Colleen Moore

Photograph by Hoover Art Co.

has reached the goal of his long
cherished ambitions is a third.
When he was at the age made
famous by Booth Tarkington, his
first scenario was accepted by
Vitagraph and he was paid thirtyfive dollars for it. Almost immediately, he migrated to Los Angeles
to be in the center of film circles.
When he conceived the idea of
branching out for himself, he was
just twenty-five years old and
rather newly married. It was at
this time that 'he originated the
theme of "The Turn in the Road,"
and had such belief in it that he
pooled all their resources in its
production.
"The Turn in the Road" might
be rightly termed not only the
product of King Vidor's brain,
but of his brawn as well, for he
wrote the scenario, designed the
sets, helped erect them on the
tinv ^udio space he rented.
Kualleling the success of
(\ "The Turn in the Road," came
Afi£
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Taking the Sun Out of Sunday
Just now a wave of agitation, called puritanical for want
of a better word, is sweeping the country. Efforts are under way to make rigid laws aimed at any sort of activity,
other than churchgoing, on Sunday. If the so-called "reformers" have their way, Sunday newspapers, baseball,
golf, motoring, and even walking, except to arid from
church, will be made illegal. In other words, we will see a
step backward to the days of witch-burning, the ducking
stool and the pillory.
The Motion Picture Magazine believes in a sane and
healthy worship of God on Sunday, along with every other
day, and it also believes in enjoyable recreations on that
day. It believes that, if communities wish motion pictures
on the Sabbath, they should have
them.

We advise our readers to watch
the newspapers of their localities in
regard to this agitation.
If it becomes at all serious, we advise our
readers to write at once to

affit-yf^ •

their Congressmen, Senators and other legislators. Please do
not look upon the
Government
as a
thing apart
from
you. You are a part
of the United States
Government.
And,
as a part, you have
a right to voice your
sentiments.

Speak out!

^^

Vogue and
Public Taste
It is interesting
to note the pendulum swing of public
taste. A wave of
South Sea lure seeps thru literature, topped at the crest
by Somerset Maugham's "The Moon and Sixpence," and,
lo, the screen reflects the same vogue of the tropics. Witness the success of David Griffith's "The Idol Dancer," and
of other photoplays of the lonely seas.
The stage sees a turn towards the Orient in "Aphrodite," in "Mecca," and in other spectacles, and straightway
the silversheet catches it in Otis Skinner's "Kismet."
•Just now there is a turn towards the small town story.
Note the success of Sinclair Lewis' "Main Street," and
of Floyd Dell's "Moon-Calf." Already the same vogue is
apparent in the films in the whirlwind hit of Griffith's
" 'Way Down East."
What will be the next turn ?

• The Coming of tke Romantic Film
Our guess is that the costume picture is dawning. The
success of "Passion," the visualization of the life of DuBarry, alone would bring down a number of similar productions. For such is the way of the film!
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he New York stage is buried under a wave
of ■runicimiLi.sm. There is "Deburau," of gay Paris in
the 1830's":'"The Prince and the Pauper," of the roistering clays, when Elizabeth was but a princess; "Little Old
New York," built about the era when Manhattan was
young, and several highly colored Spanish dramas.
You are going to see the costume play on the screen.
Already several are on the horizon. There's "Old CuriShop," with
Love,of and
"Camille," with Nazimova. osityWatch
for Bessie
the reign
romance!

Beauty and Horror
Recently the screen saw the appearance of an exceedsordiddone
and
exotic ingly
tale,
The "Motion Picture Magazine" believes
in a sane and healthy worship of God
on Sunday, along with every other day,
and it also believes in enjoyable recreations on that day

by a very rector.
ableIt was
ditold with superb
c i n ematographic
art, many of the
scenes being
veritable paintings.
Yet this was
all the more unfortunate, since
it gilded an opus
of exceeding
danger. For inthe hero-a
inestance,
becomes
drug may
fiend.
All
this
appeal
to a certain sophisticated film
fan element, but,
before the great
American
part ofpublic,
the
it will damage the film

Let usplay.
not lose our perspective. The big part of America
is healthy, right thinking and resentful of any exploitation
of the sordid.

Silence in trie Film Theater
Curiously, no one seems to have stopped to analyze the
eternal silence in the film theater. Did you ever attempt
to whisper to a neighbor in the gloom of the photoplay,
thereby bringing on a circle of angry glances arour'd you?
There's a reason.
Pearl White, at a recent dinner, attempted to explain it
by saying that the motion picture demands a steady creative
effort on the part of the audience . . . a far greater effort
than the spoken play. Each spectator must supply dialog
and color. To have audible words spoken about one causes
a disturbing cross-current.
It is plainly a study in psychology. And it is also an inter- ■',ting commentary upon the movie's stimulation to the
; .gination.
n
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What Makes A PKotodrama
NLESS

somebody

has changed
the formula
" since our Sunday- school days, bricks must be
rn a d e with

todramas.
There are still divergent views, but today
most of the authorities agree on the following formulas of
stage
:
Thecraft
fundamentals
of
drama arc Conflict and
Crisis.
Conflict means the

straw. Photo-dramas, too, have their
Jjasi.c elements. The fundamental element in any
play, stage or screen, is
•drama.

struggle which continues
between two opposing elements thru out the story.
This does not mean a

;. .It. should be explained
at the outset that the word
"dramatic" as herein used
is a technical term of the
theater having nothing to
do with the common usage

physical struggle. It does
not
evenstruggle.
mean a conscious
mental
For example, the conflict might be between two

as meaning "spectacular'"
or "theatrical." It is exceedingly hard to grasp
exactly what is meant by
a playwright or scenarist who speaks of a dramatic story, as the quality
is most intangible. But
until you do grasp this
meaning, you will never
write for the stage or. the
movies, however successful you may be as a short
story writer or novelist.
Since the days when
Euripides held his amphitheaters spellbound,
playwrights and critics
have known that there was

social orders, as in "The
Birth oftweena Good
Nation,"
or beand Evil,
as
in "The Miracle Man," or
between a man and his
or
between
racial
prejuDestiny,
as in
"Kismet."
dices, as in "Broken Blossoms," or between youth
"The
Masteras Builder,"
or
and age,
in . Ibsen's
between an artificial moral
code and the realities of
life,
"Waybe simply
Down
Fast."as Itinmight
between two men who
love the same woman, as
in French triangle plots.

some quality which differentiated the successful
play from the successful
story or novel or poem.
It became a recognized
fact that while the plot of
almost any good play
could be made into a novel

"Unless somebody has changed the
formula since our Sunday-school
days, bricks must be made with
straw. Photodramas, too, have their
basic elements. The fundamental
element in any play, stage or screen,
is drama," say John Emerson and
Anita Loos. Left, a new portrait
of Anita Loos, and top. Miss Loos
and Mr. Emerson, searching for

or short story, the converse was not true. Not
all novels and short stories
make good dramas or pho60

Photographs by Charlotte Fairbanks
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copy in the day's news and examining manuscripts which have been
submitted

f
JOHN EMERSON

and ANITA LOOS

But if there was this element of conflict and nothingmore, still there would be no drama, for the struggle
would end peacefully in the first half of the first reel.
There must be Obstacles — another technical term of playwriting — placed at the outset to prevent the opposing elements from coming together. The obstacles must be absolutely logical and must be of sufficient proportions to
convince the audience that they could not lightly be pushed
aside.
In "Way Down East," the obstacles are the heroine's
unhappy past and the prejudice of the Squire against what
he terms "immorality." Together they prevent the lovers
from coming together, just as in our own recent adaptation of "Mamma's Affair," for Constance Talmadge, the
lovers are separated by the mother's unthinking selfishness. In "The Miracle Man," the crook's own blindness
to the good and the beautiful of life prevents his finding
the love and happiness for which he seeks. In "Broken
Blossoms," the obstacle lay in the fathomless abyss of
racial prejudice which yawned between the aesthetic
Chinaman and his little Limehouse love. Sometimes the
obstacle is merely a misunderstanding. Farces are usually this way ; and recently we did a picture for Miss Talmadge — "Dangerous Business" - — in
which the girl completely misunderstood the character of
the man with whom she
was, unknown even
to herself, in love.
Finally we come
to the matter of
Crisis.
In
drama,
the
conflict
must come to
a positive
head in some
one big scene,
preferably
in
a series
of
scenes,
each
one
more
intense than the
one preceding.
In
the crisis, the mat-

Photograph © by Underwood & Underwood
"If you are to write scenarios, you must first of all understand dramatic qualities," says Miss Loos, "and the
best way to do this is to read the best plays in your
local library and write them into five hundred-word
synopses." Above, a new portrait of John Emerson; center, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson, working on a new film, and
below, projecting a picture ; reading from left to right,
those seated are John Emerson, Conway Tearle, Constance Talmadge, Miss T. Bankhead and Anita Loos

ter is fought
out once
and for all ;
the conflict
is settled.
Either the
hero vanvillain or,quishesinthe
tragedy, is
vanquished
either
b y h iman
in ;
conquersor
Destiny,
Destiny conman ;
either quersthe
lovers meet
onpagc\2\)
( Continued
PAfi
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Tke Muse
of the Reel
increased obligations
which come when they
step out among
world workers.

the

To me, Miss Web->
er's greatest . achievement isthat she has retained all her womanly
charm ;■ in fact, it
might seem that her
feminine qualities have
been intensified rather
than diminished during the development of
her rich nature in its
artistic
aims. and intellectual
Glancing about the
cozy study in Miss
Weber's own pretty
studio in Hollywood
. . . from the dancing
flames in the fireplace
to the great bowls of
gorgeous
dahlias,
the
wide couch,
heaped
with pillows, drawn
invitingly near the fire,
and the stunning
carved teakwood desk
before which she sat
... I felt the definite
hands.
touch of a woman's
She wore a simple
black crepe de chine
Photograph by
Melbourne Spurr, L. A

"Inspiration to be perfect
must come wholly developed,"
said Miss Weber. "It is like
making a dress. ■ When you
begin fixing this, altering that
and inserting something else,
the pattern is spoiled; it becomes patchy . . ."

w

HEN the history
of the dramatic
early

development of motion
pictures is written, Lois Weber
will occupy a unique position.
Associated with the work
since its infancy, she has set a
high pace in its growth, for not only is she a producer of
some of the most interesting and notable productions we
have had, but she writes her own stories and continuity,
selects her casts, directs the picture, plans to the minutest
detail all the scenic effects, and, finally, titles, cuts and assembles the film. Few men have assumed such a responsibility.
Just what Miss \\ eber may think of the feminist movement, do
I not know, for that is one of the few subjects on
which we did not touch during our interview. However, I
am quite certain that she has never marched in a parade,
carried a banner nor made speeches in its support; yet she

is doing a lion's share toward broadening the horizon of
women's endeavors, and her brilliant accomplishments
should act as a spur for the ambitious but halting ones who
long for the freedom of self-expression found in a vocation
of their own, but who shrink from the responsibilities and
62

gown, the soft folds
clinging to her superb
figure. Her eyes are dark brown
and very bright, while soft brown
hair frames an animated face, and alluring dimples play it)
either cheek. Lois Weber is a beautiful woman today, but
one can well imagine that she was a superlatively lovely girl.
"No wonder you can woo the muse- in these satisfying
surroundings," I sighed, contentedly sinking into the depths
of a comfortable chair.
"Environment has nothing to do with inspiration," quietly responded Miss Weber.
"Do you really believe that ?" I asked, aghast.
Slowly shaking her head. Miss Weber smiled. "I am
sure of it. Inspiration just comes . . . out of a clear sky
... no one knows its route, no one can summon it; least
of all, four walls or geographical locality."
"But environment . . . certain things . . . drive the
thoughts along channels that invoke this unseen thing . . ."
I persisted.
"No. I am quite positive that where we are has nothing
to do with inspiration. Once 1 thought as you do, and I
dreamed of a lovely garden, peaceful and far removed
from the interruptions of everyday life, where I could
catch the harmonies of this creative imagination. Well, I
realized my garden . . . it is peaceful . . . looking out on
the picturesque Hollywood Mountains. I took my pad and
pencil, sat in an artistic bench and waited to respond to the
Voice. It did not come; it never has come . . . there. In

BS ALINE. CARTER

the crowded streets, here in ray study, at most
unusual moments . . . unsought . . . comes the
story . . ." and she smiled as she watched
my doubts change to reluctant belief under
her decided assurances.
"Another thing," res uued Miss Weber,
"inspiration, to be perfect, must bring the
story wholly developed, a finished product
It is like making a dress.
. mentally.
you begin fixing this, altering
When
that, and inserting something else, the pattern is spoiled, it becomes patchy . .
On the desk before her were strewn
pages of the continuity she is writing for
her fourth picture under her present contract with the Famous Players-Lasky.
The title is intriguing, ''Married Strangers." She has taken what she considers a typical cast. There are two women.
One a marvelous housekeeper, sincere,
loving, unselfishly striving to please, yet

failing utterly as a wife." The other
woman is frivolous, scheming, playing the
marriage game for all it is worth, but
making a successful, wife by keeping the
machinery hidden.
''It hurts to see how
frequently good
women fail as wives," said Miss Weber,
sadly." She wearies him with her loving solicitude. Gratitude does not belong to man.
He wants to be let alone and . . . amused.
"If women
would
only understand
that
many men are not half so interested in a wellordered house as they are in a well-groomed
If she
wife, things might be different.
pretty and is in a cheerful mood at breakfast, ten to
one the cold toast will not be noticed . . . that
Photograph by
Melbourne Spurr, T,. A.

what I am
wise
bringing
out
in "The
this story.
wife bidsa gay
her
husband
the
- bye in
good morning

"There is no doubt
that marriage is the
event
most
in
our important
lives . . . and,
at the same time, the
least studied or understood," said Lois
Weber. Above, a new
portrait, and left, at
work on the scene

and then forgets all about
him, while the other watches him from
the door, fier heart in her eyes, and
i f he fails to glance back at the correner her day is clouded. When herose
turns at night, he finds a wilted
at the dinner table instead of a jolly
little pal, full of pleasantries picked
up during a day spent in shopping or at the matinee, which makes
forget the day's drudgery at
him
the office.
(Continued on page 105)
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Food, Folly
ana Fame
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We were just about to pass up the
Claridge when the head waiter hurried
after us. "Richard Barthelmess was
here
night," this
he said.
We last
checked
in our notebook,
paid twenty-five cents to redeem our
hat and started out upon Broadway.

We
ordered.
does the EastSeizingentered.
a LondonWe Sketch
from WI*T^L^J TT OW
er„
mo Vie
Star
a file to hide our inquisitive
, .
.r
eye.

we

gazed

about.

Not

X

JL

amUSC

h,lmSelf

OT

a film celebrity in sight!
herself ?" writes a
screen fan. "We all know
that the film folk in the West
eat at the Alexandria and the Ship, that they go in bathing
at Venice and attend the prize-fights at Vernon, but what
'ioes the celluloid celebrity do at night (or even by day),
Jv New York?
Please tell us."
Which is fair enough.
Why should unrelenting publicity be given to Pacific
coast amusements and nothing be said about the movie
star's giddy life in little old Manhattan? Fair enough, said we, gathering
pencils and other equipment necessary
to a prolonged investigation of the
wicked city. .
"Go to the Claridge at tea time,"
confided a person who ought to know.
"You'll find 'em all there !"'
We went. Not once, but several
times. Either we picked off days or
the famed ones of the silversheet had
dropped oolong for the nonce.
Between slices of cinnamon toast we
finally told our troubles to the head
waiter.
"Famous people," he responded, impressively. "Of course,
they're
See that blonde
over there,
the here.
one
with the . . . er . . . almost invisible
stockings."
We saw. The blonde, that is— not
the stockings.
"She's Tessie Vanderbilt of the
Winter Garden chorus," at which we
gasped.
"And that dashing brunette at the
side table. The one with the green
cigaret holder. She's Mazie Gould
of the Ziegfeld Roof. You can see for
yourself that all of the big stage people
have tea here."
64
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We had been told to seek out Keen's
Chop House in 44th Street. Here, it
was whispered to us, the big men of
the film acting game ate nightly.
We entered. We ordered. Seizing
a London Sketch from a file, to hide
our inquisitive eye, we gazed about.
Not a film celebrity in sight !
At the next table two necktie salesmen were engaged in a violent quarrel
regarding the spring necktie prospects.
At another table two Wall Street men were noisily trying to select a play for the evening. "Not too highbrow,"
was their slogan. They finally picked "Afgar," the
naughty musical show with the super naughty Delysia,
as being the right mental stimulus.
We called Paul Hinkel, the
manager. "An off night " said
Paul, "altho the actors dont
wander around the way they
once did — before last July.
Dick Barthelmess was in here
(Continued on page 119)

"See the blonde over there,"
said the waiter, impressively,
"the one with the . . . er
. . . almost invisible stockings? . derbilt,
. .of the
She's
TessieGarden
VanWinter

chorus"
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up with
NANCbe
the simplest of creeds
by the shallowest and
hardest of mothers. At least,
however, it can be said for her
that she did not complicate
Nance's outlook, mental or emotional, by softnesses and sentimentalities.

Lying
IANE

Lips

She taught her that money was the be-all and end-all
of any well-regulated existence. She taught her that to
be well regulated was absolutely "the thing." And she
finished up her basic religion by informing the girl that
her own beauty was the cash whereby to purchase the
desirable things.
Nance believed her. She was too indolent to do otherwise, and besides one is apt to believe the voice dinned
into one's ears from cradlehood on. Especially when it
is an easy thing to believe and not unpleasant. Distinctly,
the things her mother advocated and her father, being
busy and disillusioned, ignored, were not unpleasant to
Nance. They consisted, in detail, of expensive dining and
wining, soft silk against soft skin, town houses, country
houses, entertaining mad and bad enough to beguile the
hours that might otherwise have been cursed with the
ultimate damnation of ennui.
That Willie Chase represented these things was rather
too bad. Still, as her mother pointed out to Nance, such
was life. And Willie was not so bad. Admitted, he was
a bit obese — too much food and frivohty. He was not
superlatively cultured. When a girl dreams amber dreams
under a moon of suffering jade it was not of Willie Chase
she would dream.
Mrs. Abbott admitted all that, too.
Once, Nance said, "Of course, mother, I dont love
Willie.
So it's rather beastly."

T

And her mother had withered her with a glance and a

pile of unpaid bills smothering in their insistence. Nance
had remained quiet. Willie
Chase was owner of coal
mines and various millions,
in themselves amply sufficient
unto his lack of pedigree and
personal perfection. And he
was mad for Nance. That he exhibited his appetite in
that direction much as he exhibited his appetite for a
savory portion of the menu was simply a part of Willie
you had to learn to stomach without active nausea. Nance
was rather good at that sort of thing. Her training. Her
mother. She had got to marry Willie Chase. She was
fatalist enough to admit to the entire probability of that.
Had she not met, just as she was on the point of setting
the day, a young army captain, one Conning Godfrey, and
from him caught an aura, however faint, of what real
romance might be, her life might have taken a different,
a more different line.
For a while she thought it quite probable that she was
in love with Conning Godfrey. He thrilled her when they
danced together, and when he first came into her little
drawing-room from the pavements, fit, erect, glowing with
his youth and health. When they didn't dance, and when
they were merely having tea or talking, his poverty and
his probable obscurity took dreary shapes in the foreground of her intelligence. Then, too, her mother spent
most of the time,, while Nance was with the Captain, in
tears. She thought her. father looked less important daily.
And the tradespeople, evidently having caught wind of
the affair and the chronological break with the opulent
Willie, were positively threatening.
Nance sent Captain Conning Godfrey about his tm65
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important business. She admitted that she might have
loved him; that he had given her a glimpse of what love
might mean, but that the glimpse was neither broad enough,
nor rosy enough, to 'shut out the pale insistent hands ofinsufficient luxury. When he talked to her of dreams,
she came back at him with tradespeople. When he spoke
of building, she spoke of the materials jiecessary thereto
and told him how costly they were. . '-She^ quenched his
romanticism
went
away. with her: creed, her mother's; 'creed, aijd he
After he had gone she felt rather, rotten. She missed
him. She had thought Willie would be more bearable after
the contrast of the Captain and his, ineffably hurt blue
eyes were removed, but such was not the case. What with
the strain of that ; her mother's perfumed persistence ; her
father's irritating if lovable non-importance, and Willie
... always Willie ... Nance had the popular, presentday nervous break-down. She begged a vacation. She
told Willie and her family that if they would send her
to Canada for a brief stay with her Aunt and Uncle'
Prospect, she would announce
her engagement
before leaving
They rode
Nance on her
d consu
beautiful black mount, and mmate
return.
HCT
on
her
Blair worshipped

the way

Willie

was

the ■.'.'.-■
bargain UPOU

disconsolate, - but

agreeable. He really loved Nance after the manner of
his kind. Her cool- beauty, her slim insolence, her green
eyes and white thick skin ... It was hard for him to
look at- Nance without a film of passion and of tears
clouding his small, beady eyes. It was hard for him to
talk i to- Nance, because his voice choked with the: things
he felt but could never articulate. His hands were more
awkward than was their wont when they touched her,
for ,that she was so elusive, so delicately evasive. For
one hour of hot response from her, Willie Chase would
have kissed his millions a glad farewell, one by one . . .
Nance went to Canada. On the way she felt as tho
shackles were dropping from her, silken shackles, but
smothering and breathless.
She liked her Aunt and Uncle Prospect. They had
some money, but they had worked for it, hardily and in
comradeship. They had not lost their illusions nor their
perspective. They still maintained a few sentiments and
believed in God. They observed the Holy Sabbath and
thought love the mainspring of the gigantic watch of life.
They were quite normal persons. With them was Leila
Dodson, a poor relation. Leila was something of their
kind save that she thought that she was born for better
things, which grew to be a passion with her and was productive of all sorts of unpleasantnesses.
Otherwise she
might have been really
a decent sort. Nance
did not dislike her.
She thought her egotistic and silly over
trifles. But as they
were both out for selfadvancement, each in
her own way and her
own sphere, they really had very
little at
comeback, the one
the
other.
They got on.
The rived
night
Nance she
had aran
adventure. It was almost the first one she
had ever had, at least,
alone rify
andher so
it didn't
much, teras
it amused her. Her
Aunt and Uncle did
not meet her, owing
to some slip-up on
time, and an Indian
was walking calmly
away with her suitcase, while she pondered directions, when
it was rescued and returned to her by a tall
young man with keen
eyes and a warm smile
under his level brow.
He said that he was
Blair Cornwell, a
friend of the Prospects' and that he
wouldcort herbeto glad
estheir to
home.
The way was rather
bad, and for a stranger
. . . Noting Nance in
her slender soft things,
his eyes said more . . .
they took the long
walk together, under
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the observant stars. Cornwell commented on their observation, all that they had seen, such millions of years . . .

her

dilatory

life.

.There

was

.- which
1-1 hershe
i
j-rc 1
1
i
se
s respon
a- tremendou
ot
within
was diffident,
almost

Nance

knew

better,

but

was
went ^j™^-.
so
this ltdoing
she pleasurable,

of things one knev, one
ashamed.
She recognized that it
shouldn't
was a weakness where it should
be strength.
It was a weakness,
because it would stand, redly and triumphantly, between
her and her pre-accepted destiny. Destiny being Willie
Chase, coal mines and millions. And so she loved him
when she was with him, dancing with him, walking with
him, and when she was away from him she fought him
and clung on by insistent thinking of them to the splendors
that would be made possible by the coal mines and other
assets of Willie Chase.

"How weary they must be," Nance said. She did not
know that her own voice was weary.
Cornwell glanced at her, pale, young . . . His heart
contracted. What had put that weariness into her voice?
That pallor in her face? That droop to her mouth, to
her shoulders? She looked soft and silken. It wasn't
her body — no.
What, then, had they done to her soul?
Eventually, he was to find out, as one does find out
things when one, obsessed, wants to.
He began by coming frequently to the Prospects. As
he had been in the habit of dropping in on Leila every
now and again, it did not seem strange — at first. And
then, because Leila told them so, it became apparent that
Blair Cornwell was in love, as, probably, he had never
been in love before, with Nance Abbott. The way ..he
looked at her — the way he spoke of her — the way his
fingers lingered when it became necessary for him to render her some commonplace service.
Leila, because of vague jealousy of this man she might
have had and now could no longer have, dilated to Nance
on his poverty and his disregard of it. The things he

The Prospects' favored the potential match. They
didn't, they said between themselves, like the look of
Nance's eyes ; the philosophy she seemed to have evolved ;
the droop and shrug of her indifferent shoulders. "She
is more than wise," they said, "she is weary -wise. She
has ever been a fool, a beautiful fool, living in a fool's
beautiful paradise. Blair Cornwell is the man for her.
He will teach her to be young."
On the last night of Nance's stay with them, the Prospects gave a dance for their charming niece. They outdid
liked — "crude, ugly things, you know," she told Nance,
themselves, because they really loved and were proud of
and her eyes appraised and compared as she spoke of CornNance and, too, because
well's poverty,
the silken
finish
of Nance.
Her
they thought it might bring
about a climax between
words implicated — "You
her and Blair Cornwell.
LYING LIPS
— you and Blair Cornwell
It did. In a way.
■— ridiculous !"
Told in short. story form by permission from the AsIt did seem ridiculous —
It was a gorgeous night.
sociated Producers production, based on the scenario of
The stars were individual
away from him. But with
Bradley King; adapted from the novel "The Magic Life,"
by May Edington, and directed by John Griffith Wray.
and made solitary little
him — dancing in the Prosunder the supervision of Thos. H. Ince.
The cast :—
lakes of gold in a sky
pects'parlor to the abandon
of "Mandalay"— ah, it did
not seem ridiculous then,
nor even difficult. Crude
things seemed merely picturesque and primitive.
Hardship but romance.
Her blood rose to his challenge for the first time in

Blair Cornwell. . ...-..Nance Abbott
William
Chase
Leila Dodsqn
Mrs. Abbott
Mrs. Prospect.
Mr. Horace Prospect.
John Warridge. ....•

:

.House Peters
.Florence Vidor
Joseph Kilgour
Margaret Livingston
Margaret Campbell
.Edith Yorkc
Calvert Carter
Kmmett C. King

supernaturally black. The
air was laden with balsam
and sweet-smelling things.
There seemed to-be the
flutter of heavy wings
about them.
Blair begged Nance to
ride with him in his canoe.
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— oh, her
my on
darling!"
and on
he
kissed
her mouth,
her shut, envisioned eyes, on
her dark secretive hair.
London and debts, her mercenary mother, her unimportant father, Willie Chase and
coal mines, all seemed very far
away, ter,asnortho
not mathadthey
everdid mattered.
Tomorrow . . . that, too, seemed blessedly far away . . .
That night Leila, who had
noted the prolonged absence of
the two, more, perhaps, than
any of the other guests, made it
a point to talk with Nance. She
told her of Cornwell's shack,
his mode of living. "You'd be
all out of that picture, Nance,"
the other girl said, "and Lordy.
how
hate it,
while,
and you'd
then hate
himafter
! Ia know,
tho,
you're
not the
sort for
to
throwthatyour
chances
away
the"The
flaring
of aofflame."
flaring
a flame — the
flaring of a flame ..." Nance
repeated that to herself when
Leila had gone, and she was
left alone, looking out at the
stars. The same stars. Sweet
stars. Yes, it had been the
flaring of a flame, she supposed
— in a sense — such a flame as
she had never felt before. The
dismissed Captain had been but
the vague glimmer of this —
"the flaring
of a flame"
— obviously, one could
not give
up

After he had gone, she
felt rather rotten.

"The

night

She
he pieced,,,
missed him. She thought
Willie would be easier to
- ■ ■ ■
go to, but such was not

Nance

was made
for it,"
"and for you—and

knew

better,

but

she

tl>e case

went anyway.
It was so pleasurable, this doing of things one
knew one shouldn't. An exhilaration, product, doubtless, of this thrilling new land, crammed full of adventure and men — actual, vital men — men
like Blair Cornwell, strong and sane and sufficient.
On the river the canoe split on a rock and Blair had
to carry Nance to shore. When he put her on the ground,
he held her to him.
"I cant help it," he said, "I — I know something- o'f you.
That's why I haven't spoken sooner. I have thought you
were not my kind; not for me. Tonight I know differently, know better. It isn't a question of whether you're
my kind or not. No. that isn't the question at all.. You're
my woman — that's what matters. That's all that matters.
Answer me; you are, aren't you? Say it, Nance, say it,
for God's sake !"
x .
Nance lost her sense of humor, the only thing, that
could have saved her with the derisive stars grown melting in the sky and the fire primeval raging in. her quickened blood.
"I do say it," she answered, shaken.
"Ah, I do — I do
— I do ... "
(T\ "You have said it," the man answered; "you have said
A

one's life for that ; London and
society and the people one
knew and the things one did,
house-parties and the season
and all that. It simply wasn't done. "A flame" . . . they
were always transient, flames. Why was it, then, they
were so bitterly strong, so bitterly sweet? For that it was
sweet, Nance did not for a moment deny — ah, sweet, beyond belief ; sweet transcending all experience, all dreaming. Sweet ... on that word she fell asleep.
In the morning Blair Cornwell called and asked her to
go with him to his cabin. "I want you to see, dearest
beloved," he said, in his tenderness that seemed to wrap
her about as with a blinding warmth ; "I want you to see
just what you'd be in for — a shack and — and me." They
rode, Nance on her beautiful black mount, and Blair worshipped.her on the way.
They reached the shack and Nance drew in her breath,
sharply, appalled. It was rude ; it was desolate ; it was
primitive. She went within and she was still more appalled. There was a huge fireplace, true, but the ceiling
was blackened, giving evidence that it smoked. She could
imagine her perfumed hair smelling of soot and her delicate eyes reddened and watering. Her hands, her hands,
too „ . . women tended the fires, here in this land, grown
suddenly unlovely. And the chairs — hard, uncompromising. The pots and pans, evident, ugly . . . Over all
there seemed to Nance's luxury-accustomed eyes the bony
structure of poverty . . . She did not see it thru Blair's
eyes ; how that these things were, each one of them, the
labor of his own hands; the toil of hours; of days; of
weeks. What they represented to him, she could not know.
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"Oh !" she burst out ; "I could never live like this, in
this place ; never, never, never !"
She would not have been so hysterical if she had not
been so overwrought. She drew forth Willie's diamond
that she had removed upon her initial meeting with Blair
Cornwell and reinstated it upon her finger. When he came
over to her again, he saw it and he understood the significance of the outward token, at least. But other than
that — underneath that . . .
"You do love me," he said, "you know you do . . .
..."
night stared
lastNance
at him. She felt stupid, dazed. She felt
defiant.
"This," she cried out on him ; "I couldn't stand this — ■
the man who gave me the ring, to whom I am engaged —
he is Willie Chase — he has millions — millions — it is exof me ..."
Blair pectedCornwell
drew back.

His face was curious.

"I see," he said, "of course. It was presumptuous —
folly on my part — but what a damned poor sort you are."
The next day Nance sailed for home — and Willie Chase.
She took as cargo a heart that ached with a dull and madmouth. dening fury and a mouth stung to hunger for another's
It wasn't until the accident at sea that she knew Blair
Cornwell to be on the boat with her. Then he came to her,
and when the ship foundered, fired and went down with, it
seemed, all on board lost, he and she were the only ones
saved; saved, that is, on a raft that gave them, promised
them, with good fortune, at least, three days of life.
"We are going to die," Nance kept saying.
Cornwell looked at her
strangely. "Before we die, my
beautiful Love," he said, "I
think — we are going to — live."
"Yes."
said, how
Nanceknew
She
she loved
him, now that neither life
nor death mattered very much
either way. She knew how she
wanted him, with the eternal
seas threatening at their very
feet and the ineffable sky drawing nearer to them with each
hour.
And then, in one strange
hour . . . "We haven't a ring,
dear," the man said, "nor a
minister of God — but you are
mine and I am yours — forever
and ever — amen . . .
"Amen," whispered Nance,
against him . . . Why had
anything in the world ever
mattered . . . why ?
And a little later the man
lifted his beatified face and
said,who
"Death
doesn't
matterwith
to
us
have
touched
naked lips the secret springs
of everlasting life."
"It doesn't matter," Nance
assented, "ah, it doesn't, my
Lover, my Love ..."
Three days passed over
them. And love was all, for
all else had fallen away in that
catastrophic hour on the ship.
Food and clothing, night and
day — all had dropped away —
and the man and the woman
were one on the fragile raft —
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t talk much.
They felt no need.
They had
m
me into the other and all but that great essemicu iiau gone. So close they were, the one to the other,
both to the palpitant everlasting sea, and the waiting sky.
God seemed near, too. They felt no fear. They had no
room for fear who were tasting of perfect love.
On the third day, when the end (or the beginning?)
seemed very near, Blair sighted a steamer. At first they
were incredulous. Then, terribly, small things began to
break thru Nance's face on which the holy beneficence
of the sacrament she had lived had lately shone. Small
things struggled to mar that surfaces-customs — her world
— things people would say . . . She was going to live who
had foresworn life. She was going to live — and people
would know — this. She was going back to London — to
Willie Chase's London — to her mother's London, mauve
and purple — to her father's London — cowed customary.
She was going back to London, ruined — yes, in the vernacu- '
lar of that London — ruined. The ultimate terror, the last^
shame . . . She screamed. She pulled at Cornwell who
was watching her as one might watch the head of Medusa.
She shrieked,. "Dont let them see us — together. Dont you
see — dont you see — what it means — they'll know — they'll
..."shook his head. "No,"
know
Cornwell
he said, "no, they'd never know — your
London
yourhear
kindhim,
..."
Nance
did — not
did
{Continued on page 122)

"Forgive me," she was
breathing ; "forgive me,
Lover, for everything
. . . forgive me, and then
I'll go . . ."

A new camera study
of Corliss Palmer,
winner of the 1920
Fame and Fortune
Contest

.Photograph
by Albin
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AY down
South in the
land of cotton — Macon,
Georgia, to be exact — not so
long ago — five girls were having an afternoon fudge party
without much thought of anything beyond the last dance,
the dance to come, the "new boy" in town and what thus
and so had worn. The hostess of the fudge festivity
was Corliss Palmer and the five were occupying lazily
her chintz-hung room. They were very young. The future was nebulous and enchanted. Their dreams brilliant,
but, as yet, unformulated. They were glancing over some
current magazines — illustrated ones.
One of the girls remarked, between bites of fudge,
"Motion Picture Magazine is running a contest — winner gets a job and two years' publicity — ummmm !"
By such a small, inconsequential pebble may a career be
conceived !
The rain dripped without.
The girls munched within.
Another girl said, "Let's send in our pictures to the
contest
— just
for ! fun!"
It was
an idea
Corliss said, nonchalantly, "We'd never hear of them.
Anyway, I haven't a picture fit to send. Being photographed hasn't been one of my pastimes."
"Oh, well," the originator of-.the idea persisted, "what
if we dont hear. Nothing ventured — let's rummage around
and scare up what photos we have and send them in for
a lark."
It was agreed.
Corliss unearthed an inadequate affair, rather amateurish. "This is waste of time," she thought, as she mailed it.
The next day, en route for school, the five admitted, one
to the other, that the photographs were on their way to
The Brewster Publications.
"Mine was terrible," said Corliss, "antiquated looking,
I thought.
My mother hopes I never hear of it."
But
her
mpther's
and her
alike dashed. Corlisshopes
did hear
fromownthepessimism
Contest. were
She
was invited to come North as one of the potential winners.
"I had planned a trip to New York with my Auntie,
arty-way," Corliss said, with her unreproducible Southern
dialect, which makes her hesitant to speak up here, she
told me, so general is the mirth the soft unusual accents
seem to inspire; "and so mother let me come, 'but, Corliss,'
she told me before I left, 'just forget the contest.' But
I didn't. I came to Brooklyn when I arrived and went
before the Judges, Mr. Lumiere and Mr. Brewster and
Mr. Albin. I dont know how I ever did it. On the way
in I met a girl who had failed to get a high mark, and she
was crying and I wanted to turn right around and go
back, but she just grabbed me by the arm and said, 'you
turn around and go up there. T believe,' she said, 'you've
got the features and everything they want.' That gave
me courage and I went on in.
"The rest is too good to be true. I have to pinch myself
every now and then to be sure Pm not just down home,
amnin'. The Judges gave me the highest mark, and the
next thing I heard was that I was the winner. At first I
had a hard time persuadin' my mother to let me come back
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up to stay. I just had
to tell her that 1 must go — it
was my big chance — and when she saw
how much it meant to me, how much in earnest
I was, she became reconciled to it and now she is as interested and proud and pleased as 1 am. Then Mr.
Brewster engaged me to play the leading female role in
his own production of "Ramon the Sailmaker," and 1 am
to play in his next production, too. Before 1 began to
work with him, I was afraid and without much self -confidence. Ihadn't had an atom of experience, and it all
came so suddenly, but his faith in me and his method
of bringing out what is in me have given me the hope
and the faith I lacked. Now all my dreams and ambitions
are concentrated into the one desire to carve the career
those who have had faith in me believe me capable of."
"What type of work do you specially want to do?"
I asked.
"I want to touch the heart-strings," she said, "emotionally. Iwant to have something of the same appeal that
Lillian Gish has in her Anna in 'Way Down East.' I want
to make people conscious of their sympathies, their potential sorrows, and I want to do it beautifully and tenderly."
"What about life," I asked, "before this — before the
contest and your winning of it— what did you expect of
life, from life?"
"Well, I didn't expect this," she said, with a characteristic gleam of humor. "I suppose I just expected to get
married and have a home sometime — somewhere. But it
was very far off in the 'sometime,' because Pve never
been in love in my life, never have seen a man I could
love — and almost everything was dreams to me— everything was Someday. But now Someday is Today and I
mean to make the most of it."
E'er repetition shall take the savor from the first telling and other interviews and other interviewers make more
than thrice-told tales of Miss Palmer as she is. I shall
anticipate them by the virgin resume of her amber-colored
hair, her brown amazing eyes, her skin, her gracious young
lines, the Southern softness of her speech, the candor of
her outlook, the simplicity of her tastes, which include
a love of all that is artistic and music and dancing. She
does not claim to be a connoisseur of literature, a devotee
of any school, modernistic or archaic. Tn fact and in truth,
when I touched the realm of letters, she very candidly informed me that she only cared for love stories, "and frothy
ones at that," I persisted, and she said. "Oh, the magazine
kind, with the charming girl and the handsome hero and
moonlightformed me,and
thatamazing
sort ofindulgence
thing." She
further
inwithallthe
of the
younger
generation for the generation gone before, that her mother
deplored her taste in things bibliographical ; "She said my
mind would grow weeds." she laughed, "if I didn't go in
for — well, for Socrates or Plato or something like that !"
She has no thought of marriage. The world, just now.
is a soap bubble. She walks on the Hills of Parnassus
amid fields of Arcady. She sees the heavens in terms of
Stardom and her outstretched hands are groping for the
heart-strines of the world . . . She is nineteen.
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"Cant help it, she's not in — but there
she comes," he said. Down the corridor
a tiny little girl figure waved a welcoming hand. She wore a brown charmeuse
frock, very smart and very short. Sandals, ribbon laced about trim ankles, a
brown squirrel neckpiece, an absurd blue
Mollie turban
King. atop red-gold hair. It was
velvet
"So sorry to keep you waiting — but
you know the baby — Nellie was to meet
us — probably she has gone up. Come."
Twelve flights up a down-going car
passed us. "Oh," Mollie cried— -"there's
Nellie going down." Back to the first
floor we went. "Where's my sister?"
demanded Mollie of the starter. "Going
up, Miss," he grinned.
To the fourteenth floor. Dizzily we
followed Mollie — the Publicity Lady
snatching a chance to whisper, "at last,
lunch !" "We have lived in the country
"but we keep
all summer,"
Mollie was explaining —
Mollie King wishes to
keep on with her stage
and screen work, but her
husband would like her to
give
it upandandsew"sita onfinea
cushion
seam" . . . which Mrs.
Alexander will do, it is
hard to say. Left, a new
study of her, with Kenneth Alexander, jr., and
below, at the Kentucky
home with the father of
the house

the hote
apar
ment lto hav
e t-a
place to come in
"I feel like
town. Here's

the Mad Hatter," said this
latest and exNellie." ceedingl
y attrac(Coutinited on
page 101 )

Photograph by
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Bradley, Kentucky

(right)

)T with royalty, but with subjects far more interesting— the King family, or the part of it consisting of Mollie King, sister Nellie King and little
Kenneth Alexander, jr., Mollie's baby.
An appointment was made for me to interview Mollie
King at the Ansonia and the voice on the wire had said,
specifically, lunch.
When I met the voice, meaning the Publicity Lady at the information desk of the hotel, she was
asking, confidently, for Miss Mollie King.
"Nol in," said the clerk, nonchalantly.
"But," firmly, "she must be in — we have a luncheon engagement."
f\ 72
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TKe Ideal S creen Bab})
Little Barbara Maier, of Los Angeles, has been voted the Ideal
Screen Baby in a recent contest conducted by the Los Angeles
Express. Barbara was chosen from seven thousand children, all
of whom have appeared in pictures. She has been cast in "One
Man in a Million," with George Beban, and "Oh, Lady, Lady,"
with Bebe Daniels. Undoubtedly this little doll-like creature is a
movie star in the making
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Across me SiWerskeet
TKe Recent Screen Plays in Review

C

6USIN KATE," which comes from the
Vitagraph studios with Alice Joyce in
the title role, owes its touch of vibrant
life to Mrs. Sidney Drew, to whom the
directorial responsibilities were entrusted. She has
given the production the everyday human note with
which she endowed her old Polly and Henry
stories.
The sets look like real rooms where
honest-to-goodness people spend their days and the
play, which was a talky affair behind the footlights,
has a real atmosphere with Alice Joyce a natural
and sincere Cousin Kate, altho it must be admitted,
she has photographed to better advantage.
Amy Spencer is engaged to Heath Desmond, and
if there are two people in this world who shouldn't
marry they are Amy and Heath. About a week
before the wedding Amy tells Heath that she wont
marry him unless he promises to attend church
regularly,
andaided
in and
this
stand she is
abetted by the :Rev.
James Bartlett. Finally,
Amy sends for Cousin
Kate who writes novels
in the distant city and is
gifted with the rare tact
of making . things right
generally. Only this.time
Cousin Kate arrives to
make things more complicated than before,
when she and Heath fall
in love. Kate insists that

Above, "The Passionate Pilgrim," an all-Star
production, which boasts many notable and
worthy players; center, Constance Talmadge in
"Dangerous Business," which is "Scandal" with
new trimmings, and below, Alice Joyce in
"Cousin Kate," which Mrs. Sidney Drew has
endowed with the everyday human note for
which she is so well known

he give mands
in andto marry
Amy's her.
debut he stubbornly refuses
and it looks as tho there
could be no end to the
complications until the
Rev. James Bartlett and
Amy announce their engagement, conveniently
making it possible for
Heath to marry Kate.
The production
is as
wholesome
as the pretty
country in which it is
laid. As for the subtitles,
they
a joy —so notoften
the
sort are
of titles
seen, stilted in a frantic endeavor to be poetic — rather the
sort of sentences Kate and Amy and Heath would speak.
"Cousin Kate" is not a great picture.
It does not pretend
to be great.
But it pretends to be real — it is real and, incidentally, wholesome and refreshing.
DINTV — FIRST

NATIONAL

"Dinty," the new Marshall Neilan production, stars the
famed freckles of Wesley Barry in a story which is a combination of Edgar Allan Poe and Horatio Alger. Only had
Poe penned it he would have called it "The Swinging Pendulum," while Alger could never have resisted "From Newsy
However, it is not bad for all that, and you feel a real
to Fame."
sympathy for the little Irish "Dinty" who sells newspapers
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to support his invalid mother —
and after a while he becomes
head of
and
then
timesthe newsboys'
are a littletrust
better.
When the fiancee of the Assistant
District Attorney is taken prisoner by the Chinks, with the price
of her freedom a cessation of her
father's crusade against those
Chinaman
smuggling
opium and pearls into
the country, Dinty is
most
instrumental
in
her rescue.
Not for a second does
the action slow down.
There are wild chases, . .
hair-breadth escapes
and last minute rescues
and thru them all you
find yourself watching
for Dinty, whose human
touch brings laughter
and tears. Marjorie
Daw as the fiancee of
the District Attorney;
Pat O'Malley as the
District Attorney; and
J. Barney Sherry as the
father, are well-cast.
Colleen Moore does
excellent work as the
mother of Dinty, and
Noah Berry makes
Wong Tai, leader of
the Tong smugglers,
quite as dreadful a person as could be desired.
To Wesley Barry, however, goes the major portion of the honors. He
fully justifies the confidence Marshall Neilan has
placed in him.
Certainly this is not an artistically dramatic production and it will never take its place in the advance
of the screen drama — but it drips with the milk of
human kindness and because of this it affords something of a relief in an intensely cynical era.
IDOLS

OF

CLAY— PARAMOUNT

You cant have everything. Of that we were long
ago convinced — yet it sometimes seems a pity that
the artistic producer is unfortunate in his selection
of story material. Such is the case in "Idols of
Clay," the latest George Fitzmaurice production
which features Mae Murray and David Powell.
The story tells of Faith Merrill, a young girl on
one of those South Sea islands which have furnished
so many movie writers wim perfectly good plots.
Faith lives with her father, an old hypocrite who
poses as a sanctimonious soul. .One day Dion Holme,
a sculptor comes to the island, broken in spirit because one Lady Cray was unfaithful to him. He
remains long enough to cause Faith to love him when
his old master comes to take him back to civilization
(Continued on page 117)

Cooper
and
Comeqy

Jack Cooper says he was determined not to take the earning of his livelihood seriously
. . . and he hasn't, unless
you business
believe that
it'sfunny
a serious
being
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OTION PICTUP

How to fight the «#e foes which
work to mar your skin
Before you go to bed and
after a train or motor trip,
rub Pond's Cold Cream into
the pores and wipe it off. You
will be shocked at yourself
when you see how much dirt
you were harboring. Your skin
will be so much clearer, so
much fairer, that you will be
amazed.

mplexion is surYOUR co rounded by enemies —
There are wind and
cold that dry and dull the
unprotected skin. There is
that inward enemy that shines
the face. There is dust that
clogs the pores. There is time.
Each one of these wicked
little foes is striving morning,
noon and night to ruin your
good looks. Be always on
your guard against their wiles.
Exposure to wind, cold and
dust roughens and coarsens
your skin. Skin specialists say
that you can protect your complexion from this injury by
applying a protective cream
before every outing.
For this a special cream is needed,
a cream which makes up for the
moisture that the cold will whip
out; yet a cream which disappears
instantly and will not reappear.

To foil cold, wind and dust, keep your fkin protected with a cream without oil

treacherous enemy, an ugly glisten
will creep upon you unawares and
make you look your worst.
This cannot happen if you powder
in such a way that it will last. To
stay powdered the right powder
foundation is essential. For this as
for protection, you need a cream
without oil.

Pond's Vanishing Cream is made
precisely for this protective use. It
has not a bit of oil in it, so it cannot
make your face shine. Before you
go out, lightly touch your face and
hands with Pond's Vanishing Cream.
This will give your skin such perfect protection that itwill remain appealingly soft and smooth no matter
how much time you spend out of
doors.
You never can tell when that

Before powdering, rub a tiny bit
of Pond's Vanishing Cream on your
face. Then notice how smoothly
the powder goes on, how natural it
looks. It will stay on indefinitely.
Until you wash your face it cannot
shine again.
Dust is a subtle enemy. When
your skin grows dull, loses its clearness, itis simply an announcement
that the pores have become clogged
deep down with tiny particles of
dust.

Time, too, seems to have a
grudge against us. It is busy
every minute etching little
lines around the eyes and
mouth. After these little lines
have once formed it is hard
indeed to erase them. But you
can keep them from forming
by giving your skin the right
kind of massage. For this as
for cleansing you need a
cream with oil. Pond's Cold Cream
is especially made just the consistency to give a perfect massage.
Once or twice a week give your skin
a good massage
with you
Pond's
Cream.
In this way
can Cold
keep
the wretched enemy, Time, at bay!
Neither of these creams fosters the
growth of hair or down on the face.
Stop at the drug store or any department store and buy a jar or a
tube of each cream. Every normal
skin needs both these creams. By
the intelligent use of these two
creams you can be freed of the fear
of the little foes that work to mar
the skin.

To remove these you need an
entirely different cream .from the
greaseless cream you need for protection— a cream with a good oil base.
Pond's Cold Cream contains just
enough oil to work deep into the
pores and thoroughly cleanse them.
Free sample tubes
MAIL
Tiny, deepening lines
can be kept at bay
with a good oil cream
massage

THIS

COUPON

Pond's Extract Co., 116-S Hudson St., New
Please send me, free, the items checked:

York

Sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
Sample of Pond's Cold Cream
Instead of free samples, I desire the larger samples
checked below, for which I enclose the required amount:
A 5c sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A 5c sample of Pond's Cold Cream
Name
.;
Street
City

State

PONDS

Before retiring remove the dust
that is lodged deep in the_ pores
with a cream with an oil base

Cold Cream &
Vanishing Cream
One with an oil base and one without ~,:y oil
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which augurs well for the
progress
in film
factor
ONE future
of the
cinema
is the gradual elimination of the
s
star that
made over
someone'
whim,
and was
the sudden
comingnight
into to
his gratify
own of the
genius
character actor.
Goldwyn seems to be leading the van in this respect.
One of
the first companies to recognize the value of the author, Goldwyn
has been for some time getting away from the star system and
adopting the all-around featured cast, any of whose
players might be billed as stars by lesser comThis does not mean that salaries are
Quite the opposite.
panies. being reduced.
I know one leading man who commands a salary of $1,250 a week,
and this is about the minimum.
Truly, the Goldwyn Culver
City studio would at present
prove home to any cosmopolite. At one end of the
lot is an exact replica of
the Five Points section of
New York City as it looked in 1869. I walked down
the cobble-stoned streets
the other day at dusk when
the players had quit work.
A dirty window
curtain
flapped neglectedly in the
breeze, soiled clothes hung
on the roofs. It seemed indeed as if the ghosts of departed spirits haunted the place, so
realistic was it all. This street scene
is being used for Gertrude Atherton's "Noblesse Oblige," a working title
which will be changed before release.
Next to this street is a Chinese one being used
for the filming of the Boxer uprising in Gouverneur
Morris' original story, "The Water Lily," and further still
is the reproduction of the Nevskii Prospekt, Russia's largest
thorofare.
There is much speculation concerning the plans
for Helene Chadwick.
Will Goldwyn break its rule and
star her?
At present she is playing the lead in Rupert
Hughes' "Mr. and Miserable Jones."
Metro announces that upon May Allison's return from
Birmingham, Alabama, where she went to recuperate from
two broken ribs, she will begin work on what is expected
to be one of the greatest dramatic pictures of the New Year.
"Big Game"
is thebetitle
and itsnews
localetoisthe
the Allison
'primitivefans
Northwest. This will
welcome
who
remember her compelling dramatic power opposite Harold
Lockwood, prior to her recent series of society comedies. .
A couple of years ago Agnes Johnson was just a little girl
writing scenarios for Gladys Hulette, then a Pathe star.
Today she is a famous writer and has just signed a wonderful contract to write for Viola Dana.
Speaking of Viola Dana reminds me of how dashingly
lovely she looked dancing at Sunset Inn the other night.
Alice. Lake, too. looked charming in a flame-colored gown
ornamented with crystal sequins — while she wore a closefitting turban of flame color, edged with ostrich. Dorothy
Wallace was very gorgeous in blue velvet and chinchilla.
Among the dancers were also Charles Ray and Larry Semon.
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How
to Shampoo
lour Hair
Properrj)
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Why the Beautp of Tour Hair
Depends on the Care You Give It
(7/ustrated by ALONZO

KIMBALL

Copyright,
1920.
The K. L. W. Co.

THE beauty of your hair dei>ends upon
the care you give it.
Shampooing it properly is always the
most important thing. It is the shampooing which brings out the real life and lustre,
natural wave and color, and makes your
hair soft, fresh and luxuriant.
When your hair is dry, dull and heavy,
lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the strands
cling together, and it feels harsh and disagreeable to the touch, it is because your
hair has not been shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will be
glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully
fresh-looking, soft and silky.
While your hair must have frequent and
regular washing to keep it beautiful, it
cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary
soap: The free alkali, in ordinary soaps
soon dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle
and ruins it.
That is why discriminating
women use Mulsified Cocoanut
Oil Shampoo. This clear, pure
and entirely greaseless product
cannot possibly injure and it does
not dry the scalp, or make the
hair brittle, no matter how often
you use it.
If you want to see how really
beautiful you can make your
hair look, just

Follov? This Simple Metkod
FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in clear,
warm water. Then apply a little Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, rubbing it in
thoroughly all over the scalp and throughout the entire length, down to the ends
of the hair.

Rub the Lather in Thoroughly
teathree wil
l
oruls
spoonf
TWO
make an abundance of
lather.
rich, creamy
This should be rubbed
and
in thoroughly
briskly with the finger
tips, so as to loosen
and
the dandruff
particles of
small
dust and dirt that
stick to the scalp.

When, the hair is dry always give
it a good, thorough brushing

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

When thoroughly
clean, wet hair fairly
squeaks when you
pull it through your
fingers ,

The final rinsing
should leave the hair
soft and silky in the
water

'^vnmm0f
Use plenty of lather. Rub it in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips

When you have done this, rinse the hair
and scalp thoroughly, using clear, fresh,
warm water. Then use another application
of Mulsified. You can easily tell when the
hair is perfectly clean, for it will be soft
and silky in the water, the strands will fall
apart easily, each separate hair floating alone
in the water and the entire mass, even while
wet, will feel loose, fluffy and light to the
touch and be so clean, it will fairly squeak
when you pull it through
your fingers.

After isthevery
final import
washing,ant.
the
THIS
hair and scalp should be rinsed
in at least two changes of good
warm water and followed with
a rinsing in cold water.
After
a Mulsified
shampoo
you will find the hair will dry quickly
and evenly and have the appearance of i
, being much thicker and heavier than it is.!
If you want always to be remembered for
your beautiful, well-kept hair, make it a
rule to set a certain day each week for a.
Mulsified
Cocoanut
Oil Shampoo.
This
regular weekly shampooing will keep the
scalp soft and the hair
fine and silky, bright,
fresh
looking
and
fluffy, wavy and easy
to manage, and it will
be noticed and admired
by everyone.
You can get Musified
-Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
at any drug store or
toilet goods counter.
A 4-ounce bottle should
last for months.
Splendid
dren— fine for for
men.chilWATKINS
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\ Isays
' >y 's until
wearing
beautiful
diamond engagement ring, but she
she
willLeatrice
never iian
she areaches
stardom.
I met Ann , orrest out at the Lasky studio the other day. She had her blonde
hair brushed back tight and an apron was pinned about her waist. She had been
caught cleaning house in her dressing-room. Blushing, she said, "I look ready
to pose for a picture of stars as they are at home." Gloria Swanson, who was
also present and as gorgeous as ever, protested, "Not as / am at home !"
"No, indeed," quoth a reporter standing near-by, "Gloria wears Nile-green
chiffon tea-gowns and all that sort of thing."
Monte Blue is again singing around the Lasky studio, and says he is perfectly
satisfied to stay in Hollywood for the rest of his life.
H. M. Milcrest, a film actor, was trampled to death by his horse while on location
in Arizona with the Marshall Neilan Company. He was only twenty-eight years
oldOur
and friend
leaves Herbert
a bride ofRawlinson
only a fewis weeks.
'
once more
in the West. He has been East
for a long time, but not so long that the head waiter at the Athletic Club had forgotten him. At present he is playing the lead in Anita Stewart's new picture at
the Mayer studio, but it is said that plans for again starring him are under way.
William S. Hart tells me that he still intends to retire at the completion of his
present contract. However, I still hope he will change his mind. Meantime he is
busy writing.
His latest book is written specially for boys and is called "Injun

fr-h

Above, Earle Williams and a little
neighbor, and
right, Antonio
Moreno finds that
some animals are
quite as stubborn
as they are reputed to be

Kane, who is one of the backers of the
and Arthur
Whitey."
Charles Ray Company, and Mrs. Kane have
■ \
been visiting in Hollywood.
\
Lois Weber celebrated the formal opening
|^
of her tennis court at her new studio on
Santa Monica Boulevard recently by a
tennis exhibition, dancing on the production stage and an unheralded preview
of the latest product of Miss Weber's
pen, a six part production for Famous
Players-Lasky, entitled "Painting the

Los Angeles is all excited over the
rumored
marriage
of pretty Carmel
Myers to Isadore B. Kornblum.
The
film star is the daughter of Rabbi Isadore
Myers, who refers all inquirers to his
daughter.Lily."Miss Myers stated that she is
"too wrapped up in her work to consider
matrimony." Friends, however, insist the couple
were secretly married.
I saw little Billie Rhodes and her new husband,
Bill Joberman, a journalist, dining at the Maryland Hotel,
Pasadena, the other night. Little Billie, you know, is the widow
of "Smiling" Bill Parsons, who had such splendid plans in progress for her as a dramatic star at the time of his death.
She
is a sweet, pretty, little girl and looked particularly dainty and
frail in a black velvet frock and a huge squirrel coat.
Blanche Sweet has returned from several months in Europe
where she pretty well traversed the trodden paths. She is looking well, likes Paris better than London, and Los Angeles better
than either. She is a great admirer of Tolstoi and other Russian
writers and wanted to get a peek at Russia, but the mean old
Bolsheviki wouldn't let her.
The latest news of the Pickford family is that Jack will direct
Mary in her new picture. Co-directing and helping the young
man a bit at»the knotty spots will be Al Green, formerly Jack's
director. The story is one written by Mary herself and is the
type of picture which first made her famous, viz. : she will play
a raggedy little heroine. Following this story, Miss Pickford
will start work on the interior scenes of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
before going abroad to make the exteriors of the same picture.
Larry Semon has returned to work
Jeane Paige Smith, who
married the president of
at the Vitagraph studio, he and that conthe Vitagraph Company
cern having apparently patched up their
on December 14 at her
difficulties. His new leading lady is
home in Illinois. She is
not deserting the screen
Maryon Aye, a very beautiful young
woman, formerly in Sunshine Comedies.
Photograph by
Colleen Moore is nothing if not origiC. Heighton Monroe, L. A.
(Continued on page 97)
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Two great makers of wool garments
tell how woolens should be laundered
The name of Carter stands for the first quality in baby underwear. No matter where you live, when you shop for "our
baby, the store offers you a Carter shirt or band. Read why
this company, one of the oldest and largest in the country,
advises you to wash your baby's woolens with Lux.
The finest quality outer knit goods for infants and children have been made by Simon
Ascher dC Co. for nearly 50 years. Bootees,
sacques, sweater-suits, sweaters, all "100 per
cent Pure Wool," are found in good stores
in all states. Read the way these experts
in woolens recommend laundering knitted
things.
Keep the detailed directions below which
tell you just exactly how to wash woolens.
You will find that you will want to
refer to them all the time. Lever Bros. Co.,
Cambridge, Mass.
To keep woolens soft and unshrunken
Whisk one tablespoonful of Lux into thick lather in half
a bowlful of very hot water. Add cold water until lukewarm. Dip garment up and down, pressing suds repeatedly
through soiled spots. T>o not rub. Rinse in three 'ukewarm waters. Squeeze water out — do not taring. Press
with warm iron — never a hot one.
Colored woolens. Try to set colors as follows : Use
yi cup of vinegar to a gallon of water and soak for two hours.
Woolens should be dried in an even temperature ;
that of the ordinary room is the best. Heat increases
shrinkage.
Flannels may be dried flat and stretched to shape,
or, when absolutely dry, pressed. Place a damp cheesecloth
over material.
Use a warm iron.
Shirts and stockings should be dried on wooden forms.
Knitted garments should never be wrung or twisted.
Squeeze water out, and pull and pat garment into shape.
Never hang.
Spread carefully on a towel to dry.

Won't injure anything that
pure water alone won't harm

The makers
of Ascher's
Knit Goods
tell safest way
to wash knitted things
"Infants and children soil their

Carter's
The makersdeof
Knit Un rwear
tell how

to wash woolens
"Sometimes we receive comer Com
Cartens
the wool
have
"that saysour
pany,plaints,"
a
Shrunk. This, of course, is
to
due
and
ess
proc
mechanical
washing.
way of
wrongwish
young
the"We
every

baby s
mother would wash her
way
Shirts ana bands in the safe
advertising.
Set forth in the LuxLux
analyzed
"We have had
ng in it
nothi
is
ind know there
delicate
Which could injure thewith
tree
Wool fibre. A soap harsh soap
alkali or an ordinary
will make wool shrink. t for
"Lux is also excellen
_ flakes
woolens because its thin
that no
dissolve so completely
the wool
solid soap can stick to
and yellow it.
"We are glad to endorse Lux;
means
its use on our garments
cusour
to
ion
act
isf
greater sat and thus to ourselves.
tomers,
THE

WILLIAM CARTER
COMPANY

clothes so quickly," says Simon
Ascher 6C Company, "that we
give special attention to the
way our garments are laundered.
"Woolens will not shrink or
stiffen if they are washed the
proper way. When you find a
knitted garment with the surface
matted up, it usually means that
a harsh soap has been used or
that the garment has been rubbed.
"Lux is ideal for woolens because it meets both conditions.
It is so pure that it cannot injure
the sensitive wool fibre. Its thick
lather does away with the rubbing of the garment even between
the hands. This means that the
delicate softness and beauty of
the wool is preserved.
■ "We are very glad that the Lux
• I'vertising is teaching women
t ■■.- safe way to launder woolens."
SIMON ASCHER &c
COMPANY
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"goesweonlearn
a strike
or runs out
of his deadly
darts.
As Cupid
we gonever
to press
that Constance
Talmadge
and Dorothy
Gish have kept their girlhood pact and had a double wedding. It
happened at Greenwich, Conn., on December 26, a justice of the
peace officiating. Constance is now Mrs. John Pialoglou, and
Dorothy Mrs. James Rennie. James Rennie has played opposite
Dorothy in a number of her pictures, among them "Flying Pat,"
and at present he is appearing in "Spanish Love" on the New York
stage'. Mr. Pialoglou is a tobacco importer.
In "The Fascinating Widow" Julian Eltinge will be directed by
Harry Beaumont. They say that widows are free to marry again,
but not to believe all. over again. However, they can always be
fascinating.
Anita Stewart's
Rawlinson.
It is leading
easy to imagine the
vivid Anita in a
tornado, but rather
a strain on the faculties to picture a
typical Englishman
in anything so disorderly as a storm
of any kind.

man

in

"The

Tornado"

Jottings
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Winkle."

Louise Glaum, who, rumor has declared, was to launch her own
producing company, has signed a new contract to star in J. Parker
Read, Jr., productions for several years. Her current production
is "Love."
Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb star in "Finders are Keepers," a new release of the Pioneer Film Corporation. This is
expected to be a greater success than any picture in which either
star has ever appeared before.
Marsh
is theartiste
delightful
of receives
"The Little
TheMaereturn
of this
to the star
screen
the 'Fraid'Lady."
applause of a
large following. In
this play the mural
decorations on the
walls are really
painted
by is
}\liss
Marsh, who
as
capable
with
the
brush and
palette
as she is in acting.
"Worlds Apart"
is the new Selznick
picture,
starring
Eugene
O'Brien.
Adding
to the interest of
the picture is the
fact that fifty
wellknown
horsemen
and horsewomen
of Virginia will
fox-hunting
appear as extras in
scenes.
"Velvet Fingers,"
aclass
-pictureburglary,
of highstars George B.
Seitz and Marguerite Courtot. Pictures of evil doers
are popular,
because if there were
no sinners, there

Alice Lake finds that a director, however youthful, is something to be reckoned with.
In Wesley
the directorial chair . . . and megaphone
Ruggle's absence, a youthful co-worker takes

Gloria Swanson's
next
stellar
vehicle will be "A Sheltered Daughter," a story from the pen of
Elinor Glyn, especially written for Miss Swanson.
Allene Ray, a winner in the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest,
has signed a contract to play the leading role in a series of six
pictures from the Tex O'Reilly stories. The first of the series,
"Honeymoon Ranch," has already been made.
Jimmie Harrison, of the Christie comedies, who has played
leads with many famous stars, is now taking the leading male role
in one of Constance Talmadge's new pictures.

t

"Wanted — A Girl," the second special comedy released by
and
Legend Film Productions, Inc., featuring Edna Shipman
John Junior, will follow close upon the heels of the first, which
was "A Million — More or Less."
Shirley Mason is working on her new picture, "Chin Toy,"
which is the third written for her by Pearl Doles Bell. This title
may be changed before release by Fox.

Harold Lloyd's picture, "Number, Please?" has been heralded
with delight, and is proving more popular even than "Bumping
(\ I mo Broadway."
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Buck Jones, who plays the stellar role in "Just Pals," proves his
versatility in an emotional role entirely new to him, that of a character described as "a golden-hearted ne'er-do-well."

Corliss Palmer,
adjudged the most
beautiful woman
in America, takes
the leading female
role in "Ramon,
the Sail maker."
This is the picture
in which Miss Palmer makes her
screen debut and
proves herself an
actress of ability.
Goldwyn is producing "Rip Van
Winkle," in which
Will Rogers plays
the title role. No
one but- an acrobatic artist like
Will could make
the jump from
"Boys Will Be
Boys" to "Rip Van

iiiiuiiiiiiiiiinuiiiimiiiiiuiiii

could
be no redemption.
"The Empire of

Diamonds" is said
to be a most thrilling and original series of detective romances.
The scenes are laid in three of the world's leading capitals, and
the master-photography of the picture enhances the dramatic
moments of the story.'
Dr. Leonard J. Vandenbergh, missionary and explorer, who
headed the Vandenbergh-Paramount expedition into Central
Africa, brought back the first motion pictures ever taken of the
African Congo.
"Thoughtless Women" is breaking the record for the year in
bookings. It 'is a feature production, starring Alma Rubens.
Perhaps this picture will help men to get rid of their delusions.
We want men without delusfons. but none need apply, for there
are none — yet.,
Blanche Sweet, in "Her Unwilling Husband," is a charming
character in an attractive part, in which she surpasses her former
work.

Katherine MacDonald has been enjoying a six weeks' vacation
in New York, following the completion of her eighth production, "Conscience." It seems that everyone who has an overdose
of conscience has to take a vacation now and then.
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Buescher is the oldest
maker of Saxophones
and makes more of
these instruments than
the combined products
of all other manufacturers.

The greatest of all Professionals throughout the musical world use,
Buescher Band Instruments.
In satisfying this most of all particular,,
element, Buescher achievement has been doubly successful and effective
in the recognition by the most noted Master Musicians of True-Tone
quality pre-eminence.
The illustrations on the left show a few of the
many prominent ones who use Buescher True-Tone Band and Orchestra
instruments.
TOM BROWN
Famous Comedian and
Saxophonist,
Six Brown
Brothers

True -Tone Band
A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone opens the way
ties, and double your popularity and pleasure.' It is
in one hour's practice and take your place in the band
effort. A clarinet player can make the change almost
JOHN GUREWICH
Snusa's Noted Saxophone
Soloist and Composer,
New Vni'k. N. Y.

Get

This

Saxophone

Book

It tells you what each Saxophone is best adapted for, when to use singly, in quartettes, sextettes, octettes,
or in regular band or full Saxophone Band. Tells how to transpose for cello parts in orchestra, and familiarizes
you with many facts you would like to know, whether you are a beginner, amateur or professional. It illustrates and describes the virtues of each model of the Saxophone Family from Bb and Eb Soprano Saxophone to
Contra Bass.
Ask for your copy.

Buescher- Grand
CHARLES FRY
Noteci Band Director,
Frv'3 Philadelphia.
Celebrated
Band,

Free

Instruments

for you to double your income, double your opportunieasy for the beginner-f-you can learn to play the scale
within 90 days. Practice is a pleasure rather than an
at once.

Cornet

With all its wonderful volume the Buescher-Grand
Cornet is exceptionally easy to blow, requiring so little
exertion to start the tones, or to keep them sounding, that
jumps of thirds, fifths or octaves can be taken without the
slightest stopping or breaking or spacing between the
tones. ented
Itsfeature.
"Split-No-Tone" Bell is an exclusive and patThe Buesehei'-Grand Tomboiifi enables
smoothness and velvety ease in the slides and

Free

you to do bigger
perfect balance.

Trial — Easy

things

musically,

Possesses

an

unrivaled

Payments

You can order any Buescher instrument without paying one cent in advance, and try it six days in your
own home, without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your convenience.
Ask us to send you names of users in your locality. Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog
will be mailed free.
CLAY SMITH
Trombone Soloist, Smith Sprliii; - Holmes
Oivlics
tral Quintet

Ratifl Inctvumanf Ta Makers °^ Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
Rimcphav liallU
11IMI UlIlClll VU„J 21 19 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Indiana
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E. O. Hoppe, the noted English artist-photographer, who is an
expert judge of feminine beauty, came to America several months
ago and announced his intention of selecting the five finest examples of American beauty and comparing them with those he
had chosen in England. Mr. Hoppe declares that up to the present he has been unable to do this, because he finds so many
diverse types of beauty of different nationalities, whereas in England there was only the Anglo-Saxon type to be considered.
The Christie Studios in Hollywood celebrated "Golden Wedding Day," for the ninth anniversary of the first motion picture
studio in that territory, started by Christie in 1911. More than a
hundred couples who have been married fifty years or more attended, and prizes were awarded.
Lady Diana. Manners, daughter of the Duke and Duchess of
Rutland, was selected by Mr.
Hoppe as England's most beautiful woman. She
has been celebrated
for years as England's most exquisite type of feminine loveliness,
and has inspired
more artists, sculptors and photographers than any
other woman in
the world, it is
said. Lady Diana
Manners has signed a contract with
J. Stuart Blackton
in London to appear in a series of
pictures.

Hou
as juse."

Virginia Fox appears opposite the agile comedian, and,

usual, Joe Roberts is the "vilyun."
George Fitzmaurice, Paramount director, recently sailed for
London, where he is making a picture for Famous Players-Lasky,
British Producers, Ltd. Here he joined his wife, Ouida Bergere,
who has written and adapted many of his pictures.
The United States Army has a school to teach soldiers all
branches of moving picture production and presentation. It has
been established in Fort Point, San Francisco, Cal.
Owen Moore's new Selznick picture, "The Chicken in the
Case," has been released and is now being shown.
Mutt and Jeff are highly amusing in their new animated pic"Cleopatra,"
in whichture,they
enter
a mummy case and
are transported
ancient
Egypt. . to
"The Brute
Master" is a dramatic picturization
of man's animalHobart Bosworthism.takes
the
stellar role. Sometimes an honest
brute is a pleasant
terer, whoa may
change from
flatlove you some, but
loves himself
more.
William Fox is
featured in a fivereel tion
Fox
of theproducWild

Viola Dana's
next starring production will be
"Home Stuff," an
original story by
Agnes Johnston
and Frank Dazey.
Viola should be
dazzling in domestic roles.

West
type,
Iron so
Rider."
It asis
• not
good"The
many sell's
of previous
Mr. Rusproductions.
"Her Husband's
Friend" is Enid
Bennett's new starring vehicle.

Mr. and Mrs.
Little Johnny Jones entertains Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., at the Goldwyn Studios between the
Philander Beatty
scenes of his new Edgar story
were married six
Elaine Hammerstein radiates in a
years before Grant
fought his biggest
beautiful characbattles. They say the first fifty years of wedded life are the hardterization
of
wifehood,
as
the
star
of
"The
Daughter
Pays." It
est, and they are used to each other now. These sentiments will
was said many years ago that it was good for some men to be
cheer a lot of newlyweds, who have only a silver wedding to
alone, but that was before there were any Elaine Hammersteins
their credit.
in the world.
Agnes Johnston, whose work for the screen has made her name
universally familiar to picture-goers, has signed a contract to
write a series of stories for Metro.

"Broadway
shows scenes
York, and on
buffeting him

and Home," Eugene O'Brien's new Selznick picture,
taken in the heart of the Bohemian
quarter of New
the high seas, with wind and rain and rolling waves
about on the ship of fate.

Metro has leased the premises of one of the commodious city
armories of New York as a studio, in order to have a place where
large and expensive motion picture settings may be protected,
from the elements.
Elinor Fair takes the leading role opposite Eugene O'Brien in
Ins new picture. Warren Cook, Ellen Cassity and Frank Losee
are included in the cast.
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Buster Keaton has completed his first comedy, "The Haunted
lAfiS

"The Devil to Pay" is one of the best mystery stories shown on
the screen for some time,
Fred Burton takes the leading role in "Heliotrope," wherein he
has the distinction of being a crook addicted to heliotrope perfume. We are changeable creatures, liking variety and, therefore,
we like "Heliotrope."
Edith Stockton plays the second female lead in "Out of the
( 'bonis," and now considers going to the California studios. Well,
everybody's still doing it.
Dainty Charlotte Dawn plays the leading female role in "The
Punch of the Irish." Even the studio crew were thrilled during
the filming of the scenes where Billie Ritchie tries to evade seven
hungry' roaring lions.
Fannie Ward is starred in "She Played and Paid," an intense
melodrama, produced from Henri Bernstein's play, "La Rafale."

cmaissn
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HISTORY
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REPEALS

ITSELF!

The Fame and Fortune Contest of 1921
The phenomenal success of the Fame and Fortune Contest which has been conducted for the past year by
The Motion Picture Magazine, The Classic and Shadowland has firmly decided the heads of the
Brewster Publications that another contest, even more far-reaching in its power, should be carried on for
the year 1921.

The Golden Key of Opportunity Is in Your Hands —
Turn the Key in the Doorway of Success
and thru the portal of the Fame and Fortune Contest you may enter the kingdom of the screen.

Send Your Photograph in at Once
The honor roll winners appear in Shadowland,
until the end of the contest.
Men, women

Classic and Motion

Picture Magazine

every month

and children are eligible, married or single.

Send in Your Photograph Early
We know that you get tired of reading this notice, but if you could have seen the avalanche. of pictures
which flooded the offices at the last moment, and could realize that there must ensue tremendous confusion,
unnecessary work and an inevitable delay in the announcement of the final winners, you would appreciate the value of this warning. Those who have failed in previous contests are eligible to enter the next
contest.
Take notice of the following conditions of the contest :
No photographs will be returned.
Coupons must be pasted on the backs of photographs.
Letters are not desired, but if they are sent they must accompany photographs.
Those wishing replies should enclose self-addressed stamped envelopes.
•
Do not send tinted portraits.
Address all communications to Contest Manager.

-"

Fill Out the Coupon Below at Once
FAME AND FORTUNE

LIONEL

STRONGFORT

Dr. Sargent, of Harvard, declared that "Strongfort
Is unquestionably the finest specimen of
physical development ever seen."

Remember, by writing to me, you in no
way obligate yourself to accept my instructions, while on the other hand, I will
give you solid, fearless advice that will be
many times worth the few minutes it took
you to write me. Without another moment's hesitation cross the free consultation coupon herewith opposite what you
consider to be your main ailment, sign
and mail with your name and address
written plainly thereon. You will hear
from me at once, and you will hear something well worth while.

GET
THIS
BOOK-IT'S
FREE
If you will send me a ioc piece (one dime) to cover mailing
expenses, I will forward free my book, "PROMOTION AND
CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MEN=
TAL ENERGY." You should not be without it. It contains
many truthful facts and helpful hints.

LIONEL

STRONGFORT
Physical and Health

Dept. 258

Specialist.

NEWARK,

N.J.

r

CONTEST
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Newark, N. J. — Please send me your
book, "PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH
STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY." for postage of which
I enclose a 10c piece (one dime).
I have marked M.P.M.
(X) before
258
the subject in which I am interested.
..Colds
..Easy Childbirth
.Vital Depletion
...Asthma
. Catarrh
. .Pimples
, I m potency
.Falling Hair
..Blackheads
..Hay Fever
.Weak Eyes
...Short
.Insomnia
..Obesity
Wind
. Female
Disorders
. . Headache
..Flat Feet
. Gastritis
. .Thinness
. Heart Weakness
. .Stomach
Disorders
..Rupture
.Poor Circulation
. .Lumbago
, .Constipation
.Skin Disorders
. . Neuritis
. Despondency
. .Bllliousness
. . Neuralgia
..Torpid
Liver
.Round Shoulders
. . Flat Chest
.
.Indigestion
. . Deformity
.Lung
Troubles
.Increased
Height
..Nervousness
(describe)
.Stoop Shoulders
.Muscular
Development
.Youthful
Errors
..Great
Strength
ed Height -Poor Memory
Marriage
..Increas
..Successful ..Rheumatism
Age
Street
City

Occupation.

.State..

f
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uncertainties. "East Lynne" is to be filmed by Hugo
Ballin with Mabel Ballin in the lead opposite Edward
Earle.
Muriel K. — Yes, lam one of the celebrated authors
of the day. Among other classics I am responsible for
"The Lost Gumdrop, or the Candy Woman's Revenge,"
"A Hand to Hand Encounter with a Flea." "What to
do if Stuffed Olive Bites You," "Guyed for Fans," and
other tragedies not yet written. None of these masterpieces have been published yet. Try Los Angeles.
D. H. S. — No need making apologies about your
paper, even if your father did buy it.- No, it is not true
that Pearl White wears a wig. How could she lose
her hair in a "fire without losing her head? You say
Anita Stewart and Ethel Clayton are your favorites.
No accounting for tastes. Well, if you like this department, tell others; if you dont like it, tell me. •
Margaret S. — I dont know just how many appointments the President has to make, but I know he has to
make many disappointments. Lew Cody has his own
company now with Elinor Fair and Cleo Ridgely. Their
first picture is "A Dangerous Pastime." Yes, I am
eighty but*I dont expect the undertaker to overtake me
just yet.
Amuzo. — You just write to me whenever you feel
like
I cant tell'
whether
Hampton
lived it.
in Trenton,
N. you
J. Yes,
she isHope
a beautiful
girl, ever
and
I have enjoyed the pleasure of meeting her several times.
She doesn't look to me as if she ever lived in Trenton.
Floy Merry. — But ambition often puts men upon doing the meanest offices, which accounts for the fact that
climbing is performed in the same posture as creeping.
I am as full of ambition as I ever will be. There's
about 1000 feet to- a one-reel picture. "Iris in" means
beginning with a closed lens and gradually opening it
with a circular iris, giving the effect of small round
picture which grows gradually larger in circumference.
Mayor's Steno. — It is a miserable thing to live in
suspense} it's the life of a spider. Yes, I miss not
being able to comb my hair. Feel as tho I had forgotten
something when I'm leaving mornings. Saves lots of
time, however. Wanda Hawley is playing in "Her
First Elopement." You bet I remember when Maurice
Costello was the big noise in the hero line.
Lonesome Seventeen. — Your letter was great. Write
me some more.
Victor S. —
no man would
not old yet.
Also thanks
magazines.

Well, every man desires to live long ; but
be old. I have lived eighty years but am
Thanks for the picture. Good of you.
for the kind things you say about our

Tidbits the First. — No, Tidbits, I'm not a woman.
I dont see how you could pay me such a compliment,
because- 1 am neither dainty nor delicate, neither gentle
nor soft. I am a hardened sinner with red corpuscles
and a carmine liver. Well, in love, it is only the commencement that charms. I am not surprised that one
finds pleasure in frequently recommencing. Lucy Cotton
and Sylvia Breamer in "The Devil." Yes, Irene Castle
is back in pictures. Peggy Hyland is playing in "The
Price of Silence." Do write me again.
Galikel. — Well, I liked "Midsummer Madness" pretty
much. • Lois Wilson is all right, and Conrad Nagel was
very good,' and the whcjle thing was beautifully done
and contained some wonderful' settings. Yes, an interview with Olive Thomas in March 1920 Classic. Aha,

1 see !

m

Florence Vidor Booster. — Go to it ! Write her
again. Owen Moore has just finished "The Chicken in
the Case."
Absurd title.
Jack H., New Zealand. — You refer to Mohammed
the Great, who cut off bis beloved mistress's head, on a
stage erected for that purpose, to convince his soldiers
who taxed him for preferring her love to his glory.
Yes, Martha Mansfield and Conway Tearle in a series
for Selznick. No, they dont really dress like that here
in our West. You want to know if our Arizona
cowboys wear a two- feet six-inch hat. Not many
of them, 1 guess— except in pictures.
\\ita G. — No, I aril not a society man.
The
conversation of women in society resembles the

straw used in packing china ; it is nothing, yet, without
it, everything would be broken. I go to a dance once in
a while. Glad you liked Seena Owen and Jack Holt
in "Victory."
Anglo. — Of course I believe in marriage, but love in
marriage would be the realization of a beautiful dream
if marriage were not too often the end of it. Yes,
Tom Moore and Eugene O'Brien. H. E. Herbert and
Florence La Badie had the leads in "A Man Without a
Country."
Please write me again.
Lilias St. Clair.— Oh yes, you will like the Scroll
Club.
They have a very interesting paper.
Laura J. W. — Why, the last I heard of Beverly
Bayne and Francis Bushman they were playing at Egan's
Little Theater, Los Angeles, Cal., in "Marry the Poor
Girl." But I believe they are soon to appear in pictures
again. »"The Tiger's Cub" was taken from the book by
George Goodchild.
Black Eyes. — Of course, I will be glad to take the
place of your daddy. Commodore J. Stuart Blackton
is producing pictures in London with Lady Diana Manners as leading woman. Hobart Bosworth is playing
in "A Thousand to One." William Russell and Mary
Thurman in "Brute McGuire."
You're very welcome.
Billie. — Billie, the reason why so few marriages are
happy is because young ladies . spend their time in
making nets, and not in making cages. Pauline Frederick is the only name I know she ever had besides her marriage names. Send a stamped addressed
envelope.
Phantom-Peking. — Well, Woodrow Wilson has
been editor, author, lawyer, professor of history,
political science and political economy, president of
Princeton University, Governor of New Jersey, member of the Peace Conference, and was the first president
of the United States to cross the Atlantic, yet he was
defeated by the biggest majority ever. You also refer
to Grace Cunard who played in "Lucille Love."
Mystified. — Cooper-Hewitt is the name of the lights
used in taking motion pictures. But life has surprises
at every age. Corinne Griffith is playing in "It Isn't
Being Done this Season." There's lots of people who
are tho. Enjoyed yours very much.
Grace. — You're all to the mustard, Grace. No, his
wife is not a professional. Better get that idea out of
your head because a coquette is to a man what a toy is
to a child ; as long as it pleases him, he keeps it ; when
it ceases to please him, he discards it.
Zuffold Knutt. — Your letter was a humdinger and I
enjoyed every word of it. I would really like to shake
paws with you. I agree with you that the Hippodrome,
Mecca, etc., are like olives — acquired tastes.
H. A. L. — Idleness is the door to all vices, and that's
why I'm always busy. So you say you didn't care for
Wallace Reid in "Sick-a-Bed." Well, I cant say that I
cared for it either, nor for "Forty-Five Minutes from
Broadway." . Ray has done much better work than that.
Clever jingle in yours, and I hope you write me again.
Y. A. K— Yes, I think so too.
Ruth Mc. — Yes, I am 80 in years, but not in feeling
and looks. Old men and comets have been reverenced
for the same reason ; their long beards and pretences
are useful to foretell events. Eugene O'Brien's "Regret" has been changed to "World's Apart." Some regrets do make you feel that way. I'd make a nice daddy
for somebody. Write me again, Ruthie.
Bonnie. — Well, in 1918 the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs announced that there were 328,111 Indians in
the United States. This number did not include the
Indians in States in which the Indian office had no representative. Inthose States there were about 8,000
Indians. I understand that Ethel Barrymore is going
to make a series of pictures for Lasky.
A Peppy
Quaker
Maid.not— Didn't
were
any.
Oh I see.
You are
in favorknow
of mythere
knocking
Philadelphia. Well, Philadelphia cant help it because
it's a slow town, and others cant help observing that it#
is! You also say that diplomacy should be my motto.
Thanks.
Why didn't you sign your name?
Fka'nk
McC. — You can reach Betty Compson
Goldwyn, Culver City, Cal.
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Letters to the Editor
Letters to the editor cannot be used in
this department unless the name and
address of the writer is given. If the
•■writer desires that initials only be used,
nue shall be glad to take care of this, if
it is so specified.

Costs One -Tenth
what some breakfasts cost, yet is the
food of foods
You can serve a dozen people with Quaker Oats for the price of a
single chop.
And you serve them with the greatest food that grows.
The oat is almost the ideal food in balance and completeness. It is
rich in minerals.
A serving of oat supplies iron enough for a day.
The oat supplies all the 16 elements which the human

body needs.

As a body-builder and a vim-food it has age-old fame.
Countless people are underfed because they do not get in their diet
some elements of oats.

Saves 85 per cent
Compared with the average meat-dish breakfast, Quaker Oats
saves 85 per cent. In a family of five it saves some 35 cents per meal.
That's $125 per year.
The large package of Quaker Oats — costing 35 cents — contains as
many calories of nutriment as nine pounds of veal cutlets.
Those are the reasons why Quaker Oats should form the basic
breakfast.
It does so with millions of people.
It guards against deficiencies in diet. It cuts down
immensely.

Calories, per Pound
Quaker Oats
Round Steak
Average Fish

. . . . 1810
. . . . 890
. . . .
350

the food bills

Cost per 1,000 Calories
Quaker Oats
......
6*
Average of animal foods . 55^

The supremely delicious oats
Serve oats at their best. Quaker Oats is flaked from queen grains
pnl] — just-the rich, plump, flavory oats. We get but ten pounds
from a bushel. Oat lovers from all the world over send for this
brand for its flavor.

Yet it costs you 'no extra price.

15 cents and 35 cents per package
Except in far west and south
Packed in sealed round packages with removable cover

I
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One of the fair sex of "The Flowery Kingdom" sends her regards to
stars and magazines, and tells the
readers who the favorites are with
the fans of Japan.
Dear Editor — I am an ardent reader of
The Motion Picture Magazine and
Classic, and I take great interest in your
department, having read it for two years.
All fans seem to have certain stars
whom they either praise or criticize, without regard for the stars' feelings. I have
many favorites, but the star I select for
praise is Pearl White. Truly, she is an
actress the movie world may be proud of.
I dont see how anyone could see her in
such
Lightning
"The plays
Houseas of"The
Hate"
and thenRaider"
not haveanda
feeling of admiration and sympathy for
her. I, for one, hope she will make more
serials, and that Marie Walcamp, Ruth
Roland and Elmo Lincoln will do the
same, for all are well liked here.
In Tokyo, our capital city, the following
pictures are being shown: "The Whirlwind," "The Mystery of 13," "The Bushier." "The False Faces," "The Tiger Band,"
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," "The. Grim
Game," "The A. B. C. of Love," "For Better, for Worse," "The Gray Horizon" and
many others.
I wish every future success to the movie
stars, one and all, and also to the publishers of The Motion
Picture Magazine
Sincerely,
and Classic.
Miss Yae Kameyama,
Shinagawaya, Shiznoka,
81, Konyacko,
Japan.

Where is the director who can give
everyone just what he wants? Some
people want melodrama, some society
drama, some comedy drama and
others prefer plain comedy or farce.
Nevertheless, wise directors listen to
the demands and go as far as they
can toward filling them.
Dear Sir — With prices of all our investments going down every day, and collections not so good as they used to he, there
is a general feeling of despondency permeating the atmosphere. Why, in the
nameing of
High
picture
showHeaven,
give us doesn't
a little the
joy movonce
in a while, a funny picture now and then,
instead of these painful, sad love epochs
that we find in all the movies from Fourteenth Street to Albany?
In an unguarded moment, one Sunday
evening; I attended a very prominent
movie on Thirty-fourth Street. They were
advertising a double-feature bill, and this
is what I got :
One picture showing some sort of artist
marrying a chorus girl. This chorus girl
had been befriended by Mr. Goldberg.
The other picture was a popular matinee
hero sort of fellow, who turned out to be
a society doctor, and the dame ran after
him. He went to the Dakka Islands to discover some wonderful medicine, and this
girl
rushed there, too, swimming part of
the way.

MAGAZINE
|OTlON pICTUR
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I am giving this outline of the two pictures as I cant recall the name of the actors bur
;
it was the saddest and gloomiest
junk [ ever saw. and it has almost cured
me of the movie habit.
I am writing this to give you some idea
of the nain that envelopes one when these
terrible love heroes, who look so sad and
gloomy and soulful — whatever that itcome mooning onto the screen. What on
earth is it that makes these matinee idols
look so bad ? After a few sittings at one
of these love-and-soul affairs, 1 am frequently ill for several days.
Mr, Editor, please tell these moving picture directors to give us something funny
or William S. Hart-ish.
Yours very truly,
Wynne Ferguson,
Union League Club, New York City.

ft

There is such a large number of
bright, shining stars that it is not possible to give each one of them all the
space they deserve, and their apparent
neglect is usually unavoidable. However . . .
Dear Editor — I have been a reader and
admirer ot your magazine for years, and
enjoy it very much, always reading it from
cover to cover, and really do not know
which department 1 like best.
All these years that I have been reading
your magazine 1 have never found cause
to complain or "kick," but now I am certainly going to kick, and kick hard.
You know, we all have our favorites,
and like to read about them. Some of us
are fickle and jump around from one star
to another, but as long as I have been a
movie fan I have had one favorite, namely,
Miss Ethel Clayton.
Now, what I am kicking about it this:
Why is it that I do not see more about
this charming young lady in your magazine? Perhaps you will say, "She is so
well known that she doesn't need publicity.
Well, that may be true, but who can pick
up one of your magazines without seeing
it full. of Mary Pickford, Norma and Constance Talmadge, Alice Brady, Pauline
Frederick, Wallace Reid, Douglas Fairbanks and others, who are not one bit
more talented or more popular than Miss
Clayton?
Every month, when your magazine
comes. I look thru it before I read it,
thinking I will find something about my
favorite, but always I am disappointed.
I ask you again, why is it? Is it because
she is not always figuring in divorce
courts? Surely this should be to her
credit.
So, in conclusion, let me say that if your
magazine
for them
let some ofisn't
the large
othersenough
rest a while
and all,
let
us have more of Miss Clayton.
Wishing you the best of luck for the
coming year, I am,
Very sincerely,
Miss Teresa Brock,
623 Mildred St., Montgomery, Ala.

There are comedies and comedies.
Those that are good are the best form
of entertainment and those that are
bad are the worst, according to this
reader.
Dear Editor — I am a constant reader
of your Motion Picture Magazine, and
I should be glad to correspond with other
readers, especially Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks admirers.
In your June Magazine I noticed a letter concerning country movies. The town
where I live is somewhat similar in its
"movie

palace,"

the

library,

Age-Old
Mistakes
Are still made in teeth cleaning
Countless
people
who
brush
teeth
daily find they still discolor and decay.
The reason is, they leave the film — that
viscous film you feel. It clings to teeth,
gets between the teeth and stays.
That film causes most tooth troubles.
To clean the teeth without removing it
is one age-old mistake.

Film ruins teeth
Few people escape the trouble caused
by film. Those troubles have been constantly increasing. So dental science
has spent years in seeking a combatant.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
look dingy. Film is the basis of tartar.
It holds food substance which ferments

and forms acid.
It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with
tartar, are the chief cause
of
pyorrhea.

Combat

it daily

Modern science has found ways to
combat that film. Able authorities have
proved them by many clinical tests.
Now leading dentists everywhere advise their daily application.
The methods are embodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And to millions of people it has brought a new
era in teeth cleaning.

Other essential effects
Pepsodent brings other effects to accord with modern dental requirements.
Right diet would also bring them, but
few people get it. So science now urges
that
a day.the tooth paste bring them, twice
Each use of Pepsodent multiplies the
salivary flow. That is Nature's great
tooth-protecting agent. It multiplies
the starch digestant in the saliva, to
digest starch deposits that cling and
may form acid. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to neutralize the
acids which cause tooth decay. Another
ingredient is pepsin.

The New-Day

Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every
application
brings
Approved by highest
advised by leading
AH druggists supply

five desired effects.
authorities, and now
dentists everywhere..
the large tubes.

These results are natural and essential. Millions of teeth are ruined because people do not get them.
Watch the change which comes when
you use Pepsodent. Send the coupon
for a 10-Day Tube. Note how clean
the teeth feel after using. Mark the
absence of the viscous film. See how
teeth whiten as the film-coat disappears. Read in our book the reasons
for each good effect. This test will
change your whole conception of clean
teeth.
Cut out the coupon now.

THE

e Free563
Day Tub
10PEPSODENT
COMPANY

Dept. 405, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

ONLY

ONE

TUBE

TO A FAMILY

councilors'
PA6
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NOW
you can use a face powder 'that cannot spill. The powder is in
cake form, covered with porous cloth. You can
drop it on the floor
, "-and the compact will be just as perfect for use. You wipe the puff
on the cloth covering of the compact and the powder comes through as needed.
You could powder your nose in the dark and you would not get too much
powder, and you are sure not to spray your clothes with powder. This new,
perfect way to use face powder was invented by the specialist who perfected
the famous, harmless La-may Powder. There are two qualities of packages.
Both are very flat and convenient to carry. One box with compact and puff
sells for fifty cents. The other, a German Silver, gold
plated Vanity Box with hinged cover and two-inch mirror, containing compact and flat lamb's- wool puff, sells for
only one dollar and fifty cents. This beautiful La-may
Vanity Box looks like solid gold and will not tarnish. It
will last a lifetime. The La-may compact in the La-may
Vanity Box contains enough pure La-may Powder to last
for generous use for about two months. When this better box is empty you refill it by asking your dealer for a
fifty-cent La-may compact. The compact and puff from
the fifty-cent package is made to fit the La-may Vanity
Box. Ask your face powder dealer to show you this
splendid new idea. Remember, here, at last, is an entirely new idea in face powder. The powder cannot spill
and it comes out so evenly, you could powder your face
in the dark. La-may Face Powder is also sold in the
loose form for thirty-five cents and sixty cents. La-may
is guaranteed absolutely pure and harmless. Because it
is pure, and because it stays on so well, it is now used
by over a million American
women. If your dealer refuses to get you a La-may
Vanity Box, you may order
by mail from Herbert Roystone, 16 East 18th St., New
York City. There is also
a delightful La-may Talcum
that sells in a beautiful large
package for only thirty cents.

Learn to Dance

Motion Picture Stars

FowcanlearnFox-Trot.One-Step.Two-

Beautiful and artistic photos (31-2x4 1-2)
of the world's leading moving picture stars
— both men and women. BATHING BEAUTIES too! Just the thing for your room or
den. Now offered at only 6 for 26c: 25 for
$1; 300 for $10. Any assortment desired:
postage prepaid. Order today enclosing
money order or currency.
EGBERT BROS.,

"up-to-the-minute solatest
Waltz inandyour
Step, ciety
own home by the wonderful
dances
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed: thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write lor Special Terms.
Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
j
W'LUIAM CHANDLER PEAK, IM. B.
Room 336
4737 Broadway. Chicago. III.

LOOK

Dept. M, Buena Vista & Temple Streets,
Los Angeles
California

AROUND!

WHITING EVERYBODY'S
ADAMS USING
BRUSHES
A Merry- $o -round of Brushes.
There are thousands of kinds and sizes of
WHITING -ADAMS
BRUSHES
Your dealer

JOHN

sells them
or will quickly £et
Send for Illustrated Literature

L. WHITING -J. J. ADAMS

CO.,

them for you.

Boston,

U.S.A.

Bruin Makers for Over UO Years and the largest in the Warld.
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meeting rooms and band room being all
in the same building. The seats are pretty
hard, but we have good pictures, so that
makes up for the chairs.
I think the Mack Sennett Comedies are
silly, so silly in fact that I can not laugh
at them. I am jolly glad Mary Thurman
and Marie Prevost are trying drama, for
it was a shame for such pretty girls to be
in And
Mackthere
Sennett's.
are the Billy West Comedies,
another idiot so funny you can not laugh
at him. Why cant he get a rig of his own
instead of mimicking Charles Chaplin?
Everybody like Charles Chaplin. His
picture, "Sunnyside," is being shown at the
Liberty Theater next week.
Here's to less vulgar and better Mack
Sennetts, and always a welcome to the
Christies. Hoping to have the pleasure of
corresponding with other readers, I remain, Yours sincerely,
Connie Bamford,
Grafton St., Sumner,
Christchurch, New Zealand.

London is not always foggy. Undoubtedly there is scenery there worth
showing on the screen. Pictures with
English settings showing both exteriors and interiors of homes, clubs and
places of historic interest are so seldom seen that one does get the idea
that a director thinks he is faithfully
depicting London when he shows a
fog and a bridge.
Dear .ditor — It is quite a few months
since I wrote you last — some time in 1918,
when I was "fed up" and "far from
home." Now, that I am settled again, I
have just begun to think how long it is
since I really did write to you.
At a movie in England, I happened to
be in the rear of an aged lady. We were
watching the fill., entitled "Vengeance and
the Womau," wi.u Carol Holloway and
William Duncan taking the leading roles,
when the woman became so excited she
shouted out, "Look! There is a bear behind you !" Everyone in the theater turned
to see the bear before they realized that
she was referring to the one in the picture.
Another couple were talking about the
following week's program, and I happened to hear the woman say, "Dustin
Farnum is here next week. Are you coming to see it?" "Oh," said the man, "I
dont like 'agricultural farming'." I think
Dustin ought to take his hat off to that
couple.
There was a picture here not long ago
entitled "Suds." How is it that producers
always have the same setting to represent
London? A fog, a big lamp, a bridge
about twelve feet high, and lastly a cop
resting against the lamp? That is London. The producers must have been in
London only on a foggy day, and that is
all they know about the city. In fact, I
wouldn't be surprised if they had never
seen the place. Kinda hard on London, I
think. The lamp, too, is more like a piece
of cardboard, and is far too large for the
post that is supporting it. Dont you think
people
would rather see scenery than a
fog?
Another film, "The Yanks in Berlin,"
was exhibited and advertised as "Jack
Canuck in Berlin." Of course, people went
to see it, hoping to see the Canadian troops,
but they didn't see even one Canadian in
the picture. They have not arrived there
are they?
yet,
according to the film. Then, where

I wish every success to your magazine.
Sincerely yours,
Alfred W. Bowker,
20 McGill St., Toronto, Canada.

An optimist is usually liked, especially when his optimism is based on
something real. The only knock this
optimistic reader makes is directed
toward the knockers in general.
Dear Editor — I take pleasure in writing
for the first time to you. I have been a
constant reader of the magazines and I
never wish to read better periodicals.
I read with much interest the "Letters
to the Editor" column, and notice the varying fancies of the many picture followers.
Why do some folks persist in abusing the
poor old movies ? I constantly notice harsh,
and sometimes unnecessary criticism of
majiy photoplays of more than usual
merit.
Surely, these critics remember the day
not long ago when everyone raved over
old Edison, Bison and Lubin films. Compare these films to the productions of today, and note the miraculous strides.
We, on this side of. the world, are not
hard in our criticisms, as we think of the
time, worry and hard work lavished on a
production. We feel indebted in no small
way to DeMille, Tourneur and Griffith.
Just recently I saw Rex Beach's "Girl
from Outside," and enjoyed the production
thoroly, the direction and photography being of the best.
Clara Horton was sweet and likable as
the girl, and Cullen Landis, to my mind,
was admirably well cast. His acting was
convincing thruout the entire picture, and
he deserves a higher place in filmdom.
I enjoy very much Wallie Reid, George
Walsh, Thomas Meighan, Harrison Ford
and William Russell.
I should be pleased to hear from any
reader interested in the photoplay.
I also hope the day is not far distant
when even the most caustic critic can not
find a complaint to make against the dear
old movies.
Thanking you for your kind indulgence
in reading my letter, and wishing good luck
to the magazines, I am
Yours most sincerely,
Tom King.
40 King William St., Kent Town, Adelaide,
South Australia.

It is not possible to publish all the
letters sent to the editor each month,
but the names and addresses of all
who write asking for correspondents
will appear in the space below if the
letter is not published.
Agnes H. Ismail,
41 Wong Nei Ching Rd., Hong Kong,
China.
Hatsutato Ishiwatari,
c./o. Mitsukoshi,
Ltd., Nihombashiku,
Tokyo, Japan.
Lisa Lesage,
166 Route
d'Esch, Hollerich,
Luxembourg, Europe.
Muriel Hawkins,
Sherburne, N. Y. Box 75.
Anita McPhail,
312 Jones Street, Pyrmont, Sydney.
Hazel M. Hart,
Box 208. Vale, Oregon.
Marion Oppenheim and Dolly Schneider,
242 E. 94th Street, New York City.
Velma Tamme,
111 E. Main Street, Genesco, 111.
Myra Comstock,
Sherburne, New York.
Box 329.
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New Time Saving
Methods in Business

Training HoWioWvvte^WhaHo
for /Authorship
Write,
and \0here to sell.
Cultivate your mind. DeVelop
your literary gifts. Master tke
art of self-expression. Make
your spare lime profitable.
Turn your ideas into dollars.

They result from
the purchase of an

UNDERWOOD
BOOKKEEPING
MACHINE
It will demonstrate
how your office can
cut down its overhead.
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
215 Montague Street
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Courses in Short-Story Writing, Versification, Journalisrn,
Play -Writing, Photoplay
Dr.Esenwtem

Writing,
taughtEsenwein,
personally by Dr.etc.,
J. Berg

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and
a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.
Frank,

honest,

helpful

advice.

Rea/ teaching'.

One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and
articles written mostly in spare time — "play work," he
calls it. Another pupil received over $1,000 before
completing her first course. Another, a busy wife
and mother, is averaging over $75 a. week from
photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution or agency doing so much
for writers, young or old. Thejjniversities recognize
this, for over one hundred members of the English
faculties of higher institutions are studying in our
Literary Department. The editors recognize it, for
they are constantly recommending our courses.
We publish The Writer's Library. We also publish The
Writer's Monthly, especially valuable for Us full reports of,
the literary market. Besides our teaching service, we offer 3\
manuscript criticism service.
Plewc addrtit
150-page illustrated
"catalogue free,

Xxie Home Correspondence School
Dep't. 115, Springfield, Mass.
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The Screen Time-TabL

(P1

Priscilla Dean
Beautiful Universal Star
is noted for her wonderful

hair.

"My secret is my ffipwrfQ3 Hair
Net," confides Miss Dean. "I
like it best because it is so fine
and delicate and yet so strong.
It wears three times longer
than any other."

For the benefit of our readers, and by
way of a screen review and critique, every
month we will give, in this department, a
composite opinion of our editorial staff
which may be read at a glance.
When a play strikes twelve, it means
that it is a masterpiece and should be seen
by everybody. When it is rated below six
it contains but little merit. The ratings
are based on the general entertainment
value, but include the story, plot, acting,
photography and direction.
Underneath our own list, we will print
a similar time-table compiled by our readers. Let every reader critic send in a
post-card, from time to time, containing
an abbreviated criticism of one or more
plays. We will print the composite results
here, but only when there are five or more
critiques on the same play so that, in all
fairness, a general 'opinion will be presented. Address the Time-table Editor,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D
Drama
C
Comedy
F
Farce
E
Educational
SD
,
Society Drama
WD
Western Drama
MD
Melodrama
CD
Comedy Drama
SP
Spectacular Production
Superfine
12
Medium
6
Very Poor
1
Editorial Staff
Critique

IMPORTED

HUMAN HAIRNET
Hand-made from long, unbroken
strands of human hair. Twice inspected. Twice sterilized. Unusually large. Guaranteed to outwear
three ordinary nets. Get a $5gw#2e^5
Hair Net today and see how much
lovelier your hair looks.

A. Fool and His Money — MD-6.
Eugene O'Brien-^Selznick.
Alarm Clock Andy — CD-8.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Always Audacious — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Bandbox, The — D-6.
Doris Kenyon — De Luxe.
Beggar Prince, The — D-6.
Sessue Hayakawa — Robertson-Cole.
Behold My Wife — D-8.
Mabel' Juliene Scott — Paramount.
Beloved Cheater, The — D-6.
Lew Cody — Robertson-Cole.
Below the Surface — MD-6.
Hobart Bosworth — Paramount.
Bill Henry— D-8.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Blackmail — D-7.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Erich Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Branded Woman, The — MD-6.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Branding Iron, The — D-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Brat, The— MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Broken Blossoms — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith.
Broken Butterfly, The — D-6.
Tourneur Production — All Star.
Burnt Wings — D-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Charm School, The — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Cinema Murder, The — MD-7.
Marion Davies — Cosmopolitan.
Civilian Clothes — CD-7.
Thomas
Meighan — Paramount.
Copperhead — D-8.
Lionel Barrymore — Paramount.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth — D-8.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.

TheHeming
— D-8. — Paramount.
.Cost,
Violet
Courage of Marge O'Doone, The — MD-9.
Pauline Starke — Vitagraph.
Curtain
— D-7.
Katherine
MacDonald — First National.
Dancin' Fool — CD-8.
Wallace Rekl — Paramount.
Dangerous Business. — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Dangerous Days — MD-8.
Mary Roberts Rinehart — Goldwyn.
Darling Mine — C-8.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Daughter of Two Worlds — D-5.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Dawn — D-7.
Sylvia Breamer — Pathe.
Deadlier Sex— MD-5.
Blanche Sweet — Pathe.
Devil's Passkey, The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — 1st National.
Dinty — Wesley Barry — MD-8.
Marshall Neilan Production — 1st Nat'l.
Dont Ever Marry — C-5.
Marjorie Daw — First National.
Double Speed — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Eastern Westerner — F-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
E ARTHBOUND — D -9.

Basil King — Goldwyn.
Everywoman — Allegorical-6.
All Star — Paramount.
Excuse My Dust — C-7.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Fair and Warmer — F-9.
May Allison — Metro.
Faith — CD-6.
Peggy
Hyland The
— Fox.
Fear
Market,
— MD-7.
Alice Brady — Realart.
Fighting Chance, The— D-10.
Conrad Nagel — Paramount.
Flying Pat. — CD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Flapper, The — C-7.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Food for Scandal.- — CD-7.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
For the Soul of Rafael — D-8.
Clara K. Young— Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National
Furnace, The — SD-7.
Agnes Ayres — Paramount.
Gay Old Dog, The— D-ll.
John Cumberland — Pathe.
Girl in Room 29 — CD-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Go and Get It — CD-9.
Pat O'Malley— First National.
Going
Some— —Goldwyn.
CD-6.
All-Star
Good References — CD-7.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Great
The- — D-6.
Tom Accident,
Moore — Goldwyn.
Great Adventure, The — D-6.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Half an Hour — MD-7.
Dorothy Dalton — Paramount.
Hairpins — CD-8.
Enid Bennett — Paramount.
Haunted Spooks— F-8.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Heart of a Child — MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.

«CS!£UR

Make the Pennies Bigger
When James Buchanan was President and tall beaver
hats were in vogue; when gentlemen wore broad cravats
and ladies wore hoop skirts, the pennies they tossed to
children were as big as quarters. But the cart-wheel coppers your grandfather got for keeping his lace collar clean
were not as big in buying power as the pennies of today.
A penny then might buy a pastry,
or ten of them take one to the Fair, but
your great - aunt and great - uncle
couldn't have gone to a movie at any
price.
Your great-gran'ther may have
driven the fastest horse in the country
and paid a tidy sum for it. But the
price of a stable of thoroughbreds
would not have bought him a flivver.
Sixty years ago the ladies could go
shopping for dry goods and buy silks
that would make you green with envy,
linens that were linens and broadcloths that beggar description. But
what their favorite store did not have
they usually got along without.
Times have changed, and so have
merchandise and business methods.
One of the influences that has helped
to bring about so much of change, that
has helped to multiply opportunities
and increased the spending size of our
pennies is advertising.

Every merchant, every manufacturer knows that advertising materially reduces- selling costs by increasing
the demand for and the distribution of
the products of hundreds of thousands
of factories. Indeed many of the
things we count today as necessities or
luxuries could not be made and sold
at their reasonable prices except as advertising has created a broad market
for them, making millions of sales at
little prices and little profits.
And so you owe very much to advertising. You owe much to the people of yesterday who have read and
been influenced by past advertising
and so have made possible the economies and varieties and wide distribution of merchandise that you enjoy.
You owe present advertising a
thorough reading. A greater familiarity with advertising, with advertisers and advertised merchandise
makes continually for the increasing
size of your pennies.
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Tke Lacty of tke Big Wkite
House
(Continued from page 29)

eloquent
EYES

DARING
glanceEyessidelong
through eyes
dark that
lashes.
that
flash "Beware"
from beneath
a
shadowing fringe. Languorous eyes with
sleepy lids that sweep their silken lashes
upon the cheek.
Always the eyes that are eloquent have
long, beautiful lashes to intensify their
light, be it sparkling or softly lambent.
You can make your eyes luminous, fascinating, by nourishing the lashes and
aiding their growth with Lashlux. In
Brown or Dark, it darkens them immediately, making them appear heavy and
glossy. Brown, Dark, or Colorless, 50c.
At drug or department stores, or by mail.

ROSS

COMPANY

22 East 23d Street, New

York City

LASHLUX
means luxuriant Idshes/^fk

THIS GIRL IS A WONDER

\KeepsSkin Smooth, Firm, Fresh
— Youthful Looking

Do you want more money than you ever possessed?
If so, learn to make nut and fruit bonbons — the business will net you $90.00 to $300.00 per montb. You can
work from your own home; all who sample your bonbons
become regular customers. You start by investing less
than $10.00 for supplies. Mary Elizabeth started her
candy kitchen with $5.00, and has made a fortune.
Cannot you do likewise? I will tell you all about the
business and help you start, so you can become independent. Now is the psychological time to make big
money, as sugar is cheaper and fine bonbons command
phenomenal prices. IVrite to-day.

To dispel the tell-tale lines of
age, illness
or and
'worry—
to overcome flabbiness
improve
facial
contour — there is nothing quite so
good as plain

Powdered SAXOLITE

Effective for wrinkles, crowsfeet,
enlarged pores, etc., because it
"tightens" and tones the skin and
underlying tissue. No harm to tent derest skin. Get an ounce package,
follow the Bimple directions— see what just one application will do. Sold at all drug stores.

ISABELLE

383

Save "I You
r Body
Would Not Part With

Morewood

INEZ

Bldg.

Conserve Your Health
and Efficiency First
It For $10,000"

So writes an enthusiastic, grateful customer.
"Worth more than a farm,'
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it

THE

NATURAL

Pittsburgh, Pa.

BODY

BRACE

Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AILMENTS of MEN and
WOMEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure. Brings restful relief,
comfort, ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense

£rainaInatamt
standing and walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; ofJ
re-/
duces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the back; corrects'
stooping
shoulders,
develops
lungs,
chest
and
bust;
relieves
backache,
cur-1
vatures, nervousness, ruptures; constipation, after effectsof Flu Comfortable
and easy to wear. Keep Yourself Fit. Write today for illustrated booklet
measurement blank, etc., and read our liberal proposition.
HOWARD C. RASH, President Natural Body Brace Co.
117 Basil Building:, Salina, Kansas

spiritualist, and their mother used to
frighten them by telling them that if they
didn't come home early from school, Aunt
Mary Bender would be waiting for them
behind the piano. This was, of course,
when she and her sisters were children.
"But even now, when I'm a little late, I
expect to see Aunt Mary Bender jumping
One's first impression of Katherine MacDonald is liable to be that she is cold. But
after talking with her for a little while,
me." that she is rather impulsive and
up at
one
realizes
imaginative. For instance, (still speaking
of her childhood.)
"I used to tell the most extraordinary
lies and the funny thing about it was that
I believed them myself. On the piano there
was a picture of a little boy ; I've forgotten
who he really was, but I claimed him before
everybody as my little brother who had
died. After a while I really believed in
that little brother I never had, and made
other people believe in him ; death and
She has, I think, a keen sense of the
matic and the spectacular. But then,
she has her share of common sense

all."
dratoo,
and

She has studied herself, as all- women
should study themselves, until she knows
poise. what she can wear, and she designs
exactly
all of her own clothes. Hers is a queenly,
regal, type of beauty ; she never wears anything bizarre or extreme. Just as the white
colonial house serves to express something
of her personality, so the conservativeness
in dress most appeals to her.
"I've worn the same make of sailor hat
for the lastbeing
six years,"
she said.
"Theto only
difference
that where
it used
cost
five dollars it now costs twenty.
"I do not believe that anything at all
extreme is good taste," she went on, "I think
that asthis
ruleclothes
appliesoneto wears.
one's actions
as
well
to the
After all,
it is the little individualistic touches that
count; the things that mark a gown as
subtly rather than blaringly, unusual. The
best dressed women wear practically the
same things year after year, with only
slight changes to mark the changing
modes.
"I've heard people say of a bizarre gown,
'Well, that's all right for the stage.' Why
is it all right for the stage? Why should
one portraying a society woman have a
right to wear a gown that no woman of
good taste would wear under any circumstances? That is the trouble with so many
society dramas ; the women dress like mannequins intended to attract attention to the
window of a store.
"Did you know that there are certain
shops in Paris that do nothing but design
things for the American trade? There
are ; a friend who lived over there for
several years told me about them. You see,
many of the American buyers will not accept a thing as Parisian unless it is ridiculously impossible as a garment. So, these
shops design 'Parisian models' that only
Americans
wear."
(We had would
left the
set and were walking
slowly across the open air stage to her
dressing-room. It was almost dark. Mr.
and Mrs. Bosley had left some time before,
as had also the various members of the
company.)
Her dressing-room was warm and cozy.
A tiny nook in the center of which stood
her dressing-table, opened into a long, narrow, comfortably furnished sitting-room,
with a large, roomy clothes-closet beyond.

Looped, cretonne curtains in pastel shades
separated the three apartments.
Mary MacLaren was the first of three
sisters on the screen.
"I did not start until Mary became quite
successful. I was living in New York and
came out here to visit Mother and my sisters. Iloved it, of course, so I decided to
follow Mary's example and stay."
Her first part was with Jack Pickford in
"The Spirit of '17." Followed leading parts
for Douglas Fairbanks and "Bill" Hart,
also, "The Squaw Man," and "The Woman
Thou Gavest Me." It was in "The Woman
Thou Gavest Me" that, according to many
critics, she first showed evidence of dramatic artistry. Her rise has been very
rapid. Some of her starring vehicles that
come most readily to mind are, "The Thunderbolt," "The Beauty Market," "Passion's
Playground," "Curtain," "The Notorious
Miss Lisle," "The Second Latchkey," and,
a picture by Harry S. Sheldon which, when
I saw her, bore the temporary title of
"Conscience."
She was born in Pittsburgh, Penn., and
educated at Blairsville College. She is unmarried.

California Cnatter
(Continued from page 80)
nal, for while we others diet, she eats. She
told me the other day that the doctor had
ordered her to eat all the sweets she could :
cream puffs, hot chocolate, fudge. "I'm
going to have another order of chocolate,
wont
she pleaded.
. . and we were
at
the you?"
Alexandria
!
The most recent celebrity to seek fame
in the shadows is Rosabelle Laemmle, nineteen-year-old daughter of Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal. Mr. Laemmle says
he has just the story for his daughter's
debut if she persists in her desire to work
for a living, tho goodness knows it isn't
necessary.
Grace Darmond, the beautiful, has just
signed a contract with Christie. Negotiations are under way to secure the motion
picture rights to "Irene" and "Up in
Mabel's Room" for Miss Darmond's use.
This is rather reversing the usual precedent
of comedy queens turning to drama, for
Miss Darmond has always been a dramatic
star and now turns to comedy.
"The Millionaire Kid," a modern version
of "The Prince and the Pauper," which was
written by J. G. Hawks for Mary Pickford,
but which was released by her, owing to a
change in plans, has been purchased by
Universal as a starring vehicle for Gladys
Walton and is now being produced by
Harry B. Harris. Miss Walton's two leading men are Antrim Short and Howard
Austin. Mr. Short is playing with his wrist
in a plaster cast, having recently broken it.
Mabel Normand is expected to arrive
here any day now to resume her picture
work. She has been in poor health, but
after treatment in New York is ready to
get down to the grindstone of starring once
more.
One of the Fox Sunshine Comedy girls,
Alta Allen, won the heart of her director,
Hampton del Ruth, and they were married
Thanksgiving day. Our only surprise is
that it didn't happen sooner — knowing Alta's charms.
Louis J. Gasnier, who made such a success
of Otis Skinner's "Kismet," has begun directing a new picture entitled "Good Women." Rosemary Theby has the leading role.
Betty Compson tells me she always selects her casts with a view to total harmony
during production, and she maintains this
(Continued on page 111)
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Heartstrings — D-7.
William Farnum — Fox.
Heliotrope — MD-12.
All Star — Paramount.
High and Dizzy — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
His Majesty the American — CD-7
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Honest Hutch — CD-10.
Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
Humoresque — D-ll.
Alma Rubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idol Dancer, The — D-7.
Richard Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
If I Were King— D-8.
William Farnum — Fox.
Inferior Sex, The — CD-8.
Mildred Harris — First National.
In Old Kentucky — MD-7.
Anita Stewart — First National.
In Search of a Sinner — C-8.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
It's a Great Life — CD-8.
' All-Star — Goldwyn.
Jailbird, The — CD-5.
MacLean and May- — Paramount.
Jack-Knife Man, The — D-ll.
King Vidor Production — First National.
Jubilo — C-9.
' Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
Kismet — D-8.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.
Lady Rose's Daughter — D-5.
Elsie Ferguson — Paramount.
Last of the Mohicans — D-9.
Maurice Tourneur — Associated Prod.
Let's Be Fashionable — C-7.
MacLean and May — Paramount.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-5.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Love Flower, The — D-7.
Carol Dempster — Griffith Production.
Loves of Letty, The — D-6.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Madam Peacock — MD-6.
Nazimova — Metro.
Madam X.-MD-7.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Male and Female — D-10.
Swanson and Meighan — DeMille Prod.
Man Who Lost Himself, The— D-8.
William Faversham — Select.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town — CMD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Master Mind — D-9.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Midsummer Madness — D-9.
All Star — Paramount.
Miracle Man, The — D-ll.
Compson and Meighan — Tucker
Prod.
Misfit Wife, The — D-7.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Miss Hobbs — C-6.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Mollycoddle, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nomads of the North — D-7.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.
Notorious Miss Lisle — D-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First National.
Nurse Marjorie — CD-7.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Old-Fashioned Boy, An — F-5.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
One Hour Before Dawn — D-5.
H. B. Warner— Pathe.
On With The Dance— D-ll.
Mae Murray — Paramount.
Over The Hill— MD-10.
Mary Carr — Fox.
Pagan Lovf. — D-7.
Mabel Ballin — Hugo Ballin Production.
P vssers-By — D-7.
(F\
Herbert Rawlinson — Blackton Prod.
J.A6C
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Passion's Playground— MD-7.
Wesley Barry — First National.
Passion — Tragedy Drama — 11.
Pola Negri — First National.
Passionate Pilgrim, The — D-7.
Cosmopolitan Prod.
Peaceful Valley — D-ll.
Charles Ray — First National.
Perfect Woman, The — C-6.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Penalty, The — MD-6.
Lon Chanev — Goldwyn.
Pinto— C-8.
Mabel Normand — Goldwyn.
Polly ann a — CD-11.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan^-Paramount.
Remodeling A Husband — C-8.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Restless Sex, The — D-5.
Marion Davies — Cosmopolitan.
Right to Love, The — D-8.
Mae Murray and David Powell — Param.
Right of Way, The— D-10.
Bert Lytell— Metro.
Romance — D-9.
Doris Keane— United Artists.
Scarlet Days — MD-9.
Barthelmess & Seymour — Griffith Prod.
Sea Wolf, The — D-9.
Noah Beery — Paramount.
Seeing It Through — CD-7.
Zasu Pitts— Robertson-Cole.
Sex— SP, MD-6.
Louise Glaum — Hodkinson.
Shark, The— MD-7.
George Walsh — Fox.
Shore Acres — MD-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Silver Horde, The — MD-9.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
Simple Souls — CD-7.
Blanche Sweet — Pathe.
Sins of St. Anthony", The — CD-6.
Bryant Washburn — Paramount.
Sins of Rozanne — MD-8.
Ethel Clayton— Paramount.
So Long Letty- — F-7.
All Star — Robertson-Cole.
Something to Think About — D-10.
Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Cecil de Mille Production.
Song of the Soul — D-8.
Vivian Martin — Goldwyn.
Stolen Kiss, The — CD-8.
Constance Binney — Paramount.
Stop Thief — C-7.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Stronger Than Death — SP., MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Sweet Lavender — D-10.
Mary
Miles Minter — Realart.
Suds— CD-9.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Texan, The— MD-7.
Tom Mix— Fox.
Third Generation, The — C-10.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.
The Testing Block — MD-10.
William S. Hart Prod.
39 East— CD-8.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Tiger's Cub— MD-8.
Pearl White— Fox.
Toby's Bow— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Toll Gate, The— MD-9.
William S. Hart — Paramount.
To Please One Woman —
Claire Windsor — Lois Weber Prod.
Treasure Island — MD-9.
Shirley Mason — Tourneur
Production.

Thru Eyes of Men — D-8.
Frank Mayo — Taylor Production.
Twin
F-6. Carter De Haven — First
Mr. Beds
and —Mrs.
National.
Victory
— D-8.
All Star
— Paramount.
Village Sleuth, The — C-5.
Charles Ray — Paramount.
Virgin of Stamboul — SP., MD-8.
Priscilla Dean— Universal.
Virtuous Vamp, The — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Way Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
What Women Love — CD-5.
Annette Kellermann — First National.
What's Your Hurry — CD-8.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Why Change Your Wife? — D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — De Mille Prod.
Willow Tree, The — D-9.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Woman Gives, The — MD-6.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Woman in Room 13, The — MD-8.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Woman Game, The — SD-7.
Elaine Hammerstein — Select.
Woman and the Puppet, The — MD-6.
Geraldine Farrar — Goldwyn.
Woman Who Understood, The — D-7.
Bessie Barriscale — Robertson-Cole.
World and His Wife — D-9.
Alma Rubens — Paramount.
Yellow Typhoon — MD-7.
Anita Stewart — First National.
Yes or No— CD-7.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Readers' Critique
Blackmail — MD-10.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Blackbirds — D-7.
Justine Johnson — Realart.
Cup of Fury, The — D-10.
Helene Chadwick — Goldwyn.
Dark Mirror, The — D-5.
Dorothy Dalton — Paramount.
Daughter Pay-s, The — D-8.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Devil's Passke\% The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Production — Universal.
Double Speed — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dr. Jeky'll and Mr. Hyde — MD-11.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Everybody's Sweetheart — D-7.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Excuse my Dust — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-10.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-8.
Charles Raj' — First National.
Heliotrope — D-12.
All-Star — Paramount.
Humoresque — D-12.
Alma Rubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idol
Dancer,
The — D-5.
Richard
Barthelmess
— Griffith
Invisible Bond, The — SD-6.
Irene Castle — Paramount.
Will — Rogers
Jubilo
C-9. — Goldwyn.
Ladder of Lies — D-7.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Lady Rose's Daughter — SD-5.
Elsie Ferguson — Paramount.
{Continued on page 106)
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A List of Manufacturers, Distributors and
MOTION PICTURES
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Success Secrets
Prepared for the convenience of the Readers of Motion Picture Magazine
Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493 Broadway.
Alpha Pictures, Inc., 126 West 46th St.
Arrow Film Corp., 220 West 42nd St.
Astra Film Corp, 1 Congress St., Jersey City,
N. J. (Studio).

Sherry Service, .729 Seventh Ave.
Stewart,
Anita,
Productions,
Inc.,

Authors' Film Co., Times Building.
Beach, Rex, Pictures Co., 16 East 42nd St.
Beck Productions, 135 West 44th St.
Beecroft, Chester, 501 Fifth Ave.
Biograph Studio, 807 East 175th St.
Blackton, J. Stuart, 25 West 45th St.
Studio, 423 Classon Ave., Brooklyn.
Bray Studios, 23 East 26th St.
Bulls Eye Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Burlingham, Frederick, Travel Pictures, 729
Seventh Ave.

Talmadge
Film
Co.,
318
East
48th
St.
(Studio).
Topics of the Day Film Co., 1562 Broadway.
Triangle Distributing Corp, 1459 Broadway.
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.

Callaghan, Andrew J., 23 West 43rd St.
Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46 West
24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmofoto Film Corp., 220 West 42nd St.
Crest Pictures Corp., Times Building.
Edison, Thomas A., Inc., 2826 Decatur Ave.
(Studio).
Educational Films Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Exclusive Pictures, 126 West 46th St.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Famous Players-Lasky Co., 485 Fifth Ave.
Famous Players, 128 West 56th St. (Studio).
Film Market, Inc., 403 Times Building.
First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit, Inc., 6
West 48th St.
Foursquare Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Fox Film Co., 126 West 46th St., executive
offices, 10th Ave. and 55th St.
Frohman Amusement Corp., Times Building.
Garson,
Gaumont
General
Goldwyn
Graphic
Griffith,

Harry,
Productions,
Aeolian
Bldg.
Co., College Point, L. I.
Enterprises, Inc., 1476 Broadway.
Pictures Corp., 509 Fifth Ave.
Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
D. W., Films, Eongacre Building.

Hatch, J. Frank,
Enterprises,
729 Seventh
Ave.Hodkinson, W. W., Corp., 527 Fifth Ave.
Ivan Film Productions,

126 West 46th St.

Jans, Herman, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co., 220 West 42nd St.
Kalem Co., 1482 Broadway.
Keeney, Frank A., 1493 Broadway.
Kleine, George, 729 Seventh Ave.
Leonce, Perret, Productions, 220 West 42nd
Street.
Macauley Photoplays, 516 Fifth Ave.
Mayflower, 1465 Broadway.
Metro Pictures, 1476 Broadway.
Moss, B. S., 1441 Broadway.
Outing, Chester, Pictures,

120 West 41st St.

Pathe Exchange, 25 West 45th St.
Physical Culture Photoplays, Inc., 113 West
40th St.
Piedmont Pictures Corp., 45 Laight St.
Pioneer Feature Film Corp., 126 West 46th
Street.
Post Film Co., 527 Fifth Ave.
Prizma, Inc., 71 West 23rd St.
Raver, Harry, 1402 Broadway.
Realart Pictures, 469 Fifth Ave.
Republic Films, 130 West 46th St.
Robertson-Cole Co., 1600 Broadway.
Rolfe, B. A., Productions, 18 East 41st St.
S. L. Pictures, Longacre Building.
Schomer Photoplay Producing Co., 130 West
46th St.
Select Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Selznick Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Studio, Fort Lee, N. J.

\
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West

48th St. Film, Inc., in West 42nd St.
Sunshine
State
Rights
Distributors,
Inc.,
Eongacre
Building.

United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Co., Broadway and 48th St.

/

of World Famous /
Musicians
£&
PRYOR,
Sousa
and
- '" .:,; ^W |
how they won
success;
how to dis*~~~^~S
great players tell
. other
develop
formusical
pleasure;
how to choose
coverityour
''bump";
how 'to an
instrument; how to increase your income in spare
time or make big money in a musical career.

You Master a Conn Instrument QUICKLY
Hydraulic expansion oftaperbranches,Conn'sex.chisive process, insures easy blowing, beautiful tone.
Built in world's largest band instrument factory.
Used in all great bands and symphony orchestras.
Endorsed by Sousa, Pryor, Conway, Innes, Kryl,
Creatore, Liberati, U.S. Marine Band and hundreds
of artists.
Free trial; easy payments. Get any band instrument for trial in your home. All exclusive Conn features at no greater cost. A guarantee bond with
every Conn.
Send post card today for Success Book and
details of free trial plan.

Vitagraph Co., East 15th St. and Locust Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (Studio) ; Office, 1600
Broadway, New York.
Warner Brothers, 220 West 42nd St.
Western. Import Co., 1457 Broadway.
Wilk, Jacob, 1476 Broadway.
Williamson Bros., Inc., 1476 Broadway.
Young, Clara Kimball, 12 11 Aeolian Building.
325 Conn Bldg. Elkhatt.lnd.
Agencies in all lJrge cities j*
OUT

OF

TOWN

American

Film
Co., 7227 Broadway,
Chicago, 111.
American Studios, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Artcraft Pictures Corp., Hollywood, Calif.

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY!
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HIDES
JOINTS

Bear State Film
Co., 220 South
State St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brunton, Robert, Studio, 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Charles Chaplin Studios, LaBrea and Delongpre Aves., Hollywood, Calif.
Christie Film Corp., Sunset Blvd. and Gower
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Commonwealth
Pictures
Corp., 220 South
' State St., Chicago, 111.
Essanay
Illinois.Film Co., 1333 Argyle St., Chicago,
Fairbanks Pictures Corp., 6284 Selma Ave.,
Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.
Fox Film Co., 1401 Western Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, Calif.
Ince Studios, Thomas, Culver City, Calif.
Kleine, George, 166 North State St., Chicago, 111.
Lasky Feature Film Co., 62S4 Selma Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Metro Pictures Corp., 1025 Lillian Way,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey City,
N. J. (Studio).
Ray, Charles, Studio, 1425 Fleming St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
Rolin Film Studio, Court and Hill Sts., Los
Angeles, Calif.
Rothacker
Film
Mfg.
Co., 1339 Diversey
Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Selig Polyscope Co., Garland Building, Chicago, 111. ; also 3800 Mission Road, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Sennett, Mack, Studio, 1712 Alessandro St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Tourneur's Film Co., Productions, Inc., Universal City, Calif.
Universal Film Co., Universal City, Calif.
Vidor,
King,
Studio,
7200
Santa
Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Vitagraph Company of America, Hollywood,
Calif.
1
Walleene Film Comedies, 25th and
Aves., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, New York.

Lehigh

Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides
irregularities of foot form. Worn in any shoe; no larger
siae required. Orer one-half million in use. Ask your
TOR1
shoe dealer or druggist. Write
today
for
special free
EC
PROT
trial offer. No pay if no relief.
State size of shoes
and if for right or left foot.
The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
First National Bank Bldg., Dept. 64, Milwaukee, Wis.

Rejected Scenarios
dig that assistant
old scenario
Let's
look
it Writers
over. Former
editorup.will
correct,
revise, improve your scenario to meet demand.
Know your faults. Maybe you have talent.
Fee $1.50 must accompany scenario.
MASON PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 161
Rochester, New York

HAIR ON THE FACE
PERMANENTLY

DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK TREATMENT permanently and
painlessly destroys hair, root and follicle (life of hair)
without mar or blemish to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment and we
teach you how to treat yourself in the privacy of your own
home. No electrolysis or caustics used and we guarantee
results. Complete treatment $5.00. References given.
Send stamp for booklet "Superfluous Hair Truths."
LOURIM COMPANY, 507 Litchfield Street, Bay City, Michigan

Learn DANCING
NO

MUSIC

at Home

NEEDED

YOU
can learnwith
dancing
quicker,
better
and cheaper
our simple
Illustrated
chart system.
Thousands successfully
taught Waltz, One Step, Foxtrot, Two Step,
by this method.
Send $1.00 for complete
course. Money back If not satisfied.

PROF. FRANCIS DANCING SCHOOL, Dept. H, Toledo, Ohio

Army Auction
Bargains
An to Pistol
.... $26

Tents . . $4.25 dp

Army Haversack . IS up
Slickers
. 6.S0
1.85 B
Saddles.
White shot
Uniform
$2.50
Spring Rem. cal. 30 single
rifle tor
model'
Knapsacks
.75 " Ball
1906
cart. , $7.77.
cart.Gun
, $3.50
Army
Slings,per30100."

IS acres reference
army goods.
Large
illustrated
cyclopedia
catalog—400
pages
— issue
1920, mailed 60c. New Circular 10c.

Francis Bannerman Sons, 501 Broadway, New York
PAfi
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Importance of Being
Earnest

in

(Continued from page 25)
to her after lunch, for instance. He will
leave any set, no matter how expensive it is,
to go on an out-of-the-way location and
shoot one scene in its natural sequence.
And then he treats his people as if they
were actors, not just types. He likes to
keep the same people with him all the time
and he expects you to play anything he
gives you. I've found all of this particularly interesting and it has been much easier

Whose even) little
rind lei Thrilled
As ifwith soul and
MOORE

passion fitted "

Qre^ Hear is
Censured Nowadays

lf\

SHE who in this day flaunts hair that has
grown gray, faded and streaked not only
forfeits admiration but frequently invokes
unfavorable comment.
Fortunately the consequences of neglect
can easily be overcome and the girlhood
beauty and color of any hair instantly renewed with a bottle of

BROWNATONE
This perfectly harmless, one-bottle liquid hair tint
is to be had in two colors: "Light to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black." Recommended by all
leading- druggists ; 50c and $1.50.
For a trial bottle of "Brownatone" send your name
and 11 cents. Address—

THE
588

KENTON
COPPIN

CANADA

PHARMACAL

BLDQ--COVINGTON,KV.

ADDRESS-

WINDSOR.

CO. K
U.S.A.

ONTARIO

forThe
me stage
to be was
spontaneous."
his first love and, sooner
or later, he said he will probably go back
to it again, if only for a little while.
We were sitting in the living-room of an
old Scottish home. At least, it looked like
the living-room of an old Scottish home.
In reality it was a set for the first act of
Barrie's play, "What Every Woman
Knows." There were stiff-backed chairs
in the room and equally stiff-backed family
portraits on the walls.
At my feet was a work basket with a
sock half knit and a ball of grey yarn.
At Nagel's hand was a large family bible
with a reading glass completely covering a
page in a chapter of Isaiah at which the
book was opened.
Subtly, Conrad Nagel seemed different in
appearance from my recollection of him as
he had looked several months before. It
was some little time before I noticed that
this was due to his hair. Before, he had
worn it clipped short and brushed to a
glossy slickness. Now, it was long, for
purposes of the picture, doubtless, and the
wind had blown it every which way. He
had been driving without a hat. Also, when
I said something about his being idolized in
New York during the run of "Forever
After," he turned a becoming pink and lost,
for an instant, the thread of what he was
saying. His hair, by the way, is yellow in
some lights and light brown in shadow.
Taffy colored I suppose you would call it.
I noticed that fact particularly when he
blushed.
"I . . . ah . . . people see you on the
stage and they forget that the lines you
are speaking were written for you. They
forget to disassociate you from your part.
And it is hard not to unconsciously absorb
their viewpoint," he paused for a instant
and then went on in a different tone, obviously losing the personal application in his

IpACH package of "Diamond Dyes"
*-* contains directions so easy that
any woman can dye all articles of wool,
silk, cotton,
linen, or mixed
goods.

Beware! Poor dye streaks, spots,
fades, and ruins your material by giving it a "dyed-look." Buy "Diamond
Dyes" only.
Druggist has Color Card.
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interest
in the
problem.
"It
is possible
for psychological
a man to become
conceited
without knowing it, especially if he has no
close friends outside the profession. He
has acquaintances, of course, and he goes to
luncheons and receptions and teas. These
acquaintances are always thinking of him
as the character they have seen him play.
They believe that he is wonderful ; not quite
human ; and gradually, subconsciously, he
begins to believe it himself The only way
to spot this in yourself is by the little false
touches that begin to creep into your work."
I noticed that the word "psychology"
crept frequently into his conversation. Apparently, he is taking a renewed interest in
the study of how people think and why.
He has always believed in the power of
mind over matter. His parents early impressed both him and his brother with the
importance of right thinking. His brother,
several years younger than he, is also an
actor..
"I am to be with Mr. William de Mille
permanently, now," Conrad Nagel went on,
"and that means I'll have a chance to play
various characters. Besides, (enthusiastican association
couldn'ta little
help
being ally)
valuable.
We with
were him
speaking

while ago about the importance of keeping
your interest varied, and he is a good example. (In conversation, Nagel avoids the
passive tense, 'possibly because it nearly always sounds like an affection.) For instance he is an enthusiastic advocate of the
Single Tax. Mrs. de Mille is a daughter
of Henry George, you know. Twice a
week, regardless of how hard he has been
working, Mr. de Mille gives up an evening
to lecture. I'm not a believer in the single
tax but I do enjoy hearing him talk about it.
He is not only brilliant but he is also very
much in earnest."
Another man Nagel sees frequently is
Albert Reese Williams, a prominent war
correspondent who recently returned from
Russia, "I love to hear him talk," by this
it may be seen that, tho his profession comes
first, he is sincerely interested in many
things outside of it.
Conrad Nagel was born in Keokuk, Iowa,
in 1896. His first professional engagement
was with a stock company in Des Moines,
tho he made quite a reputation as an amateur actor and producer while in college.
(In athletics, he made a number of records
as a sprinter.) His success was assured
from the start. He appeared in "The Natural Law," "Experience," "The Man Who
Came Back" and "Forever After." Pictures he has made are, "Little Women,"
"The Lion and the Mouse," with Alice
Joyce; "Redhead," with Alice Brady; "The
Fighting Chance," "Athalie" and, under his
contract with Famous Players-Lasky,
"Midsummer Madness" and "What Every
Woman Knows."

— Witk Kings
(Continued from page 72)
tive arrival of the Kings. "Why didn't you
stay in one place? Are we assembled? Is
the interview on? Remember the interviewee isnot a celebrity of stage and screen
but the wife of Kenneth Alexander and
mother of the most wonderful baby in the
world."
"It is very difficult," I said, "to imagine
her with a baby."
"Is it?" said Mollie, "then I'll show you.
I'm going to take two doctors home with
me — they come out every two weeks — one
to see that the baby's food is all right —
the other to see that he's all right. You
shall both go out and see the baby."
"I'd rather see him than eat," I said. The
Publicity Lady was ominously quiet. I
knew from her expression she was visualizing the possibility of getting the interview over and hieing us to Childs — the
Automat — anywhere
.
Now the Kings are Irish and the Irish
are not slow and the sisters spoke together.
"You haven't had lunch !" they accused. "I
understood," began the Publicity Lady, determinedly drowning my polite murmurs —
"Of course," they chorused. "How stupid
of us — " dragging us to the elevator — to the
dining-room. "Soup," they told the waiter,
"chops, salad, coffee, pastry, coffee, bring
it quickly. We'll go for the doctors and
come back.
Now eat."
We did, thankfully. We did everything
but sign the check — we left that for Mollie.
Outside the car, with the two doctors and
the two sisters, was waiting. And all the
way to Forest Hills, Mollie King, vibrant
with youth and happiness, talked of her
career, her family, her ambitions, and now
and then, in unexpected places were interludes of "Ken" and the baby.
"Isn't it odd?" — she said, "that Kenneth
Alexander, Kentucky gentleman, should
come up here and fall in love with me?
You see, he belongs to the wealth and aris-
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The Only Secret of a
Beautiful Complexion
A CLEAR, radiant, youthful complexion, what else but health
can produce it ? Health is the originator of charm, the
handmaid to beauty, the basis of personal attractiveness. The
texture of your skin, the brightness of your eyes and the sheen
and lustre of your hair, all depend upon your physical well-being.
Truly, the fastidious woman watches her health. She is careful to see that her bodily organs function properly, particularly
those organs that eliminate waste from the body. If these
do not act regularly and thoroughly, poisons are formed, absorbed by the blood and carried to every body cell. These
poisons are the most common cause of unattractiveness. Facial
blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness are all traceable to them.
Nujol has been found by many women to be an invaluable
aid to a clear, radiant complexion. It encourages the bowels
to daily evacuations, thus keeping the body free of those toxins
that mar the skin and endanger health.
Nujol relieves constipation without any of the unpleasant and
weakening effects of castor oil, pills, salts, mineral waters, etc.
It does not upset the stomach, cause nausea or griping, nor
interfere with the day's work or play.
Works on a New Principle
Instead of forcing or irritating the system, Nujol simply softens the food
waste. This enables the many tiny muscles, in the walls of the intestines,
contracting and expanding in their normal way, to squeeze the food waste
along so that it passes naturally out of the system.
Nujol thus prevents constipation because it helps Nature maintain easy,
thorough bowel evacuation at regular intervals — the healthiest habit in the
world, and the only secret of a beautiful complexion.
Nujol is absolutely harmless and pleasant to take. Try it.
Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed
bottles only bearing the Nujol trade mark.
How and why internal cleanliness will bring beauty and attractiveness is told in a plain.
instructive and authoritative way in the booklet "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM
WITHIN". Fill out and mail the attached coupon today.
Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) , Room 700Y 44 Beaver Street, New York.
Please send me copy of 'A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".
Name
Address
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Those attacks all of us
are open to, of a sore
scratchy throat, painful
hoarseness or irritating
cough — you can safely depend upon Piso's for protection against them. For
56 years a household
friend. It contains no
opiate. Buy it to-day —
always have it handy.

&

35c at your druggist's
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a month

WILL BUY

A Standard, Guaranteed

TYPEWRITER
With Every Modem Writing Convenience
Write Today For Illustrated
Circular Explaining Try-Before-You-Buy Plan

SMITH

TYPEWRITER

(Harry A. Smith) 307—218

SALES

CO.

No. Wells St. .Chicago, III.
Publishes
cash art as.

{ signments,
articles on
MAGAZINE 'essoni and
Cartooning:, Designing, Illustrating, Lettering and Chalk -Talking.
Criticises amateurs* work. Full of information for artists and art students.
f Satisfactory or money refunded. 20c a copy. SI a year.
Send $1 NOW, ThriftSlamps Taken
G. H. L0CKW00D. Editor. Dept.648, Kalamazoo.Mich.

DEAFNESS

IS - MISERY

I know because I"was Deaf and had Head Noise*
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts.'* Inexpensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
Atateruent of how I recovered my hearing.
A. O. LEONARD

Suite 314,70 5th Avenue

SENDNO

■

.

New York City

MONEY

■■r You Can Tel I it -from ff
GENUINE DIAMONDSenrJiikKk
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
£?£?!? ?,,££ Benu>ne diamond withuameDAZZLING RAINCOW *IRE. we will send a selected 1 carat Rem in Ladies
BvlltSire Ring (Cat. prion *1.!»8) mi Hail Price, to Introduce, $2.63, or in Genta Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
tCat. price $6.»'.) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled mountings. GUARANTEED 20 YKARS. SENDNO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. Wc will mail at once C.
O.D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money hack less
handling charg.'H. Write for Frao Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept. CA2 Lbs duces, N. Men.
(fi»«lHlfve controller* Mexican Diamond!)
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tocrac v-1 Kentucky. He is well known as
a sportsman, owner of famous racing
horses, clubman. He lived all alone, except
for a houseful of servants on a beautiful
old estate — and he is so very attractive —
I know perfectly well that all the mothers
of all the debutantes were hoping he would
fancy one of their daughters. But what
did he do but come to New York and insist
upon marrying me !
"Afterward, we went south to his home
and spent four wonderful months. Then,
baby was coming and I was lonely for my
family — you see we Kings have almost never
been separated. So Ken said we would
come to New York for a time and he would
transact business from here. He and his
family — who live on an adjoining estate
down there in Kentucky have always been
in the coffee business. And then baby came.
"See?" she said, as we approached an
attractive bungalow — "see the baby carriage
in Mollie' s yard ?" And before the car had
fairly stopped she had hopped out and
flown like a bird to its nest and was plying
the nurse with questions as to just how the
baby had been during her absence.
"Yes, Mrs. Alexander, you may carry
him upstairs," said the nurse indulgently —
and the procession formed — Mollie and the
baby, sister Nellie and the two doctors.
When the Publicity Lady and myself were
summoned to the nursery, Mollie was seated
in a low chair, the baby held closely, in her
eyes a wonderful light, on her face a brooding tenderness as unconscious as it was
beautiful
"Isn't he the most precious thing?" she
said, "and to think he is mine. He is such
a tiny morsel — but he is more to me than all
the diamonds, pearls, money and careers in
the world. And the doctors say he is absolutely perfect — not a thing to worry about"
— laying him reluctantly down. "Now I
must hurry back to town as I'm meeting
Ken"Have
at six."
you decided upon the baby's caaway.
reer ?" asked the Publicity Lady as we sped
"Oh, yes !" said Mollie. "He's going to
West Point, then to Princeton and then, I'd
like him to be a lawyer, a good one."
"He might choose the stage," I suggested.
"No," she said emphatically. • "Not a
boy — if he were a girl — but I shall not have
a girl until I am older — and wiser. Girls
are difficult.
"Nellie and I know, dont we? We have
both been on the stage since we were children. I went to England with Maxine
Elliott when I was seven and have been on
the stage or in pictures ever since, except
for the intervals when I was in school.
Nellie and I were in vaudeville together
two years and in my last stage play 'Good
Morning Judge,' brother Charlie was with
me. But I liked best of all perhaps, 'The
Belle of Bond Street' in which I starred
after understudying Gaby Deslys."
"And what about your career now?" I
wanted to know. We had dropped the two
doctors and the Publicity Lady at their
respective corners and Mollie was relaxing
comfortably
in the big car between Nellie
and
me.
"Well," she said, a bit wistfully, "Ken
doesn't want me to go back. It isn't that
he objects to the profession — but you know
how Southerners are — they want their
women to 'sit on a cushion and sew a fine
seam.' He says I dont have to work — but
that isn't the idea. I worked very hard to
get my start and I love the stage and,
dearly as I love Ken, I dont want to give it
up. So, we are trying to compromise. I
did two pictures for American Cinema a
couple of years ago and I've promised them
to do another. And I'm planning to go on
the stage in a musical play early in the year.

My Hair Was Quite Gray
"It was falling out, getting brittle andV
stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro*
duced a wonderful improvement. The itching
stopped instantly. There was no more dandruff.
And— marvel of marvels— it is now restored to its
original
color—is not
Kolor-Bak
not a agray
dye hairshows
or stain. anywhere!"
It is colorless, stainless, harmless and restores original
color to gray hair simply by putting hair and
scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-Bak
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC

LABORATORIES

3334-3338 West 38th Street. Dept. 392
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not next
gain few
frommonths?
10 to 35Why
lbs.
TT in the
not round out your neck, chest
and bust and make yourself as
attractive as you wish to be?
I know you can because I have
10 to 35 pounds.
helped
over 45,000 women gain
~~* *«™ -nd oh, I feel
"One pounds
year
agoOne I pupil
weighedwrites:
only 100
I can help yuu attain your proper
weight. In your room. Without drugs.
By scientific, natural methods, such
as your physician approves.
If you only realized how surely,
how easily, how inexpensively your
weight can be increased I am eertain
you would write me at once.
Tell me your faults of health or
figure.
I respect your confidence and I
rectly.
will send you my booklet, free, showing you how to stand and walk corDept. 49

Susanna

215 N. Michigan

Cocroft

Blvd., Chicago
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D> J.NRKER PRAYS
/b/Ze/" preparations

ESTABLISHED
IS 68
Preparations
are Distinctive.
Known
the
^Yorld
over.
IlUOAlilHrj rose tint. Softens and relretizes the
PAQATTnlP Gives the face and nails a delicate
skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting.
ROSALINE is not affected by perspiration or
Jars, 35c.
displaced by bathing.
Our

DIAMOND NAIL ENAMEL ^X."™*

grit, producing an immediate and lasting polish.
Its delicate rose tint will not discolor the skin or
cuticular fold of the nails.
Diamond shape box, 35c.
VftUvuHlu moves ink, hosiery and glove stains
renails, 65c.
cleans the
and harmless.
NF "leaches
flNffiTT
from
the skin;
guaranteed
Bottles,
Ijnrjftlll IHH ULfl ing the skin. Feeds and
and whitenFor softening
AT A Preserves
P.RP8M VSM
coma beautiful
the tissues.
nourishes
plexion and restores a faded one. Jars, 35c.
Sold by dealers everywhere, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c crtra for postage. Send
stamp for Illustrated catalogue of prices.

DR. J. PARKER

PRAY

CO.

Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

10 and 12 East 23rd St.
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Then we will see how it works out. I think
I can reconcile Ken to a careering wife —
when he knows it will make me happier."
After leaving Mollie King, I wondered.
She is beautiful as a flower is beautiful.
She is the kind of an idealist, such as her
southern husband would place on a pinnacle
to love, admire and worship. But, she is
the Mollie King of stage and screen — vivid
as a flame — who has sung and danced herself into the hearts of thousands and is
adored by picture fans the world over.
Will she, in course of time, be content to
'sit on a cushion and sew a fine seam'? Or
will her aristocrat husband reconcile himself to Mollie and a career? We have an
idea which it will be — but only time can tell.

Just Folks
(Continued from page 39)
little chance to work altho I did get in a
few weeks now and then.
"Then, I decided to take up pictures.
That way I could keep my family with me
and bring them up regularly. So I began at
Lubin's in Philadelphia. That was eight
years ago, not long after May Beth was
born. After a few years we came to New
York, and we have kept»pretty steadily at
work. Johnny here, has grown so tall you
would hardly recognize him as the 'Skinny'
in the Briggs comedies — nor Thomas as the
little son of many Alice Joyce pictures. And
would you know Rosemary as the little
blind girl that appeared with Lionel Barrymore? The 'Carr children' have been in
demand — but, they have kept up with their
school — we have seen to that."
'And aren't you thrilled at finding yourself become suddenly famous?"
"Not so much thrilled as satisfied at having done a piece of outstanding work," she
replied. "I have had such marvelous letters about it. People stop me on the street
and speak to me on the cars to tell me how
much the picture meant to them. And one
day a minister came all the way from a
suburban town to ask me to his church —
to speak to his people. Wasn't that wonderful? It proves that a big majority of people
like plain, simple stories of everyday things.
Stories with heart interest, with good
triumphing over evil. They prefer that kind
of picture.
"We were a long time making the picture,
but it was a very happy experience. Mr.
Millarde was such a fine director. He welcomed suggestions and worked with us —
not over us. 'Now mother,' he would say —
'you know
how women
to dress
the
chairs
in tidies
and set used
the table
and updress
the children for school — go ahead and fix
things up and tell me what to do !' And I
did.
"The first part of the picture with the
children, was easy. I had only to be natural
and do the things I had done hundreds of
times before. But the later scenes, my
grief at having my son arrested for horse
stealing, at leaving my children to go 'over
the hill' was very hard, because I had to
really feel it.
"But, if the picture rings true, as the
critics say it does — if it teaches the lesson
it was intended to teach — it was worth while
and I am happy that it was my privilege to
create Ma Benton.
"So you see, we are not unusual, and I
dont want you to think we are," she said,
when I had drained the last drop of Rosemary's chocolate and eaten the last crumb
of the delicious cakes and was reluctantly
departing. "We are all doing the thing
we can do best and doing it the best we can.
And we're just like hundreds of other families— just regular folks."

THIS wonderful new method makes it possible
for anyone to learn Illustrating, Cartooning, or
Commercial Art. Hundreds of our students are
now making splendid incomes. And most of them never touched a drawing pencil before they studied with us.
The simplicity of this method will
astound you. You will be amazed at
your own rapid progress. You learn by
mail — yet you receive personal instruction from one of America's foremost
Commercial Artists — Will H. Chandlee.
Get into this fascinating game, NOW.
You can easily qualify. A few minutes'
study each day is all that is needed.

Crying Demand for
Trained Artists
Newspapers, advertising agencies,
magazines, business concerns — all are
looking for men and women to handle
their art work. There are hundreds of
vacancies right this minute! A trained
commercial artist can command almost
any salary he wants. Cartoonists and
designers are at a premium. Dozens of
our students started work at a high
salary. Many earn more than the cost
of the course while they are learning!
YOU — with a little spare time study in
your own home — can easily and quickly
get one of these big-paying artists' jobs.

No Talent Needed
This amazing method has exploded
the old idea that talent is an absolute
necessity in art. Just as you have
learned to write, this new method
teaches you to draw. We start you with

straight lines, then curves. Then you
learn how to put them together. Now
you begin making pictures. Shading,
action, perspective, and all the rest follow in their right order, until you are
making pictures that bring you from
$50 to $500 or more! Many artists get
as high as $1,000 for a single drawing!

Write for Interesting
Free Book
Mail coupon now for this interesting
free book "How to Become an Artist."
Explains about this amazing method in
detail. Tells of our students — and their
wonderful progress — and how we can
qualify you for a high-salaried
position. Also tells of our free
outfit and special low offer to a
number of new students. Mail
NOW!

Washington

artist's
artist's
limited
coupon

School of Art

Room 1133, Mar den Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

FREE COUPON— «

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART. Inc..
Room 1133, Mai-den Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
Please send me. without cost ur obligation on my
Dart, your free book, "How to Become an Artist."
Name
Address.

You
Have a Beautiful Face-But Your Nose
IN this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute
* necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
find, the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly,. by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permil
no one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or success
of your life — which is to be your ultimate destiny? My new NoseShaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write today for free booklet,
how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses
without which
cost iftells
not you
satisfactory.
M. TR1LETY,

Face Specialist, 1039 Ackerman

Bldg., BINGHAMTON,

N. Y
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How Does Your
Complexion Look
When the Light Changes
V/hen the Dance Becomes Heated
When the Wind Blows as You Motor

is a vast difference, you
THEE«
will L
find, between Carmen and the
face powder you are now using.
Carmen, because it blends so exquisitely with both the color and texture
of the skin, imparts a fresh beauty that
is just as charming in the searching
felareof the mid-day sun as it is in the
soft glow of the reception room lamp.
And Carmen, no matter how heated
the danc?, never yields to perspiration.
Though extremely fine, Carmen has
"body1' enough to withstand moisture.
A- \ adhering to the skin as it does,
Carmen never blows off, no matter
how wi?dy the day or how long the
motor ivde. These are the supreme
tests of 3 complexion powder. Let
your own experience reveal how
Carmen cxeells in all three.

Trial Offer
See the new charm of our new creation
— Carmen Brunette Shade. We will
send you a purse size box containing
two or three weeks' supply for 12c to
cover postage and packing, or we will
send you any other shade you prefer.
STAFFORD -11TLLER

CO., St. Louis. Mo.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and new
Brunette Shade — 50c Everywhere

The
Final
Touch

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating. Pastel
Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Write forterms and
List of successful students,
Associated Art Studios.
28A Flatiron Bldg. NewYork

Reduce

Your

Flesh

Exactly
ivhere desired
by wearing
Medicated
Dr.VamnwReducing
Walter's

Rubber

Garments

For Men and Women
Cover the entire
body or any part.
Endorsed by leading
physicians. Send for
illustrated Booklet.
Dr. Jeanne MP. Walter
. 353 Fifth Ave., New York

Busl Reducer. Price $6.00 / Billing Buildine. Uh Floor \
Chin Reducer, Price $2.50 lEnt.on3.ithSt..3<WnorKiii.tJ
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Out of the Cnorus
(Continued from page 35)
ried in and o. importantly. Somewhere
within a woman was shrieking in hysterics.
As they came to a jarring stop by the steps,
a doctor, carrying his satchel hustled out.
He was talking to a police sergeant and the
light from within struck sparks from the
polished brass buttons of the Law.
"What has happened?" asked Ross Van
Beekman quietly. He was grey of face but
quite composed. He even lighted a cigar
with a steady hand.
"Bad business !" the doctor clipped off his
words economically, "Ned Ormsby, New
York
man — Ross
shot !"was equally laconic.
"Dead?"
"Quite." The doctor nodded, "shot thru
the lungs. Dragged in here fifteen minutes
ago and collapsed in his room. Not a word
before he died. I'm afraid the chances of
finding the murderer are small."
"No," said Ross, and smiling, flung away
his cigar, expanding his hands, "I should
say they were excellent. In fact if the
Sergeant here has handcuffs with him he

!"
now Beekman
make
canThe
trialtheofcapture
Ross Van
for the
murder of Ned Ormsby was quite the
choicest thing of its kind the newspapers
had ever had. They made full use of their
opportunities. There were the usual pictures of the victim at the age of four,
holding a rubber ball and wearing curls.
There were interviews with the Van Beekman family butler and the chorus girls who
had shared the same rabbit's foot with the
beautiful Mrs. Van Beekman, nee Flo of
the Winter Palace. There were sob-stories
of the prisoner's handsome person, his
tastes, his education, his romantic marriage,
and his inexplicable refusal to explain his
motive for the shooting. There were pictures of the jurymen, which gave them the
pleasing appearance of a dozen ex-convicts
from the Rogues' Gallery, diagrams of the
murdered man's quarter's at the Inn, and
discreet references to certain spicy episodes
in the victim's past.
When the police searched the Van Beekman house, all signs of violence had been
removed. A silken curtain took the place
of the shattered door, and the carpet had
just been taken up from the mistress' room
for cleaning, so the butler explained. No,
he hadn't heard any sounds, seen any sights
or entertained any suspicions. He was dismissed from the witness stand, and it may
be here remarked, disappeared soon after
to return to England with a tidy little sum
which enabled him to purchase a pub and
live happily ever after.
One by one the servants denied any knowledge of the whole affair, until the only two
left toand
be Ross
examined
the prisoner's
wife
Van were
Beekman
himself.
When her name was called, Flo rose, but
before she could ascend the witness stand
her husband was on his feet. He did not
glance at the white, troubled beauty of the
face under the black hat brim. "May I
ask the court a favor?" he questioned, and
then while the courtroom strained forward
to catch the low, calm words, "I should like
to spare my wife the ordeal of being questioned about something of which she knows
nothing. The quarrel between Ned Ormsby and myself was a personal affair only.
The reason for it I prefer to keep to myself,
but there is no doubt, that I shot him.
Surely there can be no need of torturing a woman who has already suffered
A ringing cry filled the room, gripping
enough."
the nerves. "No! No! He is trying to
spare me hut he shall not throw his life
away ! I am to blame for Ned Ormsby 's

death — my husband only did what any husband has a right to do when he finds his
wife's
in herheld
closet
" of
Once lover
more hiding
Flo Maddis
the center
the stage ! Slender and tragic in her black
dress she faced them all, forgetting self,
unmindful of triumphant eyes that gloated
over her public shame. Perhaps she did not
see them, only the judge, nodding kindly
at her, and the lawyers waving frenzied
hands, and Ross, looking at her impersonally, as if at a stranger with that little,
chill smile on his lips. Once more the hopelessness of words to deal with situations
swept her. How could she protest her real
innocence? What could she say that would
explain away the little evil thoughts going
on behind those faces ? But she didn't
count anyway, only Ross — only Ross
Very far away someone was speaking.
She caught a word or two — "Your honor,
'twas I was hiding there! I heard it all —
him threatening her and she telling him to
Flo turned her head with a great effort
and saw thru the blurring of the world a
little sharp anxious face under a monster
bandage, the face of °old Daniel Maddis
who had been freed from prison for good
behavior in time to save his girl once more.
The afternoon extras had the story for
the home-going stenographers and office
boys to read, and gloat sentimentally over
the old Daniel's story of his first rescue of
his daughter from Ned Ormsby, his railroading to prison, his return to find her new
happiness imperiled by the same man. He
had stood by the window, he testified, and
heard defiance.
Ormsby'sThen,
threats
and further
his daughter's
final
fearing
trouble
he had climbed to her room and hidden in
the closet where Ross had shot him in the
go."defending his honor.
belief that he was
Afterward he had managed to drag himself
down the trellis, and into the underbrush
where he had come upon Ormsby hiding.
"And I shot him, your honor !" old Daniel
had shrilled, "shot him like the dog he was !
I ain't ashamed of it. I'm glad ! Glad and
The newspapers made the Van Beekman
case as long as possible. They discussed
the action of the judge in dismissing
the charge against Ross Van Beekman, and
the action of the jury in refusing to indict
old Daniel Maddis. Sob ladies wrote syrupy
accounts
proud." of his self-sacrifice and devotion,
entitled "A Father's Heart," or "Love
Laughs
at Prison
But ofit the
couldaffair
not
last
forever.
The Locks."
final word
appeared
in thepage.
form of a terse paragraph
on
the society
"It is hinted that certain recent events
have quite changed the attitude of the Van
Beekman family toward their new daughter-in-law. According to rumor the young
couple have received the parental blessing,
likewise the blessings of the sisters and the
cousins and the aunts. They will take up
their residence in their palatial home in an
exclusive Westchester suburb whose residents have, it is said, already signified their
willingness to make the acquaintance of
And Mrs.
with Ross."
this, the Van Beekman's disyoung
appeared from the public page, and the public eye alike. What is there to interest the
weary business man, and the blondined
stenographer in the domestic affairs of a
tiresomely contented married couple who
actually prefer each other's company to that
of any one else's and are both most devoted
to a plain little old man who limps about the
grounds of the beautiful house, pottering
with spring radishes and fall bulbs?
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The Muse of the Reel
> (Continued from page 63)
"There is no doubt that marriage is the
most important event in our lives and the
least studied or understood. It presents so
many problems that it offers an endless
array of plots for human stories.7
"Plots ! How do you think of so many
new ones?" I ventured, with something
like envy in my voice.
"They are everyzvhere !" she replied. "All
around us — everyone and everything holds
acome
plot.toI've
beenwith
at ita forfresh
yearsenthusiasm.
and yet I
each
Each proposition thrills and interests me —
its possibilities. I'll never be convinced that
the general public does not want serious
entertainment rather than frivolous, and if
I can sow a few helpful seeds in my pictures, which will appeal to some man or
woman in my audience, I shall be satisfied.
"That is why I go on in this work, I
want to present my own ideas, and again,
that is the reason I can not be happy to
direct someone else's story, that would be
only half a creation.
"I have a marvelous team of actors to
work with now, — Claire Windsor and Louis
Calhern, and I believe they will prove great
favorites and that brilliant futures await
them. Claire came to me directly from
playing extra in an Allen Dwan picture. A
friend saw her and brought her to me, believing she was the exact type I was lookingfor. When she came she didn't burst into
a voluble recital of all she could do but
stood quietly before me. It was like gazing
into a mirror, I could read her very soul
and I saw that she had great emotional and
dramatic ability, with fine poise and pliability.
"Louis has had splendid stage success
and possesses a charming personality as
well as rare talent. I must have players
who will let me lead them; I go so fast
they must put their hands in mine and run
with me. Both Claire and Louis do this
and we work beautifully together."
Lois Weber was born in Allegheny City,
Pa. Reared in a God-fearing atmosphere,
she spent her young life studying music.
She sang in church and, her intense nature
stirred by a religious fervor, she became a
Church Home Missionary, donning the
habit and plunging zealously into the work.
Then, things went frightfully to smash,
and she suddenly found she had to earn
her own living.
Over in Chicago there was an Uncle who
has always seen great possibilities in Lois
and he hastened to Allegheny and carried
the girl back to Chicago determined to see
her properly launched upon a career of his
choosing.
Miss Weber's eyes twinkled as she resumed her story, "It always delights me to
recall how Uncle overcame my many arguments and finally landed me on the stage.
As I was convinced that the theatrical profession needed a missionary, he suggested
that the best way to reach them was to
become one of them, so I went on the stage
filled with a great desire to convert my
fellowmen. How green, how inexperienced
was that girl — that was I !"
Then came the meeting of Lois Weber
and Phillips Smalley. It was love at first
sight and after a tumultuous courtship extending over an entire week, they were
married. In those days f;w companies
would take husband and wife and they finally decided to separate in their dramatic
work. Miss Weber was engaged as the
first prima donna of the New York Hippodrome and they hastened to Mr. Smal-

ley's mother to tell her t
ere
they found Ellen Terry as 1
The
great actress realized the
the
young couple and earnestly implored them
to keep together, regardless of any sacrifice, declaring that did they part now their
married happiness would soon die.

Even/ "UoDunis il\i)i/nlo)i/

So impressed was the young wife with
this picture that she resigned from the Hippodrome, giving up what seemed a beckoning career, and for two years sat in
hotel rooms waiting — waiting for her opportunity.
"To keep my mind off the horror of our
first separation," said Miss Weber, "I went
out to the Gaumont Talking Pictures. I
wrote the story for my first picture, besides
directing it and playing the lead. When Mr.
Smalley returned — and by the way, this
was our last as well as our first separation
— he joined me and we co-directed and
played leads in a long list of films. That
was thirteen years ago and we are the only
team that is still working together, brain
to brain, shoulder to shoulder in all our
endeavors."
Watching the logs settle down

into a

steady glow, Miss Weber said, "Speaking
of plots, what stories I have heard in this
little study of mine. It has become a confessional, for it seems to me all the women
with burdens come to me. I've made some
interesting deductions. We are all too apt
to confuse happiness with passion. Love is
constant hunger — friendship alone brings
happiness of lasting satisfaction. Life began to be more beautiful for me, when I
found friendship in my husband's love and
we have developed into the most wonderful
friends in the world, so close in our
thoughts and sympathies that words are
hardly necessary. The touch of the hand,
the raised eyebrow carrying a whole volume
of meaning to the other.
"The thing I am always planning to do,"
began Miss Weber, after another pause,
"is to seek some quiet nook, buckle down
and write the play that is in my heart."
"The theme of this play?" I queried.
"Ordinary problems of ordinary people —
else it could never be a great play !"
Miss Weber has not sacrificed her home
life for her public career. Always she has
made a home, now a very beautiful one in
the shadows of the Hollywood foothills.
Again she displays her feminine charms by
confessing that she would rather cook than
eat, merrily declaring she is the original
woman who loves to linger over the table
and ask for recipes.
"For the first time in my life I am beginning to learn to play. I've always been
too busy before. See the new tennis court?"
and beckoning me to the window she pointed with pride to the spacious court and
artistic little club house beyond, which form
an added attraction to the beautiful setting
of sweeping lawns, fine old trees and rows
of flaming dahlias which surround the cottage studio.
"I can not begin to tell you the delicious
sense of luxury, leisilre luxury, that comes
over me when I clasp a racket in my
hand,"
her new and
toy. she laughed like a child over
"We must work and we must play,"
summed up Miss Weber, "if we would
strike the proper balance. We must ever
hold ourselves as the open channel, for all
intelligence comes from the Divine source,
and we must always be ready for — inspirations !"
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Resinol
for a clear skin and good hair
For a skin that is excessively oily, and
has coarse, clogged pores, or one that
is disfigured by an annoying eruption,
there is nothing betterthan RESINOL.
Bathe first with RESINOL SOAP
then apply RESINOL OINTMENT
and you can be reasonably sure of a
speedy and remarkable improvement.
Resinol Soap used regularly for the shampoo
tends to keep the hair lustrous and the scalp free
from dandruff. Where there is already a serious
accumulation of dandruff, part the hair and rub
Resinol Ointment well into the scalp some time
before shampooing:.
At all druggists.

"How to Reduce"
by Pauline Furlong author of
"Beauty Culture at Home"

THE book is a complete compendium
of health and hygiene information.
By following the instructions in this book
you can have a figure as symmetrical as
Miss Furlong's. Here are her measurements:
Hips
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04 in.
Thighs
Bust...,1
3G in.
Waist..]
26 in.
Weight
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38 in.
22 in.
125 lbs.

INSTRUCTIONS
Send one dollar for book HOW TO REDUCE ; also
for combination offer of beauty preparations and
accessories.
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PHOTOS'

The Highest Grade Photographs of Popular "MOVIE
STARS" made in America! (3^x5%.) Produced
by Originators. Any selections 65 for $2.50. 20 for
$1.00. 3 for 25c. Sample and lists 10c prepaid. No
Stamps.
"BREEZY
BATHING
PICTURES."
100 different,
same prices.
Get GIRL
the Best!
FILM ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS
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, A contest is designed primarily to stimulate interest. Its-profit and pleasure are incidental .but necessary factors of its existence, ltis* an established fact that competition isvital to success, and as long as
this holds true, there will be contests of
one sort or another, for no one is beyond
the eternal lure of them. They are the
direct response to a fundamental need of
human nature.
Our last great Popularity Contest demonstrated this to our complete satisfaction. The interest displayed was unusual.
Such was its unparalleled success that we
have been led to devise another, and we
believe an even greater contest, and we
are convinced that in this case the interest will be overwhelming. It is to be
called The Ideal Cast Contest.
In anticipation of the flood-tide of votes
we expect to pour into the office — the last
contest nearly swamped an efficient and
willing force — we have an experienced
corps of girls ready to tabulate and
count the votes as fast as they come in.
Each month may bring its staggering
quota, and it will be successfully handled.
Every little detail, however trivial, will be
taken care of ' with expedition and dispatch. We mean to overlook nothing that
will help to make this contest as nearly
perfect as is humanly possible.
This time, instead of voting for one favorite, you may vote for all of them. We
believe that this is the fairest and most
comprehensive sort of contest we could
severally conceive of ; because every player of any sort of role has an equal chance
for success.
It is, after all, rather absurd to compare
and bracket together men like Charles
Chaplin and the inimitable Theodore Roberts. Each is expert in his line, but their
lines are as far apart as the poles ! There
is of necessity a place for both of them.
Neither is it wholly fair to cast your vote
for the winsome Connie Talmadge. who
has won your heart in her engaging roles,
when your mind pays tribute to the rare
genius of the vibrant Nazimova. Our new
contest is designed to remedy this state of
affairs; for it is in the respective lines
the various actors and actresses of the
screen have elected to follow that you
shall vote for them.
Suppose, for instance, you were a producer of unlimited wealth and power, con-
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templating the making of the greatest
moving picture of all time, and could select your cast at will. Lend it your critical
thought. It is a game of Make-Believe,
but its result is real. You are amused, you
are instructed, your wits are sharpened,
and you know that wherever your vote is
cast, it will bring gratification and pleasure
to someone. You are for the moment The
Great Producer ! Who will be your leading woman, Mary the immortal, or Mae
Marsh of many moods ? And your leading man, Bill Hart, the King of the World,
or Wallie the debonair?
You are privileged to vote for the entire cast, from the leading lady down to
the juvenile, not overlooking the all-im- \
portant director himself. The ballot is as
follows :
THE

IDEAL

CAST

CONTEST

I, the undersigned, desire to vote as follows :
Leading

Woman

Leading

Man

Villain
Vampire
Character

Man

Character Woman
Comedian

(Male)

Comedian

(Female)

Little Miss Rebellion — C-10.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Madam X— MD-11.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
Mrs. Temple's Telegram — CD-7.
Bryant Washburn — Paramount.
Once to- Every Woman — D-7.
Dorothy Phillips — Universal.
Officer 666— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Penalty, The— MD-11.
Lon Chaney — Goldwyn.
Prtnce Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Right of Way, The— D-12.
Bert Lytell— Metro.
Romance — D-8.
Doris Kcane — United Artists.
Scratch My Back — CD-9.
Helene Chadwick — Goldwyn.

^f

Child
Director
Name
Address
Note :— This is a sample ballot and cannot he
used, as the contest has not yet been actually inaugurated.
It will open officially in the April issue of The
Motion Picture Magazine, when more definite information will be furnished.

The rules for The Ideal Cast Contest
are few and simple :
1.

All votes must contain the name and
dress of the voter in order to be considered.

ad-

2. In voting for the Ideal Child, the vote may
be cast for either a boy or a girl.
3. It is permissible to vote for one person twice.
For instance, Dorothy Gish may be your ideal
Woman Comedian as well as your favorite Leading
Lady.
You may vote for her in both parts.

Watch

the Magazine for further announcements regarding this great contest.

{Continued from page 98)
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Silver Horde, The — D-7.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
Sins ok Rozanne — MD-12.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Sins of St. Anthony — CD-3.
Bryant Washburn— Paramount.
Something to Think About — D-ll.
Gloria Swanson and Elliott DexterCecil DeMille Prod.
Suds—
Mary D-8.
Pickford — United Artists.
Sweet Lavender — D-7.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Test of Honor, The — SD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Treasure Island — MD-7.
Shirlev Mason — Paramount.
White Moll, The— MD-8.
Pearl White— Fox.
Why Change Your Wife — D-ll.
Swanson-Meighan — De Mille Prod.
Woman Game, The — SD-6.
Elaine Hammerstcin — Selznick.
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Announcement
en found
ITnehacsesbe
sary to
change our plans
regarding the picture
play "Love's Redemption." This play was
originally intended to
carry the winners of
the 1920 Fame and
Fortune contest but it
is now quite clear that
justice cannot possibly
be done to both in the
same picture, for reasons that will be quite
obvious to those who
see either picture. We
are therefore compelled to release
s
"Love' Redemption"
as a straight, five reel
photodrama with the
original cast including Blanche McGarity and Anita Getwell,
winners of the 1919
contest and many of
the 1920 Honor Roll
as announced. The
1920 Fame and Fortune Contest will be
released in a TwoReel Picture to be
called

"From Farm
ame"Palto FCorliss
in which
mer will be featured

and in which, several'
hundred other contestants will be shown, including all of the Final Honor Roll, Gold
Medalists and Honorable Mentions.
Ask
to be

your
Theatre
sure and book
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LEARN P„v.'0PLAY WRITING
NO

more Fascinating and Profitable Career is available
to men and women of average intelligence than the
Profession of Photoplay Writing. No other vocation offers so many real opportunities for Fame and Fortune
to the person with ideas than that of writing stories for the
screen. Success has come to hundreds overnight, merely because they utilized their powers of imagination and cashed
in on them by combining ambition, initiative and a burning
desire to attain Success, Independence and Wealth thru
pleasant work. And the only thing that they had which,
perhaps, you lack, was a fundamental working knowledge —
the art of possessing the facts, knowing where to start, how
to proceed and what to do.

The Adrian Johnson
Photoplay System
tells you these very things — gives you that simple but complete
working knowledge of the profession without which you cannot succeed. In order that you might know what the big producers, directors and artists think of this wonderful system, what it has-done
for others and can do for you, we have published a Handsome
Souvenir Book, entitled "A Fascinating Career," which is yours for
the asking. It contains 100 photographs of Artists, Directors; Producers, Studio Interiors, Scenes in the Making, a Dictionary of
Technical Terms, Two Model Scenarios and Details of our Service and Sales Boards, composed of well-known experts who can
help you in criticizing your scripts and show you how to sell them.

"A Fascinating Career"

tells how Adrian Johnson, author of 300 Produced Photoplays, has7
prepared a simple, practical and inexpensive system that will teach
you quickly how to write your way to Success.
Ask for it today.'
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You Can Get Into the Movies
If You Want To
Maybe you are all ready now, but dont know exactly
how to go about it, or maybe there are a few technicalities
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The Miracle Girl
{Continued .from page 45)
than to play in a serial. , Not only her soul
but her body was bruised.
"I dont often tell about my participation
in serials," she told me quietly, "I am not

CLORIA SWANSON J;

Cecil B. DeMiile ArtcmftMayer
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It was at this ^time that George Loane
proud
it." hunting: for a girl to play in
Tucker ofwas
"The Miracle Man." He had searched the
Hollywood, studios and besieged the booking agents, all to no avail. Nowhere could
he find the ideal girl. On the very last day
before he had to start his picture he went
to the one' remaifling booking agent.
"Show me every portrait you have in the
•place,'' he sa!d in . desperation.
Then it was that he came across a print
of Betty Compson.
"I'll try her," he said and took her address and 'phone number.
When Betty returned home worn out
from a day of seriating, her mother told
her that George Loane Tucker had called
her up and wanted to meet her that evening.
It was very important, he had said.
Now Betty, if the truth must be told, had
heard only vaguely of a Mr. Tucker and
so she wasn't particularly impressed.
"I couldn't see the King of England himself tonight," she said, shedding tears of
hopeless fatigue.

'■■^fr-
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"Better go," counseled her mother, "it's
So Betty, with no heart in the task,
business."
powdered her nose and smoothed her hair
as best as she could and trotted down to the
Los Angeles Athletic Club where she was
to meet Tucker. Told to wait, she flopped
down in one of the big hall chairs. She
felt ages old, disillusioned, worn out physically. If this engagement didn't turn out
well, she determined to herself that she
would give it all up. Presently Mr. Tucker
approached and introduced himself. He had
been watching her unobserved. He spoke
to her of beautiful and interesting things :
books, music, certain plays. Gradually she
forgot herself and all her old enthusiasm
and idealism flared up and she joined in the
conversation.
"You are the very girl I want for my
great picture," said Tucker. "This will be
theEven
making
you." chameleoned into her
thenof Betty
old skeptic self. So many directors — in
fact, all
directors had told her that selfsame thing.
But finally she accepted Tucker's offer.
The Miracle Girl was Betty Compson
herself. For when she started work she
was skeptical, disillusioned — but as work
progressed she became interested, enthusiastic. All her old ideals were reborn.
When Betty and her mother were shown
amother
preview
of "The
Miracle Man," her
groaned
:
"Oh, Betty, you look so homely."
And Betty thought the same thing. You
see their standard had been beauties in
comedies.
When "The Miracle Man" was given to
the public and the reviews began coming in
— wonderful reviews, each better than the
last — Betty could scarcely believe it all.
Then came offers, tremendous offers at
enormous salaries. Betty Was thrilled to
arrived.
the core of her being. At last [she had
She played one more role in a George
Loane Tucker production, "Ladies Must
Live," a part which she herself says does
not stand out like the girl in "The Miracle
Man." Then her own company Was formed.
"All my hopes and ambitions and yearnings were put into my first production,
'Prisoners
of
Love, " recounted
Miss

*v
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Compson — "I am terrified for fear it will
not equal 'The Miracle Man,' and yet I
love it. I like 'Reincarnation,' my second
production, too, but not with the same feeling. You see 'Prisoners of Love' was the
So after all her struggles neither you
first."
nor I can blame Betty Compson for her
lavish expenditure on luxuries, rich perfumes, rare fabrics.
"I still feel the thrill of first possession
in my beautiful car," she said opening wide
her expressive grey eyes.
Betty Compson is at present a radiant
beauty because, as she says, she is so happy
she can scarcely breathe — she is tasting the
champagne of having fame, fortune and the
whole world at her feet, but do you want
me to whisper to you her one remaining
ambition?
To have children of her very own! But
so far she has failed to find a man whom
she would wish to be their father.
"Could you give it all up?" I asked—
for marriage, because she had confided her
belief that marriage and a career do not
go together.
"Well," she said hesitantly and looked a
little dubious, but in her eyes, lingered a
lcnging assent.
However you look at her, Betty Compson
is a great actress, a girl of tremendous
emotions, and she can make you think whatever she wills, for all the magnetism of
superb femininity is expressed thru her
eyes, the windows of her soul.

Y
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Floating Island on Olympus
(Continued from page 23)
ing, with the elements of good drama in the
very
beginning
you're
helpless.
I've worn
done
the best
I knew orhow
in them
tho and
beautiful clothes — but after all
" She
dismissed the explanation with a toss of
her head. "Now I'm about to have really
fine vehicles, 'The Passion Flower,' next ;
then 'The Sign on the Door' and after that
'Smilin' Thru.' "
Later we went up to her dressing-room
where she showed me some shawls she had
bought for "The Passion-Flower," exquisite things they were, with stories embroidered into their silken folds in threads of
silver and purple, crimson and gold
.
She wrapped a black one about her and
she personified the passion-flower. We dont
know just what one looks like but we know,
at least, what one should look like.
Then with the city outside the curtained
windows growing indistinct in the dusk we
talked of other things — the poetry of life — .
"After all," said Norma laying the shawl
away with the others, "It is, all of it, for
nothing if you miss happiness. We love
our careers, our successes, and sometimes,
strange as it may seem, what others call
our failures, but more than these, we love
our Loves. Our families and our romance.
In her love, I think, a woman gives her
soul. And in the very giving of it, she
finds it."
This was Norma, the woman speaking —
the Norma whose feet are at last treading
the heights, the Norma who rejoices that
she did not leave her beloveds of her ideals
on the way
.
She switched off the lights at the dressing-table and darted towards the adjoining
kitchenette.
"My pudding," she sang, "my nautical
pudding — two tablespoons of cornstarch
will make it for six
"
Outside in the dusk I thought of her
again — the young girl treading the heights
of Olympus, head high, eyes bright with
hope — who stops to talk of stews and Floating Island.

OU can secure for your hair all the natural beauty of
health bv simply giving it proper care through the use of

X* ree

which is so very easy to use and so effective that it has been for years
the favorite of all who want to bring out the lustre, color and waviness
that are natural to their hair.
Canthrox, the hair beautifying shampoo, rapidly softens and entirely removes all dandruff, excess oil and
dirt, and gives such massy fluffiness that the hair appears
much heavier than it is, while each strand is left with a
1 rial
silky brightness and softness that makes doing up the hair
T o u
ought,

Offer
0Yue°h,U
a pleasure.
at least,
to try
Canthrox since
to prove
For Sale at all Drug Stores
its merits and to
show that in all
No
Good Hair Wash Costs Less
ways it is the most
satisfactory hair
cleanser, we send a
One reason for the great popularity of Canthrox is that it requires
perfect shampoo to
so little trouble or time to use it. You just apply the fragrant invigany address upon
orating lather thickly, rub thoroughly into the hair and scalp, rinse
receipt
of two cents
for
postage.
out carefully with clear warm water, after whicli- it dries very
quickly and easily.
H. S. PETERSON

& CO., Dept. 206, 212 W. Kinzie St. , Chicago, 111.
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These are the official photographers
of Brewster
Publications, Inc. : Charles Albin, 1931 Broadway,
New York City, Phone 1716 Columbus ; Samuel Lumiere, 574 Fifth Avenue, New York City, Phone
Bryant 5807; and Nickolas Muray, 129 McDougal Street, New York City, Phone Spring 6321.
All movie and stage stars are invited to sit for any of these celebrated artists at our expense, and
all others are recommended to do so at their own.
BREWSTER

PUBLICATIONS,

INC.,
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Duffield
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How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY
REFUNDED
IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order. I will send yon
postpaid,
plain with
wrapper,
a bottle of booklet
M. T.'son Eyelash
and Eyebrow
Beautifier intogether
my copyrighted
Beauty Hints.
The
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended :
T.'s Nature's Beauty
Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
T.'s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous
hair
S .50
T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
SI. 00
T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"... $ .75

M. TRILETY,

K^sites Dept. 30. Binghamton,

N.Y.
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The Spirit of Harmon^
(Continued from page 48)
me, "I expect to keep on with both, too, for
a while, but eventually I want to direct.
Looking back on the early part of my life
when I was a kid in Toronto, I remember
that I did little else but read — even to the
neglect of my routine studies. Until recently Ihad apparently forgotten everything Iread then, but since I've been in the
studio I find bits apropos of some scene
here and there coming back to me — pieces
of 'business,' I think you call it, which help
the action of that episode.
"Essentially, I think I am the business
man,— the methodist at any rate. Already
I've planned how I'll work things out, provided the chance to direct comes to me.
It seems to me that all the details should
be figured out before the director sets his
foot on the stage. With these attended to,
he can devote his entire time to his players.
And I think the director should have been
the player. Then he knows his players —
their actions and reactions."
He seemed sure that in directing he
would find his nook and I asked him if he
thought it was ego which caused one to
feel of thing.
a surety that they could do some
certain

Portraits of Your
Favorites
TWENTY-FOUR

LEADING

PLAYERS

3

1
What is a home without pictures, especially of those one likes or
1
admires?
How they brighten up bare walls and lend a touch of human
i
sympathy, alike to the homes of the rich and poor!
5
I

And what could better serve the purpose of decoration for the
homes of motion picture enthusiasts than portraits of the great film
stars, who have become world-wide famous?

|
|
1
|

The publishers of the three leading motion picture monthlies, the
Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland have accordingly prepared at great expense, especially for
their subscribers, an unusually fine set of portraits of twenty-four of
the leading players.

1
5
|

These portraits are 5^4"x8" in size, just right for framing, printed
in rich brown tones by rotogravure, a process especially adapted to portrait reproductions, and are artistic, accurate and high-grade in every
way.

"Perhaps," he smiled, "but I dont thinkso. The greatest artists in the world have
had to find a place for themselves. Their
gifts haven't always been hereditary so that
they've stepped into the place they coveted.
Good Lord, what would happen if no one
felt they could do that thing which they
can do. I believe in believing, if you understand me. For myself, I call it the spirit
of harmony — that feeling we have when
everything is in tune when we think of
some certain thing. When a person feels
that he can do something, he should be
encouraged, no matter how ridiculous his

?<
You will like these> portraits, you will enjoy picking out your
5
favorites.
You will delight in framing them to be hung where you
I
and your friends may see them often.
LIST OF
Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark
Douglas Fairbanks
Charlie Chaplin
William S. Hart
Wallace Reid
Pearl White
Anita Stewart

belief
seemshimto to
others."
I asked
tell me more about his
spirit of harmony. He had mentioned it
as you mention your pet theory and belief.
He grinned boyishly and studied me lor
a fraction of a minute before he began :—
"It was when I was in the Flying Service
during the war that I first became acutely
conscious of what I call my spirit of harmony," he said. "I knew very little about
aeroplanes — yet I often went up alone, and
for a time I was flying instructor. 'Way
up there I'd bend forward in the cockpit
to
all right.
forfeel
anyif everything
miss in thewas
engines
that ItI wasn't
would

SUBJECTS

Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman
Earle Williams
William Farnum
Charles Ray

Clara Kimball Young
Alice Joyce
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Billie Burke

Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Mary Miles Minter

Madge Kennedy
Elsie Ferguson
Tom Moore

These portraits are not for sale. They can be secured only by subscribing to the Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture
Classic or Shadowland for one year, and then they will be sent free.

listen. I'm quite sure of that. It was,
actually, to feel whether I was safe. Two
or three times that spirit of harmony or
whatever you want to call it was missing
and I landed in time to save my life because

You will want the Magazine, Classic, Shadowland or all
three during the coming year. Subscribe now and get a set of these portraits. It will cost you less than to buy them by the month at your

I He
felt had
that written
something
was wrong."
a short
poem about it,
but
he
could
not
be
persuaded
to permit
its use.

dealer's.
Send in your order to-day and we will mail the portraits
at once.

"People will think I'm trying to wax
poetic," he said. "I know I cant write
poetry, but I wanted to explain it all to myself, primarily, and that seemed the way to
do it. You say the public will not criticize
the mode of expression when there is a
thought there. I like to think that. I like
to think that we are receptive to thoughts
and not supercritical of the presentation,
but I'm not sure, quite."
On the way to the theater I learned in a
summary fashion about his boyhood home
in Canada and his present home, an apartment in conservative Grammercy Square
which he has bought on the co-operative
plan and which he takes a joy in furnishing. There are books there too in great
numbers, penned by authors old and new,
each holding its individual message.
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euncuRA
Heals Red Rough
Chapped Hands

For red, rough, chapped
and sore hands Cuticura
Soap and Ointment are
wonderfully effective.
Treatment: On retiring,
soak the hands in hot
water and Cuticura Soap.
Dry, and rub in Cuticura
Ointment. Wipe off surplus with tissue paper or
wear bandages or old
gloves during the night.
Nothing better at any
price.
SPF*CuticuraToiletTrio^PH

Consisting of Cuticura Soap to cleanse and
purify, Cuticura Ointment to soothe and
soften, and Cuticura Talcum to powder and
perfume, promote and maintain skin purity, skin comfort and skin health often when
all else seems to fail. Everywhere 25c each.
Sample each free by mail. Address: Cuticura
Laboratories Dept. E, Maiden 48, Mail.
Cuticura Soap shaves without mug.
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HAIR

Water-Maid Wavers *

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave
that remains in straightesc
hair a week or more, even in damp
If the
weather or when perspiring.

IllliJIffi
liylfarl/ttll
^/Vp>
hair
fluffyshampoo.
only use the wavers once
I ]\A
after isevery
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today— stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary—universally successful — endorsed by society'sleaders.
dealer doesn't
them
send $2 for setIf your
of 6 mailed
with fullhandle
directions.
WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117-C West Seventh St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Outside of the theater crowds were already arriving. Groups of girls stood chatting ;opera-glassed for the acts and chocolate stocked for the intermissions
In this scheme of things where all
are giving something, he gives romance.
And, he says, "it is a very pleasant busi-

California

Ckatter

ness." {Continued from page 97)
harmony thruout the working days. Lon
Chaney has just completed another picture
with Miss Compson. Emory Johnson will
be her new leading man.
The opening of the new Mission Theater
in Los Angeles, at Broadway near Ninth,
was the event of the season in film circles.
Admission was by invitation only and all
the prominent stars were there beautifully
gowned (cela va sans dire, nest ce pas?)
Among those noticed were Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks, Wallace Reid.Mary
Miles Minter, Gloria Swanson, Katherine
MacDonald, May Allison, Bebe Daniels,
H. B. Warner, Thomas Meighan, House
Peters, Betty Compson, Lew Cody, William
S. Hart, Wanda Hawley and others. Mayor
Meredith P. Snyder made an interesting
address. Everyone voted the Mission the
most artistic theater in the West.
Marshall Neilan has introduced a novel
stunt in the direction of big scenes covering
large areas and in which many people appear. In order to get his instructions to
various distant points in filming a spectacular scene, Mr. Neilan used four semaphore
experts, sailors from San Pedro. One sailor
was stationed on the camera platform with
Mr. Neilan and the other three at distant
points just outside the camera lines. This
is the first time the semaphore system of
communication has been used in staging a
film production.
Margaret Loomis is Douglas MacLean's
new leading lady in his next Thomas Ince
comedy,
Helene "Bellboy
Chadwick Thirteen."
was overheard chatting
with Will Rogers the other day : "I hear it
was wet in Jackson when you went there to
do 'Boys Will Be Boys' ?"
Rogers, guilelessly, "Yes, indeed. It
rained all the time."
Elsie Ferguson has arrived in Hollywood ;so has Dorothy Dalton and Ethel
Clayton and the Lasky studio is hard put
to it to find sufficient dressing-rooms until
the new addition to their already huge plant
is built. I saw Gloria Swanson on her first
day back at work wandering around the lot
followed by the studio's official hair dresser.
"I'm sure I dont know where to take you,"
she said rather bewilderedly. "My dressing-room isn't ready yet."
Julia Faye came to the rescue and loaned
hers, as she had finished work for the day.
Everyone knows how realistic the Bosworth screen fights are, but no one better
than Bosworth himself, for he is suffering
from an injured hand, having broken several of the bones in a fight scene staged
with Nigel Barrie for his new picture.
Priscilla Dean and her husband, Wheeler
Oakman, have purchased a lot in fashionable Beverly Hills and plan to build a
southern colonial style home in the spring.
Fred Niblo is busy directing a new special production at the Thomas Ince studios.
Included in the cast are Lloyd Hughes,
Betty Blythe, Joseph Kilgour and Betty
Ross Clark.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
are starring in "Marry the Poor Girl," an
Oliver Morosco "speakie," which had its
premiere in Los Angeles. All the critics
were firm in their praise of the excellent
work of Beverly. The play will probably
be seen on tour.

Your grayin hair
be restored
4 to can
8 days
LET US PROVE THIS STATEMENT. Fill out and
send the coupon— by return mail you will receive a free
COLOR
RESTORER with
special comb tofamous
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Test as directed on a single lock. Watch the gray vanish I Note
how dean and dainty Is this clear colorless liquid. How nice it.
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Play the Hawaiian

Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so
simple, plain and easy that you
begin on a piece with your first
lesson.
In half an hour you
can play it ! We have reduced
the
necessary
motions
you
learn to only four — and you
acquire these in a few minutes.
Then
it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating
tremolos,
staccatos,
slurs and other
effects
that make this instrument so delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any
kind
of
music,
both
the melody
and
the accompaniment.,
Your
tuition
fee
includes a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, all the
necessary
picks
and
steel bar and 52 complete

lessons

aud

pieces

of

music. Coupon NOW—
Send
Get Full Particulars FREE
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
I am interested in the Hawaiian Guitar. Please send
complete information, special price offer, etc., etc.
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BE A CAMERA MAN

Motion
picture
photography
taught in three to four weeks
by an expert now
engaged
in the business
in a well
equipped
motion daypicture
studio. Instruction
and evening. Call or write.
Dept. M.
S. M'KEE
LAVVHUN.
Studio of the Itala of America
Photo Play Corporation,
1983 Madison
Ave.,
N. Y.
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A Toiling Lily
(Continued from page 55)

Uttiireh latria
Lovely leading lady in
Harold Lloyd Comedies
uses and recommends
Maybell Beauty Aids.
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Reveals the Hidden Beauty of Your Eyes
More than all else, well denned eyebrows and

luxuriant lashes create the beauty and expression of your
face. The slight darkening, the accentuation of line and
shadow, is the secret. Instantly and unfailingly the eyes
appear larger, deeper and more brilliant.
"MAYBELLINE" is absolutely greaseless and delightful to use. Perfectly harmless. Famous actresses of
the stage and screen, beautiful women everywhere consider
it indispensable. Applied daintily with a brush, in one
minute. No mussy rubbing or smearing. Scant eyebrows
and lashea are made to appear naturally long and luxurious.

After four pictures with this jolly comedy team, Al Christie saw her possibilities
and she trotted over to the Christie lot
where she has been ever since, with about
sixty pictures to her credit, then came her
Charlie flight
Ray. into the five-reel realms with
recent

comes only in the familiar

purple Demand
and gold
picture
of ' The Maybell
Girl."
thisbox,
box bearing
and avoid
disappointment.
Every
box has convenient mirror in cover and contains two
brushes, one suitable for the eyebrows and one for the
lashes. One box will last for months. Two shades— Brown
for Blondes: Black for Brunettes.
Price 75c. At your dealer's — or direct from us, postunder perfectly
plain cover.
Purchasewith
a box
of "MAYBELLINE"
and ifpaidnot
delighted
results,
your money will
be promptly refunded. Send 4c postage for "Maybell
Beauty booklet'' containing valuable beauty hints.
, MAYBELL

15 pmpmhpr
rveillclliuer

should turn to my voice as the means."
Dorothy sang in vaudeville in Los Angeles and nearby towns, and attracted attention, receiving an offer to go on the Orpheum's big time. Just when she was about
to go to New York, Lee and Moran sent for
her to come out to Universal and make a
picture with them. Practically considering
all sides, she decided she would try this and
take the money to develop her voice.
"I'll never forget my first experience.
We were making 'House Cleaning,' and I
couldn't keep my face toward the camera
but gave the best little exhibition of the
back of my neck and left ear that you ever
saw. I aged fifteen years when I saw that
picture
merrily inatthe
theprojection
memory. room," she laughed

Just a Touch of

Genuine "MAYBELLINE"

LABORATORIES,

4305-13 Grand Blvd., Chicago

/$

All Advertising in Motion Picture Magazine
|s guaranteed by Brewster Publications, Inc.

have any instrument with complete musical
T a week's free trial at home. No obligation. Beturn it at our expense after trial if you wish.
Outfit includes velvet lined case, self instructor, music
and all accessories at factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for instrument and outfit
if you decide to keep it. Wurlitaer instruments are
known all over the world for artistic quality.

Send Coupon for Beautiful New Catalog
Every instrument known illustrated with price, easy
terms
and .free Send
trial this
blank.
Catalog
No obligation.
coupon
now. absolutely free.
i The Rudolph Wurliuer Co.,

Dept.

S523

i 117 E. 4th St.. Cincinnati. O. -329 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago
120 W. 42nd St.. Now York. N. X.
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Rudolph WurUtm
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to enter dreamed
a girl's school,"
she told
me. singer,
"I had
always
of being
a great
for I had a little voice and had appeared in
church and amateur entertainments from
infancy, I remember how mamma used to
spend hours making wonderful cheesecloth
dresses for me to trail about in.
"There wasn't anything romantic about
my starting to work; it wasn't the result
of any compelling artistic urge — you know,
so many say that — it was simply that I
wanted to take care of mamma. There are
just the two of us, so it was natural that I

0%
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by the same old colored mammy who had
cared for her mother down in Louisiana.
"I came to California when I was eleven

(Slat* instrument vou flro tpeciallv inttreaUd in. 1

"So many comedy girls have stepped
right into dramatic work and that is where
you'll see me some day," and Dorothy emphasized her words with care. "I am going
to stay with Mr. Christie, for he knows my
ability and I am sure will give me my best
chance. Several companies have asked to
have me loaned to them and in this way
I'll get other experiences gradually."
Dorothy and her mother live quietly in a
pretty flat in Hollywood and are the best
of chums. Up in the mountains back of
Pasadena they have a little log house where
they spend many week ends, taking along
their books, for both love to read. Right
now, Dorothy is reading "Sentimental
Tommy," and is deep in a twelve volume
history of Europe which she says is written
in a most entertaining manner without too
many dates, and she is fascinated with this
glimpse into the past. She has arranged to
take French this winter, for some day,
when she has earned it, she plans to take
her mother and travel for a year.
"I have never been even to New York,"
she deplored, "and I'm crazy to see some of
the plays. So much can be learned in this
way and I am determined to go on studying
and advancing until I reach the top.
But Dorothy isn't always so serious and
the next minute she gaily confided that with
a million other girls she was heartbroken
when Dick Barthelmess was married. "I
always call him 'Dick' and get a thrill out
of it," she giggled — . "I had a terrible case
— tho of course he didn't know it, and if he
hadn't married such a sweet girl I'd feel
worse. I'm going to see ' 'Way Down East,'
just to see her — and him" and the eyes
were mockingly serious.
So, you see, Dorothy Devore is just all
girl, natural, winning, attractive. Here is
a wish that the great Heights of which she
dreams may be successfully scaled!
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Contest Brings Deluge
of Beauty

UICKPICTUR

Can You Write a Photoplay?

(Continued from page 41)
More than one photograph may be sent
in. A coupon should be pasted to the back
of each.
We now take pleasure in presenting the
winners who constitute the first honor roll
for this magazine:
Florine Findlay Debbart. of 333 Moore
Street, Bristol, Va., a violet-eyed beauty
with golden brown hair, deep coloring, and
olive complexion. She has had experience
in interpretative, toe, character and nation dancing in private theatricals.
Aileen Douglass, of 1579 West 49th St.,
Los Angeles, Cal., who has the unusual
combination of black hair, brown eyes, and
a fair complexion. She has had no stage
or screen experience.
Lorraine Deleval, of San Gabriel, Cal.,
who has had dramatic training, and is a
charming, petite brunette.
Beulah Burnett, of 931 Main Street,
Hamilton, Ohio, a brunette, who has had
some dramatic experience, and whose picture has been shown on the screen of the
Hamilton theaters.
Loretta Pettigrew, of 568 Bergen Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y., a blonde, whose previous
experience has been small parts on the
screen.
Florence Clinton Hulse, of 2028 P. St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C, whose previous
experience has been in amateur comic opera.
She is a fair brown-e3-ed, brown-haired
maid of very apparent attraction.

Tke Sunlit Mount
(Continued from page 47)
Carmel might be called The Girl Who
Cried Herself Into Stardom, or something
like that — tho we all admit she has remained
because of her s.nile — for when she discovered she was to play a small role in "The
Haunted Pajamas," she began to cry,
tremblingly declaring she thought she was
to play opposite the hero. So genuine was
her grief and so charming was she in her
weeping that she completely won her point
and was given the leading role.
i "I ' still cry when
I want anything,"
laughed Carmel.
"Stage life turns everything topsy-turvy," she went on telling of her stage flight.
"The day is spent in sleeping, the night in
working, with meals at queer hours, but, oh,
the fascination of it all.
"I had enough thrills to last me for a
lifetime. The biggest one came on the
opening night of 'The Magic Melody.' It
happened that one of my songs, "Little
Church Around the Corner,' was to become
one of the big hits of the play and the first
night's audiences encored it again and again.
I was so happy, yet frightened, was afraid
I would fall down or stumble or cry. I still
feel the joy and rapture of it all.
"My New York season was a revelation
for me, I wouldn't have missed it for
worlds. You must be at your best at every
performance if you want to win, for subconsciously the audience catches your own
spirit. You cant say, 'Please stop the
camera, I've forgotten the action,' nor are
there any retakes. You must win or lose
at that very moment. It keeps you on your
mettle and it builds to bigger things — guess
that is what everything means anyway."
Just at this point, Carl Laemmle, who was
on one of his fleeting visits to Universal
City, came thru the wide doorway headed
(Continued on page 116)

Neither could Martha Lordleast so she thought until —
Martha Lord, a "novice," did not know
that she could write a photoplay, but she
desired to try. and so decided that she would.
Six
weeks later she sold her 'first play, "Hold
Your
Husband," to Selznick.
Then came "A Gamble With Innocence," to the-1
same organization. Then, "The Inner Sight" to j
Ince. Each one brought a handsome check. But,
more than that^those "undreamed .of" successes
began a brilliant new career for het.
Can you do as well as she — will you, man or
woman, make a simple test to try your fitness —
free?

Will You Make—

This Home Test
If We Send It Free ?

THE Palmer Plan of Instruction in
Photoplay Writing now introduces for
the first time in the history of education
by correspondence, a new new method of
discovering in men and women who may
least suspect it, the presence of CREATIVE IMAGINATION— that fundamental qualification which is the photoplaywrighfs "key to success."
If you have it in you, you should develop it.
If you lack it you should give up the
idea of ever writing photoplays, for creative imagination is inborn and cannot be
acquired.
Our simple test comes to you in the
form of a confidential questionnaire prepared especially for us by Professor Malcom Shaw MacLean, former instructor in
short story writing at Northwestern University and University of Minnesota, in
collaboration with H. H. Van Loan,
America's most prolific photoplay writer,
author of "The Virgin of Stamboul," "The
Great Redeemer," etcetera.
You simply send for it and try it in the
privacy of your home and without expense.
TO those who answer it successfully, will be
offered an opportunity to obtain competent
training in photoplay authorship through the
Department of Education of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation.
We will tell you frankly if you have or if
you lack the essentials to success — for this institution serves the great producers who buy
photoplays, as well as those who wish to learn
the art of writing them : and, therefore, we
must seek only those who are fitted for real
achievement in this field.
We are now beginning a search of the nation
through this New-Method Test. And this is
your opportunity to try that test — to learn if
you are fitted for this profitable work. A new
career awaits those who are so fitted and who
will develop their inborn abilities by studying
during spare time at home.
Thousands of new stories for photoplays are
needed for next year's production and the present writers cannot possibly supply this large
number of scenarios.
Your chance, therefore, if you succeed, is
generously ample and insures an ever waiting
market for your plays.

#

*

*

#

WHEN
your
is determined, the creative
Palmer imagination
Plan is available
to
you. It then teaches you the technique of
photoplay construction. "Technique" is the
form of writing which producers insist upon
in the scenario before they will even read the
play.

The Palmer Plan is Frederick Primer's
method of instruction — a method conceived -and
perfected by a man who, himself, wrote, sold
and had produced fifty-two scenarios in one
year. This course is of university calibre
throughout and turns out fully equipped and
finished writers.
The Palmer Advisory Council — the men and
women who direct the policies of this recognized institution — consists of Cecil B. DeMille,
director general Famous Players-Lasky Corporation: Thos. H. Ince, head of Ince Studios;
Lois Weber, foremost woman director, and Rob
Wagner, widely known writer and film expert.
The Palmer -Plan includes the largest photoplay sales bureau in the world,, through which
students sell and producers buy their plays.
The Plan has already developed many new
writers and is developing new ones constantly.
G. Le Roi Clarke, a former minister, sold his
first play for $3000 before he had. completed
the Palmer Plan, and he is but one Palmer
student whose name has been but lately placed
upon the screen.

*

*

*

*

THESE
are we
facts,
yet there
are however,
more to
tell which
can and
disclose
to you,
only after you have sent for and completed the
Palmer
"New-Method"
Test.
- Succeed in this preliminary test, the. most
courageous test, of this kind ever adopted by
an educational institution, and we will send
you two intensely interesting books, "The Secret of Successful
Photoplay
describes
the Palmer
course Writing,"
in detail,which
and
"Proof Positive," containing the stories of successful students written by themselves.
Remember, the new Palmer Confidential
Questionnaire is not a "literary" test. Clever
"style" and polished diction are of secondary
import; nee in the writing of acceptable photoplays. Hardly a word of what you write appears upon the screen.
Many have ability who do not know it. The
tiling to do first is to learn if you have creative imagination.
If you have _you should learn to write
scenarios. The Palmer test will tell. Since it
costs you but two cents to find out, it is certainly worth while to send this coupon. Send
it now.
| Palmer Photoplay Corporation,!
^-i^V
—
■I Department of Education,
x^s^
I
}
j
J
I
I
■
I
I
I

Los Angeles, California.
^""^
Bldg.,
Hellman
1. W. send
2011
Please
me your
New-Method Confidential Questionnaire, which I am to fill
out and, return to you for your perusal and
subsequent advice to me without charge. If
successful, I am to receive further informafion about. the. Palmer Plan without any
obligation on my part to enroll for the
course.
Name:

C3-2*)

|
j
.
I
I
■
I

■

I Address
City
State
All correspondence strictly confidential.
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Model Form Letters

The March Issue

Motion Picture

CLASSIC

: -A N- inspiring friend for the
"^^ duties of the day.
An enchanting friend for
the evening's relaxation.
Into the kingdom of shadows, far front the realm of
monotony, this friend will
lead. you.
It is a friend you can afford j
to have always and cannot
afford to be without.
If you do not have it sent
into your home, look for it at
the :magazine stands. The
bright face on the cover and
the
nameis discovered
"Classic" !and your
friend
The March number will be
out the middle of February
and will go to every corner of
the world and be read by
everybody who is interested
in motion pictures.
Of special inspiration
is the
by
story of
LIONEL

BARRYMORE

Frede

rick

James 'Smit
h

because it is the first interview granted by him for six
years.
It is a master picture
of a-, great screenby favorite.
The interview with
CORINNE
Adele

GRIFFITH

Whit

ely

Fletc

her

is a fascinating revelation of
a delightful personality.
Wallace Reid, too, is interviewed-by Hazel Shelley for
March Classic.
The novelizations are valuable because they give in advance the stories of the newest and best photoplays.
More: than one happy and
profitable evening will bo
yours if you get

The March
—

Number

of

Motion Picture

CLASSIC
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By Frank

H. Williams

From a Man Who Has Been Cheated by
a Scenario Department.
To the Manager Scenario Dept.,
Mamfnoth Pictures Corporation
Dear Sir :
Say you, what dya mean by cribbing my
stuff? I sent you a story for the movies
called "Ain't It Awful?" and you sent it
back to me and here I see your company is
producing a picture called "The Inferno,"
by Dante ! Who is this guy Dante, anyhow? Some gink in your office, I'll bet.
Altho the plot of your "Inferno" is different, I'll bet any money you swiped the idea
for it from my story and then changed
the title. My title was better, anyhow.
I hope you croak.
A Young Wryter.
From a Man Whose
Stuff Has Been
Swiped Without Credit.
Dear Parexcellence Pictures Company.
Last evening I attended the movies and
saw one of your pictures in which you represent a couple of birds making a nest in
a gent's whiskers. I have for years had
birds nesting in my whiskers and I feel
that your picture is a direct infringement
of my rights. Kindly send me check at
once to cover damages before I sic the law
on ye.
Charles Luxuriant Alfalfa.
From an Individual Who Feels the Crying Need of Censorship.
Super-Superior Film Company,
Fort Lee, N. C.
Gents :
I'm going to start a movie censorship
in this town of Squeedunk. Last night my
young son, aged seven years and three
months, went to see your picture, "Three
for Two," in which you give a representation of the methods adopted by the world's
champion fly swatter in eliminating flies.
Upon coming home, my son immediately
got busy with a rolling-pin showing how
the champion manipulated his swatter and
in the course of the demonstration hit me a
wallop on. the bean and raised a bump the
size of a ripe tomato just above my left
eye, thereby spoiling my appearance and
making the Widow Perkins, whom I was
about to ask to become my second wife,
turn me down cold. Said censorship will
see to it strictly that all representations of
fly swatting are totally cut out of each and
all motion pictures coming' to this said town
of Squeedunk. This is fair warning.
Govern yourselves accordingly.
Arthur A. Amorous.

Tke Same Old Story
By Helen G. Smith
In "The Eggsposure of Eggbert," a lady
carries a market basket full of eggs down
the main street of a city, and the next day a
character is shown reading the daily newspaper and the headlines of same are shown
on the screen. 'Tis hard to believe, but
not a line is shown telling of how desperate bandits, risking life and liberty in
pursuit of valuable spoil, had held up and
murdered an unprotected female laden
down with riches untold. Really, the
chances movie men lose in making their
pictures is unbelievable, when you consider
the way things happen in real life. It was.
most eggasperating !
Tj
r
.
r
■
hi
Hens foot
Crossnm,
111. Pollie Pinch.

Directors who presumably wear beards
or shave at one time or another in their
lives should be more careful and truer to
life when they have their characters shave.
I saw Harold Lemondrop shaving in a
picture the other day and in all the space
of time that elapsed until he had removed
a day's growth of beard, there .appeared
never a title or a bit of action to show his
feelings — never a curse appeared nor even
a hint of displeasure or discomfort. You
cant tell me that movie stars can. shave
without omitting at least one little cuss.
No man ever did. It cant be done. Usually
at least six good blue syllables accompany
every self-imposed shave. I have a husband and know whereof I speak.
Mrs. Hen Cupe.
Allagowangowishgoway, Me.
The worst example of ignorance in directors was shown me last night when I
glimpsed Manwaring Gooseplatz in his
latest thriller "The Gal of Glory Gulch."
In the Eastern scene, after he goes to- New
York with his "pile" and has a swell home
with maids and valets, etc., there is a
scene at a breakfast table with a swell
servant waiting on the table. A title then
comes "The Next Day" and — I know it is
hard to believe — but they had the same
servant! We know better than that of
course — even a movie star isn't rich enough
to keep one that long !
Sheecawgo.
<-.,
Nellie Noodle.
I got the shock of my life last evening
when I attended the latest release of the
Goop Fillum Corp., "The Mating of Mazuma." A lady in the film wrote a letter
to her lover which was flashed on the screen
to read and later her lover wrote her a
letter back, and it, too, was shown on the
sheet. And. can you. believe it— they were
not written in the same handwriting at all !
These film people must watch their step,
as this is against all the rules of the title
writers' union.
•TT .
-.,
t,
Mazie Mazeppa.
Union City, ra.
I saw one of the Scream Fillum Company's releases the other night — I think
it was "When Fanny Fell" — and one of
the characters drove up in a taxi and on
getting out of the cab handed the chauffeur
a bill. The chauffeur handed him back some
change and the actor went into a house.
Now, any man of the world knows that no
chauffeur ever handed back change to anybody unless a gun were stuck under his
nose. These movie folks should be more
careful.
People notice those things.
Sandy Crick, Ark.
I am a doctor by profession and whenever a picture is released showing a physician in action, I am always pained by the
utter lack of knowledge of the profession,
as shown by the men taking the parts
therein. For an cxemplum horribile — note
"The Pill of Portia," just prescribed for
the public by the Infamous Film Corporation :the physician in the story prescribed
for the patient and wrote on his prescription pad what he wanted gotten for him
at the druggist's. When the messenger
came to the drugstore the prescription was
shown on the screen and I could read it
just as plainly as could be. Now, no doctor
ever wrote a prescription that any one but a
decipherer of cuneiform inscription on the
Babylonian walls could ever read. It is a
pity, but these producers ought to have
some one to tell them how to do these little
things, as they are important.
Perkoliss,
lnd.
tj , r
t i
Dr. I. M. Itt.
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Forbidden Fruit
(Continued from page S3)
Steve had blundered in his exit, had been
apprehended. Now, now she was to taste
the last misery ; was to face the Mallorys,
whom she had come to love as a younger
sister ; and Nelson Rogers ... as the
wife of a common second-story man, a
criminal . . .
When she reached the ground floor,
Rogers had gone for the police, it was
Rogers, still dreaming before the fire, who
had caught Steve on his clumsy way out.
The Mallorys and the butler were guarding
Steve, sullen and resentful. To the Mallorys Mary told the truth ; that it was Steve's
first offense, that she should never have left
him, he was a terrible child, sure to do
damage to himself and others if left
alone . . . She didn't cry while she told of
their marriage, of her own family, of what
she must try to do for Steve, poor weakling, but her eyes were unduly bright and
her voice was brittle and harsh.
When Rogers returned with the police, a
smashed window bore witness to the tale
that Mallory told — of the prisoner escaped.
Mary had to avert her eyes lest the gratitude she felt for Mallory give away his
friendly lie.
To Rogers, then, Mary told the truth.
She faced the welling bitterness in his face
by saying that she hadn't had quite enough
to eat for sometime nor quite enough to
wear and so when Mrs. Mallory had offered
her the opportunity of both helping
her and helping herself, she hadn't been
able to resist. "Then," she finished, "I did
go back, after that first night, intending
never to return, but Prince Charming had
come . . . and his call was so sweet, so insistent and I was so starved . . . ah, what
will not weakness and hunger do? Hunger
for things other than bread, and weakness
for the need of strength? I have been so
weak ... so weak you must think me contemptible, and yet, I swear it, it was the
sheer need of beauty — of beauty that made
me so !"
Rogers took her in his arms. "You
darling !" he said, "but that is all over now.
You must come to me, to me to whom you
belong. I will take care of you, dear, so
tenderly, so surely ..."
Mary drew away. She shook her head.
Her cold hand touched his brow.
"If love were all," she said, slowly, "then,
Nelson, I would follow you whether, I fear,
you wanted me or not. But love isn't all,
my dear one, not all. There is responsibility.
The responsibility toward those who have
come first, be they children or men. I have
to live up to his responsibility, for one who
is weaker than I. Dont plead with me, dear
sweetheart, you make it so much, much
harder."
And because he knew that to be true, her
eyes to be steadfast, her voice unwavering,
Rogers stepped back, and let her go.
Some women know disillusion slowly.
So slowly, very frequently, that, when the
final veil has been torn away from the ugly
thing they have worshipped and each contorted limb is shown to them in its verity
their eyes have grown too dim with age to
look on other dreams. Fortunately for
Mary, Steve completed the work he had begun more rapidly.
He resorted, with the help of Giuseppe,
his "friend," who was also butler in the
Mallory home and the instigator and stager
of the attempted burglary, he resorted, at
Giuseppe's suggestion to blackmail of Rogers. His method was to lure Rogers to
him on a pretext that Mary was in trouble,
that she had sent for him.
When Rogers,

against his better judgment, but fearful for
Mary, appeared, Steve told' him that it
would cost him just one thousand dollars
to prevent the item of a rich young man
making love to a poor man's wife in the
Mallory home appearing in the papers.
Rogers smiled and wrote Steve a check.
He handed it to him. "This isn't fear of
you, Maddock," he said, "but an attempt
to let Mrs. Maddock see very clearly the
manner
man a she
is being
so loyal to."
There ofwas
rapid
culmination.
Mary
told Steve he could choose between the
money and her. Steve, with the riches in
his hand, with Mary cold, disdainful on the
other hand, chose the money. He was
about to do a vanishing act when Giuseppe
appeared and demanded his promised
share of the loot.
Steve, cornered, cried, angrily, "It war,
my wife who made this possible, wasn't it?
We'll gamble for it— that's what we'll do —
gamble for it as we've gambled for other
While they were playing, Mary took the
check
things."and stole to the window ... to the
fire-escape — down . . . She would return
the money to Rogers . . . would go away.
She felt sickened of the whole thing . . .
despairful . . .
An hour later, Roger found her at the
foot of the building, crouched there. She
had heard, she whispered, a shot in the room
above. What had Steve done? Was he a
murderer as well as a thief and a blackmailer ? She had been too terrified to go
back, too terrified to go forward.
Rogers was very tender. "Steve lost,"
he said, "so far as I can make out. He
tried to make a grab for the check he
thought was still in the envelope. Giuseppe,
who, it appears, was ready for such a move
pulled a gun on him. Steve . . . you needn't
fear Steve any longer Mary — he is beyond
your protection — beyond the need of it."
Six months later Nelson Rogers came
back to the Mallorys' country home. Mary
was in the garden with Mrs. Mallory, who
had been more a mother than a mere friend
to her since the day when Steve had been
killed and all the world had fallen to upon
her.
When they were alone, Rogers came close
to her, bent over her; "Once you told me,"
he said, "that Prince Charming had come
into your life . . . now that you are
free . . . tell me, dear heart, is he still . . .
where
was ?"
Mary helifted
her glad startled eyes. They
misted with tears. Her hand groped for
his. "Ah, my dear," she said, "dont jest . . .
now that you have come to me . . . and I
can . . . come to you !"
MA WAS OUT OF THE
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Little
ritant ? Lemuel. — Pa, what's a counter-irFather. — A counter-irritant, my son, is a
woman who makes a dry-goods clerk show
her every thing on the shelves and then
buys a yard of muslin.
A teacher in a slums Sunday School remarked that her class was better informed
upon motion pictures than they were upon
things religious. The lesson was on the
subject of that "still small voice."
"Have you ever heard the word 'conscience' ?" she asked.
The silence was unbroken and uncomprehending.
Then the light of knowledge dawned in
the face of one little girl, and she announced,

"$1,000
Saved!"
"Last night I came home with great]

news. Our savings account had!
passed the thousand dollar mark ! '%
"A few years ago I was making $15 a week and it took every cent;
to keep us going. Then one day If
realized why I wasn't being advanced—I couldn't do anything inparticular. I decided right then to
invest an hour after supper each
night in my own future, so I wrote
to Scranton and arranged for a
course of special training.
"Why, in a few months I had a
whole new vision of my work ! An
opening came and I was promoted —
with an increase. A little later another raise came — I could save $25
a month. Then another — I could
save $50 each pay day. So it went.
"Today I am manager of my department. We have a thousand"
dollars saved — and there is a real
For 29ahead!"
years the
future

International Correspondence Schools have been helping
men and women everywhere to win promotion, to earn more money, to have
happy prosperous. homes, to know the joy
of getting ahead in business and in life. ;
You, too, can prepare right at home in .
spare time for the position you want in
the work you like best. All we ask is the
chance to prove it. Choose your career
from this coupon and mark and mail
it now.
^— ^— —

BOX

I know,

Conscience

Talmadge."

— —

6617, SCRANTON.

Explain, without obligating me,
position, or in the subject, before
3ELE0TRICAI, ENGINEER
D
Electric Lighting and Rjl.
Electric Wiring
D
□
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop 1'ractlce
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Snrveylng and Mapping
MINE
FOHEMANorENG'K
STATIONARY
ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship
Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor
Hnllder
ArchitecturalandDrafUmao
Concrete

Builder
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how I can quality for the
which I mark X.
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

Painter
□ Sign
Railroad
Trainman
□ ILLUSTRATING
Card Writer
□BShow
Cartooning
Q Private
BUSINESSSecretary
MANAGEMENT
BOOKKEEPER
__ Stenographer and Typist
HCert. Pub. Accountant
3 TRAFFIC MANAGER
Commercial Law
BDGOOD
Railway ENGLISH
Accountant
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
_3 CIVIL
TeacherSERVICE
3 Railway Mall Clerk

Repairing OPERATING
IQ Spanish
3DAnto
AUTOMOHILE
3 AGRICULTURE !□ Evin.h
□ Ponltrj Railing |Q Italian

3 Navigation
Name_

Present
OccupationStreet
and No
City-
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can't imagine how wonder-

* fully alluring your eyes will be if shaded
:by soft, even eyebrows and framed by luxuriant, silky eyelashes. This irresistible
charm and beauty of sparkling, fascinating
eyes can be YOURS — just by using a little

Tashbrcw
_.

GENUINE

TRADE

MARK

the original and only genuine preparation for developing, beautifying and
refining the eyelashes and eyebrows. Even
the first application will delight you.
Made in two shades. Natural and Dark.

Price 50c and $1.00
At your dealer's or by mail. Caution:
Look for the full name LASHBROW
Interesting booklet, WHAT EYES CAN DO.
with each package

LASHBROW
33 Preston

t

LABORATORIES CO.
Place
St. Louis, U. S. A.

DESTROY

AND

HAIR

ROOTS: ON FACE,

arms or body Permanenf/y with ZIP.
N a Ele'ctr icity.
Unlike depilatories
which merely burn off
surface^ hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.
ZIP isji.the rapid,
harjnle'ssrpqipless
and
fragrant compound
used by- actresses, debutantes, beauty specialists. Easily applied
at home, ZIP instantly removes all undesirable
hair without 'Cain, leaving the skin soft and
,'
At
your dealers
or direct by mail in plain wrapsmooth."
per. Treatments at better class Beauty Shops representingme.
''
Write '-for FREE Illustrated
BOOKLET:
"A Talk
Superfluous Hair." Call
at
o»ce to have
FREE on DEMONSTRATION.

REGISTERED

0.5. PAE OfE

ITS OFF &0OU4&
rf/04&Uyii f&tf&l

IT'S OUT
« Wert 40th St.

DeplMlUt NewYorkC
Snpfia
©Jr- speci
alist
it,
S ALSO ORIGINATOR OF E

IASIMIFE

Beautifies

the

Eyes =— Guaranteed

to lengthen Lashes.

SPECIAL

At your dealers 5 0c.

OFFER

i*ttfi«.

For a large 50c Box of Lash Life and my 24
Page Book, "A Talk on Superfluous Hair."

No. 9, $4.50.

No. 16, $5. SO.

T"0
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you were t° purchase rings like these illustrated
above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
$500. We are now manufacturing exact reproductions in Sterling Silver. Platinum finish, basket setting,
pierced design, set with a carat size Genuine "Egeria
Gem" your
imported,
rainbowthisArewonderful
of a diamond.
JSend
name possessing
now and thereceive
gem.
Putltbesido ii diamond, stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful discovery, only nn expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
Write today. Give size of flnj?er and number of rinsr. Pay on arrival.
If not satisfied in 5 days, roturn for money refund. This is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of tbesc rings will boa revelation to you.
EGERIA GEM CO., F, 113 Point St., Providence, R. I.
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for the studio cafe and was promptly annexed by the vivacious Carmel. Genially
he posed for a picture with his little star,
while a crowd quickly gathered to watch
the proceedings, for the Big Chief is very
popular with everyone on the lot.
"Mr. Laemmle has always believed in
me," said Miss Myers, as we continued
our stroll to the stage. "He gave me my
chance just as he has so many others, and I
believe we all work extra hard just to show
him how we appreciate his faith in us."
We all recall that Carmel's first big opcame in "The
a delicious portunity'
comedy
drama Unmarried
which she Wife,"
played
with such charm. In this she masqueraded
as an Italian, demonstrating her ability to
play these Latin types. In her next picture,
still unnamed, she will again play, an Italian
role, "a real wop," as she expressed it, and
is anticipating it with keen pleasure.
At present she is filming ".Cinderella
Jane," a Greenwich Village story, directed
by Rollin Sturgeon, in which there are
sharp contrasts, first as the drab little wife
of a popular artist, then bursting from her
chrysalis, she becomes the gayest of all the
Greenwich butterflies.
As we chatted between scenes, Carmel
furnished me with many interesting side
lights to her joyous, happy character.
Having been reared in a . deeply religious
and intellectual atmosphere, her restless
little feet are safely planted on a firm
foundation, which makes her gaiety all the
more alluring.
Her two "wobbies," as she laughingly
calls them, are tennis and a game of chess
with her father after dinner. -"He's an
expert," twinkled . Carmel," and I love to
beat
which
Shehim,
drives
her isn't
own often."
car, likes. to swim,
has
girl theaters,
friends, loves
"movies,"
goes hosts
to allof the
dancestheand
adores
to shop, She is skilful with her fingers
and trims all her own chapeaus as well as
designs all her frocks. She is studying
English Literature and keeps up her music,
so it is easy to imagine there are no idle
minutes in her daily calendar.
The only cloud on her horizon at present
is the fear that she may have to give up her
contemplated holiday trip to New York and
begin her "wop" picture instead. Carmel is
trying hard to live up to her philosophy, for
she confesses it will be hard to miss the
premiere of her brother Zion's new musical
play, "Blue Eyes," which Lew Fields is
producing on Christmas Eve.
There are just two of them, Carmel and
Zion, both named for biblical mountains as
indicative of the high hopes cherished by
their parents.
Tho Carmel laughingly refuses to confirm or deny the reports that Romance has
come and that wedding bells belong to
her history, it seems certain that Cupid has
singled her out for his fatal shafts. Anyway, she declares that Love is the greatest
thing that can come to a girl and it should
not interfere with a career.
The most potent charm of Carmel Myers— and she has many, is her refreshing
spontaniety and unspoiled girlishness. She
modestly confesses she is still trying to find
herself, striving to do good work on the
screen and hoping for a big emotional play
that will place her among the brightest of
all the shining stars in the dramatic world.
"A woman's face is her fortune."
"Wrong.
It is the paint manufacturer's
fortune."
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'T'HE long, cold trail of winter is now a-winding into
the land of springtime.
And everybody knows it is
in the springtime that dreams
come true.
The first bright harbinger of
spring is the March issue of
Shadowland.
There is the gloom and the
in
gleam
of a woodland
thru

^

y.
*

which the sunlight is sifting

'The
Princess
and
Slave," by Harry Kemp.

the

O

Shadowland has the reputation for discovering many a
new genius, and is true to form
in the March issue, in which
will appear the work of a
jgj clever new artist,
WESLEY MORSE
*
Arthur H. Moss gives an
* entertaining story on the vogue
of pantomime, entitled

*
?

"People, Puppets and Pantomime"
Pitts Sanborn, well-known
music critic, writes on the
§ French opera in America in an
* article that contains much information in a pleasant guise.

*
s

Wynn's whimsical touch is
as delightful as ever in his $
French color impressions.
The color plates are of
American beauties and male
celebrities of stage and screen
— also original paintings.

&

Beauty articles and fashion
articles make the magazine one
for women as well as for men.
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Across the Sil-Oersheet
(Continued from page 75)
and . his art. Later, Faith follows him to
London, working her way in a burlesque
show, and as he-is about to leave for Greece
upon her arrival, he entrusts her to the care
of the same Lady Cray who shattered his
life a few years back. Of course the lady
is again desirous of the temperamental Dion
and, suspecting the state of affairs between
Faith and him, she uses her influence in
bringing Faith to the same sorry pass she
herself has reached. Dion returns to find
things so and soon after Faith, implicated
in the death of Lady Cray, runs away to
the Limehouse section where Dion finds
her a captive in one of the Chinese houses.
Finding their idols with feet of clay they
start anew, basing their happiness on that
which is wholesome rather than artificial.
Every now and then Fitzmaurice strikes
home in his scenes and those laid on the
island are vibrant with tropical life; those
in the burlesque show vividly coarse and
tawdry; while those scenes depicting Limehouse are the things of purple and amber
which Thomas J. Burke draws for us in his
popular tales.
But, on the whole, "Idols of Clay" doesn't
ring true. We have noticed that men dont
smash up their perfectly good studios, not
to mention their careers and their very life
itself, because one woman proves unworthy.
They are far more apt to continue along
masking their shattered heart behind a
smile. Not so in this story and, therefore,
it lacks the intensity of repressed emotion
and every dramatic scene becomes in itself
a climax.
Mae Murray is very attractive and creates the finest character we have ever seen
her portray. On the other hand, David

W37-

The news reel
of filmland
Takeshind theyou
bescenes
at thedios
big stuby

Ask your theater manager to
book it
Produced in co-operation
with the Brewster
Publications, Inc.
Screen

M#*k.,

New

York

'.SpHWta

Peeping into the Private
and Professional Life of

Powell's portrayal is extravagant and lacks
repression.
It seems deplorable that anyone with the
art of Fitzmaurice should go so far astray.
He seems to have lost track of his characters and permitted them to go wild.
On the other hand, the beauty of the
thing as a whole will linger.
MIDSUMMER

Snapshots, Inc.

1600 Broadway,

FAMOUS MOVIE STARS

MADNESS — PARAMOUNT

Recently, when Lila Lee has been cast in
a picture she has charmed us thruout and
long after the story has become a dim
memory she has remained fixed in our
mind. This is again the case in "Midsummer Madness," and for this reason we are
mentioning her before we mention the
story, Cosmos Hamilton who wrote it in
novel form under the title, "His Friend and
His Wife," William de Mille who directed
it artistically, or the other players who contributed towards the general success.
The story interestingly tells of Bob -Meredith and Julian Osborn and their wives,
Margaret and Daisy respectively. Bob finds
the demands of his law great and he fails
to take time to shower his wife with the
attentions and pretty speeches he made as
the sweetheart. And Margaret is hurt at
what she feels to be indifference. On the
other hand, Julian has always craved the
unavailable and when Daisy is obviously
devoted he is bored and looks for new
game. When Daisy is called to New York,
he becomes interested in Margaret Meredith who, piqued at Bob's apparent coolness,
accepts his advances. Midsummer madness
descends upon both of them and realization
that it is madness and that they really love
Bob and Daisy comes none too soon.
William de Mille has handled his characters well — each and every one alike they
share the blame. Jack Holt as Bob Meredith who belittled the frailty of human

A Regular Gibson Good Time"

There
fun learn
every to
minute
GIBSON.
Tes,
you iscan
play ifat you"
homeplayin a spare
time
without previous musical knowledge — and you will
enjoy every minute for there is no drudgery about
learning to play a Gibson. In a short time you will
be playing .whatever your music taste dictates, from
popular '"-jaza"- to the world's best music — and from
the outset there will be .opened up to you the "music
•joys
the "regular Gibson good times" known, to
every and
Gibsonite.

Mm

Easy to Play.
Easy to Pay
Instruments

The ultimate in instrument construction — guaranteed for life.
Exclusive
Gibson
features such as Stradivarius
arching and
graduation, tilted neck, adjustable bridge, reinforced, non-warpable neck, elevated guard-plate,
extension
string holder, e\c: ,"■
tone of unexcelled
quality, great volume,
superb violin finish.
Americans
leading artists .prefer Gibson
instruments — and what
a variety of instruments to choose froml
Each- exquisite in design.
finish and tone.
Select your Gibson now and .in a- few months'atthe longest, yo.u can be doing solo and ensemble playing to the de- - - . 'COUPON"
light of your friends and "yourself.

JP $10 Down; $5 a Month
a Gibson
On these liberal terms you may selett
the instrument you want with a fine carrying case. We will send it with instruction book, pitch pipe, music stand and
booklet "How to Practice." If you have
an old instrument, we'll make a liberal
allowance on a Gibson. Write today -for
112-page illustrated catalog, Gibson book.
Player Agents Wanted
Free Trial Offer and information
about
Men and tected.
Women.
Wehelpsell.
pro- the instrument you prefer.
Stock furnished,
we payTerritory
advertising,
You make the profit. You pay for goods when
sold; return goods not sold. Write Today.

423

GIBSON

Parsons St.

MANDOLIN-GUITAR
Kalamazoo,

CO.

Mich., U.S.A.

Gibson
Co..
4^:; Mandolin-Guiiar
Parsons Street,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Gentlemen — Without
obligation, send, me FREE Book —
complete catalog, free treatise
— also information -about your
book "The Mandolin Orchestra" and instrument checked.
If teacher check here [] HMandolin-Banjo T]Mandolin
UMando-Celto
UMandoIa
[] Guitar- Banjo . UGultar
Harp-Guitar
[[J] MandoBass
Xame

Uf lCelloTenor- Banjo
Banjo '

Address
Be sure you
have checked instrument.
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nature in permitting his friend Julian to
give his wife the attentions he should have
given her.; Lois Wilson as the wife who
failed to realize that some affections are
so deep that they need no constant declaration, and Conrad Nagel as the husband who
finds his wife's well-meaning attentions irritating, are well cast.
Personalis we didn't blame Julian for
being upset when he found his military
brushes tied together with pale ribbon and
a billet-doux. We can imagine it would be
annoying when you had barely time to
dress. And so, altho in a trifle different
way with all of the others — Director de
Mille's production shows clearly that wellmeaning intentions are invariably those
which cause trouble — the character of
Daisy Osborn is le*s sympathetic than the
others, yet you hope always that things will
turn out well for her. What more could be
said for the charm of Lila Lee.

TODAY

Yearly Increase Guaranteed

SPECIAL

TERMS— Ten months

creflitonanyarticleselectedfrom the SWEET
catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
made for your examination. First payment to
be made only after you have convinced yourself that SWEET values cannot be equalled.
If not what you wish
return at our expense.
Any diamond bought
of us may be returned
for exchange
increased valueatofan7V2V0
more than you paid.
NO RED TAPE -NO DELAY
Every transaction Confidential
You don't do justice to yourself and your dollars unless
you inspect our nnnsual vaJnea
in Diamonds, Wa'ches, Jewelry. Silverware, LeatherGuods,
etc.SendTODAYfbtSWEET
De Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOW to Dep't. 311-H

Sweet's Cluster
7 Fine Diamonds, set
in Platinum. Looks
like 1% carat Solitaire. Price $62.50

LW-SWEET

ORK

two hours' spare time by calling on my customers in your territory
and sending me their
orders for raincoats.
$90.00

a Week

Guaranteed

I guarantee to pay you $96.00 a
week if you will send me only four
average orders . a day. Watts took
four orders in his first forty minutes. Hearn cleared $17.00 liis first
day. Eowe made $876 in one
month's spare time.
I furnish everything. No experience needed. No capital required.
Write for full details and free proof.

The Coiner Mfg. Co.
Dept. V-39, Dayton,

Ohio

r Root

My metuod is the only way to prevent the hair from growing
again. Easy) palnleBB, harmless.
No scars.
Booklet free. Write
today, enclosing 3 stamps.
We teach beauty cnl.tir*.

888-X, Mahler Park, PROVIDENCE.

R.I.

DoYouNeed
More Money?
;To help your husband —
I your
children — or yourself ? We can show
you
an easy way to get it— a
I dignified,
honorable,
profitable way.
We Will Show You How
To Make More Money
We will help you to gain the financial independence that is enjoyed by thousands of
women
who
are now
Representatives
for

World's
Star
Hosiery and KktvtKnit
Underwear

With our help, you will quickly build a permanent,
profitable business with a good, steady income.
Previous Experience Is Not Necessary
More than 24,000 women have mado money with our
help.
You can be just as successful as they are, if
you let US' help you to make the start.
Send
Make the Start Now
—for Our Catalogue—
Write Us Todag
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ferencenote
immediately.
Sage. You
the difThe bland, soothing ingredients used, not only
cleanse, but nourish the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath
each night with Pearl LaSage cream are remarkable and definite. You are not left in
doubt, because your skin tells the story— of
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and
softness. 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.

NATIONAL

Just write us the name of your favorite
dealer and we will send you, free, a gensample today.
of this wonderful cold
cream. erous
Write
PEARL LA SAGE. Inc.
4325 Drexel Blvd., Chicago

AT HOME
_'F STUDY
Become a lawyer.
Legralry

she has had a really good story and "DanBusiness"inis which
no better
worse
than thegerous
others
she and
has norecently
been cast.

Send me your name and I
will tell you
how
you
can
make $10.00 a day for one or

D.J.MAHLER,

BUSINESS — FIRST

We reiterate. You cant have everything.
Constance Talmadge possesses a genuine
talent for the farce and then is unable to
find farciful vehicles in which to demonstrate that talent. It is sometime now since

tlOa

Kit

The highest grade cold
cream made is Pearl La

A Sample for a Name!
DANGEROUS

INC

BROADWA

Cream

SAY CITY. MICH.

It is really "Scandal" with the new trimmings, only the new ones arc not nearly so
effective as the old — more' s, the pity.
Nancy Flavell is the fiirtiest flirt who
ever flirted. And every new love affair is
declared by no less a person than herself
to be The Love of Her Life. First it is
John Barrymore and then, after a host of
others, Signor Spanclli, the tenor who has
come to town. To save herself marrying
Mr. Braille, her mother's choice, she says
she married Clarence Brooks, her father's
secretary and a meek individual who delighted indoing her every bidding before he
sailed overseas. But then Clarence comes
home and he is not the same meek Clarence
and — ye shades of "Scandal" — he insists
that she go with him to his own home as
his Wife. He gives her the bedroom and
uses the day-bed in the sitting-room himself
and when she tells him he has compromised
her and implores him to marry her he refuses until she proves to him that she has
learned to care for the name he will give
her.

J gained men win high positions
J and hie success in bueineaa and
*J nfties
now
thanGreater
ever before.
Be
public
life.
opportubeto*$10rOOO
Annually
independent— be a leader, Lawr step. You can train at borne
daring spare time. We prepare you for bar examination in any state.
refunded Degree
according'
to oar
Guarantee
Bond if Money
dissatisfied.
of LL.
3.
conferred. Thousands of successful students en_j rolled. Low cost, easy terms. Fourteen volume
Law Library free ifvon enroll now. Get oar valuable 120 page
"Law Guide*' and "Evidence" books free. Send for there— now.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 3 78-L, Chicago

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course.
Adult beginners taueht by mail. No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn 67
styles or Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects. Blue Harmony.
Oriental. Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings.
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers, Sax Slurs. Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato. and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of KEAL Jazz, ij.000
words. A Postal brings our FKEE Special Offer.
Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Tneatn Bldg., los Angeles, Calif.

How To Have
Beautiful
Hands
White, smooth, shapely, well-kept
hands indicate refinement. Many
defects may be concealed but thin,

Of course, he eventually becomes "The
Real Love of Her Life," and there is the
happy ending with the fade-out showing
Clarence II demanding enough attention to
successfully keep his mother out of any
trouble, which might come her way.
Kenneth Harlan plays Clarence to Constance Talmadge's Nancy and both have
been seen to decidedly belter advantage.
THE

PASSIONATE

PILGRIM

—

COSMOPOLITAN

"The Passionate Pilgrim" is called an
all-star
production
and notable
while and
it worthy
doesn't
boast stars,
it docs boast
players, among them Frankie Mann, Claire
Whitney, Van Dyke Brooke, Arthur Roccardi, Matt Moore, Rubyc de. Remer and
Julia Swayne Gordon, and is not the average all-star production minus one lone
popular player.
In bringing this story to the screen
Robert Vignola has not had an easy task,
for it contains stories within stories, and
only a very definite and capable direction
has given it a clarity.
The story tells of Henry Calvcrly who
was once a favorite novelist and who now
endeavors to hold an unimportant position
on the city newspaper because of his wife's

rough, coarse hands — never! To
be genuinely attractive, you must
have beautiful, expressive bands.
Be proud of YOUR hands! Learn of
wonderful new Korell Hand-Mould
Method — how you may give your
hands delightful, monldingtrcatment
in the privacy o f your home .Asto ni s hIn5 results! Send 4 cents in sr°T,3
for beautiful Address
and Instructive Bro.
enure "Hand»--»nd the Woman."
Korell Laboratories,
A-7
So. Amboy, N. J.

Youl
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IMPROVE
YOUR FACE
FOR 25 CENTS
77ii5 book contains a complete coarse
of instruction in physical
Culture for the face
MOBE than 300.000 persons arel
day.following
They will
do instructions
more to build
these
to- "
beaut)' than all the paint and
powder In the world, for they get
right fects
at andtheovercome
root of your
them. facial deNot simple or silly. Just physical culture applied to the facial
all. If you common
want to improve
your
muscles:
sense — that's
looks, send 25 cents in coin for
this book,
at aonce,
it's Course.
on your mind.
This
book isto-day,
equal to
$25.00while
Beauty
Prof. A. BARKER. D. C . Studio. 5441. 391 42d St.. N.Y.C.

connection with a murder case and their
subsequent flight that he might save her the
tortures of the witness stand. He took her
to the woods only to lose her and he has
returned to the city to earn his daily bread.
Marjorie Daw, the sob writer on the sheet
does what she can for him, even to having
him assigned to writing the biography of
one of the deceased citizens of the town.
Miriam, the eldest daughter, takes a. great
interest in the writing of her father's biography and later in the writer himself.
Before the story ends she is able to forget
the wheel -chair to which she has always
been confined and together she and Henry
Calverly dispose of the dishonest trustees
of her estate.
Matt Moore who is entrusted with the
title role is splendid as the broken-spirited,
absent-minded writer, while Rubye de Remer, who has been declared the most beautiful woman in America by Helleau, is
charming in the role of Miriam and very
beautiful.

Food, Folly and Fame

msM?assiaauRFs

Who wants to
learn boxing?
Would you like to give that big fellow,
who knows it all, the surprise of his life,
and box rings around him? Would you
like to know the 8 most effective blows and
the best guards? Would you like to put it
all over him in a wrestling match and to
learn how to defend yourself against all
sorts of violent attack?

You

(Continued from page 64)

You must say "Bayer"
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are not getting genuine Aspirin
prescribed by physicians for 21 years and
proved safe by millions. Accept "Bayer
package"
only.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few
cents — Larger
packages.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoaceticacidester
of Salicylicacid.

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
gloss3', silky hair, do by all means get
rid of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it if you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Send for

Trial
Bottle

'%

Wash Away Skin
Trouble with
This Cooling Lotion
Are yon a sufferer from skin
troubles, pimples
or skin disease in
n any form? Do you ,
1 }
longf or that calm, I
' cool sensation that comes when the irritation is taken away? Then try D. D. D. that
soothing wash which gives instant relief the moment it 19 applied. Twenty-five years of success
—thousands of letters from grateful skin sufferers recommend this coolimj lotion to you,
11/ **_ T*_ J— .. for generous trial bottle

WYlte

1 Oday

of D. D. D. and get quick

relief from your skin troobles. SenB 10c to
cover postage and packing. WRITE TO£>AX»

D.D. IV
D.D. D. Laboratories, Dept. 1S23
3845 £. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

Jhe lotion for Stan Diseases

lastWe night.
Try deserted.
the
Lambs'
Club."
did. It was
Someone had said to be sure to look over
the Algonquin. "It's the film center of
Manhattan," they had said.
To the Algonquin we went. There we
told our troubles to the head waiter.
"There's nobody of consequence tonight,"
he said. "Dick Barthelmess was in the
other night. Tommy Meighan, too. But
they're away — or something."
We were beginning to think Barthelmess
did the hotel eating for the film profession.
We went out into the night.
Next day we tried the Astor grill room
at luncheon time.
Our inside information was correct in
this instance, altho no players were present.
But every producer, press agent and "New
York representative" seemed to be present.
Over there was Carl Laemmle conferring
with four relatives. At the next table was
George M. Cohan. Nearby was Lewis J.
Selznick. And over there Samuel Goldwyn. Everybody was penciling figures on
the table covers.
We listened. Above the buzz we heard :
"Incorporated for ten million . . . paid
$175,000 for the story . . . some writer,
had a story in the Saturday Evening
Post . . . The exhibitors eat up his stuff.
. . . Shot 900,000 feet on his last picture . . .
Says he's
no
matter
how going
much toit make
costs athebig
Newfilm,
York
office . . . Lewis says to me, says he,
come over an' head my press department at
$500 any time you wanta ... He gets
$3,000 a week, on paper .
Here, indeed was the noonday home of
the photoplay art. But you could hardly
call such a luncheon amusement. Plainly,
no one was amusing himself.
We visited the theater. Not once, but
dozens of times. On opening nights, when
New York's celebrities always attend. "The
death watch," they call it. We tried second
nights, too, when the audience is almost as
"hard boiled."
Here are our theater findings : We caught
Samuel Goldwyn and Irving Berlin, the
song writer, at "Enter Madame." Jerome
Storm, the director, at the Scotch Players.
Eugene O'Brien at the Irish Players. Mildred Harris, with Mamma Harris, at half
a dozen openings. Norma Talmadge at
"Ladies'
Schenck. Night" with husband Joseph
Plainly, the screen folk do not go to the
theater for their amusement ; not regularly,
anyway.

can do it

Marshall Stillman, pupil of famous Prof. Mike
Donovan, teaches boxing and self-defense to
thousands of men and young men right in their
own home. You learn how to guard, hit, duck,
and feint exactly like a schooled professional.
After a few weeks' practice, you can make
a
good showing against any of your boxing
friends.
The system is simple and easy to understand. You start with familiar motions, like
the breast stroke in swimming, and are led
sional. into guarding and hitting like a profesright
With the boxing lessons you get lessons in
wrestling (12 holds), jiu jitsu (15 bone-breaking
holds and releases), with daily exercises to
make you tough and enduring, how to train,
etc. Also three rounds of shadow boxing and
a history of famous prize fighters with their
favorite blows, including Bennie Leonard's
Triple Blow, the Fitzsimmons Shift, the Dempsey Triple Blow, etc.

Sent free on approval
We send the entire course (six books) on
approval. If you like it, send us $5 by the
15th of next month ($6 for Canada; $7 for other
countries). Or you can return it in 10 days.
Mail coupon today to Marshall Stillman AssoYork.
ciation, Suite AF-203, 461 Fourth Avenue, New
■ ■ — — ■■ — — —Use this coupon— *>- — - - - MARSHALL STILLMAN ASSOCIATION
Suite AF-203, 4<>i Fourth Avenue, New York.
Send your complete course on boxing and self-defense,
etc., as described above. I pledge my word of honor l
will pay $5 ($6 In Canada; $7 In other countries) by the
15th of It.
next month or return the Course 10 days after I
receive
Name
i.7S
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Bowlegoed Men
Your legs will appear straight
when you wear

Straightleg

Garters

Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter and pant-leg Straightener — !
Quickly adjusted to fit various degrees
of bowlegs; as easy to put on and comfortable to wear as any ordinary garter
—no harness or padded forms; just an
ingenious special garter for bowlegged men
— improves appearance wonderfully. Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing themi
enthusiastic.
mailed In plain Write
envelope.for • free booklet,
8I2G

TrustS-L Co.Garter
Bldg.,

Co."
DAYTON,
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We investigated the Ziegfeld and
Century midnight roof shows. At hoth we
caught the dignified David Wark Griffith
actually dancing. (The surprise of that
nearly repaid us for the whole investigation). And at theiZiegfeld midnight entertainment we saw Theda Bara.
About this time our investigation began
to haunt us. It ruined our bank account.
Our digestion began to totter.

America's Best
Director of Physical Education

Is the best too good for you ?
Will you be satisfied with half strength ?!
Will you spend your money for idle promises ?
No ! A thousand times No !

The experts
M^v -^^^B
of today claim
^B
• & 9
that my course. ^1
is without
an
Hn
<
^H V
.^H
equal.
The
magazines
refer to me as absolutely the
^^r
best in the
■ ^B
^^r
field. My reco r d s among
the leaders in
the business
«iii
*s**^fi
world today W
■
"'^Hr"
^^V/Bi
and among the m. '"
^bi V^SllHl
professional Rfe.
^Taa^M
■h^.
Ifa" dfll
strong
men
who
are now
shouting
m y
praises
all
prove that my
H;
N^pi^n
claims are just.
A number
of
those who are
H
|K
m
now
advertising in this very
magazine
are
former
pupils
of mine.

stars at the Pirates' Den, The
Feather, The Pig and Whistle, .the
var, the Moulin Rouge Cave or any
other Greenwich places where ybu'
your hunger in semi-daykness.

ibJ§

What Does
This Mean
Health
and
Strength await
you. Will you
' let it pass you
by
? Don't
weaken.
. Decide right now
that you will
nbt be among
those
cast
aside.. Say right
now: I will
be strong."

, Green
Samoof the
satisfy
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Send for My New Book
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It is FREE
It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated with 23
full pago photographs of myself and some of the
world's best athletes whom I have trained. Also contains full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable bonk and special offer will be sent 911
receipt of only 10 cents stamps or coin, to cover cost
of wrapping and mailing.

EARLE E.LIEDERMAN
Dept. 303, 305 Broadway,

New

York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 303, 305 Broadway,
New York City
Dear Sir:. — I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you are
to semi me. without any Obligation on my part whatever,
a copy of your latest bunk. "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
Name
Address

'
State

iA££

x
x
oX
EUGENE V. BREWSTER
Editor-in-Chief of

A great many film folk live at the Al-

Motion Picture
Classic

The flappers go to the Claridge for luncheon and tea. Yea, and dinner.
At dinner time the best place to find your
cinema celebrity is at the Algonquin.
We admit these findings are based on
slender grounds. But we shall attempt no
more investigations until our doctor takes
us off a diet.
Somehow or other we have a sneaking
doubt whether the Eastern film favorites
ever amuse themselves. No wonder they
rush away so gladly to California.

THE

SPLENDID

SCREEN

Thos. J. Murray
Ere the flashing silver screen
Here was seen
Romance kindled far away,
Polar pass and coral bay;
Sails upon horizon grey.

Now Is the Time
Don't condition
let another
Each day
in your
present
is aday
day pass.
lost. , Think
of what
this
means to you. New life, tremendous strength, success and abounding health. Come on out of that
stupor — get busy — get your pencil right now and

3WK=I0

Motion Picture
Magazine

Latest photograph of
EARLE E. LIEDEKMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920.

Come on Then.
I'm Ready
I will take you just as you are, transform
you into a marvel of health and strength. I
will build out those shoulders, swell that back
of yours, ;fill your lungs with life giving air,
make your arms and legs like pillars, clear
your brain, putting the flash into your eye and
the spring into your step. I will also strengthvital organ
within you. You
won't
needen every
to bother
with advertisements
curing
all
kinds of complaints. You will never have them.

35000JCI

Our here
endurance
and rushed
digestion
us
about
and we
back'failed
to our
lodgings to recover.
There, over aspirin tablets and a cigaret,
we summed up our investigation. . Briefly,
we learned on unquestioned authority, (i. e.,
the head waiters ) , that :

gonquin.
The office executives consume their luncheons at the Astor.

to You?

HOXI

But we caught Owen Moore on the Delmonico Roof. Mrs. Sidney Drew at a de
luxe Italian restaurant on 48th street and
also 'way out at City Island.
To Greenwich Village we hied ourselves.
"They all go to the Inn," we were told.
"I saw 'Gene O'Brien there myself." But
they weren't there^any of the times we
dropped in. Neither did we detect celluloid

A Tried and
Proven Course

W

OH —

Novels where Adventure ran
We would scan,
Tried to picture pirate bands,
Landing on dim midnight sands,
Quickening to abrupt commands.
We had dreams of Western trails,
Bandit hails.
Clashes on the prairies wide.

' Seas that creamed on foreign shores
Wash our. doors.
And

Life's splendid game

o

X

X

AND

Shadowland
X

Includes chapters on
Christian Science,
Osteopathy, Dreams,
Phrenology, Stage
Tricks and Occultism,
and a section on
Strikes, Profiteering

s

3

X

and the High Cost of
Living. Cloth bound,
230 pages, mailed prepaid to any address on
receipt of $1.25.

X

X

oX

Sweep
and the
susge
of Divide.
Danger's tide,
Far
across
Great
Now we're thru with make-believe,
And receive
,
Views that drift before our eyes,
Bottomlands and peaks that rise,
Into crimson sunset skies.

X
X
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is played,

In. the vistas
that 'parade"
Screened
by picture
man and maid.
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What Makes a PKotopla^
(Continued from page 61)
or are separated for ten thousand years,
as in "The Darling of the Gods."
But matters must be settled one way or
the other. This does not mean that the
story must end there, or even that the
conflict must stop. But the immediate plot
is definitely settled and the audience knows
the result.
On the stage there are many new ideas
on this subject of the dramatic quality. In
"Jane Clegg," produced in New York last
year, there was no conflict at all. But a
great playwright wrote this play. We advise amateur movie writers not to experiment with new theories of craftsmanship.
Last of all, your photodramas must have
dramatic unity. Never introduce anything
which does not bear directly on the story;
all action must either ch .rterize your
people or carry forward the it. Dont go
off at a tangent, starting witr. one idea and
ending with another. Drama is art artificial
means to produce the effect of reality, and
not reality itself.
If you solve your plot by some pure
coincidence, you lose your unity. If you
introduce a multitude of characters, starting your first reel with one hero and heroine, and ending your last reel with an entirely different hero and heroine, you lose
your effect. If things "just happen" to
your plot people, without rhyme or reason,
you have not a dramatic plot.
To cite a familiar example, the story of
Old Mother Hubbard and her empty cupboard, isreplete with pathos, but not with
drama. Nothing happens. If she went out
and stuck her hatpin into a prominent profiteer, that might be the beginning of a
good story.
On the other hand there is the story of
that energetic witch who, finding her larder empty, enticed Hansel and Gretchen
into her ginger-bread cottage for cannibalistic purposes. There is conflict — between
the witch and the children — and crisis —
where she tries to shove Gretchen into the
furnace — and unity. The witch never
changes her purpose. It would make a
better movie than some which have been
produced.
If you are to write scenarios, you must
first of all understand this dramatic quality.
The best way to do this is read the best
plays in your local library and write them
into five-hundred-word synopses. You will
notice a fundamental similarity between the
play plots. Try to understand what differentiates them and you will be a long ways
on the road towards your career as a successful screen writer.
This coupon or a similar one of your own
making must accompany your correspondence to Tohn Emerson and Anita Loos.
COUPON
I

J am
ot [ sending with this coupon a 300
word synopsis of my story. I desire John
Emerson and Anita Loos to answer the following question:

I Teach Piano a Funny Way
So People Told Me When I. First Started
"'^
In 1891. But now, after over twenty-five
years of steady growth, I have far more
students than were ever before taught by
one man. I make them skilled players of
the piano or organ in quarter the usual
time at quarter the usual cost.
To persons who have not previously heard of my
method, this may seem a pretty bold statement.
But I will gladly convince you of its accuracy by
referring you to any number of my graduates in
any part of the world. There isn't a state in the
Union that doesn't contain many skilled players
of the piano or organ who obtained their training
from me by mail.
Investigate
writing for my 64-page free
booklet, "How to Learn
Piano or Organ."
My way of_ teaching
piano or organ is entirely
different from all others.
Out of every four hours
of study one hour is spent
entirely away from the
keyboard,
thing aboutlearning
Harmony someand
The Laws of Music. This
is an awful shock to most

•aM*Mu

The answer to your question is as follows (to
be filled out by Mr. Emerson
and Miss Loos):

solely a problem of "finger
gymnastics."
When you
you
do go to the keyboard,
accomplish twice as much
because you understand
what you are doing. Within four lessons I enable
you to play an interesting
piece not
original key,only
but inin alltheother
keys as well.
I make use of every possible scientific help — many
of which are entirely unknown to the average

DR. QUINN
AT. HIS PIANO
the Famous
Sketch by Schneider,
hibited at the St. Louis Exposition

Ex=

wasted effort. They can be obtained only from
me and there is nothing else anywhere even re
motely like them.
Men and women who have failed by other methods have quickly and easily attained success when
studying with me. In all essential ways you are
in closer touch with me than if you were studying
by the oral method — yet my lessons cost you only
43 cents each — and they include all the many recent developments in scientific teaching. For the
student of nioderate means, this method of studying is far superior to all others: and even for
the wealthiest student, there is' nothing better at
any price. You may be certain that your progress
is at all times in accord with the best musical
thought of the present day, and this makes all the
difference in the world.
My course is endorsed by distinguished musicians, who would not recommend any course but
the best. It is for beginners, or experienced players, old or young. You advance as rapidly or as
slowly as you wish. All necessary music is supplied
without extra charge. A diploma is granted. Write
today, without cost or obligation, for 64-page free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

teacher. My patented invention, the COLOROTONE, sweeps away playing difficulties that have
troubled students for generations. By its use.
Transposition — usually a
"night-mare" to students
— becomes easy and fascU
nating.
With my fifth
lesson I introduce
another
important and exclusive
invention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-picture device, which enables you to see, right before your eyes, every
movement of my hands at
the keyboard. You actually see the fingers move.
Instead of having to re-

L^

fe

produce your teacher'sfrom
finger movements
MEMORY— which cannot
be
accuratemodels
— -you
havealways
the correct
before you during every
minute of practice. The
COLOROTONE
and
QUINN-DEX
save you
months
and
years
of

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music

I:STAMMER

Studio MQ 23, $98 Columbia

Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

■ You can be quickly eared, if you

W
«
(If no story is attached, question may relate
to photoplay writing in general. Send stamped
and self-addressed envelope with coupon so that
your answer and your story, if you sent any,
may be returned to you.)

teachers of the "old
school," who still think
that learning piano is

From

M

Send 10 cents uutamps torS88-plse cloth-bound book
on Stammering and Stuttering,
-—.-_._—._..
on tells
Stammering
and Stuttering,
"ItiCaojaandOan.
It
how I cured
myself after
stammering tor 20'
years. «. H. Bogus. 3018 Bcpic Bide.. 1147 N. III. St. Indlnupolls

Shorthand
in 10 Lessons
. /1th expert typewriting. Quickly and easily learned.
The most popular system in America. Study during
(pare time at home. Qualify for Private Secretary,
excellent salary, travel, certain promotion. Old and
reliable school. Graduates the world over. Write for
free lesson and literature. LITTLEFORD SCHOOL,
Suite 1101 First National Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

'FREE
QUINN

BOOK

COUPON

CONSERVATORY,

Studio MG23,

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, your free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ," and full
particulars
of your Course and special reduced Tuition
Offer.
Name.

I Address.

wmm
At Home By Mail
Attractive positions open for men
and boys. Salaries up to $3,500 a year. Beginners paid $125 a month plus Room and Board,
which means more than $2 0 0 at the start. One
of our recent graduates is getting $6,000 a year.
Opportunity to travel or locate in land radio offices.
We train you by mail in a short time — some have
completed the course in 1 0 weeks No previous experience necessary. First correspondence radio
school In America. Our new automatic WIRELESS
INSTRUMENT,
"The Natrometer," FURNISHED
EVERY STUDENT.
Send for FREE

BOOK,

"Wireless, the Opportun-

National Radio Institute, Dept. 493, Washington. D.C.
PA6
ity of Today"
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Lying Lips
(Continued from page 69)

Youthful Charm
in National Boh
All the winsome beauty of a
real Bob — but your own hair safe
and snug underneath!
Combs slipped into place, an
invisible hairpin here and there
— and your National Bob is on
and off in a jiffy. And so perfectly will the pretty mass of soft
curls match your own hair, that
no one will know the difference.
Send a strand of
your hair and a
imoney-order for
$10.00 and
tional Bobthe
will Nabe
sent to you at once,
postpaid.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Your money back promptly if you
are not thoroughly
pleased.
NATIONAL
Dept. O.
m

II

HAIR

GOODS

CO.

368 Sixth Ave., New

minium
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York
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leasts

ale!

Flower Drops the most exquisite
perfume ever produced. Maaefrom
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glaeB
stopper, Lilacor Orabapple, $1.50;I.ilv
of the Valley, Rose or Violet. $2.00;
Romanza, our latest Flower Drops,
$2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
$8,00, one oz. $15.00. Bend 20c stamps
or silver for miniature bottle.
Eieger's Flower Drops Toilet Water
$1.75 large 5 ounce hexagonal bottle

PFOcV
PE R f CI.ME & TOIL|,T-/WATEB

wowertrops

Eieger's Mon Amour, ounce $1.50;
Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, $2,25;
Parfum Rienzi, $2.50, nothing finer;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00At druggists or
by mail.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of five
25c bottles, different odors.
PAULRIEGER&CO. 288 IstSt.SanFrancisco

ON CREDIT
■jrii7.ii],

WATCHES
Send For Catalog

DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS

Special Bargains
in Diamond Engagement Rings
and Solid Gold and Platinum Wedding
Rings, Diamond-Set
Also a splendid assortment of the
new engraved, pierced Rings.
White and Green Solid Gold,
fine brilliant Diamonds; Diamond La Valliercs, Bar Pins,
Ear Screws, Scarf Pins, Cuff Links,
Watches, Wrist Watches, etc. Send
today for Catalog and make your selections. We pay all shipping charges

Credit
Termsin eieht
S?^S?"SSe0.ff
down, balance
equal amounts,
payable monthly. - LIBERTY

I0FTIS
■■BRosacara,

95
AG£

BONDS

ACCEPTED.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. L-6 15
108 N. State St.
CHICAGO, ILL
STORES

IN LEADING

CITIES

not comprehend • him. Hands . . . hands
were pulling her — pulling her away from
the white silent man — to the oncoming
vessel — of the Things She Was Used To — .
When they drew her to safety, she fainted. Cornwell had disappeared.
In London, safely at home, under Willie
Chase's terrifically amorous, ecstatic gaze,
she was delirious. Willie, who had never
understood her, understood her less than
ever now. Her mother was reduced to
despair. She would, of course, marry Willie.
She would become a pale, wan mannikin
circulating about with Willie's millions on
her back, on her hands and breasts and
arms. Well, she had been born for that . . .
the trouble was that she had dared attempt
to avert Fate. She had offered defiance.
She had even been willing to drink Death
so that love had held the cup. No use. It
was her life.
Eventually she named the day. The
tradespeople became bearable. Her father
remained pale and inconspicuous. Nance
felt that he was sorry for her.
Willie gave a betrothal party in the new
mansion the young Willie Chases were to
occupy. Nance told him to see to it that
it was extraordinary. "If it's not, Willie,"
she said, "I'll take poison and ruin us."
Willie believed that she would. He believed everything she said, especially that
she detested him, but he forgave her because he wanted her so beastly bad. So
Nance came, pale, orchidaceous ; told him
she loved it.
She walked into the garden. Two men
were standing by the fountain. Nance regarded them idly. At her approach they
turned — and- she went death-white. One
of them . . . one of them was . . . The
other man hailed her, "Miss Abbott," he
said, "I wa'nt you to meet Mr. Seaton, Mr.
Charles Seaton." Then he left them. Nance
leaned against the fountain ledge. She put
one hand to her head.
"I thought," she cried; "I— thought
"
Charles Seaton' s voice was. pleasant. I'm
sure your thoughts would be interesting,
Miss Abbott," he said.
Nance straightened. Her pale, ill face
flamed again, momentarily. "Blair," she
cried hoarsely, "Blair — Blair Cornwell !
You are You ! You are love ! Oh, my God :
"Forgive me, Miss Abbott," the man at
the fountain said, equably, "you cannot be
quite well or you think you have seen a
ghost — fie on you for such childish pastime.
Come, let me take you in to Mr. Chase.
Nance allowed him to guide her toward
ihe house. "Then," she quavered, "then
you — are not you?"
"Oh dear, yes," he said, "I hope that I
am I — certainly. Mr. Seaton, and very
much at your service, Miss Abbott."
Nance didn't know how she got thru the
evening. The next day she sent for Charles
Seaton. He came at once. If her white,
wide-eyed face and unmistakable frail form
had any effect upon him, he concealed it.
She begged him to dance with her to the
tune of Mandalay. He danced with her —
correctly, that was all. When it was over,
panting, she asked him whether or no he
had ever danced to the tune before. He
said that he supposed he had — it was popular and he danced a great deal. Several
days later he took her to tea — at her behest.
There, point-blank, she asked him if he
were not Blair Cornwell — that he was —
how
dared
deny it— to Iter?. He laughed
at her,
but he
gently.
The day of her wedding drew on apace.
Willie w~as"solicitous for her ..health, which

seemed in danger of breaking. He spoke
of the South of France. Her mother was
submerged in the trousseau. Her father
patted her head when they met.
The day of the wedding arrived. They
told her how clear and crystalline it was
and she said she had thought it rained.
They dressed her and she was beautiful,
heart-breakingly so. She looked like a
slender white orchid touched by death.
Her mother said Willie would do her
good . . . the South of France . . . she
was sensible . . . she was a good girl . . .
Nance said, "Oh, yes, mother ; oh, yes,
mother ; and she was dry -eyed and tearless.
There wasn't anything to weep about. She
had drunk the last rites of death and been
cheated thereof. She had broken the body
of love, eater "t and spat it out.
At the ch:.x- n it was, as always, sombre
and malodorous. There were the usual
funeral flowers. Willie awaiting her under
the stained glass windows looked empurpled. She knew it was indigestion rather
than stained glass. His neck overlapped
his collar by three hairy ridges. How
clearly she was thinking ! How sharply
breathing ! She had the vulgar thought that
her heart was ulcerated. It ached like a
tooth that is.
At the altar the priest began to mutter
familiar words. All at once she didn't hear
him at all nor the tidal rise and fall of the
organ, of the women's gowns. She heard,
rather, the murmur, the retreat and advance, of the everlasting sea. She heard her
man's voice say "We haven't a ring, dear . . .
we haven't . . . but you are mine . . . and
I am yours . . . Amen . . ." She heard
her
own that
voice,
It said
"Amen."
realized
she too.
had said
it aloud,
and in She
the
wrong place. The minister looked at her.
So did Willie. She gave a loud laugh. She
made them stop. "I am married !" she cried
out : "Stop at once. I am married. I am
already married," and then she fainted and
escaped the creditable uproar.
Charles Seaton was sailing for Australia
at noon the next day. At ten minutes before noon Nance apppeared to him in his
stateroom.
"It doesn't make any difference how,"
she said, "but I had to come. I had to make
youCharles
know Seaton
before looked
you left."
. and laughed.
at her
His laugh was a shade less hearty. Her
face was so white. "Did you pick this boat
for your honeymoon ?" he said.
Nance shook her head. "There isn't any
honeymoon," she said ; "I didn't marry him.
I couldn't. One marriage . . . you see, I
was married . . . already. Something happened to me and I knew it . . . that only
one thing mattered . . . my marriage . . .
dontone
believe
the"Itrue
. . ."you," said Seaton.
Nance handed him the paper. "Read
that," she said, and he read an account of
the Abbott-Chase thriller. He turned to
her and his face matched hers in whiteness.
"Forgive me," she was breathing . . .
forgive
me Seaton,
and then Blair
I'll go Cornwell
. . ."
Charles
again,
gathered her up against him, broken — his
own, "Forgive me" he begged, "for being
so hard, so cruel . . . ah, beautiful one,
beautiful thing . . . you hurt me so . . ."
"Lover . . . dont, dont ... !"
"Everything is all right now ... I have
money . . . left me . . . we will go
away . . . begin again . . . dear heart . . .
Nance did not answer him, because she
had no words.
EDWARD
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lhe rare Oriental fragrance of Colgate's Florient won first place in a
famous perfume contest. This marvelous perfume may be had also in Toilet Water,
Face Powder, Talc Powder and Soap.

Of Hie Orietl't
TlOWsZTS J
(^

COLGATE

O

6c CO.

F"11 d""'ls °fthe Contest and materials for this perfume test will be sent on receipt of 2 cents in stamps.

Dept. /#, 199 Fulton St.
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How to give your nails a perfect
manicure
THE first essential of well manicured
nails is smooth, firm cuticle. Cutting
is ruinous. Today dead cuticle is removed
simply and smoothly, and for this purpose Cutex, the liquid Cuticle Remover,
was especially designed. It comes in 35c
and 63c sizes.

at 60c contains the same items in miniature packages. The Boudoir Set at $3.00
contains full sizes of six Cutex preparations .
For an Introductory Manicure Set, large
enough for six manicures, mail two dimes
to Northam Warren, Dept. 803, 114
West 17th Street, New York City.

Cutex Manicure Sets come in three sizes.
The Traveling Set at $1.50 is illustrated
and described below. The Compact Set

If you live in Canada, address Northam
Warren, Dept. 803, 200 Mountain Street,
Montreal.

Cutex Traveling Set — fi.fo — contains
full-sized packages of Cutex Cuticle
Remover, Nail White, Cake Polish and
Paste Polish.

With cotton wound about an
orange stick and dipped in
Cutex, work around each nail
base. Then wash the hands.

Cutex
Brett Litho. Co
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QUALITY of reproduction — or TONE — counts most in your
selection of a phonograph.
Ask your dealer to play a CRESCENT Phonograph side by side
with any other instrument you have in mind. Play the same record
on each and let your own ear judge which tone sounds best to you.

You will learn first hand why people who
make comparisons choose the CRESCENT
for superiority of tone alone. Any
CRESCENT dealer will be glad to have
you make this fair comparison with other
phonographs.

OieAeent

WRITE

K

PHONOGRAPH

FOR

A

%e^aD M
Se\ect a M
P\\on°&ra^
«

People make mistakes in
just ho-w to choose.
Our
Write for a complimentary
Inc., 7 White Street, New

choosing phonographs because they do not know
booklet explains the only fair and scientific way.
copy.
Address : Crescent Talking Machine Co.,
York City.

Crescent Talking Machine Co., Inc. New York
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Rachmaninoff himself
chose the Victor
Rachmaninoff knows music. Knows
how to compose it, how to play it— and.
how it should be reproduced. It is
significant that the great composerpianist in the light of previous experience has chosen to associate himself
with the other famous artists of the
world who make records for the Victor.

"HIS MASTERS

•eg w* •»' o»*

VOICE"

This trademark and the trademarked
word"Victrola" identify all ourproducts.
Look under the lid! Look on the label!
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden, N. J.

Hear Rachmaninoff's Victor Records
of Mendelssohn's " Spinning Song "
played on the Victrola and you hear
the great pianist exactly as he wishes
you to hear his own work.
Victrolas $25 to $1500. New Victor
Records demonstrated at all dealers on
the 1st of each month.

Victrola
RES

Victor Talking Machine
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Co., Camd.en,N. j.
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Paramount
Pictures
listed in-order of release
(March I, 1921 to May I, 1921)
"The
Faith Healer''
George
Melford's
Production
of Wm. famous
Vaughnplay.Moody's
"The Call of Youth"
Hugh Ford's Production of
Henry Arthur Jones' Play.
Thomas Meighan in
"The Easy Road"
Another splendid
Tom Meighan Production.
"Straight is The Way"
A Cosmopolitan Production of
the story by
Ethel Watts Mumford Grant.
Wm. S. Hart in
"O'Malley of the Mounted"
Mr. Hart's own production of
a story of the Northwest
Mounted
Police.
Mae Murray In
"The Gilded Lily"
A flashing story of New York
at its gayest
A Robert Z. Leonard
Production.
Dorothy
Oalton in
"The Teaser"
An absorbing story of Alaskan
dance halls.
* "Beau
Revel"
Louis Joseph story.
Vance's
great
A

V,

William

De

Miile

Production
"What Every Woman Knows"
Sir James
M. Barrie's play
charmingly
produced
and
acted, with Lois Wilson
and Conrad Nagle.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in
"The Dollar-a-Year Man"
Mystery and melodrama chock
full of laughs.
A Cosmopolitan Production
"Buried Treasure"
Marion Davies in a novel and
colorful romance.
A John S. Roberston
Production
"Sentimental Tommy"
Sir James M. Barrie's wonderful Tommy and Grizel
brought to life.
A William D. Taylor
Production
"The Witching
Hour"
Elliot Dexter in Augustus
Thomas' greatest drama.
Douglas IWacLean in
"The Home Stretch"
A Thomas
H. Ince Prodjction from Charles Belmont
Davis' story.
Wallace Reid in
"The Love Special"
From Frank Spearman's story.
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and shies at no difficulty or danger
»♦
to make your Paramount schedule
an unbroken tale of thrilling entertainment.

the
mem
s ber
one want
to beof left
NOT family
home when it's Paramount
night at the theater.

Don't be among those people
who let their photoplays choose
them ; that is, they go to the theater without knowing what's en.
Choose the Paramount Pictures,
choose the Paramount Nights.
Those nights are as great, as the
nights called Arabian, nights of
pleasure so enthralling as to take
you completely out of yo rself
into
the enchanted land of Let's
Pretend.

That's the night you are all
sure to get your money's worth.
Paramount schedules romantic
trips for you every few days —
trips into the adventurous lives
of the rich, the bold, the brave
and the fair.
Some strange drama of life
which might happen in a mansion
of Mayfair, a chateau in Normandy, abungalow in Calcutta,
country club on Long Island, or
the savage depths of Africa, is all
visible in Paramount Pictures.

It is a simple matter to follow
the Paramount schedule. Keep
tab on the newspaper advertisements of your theater and look

Your craving for healthful adventure isbeing well planned for
by Paramount.
Never forget that the very
greatest motion pictures, the kind

for the phrase "A Paramount
You will notice this also in the
theater's lobby and on the posters.
Picture."
Those are the nights to go! —
The nights your theater shows
Paramount Pictures!

you wouldn't care to miss, can
only be made by an organization
of world-wide scope, such as Paramount's, which counts no cost

(paramount tyidtur&s

* A I nomas H. Ince Production
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"We lead, others follow," and it was ever so
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Readers in distant towns luill do well to preserve this list for future reference.

Learn Photography
Good-paying positions in the best studios in the country
await men and women who prepare themselves now.
*or ^b years we have successfully taught

Photography, Photo-Engraving
and Three-Color Work

0'ir graduates earn &M to $100 a week. We assist
them to secure these positions. Now is the time to
lit yourself for an advanced position at better pay
lerms easy; living inexpensive. Largest and best
school ot its kind.
Write for catalog today.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE

Box M.P., 743 Wabash

of PHOTOGRAPHY

Avenue,

Effingham, Illinois

LearnMechanical

Z>12AWING

Are you earning less than this amount? If
0 u.A WE
so my offer will$35
intere
I EK
offer to give
TO st$10yo
uR
yo
a N
thorough, practical training in meA
E
»
chanical drawing by mail, in your spare
MS)
tii"p. at home.
Course includes highest
VK
. quality set of instruments and Drafting equipment,
W
\
Itical
guarantee
givequalifies
you a thorough'
F\ rS
^^*9£V*flka
training tothat
for a high pracsaliBKB^^^ aned
position as
professional
Draftsman.
^355£r*»
My graduates
are amaking
good with
big eon*flM*^^^lSN] cerns everywhere.
Write for free book ot"
(■flBfc^*^
»
information "Your Future in Drafting."
Columbia School of Drafting, Roy C. Claflin, President,
Dept. 1356
14th & T St., Washington, D. C.

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:
MOTION

PICTURE— COMMERCIAL— PORTRAITURE
C'amerat and Materials furnished frte
Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or evening classes; easy terms. The School of Hecognized
Superiority. Call or write for complete catalog No. 29.

N. Y. INST1TVTE

OF

141 Wet 36th St., New York

PHOTOGRAPHY

on 505 State Street. Brooklyn

Copy this Sketch

*nd let me see what you can
do with it. Many newspaper
artistsearning$30.00to$200.00
or more per week were trained by my course of personal
individual lessons by mail.
PICTURE CHARTS make
original drawing easy to
learn. Send sketch of Uncle
Sam with 6c in stamps for
sample riuiure
Picture vnari,
Chart, ust
list 01
of
tHUupie
r \
successful students, examples ^
j
of
their
work
and
evidence
of
p^"
f~\
what YOU can accomplish. ^^m^fjHt
Please state your age.

A'STAMMER

Send locents instamps for288-page cloth-bound book
on Stammering and Stuttering, "Its Canseand Cure."
It tells how I cured myself after stammering for 20
years, b.w. Bogue.julo Bogue Bldg.. 114? H.ni.oL. Inuianapolis

Wireless
at home

MAKEMONEY

t otudv | Oulckty— Easily -Thoroughly-lnexpenslvely
|
A well for
known
Expertformerly
preparedChief
this
I .in^ iV
YOUr" IICourse
you.Radio
He was
I Q — -.-— I Radio Inspector, Portof New York.
I ^P6
I
Wireless
Operator
earn
from
$125.00
upTim© I wards a month. On ships you are ranked
\
* as Officer and receive living1 expenses free.
Openings
with
Land
Companies,
Steamship
Lines.
Opportunity to travel all over the world. Text Books and the
famous Omniirraph receiving and sendinpr set (same as
used by U.S. Government in examining you for license)
furnished free. No aerials necessary.
Free Wireless
Telephony Course and Post Graduate J
CoursoInNow York—if desired— without extra charge.
Send for FREE Booklet Today

'ree

NEWYORKKIH
New York City

ee sendindand
I1receiving
sec to
- 11 stilderrfsj

duTinc

LAS£

stage year is this Granville Barker's translation of Sacha Guitry's drama, built
around the famous French master of
pantomime of the thirties. Written with
poetry, insight and distinction. Famous
characters of the period, including Marie
Duplesis, the "Lady of the Camelias,"
Armand Duval, Victor Hugo and George
Sand, appear in the drama. Superbly,
staged by Mr. Belasco, with all his old
uncanny stage craft, and splendidly acted
by Mr. Atwill, Elsie Machaye, Hubert
Druce, Morgan Farley, John L. Shine,
Rose Coghlan and an altogether perfect
cast.
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new and
cidedly interesting drama by John Galsworthy. One of the real things of the dramatic season. A study in class strife which
many critics lock upon as a miniature
study of the late war, will absorb you.
Very well played.
Booth. — "The Green Goddess," with
George Arliss. William Archer's adroit
melodrama, revolving around a merciless
rajah of a mythical land in the mountains
north of India and an accident which
drops two Englishmen and an English
woman from an aeroplane into his power.
Finely staged and played.
Casino. — "Honeydew." Pleasant musical entertainment with charming score by
Efrem Zimbalist, the violinist. Mile. Mardancing. guerite and Frank Gill score with their

National Bldg., Cleveland, 0.
don School $""-"- — ««-**.
The LanYou
eon be qaickly cured, if you

m
fc M
W
^

Apollo. — "The Prince and the Pauper,"
with William Faversham. New adaptation of that interesting Mark Twain fantasy of boyhood in merrie England of the
old days. Well staged by Rollo Peters and
acted with considerable spirit, particularly
by Mr. Faversham.
Astor. — "Cornered," with Madge Kennedy. A crook melodrama by Dodson
Mitchell, in which Miss Kennedy, fresh
from several years on the screen, plays
a dual role : a slangy girl of the underworld and a young woman of society. Farfetched, but possessing interest. Miss
Kennedy is charming.
Belasco. — "Deburau," with Lionel Atwill. One of the notable events of the

Central. — "Afgar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from London and Paris. Hide your blushes before
you go to this. Delysia has a certain
naughty piquancy. The chorus is costumed
in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century
— New entertainment,
York's Newest dinnerPromenade.
and midnight

Forty-eighth Street. — "The Broken
Wing." A lively and well worked out
melodrama of adventure below the Rio
Grande. The opus of an aviator who falls
in Mexico, thereby losing his memory and
his heart, the latter to a dusky senorita.
Full of excitement and possessing a welldone characterization by Aphonse Ethier.
Forty-fourth Street. — D. W. Griffith's
master-production of the rural melodrama, 'Way
"
Down East." Splendid in
many ways, with many moving moments
and the
biggest
and ofmost
— climax since
the —ride
the thrilling
clansmen
in
"The Birth of a Nation."
Garrick. — "Heartbreak House." The
world premiere of George Bernard Shaw's
newest dramatic comment upon world affairs. Talky possibly, but flashing with
brilliant wit and decidedly interesting.
Very well presented by the Theater Guild.
Fulton. — "Enter, Madame." The best
thing — dramatically speaking — in New
York at the present moment ; a vivid study
in artistic temperament ; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi strikes
fire in this role and gives a superb performance. Norman Trevor plays her husband admirably.
Hippodrome. — "Good Times." Another
big and picturesque Hippodrome spectacle.
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Liberty. — "Lady Billy," with Mitzi. A
musical comedy of charm and humor. The
cute and vivacious little Mitzi at her best.
Pleasant music.
Longacre. — "The Champion," with Grant
Mitchell. A lively farce comedy of an
aristocratic British family's returned
prodigal, who turned out to be a pugilist.
Fairly amusing. Ann Andrews lends a
distinct beauty to the proceedings.
Lyric. — "Her Family Tree," with Nora
Bayes. Brisk and tuneful musical show,
with the very forceful Nora. Attractive
cast, chorus and costuming.
Nciv Amsterdam Roof, — Ziegfeld 9
o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful entertainments unlike anything to be found
anywhere else.
Nora Baycs. — "Three Live Ghosts."
Delightful comedy of three soldiers, reported killed in Flanders, who return
home to find surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederic S. Isham
from his own novel. Splendidly played by
Beryl Mercer, Charles McXaughton, Stewart Wilson, Cyril Chadwick and Charles
Dalton.

Cohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle
of Jew and Gentile in a way that the Hebrew gets much the best of it, teaching a
whole town kindliness and religious toleration. George Sidney is excellent as the
twentieth century Shylock.

Palace.— Keith Vaudeville. The home
of America's best variety bills and the
foremost music hall in the world. Always
an attractive vaudeville bill.
Park. — "Erminie." An elaborate revival
of the old-time musical comedy, with
Frances Wilson and DeWolf Hopper as
the principal attractions.
Plymouth.— "Little Old New York."
Rida Johnson Young's delightful but fragile little romance of New York in 1810,
with John Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Peter Delmonico and Washington
Irving among its characters. Genevieve
Tobin runs away with the piece — and
scores one of the biggest personal successes of many seasons. Here is a Maude
Adams in the making.

Eltinge. — "Ladies' Night." About the
most daring comedy yet attempted on
Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru.
John Cumberland is admirable.

Punch
and Judy.
— "Ratio's
Wild frothy
Oat,"
with
Roland
Young.
Light and
comedy in Clare Kummer's typical sketchy
style. The story of a young man who
wants to do Hamlet and what comes of
(Continued on ,

"The Century Review" and "The Midnight Rounders." Colorful girl shows for
the tired business man. A delightful place
to eat.
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Daly. Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written. A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs. Mr. Daly is delightful as the mysterious vagabond.
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In "The Wonder Book for Writers" which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions oF People Can AVrite
Stories and Photoplays and
Dori t Know It /
ing assertion rethemadestartl
THIS iscently
by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can andsimply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it.most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writing supposed to be a rare gift that few possess? Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow
ten thousand feet
above the earth and
LETTERS
LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN !
laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms
"I wouldn't take a million dollars for it. "--MARY WATSON.
Fairmont. W. Va.
of his fellow -men
"It is worth its weight in gold,"
below! So Yester--G. MOCKWITZ. New Castle.
Wash.
day's "impossibil"Ever;canobstacle
that menaces
•access
be mastered
through
day. ity" is a reality tothis simple hut thorough system. "--MRS. OLIVE MICUAUX.
Cbarleroi, Pa.

"It contains a gold mine of
valuable suggestions. " -- LENA
BAILEY. Mt. Vernon. 111.
"I
canis only
say that
I amforth
amazed
that it
possible
to set
the
principles of short story and
photoplay writing in such a clear,
concise manner." -- GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal, Can.
"I received
your ItIrving
some
time ago.
Is theSystem
most
remarkable thing I have ever
Been. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."-ALFRED HORTO. Niagara
Palls, n. Y.
"Ofon allthis
the subject,
compositions
have
read
1 find Iyours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R , Literary Editor,
Motion Picture Magazine.
volumeshould
betorebe him,
the"With
veriestthisnovice
able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of newspaper and literary work." -H. PIERCE WELLER. Managing Editor. The Binghampton Press.
T first
ad aI
was"When
working
in a saw
shop your
for $30
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that 1 sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the
System arrived. I carefully studled it evenings after work. Within
aa month
mont
I had completed two
plays,
ione of
, which sold for $600.
thely gother
oth osfor
the
$460. I unhesitatIngvin ingly
sa y
say that I owe it all to ire
r , la£
IIrving
System. "-HELEN KINONp Atlantic
DON,
City, N. J.
D/
A

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority,
"whenwillmillions of people
be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, coming—a whole new world
of them! " And do you
know what these writers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men — armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in offices, keeping books,
selling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at barber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
typewriters, or standing behind counters, or
running spindles in
* — Tories, bending over

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes —
you may laugh — but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.

own Imagination may provide an endless goldmine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARE
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woi d-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure.
How to WIN!
This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting
for
you. Then
Write you
for can
it NOW.
YOURS.
pour yourGET
wholeIT.
soul IT'S
into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life — story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You.
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job. Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain I
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come
WILL true!
TELL Nobody
YOU. knows — BUT THE BOOK

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a storywriting faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!
BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.
Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex — the flotsam and jetsam of
Life — even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays — a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.
Unconsciously you would describe it all very realistically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"
Who says you can't?
LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently
• been written on this very subject — a book that
1 tells all about the .Irving System — a Startling
New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photoplays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it
out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work. How bright men and women, without any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories.
How one's

So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below —
you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through,
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep tonight. Who knows — it may mean for you the
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept.
177, Auburn,
New York.

ffis Bool^FREE
/"" WRITERS
I THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 177. Auburn. N. T.
I Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for
J Writers,'* This does not obligate me io any way.
I Name

J

I Address

—
i

I
I City and State

— ,..—-— ,
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(Continued from page 6)
his ambition. Replete with fancifully humorous lines. Excellently done by Mr.
Young. Lotus Robb, Dore Davidson and
J. M. Kerrigan.
Sclwyn. — "Tickle Me." An Arthur
Hammerstein early autumn show, with the
amusing Frank Tinney starred. Considerable fun, some tuneful music and a very
personable chorus. Likewise gorgeous
costuming.

Portraits of Your
Favorites
TWENTY-FOUR

LEADING

PLAYERS

1
What is a home without pictures, especially of those one likes or
|
admires?
How they brighten up bare walls and lend a touch of human
3
sympathy, alike to the homes of the rich and poor !

|
jg
I

3
I

And what could better serve the purpose of decoration for the
homes of motion picture enthusiasts than portraits of the great film
stars, who have become world-wide famous?

|
|
§

|
=
|
|

The publishers of the three leading motion picture monthlies, the
Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland
have accordingly prepared
at great expense,
especially
for
their subscribers, an unusually fine set of portraits of twenty-four of
the leading players.

§
|
§
fj
I

|
|
|

These portraits are 5^"x8" in size, just right for framing, printed
in rich brown tones by rotogravure, a process especially adapted to portrait reproductions, and are artistic, accurate and high-grade in every
way.

|
|
|
|

♦5
You will like these portraits, you will enjoy picking out your
|
favorites.
You will delight in framing them to be hung where you
|
and your friends may see them often.

|i
I

Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman
Earle Williams
William Farnum
Charles Ray
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Mary Miles Minter

Clara Kimball Young
Alice Joyce
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Billie Burke
Madge Kennedy
Elsie Ferguson
Tom Moore

You will want the Magazine, Classic, Shadowland or all
three during the coming year. Subscribe now and get a set of these portraits. Itwill cost you less than to buy them by the month at your

^

I
3
§
=
3
g

._ —

._

--»..

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES:
U. S. Can. For.
$2.50 $3.00 $3.50
Magazine
3.00 360 4 00
Classic
«iTJ ii
a 3.60
tin 4.00
1Z
Iin
Shadowland
4.50
All Three
8.50 10.00 11.60
p.y.ui. ;.
United States Funds

COUPON

will mail the portraits

— ----- -------- -----|
Date
S

INC. N. Y.
PUBLICATIO
BREWSTER
175 Duffield
Street,NS,
Brooklyn,
,.
,-. „
...
,
Kindly enter my subscription to the
Gentlemen:
PICTURE MAGAZINE)
MOTION
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
[tor one year. Also
SHADOWLAND
\
please send me al once a set of the twenty-four players'

n
|
=
=
S
=

portraits. Enclosed find $
,.
N ante

3
=

in payment.

Adilress
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Times
SquareReed.
Theater.
"Theoffering
Mirage,"
with
Florence
The — first
in
Broadway's newest theater. Edgar Selwyn's drama of New York's easiest way :
the tale of a country girl who comes to the
white lights and forgets her ideals. Miss
Reed plays the girl and prominent in the
cast are Alan Dinehart, Malcolm Williams and Florence Nash.

Winter Garden. — "The Passing Show of
ment.
1921." Typical Winter Garden entertainOn Tour.

These portraits are not for sale. They can be secured only by subscribing to the Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture
Classic or Shadowland for one year, and then they will be sent free.

dealer's.
Send in your order to-day and we
at once.

Thirty-ninth Street. — "Samson and Delilah," with Ben-Ami. A fairly interesting
play given the breath of life by the most
promising new figure on the stage since
Jack Barrymore became John Barrymore.
Ben-Ami is making his step from the
Yiddish stage and his first appearance in
English. His debut has been sensational.
Ben-Ami is given excellent support by
Pauline Lord and an admirable bit is contributed by Edward G. Robinson.

Vandcrbilt. — "Irene." Now on its
'steenth season and likely to run on forever. Charming and pretty musical comedy with an appealing story. Patti Harrold, daughter of Orville Harrold, is now
the Irene, and she is delight fid. You will
hear more of her.

LIST OF SUBJECTS
Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark
Douglas Fairbanks
Charlie Chaplin
William S. Hart
Wallace Reid
Pearl White
Anita Stewart

Selwyn. — The Provincetown Players in
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
Special matinees only. Everyone should
see O'Neill's remarkable study in primitive fear. Very well acted.
Shubert. — "Greenwich Village Follies
of 1920." Gorgeous and beautiful, as typical of John Murray Anderson productions. Here is a musical entertainment
with imagination and charm. James Reynolds has created some remarkable scenes
and costumes and the whole ensemble is
vivid and colorful.
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"Jimmie." The pert little Frances
White's first starring vehicle and a rather
lame musical entertainment. .Miss White
introduces several typical gamin numbers
and her surrounding company includes
lien Welch and Harry Delf.
"Mecca." A gorgeous and elaborately
colorful "mosaic in music and mime" of
ancient Egypt along the lines of "Chu
Chin Chow." "Mecca" achieves several
rarely beautiful moments in the ballet interludes created by Michel Fokine. A
huge cast and fourteen scenes.
"Kissing Time." Slender musical entertainment with William Norris and Edith
Taliaferro featured.
Loew's N. V. and Lociv's American
Roof. — Photoplays ; first runs. Daily proLoew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feagram. ture photoplays and vaudeville.
( 'apitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program.
Superb theater.
Rh'oli. — De luxe photoplays with full
symphony
orchestra.
Weekly program.
l\ialto. — Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.
Strand. — Select first-run photoplays.
Program changes every week.

AGENTS

FOR

WANTED

THE

PERSONAL

Agent* to travel by Automobile to introduce our
fast-selling, popular priced household necessities.
The greatest line on earth. Make .$10 a day. Complete Outfit and Automobile furnished Free to
workers. Write for exclusive territory. American
Products Co., 310." American Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
irons, etc., needed. Worn with ready-made shoes.
Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. H. O. Lotz,
105 E. 28th St., N. Y.

Will send, on receipt of $1.00, dozen guaranteed
extra large Human Hair Nets, cap or fringe, any
shade. Money back if not satisfied. E. Lauber,
687 Eighth Ave., New York.

Agents — $40-$100 a Week — Free Samples. Gold
Sign Betters any one can put on store windows.
Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 F. N. Clark St., Chicago.

GAMES

Know Yourself, Your F.-iends — Mail 15c, money
or stamps, for book containing 12 Birth Readings,
one for each month. Forowarnings, persona! advice. Illustrations and reference chart. M. Jacksou, 39 W. 27th St.. New York City.

BEAUTY

CULTURE

Beauty
Culture
Taught
by Correspondence
thoroughly and practically. Graduates earning
large incomes. Tuition moderate. Money refunded
if course proves unsatisfactory. Paris Institute of
Hearty Culture, Oil Garden Street. Holioken, N. J.

BEAUTY

PREPARATIONS

Superfluous Hair Permanently Destroyed with
roots. Painless and Harmless.
No electricity nor
chemicals.
Postpaid,
$1.00 a Package.
NUART
Laboratories, Dept. M, South Orange. X. J.

COINS

AND

AND

ENTERTAINMENTS

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE ACTS, Monologues, Dialogs, Recitations. Pageants, Musical Readings,
Special Entertainments, Tableaux, Drills, Minstrel
Jokes. Make-up Goods. Large Catalogue Free. T. S.
Denison & Co., Dept. 62, Chicago.

HELP

WANTED— MALE

Government Clerks needed badly (men-women),
$1600-.$2300. Permanent. Few to travel. Write
Mr. Ozment, Former
Government
Examiner,
199,
St. Loins. Mo.
Be a Detective — Excellent opportunity ; good pay ;
travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Men Wanted for Detective Work. Experience
unnecessary. Write J. Ganor. Former Govt. Detective. 130, St. Louis, Mo.

STAMPS
HOME

COLLECT OLD COINS for pleasure and profit.
Send only lUc. Get large old U. S. Copper cent,
nearly size of half-dollar, and Illustrated coin cataSend now. B.Fort
Max Worth,
Mehl, Coin
M, Mehllogue"Buildirg,
Texas.Dealer, Dept.
OLD MONEY WANTED— $2 to $500 each paid
for hundreds of Coins dated before 1895. Keep All
Old Money. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, size 4xB. Ton may have coins worth
large premiums. Get Posted. Clarke Coin Co.,
Hex 90, Lelloy, N. Y.

FARM

LANDS

Farmseekers! ! A rare opportunity to get a farm
home with small down payment, easy terms. Hardwood land in Antrim, Kalkaska and Otsego Counties. Mich, ('lose to markets, schools, railroad;
at only $15 to $35 per A. Write for big free booklet. SW1GAKT. A-1263 First National Bank Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
Florida Oranges Are Most Profitable as well as
most delicious. Grow your own in a land of sunshine, away from winter blizzards and coal bills.
Money you'll not miss will buy you laud for a grove
in a high, rolling, lake-jewelled land of many
golden groves. If yon mean business, write today
for Hook of Facts and Photos. Lake- County Land
Owners' Association. 315 Arbor Avenue. Fruitland
Park, Florida.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED

to Get Into the Chorus — Publication containing detailed information ; prepaid, $1.00. The
Maldon Company, Box 32iii:, D Street Station,
Washington,
D. C.

WOMEN to Sew. Goods sent prepaid to your door ;
plain sewing: steady work; no canvassing. Send
stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 45, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At Once — Five bright, capable ladies to travel,
demonstrate and sell dealers; $40.00 to $75.00 per
week, railroad fare paid. Write at once. Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 60, Omaha, Nebr.

FILMS

DEVELOPED

Mail Us 30c with any size film for development and
six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any size
and 20c for six prints. Or send 40c for one 8x10
mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.
Itoanokc Photo Finishing Co.. 200 Bell Ave.,
Uoanoke, Va.

FOR

THE

HAIR

Dandruff removed quickly, pleasantly, completely.
Healthy scalp. For men. women, children. Wonderful benefit.
Buy10 Kotalko
at druggist's
; or
proof box
mailed,
cents, postpaid.
Kotalko
Offices, BA-181, Station K, New York.

STUDY

Shorthand — Learn complete system, few evenings
I home) then acquire speed pleasant practice. Brochure free. Save money, time, increase your effi1'. New ciency,
York.earnings. King institute, ER-181, Station

JEWELRY,

ETC.

MAIL
DIRECT
TO THE REFINERS
any old
gold, silver, magneto points, old watches, platinum,
old or broken jewelry, diamonds, false teeth, gold
or silver ores or nuggets, War Bonds and Stamps.
Send them to us today. Highest prices paid in
cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. THE OHIO SMELTING &
REFINING CO., 240 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MOTION

PICTURE

BUSINESS

$35.00 Profit Nightly— Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago.

NEWS

CORRESPONDENCE

PHOTOPLAYS
Free to Writers — A wonderful little book of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas ; the ABC
of successful story and play writing. Absolutely
free. Just address Author's Press, Dept. 8,
Auburn, N. Y.
Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies; big pay. Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
$1200 a Year Writing Photoplays — You can
write them. Turn your ideas into dollars. We
teach only sure method. Send for free book valuable information and special prize offer. Chicago
Play Coll., Box 278-B-24, Chicago.
Photoplays Wanted — Big prices
write them. We show you how.
necessary. Easy, fascinating way
in spare time. Get free details.
Box 173. B35, Chicago.

paid. You can
Experience unto earn money
Rex Publishers,

Photoplay Plots, Short Stories, Articles, Poems,
etc.. Arranged and Typewritten in proper manuscript form. Submit manuscript or send stamp for
rates.
H. L.Pa.Hursh, Dept. 2, 123 So. Third St.,
Harrisburg,
Photoplays and Ideas Wanted for California
Producers — Also Stories, Articles, etc. Criticize
free, sell on Commission, Correspondence Course or
Experience unnecessary if you have Ideas. Plot
Chart Free. Submit MSS. or write. Harvard Comcisco. pany, 220 Italian-American Bank Bldg., San Fran-

POEMS

WANTED

Poems Wanted for publication. Cash paid for
those available. Send one short poem today for
free examination. Idyl Pub. Co., l.s;i X. Clark St..
Suite 220, Chicago.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form; revised, typed, published, copyright'1*!.
v'old. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corp.. -<'*YVeytt-rn Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

SCIENTIFIC

PATENTS

Do You Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality Sketch for 10c and birthdate. Thomson-Heywood Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

How

/

LAME

Patents Secured — Prompt service; avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Record of Invention"
form and Free Book telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or model for examination. Preliminary advice without charge. Highest references.
Write TODAY. ,L L. Jackson & Co.. J2!J Ouray
Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
Inventors — Write for our free illustrated guidebook. "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.
Patents — Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Semi sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of its patentable nature.
Prompt service. (Twenty years experience). Talbert & TalWert. 4U1!i Talbert I'.ldg.. Washington,
I>. ('.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Make Money with your snapshots of local interest.
Profitable spare-time work. I will show you how.
Send three
negatives. A. Coonan, Box 51, Borgeutieid,
New Jersey.

SHORTHAND
Shorthand — Learn complete system, few evenings
(home), then acquire speed, pleasant practice.
Brochure free. Save money, time, increase your
efficiency,
King Institute, Elt-lsi. Station F, Newearnings.
York.

STORIES

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 500 St. Louis, Mo.
Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., arc wanted for publication. Good ideas bring big money. Submit
M.MS, or write Literary Bureau. 134 Hannibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
GET ON THE STAGE. 1 tell you how ! Send Go
postage for instructive Stage Hook and particulars.
1!. LaDellc, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Great silk and silk blouse manufacturers
tell how silk should be laundered
"Wash silks this way"
say Belding Bros.
"As makers of a delicate product like silk we are much concerned with the treatment it
gets after it leaves our hands.
"Our wash silk fabrics can,
of course, be laundered as
safely and as often as cotton,
if proper care is exercised.
"We have found Lux to be
ideal for washing silks because
of its great purity and gentleness. There is nothing in it
that could attack the delicate
sLk fibre.
"Another point in favor of
Lux is that its thick lather
eliminates
fabric <Jn
between
means, of

all rubbing of the
the washboard or
the hands. This
course, that the silk

does not 'fuzz up,' and that the
threads will not pull or split.

"We find Lux equally
successful on our white or
colored silks.
"We are glad to see the
publicity given by Lux to the

For years, Belding Brothers have been making silks.
They make millions of yards each year, and they make
all kinds — from the frailest georgettes and chiffons to
the sturdy satins, taffetas and crepes de Chine. The
panel to the left gives Belding Brothers' interesting letter
on the proper way to launder silks.
You will find blouses made by Max Held, Inc., in most
of the smart specialty shops and good department stores
throughout the country. Read why this famous maker
wants you to wash his blouses with Lux.

THESE two great merchants, by the very nature of
their business, were compelled to find the proper
way to launder silk — the way that would be best
and safest. Incorrect methods mean a heavy money loss
to them just as incorrect methods mean a heavy loss to
you in the wear and appearance of your fine silk things.
Keep the detailed directions below, which tell you
just exactly how to wash your silks — the way recommended byone of the largest silk manufacturers in the
world, and by a man whose silk blouses are worn by
thousands of women each year. Lever Bros. Co.,
Cambridge, Mass.

Launder your silk things this gentle, safe way
Whisk one tablespoonful of Lux into
a thick lather in half a bowlful of very
hot water. Add cold water till lukewarm. Dip the garment up and
down, pressing suds repeatedly

through soiled spots. Rinse in 3
lukewarm waters. Squeeze water out
— do not luring. Roll in towel; when
nearly a dry,
press with warm iron —
never
hot one.

safe way of laundering silks."
BELDING BROS.

The maker of a
million blouses tells
how to launder silk
"Once

in a while," writes

Max Held, Inc., "a blouse is
returned to us as unsatisfactory. We are sure of the
materials in our blouses, and
of our workmanship, but we
are not sure of the treatment
the blouse gets after the
owner has it.
"If women would wash
their blouses with Lux, 90
per
of our complaints
wouldcent
disappear.
"Frayed, pulled threads may
mean, not a poor quality of silk,
but a blouse rubbed too hard
to get it clean. Lux makes
hard rubbing unnecessary.
"Recently a silk blouse
was returned to us which had
'gone' under the arm. It had
been put away while badly
stained with perspiration. The
perspiration acids had eaten
the silk, and harsh soap and
rubbing completed
the had
destruction. Ifthat blouse
been washed with Lux as soon
as it was soiled we would not
have had the complaint.
"For our own protection,
we recommend the use of
Lux in MAX
washingHELD,
silks." Inc.

For
all rin
fineg
launde
Colored silks — If you are not sure a color is fast
try to set it this way. Use one-half cup of vinegar
to a gallon of cold water and soak for two hours.
Press silks on the wrong side while they are still
damp. Sprinkling a silk will make it look spotty,
and this appearance can only be overcome by relaundering.

A hot iron should never be used on silk. It will
cause the silk to split. It also makes it stiff and
Wont shrink woolens
Launders -silks -laces
All fine fabrics

papery, and will yellow it. Press first the sleeves of
a blouse, next the fronts and then the back.
Jersey and georgette crepe should be stretched
to shape before they dry and should also be shaped
as you iron.

Won't injure anything pure water alone won't harm
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Photograph by Nicholas Muray

BINNEY

ERICH
VON

STROHEIM

Mr. von Stroheim is perhaps best known as a director. And that statement is no disparagement
to his acting, for he may
always be

expected to

give aance asfinished
performthe sophisticated
man of the Continent. His
new release is to be
"Foolish Wives"

Photograph by
Jack Freulich

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
In the early spring Mr.
Fairbanks will again sail
for Europe . . . Mary
Pickford Fairbanks by his.
side, of course. And this
time Doug is going to
make pictures, so you
may expect to see him
scaling Westminster Abbey and jumping London
Bridge in the near
future

Photograph
Woodbury,

by
L. A.

BEBE

DANIELS

Bebe, of the black eyes and dusky tresses, finds that stardom means hard work and plenty of it. Immediately
upon I'.er completion of "Just Drakes," she started on "Two Weeks With Pay"

\

i

i

Photograph by Nicholas Muray
DORIS

/

KENYON

The stage, bedroom farces and twin beds have no place in the life of Doris just now.

She is busily devoting

all her time in picture-making, "Get Rich Quick Wallingford," a new Cosmopolitan production, in particular

Photograph by Mel.^>urne Spurr, L. A.

V
ELSIE
Elsie

FERGUSON

Ferguson — even a picture of her — always inspires

you to write

verse.

However,

let it suffice to say

she is now playing 'in the screen version of her last season's stage success, "Sacred and Profane Love"

Photograph by Alfred Cheney Johnston

BETTY

HILLBURN

Betty has the distinction of being the new D. W. Griffith discovery, and she is at present playing the waif in his
new Lime house tale. Who knows her potentialities?

y

d
s En
y'Roberts
urbyneEditk
JoPosed
in trie
new Universal production
"The Fire Cat"

La££

The Author and the
ie Cine
Cinemama
B9

EDITOR'S NOTE: — W. Somerset Maugham, who is admittedly one of our greatest contemporary novelists,
recently contracted to give his brain children to the
cinema. Therefore, it is interesting, to note what he
writes of his latest endeavor.

the screen. is impossible on
NOTHING
The photoplay permits
a breadth of expression, a
true portrayal of dramatic incident,
a faithful painting of the most gorgeous landscape that affords the
maker of film drama all the scope
offered by the novel and stage play
combined. To a writer of sincerity
and imagination this well-nigh unlimited scope of the film is a lure that
in most cases has been irresistible.
It is for this reason and because of

the opportunity to present one's work
to the millions of the globe, as no
novel or stage play could do, that so
many of the most noteworthy names
of literature now are linked with the
photodrama. And it is to great novelists and dramatists that the screen
must look for its true and artistic
development. They bring to this
newest of arts a freshness of viewpoint, a vision and understanding of
humanity and of mankind's psychology, with a trained ability to express that which they know.
It has been in the story that motion

pictures have been slow in developing. In every other phase the screen
has come near perfection. But all
too many of the stories have been
comparatively weak, with an appalling imitation of that which has gone
before. New blood that will seek
out new channels and that brings to
the screen the knowledge of work
done in other forms of story-creating
is the one remedy for this ailing condition.
Only by giving the author a free
hand can the producer get the new
angle he needs. Let the author make
mistakes, if mistakes are inevitable,
for it is only by mistakes that the
author can learn. No good can come
of it if the author is bound by conventions that have developed in the
past. The technique of the screen
must be learned like the technique of
any other art. But the reward will
come inevitably when these writers
produce better results than have ever
been produced before.
Let the producers have confidence
in us and we will eventually justify
their confidence many fold.
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Rickard th<
Tenth
broad, fine brow ; his thoughtful eyes ; the clear, delightful
black of his hair ." . . and his
hands. He looks well made
and finely textured, and good.
His mother said he had
been "a good little boy."
mother!"
He Dick
said said,
it as a"Oh,
protest.
Then
he added, "Remember
and "remember that,"
calling up from mud-pie
. .. . if there ever were

this,"
. . .
days
mud-

pie days meanors. in.order
. bygone
misdeto obliterate
or to gainsay the stigma she
had placed upon him of being
"a good little boy." But
Mother couldn't seem to remember any of the misdemeanors. Mothers have wofully poor memories . . .
sometimes. And sometimes
they are accurate and prolific.
This mother will never remember anything but the
sweet, fine things of Dick. It
is very charrning, and as it
should be.

Photograph by Victor George, N

You East"
remember
'Way
Down
the bitinin" which
David dances with Kate
Bruce, his screen mother?
The manner in which he did
it, bringing tears to many,
where the more dramatic moments had not. That was not
acting. It was reality. It was
so real we all felt it, tenderly,
in our fibers. It was merely
the innate graciousness of the
real Dick, clearly, for the moment, asserting itself.
But I am disobeying orders.
One likes to digress about
Dick.

Y.

I

T was rather disconcerting
to me to have luncheon
with Dick Barthelmess
and his mother, because
delightful "black of his hair
I was there for the express
. . , and his hands. He looks
purpose of listening to Dick
well made and finely textured,
and good
talk, and I preferred to listen
to his mother talk. This may
incite protest and savor of the
ungracious, but . . . there was such a wide disparitv in
their subject-matter. Dick talked about nothing but other
people, and Dick's mother (after the immemorial manner
of mothers) talked of nothing but Dick. And there you
are ! And there I was — in something of a quandary.
Dick has a fine flavor — as indicated by the "other people."
He is quite naively reticent on self, moderately self-depreciatory and genuinely reserved. His appearance does not
(T\ belie him. Inner things have gone to the molding of his
Dick Barthelmess' appearance
does not belie him. Inner
things have gone to the molding of his broad, fine brow;
his thoughtful eyes; the clear,

LAfiC

In the first instance, Mother
Barthelmess said to me, rather plaintively, "I wish you
could tionsay
something
aboutof Dick's
father.
has ever
been made
the fact.
As aAlmost
matter noof menfact,
Dick is the tenth Bartelemy. (I hope it was tenth, but if it
wasn't tenth, then it was ninth ; I'm very bad at lineal statistics.) His father was of French stock, and for nine generations the sons of the house of Bartelemy were all christened Richard. Hence, Richard the Tenth, with the anglicizing of Bartelemy into Barthelmess as the sole difference.
On his mother's side, of which she did not speak so fully,
Dick is, I believe, Dutch. This seems to me to be a fine sort
of combination. The sensitized, facile French blood with
the sturdier, more phlegmatic Dutch blood to counterbalance. Ihaven't given Dick half the lineal prestige probably
due him. This is because I listened to both my host and
hostess at the luncheon table, and became somewhat hazy
as to facts, since Dick was talking about the intermingling
of the races (one or two copper-tinted Indian's having en-

By

GLAD

YS

HALL

tered for luncheon), and Dick's mother, as I have observed, steadily about Dick. Nevertheless, thru
the picturesque blur the outstanding facts remain
. . . that he is of the French Bartelemys, all Richards, and that these same Bartelemys were all interested in things dramatic, thereby, no doubt, handing
down to the tenth Richard as a part of their finely
vintaged heritage the sure touch he possesses, and
the fine instinct which seems, somehow, to be not
merely of this age and of his brief part of this age,
but of older heritages and mellower traditions.
Dick's future is even more interesting than his ancestral past, being, as it were, in its making.
In the first place, he is leaving the immediate directorship of Mr. Griffith to star for himself. At the
time of our talk his plans were not as yet perfected in
detail ; that is to say, his director was not a certainty,
his date of production and all that sort of thing. He
was enthusiastic, if a bit diffident. "I've never done
anything without Mr. Griffith, . . ." he said. He"
added : "He's promised
to act in an advisory
All Photographs by Victor George, N. Y.

in

In the first place, he is leaving the immediate directorship of D. W. Griffith to star
for himself. He was enthusiifa bitanything
diffident.without
"I've
never astic,done
Mr. Griffith . . ." he said.
He added: "He's promised to
act in an advisory capacity if

capacity if I come a cropHis story has been decided upon. It is to be a
short story by Joseph

Hergesheimer,
per ..."David."called
"Tol'able
It is
a
slender,
poignant
tale
I come a cropper . . ."
of a mountain lad, a rather delicate chap, as I recall having read the story, who overcomes insuperable difficulties for the flame of a big cause. It is the
sort of story that Dick Barthelmess will be able to
etch into the memories of all who see it, in blood and
keen, sweet spirit.
"I wish you'd make this interview mostly Hergesheimer," Dick said.
And then he went on to tell me, far more graphically than he had told me of himself, of his admiration
for the writer, their mutual friendship and the things
PAS
(Continued on page 88)
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Piloting a
Dream Craft
would you expect Gloria Swanson to have
a little daughter and not expect an interhood. view with her on the subject of motherBut Gloria doesn't want things like that.
She wants something she can call her
own. She wants her baby to herself ! So
she hopes to keep this little Gloria entirely
apart from her studio career. She wants
the child to grow up quietly in a home environment and to have an opportunity to
expand and blossom naturally like a little
flower in a garden. She does not- want it
flattery.
spoiled by the hot-house sun of public
The
Gloria\Vords
lovesareherGloria's.
tiny baby passionately,
so passionately that she wants people to
forget she has it, that it may be all the
more her own. She doesn't want anyone
to have a share in her daughter. I feel that
she rather resents the fact that a capable
nurse sees more of the baby than she does.
But this, too, is the inevitable price she has
to pay for her career, for she couldn't very
well play nurse
and star, too.
Gloria Swanson wants
Above everysomething she can call her
thing else Gloria
own. She wants her baby
has a horror of
to herself. So she hopes
her baby growto keep this little Gloria
entirely apart from her
ing up to be
an
affected
stage
studio career
All Photographs ©
by Evans. L. A.

WHENpublic a person seeks fame he bares himself to
observation. For we all know that fame
and fortune come to him whom the populace
favors. And just as long as a celebrity is Fame's
favorite, he will find his comings and goings recorded in
the
black print of the press. This is and always has been true ;
publicity isas inevitable an evidence of success, as the bills which
a merchant has to meet for his handsome stock of materials
You wouldn't expect the President of the United States
to go
to Europe without having
it heralded in the dailies. No more
24
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HAZEL SIMPSON NAYLOR

child. She wants her to have a natural childhood, ahappy playtime, free from notoriety and
publicity which, as I said in the beginning, is so
much an adjunct of fame.
Much as she loves her baby and her husband
and her home — they could never mean everything to Gloria. Her career, her work in the
studio is as vital to her being as the oxygen she
breathes.
In the beginning no one ever thought that
Gloria would be a great success. Her directors
called her too unresponsive. Francis X. Bushman called her "The Dreamer." This was when
she was an extra at the old Essanay studio in
Chicago. Dick Travers used to say : "Come on,
little girl, wake up." Her home was on the
North Shore, Chicago. She was a very quiet
little girl, very shy and retiring. She used to
read a great deal and dream — dream of fame
and fortune and luxuries that all girls want.
Perhaps at that, Gloria wanted luxuries much
more than the average girl, for her desire had
to be very strong to compel her to overcome her
natural shyness and launch into public life. Even
the discouragements she met with at first could
All Photographs © by Evans, L. A.

In the beginning no one ever
thought that Gloria would be
a great success. Her directors called her too unresponsive. And in the old Essanay
days in Chicago, Francis X,.
Bushman called her "The

I

not prevent her dreaming of
the great things that were to
be hers.
Her path has hot been easy.
After her Essanay experience— an excellent training —
she came West and played in
comedies.
Then
Triangle
Dreamer"
offered to star her. She did a couple of pictures and suddenly they stopped paying salaries, for financial difficulties
were besetting the firm. It was then that Cecil B. deMille
made Gloria Swanson an offer.
But Triangle held her to her contract.
The day that she had to refuse Mr.- deMille she told me
she went home and wept. But later the head of Triangle,
realizing that their precarious financial position augured
failure and how unfair it was to Gloria to make her lose
such a splendid opportunity, released her from her contract and she joined the DeMille company.
From that time on she has assumed her rightful place
in the film firmament.
All her dreams have come true.
The luxury that is part and parcel of her, is hers . . .
absolutely. Today she is a little lady of very definite likes
and dislikes. You could never for a moment forget that
(Continued on page 87)
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Hike Mirror of Life

m
"The Ole Swimmin'
Hole," Charles Ray's
latest picture, which is
based on the James
Whltcomb Riley

€$$

poem, reflects the life
of the country youth;

*&

his trials, his escapades and his affairs
of the heart are ever
present. It would be
difficult to imagine
anyone more ideally
fitted for this role
than Charles Ray

"The Ole Swimmin*
Hole" comes to the
screen without one
subtitle, thus making the dream and
hope of hundreds of
independent screen
artists a reality for
Mr. Ray. And so
complete is the action of the story that
it is said the titles
are not missed in
any instance. What
was once thought
the impossible has
in this been
achieved

I
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Little did Tony Moreno,
some day he would earn
tographed. Then such an
... it meant wearing a

pictured at the left, think that
his livelihood thru being phoexperience was quite an event
new suit and was something

of a torturous ordeal, a sacrifice one made for one's
family. Perhaps even today, if Tony himself were to
caption the lower picture, he would borrow from Briggs
and call it "When a Fellow Needs a Friend"
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IF di
humoro
in his
twinkle
eyes, you would
call him
promptly
bashful.

Perhaps, he is anyway, for he side-steps
all efforts to make him
"show off," and shies
away from the thought
of an interview like
a wild goat.
"I'm always afraid
they're kiddin' me,"
said he, in his slow
drawl — speaking, of
course, of interviewers not goats — -"that's
the reason 1 dont send
my pictures to the
fans when they ask
for them. It isn't that
I dont appreciate their
asking, oh, dear no,
hut I think they just
want my mug to set
alongside of some
handsome bird like
Wally Re id. I'm
thinking of having a
lol of Jimmy's pieces made and send26 lem out as me

I
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when a I cheerful
was a kid,"
and
grin
spread over his face.
"Y e p, Jimmy is
some boy," he agreed
with my praise of his
son,
the of
five-year-old
edition
the
"He's been
sick star.
and
other
children
is badly
spoiled',tease
the
him. He's some fighter, tho. He is about
the only male star
who ever made two
successive successes in
motion pictures, I say
that is going some.
He made 'The Strange
Boarder' and 'Jes' Call
Me Jim,' pretty popular, judging from all
reports.
"I'm

always afraid they're

kiddin' me," said Will Rogers. "That's the reason I dont
send my

pictures to fans

when
me.
isn'tI
that
dont
appreciate
their
— i-:~<rI they
Oh. ask
dear,
no. ItBut
hey just want my mug
alongside
of some
pme bird like Wally
Above, with Jimmy,
left, a recent picture
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"Did you see those guys I
was
?" he ofasked
few talking
minutes to later
his a
leading woman,
pretty
Irene Rich and me, as
we sat in the sunshine
on the edge of the
open
stage
of the
Rogers
set at the
Goldwyn studios.
"Yes," replied
Irene, "and I saw
they had catalogs.
What did you buy
this time for the
new home?"
"Just a billiard
table and a bowling

alley, that's all," he
replied, serenely.
"All!" Irene and I
dueted.
"And you
dont play billiards. I've
heardnued.
you say so," Irene
conti
"Nope, I dont, never did
That's one thing to say to my
credit, I never hung around
pool halls But I figured it out
that it would make a great place
for the kids to stage their scraps.
I can see Jimmy spotting the others
with eight balls. Then too, after looking
at the pictures of those billiard table legs, I
says to myself, here is something they cant break.
"The bowling alley goes into a long room that isn't
good for anything else — except ropin' goats, and my wife
wont let me have them in there. 'Course, a shooting gallery might'a fit in, guess, I'll have that somewhere, anyway. When the children grow up, I want them to be good
shots. That's the trouble these days, there's plenty of
shooting but little hitting. Before prohibition set in, we
blamed poor marksmanship to booze, but we haven't any
excuse for anything any more."
The Will Rogers home is a very beautiful one, set
picturesquely in the exclusive Beverly Hills. Will says he's
just where he can point out "Doug's" home to strangers.
Here, he and Mrs. Rogers have created a paradise for
their three children. There is a circus ring, with real tanbark. There is a theater with a wonderful projection
machine. There is a swimming pool, and there are dogs
and horses and dear knows what else.
"We did have a fountain," said Mr. Rogers, in his seriocomic way. "It cost me $350 to put it in and $450 to
have it taken out.
Good investment, that."
He tells about employing a celebrated landscape gardener. "He was a funny buck. He'd clasp his hands,
sigh and murmur something about having heavy massing
here, something there, and I pictured the house lost in a
sort of Black Forest. After watching a lot of sticks, that
he set around in bunches, blow away, I hired a good oldfashioned gardener, bought some sure enough trees, and
we set to work at the heavy massing ourselves. Got some
trees, too, they never knew they had been moved."
Will Rogers' father was one-eighth Cherokee Indian.
his mother a quarter blood. Anyone who is an adept in
fractions may figure this all out. Being a bit hazy in
mathematics myself, I am willing to agree with the chorus
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was
father
i-;oSers'
Wi" one-eighth
Cherokee Indian, his mother
a quarter-blood.

And

?ma
Tfrom
,.
ii,-,
Irish
ancestors,
there from
*hen' t0°Indian,
a Good
isthat.
let that
it go heat,,i,
theandfans
whom
he inherited
The wanderlust
that urged the
wanderlust
boy all over the world must have
been an inheritance from his Irish
ancestors,
of whom
there were
a goodly
number.
Will was born on his father's ranch, twelve miles north
of Claremore, Oklahoma, which was then the Cherokee
Nation of the Indian Territory. He is very proud of his
father who was senator in the tribe for many years, beiny
a member of the convention that drafted the constitution
of the State of Oklahoma, and he is mighty proud of his
Indian blood, too.
"My father was pretty well to do, and he wanted to
give me a good education," said Mr. Rogers. "I attended
all the schools in that part of the country — for a fewmonths at a time. When I got to McGuttey's Fourth
Reader, I stuck, couldn't get any further. Just about this
time
I heard That
about was
the too
cowboys
had to go ropin'
over
wild cattle.
much in
for South
nie [ America
andFrom
take aSouth
hand America
in it."
he went to Africa, where he
broke horses for the British Army, and when a fellow,
called Texas Jack, started a Wild West Show at Johannesburg, Rogers did a roping act. This was the beginning
of his show business. After touring Africa for fourteen
months, he went to the continent and finally landed in
America and the famous "Ziegfeld Follies." Merc he
made such a big hit that Goldwyn signed him for pictures,
for he saw that this unique personality had all the "makings" of a real screen celebrity.
PA6U n
(Continued on page 85)
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In League With trie Fairies
CORL

ISS

editor's Note. — This
is the first of a scries of
beauty talks by Corliss Palmer.
Inasmuch as Miss Palmer is the winner of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest, itwill be most interesting to learn her
ideas on personal attractiveness.

loves beauty. A dew-drenched roseEVERYONE
bush, a spray of cherry blossoms, a flash of scarlet
wings thru the sunlight, a marble fountain throwing its crystal contents into the air, never fail to
bring a thrill of joy to the beholder. The love of the beautiful is part of every normal human being. E^en the
most simple person
seeks to bring into his
life some of the beauty
that nature has showered over the earth.
Did you ever stop
to wonder why people
put a sweet-voiced
bird into an ornamen.
tal cage, why flowers
are put into windowboxes, and why butterflies are impaneled
beneath the glass bottoms of trays? The
answer to this is simple. What people like
to look at, they like to
possess. Moreover,
the combination of nature and art is the
only way in which perfect beauty can be obtained.
A bird, the product
of nature, is a thing of
b e a u t y, a n d one
wishes to possess it.
But it will be more effective ifput into an
attractive setting. So
cages are designed by
man, enameled and ornamented with flowers
and vines.
Every modern girl
realizes that she must
have beauty. Nature
endowed her with a
certain amount of personal beauty, surr oil n d ed her with
beauty, and gave her
an appreciation of the
Every girl
r beautiful.
o
fl\ hwould
like to refled
asc

PAL

MER

the glow of the rose, the brilliant flash of butterfly wings, the regal robes of the pansy,
the freshness and perfume of a garden of
flowers and the brightness of birds in the dewy, sunlit
morning.
Every girl is born a princess, blessed by the fairies with
beauty, health, joy, charm. If she hasn't developed these
gifts, it is partly her own fault and partly because, at
the same time the good fairies were giving her lovely gifts,
the evil fairy also was present with her curse. She said,
"Each day and year will add wrinkles and lines and blemishes. The sun will burn your skin, the wind will roughen
it. The food you eat will make you sick. Your troubles
will make you unhappy, your unhappiness will destroy
_ .._ .

your beauty."
But, thank goodness,
there was still a fairy
left, and after the evil
one made her curse,
the last good fairy
said that tho she could
not entirely undo the
evil work of the bad
fair)', she could help
mortals to overcome it.
So she gives us creams,
powders, massage appliances. Toilet counters are laden with devices for the awakensleeping
Drug
ing ofbeauty.
a woman's
stores and beauty parlors are in every city
and town. Gymnasiums, sw i m m i n g
pools, athletic clubs,
give every opportunity for physical develbeauty. opment. For health is
a great essential to
There are girls and
women in every city
and town
who
have
gone

to

sleep

under

(Co>itinucd on
page 95)
A new camera study of Corliss
Palmer,
who sayswicked
: "Once
was
considered
for ita
woman to be physically attractive; then it was conceded that there was no
harm in being beautiful, but
now beauty is an absolute
necessity

for

every

Photograph by AJbin

woman"
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"Vays loved glitter and brightness.
der ifed gaudy Christmas trees and
marry id brilliant sky-rockets and red
"D<uid gay feathers. His mother,
all muring these things of Frank,
you amile on Lily, who was giving
ous. him. Would understand. Her
and tvas very sweet under the rouge
Allyiwder when she went to meet
"Is mother.
It ididn't have time to say anything ;
that ain. Frank's mother was coarse
"illoused of face. She was skitder dressed.
She was a termagant.
"sgan at once to hurl anathema at
" She called her abandoned and
land "one of those women." She
hatFrankie had been decent.
She
d have known better than to let
k'go to the city. Would Lily vow
er that she would loose her son
rii the toils of shame? Would she?
tlily, inflamed, would not. She would
e a vow she said, tormented, but
tlould be a vow to hold him, to so
lare him that he would never, could
ier, be free. Spangles were what en\lled him, Lily said, and glitter and
ity and sensuality. Well, he should
le these things.
She would give
In to him.
She would
steep his
>es in them, and his soul, too. He
ild never break away, never be free.
fe asked -her maid to show Frank's
dier out.
And when she had gone,
tailed at the depths of unrighteous<s in which "that woman" had en;d her son, Lily flung herself on
bed and crushed and made limp her
»arel by the bitter heartbreak of her
rs. So life was like that. Dreams
went rancid . . .
like that. One woman to another
at did it matter?
...
a mother, too. Where was one
it was it. What did
latter? But it did.
to look for light, beneficent and
It did, terribly
sweet?
For the hand that warmed

She was unprepared
as it held ? It wasn't fair. Dreams
for the ferocity of his
were not.
attack, for the coarseAt the Cafe Royale she fainted.
ness of his appeal. She
She hadn't been there five minutes
struggled with him.
She felt a loathing of
w h e n the
him
lights began
to cycle
about like
cartwheels ; the air became a sub-

stance, heavy
foul, theblotches
men's
faces white
andandsickening
on a grey background. She didn't
know anything until she found herself in her own apartment with
Creighton Howard bending over
her, holding a wine glass to her
mouth. His face looked strained
to her. He kept saying, "Why did
you come back, why did you conic
back ?" She didn't mean to answer, but she said, "Frank. Frank
wanted me to. He — loves the
Creighton
Gilded
Lily." said : "I dont ... I
dont." Lily thought how silly, hecause she knew that he didn't, and
she didn't see why he had to say so.
He added something about "The
Lily without the gilding," but she
(Continued on page 99)
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Boris Deutsch, whose photograph is shown
lieves that in sketching the personality of a
portray him most truly. To prove this, he
personality sketches of five famous cinema
you may judge for yourself

1a6£

above, beperson you
has penned
artists that

L

The career of Boris Deutsch is a colorful one He deserted the Russian army when he learned that his entire
regiment was to be executed the next morning for some
paltry alleged infringement of rules, and alter a series ol
hazardous adventures, he landed at Seattle. Here he wa
arrested because he lacked the fifty dollars required ol
eveiy immigrant allowed to enter this country. How
evei . chance acquaintances helped him secure the net <■
sary fifty, and he worked his way to Los Angeles win i,
Ins art is gaining recop
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II you haven't decided whom
the pi
ality sketches portray, here you are, read
<lown the pages:
Cecil B. deMille,
rhomas Meighau.
Ethel Clayton,
Klliott
Dexter
and
Wallace
Rei<l
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Always in my mind May
Allison will be associated with
sunshine and the soft, deep,
luminous blue that envelopes
the midsummer's sky. Perhaps
this is because they both sug-

nd
I chattLedISga
ONily aon
AL
Y
t
A
c
M
every subje carim
aginable, efully
tabooing all mlention of interviews, unti after we had
d
e
h
c
the tea-room, comrea
manding abeautiful view of
,
the city eoann.d given our order
for lunch

gest our highest idea of untroubled happiness and serenity, and these are the dominant
qualities that form the keynote
of her very winsome personality. They are the result of
something deeply rooted within her own nature, not de-r

"I'll never forget my first
interview," May began, watching the pompous waiter disappear thru the swinging doors.
"I had a horrible idea that it
would consist of a series of
questions shot at me by a
schoolmarmy person, and I
spent hours and hours formulating correct and dignified answers to everything I thought
she might ask.
"Well, the interviewer turned
out to be a girl, just like me,
and we had a beautiful day,
for, after luncheon, she spent
the afternoon at the studio, and
finally went home with me to
dinner . . . we were fast pals
by this time. When she left, I
remembered the questions. She
hadn't asked one of them.
Since then I've never been
afraid of interviewers, tho I
always wonder what in the
world they can find to write
about." Adding merrily, "You
see, I'm not weird, Oriental or
faddy . . . just a happy American girl, who works and loves
and lives the best she knows

pendent
any mere
will o'
the
wisp upon
influence
of circumstances, and unconsciously she
shares its buoyant power with
all who come within touch of
her radiant little person. Her
fair beauty and charm are irresistible, warm with the enthusiasms oflife.
When I mentioned my
thought of sunshine and the
sky's blue, May laughed.
"Mother will agree with you,"
she said, "for she always called
me Sunshine when I was a wee
girlie, and her pet name for me
to this day is Sunny. I'm the
youngest of a large family, and
it would seem as if her love beThere is little to suggest the stage or
theatrical life about May Allison, for,
despite the fact that she has had New
York stage experience and five years oi
splendid success in motion pictures, she
has retained the ingenuous charm, modesty and naturalness of the home-bred
Southern girl

how."
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came intensified with each child, for
she has lavished such a wealth of affection upon me that I could not be
other than a very happy girl."
There is little to suggest the stage
or theatrical life about May Allison,
for, despite the fact that she has had
New York stage experience and five
years of splendid success in motion
pictures, she has retained the ingenuous charm, modesty and naturalness of the home-bred Southern girl.
This is probably
due to the fact that
her mother or sisMay laughed
blithely as she
ter has been her
said: "You'll
constant compansee, I shall be
ion during this
a dramatic actress some day
entire period, and
and strike emoshe has always had
tional depths,
a home.
if my friends
Even when she
will ever let me
was destined to
leave comeroad shows, in those
All photographs by Witzel, L.A

Mi

dies"

first years,
her mother
cure an
would sein every
apartment
town
they
visited, and
the home life
was continuous,
even tho the locality varied.
At present Miss Allison
has a very beautiful home in Beverly Hills,
where she lives quietly with her mother,
brother, a sister and a brother-in-law, and
they form a happy household indeed ; to say
nothing of two splendid German police-dogs,
a fine saddle horse, and several pet kittens.
"We're
such a devoted family," May
chatted on, "that I have little time or need
for outside diversions.
My sister, Mrs.
Latham, is my best chum. She is my manager and secretary, too, and. in fact, my
strong right arm, and I cannot think what
I am working I never go out in the evenings.
it would be without her by my side. When
After dinner we gravitate to the sun parlor
(Continued on page 86)

to be adapted from some novel or play.)
Secondly, the semi -continuity, in
which the story is planned for the
screen, with definite episodes and perhaps a few suggestions for titles, but
without any attempt to throw it into
final form. While in this shape, the director can read it and suggest changes.
Thirdly, the full continuity form, in
which all scenes are numbered in the
proper sequence and all the subtitles —
the written inserts — appear in their
proper places. This is what most people
mean when they refer to a "scenario,"
which is nearly always known as "the
continuity" in movie circles.
Some day the whole affair — plot and
continuity alike — will be written by the
same author.
Today, however, when
there are few trained continuity writers,
many of the stories are written by outside authors and adapted to the photodramatic form by staff writers in the
studio.
In the larger studios, the producers are striving to teach playwrights
and novelists to write their own "scenarios," and soon the staff continuity
writer will be a rarity ; but for the present, unless you are experienced in this
By work, it is best to submit
your story in synopsis form
and then ask for
a chance to help

Building

tk
Photograph by Charlotte Fairchild

IT appears that the word "scenario" can be construed in
almost as many ways as the Eighteenth Amendment.
To
some people it means a plot, boiled down into a short
synopsis; to other people, it
is a story told in a series of numbered scenes ; to others it is a comI'I ualed affair of scenes, interspersed with written inserts and
subtitles.
Before a story is ready to go
into production, it takes
Never send a letter
on the followalong with your
ing definite
story synopsis which
forms :
tells the scenario
First, the
editor how good
synopsis in
your story is or how
which the plot
you came to think of
it, or that it is based
is originally
on a real incident.
s u bm i 1 1 cd .
An editor can usuboiled
down
ally tell by this sort
1() the smallest
of letter that a particularly uninterestnumber
of
ing story is at hand.
w 0 r d s and
Top picture, a new
\\ r i t t e ii
study of Mr. and
Mrs. Emerson, while
simply
as a
below they are seen
short
story
\

of
(unless,
ourse,
the
iL.P) i .'pi.
S£

interviewing types
for a new story,
with the director in
the foreground.

Scenario
JOHN EMER
SON
ANITAand LOOS

write
it into
continuity and so
learn

the techmovies. nique of the
Continuity
writing is
sentialanpartesof
any screen
author's
education and we
are
{Continued on
page 96)

You
Never
Can

Tell!

When you see Zena Keefe
in this scene of a Selznick
picture, you'll probably
hope
even
have
above

tract a cold
something
that
she ordoesn't
conmore serious. But
no fear — the picture
tells the tale ... of

the painted snow-covered
peaks; the fans blowing
an electrical gale, and
pounds of artificial snow.
The exteriors actually
were photographed in the
frozen North. Not so the
cabin scenes. Which goes
to prove . . . You never
can tell!
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seen Ethel Clayton — who
HAVEwomen
I says
are impossible !
I have seen Mae Murray — who
says they are unnecessary !
I have seen Elaine Hammerstein —
who says they are unimportant !
I have seen Pauline Frederick — who says they have no
brains !

TAMAR

1 have seen Alice Joyce — who says they are unsesthetic !
I have seen .Corinne Griffith — who says they are not
wonderful !
1 have seen Gloria Swanson — who says man is better off
without them !
1 [istorical Note
A well-known novel is actually being' presented under
its own title.
I'Ih \ haven'1 done everything on the screen yet. The
Encyclopaedia
Britannica and Webster's Dictionary are
still left.
Best Laugh

of i he Month

Those who arc trying to steal our Mary's throne away
by the use of hokum "popularity" contests.

LANE

It sure does one's heart good to see
a real actress on the screen once in a
while.
And if she should happen to

be good looking at the same time —
sweet patootie.
But when it comes to
a showdown, which would I rather view on the screen for
an hour or two — a real actress or a pretty baby, give me
the beautiful doll any time.
A mechanic should stick to his machinery. Now that
Henry Ford is entering the picture game on a big scale, he
can be expected to turn out as great a flivver in the film
business as he did in the auto industry.
When anything goes wrong in the country nowadays
they blame it on the movies. The films are even blamed
for the crime wave.
This is all wrong.
Where is the only place you can find an honest district
attorney — on the screen.
Where is the only place that crooks reform — on the
screen.
Where is the only place that detectives do any detecting
— on the screen.
Where is the only place you can find a cop when you
want one — on the screen.

screen's
of being one
Holt goes
1M Jack
are 'oh the level, little Mary seven
When
takes
her popularity
crown off contests
for nobody.
wonders.
I {gthe
;canhonor
successfully
wear of athemustache
and be a hero at the same time.

So far iio'one has announce.} that he has .signed exWanted, by every director.
I resident \\ ilson for a series oi big
special productions.
try t0 direct 'the picture:

A cameraman

who will not

Kr\ Tarkillgton, the celebrated author, is recovering
Famous Remarks No. 26
from a serious breakdown.
He collapsed when he saw
Cecil B. deMillc.
Too much money is being spent on
one oi Ins stones on the screen that had been produced productions.
What the public wants "is simple, heart in-1
just as he had written it.
terest slorics of country life.
A6£
12

I

Gold -Fishing--Unless he enjoy.s the sport of it, there is no need for Wesley Barry to be gold-fishing. His
freckles are truly his fortune, and he is in great demand. Recently, while his film father,
Marshall Neilan, was in New York, Wesley was borrowed for a Katherine MacDonald
production
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Hearts and Height:
She was simply gowned in white satin, wearing a string of
pearls, with her hair arranged as it is on the screen.
The hospitality in her greeting seemed as substantial as the
room itself, as she invitingly drew two huge chairs nearer
the comforting blaze.
"Living on schedule, talking on schedule, shopping on

TON has a
CL
ETHE
e AY
r sens
of values.
cleaL
Her great living -room
suggested that,
while I waited
Ethel Clayton
for her to com■aid, "Personally,
plete her toilet
I like to do picfor a dinner
tures which find
their inception
she was attendin 'and they
lived happily
ing. ing that evenever after.' No
Thelongwalls
one, I think, has
were lined with
any real drama
in his life until
books, all sorts
of books, fiction and nonfiction, the new
novels and gems from the then"
letters
of generations long gone, books
on travel and books on philosophy; a wood fire burned in the
huge fireplace ; a few oil portraits
adorned the walls, reminiscent of
other times and other lives — and
other loves ; soft rugs lay on the
polished floor and bits of old
porcelain and heavy pewter stood
about. Everything, even the huge
carved chairs, seemed to have
their story. It was a room into
which generations had gone in
the furnishing.
But the interval permitting a
mental inventory was brought to
a close as Miss ClayPlmiiiKraph
ton came down the
by AbM
fTvshadowed stairway.
M44
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schedule and all the rest of it isn't exactly pleasant,"
she told me, "but it is necessary with my return
to California almost immediate."
She has been traveling extensively during
the last two years and I asked her if this
meant a definite return, or if it was merely a
temporary arrangement.
"No, California means home now," she
told me. "For a time I'm thru traveling,
just for
a time.
reallyif be
thru
with,
it, of
course,I'llandnever
I think
I ever
accrue a sufficient income I'll explore
every nook and cranny of this old
planet. Thinking about it now, it seems
ideal but of course it would be a frightfully selfish life, wouldn't it? In such
a life you could not justify your existence unless you were able to find
something to do now and then by the
wayside, so to speak. You would be
another encumbrance
for the poor
earth to groan and bear."
She went on further to say that it
would be a relief to get back — that she
had felt the competition of always
wearing something new and different
— that the women of the cities were all
dashing about in a perfect frenzy
searching for clothes in which to outdo
others.
I asked her what she thought was the
cause of it or if she thought there was
a cause.

"I think," she said, slowly watching the
fire's glow on -the shimmery white satin of
her gown, "I think that there is always a
cause, no matter how indi rect it may be. This
clothes craze is a reaction. Remember during the war and directly following it how we
all economized. How we took last year's evening gown and the old afternoon frock and fashioned alittle dinner dress from them? Now with
the necessity for that economy over, the pendulum
swings in the other direction. History even is a series
of actions and reactions. Labor is the pulse of them.
First the people want one form of government and then
along comes a reaction and another is substituted. It
will probably always be so and perhaps, after all, it is for
the best, this reactionary tendency of the human race."
Her manner of speech is simple . . . she talks of world
topics as most women her age would talk of yesterday's
matinee and tomorrow's tea-party. She has assimilated
what she has read and made the knowledge authors have
tentatively offered her very own.
Speaking of the sort of picture she preferred doing, she
said :
■ "In the old World days, we did many pictures with
early married life as their theme — pictures mirroring the
readjustment period thru which every couple must pass.
Personally I like to do pictures which find their inception
in 'and they lived happily ever after.' No one, I think,
has any great drama in his life until then. However,"
she smiled brightly, "such pictures, so far as we can discover, are not popular and that settles all of our arguments
beautifully."
She is a girl touched ever so lightly with a maturity.
When she tasted of b'f" ■she was young — very young. It
was in the earl
tn plays that she met and married

/

Photograph
by Abbe
Her manner of speech is
simple . . . she talks of
world topics as most women her age would talk of

John Kauffman who later direcyesterday's matinee and
ted her pictures. All who knew
tomorrow's tea-party. She
them spoke of the happiness they
has assimilated what she
has read and made the
found together. Then, just when
knowledge authors have
they planned to join the Famous
tentatively offered her
Players under an ideal arrangevery own
ment.— just when the dream trip
they had dreamed so many years
was about to materialize, he was
taken from her almost without warning.
Everyone remembers his passing,. yet in telling of her.
one must again make mention of it, for, while two or three
years have passed by, they have not effaced the grief of her
loss. She is not of the martyred women, however. She
rallied to go on, taking the trip they planned with her mother
and keeping faith with her part of the contract.
It was here in her life that her clear sense of values
helped her. She went to her books and the out-of-doors
for her consolation. Between pictures, she and her mother
(Continued on page 94) -■/.
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Happy
Days
me,"otherwise I couldn't have
too, efforts
he hasintoalways
putThen,
my best
it."
had the courage to stand up
for his own rights. An evidence of this was shown about
six years ago when he was
playing on the stage in "Over
^

He was cast for a part in
"Little Women," and had
been promised a raise when
the playtended allopened.
So he and
atthe rehearsals
Night."
had his part letter-perfect,
when — just two nights before the opening performance ofto"Little
Women"and
—
he went
the manager
reminded him: "How

about

my The
increase
in salary?"
manager
hemmed and
hawed and finally explained :
"I'm sorry, Hamilton, but
I dont think the part justifies
"Very well." replied Mahlon, "I resign."
raise." "Little Women"
a And
opened without him. But two
days after his resignation
came an offer to play the lead
in the picture version of
"Three Weeks."
was the in
"open
sesame"
to This
his success
pictures.
As for his own feelings on

Photograph by Monroe, L. A.

Mahlon Hamilton has just
one rule for success : Find
out the sort of work for
which you are best fitted,
or that you enjoy doing
most, and stick to it

E

1GHT years ago Mahlon
Hamilton deserted college
and took a job on the
stage at fifty dollars per

week.
Today he draws a salary of
from twelve hundred and fifty
dollars to fifteen hundred dollars per in pictures.
Sounds like success,
it ? And I'm ready to wager
that every other college doesn't
man thruout the United
States today would like to know just how he accomplished it, and
whether or not he is any happier now that he has acquired
the fortune for which every man consciously or unconsciously bends his brawn . . . mental or physical.
Mahlon Hamilton has just one rule for success: Find
out the sort of work for which you are best fitted, or that
you enjoy doing most, and stick to it.
(T\ "I've always had a good time out of my work," he told
LA££

the subject of his rise in fortune, Mr. Hamilton told me
that it had come so gradually
that he had never really noticed any vast difference in
his circumstances.
Like
Tommy Meighan, he has just
gone ahead thruout the years,
steadily advancing, but not
sensationally rising. His fortune, unlike that of many picture people, was not made overnight — and, being built on
a solid foundation, will not go overnight.
Mahlon Hamilton can remember when Hollywood was
nothing but a series of paths and there were but one or
two studios built, ramshackle sheds instead of the palatial
places now used. That was only a few years ago, too, when
Kinemacolor sent him out to Hollywood to take part in
their colored pictures, which were produced at the studio
that later became Griffith's.
Following these pristine performances, Mahlon Hamilton was called back to New York to play leading man with
Madame Petrova. Since then he has been free-lancing, for
he believes that the best parts and best money are to be
had that way.
"Taking life too seriously never pays," Mahlon Hamilton told me in his devil-may-care way. "Enjoy life while
you can. You will find yourself much better fitted for giv-

arriage
By GLADYS
tm

" T

INSIST that you give in to me and
marry Schuyler. I know better than
you do. He is the man best suited
to you, everything taken into consideration."
"He is old ; dissipated."
"Nonsense ! He is mature and wise. You are silly and
green and young.
You need him.
I
shan't be here forever."
"I dont need him,
father. I need the
man I love. I need
the natural life. I
need development. I
cant get it by marrying another father. A
horrid, unnatural
sort of father!"
"You talk abominably, Victoria,- immodestly and unbecomingly. Itproves
to me more forcibly
than ever that you do
not know your own
mind ; indeed, that,
assuming you have a
mind, it is corrupt
and unbalanced. You
marry Schuyler, or
things will go badly
with you. Mark my
words."
"Father,
Davised
. . . ! I love plea
Courtney. You
wouldn't deprive me
. . . how could you ?
Didn't vou love
Mother, Dad?;'
"That is beside the
point. You intrude.
And, besides . . .
Courtney, that puerile dreamer of
dreams ; that anemic
doer of deeds with
alms he hasn't got !
Are you mad ?"
Victoria thought it
likely. And she knew
it would be more
than likely if she
married Schuyler.
Then, apart and yet
integrally a part of,
her love for David
Courtney were the
visions that came to
her

whicl
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seemed to live again, and yet again, agelessly thru the ages ; always loved and beloved ;always the trinities, parts of man,
woman and marriage. In these trances his face and form
came to her, unchanged save for the habiliments he wore.
His same face. Sometimes there was pain, sometimes pleasure ;sometimes tragedy pressed heavily
upon them — but alit was David's
face, waysDavid's
hand,
David's voice, smiting her ears, for generations, it seemed,
attuned.
This night, after
leaving her father,
she went to her room
and there seemed to
step
back into
the
Fourteenth
century,
where she was being
forced into marriage
with a dissipated
Parisienne, visiting
in London.
A tourney was
fought and a knight
in shining
cued herarmor
from resthe
senile amativeness of
the old man She
could see the old
man, hear the oily
crackle of his parchment skin, feel his
breath,. sour and ill,
on her face. She
could see the knight,
too; catch the gleam
of his armor, feel the
sharp breath of his
horse as it left the
animal's distended
nostrils. As she was
borne away, to love,
to safety, she could
feel the sharpness,
armor,
shining,
too, of the
knight's
avenging. Then he
swept off his helmet
.and a late sun came
out, and she looked
into his face, and it
was David's face,
keen and fine.
Troubled things
followed,
til later . but
. . not unVictoria came 49
to
abruptly, and rang
PO&J
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I shall give of my knowledge
of the law freely, without re"I know. I know. I love
you for it. You are splen"Then, come here."
Victoria rose and David
ward."
swept
her to his breast. The
long denial of his lips told in
the hunger they declared. But
to Victoria the Present recedes into the infinite Tides.
Not the first time was this:
nor thedid."
last, perhaps, in which
she and this man David had
stood together, breast to
breast and mouth to mouth
. . . There was the time
when they wore the pelts of
animals and she had tracked
him thru heavy undergrowths
that he might not visit the infidel woman of the other

Then their child was

born
miracle

David on the 'phone.

It came as a
ghe sajd
to
Victoria
01
i

«Wij|
11
v.

"I want you,"
CQme &t once?"
1 1 •
1
i_

and as a sacrament, She hardly awaited his reply, besacred and • holy, to
cause she knew that he would.

tribe, and had,' at the last,
brought him back again.
There was the time in the
reign of Constantine when
David had been Constantine
and she had been a Christian
slave, and had, by power of her love, converted him. There
had been the era of the Fourteenth Century, when as a
knight in armor . . . There was the Now . . .

Then their child was born.
When he did come, she told him
It came as a miracle to Victoria, and as a sacrament,
of her father's pressure of his edict.
sacred
and holy, to David. He said the child should be the
"Wont you forget your pride?"
she begged, "and let me come to you? I love your work,
symbol to him of the Humanity whose aching pain he carried always in his life.
too, Dear ; I believe in it. I believe in humanity and in sacrifice and sharing. I dont want you to lose your ideals in
Victoria, being woman, took the child more nearly as the
order to have me, but to make them finer because you have.
sure pledge of David and of her. Thus much and more was
he her own, forever and a day. And with the new miracle,
I want to share them, not to be shut out. David . . ."
the miracles of the other ages touched her again ; other
The man's voice was husky. "It will mean giving up so
ages in which she had borne children to David ; other ages
much," he said, "for you. Going without. Oh, everything.
Everything you are most used to. Denials ; little things ; in which he had stood by her couch and done her homage
for the gift she had given to his line.
fretting little things. And you haven't the vision."
The baby changed things, tho. After the first exaltation,
"I have my love of you."
"That isn't the same, Victoria. The vision must come
the pinch of their self-enforced poverty became more and
clean. The whole of humanity, martyred, incoherent, gropmore evident. Makeshifts had. been well enough for them,
ing with their poor, dull hands ; stumbling with their poor,
buoyed up as they were by the excitation of their passion ;
but for the baby . . . Victoria was tired, too, and weak.
blunt feet ; losing out, more often than not. If you haven't
Now and then irritability showed thru the brave front she
seen them; if they haven't clutched you, directly, themselves, with their terrible, attenuated hands . . . your love
had promised herself when she married David and his
of me isn't the same, dear. It isn't, you know."
ideals.
It seemed to her almost as tho David's ideals
Victoria smiled. Agewere of more consequence
lessly wise. Wiser than
than
Baby. They meant so
Man in love and the ways
of love. Inscrutable. Allmuch
; they were so wideMAN, WOMAN, MARRIAGE
spread. One baby. You
comprehending. All - emloved it. Oh, you loved it
Fictionized by permission from the First National rebracing.
lease of the Allan Holubar production of the story by
with a passionate tender"It is just the same.
Olga Linek Scholl. Directed by Allan Holubar and starness. For all sorts of rearing Dorothy Phillips. The cast :—
David," she said.
sons. And because it was
Victoria
Dorothy
Phillips
"I shall keep on as T am
David's and yours. But
The Father
Ralph Lewis
David's ideals. So few
The Mother
Margaret Mann
doing."
"Of course, Dear."
men had them, visionarily
David Courtney
James Kirkwood
Schuyler
Robert Cain
"I shall refuse all cases
as well as practically, and
where money is ready. All
Henshaw (the political power).... J. Barney Sherry
vice versa. He had gone
Bobo (the little charmer)
Shannon Day
cases apt to smooth the
thru
so much for them ;
Richard (the brother)
Gordon Marr
way for me and you. I
had been willing, even, to
The Wronged One
.Jean Calhoun
shall do only those things
Milly
Frances Parks
give her up for them if
which shall straighten out
Jerry
Emily Chichester
she had let him. But she
(TN these little, twisted lives.
hadn't.
And now . . .
P50
Lac*
David

now she wouldn't
let him give them up for her.
All thru the ages she had seen, had felt in her blood,
which was also the blood of all those other women, those
ageless women who had been part of Man and Marriage ;
she had seen how high a faith they had kept ; how they had
won thru, after tears and sacrifice, bearing the immortal
standards of the Right. Well, she, too . . .
There came another child and more roughening of way.
Often, when Victoria was walking out with them, knowing
things were inadequate for them, she would gaze with an
unconscious wistfulness at some pampered child of wealth
being rolled along, fed as it should be, clothed as it should
be, given every chance . . .
But Humanity . . . the Humanity David had loved
... in the corporate ... all of it .. . the millions of
faces, tired and despairing . . . the millions of hands
. . . reaching and straining . . . the millions of footsteps . . . plodding and plodding . . . David had thought
she didn't know . . .she had known all along. Especially
now that she had given hostage to humanity in the bodies
of her children.
For a long time, tho, Victoria had known that she was
the one who was keeping the faith ; that David had swerved,
had compromised. At first he did it shamefacedly, on pretexts. Baby needed this, or that, Victoria needed this or
that. Then he had become more brazen. He had said that
they, the Philistines, were right, were certainly right. He
had been a fool and a sickly sentimentalist. A man doesn't
see his family go along without things so that he can feed
and feed a vision ... a pale figment of his young fancy.
Oh, it had been fine, but Life wasn't fine, and one man
couldn't make it so — and there you were !
Victoria said that one man could help ; that David had
ht'lped ; that he had been splendid. But, little by little, he had
weakened. His vision had deteriorated first into mere practical appliance of the Law rather than philanthropic ; from

practicality to a certain unscrupulousne^s , here and there v
a very evasion of the Law he was pledged to uphold,
cleanly. With every stab of realization, Victoria seemed to
feel an unclean knife turning within her, sharper than ever
the pangs of poverty had been. For she knew that with
each loss of vision there was a loss to David, to the man
himself .He was that much less fine ; that much less worthy.
Decadence had set in.
He grew impatient with her admonitions, gently given.
He grew impatient of her.
He took to remaining away from home ; perhaps because
he could not bear the trouble in her eyes ; perhaps for other
reasons.
At last she knew that David's love had been given again.
"Only it isn't love, dear," she would argue with him,
when they came, at last, to discuss the situation openly;
"because your love is mine."
Davjd would be sullen.
"Put it any way you like, Victoria," he said. "It's there.
Terribly so, and that's all there is to it. I cant do without
"But iii our other lives," Victoria persisted, her hope
growing wan in her eyes against the stubborn passion in
his own ;"in all our other lives, you . . . you came back. Faith
. . . Faith brought you back, rightly. And love, my love
for her."
you. And marriage, marriage, the sacrament."
Once
lief that David
he and had
she listened
had livedwith
thru tolerance to Victoria'? bethe ages . . . always together.
Often when Victoria was
He had listened because he had
walking
out with the chilwanted to, because he had loved
dren, knowing things
were inadequate for
her, and any idea of union was dethem, she would gaze with
sirable inhis ears. Now he laughan unconscious wistfuled at her. "I cannot live on fairy
ness at some child of
wealth, fed as it should be,
tale traditions," he told her.
clothed as it should be . . .
"But your humanitarianism,"
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sonal relationship had existed between them which
influenced results. Some more than usually enterprising reporter had got wind of the fact that the
opposing candidates for the Senate had at one
time been man and wife. He got vaguer wind
that there had been trouble. He thought
that trouble must mean a woman, even tho
he had no statistical: evidence, and he intimated as much.
Victoria was elected to the Senate, and
David was not only beaten, but exposed
for graft all along the line, and sent to
prison. The affair was a nine-day
wonder.
Victoria's
knew why Only
she accepted
her intimates
triumph
with such a look of suffering and humiliation inher eyes.
She had won, and he had been beaten. It was all so different from what it
should have been. Man, Woman and
Marriage . . . that had been her dream,
clean and straight. Instead, she had won
a stiff political
The time came to an end,
campaign,
and
when, at a bacchanalian
how stiff a personfeast to which David inal fight none would
sisted upon her going, he
ever know. And David,
publicly
embraced
the othDavid of the vision, was
er woman.
The next
day
Victoria and the babies
in jail, broken on the wheel.
The woman had done it. Vicleft

"She lights my cigarets for me and beguiles me with things

that
are sheer feminin- Victoria
e
ities. I am at rest and
.said, "wher
.
. .
.
in
come
that
does
have
i
hurts
the
.u
been thru turn roseate"

nOW ? '

"It doesn't," he said,

hasn't
; "andwellit know.
for a very long while, brutally
as you very
And if it did, then it would embrace this woman and what she represents to me."
"And that is?"
"Color. Color. Color. Something I have
been starved for all my life. When I go to see
her, she greets me not with mummified visions,
ideals in swaddling clothes; but with kisses,
asking nothing and giving . . . not much
more." (David had grown cynical.) "She
lights my cigaret for me and beguiles me with
those things which are sheer femininities. I
am at rest and all the hurts I have been thru
... we have been thru . . . fade out . . .
grow roseate. She gives me what you cannot
give, Victoria, and there's the truth of it."
"I see. I think I see, David, really ;this time."
"I hope so. This is painful to us both."
"Oh, as to that . . . Once you said life was
painful. I've been prepared. For the time
we'll go on as we are. Just for the time."
"The time" came to an end when, at a bacchanalian feast to which David insisted upon
her going, he publicly embraced the other
woman, and in such a manner as to make the
nature of his feelings for her unmistakable.
The next day Victoria and the babies left.
They had agreed not to meet again, and for
five years their paths diverged, to meet in the
Press, when Victoria and David, on separate
tickets, were announced as candidates for the
Senate.
(T\ It may have been that details of the per-

^BmisiBs?^
toria knew that. She had
pierced his strength where it
was weak ; she had found the
one, ah, there was only one,
vulnerable spot in his firm armor, and had stabbed him
with lusts and desires, with
the thorns of night-growing
flowers, and the acme of distilled perfumes.
When, at last, she had
grown bitter as gall to him,
it had been too late. He had
pushed her from him at the
end with so strong a revulsion
as to shatter his soul, but her
finger-prints were upon him
and her breath had fouled his
purpose.
Knowing these things, Victoria bided her time. His bitterness would be tempered in
his solitude, she thought.
David was always his best
self when he had time for reflection and for thought. He
came thru clean in solitude.
It was in solitude, before she,
Victoria, came, and the
babies, that he had conceived
his visions. Victoria had faiththat they would come to him
again, different, perhaps ;
broken, pitiful ; but painfully,
they would come back. And
then, then she might go to
him, too. A part of those
visions, still whole and fine,
still integral. She might go to
him, as thru the ages she had
gone, bringing him the unbroken chalice of her love.
He couldn't turn from it. It
was not so written in the
stars.
And then there might be.
home again. And the baby.
They might begin to build.
more truly because values had
shifted from sand and had
become bedrock. They, had
suffered, separately, and separately they had achieved. He
had gone from her, but she had kept the torch of faith and
high endeavor burning, and now he bade fair to be coming
back to her again, broken, but strong in his demolition.
Hope was a part of faith.
And she had her career. She had stepped into the arena,
outside the status and the confines of Man, Woman and
Marriage. She had done that before: when David was
Constantine, the Emperor, and she was his Christian slave.
She had stepped into the realm of religion then, and held
that torch to light his stumbling feet, his darkened heart.
The Ages- . . . she had extracted from them their truest
essences, and they were teaching her now.
She would be sufficient. That would be something. She
would not only uphold his visions, but she would have
visions of her own, and when he should have rebuilt all
that had gone before, he should have her to compete with,
not to lean upon. It would be better that way. Healthier
and better.
The going to David wasn't so easy.
She didn't quite know how to go. As the woman he had

When, at
hurt, prideful in spite of all. As
dressed night,
the baby, she
he unaat
some one triumphant and unvanby and watched her with
quished. .Or, casually, as friend
something of the same exto friend.
pression he had worn
when the first baby was
She went as" his friend.
born and he had knelt beShe found him white and silent.
side them, an acolyte at a
He had been hurt, but there was
dreaming in his eyes, remote
high altar
from her as yet, and she knew that
that was well.
She told him, practically, of practical little things. How
they had lived after the separation ; what she had done
about schools and Sunday-schools ; the progress the babies
had made. She asked him his viewpoint on the new status
of woman, and awakened him to momentary discursiveness.
He was for it, he said.
She told him that was fine of him. He knew that she
meant because he had been beaten by one . . . herself.
She said time always gave one perspective.
f>A£
He said that, too often, it showed one one's self, and lo,
(Continued on page 104)
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Out ofWothe
rkshop
"There is a crying need for the young woman of twenty-four or twenty-five with a
heart and a brain of sensibility as well as a
face of fine feature.
"As it stands now, we have two distinct
partis. We have the very young and very
pretty girl with an utter lack of anything else.
Or we have the woman of thirty or more who
can act but who screens, alas, even beyond her
thirty or more. More often than not, too,
these women are direct from long training on
the stage and they bring the methods of the
stage with them. There is still that unique
place to be filled — the girl who can think, the
girl who can feel, and who, withal, can satisfy
the pictorial quality, the need of which I admit, too, of course.
"More than anything else we want sincerity.
The public wants sincerity. It has been my
creed from the beginning not to hog ninetyeight per cent, of the screen ; not to begin to be
somebody else and not myself ; not to forget
that there are other people in the cast with me
who might like some slight opportunity of
making their presences felt as well as seen.
"Just to be natural, one's self, that is the
great and good thing. And a charming, intelligent woman, with a heart and a soul —
what
infinite
possibilities!"
I asked him
about Elsie Ferguson with
whom he has done so much and such fine
work.
"It was like a perfect chord," he said,
"playing with her. Always there was the
most instant response, the most perfect reaction. Playing with Pauline Frederick, too.
Playing with Petrova . . .
"Miss Ferguson is, perhaps, a bit ahead of
her time. Just a shade too fine, an inflection
too subtle for the public of today thoroly to
Photograph © by H. Tarr, N. Y.
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R. STANDING came
over to the offices of
the Brewster Publications one day in an
unsuspicious and wholly unprepared frame of mind, merely to
pay a social call. The Editorial
Staff pounced upon him to a man
fully"
(and a woman) and, it being a
survival of the fittest ( !), I snared him into my office to
ply him with interrogation and to hear his invariably obliging replies with exclamation. Howbeit, he talked seriously
... it is clear that he loves his work, e'en to the
"workshop," as he calls the studios wherein the productions are molded — or manufactured according to the individual degrees of commercialism or artistry.
"If I have any message at all," Mr. Standing said, "it is
that there is a great work waiting
— ready and waiting—
for a girl who not only screens beautifully but thinks
(T\ beautifully.
"If I have any message
at all," Mr. Standing said,
"it is that there is a great
work waiting — ready and
waiting — for a girl who
not only screens beautifully, but thinks beauti-
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appreciate.
"There is no art of acting before the
camera," he went on, in his informative, his
serio-smiling manner, "that is the real source
of trouble. If the acting had kept pace with the directing,
the lighting and the camera — then, indeed we would have
"
an Art.
had"You
mean,"
I said, "that you think the director and '
the cameral et at. have gone ahead of the actor?"
It was
the first time I had heard just this theory and I take new
theories, especially anent the movies, gaspingly.
Mr. Standing injected the firm into his affirmative.
"It may sound a bold statement," he said, "but I believe
in it and I repeat it. There is no art of acting before the

"But," I interjected, "the remedy . . . surely ... ?"
camera."
"We probably need," he said, "a conservatoire of screen
acting, a sort of school of camera dramatics. That would
be the most practical all-round solution, I suppose. That
coupled with a more discriminating selection of casts, might
effect the change."
"But you think it will come," I said, "this change . . .
"Oh, assuredly," he said, "progress is inevitable, and
somehow?"
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progress almost always means in a
right direction. I
find that, in motion
pictures as well as in
any other art, any
other phase of life,
one has to lead up to
one's apex gradually,
carefully, feeling
one's way. To be
ahead of one's time
and one's
people is
almost
as disastrous
as. being behind. One
can catch up, but to
retract is infinitely
more difficult."
"It is hard not to
go ahead, when the
will to do is there," I
suggested.
"Yes; we have to
keep on remember^
ing."
"Remembering • • ■ ?"
"Remembering
that art, as we may
loftily express it to
our souls, is not of
necessity nebulous or
vague. We have to
remember that art
appeals not only
to those consciously
interested in art, but
must appeal, too, to
the man who rides on
the subway, the man
who sails the sea, the
man who plows the
farm and the man
who raises a large family, pays many bills and craves musical comedy or burlesque as a sort of nirvana of respite.
That we must, and do, appeal to the 'all of* us' belittles
neither art nor our important selves. After all, it is appeal
we strive for, appeal to the many in the most universal way
possible. If we achieve that, we have achieved ourselves."
I asked him his own plans. In his interest about the
general conditions of the profession his heart is so thoroly
wrapt up in, he eagerly generalizes, quite to the exclusion
of self. I had perforce to be explicit.
One of Mr. Standing's "plans" was to slip unobtrusively
away and make a trip abroad. "I want to go without
fanfare and without trumpeting," he said. "That should be
•a part of a rest. I dont want to have to recuperate on the
way over via a reaction from much advertisement anent
my trip. What is more, I am not going for any motive or
for any purpose other than that of forgetting everything
for an interlude, that I may be the more keen for everything when I come back. A sort of dip into oblivion.
Not that my family would care to be considered as oblivion."
"You're going to see your family? In England?"

Photograph © by H. Tarr, N. Y.
Mr. Standing said: "I care
"Iii England, yes. And all
little, care nothing at all, in
fact,
to have my name in elecof the family. They've develtrics. Iget my satisfaction in
oped a sort of curiosity about
the personal tokens, such as
letters, etc., of appreciation
me, I take it. They've read
sketchy excerpts here and
and regard that come to me,
there, and they are doubtless
and also in the more substantial tokens that I can count
conjecturing
. . and
I'm uncles
going
to
see all the .aunts
piling up in the bank"
and cousins and second cousins
and 'tell 'em all about it.'
"A worthy-plan,' "he said, "which has come forth in print
about me, I should like to take this opportunity of contradicting, and that is the misstatement that I have signed a
contract with Metro. That is emphatically. not so. I have
done two pictures with the Metro, and they are charming
people to be with, but I have signed no contract, either there
or elsewhere. I am a free-lance, and a free-lance I shall
remain. I care little, care nothing at all, in fact, to have my
name in electrics. I get my satisfaction in the personal
tokens, such as letters, etc., of appreciation and regard that
{Continued on page 93)
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Among
Those
Present
the Alexandria dining-room
was packed to overflowing.
Every star was there, all society on hand to criticize, and
yet the first person I noticed
was Lila Lee. Perhaps it was
because her gown, a shirnmery
thing of mist and pink flame,
stood out as the one unbediamonded creation of the evening;plicity
perhaps
the simof her because
hair, parted
in
the middle and swept sleekly
back, mocked the complicated
coiffures of her more scinfillant sisters; perhaps because
the olive of her skin and the
deep brown of her eyes were
like the bloom of a Spanish
rose among pale orchids;
perhaps. . . . But methinks
I shall burst into twitters myself do I proceed !
One dance, and I returned
to my table, my prejudices
jostled away by contact with
"The Cruise of the Hake-Believe," her
first picture, she barely mentioned. It
was one of those unfortunate mistakes
that had been forced upon her. And she
holds no ill-feeling for the past. Hers is
a quiet acceptance of what has been and
a determination to succeed in the future
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t toI in
di-d
an,
not LwY
terview Lila Lee.
FRANK
I had read a
story about at her sioamtee-d
where th assoc
her with the twittering
of birds; and I dont
like twitters much, do
u?
yoForgetfulness
has a
way of playing Virginia
to the Paul of Indifference. Iwould not, in all
probability, have ever interviewed her if it had
not been for Armistice
Day and the Alexandria
Hotel — not to mention
an expectant editor in
the chill distances of
New York.
On Armistice night
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diamond bracelets that
scratched slightly at my hand
in passing, and soft white
shoulders. My sleeve was
powder white . . . star dust!
I sought a mutual friend. .
Lila Lee's dancing is like
her name — pleasantly graceful. But there were others
present, with elbows. Our
conversation was punctured
at uncertain intervals by attacks— frontal, rear, and
broad-side.
"Tell me," I said, swinging her hastily from beneath
the impending avalanche of a
huge matron whose partner
had apparently lost all control,
"how did you happen to make
the change from the Gus Edward's show to pictures?"
We caromed gently off a
rotund back. Thru a rift in
the dancers I caught a momentary glimpse of many
celebrities swaying slowly
with the crowd; Pauline
Frederick, Mary Miles Minter, Wallace Reid. . . . Then
I looked down again and lost
myself in the depth of brown
eyes there.
"Mr. Lasky'saw me when I
was playing Cuddles in
'School Days,' and liked me,"
explained
simply.
"Andto
of course Lila
I was
anxious
break in.
{Continued on page 88)

Lila Is not one
with whom you
would feel
obliged to discuss
Nietzsche and
the Co-operative
Movement . . .
she is too busy
being just a little

Photograph by
Hartsook, L. A.
girl
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in marvelous co-operation. This is their twenty-fourth picture, besides
which they have collaborated on many of their
stories, Mr. Hart writing
the original script, Mr.
Hillyer arranging the
screen continuity.
"We believe in doing

half the cutting when we
write the story," dryly
remarked the actor.
{Continued on page 90)
Photograph by Spurr, L. A.
© by W. S. Hart

Said Bill Hart: "Knowing
dL FTER waiting several weeks
and loving the West as I did,
I believed that I could make
/\
for William S. Hart to repictures that would be a
j/^% turn to his little green
truthful mirror of all its fasstudio among the orchards
cinating and colorful charm,
in Hollywood, I gladly accepted his
and," he added thoughtfully,
invitation to follow him into the very
"I am always grateful to the
heart of the desert for our interview,
American public who understand what I am endeavoring
and for two days I watched this
famous star and his company turn
back the years as they lived the stirto present"
ring times of the early fifties, while
they filmed a story of romance,
loyalty and adventure.
The Mohave Desert and Mr. Hart are old acquaintances, for
the supreme exponent of Western life has found this fascinating
stretch of country a fitting locale for many of his virile dramas.
In writing his last screen story, still unnamed, he has woven a
number of thrilling climaxes against the background of a wagontrain crossing the sands, menaced by' the warring redskins.
There is plotting of the villains, played by Alexander Gaden
and Bert Sprotte; there are Indian raids, and there is a sweet
romance which Mr. Hart and pretty Vola Vale bring to the
stern adventure.
To secure the proper atmosphere and realism which he desired, hetransported his entire company, which includes, besides
the principals, two hundred frontiersmen, a hundred Indians —
real ones — hundreds of horses and dozens of ox-teams, to an
unexplored spot, where they broke a new trail five miles into the
wilderness. Man's footprints may have marked the sands here
in the long-ago, but no wagon or automobile had ever before
penetrated its silences.
A bleak expanse of desert, where only grey sage-brush and
mesquite waved in the warm winds, formed the stage, while
great cliffs of rock, rising abruptly toward the cloudless sky,
were the effective back-curtain.
Every day for three weeks the cameras clicked. There are no
idle moments for William S. Hart, for when he is not acting in
the scenes he is mounted on his beloved Pinto, his keen eyes
shaded by a big sombrero, silently watching every detail, and
frequently conferring with his clever director, Lambert Hillyer.
In this day of continual change between stars and their directors, the record of these two is worthy of applause. For more
W than
(ft
58 four years Mr. Hart and Mr. Hillyer have worked together,
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Alias —
The day of the hocus-pocus cinema has long past. The
silent drama ceases to flicker in a converted corner grocery
on three nights a week, while someone bangs out the popular anthems on a tin-pan piano.
Today the homes of the screen productions are among
the finest structures dedicated to amusement. Artists of
every endeavor, too, arc bringing their skill that the screen
may hold the mirror up to life and reflect truly the image
it finds there. Blood-and-thunder melodrama is passe
... it has given way to the drama of every-day, the
drama of you and of me . . .
And in line with this trend, the greatest works of literature have been borrowed for screen themes . . .
Which all goes to prove that the
producers have weighed their audiences not to find them wanting . . .
there has been appreciation of the
finer things.
Yet, again and again, we find the
titles which the masters of literature
have given their brain children being
discarded that salacious noms <le
plume may be substituted, to wit :
"The Admirable Crichton," alias
"Male and Female";
"The Affairs of Anatol," alias
"Five Kisses" ;
"DuBarry," alias
"Passion,"
and others too numerous
to mention.
Such titles are flagrantly insulting to every cinema devotee.
No one belittles sex —
it is the dominating power, the" law of all things, creation
itself . . . yet, surely, there can be found an appreciation
of something else, of the high romance, adventure, poetry
and philosophy stretched temptingly forth on the tray
of life.

Waning Stars
Once every so often an idea takes root and immediately
everyone gives great credence to it . . . the press takes it
up and it grows and grows, until it bears little resemblance
to the idea originally existent.
And in line with this trend, there has lately been a great
hue and cry made over the fading of all film stars. Some
have declared that the day of the star is over . . . that in
the future the play, and the play only, is to be the thing.
Then, when several producers cast a number of stars in
the same super-features, fact was given the idea, and it has
spread like wild-fire.
The Motion Picture Magazine does not believe that
the day of the star will ever wane ... it does believe that
the play is of primary importance, and that there will be
fewer and fewer stories written simply because they fit
some particular luminary's personality and capabilities.
Within the last year or two, stars have been born overnight, so to speak. The minute anyone proved himself an
especially capable leading-man he was made a star, often
without just cause. Such a state of affairs is impracticable
and disastrous to the art of the screen itself.
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Undoubtedly, there are many cinema stars today un. it is their day that is waning, im
worthy of the name .
the profession they are called mushroom growths.
But the fact remains , there will always be stars. There
will always be those w hose work will stand forth with a
shining clearness ; who se art will place them high on the
list of screen artists.
And as an example of this fact, it is well to mention
Lillian Gish.
She has
never been starred — merely featured under the direction of D. W.
Artists of every endeavor, too," are bringing their skill that the
screen may hold the
mirror up to life and
reflect truly the image
it finds there

Griffith — yet, if a list of stars
was compiled today, her name
would undoubtedly be among the
first to appear.

Harden and trie Cinema
Maximilian Harden, the eminent German journalist, made
some interesting comments recently upon the cinema. Mr.
Harden believes that
it has reached a
>>-"-:-•.
' --A

high point from the
standpoint of the
"But just from this
spectacle.
very lieve
summit
I beIcan perceive

the dawn of the gradually and slowly approaching end of the
period of film art
working with such
enormous masses of people and constructions involving the
expenditure of millions,'' says Mr. Harden. "If the public
had not already been too much accustomed to these
expenditures there would have been still louder cries of
joy at the wealth of pictures offered here. The fact that
the more intimate things from nature and the realm of
mankind — the flying away of doves from the towers, the
love wandering of a cat over the roofs, the flare-up of a
child's temper — are having more effect, is to me a symptom
of an approaching change in taste. The -film industry
ought to be on its guard. The risk of films costing from
6,000,000 to 10,000,000 marks can quickly become dangerous. Not for all eternity will one be able to conquer the
masses by mass effects. What seemed a miracle yesterday
is an every-day occurrence tomorrow.
"The scope of the films is still unlimited. We are just
at the beginning. The tiresome effort to compete with
the theater, to bungle along after the drama, is bound to
remain unfruitful artistically, just as every attempt to
replace organic life by mechanical art. That it has
brought in lots of money is due merely to the novelty of
its technical means. Nowhere, however, should one expect permanent effect from astonishment. And the great
political and popular pieces now in style will not 'draw'
much longer. Simple, strong stuff, with lively treatment
both inwardly and outwardly, with no taking for granted
of historical or literary knowledge, fantastic creations
whose flowers send out fragrance to the most learned and
to the most simple — there, in my opinion, lies the way.
way. n
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Trie Ingenue
(As Seen By)

HELEN

CARLISLE

Illustrations h$ G. Francis Kauffman

She . . . never . . . has ... been
. . . home . . .
And He gets rough ..... and
Grabs me
in a semi-closeThen upComes My Big Scene

. .,• . .

Beat upon the door
I am

The Beauteous Young Thing
. . . Who wanders
thru the orchard in

the springtime ...

I
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*■ he ^weet Screen

You

Ingenue
all know
Me

I AM
The Beauteous Young Thing
who
Wanders thru the orchard in
The Springtime
with a
Back Light
on my hair
I
Always gather blossoms in
My Opening Close-up .... that shows
You just how Sweet and Pure
I AM
I AM
So Innocent
It almost hurts
You Villain
think
Is the One

that

sometimes
I'll

suspect

the

......
who murdered
My dear grand-dad
but I
Never Do ..... I dress
In my best organdie
for
him
(It cost two
hundred
dollars
and
I'LL
Tell The World
it's quite
Expensive
looking Sweet
And Innocent . . . these days . . .)
Then
Go to his apartment .... just
To Call Upon His Aunt . .
but
She's not home
...
in fact .

1
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No film is quite complete until
I beat upon the door
and
Then .
in comes the Rough-and
Western Hero .... whom I'd scorned . .
Because .... he drank some cider once . .
With Raisins In It
We
Are re-united
in a full Close-Up
And the Villain is so
touched . . .
By our Pure Love
he .... .
Smashes the jazz records .... on his . .
Phonograph
and puts on
"Home Sweet Home"
as he
Fades Out .....
I AM
The Sweet Screen Ingenue
sometimes
I wonder how
I get away
with it
Dont You

Then ...

in comes the

Rough and Western Hero
. . .. whom I'd scorned
Because he drank some
cider once . . . with
Raisins In It . . .

.
Hh- young Hastings
„ .were
TH17

NORMAN

different. They often
said so themselves,
reading of the griefs and grievances of a fretted
world, smiling securely
,
"Those things couldn't happen to lis! We're different,
we're not like those poor, foolish, suspicious, unhappy
people
Two years married, Margot Hastings still had a bridelike way of catching hold of her husband's hand under the
edge of the table-cloth and blushing when she discovered
him looking at her in a loverly fashion. Two years a
slave, Dick still preferred to spend his evenings helping
his beautiful wife wash up the supper dishes and afterward perch on the edge of the dining-room table while he
worked out the fine details of their Great Invention.
"What a stupid woman to lose her husband !" Margot
would sigh, albeit a trifle scornfully as she read the wail of
some disconsolate wife, seeking retaliation for her broken
heart
in the
divorceto courts,
was arunfrump,
and wore
kimonos
breakfast"she
and probably
let her shoes
over.
[ hope I'm different!"
And — "Idiot!" Dick would snort over the news that a
friend or acquaintance had accused his wife of infidelity,
"probably his own fault, the fool ! Never brought her
home flowers or candy, read the stock reports at breakfast— hope I'm not that kind of a husband !"
"Era !" sniffed a cynical world, "wait and see !"
The entire capital of the young Hastings when they
shook the dust of Des Moines from their feet and entered
the train for New York City was two thousand dollars
(borrowed), unlimited hope and confidence and, of course,
the Great Idea. They were millionaires in prospects, but

BRUCE

in assets wherewith to pay mundane board bills they were decidedly shy. All, did I say? I
had forgotten two of their posessions which were to bring
them success in their new life — one, Dick's capacity for
giving the impression of care-free prosperity which an
unsympathetic world calls "bluff," and the other Margot's
beauty, which was as real and indisputable as the days of
the week or the stars in the sky. She was one of your
American Beauty girls, tall, rounded, with dark brows like
crescent moons and a red lute of a mouth like Athene's.
She was a trifle cold in her perfection, but her eyes made
men dream of the impossible wonder of awakening her,
as Pygmalion dreamed, awed before the white, silent
beauty of the marble Galatea.
To tell the truth, Margot did not know all this; of
course, being a woman she had occasionally looked into
her mirror, and being no fool she had guessed that she was
not entirely displeasing to the eye, but at heart she was
very humble — the classic goddess had the conscience of a
small-town girl who has sung soprano in the Congregational choir for years, and who — imagine !— actually
prayed very piteously at night beside her big Dick that she
might be "worthy of him, and always be good."
The first thing was to find an apartment, and here they
were confronted with one of those bi-horned dilemmas the
logic books describe. On the one hand the apartment they
could afford was a cozy little flat in some walk up a good
many blocks from the street that is called Broadway, in
the neighborhoods of unfashionable children instead of
Pekingese dogs. But, as Dick pointed out, if they lived 'AfiU
among nobodies they would inevitably become nobodies
themselves, and New York gives her gifts only to Some-
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wonderful
man in thought
the world so!"
Dickie rather
too, but he generously shared
honors. "I couldn't have done
a thing
without
Hon'.
Who
made
all thisyou,
doll-baby
furniture? Who hemmed the
sheets and made the window
curtains, suggested the way to
turn the player-piano into a
wardrobe? No, indeed, we've
done putting
it together!
we'll ;
finish
it over And
together
and
he
broke that
off, reminds
abruptly, menot— "quite
meeting Margot's clear eyes,
"forgot to tell you that I've
"Not HolcombSlater
T. Holfound
!"
comb ?" breathed his wife as
she might have whispered
"Napoleon P. Bonaparte,"
"you mean the one — you had
the letter to? The one Curtis
Graham thought might be in-

bodies. It was an investment to
take a kitchenette and studio
place in the midst of things, even
tho the price of their few square
feet made them gasp.
Behold them, then, a week after they poured out of the Pennsylvania station with the rest of
the adventurers
in search of
name and a bank account of seven figures, splendidly, if a
trifle tightly, established in a charming grey and gold
studio where a tall leather tooled screen concealed the
prosaicism of sink and cupboard and the bed masqueraded
by day as a couch, piled with Chinese pillows.
"It only goes to show that our Plan is O. K.," Dick explained toMargot, as they sat after dinner gazing, for the
five-hundredth time, at the curious model which was the
symbol of their hopes. "What this town needs is the
Hasting Model Apartment, five rooms in the space of one !
No clumsy screens or couch covers but a simple series of
push buttons which will transform the room in the twinkling of an eye from parlor to kitchen — so !"
He poked at one wall of the tiny model room with his
pencil and it promptly swung about, showing a glistening
white kitchen cabinet instead of the bookcase that had
occupied the reverse side of the wall. Despite the fact
that she had seen this transformation wrought times without count, Margot gave a little gasp of admiration. "Oh
Dickie, how clever! It cant help succeeding, can it? And
now, do the bedroom one !"
Another poke of the pencil and the paneled wall swung
aside, letting the concealed bed into the room, while similar manipulation turned the mahogany secretary face
about, swinging a dresser into its place. Dick rolled up
the oriental rug, substituted a fluffy white scrap to represent abear-skin, removed the Chinese shade from the
tiny piano lamp and replaced it with one of old rose and
lace, and lo, a charming boudoir such as Belasco might
have designed for a stage scene!
(7\ "I think," said Margot solemnly, "that you are the most
"It only goes to show
that our Plan is O. K.,"
Dick explained to Margot,
as they sat after dinner
gazing, for the five hundredth time, at the curious
model which was the symbol of their hopes
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"Yep," — Dick was too absorbed for elegance. He supterested?"pressed the kitchen cabinet,
eliminated the bed and introduced abuffet from the fireplace before he went on uneasily. "Look here, Margot,
I think it would be a good idea to have him here to dinner.
You see, business is done differently in New York than in
Des Moines. It's a matter of influence, or pull, if you
want to put it roughly — the way to a man's pocket-book is
thru his stomach !" He laughed rather more than the joke
warranted, but Margot did not notice. Already she had
the far-away, spiritual expression women wear when they
are planning a new soup, and mushrooms with the steak.
"Of course, Dickie ! I'll make corn-meal muffins and
perhaps — ice-cream ? Yes ! and a layer cake with chocolate
filling !" It was her notion of magnificence, but Dick
frowned 'the muffins aside.
"No indeed — none of that jay town stuff ! Squabs and
— and truffles — "he hadn't the least idea what truffles were,
but he said it, airily. I have already mentioned Dick's
talent for bluff — "no ice-cream ! That's a kid's Sunday
school treat, and cake! Well, it just isn't done, that's all.
Cheese to wind up on, and champagne, of course. You
can still get it if you know how." He conveyed the impression that he knew how.
Margot was frightened. It was as tho he had spoken
carelessly of having pearls melted in vinegar as refreshments, yet even in her fear she admired him for the magnificence ofhis nonchalance. "Oh, Dickie ! We — we cant
He waved his hand. "We've got to afford ! We cant
afford to be pikers, Margot. It may mean everything to
"
usaf—ford
and impressions
are so important. Do you suppose
he'd have any confidence in us if he knew we were almost
strapped, and you did your own work, and I didn't know
how to wear a dress suit ! No, no ! We've got to put up a
front. It's the way things are run in New York."
"It doesn't sound honest somehow," she demurred
faintly, "and — a dress suit! You dont know how to wear
one, Dickie ! Where would you get one?"
He lighted a cigaret in a way he had just acquired.
"Buy one. And an evening dress for you — low neck, you
know,
investment."It sounded sane
The and
word everything!
soothed her It's
fearansomewhat.

was undeniable, but — carefully valeted, meticulously tailand business-like. "But — get dinner in an evening dress —
ored, wonderfully barbered, he was still a dangerous man.
oh, Dickie!"
It
pleased
him to prove this occasionally.
"We'll hire a maid for the evening," he said stoutly,
'"everyone does it! I tell you, this Holcomb is a regular
The two young people did not guess their guest's discreet glance about the bravely prosperous studio, as he
New Yorker, he knows what's what. And he has the
power of making our fortunes, so be nice to him, Margot.
ate the boastfully successful dinner, and rightly guessed
He isn't exactly the sort you'd like, a bit of a rounder, I the reason for it. Margot's gown was all a gown should
imagine. But that's not our business. Our business is to be — but she wore no jewels, no necklace with a throat
get him to back our Big Idea with his Big Money, and by made to set off pearls ! No diamonds on hands and arms
that could have displayed them so well. And when Dick,
Jemini, we're going to do it, too !"
Margot did not like the idea. She liked it less, the more
fumbling in his pocket for a pencil wherewith to illustrate
she thought it over. The Congregational conscience
a technical feature of his invention, drew out and hurriedhated the thought of sham, of lying about their financial
ly concealed a pawn-ticket, Holcomb smiled inwardly bestatue with evening gowns and truffles, of trying to trick
hind his charming air of attention.
a man into doing something for them. If the Great Idea
"You have a good thing here !" he said when he stood,
was really as great as they thought, why did it need this hat in hand, taking his leave of them, "it will take money,
elaborate dissembling?
tho !" He was aware of two wildly beating hearts in the
Still, Dick said that was business, and of course women
silence that followed, two sharply drawn breaths. He
looked
leisurely at the young man who was attempting to
didn't understand.
It would be very pleasant to be rich
and not to have to wear bungalow
aprons, even tho
light a cigaret with shaking fingers, at the girl whose beautiful bosom rose and
they were cheery, cretonne ones covered
fell swiftly, tho she
with posies.
Margot
_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
a bright
managed
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
sighed, looking down
smile. "A great deal
at her slim hands endeliberately.
of
money," he finished
cased in shapeless
"Oh that!" Dick
rubber gloves — sinks !
How she hated kitchen
acquiesced, "Yes, I
sinks and garbage
suppose,
I shallI have
need
some
backing.
pails and saving leftseveral prospects, tho;
overs, and trying to
make cheap things
It find
oughtn't
to beto hard
to
someone
take
taste like expensive
advantage of a good
things !
A bit of a rounder,
Dick had said. It
Slater Holcomb
was
business
proposition."
sounded — she shudstill looking at Mardered— almost Satanbut his thoughts
had got,traveled
to a
ic ! Still, of course,
smothered
room on
one could be polite
the Drive, where,
to him. And an evening gown would be
among silly expensive
rather pleasant
toys,
overwhelming
decorations
of rose,
The ambitious dinstifling fragrance of
ner party went off
triumphantly with
patouchi,
waitedClaire
another woman.
Dick easy and handBodai was not young
some in his convenlike this one, tho she
tional ga"b; Margot
clung to youth frantibewilderin;
"v lovely,
perilously winning
in
cally, trying to coax
it to tarry with lotions
the low-cut gown that
showed her white
and dyes — her skin
was soft, the roots of
shoulders, and their
her henna hair a dirty
guest suave, appreciative, altogether deyellow — it was time,
lightful. Slater Holyes, high time to get
comb was a man in
ridSlater
of her Holcomb
the middle forties to
bowed with his
whom dissipation had
given a distinguished
charming
"It
pallor, a weariness of
ought not smile.
to be hard,
eyes and a cynical
twist of the lips that
as youted, say,"
"in fact,heI admitmight
were attractive to women, who are always
Margot sighed, looking down
at her slim hands, encased in
piqued by any mystershapeless rubber gloves . . .
ies. That it had likesinks! How she hated kitchwise given him loose
en sinks, and garbage pails,
folds of flesh about
and saving left-overs, and
making cheap things taste
Pft
the jowls, and many
'Aft il
like expensive ones
inches about tl \ waist
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be willing to go into it myself, if I were assured that the
profits would be sufficient. I dont mind telling you that I
am very much — interested.
Very much indeed."
"We're made!" Dick jubilated when he had gone,
"within a year you'll be riding in your own limousine,
Hon' ! We put it over on him — he thinks we have all kinds
of money! It wouldn't have done to have let him guess
that tonight's shindig just about wiped out the last of the
two thousand dollars we didn't own!"
M argot tried to meet her husband's mood but a strange
uneasiness obsessed her. Had Slater Holcomb pressed
her fingers the least bit too tenderly when he shook hands,
or hadn't he? She told herself that she was self-conscious and provincial — in New York things were different.
Women didn't think that every man who looked at them
and pressed their fingers was in love with them. He
seemed like a gentleman, but how yellow the whites of his
eyes were! She looked at herself in the mirror, and her
face suddenly burned. The dress was shameful. She was'
almost- — yes, naked! What was Dick thinking of, what
was she ? Bare white shoulders, uncovered white bosom —
was this business ? Then she looked at her husband, and
again she faltered. Dick was expansive with relief, exuberantly boyish. Her heart contracted with tenderness.
"We'd certainly have been up against it hard," he
jerked, striding excitedly about the room, "I dont mind
telling you, Margot, I've been worried ! I got a letter from
Curt Graham this morning, asking for that money he let
us have. And in the box there was an announcement from
the robber who owns this shack that he was lifting the
Vents this month. We had everything staked on this dinner tonight, — if we hadn't made it— " he shook his head
portentously.
The telephone rang. Dick's
sang into
' Hello !!
Eh? voice
Oh yes,
Mr. it.Holcomb
You what ? Yes !
Yes! Ah,"I suppose," she said,
His
voice
was
flat, his face
"that you know why I
came here tonight?" "I
grey.
Margot
clutched
at his
— "
I seebut
suppose," he parried,
arm,
he flung her off roughly,
grinning, "that you know
and talked on. From his words,
why I invited you here
which became conciliatory, humtonight?"

ble, beseeching, she gathered that Holcomb was saying
that he would not back the Great Scheme unless Dick
himself put up twenty-five thousand dollars as good faith.
Twenty- five thousand ! Margot almost laughed. It was
really funny when you came to think of it— trying to impress a man with the evidences of prosperity and succeeding so well that he spoke casually of their putting up
twenty-five thousand dollars !
Dick hung up presently and slumped into a chair. "I'm
a failure !" he said bitterly, getting curious satisfaction
from flaying himself. "My God, Margot ! What are we
going to do ? We've put everything we had, and a lot we
didn't have into this."
She comforted him, coaxed him into the disguised bed
and saw him fall into instant slumber. Then, beside him
she watched the night out, wakef ully. And when the grey
light, which is the city substitute for the sun, washed the
wreckage of last night's feast, she had reached a plan.
She would go to Holcomb herself and confess the truth,
that they had nothing except hope and the Great Idea and
the courage to work hard and patiently. She would try
to make him see it all from a business point of view.
Slater Holcomb greeted her almost bruskly. In his
business suit, before his immense mahogany desk he
showed the extra inches, the flabbiness. When, trembling, she mentioned her errand, he shook his head with
;
finality.
"I'm so sorry," he deprecated, "I'm extremely busy this
morning, my dear Mrs. Hastings. You see I leave for a
cruise in my yacht tomorrow
"
The paneled room swirled. She spoke faintly. "Tomorrow ?You are going away tomorrow ?" She became
aware that his secretary, a sleek, mouse colored young
man was regarding her with a leer of comprehension, and
managed to speak quite calmly. "But I must talk
Mr. Holcomb ! perhaps later today . . ."
. He tapped the desk with mirrored nails. "I
sorry. I have not a moment all day, unless — " he
with a flash of gold filled teeth, "unless you would

to you,
am so
smiled,
care to

dineShewith
?" confused. "Dine with you? You mean
drewme back,
Dick and me

"
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"I mean you," said Slater Holcomb.
He turned his eyes with their yellowed
whites full on hers, holding them, "at
my yacht, at — say, eight o'clock. I will
send my car to the studio for you if
you will honor me by coming."
His lips said one thing. His eyes
said another. And she knew quite well
what he was asking her. But she did
not flame into splendid anger, nor
freeze into white disdain. Instead she
looked at him quietly, contemplating.
"I will come," said Margot calmly,
"at eight you saidr Good-bye, Mr.
Holcomb
till eight."
She was surprised at herself, her
complete confidence. She went back to
the studio apartment and washed the
dishes of the night before. As she was
putting them away in their disguised
place, she discovered Dick's note which
somehow she had missed before. Holcomb had called him up, wanted him to
run over to Newark to see a contractor
there and get figures, estimates. He
wouldn't get back tonight, probably,
but she wasn't to worry. Perhaps
things were coming out all right after
all. And he was her loving Dick.
Holcomb had called Dick up after he had seen her, that
was quite clear. He had sent him out of the way. Margot
had no illusions about Holcomb. He was a bad man. He

CM'

febrile things. As she lifted them,
something hard touched her fingers, a diamond lavalliere in a
platinum setting, incredibly costly, hatefully beautiful. He was
watching her greedily. She
looked away with fear in her
soul for the first time.

He knew that she spoke
the truth. Yet her eyes!
They were still wide and
horror-filled. And then he

wanted to bargain with her. "But I shall go," Margot
knew the reason. "Margot," he groaned, "My
said aloud, "I must go. It is the only way I can talk to him
and tell him the truth about Dick and me. The things you
read about dont happen, the terrible things you read about.
Or if they do happen it's because the women let them
Margot!" ! He
"Nothing can hurt me !" she told herself, "nothing
happen. I am different — they wont happen to me."
has a conscience, and I can arouse it, appeal to it. Behind
Slater Holcomb was waiting for her as she stepped onto
the deck of the yacht. She wore the dress of the night those yellow eyes, behind that dreadful look is a soul, and
before. She had had nothing else except the bungalow
his soul will not let his body harm me if I speak to it!"
She laid the orchids beside her plate and lifted her soup
aprons and little gingham house-frocks. "You are beautispoon
with steady fingers but she found that she could not
ful," he told her immediately, and she divined that he had
been drinking. "I wonder whether you know how glo- swallow. Course followed course, and she scarcely touched
them, but she spoke matter-of-factly of New York and the
riously beautiful you are !"
She must not make him angry, she told herself — for West, until the servants had set the coffee service before
her and left the room.
Dick's sake. It was preposterous, perhaps, her feeling
that she must go on with this thing for Dick's sake, but
"I suppose," she began then, looking across at Slater
she was not a very clever woman, and she would have
Holcomb, levelly, "that you know why I came here totried to get her Dick the moon if he had needed it. She
"I suppose," he parried, grinning, "that you know why I
smiled at him gravely, "This is to be a business dinner,
you know !" she reminded him.
invited you here tonight."
"Let us be honest," Margot said, "I did know. But,
"Business !" chuckled, unpleasantly, Slater Holcomb as
night?"
he led the way into the luxurious cabin of the yacht where
knowing, I came nevertheless."
a table, laid for two, gleamed and glittered under shaded
"That's a damn sensible little woman !" he applauded,
and
rising came about toward her, the loose folds of flesh
lamps, "a woman's business is to be beautiful, my dear !
When she loses her capital of looks she's a bankrupt and
over his jaws suffused with purplish blood, "you are
wasted where you are. With your beauty you could turn
cant
favors Bodai
— " forinhe had just come from a furious
scene expect
with Claire
the heads of emperors,
the rose-colored room on
and you're slaving it away
washing dishes in a stuffy
the Drive. Yes, she was
TRUST YOUR WIFE
too old — her skin, ugh !
"Look at me!" said
Flabby! And that hair —
Fictionized by permission from the First National production of the scenario by J. Barry and Gerald C. Duffy ;
what could she expect ?
Margot very scornfully.
Yet the woman had actuShe was taller than he, and
based on the play "Conscience," by Harry S. Sheldon.
Directed by J. A. Barry, and starring Katherine Macin her scorn she seemed to
ally reproached him!
Donald.
The cast :—
Threatened suicide.
tower like some affronted
Margot Hastings
Katherine MacDonald
The width of the table
Dick Hastings
David Winter
flat!"
goddess,
"doa woman
I look you
like
Slater T. Holcomb
Charles Richman
the kind of
between them, Margot
'A&l
Claire Bodai
Mary Alden
are speaking to ? Can you
breathed more easily.
Helene, the maid
Miriam MacDonald
There were orchids at her
possibly believe thatf»A£I 67
(Continued on page 101)
place, uncanny, unnatural,
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Flood Tide in Fame and
Fortune Contest
we

are selecting our Honor
Rolls as we publish them.
In an embarrassment of riches such as this contest has
proved to be, the most critical faculty of those who select the
winners is brought to bear upon their decision. So many girls

fL
/\

LTHO it is yet early in the nineteen
twenty-one
Fame
and
Fortune
±
%^ Contest, we are gratified to find that
so many contestants have heeded our
warning and sent their photographs in early.
We
have already
received hundreds of pictures from which

are lovely to look at. So many have eves that speak
for them. So many have that intangible, impalpable
something, known variously as charm, or magnetism, or personality, all of which is apparent to
the
trained
holograph. eye, even in so inanimate a thing as a

Top, Levia
Maggiora, of
San Francisco,
Calif. : center,
A. K e n y o n
N ewman. of
Kansas City,
Mo., a:id bottom, Doris Le
Fevre, of Syracuse, N. Y.

"0)«

Photoi rapti by
OHvi

\ . : i'

It is a difficult tho entertaining task, for who
would not enjoy the privilege of continuous contemplation of so much female loveliness r.s that
which has come from the ends of the earth in an
ever-increasing supply, here, to the little room of
the Contest Fditor?
But the joy of his dreaming is tempered by the
other clamoring needs of the case. Mere loveliness of face and form does not suffice. He must
forget the possible beauty for a time and study the
faces for other things: intelligence, thought, temperament, personality, breeding, ambition, and so
forth. The man or girl whose
face combines

HHHHKi

New Photographs Denote a
Universal Interest
beauty with any or all of these, is undoubtedly
destined for Fame and Fortune. Some faces
may not conform to the accepted standards of
beauty and yet have these other qualities. They
are enough of themselves . . . short of a too
obvious plainness.
. To a trained observer, these various elements
betray themselves in various ways : the twist of
a head, the curve of a throat, the depths of a
woman's eyes, the poise and pose, the expression of a mouth, the width of ,a brow, the tout
ensemble, and in many other little things the
casual observer does not take in at all. He recognizes also that different types appeal to different people, and we are pleased, therefore, to
present several widely varying types of feminine beauty for this month's Honor Roll, to say
nothing of the elusive male ! Why is it that the

Top, Mary Louise Navarri, of San Antonio, Texas; center, Peggy Ford,
ot" Washington, D. C, and bottom, Jeanne Rubin, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

ot
are
all others.
beloved 'Iof'hey
manv
fans and have not
lost any manliness
But, to get back
to
the Honor
Roll.
uhereby.
' ■
Motion Picture
Magazine takes
ing.
particular pride in
this month's offerPhotograph by
Hartsook, L. A

preponderance of the deadlier sex is so overwhelming? Dont men dream dreams? Have
they not ambition as well as women? In spite
of the fixed belief in masculine aggressiveness
and vanity, they are actually more diffident
cbout this sort of thing than women. But, take
heart, shy ones, and send us your photographs,
A male creature has just as much chance for
Fame and Fortune as a woman. There are lots
of "he-men" in the movies. Bill Hart, for instance, and Bill Duncan, and Doug, and hosts

Mary varri,
Louise
Na218 North
Pecos St.,
tonio,San
Texas, Anhas
had no stage or
screen experience.
She is short and
fair. We almost
said "warm and
fair," for hers is
{Continued on
page 111)
Photograph by
Otto Sarony
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The Stagnation of the Screen
FRE

JAME

DER

S

ICK

SMI

which money has literally been poured.
'Humoresque' was

ElL hasJ.
Ufe
M ap
SA Roth
te
an in resting
arfgle upon the phol o p 1 a y — t hat of
America's foremost
motion picture exh i hi t o r. For Mr.
Rothapfel, who first
created the present
yle of cindr luxe stibi
ema exh tion at the
Xew York Strand,
considers the film

not a million-dollar
production, but it
won thro its human
note. 'The JackKnife Man' did not
cost a fortune to
make,
butreal
it possessed a vital
reality.
"The
remedy
lies with the exhibitor. If we are to
have simple, human
screen dramas, the
exhibitor must do the

play from an exceedingly practical, as
well as visionary,
standpoint.
Rothapfel should

pioneer work. He
must conduct his theater so that he will

know the public's response. For years he
has made it a study
in New York and
many cities of the
country. He is a
dreamer and an idealist, as well as a business man. For, by
his dreams and his
practicability, he lifted himself from the
back-room of a saloon in the Pennsylvania mining district
to New York's newest palace of the animated shadow-play,
The Capitol.
Rothapfel has very
positive views upon
the photoplay. Indeed, he believes it in
very low estate at the
present
moment.

TH

have a well-developed clientele. If representative theaters
everywhere develop
a steady following,
the photoplay can
then turn into sane
channels. This mad
extravagance and
vast expenditure of
millions can be dropped and, in its stead,
we can produce sanely, intelligentl — and
at a fraction ofy present-day production
costs.
"If the race of

super-feature

Photograph by Campbell Studio, X. Y.

SAMUEL

J. ROTHAPFEL

"We must get the photoplay out of its rut," he began.
"Every story is poured into an identical mold. It is the
same old formula, repeated endlessly, under the theory of
'giving the public what it wants.'
"For another thing, I am sick of this screen
sex. Healthy people do not want this hectic stuff.appeal to

"Motion picture exploitation is
the photoplay
candle at both ends. Everything is burning
the greatest, the most
wonderful, the most extraordinary. There is no punch left.

mak-

ing goesbuton,a smash.
I see
nothing
Something is bound
to give

way.
Perhaps a financial
smash in this frenzied movie maelstrom will be the best
thing for the industry. We are now racing madly to God
knows zvhat.
"One of two things is going to happen in the motionpicture world. Either we are going to see the appearance
of a number of conservative small producers, who will
force a market for themselves, or we shall witness a vast
amalgamation, with subsequent dictation of the whole in-

dustry bythose in x)wer."
"Producers are Falling over each other to spend millions.
"Can you harness art to business?" we ventured.
Money is thrown away by
"Photoplay making isn't
the hundred thousands in
an art — yet," retorted
an effort to stir the jaded
Rothapfel.
"But I I doubt
mot ion-picture patron.
the
last alternative.
think
Samuel J. Rothapfel says: — "Producers are falling
over each other to spend millions. Money is thrown away
What that patron really
the
first
will
occur, altho it
by
the
hundred
thousands
in
an
effort
to
stir
the
jaded
wants is not extravagance,
motion picture patron. What the patron really wants is
hut hnmanness. Producers
is going to be hard for innot extravagance, but hnmanness. Producers have not
dependent producers to
have not yet learned that
yet learned that a big story is not necessarily a production
find a market and get into
into which money has literally been poured."
p big story is not necesthe best theaters. Still, if
into
(IVfiarily a production
(Continued on page 106)
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Across the Silversheet
By

New

Screen Pla^s In Review

ADELE WHITELT FLETCHER
are few artists shadowed on the. screen
THERE
with an art as great as that of Mary Pickford.
And her art does not lie in the wistful depths
of her brown eyes • or the glorious gold of her
curls, altho both of these have helped her towards her
pinnacle of success. Her last effort, "Suds," proved this
conclusively, and now along comes "The Love Light,"
to add emphasis upon the fact, as it were.
It may be
because we
expected far
too great
things from
the combination of Mary
Pickford and
Frances Marion. We have
always said
that Mary was
never more
irresist ibl e
than when
Miss Marion
prepared her
stories and
Marshall
Neilan directed them ... ,
so with Marshall Neilan
giving his efforts to other
things . . .
things, to our
mind, not so
well worth
while as those
he did with
Mary, by any
m a n n e r of
means . . . the next best
thing seemed to have Miss
Marion accept the directorial responsibilities as well
as those of a literary nature.
"ThePickford
Love Light"
finds
Miss
a woman

coast of the Mediterranean and the hero a German. Miss Pickford is cast as Angela, a little
Italian girl, who gives both of her brothers to
the rank and file of uniformed men marching on
towards the Hun battlefields. A scarcity of men
in the vicinity, her frail shoulders are bent doing their tasks, and she accepts the charge of the
lighthouse. One day a
man in an American
sailor's uniform is
Top, Jean Paige with
James Morrison in a scene
washed up by the
from the screen version of
waves, and Angela
Anna Sewell's famous
nurses him back to
book, "Black Beauty" ;
center, Mary Pickford in
health, and, believing
him an involuntary
a scene from "The Love
Light," in which she pins
deserter, she comes to
up her curls and plays a
young woman touched
with a great love, and
later a mother ; and below,
Maurice Tourneur's artistic cinema adaptation of
"The Last of the Mo-

ried secretly
by marthe
loyq him
and is
village priest. When
she discovers that he is
a German spy, she
turns him over to the
(Continued on
page 105)

hicans"

soon after the story opens
... a young woman touched
with a great love, and later
a mother. And every now
and then there would be a
scene which gave promise of
what many of the scenes
should have been . . . but
there seemed to be nothing
more.
The story is different
from many others which the
screen has reflected only in
that the background is the
±_____e_

California Chatter
production of "Marry the Poor Girl," starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne ? And that the day before the opening of
her long anticipated stage debut, the picture company telephoned
her and said she would have to go on location the next day, and
therefore, would have to give up her stage role, which she did
and her understudy appeared in the role? Then, a legal tangle

H

prevented the continuation of the picturization of ."The Fascinating Widow" and Ann not only lost her chance for footlight fame
but her picture opportunity, as well. Of course, she received a
monetary consolation.
Cecil B. deMille will release his cinemazation of "The Affairs
of Anatol" under the guise of "The Five Kisses."
Saw Mildred Harris lunching at the Alexandria the other day.
She was dressed all in dove-grey and looked like a beautiful
little Quaker.
Gloria Swanson and her husband were there, too. Gloria looked
particularly stunning and was wearing some very gorgeous jewels ;
diamond and sapphire bracelets particularly caught my eye.
Speaking of jewels, at a dinner party the other evening, May
Allison quite startled us all by appearing in the most gorgeous'
blue chiffon-velvet gown with an iridescent silver
train.
She wore her blonde hair high and one
of the most beautifully matched strings of
pearls I have ever seen about her neck.
In true "fan" fashion, Betty Compson
attended the opening of her first star-

OLLYWOOD
has gone Glyn
crazy — which
being translated means that while
Flinor Glyn, the author
of "Three Weeks" and
the noted authority on
Love, has only been in
our midst three months,
her name
and sayings
are perpetually on the tip
of everybody's tongue. "As
Mrs. Glyn says ..." is the
last and indisputable statement
to any argument.
Flsie Ferguson told me, recently,
that Mrs. Glyn's first original screen
story, "The Great Moment," offers the finest
opportunity for a great- photoplay that she has ever read.
Gloria Swanson is to be the star.
And . . . did you know that :
Beautiful Grace Darmond was offered the leading role in
Cecil I'.. deMille's "Forbidden Fruit," when it was discovered
that the part didn't suit Ann Forrest's type? And that she
couldn't accept because she had just signed a contract with
Christie, which she couldn't break —

That Mary Pick ford gave husband Douglas Fairbanks a
Rolls Royce for Christmas and Jack Pick ford bought an old
broken-down horse at the infirmary, where he (the horse)
was waiting to be made into soap or whatever it is they make
horse flesh into— and tied a huge red ribbon around its neck
and its tail and had the poor scrawny thing led up to the door
behind Mary's Rolls Royce as a "Merry Christmas from
Jack" (Doug had the poor old horse put in a rich pasture,
so one poor animal's life was saved anyway.)
That Ann Mav was under contract to play with Julian
Rltinge in "The Fascinating Widow" 'for Robertson-Cole and
at the same time she was rehearsing for the Moroscp stage
70

!

picture, "Prisoners
Love,"
at theringCalifornia
Theater,ofstanding
in line with her mother and an
escort to get tickets.
Top, an informal snapshot of Mary Thurman and little Georgie Stone between
location scenes of "The Scoffer" ; center,
Mary Pickford and Frances Marion talk over
her next picture at luncheon ; and below,
Jean Paige and James Morrison entertain the
"Black Beauty" company with shadowgrams

By
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Rupert Hughes, who is here to write
and collaborate in the direction of his
original screen stories for Goldwyn, says
that Helene Chadwick is one of the
cleverest of our younger crop of cinema
actresses. He characterizes her work in
his Goldwyn picture, "Dangerous Curves
Ahead," as "marvelous."
Richard Dix is Miss Chadwick's leading
man in this picture. A little bird whisfor life.pered that he wouldn't object to that role
Cupid has been a busy director in the
film colony recently, Hobart Bosworth
being his most recent star. Mr. Bosworth
married Mrs. Cecile Percival, widow of an
old friend of his. They spent their honeymoon at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
Wallace MacDonald and Doris May officially announced their engagement
Christmas week. Rumor had connected
their names for some time, but without
either of the young people's verification.
Now Doris has her diamond engagement ring
and, at last, we can "congratulate Wallace and
wish him the best of luck."
Rumor also has been busy with Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle
and Dorothy Wallace.
Since Fatty's return from abroad, it seems
that all differences have been satisfactorily
settled and the engagement announced.
The Brunton Studio is looking forward
to the arrival of several celebrities.
Irene
Castle is expected any day. Her pictures
are to be released thru W. W. Hodkinson.
Rudyard Kipling may decide to come over
after all to oversee the filmization of his
famous stories.
It is likely that his first
story to be transferred to celluloid will be
"Without Benefit of Clergy."
Reginald Barker's next production for Gold-

wyn Nest."
will be "The
Old
from
lovable novel of
Top, the Studio Glee Club,
Rupert
the
sameHughes's
name.
reading from left to right,
Colleen Moore
you see Speed Hansen,
Monte Blue, George Melrecently had her
ford and Ruth Reneck ;
tonsils removed.
center, Mary Miles Minmind undergoing
ter as "The Little Clown,"
and below, an off-stage
While she didn't
pose of Shirley Mason
the operation,
she did fret at
being away from
the studio so longf. Colleen
was fairly
deluged with presents from her numerous
friends, for everybody loves Colleen. She
is always cheerful and always appreciative
— a quality often lacking in screen stars.
Nazimova gave a very lovable and expensive party, in Hollywood, on her husband's birthday. All the film stars were
there . . . and came dressed as little boys
and girls.
(Continued on page 94)
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Wesley Barry will be scon in "Stranger Than Fiction," Katherine
Mac Donald's next First National picture. The leading man is
David Winter.
Elinor Fair, a pretty new ingenue of the screen, will be leading
wonian for Earlc Williams in his next picture, "Loot of the Night.".
Now that William S. Hart has finished the last picture under, his
contract, the movie world is waiting to see if he is going to write
for the screen. His fan following will do its best to keep him in
the play rather than behind it.
"From Farm to Fame," is a new picture featuring Corliss Palmer, who holds the keen interest as she develops from an ugly
duckling into a lovely swan.
Polly Moran will be seen in the' role of a cabaret entertainer in
an
roleelaborate
she adds cafe
much setting in "The Affairs of Anatol," in which
to the picture by
her comedy act.

Katherine MacDonald "goes up in the air" in "Stranger Than
Fiction." The production is said to contain enough aeroplane stunts
to thrill the most case-hardened fan. The bathing girls are advised
to' follow Miss MacDonald's example, for "a water-lily never
grows fair and sweet until it gets a glimpse of the sky."
Louis B. Mayer is presenting his first annual Anita Stewart
Anniversary Week.
Many happy returns of the week, Mr. Mayer !
Tommy Meighan is detained at Sing Sing ! A great deal of the
action of his latest play, "The Quarry," took place there, and
Tommy said he was kept there so long that he began to feel at home.
Sir Gilbert Parker is at the Lasky Studio in California, to assist
in
the production
of lead.
his story, "The Money Master." Dorothy
Dalton
will play the
"The Affairs of Anatol," which Cecil B. deMillc is making for
release, may truthfully boast an allstar cast. ' Here is
the list. Begin at
either end, or in the
middle, for that
matter. They arc
all first! Wallace

The sudden illness of Theda Bara
was the cause of
her desertion of
the stage and of
her play "The Blue

Reid,Elliott
Wanda Dexter,
Hawley,
Bebe Daniels,
Theodore Roberts,
Gloria Swanson,
Theodore Kosloff,

Flame."
Vera Gordon
again appears as a
screen mother in
the latest Select

Cumin in Dogs,
Agnes rothy
Ayres,
and Julia Faye.

Pictures' special
production, "The
( Greatest Love."

Gloria Swanson
is to be -starred in
a story by Elinor

Ruth Roland is
enjoying a vacation
of six months, now
that she has completed her Pa the
picture, "The Avenging Angel."
E 1 s i c Ferguson
as star and William
Recently Thomas Meighan sojourned at Sing Sing
1). Taylor, as producer, are completcot, Director Tom Forman to the right of him",
for a scene in his
ing the Paramount
picl ure, " Sacred
and Profane Love."
li will probably be a delightful picture if the censors do not ruin it.

"They

only have a right to censure

who

have a heart to help."

Sylvia Breamer will be seen in the feminine lead of Mimi, the
model, in the production of "The Devil" with George Arliss.
Sylvia is the kind of girl who will live all the days of her life.

Sir Rabindranath Tagore, called the Shakespeare of India, worldfamous dramatist and poet, has given to Miss Laurel E. Miller, the
complete photoplay rights of all bis stories and plays. Tagore's
poctrj seems to consist of more than the art of sewing words and
phrases together into one beautiful crazy quilt.

"The Porcelain
releases. Lamp," is said to be 'one' of the best of the
educational

"Tbe First-Born" is the first of a new series of Robertson
super productions, starring Sessuc I layakawa.

Cole

'East Lynne," a Hugo Ballin
for Hodkinson
is completed and is said to be evenproduction
better than hoped. It will release,
not be
necessary while seeiffg this production to put on our spectacles in
order that it may seem ten times bigger than it is.
Herbert Rrenon has been engaged to direct Norma Talmadge in
'The
i'ass.,,,1 flower" and other productions. The co-operation of
two such
two
artists as Mr. lircnon and Miss Talmadge is expected to
result
fT\resul in pictures of remarkable artistic and dramatic value
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Glyn, Time
calledis "The
Old
still
Great
Moment."
a- flying, for Mrs.
Glyn's time limit
used to be "Three
Weeks," but now it
is "The ment"Great
Moonly.
, the famous prison. Here Tom is shown on his
However, his vi'iit was not compulsory. It was
new production

Pearl

White

is

he
next
picture,
in rBermuda,
while-

"Woman or Tiger"
is being filmed. She has accepted the generous proffer of a service
monoplane for her exclusive use in getting to and from location,
. Service
from theon the
Lieutenant
commanding
His Majesty's
Air
island. Colonel
J. Warren Kerrigan has formed his own producing company and
will start operations about January first. It will be financed by
eastern capitalists.
Joseph Conrad is the latest famous author to join the constantly
swelling ranks of screen writers. He has signed a contract to
write original stories for Paramount Pictures.
George Beban has an infinite capacity for taking pains, which is
somebody's definition of genius! Tn his latest picture, "One Man
in a Million," he spent many weeks training the dogs which appeared with him. He spent one solid month getting a realistic
scene with some spiders in a cellar, and used up two thousand
feet of film on one parrot. He waits patiently for the children
who are with him, including his own small son. to do what they'
would
do naturally,
led.asHethey
insists
his on
actors
speak the
words of without"
the titlesbeing
exactly
are that
flashed
the
screen. Words and text must coincide.
Mary Pick ford selected practically all of her cast for her newest
play, "The Love Light," while she was abroad. They represent
many races and many climes. They are Americans, Italians, Greeks,
Frenchmen, and Russians, and they are nearly all new faces.

m^^rft

The lovely hands of
Mary Nash
posed especially for Cutex. Miss
Nash is an enthusiastic user of
Cutex. She says: —
"/ don't see how I ever tolerated
having my cuticle cut. Cutex is
so easy to use, so quick, and
■makes my nails look so much
better. They are really lovely."

Photographs taken especially for Cutex by Baron de Meyer

This photograph, posed by a wellknown New York man especially
for Cutex, shows the grooming that
is characteristic of the cultivated
American.

Well kept hands
a national characteristic

Americans known by the grooming of their finger nails
ONCE it was good teeth. This
was due less to natural excellence than to the fact that
American dentistry was the best
in the world.
And so, also, today the reputation of
American hands depends less on their
native beauty than on the fact that practically all Americans of refinement take
good care of their nails.
Yet even Americans have not always
enjoyed this reputation. Once most of us
— even very particular people — didn't
bother much about our nails. Manicuring was too slow, tedious and even dangerous because there was no way of removing the dead cuticle except by cutting.
But now we remove the cuticle simply
and safely without cutting with Cutex
Cuticle Remover, a harmless liquid which
simply takes ofF the ugly, dead cuticle as
soap and water take off dirt, leaving a

MAIL

THIS

COUPON

NORTHAM

WITH

WARREN

Dept. 804, 114 West 17th Street
New York City

beautifully even nail rim. Then with the
Cutex Nail White — a snowy whiteness
under the tips: with the Cutex Polishes
— a jewel-like shine on the nails, and, in
only about ten minutes, the manicure is
complete and perfect.
To give your nails the grooming that
present-day standards require:
Firit, the Cuticle Remover.
Dip the
orange stick wrapped in cotton into the
bottle of Cutex and work around the nail
base, gently pushing back the cuticle.
Wash the hands; then, when drying them,
push the cuticle downwards. The ugly
dead cuticle will simply wipe off.
Then the Nail White. This is to remove stains and to give the nail tips that
immaculate whiteness without which
one's nails never seem freshly manicured.
paste under the nails directly
Squeeze
from
the the
tube.

jewelPolish. Abydelightful,
Finally
using first the
is obtained
like shine the

TWO

DIMES

paste and then the powder, and burnishing by brushing the nails lightly across
the hand. Or you can get an equally lovely lustre, without burnishing, by giving
the nails a light coat of the Liquid Polish.
Try a Cutex manicure today. You will
be amazed to see how cleanly the Cuticle
Remover takes off the ragged edges, and
what a smooth nail rim it leaves. You
will be pleased with the immaculate beauty
of your nail tips and with the delicate
sheen of your nails.
Cutex manicure sets come in three
sizes. The "Compact" 60c; the "Traveling"the
31.50;Cutex
the "Boudoir"
Or
each of
items comes £3.00.
separately
at 35c. At all drug and department stores.
Complete Trial Outfit for 20c
Mail the coupon below with two dimes
for a Cutex Introductory Set to Northam
Warren, 114 West 17th Street, New York;
or, if you live in Canada, to Dept. 804,
201) Mountain Street, Montreal.

TODAY
(.'utex Traveling Set
$1-5°
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"A Tale of Two Worlds," is the title of Gouverneur Morris' first
original scenario. Beatrice Joy plays the lead, and Frank Lloyd
is directing it.
Mae Murray will use Prizma Color in her latest starring vehicle,
"The Gilded Lily," only,
, however, in the introduction to the play itself. Director Leonard
believes the theme of
"The Gilded Lily" lends
itself particularly to
color photography.
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Tom Moore has actually grown "side burns" to lend verisimilitude
York," by
to his role of Mr. Barnes in "Mr. Barnes, of(heNew
fad for all the
Archibald Clavering Gunter. Side burns were
dandies of the late seventies and early eighties, the time in which
the book was written.
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Mayflower Photoplay Corporation has begun work on "Aphrodite," according to General Manager, John W. McKay. The
picture is expected to be an even greater sensation than the legitimate offering was.
Harry . Leonhardt and Andrew Callaghan were the men who
persuaded George Arliss to give his great interpretation of the
world-famous role of
"The Devil," to the
screen.
Another martyr to
the cause, is Gertrude
Norman, who plays the
part of Grandma Baker
in "Partners of the
Tide." She was injured
in an

automobile accident, and her condition
is serious but hopeful.

were taken at Florence,
Arizona. The governor
of the state extended
numerous courtesies to
the Vitagraph players,
allowing, among other
things, three hundred
convicts to appear outside the prison walls to
help make a daring escape scene for the
picture.

Harry Carey has had
an involuntary vacation
from his work in "If
Only Jim." Four days
of illness was the contributing cause.
Pauline Starke has
been suffering from a
painful
of the
eyes. Itinfection
is an unhappy
coincidence that she was
suddenly afflicted, while

L>n Chancy has the
most exacting role of
his career in "Outside
The Law," in which he
co-stars with Priscilla
Dean. Tom Browning,
who wrote and directed
tlie play, wrote the parts
especially for these two,
the former being an old
friend of long standing,
and the latter having
been so often directed
by him, that he knows
her capabilities and
temperament better than
any one else.

playing,
her company up with
in Canada,
the
part of a girl who goes
blind, in a photoplaycalled "Snow
BlindGladys Walton will
have the honor of playing a role that was
written originally for
the immortal Mary.
Her work on this part,
in "The Millionaire
Kid," is now well under
way at Universal City.
Bessie Love, the
charming teller of tales
to children, has been
persuaded
to print
stories in book
form, her
so
Harold Lloyd probably experiences as many thrills in making people laugh as the serial
performers.
The photograph above shows the camera set up on a flat train, which is
curving around the mountainside.
Harold himself sits grinning, not in the least perturbed
by the stunt he is soon to perform

John S. Robertson
has now completed
his
special production
for
Paramount, "Sentimental Tommy." the hero of the celebrated
Thrums Hooks. Can the whimsical intellect of Barrie be translated into terms of the screen?
\\ e shall see.

Mabel Taliaferro returns to pictures after several years' vacation,
to play the lead in "The Painted Lady," a Paramount Production.

<D

A rather unusual feature of the cast of "Jim, the Penman," is
the fact that four of its members are descendants of actors who
were prominent a generation ago. Lionel Barry-more, the star, as
is generally known, is the son of Maurice Barrymorc. Doris
Rankin, who plays opposite him, is the daughter of McKcc Rankin.
Arthur Rankin, another member, is the grandson of the same actor
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and nephew of Doris. Charles Coghlan, the fourth in this illustrious
quartet, is the nephew of the famous Charles Coghlan of many
years back.

Tony Moreno has just
completed the production of "Three ofSevens,"
the exteriors
which

"Hindle Wakes," a
powerful stage play has
been produced in the
movies by C. B. Price,
president of Price
I'ilms, Inc., under the
somewhat disappointing title, "Your Daughter— and — Mine."
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that other children outside of her own little
Friday night circle, mayenjoy them. She reads
her own wee bit romances tochildren
the neighborhood
every

Friday night. It has become an institution, and Miss Love never permits anything to interfere with this self-imposed and pleasurable task.
Doris Kenyon is being featured in a "Get-Rich-Quick- Wallingford" story,
Frank
Borzage.a Cosmopolitan production under the direction of
Milton Sills, Ora Carew, and Nigel Barrie have been selected by
Bayard to
Yeiller,
director
of productions
Metro's west
coastin
studios,
enact the
respective
roles of theattraditional
triangle
"What Is The Matter With Marriage," a picturization of Jack
London's popular novel, "The Little Lady of the Big House." It
will be directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
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Your skin needs different kinds of care
at different times
At bedtime your skin needs an
entirely different kind of care.
At the end of the day your pores
are choked with tiny particles of
dust that work in too deep to be
removed by ordinary washing.
These tend to make your skin

skin is not a piece of
YOUR
fabric that can always be
cared for in the same way.
It is a living thing which has different needs at different times.

Before an outing, for example,
your skin needs a special kind of
care. Wind and dust coarsen

look muddy.' At night before retiring your skin needs a deep
cleansing with an entirely different cream from the greaseless one
you use in the daytime, a cream
with an oil base, which will work

your skin. To keep it fine textured and soft, you must give it
special protection from this punishment. For this you need a special cream, a cream that has a
special protective effect, yet will
not leave a trace of shine on the
face. Pond's Vanishing Cream is
especially made for this purpose.
It contains an ingredient famous
for its skin-softening property.
Yet it has not a bit of oil. It gives
your skin just the protection it
needs and cannot reappear in a
wretched shine.

well into the pores. Pond's Cold
Cream has just the amount of oil
to cleanse the skin and clear up
clogged pores.
Every night and after a motor
trip, give the skin a deep cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream. In
this
fairer.way it will become clearer,
Before you go out, protect your complexion from the
dust, wind and sun this way

With these two creams, give your skin
the special care it needs at special times.
In this way your complexion will grow
more and more lovely every day.

Before you go out, rub a tiny
bit of Pond's Vanishing Cream
into your skin. It disappears instantly leaving your face soft
and smooth, protected from the
injury of wind and dust.

Another time when your skin needs
a special kind of care is before powdering. When you powder right on the
dry skin, the powder catches on small
rough places and makes them for a
time more conspicuous than ever.
Then the powder soon falls off, leaving your face shinier than ever.
Before powdering you need a special
cream to smooth away the rough places
and hold the powder to the face. For
this as for all daytime uses, you need a

You can get both of these creams at
anyjars.
drug or department store in tubes
or

cream without oil. Pond's Vanishing
Cream is especially designed to smooth
and soften the skin. Apply just a bit
before you powder. See how it
smoothes away the small rough places.
Now the powder will go on much more
smoothly; will stay on twice as long as
ever before.

Niun

The tiny , tlinging dust specks (hat work
deep into the skin should be removed each
night with an oil cream

More and more women are discovering
how they can remain powdered and free
from shine for five or six hours. Before
■powdering, they apply
cream a bit of greaseless

Ponds

MAIL
TOXD'S

EXTRACT

SAMPLE

TUBES

CO., 11G-T Hudson St., New York

Please send me, free, the items checked:

A free sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A free sample of Pond's Cold Cream
Instead of the free samples, I desire the larger samples vlieck
below, for which I enclose the required amount-

Cold Cream &
tyanishtna Cream
Ont -joiih an oil base and one without any oil

THIS COUPON— FREE

Name
City.

L.

A 5c sample of Pond's Vanishing Cream
A 5c sample of Pond's Cold Cream
1......
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This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire
answers by mail, or a list of the film manufacturers, with addresses, must enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to The Answer Man, using
separate sheets for matters intended for other departments of this magazine. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of
the letter, which will not be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
await their turn. Read all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence. If the answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at
top of letter.
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Mrs. K. H. ' M— Yes, Ruth Clifford is playing in
pictures. Florence Lawrence's first screen production
after her return will be called "The Unfoldment." Texas
Guinan is playing in "I am the Woman." Do call again.
Frank W. R. — Je serai bicn aise de vous voir. Why,
Flugrath is the last name of Shirley Mason and Viola
Dana. Lowell Sherman was Paul Deirich in "Yes or
No."
The Griffith's aren't married.
Vivandiere. — Boswell's life of Dr. Samuel Johnson
is generally acknowledged as the greatest of all biographies. Iread all the letters I receive and I wish the
Editor would give me the space to answer them all.
Very good verse. Write me again.
Norwegian Viking. — Your letter was a very interesting one, and I do hope you will write to me again.
Thanks.
Pvt. J. S. — Received the postal. Thank you. You're
right, Ben Turpin is the only man living who can glance
into the past, peek into the future, shave the back of his
neck and tie his tie at one operation without the aid of
a mirror. Ora Carew and Milton Sills are playing in
"What's
the Matter with Marriage." That's what I
want
to know.
Samuel N. Portland. — Howdy ! Well, the law school
of Harvard University is not only the oldest existing
law school in the United States, but it is the oldest existing academic law school in the English-speaking
world.
Mildred Harris is playing in "Habit."
Eugenie. — No, I never heard of your town. Oh,
yours isn't the only town I never heard of. Only he
who loves can be brave. Try it. Fattie Arbuckle in
"The Dollar a Year Man." Of course I dont believe in
scandal, but I always listen to it. It is proper and
customary when writing a player for a photograph to
enclose 25c.
Rosewood. — Yes, the picture was of Alice Joyce.
Your philosophy is that until a girl is 24, she will do the
picking so far as men are concerned. But after that she
is willing to be picked. I know a few who aren't willing
in be picked. Cant go by that. Norma Talmadge in
"Playing the Game."
R. — Thanks for the picture. Of course, I am in
perfect health. If I felt any better I'd be in bed. Eighty
years old and I get around beautifully. I still drink my
buttermilk twice a day, and I'm living in my little hall
room. June Caprice, George B. Seitz and Marguerite
Courtot arc playing in "Rogues and Romance."
II vzel. — You say that man individually is a savage;
collectively he is a civilian. What did man
ever do to
you? But you want to know all about John Bowers.
You think he is a peach. Well, I dont think he was
ever pickled, even if he has been picked.
Talmadge.— Of course I remember you. No, Julian
Eltinge is not dead. He's wearing fancier dresses than
ever.

I"'i:v. — Write Mary Pickford, Los Angeles, Cal.
Yes, there is a difference between a spire and a steeple.
A spire is a tapering structure in the form of a tall

cone, or pyramid, rising above a tower; while a steeple
is a lofty structure, especially tower, surmounted with a
spire, rising above the roof of a church. Then! I'm
glad
to hear
you ofarethis
going
to college.
Corliss to
Palmer's
address
is care
office.
She is sending
all of
her admirers a large card containing a beautiful portrait
of herself, her signature and a brief note of thanks.
All you have to do is to write to her for one. For
special friends she colors them with her own hand.
Ruth T. — Doctors say that sitting with the legs
crossed is conducive to obesity. Watch out. If there
is one thing I dislike it is visible socks on a girl. I dont
mind them showing their bare arms or their bare neck
on the street, but when it comes to legs — good night.
Cant tell you any more about Olive Thomas.
Geranum. — Je suis pret. — You want me to keep Bebe
Daniels away from Wallace Reid? I will attend to the
matter at once. Oh no, more than half of the 27 presidents of the United States have had experience as
soldiers.
Bobby. — Clever stuff, Bob ! You say a man would
have to go some to lead a double life on a single salary
these days. Righto ! I'm getting $10 a week. What
kind of a life could you lead on that? That's why I am
so good. Blanche Sweet is playing in "That Girl MonWandah.— You are just a little too far away from
me. Dont believe all you read about salaries. The
printers and sometimes publicity men add a few figures.
Justine Johnstone's two new pictures will be entitled
"The
of Broadway" and "Sheltered Daughtana."Plaything
ters." Come in again.
Sapho— Just think of it, there are over 24,999,999
bachelors
in America besides myself against 19,500,000 spinsters. Something wrong somewhere. And last
year was leap year. Yes, Clara Horton in "The Light
in the Clearing."
Goody. — We wouldn't appreciate life if it didn't have
a few jolts in it. Life would be too smooth if it had
no rubs in it. Lois Wilson is out West. Larry Semon's
lather was "The Great Zere," a magician in vaudeville.
E. M. W. — You say you think it is a good idea to
keep me a mystery. I dont know whether it is or not.
Am I a mystery? Why so? Only my name is a mystery.
Sometimes I ask myself what my right name is. No,
there is no Mrs. in my family. Why Mildred Harris
was educated in a dramatic school before going into
pictures. She played for Biograph and Vitagraph y-ears
ago.T ii elm a H. — You think we are using too many pictures of Dorothy Dalton. Oh no. If Dorothy will take
the time to have more pictures taken we will be glad to
use them. And this applies to all players. It is like
pulling teeth to get them to supply us with good, artistic
pictures.
Yes, Rubye de Remer is a very beautiful girl.
1 have met her personally, and I will take my oath on it.
Vita. — You want Doris Delvine to interview Kenneth Harlan. Doris, Page Kenneth.
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THESE motion picture stars may have
many reasons for smiling, but their
chief reason is that they have good teeth.
If they did not have good teeth they would
not dare to smile.
If you know these three movie favorites
by their smiles, write their names on the
coupon below, and mail it to us. Even if
you get only one of them right, we will
send you a generous trial tube of Colgate s
Ribbon Dental Cream, free.
Colgate's cleans the teeth safely ana thoroughly. Itcontains no harmful acids, and
has no harsh erit. The flavor is delicious
More dentists recommen
any other den
S
Fulton

/

/

/
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Dept. \4
S /COLGATE&CO.

199 Fulton St., New York
I know who's smiling;
ease send me the trial tube.
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Pete B. & Aileen M. — Permettez moi to say that Sam
Bernard played in "Poor Schmaltz" some years ago.
So you like suicides in pictures. Suicides are the despise
of life. Gloria Swanson is married to a Mr. Sonborn.
Gladys P. — The announcement of "Thoughtless Woman" claims that the picture will move the heart thru
the eye. Some operation ! Ho-ho. Zasu Pitts was born
in Kansas, 1898. Julia Marlowe was born in England
in 1870.
Lillian Gish Forever. — And what do you know
about her little sister Dorothy marrying James M. Rennie? And then Norma Talmadge's little sister Constance trots off and marries John Pialoglu. However,
they all have my blessings. Douglas MacLean is married. Iam really glad to see it. And I hope they will
stick to it— at least for a respectable time.
EleanoS V. H. — Well, I studied French about 60
years ago, and English about 80 years, and I cannot
speak either language correctly yet. You want to know
whether Niles Welch likes watermelon. Questions like
that make me very weary, more than that, they make
me sad. Sad for the questioner, and sad to think that
you value this department and its A. M. so highly. The
beautiful is something which appears abominable to the
uneducated. Only the better intellects can really appreciate the beautiful. Carmel Myers is playing in
"Cinderella Jane" for Universal.
Mickey. — Yes, it is true that Fannie Ward is a little
older than she looks. Perhaps she doesn't feel even as
old as she looks. Next time dont bet with your wife
unless you are prepared to lose whether you win or not.
William S. Hart is to play in "O'Malley of the Mounted." Wallace Reid in "Watch My Smoke."
Aileen P. — Thanks for yours, it was brilliant.
Ethyle Janet. — Right to the point. You bet we had
snow in New York, but the street cleaners wont allow
us to look at it long. Snowflakes placed on a strip of
black cloth in a cold room, and examined under a
microscope or a common reading glass, show an almost
endless variety of beautiful geometric forms. The condition of the atmosphere decides the shapes. The colder
and stiller the air, the more elaborate and starlike the
flakes become.
No trouble at all.
Alma. — You think we ■ ought have more about
Robert Gordon. Yes, there are many permanent stars
in the photoplay firmament, and also a lot of shooting
stars whose popularity is of short duration. Why, Jessie
Wilson's wedding was the 13th in the White House.
Madeline A. F. — Wish I had room to print yours,
but space does not permit. You seem to think at eighteen
woman's
rightsyou
are some
three more.
years ahead of a man's. Let
me
hear from
R. U. Smart. — There are several ways to speak: to
speak well, to speak easily, to speak justly, and to speak
at the right moment. You can reach Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks at Hollywood, Cal.
Mountain Ears. — I dont believe you. Constance
Binney is not married; Anita Stewart is married to
Rudolph Cameron but she hasn't any children. Harold
Lloyd is not married. Bebe Daniels is nineteen, and you
can address her at Hollywood, Cal., Realart Studio.
xy.— Oh, I like it in any form. But, to make
love only when signing the marriage certificate, is to
take romance by the tail. Earle Foxe has signed up
with William Zeigfeld Productions. Saw him at the
Algonquin the other night, also Carlyle Blackwell and
Rod LaRocque, quite a bunch of male vamps and beauties. Monte Blue is about thirty.
Wildfire. — 'Nough said !
Evelyn.— And you think you like Bert Lytell. Lewis
Stone played in "The River's End" and "Nomads of the
North."
Yes, Charlie Ray married Clara Grant.
Lewisholn. — See above.
W" r\\A Bride. — Thanks For your letter. Interesting, to say the least, Conway Tearle is
married to Adele Rowland, lie is forty. Of
course I like cheese. The older the better. Did
you know that one of the best grades of Italian
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cheese is sold only after it has been seasoned
least four years.

for at

M. M. C. — You refer to Marjorie Wilson. The beautiful Dorothy Phillips was in to see us the other day.
She is indeed charming. You can reach Richard Barthelmess at Mamaroneck. He and his bride, Mary Hay,
are very happy.
He is 25.
A Pernhart. — Thanks for yours.
— No,
it doesn't
effort
forShirley.
a man to
make I aadmit
fool of
himself require
over a much
woman.
If
it were as easy to make a fool of himself before a
camera, most men would be in the picture business.
Thanks for the invitation. There is no Swanee River.
The darkies call the Mississippi that.
L. E. B. — Yes, Charlie Ray is married. Someone said
that his hat doesn't fit him. It is that that makes him a
type. Charlie Chaplin's shoes and trousers do not fit
him either.Flying Deuce. — Good luck to you. Wish I could
send you some magazines but Russia is a long way off.
Semper Fidelis. — Always glad to hear from you. I
go to Bermuda on my outing this year. When you read
this I'll be back. There's no better reading than the
Bible. The first English bible printed in the United
States was in 1782 in New York, and George Washington owned a copy.
Peggy F. — I cannot tell you what the players do with
their cast off clothing.
None has ever come my way.
Helen E. — No, I have never had my fingerprint taken.
They say that fingerprints are said to be unchangeable
thruout life. Sir William Herschel, one of the earliest
students of fingerprints, took the impressions of all his
fingers in 1859. He took them again 50 years later and
there was no alteration of the slightest detail. Shirley
Mason in "Sing Toy" a Chinese story.
Sweetheart. — Not me. You're a wonder. Not all
kinds of matches are made in heaven. Some seem to
have been made in the other place ■ — particularly the
sulphur ones. Mae Murray is to do "The Gilded Lily,"
which is to be directed by her husband Robert Leonard.
Lotsa Pep. — That's what I like. You say you want to
see a picture of Norma Talmadge and her husband together. You're wrong about Alice Brady, Elsie Ferguson and Marguerite Clark. They are all happily married. Mrs. Sidney Drew has successfully reduced to
beautiful proportions, but I dont know how she did it.
Here is good advice, however, — taste makes waist.
Three Sisters. — You want more about Mahlon Hamilton.
True
— So
body did.Blue.
Write
me you
again.liked "Humoresque" — everyPaul S. — No, "The Destruction of Pompeii" has not
been filmed nor has "Herculaneum." No, I hardly think
my salary will be reduced. If it is, I am going to lease
me a cave.
Then I will be a real cave man.
Oh joy !
Pansy Pink. — You say you only want the 26th of an
inch, and dont want to be put in the alsorans. In order
to keep out of that class you have to write something
clever or to cause me to write something clever — and
that's pretty hard. Well, a confirmed bachelor figures
that while he misses a few happy moments, he avoids
many unhappy hours. Clever men, we bachelors. Mary
Thurman is 22; Marguerite Clark 33; Mary Miles Minter 18 ; Gaston Glass is not married.
Jumbo.— Good luck to you.
Wild Flower. — No, Vivian Martin is not married.
You say you want to see Beverly Bayne back in pictures.
She certainly is a beauty. Well, no matter how careful
and suspicious a man may be, he will accept a pretty
gi'i at her face value.
D. T. — Comment vous en vat Of course I ride in the
subways. You get a long ride for five cents. From
Flatbush to Harlem for a nickle, over twenty miles.
Other railroads charge 2 or 3 cents a mile. The first
elevated railroad in New York City was opened in 1878.
Call some time and get some more railroad news.
(Continued on page 92)
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WHEREVER society gathers— where eyes
are focused on woman's beauty — where
man is most susceptible to feminine charm—

"It's Freeman's"
that's added
thexion.
crowning touch to Milady's
beauti
ful comple
Freeman's Face Powder has been the choice of .fashion's
favorites for forty years.
At all toilet counters or send
5 cents for miniature box.

The Freeman Perfume Co.
2505 Norwood Ave.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Letters to the Editor
Letters to the editor cannot be used in
this department unless the name and
address is given. If the writer desires
that only initials be used in publishing,
please specify in letter

Intelligent criticism, rather than
thoughtless praise, is the greatest
spur to a flagging ambition, and
sometimes it happens that the layman sees things more clearly, for
having a little perspective on the matter, than those on the inside.

FASHIONED

HOSE

Like ever}) other
nev?, successful improvement- -Burson
Hose are imitated.
To be sure of the
perfected Knit- in
shape, look for the
name Burson" on
the label of each
pair.
Sold at Leading Stores
Booklet sent Free

Burson Knitting Co.
Rockford, 111.

Dear Editor :— I have been a reader of
your splendid magazine for 'many years,
which leads me to hope you will not consider it undue boldness for me to write a
few words of admiration and condemnation
about a few of the plays and players.
So many plays are being produced this
year in a slipshod way that it is just likely
that some of the fans become soured against
pictures and never get to see the really good
ones, of which there were some excellent
ones produced during the year, including
"Way Down East," "Broken Blossoms,"
"The Price of Redemption," "Madame
Peacock" and many others.
To Lillian Gish and Bert Lytell I wish
to take off my hat. It may just barely be
possible that they have been helped greatly
in their selection of plays, a cause which
has ruined many other good pictures and
players.
Take Thomas Meighan, for instance, in
"Conrad In Quest Of His Youth." Admitting that he tried to make the best of
his role, I insist that it is impossible to
make a good Englishman out of such a
good Irishman as Mr. Meighan. Another
picture in which the star has been compelled to assume a role which reacted
against her, is Alice Lake in "Body and
Soul." Some of the scenes in that picture
are positively disgusting, while many others
are ridiculous. Miss Lake made her reputation playing opposite Bert Lytell in "Lombardi Ltd.," in which she played a part
that fitted her appealing character admirably. Why not keep her along those lines ?
There are many other cases where a player
is forced to assume a role that mitigates
against his real success, greatly diminishing his prestige.
But coming back to Miss Lillian Gish
and Bert Lytell, one is surely repaid for
all disappointments of a year in just seeing
them act. Miss Gish's exquisite and enchanting acting entitles her to step on the
pedestal with the immortal Mary Pickford
and the .great Nazimova. As for Bert
Lytell, I doubt whether he has a peer in
the world of pictures Sincerely,
today.
R.~M.
New York City.

Retrospection must inevitably be
tinged with sadness. This writer regrets "the dear dead past," but still
has hope for the future, which she
discusses with clarity and insight.
Ts the decline of Clara Kimball
Young assured? We think not.
Neither do we find Alice Joyce
80
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Shadowland
fOR APRIL
Up and down Broadway and back and forth
over the world flit the
shadows that make
Shadowland.
The stage, the cinema,
literature, art and poetry
have their places, as it is
aandmagazine
beauty. devoted to art
The first of a series of
tures by
articles on Motion PicW. L. GEORGE

will appear in the April
number of this magazine.
This English novelist,
who could put into his
"Caliban" a newspaper
atmosphere never before
caught in the pages of a
book, is able to tell our
readers something about
motion pictures never told
before.
BENJAMIN DE CASSERES
writes about BACHEL
Lindsay. It is one of his
series of entertaining articles on famous literary
Oliver M. Sayler afpeople.
fords a pleasant half hour
with his article on Japanese gardens.
Artistic camera studies,
special color plates and
comments on beauty and
fashion gleaned from
Fifth Avenue shops add
to the attraction of

The April Number
of

SHADOWLAND
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A Room Full

Furniture

Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this
handsome 6-Piece Library Set. Only $1.00 downthen $2.70 a month, or only $29.90 in all. A positively
staggering value on this special, reduced price offer.
Sendapproval.
the coupon
andyourself
have thiswhat
massive
set shipped
on
Thenbelow
see for
a beautiful
set it is.'
If yon do not like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your
money together with any freight charges you paid. All yon have to do is to send the coupon with
$1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so wonderful
and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today— sure.
This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, 6n
isbed in rich dull waxed, brown fumed oak. Larje arm rocker and arm chair are
36 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches
high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather.
Library table has 24 x 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere
stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top.
Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship you the entire six pieces,
subject to your approval.
No C. O. D, Shipped knocked down to reduce your freight charges considerably.
Easy to set uo. Shipping weight

6 Pieces

about 175 pounds.

Order by No. B6259A.

Send $1.00 cash with order, $2-79 monthly.

Price $29.90. No discount for cash.

Special Reduced Price Offer— Act NOW!

Prices down, at last! Rock-bottom prices for you. You can now get this wonderful 6-piece library set direct from our own factory at the lowest
Dept. 1524
STRAUS&SCHRAM
price since before the wai — and for only $1.00 down, ayecrto pay! This set is such a wonderful bargain at this special reduced price, that we
<>
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to
<►
supply everyone.
First come, first served. Orderyour set on chis low price offer now. Kemember, thirty days' trial in your own home.
f M
Cost3 yoa nothing if you are not entirely pleased. Send at once!
4f
West 35tn street, Chicago

Easy Payments! Send COUDOII A
Open an account with us. We trust honest people anv- ^^%**&H%B
^b^ \J •* W*
in the OI-United
Sendhl'rt- for
this wonderful
*
abOVe.
chnflW States.
frnm
rtflt*
^fnlorr
Onu
r.i-;,./s bargain
tn oil
_
-*-__.
shown
above,
or
choose
from
our
big
catalog.
One
price
to~all
cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
now. Have this fine library
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.
where
ShOWn

along with $1.00 to us

30
Days' Trial
Our guarantee
protects

you. If not perfectly satisfied, return the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back
— also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer?

STRAUS

Free
Send forBargain
it. Shows Catalog
thousands

of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silverware, stoves, porch and lawn furniture, talking machines, women's, men's and children's wearing apparel. Send coupon today.

& SCHRAM

^W * K

f

Enclosed find SI. 00. Ship special advertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library
have I 30willdays'
trial.
IfSuite.
I keepI am
the tosuite^
pay free
you 52.
TO
monthly. If not satisncd. I am to return tho
suite within 30 days and you are to refund
suitmoney and any freight charges I paid.

Q
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to"*^™
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Set, No. B6259A, £29.90

/Name

<►

set
on send
30 days'
We shipped
will also
ourtrial.
big
.♦ St.,R.F.D.
Bargain Catalog listing thousands > jf or Box No
of amazing bargains.
Only a small
first payment and the balance in
«7„..
.
monthly
payments
for
anything
♦
£;'?"""
you want.
Send the coupon to«,
day— now. Don't delay.
^ _
A? Office.
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Letters to trte Editor
(Continued from page 80)

"matronly" nor are we of the opinion
— but read the letter.

Corn Ender.s
The old, sort — and the new
CORNS used to be treated by
fakers and their harsh methed by many.
ods are still employ
•
But science has found a better
way to treat corns. And
have adopted it.

millions

The modern way is Blue-jay —
liquid or plaster. A famous chemist
perfected it. This great surgical
dressing house prepares it.

Plaster

Blue-jay is applied by a touch.
The corn pain ends instantly.
Then the corn is gently loosened.
In a little while it comes out.
It is folly to pare corns or to
treat them in unscientific ways.
This new way is ending some 20
million corns a year. It will end
yours any time you let it.
Prove this tonight.

or Liquid

Blue-jay

The

Scientific

Corn

Ender

BAUER
& BLACK
Chicago
New York
Toronto
Makers of B & B Sterile Surgical Dressings and Allied Products

m

«><*
or
will
buy
<t/l
-.•• q>o
&C
a month

* Colors £, Brushes for
'Show Make ^Sign
Writing
$111 lo $ti daily! Card
Show Cards,
Signs,

Make
Advertising Posters and Glass Signs. Big demand!
Interesting, profitable profession. Easy to learn in
few weeks by unique, novel method; something new!
Our wonderful 5 0-lesson course includes individual instruction by correspondence from expert artists ; total
cost nuly $15. Every student given $15 assortment
of finest "Millcrine" colors and brushes — FREE!
SEND NO MONEY— Send name and address and
receive complete course and Free outfit. Pay $3 on
arrival and .SI weekly for 12 weeks. Success guaranteed or money refunded. Earn enough first week to
p.iv for rnurse. Send TODAY.
EMPIRE AE INSTITUTE, 2OS0 Amsterdam Ave., New York

A Standard, Guaranteed

TYPEWRITER
I With Every Modem

Writing Convenience

Write Today For Illustrated
Circular Explaining Try-Before-You-Buy Plan

SMITH

TYPEWRITER

SALES CO.

M

(Harry A. Smith) 307— 218 No. Wells St. .Chicago. III.

DOLLARS

IN HARES

We pay $7.00 to $18.50 and up a pair and
express charges. Big; Profits. We furnish
guaranteed high grade stock and buy all
you raise. Use back yard, barn, boxes and
runways.
Contract and Illustrated Catalog Free.
Standard Food & Fur Ass'n
409M Broadway
New York

You Have a Beautiful Face-But Your Nose
IN this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
End the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit
no one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or success
of your life — which is to be your ultimate destiny? My new NoseShaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Itl-Shoped Noses
without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY,

Face

Specialist, 1492

Ackerman

Bldg., BINGHAMTON,

lAG£i

L
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Dear Editor :— A few flowers and rocks
I have to shower, and this being my first
attempt to express my opinion for publication, Iam somewhat shy in the beginning.
The fans have been contributing their
views and I think it is a good thing, for
we keep up with the times in the movie
world, at least I do.
I have, since the early days when J.
Warren Kerrigan, Pauline Bush and Jessalyn Van Trump were the idols of the five
cent shows, also when Florence Turner
was the star supreme of Vitagraph. I remember when Alice Joyce and Romaine
Fielding won in a popularity contest and
they had the Alice Joyce Waltz and Romaine Fielding March dedicated to them.
It seems like yesterday when Mary Fuller
was the stellar lady of Edison, Florence
Lawrence of Universal, Florence LaBadie
of Thanhouser, Kathlyn Williams of Selig
and Bessie Eyton of Essanay.
But today the honors belong rightfully
to those who are leading in your popularity
contest. Mary our own, always first, and
may she always remain so. Norma, the
wonderful, and her sister Connie. But
does not Connie owe her position to Norma,
for, if we hadn't known Norma, would we
have Connie ? Pearl White, our serial lady,
she of the old Crystal days who played
with Chester Barnett, — we all love Pearl
and we are glad that she is starring for
Fox, and we hope she will soon be with
First National. And so on down the ladder, each has worked for the position they
hold, some harder than others but with less
success.
'Tis indeed with regret that we forsee
the gradual decline of the once famous
Clara Kimball Young, the possessor of the
luminous orbs that have broken hearts
galore. Pauline . Frederick has run the
gamut and is ready for the shelf. Mae
Marsh, we rise as one and plead for you
again, let us have our tearful little every
day girl once again, noted not for beauty
but for her human appeal to the plain folk.
Edith Story has passed away, likewise
Blanche Sweet and Marguerite Clark.
Alice Joyce is striving to regain the position
that she once held in the movie world, but
without success, old Father Time has taken
the pouting little Alice and given us a matronly young woman, whom we can. not love
as we did the Alice of Kalem days.
Our new hopes are foF Gloria Swanson,
Bebe Daniels, Betty Compson, Mary Thurman,
the Binney sisters and Katherine MacDonald.
We the fans, couldn't accept Lila Lee on
her press agent's ads and publicity campaigns. But after real work in small parts
we are ready to proclaim her a star. The
same case applied to June Caprice, she
never made the place Fox put her in on
the start. Marion Davies is over advertised
and we are disappointed with her work,
after seeing her flashed in every magazine
and paper. Marion, work for your place as
others have done and you will be popular.
Vitagraph is killing little Corinne Griffith
as they did Gladys Leslie. I do not believe
that advertising helps a star. We never see
Norma or Constance Talmadge flashed
everywhere, nor Mary Pickford. If they
appear in a good play, we rave over them,
if a bad one, we sigh and say that it is the
picture and not they.
Movie magnates exploiting such stars as
Vivian Martin, May Allison, Alice Lake,
Shirley Mason,
Mildred
Harris
Chaplin,
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Bessie Love, Irene Castle and Mary Miles
Minter are doomed, if they expect them to
reach a higher pinnacle than that which
they now hold. We cannot accept Eugene
O'Brien as a star, he is too self-satisfied.
He lost seventy-five per cent, of his followwhen he
left Moore
Norma were
Talmadge's
fold.
Tom ingand
Owen
more likable
as foils for stars than stars themselves.
We cannot imagine Thomas Meighan holding any other than Gloria or Bebe in his
arms.? Why couldn't they let those three
alone

ft

At last Lillian Gish has come into her
own, she, of the material that Duse and
Bernhardt won favor with. Her following
is far greater than we expect, for we cannot discuss her in public. Her place in our
hearts is like a bunch of old love letters
that are dear to us when alone, tho we do
not care to bring them in public conversation. Lillian, we have confidence in you,
likewise your little sister Dorothy.
Now in closing, may I suggest that we
fans all vote as one for Lon Chaney as a
star.
EVALYN

Highland Ave.,

VOGEL,

Norfolk, Va.

Finite endurance has of necessity
its limits and D. R. G. has come to
the end of hers. But her complaint
is brand new! It is the movie fans
she holds up to contumely and not
the movie actors and actresses, a welcome relief to them doubtless, and
something in the nature of a surprise
to the omniscient fan.
Dear Editor: — I've just stood at one
side and looked on as long as I possibly can.
There's just one kick that I have to make,
and that is this : What's wrong with all the
fans? Cant they do anything but kick?
Frankly, they make me tired. Aren't we
getting enough good photoplays to make up
for those they call bad? I'm perfectly
satisfied.
Of course if I set myself to the task, I
could pick out small things in all the pictures, and there wouldn't be any good ones
left. That's just what it seems, all the fans
as a whole have done. Someone passes
some slighting remark, someone else passes
another, and so on, until that particular picture has something terribly wrong with it.
Here's hoping we get a few more bouquets
instead of so many bundles of thorns.
I saw "Behold My Wife" at the Strand
last week, and it was one of the very best
photoplays I've ever seen. Also I saw
"Once To Every Woman," with Dorothy
Phillips. It was simply great. But I like
Mabel Juliene Scott better than I like
Dorothy Phillips. I want to see her at the
very top rung of the ladder, and I believe
she will come almost, if not all the way up,
too.
Another of my leading favorites is Katherine MacDonald. She and Norma Talmadge hold highest honors together just
now. But it seems that she isn't as popular
with everyone else as she is with me. However, Ihave high hopes that she soon will
be.
Dorothy Gish is certainly a delightful
person. And I'm beginning to like Lillian
now. Saw her in "The Greatest Thing In
Life," and she was very good. Another is
Louise Lovely. She'll be here soon in "The
Little Grey Mouse." I'm glad she's a star,
but I regret that she wont act with William
Farnum any more.
They were very good

See These Results
Learn what clean teeth mean
See the results of the new way of
teeth cleaning. They are quick and
decisive. You will know at once that
they mean a lifetime of cleaner, safer
teeth.
Millions of people employ it. And
the glistening teeth seen everywhere
show what it means. See what it
means to you.

A film combatant

It holds food substance which ferments and forms acid. It holds the
decay.in contact with the teeth to cause
acid
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea. So, despite the tooth brush,
all these troubles have been constantly increasing.

New methods now

Most tooth troubles are now traced
to film — to that viscous coat you feel.
Film clings to teeth, enters crevices
and stays.
The ordinary tooth paste does not
end film. So the film remains — much
of it— and may do a ceaseless damage.
Nearly all people suffer from it, more
or less.

Dental science, after years of searching, has found new ways to fight film.
All have been proved by many clinical
tests. They are so efficient that leading dentists everywhere advise them.
These methods are combined now
in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. It
has brought a new era in teeth cleaning. This is the tooth paste we urge
you to try.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not
the teeth. Film is the basis of tartar.

Watch the new effects
The use of Pepsodent at once reveals many new effects.
One ingredient is pepsin. One multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest starch deposits that
cling. One multiplies the alkalinity of
the saliva, to neutralize mouth acids.
Two factors directly attack the
films. One of them keeps the teeth
so highly polished that film cannot
easily cling.
Pepsodent
is the new -day
tooth

PJgTssftqgm
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The New-Day

Ptfr off

paste, complying with all modern requirements. Itdoes what never before was done. You should learn its
benefits at once.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using. Mark the absence of the viscous film. Watch the teeth whiten as
the film-coat disappears.
Every one in your family needs
Pepsodent daily, and a week will prove
this to you. Cut out the coupon now.
«

Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant combined with two other modern requisites. Now advised by leading
dentists everywhere and supplied
by all druggists in large tubes.

10-Day Tube Free468

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 361, 1104 S. Wahash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Sincerely,
fied.
together,
but still she is a star, so I'm satis-

Retail Price $0 V|0
Reduced
0«V-JVJ
Special

Shoes

Hand Workmanship

FOR

WOFS

^£2£
S£
Maintained

OlTlV-rl-lkJ
Special Shoes
$1 A 00
1U.UU

MEN

||

AND

Stylish and Durable

WOMEN

$£ AA
O.VU

STAMPED PRICE IS W. L. DOUGLAS PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT THE SHOES ARE
ALWAYS WORTH THE PRICE PAID FOR THEM

THE

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES
SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

They are the best known
shoes in the world.
Sold
in 107 W. L. Douglas
stores, direct from the factory to you at only one
profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that
can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.
Douglas name and the
retail price are stamped
on the bottom of all
shoes before they leave
the factory, which is
your protection against
unreasonable profits.

H50S$5.00

W.L.Douglas shoes are absolutely the best shoe values
for the money in this country. They are made of the
best and finest leathers that money can buy. They
combine quality, style, workmanship and 'wearing qualities equal to other makes selling at higher prices.
They are the leaders in the fashion centers of America.
The prices are the same everywhere ; they cost no more
in San Francisco than they do in New York.
W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,
skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision
of experienced men, all 'working with an honest determination to make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.
f* MAllW TP
^\ IVI
having
W. L.
V
I II \J
i>8 Insist
Douglasupon
shoes.
The name
and price is plainly stamped on the sole. Be careful to see that it has not been changed or mutilated
W.L. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000
ehoe dealers besides our own stores. If your
local dealer cannot supply you, take no other
make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by
mail, postage free.

President
ff
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,
132 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes
and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Monev Order, I will send you
postpaid, in plain wrapper,
a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash
and Eyebrow
Beautifier together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature's Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
M. T/s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair
$ -50
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
$1.00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"... $ .75

M. TRILETY,

KSSmm Dept.47.Binghamton,

N.Y.

D. R. G.
Memphis, Tenn.

One of the most fertile fields in
the world for propaganda of any sort
is the moving picture. Excepting
only the newspaper, nothing else is
seen and discussed by so many people. Naturally, therefore, whatever
concern is making use of the moving
picture for the furtherance of its own
interests will see to it that nothing
inimical thereto be shown. However,
it is a form of propaganda that any
one may employ. Ergo ....
Dear Sir :— As a reader of your department, Iam sending in a criticism not of any
special actor or company, but of moving
pictures in general.
Movies are used as propaganda. I think
that this should be stopped. If it is not
going to be, however, why not show both
sides of the question? I attend at least
one or two movies a week and never have I
seen one that truly portrays the life of the
working-class. Why is the hero always a
strike breaker, the striker a villain? Why
is the hero the one that foils the revolutionists when our own forefathers were foiled
by the infamous Benedict Arnold?
Then again, India is always pictured as a
land of great mystery. I know many Hindus and they are just human beings with
nothing mysterious about them.
The public learns many things from the
movies,Yours
so let's
the play,
truth.
for show
truth them
and fair
Nan Bennett.
22 Forest St., Hartford, Conn.

This is a most interesting suggestion and we will see what can be
done. However, some stars labor
under the delusion that their husbands belong to them and not to the
public. It is a quaint idea, is it not?
And some men may object to their
exploitation as the husbands of
famous women.
But we shall see.
Dear Sir :— I attend one of the New
York colleges, and I and most of my schoolmates are constant readers of all three of
your magazines.
Therefore, I am taking my Corona in
hand, and taking the liberty of asking that
you grant the request of a number of your
readers, and print the pbotographs of the
lords and masters of some of our stars.
We would be interested in seeing photographs of :—
Mr.other
Herbert
half. Somborn, Gloria Swanson's
Bernard Durning, Shirley Mason's
Albert E. Smith, Jean Paige's
Herbert Bolster, Madge Kennedy's
Wallace
McCutchcon,
Pearl White's
Mr. Wanda
Hawley, whoever
he is
Mr. Gladys Leslie, whoever he is
Mr. Vivian Martin, whoever he is
Fred Niblo, Enid Bennett's better half.
We would like to see a good photograph
of Mrs. Wallace Reid. Cant we have more
of Mrs. Richard Barthelmess? I think a
page
or two of these couples would be very
interesting.
Constant Readers,
New York City.

M^I^F)
Jimmy's

Father

{Continued from page 29)
"When I'm fired from this job," grinned
Rogers, "I'll wander back to my friend
"Ziegfeld's Follies," chew my gum, throw
my rope and tell how I couldn't make a go
in pictures and have come back home. There
is only one trouble with pictures, sometimes it interferes with ropin'."
This is one thing Will Rogers never tires
of doing — ropin', and he spends every minute of his spare time keeping in practice
and keeping in trim. He is friends with
every cowboy in the country and they write
him volumes about all the rodeos.
With the end of his current picture,
"Boys Will Be Boys," an Irvin S. Cobb
story, in sight, Miss Rich asked the star
where he was going between pictures.
"I haven't just decided," he replied, characteristically," Mrs. Rogersbutthinks
she'llhereaseto
off with me somewhere
I want
take a nice trip to New York and play a
while. She's been closely confined during
the children's illness and needs a good rest.
If she does, guess I'll go down into Mexico
with a friend who has lived there thirty
years. Kinda want to see what's over there
that they have been making such a fuss
about. Between last pictures I went down
to Oklahoma and helped a friend brand
three thousand head of cattle."
Will Rogers' picturesque phrases and
quaint sayings sweep the Goldwyn lot and
everyone falls into line, striving to imitate
him, for there is no doubt that he has
broken the old proverb about a prophet
being without honor in his own country and
Will Rogers is appreciated at his true worth
by everyone who knows him.
Not only is he a popular actor who has
rapidly established himself among the foremost film stars of the day with ardent fans
encircling the entire globe, but he is one of
the finest, truest men in the industry — respected, admired and beloved.
Making a scene for a Rogers picture
often assumes the tempo of a hilarious entertainment. No one from Clarence Badger, who has directed all his productions,
or Irene Rich, who has played opposite him
four times, to cameraman Marcel Le Picard, has any idea what funny stunt the
star may indulge next and it usually ends
in a test to keep from spoiling it by laughing. The majority of the titles which enliven his pictures are the result of extemporaneous remarks made by Mr. Rogers
during the action of the play.
"They sometimes take the humor out to
put in good English," he laughed, as he
concluded the court scene which Sidney
Ainsworth and Edward Kimball were conducting, with Cornelia Callahan as witness
and which had touched the high spot of
comedy. "We're like the brook in this picture, keep going on and on, cant find a
place to stop. There isn't going to be any
love clinch at the last, just a jolly party."
Now comes the good news that for Will
Rogers' twelfth motion picture he is to
make "Rip Van Winkle." Goldwyn has
purchased the Joseph Jefferson stage version and it is to be a special production.
Everyone is highly enthusiastic, while Mr.
Rogers says, "The sleeping part will be a
success, I'm good at that. Maybe they'll
wish they had- let me sleep all the way thru,
you can never tell how a thing will turn out.
"There are to be a dog and children in the
cast. I like to have them in pictures ;
you're sure to have natural acting."
Quaint, lovable Will Rogers ! Bringing
his good cheer, clean ideals, wholesome
humor, and the ten^erest little heart touches
into his
— and who says this isn't
what
we pictures.
all want?
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Charm that has a Single Source
IN beauty which serenely stands the scrutiny of repeated glances,
artifice plays small part.
A clear, radiant, youthful complexion, the brightness of the eyes and
the sheen and lustre of the hair have but a single source— internal
cleanliness. Internal cleanliness is the originator of charm, the handmaid to beauty, the basis of personal attractiveness.
Nature uses the blood as a means of feeding the skin. Each one of
the millions of skin cells lies as it were on the bank of a tiny bloodstream, whose function it is to bring nourishment to the cells.
If the organs of elimination do not function properly, poisons are
formed, absorbed by the blood; and these tiny streams bring contamination, not nourishment, to the skin cells. Do you not seethe danger?
It is these poisons that are the most common cause of unattractiveness.
Facial blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness are all traceable to them.
Nujol has been found by many women to be an invaluable aid to a
clear, radiant complexion. It encourages the bowels to regular and
thorough evacuations, thus keeping the body free of those poisons
that mar the skin and endanger health.
Nujol relieves constipation without any unpleasant or weakening
effects. It does not upset the stomach, cause nausea or griping, nor
interfere with the day's work or play.

WORKS ON A NEW PRINCIPLE
Instead of forcing or irritating the system, Nujol simply softens the food waste. This
enables the many tiny muscles, in the walls of the intestines, contracting and expanding in their normal way, to squeeze the food waste along so that it passes naturally
out of the system.
Nujol thus prevents constipation because it helps Nature maintain easy, thorough
bowel evacuation at regular intervals — the healthiest habit in the world, and the
single source of beauty, attractiveness and personal charm.
Nujol is absolutely harmless and pleasant to take. Try it.

Nujol
REG.

U^. PAT. OFF.

Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed bottles only, bearing the Nujol trademark.
How and why internal cleanliness will bring beauty and attractiveness is told in a plain, instructive andmail
authoritative
way coupon
in the booklet
Fill out and
the attached
today. "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".
Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey), Room 713 Y, 44 Beaver Street, New York.
Please send me a copy of "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".
Name
Address

........

MOTION PICTURF
1 I MAOAZINE.
L

CLEAR YOUR
COMPLEXION

Ma;9fromFair
(Continued
page 39)
and talk over the events of the day. This
is mother's day and none of us would think
of missing it. Then I read a little and by
the time the clock strikes nine I am ready
for bed, for I must be at the studio at eight
each morning as we start 'shooting' promptly at nine.
"I never lose interest in my work," she
continued, eagerly. "There is always the
thrill of anticipation with each day's efforts.
A new story, a new character to create,
new unfoldments, new situations, — oh, it is

.A
f~>.

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged
npe upon.
,
complexion is one fair to look
Mercolized
Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin
underneath. Used by refined women who prefer
complexions of true naturalness.
Have you tried it?

ft

. sold by a!l druggists.

It was stimulating
down in Georgia,
at Rising Farm,
always
!"
the Allison estate, that May was born. She
was a June baby and perhaps that is another reason why she is of such a happy,
joyous disposition.
Dreams crept into her heart at such an
early date that she can not recall when she
did
not asfeel
the tugsinger,
of "a agreat
It was
an opera
secondambition.
Melba,
that the child hoped to bring the artistic
world to her feet and her first audiences
were the old pine trees to which she sang
her heart's ambitions in clear, lovely carols.
She says they were so generous in their
applause that she was encouraged to go on
and at the age of eleven this wisp of a
fairy-like girl announced to a startled family that she was going on the stage.
Now, May's mother had taught her family to believe in themselves and in each
other and this precocious remark brought
no ridicule, — -in fact, all were convinced
that May would truly shine among the
stars some day.

WITH

CUTICURA
* SOAP *

"When I was fifteen," chronicled May,
"I could wait no longer to try my wings,
so mother and I went to New York and
two days later I secured an engagement,

This fragrant super-creamy
emollient for cleansing, purifying and beautifying the skin
and complexion tends to promote and maintain skin purity,
skin comfort and skin health
if used for every-day toilet
purposes. Largest selling
complexion and skin soap in
the world. Sold everywhere.
iWF^Cuticura Toilet Trio-*)!

Consisting of Cuticura Soap to cleanse and
purify, Cuticura Ointment to soothe and
heal, and Cuticura Talcum to powder and
perfume. Everywhere for 25c. Sample each
tree by mail. Address postal: Cuticura
Laboratories, Dept. AA, Maiden, Mass.
uticura Soap shaves without mug.

How To Have
Beautiful
Hands

1

White, smooth, shapely, welt-kept
hands indicate refinement. Many
defects may be concealed but thin,
rough, coarse hands — never I To
be genuinely attractive, you must
have beautiful, expressive hands
Be proud of YOUR hands] Learn of
wonderful new Korell Hand-Mould
Method — how you may give your
handB delightful, mouldingtreatment
in the privacy of your home. Astonishing results! Send 4 cents in stamus
for beautiful and Instructive BroAddress
chure "Hands—
and the Woman.*
Korell Laboratories,
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So. Amboy,

N. J.

the
role I of
course,
had Vanity
only a infew'Everywoman.'
lines to say butOfI
was the happiest girl in the city and before
the season was over I was playing Beauty.
"Then came 'The Quaker Girl,' in which
I alternated with Ina Claire. That's much
nicer than saying I was her understudy,"
laughed May, modestly, "and I really did
sing the title role in several performances
each week. It was a beautiful part and
how
lovedplunge
it." into pictures came in the
HerI first
Famous Players production of "David
Harum," with William Crane, and she
found it so fascinating that when she was
offered a year's contract with the American
she enthusiastically accepted. This was followed by a year with Metro where she costarred with the popular Harold Lockwood
in a series of eight refreshingly clever pictures which proved such a happy combination that it placed both young actors firmly
in the affections of the picture fans.
At the close of this contract, however,
Miss Allison was again imbued with the
desire to return to the stage and spent a
year studying in New York. She was just
about to sail for London to create a new
role when the war broke out and all contracts were canceled. Then came Metro's
starring offer and once again May Allison
became a heroine of the films.
"Metro has very high ideals," she mused,
over a frappe, "They arc ever striving to
raise their standard and I have great hopes
for my future. I love the comedies I have
been doing, — who wouldn't like to help
jolly up this old world? However, too
often I have to romp thru pictures, just as
myself, where there is such a cobwebby plot
that it becomes lost. I am anxious to get
into something more serious, for, as I grow
and develop, I want to go forward in my
work.
"Comedies must be very

1

funny or have

Then It's Genuine
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on
tablets, you are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
21 years and proved safe by millions.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer manufacture
of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get
rid of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
andTheruin
if you
don't.
bestit way
to get
rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

DEAFNESS

Co., Cleveland.

IS

Ohio.

MISERY

I know because I*was Deaf and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They arc Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take expensive.
out.
Are Booklet
"Unseen and
Comforts."
InWrite Got
my sworn
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 314, 70 5th Avenue
•
•
New York City

«OT^!£URP)
some unusual or unique twist, like several
of Connie Talmadge's recent ones, and
such stories are hard to find. I loved
making 'Fair and Warmer,' but such
splendid comedy material is seldom found.
I want characterizations, something to develop and build up and they must be human

•£■ the Sudden Hurt

Little injuries if neglected too often
lead to great trouble, and anopen wound
is easily infected. After the wound has
been thoroughly cleansed Resinol Ointment iswhat you want tohastenthe healing. Itis perfectly pure and harmless.
It will neither sting nor irritate no matter
how bruised and broken the flesh may
Resinol with you for the
be.
hurt.
suddenCarry
Resinol Ointment and its aid Resinol Soap
are sold by all druggists.

Resinol

(Continued from page 25)
she is a screen star. The sight of a pink
tulle dress with rosebuds on it is offensive
to her. She has a penchant for gowns
which make her appear old. She loaths the
ingenue type of frock. She prefers to dress
like a mature woman. She loves tight
collars, long trains, vampiric velvets, costly sables, elaborate head-dresses, jewels,
silks and satins and trailing chiffons.
She is beautiful — as flawlessly beautiful
as a diamond — and as cold. She is not
impulsive, nor naturally loquacious. In
fact, it is rather difficult for her to put her
inmost thoughts into words because of her
naturally reticent disposition. And she is
sensitive.
Two years before her marriage she went
thru a period of craving great gaiety — just
as all girls do. (Gloria will not like that

Lowest of the Century
Not for 70 years have bond
prices offered such opportunities for both safe and
profitable investment.
High commodity prices with
the ensuing low purchasing
power of the dollar have
brought about high interest
rates. This has resulted in
low bond prices, although
the security behind the bonds
of representative corporations is greater than ever before. Noted economists believe that the upward trend
has begun.

phrase, 'as all girls do.")
"It seemed," she told me, "as if I could
not go enough. I wanted to dance every

Write for list of selected bonds
which offer safety, large income
and opportunity for substantial increase in value.

L. L. Winkelman & Co.
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by a Japanese admirer who wrote, "I would
with you like to have me always."

Piloting a Dream Craft

1920 Bond Prices

62 Broad Street,

and sincere, that is what holds and grips."
May laughed blithely, "You'll see, I shall
be a dramatic actress someday and strike
emotional depths, — if my friends will ever
let me have comedies."
By the time we reached our coffee, May
was confessing that she has been so busy
with her work, so contented within her own
family circle that she has had little time to
think of love and marriage but she added,
"Of course, I hope it will come — some day.
I should not like to think that the Great
Romance would never come. I could never
give up my work even for a husband and
children — I have given it too much of my
life to push it aside now and I would never
want to sit down with folded hands and
watch the world pass by. It is doing, fulfilling our destiny that brings lasting satisfaction. Iam happy, just being happy in
my work," and she emphasized each word
with a shake of the bonny head.
It isn't difficult to understand why May
Allison has become one of the favorite
comediennes on the screen today, for she
brings a sincere spirit of joyousness to her
film characters.
Well may we echo the tribute paid her

5 H. P.
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evening.
I was on the go every moment."
Now she enjoys more serious pleasures.
She is once more her quiet dignified self.
Gloria believes in the psychology of
clothes. Put her in short dresses and bob
her hair and she wants to play around like
a child. But swathed in an evening gown
with her -hair high and heavily ornamented
— she immediately becomes the society woman of poise and dignity and grace.
Gloria loves clothes, loves luxuries, loves
fame. Her human, beautifully human,
maternal side she prefers to veil from the
public, and you cannot blame her for desiring a little privacy.
So I have faithfully told you what Gloria
Swanson, the famous film actress, is like,
but both Gloria, in private, and Gloria, in
public, are possessed of great beauty and a
will, — a will to get and keep the luxuries
of this life.
She is a dominating little woman, not so
much a dreamer now, as a practical general,
maneuvering her course with a careful
rudder.

Electricity — Learn at Home
There is a wonderful opportunity right now for young men who
like electricity. If you are ambitious and will train yourself in
spare time you can step into a
good position and get experience
that will give you a real start toward success in life. Good salaries are offered with rapid promotion.
For 29 years the International
Correspondence Schools have been
training young men for success in
electricity and over 200 other subjects. They will help you prepare
right at home for a position in the
line of electrical work you like
best — or in any work that appeals to you. Thousands of men,
through I. C. S. training, have
stepped into fine jobs, but never
were opportunities so great as
now.
Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the
work you like best in the coupon below,
then mark and mail it today. This
doesn't obligate you in the least, and it
will bring you information that may
start you on a successful career. This
is your chance. Don't let it slip by.
Mark and mail this coupon now.
TEAR

OUT

HERE

«

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6 61 8

SCRANTON,

PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
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Richard the Tenth
(Continued from page 23)
he hopes they may be able to do together.
Dick's hope at the time was that he might
do a series of Mr. Hergesheimer's stories,
including,
Head," which
Mr. Griffitheventually,
bought for"Java
him sometime
ago.
It is quite probable that from the friendship, from Dick's admiration for the writer
and
Hergesheimer's
admiration
Dick, Mr.
memorable
things may
come. for
A
quality for the screen which has, thus far,
been hinted at only, with very rare exceptions.
I can imagine no more atmospheric combination than Joseph Hergesheimer and
Richard Barthelmess. Both seem to me to
possess in a manner of speaking, the same
sort of flavor, tho the one has the riper
touch and the other is just beginning . . .
Both leave in the memory, after their work
is done, an atmosphere, a perfume as potent
as it is delicate, and as persistent. Both
leave symbolic things as gifts to the imagination .. . amber and jade and trade
winds and drifting sails and love that is
compounded of the intertangled spirits of
poetry and pain.
Both achieve certain highlights in their
work, which do not obliterate, but rather,

The news reel
of filmland
Takeshind theyou
bescenes
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at the big studios
Ask your theater manager
to
by
book it
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concentrate
thedone
details.
"Javathinks
Head,"
when
one has
with In
it, one
of
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jade — somehow definitely. In "Broken
Blossoms," one remembers the purification
of love in the Yellow Man's patient body,
shining forth without alloy, clear amber.
In Mr. Hergesheimer's most recent story
there is the marvelous cocktail. The ingredients of the tale are, somehow, contained therein. In " 'Way Down East,"
when one thinks of David, one thinks of
him, very grave and young, dancing with
his mother, standing by Anna near the fireplace— quaint and very tender.
And so there seems to be between the
teller of tales and the player of parts a
certain communion of the artistic spirit ;
an expression of their art, essentially
mutual ; an affinity, so to speak.
We await consummation.

skc.

Among
Those Present
(Continued from page 57)

C^ACH package of "Diamond Dyes"
•L* contains easy directions for dyeing
faded; shabby skirts, waists, coats,
stockings, sweaters, draperies, coverings, everything.
Beware!
Poor
dye

streaks, spots, fades, and ruins material by giving it a "dyed-look." Buy
"Diamond Dyes" only. Tell druggist
whether your material is wool or silk,
or if it is cotton, linen, or a mixture.

Save Your Body JSSKSSF
"I Would Not Part With It For $10,000"

So writes an enthusiastic, grateful customer. "Worth more than a farm."
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it.
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I listened for a hint of bitterness. Lila,
I think, has been pursued by a surly Fate.
Only now is she gradually coining into the
position which might have been hers long
ago. It is a dreary tale of a growing
youngster badly miscast, and of imprudence
in advertising. Lasky thought they were
getting a child but found that the child
grew up on their hands before they could
make her live up to their announcements.
Cecil de Mille gave her her first satisfactory part in "Male and Female." It was
ture.
one of the outstanding features of the picBut despite all of this she holds no ill
feeling. A quiet acceptance of what has
been, a determination to succeed in the face
of it, a confidence in the future ... It was
all very gently expressed, much of it not in
words. A sigh, an interval of silence, can
often mock the tongue.
I admired her dress and she told me,
quite matter-of-factly, that it was from a
design of her own. And then we were reminded again, sharply, that we had not the
floor to ourselves.
We glanced together over the tier of
tables ranging the walls.
"There's Gloria," she whispered, and I
saw Gloria Swanson, radiantly beautiful,
with her husband. She was seated and so I
could not see her gown, only the brilliant
smile that she was wafting in the direction

/Tr\MOTlON
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of the De Mille table; that, and two exquisite shoulders.
Elsewhere were famous others. Marshall Neilan, James Kirkwood, Agnes Ayres, May Allison, and Eileen Percy were
a few. Harold Lloyd was skirting the
edges of the floor with little Mildred Davis
as his partner. In one corner Frank Mayo
was chatting earnestly with the vivid Russian Dagmar Godowsky, a Nazimovesque
creature, with her bobbed hair and Paris
gown — and her cigaret. And more and
more there were, some great, some merely
approaching greatness, but all gorgeous.
It was a glittering pageant of the film
world, the first successful one since prohibition. I,dazzled slightly, thought of
that mad dance of the worshippers of The
Shining One in The Moon Pool, that stupendous creation of Merritt's imagination,
a thing of utter rapture and horror, the
horror in this case being amply supplied by
those persistent, pointed elbows. But we,
Lila and I, drifted with the rest. It is useless to attempt to swim against a millrace.
We struggled back at last to her table
and once there under reviving effects of
cool ginger ale picked up the threads of our
conversation. She told me of her latest
pictures.
"'The Charm School,' 'Midsummer Madness,' and 'Easy Street,' are the three latest
that I have made," she said. " 'Midsummer
Madness' is the best, I think. My part in
it is the sort I've always wanted to do.
I loved it."
"The Cruise of The Make-Believe," her
first picture, she barely mentioned. It was
one of those unfortunate 'mistakes that had
been forced upon her by those who knew
that she had ability but who had not the
perception necessary to develop it.
What her next picture will be has yet to
be decided. The story is among those to be
found. One can only hope that her success
as Tzveeny in "Male and Female" will have
opened the eyes of those higher up to the
correct line to pursue. I doubt that Mary
Pickford herself could have survived mistaken management at the beginning of her
career.
Perhaps I have laid too much stress on
Lila's misfortunes. I would not have it
thought that she said aught of them to me.
She did not. The whole tone of our brief
chat was a happy one. But one cannot
ignore facts.
I suppose it is not polite to be analytical.
But because I was prejudiced — unnecessarily, I admit, — I was a little curious.
Lila is certainly not one with whom you
would feel obliged to discuss Nietzsche and
the Co-operative Movement — I say it
thankfully. And just as thankfully and
emphatically I would eliminate the twittering. It has no place in Lila's sphere. She
is too busy being just a girl to bother her
head over the birds in the trees. David
Belasco still symbolizes the acme of her
art. To work under him, that were indeed
enough !
She lives with her mother and her sister
Peggy out in Hollywood and is horribly
humak enough to be indignant because the
telephone company kept her waiting six
months before making an installation!
Even when I rose to leave and she was
bidding me farewell I was conscious of
that quietness. Her attitude seems always
passive. Others laugh where she smiles,
shout where she merely murmurs. If it
were boredom it would be irritating, but I
do not think it that. It does not quell the
enthusiasm of others. It is just Lila Lee.
I wended my way back to my own table,
for the moment unaware of the gay glitter
about me. I thought: "If I were a stray
dog and hungry" I should make for Lila
Lee's backdoor."
She's that kind.

quESeni
ohEY
Gladys
"Walton,
Universal
Film
Star, noted for
her expressive
eyes.

through eyes
dark that
lashes.
that
glance Eyessidelong
DARING
flash "Beware"
from beneath
a
shadowing fringe. Languorous eyes with
sleepy lids that sweep their silken lashes
upon the cheek.
Always the eyes that are eloquent have
long, beautiful lashes to intensify their
light, be it sparkling or softly lambent.
You can make your eyes luminous, fascinating, by nourishing the lashes and
aiding their growth with Lashlux. In
Erown or Dark, it darkens them immediately, making them appear heavy and
glossy. Brown, Dark, or Colorless, 50c.
At drug or department stores, or by mail.

ROSS
72 Grand

COMPANY

Street.
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means luxuriant lashes
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Free Trial
YOU may have any instrument with complete musical
outfit,
trialafter
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tion. for
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at our free
expense
trial ifNoyouobligawish.
Outfit includes velvet lined ease, self instructor, music
and all accessories at factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for instrument and outfit
if you decide to keep it. Wurlitzer instruments are
known all over the world for artistic quality.

Send Coupon for Beautiful New Catalog
Every instrument known illustrated with price, easy
terms and free trial blank. Catalog absolutely freeNo obligation. Send this coupon now.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1524
117 E. 4th St.120 Ciliciniiiiti.
O.— New
32'J S.York.
Wab:ish
Ave., Chicago
W. 42nd St..
Jtf. Y.
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tails of Wurlitzer Complete Outfits anil free trial and eaoy
payment oiler.
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'Craming jor /TuHiorsliip

HoWlo Write, What to Write,
and Where to sell.
Cultivate your mind. Develop
your literary gifts. Master Ike
art of s<?lf^-e^prossion.Mak<2
your spare iime -profitable.
Turn your ideas into dollars.

Dr.EsenWem

Courses in Short-Story "Writing, Versification, Journalism
Play -Writing, Photoplay
Writing, etc., taught personally by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,

for many years editor of Lippincott's Magazine, and
a staff of literary experts. Constructive criticism.
Frank, honest, helpful advice.
Real teaching.
One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and
: articles written mostly in spare time — "play work," he
alls it. Another pupil received over $1,000 before
completing her first course. Another, a busy wife
and mother, is averaging over $75 a , week from
photoplay writing alone.

There is no other institution or agency doing so much
for writers, young or old. The universities recognize
this, for over one hundred members of the English
faculties of higher institutions are studying in our
Literary Department. The editors recognize it, for
they are constantly recommending our courses.
We publish The Writer's Library. We also publish The
Writer's Monthly, especially valuable for its full reports of
the literary market. Besides our teaching service, we offer £
manuscript criticism service.
150-page illustrated 'catalogue free.

Play the Hawaiian

Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so
simple, plain and easy that you
begin on a piece with your first
lesson.
In half an hour you
can play it ! We have reduced
the
necessary
motions
you
learn to only four — and you
ncquire these in a few minutes.
Thpn it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
slurs and other effects
that make this instrument so delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any
kind
of
music,
both
the melody
and
.
the accompaniment.?'
Your
tuition
fee
in-\
eludes a beautiful Ha- \
waiian Guitar, all the'
necessary
picks
and
^
steel liar and 52 complete lessons and pieces of
music. Special arrangement for lessons if you have
your own Guitar.

Send Coupon

NOW—
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Ha%.(^n Conservatory of Music, Inc
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
I am Interested in the Hawaiian Guitar. Please send
complete information, special price offer, etc., etc.

Town
Wrlfo
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and

address
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Desert Heart
{Continued from page 58)
"Yes," commented the director, "we find
that when you have to cut out entire episodes from the picture to bring it down to
the required length you lose the punch and
it becomes disjointed and vague."
Tho "Bill" Hart was born in New York
state, he spent the first fifteen years of his
life
Dakota
on his father's
ranchin and
here Territory
in the loneliness
of the
primitive West, the boy, all unconsciously,
was laying the foundations for his brilliant
career.
One afternoon, while we watched the
wagon train of prairie-schooners, drawn
by oxen, wending its way thru the treacherous sand under "the eye of the camera,
Mr. Hart spoke of this period of his life.
"I've seen a lot of these trains myself
and in fact, I know the experiences of those
early days first hand.
"As a child, my only companions were
Sioux Indians and as they refused to learn
my language I was forced to master theirs.
They taught me how to ride, shoot, fight
and care for myself after the manner of
the West.
"When I came to motion pictures in 1914,
after spending a number of years on the
stage, I found the western dramas a drug
on the market. Now, I was convinced this
indifference was the result of their having
been presented with little or no idea of
consistent realism. Knowing and loving the
West as I did, I believed that I could make
pictures that would be a truthful mirror of
all its fascinating and colorful charm,
and
" he added, thoughtfully, "I am always grateful to the American public who
understand what I am endeavoring to
That his success has been so overwhelming is merely the justification of his high
present."
ideals
and in these few years the entire
world has enjoyed the opportunity of viewing William Hart in a series of films that
have taken rank as splendid studies of his
West, rich in romance and adventure.
It is a distinct achievement to step out
from among your fellowmen and thru rare
ability and sheer force of character to be
able to create and retain a unique position —
and this is exactly what Mr. Hart has done.
He has given us many sterling roles and to
all of them he brings a fine sincerity, sturdy
manliness and a wistful pathos and gentleness that touches the hearts of all.
He is boyishly happy over his success, yet
he seriously declares that after finishing
one more picture after this, which will
complete the nine scheduled to appear un-
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Deans Mentholated Cough Drops
have just the necessary menthol to make
breathing easy and stop irritation. Nose
and throat specialists use menthol as a
healing agent. Deans are as carefully compounded as a prescription. Instant relief. Keep a box in your pocket.
Buythem today at vour nearest dealer's.

Mentholated

CoughDrops
Kardos 8C Burke
STOCKS

8C BONDS

f Kardos 8C
the United States
Hon.
Btirke
L. M. John
Kardos,
Jr. "|
J
Treasurer of 1 Successors
Formerly
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LetFUTURE
us show you how,
through
NOW!"
Systematic
Saving and Investtion to
ments, you can lay the foundaFinancial Independence
Upon request we will send you a
FREE BOOKLET
explaining an
easy method to acquire an income
regardless of your present earnings.
Ask for No. 190

32 Broadway, New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh
Chicago
Brooklyn
Direct Private Wires

own banner,
he intends to retire—^'
for der
anhis indefinite
period.
In his present film, "Bill" has forsaken
the well-known cowboy regalia for the silk
hat, long coat and gay waistcoat that typified the costume of the picturesque gambler
in the fifties, and, as Oak Miller, he gives

9*

Get the Drop
on that Cough

another of his powerful characterizations.'
Shading our eyes from the glaring light,
we could see away in the distance a hundred
Indians, their bare, brown bodies gleaming
in the sun, come dashing over the hill on
their swift ponies. The slow moving
schooners came to a halt, for the ever
hovering menace had at last become a terri lying reality. Women and children
crouched in the wagons while the frontiersmen tested their firearms in preparation/
for the
attack, the Indians drawing nearer
and
nearer.
Cameras set at different points were
registering their advance from all angles.
On they came, now lost in a cloud of sand,
now reaching an eminence where they became an ominous silhouette against the blue,

My metii'Ht is the ouly Way, to prevent the hair from growing
again. Easy, painless, harmless. No sears. Booklet free. Write
today,
enclosing 3 8S4-X,
stamps. Mahler
We teacb
beauty
cultin-e. R.I.
■•-■
D.J.MAHLER,
Park,
PROVIDENCE,

Your legs will appear straight
when you wear

Straightleg . Garters
Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter and pant-leg Straightener —
Quickly adjusted to fit various degre:s
of bowlegs; as easy to put on and comfortable to wear as any ordinary garter
— no harness or padded forms: just an
ingenious special garter for bowlegged men
— improves appearance wonderfully. Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing, them;
enthusiastic.
mailed In plain Write
envelope.for free booklet,
S-L
8I2H

Trust

Garter
Co.

Bldn..

Co.
DAYTON.
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blue sky, and finally closing in upon their
victims with their famous circle of death !
It was all so exciting, so thrillingly real,
that as I breathlessly watched the scene
taking place under the burning desert sun
and in the natural setting which may have
indeed witnessed just such tragedies in
those early days, I was carried away with
its intensity and forgot there was a world
beyond these shifting sands.
Then came one of the dramatic climaxes
that fairly lifted us off our feet. William
Hart, as the gambler, Oak Miller, seeking
to save the girl he loves from the scheming
villain, (who has planned the Indian raid
for his own gain) has made a spectacular
race for many miles on his faithful Pinto.
He reaches the spot just in time to check
the attack, the Indians believing there is
an army of white men in pursuit.

-

-

Learn the Secret
Wonderful as it seems, you can now learn,
without one penny of cost, the amazing
secret of the marvelously smooth, velvety,
soft skin free from wrinkles possessed by
famous Oriental beauties.
Every woman who now worries and frets over
the appearance of tiny lines and crowsfeet in the
skin of her face and neck is her own enemy if she
does not at once obtain a FREE copy of the
wonderful Princess Tokio Beauty Book.
It tells how, in the privacy of your own room,
you can remove these dreaded blemishes as though
by magic without massage, rollers , exercise,
masks or other such unsatisfactory means, but
by the mentsimple,
quick Princess
Treatwhich haseasy,
accomplished
such Tokio
astonishing
results for so many thousands of women.
Get This FREE Book Today
If you have wrinkles you aredeprivj yourself of the full benefit
of your natural beauty if you
■ donotsend
and and
address todayyour
forname
a free
V*
postpaid copy of this famous
book and learn for yourself the
wonderful secret of a smooth,
beautiful skin entirely free from
age-telling wrinkles. Sendtoday!
Princess TokSo Company
■■ J
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All Makes Typewriters
Remington, Underwood.
Smiths, Boyals, Olivers,
etc., at reduced prices.
Write for our catalog No.
4 0 for convincing proof.
Prices low as $2 0.
Koran Typewriter Co.,
58 W. Washington St.,
Dept. 38, Chicago.
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Easiest riding, most comfortable wheel
built; "We'll ship it to yoQ on approval.
You'll want it sure when you see the
18 exclusive features of the splendid
1921 model electrically equipped

"Bill," straight, tall, lithe, looking like a
splendid bronze statue come to life, meets
the Indian chief, — played by Chief Standing Bear, himself a magnificent specimen
of the Vanishing Race, — in a spirited battle
among the rocks and they present a study
in muscle and brawn that would have delighted the great Michelangelo.
It was a battle royal, primitive bow and
arrow against the civilized firearms, each
man recognizing in the other a worthy adversary. Later, these two men unite in a
common vengeance against the villain, and,
with his last breath, Standing Bear saves
Oak Miller by sending an arrow into the
enemy, then dies as befits a noble warrior.
The acting of the three men was of the
highest order, with Hart vibrating with
restrained emotions, bringing a gripping intensity and vigor, which ever characterizes
his work, and we came back to the present
with a start when the scene ended and the
cameras stopped clicking.
"This gambler-hero has been in my mind
for years," remarked Mr. Hart, a moment
later, while Mary Hart, who always accompanies her brother, endeavored to
brush some of the dust from his hair. "I'm
enjoying putting him on the screen as I
see him. He is square, whose game is fair,
whose heart is tender, whose loyalty is
sure and — " he added, as Viola Vale
joined us, "he deserved to win the girl."
Soft shadows were beginning to creep
across the sands, it was nearing the sunset
hour, — sunset on the desert, — of which
there are few more impressive sights.
William Hart, ever alert to the beauty
and grandeur of natural scenery, swung
himself on Pinto, and together, horse and
man, the staunch companions that have
been immortalized upon the screen in many
pictures, shared the scene in silence.
For an instant the flaming brilliance
spread its magic carpet over the grey sage,
bathing the rocks beyond in its dazzling
reflections, then, swiftly, the colors faded,
the cool dusk was upon us.
With the cameras packed, the wagons
loaded and the last automobile carrying the
players down the winding road to the little
village, the desert again wrapped itself in
its age-old Mystery, Loneliness and
Silence !

BIACK BEAUTY
Big color-illustrated catalog shows large
variety of styles — describes features
fully. Choose the wheel and we' 11 ship
express prepaid on approval without
cost. A small deposit and A DOLLAR
A WEEK makes it yours. Our direct
factory price saves you money — a saving you cannot afford to overlook.
5 year cident
guaranty
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acinsurance and
with 6 every
wheel.
Send now for big color- I7TJ|7I7f
illustrated catalog — it's MT M\ tiiVim
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Hair Remover
Genuine — Original
) Y actual test genuine De Miracle is
the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because
it has been in use for over 20 years,
and is the only depilatory that has ever
been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,
Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.
De Miracle is the most cleanly, because
there is no mussy mixture to apply or
wash off. You simply wet the hair
with this nice De Miracle sanitary liquid and it is gone. De Miracle alone
devitalizes hair, which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.
Try De Miracle just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect
hair remover return it to us with the
De Miracle guarantee and we will refund your money. Write for book free
Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, ^2.00
At alt toilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,
$1.04 or $2.08, which includes war tax.
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Tke Answer

Man

(Continued from page 78)
Arthur D. M. — Your letter was truly
eloquent. Eloquence, smooth and cutting
is like a razor whetted with oil. Yes, Alice

My Three Boys
and Their Future
LAST NIGHT I happened to be glancing
. through a Bulletin of the United States
Department of Education. What I read
startled me. It was about the "Money Value
of Education."
This graduate
Bulletin clearly
that
the high school
earns aproved
better
salary than the fellow who has been denied this
very great advantage — High School Training.

These Are the Reasons

1. High School Training Greatly
increases Individual 'Wealth.

One example why: "The Massachusetts
Committee of Industrial Education made a study
of 799 workers who had left school at either 14
or 18 years of age, and traced the actual average
salaries received by these workers from year to
year. They found that the boy3 who had remained four years longer in school in order to be
trained, soon caught up in salary with their
brothers who had stopped at 14, and went ahead
of them so rapidly that by the time they were 22
years old, the sum of the four years' salary of
the better educated boys was equal to that of
the eight years' salary of those who had quit
school at 14."
So you see that the boy who thinks he is making money by leaving school and going to work
when 14 years old is actually losing money, unless
he continues his training during his spare time.

2. High School Training Results
in
Higher Standing Among Fellowmen.
One example why: "Out of nearly five
million untrained men and women in America,
only 31 were sufficiently successful in any kind
of
workoutto of
be listed
in " Who's
Who School
in America,
while
two million
High
trained' '
men and women 1,245 won this high standing."
This shows that the trained man or woman has
87 times the chance of winning success.

3. High School Training Is the
Passport to Preferred Positions.
"From
twenty-fifth
year
on,Explanation:
the boys who had
quittheschool
at 14 would
secure practically no promotion, whereas these
who had remained in school until 18 and had
therefore, entered the higher grade industries
and positions, would continue to receive promotion and increase in salary for many years."

These reasons are sufficient to convince me
that, no matter what happens, my three boys
must have the benefits of High School Training. The cost of a High School course is so
little and the benefits are so many that no
thinking man or boy will do without it.
There is hardly a job worth while that does
not require a High School Training. Just stop
and consider for a moment that without High
School Training you cannot enter
that you are barred from taking up any collegeone of
the leading professions, such as medicine
or
law; and in most States you will be unable to
pass examination for certified Public Accountant, Architect, etc.
i5.ven. this
!?• eYeI7d.ay business, you are handicapped
without
training or its equivalent, for a large
number of business houses refuse to burden
their
pay rolls with men and women who are barred from
promotion and responsible positions for lack of this
training.
But how about you? Have you completed your
High School Training? If you have not, let me urge
that you <lo bo at once. If you are not in a position
to go back ns a resident school student, then let me
urge you to drop me a line immediately tolling me of
your aim in life, the reason for your quitting school
nnd what position is the goal of your ambition
Is
there any reason why you Bhould be denied your
share of the good things that life holds in store for
those who succeed?

American School
Drexel Ave. a-H 58th St.

Dept. H-458

CHICAGO

Age
Position You Desire
Present Occupation

Name
Address
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Lake was good in "The Misfit Wife."
Ethel Clayton is playing in "The Price of
Possession." Rockcliffe Fellowes is opposite her with a dual role.
Laura. — Love pleases more than marriage, for the reason that romance is more
interesting than history. What man can
be romantic for twenty years? Madline
Traverse is in "The Ivory Disc." Your
stationery was all right. Dont mind me.
No, Larry Semon is not the same as Toto
the clown. Neither Constance Talmadge
nor Theda Bara is married. You can reach
Corliss Palmer at this address.
Bub. — Of course I'm not married. No, I
dont know everything. The only person
who knows everything is the graduate just
after he or she gets a sheepskin. You refer to Marjorie Daw as Emma Jane Perkkins. James Crane was Captain Rymill in
"The Misleading Widow."
Eugene, Australia. — Well, I know just
how you feel after sending 25c to Norma
Talmadge and then to have your letter refused and returned because of insufficient
postage. But really, you Australians rarely
ever put enough postage on your letters.
You know that out of my $10 per I used to
spend about $8 a month on insufficient postage. Why dont you write to Eugene
O'Brien?
Thanks, old chappie.
Gloria C. — Dorothy Bernard and Glen
White had the leads in "Sporting Blood."
You just bet Dorothy Bernard is one of my
favorites, and I am sorry I dont see more
of her.
Celenia R. — Yes, Eleanor Woodruff and
C. Aubrey Smith in "Jaffery." I'm sorry
you have had so much trouble, but let's
hope
wontthathappen
again.
The "Iliad"
teachesit us
all life
is a battle;
the
"Odyssey" that all life is a journey; the
Book of Job, that all life is a riddle. I've
been trying to solve it for the last 80 years,
and I wont give up.
Lingering Letty. — You refer to Saxon
Kling and Sue Balfour.
Dont mention it.
Iona Ford. — Glad to hear from you.
Write me again. I'll have to hurry; I'm
'way behind in my work.
Just Me. — You cant make me mad by
writing every month. Francis McDonald,
in "The Final Close-Up." Donald MacDonald, in "The Market of Souls." Yes,
Bill Morgan. You say Hoot Gibson is
your favorite male player and Ruth
Roland your favorite actress. Glad to
hear
like. whom you like -and whom you dont
Almost. — The tale, "Bluebeard," was
written by Perrault in the time of Louis
XIV., and was supposed to be the life of
Giles de Laval, a skilful soldier but wicked
man. Emory Johnson has been engaged
to play opposite Betty Compson. Mahlon
Hamilton, Cullen Landis and Mary
Alden, in "Snow Blindness."
Flapper Artist. — "To err is human, to
forgive divine," are lines taken from the
' "Essay on Criticism," by Alexander Pope.
No, child, it does not require wisdom and
wit lo write to me. Anybody can. Thanks
for the masterpiece, and I hope some day
to see your work in print. Marguerite
Clark, in "Scrambled Wives."
Samuel. — Yes, I, too, admire Sunshine
Sammy. We ran a picture of him not long
ago, and some of our good readers objected to it. Yes, D. W. Griffith wants to
buy " ISen II ur." He is prepared to pav
$1,500,000 for the screen rights.
(Continued on page 110)
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This Trade-Mark.
One application of Mi-Rita will quickly and completely
remove all undesirable hair without pain, leaving the
skin soft and smooth.
Every woman who is troubled with superfluous hair
should know that Mi-Rita will permanently destroy
the most stubborn growth of hair, and this treatment
can be used successfully at home.
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Big Band Catalog
sent free
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Happ;9 Days
{Continued from page 47)

TJAVE YOU the fascinating beauty of allurA A ing eyes that sparkle and charm — eyes
shaded by soft, even eyebrows and framed
by luxuriant lashes > YOU can easily have
this beauty — just refine and develop your
lashes and eyebrows with a little genuine
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— at your dealers or by mail.

Price 50c and $1.00

Interesting

booklet,
"What
Eyes Can Do",
With each
package
LASHBROW LABORATORIES CO.
34 Preston Place
St. Louis, U. S. A.

SEND
NO
MONEY
DOWN

SET IN
SOLID
GOLD
RINGS

BRILLIANT

FjT A ■ tmF^IMS

SPARKLING
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Your

DIA-GEM

30 Days

FREE!

DIA-GEM CO., Div. 604-628 World Bldg., New York, N.Y.

iialenlef
jXbu_" c
If you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music
or latest songs on the Ukulele, you will be in demand.
Prof. Harry
J. Clarke's
method
now enables
you to latest
play
the Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy as reading a novel.
No previous knowledge necessary. Famous Moving Piclure Stars have learned to play it. We give you FREE a
handsome Ukulele if you enroll now. Write for free Story
of Hawaiian Music and offer. No obligations. Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music, 201 W. 41st St.. DeoL 8-A. New York

«&* Learn to Dance
FoMcanlearnFox-Trot.One-Step.Two-

Step, ciety
Waltz
latest
sodances inandyour
own "up-to-the-minute"
home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
Room 121
4737 Broadway, Chicago, lit.

At Home

March Winds Play
Havoc With Your Hair
To preserve the beauty of your hair
there are just three things necessary —
West Softex Shampoo, West Electric
Hair Curlers and West Hair Nets.

West

Softex

—10c
natural
S ha m p o ofor
—
dark hair and
henna for
prepared with
blonde. solutely
Ab-safe

FIRE AND

Select your ring and give finger size. We'll send about one carat
DIA-GEM set in a solid gold ring to you by parcel post at once.
You deposit only $4.00 with postmaster. It is only a deposit. It
is still your money. If you or your friends can tell a DIAGEM fromIf asatisfied
perfect pay
sparkling
white diamond,
refund your
money.
$2.00 monthly
for sevenwe'll
months.

"

Their home is ideally .artistic, richly furnished— in no way ostentatious. A beautiful nest for newly weds and a successful
artist.

West Hair Nets — Cap
and Fringe Shape — all
colors — Beach and
Motor, 15c ; Tourist, 3
for 50c ; Gold Seal, 25c

RADIANCE

Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. Can you tell the difference? See the same fiery radiance, gleaming1 brilliance, fascinating sparkle. DI A-GEMS are absolutely perfect in color and
cutting. Stand all diamond testa. Your friends will think it is an
expensive diamond. Even experts think they are diamonds. The
snappy, fiery sparkle is guaranteed forever. DIA-GEMS are
the closest Scientific reproduction of high priced diamonds.

Wear

life, fun — one and the same thing to him.
In appearance Mahlon Hamilton is heroic — tall, large boned, tawny haired and
yellow-eyed. He has a penchant for light
colored clothes, grey; suits, black and white
checked coats, cream colored trousers, tan
overcoats. His clothes are rather large, as
if he wore them to satisfy civilization and
his calling but not himself. He is the sort
of man that every girl dreams of encountering in the moonlight. He is the type
that can whisper sweet nothings to please
feminine vanity, but the wise girl will discount them as meaningless, for ladies as a
whole count for little in his life compared
to a well-matched game of golf or a prizefight.
That is, ladies in general. In particular
he has a very beautiful girl-wife to whom
he is devoted. Just as the handsome house
which he recently purchased in the fashionable Wilshire district of Los Angeles is the
crown of his success, so his wife is the
jewel that makes that crown worth while.
Mrs. Hamilton is a beautiful brunette
with sparkling brown eyes and shimmering
black hair. For one so young she has a
great deal of business sagacity and is a
decided help to care-free Mahlon in helping
him to keep his appointments and remember
business details.

Out of tne Workshop
{Continued from page 55)
come in to me, and also in the more substantial tokens that I can count piling up
in the bank. Printer's ink is the greatest
thing in the world to help a man, or a woman, up the steep incline of his, or her
work, but as for the blazonry of electric
lights . . . there are more essential and
more
lasting
I asked
himvalues."
whether he wanted to play
any particular sort of parts.
"I want to express myself, of course," he
said, "and I prefer to do it thru the medium
of
psychological.
'Earthbound,'
for the
instance
... it wasDoing
actually
very hard
work . . . but it was also very engrossing
"Do you really believe in it," I inquired,
"in spiritism?"
"I did while I was working in the picwork."
ture," he said, diplomatically.
As a rule, however, Mr. Standing is not
consciously or even subconsciously diplomatic. He is too enthusiastic. He is too
ingenuously interested and heartfelt about
his subject. He is too much himself with
no thought of himself. It was an interesting and a worthwhile adventure to have met
Mr. Standing first in the spirit and then in
the flesh. It makes one inclined to advocate that particular chronology of evolution.
TO WYNDHAM

By Mail

Attractive positions open for men
and boys. Salaries up to $3,5 0 0 a year. Beginners paid $125 a month plus Room and Board,
which means more than $200 at the start. One
of our recent graduates is getting $6,000 a year.
Opportunity to travel or locate in land radio offices.
We train you by mail in a short time — some have
completed the course in 10 weeks No previous experience necessary. First correspondence radio
school in America. Our new automatic WIRELESS
INSTRUMENT,
"The Natrometer," FURNISHED
EVERY STUDENT.
Send for FREE BOOK, "Wireless, the Opportunity of Today"
National Radio Institute, Dept. 522, Washington, D.C.

By

Reuben

Peterson

To stand in any place,
I say, is a disgrace.
A seat in any case
I'm for demanding.
I'm firm enough until
I see him on the bill.
Put, if I must, I will
See Wyndham — standing.

YOU can bring out the lovely glints
of color in your hair through painstaking care and the right shampoo.
Use West Softex Shampoo at least
once every two weeks; for oily hair,
every week. It acts as a stimulant to
the scalp; makes the hair look thicker
and softer and is absolutely safe.
A soft, beautiful natural wave is given
the hair in 15 minutes through the use
of West Electric Hair Curlers. They
have rounded edges, which cannot
break, cut or injure the hair.

tric Hair
West
Curlers Eleclast a
lifetime. Card
of 2 Curlers,
10c— Card of 5
Curlers, 25c.

The

finishing touch, a

West Hair Net — one that
matches your hair perfectly —
made of long strands of selected human
hair, twice sterilized, and especially processed for invisibility and strength.

We

And so, for the beauty of your hair you
need these three things —

West
Hancock

Electric Hair Curlers
Human Hair Net

Electric

Hair

Curler

Co.

Ave., Philadelphia,
ShampoPa.o
T Softex
93

St. and Columbia

PA6

\
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YOUR FAVORITE S
PERSONAL LIFE,
Intimate Stories of the
Greatest Movie Stars
Know your favorite star as intimate'.y as a good friend. All the
little personal things that make
them so human and lovable, their
problems, joys, loves, their work
and their play. Be an authority
on their lives.
NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
The "Movie Mirror" Library lays bare
in their own words the personal lives or
the greatest stars. Written by them —
for YOU.
READ THESE NAMES
The first 12 books issued contain the
life stories, full color pictures (on cover)
pen and ink portraits and personal
letters from these sreat stars:
Lillian Gish
Colleen Moore
Harriet Hammond Doraldina
Viola Dana
Wesley Barry
Corinne Griffith Mae Murray
William S. Hart Ben Turpin
Wallace Reid
Bert Lytell
SHORT TIME OFFER
You must act quickly before edition is
exhausted — NOW. Send only one
dollar today and start your movie
library at once. All 12 books will be
sent by return mail.

WELLER
Dept.C

SERVICE
Binghamton,

N. Y.

Special prices and proposition
to agents
and
booksellers.

£ A COPY

JO

$1<

SET OF I Z* I
WATER-WAVE
YOUR
HAIR

Water-Maid
Wavers *\
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

wave that remains in straightesc
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
afrer every shampoo.
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today— stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary— universally successful — endorsed by society'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.
WATER- MAID WAVER CO.
117-C West Seventh St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

California Cnatter
(Continued from page 71)
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Nineteen twenty-one looks like a good
year for Eileen Sedgwick, Universal star.
At the beginning of the year, having been a
good girl and completed a serial called
"The Diamond Queen," never once flinching whether thrown into the cold ocean or
a lion's den, she began work on a feature
production under the direction of Edward
Kull. The name of the story is "Renunciation." Itwas written by Peter B. Kyne.
Monte Blue is having an opportunity to
show his versatility in "The Perfect
Crime," which is being filmed by Allan
Dwan. Blue plays the dual role of Griggs,
the absconding bank messenger and James
Brown, the traveler and man of the world.
William deMille has returned from New
York where he witnessed the opening of
his "Midsummer Madness," and announces
that he is thru with film adaptations of
books and plays. Henceforth all his productions will be from stones written directly for the screen by well-known authors
under contract to write for Famous-Players Lasky. His first story will be an original by Edward Knoblock.
By the way, W. Somerset Maugham, the
famous author of "The Moon and Sixpence," has signed a contract to write for
the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
Mr. Eyton, production manager of the
Lasky studio, is seriously thinking of "Outcast" as a future film vehicle for Elsie
Ferguson. This was Miss Ferguson's
greatest stage success and was done in pictures a couple of years ago by Ann Murdock. It is a virile enough play to stand a
second cinemazation, especially with its original star. Meanwhile Miss Ferguson is
considering "Footlights," by Rita Weiman
for her next picture to follow "Sacred and
Profane Love."
Forrest Stanley, the blond matinee idol,
is supporting May Allison in her new picture "Big
Game." Rawlinson, the handsome,
I saw
Herbert
in Hollywood the other day. It seemed so
good to see his radiant smile and hear about
New York from him that I completely forgot to ask him for any advance news regarding his plans.
Now it's a big Viennese picture company
which is seeking to appropriate American
stars and directors, judging from appearances. From the Uja film combine of
Central Europe has come to Betty Blythe
an offer to appear in a number of historical
spectacles. This organization is the producer of the film play "Passion," starring
Pola Negri.
Clyde Fillmore is one of the most versatile of the leading men in pictures. Off
screen he is very distinguished looking and
tremendously tall. I saw him recently enjoying a brief vacation at the Coronado
hotel, Coronado, California.
Bebe Daniels has been enjoying a short
vacation in her birthplace, Dallas, Texas.
"Sweetie Peach," from a Saturday Evening Post story by Sophie Kerr will be
Wanda Hawley's next production and not
nounced.
"The Next Besters," as previously an-

Hearts ana Heights
(Continued front page 45)
take a motor trin, if it is only for a few
days. And in California, high on a peak
which overlooks the deep canon she is
building her new home — where the murmur of the nearby sea, too, comes thru the
air to soothe, as a crooned lullaby.
And so, you find Ethel Clayton the girlwoman, valiant souled, rich in promise . . .

ESTABLISHED
1868
Preparations are Distinctive.
Known the World Over.

Our
lAUJrtLUIL
RfKAFINF
skin and is
ROSALINE
displaced by

S

rose tint. Softens and velvetizes the
Gives
the toface
nailsfora tinting.
delicate
superior
dry ar"3
rouges
is not affected by perspiration or
batliing.
Jars. 35c.

s

DIAMOND
NAILan ENAMEL
SS
grit, producing
immediate tmpow%ef
and lasting polish.

Its delicate rose tint will not discolor the skin or
cuticular fold of the nails. Diamond shape box, 35c.

1

1 moves ink, hosiery and glove
stains
nails,
refrom the skin; guaranteed harmless. theBottles,
65c.
ing the skin.
Feeds and
and whitennourishes the tissues.
Preserves a beautiful
complexion and restores a faded one.
Jars, 35c.
Sold by dealers everywhere,
or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage.
Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices.

B
CREAM VAN OLA ror softenin
DR. J. PARKER

PRAY

CO.

Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

g,

10 and 12 East 23rd St.

No. 9, $4.50.

New York City

I
B
S

No. 16, $5.50.

YT7*
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you were t0 Purchase rings like these illustrated
ab°ve. in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
$.700. We are now manufacturing exact reproductions in Ladies' Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket setting, pierced design, set with a carat size Genuine "Egeria
Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a diamond.
Send your name now and receive this wonderful
gem.

Put it beside a diamond, stands all teste. This Gem is a wonderful discovery, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
Write today. Give size of finger and number of rinsr. Pay on arrival.
It not satisfied in 5 days, return for money refund. This is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA

GEM

CO.,

F.

113 Point St., Providence.

R. I.

cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus

Print

Yottr Own

book, paper.
Press $12
Larger S35. Job
Press SI 50 up. CU1SLXPENSE1NHALF
^T^ SMALL
OUTLAY.
Pays for
"S?' itself in short time. Will last
for years. Easy to use. printed
rules sent
print for others,
BIG PROFIT.
Write factory
TODAY
for
press
catalog,
TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.

THE PRESS CO .0 44.Menden.Conn

\&ur Bunion tan Be Cured
//VS7A/Vr RELIEF

Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent—Just let me prove
ft to you as I have done for over 72,500 others in
thethelast
months. cure
I claim
that "Falryfoot"
is
onlysixsuccessful
for bunions
ever made
and I want you to let me send it to you FREE, entirely at my expense. I don't care how many socalled cures, or shields or padsyou ever tried without success I don't care how disgusted you feel
with them all— you have not tried my cure and 1
have such absolute confidence in it that I am
going to send you this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treatment which relieves you almost instantly of all
pain; it removes the cause of the bunion and thus
the ugly deformity disappears— all this while you
are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. I know it will
do all this and I want you
because
I know
toFREE
send for
"Falryfoot"
Mni will then tell all your
friends about it just as thoso
72.000 others are doiru? now.
Write may
now, not
as appear
this announcemi'ni
in thi:

aper uc-ain. Just send your name '
idbe address
and "Falryfoot"
sent promptly
plain sealedwill
envelope.
Write intoday.

FOOT REMEDY CO.
207 Millard lve.Dep.S4 Chicago

ft

In League With, the Fairies
(Continued from page 30)

Sugar Coated"

Electricity

Use the powerful, corrective forces of electricity that modern science has made
available— without shock or jolt— just pleasant and invigorating, yet wonderfully
effective. Drive out aches, pains, and their causes.
Saturate the ailing weakened area with nature s most
potent aid in establishing normal conditions.
Violet Ray

ftenufife

High Frequency

and transforms curSimply attaches to light socketshockless
electricity —
rent into a shower of vibrant,
Violet Ray. Penetrates deep, increasing circulation,
elimination
promoting
and
blood
the
to
adding oxygen
If you are suffering from any
of waste products.
subnormal
conditions, learn what the Violet Ray may
do for you. Write for complete booklet.
S BENEFITED; Many chronic, stubTHOUSAND
born cases of rheumatism, neuritis, anemia, faulty
circulation, [paralysis, catarrh, lumbago, etc., etc.,
have found marked relief ar.d permanent benefits. Get the records of hundreds of cases. You may get one on
trial and be your own Doctor and
Judge. Write for special offer.

Renulife

Electric

Co.

3 404 Marquette Building
Detroit, Michigan
In Canada
Netting Building, Windsor, Ont.

Free Book .

Easy to Play

Containing complete^
story of the origin f
and history of that
wonderful instrument—the

(«)

SAXOPHONE
This Book tells you when to use
Saxophone— singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes or in band; how to transpose cello parts and things you
would like to know.
Unrivalled for
home
school,
church
and lodge.entertainment,
Id big demand for
orchestra
dance ^
music.

Most beautiful tone of all wind instruments. You can learn to

PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVENING
with the free chart we send you, and in a few weeks
you will be playing popular airs. Practice is a pleasure because of quick results. Send for copy of book.

THE FAMOUS

Bucscher-Grand Cornet

The biggest tone and the most perfect of any Cornet
made. Double your pleasure, popularity and income by
playing a Buescher- Grand Cornet or Trombone.

6 Days9 Free Trial

You can order any Buescher Instrument and try; it 6 days

in your own home, without obi iffation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for it en easy payments, Ask as to send you names of users
in
your locality.
Big* illustrated
Orchestra
Instruments
sent free.Catalog: of True- Tone Band and

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

205 Buescher Block

ELKHART,

the curse of the bad fairy and forgotten
that they are really the daughters of kings.
They need something to quicken their imagination and make them realize their inheritance, and I am going to write many things
I know to be true in order to help awaken
beauty, which is not dead but sleeping.
People have passed thru three phases regarding beauty. First, it was considered
wicked for a woman to be physically attractive. Second, it was conceded that there
was no harm in being beautiful, and might
even be desirable. Third, beauty is now an
absolute necessity for every woman, and if
she hasn't it, she must acquire it.
So my articles are for those who haven't
beauty and wish to acquire it, and for those
who have it and wish to preserve it.
The very first thing that should be
mentioned in the development of beauty is
the skin. Unless the complexion is good
one can never be really beautiful. Here are
some of the things the skin needs, whether
the complexion is good or bad. Cleanse
the face and neck thoroly and cover with a
good cream that is recommended as a skin
food. Dip towels into the hottest water
possible, wring and completely cover face
and neck. The steam from the hot towel
opens the pores of the skin and drives the
cream in. Use several applications of the
hot towel until the muscles of the face feel
entirely rested and relaxed. Then remove
the surplus cream by gently rubbing with
the wet towel.
Follow this immediately with an ice rub.
Cover a smooth piece of ice with a soft
cloth and rub briskly over the face and
neck but do not press hard against the flesh,
for it will bruise very easily when the pores
have been opened by the steam.
A soft cloth bag full of shaved ice that
will entirely cover the face is better still.
Keep it in brisk movement over the face
with the finger tips. This closes the pores
and hardens the skin against attacks of sun
and wind. Also, by stimulating the circulation ithas caused the extra flow of blood
to carry away many accumulated impurities. And the blood has in turn left with it
needed food for the facial muscles, the flesh
and the skin. This treatment is especially
good at night just before retiring1.
For morning treatment, the bath should
be followed by an application of cold cream
and a brisk ice rub. It is best not to use
hot water on the face in the morning as it
is too relaxing to the facial muscles. Those
so situated that they can not get ice should
use cold water, the colder the better.
Now vanishing cream, powder and rouge
may be applied as freely as desired without danger of injury to the complexion and
with the certain result of improving the
appearance. The skin is now ready for the
rough treatment of the sun and the wind.

IND.

KEEPS SHOES SHAPELY
HIDES LARGE JOINTS

The second article of this series by Corliss Palmer will appear in a forthcoming
number of Motion Picture Magazine.

THOUGHT HE MEANT A
PROMPTER

Protectory

Affords instant relief for bunions and large joints, hides
irregularities of foot form. Worn in any shoe ; no larger
siae required. Over one-half million in use. Ask your
shoe dealer or druggist. Write today for special free
trial offer. No pay if no relief. State size of shoes
and if for right or left foot.
First

The Fischer Manufacturing Co.
National
Bank Bldg., Dept. 64, Milwaukee,

Wis.

"Hang it, man !" roared the director.
"Why did you tell that broken down actor
I wanted to see him?"
"You said you wanted an old-fashioned
stage-coach, didn't you," inquired the new
"Yes." man.
property
"Well, he's it," replied props. "He's been
a stage coach for thirty years."

qfcmJ&SlE1*

Your gray hair can be restored
in 4 to 8 days
LET US PROVE THIS STATEMENT,
bend the coupon, enclosing 10 cents, you
will receive a trial bottle of MARY T
GOLDMAN'S famous HAIR COLOR REbTORER with
special comb to apply it
Test as directed on a single lock. Watch
the gray vanish! Note how clean and
dainty is this clear, colorless liquid. How
nice it makes your hair — how easy to apply. Then get a full sized bottle from
your druggist or direct from us. Insist
on the original MARY T. GOLDMAN.
MAEY T. GOLDMAN, 275 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your trial bottle of Mary
Goldman s Hair Color Restorer with special combT
10 cents enclosed. I am not obligated in any way bv
accepting this trial offer.
The natural color of my hair i3 black
jet black
dark
medium brown
light brown
Name brown
Address

mmm
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Flower Drops, the most concentrated andexquisite perfume ever
produced. Made without alcohol.
A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with long
glass stopper. Rose or Lilac $1.50;
Lily of the Valley or Violet $2.00;
Homanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50, Send 20 cts. stamps
or silver for minature bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,
5-oz. bottles, $1.50; Talcum glass
jars, 50c; at druggists or by mail.

PER 0*l,ME & TOILET-'WATER

ffoweFDrops
Rieger's Mon Amour per ounce
S1.50; Garden Queen $2.00; Alcazar $2.25; Parfum Kienzi $2.50;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00. At druggists or by mail. Nothing finer.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of
five 25c bottles, different odors
PAUL R1EGER &C0. (since 1872) 29lFirst St, San Francisco
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Motion Picture Stars
Beautiful and artistic photos (3 1-2 x 4 1-2)
of the world's leading moving picture starg
—both men and women. BATHING BEAUTIES too! Just the thing for your room or
den. Now offered at only 6 for 26c; 26 for
51; 300 for $10. Any assortment desired:
postage prepaid. Order today enclosing:
money order or currency.
EGBERT
BROS.,
Dept. M, Buena Vista & Temple Streets,
Los Angeles
California
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hMm^Cost Ctfi 000
Mr. Gustave Anderson of Lemont, 111., writes:
"I am just, finishing mv new Aladdin Tteadi-cut Home.
I have erected
it on spare time only— some of my friends helping part of the time.
We
are very pleased with it and think more of it that I was able to build my
own home, not being a carpenter myself.
I found the blue prints very
simple and did not have any trouble to find the place for the different
pieces, and I was also very careful to follow the directions for piling the
lumber, which was a great help.
I found the material exceptionally good,
and every piece went exactly where it was intended to go, and fit perfectly when put in place.
The finishing lumber was particularly fine. I
have mv home now at about half of what it, would otherwise cost me, and
I will heartily recommend Aladdin system of Readi-cut homes to anyone
desiring to build an exceptionally attractive home at a very low figure.
We have thousands of letters from satisfied owners of Aladdin
Readi-rut Homes.
No matter where you live there is an
Aladdin Ecadi-cut owner nearijom to whom we will gladly refer.

30% Saved on Labor
18% Saved on, Lumber

Greatest Distributing System
of Lumber in the World

Fifteen years' success of the
Aladdin System of construction
have firmly established its many
advantages.
The AsLumber
Wasted
Costs Just
Much AsThat's
The

We are mediate
prepared
to make
shipment from
any you
of imour
four mills located in Michigan.
North Carolina, """Mississippi and
Oregon. All material necessary for
your house is sent to you in one
complete shipment, in a sealed box
car, and sent to you promptly. No
annoyances — no delays — no parts
nor material missing just at the
time you may need them the most.
Send
for Illustrated
din Homes"
No. 1490.Book, "Alad--

Lumber That's Used. The only
possible way to reduce high prices
of lumber and labor is to save
usual waste. The Aladdin System,
prepares all the lumber in our mills
ready to be nailed in place. Cost
of lumber is reduced 1S%. Cost of
labor is reduced 30%. One man
will do in seven days, with Aladdin Materials, what it requires ten
days to accomplish without Aladdin's System. Send for the book —
"ALADDIN HOMES" No. 1490.

To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
B
y?.3
a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAINBOW FIRE,
we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Price to Introduce. S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
<Cat. price S6.2C) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled mountings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at once C.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CA2 Las duces, N. Men. ,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican

Diamond*)

Wrestling Book FREE

Be an expert WTestler. Learn at home by mail.
Wonderful leasooa preparedbyworld'schampions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells you how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks revealed. Don'tdelay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
bigmenwith ease Write for free boob. State age.
Farmer Bums. 1524 Ry. Exchange Bldg..0maha.Neb.

Aladdin
Branches; Co. *%,$?

Wilmington, N. C.
Hattiesburg, Miss.

Portland, Oregon
Toronto, Ontario, Can.

, Perfect hearing is now being reevery condition
nessstoredor indefective
hearingof deaffrom
causes such as Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunken Drum.9,
Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds, Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc.

5EN0N0 MONEY
KYouCanTell it -from a
GENUINE DIAMONDSendiikKk

The

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums

"Little
Phones replace
for thewhat
Ears"is require
medicine Wireless
but effectively
lacking no
or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortablej
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAFNESS, giving you full particulars and testimonial
WILSON

EAR

DRUM

CO.. Incorporated

536 inter-Southern Bldg.

LOUISVILLE. SX.

IF$100TO$1,000
isn't
useful to you, don't read this
I flVP stories with plots and others needed. Free

Li U V Ei instruction in PLOT BUILDING for beginners. No experience necessary. Writers submit photoplay stories to us, also handwritten ones. Earn big
money. Don't delay.
Scenario
Dept. Mason Co., Box 161, Rochester, N. Y.

Dr. Lawton's

FACE BEAUTIFIER

I WANT every woman who reads this advertisement to give it her serious
consideration. I want her to know that by a simple "Vacuum Cup
Device" 1 have found a way to put the law of beauty to work.
As we get older the muscles of the face sag. This causes sagging
cheeks, crows-feet, drooping mouth corners, frown furrows and many
other lines — lines of age.
With my Face Beautifier you exercise the muscles of the face; thus
ightening the flabby flesh and thereby help to restore the look of youth.
No woman should be without one of these little di vices. They pay for
themselves over and and over again.
Not electric.
Use a few minutes
daily. And (lie price is 6nly $5, with full instructions.
Complete story told in my booklet, "Putting the Law of Beauty to
Work.'
"Send for your beautifier today.

ut.
Dr

x nomas
Thnmfl<s

12° w- 70th
i^awto
Dept" 58T iwfnn n Phonei
Col_ 7220
New Street
York

Building the Scenario
(Continued from page 40)
going to try to teach you something about
it. But no scenario editor will wade thru
a long continuity form when he knows, a
priori, that it would have to be revised to
suit his company and his star. What he
wants is the story ; and if he likes it, he may
give you an opportunity to come to the
studio and learn continuity writing.
Therefore, ahvays submit your stories in
synopsis
A goodform.
synopsis is nothing more than a
short story — the shorter the better — running somewhere between 500 and 1500
words. Typewrite it on one side of the
paper and send it in with a self-addressed
and stamped return envelope.
It is well to start your synopsis off with
a cast of the principle characters and a
brief description of each. If you desire to
call the editor's attention to some theme or
special feature of the story, do so ; but
never send a letter telling how good your
story is, or how you came to think of it,
or that it is based on a real incident. An
editor can generally tell by this sort of
letter
that a particularly uninteresting story
is at hand.
There is one important bit of technique
to remember in planning movie stories, and
that is the rule of parallel action. Try to
build your story in such a way that there
are two lines of events taking place simultaneously at all times, so that the picture
can flash from one to the other and so
cover lapses of time. For example, while
Jones is fighting with the crooks in the
back room of a saloon, the girl of the plot
is bringing the police. The cutter assembles
the film so that the picture flashes from
Jones and his fight to the girl and the police
who are coming on the run, thus working
up a great dramatic suspense and bringing
the police from the station to the saloon in
a few moments instead of wasting hundreds
of feet of film on their journey. The two
sequences, of course, should be closely connected and have a bearing on each other.
In your synopsis, make action, rather
than dialog, tell the story. Be particularly sure to make your plot people real individuals who live thru the story, rather
than puppets. Amateurs are prone to describe their hero as just a "handsome, athletic young man." That is not enough.
Give him a few faults and special virtues.
Start your story with several pictorial incidents which show what sort of chap he
is without leaving it to the titles to "get
across" his character. For example, our
hero in a new special production, "Wife
Insurance," is a shiftless chap — a rich
man's son — and to "plant" him, at the start,
we show him pawning all the furniture in
the old homestead to buy orchids for his
sweetheart, an incident which establishes his individuality at once without losing him a Do
particular
audience's
sympathy.
this sortofof the
thing
for all
the characters in your story.
After your story has been accepted, the
continuity must be made in accordance with
the facilities of the studio and the abilities
of the star. Continuity writers are more in
demand than any one else in the movies,
and their salaries in some cases total hundteds of thousands of dollars a year largely
because few people will take the time and
trouble to go into the studio and learn
photoplay technique.
The dramatic form of a movie is fundamentally the same as the dramatic form of
a play. A play is divided into three or four
acts. A continuity is divided into ten to
twenty episode?
or "sequences,"
cioscly con(Continued
on page 9S)
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The Screen Time- Table
For the benefit of our readers, and by
way of a screen review and critique, every
month we will give, in this department, a
composite opinion of our editorial staff
which may be read at a glance.
When a play strikes twelve, it means
that it is a masterpiece and should be seen
by everybody. When it is rated below six
it contains but little merit. The ratings
are based on the general entertainment
value, but include the story, plot, acting,
photography and direction.
Underneath our own list, we will print
a similar time-table compiled by our readers. Let every reader critic send in a
post-card, from time to time, containing
an abbreviated criticism of one or more
plays. We will print the composite results
here, but only when there are five or more
critiques on the same play so that, in all
fairness, a general opinion will be presented. Address the Time-table Editor,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D
Drama
C
Comedy
F
Farce
E
Educational
SD
Society Drama
WD
Western Drama
MD
Melodrama
CD
Comedy Drama
SP
Spectacular Production
Superfine
12
Medium
6
Very Poor
1
Editorial Staff
Critique
Always Audacious — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Behold My Wife — D-8.
Mabel Juliene Scott — Paramount.
Beloved Cheater, The — D-6.
Lew Cody — Robertson-Cole.
Below the Surface — MD-6.
Hobart Bosworth — Paramount.
Blackmail — D-7.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Erich von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Body and Soul — D-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Branded Woman, The — MD-6.
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Branding Iron, The — D-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Brat, The— MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Broadway and Home — D-7.
Eugene O'Brien — Selznick.
Broken Blossoms — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith.
Burnt Wings — D-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Charm School, The — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Civilian Clothes — CD-7.
Thomas
Meighan — Paramount.
Copperhead — D-8.
Lionel Barrymore — Paramount.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth — D-8.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Courage of Maijge O'Doone, The — MD-9.
Pauline Stark,^ — Vitagraph.
Curtain — D-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First National.
Dangerous Bus ness. — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Darling Mine — C-8.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Devil's Passkey, The— MD-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.

Dinty — Wesley Barry — MD-8.
Marshall Neilan Production — 1st Nat'l
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Eastern Westerner — F-9.
Harold Lloyd — Pathe.
Earthbound — D-9.
Basil King — Goldwyn.
Eyes of the Heart — D-5.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Fighting Chance, The — D-10.
Conrad Nagel — Paramount.
Fatal Hour, The — D-7.
All Star— Metro.
Flying Pat.— CD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Food for Scandal. — CD-7.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Forbidden Fruit — SD-9.
Agnes Ayres — Cecil de Mille Prod.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
For the Soul of Rafael — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National
Frisky Mrs. Johnson, The — SD-7.
Billie Burke — Lasky.
Furnace, The — SD-7.
Agnes Ayres — Paramount.
Girl with the Jazz Heart, The — CD-7.
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.
Going Some — CD-6.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
Good References — CD-7.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Great Adventure, The — C-5.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Hairpins — CD-8.
Enid Bennett — Paramount.
Haunted Spooks — F-8.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Heart of a Child — MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Heliotrope — MD-12.
All Star — Paramount.
Her First Elopement — CD-8.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
High and Dizzy — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Honest Hutch — CD-10.
Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
HUMORESQUE — D-l 1 .

Alma Rubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idols of Clay— MD-6.
Mae Murray — Paramount.
If I Were King— D-8.
William Farnum — Fox.
It's a Great Life — CD-8.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
Jack-Knife Man, The — D-ll.
King Vidor Production — First National.
Kid, The— F-ll.
Charles Chaplin — First National.
Kismet — D-8.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.
Last of the Mohicans — D-10.
Maurice Tourneur — Associated Prod.
Little 'Fraid Lady — D-5.
■ Mae Marsh — Robertson-Cole.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-5.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Love Flower, The — D-7.
Carol Dempster — Griffith Production.
Love Light, The — CD-6.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Madam Peacock — MD-6.
Nazimova — Metro.
Madam X.— MD-7.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Man Who Had Everything, The — CD-7.
Jack Pickford — Goldwyn.
Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-S.
William Faversham — S«'*;nick.
(Continued on / • • 100)
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In Lead-
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Pent. M-615

FREE

$10
Month
$20 aDown

Also special bargains in
-\ other new engraved

CREDIT

JEWELERS

108 N. State St.. Chicago. III.

LEARN

PIANO!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual cost. It shows why one lesson
v> ith an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method includes al! of the many important modern improvements in
jLe&ri\ music.
teaching
Brings right to your home the great advantages
of conservatory study. For the beginners or experienced players.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illustrated. All music free.
Diploma granted.
Write today for free book.
Quinn Conservatory Studio MD, 528Columbia Road, Boston 25, Mass.

jHowToli

FREE

BRACELET
WATCH

Without sending us any moh'
ey, you can get this beautiful
O siae lady's Bracelet Watch
with standard movement. Absolutely FREE. Something
new. Write right now, about
tills free offer.
HIGHGRADE

CANDY

CO.

Dept. C.
M2 Nassau St., New York City.

$500.00
ARMS"
Prize Contest
"EMPTY

OURWhiteside
famous Lester
Park-Edward
photoplay,
"Empty
Arms," is creating a sensation. It
has inspired the song "Empty Arms,"
which contains only one verse and a
chorus. A good second verse is
wanted, and to the writer of the
best one submitted a prize of $500
cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody.
You simply write the words for a
second verse — it is not necessary that
you see the photoplay before doing
so. Send your name and address on
a postal card or sheet of paper and
we shall send you a copy of the
words of the first verse and chorus,
the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this wonderful photoplay.
It will cost you nothing to enter the
contest.
Write

postal or letter today

to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST m
Lester Park-Edward W>
Photoplay Produc
214 W. 34th St., Suite 20 ," .
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Building the Scenario
(Continued from page 96)

"FROM FARM

nected by lapse-of-time or change-of -locale
titles (the written inserts). Each episode,

Hermo"Hair-Lustr"
FOR

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)
MEN, WOMEN
AND CHILDREN

The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIKI/USTR" lias been applied. No mnrc mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it
direct prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5
clays. If dissatisfied return what is left and your
gurnet/ will be refunded in full. Thousands use it
daily.
Try it once; you will never be without it.
HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd Street, Dcpt. 24, CHICAGO

You Are Not Fit To Marry!
Do you look forward confidently to the day when
you will wed the girl you love? Do you see in your
dreams a loving wife, and healthy children of your
own flesh and blood, and a peaceful, happy home?
This is the vision that every man
should some day realize. But you
may be one of those who fell victims to youthful errors, due to
ignorance, which has undermined
your Manhood and made you hopeless of ever being fit to marry. You
fear the consequences of deception.
You hesitate to propose lest you
ruin the life of some pure, sweet,
innocent girl. You know that if
you are not physically fit that your
children will be sickly weaklings,
and you Itmay
yourhopeless
wife's
health.
looksdestroy
dark and
to you, but cheer up, you can prepare yourself with

STRONGFORTISM
Strongfortism has lifted thousands of weak, ailing, impotent,
discouraged men out of the bog of
despair and restored them to health,
happiness and prosperity. Strongfortism haS revived the Manhood
they had thought lost forever and
made them over from head to foot
into vital, vigorous, manly men. It
will do the same for you.
My FREE book "Promotion and Conservation of
Heil**. Strength
and Mental
Energy"
wili show you how to^
prepare for Marriage
and Parenthood. Write me regarding the
ailments on which you want special
information,
enclosing
a ten-cent
piece (one dime) to help cover cost of
postage and packing.
I will do the
lest. .Send for my free hook right now.

LIONEL

Physical

STRONGFORT

and Health

Specialist

Dept. 270

NEWARK,

LOST

RESTORED

VOICES

N. J.

Learn the Marvellously simple secret of a Perfect
.Voice. Rich, clear tones, and a wider range can be
yours by simple exercises practiced at borne. Weak
voices riven full, magnetic power. All pupils given
course in Vocal Music. Sight Singing, Ear Training,
Harmony, etc.. FREE. Diploma granted. WHITE
at once for imol< describing Secret of a Perfect
Voice an'd full particulars — sent free and prepaid.
PERFECT VOICE
INSTITUTE.
Studio 1544
1922 Sunnyslde Ave.. Chicago.

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Hi can earn from $1 to $2 an hour in your Spare
writing show cards.
Quickly ami easily [earned
new simple
thod.
No canvassing or soUcltteach VOU how, sell your work and pas you
week.
Ji'ull particulars
and
booklet free

; N SHOW CARD SCHOOL
^!ng\ Yonge

& Shuter Sts.,
CANADA.

as a rule, begins with a "fade-in" and ends
with a "fade-out," which corresponds to the
raising and lowering of a curtain on the
stage. This episodic form is planned both
in the original synopsis and, more particularly, in the semi-continuity.
The first episodes are usually devoted to
"planting" or characterizing the plot people
and opening the theme of the story. In
"Mama's Affair," which we have just finished for Constance Talmadge, the first
episode showed the Garden of Eden with
Eve forcing Adam to let her eat the apple
by throwing a fit of hysterics, and explaining that "nerves" have always been
woman's greatest weapon to secure what
she wants. Then a lapse-of-time title beginning "Many centuries later we find another Eve who, etc.," brings" us down to the
present when we show another woman
using hysteria as a weapon to force her
daughter to submission. In this episode the
selfish mother makes her daughter forego
her first matinee by throwing a fainting fit ;
then comes an episode where she plans to
marry her daughter to the anaemic son of
her best friend ; then follows an episode
where a doctor, called in to treat the
mother, instead finds the girl is the one
who is on the edge of a nervous breakdown ;
then comes a lapse-of-time title and another episode where the girl, under treatment at a sanitarium, falls in love with the
doctor. And so the story is developed.
Each episode is divided into the necessary
number of scenes. The scenes are interspersed with subtitles, either spoken (abbreviation isSp.) or unspoken. byAll scenes
are numbered in sequence from one to the
last scene and, in the average scenario,
there are from 250 to 300 scenes and from
150 to 200 subtitles.
By way of trying to make all this as clear
as possible, we are going to show the first
episode from the continuity of "Wife Insurance," which we are at this moment
producing. Here is the first of the "Wife
Insurance" continuity.
"Wife Insurance"
John Emerson and Anita Loos
Title: — It's bad enough for some to boss
the rest of us while they are alive, but the
limit is reached when they want to keep
right on after they have cashed in.
Title :— For instance, there was that old
skinflint, Harder N. Stone, the vice-president of the British-American Insurance
Company.
One. — Library, Stone Home in Washington. Fade-in. Harder N. Stone, an old
skinflint, is seated at his desk writing.
Insert :— Stone's hand writing the following: "I, Harder N. Stone, of Washington, D. C, hereby direct that should I
die before my son, Roland Stone, he is to
receive from my estate the sum of $60,000
per week and the use of residence in Washington, D. C, until his twenty-fifth birthStone sits back and regards what he has
been writing,
tinues writing. smiles smugly, and then conInsert :— Stone's hand writing the following: "On his twenty-fifth birthday, proday."
vided he lias lived according to instructions
herein set down, my son, Roland Stone, is
to receive his inheritance at the hands of
my chosen executor, Lord Howe-Green, of
London, President of the British-American
Insurance Co.'j^
Stone sits 1

~ and reads over what he
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TO FAME"

FUN WITH THE
FAMOUS AND
FORTUNATE!

We will guarantee this —
something new under the
sun.
The funniest thing in the
world, is the making of a
moving picture comedy.
The finished product is not
always so entertaining. But,
in "FROM
FARM
TO
FAME" a two-reel comedy,
now being filmed at Roslyn,
L. I., in connection with the
1920 Fame and Fortune
Contest, we let you in on
the actual making itself.

THE CINEMA
OFFERS A JOKE
ON ITSELF!
Miss Corliss Palmer plays
the lead. A naturally beautiful girl, she yet permits
herself to appear absurd and
impossibly freakish in the
early scenes, only to have her
beauty and charm unfold itself later for your enjoyment. The male lead is a
clever caricature, and the
rest of the large cast who
figure in "FROM
FARM
TO FAME,',' are for the
most part Honor Roll members of the now famous contests.
Its wit is original, its humor
genuine, and its human appeal
irresistible.
Ask your exhibitor to book it,
so that you may see it at your
favorite theater.

LAUGH WITH IT
AND AT IT!
Date of release to be announced later. For further information concern. * "FROM
FARM TO FAME," address

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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has written and is highly pleased. He then communication to Mr. Emerson and Miss
rings for a servant and presently Briggs Loos, be sure to be as brief as possible,
enters.
He is a little English butler, who especially if you are sending a synopsis of
has been in the family for years.
Stone a story.
turns to him and tells him that he has just The coupon bdow or a simikr
one of
been making out his will. Briggs is prop- your own making- must accompany all
comerly impressed and Stone says to him :
munications.
Sp. :— "Briggs, I have provided in my
will that if I die before my son, you are to
COUPON

ft

stay on with him as long as you live."
, am
,
with this c°uP°n a **>
not t se"dins
T 1 amsynopsis
him, word
thanks Farlp
pleased,
is highly
Briggs
of my story. I desire John
writinonti
orif><;
him
Hismissps
C.nnp
btone dismisses Him, goes on writing. fade- Emerson arid Anita
Loos
to answer the followOUt.
ing question:
Title :— The old boy did die, as he deserved to, and left his son and heir, Roland
Stone, with nothing to do but live on $60.00
per week.
Roland's bedroom, fade-in. He is lolling
in
. .' etc, etc, (and we to (If
go bed
into inthepajamas
next episode).
photoplay
in general.
Sendmaystamped
n0 storywriting
is attached_
question
relate
envelope with coupon so that
trip and
triat
jKnvf
it
«ppn from
ran hp
be seen
Tt can
trom trip
tne above
that the
your self-addressed
answer and your story; if you sent anV]
full continuity is a rather complicated, tech- may be returned to you.)
nical affair.
It will be well worth your
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The answer to your question is as follows (to

while to learn
to write
them story.
But first ot
the original
all, learn to write
The writing of that original movie plot
is what we are going to take up again in
the next number of this series.
Editor's

Note: —

In

submitting

your

be filIed out by £Ir Eqmerson and Miss Loo's).

Finish This Picture
'

Tke Gilded Lily
{Continued from page 35)
knew she must be dreaming that, because
men at the Cafe Royale didn't talk like that
to their hostess. Only Frank. Just Frank.
But he hadn't meant to, exactly. He had
talked that way because he wanted her,
with the same desire, with the same lust as
the other men. He had proposed marriage,
only because he didn't know any better, not
because he cared any better. She knew it,
remorselessly and clearly.
Yes, she knew it.
Frank came in. He had followed them,
he said. His voice was roughened and unpleasant. He tried to assault Creighton, to
kill him. Lily thought him ridiculous.
Creighton did, too. It took Creighton two
minutes to show Frank up as a blustering
young coward. Creighton prepared to
leave. "You needn't fear him, Lily," he
said, "the young animal is seventy per cent,
bluff."
When Creighton had gone, Frank came
over to her on the couch. She was unprepared for the ferocity of his attack, for
the coarseness of his appeal. She struggled
with him. She felt a loathing of him. His
mother was in him, she sensed, his mother
who had classified her, had spurned her.
He was muttering to her that marriage
needn't matter, it didn't matter anyway, had
never mattered to her, now had it? He
wanted her. She wanted him. She had
said so. They had both said so. They were
voting and this hour was theirs . . . Lily . . .
Gilded Lily . . .
Gilded Lily . . .
She glared at him. She fought him off.
Her sharp teeth cut the bad blood from
him in a thickish stream. "You little beast,"
she kept saying, "you nasty little beast . . .
ugh . . . you are . . . nasty .... aiiiiiii,"
she screamed.
Her maid could be heard advancing.
Frank flung her from him. He swore at
her. She was disheveled. Thru the paint
and powder and satins and laces, all awry,
the real Lily peered at him, scornful, sullied
by him, only by him. He hated her for it.
He hated her essential self because it was
good. His nasty dream-bred little soul had
wanted fever, had wanted murk and sensuality. He went out.

Lily, not
on gilded
the couch,
Lily's
dreams,
at all,prostrate.
wan and broken
up, lying
untidily.
self,
good.about
Hurttheandfloor,
tramped
upon.Lily's
By
muddied boots. Country boots. Hob-nailed,
manured, clownish. Clowns, all of them.
Clowns with broken hearts. What did it
matter ? That was it. What did it matter ?
But it did. It did, terribly.
After a while someone came in. The maid
murmured someone's name. Lily didn't
look up. It was Creighton Howard. He had
had to come back, he was saying. He gathered her up in
arms.were
She cool
couldn't
it, because
hishisarms
and resent
firm
and very tender. Oh, how tender. He was
talking to her, soothingly. He didn't call
her "Poor Lily." She had shivered away
from the fear that he might. He called her
"Wise Lily." He told her that now she was
ready, he thought. He called her "Dear
Lily . . . and Real Lily." He asked her
if she could take him, could make a home
for him, for the two of them together. He
was so tired, he said. He had always wanted her, but she Bad been unprepared, had
been resentful of him, of them all, because
she hadn't been able to differentiate. She
had not been able to grasp that he, Creighton Howard, was different, in himself. She
had thought them all, a pack, sensual,
preying and hungry. He was hungry but
just as she was. He drew mental pictures
for her. Why — they zvere the same pictures, the very same pictures that she had
drawn for herself and Frank. He told her
of his mother, how she would welcome
Lily . . . How she would love grandchildren . . . about his home, not very splendid, but simple and all comfy. He begged
Lily to visit his mother, to see for herself.
His mother would love Lily. He had shown
his mother her picture and his mother had
said "Under all the trappings how sweet
her face is," Lily could see by that . . .
He talked a long while, quietly. And
the hurt thing that was Lily's self, stirred
and gathered itself together and was healed.
She snuggled closer to him. The dreams
picked themselves up. She murmured "Talk
to me more . . . I'll say yes . . . oh, you
arc good ... so good . . ."

Fill in the missing lines. See
how close you come to the original drawing. The above picture was drawn by Student
Wynn Holcomb. We have a
great number of students and
graduates whose work appears
in magazines and newspapers
all over the country.

Can You Draw?
If you like to draw write for our
book. Read about our new method
Home Study Course in cartooning,
illustrating, designing. Learn at
home, by mail in spare time.

Become an Artist
Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial Artists make big money. You
can earn $25 to $100 a week and
more. Learn under personal direction of Will H. Chandlee, famous
newspaper, magazine, advertising artist of 30 years' successful experience.

Book and Outfit Free

Complete outfit free to new students.
Write for handsome book, "How to Become
an Artist." Tells what Course includes,
shows many drawings made by Director
Chandlee and many students.

Write Postal NOW
Don't miss our book. Even if you have
no previous knowledge of drawing, our
Course will enable you to become a successful cartoonist or illustrator. Many students earn money while they are learning.
If you are ambitious to get ahead, to earn
more money, write for our free book and_
special offer now. You can do as well
our other successful students! Write ,g,
for
book,
Mailfree
letter
or "How
postal. to Become an '"

Room 1600 Marden BIdg.

Washington School of.'
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The Screen T ime- T abl<
(Continued from page 97)

How to Learn
toAcftfor
the Screen
Whoever you are — wherever you are — you
may hav9 the dualities that will make you a picture
star.
Head Mae Marsh's

SCREEN

ACTING

The only authoritative book on the art of motion
picture playing.
MAE MARSH, the little heroine of "The Birth of
a Nation," the child-mother of "Intolerance" ("The
Mother and The Law"), the star of "Polly of the
Circus," "The Cinderella Man" and other screen
classics, defines —
the SEVEN QUALITIES necessary for success
before the camera;
discusses —
costumes,
make-up.
camera-consciousness,
photographic "angles," expression vs. beauty,
long "shots," intermediates, close-ups and a
thousand other details of SCREEN ACTING.
This is your chance to learn how to act before the
camera.
For children and grown-ups.
Send for
Mae Marsh's book to-day. direct from the publisher. Price $1.50 in the United States and Canada; $2.00 in foreign
countries.
"A book of delightful instruction.
Photo-Star Publishing Co.
Chamber of Commerce Bunding
Los Angeles .
California
Please send meMae Marsh's bodoScreen Acting
For'vtticn I enclose P1.5OI-l>2.0OJ
°

Enjoy
your Earn
1921 money
"Ranger1
at once.
for the
email monthly payments on Our Easy Payment Plan. Parents often advance first
email payment to help their boys aloncr.
FACTORY TO RIDER wholesale prices.
Three biff model factories. 44 Styles, colors and sizes In our famous Raneer line. _
DELIVERED FREE, express prepaid, FOR
30 DAYS TRIAL. Select bicycle and terms
that eult— cash or easy payments.
and
parts
lamps, horns,
T2-.A»
ir K 9 equipment
. at wheels,
half retail
prices.
SEND NO MONEY — Simply write today for bl»
FREE Ranger Catalog and marvelous prices and terms.

VMXQXl

Dept.G-39 ChiCagOR'der Agents

Make

More Money!

T7D17I? Send address today and we will mail to
r I\E-E* you ABSOLUTELY FREE a book containing many helpful suggestions on writing and selling Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems, Popular
Songs, etc. You may devnte all or only spare hours
to this fascinating work. Hundreds of publishers
and film companies are constantly In the market and paying liberally for good manuscripts. If you want to become a successful
writer and increase your income—send for this free book today.
Atlas Publishing Co., 535 Butler BJclg., Cincinnati, 0.

BUT
I'A'/n Yearly Increase Guaranteed

SPECIAL TERMS— Ten months
credit onanj article selected from the SWEET
Catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
made For 3 ■ examination. First payment to
be mad
ily after von have convinced yourself that SWEET values cannot W equalled.
If not what you wish
return at our expense.
Any diamond bought
of us may be returned
for exchange at an increased value of 7'/2%
more than you paid.

NO RED TAPE -NO DELAY
Every transaction Confidential.
Sweet's Cluster
7 line l>i
rids, s.i
in Platinum.
Looka
^Jo
IVj Prlee
rural $82Sol-10

You don't do justice to yoursrll and your dollars unless
youlnspcet our unusual valued
in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelrv, Silver ware, LeatlicrGuods,
etcSendTOPAVforSWI I-T
IV LtUte Catalogue. Write
NOW

to Dcp't. Si l-.I

WEET INC

HE HOUSE OF QUALITX'U.'^--BROADWAY,

NEW YORK!

Mark of Zorro — D-ll.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
MlDCHANNEL
SD-4.
Clara Kimball Young.
Midsummer Madness — D-9.
All Star — Paramount.
Miracle Man, The — D-ll.
Compson and Meighan — Tucker
Prod.
Mollycoddle, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nomads of the North — D-7.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.
Number Please — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Oh, Lady, Lady !— CD-7.
Bebe Daniels — Realart.
Over The Hill— MD-10.
Mary Carr — Fox.
Pagan Love — D-7.
Mabel Ballin — Hugo Ballin Production.
Passion's Playground — MD-7.
Katherine McDonald — First National.
Passion — Tragedy Drama — 11.
Pola Negri — First National.
Passionate Pilgrim, The — D-7.
Cosmopolitan Prod.
Peaceful Valley — D-ll.
Charles Ray — First National.
Paying the Piper — MD-6.
Dorothy Dickson — Paramount.
Pollyanna — CD-11.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Polly With A Past— CD-7.
Ina Claire — Metro.
Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Prisoners of Love — D-8.
Betty Compson — Goldwyn.
Remodeling A Husband — C-8.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Romance — D-9.
Doris Keane — United Artists.
Sex— SP, MD-6.
Louise Glaum— Hodkinson.
Silver Horde, The — MD-9.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
So Long Letty — F-7.
All Star — Robertson-Ccle.
Something to Think About — D-10.
Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Cecil de Mille Production.
Song of the Soul — D-8.
Vivian Martin — Goldwyn.
Stop Thief — C-7.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Suds— CD-9.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Testing Block, The — MD-6.
Wm. S. Hart — Paramount.
Texan, The— MD-7.
Tom Mix — Fox.
39 East— CD-8.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Tiger's Cub- — MD-8.
Pearl White— Fox.
To Please One Woman — D-9.
Claire Windsor — Lois Weber Prod.
Twin Beds — F-6.
Mr.
and Mrs. Carter De Haven — First
National.
Wa\ Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
Why Change Your Wife.?— D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — Paramount.
Woman Game, The — SD-7.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
World and His Wife — D-9.
Alma Rubens — Paramount.
Readers' Critique
Always Audacious — CD-10.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.

Bait, The— D-9.
Hope Hampton — Tourneur Prod.
Blackmail — MD-10.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Blackbirds — D-7.
Justine Johnston — Realart.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Branding Iron, The — MD-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Charm School, The — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Daughter Pays, The — D-8.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Devil's Passkey, The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Production — Universal.
Dinty— MD-7.
Wesley Barry — First National.
Everybody's Sweetheart — D-7.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Flying Pat — CD-5.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-10.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National.
Girl with the Jazz Heart, The — CD-I
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.
Heliotrope — D-12.
All-Star — Paramount.
Kismit — D-ll.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.
Ladder of Lies — D-7.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Last of the Mohicans — D-9.
All Star — Tourneur Prod.
Life of the Party — C-9.
Roscoe Arbuckle — Paramount.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-10.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Madam X— MD-10.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Selznick.
MlDCHANNEL— D-7.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
Midsummer Madness — D-8.
All Star — Paramount.
Mollycoddle, The — 10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nineteen and Phyllis — C-7.
Chas. Ray — First National.
Oh,
Lady— Realart.
!— C-7.
BebeLady,
Daniels
Once to Every' Woman— D-7.
Dorothy Phillips — Universal.
Officer 666— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Prince Chap, The — D-9.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Silver Horde, The — D-7.
. Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
Something to Think About — D-ll.
Gloria
Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Paramount.
Suds— CD-8.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Thief, The— MD-4.
Pearl White— Fox.
39 East— D-10.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Why Change Your Wife — D-ll.
Swanson- Meighan — Paramount.
Way Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
What Happened to Rosa — C-8.
Mabel Normand — Goldwyn.
Woman Game, The — SD-6.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.

Trust Tour Wife
(Continued from page 65)
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came here tonight to bargain for such
gewgaws as this !" and she struck the orchids, crushing them into a bruised, purple
mass.
"Then why did you come?" he sulked,
baffled, covetous eyes on the firm warm
whiteness of her arms and throat.
"To talk business," flashed the wife of
Dick, "to ask you to back my husband's
invention — for business reasons ! Because
it is a sound idea, because it can make a
fortune for you as well as for him if you
will invest in it, because you are a business
!" Holcomb stared at the beautiful
Slater
man
woman before him incredulously. He had
thought he knew women. He had never
known one either so innocent or such a
fool as this. "You came here, alone —
knowing what I wanted of you, to ask me
to invest my money in your husband's invention? You came here in that gown to
discuss interest rates and percentages with
a man like me ? Are you a fool, or did you
take me for one ?"
"There was no other way I could talk
with you," Margot answered, "you would
not listen to me this morning. And it is so
important to us ! It is everything !"
He swore then, caught her roughly,
kissed one white shoulder with hot lips.
"Well, the important thing isn't why you
came, but that you're here! We will talk
about the invention later. Why, you beautiful fool! Do you suppose I'm a saint?
or a stone?"
She did not struggle. She did not cry
out. "I suppose you are a man with a conscience like all other human beings on
God's earth," she said, looking straight into his glistening eyes, "you will not harm
me — you cannot ! My conscience and yours
will not let you !"
He stepped back, amazed by the prophetic
look of her, but it was only momentary.
Then once more he caught her in his arms
and crushed his lips upon her throat . . .
And at the same moment she felt the
yacht move, heard the rush of footsteps on
the deck outside, and the beat of the engines. They had left their moorings and
were headed out to sea !
Dick Hastings sat in the grey and gold
studio, head in his hands. It seemed that
he must have dreamed the woman with the
rusty, streaked red hair and wild eyes
whom he had found at his door when he
returned this morning. But he could not
have dreamed what she had said to him ! It
was too impossible — too unbelievable even
for a dream. Did he want to know where
his wife was, she had asked him with dry
lips smeared with red greasy stuff, well
then she could tell him ! She had gone away
with Slater Holcomb in his yacht. Believe
it or not, it was the truth, so help her God !
He had told her himself that he had a new
fancy, a beautiful young woman from the
West. It had taken her all night to find
out who she was, where she lived. She had
seen the yacht sail away with her own
eyes
Dick groaned. A dream ! Or a damned
lie! But where was Margot? If it was a
dream or a damned lie, where was Margot?
"She was so pretty," he said, using the past
tense unconsciously, "she was so sweet. I
thought she loved me, but of course she
couldn't have . . . and it was I asked him
here ! I told her to buy that dress — to be
nice to him ! God, what a fool !"
He writhed with bitter laughter and the
room was full of the ugly sound when
Margot opened the door and stepped in.
She wore the evening dress under her shab-

Hie new phase of Art by the eminent American Artist
ALBERT

ARTHUR

ALLEN

l The first edition of Alo Studies, published in book form, just off the
press. Printed in an edition de luxe, with thirty two full-page illustrations
and f orepiece in elaborate color plates.
This little volume represents the complete collection of the celebrated
Alo Studies. In these compositions the purity and charm of the nude
has been blended amid the luxuriant settings of nature, imparting a
divine expression of beauty. Thirty- two* muster pieces hy one master
mind.
j>l.00 postpaid
2.00 postpaid
4.00 postpaid

Art paper in
Cloth in gold
Leather in gold

ALLEN

ART STUDIOS

:-: VISIT

OUR

4123-4129 BROADWAY

GALLERIES
OAKLAND,

:-:
CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

You Can Get Into the Movies If You Want To
Maybe you are all ready now, but dont know exactly
how to go about it, or maybe there are a few technicalities
unfinished or overlooked; or possibly there is a whole lot
you dont know and need to know.
In any case, we are in a position to ofler you sound suggestions. Cut out the coupon below, and enclose 10c for
postage for our booklet
"CAN I GET INTO THE
THE NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
175 Duffield Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.
MOVIES?" Then you
Please send me a copy of your booklet, "WllOy
Can and Who
Cannot Get Into tlie Pictures an>T
judge ! Motion Picture Institute
National
1 75 Dufneld Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Why?"
Name

Enclosed is 10 cents in stamps for niailu
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How

to Win

Success in Band
and Orchestra

//
//

pRYOR, Sousa and
■*■
eight other
world-famous
~~ ---5™/
musicians
tell secrets
of their success.
How you can quickly learn saxophone,
cornet, trombone— any instrument you choose

Cultivate
Musical
Double YourYour
Income
with "Bump"
a CONN
Built in world's largest factory. Used by all
great artists and finest bands and orchestras. Superior in tone, tune and mechanism.

FREE TRIAL
and Easy Payments
Cornet, saxophone, trombone, clarinet —
any band and orchestra instrument. A
guarantee
bond
with every Conn.
Send postcard
today for details
and your copy
of success book.

SL-^

instrument

«

that

interests

425Conn BWg. Elkhart.Ind.
Agencies in afl large cities
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments /
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To Prepare for the
Screen or Stage
Get in touch with the

N. Y. School of Dramatic Expression
134 Montague St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Every branch of the acting art taught
by competent teachers, including facial
expression which is so necessary to
those who aspire to a screen career.
We cannot teach our course by mail.
References, Eugene V. Brewster, President, Brewster Publications, Inc.

Terms $100 for a course of 20 lessons.
Miss Effie Palmer, Principal
134 Montague Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wash Away Hair
with El-Rado

How easy and how delightful. El-Rado is
a liquid ready for instant use. It will do
nothing to harm the most delicate skin. It
is the "womanly" way to remove hair from
the underarm. El-Rado leaves a feeling of
perfect comfort and cleanliness. If you are not totally
satisfied, wc will immediately refund the purchase price. Two sizes:
tk 6oc and $1.00 at drug
and
toilet
counters.
I r your dealer is out of
El-Rado, ii i:i i 1 your order for $1.00 size to
us. enclosing stamps or
money order. We will
mall El-Rado prepaid
In nice imprinted package, Including complete
directions and interesting letters from users.
PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dept. 1264
1 12 E. 19th St.
New York
CmodiOM Pintrihutora:
TMuon WiUtm, T.td.Jh-pt.igHi

by old coat, and her face was drawn and
weary but beautiful in spite of that. It
seemed to him suddenly shameful that she
should still be beautiful, and, because he
was afraid of being a soft fool and speaking to her gladly he sprang up and crouched
above her and snarled out dreadful things —
words that he had never known, he knew.
"Go back to your lover !" he finished, "your
rich lover! I'm not wealthy enough to
afford to buy beautiful ladies' love !"
She stood quite still, looking away with
wide eyes of horror. But curiously enough
the horror and the shame in them seemed
to be not for herself but for him. He felt
an immeasurable self -rage, as tho he had
struck at something helpless, unprotected.
He wanted to hate her, but instead he hated
himself. The coat had slipped down. On
her bare shoulders he saw a faint bruise.
He could have killed,- then.
There was a sound at the door. Dick
turned and saw Slater Holcomb in the
room. Thick waves of shadow blurred
the figure but he began to move toward him
slowly, craftily. Then, as at a great distance he heard Holcomb' s voice — —
"Wait ! Before you kill me, Hastings,
suppose you listen and see whether it's
worth while ! Ask your wife, man — ask
her whether I've done her any wrong or
Dick Hastings choked out incoherent
words, "Scoundrel— the boat! All night —
you cant get away from me by lying — "
"The captain misunderstood orders,"
not !" said earnestly, "and when I orHolcomb
dered him back into dock the tide was
against
us and incredible,
we couldn't
admit it sounds
but make
your it.
wifeI has
done an incredible thing. She showed me
something
hadn'ta pretty
seen forpoor
yearsone,
— mya puny
conscience !ItI was
little undeveloped thing, but it saved us both
— and you too, man ! You can kill me, of
course, but what's the use going to the chair
for it if it isn't necessary?"
The shadows cleared a little. "Margot,
is it true?" Dick grated, "is this man
telling the truth, or shall I kill him?"
"He is telling the truth," said Margot
Hastings slowly, "I went to him, Dick, to
get
himto togo back
the invention.
I wasn't
afraid
because
I believed he
had a
conscience, and I proved it ! He is going
to finance us. He is going to be our
He knew "■that she spoke the truth, yet her
friend
eyes ! They were still wide and horrorfilled. And then he knew the reason. "Margot !" he groaned, "my Margot ! And I
doubted you !" He slid to his knees, hiding
his head against her dress, shaken with a
man's difficult sobs. And seeing them so,
Slater Holcomb turned and slipped quietly
from the room and left them together.
The beautiful face above the bent head
was twisted with spiritual travail, out of
which forgiveness was born. She had given
everything she had for this man, and he
had taken her white love and cast the mud
of doubt over it, and torn it with dreadful
words, more dreadful thoughts. Yet she
could forgive. It was the mother in her
that lifted his head, and drew him up and
laid her cheek against his cheek.
"You can forgive me, Hon'? You can
still love me?" he begged her, "everything's
going to be as it was before?"
"Everything — as it was — before — " she
answered, and thought she spoke the truth.
But she was wrong. Two things never
again would be the same. The bridelook
was gone forever from her eyes ; and never
again would either of them say as of old,
boastingly, "such things couldn't happen to
us — we're different]"

Witk Browning at trie Movies
By Marguerite

Stevens

Ethel Barry more
"That woman's face,
It's calm simplicity
grace."In England.
TheofItalian
Constance Binney
"If one could have that little head of hers
A gold."
Face.
Painted upon a background of pale
Francis Bushman
"Let him never come back to us !
There would be doubt, hesitation, and
pain;
of twilight,
Forced
praise on our part — the glimmer
Never glad confident morning
The Lostagain."
Leader.
Dolores Cassinelli
"Open my heart and you will see
"When
Graved afar
inside of it, 'Italy.' "
Betty Compson
De Gustibus —
You rise, remember one man saw you,
Knew you, and named a star !"Popularity.
Virginia Lee Corbin
"Infantine Art, divinely
artless."
Red Cotton
Nightcap.
Elliott Dexter
"I count life just a stuff
In A Balcony.
To try the soul's strength on."
Douglas Fairbanks
"Oh, our manhood's
prime vigor ! no
spirit feels waste,
Not a muscle is stopped in its playing,
nor sinew unbraced.
Oh, the wild joys of living, the leaping
from rock up to rock — "
Saul.
William Farnum
"Then a beam of fun outbroke
On the bearded mouth that spoke
As the honest heart laughed thru
Those frank eyes of Breton Herve
blue :" Riel.
Elaine Hammerstein
"This young beauty, round and sound
As a mountain-apple, Dis
youthAliter
and Visum.
truth."
William S. Hart
"The great mind knows the power of
Prince Hohciistiel-Schivangau.
Wanda Hawley
"A gentleness."
girl with eager
and yellow
hair."
Loveeyes
Among
The Ruins.
Lila Lee
"How

we are made for happiness — how

work
In A Balcony.
Grows play, adversity a winning
fight !"

JEALOUSY
By J. R. McCarthy
She is lithe as a willow in springtime
That plays with the wind like a fay;
She is lithe and slim like the willow
When June will be gone in a day —
But whose are the arms that enfold her
When the dusk of the woods is grey?
Yon
hulking
of a "hero"
In the
mimicbrute
photo-play.
Her dimples are daughters of laughter,
Of laughter fit for a queen,
And they tempt to a thousand kisses
And shackle the heart, I ween
But who shall taste of the kisses
When the woods like spring are green?
Yon "hero" that plays in the movies.
When they come to the final scene!
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The Fame and Fortune Contest of 1921
The phenomenal success of the Fame and Fortune Contest which has been conducted for the past year by
The Motion Picture Magazine, The Classic and Shadowland has firmly decided the heads of the
Brewster Publications that another contest, even more far-reaching in its power, should be carried on for
the year 1921.

The Golden Key of Opportunity Is in Your Hands —
Turn the Key in the Doorway of Success
and thru the portal of the Fame and Fortune Contest you may enter the kingdom of the screen.

Send Your Photograph in at Once
The honor roll winners appear in Shadowland,
until the end of the contest.
Men, women

Classic and Motion

Picture Magazine

every month

and children are eligible, married or single.

Send in Your Photograph Early
We know that you get tired of reading this notice, but if you could have seen the avalanche of pictures
which flooded the offices at the last moment, and could realize that there must ensue tremendous confusion,
unnecessary work and an inevitable delay in the announcement of the final winners, you would appreciate the value of this warning. Those who have failed in previous contests are eligible to enter the next
contest.

m

Take notice of the following conditions of the contest :
Xo photographs will be returned.
Coupons must be pasted on the backs of photographs.
Letters are not desired, but if they are sent they must accompany photographs
Those wishing replies should enclose self-addressed stamped envelopes.
Do not send tinted portraits.
Address all communications to Contest Manager.

Fill Out the Coupon Below at Once
FAME AND FORTUNE
■MAGAZINE

ENTRANCE

CONTEST
COUPON-

Nc

Address

Street

City

State

Previous
When

stage
born

Weight

or screen

experience

in detail, if any
Blonde

brunette

Height

(This coupon, or a similar one of your own making, must

Bm

or

be secured

to the back

of each

photo

submitted.)
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Man — Woman — Marriage
(Continued from page 53)
where one had thought oneself a knight,
one was a clown and wore a motley suit.
She said one could discard the motley.
It was a case of readjustment.
He said there was help necessary. Terribly necessary.
She said she thought not. In the final
analysis one had to stand alone. By oneself. Proving. One had to be tested. The
chemicals sifted.
She had learned that.
He seemed to break, to bend toward her,
ever so slightly. In the small bare room,
within the allotted space of time given
them, their sensibilities suddenly quivered,
as tho a wind, unduly, had blown on aspen
leaves.
"It is decent of you to be here," he said.
"This is where I belong."
"What do you mean? — Oh, no."
"Of course. One doesn't get beyond it.
"Beyond ... ?"
"Beyond marriage. Beyond Man and
Woman.
Beyond Man, Woman and MarNot far."
riage. Remember, David, the three are a
triumvirate. They always will be. Anything, anyone else is an interloper, some"I know.
I feel that — now. But injury.
thing extraneous."
Irreparable
"No injuryinjury."
is irreparable to fundamental
things. Because it cant be, you see. No
matter how hard it wants to be."
"You mean ... ?"
"I mean, my dear, that you and I and
marriage; you and I and Love have come
down thru the ages together. God gave
me those visions of other lives to be my
cups of strength in this. You have laughed
— but you will learn. You dealt me a hurt,
but then, David, you have dealt me other
hurts and I have lifted my torch higher —
and it has never gone out. Never become
extinct.
"I may
"When
ready to
your heel

Reduce Your Fat
11 Days Shows Results
Necessity compelled me to find a way that I could reduce my fat.
Every day I seemed to be gaining weight — 175, 200, 205, then 211
pounds. I was becoming a burden to myself.
It was at this stage that I determined to find a "Simple Method
for Reducing Fat" — and I did. In 50 days I lost 33% pounds. All
I did was use my Vacuum Fat Reducer a few minutes every morniug and before retiring at night.
Thousands of these Fat Reducers are now in use. I have hundreds of letters from men and women telling me about the wonderful results they secured by using my Vacuum Fat Reducer.
Remember, every Fat Reducer I send out is not sold until it has
proven its worth. Eleven days, in most cases, shows reduction taking place. There is no reason to believe you are differently const nicted than a thousand other people. So, what my Fat Reducer
had done for them it should do for you.
FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
$5 COMPLETE
The one nice thing about my system of "Fat Reduction" is the
simplicity of it all. The easily followed
exercises, starving, medicines or treatment, directions do not require
Isn't il- worth an eleven days trial to prove to yourself how easy it is to reduce superfluous fat?
Mail me $5 to-day and I will scud you a Va'cuum
Fat worth.
Reducer on 11 days' trial. Tour $5 I merely
has proven its
hold as a deposit until mj Pat Reducer

Dr. Thomas

Lawton

Dept. 58, 120 W. 70th Street, New York City
For personal services, call or phone, Col. 7220
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Bathasweet
It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bathcools, refreshes
and invigorates.
Bathasweet
keeps the skin soft and smooth.
PERFUMES YOUR BATH
SOFTENS HARD WATER INSTANTLY
Thr« J;?»«Vto«
of a thousand
!5c,'"i;narlsi1o-<',soi"1<',^,of
50c and $1. At all drugrn!n
and watel'
dept. and
storestl,eorfragrance
by mail. Send
2c stamp flowers.
for sample.

;the c. s. welch co., dept. m-p. new york city
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Why should it now?"
— come back?"
you are ready to. When you are
pick up the visions you have put
upon. When you are able to stop

"If you mean the other woman. I hate
hurting
to say it.me."
I know it hurts, but I have to be
clear,
explainyou
'., . do.
."
"Of tocourse

It doesn't hurt.

"Well,go iton."
is all over. Quite all over. Not
Please
just now; not since I have got to this, but
myself. Of my own volition, my own free
will. Soon after you went it all came up
and hit me in the face. I knew that it was
a flame, only a flame burning temporarily
and out of place, and I knew, too, that the
fuel feeding the flames had been my visions,
white and sharp, and all I might have done
— and you. You most of all. I pushed her
away, told her what she had done, rushed
from the place as tho innumerable others
of her ilk might follow me. I think I went
mad. With what I had done, with what I
had become, with what might become of
you. I thought, in my fever, that the only
remedy was to plunge deeper into the oblivion of petty compromises with the honor
that had been mine. I went in for politics.
Politics can be clean and fine, a weapon.
Mine were not — as you know. Well, and
here I am. A fine David, beaten."
"Not beaten — beginning. We'll begin to
fight. And then we'll wait. When you
come out the upgrade will be sharp and
hard climbing, but you'll have a purged
feeling. You'll be able to feel of your
sinew and brawn, to take stock of yourself.
You'll have me . . ."
"Victoria . . . you must have come thru
the ages, dear, No raw, unlettered soul
could be so fine, so dear.
When I come
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j Motion Picture I
I Classic |
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Night after night you sit in
your favorite movie theater and
watch
the stars as they shine
from the silversheet.
They
register
joy and
you
thrill with pleasure.
They show
sadness
and you
feel sympathetic.
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And as you go home you wonder about these stars that glow

|
|

"up above
the world
so high,
like a diamond in the sky."
Have they really personality and
3 ' on
character
as they appear
to have
the screen?
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Have they emotional heights* and
depths?
Are they shallow and frivolous or
do they take their work seriously?
You decide you must know — but
how?
Then you remember Motion
Picture Classic.
It will have just
what you want — personality stories
of the stars revealing
that other
side not seen on the screen.
There
will be revelations of that other side
of stars not seen on the screen —
interviews by gifted writers wherein
the veil is lifted and the real man
or woman is seen.
The stories are illuminating, enlightening, revealing
in the April
Classic.
The one about
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LIONEL BARRYMORE
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b$ Frederick James Smith
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is a vital, comprehensive revelation
of the man and actor.
Allene
Ray,
a winner
of last
year's Fame
and Fortune
Contest,
who is now being starred in serials,
is interviewed by
Lillian Montanye
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Claire Windsor,
a new discovery of Lois Weber's, is the subject of
a story by Willis Goldbeck.
Alice
Lake's story is written by Elizabeth
Peltret and Florence Vidor's
by
Maude
Cheatham.
James
Kirkwood also is interviewed.
And, too, new and startling pictures of Betty Blythe as the Queen
of Sheba
fill two pages
of this
fascinating issue.
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Two Inches in One Month

andVictoria
I thought
you oddly,
didn't know."
smiled,
wisely.
"Men have thought that from time immemorial," she said, "that we do not know,
and then they ccme, at the very last, little
children, penitent, begging jam from the
cupboards they have scoffed. But the women know that, too, you see, and so it is

That is my Guarantee
crease the
I will insize and development of
your
leastchest
twoat
inches in 30

all"Oh,
right."
wise among woman, and wisest ..."
"We are so old," Victoria reminded him,
with her inscrutable smile, "we have crossed
so many Stygian tides and suffered so many
Lethean streams. In our youth we are very
bold. And we change so little. When you
were the Emperor Constantine, you would
not let nje sit at council with you, oh my
Lord, but now in this our twentieth century
I may sit in your senate and bend my
auguished mind to the making of the Law.
That is new. But back of that is Man,
Woman and Marriage, as it was in the be-

days. Sounds
impossible,
doesn't it ?
Well, come
on and make
me prove it.
more, I will
enlarge
your
And
what's
arm and your
neck at least
one full inch
in the same
length of
time.

Seek Proper
Guidance
By following
my instructions
you are bound
to receive and
thesea
benefits
thousand more.
Anyone can give
you
a series of
movements
to

Three ginmonths
later David came back.
ing .. ."
Victoria had prepared a new home for
him. Some of the old things were there,
to remind him that it had been before. In
this incarnation as in others, she knew that
he would blunder about, would be uncustomed and pitiful. He was. His fingers
fumbled with little rites he had grown
away from. He seemed uncomprehending ;
afraid to be too glad.
And when, at night, she undressed the
baby, he sat by and watched her with something of the same expression he had worn
when the first baby was born, and he had
knelt beside them, an acolyte at a high
altar.
"It is all that matters," he said slowly,
"it is the vision. It is color. One doesn't
get away, as you have said, Victoria. But
there is a reason for that."
"What is it, Dear?"
Victoria looked up casually and brightly
from her combat with baby's pins and
straps.
"It is because, deep in one's self, one's
sacred and holy self, one doesn't want to."

Across trie Silversheet
(Continued from page 69)
villagers and rather than surrender he
dashes himself to death. Soon after her
baby is born and her mind weakened by the
frightful sorrow she has known in the
death of her two brothers and the tragedy
of her love, the sisters at the convent give
her baby into another's keeping. Then her
former swee' -art comes home blinded and
she devotes
jrself to him
During
frightful storm she risks her
any
her baby, who is on a stormlashed
c
life to sa'
ft, and the fade-out finds her
her lost happiness
thru
service
her
recover' ,j ; others.
In this production Mary has piled her
curls upon the top of her head and
praise she wins, she wins because of the
portrayal itself. The supporting cast is
good and the atmosphere excellent. However, it seemed to us that the story was
constantly interrupted by the antics of the
farmyard friends. Now and then an animal
episode helps a story considerably, but the
animals here seem overdone.
It has been a long time since we have had
Mary — Mary, the little girl with the curls
and a smile — and we have missed her.
NINETEEN

AND

PHYLISS — FIRST

NATIONAL

After "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway," we decided that Charles Ray was not
(Continued on page 107)
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back it must be upon my knees, humbly,
begging the alms your heart can give me.
You have been the Keeper of the Vision,

ery
go
evwillthrough
it day.
get But
you
anywhere? I
have made this
my life
work.
As
a doctor
self in the
prepares himstudyfectcineonof
mediand
eftheits
vital
parts of your
body, so have I
man the
anatomy
studied
huandfitsthe
derived benefrom
various forms
of exercise. I
do not promise
to cure disease,
but I absolutely
will prevent it.

Latest photograph of
EARLE K LIEDERMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920.

The Man

Who

Knows

Tex O'Rourke is one of the best authorities on
physical culture in the world today. He has trained
more world champions than any other. He knows every
training device worth while, and he says,"EarleLiederman has absolutely the best." Charles Atlas,
known throughout the country as one of the strongest
men
full credit to Earle Liedermanever
for produced,
his presentgives
condition.

Is The Best Too Good For You?
What you want is a perfect physical development
and you want it in the quickest time possible. That
is what you get from my course. And with it you
build up a condition of health which makes you fit
for any position in life. I will broaden your shoulders, deepen your chest, develop your arms to an
enormous proportion. But I will also strengthen
every vital organ so that you will feel the vim and
pep of youth and have the buoyant spirit and flash
of eye
shows
fectwhich
functioning
body.a clear active brain and a per-

Come

Then — Let's Get Busy

I've got it. It's yours for the asking. Don't
hesitate. Join the army of strong men who are doing the big things in life. It means both business
and social success to you. It means self-confidence,
abounding health and the full pleasures of life.
Make me prove it! I like it.
Send

"MUSCULAR

for my

New

Book—

DEVELOPMENT"
It is FREE

It tells the secret and is handsomely illustrated
with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be
sent you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in
the coupon. The sooner you get started on the road
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer — mail the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 304, 305 Broadway,

New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 304, 305 Broadway,
New
York City
Dear Sir: — I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you ajrtS
to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever,
a(Please
copy write
of your
latestplainly.)
book, "Muscular Development."
or print

/

Name
Address
City

State
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PRIMER
THE

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT'S

Do you think you can write
"as good''
on
the
screen stories
? Youas you
can see
write
them 100% better. Master the
technique of photoplay writing,
so simply presented in this little
book. A child can understand
it. Send fifty cents in stamps.
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

wonderful
recuperative
powers of
Send 2f)c for a trial jar to
VOUVE
CO., Room
202, 118 East

A startling
i innovation.
Your sldn will
respond to the
CEEME
VOUYK.
28th

Street,

N.

Learn to Plav
SAXOPHONE

%n+H

No previous knowledge necessary. All that Is re-^jj
quired is the desire to learn. Simplified, thorough A
end complete instructions arranged and taught by A
mail by Will P. Newlan.the world's greatest Saxophone artist and band director — 5 years soloist
and director of ' 'The Kilties' ' Band. Acknowledged
authority on Saxophone and known from coast to
coast as the wizard of the Saxophone.

Be a Saxophone Soloist
First Lesson

FREE

I

always open— Saxophone
players in demand everywhere. The greatest dance music in the country.
We have an easy plan for you. Send for it.
Nowlan School of Music, 20 -22F . Jackson Blvd.. Chisago

HAIR ON THE FACE
PERMANENTLY

DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK TREATMENT permanently and
painlessly destroys hair, root and follicle (life of hair)
Without mar or blemish to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment and we
leach you how to treat yourself In the privacy of your own
home. No electrolysis or caustics used and we guarantee
results. Complete treatment $5.00. References given.
Send stamp for booklet "Superfluous Hair Truths."
LOURIM COMPANY, Dept. B, Litchfield St., Bay City, Michigan

WHAT
EVERY
GIRL
SHOULD KNOW!
SENT

PREPAID

FOR

ONLY

50c.

This hook is written by Margaret Sanger,
the great birth control advocate and contains information never before published.
Anyone reading this book cannot help but
be benefited. It is highly endorsed by
eminent physicians, Send us your order
at once.
Don't delav.

Truth Pub. Co., Dept. E, 1402 B'dway, N.Y.C.

L E A K N

Movie Acting

C

A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dune or stamps today. A large, interesting, illus1 Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

MADE

PLAIN

What every young man and
Every young
woman
should know
What every young husband and
Every young wlfo should know
What every parent should know
Cloth binding — 320 pages — many illustrations
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"From an exhibitor's standpoint I see
other developments. The big de luxe theater will continue in its present popularity
as long as it has good showmanship behind
it. Exhibitors must not drive patrons away
with repetition of program ideas. Audiences must not be satiated with the same
stuff week after week. Exhibitors must
vary their efforts and keep their brains
working.
"I still see an appalling carelessness in
direction. I view photoplays every week
which have the most atrocious errors.
These are principally in questions of social
etiquette in costumes.
"There will be more and more demand
for short subjects. There are not enough
good short film offerings. Personally, I
am tired of two-reel slapstick farces. I
think they disjoint a program. I would
like to see short dramas and comedies developed inone-reel lengths, something perhaps along the line of those pioneer efforts
of the Sidney Drews.
"There is a fearful lack of production
initiative, simply because the industry has
as yet no real thinking leaders. Let Griffith
try the soft focus for certain imaginative
and suggestive effects and every director
apes it, thinking it necessarily must be artistic. Let Griffith try color photography
and the usual procession forms with color
imitators.
And so it goes.
"I see the industry as possessing no great
leader. No one man stands out over and
beyond the whole army of cinema workers.
Sometimes I think there is a potential leader in Erich von Stroheim — but that remains to be seen."
WHAT

SOUNDS
By Frank

SWEETEST

'

American Pub. Co., 4GI Winston Bldg.. Philadelphia

TO

HER
H. Williams

When She Is Ambitious
When She Has Become
to Become a Movie Star
a Movie Star
"You
working

will soon

be

before a cam-

"All the home town
tifully."
folks will talk about

ILLUSTRATED
By Wlnflold Scott Hall. M. D., Ph.D.

FACTS

"The simple and direct photoplay is coming. There are other symptoms besides
those I have mentioned. Will Rogers, for
instance. I believe the day of the typical
old time star has passed and passed definitely. There will always be Mary Pickford
and a few stars, but you already count the
few real luminaries on the fingers of your
two hands. Right now there are many
promising people. For instance, I believe
personally that Betty Compson is the
screen's biggest bet at this moment.
"The present day rush to meet schedule
is another vital drawback to photoplay
making. If it is to become an art, the
director and producer must be absolutely
unhampered.

era, I'm sure."
"You make up beau-

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE
SEX

M usic

you

when

"You

you're

look

like

"It will soon be time
to lay off camera work
and rest a while."
"It doesn't need a
make-up to make you
"The home town folks
.beautiful."
have finally stopped

a

saying

a

"You

things

about

look like a nice,

"What a nice husstar."
vamp."
band you have."
"You will work in

"Yourwoman."
divorce
sweet
h> "We
en granted."
will have

you

fifty-two pictures this

make

pic-

only

four

has

The Barcarolle from "Tales of HoffThat wonderful, haunting cry of love
to love.
We all adore it, but we insist that it
shouldn't
be mixed up with a Mack Sennett comedy.
Nevertheless, that is actually what happened in a little movie house in Rhode
Island a few weeks ago.
Ridiculous?
Of course, but I refuse to
man."
excuse it on the ground that it was a little house and a little town. Some equally
atrocious things have occurred right in the
big cities, and no one seemed to protest.
Do you know that the orchestra in a
theater, whether it is a fifty-piece, ultra
fine arrangement, or a single pianist in a
hick town, can make or mar the finest
. In one of the biggest motion picture
picture?
houses
in shown.
New York a "master picture"
was being
"On the level," as the youngster in back
of me said, "it's kinda cheesey."
The boy was right. It was "kinda
cheesey," but 75 per cent, of the audience
never knew it, because the huge orchestra
was playing descriptive music that in its
harmony completely swept away most of
the crudeness and inharmoniousness of
the "master picture."
The violin spoke so perfectly of the love
that passeth all understanding, we forgot
the heroine was only making faces, as
per the suggestions of her over-worked
and perspiring director. We saw her only
thru the notes of the musical instrument.
Recall, for instance, "Broken

Blos-

Do you remember the weird, minor harmony of the reed pipe that played almost
continuously thruout this picture? And
then, at the end, where the child is murdered . . . that shriek, that awful shriek,
ofsoms."
the violin . . . that trailed off into
nothingness, as the young soul passes
out?
What subtitle, no matter how cleverly
written, could have spoken the words, the
message, the violin string carried?
And so it goes, not only with tragedies,
but with the comedies and near-comedies.
Many a snappy jazz tune, well played, and
a good trap drummer got a laugh, where a
director and a trick derby failed.
Like the pictures, which most producers
tell us "are still in their infancy," the music of the motion picture houses has improved with time.
A baby grand, the latest ragtime and a
good grip on the loud pedal were once all
that was necessary to accompany the
screen showings Now most houses have
a pipe organ and much space, in the programs and advertisements, is taken up telling you how much it cost, which nobody
cares, as long as they play the right pieces
at the right time.
A thrilling hunt isn't when we want to
hear "Hearts and Flowers," and when
Norma Talmadge is kissing Conway
Tearle, we could murder the pianist who
plays "the Bay State Commandment."
The next time you go to the movies,
pay special attention to the music you arc
getting for your money, and if you think
you have a kick . . . kick. Ten chances to
one, the house manager is a music lover,
but he's too busy counting the box-office
receipts to know whether you are getting
"Tales of Hoffman" or "Shimmy for Your

tures this year."
you."

Daddy."
year."

an d the Movies

By Sylvia Cushman

their wares are good enough, the leading
distribution system will buy them from
sheer necessity.

By L. CASE RUSSELL

CREME VOUVE

of the Screen

{Continued from page 68)
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A cross

the Silversneet

(Continued' from page 105)
so versatile as he was letter-perfect in the
role of the country lad. And we decided,
too, that it really didn't matter so very
much because he ivas a joy in his rural
characterizations with a place all his own
in the shadow world. Then along came his
new production "Nineteen and - Phyliss,"
and we have to change our mind all over

Youthful Charm
in National Boh
All the winsome beauty of a
real Bob — but your own hair safe
and snug underneath!
Combs slipped into place, an
invisible hairpin here and there
— and your National Bob is on
and off in a jiffy. And so perfectly will the pretty mass of soft
lA
f£W
Of
li bair, that

SUBJECTS

COVERED

Complexion ; Make-up ; Ears : Eyes ; Ey>
lashes ; Eye-brows ; Mouth ; Hands ; Manicure!;
Itching Hands ; Red Hands ; Chapped Hnndsjj
Thin Hands ; Enlarged
Veins on Back
Hands ; Reducing
the Wrists ; Exercises
the Face ; Wrinkles on Forehead ; Mouth
Laughing Wrinkles ; Face Lifting ; Piniplei 1=
Blackheads ; Eczema,
Rash ;
Irritatioi
Freckles ; Sun-burn ; Preventing Tan ; Supa
fluotis Hair ; Moles ; Warts ; Discoloration!
Conspicuous Nose-pores ; Double Chin ; Brej
Reducing ; Breast Development ; Perspiratioijg
Treatments for Greasy Skin, Scaly Skin, Pij— '
Colorlej
«-i'lowness,
Rough
Coiii

Violin Skin' ™L!$

^C-flay the
SSJq
Your OWN

HOME

RBeau
c' i, uj
ur easy
method
simple
that of
youteaching
begin, on isa sopiece
with,"'plain
your
Refill* est lesson. In half an hour you can play it.
to tl omplete course now under personal direction
Skin violin
EProf-teacher
A. Hinchcliffe,
a musical
director
and
of prominence
for the
past forty
/ears. Low price includes Violin, Bow, Case,
oe Ohin Rest, Rosin, Tuning Pipesfor allstrings,
al extra set of strings and complete conservatory
course of instruction. Special arrangement
for lessons if you have your own instrument.
Satisfaction
"Write today for
full
particularsguaranteed.
— free!
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
Dept. 223
233 Broadway. New York City

,DEPL

Publishes
cash art as*

■j-jjjl^fMfe
signments,
MAGAZINE articles
lessons and
on
Cartooning, Designing, Illustrating, Lettering and Chalk -Talking.
Criticises amateurs' work. Full of information for artists and art students.
I Satisfactory or money refunded. 20c a copy, SI a year.
Send $ I NOW, Thrift Stamps taken
G. H. L0CKW00D. Editor. Dept.649, Kalamazoo.Mich.

1 DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE
ARMS OR BODY
permanently with ZIP
NO ELECTRICITY.
Unlike depilatories
which merely burn off
surface hair, leaving
the roots to' thrive.
ZIP is the rapid,
harmless, painless and
fragrant compound
used by actresses, debutantes, beauty specialists. Easily applied
at home, ZIP instantly removes all undesirable hair without pain, leaving the skin
soft and smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain
wrapper. Treatments at better class Beauty
Shops representing me. Write for FREE
Illustrated BOOK: "A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Call at office to have FREE
DEMONSTRATION.
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BLACK
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ITS OFF ./coauat

IT'S OUT
12 West 40th St.
Dept. M.
New York City

again.
As the Beau Brummel of the sleepy little
Southern town on a clerk's salary of
eighteen dollars a week, Charles Ray is delightful. The first dress-suit takes the
place of the battered straw hat and overalls, and his adoration for Phyliss becomes
every bit as pulsatingly human as his previous yearning for fame as a detective. In
his suit for the hand of Phyliss, Charles
Ray in the character of Andrew Jackson
Cavanaugh has a rival. And his rival is the
son of his employer and the possessor of
what would seem unlimited wealth, not to
mention a smart little racing-car. Phyliss
in her heart of hearts prefers Beau Brummel Jackson but she does like the racer —
and how is poor Andrew to understand the
ways of women.
So he suffers every throe known to youth.
And finally, his bill with the mail order
house which has clothed" him becomes something of a nightmare and he begins to. wonder how he can settle that and buy Phyliss
the engagement ring she has admired and
he decides it cant be done before forty
years at least. Then he catches the desperate burglar who- has made the lives of
the townsfolk miserable and with his thousand dollars reward the future dawns
bright.
We admit that the episode of Andrew
meeting the burglar on the roof of his home
is far fetched and the following scenes
dramatically weak. And we admit that the
story comes perilously near petering out
before its logical ending. Nevertheless,
with Charles Ray his old self once more,
even the story is of more or less second
importance, providing it has atmosphere
and the spirit of youth and "Nineteen and
Phyliss" has both of these things in generous measure.
Clara Horton as Phyliss has very little
to do, and while she plays her role adequately, we have seen her look more attractive and appear to better advantage.
If you had a youth in a small suburban
town, and a Phyliss before whose house
you stood in awe; and if there was a rival
with a wealthy father, "Nineteen and
Phyliss" will be dear to you. And if, in
your April days, you missed these things
of youth, "Nineteen and Phyliss" may still
bring them to you.

fill

BEATTTY — VITAGRAPH

Frankly, we went to see Vitagraph's
"Black Beauty," reluctantly. Anna Sewell's book was a friend of school-room days.
We did not want to see it demolished and a
tawdry and aimless substitution erected
upon its fine old ruins. And thanks to
Lillian and George Randolph Chester, our
fears were in vain. Evidently they too
cherished a regard for the book of their
childhood, for they have adapted it to the
screen truly. While the story of Black
Beauty goes on in the stable and in the
meadow, there is another simultaneous
story being lived within the walls of Squire
Gordon's home and this inside story, as it
were, is from the collaborating pen of the
Chesters.
, .•
Everyone, almost, knows about Black
Beauty, the fine colt owned by Farmer
Grey and later sold to the Squire. Always

1

Announcement
to change
play,
the picture
found necessary
been regarding
ITourhasplans
"Love's Redemption." This play was
originally intended to carry the winners of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest, but it is now quite clear that justice
cannot possibly be done to both in the
same picture, for reasons that will be
quite obvious to those who see either
picture. We are, therefore, compelled to
release "Love's Redemption" as a
straight five-reel photodrama with the
original cast, including Blanche McGarity
and Anita Getwell, winners of the 1919
contest and many of the 1920 Honor
Roll as announced. The 1920 Fame and
Fortune Contest will be released in a
Two-Reel Picture to be called

"From

Farm to Fame "

in which Corliss Palmer will be featured
and in which several hundred other
contestants will be shown, including all
of the Final Honor Roll, Gold Medalists
and Honorable Mentions.

Ask your Theatre to he sure and hook

"From

Farm to Fame

Have You a

Creative Mind?
Make This Test and See
This is an opportunity for you to test yourself
in the privacy of your home without cost to learn
if you have creative imagination and dramatic insight— for if you have, the great motion picture
industry offers you a wide field for your endeavors
and perhaps a larger income than you could earn
in any other way.
This courageous test, originated and put into
practice by us for the first time in connection with
any correspondence course, was prepared for us by
Professor Malcolm Shaw MacLean, formerly instructor in short story writing at Northwestern
University and University of Minnesota, and H. H.
Van Loan, America's most prolific photoplay
writer.
Its purpose is to find those who really have the
natural qualifications of a successful photoplaywright
and to save the time and money of those who lack
them.
Its tainpurpose
is also
one of for
self-interest
— toPlan
main-of
a university
standard
the Palmer
teaching photoplay writing by correspondence. For
the Palmer Institution represents the best interests
of the producers, who look to it for the development
of new writers of new photoplays, now the industry's
most pressing need.
Are you fitted for this work — have you a creative
mind? If so you can be trained in the technique
of photoplay construction during spare time at
home.
iOn the Palmer Advisory Council arc Cecil B.
DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Rob Wagner and Lois
Weber. Our advice to you, endorsed by them, is
wor.th.your
Will you while.
make this home test if we send it
free? Pass it, and we will then send you two
interesting free books, "Essentials of Photoplay Writing"
and "Little
of Success,"
in which
the Palmer
Plan isStones
described
in detail.
But first, mail the coupon for the Palmer
Questionnaire. It may be a most important
step for you.
Palmer Photoplay Corp.,
Department of Education,
2012 I. W. Hellman Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Please send me your New-Method Confidential
Questionnaire which I am to fill out and return
to you for your perusal and subsequent advice to
me without charge.
If successful, I am to receive
further information about the Palmer Plan without
any obligation on my part to enroll for the course.
Name._
(4-1)
Address—

T07 p

confidential.)
City (All correspondence held strictly
State..._
.": ;
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Ramon, the Sailmaker"
What was the attraction of the great, hairychested, unkempt Ramon for the dainty, exquisite
group of society women who followed him about?
What was it that made an otherwise proud little
heroine humble herself before him? And why
wasn't his the usual way of a man with a maid?
Ask your exhibitor to book it, so that you may
see it at your favorite theater, and find out these
curious things for vourself .
"RAMON, THE SAILMAKER," is a beautiful romantic comedy. Its story is romantic and
original. It is a pretentious and ambitious fivereel feature film, far above the ordinary.
The star, or rather stars, are Miss Corliss
Palmer, winner of the 1920 Fame and Fortune
Contest; Orville Caldwell, the lead in the great
spectacle, "Mecca," now playing to crowded
houses in New York City; Allene Ray, another
beautiful winner in the 1920 Fame and Fortune
Contest.
Miss Palmer is a Macon, Georgia, girl, with the usual
irresistible charm of the South. She has a decided flair
for the screen, and an instinctive grasp of dramatic ethics,
all of which make a voluntary and invaluable contribution to her part as a young society girl with artistic ambitions, in "RAMON, THE SAILMAKER."
Mr. Caldwell represents a type of masculine beauty
and strength which is ideal to most women. His ability
has been proved. He plays the title-part, Ramon — a
beautiful, wonderful, brute-male sort of creature.
The rest of the cast has been chosen with the careful
selection usually accorded only to stars. Some of them are
Honor Roll members of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest. This is in itself a guarantee of their appearance and
ability.

Date of release to be announced later.
For further particulars, address

BREWSTER

PUBLICATIONS

175 Duffield Street

Gold

\

WristWatchilSend

Rare value! Dainty, stylish Ladies' Gold
Wrist Watch: beautiful polished gold fllled
mi vi. Guaranteed case; high grade 10-jeweled
nickel damaskeened movement; pendant sel
and stem wind. Excellent time keeper. Coin
t'Ui' In handsome satin lined box with h
12-K
gold
fllled extensible
link
bracelet.

Creedmoor

pios

VAGtL

Watch

Brooklyn, N.Y.

36

Cents

18 Two-Cent Stamps. This beautiful watch
complete
with all
thein12-K
gold .satin
til li-tl lined
extensible
link bracelot.
a dainty
box,
will be sent you on receipt of hut :it> cents
tsiainps will do). On arrival, pay postman only
.*s.:.n: or send JS.86 uow (full price).
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Co., 45-F, Creedmoor, N. C.

Black Beauty was loved and cared for —
and in return he did his share for the family. But when the Gordons sailed for a
distant land they found it necessary to sell
Black Beauty and then his troubles began.
He went from one master to another and
they were not kind, all of them. Finally,
however, he saved Jessie, the eldest daughter of the house of Gordon, from marrying
a scoundrel and once more the story finds
him well-groomed, well-fed in the old
stables he had come to love so well.
The cerns
story
houseHarry
conJessie, going
the boyonsheinside*
reallytheloves,
Blomefield and a Jack Beckett who has
exacted a promise from her that she will
marry him when she comes of age.
Jessie has given him her promise because
she believed him when he told her that the
money her father missed was stolen by her
brother just before he was killed in a hunt.
In reality, Beckett himseJJLjfi. the guilty
person but his prz-^fiake or mar "the fet
kee In one of the biggest motion pictui'1
'
JessJe^arr
fielouses
in shown.
New York a "master picture
Bei
frcas being
■ t "On the level," as the youngster in bat,
. v J me said, "it's kinda cheesey."
•; The
boy was
right.
It was
"kin<,
•neesey," but 75 per cent, of the audieni
,, ver knew it, because the huge orchesti
i ■ ' s playing descriptive music that in s
. vrmony completely swept away most e

that' crudeness

and

im^ing'th<r'sness

lovf4 '.'"^e^Sn'ildrens0 literatur_

-

.c

screen wa> given into his hands. " the 1(
James Morrison as Harry Blc* forld
and the other characters are well (aces,n.
while Jean Paige in the hoopskirwornd
bonnets of another generation remii^er )nc
co'un to
whichof has
paintingation
of a fine
life.
Her old
characteriz
Jessie jordon is the finest thing she has ever ^iven
to the silversheet.
THE

LAST
OF
FIRST

THE
MOHICANS —
NATIONAL

Maurice Toumeur may always be depended upon for artistry. And in the
James Fenimore Cooper tale, "The Last of
the Mohicans," he has undoubtedly revelled
in the great stage nature has set for him.
Taking the famous Leatherstocking story
for his foundation, he has given the silversheet one of the finest things it has had in
months. And in giving his every scene a
brush,
artist's
the his
of plot,
worthy his
background
he
has not neglected
people.
He
has given the massacre scenes a hideous
reality — the regimental scenes a dashing
spirit and his characters, one and all, a
humanness.
The story, as everyone knows, tells of
Uneas, the last of the Mohicans, and Cora,
the daughter of Colonel Munro, who, in
the face of suffering and danger, come to
care for one another. It wends its way
thru the massacre of the other tribe on the
warpath, and when they are victorious.
Magna, one of the warring Indians, asks
the Indian High Tribunal to give him Cora,
and his wish is granted. Uncas follows
them and finally finds them atop the high
precipice, with Cora threatening to throw
herself into the depths if Magna draws
one step nearer. It would seem that Mr.
Tourneur could have endowed the following scenes, where Magna discovers Uncas
coming upon them with more suspense,
but that is the only fault which could be
found.
And his ending, with both Uncas and
Cora's spirits having departed to the Happy
Hunting Ground, is one of the most exquisitely beautiful things ever depicted.
On the other hand, it must be admitted
(Continued on page 110)
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MAKE YOUR BEAUTY
DREAMS COME TRUE
^ ^Science has rivaled nature.

ION PICTUR
MAGAZINE

Chemists have applied their magic wand.

The medical profession has expended its greatest effort in scientifically solving and mastering the problem of beauty for women in all its forms.
It is no longer necessary to envy this priceless

charm. You can possess it— make your mirror reflect sunshine and radiance of supreme beauty that will be envied by
your dearest and closest friends. Age is no barrier. You can be 15 or 60 and possess every charm of beauty that
nature intended. Regardless of the present condition of your complexion, hair, scalp, mouth, nose, ears, chin, neck,
chest, breast or entire form — regardless of your weight — too stout or too thin— regardless of what improvement , you
desire to enhance your beauty — from the top of your hair to the tips of your toes you can now, for the first time in
history possess any or all of these charms. "SCIENCE OF BEAUTY" in eight volumes — eight marvelous books on
this vital subject — beauty — contains over 70,000 words. These books cover completely and scientifically in excess of
250 subjects on beauty, diet to grow thin, diet to gain weight and beauty of form through exercising. Every line —
every page — every one of these eight books from cover to cover is scientifically written on this one vital subject —
beauty.
It took in excess of six years constant research work and investigation and cost over $20,000 to prepare these
wonderful books for the press. They are complete. They have been
passed uponby leading eminent American and European authority
as being the most marvelous books ever written on the treatment
of beauty and should be in the hands of every woman who appreciates the value of charm, attractiveness and genuine beauty that
nature intended. These wonderful books contain hundreds of
Complexion ; Make-up ; Ears : Eyes ; Eyerecipes, formulas and complete directions for overcoming and eradilashes Eye-brows
;
; Mouth ; Hands ; Manicure ;
cating every known barrier to beauty, form and health.
Itching Hands ; Red Hands ; Chapped Hands ;
Thin Hands ; Enlarged Veins on Back of

A

FEW
OF
SUBJECTS

THE
MANY
COVERED

Hands;
the Face Reducing
; Wrinkles the
on Wrists;
Forehead Exercises
; Mouth ai"' III
Laughing Wrinkles; Face Lifting; Pimples/;
Blackheads ; Eczema, Rash ; Irritatioi ;
Freckles ; Sun-burn ; Preventing Tan ; Superfluous Hair ; Moles ; Warts ; Discoloration* ;
Conspicuous Nose-pores ; Double Chin ; Breast
Reducing ; Breast Development ; Perspiration ;
Treatments for Greasy Skin, Scaly Skin, Pale
Colorless Skin, Sallowness, Rough Course
Skin, Oily Skin, Sluggish Skin, Tender Skin,
Blemishes, etc. Filling Out Sunken Cheeks;
Rounding Out Thin Face ; Sagging Muscles of
the Face ; Making the Face Younger ; Skin
Beautifier ; Rounding Out Neck and Chest ;
Reducing the Ankles ; Bringing Quick Color
to the Cheeks ; Refining the Texture of the
Skin ; Rough Skin and Pimples on Back ; Local Face Treatment After Outing; Beautiful
Feet ; Care of the Feet ; Removing Corns ;
Fallen In-step ; Tired Aching Feet ; Exercises for the Neck ; Cold, Hot, Sponge, and
Turkish Bath ; Teeth. Gums ; Acid Mouth ;
Treatment for Red Nose ; Superfluous Fat ;
Health Suggestions; Hair Shampoo; Growth
of Hair, Dandruff, Oil Hair, Dry Hair ; Stubborn Hair ; Kinky Hair ; Falling Hair ; Grey
and Faded Hair ; Blonde Hair ; Silver Shades
of Hair ; Checking Grayness ; Advantages of
Short Hair;
"Bob Hair;
Effect;
Classic
Effect The
; Vermin
in the Casque
Hair ; Corset,
etc. — Beauty Formulas — over 200 ; Table of
Weights ; Diet to Gain Weight ; Menu to Gain
Weight ; Diet to Grow Thin ; Menu to Grow
Thin ; Beauty Through Exercising ; Physical
Culture for Women; Chest Exercise; Upper
Trunk and Lung Exercise ; Shoulder and Back
Exercises ; Wind-mill Movement ; Striking-out
Movement ; Deep Breathing and Chest Expansion Exercise ; Exercise for the Foot and Leg
Muscles ; Side Bending Exercise ; Chest, Back
and Biceps Exercise ; Side Bending Exercise
No. 2 ; Chest, Shoulder, Back and Arm Exercise ;Neck Exercise ; Body Bending Exercise ;Rear Kicking Movement ; Trunk Swinging Movement ; Forward Bending Exercises ;
Side Bending Exercise No. 3 ; Knee Bending
Exercise ; Side Swinging Exercise ; Chest Exercises ;Side Bending Exercise No. 4 ; Front
Bending Exercise ; The 1, 2, 3 Movement ;
Double Wind-mill Movement ; Side Bending
Exercise ; Upper Arm Exercise ; Trunk Rolling Movement ; Stepping Out, Shoulder and
Chest Exercise, etc.

You assume no obligation —
our expense. Your 5 days free
books — read them, then judge
simple, understandable English

BEAU ITS CHARMS

AND

HOW

TO

OBTAIN

THEM

You can how have at your finger tips the secrets
of beauty, charm and grace that have been jealously
guarded
for years by the most beautiful women
of

Mae Murray,
of America's
most Motion one
Picture
Stars, foresa\ s
of -'SCIENCE OF BEAUTY':
"This is the most wonderful
collection of beauty secrets it
has ever been my privilege to
read. I have been using the exercises and suggestions contained
in these books and have found
them all that you claimed for
them. I hope many women will
obtain the happiness which comes
from new beauty and youth and
Yours
truly,
which these
booksverymake
possible."

MAE

MURRAY

America, Europe and the Orient. Every woman can easily, in the privacy of her own home, acquire
(he beauty and charm, the gracefulness and graciousness and the magic personality heretofore enjoyed
by a very few who learn the simple secrets that govern beauty of skin, form and poise. Never befor
have such wonderful books been placed in the hands of women. Every one knows that beauty •'
woman's birthright. Every one knows that beauty is what gains friends, popularity and social position. And, invariable business success. Use these books for five days free — begin at once to apply
the methods suggested. You will marvel at the remarkable improvement in your complexion, in your
general power and poise, in your increased friendship and popularity. Decide today to turn from the
path of the faded rose — don't let others cast you aside. Place yourself in the lime-light— read the
books, they will pave the way to a sure, safe, simple and easy method of beautifying the skin, scalp,
hair, face, chin, neck, chest, breast and entire form. And remember, there are no internal treatments —
everything is external.

DIET TO GAIN WEIGHT

DIETTO LOSE WEIGHT

You can gain weight — take on flesh-

Volumeextensively
No. 7 "SCIENCE
OF BEAUTY"
dwells
and scientifically
on reducing
weight through eating. Remember, obesity is a
disease. It is dangerous. It causes heart trouble,
apoplexy, diabetes, etc. Rid yourself of it— grow
thin through nature's method. This marvelous
book tells you how — no self-denying — no^ medicines— no violent exercises — no fasting. Eat aptizing, delicious foods properly combined. Vigor
and energy will return — superfluous fat will disappear and the flesh will become firm and hard.

improve the stature — add to the form — fill out
the sunken parts — become stronger — and have a
perfect figure. Proper eating — the selection of
the diet — the use of flesh-building foods should
enable you to quickly and easily accomplish all
of these things. Volume No. 6 "SCIENCE OF
BEAUTY" explains it all. The flesh-building
foods it tells you to eat have been carefully selected by eminent authority.

COMPLETE

BEAUTY

EXERCISES

Volume

No.
8 contains
72 pages
of beautifully
illustrated physical culture exercises — correct scientific movements for reducing and building the body — the producing of per- 1
feet form — perfect health and perfect beauty of figure. Famous
beauties — perfect formed actresses — leading movie stars attribute their charm of
attraction to the use of these exercises. They posed for the exercises — they endorse
their use. You can benefit by their experience — make your fondest dreams come
true — correct your figure — weigh exactly what you should weigh.

S Days Trial — Books Can Be Returned At Our Expense

you make no promise — the books can be returned at
examination will cost you nothing. We want you to see the
for yourself. Every one of these books will tell you in
how to quickly and easily banish any and all obstacles

that now stand in the way of your conception of perfect beauty, weight and form. _ Remember,
beauty in all its forms is now within your reach.
Mail the coupon for convincing proof.

Special Limited Offer

* Burlington Publishing Co., Inc.
Dept. 86
1 5 Park Row

Send for free interesting literature — learn full particulars of our special

limited low introductory offer on the entire set of the eight books on beauty, health,
dieting, reducing and gaining weight, and perfect form of figure. The edition
is limited— extremely limited. The price is liable to advance without notice.
Write today— now— clip the coupon or mail a letter at once while this
remarkable low introductory offer is open.

BURLINGTON
PUBLISHING
Dept. 86
15 Park Row
New

CO.
York

Coupon
Gentlemen:
—
Without
obligation
on my part, please mail
free full particulars of your special offer on
SCIENCE OF BEAUTY"
in eight (8) volumes.

Address

109 ,
PAfil
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Across the Silversheet

ir Was
r If
J^Qui
te Gray
"It was falling out, getting brittle and
stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few
applications
of Kolor-Bak
produced a wonderful
improvement.
The itching
stopped instantly. There was no more dandruff.
And— marvel of marvels— it is now restored to its
original color— not a gray hair shows any where 1"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is colorless, stainless, harmless and restores original
color to gray hair simply by putting hair and
scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-Bak.
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
West 38th Street, Oept. 492 Chicago

' 1-3338
3334-

rse
at Home
^Piyte earna Nu
m If over 18 and under 65 you can beWcome a successful nurse through tho
r famous CHICAGO system of Home
I Training.
Thousands of successful
graduates in last 22 years.

,

Earn $25 to $40 a Week

p Entire tuition fees often earned in few
^weeks.
Earn while you learn. Lessons
- Jimple, practical and interesting. Splendid
J tor Practical Nurses.
Hospital experience
f, " .° esired. Low tuition fees. Easy terms.
^Authorized
diplomas.
School chartered by
' State of Illinois. Write to-day for catalogue,
sample lesson pages, and Trial Study witli
Money-Back Guarantee.
Address Chicago
421
Blvd., Chicago.
III.
Jo, S.
a0IiAshland
£,r J'EFJ'"0;,,
Department
624.

fSTUDY

AT HOME

Become a lawyer. Legally
J trained men win nigh positions
J and big success in business and
/ publicnitieslife.
opportunow thanGreater
ever before.
Be
"ndependent—
be a leader. Lawyers earn

"> to $10,000

Annually

step. You can train at home
during spare time. Wo prepare you for bar examination in any state. Money refunded according to our
Guarantee Bond if dissatisfied. Degree of LL. B.
conferred. Thousands of successful students enrolled. Low cost, easy terms. Fourteen volume
Law Library free if you enroll now. Get our valuable 120 page
"Law Guide" and "Evidence" books free. Send for them— now.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 478-1*. Chicago

Cold:
Cre
am
"\

\ The
creamhighest
made grade
is Pearlcold
La
Sage.
You
note
the dif- ,
ference immediately.
The bland, soothing ingredients used, not only
cleanse, but nourish the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath
each night with Pearl La Sage cream are remarkable and definite. You are not left in
doubt, because your skin tells the story— of
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and
softness, 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.
Send for Samples
For liberal samples of Pearl La Sage Toilet
preparations, send 10c to cover cost of
postage and packing. Please give name
of your favorite dealer. Write today.
PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.
4325 Drexel Blvd., Chicago

The Answer Man

(Continued from page 108)

(Continued from page 92)

that Albert Roscoe in the role of Uncas
looks like anything in this world but an
Indian, while we feel sure that the most
sardonic of redmen never leered and
grinned in the fashion of Wallace Beery
in the role of Magua. Men of their race
wait patiently, with inscrutable mein. Barbara Bedford as Cora Munro is delightful, suggesting her emotions rather than
depicting them.
Everything taken into consideration, we
are grateful to Mr. Tourneur for his
sympathetic handling of this famous tale —
he has remained faithful to, the man in
whose mind it was borne, even to retaining
the original title — if a similar treatmeat
was assured, it would be pleasant to have
other beloved works pictured f6"r" posterity.

Gertrude R.— No, indeed, Raymond
McKee did not die in service. He is playing. Elinor Glyn is writing a story for
Gloria Swanson in California. She says
that Orville R. Caldwell is her perfect

THE

We

GREAT

ADVENTURE;— FIRST

NATIONAL

have been able to say always of

Lionel Barrymore's pictures — "they are unusual," but that has been about all, except
to bewail the fact that his art is handicapped
by the story material he has had to deal
with. "The Great Adventure" is the best
thing Mr. Barrymore has done in some
months — that is in so far as Mr. Barrymore
is personally concerned. On the other hand,
the story, which was a whimsical affair
between two covers, has lost its whimsy
and therefore its chief charm, on the screen.
Priam Farll is an artist who has shunned
publicity of all kinds, so when his valet dies
and in an absent-minded moment he gives
his own name, the public fail to know the
difference and a*Henry Leek is buried in
Westminster Abbey with all the pomp and
glory the world feels due him as Priam
Farll, the greatest master of the brush.
Then Priam Farll, under the name of
Henry Leek marries a widow and there
are a series of complications, especially
when the former Mrs. Leek, who was deserted years ago, turns up with the two
younger Leeks. Forced to again take up
his art in order to earn a living, he is
recognized by his former merchant thru
his painting, but he prevails upon him to
keep his secret and to the outside world he
remains Henry Leek.
The scenes of Farll watching his own
funeral were humorous, but thruout, the
production tends far more towards slapstick than whimsy.
PAYING

THE

PIPER — PARAMOUNT

Anyone who can write a synopsis of
"Paying the Piper," after seeing it once,
possesses far more concentration than we
do — so, casually, the story tells of a wealthy
boy and girl who grow up and marry and a
poor boy and girl who grow up and marry.
Eventually, the rich become poor and the
poor become rich or something like that,
and we learn that they who dance must pay
the piper
Frankly, the story contains action — so
much action that the characters fly madly
from one party to another frantically, so
that every possible sort of party is depicted before the fade-out where the now
poor rich boy and girl find a happiness in
doing sane things and leaving parties alone.
Fitzmaurice produced the picture — why,
we fail to see. He has not, in this choice,
even permitted himself the glory of artistic
scenes and picturesque people.
The titles — words fail us.
Dorothy Dickson of New York cabaret
fame is featured with Rod la Rocque playing opposite her. Alma Tell and Reginald
Denny are also in the cast, and while we
liked Mr. La Rocque better than the others, we admit we never liked him less.

ideal
man. He
is playing
"Mecca"
at
the Century
Theater,
New in
York,
and has
just finished playing the title role opposite Corliss Palmer in "Ramon, the SailR. A. B— Why is this thus? How so?
You, an Englishman, resent a little joke
on your wit, or your appreciation of wit.
Come now, be a sport and laugh. Dont
maker."
take
nonsense seriously !
Tyllie. — You think we should have more
information about Milton Sills. I guess
you are right. Yes, I am eighty but I dont
expect the undertaker to overtake me just
yet. Well, you just look for Milton Sills
in "What is the Matter with Marriage?"
Marjorie Prevost is Marie's sister.
C. E., Brooklyn — Priscilla Dean in "Outb He the Law." Yes, Jackie Coogan in "The
Mid," is being released and he intends to
start on another picture right away. The
1920 Fame and Fortune contestants will
appear in a two-reel play entitled "From
Farm to Fame," featuring Corliss Palmer,
the first prize winner. About one thousand
girls are in it.
Gertrude S. — Just send a stamped addressed envelope for a list of the correspondence clubs.
Buster. — Hoot mon! The motto "E
Pluribus Unum," was first suggested as the
motto of the United States by Benjamin
Franklin, John Adams and Thomas Jefferson in August, 1776, they having been appointed a committee to chose a design for
the Great Seal. Yes, I understand about
Kenneth Harlan.
P. K. — But knowledge is the father of
wisdom — get wise. Yes, Pearl White is
married, and William S. Hart has been on
the stage. He is 6 feet 1 inch high. Yes,
Kenneth Harlan is playing opposite Constance Talmadge in "A Butterfly in Har_ Vera
V. — men
No, tell
you you.
certainly
cannot
believe all the
If a man
would
register all his opinions upon love, politics,
religion, etc., beginning from his youth,
and so on to old age, what a bundle of inconsistencies and contradictions would appear at last ! Such is life. All improvement
ness."
is based on defect, and all progress provided by calamity.
Write me again.
Ricky. — You say you are not chicken,
but you're game. No, I dont mind it. As
Oliver Wendell Holmes says, "To be seventy-three years young is something far more
cheerful and hopeful than to be forty years
old." Why yes, Alary Pickford is playing
in "The Love Light." Robert Edeson opposite May Allison. Write him at Metro,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Ethel R. — But it's beauty that begins to
please, and tenderness that completes the
charm. Cleo Ridgely, Elinor Fair and Mrs.
Irving Cummings in "Dangerous Pastime."
You just
go on
mise to read
it. writing verse, and I'll proMargie. — So you dont like to see Mary
Miles Minter dressed in rag-doll parts.
You think she looks swagger when she is
dressed up. Elaine Hammerstein in "The
Girl from Nowhere."
Marquis of the Savage. — That was a
great letter of yours.
Thanks.
Delaware Delight. — Your letter was
indeed from
interesting.
You say,
have
ten
letters
Mme. Petrova,
all "Ivery
lovely
and
dearMadame
to me. and
Money
couldn't
buy be
them.
I love
she will
always
my
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favorite, altho sometimes I get fickle and
fall for other stars but always hold my
affection for her above all the rest. I have
met her too, and what a very great pleasure
it was to hold her hand. I can never express it in words." I am sure Madame
appreciates your friendship as you appreciate hers. You must write me again.
Cavalry Jack. — Whoa, there Jack. You
hit the nail on the head all right. But
keeping to one woman is but a small price
to pay for the privilege of having one
woman. Edmund Lowe opposite Katherine
MacDonald in "The Second Latchkey."
Jackie Saunders is going to play opposite
William Farnum in "The Scuttlers." Will
be glad to see Jackie again on the screen.
Society Sensation. — And what do you
call that? Dorothy Green was with Selznick last. Jack Pickford is on the Coast.
A modest blush is my only answer. Do
you hear it?
Mlle. Sensation, Paris. — Comment vous
en vat You wield a clever pen. Do write
me again, do, but do it in English if you
want me to read it.
Margaret T. — So many woman do look
upon their apron strings to find an excuse?
But was it not from the apron of fig leaves
worn by Eve, when she covered herself,
and was the first of her sex who made a
bad excuse for eating the forbidden fruit?
Yes, indeed, Gladys Brockwell is playing
right along.
J. D. H. — Yes, Colleen Moore in the Ray
picture. Well, neither can I explain to you
why people laugh at :hose farce comedies
where a person meets with a serious misfortune. Itis so in all comedies. Even if
a person has his teeth knocked out, some
idiot would laugh at it.
G. T. R. — Thanks for all the news. Your
letters are great.
Perry.— All right, I'll dare you.
Sweet 16. — Hello, missey. No, I never
stumble over my beard. You say it must
be cozy and warm. It is that. No, I dont
wear a celluloid collar. I am not in the
celluloid business to that extent.
Kiwanee. — Believe only half you hear,
but be sure it is the right half. No, I dont
care for crystallized ginger, thank you, so
please dont send me any. I must say that
you are a bright boy. Write me again.
George R. — I cant speak for the fair sex,
but I can tell you that the odors of plants
reside in different parts of them — sometimes in the roots, as in the iris and vetivert ;
the leaves in mint and thyme ; the stem or
wood in cedar and sandal ; the flower in
the roses and violets ; the seeds in the tonka bean and caraway ; the bark in cinnamon, etc. Lillian Gish is playing at the
Biograph Studio, New York. Fannie Ward
is in Europe.
She is forty-five.
Oviedo Spain. — Well, you write me all
the way from Spain. Greetings. Yes,
Pearl White can be reached at Fox studios,
10th Ave. and 55th St., New York City.
Creighton Hale is with D. W. Griffith,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Venerable One. — You say "Dignity,
high station, or great riches are in some
sort necessary to old men, in order to keep
the younger at a distance, who are otherwise too apt to insult them upon the score
of their age." Good stuff, but I seem to get
along without any of those qualifications.
Yes, Marion Davies is in New York now.
Phoebe Snow. — Who is always on the
go. I laughed right out loud when I read
parts of your letter. Run in again some
time when you- are traveling thru New
York.
Alma. — Well, I have never been to Japan. I envy you. The Apes of Japan represent, Mizaru, who sees no evil ; Kikazaru, who hears no evil ; and Iwazaru, who
(Continued on page 112)

Flood Tide in Fame and
Fortune Contest
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(Continued from page 67)
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the glowing, full-lipped, dusky-eyed, Castilian type of beauty, that makes one think
of long warm nights in Spain and soft
warm voices.

^Direct from Manufacturer
to Vrearer
This wonderful $14.00
dress delivered to
you

There has been some slight confusion in
regard
to the
judgeshave
of this
contest,
but
these
matters
been year's
satisfactorily
adjusted, and we herewith append the complete and authentic list : Mary Pickford,
Howard Chandler Christy, Thomas H.
Ince, J. Stuart Blackton, Maurice Tourneur,
Carl Laemmle, Jesse Lasky, David Belasco,
Blanche Bates, Jules Brulatour, Ruth Roland, and Eugene V. Brewster.

manufacture
dress

By Oliver Jenkins
I will build a castle, far up in the air;
For sunbeams and moonbeams, remind me
of your hair.
I will build a mansion, under southern skies;
For

heaven's blue, the love-hue,
me of your eyes.

reminds

I will build a palace, where the sunset dips ;
For red-rays and sea-sprays, remind me of
your lips.
knew ;
Sometime, I will leave them — this I always
For then, dear, is when, dear, my dreams
will all come true.

every
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What's What
in America
EUGENE V. BREWSTER
Editor-in Chief of

Motion picture
Magazine
Motion Picture
Classic
AND

Shadowland
Includes chapters

DREAM-PICTURES

parcel

ONLY
$6.98.
prepaid
for
Made of Guaranteed
All Wool
Double
Warp Serge. Deep all
around wool embroidery, back
on skirt
and and
neck.front,
We

Jeanne Rubin, 456 Saratoga Ave., Brooklyn, New York, is a dashing brunette. Under the shadow of her wide black hat, she
"has a little curl right in the middle of her
forehead," but we are sure she is always
' "very, very good." She has had no previous experience. Note her beautifully
arched brows.
Peggy Ford, 336 Third St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C, has had some stage and
screen experience. Peggy is mighty easy
to look at, with such an exquisitely curved
pair of shoulders and that wonderful wealth
of curls piled high on her ornamental head.
Doris LeFevre, 128 Oxford St., Syracuse,
N. Y., is pretty and young, both valuable
assets. Her only experience has been playing the ubiquitous bathing beauty, in O. V.
Schille's movies. For all her lack of
years, she has a far away and long ago
look in her eyes. Intelligence and the will
to do, coupled with the confidence of youth,
show in this girl's face. She has blue eyes
and fair skin and light blonde hair.
A. Kenyon Newman, 31 Troost Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo., has had some slight
screen experience. He is a fine type of
man. Observe the determination in his
chin, the penetrating eyes, the fine straight
nose, and the sensitive mouth. Red-blooded
stuff is here. Kenyon is five feet-ten and a
half inches in height.
We will publish every month in all three
of the Brewster Publications, Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic,
and Shadowland, all news of the Fame
and Fortune Contest.

by

post charges

Levia Maggiora, 464 Columbus Ave.,
San Francisco, California, has only thirteen
years to her credit and no stage experience,
but we will unhesitatingly say that she has
temperament, raw and plastic of necessity,
but what a chance for the all-seeing director !She has black hair and black eyes,
and the olive skin of Italy.

Christian
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and
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Occultism,
and
a section
on
Strikes,
Profiteering
and
the
High
Cost of Living.
Cloth
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bound, 230 pages, mailed pre- =
paid to any address on receipt s

of $1.25.
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Playing Cards
For Your Winter's Fun
There

are yet a great

many of the old-fashioned
sort of people who enjoy
tranquil, quiet evenings and
a game of cards that is interesting without being unduly exciting. Not everyone
has time to master the intricacies ofbridge, whist, the
more modern games. Not
everyone enjoys them.
Here is a game that is
restful yet jolly, easy yet
piquant, entertaining — even
educational — because it acquaints one with the names
and faces of the best artists
of the stage and screen.
Why not lay aside your old
games and try our STAGE
PLAYING
CARDS?
There are 52 cards and
joker, daintily painted in
pastel shades of pink, cream,
green and gold, gold-edged
and highly flexible, each
card bearing the photograph
of some popular player on
its back.
These cards need not be
hidden when not in use ;
they are an ornament to any
living-room table, and in
offering them to you at 65c
we

are giving you an unusual opportunity to add to

your store of winter's

fun.

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
175 Duffield Street
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Contest

The inauguration of our new Contest.
the ideal cast contest
which was to have started its official exji me undersigned, desire to vote as folistence in the April issue of Motion Pic- jows :
ture Magazine, thru various unavoidable

I

Ranc: h'
EARLY
onRELEASE
eymo
I "HonFOR

of Ideal Cast

I

Iallene ray I
I A 1920 FAME & FORTUNE

Inauguration

the cast. It will be called
Contest." It is practically
last year'swascontest,
Our Contest,
larity
an
from every angle, but we
one will be extraordinary.

"The Ideal Cast
self-explanatory.
Poputhe great success
amazing
believe that this
Its field is so

;e'u "lff
Leading Man
villain
Vampire
character Man

Character woman
Comedian (Male)
Comedian (Female)
child
Director

Xam('
It does not limit the voter,
much wider.
Address
as in the previous contest, to one favorite.
You may willingly concede that Richard Note :— This is a sample ballot and canBarthelmess is your favorite leading man, not be used, as the Contest has not yet
but it does distress you to leave unmentioned officially opened.
the beloved, irascible, peppery old dear, We believe that the fewer the rules the
that Theodore Roberts, is on the screen. better, but that there must be some rules
We would spare the voters the agony of to govern any contest, however simple its
indecision that must ensue in casting their nature, no one will deny. The Ideal Cast
vote unreservedly for one star out of the Contest rules are these :—
myriads of shining lights in the movie 1.— All votes must contain the name and
firmament.
address of the voter in order to be conThink of the endless and delightful pos- sidered.
sibilities of being able to select an entire 2.— In voting for the Ideal Child, the
cast, beginning with the all important di- vote may be cast for either a boy or a girl,
rector himself and including every type of
3.— It is permissible to vote for the same
screen actor, even the children. There are person twice. For instance, Dorothy Gish
dozens of winsome and attractive screen may be your ideal woman comedian as well
children, and one is bound to have a favorite as your favorite leading lady. You may
among them, for which one is privileged vote for her under both headings,
to vote, without sacrificing any of one's We have made every arrangement in our
other loves. That is the beauty of this power for the efficient handling of this
kind of contest. We believe that it is the contest. We will publish all information
fairest and most comprehensive contest and news of the progress of the contest in
that could be devised. It gives every actor all future issues of Motion Picture Mac aan equal chance, and allows the fan great zine. Watch your favorite magazir* for
liberality of judgment. The ballot will be further announcements of the status of
as follows :
your favorite stars.

The Answer M an
{Continued from page 111)
speaks no evil. No, Katherine MacDonald
is not married. She has been- in pictures
about 3% years. But extremes in everything is a characteristic of women.
Llywlyst. — Thanks, come again.
Mac. — In spite of our Pure Food Laws ;
about the only thing we can get fresh nowadays is fresh air, and most of us get very
little of that, altho it is the cheapest and
most important of all. Jackie Coogan was
the child in "The Kid." He is now playing
in a scries of "Peck's Bad Boy." 1 never
wonder to see men wicked, but I often
wonder to see them not ashamed.
Squirrel.— You write, "Can you suggest
something for a dying vampire to say with
her last breath. I am writing a story and
1 would like her to say something original.
Say, it is some story. I murdered the
villain and the vampire. They had to die,
but a death scene is so hard to write about."
I am not very strong on death scenes and
vampire swan songs. I suggest that you
try Carl Laemmle.
Ambitious Bluebird. — No, I am not on
exhibition yet. You're a wonder. I thought
love matches and parlor matches amount to
the same thing, because things that equal
the
are equalareto made
each other.
\Tot
all same
kinds thing
of matches
in heaven.
Some seem to have been made in the other
place -particular the sulphur ones. You
will
see Mabel
ran come
back. Normand soon again. She
Ada A. K. — I refuse to quarrel with you.
Say what you like — I wont argue.

Theresa P. — No, General Foch was
born in France 66 years ago. Of course I
have teeth — what did you think I ate with ?
You seem to agree with Rousseau, who says
that women have the same desires as men,
but do not have the same right to express
them. Cant say that I can argue with you
on it. Lionel Barrymorc is doing a comedy.
Floy Merry. — You here again. Semper
paratus
always
That's
You say means,
your father
knewready.
J. Stuart
Blacme.
ton
when heMr.wasBlackton
in England.
That's
teresting.
is producing
England now.
Why dont you write hi
Just Me. — Hello. You say you envy i
right here in New York where everythi
goes. Even the selling of liquor goes he
Have no fear, child, you will know it sc
enough when you are in love. Love i.c
flame, and therefore, we say beauty is
tractive; because physicians observe tl
fire is a great drawer.
Rosebud. — "Anatol" is the first all-s..
cast play, including Wallace Reid, Elliott
Dexter, Gloria Swanson, Bcbe Daniels,
Wanda Hawlev, Agnes Ayres. Theodore
Roberts, that Famous Players have done.
There will be more. Nazimova is about
forty-two years old. No, naughty, naughty
you must not ask me who is the best player
They're all good.
Rosario Philip. — Your letter was indeed
interesting, and you are to be encouraged
upon your good English. Write me again.
Pearl White is with Fox. See above for
address.
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When Eyes A re Close
Is Your Complexion at Ease
Does your complexion wince under the appraising gaze? Does it
fear the verdict — "make-up" — "coarse" — "muddy"? Or is it a complexion ofconfidence — one that delights in close inspection? It is the
latter if you use Carmen! For Carmen gives the beauty, the youthful bloom, the satiny smoothness that craves scrutiny, knowing that
the more critical the gaze, the more pronounced the praise.
Carmen, the powder that stays on, is also Carmen the powder whose charming natural effect on the skin is never lessened under dampness or glaring light.
It is truly the face powder extraordinary, as a test will show.
O _
l 7
dCXliiyic.

(~\-t4of Send
12c to
cover
postage
and— packing
for purse size
\JjJcT
DOX with
three
weeks'
supply
state shade
preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER

CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and new
Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere
KKWAItl)

lV
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LANGKlt PRINTING
CO.,
NBW
YOKKj
N. Y.
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you love to touch
EVERY day your skin is changing.
Each day old skin dies and new forms
in its place.
By giving this new skin intelligent care
you can make it what you will — you
can gain the charm of "a skin you love

s

?.

A-SKIN

-V0(,

Sold at all drug stores and toilet goods
counters in the United States and Canada.
A miniature set of the Woodbury skin
preparations will be sent you for 25 cents.
This set contains your complete Woodbury treatment for one week. In it you
will find the treatment booklet; a trial

to touch."
Begin today to give your skin the particular care it needs. You will find the
special treatment your type of skin needs
in the booklet of famous treatments which
is wrapped around every cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap; samples ofthe new Woodbury Facial Cream,
Woodbury's Cold Cream and Facial
Powder. Write today for this special
outfit. AddressThe Andrewjergens Co.,
130* Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A 2 5 -cent cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap lasts for a month or six weeks of any
treatment or for general cleansing use.

If you live in Canada, address The
Andreixs Jergens Co., Limited, ISO*- Sher'brooke St., Perl//, Ontario.

^odmru^mcialuoap
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Mellin's Food
3B o
Georg"e A. Hospers
Orange
City, la.

This robust little boy shows the
good health and happiness that is
characteristic of babies raised on
Mellin's
Food, properly prepared with
milk.
Write

today for a copy of our helpful book, "The
Feeding of Infants," and a Free Sample
Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Mellin's Food Company,

■»»

Care and

Boston, Mass.
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r> Jhe instrument chosen
greatest artists

The most cherished possession of the great
singers and instrumentalists is their art, and
their keenest desire is that under all circumstances they shall be heard at their best. .It is
in appreciation of this fact that the greatest
artists of this generation have become Victor
artists, and their unqualified endorsement of
the Victrola is the most conclusive evidence of
its artistic superiority.
There are Victrolas in great variety of styles
from $25 to $1500.
Victor dealers everywhere.

Victor Talking Machine Co*
Camden, New Jersey

This trademark and the trademarked
word "Victrola" identify all our products.
Look under the lid! Look on the label!
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden, N. J.
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PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

listed in order of release
April 1, 1921, to July 1, 1921

Ask your theatre manager
when he will show them

fts a

George Melford's production
"The Faith Healer."
From the famous play by
William Vaughn Moody.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in
"The Dollar a Year Man."
A roaring farce written especially for the
great comedian.

Ia

Cparamount
(picture

CosmopolitanWith
production
Marion "Buried
Davies. Treasure,"
A thrilling modern story of
romance and adventure.
William D. Taylor's production of Augustus
Thomas' famous
"TheDexter.
Witching Hour,"
With play
Elliott
Wallace Reid in "The Love Special,"
With Agnes
Ayres.
A spectacular production of
Frank Spearman's exciting story.
Hugh Ford's British production
"The Great Day," with Arthur Bourchier.
From the Drury Lane Melodrama.
Filmed in England, Scotland,
Paris and the Alps.
SirAnJames
M. Barrie's
"Sentimental
immortal
masterpiece
brought Tommy."
to life
by an all-star cast.
Directed by John S. Robertson, who made
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
DouglasA MacLean
"Theproduction.
Home Stretch,"
Thos. H. inI nee
Another comedy triumph from the lovable
star of "23 V* Hours' Leave."
Thomas Meighan in "The City of Silent Men,"
From Frank Moroso's story "The Quarry."
The story of a hunted man,
filmed partly in Sing Sing prison.
Cosmopolitan
From
the story production
of Frank R."Proxies,"
Adams in
Hearst's Magazine.
Gish in
Jo!" funny as
A small Dorothy
town comedy
as "Oh
real and
"Seventeen."
Sydney Chaplin in "King, Queen, Joker."
Written and directed by the famous comedian; the biggest laugh-maker ever made.
Lois Weber's production "Married Strangers."
An intimate study of a universal problem.
Elsie Ferguson in
"Sacred and Profane Love."
William D. Taylor's production of
Arnold Bennett's play in which
Miss Ferguson appeared on the stage.
William DeMille's production of
Sir James M. Barrie's famous play
"What
Every Woman
Knows,"
With Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in
"The Traveling Salesman."
A screamingly funny presentation of
James Forbes' popular farce.
Cosmopolitan production "The Wild Goose,"
By Gouverneur Morris.
One of this writer's best stories.
Thomas Meighan in "White and Unmarried,"
A whimsical and out of the ordinary
romantic comedy.
"Appearances," by Edward Knoblock,
A Donald Crisp production.
Made in England.
With David Powell.
Thomas H. Ince Special "The Bronze Bell,"
By Louis Joseph Vance.
A thrilling melodrama on a gigantic scale.
Douglas MacLean in "One a Minute."
Thos. H. Ince production.
Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.
Clayton
"Sham," Bonner.
and in
Genevieve
■ By ElmerEthelHarris
The play in which Henrietta Crosman
made her greatest triumph.
k
George Melford's production
"The Money Master,"
By Sir Gilbert Parker.
A drama of the Northwest, by the author
and director of "Behold My Wife!"

>fm

Something to tell the folks
busimyouer fro
cuem fro
waytakehom
ON the ness
the lobby of any theatre that displays the line "It's a Paramount
ure." the big news to take
Pict
That's
home and tell the folks. That's
the thing that will make them all

say "Good!
We'll go tonight!"
This idea of shopping for their
photo-plays is gradually taking
hold of people.
Just the way they shop for
suits, rugs or motor cars.
It may seem strange to shop
for such a romantic thing as a
motion picture, but good business
methods turn out as well in buying entertainment as in buying
anything else.
When you buy an automobile
that bears the proud brand-name
of one of the greatest firms in the
industry you are sure of the finest.
Why?

The name!

When you go to a theatre
which is showing a motion pic-

ture made by the foremost concern in the industry, you are sure
you are in for a great time.
Why? The name, Paramount!
The birds sing not more sweetly in early summer dawns than
your heart when you see a Paramount love scene.
The terrible roar of tropic
thunder is not more filled with a
sense of awe than the greatest
Paramount dramas.
To get entertainment so thrilling that boredom is dispelled like
mist before sunshine, see Paramount Pictures.
They are announced in the
newspaper advertisements, and
in the lobbies, as Paramount
Pictures.
That is how the best theatres
everywhere may be distinguished :
it is the pride of delivering the
best.
If it's a Paramount Picture it's
the best show in town.

yhramount pictures
FAMOUS PLAYERS ~LASKY CORPORATION :'t
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Plays That

Stage

Are Worth While

Readers in distant towns ivill do well to preserve this list for future reference.
Apollo. — Arthur Hopkins' production of
the
tragedy,
"Macbeth,"
with Shakespearean
Lionel Barry more
and Julia
Arthur
starred. Robert Edmond Jones' settings.
In no way electrical.
Ambassador. — "The Rose Girl." Another musical entertainment. Charles
Purcell is featured. Rose Rolande stands
out in the dancing, altho Lydia Lopokova
is headlined.

EVA
leading

NOVAK,
the "Universal Star,"
motion picture actress, says of

"Science of Beauty" :
"Science of Beauty" is a treatise that
should be on the dressing table of every
woman who takes pride in her appearance
and physical
well-being.
By following the various suggestions in
"Science of Beauty," every woman will be
able to not only improve her looks, but also
keep in bitter physical trim. Not the least
attractive phase of the books is the interestihg wmi in which the subject is presented.
(Signed)
EVA
NOVAK.

WANTED!

Beautiful Women
Do you possess this priceless charm? Does
your mirror reflect sunshine and radiance of
supreme beauty? Have you an unmarred complexion, beautiful hair, perfect form and normal
weight? These are the present-day requirements of beauty. Can you qualify? Will your
beauty charms pass the supreme test? If not,
remember there is a short, pleasant method of
eradicating every known barrier to beauty. Tqu
can easily possess every one of these charms.
"Science of Beauty" in eight (8) volumes — -S
marvelous books on this vital subject will enable you to quickly and easily make every
beauty dream come true. These wonderful books
contain in excess of 70,000 words — scientifically
cover over 250 subjects on beauty : diet to gain
weight, diet to lose weight, and beauty of form
and health through exercise. Nothing like them
ever printed. It took over 6 years of research
work, and cost in excess of $20,000 to prepare
these wonderful books for the press. They are
endorsed by eminent medical authority, used by
motion picture stars, recommended by specialists, consulted by society, and should be in the
hands of every woman.

5 Days

Free

Examination

You assume no obligation — you make no
pnuiiisi — the books can be returned at our expense. The 5 days free examination will cost
you nothing. We want you to see the books —
read them, then judge for yourself. Every one
of these 8 books will tell you in simple, understandable English how to quickly and easily
banish any and all obstacles that now stand in
(lie way of your conception of perfect beauty,
weight ami form. Remember, beauty in all its
forms is now within your reach. Mail the
Coupon ■ for convincing proof.

Special Limited Offer

\

Send
for free. Interesting literature — learn full
particulars of our special, Limited, low, introductory
offer on i he entire set of the 8 books on beauty,
health, dieting, reducing ami gaining weight, and
_ _ _ — _
perfect form of figure.
First edition !>f
\
in. nun seis will he sold at a fraction
» ""'■' ""' ('"sl "' ll novel.
Write today
FREE
V
- net a copy .4' "nr beautifully illusC,„.„.
'« iruicd folder am! lull particulars
oupon
%
of mll, jpjgij^ nmited, low, rockBurlington ^
bottom, dircel advertising offer
Publishing Co.
\
"" 'he entire set. Do it now
^

while this special

New York \ \ ""! °ffet
D«pt.l21.1780Broadway
Gentlemen:^
Without
obligation on my
\
part,

please

mail

flee

full

particulars "f your special "tier
"" "SCIENCE
OP
BEAUTY"
in eight (8) volumes,

<B.
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Burlington
Publishing Co.
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Astor. — "Cornered," with Madge Kennedy. A crook melodrama by Dodson
Mitchell, in which Miss Kennedy, fresh
from several years on the screen, plays
a dual role : a slangy girl of the underworld and a young woman of society. Farfetched, but possessing interest. Miss
Kennedy is charming.
Belasco.
"Deburau,"
withevents
Lionel
will.
One — of
the notable
of Atthe
stage year is this Granville Barker's transof Sacha
Guitry's
around lationthe
famous
Frenchdrama,
masterbuilt
of
pantomime of the thirties. Written with
poetry, insight and distinction. Famous
characters of the period, including Marie
Duplesis, Duval,
the "Lady
the and
Camelias,"
Armand
Victor of
Hugo
George
Sand, appear in the. drama. Superbly
staged by Mr. Belasco, with all his old
uncanny stage craft, and splendidly acted
by Mr. Atwill, Elsie Mackaye, Hubert
Druce, Morgan Farley, John L. Shine,
Rose Coghlan and an altogether perfect
cast.
Belmont. — "Miss Lulu Bett," built by
Zona ; Gale around her own novel. A remarkable play constructed about a soul rebellion ina small town. Rife with realism.
Very well played and well worth seeing.
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new and
decidedly interesting drama by John Galsworthy. One of the real things of the dramatic season. A study in class strife which
many critics look upon as a miniature
study of the late war, will absorb you.
Very well played.
Booth. — "The Green Goddess," with
George Arliss. William Archer's adroit
melodrama, revolving around a merciless
rajah of a mythical land in the mountains
north of India and an accident which
drops two Englishmen and an English
woman from an aeroplane into his power.
Finely staged and played.
Casino. — "Blue Eyes," with Lew Fields
and Mollie King. A passable musical
show, not over original. Fields has a
humorous moment or two. Miss King is
pleasant to look at, and Andrew Tombes
and Delyle Alda give effective aid.
Central. — "Afgar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from London and Paris. Hide your blushes before
you go to this. Delysia has a certain
naughty piquancy. The chorus is costumed
in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century.French
— "In the
Watch."
adapted
war Night
melodrama
of An
the
I >rury Lane type. Features the sinking of
a battleship in battle. An all-star cast, but
Max Figman shines out alone.
Century
— Newentertainments.
York's newest dinnerPromenade.
and midnight
"The Century Review" and "The Midnight Rounders." Colorful girl shows for
the tired business man. A delightful place
to eat. .
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Oaly., Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written.
A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs.

1AG£

\
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Cohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle
of Jew and Gentile in a way that gives the
Hebrew much the better of it, teaching a
whole town kindliness and religious toleration. George Sidney is excellent as the
twentieth century Shylock.
Eltinge. — "Ladies' Night." About the
most daring comedy yet attempted on
Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru.
John Cumberland is admirable.
Empire. — "Mary Rose," Sir James M.
Barrie's newest fantasy, with Ruth Chatterton as star. Not Barrie at his best, but
a whimsical and charming bit of imagery.
Very well done.
Forty-eighth Street. — "The Broken
Wing."
lively
and well
worked
out
melodramaA of
adventure
below
the Rio
Grande. The story of an aviator who falls
in Mexico, thereby losing his memory and
his heart, the latter to a dusky seiiorita.
Full of excitement and possessing a welldone characterization by Aphonse Ethier.
Forty-fourth Street.
D. W.
Griffith's
master-production
of — the
rural
melodrama, 'Way
"
Down East." Splendid in
many ways, with many moving moments
and the biggest and most thrilling climax since the ride of the clansmen in
"The Birth of a Nation."
Fulton. — "Enter Madame." The best
thing, dramatically speaking, in New York
at the present moment ; a vivid study
in artistic temperament; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi strikes
fire in this role and gives a superb performance. Norman Trevor plays her husband admirably.
Henry Miller's. — "Wake Up, Jonathan,"
with Mrs. Fiske. An attractive and distinctly out of the ordinary play by Hatcher
Hughes and Elmer L. Rice. Splendidly
played by Mrs. Fiske.
Hippodrome. — "Good Times." Another
big and picturesque Hippodrome spectacle.
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Liberty. — "Lady Billy," with Mitzi. A
musical comedy of charm and humor. The
cute and vivacious little Mitzi at her best.
Pleasant music.
Longacre. — "The Champion," with Grant
Mitchell. A lively farce comedy of an
aristocratic British family's returned
prodigal, who turned out to be a pugilist.
Fairly amusing. Ann Andrews lends distinct beauty to the proceedings.
Lyric. — "Her Family Tree," with Nora
Bayes. Brisk and tuneful musical show,
with the very forceful Nora. Attractive
cast, chorus and costuming.
New Amsterdam Roof. — Ziegfeld 9
o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful entertainments unlike anything to be found
anywhere else.
Nora Bayes. — "Three Live Ghosts."
Delightful comedy of three soldiers, reported killed in Flanders, who return
home to find surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederic S. Isham
from his own novel. Splendidly played by
Beryl Mercer, Charles McNaughton, Stewart Wilson, Cyril Chadwick and Charles
Dalton.
Palace. — Keith Vaudeville. The home
of America's best variety bills and the
foremost music hall in the world. Always
an attractive vaudeville bill.
(Continued on page 8)

AGENTS

WANTED

HELP

PHOTOPLAYS

WANTED— MALE

Agents, $60 to $200 a Week — Free Samples. Gold
Sign Letters for Store and Office Windows. Anyone can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431F N. Clark
St., Chicago.

Government Clerks needed badly (men-women),
$1600-52300. Permanent. Few to travel. Write
Mr.
Ozment,
St. Louis,
Mo. Former Government Examiner, 199,

Photoplays Wanted— Big prices
write them. We show you how.
necessary. Easy,- fascinating way
in spare time. Get free details.
Box 175, B36, Chicago.

$36 to $56 Weekly in your spare time, doing special advertising work among the families of your
city ; no experience necessary ; write today for full
particulars. American Products Co., 4855 American Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Men Wanted for Detective Work. Experience
unnecessary. Write J. Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, 130, St. Louis, Mo.

Photoplays and Ideas Wanted for California
Producers — Also Stories, Articles, etc., for'publication. Criticize free, sell on Commission. - Correspondence Course or experience unnecessary. Plot
Chart free. Submit MSS. or write. Harvard Company, 220 Italian- American Bank Bldg., San Francisco, California.

BEAUTY

CULTURE

Beauty Culture taught thoroughly by mail in all
branches. Manicuring, massage, Face and Scalp
treatments, Hair-dressing, etc. Fully illustrated.
Cost small. Particulars on request. Money refunded if unsatisfactory. Paris Institute of Beauty
Culture, Dept. M, 911 Garden St., Hoboken, N. J.

BEAUTY

PREPARATIONS

Superfluous Hair Permanently Destroyed with
roots. Painless and Harmless. No electricity nor
chemicals. Postpaid, $1.00 a Package. NUART
Laboratories, Dept. M, South Orange. N. J.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

We Will start you in the cleaning and dyeing business ;little capital needed ; big profits. Write for
booklet. The Ben-Vonde System, Dept. A-G,
Charlotte, N. C.

Railway Mail Clerks, Stenographers, Typists,
wanted by Government. Examinations weekly.
Prepare at home. Write for free list and plan
"K" payment after securing position. CSS, 1017
Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

HOW

TO GET IN CHORUS

to Get Into the Chorus — Publication containing detailed information. Prepaid $1.00. The
Maldon Company, Box 3262, D Street Station,
Washington, D. C.

AND

OLD MONEY WANTED— $2 to $500 each paid
for hundreds of Coins dated before 1895. Keep All
Old Money. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, size 4x6. You may have coins worth
large premiums. Get Posted. Clarke Coin Co.,
Box 99, LeKoy, N. Y.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED

Women to Sew — Goods sent prepaid to your door ;
plain sewing; steady work; no canvassing. Send
stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 45, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At Once — Five bright, capable ladies to travel,
demonstrate and sell dealers ; $40.00 to $75.00 per
week, railroad fare paid. Write at once. Goodrich Drug Co., Dept. 60, Omaha, Nebr.

FILMS

DEVELOPED

Special Offer — Your next Kodak Film Developed
10c and prints 2c each. Best workmanship. Enlargements a specialty. 24 hours service. Enclose
money
Write& for
price 53listNassau
"28" St.,
and
sample with
print.order.
Johnston
Tunick,
New York.
Mail Us 20c with any size film for development and
six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any size
and 20c for six prints. Or send 40c for one 8x10
mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.
Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 206 Bell Ave.,
Roanoke. Va.

FOR

THE

LAME

The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
irons, etc., needed. Worn with ready-made shoes.
Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. H. O. Lotz,
105 E. L'ith St., X. Y.

GAMES

AND

ENTERTAINMENTS

PLAYS, YAUDEVTLLE ACTS, Monologues, Dialogs, Recitations, Pageants, Musical Readings,
Special Entertainments, Tableaux, Drills. Minstrel
Jokes. Make-up Goods. Large Catalogue Free. T. S.
Denison & Co., Dept. 62, Chicago.

WANTED

Poems Wanted for publication. Cash paid for
those available. Send one short poem today for
free examination. Idyl Pub. Co., 189 N. Clark St.,
Suite 220, Chicago.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form ; revised, typed, published, copyrighted.
Sold. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corp., 202
Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles.

SCIENTIFIC
PICTURE

BUSINESS

STAMPS

COIXECT OLD COINS for pleasure and profit.
Send only 10c. Get large old U. S. Copper cent,
nearly size of half-dollar, and illustrated coin catalogue. Send now. B. Max Mehl, Coin Dealer, Dept.
M, Mehl Building, Fort Worth, Texas.

POEMS

ETC.

MAIL
DIRECT
TO THE
REFINERS
any old
gold, silver, magneto points, old watches, platinum,
old or broken jewelry, diamonds, false teeth, gold
or silver ores or nuggets, War Bonds and Stamps.
Send them to us today. Highest prices paid in
cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. THE OHIO SMELTING &
REFINING CO., 240 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MOTION
COINS

Photoplay Plots, etc., arranged, typewritten and
placed on the market. Submit all manuscripts to
H.
L. Hursh,
Dept. 2, 123 So. Third St., Harrisburg,
Pa.

How

JEWELRY,

paid. You can
Experience unto earn money
Bex Publishers,

$35.00 Profit Nightly— Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas
Chicago.Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,

NEWS

Do Yon Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality Sketch for 10c and birthdate. Thomson-Heywood
Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

STORIES

CORRESPONDENCE

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS
Patents Secured — Prompt service; avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Record of Invention"
form and Free Book telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or model for examination. Preliminary advice without charge. Highest references.
Write TODAY. J. L. Jackson & Co., 129 Ouray
Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors — Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.
Patents — Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Send sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of its patentable nature.
Prompt
service. (Twenty years experience). Tal1'. C. bert & Talbert,
4919 Talbert Bldg., Washington,

PHOTOPLAYS
Free to Writers — A wonderful little book of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas; the ABC
of successful story and play writing. Absolutely
free. Just address Author's Press, Dept. 8,
Auburn, N. Y.
Stories and Photoplay
Ideas Wanted
by 48
companies;
big nay.
Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
$1200 a Year
Writing
Photoplays — You can
write them. Turn your ideas into dollars. We
teach only sure method. Send for free book valuable information and special prize offer. Chicago
Play Coll., Box 278-B-25, Chicago.

A

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free.- Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.
Stories, Poems,
Plays,bring
etc., big
are wanted
publication. Good ideas
money. for
Submit
MMS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how ! Send 6e
postage for instructive Stage Book and particulars.
B. LaDelle, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.
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1ALLENE RAY |
| A 1920 FAME & FORTUNE

|

|
CONTEST WINNER
| in a series of western features

|

NOW

SHOWING :

*•*• l

FOR EARLY RELEASE
:
I "Honeymoon
Ranch"
)
! "West & Rio Grande
I

|

Ask

|
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Theatre J^lanager

to 'Book

BERT LUBIN

1476 BROADWAY
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Be a Jazz Music
Master

20
LESSONS

Yes, you can, even If
you've never touched a
piano. I have perfected a
method which enables you
to play all popular song
hits perfectly by ear. All
you need know is how to
hum a tune. My method
enables you to transform
the tune into actual JAZZY
music on the piano. All
by ear.
Easy to Learn
Many Masters of Jazz
and
don't
know Ragtime
a note. music
Be a Music
Master yourself . It is easy
— No tedious dlngdong
daily practice, with the
do, re, mi, — just 20 brief,
entertaining lessons and
you have a musical ability
at
which your friends will
marvel.
Hum tne Tune,
Play It by Ear
Hear a new popular song
hit, hum it then play it.
All by ear. Just think of
the happiness this easily
acquired ability will bring
you, how many friends you
will make, how popular
you will be when you
JAZZ cess
theof Broadway.
newest song sucAll
done by ear.
Be a Jazz Music Master.

Ronald G. Wright. Director
Niigara School ol Music, Dept.347|Niagara Falls, N.T.
Without obligation to me, please mail to address
below, your booklet, "The Niagara Method.*:
Name
Street.
State.

City..

a
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:
MOTION

PICTURE— COMMERCIAL— PORTRAITURE
Cameras

and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction; modem equipment. Day or evening classes: easy terms. The School of Itecognizeu
Superiority. Call or write for complete catalog No. 29.
N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Ml Weil 36th St.. New York
OR 505 Stale Street. Brooklyn

Copy
this Sketch
and let me seewhat you can dowith

it. Many cartoonists and illustrators earning $30.00 to S20Q.00 or
more per week were trained by my
fiersonal individual lessons by mail.
ANDON PICTURE CHARTS make original!

drawing easy to learn. Send sketch with
6c in stamps for sample Picture Chart,
long list of successful students, and
evidence of what YOU can accomplish.
Please state your age.

The

Landon

402 National Bids.

Make

Schoo

Cleveland, O.

More

Money!

FRPF
Scnd address today and we will mail to
a i\L,£, you ABSOLUTELY FREE a book containing many helpful suggestions on writing and selling Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems, Popular
bongs, etc. You may devote all or only spare hours
to this fascinating work.
Hundreds of publishers

and him companies arc constantly In the market and paying liberally for good manuscripts. If yoa want to become a successful
writer and increase your income-aend for this free bock today.

Atlas Publishing Co., 535 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

MAKE

MORE

MONEY

'X

Don't drag out a hopeless existence
on a poor paying job. Why deny
Mini self the comfort of a happv home
and a loving wife and children? Fit
yourself for a better job. Get out of
thai rut of failure and despondency.
Qel rid of your ailments. You can
build up your body and brain and prepare yourself for the joys of life with
STRONGFORTISM
The Modem Science of Health Promotion. It is wonderfully
effective in
relieving Catarrh, Constipation, Dyspepsia. Impotency, Vital Losses, etc..
nnd tlio results of excesses due to youthful i*rnoranee--and will lead you straight to Health.
Happiness and Success!
I guarantee it.
Mv froe book, ''Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental
Energy,"
Is
u
success-builder
Asking for it tines not obligate and
you a inlifc-Sttver.
any way.
Just mention the ailments on which you wont
special Information and send to me with a ten
cant piece (one dime) to help pay postage, etc.
I'll do the rest. Send for my book Right Now.
LIONEL STRONGFORT
PhvrieolanJ Health Specialist
Department 290
Newark, New Jersey

Stage Plays That Are Worth

While

(Continued from page 6)
Park. — "Erminie." An elaborate revival
of the old-time musical comedy, with
Francis Wilson and DeWolf Hopper as
the principal attractions.
— "Romance."
Doris of
Keane,
in Playhouse.
her adorable
characterization
the
temperamental diva in Edward Sheldon's
finely written
mirably revived. drama, "Romance." AdPrincess. — The Provincetown Players in
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
Everyone should see O'Neill's remarkable
study in primitive fear. Very well acted.
Plymouth.— "Little Old New York."
Rida Johnson Young's delightful but fragile little romance of New York in 1810,
with John Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Peter Delmonico and Washington
Irving among its characters. Genevieve
Tobin runs away with the piece — and
scores one of the biggest personal successes of many seasons. Here is a Maude
Adams in the making.
Punch and Judy. — "Rollp's Wild Oat,"
with Roland Young. Light and frothy
comedy in Clard Kummer's typical sketchy
style. The story of a young man who
wants to do Hamlet and what comes of
his ambition. Replete with fancifully humorous lines. Excellently done by Mr.
Young. Lotus Robb, Dore Davidson and
J. M. Kerrigan.
Selwyn. — "The Prince and the Pauper,"
with William Faversham. New adaptation of that interesting Mark Twain fantasy of boyhood in Merrie England of the
old days. Well staged by Rollo Peters and
acted with considerable spirit, particularly
by Mr. Faversham.
Shubert. — "Greenwich Village Follies
of 1920." Gorgeous and beautiful, typical of John Murray Anderson productions. Here is a musical entertainment
with imagination and charm. James Reynolds has created some remarkable scenes
and costumes and the whole ensemble is
vivid and colorful.
Thirty-ninth Street. — "Samson and Delilah," with Ben-Ami. A fairly interesting
play given the breath of life by the most
promising new figure on the stage since
Jack Barrymore became John Barrymore.
Ben-Ami is making his step from the
Yiddish stage and his first appearance in
English. His debut has been sensational.
Ben-Ami is given excellent support by
Pauline Lord and an admirable bit is contributed byEdward G. Robinson.
Times Square Theater. — "The Mirage,"
with Florence Reed. Edgar Selwyn's drama
of New York's easiest way : the tale of a
country girl who comes to the white lights
and forgets her ideals. Miss Reed plays
the girl.
Vanderbilt. — "Irene." Now on its
'steenth season and likely to run on forever. Charming and pretty musical comedy with- an appealing story. Patti Harrold, daughter of Orville Harrold, is now
the Irene, and she is delightful. You will
hear more of her.

0
$500.0
ARMS"

"EMPTY

Prize Contest
OURWhiteside
famous Lester
Park-Edward
photoplay,
"Empty
Arms," is creating a sensation. It
has inspired the song "Empty Arms,"
which contains only one verse and a
chorus. A good second verse is
wanted, and to the writer of the
best one submitted a prize of $500
cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody.
You simply write the words for a
second verse — it is not necessary that
you see the photoplay before doing
so. Send your name and address on
a postal card or sheet of paper and
we shall send you a copy of the
words of the first verse and chorus,
the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this wonderful photoplay.
It will cost you nothing to enter the
contest.
Write postal or letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
Lester Park-Edward Whiteside
Photoplay Productions
214 W. 34th St., Suite 21 , New York, N.Y.
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Earn $50 to $200 weekly
Fascinating work taking: you to
all parts of the world

E. BRUNEI.

COLLEGE

0f PHOTOGRAPHY

1269 Broadway, N.Y.
134 So. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.
Day or night classes. 3 months' course complete instruction fn
Genera! Photography and Motion Pictures operating all standard cameras. Expert instructors. Installments taken. Entile
Brunei operates studios in New York, Chicago, Boston. Philadelphia. Detroit, Pittsburgh. Call or send today for Booklet M.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

BEACAMERA
MAN
Motion
picture
photography
taught in three to four weeks
by an expert
now
engaged
in the business
in a well
equipped
motion daypicture
studio. Instruction
and evening. Call or write.
Dept. M.
S. M'KEE
LAWHUN.
Studio
the Itala
of America
Photo of Play
Corporation,
1983 Madison
Ave.,
N. Y.

i t .1
Locw's N. Y. and Loeitfs American
Roof. — Photoplays; first runs. Daily program.
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feature photoplays and vaudeville.
Capitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program.
Superb theater.
Rivoli. — De luxe photoplays with full
symphony
orchestra.
Weekly program.
Ralto. — Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.

I

Re-Constructed
Every person has one good story.
Write yours. If you '
want money and fame.
The movies crave them.
Yours I
may be "A Diamond in the Rough". I'll polish, reconstruct
it and supply the "kick" for you.
I know the game.
Let
me help you.
I'll show you how to protect your ideas and |
turn them into real cash.
Positively not a school!
I'm ,
honest.
Send one stamp for information.
MARTHA LORD,
Scenario Reconstruction Studios. Hollywood. California.

IfcM0!^

Miss Allene Ray
v4 winner of the Fame and Fortune Contest
of 1920
Men and women, now unknown, will find their
names blazing in electric lights at the close of the Fame
and Fortune Contest of 1921. Will you be one of them?
The decision of the judges made
Allene Ray one of the winners of the
Fame and Fortune Contest last year,
and she has already proved their judgment to be correct.
She now has a contract with a producer and her picture appears in magazines and papers. Many people go to
see her play leads in pictures. Have
you seen her latest, "West of the Rio
Grande," the second of a series to be
released starring Miss Ray.
A short time ago Miss Ray sat a hundred feet from the screen and wondered
if she would ever have a chance to get

into the movies. But, like many others,
she did not believe in contests — there
was too much competition!
However, when she saw pictures of
the girls who had won the previous
year, and considered the actual opportunity offered, she decided there was
too much at stake for her not to enter
and discover whether she had a chance
to win.
The result — she was a winner and
is now being starred in pictures. If
others can win, why cant you? Send
your photograph to the contest manager.
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"Your treatment for one week"
A miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparations
will be sent you for 25 cents. This set contains
your complete Woodbury treatment for one week.
In it you will find the treatment booklet, "A Skin
You Love to Touch," telling you the special treatment your skin needs; a trial cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap — enough for seven nights of any
treatment; a sample tube of the new Woodbury
Facial Cream; and samples of Woodbury's Cold
Cream and Facial Powder. Write today for this
special outfit Address The Andrew Jergens Co.,
1305Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. If you
live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens Co.,
Limited 1305 Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Ontario.
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The pores of the face are
not as fine as on other parts
of the

body.

On

the nose

especially, there are more fat
glands than elsewhere and
there is more activity of the
pores.
These pores, if not properly
stimulated and kept
dirt,

have

free

from

To reduce enlarged nose pores
use this special treatment:
Wring a soft cloth from very
hot water, lather it with
Woodbury's Facial Soap, then
hold it to your face. When
the heat has expanded the
pores, rub in very gently a

become

fore long you will see how.it gradually reduces the enlarged pores
until they are inconspicuous.

fresh lather of Woodbury's.
Repeat this hot water and
lather application several times,
stopping at once if your nose
feels sensitive. Then finish by
rubbing the nose for thirty
seconds with a piece of ice.

Get a cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap' today and begin tonight the
treatment your skin needs. You will
find Woodbury's on sale at any
drug store or toilet goods counter in
the United States or Canada. A

Supplement this* treatment with
the steady general use of Woodbury 's
Facial Soap.
Before long you will

treatment and for "general cleansing
use for that time.

a tendency

to clog up and
enlarged.

notice a marked improvement in
your skin. But do not expect to
change completely in a week a
condidon resulting from long continued exposure and neglect. Make
this treatment a daily habit and be-

2 5 -cent cake will last you for a
month or six weeks of any Woodbury
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book of the most famous
skin treatments ever formulated
Around each cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap is wrapped
the famous booklet, "A Skin You Love to Touch, "giving
scientific advice on the care of the skin and scalp, as well
as complete treatments for the commoner skin troubles.
Table of Contents
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Photograph by Pach Bros., N. Y.
CATHERINE

CALVERT

Catherine Calvert has long
lent her colorful personality
to the shadow world — recently in Vitagraph productions.
Her next appearance will be
in "The Heart of Maryland"
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Photograph by Evans,
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BARBARA

It was Tourneur's

BEDFORD

"The Last of the Mohicans" which brought demure Barbara into the limelight,
voice the hope that she will remain there

and we

Photograph by Evans, L. A.
MILDRED

HARRIS

Mildred Harris is once more devoting her whole energy to her work — legalities forgotten.
will be "The Woman in His House"

Her next picture

Photograph by Sarony, N. Y.
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

Dick Barthelmess is one of the greatest cinema celebrities, despite the fact that he has never been starred,
whicfi feoes to prove you cant keep a good man down.
He is now playing the role of Youth in "Experience"
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Photograpn © by Ira L. Hill
BERT

LYTELL

Bert Lytell has a long list of artistic characterizations to his credit, appearing
He will shortly be seen in "A Message from
banner.

consistently under the Metro
Mars"
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Photograph by Abbe

BETTY

ROSS

CLARKE

Betty, along with many other
film folk, entered the cinema
world by way of the Griffith
fold. She is now in California, where she is busily at
work, having recently appeared with Roscoe Arbuckle
in "Brewster's Millions"

Photograph © by Moffeft Studio, Chicago

MADGE

BELLAMY

Madge is a Thomas Ince discovery. He brought her" from
the stage, where she was
playing the title role in
"Pollyanna," and she is now
giving her best efforts to his
silversheet dramas

Photograph by Apeda, N. Y
LUCY

COTTON

Lucy's home is where her make-up box happens to be.
with the various companies.
She contributed
one of
production,

I

In other words, she free-lances, playing
the leading roles in the George
Arliss

"The Devil"

^"T"

Dorothy recently made her bow to the screen world in "Money Mad."
However, evenings find her
one of the chief attractions of the New York roofs, where she trips the light fantastic
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calling,
pipes of Pan are
E
OTHsweet,
trails are
And the wood-land
waiting
And the whole wide world lies
The touch o' my dancing feet.
So I'm off to walk the mountains
And
hark
to the night-stars

To see violets born
In thesinghush of the morn
And to dance with the winds of
spring.

mlAfi£

[Editor's Note: An interviezv
with Robert Bruce, who is responsible for this photograph,
telling of him and his travels, may
be found on pages 46 and 47. \
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LL too often when we see our
screen hero and heroine in their
final embrace, the critical observer
must realize that the real trouble begins. Yet the producers evidently have
held fast to the belief that the public
really are like children — that they want
their fairy story to end happily — and
they have made pictures accordingly.
The happy ending is the right one when
it finishes the subject logically. But
often the separation of a man and woman
is in reality a happier ending than tying
them together — when, for instance, they
have been showing for five reels that their
temperaments are not suited to each
other.
When the happy ending merely patches
up matters, it becomes a tragedy ; the socalled tragic ending of separation might
in the long run prove to be a happy one.
On the other hand, it is just as inartistic to end a picture willfully in a
tragic note as to end it willfully in a
happy one. There are certain subjects
which naturally call for light or comedy
treatment, where one cannot take the
characters too seriously and which it
would be absurd to end in tears.
When we are dealing with big, strong
subjects, we should aim for truth and a
logical outcome of events, whatever that
outcome may be.
A classic example of this in the field
of literature is Dickens's "The Old Curiosity Shop." This story first appeared

in serial form, and subscribers wrote
Dickens letters beseeching him not to let
"Little Nell" die. But Dickens, determined to work out his theme to a logical
of "LittleinNell"
the death moments
ending,
one
of made
the greatest
the
novel.
It is the same in motion pictures. If
you
kill let
your
kill
her. have
And todont
her "Little
live forNell,"
the sake
of a few over-sentimental people.
When I refer to a picture with a tragic
ending, I do not mean a picture without
hope — a picture that ends in guttergloom. Renunciation, self-sacrifice, putting honor before selfish ends — all these
may in a sense be tragic endings, but at
the same time all these are fine, noble
motives that have a big uplift and teach
a splendid lesson.
Even to-day in most motion pictures
there is somebody who has to renounce
or sacrifice, but this noble motive usually
falls to the patient friend or unrequited
lover, who is a secondary person. In
other words, the best and most interesting characters in a story are those that
do not stand absolutely in the foreground.
Why should the hero and heroine be
deprived of this advantage ?
I am looking forward to the clay
when convention will not prevent motion pictures from developing logically.
Then we shall have really great screen
stories.
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The Eternal F emmine
•

it was that they really
wanted, and she had
"Mind, I dont
replied
"caveman."
mean athe
old type

"~W~^VERY woma
n
m-J
ivants a cave
ie
man,
j Fe
£
rg"usEls
on
leaned forward
ever so slightly
in her chaise;
longue, not a seat
of luxury by any
means, but a bit
of furniture supplied by the Hollywood Las kw
studio as the piece
de resistance to their
star's
room.of
Fromdressi
the ngcrow
n

Of caveman who
would beat up a
woman ' or drag
her around by
the hair of her
head," Miss Ferguson explained
further, "but I do
mean a man who
will boss her, a man
who will take the initiative, who will command and demand, but
always with tenderness.
It is the Human Touch

her gloriously burnished hair, to the tips
of her slender arched feet

From the crown of her
gloriously burnished hair
to the tips of her slender
arched feet, Miss Ferguson typifies the ultra-civilized woman
the patrician of—today

Miss
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Ferguson

typified the ultracivilized woman —
the patrician of today. Her exquisitely modeled white
hands were relaxed
momentarily in her
lap. They seemed
as fragile as butterfly wings and as
lovely. Her eyes —
with their w-eird
introspective
expression were
dreamy,
less. She yet
who resthas
attained everything
for which most women struggle, that
is: wealth, fame
and love, seemed to
want something.
And so I had asked
her what made women so restless,
what in the world
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that brings the greatest happiness to women
"I often say to my husband when I come home
at night, exhausted by a nerve-racking day in the
studio: 'Why dol do it? Are pictures worth
all this expenditure of vitality,' and he will
bring forth bundles of letters from young
girls and boys filled with halting sentence's
of praise and telling me how happy my
work has made them.
And my husband
reading them will remind me : 'You have
often called these little people your children. Surely it is worth while to entertain and please them.'
"And that is what makes me go on
with pictures and continue sacrificing i
'the human touch.'
1
"For we women who lead the 'artistic life' as it is called, simply meaning
we who create something, must — toecause our strength and our time are so
used up on our work — sacrifice the personal life for the public.
"For instance, I haven't the vitality to
go home after a day at the studio and get
my husband a meal, yet just such small
intimacies and camaraderie
make
for
personal happiness.
"Very often I say to Mr. Clark : 'Tom
dear — why dont you ever bring home tickets for
'
the theater without my asking you
to ?' and he, nearly shocked to death, replies :

Photograph
(ahove)
by Ira Hill Studio
"And fame — women want
fame because they long
for the demonstration of
the fact that they are admired. Every woman
wants

to be appreciated"

'Why, I wouldn't dare.
I might not pick out the
play that would please
you, or you might be
too tired to go. Oh, I
wouldn't
think of it.'
And
I remonstrate:

'Never mind if I hate the play or if I am weary.
Make me go. Drag me there somehow.'
"A woman doesn't want to be a queen. She
ivants to be mastered.
"Woman thought she wanted independence
and she bent all of her powers to succeed economically. And now many women have outr
stripped men in their earning ability. And
what is the result? The independent woman
achieves a certain satisfied feeling. She knows
she is free to go and come as she chooses. I
have watched married women who are dependent on their husbands for the luxuries which
have become necessities to them and I have seen
the horrible, haunted look that comes in their
eyes every time their husbands look at another
woman with interest. They are continually terrified for fear they will lose him, because they
(Continued on page 89)
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Demi -Tasse

Girl
sion. She has a diploma from
the Strauss Martin (or some
similarly named institution)
Dramatic School to back her
assertion. But I have a very
keen idea that when she got
to the Alexandria and
whiffed the Bohemianism of
filmdom, it awakened her
dormant ambition, for
straightway she made up her
mind she was going into pictures.
And when Ann makes up
her mind . . . Beware!
Griffith saw her dining at

there existed a person to
ever
IFwho
m that trite but true phrase,
"the courage of her convictions," was applicable,
Ann
May is she.
Ann, being of the super-feminine
material which has fashioned . the
Charlotte Cordays and Marie Antoinettes ofhistory, is the sort of girl who would starve to
death for an ideal — only her family wont let her.
The unusual element of 'Ann May's existence is the fact
that she chose to suffer — that is, soul-suffer — instead of
idling her time away at home with her mother or traveling
foreign shores with her aunt. To which fact is attributable Ann May's differentiation from 999 other society
girls who are content to while away their time buying
beautiful garments and hunting for suitable places to
wear them.
Ann May refused point-blank to stay in the place that
God and a comfortable circumstance put her. She bounced
out of her nice, warm, gilded nest, to war the world alone,
for she wanted to be someone, do something.
She was — nay, is— ready to starve for her art if necessary . . . that is one reason she is going to succeed, and the
fact that she's such a little girl, a regular demi-tasse of a girl,
as it were, makes this indomitable quality of hers all the more
remarkable.
Ann May presents a unique picture in picture-history — if
you'll pardon the alliteration — for she is one of the few girls I
have ever met who doesn't have to work for a living, but does
so for an ambition. When she came out to Los Angeles, not quite
two years ago, it was merely as a traveler to our beautiful shores
and a curiosity seeker of California's justly advertised climate. She
and her aunt took rooms at the Alexandria Hotel, the Los Angeles
hostelry where only plutocrats and stellar luminaries are wont .to stop
or dine, and sometimes tea, and occasionally dance.
ts

(~\

Ann insists that she had always intended to adopt the theatrical protes-
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JANE HERNON

the Alexandria one evening, met
her, and eventually offered her
the part of the little Mexican girl
in "Scarlet Days." Ann refused.
She had mentally hitched her
wagon to a star, and she had no
intention of starting in as an extra— for such she considered the
small bit in ''Scarlet Days."
Later, however, Clarine Seymour
was given the part, and she, as
the vernacular has it, "ran away
with the picture."
Ann is big enough in character
to admit she "wished she had had
sense enough to take the part."
Instead, lured by the offer of a
leading-lady role out at Universal,
she served her apprenticeship
there in a picture which became
involved in litigation of some
sort and has never been released.
Such are the mistakes of youth
— mistakes which have done Ann
a world of good. But Ann's picture-entry wasn't as easy as it
sounds in print. There was her
aunt to be coped with. She didn't
consider studios any place for her
young niece. But when she realized how determined Ann was,
she stuck around to see that no
harm befell her.
After the Alexandria, they
went to the fashionable Beverly
Hills Hotel to live. Ann then was
established as a leading lady with
Charles Ray in "Paris Green,"
and "Peaceful Valley," with Bryant Washburn and Julian Eltinge.
Now Ann's aunt has gone back
to New York, for she has her
own affairs to attend to, and she
has seen that no cold water will

^B
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put out the flame of Ann's stellar
course. And Miss May has gone
to the studio club to live, and has reached the stage where
all she has to do is choose the role she would rather have,
so many offers pour in upon her.
She will do only the sort of role she wants to do, and she
wants to do only that which will advance her career. Recently she was offered a contract with Paramount, but she
refused, because Paramount always supplies the actresses'
gowns. They wanted her to take the part of a Back-Bay
Boston girl, and, says Ann :
"They gave me clothes such as an actress would wear. I
protested, and showed them the frocks I would wear if I
dressed the part. The cost'umer couldn't understand me.
'Your dresses are not half as pretty as ours,' she told me.
Very true, but they weren't any more what a Boston-bred
girl would wear than Hollywood ... is Boston."
So, in order to be free to do pictures correctly, Ann believes infree-lancing.
She is a decided apostle of the pick-

C

Photograph by Hoover Art Co.

and-choose school.
She knows
Tiny and dainty in stature, clear-cut as to feawhat she wants, and she gets it.
ture, with large brown
In appearance, she is as far
eyes, in which gleam a
thousand tantalizing emofrom that usually attributed to a
tions, the come-hither one
strong-minded woman as pospre-eminent
sible. Tiny and dainty in stature,
clear-cut as to feature, with large
brown
eyes in which
gleam
a
thousand tantalizing emotions, and short black tresses that
curl — she is in appearance an ingenue. But in head-work
she is a young Bernhardt. In temperament also. She
likes purples and reds, deep blues and gleaming yellows.
She uses a haunting perfume — Egyptian oriental. Once
you smell it you are pursued by its penetrating odor and
the unforgetable illusions it calls to mind.
Unless I am mistaken, her ambition will carry her 25
to
success, not only in pictures, but on the stage as well.
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niie Saintly Eddy
There's
away that which is another's.
a difference,
you
know."
She smiled again, very much as St.
Cecilia might have smiled or Joan of
Arc, or Cornelia, the ideal mother of
the ancient Roman era.
There is a superb calm about Helen
Eddy, a mental poise as well as a physical poise which speaks of spiritual repose. Ihave never anticipated meeting
a saint in a studio, but if there be one —
Helen Eddy is it ! Such a serenity of
brow, such a patient spirit. She reminds
me of a young missionary, eyes aglow to
deliver her great message to the world.
And Helen Eddy has a great message
which she wishes
to deliver via the
She wants
silversheet
—

to

portray the great
mother-love that
she thinks
is dormant in every
girl's heart. She
wants
to be the

All photographs by
Heighton Monroe, L. A.

ALWAYS get my reward in Heaven,"
sighed Helen Jerome Eddy, with an
upward glance toward the Milky Way.
We were chatting in her dressingroom at the Brunton studios, a rather barren
room reflecting none of its owner's personality, for she had just moved in to take the
leading role in a Frothingham production of
"The Other Woman."
Miss Eddy was speaking of her saintly
screen course.
"They persist in casting me as the girl
who gives up everything for love of some
other person. I am always sacrificing my
screen self for someone else. Of course, I
generally win in the end when the 'vamp' has
died off . . . but, yon know," this with a
rather wry smile of her splendid mouth, "I
am getting weary of left-overs!
"Then, too, I dont believe in sacrificing
everything.
Very few people in this world
do. I believe that a person should use all his
power to retain that which belongs to him.
(j\ 1 do not believe in using one's power to take
lAfifi
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young mother of the
screen, to depict the
great sorrows and
joys of maternity — as
all girls experience
and want to experience them ; to show
the influence of maternal love, a love
which we all know is
the basis of our civilization. She feels that
the screen is ready for
this ; that there will be
no more Mary Pickfords, that Mary Pickford will always hold
her own — yes — but
that there will be no
more Pollyanna becurled ingenues. Because Mary Pickford
has done this so well
that any other seems
— well — nauseating,
an overdose of sweets,
as it were.
Miss Eddy thinks
that the screen, too,
has outgrown the artificial era typified by
the Theda Bara type
of eccentricities. In
other words, that the
shadow stage has
reached the level of
normality— and that
its followers wish
simply human characters with every-day
problems, even as you
and I.
She cited the success of "Humoresque"
as an example.
I was rather surprised at the beauty
of Miss Eddy.
She
is tall in a sweepingly graceful way. Her throat and
arms are superbly modeled, as are her features. Again
I get an impression, that of a young Greek goddess — a
Juno. Her hair was curled for her new role, and she rather
resented it.
"I'm not made for curls," she protested; "at home I
pin my hair back just as tight and straight as possible." In
just such a way would a young Joan of Arc have spurned
a ball-gown.
Helen is too practical to be visionary — but she is idealistic, has been ever since she was a Los Angeles school
girl. From the very beginning she intended to be a dramatic actress. She attended the best dramatic schools in
California.
One day, after school hours, she wrote a scenario. It
was filled with gods and goddesses — for at that time she
was suffering with a tremendous admiration for Grecian
mythology and history. In the language of the school girl
— she had a crush on the ancient Greeks. So she wrote a
heart-throbbing drama of these people and, since the old

Photograph by Hoover Art Co.

Lubin studio was next door to
where they lived, took it in to
Captain Melville.
"He was awfully good to me,"
recounted
"he topromised
to
read it and Helen,
asked me
come back

Five and a half years ago
Miss Eddy made her debut in pictures. Now, she
says, "Itures.just
for picI am live
as much
in
love with them as I was
with the ancient Greeks!"

next day. When I did, he handed
my story back to me and said he
was so sorry, but they couldn't use it. I was highly indignant ! Then he asked me if I wanted to act in the
movies. Heaven forbid ! I was more insulted than ever.
'I am a real actress,' I proclaimed impressively.
"He seemed to take me as seriously as I took myself and
begged my pardon, urging me to reconsider his offer.
' 'I'll give you fifteen dollars a week,' he said . . . and
I accepted, for it was a great deal of money in those
days. I thought I was a real millionaire. That was five
and a half years ago — now I just live for pictures. I
am as much in love with them as I was with the ancient
29
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Greeks."
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Two Is Compart))
Dorothy Gish and James Rennie, having "been and gone and done it," are enjoying a honeymoon
vacation where the only third party is the bird. Mr. and Mrs. Rennie have appeared in pictures
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New

Regulations of the Fame
Fortune Contest of 1921

and

York City, is a haughty young beauty, who has had some
screen experience on the Coast. Helen's blonde hair makes
a becoming aureole for her aristocratic profile.
Mildred Mar Lovell, 708 North 19th
Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., is without any
previous stage or
screen training, but
she evidently knows
how to pose. Mil) dred, with the euphonious name, is a brunette and just eighteen years old.
Beatrice Danta, 35
West 82nd St., New
York City, has been
a singer in vaudeville. She has brown
hair and dark grey
eyes. Her beauty is
so Italian in type that
we were irresistibly
moved to pronounce
her "Bay-ah-treechee" !
Our former contest winners are
steadily rising in the
picture world. That
, the Fame and Fortune Contest does actually give one a lift
is amply proved by
these young stars.
We are immensely
gratified to report
their various achievements.
Anetha Get well,
one of the four 1919
Contest winners, has a contract with the American
Cinema Company at a salary of $150 a week.
Blanche McGarrity, another winner, who played
the lead in "Love's Redemption," has now organized
in the South her own company, which will be known
as "The Blanche McGarrity Productions."
Virginia Fair, the third, had a contract with Universal, but broke it for the greater field of free-lancing.
Anita Booth, the fourth, played parts for Ralph Ince
and Famous Players, and is now likewise free-lancing.
The 1920 winners are also well launched on their
chosen careers.
Corliss Palmer, the beautiful young aspirant, who
won first honors, has played the lead in "Ramon, the
Sailmaker," a five-reel romantic comedy-drama, and
the lead in a comic skit called "From Farm to Fame,"
two radically different types, which she portrayed
equally well. She is now being cast for another big
five-reel production.
Allene Ray, winner of second honors, has signed a
contract with Burt Lubin for six Western comedydramas, in which she will play the lead.
There were four Gold Medal awards in 1920. They
are : Mary Astor, who has a five-year contract with
(Continued on page 87)

Above, Helen Myers, of New York City;
left, Mildred Mar Lovell, of Philadelphia, Pa. ;
below, Beatrice Danta, of New
York City

Little Miss
Happiness
ing, and I longed to spend it by
ry even
dreaars,
er begg
, rath
coldside
. But
and
ITmywasain a fire
interviewers — they belong in the
same category by sense of being always present, impervious to rebuffs,
ever insistent upon getting something,
whether it is possible or not — cannot
be choosers. So I fared me forth
'mid lowering skies, scattering raindrops and chilly winds, to the subway
and an uptown express.
In the Seventies I found the apartment Isought — and June Caprice. I
cant recall much about the room in
which she received me. I know there
was a piano, a tiny one, rose shaded
lamps, a divan with silken cushions,
an enormous box of candy, a very

agreeable and very attractive aunt —
and June. She wore a dainty, pinksprigged frock of organdie, ruffled,
frilly, short of sleeves, white stockings and pumps. Her bright hair
curled about her face, her cheeks were
pink — not from make-up, I'm sure —
and in her eyes danced blue-bottle
imps of happiness. There was something about her that held the eye and
soothed the mind and made one think
of rosebuds on an early morning and
a robin singing somewhere in an elm
tree. Had I thought it was a dreary
evening with chill winds and lowering
skies? Not so. Here was the lure of
June — all the things about which
poets rave in springtime.
Thruout the hour or so I spent with
June Caprice, thru her gay, girlish, inconsequent chatter, something vaguely remembered kept repeating itself in
my mind . . . "Little Miss Happiness" ... a story ... a picture . . .
what was it? . . . until, from a chance
remark of June's, it flashed upon me.
It was the name of a picture she did
a couple of years ago. I had not seen
the picture, only heard of it, but the
title had lingered in my sub-conscious
mind until now. "Little Miss Happiness." There was never
a title
oddly
apt. more
Not that June
June Caprice is not a
mere sweet - tempered
child, nor the Polyanna type who is glad
about everything — regardless. She has a
mind of her own, business ability and brains

Photograph by
Campbell

Studio. X. Y.

Caprice is a
mere sweettempered child,
nor the Polyanna type, who
is glad about
everything — regardless. She
has, most decidedly, a mind
of her own,
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business ability and brains
■— the kind of mentality that
enables her to keep a clear
perspective, to find a sane
joy in life, gaiety and laughter and to pity those who
hold a perpetual grouch
against the world in general.
Such people are their own
worst enemies, she says.
Since she left her home,
her school and musical
studies, also Betty Lawson
— her really-truly name — in
Arlington, Mass., and came,
a prim little Puritan maid,
to New York to be launched
as a ready-to-measure star,
she has worked very hard.
Strange to say, she is not a
bit spoiled, and, because she
had the intelligence to realize the opportunities which
were hers, and because she
had wise care and guidance,
she has taken the best of
care of herself. No midnight parties or late cabarets
for June. She has not had
time to cultivate fads. Her
favorite pastime is a weekend at her home in Boston.
She goes occasionally to the
theater, but on other nights
ten o'clock finds her happily
dreaming. How else, she says, could she
be up every morning at seven, and
keep fit and fresh for the camera ?
That's why she has not, thus
far, accepted the many offers
to appear on the stage. She
could not endure the late
hours and do justice to
herself in pictures . . .
and she is not ready to
forsake the screen.
The evening I
talked to June Caprice she had spent
a long, strenuous
day on location in
"The
Sky serial
Ranger,"
the Pathe
then

All photographs by Campbell Studio, N. Y.

in process of making. "I spent most of
the day on top- of
apartment houses," she
(Continued on page 80)
"Serials are splendid advertising," says
June. "People are so curious. They will keep
on going to a picture just as they keep on buying a magazine to see how a continued story is going
to end."

Above and right, camera studies of Miss Caprice
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Trungs
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Never
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Random

revelations about pictures, actors and
Hollywood

In a Culver City studio,
where a scene depicting a wild
party in a roadhouse was being staged, one of the actresses banged away tunelessly at a piano, while others
in the scene danced — and the
usual music was nowhere to
be heard.
Inconsistency, thy
name is movies !

P

ICTURES

and picture

people and picturemaking have all been
written about in a certain conventional way that has
invariably savored either of
some efficiently mimeographed
publicity department or some
equally rubber-stamped lady
reporter.
Too little has been
said of conditions as they actually are — conditions in which
every photoplay fan is intensely interested.
This, then,
may be considered as a series of pages from a layman's
diary: impressions of Hollywood and what it contains as
they struck one Eastern "investigator" armed only with
a typewriter and a sense of humor.
I visited twenty studios of recognized reputation on the
Coast, and at the time of my ^arrival,
in only three of the score was actual
photographing in progress.
In all of
the others, the players sat and lounged
around the sets, talking, chatting, waiting. The eternal waitingness of the
movies is the first thing to strike one
in going from filmery to filmery. And
no one seems to mind it.
To capture that elusive thing, called
"atmosphere" for want of a better title,
it is true that in most studios a small
organ and a violin are played, to aid
the actors in creating illusion.
And
yet, in one Culver City studio, where
a scene depicting a wild party in a
roadhouse was being staged, one of
the actresses banged away
tunelessly at a piano, while
others in the scene danced
— and the usual music was
nowhere to be heard.
Inconsistency, thy name is
movies !
Breaking into pictures is as hard
as breaking out of a strait-jacket.
Of course, if you are a Houdini,
and can do the latter, it's easy
/7\ enough to accomplish the former!
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No one has appreciated the importance of the part
played in every picture by the man behind the gun — the
sharpshooting cameraman. Few people know that the
action is often changed by the cameraman in order that
he may focus on the central character, or to allow for a
better lighting effect, or to make possible more artistic
grouping, dramatically or pictorially.
A good cameraman (and there are dozens of them who
draw $500 a week) is constantly consulted by director
and star. His opinion as to construction "angling" and
furnishing of a scene, make-up, and action itself is always
asked before the shooting is started. The lighting of the
set is entirely up to the cameraman, and it is usually to
the cameraman that the fading star appeals for advice
to conceal those crow's-feet that persist in creeping in
at the corners of her eyes.
Many

camera-grinders have graduated into the more
select director's class, among these
being Victor Fleming, who used
to spool the Fairbanks athletics,
Irvin Willat, who was Thomas H.
Ince's star celluloidist, Charles
Rosher, who has immortalized the
Pickford curls upon occasions innumerable, and Lambert Hillyer,
now directing the same Hart whom
once he photographed in action.
After this, when speaking of the
titillating tintypes — consider these
camera fellows ! They count.
Every studio has what is called a
"stock film" vault, wherein are preserved typical samples of sensational
events that are necessarily required

By

MALCOLM
OETTIMGER

When the heroine looks
out of her apartment and
sees columns upon columns of marching men,
dont think the director
hopped on a special train
to New York to spool the
scene! No. He rang the
bell connecting him with
the "stock" office, and
ordered some "snappy
scenes out of Drawer S7':

in film after film, the expense of staging which each time
would run into millions every year. So you find, in this
vault, drawer upon drawer of "stock" stuff, labeled plainly,
Railroad Wrecks, Fires, Night Fires, Civil War Parades,
Battle Scenes, Mobs, Modern Warfare, Runaways, and
Cattle Groups. Everything that might be needed is there,
in its proper drawer.
And when the heroine looks out of her Fifth Avenue
apartment — in Hollywood — and sees columns upon columns of marching men, dont let the imaginative press
agent tell you that the director had hopped on a special
train for New York to spool the scene. No. He rang a
bell connecting him with the "stock" office, and ordered
some "snappy scenes out of Drawer 57."
It is true that legitimate producers and worth-while producing units actually shoot a single scene a dozen times
to
get
it
I've seen thousand
them do dollars
it. I've
Bosworth right.
lose a hundred
six seen
timesHobart
inside
of an hour, with the same scowl each time. And then, I
think, they decide to use the scene they had canned in the
first five minutes. So it goes. But no one has told the
waiting world that the comedies and serials are photographed bythe ream — ground out like so much sausage.

It is not unusual for the Sennett squab-squad to complete
a reel in a day. That means a picture in two or three
days. Charlie Murray admitted to me that it's often done
— when everyone is, as he said, "feelin' right." And whole
episodes in those awful serial outbursts are wrapped up
and mailed to Peoria in less time than it takes to write of
it. The Fox Sunshine things are spooled by the mile, and
Christie's also has a no-stop speed record. When you're
making comedies or continueds, it's "Full Speed Ahead!"
It's a crying shame to take away the romance of the set,
and the glamour that is usually associated with a star "in
action" but truth to tell, it's the tamest sight in the world.
In fiction, the director stands breathless, coatless and collarless, waving his arms and coaching the actors and their
lady friends. "Faster! Faster! Now hit him. Hard!"
they shout — in fiction. Not so in studio reality.
In every studio I peeked, the director chatted over the
scene with the participants — assuming that it was an average, sparsely populated sort of thing — then sat himself in
the chair bearing his name, and asked Joe if he was ready.
Joe is important, as we have seen, Joe being the cameraman. "Hit 'em up, boys !" says Jo, and the Klieges start
spluttering.
"Aw right," says Joe. "Let's
start," says
the director.
"Come on, Doug,"
and the action
starts. Some diera !" Most
dont.
rectors say "CamThey say, "Start
let's
g"Well,
r i n d i n g,"
or
shoot," or "Reel
"Let's go." There
the drayma," or
is nothing Rupert
Hughesy
it,
at
all. And about
during
(Continued on
page 86)
The director says "Camera," or "Let's shoot,"
or "Reel the drayma."
And during the action
the director sits in his
chair, and makes a noise
like a deaf-mute at a
clambake
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More stars that will
shine :

TH is to blame for
GRIFFI
the present slump in
of
the production

Anna
Nilsson.
ConradQ. Nagle.

but
pictur
teviterisn'tthehis
t. es,Wha
faul
famous D. W. does,
all the other wouldbe Griffiths follow
suit. Since D. W.
takes six or eight
months to make
a production,
they must do
the same when
formerly they
make
could

Famous Remarks
easy
make good
D.W.to Griffith:
"It's
pictures if you know
George
Loane
Tucker:
"The director doesn't count. The
star's the thing."
Lewis J. Selznick
"Theit pays
man
who : said
how."
to advertise said

the same picture in eight
weeks. The only
thing they succeed in doing is
to spend money
and lose the thread
of the story.

Bill Hart may be handicapped abit by having to play
the same type of parts continually, but viewing him in a picture
leads one to reflect that Bill has forgotten more about the art of silent expression than most stars will ever
know.

producer has been getMaurice Tourneur :
"There's too much art
itall."
in the tingmovies.
What is
needed is more slap-stick melodrama."

TAMAR

After all, the real test of popularity
is the ability to draw persons to -the theater, Here are
some players that I would go out of my way to see :

Mary Pick
Wallace
Reid. ford.
Douglas Fairbanks.
Ethel Clayton.
Elaine Hammerstein.
George WTalsh.

something."
time
the stars
got
William
Fox: "It's
some
money.
The

By

On an electric sign outside a New York Theater :
"To Please One Woman.
And Fatty Arbuckle."
The best thing about most
pictures nowadays
is the
title. Here are some new
ones calculated to draw
money to the box office :
"What Do Men Want."
"What Women Will Do."
"What Women Love."
"The Things Men Do."

<B

Norma Talmadge, First
National star, is to be presumed with a cup as the
most "popular" movie star.
But why shouldn't she get
the cup. First National
paid lor it.
42
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An exhibitor in the East is deliber-

ating whether he should play "Black
Beauty" which has only one horse in it
or wait until "The Four Horsemen of
the
Apocalypse"
comes
along and get three extra horses
for the same price.

'.
Now that the German production "Passion" has been
so successful, it may be safely predicted that Fox will reissue the Theda Bara version of "Du Barry" under the
title of "DuBarry's Passion."

And there are others.

I am still living in hopes
of discovering a movie cowboy tending to some cows.

LANE

AN

IDEAL CAST

By M.
Scenario by :
Directed :
Leading Lady :
Leading Man :
Ingenue :
Juvenile :
Villain :
" Vamp" :
Charac
ter. . S{
OiamrtPr

Powell

<

Fohn
Don Quixote
Ben Hur
Jane Eyre
Ivanhoe
Little Nell
Tom Sawyer
Shylock
Becky Sharp
Pyncheon
MaidWinkl
Old Van
Rip
e

Jean
^opsyValj ean
■Servants: {(
and in these servantless days, think of having for :—
Housekeeper
Vera Gordon
Butler
Thomas Meighan
Cook
Louise Fazenda
Maid
Lila Lee
Chauffeur
Wallace Reid
Stable Boss
William S. Hart
Grocer Boy
Charles Ray
Messenger
Wesley Barry
Iceman
Charlie Chaplin
Cop on Home Beat
Tom Moore
"Chink" laundrvman
Dick
Barthclmess

Those who think that
Pearl White is only a serial
queen should see her in
"The Tiger's Cub." If she
can make a few more like
that she will give the best of
them a race for popularity.
Sure sign that the screen
is improving : only three
bottles- were broken over
month.
a man's head in the past
It about
is all very
well — this
talk
the passing
of
the
star — without
but a studio
practical
one. isn't
The director would have
no alibi if the picture was
late ; it's always because the
star held up scenes.
And the other players —
they'dcusshave
one to disbetweennoscenes.
There's no use talking —
the idea isn't practical.

Betty Blythe portrays the
role of Queen of Sheba
amidst gorgeous settings
and clad in costumes of
barbaric beauty — so marvelous that it is safe to '<
predict a big success for
this latest
extrava-'
ganza.
BelowFoxis depicted
one of the big emotional
scenes, Fritz Liebler, as
King Solomon, playing
opposite Miss Blythe

OK

Threshold
She was expecting the arrival of
a girl friend with whom she was
to have luncheon and later go to
see "The Merchant of Venice."
And her anxiety, lest they
miss any part of the first act,
was that of any girl, anywhere— hardly what you
would
expect from one
ater. is a child of the thewho

easier,
IT far,woutold tellbeof Mary
Miles Minter by way
of brush and canvas than by way of
words. You would paint
her as I saw her one
day, recently — her
pale golden hair pinned loosely, her eyes
bright with hope — in
her April days ; the
girl, standing at the
threshold of womanhood, anxious' to be
dy
for the rerea
sponsibilities awaiting on the other side.
And it would be well,
then, to call your

"I enjoy the theater every
bit as much as if I'd never
belonged
it," she
me.
"I'veto seen
all told
the
good plays since we came
to New York — I like those
best which make me cry.
Those which tell about life
and people who are brave
enough to face their problems. Mother and Margaret just wont go to some
that I see. I cant persuade

them to."

painting "April," or perShe haps,
did "The
notThreshold."
talk of her
career or the sort of pictures she preferred to do
in answer to direct questions. Rather, she preferred
to question herself.

"When you were
younger did you want a
theatrical career?" I asked, knowing that she had
been on the stage since
an early age.
Mary's mother told me that Mary
enjoyed deep plays . . . deep
books . . . too, that she had a
rare understanding of even those
things which had not touched
her . . . and a corresponding
sympathy, but that these things
did not make her melancholy. It
was that she loved life — every
speck of it. Top, a new camera
study; above, snapped at the
studio, and right, ready for the
morning canter

"I didn't think much about it,"
said Mary.
"I think I must have
been a quiet child, for I can remember always dreaming dreams.
My
favorite dream was that I would
marry the little French boy who
lived on the same block and who
sometimes came to my parties.
I
thought we would live in a chateau
in France, a chateau badly in need
of repairs and with old furniture.
And I thought I would have," I
think I remember
this correctly,
"four children ; a boy and a girl, and a boy and a girl."
W44 "But that's a silly thing to talk about in an interview," she con(A eluded, and nothing would induce her to relate arty other dreams.
LAfi£
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By

ADELE WHITELY
FLETCHER
Her mother and sister had left
to do some shopping a few minutes before, leaving me alone with
Mary, but before she had finished
dressing, they had told me that
Mary had a soul and enjoyed
deep plays — that she insisted
upon going to the weepiest and
deepest in town and that she read
the same sort of books.
"I often wonder that it doesn't
make her melancholy," Mrs.
Shelby had said, "for she has a
rare understanding of even those
things which have not touched
her, and a corresponding sympathy. She isn't melancholy,
tho — it is just that she loves life,
every speck of it."
So when they had gone and
Mary had again mentioned her
fondness for the drama, I asked
her about her soul.
She laughed. "You have been
talking to mother," she announced. "To hear her and Margaret talk you'd think they didn't
have any souls. They love to
tease me, and if you lived with
me as they do, you'd know I'm
no more soulful than anyone else.
And please, dont call me soulful
or," — she laughed again, "you'll
hurt my feelings. Soulful people
usually wear such a far-away
look that you know they'd never
be any good in an emergency.
They're a sort of helpless people,
really, I think."
As she sat there, dressed in dull
blue velvet and squirrel fur, the
high noonday sun touching the
gold of her hair with highlights,
it did not seem possible that she
was world-known ; endowed with
years of theatrical experience, and
the party of the first part to a
contract involving hundreds of
thousands of dollars. She seemed
much more the untried girl, free
from all responsibility, with her
greatest worries and interests the
coming examinations and her role
of a fairy princess, perhaps, in
some high-school play.
Later on,
however, . she
More than the
did tell me
world-known star,
about another
she seems the untried girl, free from
dream — her
responsibilities,
memory garwith her- greatest
den, she callworries and intered it. She is
ests the ' coming
examinations and
building a
her role of a fairy
new home in
princess, perhaps,
(Continued
in some high
school play
on page 86)

JL LL his life, Robert Bruce has
A\
been the victim of wanderJT %_ lust. No so long ago, he
lived on a ranch in Washington. One day, like one of old,
he lifted up his eyes unto the hjlls —
and found inspiration. Beyond the
ranch the Cascade Mountains reared
their snow-capped heads into the
clouds. Beyond the skyline, in the
lonely places, among unknown

Robert Bruce
purchased ■ car
which would
stand the siege
of touring
Europe. He
found a camera-man suited
to his purpose
and shipped the
car. Then his
camera-man
and he sailed
for foreign
shores

dangers, he would find the adventure
he craved. He would capture the
spirit of the hills, the big outdoors,
its peace, its mystery, and present
it to the world in pictures which
would be a revelation.
He knew little about motion pictures, but in the little movie theater, twelve miles from the ranch,
he studied the pictures* counted
the scenes in a reel, measured the
scenes by seconds until he had a
good idea of how pictures were

Upper clock
left, the
town
in
a Swiss
village; upper
right, a Swiss
highway; cenalter,snapshot
Robert
Bruce,of
an informand left, a
Scotch cottage
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LILLIAN
MAY

Left, the Matterhorn,
and
right,tle ofthe
CasChiUon,
Lac
Leman,
Switzerland

made.
Carefully he
made his plans and,
among the peaks of
Mt. Adams, thousands
of feet above the sea,
with only his cameraman and packer, he
made his first picture.
When it was finished
he booked bis picture
across the continent
until he reached New York, where
it was given a showing and the
approbation
he craved.
Back West
he we at,
planni ng
scenarios,
noting locations, roughing it in the
wilds with
his cameraman and
packer, carr y i n g the
filming thru
many states,
making not
mere panoramas but
beautiful
pictures filled with ad-

"'""HTWiiWftitHiiMti
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venture — just the hint
of a plot,
heart the
interest thatofmakes
Bruce scenics just a
little bit different
from all other scenics.
For six years he
found a never-failing
field for his subjects
Above,
an English
cottage at Shottery,
England, and below, the old stone post-office
at Tentazel, England

in thewest, ingreat
CanadaNorthand,
finally, in a brief visit to Cuba
and Jamaica. And then, he grew
restless, dissatisfied. He
had ed
not Europe
film-!
Surely with
the skill born
of long experience, he
could picture the
spirit of the
Alps,
the
47,
landscapes,
peace
of
English
the banks
and braes of
S cotland,
esque beauty
the pictur(Cont'd on

/
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Philosophy and
the Make-Up Box
BET5Y BRUCE
He picked up one of the numerous
studio cats which was prowling about and
stroked its head. The cat purred and setdown before.
for a siesta. It had evidently'
been tled
there
"How the Guiding Hand which controls
our destinies, moving us over the life
course, must shake with laughter," he
said. "Here I have been waiting anxiously
to get to New York so that I could take
in the new plays . . . everyone would
come back to California and tell me what
fine things the theaters offered, and I resolved to take in every blessed one of them
the first month I was here. I've yet to see
"Why?" I queried.
He smiled ruefully and rubbed his hand
over his unshaven face
"We went South, to Jamaica, you know,
first, for the exteriors ; and it was
while there I grew this fine crop.
Behold
me, then, a martyr to the
one."
(Continued on page 98)

The beard and the bandage were both part o'f his make-up in
the new Norma Talmadge picture in which he plays the drunken
lover of an English girl stranded on a Southern island. The
bandage was removed along with the other make-up at the close
of the clay, but the beard was not — it was the price he was paying
for the realism of his dissolute characterization.
"You bet, I'm glad to
this instance means the
people in the world, and
with keen joy, for then
(T\ Constance's pictures."
Ufi£
f>48

be here," he grinned, "because 'here' in
Talmadge studios.
They're the finest
I'm looking forward to the coming year
I'm to alternate between Norma's and

H
M
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There are many things disis not what Harrison
played in life's shop-window.
Ford says — not what he.
Of them, Harrison Ford will
never choose the things of
does — but the way he does
tinsel. He will take for his
it that makes him Harriown the finer things. Above,
son Ford. This has been said
a camera study, and right,
ly
rs
cial
of othe ; it is espe
true
dancing ' with Norma Talof him.
madge in "The Passion
You cannot end every remark
with a description of the light
of understanding in his eye, and
Flower"
every quotation with a description of the soft shadings of his
voice, and, therefore, as pen portraits go, you are helpless.
I talked with him at the Talmadge Studios in New York
for about half an hour after Norma introduced us, saying,
"Harry, tell the lady the dark secrets of your life." I tried to see.
in the bandage-swathed, bearded person before me some semblance
of the poised man I know on the screen, and I was unsuccessful until I ceased to think about the bandage and the unshaven
condition and heeded what he was saying and the way he was
saying it, then all was .simple.

IT

All Photographs by Puffer, N. Y.
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Hlie Heart of Mar^l an
By GRACE

The Lilacs, Boonsboro, Md.

eet Cousin :u
Sw
yo
By now
know of our predicament, politically and
But of
idealistically.
me you do not know.
And because I think
you will want first
of all to know of
me, I am abating
my vigilance ever
so slightly to
write you, but
very poorly, I
fear, and very
inadequately.
MY

They are callifiercest
n g me little
"the
Southerner of
all," Prunella,
but tonight I do
not feel very fierce,
I must confess. A
maiden's heart is a
maiden's heart, once
in a while, methinks,
be the fortunes of
war ever so tragic or
ever so gallant.
You
know, or you do not
know, my sweeting, that I
have severed myself from
Alan Kendrick.
So I have
But you do know, because I have
written you, word of our trysting
and sweethearting before these terrible days of travail for our Southland;
you do know what this means to me — as
Maryland Calvert, not "the fiercest Southerner of all."
I had thought I loved him beyond all things. Beyond
all men, I do. But I have found, Prue, that old traditions
work in the blood against a conscious volition. I love Alan,
but he is not the blood in my veins ; his blood did not give
me birth nor nurture me, once born. And the sunny bosom
of the South did. From the South I have drawn my first
breath, drawn my being, absorbed my faith and my convictions, for what they may be worth. So did my daddy
and his daddy before him. I am steeped in it. It is me,
and I am it. These are the things I told Alan when I
knew he was going to fight for the Union. "Your sword
is between us," I said — grandiloquently, perhaps ; "I know
that I shall always feel it, cold and cruel. It would spoil
all that we have known together, all our dreams. You
know how sweet our dreams have been, Prunella ! Wont
you tell me that you know me to be right? Loving the
South as I do, how could I marry a man who, at this very
moment, may be running his steel into her tender breast ?
It would be like wedding the murderer of your mother.
Her affrighted flesh would be constantly crying out to me,
"See tells
thou,me mythatdaughter,
how is
thisa conviction,
man has betrayed
!"
He
a conviction
and thatme his

LAMB

allegiance to the Union is as
fine, and should be accounted as fine, as mine to the
Confederacy. Logic tells
me this may be so. But
what is logic, Prunella, when the blood
of generations is
clamoring? I know
only service. Only
the relief work I
am doing with all
the heart and soul
and stamina I
have. I feel only
the impelling desire, the terrific
urge to bind up
the bleeding
South
wounds

— her
are
my

wounds
and infinitely pitiful to
me. Write to me,
my dear. Mother
and sisters join me
in dearest love to
you. We thank you
for the good flannel
and ointment. We have
need of it.
Your Maryland.
The Lilacs. (A month later.)
Prunella, love :
The fortunes of War are akin
to the fortunes of Love, as the
^^""
maxim of "All's fair" has taught us.
I wrote you last with Alan gone away to
fight for the Union, with things more or less
quiet about Boonsboro, save for occasional overcrowding at our Relief station, and now we seem in a
very thicket of complications, many of which distress me
more by their ambiguity than by their actuality.
Lloyd is here, in his Confederate uniform. He seems
inactive. I dare not voice my suspicions, my dear one, for
many reasons. But I could wish a Calvert to ring more
truly, to dare more strongly, to stand more definitely.
Lloyd is my only brother and my good comrade, and yet
now, for the first time, there seems to be a barrier between
us, a something we do not like to talk of, cannot discuss.
He carries father's sword. I noticed it today, and it didn't
seem to me to shine as it should. It looked dulled, shoddy.
I polished it for him. Ah ! When he saw it, he turned a
hurtful scarlet. There was constraint between us.
He frequently brings a Colonel here to see us. The
Colonel is commanding the Confederate garrison here in
Boonsboro, and seems capable, but not to my liking. I
met him the other day, and he took my hand as tho it
was something he was hungry for.
I showed some slight contempt, I fear me, in my own
home. I have ever been averse to men who seize upon
me as tho I were food rather than woman, and they were
49
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It does violence to our modesty,
my dear friend, that I must speak
with such brazenry, but we are
learning stern lessons these
w
days, and of the sternest
t%
A

the
°f unveilingis
our one
sensibilities
the leader. Naturally, Thorpe being in
charge, and so in the
valedictorian position, did -all he could
to hurry the exchanges thru on that
very
night.
I did why
not
know until later
he was so vehemently anxious to have
Alan reach Charlesville that night.
. .How the war does
uncover the brute in
man when the brute
is there. It seems to
shine thru the outer
covering, hideous
and apparent. War
makes ordinary vices
ugly and The
ugliness
abhorrent.
sweet
sanctifying things of
peace seem all gone,
Prunella, here is our
Southland, where
peace and plenty
should remain inviolate — untouched.
Alan and I had a
moment of supreme
understanding, only
to havelated. that
annihiHe begged
me,
yet a second time, to
become his wife. We
had stolen an hour
at our old trysting

The Colonel is commanding
the Confederate garrison here
in Boonsboro, and seems capable, but not to my liking. I
met him the other day, and
he took my hand as tho it
was something he was hun-

ravening rather than respectful. Howbeit.
Last night Alan Kendrick
came into The Lilacs. He had
been wounded, and was en
route to Charlesville for exgry for
change. Imust confess me
to the extent that I didn't feel
an iota fierce when I saw him bandaged and weak. I
thought only of beef broths and beds and rest and help
for him. I had stern discipline of self to accomplish before Icould bring myself to the full realization of the fact
that he was so wounded in similarly wounding my motherland.

He met Colonel Thorpe, and they were instantly antagonistic. What I did not hear of the meeting, what with
my duties at the station, and household tasks and one thing
and another, Lloyd told me later on. It seems that Colonel
Thorpe and Alan had met before. They were old enemies..
Some time, not very long ago, Alan had had Thorpe
(T\ drummed out of his regiment for assault upon some young

place, and all the
earlier glamour was
upon us. Is there
anything, ever, anywhere, that can even
approach that first glamour, dear? That virginal pristine
glow ? And yet it came to us again, there. War and peace
seemed only terms, and very far away. Even suffering
was remote because we were so happy. We seemed to
swing between earth and sky in some sort of exquisitely
balanced equipoise, sufficient and^ delirious.
I ingbegged
in turn
to his
forsake'
his intention
returnto activehim
service
after
exchange
had beenof effected.
I thought, in the swimming of my heart, that he gave assent. Itold him I would marry him ; that only the severance of our faiths had kept us apart, never a severance of
our hearts. He asked me what I meant ; did I suppose he
was going to abandon his ideal ? And when he realized
that I had meant him to forego further fighting, he put
me from him, as one would put a menace to something or
someone one held most priceless.
"You would tie up my sword with silken ribbons !" he
said, and his voice was hot and alien ; "you would be willing to badger my honor with your kisses. I had thought
differently
of you, heMaryland."
But, of course,
did not know that all my honor was

for and of the South. That for him to abandon, as he
called it, the Union cause, was as nothing, to me. This
may not be fair. Even you — even you, friend of my bosom,
may criticize me, may ask me where my sense of justice
and proportion has gone, but I shall not be able to tell you.
There are occasions, there are moments, when only one's
blood matters — one's deepest blood in one's keenest veins.
I am glad I love the South. I am glad I love the South
better than Alan. For I do, better than Alan. More
finely, more strongly. It is a finer, stronger love. One
has to be fine and strong to be capable of it. For it is
without selfishness and without the hope of self-attainment.
I love it more than Alan — I think — I think . . .
Your Maryland.
The Lilacs.
(A month later.)
It is so easy to write of war, Prunella, when war has
not bitten one's flesh by* the devious routes of honor and
of tragedy.
The night after my last letter to you, after our secret
meeting, Alan left me. I can remember standing there.
I think my heart was in my eyes. But I know that my
hand was, so to speak, on a Southern sword.
After he had gone, my brother, Lloyd, told me that he
had overheard the plans for the capture and demolition of
Charlesville. Alan was going, then, to his certain death.
Thorpe had done this thing to him. My instincts told me
why. First, because he owed Alan a grudge, and such a
man never forgets a grudge. And secondly, because he
wanted me. And such a man is dominated by such a
want, when it is thwarted.
I followed Alan, caught him, warned him. I glorified in
the risk I took. In being able to justify my doing this for
him, I felt that I salved the wound I had to give him.

That night I learned that Alan brought about a dis- v
astrous repulse of the Confederates.
While I worked at the Relief station, I knew that I was
binding the wounds he, vicariously, had given. And it
made me put soul into my fingertips and God into my
heart. One toils best when one toils to avenge what one's
Love has done. Women are strange, Prunella, are they
not? Variable and weak, capable and ineffectual. Cleaving with their marrow to some stanchion, be it country,
man, vision, endeavor. That it flames mightily is enough.
During the next few days, Lloyd came to me with the
request that I go to the old mill to see some Northerner
who was hiding there, having endeavored to get thru the
lines in order to see his sweetheart and, thus far, failed.
I told him I saw no reason why I should entertain the
righteously frustrated Northerner. I failed to visualize
him as some stripling lad with his heart injiis hands, disappointed and desperate.
As Alan . . .
War hardens some part of us. Temporarily only, I think.
Mother and sisters tell me, tho, that I have become a
full-blown woman who was a girl. "You will probably
never be more mature, Maryland," mother says. I can
see that she is regretful.
Well— I went to the old mill, and the "Northerner" was
Alan.
He had come back thru the enemy lines in order to apologize to me and to thank me for my risk in following him !
It was splendid and foolhardy and unnecessary and
The night after my last letter
precious to me.
to you, after our secret meetHe was in Confederate dising, Alan left me. I can remember standing there. I
guise.himFor to
a moment
it endeared
me, curiously.
think my heart was in my
And then it came to me that
eyes

lONplCTURF

When I came down the
stairs that night, I seemed
to be afraid — of I knew not
what. I seemed to be expecting something dread
and unforeseen

FESwore it not bel(phe
cause of what it represented, but because
lie had wanted to be
with me. He had
used it as a ruse ;
employed it, so to
speak, rather than
served it. I felt hurt
and acutely repelled.
"You are the fiercest
Southerner I ever
met," he told me;
and he added (I'll
tell you because I
have told you everything, always, from
'way back), he added, deeply, "and the
most
"I'mprecious:"
glad you say
that," I told him.
"Oh, I am ! I'm

grotesquely
off they
key.
An hour later
brought Lloyd in to
us, shot thru the
heart, thru the
treacherous heart,
my friend, with the
Confederate plans on
him. He had been
bound
lines. for the Union
In that same dread
hour Alan was captured inthe Old Mill,
in his foolish Confederate disguise,
and
brought
to the
house.

With !"all our love,
glad
Maryland.

But I anticipate.
I tell my story badly.
That is because it
flows from my heart
to my lips and thence
to my pen in little
agonized spurts and
darts, with little
ordination andcono

The Lilacs.
Dearest :
I haven't been able
to write. I have felt
too numbed and exposed.
The night after I
wrote you last was a
terrible, terrible
night for us, for The
Lilacs, for Boonsboro. We shall never
be the same again ;
never any one of us.
It was, to begin
with, one of those
nights of terror we
have all experienced,
I think, without quite
knowing why. Formless. Sometimes
provenly so.
When I came
down the stairs that
night, for dinner, I
seemed to be afraid,
of T knew not what.
1 seemed to be expecting something
dread and unforseen. In
the rather unusual quietude
there lurked potentialities
that were somehow sinister
and horrid.
On the main floor, as I
made it, I perceived a
shadow. It was grotesquely
large, and resembled Lloyd.
I .felt that if I were to retain the courage I had tried
to make memorable, I
must brave the creaking stairways and 'wildering shadows. I tried to hum
/j\ a little tune. It was most
lAfiC
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planning.
know
. . . You will
General Kendrick,
Alan's father, met
me and told me of
Lloyd's
death.
me he had
been Told
shot
for a spy, that the
proofs
found onhad
him, been
and
that another man
was suspected of
complicity..
man, he told This
me,
taken. had just been
gently,
I lost my wits.
I felt overstrained,
overwrought. Lloyd,

THE

HEART

OF

MARYLAND

Fictionized, by permission
from the Vitagraph
production of the scenario by William B. Courtney; adapted
from the play by David Belasco. Directed by Tom Ferriss
and starring Catherine Calvert.
The cast: —
Maryland Calvert
Catherine Calvert
Nancy McNair
,
Victoria White
Phoebe Yancy
Marguerite Sanchez
Mrs. Claiborne
Jane Jennings
Alan Kendrick
Crane Wilbur
Bob Telfair
Ben Lyon
Lloyd Calvert
William Collier, Jr.
Fulton Thorpe
Felix Krembs
Uncle Daniel
Arthur
Earl
Provost Sergeant Blount
Bernard Siegel
General Kendrick
Henry Hallan
Tom Boone.
Warner Richmond
True Blue
Russell Griffin

lying dead, disgraced.
Disgraced, dead!
The two words
formed strange combinations and twanged and
clawed at my nerves. Lloyd
had been harmless ; a tool
in the hands of his conspirator. Lloyd would never
have a chance to make good,
to retrieve. He was gone,
poor weakling, dead and
disgraced — a Calvert, my
father's son.
I cried out on this other
man, this
I accused conspirator.
him, deliberately,
with venom, of being the
real spy. I proclaimed

C^I0^^^

Lloyd's lovable ineffectualness in the clutches of
this arch-demon who had so contrived to warp
him — him, a Calvert . . .
It was impossible for General Kendrick to halt
me. I noted, with some dismal pleasure, the grey
tint of his face.
In the midst of my denunciation Alan walked
into the room, himself the prisoner, himself
Lloyd's "conspirator."
' He toldto me
loaned
him that
the
uniform
help how
him Lloyd
thru thehadlines
in order
he might come to me for forgiveness, for an
apology. It had been a silly and heedless ruse, he
admitted, but he had not been spying. Lloyd . . .
but he didn't speak of Lloyd, who needed no
further convicting and could have, at worst and
at best, only the last sad rites.
And mother's tears ...
She is alone with them. I shall not weep for
Lloyd who could not weep for his country.
Alan has been sentenced to death. The others
— Thorpe and the others — did not believe him as
I believed him. They sneered at his tale of having
donned a disguise in order to see me. They told
him he was lost to the world of fiction, unhappily
for that world. But he must die. They came to
that point clearly, definitely, with unction.
I obtained from General Hooker a letter stating absolutely that Alan did not come to Boonsboro as a spy. Thorpe tore it up in my face and
jeered at me for my "lovingly ardent pains."
He assured me that they were of no avail; that
the "fiercest little Southerner of them all" could
now be fierce to her heart's content, for there
would be no clemency.
We came, at last, to a bestial fight. Alan,
Thorpe and I were alone one of the last days in
Thorpe's office. Preparations for the execution
were being completed. Alan, of course, was
bound. I am hoping that, one day, his memoried
face, as it was that day, will go
from me. It stabs me,
now, as I write,
sharply, unbearably.

na is mr%h>f\u
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On the main floor I perceived
a shadow. It was grotesquely
large and
I tried to

Thorpe, more to torment Alan than
out of desire, made crude advances to
resembled Lloyd —
me. The situation was goading and
hum a little tune
intolerable.
Both Alan and I were
flayed.
When I could endure it no
longer, I struck Thorpe over the head with the hilt
of his bayonet and he fell to the ground.
While he was there, in a comatose
stupor, I untied Alan and bade
him fly to
regiment
turn tohis
rescue
me. and reThe instant Alan escaped,
Thorpe and Tom
Boone — the same
Tom who has sought
my hand so persistently longto— be
cried
for;
the bell
rung
the great town bell
which, since the war
has edbegun,
has warnthe outposts
of an
escape so that they
will be ready to do
their utmost duty.
I was prepared for
that. I knew the way
to the belfry. I knew,
(Con'd on page. 104)
Alan and Tom

Boone have

shaken hands — my two oldest friends. Mother and
sisters are pleased and more
at peace than they have
been this long while

PA&Li

Beyond the Silversheet
Away from his work, Dick Barthelmess is found to be like young
husbands the world over. He is concerned over the flower beds in
summer and the heating apparatus in winter . . . happy in the
tasks of every day. And those who have visited with him and
Mary Hay Barthelmess in their -little cottage have voted "Dick"
the same earnest boy beyond the silversheet that he is pictured on it
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Agnes In The Abstract
I noticed that she had a cloak about her shoulders, and I wondered vaguely how she could
bear it in the heat of the overcrowded room.
But my attention was drawn from her to the
dance floor — now cleared of the jostling dancers
— where at one end Nazimova, imperious in her
turgid locks and — was it a kimono ?— was holding court before the staring eyes of the crowd.
Ann May, delicious, flitted among the courtiers.
Ann, with the charm of vivacity— darting, restless. In contrast — my. eyes turned back again
— that faintly smiling abstraction, that utter indif erence ofAgnes.
Perhaps a week later, I waited at the Lasky
Studio in Hollywood, while Miss Ayres was
finishing her gown fittings for her new story —
a racing picture with Wally Reid.
For want of better diversion, I wandered
about the big stages and came upon the artist,
Penrhyn Stanlaws, of Phoebe White and Road
of Anthracite fame, in the throes of directing.
He is a dapper man,
rather small than not,
When Agnes talks, it is
with no particular interest
in what she is saying.
And she listens as indifferently. A less beautiful
woman could never have
justified the lassitude with
which she regarded, or disregarded, the interviewer

Photograph (above) by Evans, L. A.

was the opening night of the New
IT Hotel.

Ambassador

We sat in the pink-ancl-black grill, the Dramatic
Critic of the Los Angeles Times, I, and our ladies.
The Critic was enthusiastic. Witness his fists thumping
upon the table top. And he was exclaiming — as he had
been exclaiming for the past five minutes . . .
"The kind of a woman who radiates charm! (Thump.)
Radiates it! (Thump, thump.)"
I turned presently to see for myself — aware of the stiff
displeasure of the ladies. I shall not attempt to describe
Agnes Ayres — nor to subscribe to the asseverations of the
Critic. He is, in normalcy, a blood brother to the clam.
That he asseverated at all — and that his lady was very
haughty for the remainder of the evening (Agnes Ayres
indeed!) — is proof, beyond a doubt, that she is beautiful,
charmingly beautiful.
1 ventured a second glance at her, sitting there in her
pink chair, her ash-blond hair piled high, smiling her curious, abstracted smile, with the ebony walls and ceiling,
(Tv smoothly polished, casting back faint reflections of her.
LAfi£

strongly inclined to
flavor his personality
with isms—
English
mannera bit arrogant
toward the property
man.
I was summoned

By
GOLDBECK

WILL

IS
wistfully, like
the eyes of Alice

finally to an office wherein
Agnes, busily
'phoning, acknowledged the
introduction
with a murmured excuse that
she must finish
her conversation. Presently,
she put down
the receiver and
turned to me
questioningly,
almost wearily.
Her eyebrows
interrogated me.
"What is it
you want to say
to me ?" she asked, at last.
The room spun
dizzily. For the
moment I had
the sensation
that one gets in
a rapidly falling
elevator. There

brings
Joyce.
A graph
'photoout, even
more
strongly, the resemblance of
these two women.
When Agnes
talks, it is with
no particular
interest in what
she is saying.
And she listens
as indifferently.
A less beautiful
woman could
neverfied have
justithe lassitude
with which she
regarded — o r
the
interview.
disregarded
—
But even in her
lassitude there
is charm. That
(Continued on
page 88)
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"I started as an extra," said Agnes.
"Of course you know that. I was with
Essanay and Vitagraph, and later made
about twenty-five O. Henry pictures.
Then came Fox and American Cinema
. . . and now Lasky"

is no one question which can
so effectively destroy that
easy, unforced atmosphere so
necessary to a successful interview.attempted,
I
f utilely,
to explain — and ended by getting up and changing chairs ;
after which I remarked,
calmly enough, that I had
nothing to say to her.
"I want you to say someme," I said,
and added as thing
a tohelpful
afterthought,
"this is an interview, you
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The winged eyebrows fluttered down.
know."
"Oh," said Agnes, paused
a moment, and then, quite
cheerfully, "what do you
want me to say to you, then ?"
Mentally I made a note :
"Goldbeck vs. Ayres. First
Came alla Ayres's."
breathing spell in
round
which I regirt myself by concentrating upon the beauty of
her grey eyes
— eyes that are
Photograph (left)
. :' . ,;
,
by
Evans, L. A.
Startlingly,
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Animation is one of the qualities of Priscilla Dean which sets her
apart. In these costumes Priscilla looks like sweet Kitty Bellair
of Sheridan's "School for Scandal," but is really wearing a costume in which she appears in "False Colors," a forthcoming
Universal production

All photographs by Freulich
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You Are the Censor

Are Audiences Dwindling?

The people who would foist upon us Sunday blue laws
and all sorts of legislation to curb the "dangerous" movies
are still at it. From Washington and every state capital
comes news of their daily activities. They will continue until
the nation decisively tells them to mind their own business.
It is in the hands of every film fan whether these people
will succeed. Write
to your State and
National legislators
and voice your protest. If the screen
is curbed, it will be
because you have „
not insisted upon
having your say.
Sunday blue laws
would
move
us
back several hundred years, to the era of witchcraft,
stocks and the pillory.
Do you

A certain scenario writer and playwright, known as a
constructor of lurid serials, recently advanced the statement that motion picture'iaudiences are falling away. The
gallery gods of the speaking theater are returning, he said.
The gentleman went on to say that he had written enough
miles of celluloid drama to occupy a goat three or four lifetimes in feeding. And he
whimsically added that the
film public, beiag the goat,
was growing tired of its
food.
To which we answer that
it is the attitude of just such
second-rate playwrights and
authors that has brought
injury to the photoplay.
Thank heaven, intelligent
and able men of books
and the drama are now givingtotheir
attention
the first-hand
films.

WANT

THEM

?

Censorship is an absurdity. True
censorship lies directly with the people who goto the motion pictures. If
you countenance and encourage films
savoring of the immoral or sensational, you are striking a blow at the
thing you love — you are substantially approving of the presentation
of such screen dramas.
You are the Censor — and do
not let a narrow-minded minority
take this power away from you.

Anent Personal Appearances
Does the personal appearance of a
motion picture player in the flesh
injure that person's popularity?
The question is debatable pro and con,
but we are with
those who look upon personal appearances as destructive.
Bear in mind that
the success of the
cinema lies in its
'OfcPPfe*
appeal to the imagination. Just as audiences supply dialogue, detail and color to the animated
scenes they watch, so, too, do they supply the personalities
moving thru these scenes, with heroic attributes. The film
stars are as Gods upon a celluloid Olympus.
What, then, can be the effect of a personal appearance?
Great advance expectations, keen momentary interest, disillusionment— the collapse of an idol. Here and there among
our stars are personalities big enough to stand inspection,
but, in the main, we are firmly against appearances.
It is essential that the star should live up to his adherents' expectations in his private life, and that his private
life be kept a thing apart.

The

photoplay has advanced beyond the gentleman of the goat breakfastfood,Andandif hethe doesn't
it.
gallery know
gods
are returning, it is because the rivalry
of the cinema has brought a new life
to the "speakies."

Shav? and Screen Immorality
The Blue Sunday specialists will
be interested in George Bernard
Shaw's crisp statements anent the
immorality
of the screen.
It
seems that a meeting was held
in London when Mr. Shaw said :
"I asked where the immoral
films were to be seen, as I had
visited cinemas in many European countries and had found
their morals oppresively
conventional.
The eminent persons
were shocked at my assuming that they had
seen what they were
denouncing, or
that they had ever
been in a picture
palace. experience
There was
only one man present who spoke from personal
of the pictures, and he was the master of a school for
defective children. He testified eloquently to the value of
the picture palace as a refuge from the streets for children
locked out while their mothers were out working.
"What other chance have such children of seeing well
dressed people in handsome houses, behaving themselves
courteously? If it makes them discontented with squalor
and poverty and savage manners, so much the better.
"Such restlessness is far more helpful socially than
gambling, cruelty to animals and theft, which are the alternative excitements offered by the pious people."
PAfi
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The Plot
Thickens!
nese audience, or perhaps the
author has even tried to give it
the Fourth Dimension or a
high specific gravity.
Probably the most important
consideration in photoplaymaking is that of Character.
The rarest thing in the world
is a scenario with real human
characters, which live and
breathe and laugh and love in
its pages as they would in real
life. A story like this has infinite
appeal, for sympathy
it has the and
element of human
retains the interest of the audience, even if the story has
very
little drama
in it.
moresque"
and "Over
the"HuHill
to the Poorhouse" are recent
examples of photoplay which
succeeded almost entirely because of this quality.
You should characterize
your plot-people as soon as
they enter the story. I f you are
building your story about one
particular charade r — a s
Charlie Chaplin built his story

Photograph by Charlotte Fairchild

The rarest thing in the world
is a scenario with real, human
characters, which live and
breathe and laugh and love
in its pages as they would in
real life. Above, a new photograph of Anita Loos

ENERALLY
speaking, plots may be said
to have three dimensions. The Theme
gives it height and depth —
makes it spiritually lofty, or intellectually profound ; element
of Character, as applied to the
plol people, adds all breadth of human experience, and, finally, the Situation is needed to give the story length. You
can make your plot any type you desire by stressing one
of these dimensions, but the other two must be there, no
matter how small they are, if your story is correctly constructed.
St. John Irvine has called attention to the fact that a
good play arouses two ideas in the spectator: (1 ) that it
must have been extremely easy to write, and (2) that he
will immediately go out and write one as good, if not considerably better. On the other hand, a bad play always
looks as if it had been written with the blood and sweat
and tears of the author, and sends the spectator away with
the firm resolve never to attempt so Herculean and impossihle a task. This is because its dimensions are bad. It is
K/60
(Atop-heavy
or narrow or lengthy enough to tire out a ChiAfifi
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■about
— it is the
well tramp
to devote
one entire
in "The
Kid"
episode at the outset to properly "planting" that person,
building up sympathy for him
or her. Sympathy, in the dramatic sense, is really "underg" ; theis,character
the audience
understandsstandinthat
and
therefore, has an intense sympathy for him during the rest
of the play. For example, we
built up sympathy for Constance Talmadge in "Mama's
Affair," by opening the story proper with an incident showing her crushed and confined by a selfish mother, and characterizing her as a girl who knew nothing of life, except as
seen thru a second-story window. The story itself did not
really start until the next episode, but the sympathy had
been established and the plot-people definitely characterized.
Always make your characters individual. Dont make
your hero merely virtuous, handsome and athletic ; give
him emotions and personality, which makes him different;
and show why your heroine falls in love with him instead
of with one of the extra men. Try to give him the same
qualities which have made some man you have known in
real life attractive, and dont make him too inhumanly good.
Make his character, so far as possible, account for his motives in the plot.
The Theme of a story is the moral — the thought behind
the plot — the lesson which you are trying to teach the
audience, or the fact which you are trying to demonstrate.
In Griffith's " 'Way Down East" the theme teaches the
evil of intolerant moral codes which recognize no excuse
for a fallen woman ; the theme of George Arliss' "The
Devil" is that evil can never overcome truth; in writing

By

JOHN EMERSON and
ANITA LOOS

"Reaching for the Moon," for Douglas
Fairbanks, our theme was that it is unwise to wish too hard for great power.
for you might get it and also its responsibilities ;and in our new picture for
Constance Talmadge, "The Contented
Woman," we are trying to show that
beauty and brains are not incompatible.
Every proverb in the world is a theme
for a story.
It is most unwise to build a story simply upon a theme. It becomes too much
like a sermon. The moral sticks out in
every scene and the audience resents it.
The theme should be a thought which
comes naturally out of the story, rather
than a stubborn force which distorts
every bit of action. If you start out
solely with the idea that you are going
to write a story demonstrating that honesty is the best policy, you will probably
produce a most uninteresting, cut-anddried affair. Start with the conception
of a man who believed, or perhaps did
not believe, this maxim, and write your
story naturally about his character and
the predicaments and final triumphs it
led him into.
Many writers like to plant a theme at
the outset with a bit of allegorical prologue. Sometimes this is good, especially if the theme be very original, but
more often it has the effect of making
the audience feel that a moral is being
forced upon them and that they are about
to be bored by a "propaganda picture,"
which advocates blue laws or prohibition
or war-time saving, or something of the

Photograph © by Underwood & Underwood

kind.

It is usually better to let your theme develop
velops.
as the story deThe Situation
is the most obvious part of the
story, and many
people
are prone
to
mistake
it for
the story itself.
Amateurs are

The theme of a story is
the moral — the thought
behind the plot, the lesson
which you are trying to
teach the audience, or the
fact which you are trying
to demonstrate. Above,
a new picture of John
Emerson, and below, directstance
ing a sceneTalmadge
with Conand
Conway Tearle

apt to be struck
by an idea for a trick situation and try to
make a scenario of that alone. For example, we had one scenario sent in which
dealt with a man who fell in love with a
girl who had been brought up on an Alpine peak and who was unable to breathe
the denser air of the A-alleys. This chap
married her and built an air-proof glass
case about her, in which the. air was always rarified, and eventually brought her
back to New York. But one day an unscrupulous rival for the girl's affections
made a hole in the case — and the air
rushed in — and, well, you can
write the rest yourself.
Photograph by
Puffer, N. Y.
(Continued on page 105)
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Beauty's Crown
CORLISS PALMER
Since pliable, healthy hair is
so essential to beauty, it is necessary that a woman should
study the needs of her hair and
learn how to care for it.
There is really no excuse for
oily hair that hangs in stringy
fashion about the face and
ears, is
nor soforhard
dry,' to
brittle
hair
that
manage.
There are shampoos specially
prepared for the various kinds
of unruly hair, and all one has
to do is to discover what they
are and either buy them or
learn to make them.
Oily, stringy hair is certainly
a beauty spoiler. It makes both
men and women look careless,
even slovenly. Dry, brittle hair
gives a harsh expression to the
face, so people who are careful of their appearance must
avoid both extremes.
If you do not attend the
beauty parlors regularly for
your shampoo, you should buy
the best shampoo preparations
in the market and use them

Photograph by Charles

"It has been truly said that
a woman's crowning glory is
her hair. Whether it is black
or golden, it sits in high estate upon her brow and has
the power to make or mar
her beauty," says Corliss
Palmer. Above, a recent
camera study

Albin
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T has been truly said that
a woman's
crowning
glory is her hair. Whether it is black, brown or
golden, it sits in high estate
upon her brow and has the
power to make or to mar her
beauty.

Beside the physical attraction of beautiful hair, it has a wonderful psychological effect. If you do not believe this, watch children at play,
and you will notice that it is always the little girl with the
long curls who assumes a queenly manner and is able to
make the most unruly boy bend to her will. Children's
lives are largely make-believe, according to their fairy
stories, the heroines of which usually have long curls. So,
they can play they are lovely heroines, such as ( loldy Locks
and Mayfair and countless others, in a more realistic way
if they have long, luxuriant hair. However, as bobbed hair
is more practical, it is destined to continue and increase in
f\ popularity for children.

V

every two weeks.
Egg shampoos have been
proved valuable thru years of
use, and will always be good
for hair that is fairly healthy
and needs no special corrective.
One who has not access to an
egg shampoo already prepared,
may cleanse the hair as usual,
then apply the beaten white of
an egg, rubbing it thoroly into
the hair and rinsing it out with
clear lukewarm water. With
the egg shampoos that can be
purchased at almost any drug store or department store,
there are special directions that should be followed.
A good shampoo for dry hair should contain tar, as the
balsamic and antiseptic qualities of the tar have a neutralizing effect on the oil. There is a medicinal value in the tar
that is good for the scalp as well, and will help to eliminate dandruff. In estimating the amount to be used on the
hair one must be governed by the degree of dryness.
Oily hair, being the opposite of dry, requires a different
kind of shampoo. There are a number of pine shampoos
on the market under various names, which are splendid for
reducing the amount of oil, at the same time thoroly cleansing the hair.
Both dry and oily hair need to be brushed rapidly for at
least five minutes before retiring. This brings new life into
it and increases that strange electrical supply, so necessary
to the health of the hair.
If these directions are followed carefully and regularly,
the hair will become thicker and healthier.
But the demands of modern femininity do not stop with
(Continued on page 100)
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importance in the new
cinema month than the latest
effort of Charles Chaplin, "The
Kid." If there ben, any one who belittles
the art of Chapli who feels him to be
a clod and a clown, let him see "The
Kid," and simultaneously change his
opinion, for this new picture places
Charlie of the famous mustache, swagger cane and huge shoes with the greatest artists.
Such an artist is he, in fact, that he
practically plays opposite the youthful Jackie Coogan, who is entrusted with
the title role. We can think of few others who would do this voluntarily
and so thoroly, even in appreciation of budding genius.
To relate the story of a Chaplin production is futile. So let it suffice to
say that Charlie plays the role of a tramp glazier who adopts a deserted baby,
lavishing all the affection of his nature upon him as he grows to be an overailed youth who smashes the window the glazier later replaces, and who is
so very tiny that he has little difficulty in dodging the guardian of the law.
Just for a time the- picture hovers perilously near the vulgarity of some of
Chaplin's previous efforts, but this is true of only a few short flashes in one
particular episode and to be forgiven in view of the other pictorial episodes.
"The Kid" has quite as many laughs as any other Chaplin picture, but well
intermingled
is athedeep
"When
authorities
the orphan
home
attempt to take
kid pathos.
away from
the the
glazier
there is ofregistered
a sorrow
and grief which would do credit to the greatest emotional artists.
Then there are heaven scenes. Imagine Chaplin in heaven ! A different
heaven than that which you learned about in Sunday-school it is true — perhaps a more comfortable heaven as we understand things now, but with
winged angels, nevertheless. It is quite the most
delightful thing ever witnessed, especially when
the angelic hosts have a dispute and feathers
cloud the air, flying in all directions.
Edna
Purvianse
plays the leading
feminine role ; and again we ask why
she continues to play small and unimportant parts when she might do
bigger things.
As for Jackie Coogan, all that
has been said of him is true. He
is a finished actor without possessing any of the unpleasant and officious traits so common to theatrical children.
Much has been said about "The
Kid," and our expectations were
great — still we were not disappointed. Itredeems "Sunnyside,"
and "A Day's Pleasure," and dispels
the theory often voiced in the past
that Charles Spencer Chaplin shot his
lone bolt in "Shoulder Arms."
FORBIDDEN

FRUIT — PARAMOUNT

"Forbidden Fruit" is not the best thing
Cecil B. de Mille has done and, as a matter
(Continued on page 101)

Top,
in
"The George
Devil"; Arliss
center,
CharlesandChaplin
"The
Kid,"
bottom,in Agnes
Ayres in a scene from
Cecil B. de Mille's "Forbidden Fruit"
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California Chatter
film world last month was the
Angeles
t gof ofthetheLosAmb
even
big ope
THEformal
assanin
dor Theater with "Passion," featuring Pola Negri as the attraction. This
new theater is really unique, being located
in the new Ambassador Hotel, and is
practically an outgrowth of the Little Theater movement. Only pictures of unususual artistic merit will be shown, and original prologues are to be the rule. Sol
Lesser and Gore Brothers are the owners.
Not the least attractive feature is the
ushers — each girl apparently chosen for
her beauty. The costume is a black-satin
page's uniform, short black-satin breeches
and long-tailed coat, lined with
crimson watered-silk ; gorges
lace stoc
high
ousheel
ed king
psbuckledandpum
lure you fetchingn . the aisle
ly
seat
to adow

Above, Rosemary Theby and Louis
Gasnier have a tete-a-tete between
scenes of "Good Women" ; center,
Elsie Ferguson and Elinor Glyn become great pals, having met at the
Famous Players studios ; and below,
Wanda Hawley plays camera-man
and admonishes Clyde Fillmore to
"Look pleasant, please"

I saw Bull Montana out
at Lasky's the
other
day.
He is very much
hurt when he is
called the homeliest man. He insists there are at
least homely.
two others
more
William

d e

Mille was directing Conrad Nagel
in a garden scene
for "The Lost
Romance," Edoriginal
story.
ward Knoblock's
Seldom have I
seen more widely
diverse methods
of directing than
those employed by
the two de Milles.
William rehearses each trifling piece of business over and
over with his players. For instance, he had young Mr.
Nagel sitting on the edge of a garden pool, then showed
him carefully just how to do the action, then watched him
painstakingly taking out a cigarette and lighting it, before
he had the camera shoot the episode. Cecil de Mille, on
the other hand, never shows his actors what to do, but
quietly stands behind the camera, explains the situation
verbally
selves. and lets the actors interpret the action for them-
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On the next set to William de Mille, James Cruze was
directing a scene for "Fatty" Arbuckle's new feature,
called "Crazy to Marry." Mr. Cruze's little daughter.
Julie, has been very ill. but is now on the road to recovery.
Mrs. Cruze is Marguerite Snow in professional life.
And, by the way, the report is verified that Buster Keaton is engaged to Natalie Talmadge. the third Talmadge
sister. 'Tis said that the wedding will take place in June.
The Brunton Studios have been more quiet than usual
of late. Independent concerns are still feeling the tightness of ready money. On my last visit there two concerns

HAZEL SIMPSON KfAYLOR
were at work —
Bad Boy," and
age," aSidney
Childers
is one

Jackie Coogan in "Peck's
Naomi Childers in "CourFranklin
production.
of the few
actresses Miss
who

admits that her mother was not averse to
her adopting the stage as a profession. In
fact, if it had not been for her mother's urging her to go on the stage when she finished
her education in a St. Louis convent, at the
age of sixteen, Miss Childers says she
would never have had the courage to do so.
Betty Compson is to appear in Famous
Players productions, having signed a fiveyear contract. She has severed connections
with Goldwyn, the company which has released her for two independent productions.
Her company has been disbanded,
her studio quarters abandoned
and her technical staff scat
tered to the four winds
of the picture colony.
Bayard Veiller,
the well - known
playwright and
chief of productions at Metro's
West Coast studios, ispersonally
directing May Alwhich lisonisin "Dated,"
to be a
special Metro production.
And, have you
heard the news ?
Tom Moore's engagement to Rene
Adoree, leading
woman in his new
picture, "Made in
Heaven," has been
announced. In
fact, it is probable
that the marriage
will have been consummated bythe
time you read this.
Frank
Mayo
spent a short vacation recently hunting and fishing, and
is now hard at work on the Universal lot, making a film
version of "The Magnificent Brute," from Malcolm
Stuart Boylan's story.
Niles Welch, now supporting Priscilla Dean in her
new picture, "False Colors," denies the widely-circulated report that he has been signed by Universal for
three years. Niles prefers to free-lance.
Douglas Fairbanks' latest present to his wife, Mary
Pickford, is "War Bond," an Airdale dog, bred in Cincinnati. The purchase price was $4,000.
George Patullo, short-story writer and war correspondent, has been signed for the Famous PlayersLasky staff and has taken up his residence in Hollywood.
An announcement bound to stir film circles is that
Mabel Normand is to return to the Mack Sennett banner. What is more, her salary is to be one of the largest
ever paid a star — somewhere around the million-dollar
(Continued on page 96)

Above, Marcus Loew visits the Metro
studios, and May Allison demonstrates the art of make-up ; center,
Alice Lake is writing all the real
estate dealers in the hope of finding
a bungalow to house her family, who
have just arrived in the land of sunshine; and below, King Vidor and
Colleen Moore enjoy the snow while
away

on location — there's nothing
like that in Hollywood
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Mabel Normand has joined the famous forces of Mack Sennett,
and her first picture for him will be a romantic comedy whose
rollicking title is "Molly-O."
On January 19th, an unique picture theater was opened at the
leper colony at Trinidad, Spain. American generosity and foresight
established a fund for this theater and presented it to the Trinidad
government.
W. A. Brady is on a western tour in the interests of motion pictures. His object is to
get in closer touch with
the various factors of
the picture industry and
to establish a more intimate contact between
them and the immense
organization which he
heads.

The unmistakable talent of George Fawcett will grace the cast of
"The Tower," starring Alice Brady.
Al Christie, of Christie Comedies, who had not left Los Angeles
for nearly five years, recently paid New York a visit. How did
you like us Al ? Had we changed ?
Robert Hichens, the noted British author, has signed a contract
to write original stories for Lasky. He will doubtless work in the
London studios of Famous Players in such distinguished company
as Arnold Bennett, E.
Phillips Oppenheim,
Joseph Conrad and Sir
James M. Barrie.
Rudolf de Cordova
has left for London,
England, to assist J.
Stuart Blackton in preparation for the pictures
he will make with Lady
Diana Manners.

Jacqueline Logan, a
one-time beauty from
that apparently inexhaustable source, the
Follies, is playing opposite Thomas Meighan
in that star's latest Paramount production.
Its "really awful" title
is : "White and Unmar-

next venture will be
Douglas
"The
ThreeFairbanks'
Musketeers," of Dumas Pere.
This world-famous
story is being put into
screen shape by Edward Knoblock. This is
a wide departure for
the ambitious Doug. It
should be interesting,
and we wish him luck,

ried."
Two other "really
awful" titles that have
come to our notice lately are, "You Cant Kill
Love," with Hedda
Hopper, and "What's A
Wife Worth?", the
print of which W.
Christy Cabanne recently brought to New
York.

but we cant help wondering if the agile
Doug is going to play
all three of 'em?
Dumas fils, famous
son of a famous father,
is represented on the

Jim Kirkwood has
grown a beard. It is undoubtedly vermillion!
Why, oh why, have you
done this terrible thing,

screen
"Camillc,"
work onbywhich
has already been begun by
Alia Nazimova, who
plays the fragile court- ,
ezan, and
entino, whoRudolf
will playValher

Jim?
Director Norman
Dawn, of Universal,
was married on February 7th to Miss Katherine Madden.
The diminutive Lila
Lee has confirmed the
announcement of her
engagement to Captain
Claude Collins of the
Aviation Service.

lover, Armande.
mova promises Nazimany
new and startling features with her "Camille."
March 13th is the date
of release of Ruth Roland's new Serial, which
Photograph by Woodbury, L. A.
Allan Dwan believes in comfort first, last and always. Here he is on his veranda, while
he plans the scenario of his next production

will be called "Avenging Arrow." This is
Miss for
Roland's
serial
Pathe. eighth

Courtney Footc plays
a dual role in the forthcoming Thomas H. Ince production, "The
Bronze Bell." He appears as an Indian Prince and as an adventurous American. Mr. book' plays opposite Norma Talmadge in
"The Passion Flower."

Rex Ingram has come
to New York hoping to
contract the dread Encephalitis Lethargica. While directing the
stupendous, "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," the tireless
director slept less than four hours out of the twenty-four. He
proposes to spend his entire vacation sleeping.

Francis X. Bushman and his wife Beverly Bayne are headlining
in vaudeville in a one-act satirical comedy by Edwin Burke, entitled "Poor Rich Man."

Louis Lovely has been selected for the lead in Fox's next production, "While The Devil Laughs."

In Japan it is the custom to bave a man behind the screen to explain the story to the audience as the plot unfolds. This function in
America is usually usurped by some one in the audience — always
the one nearest you !

AnnatheQ.direction
Nillson of
willWilliam
play theNye.
lead in "Why Girls Leave Home,"
under

Roscoe Arbuckle is back in California after his recent trip abroad.
Like all other Americans, Roscoe finds that "East— West— Home's
(~\ Best." Anyway, a Frenchman kissed him in Paris!

Carmel Meyers is at work on her new picture, "The Dangerous
Moment." The story, a celebrated homicide mystery, was taken
directly from the police records of New York City.

.Afi£

Bert Lytell has returned to New York after a sort of triumphal
pilgrimage to the New England States.
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Cutex sets come in threeslzes
the "Compact," 60 cents; the
"Traveling," gi.50; and
"Boudoir," £3.00.

Lovely nails —
with no fuss or bother
In one convenient set — everything you^'need to attain them
Just a dip with the orange stick wrapped
in cotton into the hottle of Cutex, a dab
around the nail base, a rinsing of the
fingers and the ugly, dead cuticle will
simply wipe off. Then the Nail White
squeezed under the tips, and finally the
delightful jewel-like shine the Cutex Polishes give.

TEN
a manicure!
that's quite
time minutes
enough forwhen
one has But
everything
one
can possibly need all together in one set — a set
that makes manicuring simpler than you ever
dreamed.
No cuticle scissors! The modern way of manicuring has done away with the tedious and dangerous business of cuticle-cutting altogether. (See
the description with the illustrations.)
It is all so quick, so easy, so pleasant — right up
to the final polish! Really, Cutex has made manicuring a rest and relaxation instead of a vexation
and a burden!
Every woman is taken with a Cutex Set the
moment she sees it. The smartness and originality
of its black and rose color scheme make her want
it. And then every little necessity is so handily
put up. Everything right there — ready to come
out just as you need it— and in the most convenient possible form.

Sets in three different sizes
Cutex Sets come in three sizes. The smallest, at
60c, is called the "Compact." In it are trial
size packages of Cuticle Remover, Nail White and

Paste and Powder Polishes. Tucked away in
their own little compartment, you will also find
emery board, flexible steel file and orange stick.
The "Traveling" Set, at $1.50, is just what you
have always wanted for your toilet case — whether
for little week-end trips or for long journeys. It
has a full supply of all the preparations, and larger
size nail file, emery board and orange stick.
The most elaborate Set is the "Boudoir" at
£3.00, a real luxury and delight. Six different
manicure preparations are in it, a nad buffer, file,
emery-board and orange stick.
Get your Cutex Set today. You will wonder
how you ever got along without it. It will really
be a revelation to you to find how simple it makes
manicuring. Only ten minutes spent on the nails
once or twice a week will keep them always in
perfect condition. Each article in the set can be
had separately for 35 cents.

Complete Trial Outfit for 20 cents
Mail the coupon below with two dimes for a Cutex
Introductory Set to Northam Warren, 114 West
17th Street, New York; or if you live in Canada to
Dept. 805, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

Mail this coupon with two dimes today forcomplete trial outfit.
NORTHAM

WARREN,

Dept. 805, 114 West 17th St.,
New York City.
Name
Street
City and State
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Gloria Swanson's first Paramount release will also celebrate the
psychological moment. Its title is "The Great Moment." The
story is by Elinor Glyn and Sam Wood will direct the picture.
Viola Dana is another film personality who is coming east for a
long deferred vacation. She is going to do New York City from
the Battery to the Bronx. Miss Dana fearlessly admits she has
never seen New York's Follies.
Hope Hampton lost a $15,000 diamond and platinum bracelet
on her recent trip out to Cleveland. She really did ! But more
miraculous still, she found it again.
Florence Reed is starred in "The Black Panther's Cub," the first
Zeigfeld Film release, wherein Miss Reed plays a dual role. Double
exposures are successfully employed
where the star has
to place a crown on
the head of her
mother
(herself).

In last month's Magazine we printed a jotting in this department
to the effect that Thelma Percy was married to W. A. Brady, Jr.,
on October 27th. A letter from Mr. Brady denies this statement,
and we hereby acknowledge the error. But dont blame us ! We
have to have a few startling items for this department now and then.
Corliss Palmer is working on her new picture, "Heritage," in
which she takes the stellar role. Miss Palmer, who was the winner
of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest, now has her own company,
which will be known as "Corliss Palmer Productions, Inc."
Dick Barthelmess, hurry up with your "Youth" in "Experience."
Are we to grow old from our anxiety to see the finished article?
James Young has arrived in New

York and will direct Marion
Davies in her next
picture,
the not
title yet
of
which has
been announced.
Dorothy Gish
adds
further
to the
"harmless
gaiety
of

Anita Stewart's
second starring
vehicle under Mayer-First National
will be "The Invisible Fear." Allan
Forrest has been
engaged to play opposite her.

nations" in a new
"The Ghostpicture,
In The
mystery

Sir kerGilbert
consults Parwith
the director George
Melford
daily
in
Garret."
the production of

"Lessons In
Love," is the new
title given to Constance Talmadge's
picture, "The Man
From Toronto."

his story "The
James
Kirkwood
Money
Master."
and
Alice
Hollister
take the leading
roles.

Constance Binney

George Randolph
Chester and Mrs.

is working on "The
Magic production
Cup," a
Realart
directed by John S.
Robertson.
Justine
Johnson's
next
picture
for
Realart will be
"Sheltered Daughters," from the
scenario of Waldemar Young.
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Chester are in Hollywood, California,
where Mr. Chester
is personally
directing the filming
of
"The
Sonhisofstory
Wallingford," which will
Paul Powell is directing the E. Phillips Oppenheim story, "The Mystery Road," for a British producing organization. His exteriors are laid r n the Riviera, and when he journeyed there recently
he met David Powell, who is vacationing after his appearance in several Famous Player films

Tyrone Power
and Norman
Trevor arc two drawing cards in the new Zeigfeld picture productions, the former
playing opposite Florence Reed.
Miss Reed has not yet deserted
her stage success, "The Mirage."

Charlie Chaplin's first five-reel comedy, "The Kid," has made a
tremendous hit among the New York audiences. It is certain to
meet with applause everywhere, for Charlie and "the Kid" is a
combination no fan could resist.
I larry Carey is working on "The Homeward Trail," produced
from the
the leading
story by
Eugenerole.
Manlove ' Rhodes. Mignonne Golden
takes
feminine

Marguerite Clark's first independent First National production
has been completed and is titled "Scrambled Wives."
Metro features Gareth Hughes in "Barber John's Boy," by Ben
Ames Williams. This will be Mr. Hughes' first picture under his
new contract with Metro.

Everybody knows that their has been a .slump in picture making.
Now Bayard Wilier, an authority, says the slump has caused a
decided improvement
in motion pictures as it has enhanced
the
quality of the pictures for the future.
More proof that it is an
f > ill wind that blows nobody good.
Afi£

be Vitagraph's next
big
tion. special producVirginia Faire is
playing the ingenue
lead
with
Will

Rogers in "The Unwilling Hero."
Miss Faire was a winner in the
1919 Fame and Fortune Contest conducted by the Brewster Publications.
"The Passionate Pilgrim" is a Cosmopolitan production from the
original story by Samuel Merwin. The cast includes Matt Moore,
Rubye De Remer and Clair Whitney.
Rudyard Kipling's famous story "Without Benefit of Clergy,"
will be produced by Pathe, James Young having been chosen to
direct it. Mr. Young won his fame directing "The Devil." This
experience
may have been considered necessary before tackling
Kipling.
Hope Hampton will appear in a number of productions adapted
from the stories of well known authors. Principle among these is
"Star Dust," by Fannie Hurst.
John Barrymore has just signed a contract with F. J. Godsol to
make motion pictures. Marshall Neilan is to direct him, and it is
rumored that Colleen Moore will be the girl in the case.
Corinne Griffith's forthcoming Vitagraph production bears the
unique title of "It Isn't Being Done This Season." We didn't know
there was anything that isn't being done this season.
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The makers of the finest blankets
in America tell you how to wash them
Fine wool blankets have been made by the
North Star Woolen Mill Company longer
than by any other mill in the country. Their
blankets have won the highest awards in every
exhibition they have entered.
The company has made a special study

Special points on
washing blankets
Extremes of heat and cold
shrink wool so that it is just as
important to maintain a moderate
and even temperature in drying
blankets as in washing them. In
warm weather dry blankets out of
doors in a shady place where they
will not flap and blow in the wind.
In cold or windy weather dry them
indoors.
Rubbing: Blankets are given
a nap to make them soft and fluffy
and to give them warmth. They
should, therefore, never be rubbed
as this will remove some of the
nap and will also felt and shrink
them.

Baby's knitted blankets
and afghans: For washing
follow directions for blankets.
Never hang knitted things but
spread them on a bath towel to
dry, and pull into shape — according to measurements made before
the article was washed.

NORTH

STAR

of the right way to launder blankets. They
are experts in the care of blankets and they
Lux way. washing them the safe, gentle
advocate
Read Bros.
whatCo.,they
say about
Lever
Cambridge,
Mass.laundering1.

WOOLEN

MILL

COMPANY

How

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen: —
We consider the laundering of blankets so important if
they are to wear well and keep their soft, woolly quality,
that we are glad to co-operate with you in teaching women
the best way to launder.
Wool, like silk, is an animal fibre and extra care must be
taken in the choice of soaps used to wash it, and the
methods employed. Rubbing is ruinous. Water too hot,
or too cold, will cause wool to shrink and mat. Harsh
soap yellows and weakens the fibre.
We have assured ourselves that Lux does not contain free
alkali or any other chemical injurious to the finest grade of
wool. It makes a thick lather that eliminates rubbing. It
dissolves so thoroughly that no trace of it is left in the
blanket to yellow the wool. We got excellent results when
we washed our finest blankets with it.
Very truly yours
North Star Woolen Mill Co.

Washing

to wash your
blankets
directions : A rich,

live suds throughout the entire
process is essential in the washing
of blankets. To obtain this use 2
tablespoonfuls of Lux to every gallon of water used in the washing.
Dissolve the Lux thoroughly in
very hot water, whisking it into a
thick lather. Add cold water until
lukewarm. Put the blanket into
the rich suds, souse it up and
down and squeeze the suds
through the entire blanket. If the
suds die down, too much water
has been used in cooling the solution, and more Lux should be
added to restore the suds. Take
extr a care to press the suds
through the very soiled spots, but
be sure never to rub the blanket.
Rinse in three or more, if necessary, lukewarm waters of the same
temperature as the suds.
Drying: It makes blankets
fluffier to let them drip dry. If
this is not convenient, run them
through a loose wringer. Never
twist them. To avoid stretching
and dragging hang the blanket
double, and if possible lengthwise,
over the line and pin it at frequent
intervals.
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This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire
answers by mail, or a list of the film manufacturers, with addresses, must enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to The Answer Man, using
separate sheets for matters intended for other departments of this magazine. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of
the letter, which will not be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
await their turn. Read all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence. If the answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at
top of letter.
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Spring is here.
This is the season when we should
so<w our seeds and remember as ye sow, so shall ye reap.
I hope among the following scatterings you will find a
seed or so and thereby reap the benefits.

Anita McP. — Yes, Anita, after all, the ideal woman
is the woman who thinks that you are the ideal man.
I quite agree with you. You think it is a gift of God to
have such a wonderful personality and to be able to
charm as many people as Wallie Reid does. Yes,
Eileen Sedgwick is playing in "The Diamond Queen."
E. I. K. ; M. F. ; Toronto ; Octogenarian ; Jane ;
L. H. ; L. W. ; Maggie ; Bimbo from Brooklyn ; Cutie
N. B. ; Peggy S. ; Edith the Fair; A. H. ; Canadian
Dreamer; H. N.; M. S.; J. M. Y.; E. H.; Richard
Barthelmess; Baby Blue Eyes; Dusty Rhodes;
Lila Lee's Admirer; Nellie; Margot; N. P. Blue
Eyed Alice. — Sorry to put you all together, but you have
been answered above, and there is nothing new to be said.
Anita G. Ciiristchurch. — Thanks for yours, you
must write me again.
Mildred T. — Well, dont go to Iceland, because there
are no railroads there. It is the largest civilized country
on the globe, without railroads. Thanks for the verse,
I am going to memorize it.
Viola D. — Guess you know the answer by now.
Herbert H. D. — Your letters are always mighty interesting. You say you recognized "Slaves of Pride,"
after reading Dickens' "Dombey and Son." You have a
bright mind. Do you use Sapolio?
Barrymore — Talmadge. — You say it takes a woman
about as long to make up her mind as it does her face.
I believe you know more about woman's face than you
do about her mind. Thomas Meighan did not play in
"Puddin Head Wilson." Lionel Barrymore, at Bennett
Studios, 537 Riverside Drive, New York, and Thomas
Meighan, at Lasky Studios, 1529 Vine St., Hollywood,
California.
Velma B. — Most of the companies you mentioned are
out of existence.
Magdoline— Well, the 19th of February, 1903, came
on Tuesday. So you liked "Always Audacious." Thanks
for the French quill. You know, the most extensive
quill toothpick factory in the world is near Paris, where
there is an annual product of 30,000,000 quills. The
factory was started to make quill pens, but when these
went out of general use it was converted into a toothpick mill.
G. U. Stiff. — You here again ?, Yes, I am the same
old fellow that has been answering these questions year
in and year out. Just getting a little younger, that's all.
Why, Muriel Ostriche is 5 feet 2 inches high and weighs
120 pounds, and Lillian Walker weighs 120 pounds.
Thei.ma F. — You have the right idea. You say the
man who is too honest to steal kisses wont make much

of a hit with the girls. That's right. Never ask a girl
for a kiss — just help yourself. Universal City, Hollywood, Culver City and Los Angeles, are all right near
each other. You're a wonder for 14k Write me again.
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H. Shaw. — Well, I get letters from all over the world.
Yours was mighty interesting. That's pretty good stuff
of yours. You say, tell a girl that she has a swan-like
neck
and she'll
of herself trying to display
it. Where
have make
I seena goose
that before?
Violet. — Why, Alice Joyce is 30 years old, was born
in Kansas City. They do say she was once a telephone
operator,
an
old one. plugging away for a living. Shssh ! that's
B. J. M. ; C. L. ; Inquisitive; Naomi Childers Forever; G. E. W. ; Lillian Gish ; M. B. ; E. S. ; Rumpus
Tumpus ; Miss M. W. ; Koolo Priesto, Inc. ; A. B. ;
Niagara Falls ; Blanche Sweet Fan ; Eleanor
Burke; Kerrigan Admirer; Espanola; Porto Rico;
Anxious Friend; Busy Bee; Montague Love Admirer; Merry Widows ; Miss I. de F. A. ; Dane; F. H.
W. ; C. S. — All of your questions have been answered
above, and I am sorry to put you in the alsorans.
Lee H. — More about Ralph Kellard for you.
Innis P. — You can reach Corliss Palmer at this
address. She played the lead in "Ramon the Sailmaker"
and "From Farm to Fame," and is now preparing to
play the title role in a super production. She came from
Macon, Ga., and was declared by the judges to be the
prettiest girl in America.
Carmen S. S. — Yes, and some people go thru life as
some tourists go thru Europe, so anxious to see the
next sight — the next cathedral, picture, mountain peak
■— that they never stop to fill their senses with the
beauty of the present one. Viola Dana played in "The
Newport Girl," when she was five years old.
Just Billie. — Never heard of her. You say you love
all men and trust none. There are a few who can be
trusted. Senator Harding is the first man to become
President, born since the Civil War. Well, men are
contented to be laughed at for their wit, but not for their
folly. So I accept your merriment with good grace.
Lillie Shamrock. — No, little one, come in some time
and we'll talk it over about Ireland.
Very Lonely. — I'm sorry for you. I get lonely too in
my little hall room with no one but my dog and whiskers
to keep me company. Well, you tell'm
Mayonnaise is
dressing.
,
Sailor Jack. — Oh, cheer up, gloomy one. Smile, boy,
in Heaven's name, smile ! Anytime you feel like writing
me,Edward
go to it.B. — Those who despise actors must despise
themselves, for we are all actors, and all the world's a
stage. Some of us are awful bad actors, tho. Yes, there
is very little waist material in a lady's evening gown.
Rhodes T. ; George R. ; Arthur D. N. Z. ; Bessie M. ;
Mrs. W. J. P.; James R. S. ; Miriam F. H., St. Louis ;
Theodore W. ; Phila ; Queena ; Kerrigan Fiend ;
Anthony; Agnes H. ; Pt. John S. and Antonio. —
Please accept my thanks. Very kind of you to remember
me, and you must not forget me.
Fuli.awood Alcohol. — Well, I hope not. Very good
stuff of yours.
Connie T. Admirer. — Yes, Tom Mix was a deputy
sheriff in Oklahoma.
He was also one of Col. Roose-

How to Keep
Your Hair Beautiful
Witkout Beautiful well-kept Hair
You can never te Really Attractive
STUDY

the pictures of these beautiful women and you will see just
how much their hair has to do with
their appearance.
Beautiful hair is not a matter of
luck, it is simply a matter of care.
You, too, can have beautiful hair if
you care for it properly. Beautiful
hair depends almost entirely upon the
care you give it.
Shampooing is always the most important thing.
It is the shampooing which brings
out the real life and lustre, natural
wave and color, and makes your hair
soft, fresh and luxuriant.
When your hair is dry, dull and
heavy, lifeless, stiff and gummy and
the strands cling together, and it
feels harsh and disagreeable to the
touch, it is because your hair has not
been shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed properly, and is thoroughly
clean, it will be glossy, smooth and
bright, delightfully fresh-looking, soft
and silky.
While your hair must have frequent and regular washing to keep it
beautiful, it cannot stand the harsh
effect of ordinary soaps. The free
alkali in ordinary soaps soon dries
the scalp, makes the hair brittle and
ruins it.
That is why leading motion picture
stars and discriminating women use
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless product cannot possibly injure
and it does not dry the scalp, or make
the hair brittle, no matter how often
you use it.
If you want to see how really beautiful you can make your hair look, just

Follow

This

Simple

Method

FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in
clear, warm water. Then apply a
a little Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, rubbing it in thoroughly all over
the scalp and throughout the entire
length, down to the ends of the hair.

Rut the Lather m Thoroughly
TWO
or three teaspoonfuls will
make an abundance of rich,
creamy lather. This should be rubbed
in thoroughly and briskly with the
finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff and small particles of dust and
dirt that stick to the scalp.
When you have done this, rinse the
hair and scalp thoroughly, using clear,
fresh, warm water. Then use another
application of Mulsified.
You can easily tell when the hair is
perfectly clean, for it will be soft
and silky in the water.

Rinse

the Hair Thoroughly

THIS is very important. After the
final washing the hair and scalp
should be rinsed in at least two
changes of good warm water and followed with a rinsing in cold water.
After a Mulsified shampoo, you will
find the hair will dry quickly and
evenly and have the appearance of
being much thicker and heavier than
it is.
If you want to always be remembered for your beautiful well-kept
hair, make it a rule to set a certain
day each week for a Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. This regular weekly
shampooing will
keep the scalp soft,
and the hair fine
and silky, bright,
fresh looking and
fluffy, wavy and
easy to manage,
and it will be noticed and admired
by everyone.
You sified
can Cocoanut
get MulOil
Shampoo at any
drug store or toilet
goods counter. A
4-oz. bottle should
last for months.
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velt's rough riders.
Started with Selig in Chicago at
$35 a week.. $35 wouldn't buy his cigarets now.
Queen Elizabeth. — Yours was bright all right. You
say you read the other night that a polished gentleman
never tries to cast reflections. Mother of Joseph ! take
her out. I think I like a piano best, too. My landlady
has a piano which Noah might have had in his ark.
Wood for the best pianos is kept, as a rule, for forty
years before it is considered sufficiently well seasoned to
be used. And sometimes a piano is in one household over
one hundred years. But how can you expect to get a
tune out of a piano that old? You are on the wrong
key, tune up.
T. M. G. — I am never gloomy, because I have lived
long enough to get over the shams and pretenses of
society. With years comes wisdom, peace, liberty and
happiness. Pearl White is working in "The Mountain
Woman." Wesley Barrie has been loaned by Marshall
Neilan to appear in a picture starring Katherine MacDonald called, "Trust Your Wife." Some can never be
trusted. Yes, Wheeler Oakman.
Frank F. — You say you are living down by the river,
and any time I am down that way, drop in. Open invitation, I'll say. Yes, I have heard the latest song —
"After the Ball is Over," by Babe Ruth. Yes, Max
binder is playing — he is playing in "Seven Years Bad
Hazele. — You're right, Emory Johnson is married to
Luck."
Ella Hall. I'm sorry. He played in "Polly of the Storm
Country."
Raymond McKee in "The Little Wanderer."
I. M. M. M. — No, my dear, I am too old to marry.
Thanks just the same. Sheldon Lewis and Corinne
Barker in "The Silent Barrier." Flora de Haven in
"The Hell Ship," and Nell Shipman in the other. So
many.dont think I have a single whisker — you're right,
you

\
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Baby Betty. — I dont care to advise; consult a physician even if he is but a licensed guessor of uncertainties. Yes, Marguerite Clark and Jack Mulhall in "All
of a Sudden Peggy." Jack O'Brien in "Bride 13."
Righto !
Mgt. B. — No, Harold Lloyd isn't near-sighted «or
short-sighted. But he may be far-sighted. Lloyd Bacon
in "The Girl in the Rain."
See above.
Lewis F. — No, indeed, I'm not a woman. How could
a woman write these answers? According to science a
woman's brain averages only 2 pounds 11 ounces, while a
man's averages 3% pounds. And it certainly takes more
than three pounds of brain to write these answers. Yes,
Milton Sills in "Patrica." Doris Lee and Charles Ray
in "The Law of the North.
Wandering Gloogoos. — Hello, Old Top, glad to see
you back. You mean Eulelie Jenson in "Man and His
Woman." Well, I haven't written anything yet that will
live. I have been answering questions for ten years and
I am thankful that / still live even if my answers dont.
Come in again.
Gaby. — You want to know if the tree sends its roots
down or the roots send the tree up. You will have to get
in touch with Dr. Treetop about that. Cant tell you who
played in "Gaby." We have a card index system with
some 20,000 cards, yet, I cant answer that question. Yes,
Mabel Julienne Scott in "The Round Up." Yes, she is
very pretty.
N. L. F. — No, I dont have to pay an income tax, but
oh, how I wish I did ! Anita Stewart and S. Rankin
Drew in "The Girl Phillippa." You refer to Rubaiyat
of Omar Khayyam — "Ah, my beloved, fill the cup that
clears today for past regrets and future fears— Tomorrow? Why, tomorrow I may be myself with yesterday's
seven thousand years." I dont see how it could be filmed.
Polly Woggs. — Me unfaithful? — never! James Morrison was born in Matoon, 111., in 1888. Write me again.
Edna B. — That's right, fine feathers do make fine
birds, but most all fine birds usually have them. Pronounce iti\a-zeem-o-va — accent on the Zeem.
Elmo Lincoln Forever. — Why dont you join
one of the correspondence clubs. Just send a
stamped addressed envelope for list.
James F.— H. B. Warner is in New York, c/o
Pathe. 25 W. 45th St.. New York -City.
Sessue
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Hayakawa is playing in "The First Born." Franklyn
Farnum in "The Fighting Stranger." Muriel Ostriche
in "Betty, the Vamp." Pell Trenton in "The Blue
Moon."
You're welcome.
Ahoha. — Honestly, I dont know where Mary Fuller
is. I hear she got rich in Wall Street and retired.
Those were the happy days. No, Maude Adams has never
played in pictures, and doesn't seem to be inclined to.
George
Beban
is playing
Mancast.in a Million,"
and
his son
George,
Jr., is in
also"One
in the
Albert S. — The word altruism was coined from the
Italian, by Comte, meaning "of or to others." Altruism
teaches that a man's acts, words and thoughts should be
for the welfare of others rather than for himself. Of
course, Mary and Doug are legally married. No'one has
proved the contrary.
Nobody's Sweetheart. — Be patient! Yes, Ethel Barrymore is noted for having said, "That's all there is,
there isn't any more." You say your mother thinks Mae
Murray has six toes on one foot. I dont recollect ever
having counted Mae's toes, but I shall avail myself of
the next opportunity and let your mother know. No, I
have never met Marjorie Daw. I wish she would come
and visit us next time she is East.
Cuban. — What's the pass word? Sugar, tobacco and
rum. Rum diddi umdum rum ! I really cant say why
Richard Barthelmess' pictures aren't shown in Cuba.
Seena Owen's next picture will be "Lavender and Old
I Adore You. — I'm glad you do, write metagain.
Emily F. — There are about 28 species of pine trees in
the United States of which the white pine, Georgia pine,
red pine and the great West Coast sugar pine are£among
theLace."
most valuable. I have marched thru Florida, but not
thru Georgia. Charles Clary is playing in "Sunset
Jones." Irene Rich opposite him. Conrad Nagel is 25.
J. J. W. — It was just a month after your letter was
dated that I received if. You gave no address nor the
address of Mrs. Benthall. Therefore, I hope I am forgiven. Where do you live anyway?
Some Girls. — Yes, you should give the devil his due,
but you should be mighty careful that there isn't much
due him. Now, how can I tell you girls about the life of
Milton Sills. An unmarried man is a bachelor, of course !
The Vamp. — You're like the girl I know who was told
she was worth her weight in gold, but that didn't keep
her from doing all she could to get thin. Walt Whitman
was James in "Darling Mine." Naughty, naughty — be
good or be careful.
Anne S. — You say ignorance is bliss, but I dont know
about that, I never tried it. Anna Nilsson in "No Man's
Land." Dorothy Phillips and William Stowell in "The
Heart of Humanity." Wallace MacDonald is playing
in "The Sage Hen," Gladys Brockwell opposite him.
Curly'. — Fire away, that's what I'm here for. Alex
Onslow was Jerry in "Footlights and Shadows." Harry
Hamm was Arthur. Conrad Nagel in "The Fighting
Chance." Georgie Stewart in "Anne of Greene Gables."
Keep the change, no war tax.
Carl T. — Hope Hampton's first picture was released
by Metro, the second by Famous Players-Lasky, and
the third by First National.
L. E. G. — Yes, Charles Hutchinson in "Double AdH. A. W. — Holy Mackerel ! You want me to circularize the players to find out whether the leading ladies
like to act with stars who'are single, divorced or happily
married, and if there is any difference in the quality or
venture."'
quantitv
drink
! of their love making. I shall *yet be driven to
Huertas. — Thanks for yours.
Betty. — I hugely enjoyed your felicitous flights of
fancy. No, I am not married, so I am not making little
of any woman. Marguerite Clark has no children. You
say "You tell'm, sandpaper," I'm not rough. Tom
Moore is playing in "Made in Heaven."
Ad Myra. — Jolly good letter you wrote. They do say
that Lew Cody is going to appear in vaudeville, and Mae
Murray is going back on the stage. We hope not. Fatty
Arbuckle,
after (Continued
doing "Brewster's
Millions," will do
on page 106)
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three have
Moviehelped
Stars
to win success.
Do you know them by their
smiles?
Write your guess on the
Coupon attached.
If you get the name of even
one of the three right, we will
send you a generous trial tube

Good

of Colgate's Ribbon Dental
Cream, free.
People who realize the importance of cleaning their teeth
daily with a safe dentifrice use
Colgate's. It contains no dangerous acids; no harsh grit; yet
it cleanses thoroughly.
Colgate's isrecommendedbymore
dentists than any other dentifrice.
The flavor is delicious.

Teeth — Good Health — Good Looks
COLGATE & CO.
Dept. 14

199 Fulton St., New York
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COLGATE & CO.
Dept. 14
199 Fulton St., N.Y.
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I know who's smiling;
S
please send me the trial tube.
No. i is

No.2 is

No. 3 is.
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Little Miss Happiness
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(Continued from page 39)
said, "crawling from one roof to another.
The wind blew a gale and every moment I
expected to be lifted bodily and carried over
the housetops. But I kept climbing from
one roof to another holding on desperately
— keeping my eyes closed whenever I could
because I am reduced to a state of abject
terror whenever I'm obliged to look down
from a great height. I dont know why I
ever thought I could do serial pictures anyhow," she said. "I just loathe anything in
the way of stunts — and always did. But
this is a nice lady like serial and I think I
may escape with my life and reason."
"Of course," she continued sagely, "serials are splendid advertising. People are so
curious, you know. They will keep on going to see a serial picture just as they keep
on buying a magazine to see how a serial
story is going to end. Even tho they dont
like the story or characters they want to
know the ending. And of course, they discuss the story and characters more or less,
whether they like them or not. And it all
helps. But I prefer a feature picture like
I did in my last before this — "Rogues and

How Many Miles
Is Your Complexion Good For
How does the powder you use meet the test
of motoring? Does your charm of complexion
race away with the wind, leaving your skin red,
shiny, rough and blotchy? This is one of the
tests that prove the difference between Carmen
and the ordinary face powder. Carmen stays on,
preserving as well outdoors as in, the clear, radiant color and alluring softness that it imparts to
the skin. Carmen, too, excels in the other vital
tests of a face powder. The glorious beauty that
it gives to the skin is immune to dampness. And
it is just as enchanting under the brightest light as
under the softest. Learn by one trial
(0^(^^a£^voe^ the vast difference between Carmen
and the powder you are now using.
Sample Offer Send 12c to cover postage and packing for purse size box with three
weeks' supply — state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER

CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream
and new Brunette Shade
— 50c Everywhere

"And you went to Spain to do it," I interposed.
Romance."
"Yes, a great majority of the scenes were
made there. Such a colorful country. And
such exciting times we had crossing the
country — in a Ford ! One day we were held
up by some soldiers who had orders to
search every party for a Moorish bandit.
I was so in hopes we would see him. It was
all very interesting — but, it was the hottest
place I ever was in. Of course the natives
lay off from work during the hottest part
of the day, and my landlady worried about
me continually because we kept right on
working in good American fashion right
thru mid-day and the long afternoons. We
were, I understand, the first film outfit to
take scenes of the country and we were
treated like royalty with very few exceptions.
"We secured many picturesque settings
in Spain. We photographed scenes in the
ancient Alhambra in Grenada, the summer
palace of former Moorish princes — we
spent two daj's in Northern Africa where
we shot an old fortress and some very lovely scenes — but after all, I cant see why we
go abroad to get picturesque scenery when
there are still hundreds of beautiful locations right here in our own country that the
fans
are
not familiar with," said the loyal
little American.
"And what do you want most to do?"
I inquired.
"Learn — everything I can," she replied.
"And then, I want to create something real
for the screen — something that will make
people forget June Caprice and remember
the work I did. I mean it," she said. "It's
all very well to frisk about in frilly creations of pink and nile green and to have
people say 'that's June Caprice, isn't she
cute?' But rather do you remember this or
that part in such and such a picture ? Wasn't
it a wonderful characterization ?"
As I went subwayward I was unconscious
of lowering skies, scattering rain drops and
chill winds, remembering the wholesome
joyousness, suggestive of rose gardens, sunshine and happypiness.
dreams — Little Aliss HapOne man's justice is another's injustice;
one man's beauty, another's ugliness ; one
man's wisdom, another's folly, as one beof view.
holds the same objects from a higher point
The strenuous life is alright, but dont be
one of those (who are always so busy and
yet who never accomplish anything.
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Letters to tke Editor
Letters to the editor cannot be used in
this department unless the name and
address is given. If the ivriter desires
that only initials be used in publishing,
please specify in letter

The many friends of the Talmadges
have come gallantly to their rescue.
We have not space to print all these
letters, but these three are typical of
all their ardent defenders.
Dear Editor .-—This is in defense of the
Talmadges.
In the January Motion Picture Magazine, Jule D. Stolz, 41 McKinley Place,
West New York, N. J., criticised Norma
and Constance, and altho I agree with her
in saying "awful stories, worse direction,
and a seeming carelessness on the part of
the featured players," I most emphatically
disagree when she says, "whoever told that
girl that she was a tragedienne or a sob
sister ?" Norma is the most popular actress
in my town, and we prefer her in dramas
to comedies. She is good as a comedienne,
but as a "sob sister" she is more appealing.
It is just the opposite with Connie. I
cant imagine her in a real honest-to-goodness drama. Look at her eyes, little dancing
devils in them all the time.
I was very disappointed in "A Daughter
of Two Worlds," and "The Woman Gives."
But even at that, I think she did wonderfully, considering the leading men. How
could she act with such "punk" support?
Norma has never played as well as when
Eugene O'Brien was her leading man.
"Ghosts of Yesterday," was her best, and
she almost rivalled this in "The Safety
Curtain." Then, "By Right of Purchase,"
comes next. In these, the story as well as
the acting was about the best the screen
has ever known.
Connie is an ideal heroine for M. R. Rinehart's stories.. Her best work was done
while playing with Harrison Ford.
What is a love story without the love

- TH€

CHARM
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WOMAN'S LOVELINESS. Whenever you see a bottle of Hinds
Honey and Almond Cream on a dainty dressing table, you
may depend upon the owner being a woman of loveliness— the
possessor of those attributes so admired and desired by everyone —
a complexion of soft, glowing freshness, and hands soft, smooth
and attractive. Delightful coolness is the first sensation when
applying- Hinds Honey and Almond Cream. Then follows a wonderful softening and healing .process— a remarkable refining of the
skin's texture and restoring of the surface to its natural clearness.

Shirley Harlow.
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making? You've got to hand it to Norma
when it comes to loving. That is the only
way to- make the picture seem real.
Eugene O'Brien and Seena Owen acted
"natural" in "His Wife's Money." They
acted like any ordinary loving couple would
act, which is far from what we usually get
in most of the love pictures.
Here again I must defend a Talmadge.
Natalie has talent, altho she lacks the beauty, but I think that in one or two years she
may surprise us. If she could gain ten or
fifteen pounds she would be a different
Natalie. Her eyes are very pretty. Her
acting in "Yes Or No," deserves praise,
and I'm impatiently looking forward to the
time when I shall see her a star, instead of
Norma's maid.
I hope to see Cullen Landis starred soon,
and do let us have his picture in the gallery.
Best wishes
for Sincerely,
the Motion
Picture
Magazine, the best on the market.

MAINE

Copyright 1921, A. S. Hinds

121 W. S. Q. Alley, New Iberia, La.
Dear Editor :— We have just read that
horrible letter in the Motion Picture
Magazine about the Talmadges. We think
it is ridiculous, there is not a word of it
true, they are the best actresses on the
screen.
We want Jule D. Stolz, 41 McKinley
Place, West New York, N. J., to know that
all people dont think as she thinks. It takes

q^wsw
a lot of "crust" to write such a thing and
have it printed.
Everybody in Dayton is just wild about
the Talmadges. Please have her picture
(Norma's) on the front page of Motion
Picture.
Three Talmadge Admirers.
Miss Gertrude Fleming, 114 Church
St., Dayton, Ohio.
Miss Emma Coburn, 34 Lincoln St.,
Dayton, Ohio.
Miss Beatrice Witherspoon, 1341 W.
Third St., Dayton, Ohio.
Dear Editor :— In looking over "Letters
to the Editor," I saw a few very unjust
words about Natalie Talmadge.
I think the writer very unfair in condemningthree
"The Little
Talmadge"
on her
first two or
cinema
efforts.
Miss Natalie is only a beginner, also a
very young player, and we can easily afford
to give her a chance as we did with her
wonderful sisters and scores of others on
the stage and screen. She is very good to
look at and does not overdo the small parts
she gets. For me, it wont require patience
or sacrifice to look at her until she establishes herself on the silversheet, for the
simple reason she has the charming Talmadge stamp and bearing.
I am for theatrical families every time.
The Barrymores, Talmadges and Pickfords, rank first on my list of favorites.
Mr. Griffith's, Mr. de Mille's and Mr. Sennett's work keep me alive. But the one
thing I wanted to say in this letter is this,
"Give us more ofSincerely,
'The Little Talmadge.' "
Mary Byrnes.
2331 W. Harold St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jule D. Stolz is moved to defend
her stand taken recently on the Talmadge question, and discusses other
matters of interest.
Dear Sir: — I wish to thank you for the
courtesy you favored me with in your January number of the Magazine, and also to
compliment you on the nature of the Editorials or Forewords with which the Magazine begins. They are splendid.
It is rather surprising, but a number of
your readers took the criticisms which I
made as a personal affront, and I was literally bombarded with highly colored stationery. Perhaps, this merely shows the interested attitude of your readers, but I cannot get away from the personal note they
carried. One in particular, accuses me of
making rash statements anent the Talmadge
sisters, this I am sorry to say, I cannot
agree with. I, as one of the public, am
interested in the aforementioned girls only
to the extent of their work. Their personal affairs mean nothing to me. It is
when I have viewed pictures as poor as
those I mentioned that I get "riled," and
feel like doing something rash. My personal opinion, has not, as yet, been changed,
and I still insist that the Talmadge retinue
is "resting on its laurels," for neither, "The
Perfect Woman," nor "Yes Or No" satisfied me. I have not as yet seen "Satan's
Paradise," nor Mamma's Affairs." They,
as far as I know, have not been released
yet. Of course, I shall go to see them, as
I am willing to be convinced, and am open
to argument.
Well, to get away from the question of
the hour, I want to say something about the
work of Miss Sylvia Breamer. Here is a
young star ravishingly beautiful, and has
the power to portray a difficult role. Is she
given a decent picture to show the sort of
thing she can do ? She is not ! Instead, she
has

namby-pamby

stuff like "My

Lady's
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Olive Oil Makes Glossy Hair
Silky texture and satiny gloss are attractions you need not envy. You
can acquire these attractions very easily. Stop the careless washing
which makes your hair rough, dull and brittle and use Palmolive
Shampoo which cleanses more thoroughly without drying out the hair.
After a Palmolive Shampoo your hair is beautifully soft. It is silky
and it has that well-groomed look. Brush it carefully, massage it
gently once a day and shampoo every two weeks and everyone will
admire your glorious, glossy hair.

Used by scalp specialists
Palmolive Shampoo is rich in olive oil,
the great hair beautifler used by scalp
specialists to revitalize thin, lifeless, falling, unhealthy hair. It gives the all-desired gloss and a beautiful, silky quality.

Follow these
Comb your hair over your face, freeing
it from tangles. Wet thoroughly, for the
wetter your hair the more profuse the
lather.
Dip your fingers into the shampoo
(previously poured into a cup or glass)
and massage it into the scalp, which produces a profuse, fragrant lather.
Wash the length in this thick lather and

It keeps your hair soft and makes it seem
abundant.
This olive oil is blended with palm oil,
another Oriental oil of beneficial action.
and coconut oil is added for the sake of
its lathering qualities.

directions
then rinse. This is easy, as water dissolves Palmolive .Shampoo instantly without any danger of leaving soap traces.
Twoing and
lathers
are required. Dry by shakfanning.
Brush thoroughly (with a clean brush)
and then examine the quality of your hair.
Its softness, its silky abundance, its
shiny attractive gloss will delight you.

Send for trial size bottle
It is sent absolutely free, accompanied
by a booklet which explains home treatment of the hair and scalp to help make
it grow thick and beautiful. Together
they introduce you to the secret of glorious,
glossy
hair,
beautiful
with
health
and

the well groomed
look women
envy
and
men admire.
The Palmolive Company, Milwaukee, I S,
A, The Palmolive Company Of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
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Garter," which is so highly improbable that
even her beauty can do nothing to aid it.
This young woman could be one of the best
bets of today, and where is she?
I should like to see very much more of
Betty Blythe, that regal young person too,
but I just read she is to do "The Queen of
Sheba" ... rot ! emulating Theda Bara ?
In all the sane common sense pictures,
Will Rogers has his place, he is fine; and
he isn't an acquired taste with me. His
leading woman, Irene Rich, is so utterly
charming,
ular girl. that words fail me, she's a regI cannot say that I care for Mae Murray,
there is something about her portrayal of
the sophisticated person that repulses me.
me.
So, despite the splendid direction of "On
With the Dance," the picture fell flat with
Of Corrinne Griffith, I never have
enough, and if ever there was a woman who
can wear clothes better than Gloria Swanson, here is one. I should like to see her
under the direction of de Mille, Cecil.
Edythe Chapman and George Fawcett
are two of the older folk I love to see, they
are so genuine.
Also, may I add my bit of admiration
for "Humoresque." I am still awed by it.

"M

"Don't cry, dear— I know
the way to clear your skin"
"Y doctor has often said
that almost any woman
can have a clear, soft,
even radiant complexion, if she
will only obey a certain law of
hygiene.
"Your skin is poor because you
have disregarded that law. Mine
was too, until I observed the law;
and ever since, it has been clear
and fine.

"It seems that woman's besetting
trouble — clogged intestines — is
largely responsible for a poor
skin. When the food waste is
not regularly and thoroughly
eliminated, poisons form, which
the blood absorbs and carries to
the millions of tiny body cells.
These poisons are the most
common cause of skin troubles.
Blotchiness,eruptions,sallowness,
are some of the results.
"And not only the skin shows
the effects of this poisoning —
the hair becomes dry and brittle,
the eyes are dull, and you lack
animation and life.
"My doctor told me that what

most women with poor complexions need is Nujol, which induces the good habit of regular,
daily evacuations.
"Instead of irritating or forcing
the system, Nujol simply softens
the food waste. This helps all
those tiny muscles in the intestinal walls, contracting and expanding in their normal way, to
squeeze the food waste along so
that it passes naturally out of the

system.
"And one of the things you
will like about Nujol is that it
is absolutely harmless and pleasant to take. It works without
causing griping, or nausea, and
work
or play.
does not
interfere with the day's
"Buy a bottle of Nujol, my dear,
and take it regularly. It assures
internal cleanliness, the only secret of a good complexion."

Nujol
REG. U.sT^^PAT. OFF-

Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed bottles only, bearing the Nujol trade mark.
For authoritative booklet on how to remove toxins that mar the skin, mail this coupon today.
Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey). Room 71 9-Y, 44 Beaver Street, New York
(In Canada, send to Nujol, 22 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal.) Please send me copy of "A
LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".
Name

I
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Apropos
this,actor,
is Gaston
Glass; like
he's toa
very
fine of
young
and I should
see more of him. I saw "So Long Letty,"
and am still laughing over T. Roy Barnes.
He's the most amusing of the amusing, and
I hereby nominate him Comedian-supreme.
Subtle stuff that. I suppose we may say a
few words anent the passing of the stars,
Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin. They are gone their
various ways to stay. There will not be
many tears shed, I warrant.
To the authors of the pinks and blues I
want to say this, I enjoyed reading your
letters, and of course, you all understand,
it's in the game
Bettersincerely,
Moving Pictures.
Yours of very
Jule D. Stolz.
41 McKinley Place, West New York, NJ.

Mr. Griffith has said that the mental
age of the average moving picture
audience is nine years. Perhaps that
accounts for some of the rather surprising decisions made in the Popularity Contest. As a matter of fact,
the movies could not exist without the
support of the very young, who form
the bulk of its admirers and followers. Could one expect their judgment
to be infallible?
We received a letter today from a
boy of seventeen from the far West,
whose hero was Tom Mix. He gave
his reasons for thinking him the greatest of screen actors. They were these :
"He wears good clothes, rides welltrained horses and decorated saddles."
Dear Editor :— I hope some time soon
you are planning to have one of your experts prepare us an article on the psychology of "Popularity Contests." In each number of your magazine the varying lists
published are a constant source of interest
and joy — sometimes of dismay. And in
spite of earnest thought on the matter, I
find myself frequently at loss to correlate
the results to my satisfaction.
What sort of people send in votes ? What
are their standards, and why? And what is
the ultimate
value of it all, to motion pictures ?
I have been a constant and consistent fan
since the early days of the photoplay, and I
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have an abiding faith in its future. Otherwise I might indeed lose faith in an art
supported and encouraged by a public which
rates Bebe Daniels and Tom Mix distinctly
higher than Elsie Ferguson and John Barrymore. It would be hypocritical to deny
the value of beauty and grace, where the
appeal is first of all to the eye, and yet, one
would be sorry to think that, as it sometimes seems, acting ability is the last quality recognized or desired. Wallace Reid is
a better actor than he gets credit for,
but dollars to doughnuts, it's his engaging
smile and racing cars that get him votes ;
Norma Talmadge and Nazimova do possess the divine spark, and yet, strangely
enough, are popular ; Rod La Roque seems
to have no special quality except youth, and
yet is popular ; and when all is said and
done, there is good old Bill Hart, not much
of an actor, and neither young nor beautiful, and again enormously popular!
So, what does it, and how? And does it
really represent anything of value to player
or audience, except a transitory gain at the
box office? Isn't it possible that it may
even cause a loss, by a narrowing and
cramping attempt to retain a surface popularity at the cost of greater artistic growth?
I should greatly enjoy hearing other opinions on the subject.
Yours truly,
A. C. J.

A Surprise

Lowell, Mass.

Here is another indictment of the
"Happy Ending." Is it always incompatible with Realism? Any one
who wishes to take up the cudgels in
its behalf, may write to Mr. Moses.
Dear Mr. Editor: — I have read several
letters on various topics written by readers
of your magazine who are scattered over
many parts of the globe, and if you have
time to read my letter, I would appreciate
your permit for my views on a topic which
seems to be of interest to many of those
who daily make moving pictures a point of
conversation.
Several months ago a Frenchman, a picture critic, made the statement that American pictures were not realistic and true to
the every day life of a nation. His only
reason for this was based on the ending
of the pictures. He claimed that pictures
to be of universal interest, must have sad
endings as well as happy ones.
In a few respects I agree with our French
friend. I believe that a picture with a
combined ending of happiness mixed with
sorrow would be all right for a change, but
how long would the people of our nation
tolerate pictures that flashed the last scene
in some pessimistic mood? It is evident
that young America is allowing himself or
herself to be lead by the things with which
they daily come in contact.
Older people as well as the younger generation, in many cases, place their ideal in
some person, book or plot, that they have
seen, and in my estimation, it would be far
more elevating and impressive to look upon
a picture that placed the beauties, possibilities and happiness of this life before them.
The conclusion of a picture is the part
which is most likely to linger the longest in
the minds of those who see it, and are willing to let themselves profit by it.
I should be very glad to correspond with
other readers who are interested in the
motion picture world.
Sincerely,
Walter I. Moses.
920 University St., Dixon, 111.

Awaits you in this ten-day test
This is to urge that you brush teeth
for ten days in a new way. Combat
the film. Bring other good effects. The
whiter, cleaner, safer teeth will be a
delightful surprise.
To millions of people this method is
bringing a new era in teeth cleaning.

It combats

film

One object is to fight the film — that
viscous film you feel. This is the teeth's
great enemy. It dims the teeth and
causes most tooth troubles.
Film clings to teeth, gets between
the teeth and stays. The ordinary tooth
paste does not effectively combat it.
So night and day it may do a damage
which few people have escaped.
It is the film-coat that discolors, not
the teeth. Film is the basis of tartar.
It holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Despite the tooth brush, all these
ing.
troubles have been constantly increas-

New

methods

now-

Dental science, after diligent research,
has found
effective film combatants.
Able
authorities
have
amply
proved
Ptfr.OFr

them.
Now leading dentists, in Europe
and America, advise their daily use.
The methods are embodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And millions
of people have already adopted it.

Watch these desired effects
Pepsodent combats the film in two
effective ways. Then it leaves the teeth
so highly polished that film-coats cannot easily adhere.
It also brings other effects which
modern authorities desire. It multiplies
the salivary flow, as certain foods would
do. That
is Nature's great tooth-protecting agent.
It multiplies the starch digestant in
the saliva, to digest starch deposits
which otherwise cling and may form
acid. It multiplies the alkalinity of the
saliva, to neutralize the acids which
cause tooth decay.
Thus twice a day it brings to users
unique tooth protection.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using. Mark the absence of the viscous
film. See how teeth whiten as the filmcoat disappears. Read in our book the
scientific reason for each new effect.
Do this now. It is most important,
both to you and yours. It may lead to
life-long benefits which you cannot
afford to miss.

i

REC U.S.

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every
application brings five desired effects.
Approved by highest authorities, and
now advised by leading dentists everywhere. All druggists supply the large
tubes.

10-Day Tube Free561

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 526, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Things Tou Never Knew
(Continued from page 41)

:e^8 flO SHOES

and Workmanship

Maintained
Reduced
Special Shoes $1 f) 00
I Special Shoes $fi QA
Hand Workmanship
Xl/.l/V
||
Stylish and Durable
VF.W
FO/2 MEN AND
WOMEN

THE STAMPED PRICE IS W. L. DOUGLAS PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT THE SHOES ARE
ALWAYS WORTH THE PRICE PAID FOR THEM
YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES
SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

They are the best known
shoes in the world.
Sold
in 107 W. L. Douglas
stores, direct from the factory to you at only one
profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that
can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.
Douglas name
and the
retail price are stamped
on the bottom of all
shoes before they leave
the factory, which is
your protection against
unreasonable profits.

H50&*5j00

W.L.Douglas shoes are absolutely the best shoe values
for the money in this country. They are made of the
best and finest leathers that money can buy. They
combine quality, style, workmanship and wearing qualities equal to other makes selling at higher prices.
They are the leaders in the fashion centers of America.
The prices are the same everywhere ; they cost no more
in San Francisco than they do in New York.
W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,
skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision
of experienced men, all working with an honest determination to make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.
f^ nAIITIrtRI
having
W. L.
\J
W I I \J I W Insist
Douglasupon
shoes.
The name
and price is plainly stamped on the sole. Be careful to see that it has not been changed or mutilated
W.L.Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000
shoe dealers besides our own stores. If your
local dealer cannot supply you, take no other
make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by
mail, postage free.

President
0
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,
132 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.
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How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes
and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is 'guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you
postpaid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash
and Eyebrow
Beautifier together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature's Beauty
Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
M. T.'s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
M. T.'s Depilatory to remove
sutierfluous hair
$ -50
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
$1.00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"... $ .75
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the action the director sits in his chair, and
makes a noise like a deaf-mute at a clambake.
When there are several stupid supers or
extras in a scene, for hotel stuff or country
club "atmospher," the director uses a megaphone. But the tone is invariably quite
subdued, almost bored, one might be tempted to say, did he not realize the results
such quiet methods get.
It is next to impossible to break into the
charmed circle of moving-picture actors.
Unless you have a stage record or dramatic
experience of some sort, you are not even
considered. Beauty doesn't help so much as
one would suppose it should. There are
exceptions, of course, just as there are to
everj' rule. Norman Kerry was thrust into
service opposite Connie Talmadge, in a
street scene one summer day, when her
leading man left in a fine temperamental
frenzy, and Bessie Love was asked into the
studio by Griffith himself, but over ninetynine per cent of the topnotchers today —
and an equal percentage of those who are
not so topnotch — were schooled by Hard
Knox, and fought their way to whatever
position they now hold.
At the Studio Club — the Hollywood
branch of the Y. W. C. A. — you will see
girls rivaling Clara Young and Anita
Stewart in beauty, girls who would cause
you
to smile
contentedly
say and
"Let'sbeauty
stay
a while
!" You
will find and
youth
combined in such a way as to produce a
result usually best expressed by the term
"Pippins !" And yet these lustrous-eyed,
red-lipped optical treats continue to make
the rounds of the studios daily, taking a bit
here, an extra part there, and being satisfied with whatever comes to them, be it
ever so humble. Some of them cant act;
some of them fail to register their beauty
on the fickle screen, and some are j ust plxn
unlucky. None of them will say "Come
West,
young into
girl, pictures
come Westis !"as hard as
Breaking
breaking out of a strait-jacket. Of course,
if you're a Houdini, and can do the latter,
it's easy enough to accomplish the former !
Marriage is as popular in Hollywood as
it is in Omaha, Dubuque, or Lebanon, Pa.
Musical comedians to the contrary notwithstanding, the standard of morality in the
celluloid colony is just as high as it is in
any correspondingly large community in
these United States. The only difference
is that divorcees in Tuscaloosa haven't the
efficient press agents that grace Hollywood
and its natives. Every move is a picture,
and if possible, a front-page feature.

The Threshold
(Continued from page 45)
California, high on a mountain where it is
entirely hidden from the winding road.
And in the garden of her new home she
will plant a tree for some friend; a rosebush for a loved one — and so on, and she
goes further, fresh in her April days, to
dream about old age, when she will wander
about in her memory garden where every
tree and shrub will tell her a story of someone or something in the years of her life
then faded.
At this juncture the friend came and, in
leaving, I wished again I might paint her
in the glory of her youth, rich in her high
hopes and dreams — that I might paint her
and call the painting "April."
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"A Joy Forever"

(Continued from page 37)
Lasky-Famous Players, Helen Dewitt, who
was with Metro for a while, and the other
two Gold Medalists are Erminie Gagnon
and Beth Logan.
Two little girls, Dorothy Taylor, seven
years old, and Ruth Higgens, six years old,
were awarded Silver Medals. Both played
in "Love's Redemption."
We have now working in conjunction
with us, "The Sunday Times," of New
Brunswick, New Jersey. This paper is
conducting a Fame and Fortune Contest of
its own, and every Sunday they publish the
pictures of their Honor Roll, which in turn
is submitted to us. We appreciate their
welcome co-operation, as it lessens the work
at our end considerably.
The judges of the 1921 Contest have been
decided upon, and we herewith publish the
illustrious list. Their names alone are a
guarantee of their fitness for the task assigned to them. They are : Mary Pickford,
Howard Chandler Christy, Thomas H.
Ince, J. Stuart Blackton, Maurice Tourneur, Ruth Roland, Carl Laemmle, Jesse
Lasky, Blanche Bates, Jules Brulatour,
Eugene V. Brewster, and David Belasco.
We publish every month in Motion Picture Magazine the Fame and Fortune
Honor Roll, together with all news of the
Contest. You cannot afford to miss a
single issue.

ni\e Little Clown
(Continued from page 35)
the weather and nothing of Pat's feelings.
It had been cloudy lately, but today was
very pleasant, only a trifle cool. She hoped
it was pleasant where the circus was traveling, and had everybody forgotten the Littlest Clown? She hoped not, because she
hadn't forgotten anybody herself, and often
thought about how good they'd been to her
and how happy she was then. Dick was
perfectly splendid, and Dick's people had
given her a set of Jane Austin for her
eighteenth birthday.
Then came still briefer letters, with a
rumply spotty look about them, and blurred
words and blots and trembling letters, spelling brave lies. Of course she was happy.
Daddy Toto wasn't to worry. Only, of
course, she was sometimes a little lonely.
Dick was so busy. She wished she could
see some of her old friends.
Daddy Toto had known even before he
came to it, that the Beverly house would be
just such a big, white, bleak place with most
of its shutters closed as tho the sun was
something poisonous and to be dreaded. He
had known even before he saw her that his
little Pat would have the curls brushed out
of her riotous hair and the curl cried out
of her laughing mouth. But he had not
known quite how it would feel to hold her,
sobbing and laughing and trembling in his
arms.

NABISCO
Sugar Wafers
Gossamer - light strips
enclosing
fillings. vari-flavored

ANOLA
Sugar Wafers
Creamy chocolate
betweenvored wisps.
chocolate-flaRAMONA

THE wise hostess knows that
whatever surprise-dessert
makes its appearance, these dainty
three make the surprise and the
enjoyment complete. So she sees
to it that a ready supply of all
three is kept in the pantry at all
times. In this way she guards
against surprise when company
unexpectedly calls, while insuring
delicious surprises for them.
Sold in the famous
In-er-seal Trade Mark package

NATIONAL

BISCUIT

COMPANY

Sugar Wafers
Centers of creamy
cocoanut sandwiched
between chocolate-flavored wafers.

"Oh Daddy ! Oh Daddy Toto Dear !" Pat
kept saying, "You didn't forget me, did
you ? I was afraid you had ! Oh, I was
afraid nobody wanted me any more !"
"Nobody wanted you, Pat?" said Daddy
Toto with a hunger in his voice, and the
fixed grin on his weathered face, "we always want you, dear. Come back to the
circus, Pat ! Come home !"
She looked at him longingly, but shook
her head. "Dick's people dont want me to
marry him." She spoke quietly, but her
face was scorched with shame, "they dont
say so, but they do so ! I'd go if — if I were
(Continued on page 90)
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Agnes In The Abstract
{Continued from page 57)
faint, abstracted smile. The occasional,
startling glimpse of grey when her eyes
turn toward you.
"Do you know what I want?" she questioned suddenly, interrupting the effort
which, in final capitulation, I was making to
establish a definite angle to our conversation. Ithought : At last !
"To be a star ?" I suggested.
She smiled — patiently.
"To
have your own company," I amended hurriedly.

WITHERS

"No," she sighed, "none of those. I want
I saidsoda
meekly
an "Oh
ice !"
cream
!" .
I followed her lead to her car outside.
In it we glided over to a drug store on the
Boulevard. She gave her order — a chocolate ice cream soda.
"I'm so tired of interviews," she murmured, removing her coat, a gorgeous thing
of fur.
I said nothing, apologetically.
Drawing a deep breath, obviously resolving to go thru with it, she plunged into a
rapid autobiography.
"I started as an extra — of course you
know that. I was with Essanay and Vitagraph, and later made O. Henry pictures.
Then came Fox and the American cinema — ■
but here are the sodas !"
We both imbibed relief thru our straws.
Practically
knowswith
Agnes'
most
recent
work. every
Her one
success
Marshall
Neilan's "Go and Get It," her work in the
Realart picture "The Furnace," and with
Lasky and De Mille in "Forbidden Fruit,"
and, had
soonlong
to be
released, in
"Anatol."
She
has
experience.
Perhaps
the only

)E on tke alert so tKat others
may not observe the first
tattling gray streaks in
your hair before you discover them yourself.
Then
do not stop to

big company she has not been with is Goldwyn — which is now concentrating all its
efforts on its authors. It is whispered that
she will be starred by Lasky in London.
I mentioned presently that I had seen her
that night in the Ambassador grill — that
she had seemed cold.
"Oh no," she said, with faint distaste at
the remembrance. "I like that pink and
black effect rather well, at least it is different. But unless one dresses suitably it

grieve but act promptly* to banish
them.
It is easj) to escape the severe penalties
everywhere visited upon the woman who
neglects her hair when it begins to fade.

absolutely kills one's gown. That's why I
had to keep my cloak about me all the evento keep the
colors
from
clashing."
Sheing—shuddered
a little
at the
thought.

Unsignth} graj) streaks, when tinted
with "Brownatone" to bring back their
original color and to restore to all the hair
a jtouthful lustre, ma}? challenge microscopic examination, so perfect is the result
produced.

We drained our glasses and sauntered out
again to her car, pausing on the way to
purchase two magazines which seemed to
have devoted that particular issue entirely
to expounding the charms of Agnes. I had
often wondered what it must be like to read
about yourself and I watched her curiously.
But, apart from a slight lengthening of
that abstracted smile, nothing happened.
Her only comment was that she photographed rather well ; I agreed. Yes, she
did that well. '
I murmured the usual formula as I left.

BROWNATONE
is not a paste tut a clean, one bottle, liquid
preparation, eas^ to appty, instant in its
effect and indispensable in the lives of
hundreds of thousands of women who
have proved its efficiency.
Sold everywhere by leading druggists — SOc and
$1.50. Two colors: Golden to Medium Brown"
and
Dark Brown to Black."
For a free trial bottle of "Brownatone" with
simple directions send 1 lc to pay packing, postage
and war tax to —

THE
KEiNTONU
PHARMACAL CO.
594-

COPPIN

BLDG.

Covin6ion, Kentucky, U.S.A.
Canada
^Smfofak
Windsor

,

"You have gotten something suitable for
your story then?" she asked. "I hope so,
because we all like to think we're clever."
I waited an instant, hopefully. Something clever? ' ,
But her faint smile swept me lightly,
lazily — dismissed me. Nothing was going
to happen. '
\
It was the opening night of the new
Ambassador Theater.
We sat in the pink and black grill — the
Dramatic Critic of the Los Angeles Times,
and I, and our ladies.
The Critic was enthusiastic. Witness his
fists thumping upon the table.
"The kind of a woman (Thump) who
I turned

LA6£

presently

that

I might

see —

Resindl

does wonders for
poor complexions
Underneath most unattractive skins

is a clear, pleasing complexion — all
that is needed is the proper treatment!
It issurprising how often a brief use of
Resinol Ointment and Resinol Soap
will clear away blotches, redness and
roughness and give the skin its natural
freshness and charm.
If your skin isn't just what you want it to be,
ask your dealer for Resinol Soap and Ointment
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years.Town"
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OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
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Reduce Your
Flesh
Exactly where desired
by wen ring

Reducing
Famous Medicated

Dr. Walter's
Rubber Garments
For Men and Women
Cover the entire
body or any part.
Endorsed by leading
physicians.
Send for
illustrated Booklet.
Dr. Jeanne M.P.Walter
Bust Reducer.

Price

$6.00

353 FifthBuilding.
Ave., New
York
/Billinlrs
4th Floor\

Chin Reducer, Price $2.50 lEnt.on34th st..sdDoorEasU

Freckles

arenasbrichtnesa,
a cloud before
the sun,"
your
your beauty.
Why hiding
not
remove them? Don't delay. Use
Made especially to remove freckles.

STILLMAN'SciK'

Leaves the akin clear, smooth and without ablemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience. Money refunded
If not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

B*'Woald»tThouBeF*ir?"
1 Contains many beauty hints,
an J describes a nurakr of deprint
indispcnsaVla
II to
the preparations
toilet, Soldbyalldruggittt

STILLMAN
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DIMMER PRAYS

aware of the white wrath being poured
upon me by both his lady and mine.
Agnes was sitting there in her pink chair
in a gown that blended perfectly with the
color motif of the room. She wore no cloak.
She was smiling, a faint, abstracted smile.
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Mnfi Eternal Feminine
(Continued from page 23)
ESTABLISHED 1868
Our Preparations are Distinctive.
World over.
the
rose tint. Softens and velvetizes the
skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting,
ROSALINE is not affected by perspiration or
displaced by bathing.
Jars, 35c.

DIAMOND
NAILan immediate
ENAMEL and
J0nr,Td£eeor
fc*
grit, producing
lasting polish.
Its delicate rose tint will not discolor the skin or
cuticular fold of the nails. Diamond shape box, 35c.
ONfiOTTNF bleaches and cleans the nails, revuuvuiHu
moves ink, hosiery and glove stains
from the skin; guaranteed harmless. Bottles, 65c.

and whitensoftening
For the
VIUW11U
Q1.A ing
JrlH VLft
CREAM VAN
skin. Feeds and
nourishes the tissues. Preserves a beautiful complexion and restores a faded one. Jars, 35c.
Sold oy dealers evert/where, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage. Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices
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Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors
New York
10 and 12 East 23rd St.
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Three Advantages
now

offered by
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BONDS

1. Larger investment returns than
can normally be secured from even
the highest grade investment stocks.
2. An opportunity for enhancement
in value almost as great as from
speculative securities.
3. A degree of safety which probably has never been equalled before
because of the large increase in asset values of industrial and railroad corporations.
Write Dept. MP-20 for our list of bond
investment suggestions which we recommend as offering these unusual advantages

L L Winkelman & Co*
62 Broad Street,
Telephone
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New York
6470

Branch Offices in Leading Cities
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Short -Story Writing
A Course of Forty Lessons,
taught by Dr. J. BergEsenwein,
Editor of The writer'aMonthhj.
One pupil has received over
$5,000 for stories and articles
written mostly in spare time.
Hundreds are selling right along
to the leading magazines and the
best producing companies.
Also courses in Play Writing,
Photoplay Writing, VersificaDR. ESENWE1N
tion, Journalism, etc.
150-Page illustrated catalogue free. PleaseAJdress

Zne Home Correspondence School
Dept.115

ESTABLISHED

Springfield, Mass.
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dont want to part with the secure home and
comforts the man has given them. The
dependent woman stands every kind of
trouble and insult because she is afraid to
lose her husband.
"Perhaps it is as well that this is true.
For these are the women that propagate
the race. Women who are conquering the
world artistically or economically do not
have time for children. That is, the majority do not. Of course there are exceptions— great women like SchumannHeink and Louise Homer who have managed to rear families and build careers as
well, but they are in the minority.
"The pitiful part of the independent woman is that she can buy herself everything
she desires. She becomes ten times as hard
to satisfy because she has been able to
exercise her own artistic discrimination in
the spending of her money. And gradually
she finds that there is nothing her husband
can buy her which would be quite as exquisite as that which she could buy herself,
and she longs for him to outstrip her in his
career, so that he can afford to surpass her
expenditures on herself.
"And so you see paradoxically enough it
comes back to my original statement: 'A
woman wants a master, a caveman.'
"Woman has always been accused of
wanting clothes. And yet of what value
are beautiful gowns and jewels if one hasn't
a suitable place to wear them, or someone
to love and admire the beautiful effect.
A restaurant is no place to have to wear
one's clothes night after night. A woman
needs a beautiful home where she can be
surrounded by her friends.
"And Fame — women want fame because
they long for the demonstration of the
fact that they are admired. Every woman
wants to be appreciated.
"Woman — that is the American woman —
will always be restless, and it is just as well
that this is so, otherwise the old world
would
to progress.
For goit is
woman's
wants cease
that makes
the world
around.
"Just as soon as she stops craving things,
woman reaches a dead level and she not
only travels in a rut but becomes an anchor,
a ball and chain to her husband. Woman
was not meant to be perfectly happy, for
happiness breeds contentment and contentment means standing still.
"I never want to reach the stage where I
no longer desire something. For that reason
I am not extravagant with my money. I
like to feel that there is still a gown
needed, or a fur that I want, or a bit of
jewelry. Anticipation is more than half
the zest of having things.
"My husband spoils me. He worries over
me. He is afraid if I get my feet wet, or
if I am despondent. He frets over me like
a mother duck with one little lone duckling. It is wonderful to be so cared for,
but sometimes I want him to scold me. I

FASHIONED
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weave

that

shapes without a seam.
You'll enjoy the smooth, comfortable foot — the fashioned fit
gives to your ankles the charm
or trimness and good taste.
Ask

for

knr't-in
"Burson shape.
' to

get

the

Leading stores sell them
BURSON KNITTING CO.
Rockford, Illinois

want to be bossed!"
Miss Ferguson's lovely lips parted in a
whimsical smile. Her eyes quizzically
looked at her reflected vision in the dressing
room mirror. With one of her slight but
speaking gestures she said :
"After all there's little we can do about
this woman question, is there? But take it
from me, her greatest happiness comes
from the human touch. Cherchez — the well
bred caveman !"
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Little Clown

(Continued from page 87)
sure that Dick didn't want me either. But
I've got to be sure of that, Daddy. Because
you see, I iove him so much. Sometimes I
think he cares still, and sometimes I think
he doesn't. But I've got to be sure."
"Say !" A smaller edition of Dick, aged
seven, stood suddenly at their elbow, regarding Daddy Toto with bulging eyes.
"Pat, is that the funny man you told me
© B & B1921

Let No Corn
spoil one happy hour
ANY

corn ache nowadays

It does it in the right, the gentle,

is

/~\ unfair to yourself.
You can stop it by a touch.
You can end the whole corn in
short order.

the scientific way. Harsh treatments are unnecessary now. It
is vouched for by this great laboratory, famous the world over.

The way is Blue-jay — either
liquid or plaster. One moment
applies it, the next moment forgets it.
The pain stops. Then the corn
soon loosens and -comes out.
Blue-jay has done that to not
less than 20 million corns.

If you use wrong methods,
cease them. If you pare corns,
quit. There is now an ideal corn
ender. It is saving millions of
painful hours.
Ask your druggist for Blue-jay.
Apply it tonight. It will end your
dread of corns.

Plaster or Liquid
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The Scientific Corn Ender
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RUBBER
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The kind with perfect mechanical construction
and highest gi\»de bristles and badger hair.
They never shed hairs, cannot come apart, and
■wear lor many years. Perfectly sterilized. Put
up and sold in sanitary individual packages.
Infection cannot come from them.
Send for Illustrated Literature
JOHNL. WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO., Boston, U.S.A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over 110 Years and the
Largest in the World
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r Body
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Conserve Your Health
and Efficiency First
It For $10,000"
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an enthusiastic,
grateful
than worn
a farm,"
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another.
In like manner
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over 100,000"Worth
people more
who have
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NATURAL

BODY

BRACE

Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AILMENTS of MEN and
WOMEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure. Brings restful relief,
comfort, ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense &gTS5'g$l%
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A fit

standing and walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the back; corrects
stooping shoulders, develops lungs, chest and bust: relieves backache, curvatures, nervousness, ruptures; constipation, after effects of Flu. Comfortable
and easy to wear. Keep Yourself Kit.
Write today for illustrated booklet,
measurement blank, etc., and read our liberal proposition.
HOWARD
C. RASH, President Natural Body Brace Co.
117 Rush Building, Sixllna, Kansas
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"It's Roddy, Dick's brother," Pat explained, "he's the one person I know approves of me. Roddy and I practice flipflops and cart wheels behind the barn, dont
about?"
we,
Rod? Yes, this is Toto, only he left
his clown clothes at home this time."
"Be funny !" commanded Roddy brusquely. He was plainly disappointed.
"I dont feel funny, somehow," pleaded
Daddy Toto, "Let me off this time, and the
next time the circus comes to town I'll
make you laugh so, you'll shake off your
Roddy surveyed his beloved Pat and the
solemn looking man for some time in silence, then, softly he went out of the room.
When he returned a little later, somewhat
shoes !" and damp, but triumphantly bearsplashed
ing a pitcher of lemonade, they were still
talking, just as tho, he thought indignantly,
he were not there at all. "I made you some
'freshments," he said, proffering a sticky
glass, "Mama said me an' Pat could make
some 'cause we weren't 'vited to the party
Absently Daddy Toto and Pat took the
they're at."
proffered glasses and drank. Roddy, hospitable and steadily more splattered, refilled
them. Then, with hope in his gaze he sat
down to wait and watch.
Pat's memory of the dreadful thing that
followed was mercifully vague. She knew,
looking back, that she and Daddy Toto had
grown all of a sudden very frisky and gay,
had sung and danced before an enraptured
Roddy, and wound up by turning handsprings down the drawing room to the confusion of the chairs. She remembered with
a sick shudder the cold horror and disgust of the elder Beverlys as they stood in
the doorway gazing at the revelries, the
blank dismay of David's face. She had
tried to speak, to explain, but had only succeeded in laughing foolishly.
They had said terrible things, called her
a disgrace to them, said that she was drunk.
She had laughed harder than ever at that
because it was so absurd. How could she
be drunk ? But Daddy Toto had grown
very angry and wanted to fight somebody,
and presently there had been the night air
on her hot face, and a blur of stars above,
and the
movement
of a train and then blackness and
sleep.
This morning, with the old familiar circus sounds in her ears, and the smell of
damp sawdust and elephants in her nostrils,
she tried, dully, to remember how it had all
started. But out of the whole miserable
cloud one thing only stood out clearly.
David had not defended her. David did
not love her. The world was one great
ache about her. She sat huddled on the cot
in the dressing tent, pretending whenever
anyone came in to lie asleep, trying to mend
the broken pieces of her life.
She would stay in this friendly, safe place
and be good to Daddy Toto, and take care
of the animals. Sbe would pretend she did
not care because David did not love her, she
would laugh and sing and do her old tricks.
From the distance came the blare of band
music. She sat up on the cot, quivering to
it. The show was beginning. It was beginning and she wasn't dressed yet ! She

stumbled, only half aware of what she was
doing, to the trunks, found the one that had
been hers, her costume was there. She
dragged it on with trembling fingers.
The crowd in the cireus tent was soon
aware of the little clown who did such
amazingly funny things. Presently they
were watching her instead of the act in the
ring, shouting, cheering, laughing till the
tears came. Pat invented new tricks on the
spur of the moment, she improved on her
old ones. Her heart was heavy, but her feet
were incredibly light. Even the performers
stopped their acts to watch her with a kind
of awe, and Daddy Toto in the wings stared
as tho he could not believe his eyes. "She is
great," he muttered, "because she is unhappy— "
A hand clutched his arm, and David's
young face came between him and the small,
red and white figure. "Where is she ? Pat ?
Quick !" the boy's voice was hoarse, his
eyes haggard. "We didn't understand last
night — till Roddy confessed — ■"
"Confessed?" said Daddy Toto heavily.
"That he'd put gin in the lemonade,
almost half a bottle!" David was almost
shouting, "He wanted to see Toto act funny, he said, and he knew that when father
drank cocktails with gin in them he acted
funny. So that imp" he choked, I was
crazy! I've been traveling all night! Do
you think — she'll forgive me?"
Daddy Toto clutched David's arm hard.
His eyes blazed above his eternal grin.
"Your people? Will they treat her kindly
after this, will you neglect her? She was
breaking her heart among you !"
The boy gulped. "I didn't realize — I suppose Idid leave her too much alone, but it
wasn't because I didn't love her. I guess
my mother saw to it, I was invited places
and she wasn't, but they're sorry now.
The crowd saw the hatless figure leaping
across the ring to catch the Little Clown
in his arms. They cheered, thinking it all
a part of the show, and when the Little
Clown, unheeding time or place, lifted her
lips to his kiss and left across his face the
imprint of a great red mouth, grinning
foolishly they rocked in their seats with
mirth. Then David heard them at -last, and
catching her up on his shoulder, made a
running leap onto the back of Venus de
Mile-o and away they galloped, out of the
tent, and into a world peopled only by
themselves.
But Daddy Toto went on. Certainly no
one would have guessed that as he stumbled
and grimaced and cavorted he was thinking
of a little cuddley house with hollihocks and
pigeons and six red-cheeked babies having
a party with tarts and raspberry jam!

Dialog

Imaginary

(Continued from page 68)
hundred per cent failures. Pardon me, but
I must leave you now. Call again and I
will tell you of some stage plays and stage
stars that are worth while on the screen.
Meanwhile, just remember that I prefer to
have you say, when I have done, "He is
not 'Jack the Giant Killer'," after all, for —
behold the "House that Jack Built" !
Miss F. — One more. Did you see "Idols
of Clay"?
J.— Yes, glad you asked me. That is about
the greatest play that has yet been done,
and I take exception to the critique of the
able Adele Fletcher in which she differs
with me. The play will not survive as a
masterpiece, but for those who know, it
contains more artistry, more earmarks of
genius and greatness than any play I can
recall. It marks a mile-stone on the road of
Progress leading to Perfection. Of this,
more anon. Adieu!

"The Job is Yours —
on One Condition!"

"For a long time I watched the new men who came into this business. Some
stood still — stayed right where they started. Others climbed — made each job a
stepping stone to something better.

"Now, what was the difference? Well, I investigated and found out. The men who
were getting ahead had been devoting part of their spare time to study along the line of
their work. Our treasurer used to be a bookkeeper. The factory superintendent was
working at a bench in the shop a few years ago. The sales manager started in a branch
office up state. The chief designer rose from the bottom in the drafting room.
"All of these men won their advancements
through spare time study with the International Correspondence Schools. Today they
are earning four or five times — yes, some of
them ten times as much money as when they
BOX without
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Present
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can do is to find out what there is in this
and
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proposition for you. Here is all we ask : Without cost, without obligating yourself in any
way, simply mark and mail this coupon.
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State
Canadians may send this coupon to International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada
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YouIN this
Have
a Beautiful Face-But Your Nose
day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute
1 necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
find the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit
mi one to see you looking otherwise: it will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or success
of your life — which is to be yourultimate destiny? My new NoseShaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write today for free booklet, whteli tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped
without cost if not satisfactory.
M. TRILETY,

Face

Specialist, 1492

Ackerman

Noses

Bldg., BINGHAMTON,

N. Y
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Do you know that Clear-Tone
— the wonder-working lotion —
used like toilet water —

Clears
Voiif Slriff

of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne

Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and refined women.
GUARANTEED to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

'A Clear ToneSkin
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interesting book are distributed every month.

mail-a
cure"al1 ,°r but
is not atreatment
TotlC
___ order
^—
—
—
Cleitfscientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
after 15 years persona] experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to Buffer with a bad complexion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct and positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.
cedeMied
hadanwripre
ClSitf- Tone has
success
as evidenced
by
thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad Hemishes and
tried various Boaps, ointments, and doctors
without relief.

Read These Letters!
From
U. S. Hospital—
improvinowonderfully.
Any one I "Find
see thatmyself
has skin
trouble
ySu.T edwonderful
Clear-Tone will be recommendChas
Island, N. Y.A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
From a Barber--"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers
know about it." Otto Van
Bunn,
Kansasshould
City. Mo.

From a Musician-' I am obliged to be in public
a groat deal and my complexion was a great embarrassment. Clear-Tone improved mc so greatly
that
I strongly
recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenvill
e, Ohio.
From
a Lady—
cannot
for all
tho good
it has"Idone
me. thank
One you
bottleenough
has cleared
my
face N.wonderfull
y." Miss Mary Yonks. Haverstraw,
Y.
From a Soldier— "It is certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langejv IroopF 3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen, Vt.
From a Flyer- Cleared my face of Acne." H. J.
Howald, N. H. Station, Pcnsaeola, Fla.
People
Amazed. "Has cleared my skin completely
or pimples
and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." K. R. Wilson, Pearson Ga
Thousand.;
of Others-men and women-praise
Clear-Tone.testimonials
Wo'll gladly
send copies of most
interesting
.

<D

FRF1F! SimP'y send name today for FREE
T„
"a Cleat-Tone
Skin"
telling ^ how Ibooklet,
cured myself
after being afflicted
tor 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVENS, 222 Chemical Bldn., Kansas City, Mo.
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The Screen Time -Table
For the benefit of our readers, and by
way of a screen review and critique, every
month we will give, in this department, a
composite opinion of our editorial staff
which may be read at a glance.
When a play strikes twelve, it means
that it is a masterpiece and should be seen
by everybody. When it is rated below six
it contains but little merit. The ratings
are based on the general entertainment
value, but include the story, plot, acting,
photography and direction.
Underneath Our own list, we will print
a similar time-table compiled by our readers. Let every reader critic send in a
post-card, from time to time, containing
an abbreviated criticism of one or more
plays. We will print the composite results
here, but only when there are five or more
critiques on the same play so that, in all
fairness, a general opinion will be presented. Address the Time-table Editor,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D
Drama
C
Comedy
F
Farce
E
Educational
SD
Society Drama
WD
Western Drama
MD
Melodrama
CD
Comedy Drama
SP
Spectacular Production
Superfine
12
, Medium
6
Very Poor
1
Editorial Staff
Critique
Always Audacious — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Behold My Wife — D-8.
Mabel Juliene Scott — Paramount.
Beloved Cheater, The — D-6.
Lew Cody — Robertson-Cole.
Below the Surface — MD-6.
Hobart Bosworth — Paramount.
Black Beauty — D-8.
Jean Paige — Vitagraph.
Blackmail — D-7.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Black Panther's Cub, The — D-8.
Florence Reed — Zeigfeld Films.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Erich von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Body and Soul — D-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Branded Woman, The — MD-6.
Norma Talmadge— First National.
Branding Iron, The — D-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Brat, The— MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Brewster's Millions — Farce — 7.
Fatty Arbuckle — Paramount.
Broadway and Home — D-7.
Eugene O'Brien — Selznick.
Broken Blossoms — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
Burnt Wings — D-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Charm School, The — CD-9.
Wallace Reid— Paramount.
Civilian Clothes — CD-7.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Copperhead — D-8.
Lionel Barrymore — Paramount.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth — D-8.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Courage of Mauge O'Doone, The— MD-9.
Pauline Starke — Vitagraph.
Curtain — D-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First National.
Dangerous Business. — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
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"May comes singing o'er the
hills," bringing with her music,
4 moonlight and magic.
Soon the Queen of the May pi
will be crowned, and summer
madness, filled with butterflies,
blossoms, passion and promise,
will have begun.
In harmony with the spirit of
the season, the May issue of
O Classic will offer stories and <>
picture pages
bright with
the ?
blossoms
and butterflies
of the
cinema world.
Has anybody forgotten "the <>
girl with the million - dollar *
story
smile"?of Lest you forget, the

Gladys Leslie
try* Frederick James Smith
O will appear in the May Classic, o
It will be of universal appeal, as
Miss Leslie, who has just returned to the screen after a year's
O absence, has a fragrant person- *
ality
to look at."
LucyandFoxis is"easy
the inspiration
of
a charming word picture by Lillian Montanye. This artist is a
new arrival, addicted to butterfly costumes, but with unquenchable ambitions.

Her Director's Wife
by Adele WKitely Fletcher

y£ is the last interview with this 2
popular and accomplished star,
who has again come strongly
into the limelight in "Man —
Woman — Marriage," a superproduction, in which she is directed byher husband, who produced the picture.
A specialty of this magazine
are the artistic photographs and
the camera
studies,
picture
<& pages and gallery.
fi"
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DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE

ARMS
OR BODY
permanently with ZIP
NO ELECTRICITY.
Unlike
depilatories
which merely burn off
surface hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.
ZIP
is the
rapid,
harmless, painless and
fragrant
compound
used by actresses, debutantes, beauty specialists. Easily applied
at home,
ZIP instantly removes all undesirable hair without pain, leaving the skin
soft and smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain
wrapper. Treatments at better class Beauty
Shops representing me. Write for FREE
Illustrated BOOK: "A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Cull at office to have FREE
DEMONSTRATION.

REGISTERED

US. PAT OFF/*

IT'S OFF ItcaitM.

IT'S OUT
12 West 40th St.

a©

Specialist

HI

Dept. M.
New York City

|Colors £» Brushes for
•Show
Card Show Cards,
Writing
$25 daily 1 Make ^Siqn
Signs,

Make $10 to
Advertising Posters and Glass Signs, Big demand!
Interesting, profitable profession. Easy to learn in
few weeks by unique, novel method; something new!
Our wonderful 5 0-lesson course includes individual instruction by correspondence from expert artists; total
cost only $15. Every student given $15 assortment
of finest "Millerine" colors and brushes — FREE!
SEND NO MONEY— Send name and address and
receive complete course and Free outfit. Pay $3 on
arrival and $1 weekly for 12 weeks. Success guaranteed or money refunded. Earn enough first week to
pav for course. Send TODAY.
EMPIRE AE INSTITUTE, 2050 Amsterdam Ave., New York

Try This on Your Hair 15 Days
Then let your mirror prove the results.
Write today for the trial.
Now that dermatologists and skin specialists are agreed that the beginning of
baldness is the gradual thinning out of the
hair and that that is due to a microbe in
the scalp, it was not difficult for science to
overcome it. So it is now possible to stop
thinning out of the hair, falling hair, baldness, gray hair, bald patches, itchy, scaly
dandruff and other such afflictions of the
hair and scalp. The new method strengthens
the hair roots and follicles, makes the scalp
healthy and sanitary and puts life, gloss
and lustre into the old and growing hair.
Tests show it will do this in 15 days in
your own home — perhaps less in your case.
Send your address today for the 15 days
home trial to the

AYMES

CO. 1060 Waliin^ton Ave. New York

Are You Self Conscious, Timid
Embarrassed in Company? Let us tell you how you can
overcome these troubles and acquire Poise, confidence,
assurance
and a magnetic personality.
Address,

L. VERITAS,

1400 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Darling Mine — C-8.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Devil, The — D-6.
George Arliss, Associate Prod.
Devil's Passkey, The— MD-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Dinty— MD-8.
Wesley Barry — First National.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Eastern Westerner — F-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Earthbound — D-9.
Basil King — Goldwyn.
Education of Elizabeth — CD-7.
Billie Burke — Lasky.
Eyes of the Heart — D-S.
Mary Miles M inter — Realart.
Fighting Chance, The — D-10.
Conrad Nagel — Paramount.
Fatal Hour, The — D-7.
All Star— Metro.
Flying Pat.— CD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Food for Scandal. — CD-7.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse — D-10.
Rex Ingram — Metro.
Forbidden Fruit — SD-9.
Agnes Ayres — Cecil de Mille Prod.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
For the Soul of Rafael — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National
Frisky Mrs. Johnson, The — SD-7.
Billie Burke — Lasky.
Furnace, The — SD-7.
Agnes Ayres — Paramount.
Gilded Lily, The — D-7.
Mae Murray — Famous Players.
Girl with the Jazz Heart, The — CD-7.
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.
Godless Men — MD-7.
Goldwyn Prod.
Going Some — CD-6.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
Good References — CD-7.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Great Adventure, The — C-5.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Hairpins— CD-8.
Enid Bennett — Paramount.
Haunted Spooks — F-8.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Heart of a Child — MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Heliotrope — MD-12.
All Star — Paramount.
Her First Elopement — CD-8.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
High and Dizzy — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Hold Your Horses — CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Honest Hutch — CD-10.
Will Rogers— Goldwyn.
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Science Comes to the Rescue
of the Gray Haired
Gray hair now is an unnecessary affliction at any age. Every silver thread can
be quickly and safely restored by Mary
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
This scientific preparation is a clear,
colorless liquid, applied with a comb. In
4 to 8 days natural color returns. Your
hair is clean, soft and fluffy. There is
nothing to wash or rub off.

PROVE

THIS WITH

TRIAL

BOTTLE

Mail the coupon for a trial size bottle
and application comb. Test on single lock.
When you see the beauty of this single
restored lock, get a full size bottle. Buy
from your druggist, or send direct to us.
Mary T.Goldman, 411 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
I

Mary T. Goldman, 417 Goldman Bide., St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T.
I Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am
I not obligated in any way by accepting this free offer.
The natural color of my hair is black
jet black—
■ dark brown
medium brown
light brown
Name.

Play the Hawaiian

Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so
simple, plain arid easy that you
begin on a piece with your first
lesson.
In half an hour you
can play it ! We have reduced
the
necessary
motions
you
learn to only four — and you
acquire these in a few minutes.
Then it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating
tremolos,
staccatos,
slurs and other
effects
that make this instrument so delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any
kind
of
music,
both' the melody
and
the accompaniment. ;
Your
tuition
fee
includes a beautiful Ha- \
waiian Guitar, all the
necessary
picks
and
steel bar and 52 complete
lessons
and pieces
music.
Special arrangement for lessons if you have
your own Guitar.

Send Coupon

NOW—
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, lnc
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
I am interested in the Hawaiian Guitar. Please send
complete information, special price offer, etc., etc.
Name
address
Town

••
State
Please write name and addre

•'
clearly
M.P.M.

HUMORESQUE — D-ll.

SENDN0 MONEY
If You Can Tell it -from a
GENUINE DIAMONDSenditkick
To prove oar blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
B«?!?y.en^Benuln.?,diamondwithBameDAZZLINGRAINBUW DIKE, we
will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price 54.98) for Half Price to Introduce. $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled mountings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. Wewillmail at onceC.
O.D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
Dandling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept. CAZ Las duces, N. Mex.
(Exclusive controllers Mexican

Diamonds)

Alma Reubens — Cosmopolitan.
Idols of Clay — MD-6.
Mae Murray — Paramount.
If I Were King— D-8.
William Farnum — Fox.
Inside the Cup — D-5.
All Star — Cosmopolitan.
It's a Great Life — CD-8.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
Isobel — MD-6.
Jane Novak and House Peters — George
H. Davis production.
Jack-Knife Man, The — D-ll.
King Vidor Production — First National.
Jucklins,
The— —Paramount.
D-7.
Monte Blue
Kid, The — F-ll.
Charles Chaplin — First National.
Kismet — D-8.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.

To have and to hold a fair complexion
— use Lablache. Delicate skins welcaress. It's a sweet tribgentle women.
utecometo itslovely
It goes farthei
and is so natural. Substitutes
Refuse
Flesh,beWhite
They ous.
may
danger- .
Pink or Cream. 75c a
hox of drutrcists or by
mail.
million
boxes Over
sold twoannimlly.

Send 10c for a
sample box.
BEN. LEVY CO.

French Perfumers. Dept

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass

/
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Last of the Mohicans — D-10.
Maurice Tourneur — Associated Prod.
Little 'Fraid Lady — D-S.
Mae Marsh — Robertson-Cole.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-5.
Dorothy Gish— Paramount.
Love Flower, The — D-7.
Carol Dempster — Griffith Production.
Love Lxght, The — CD-7.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Madam Peacock — MD-6.
Nazimova — Metro.
Madam X.-MD-7.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Mama's Affair — CD-5.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Man Who Had Everything, The — CD-7.
Jack Pickford — Goldwyn.
Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Selznick.
Mark of Zorro — D-ll.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Midchannel
— SD-4.
Clara Kimball
Young.

Weekly
Trip
"Back-Stage"
Thru Filmland

Here is a chance to
see How Your Favorite Star Looks,
Acts
and
Dresses
Watch Photoplays
in the Making

Midsummer Madness — D-9.
All Star — Paramount.
Miracle Man, The — D-ll.
Compson and Meighan — Tucker Prod.
Mollycoddle, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nomads of the North — D-7.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.
Number Please — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Oh,
Lady!
— CD-7.
BebeLady,
Daniels
— Realart.

"The Greatest Single Reel in FilmAsk to byHave
11
Shown
at YOUR
land"
Theater
Produced
in co-operation
with the
Brewster
Publications, inc.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS, Inc.
1600 Broadway,
New York

Peeping into the Private
and Professional Life of
SIN A" SHOTS.

TO

PREPARE

:SC

for the SCREEN
GET IN TOUCH

N. Y. SCHOOL

WITH

or STAGE

THE

OF DRAMATIC

EXPRESSION

134 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Every branch of the acting art taught by competent teachers, including facial
expression which is so necessary to those who aspire to a screen career. We
cannot teach our course by mail. Reference, Eugene V. Brewster, President,
Brewster Publications, Inc.
Terms
Miss EFFIE PALMER

$100
Principal

fcXaKiiWaSC.

S^t,Y4Zz

for a course

of 20 lessons.

134 Montague Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

iamonds

Wrist
Watches
See Catalog
for all the
latestRibbon/
styles.
Silk

>>X

Send for Catalog]

sion Link
and extenBracelets.
There are 128 illustrated pages of Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, etc. Whatever you select
credit
will be sent, all charges paid. You see and
as lowterms
as
' examine the article right in your own hands.
Big bar-gains on
If satisfied pay one- fifth purchase price and keep1
it; balance in eight equal monthly payments. ,
Rings, any style 14-K gold mounting. Special values

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
' at $85, $100, S 125rS>200

THE OLD RELIABLE

up. LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED,

CREDIT

JEWELERS

Dept. N-S1S
100 to 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.
(Established moi) _
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

lA££

Month
$2.50

Over The Hill— MD-10.
Mary Carr — Fox.
Pagan Love— D-7.
Mabel Ballin— Hugo Ballin Production.
Passion's Playground — MD-7.
Katherine McDonald — First National.
Passion — Tragedy Drama — 11.
Pola Negri — First National.
Passionate Pilgrim, The — D-7.
Rubye de Remer — Cosmopolitan Prod.
Peaceful Valley — D-ll.
Charles Ray — First National.
Paying the Piper — MD-6.
Dorothy Dickson — Paramount.
Pollyanna — CD-11.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Polly With A Past— CD-7.
Ina Claire — Metro.
Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Prisoners of Love — D-9.
Betty Compson — Goldwyn.
Remodeling A Husband — C-8.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Rookies' Return, The — F-8.
Douglass McLean — Famous Players.
Romance — D-9.
Doris Keane — United Artists.
Romantic Adventuress, The — MD-7.
Dorothy Dalton — Lasky.
Sex— SP, MD-6.
Louise Glaum — Hodkinson.
Silver Horde, The — MD-9.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
So Long Letty — F-7.
All Star — Robertson-Cole.
Something to Think About — D-10.
Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Cecil de Mille Production.
Song of the Soul — D-8.
Vivian Martin — Goldwyn.
Stop Thief — C-7.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Mary CD-9.
Pickford — United Artists.
Subs—
Testing Block, The — MD-7.
Wm. S. Hart — Paramount.
Texan, The— MD-7.
Tom Mix — Fox.
39 East— CD-8.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Tiger's Cub— M D-8.
Pearl White— Fox.
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To Please One Woman — D-9.
Claire Windsor — Lois Weber Prod.
Twin Beds — F-6.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven — First
National.
Way Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
Why Change Your Wife.? — D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — Paramount.
Woman Game, The — SD-7.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
World and His Wife — D-9.
Alma Rubens — Paramount.
Readers' Critique
Always Audacious — CD-10.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Bait, The— D-9.
Hope Hampton — Tourneur Prod.
Blackmail — MD-10.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Blackbirds — D-7.
Justine Johnston — Realart.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Branding Iron, The — MD-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.
Charm School, The — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Dabbling in Art — C-5.
Mack Sennett Prod.
Daughter Pays, The — D-8.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
Devil's Garden, The— D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Devil's Passkey, The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Production — Universal.
Dinty— MD-7.
Wesley Barry — First National.
Everybody's Sweetheart — D-7.
Olive Thomas — Selznick.
Flying Pat — CD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Forbidden Woman, The — D-10.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National.
Girl with the Jazz Heart, The — CD-9.
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.
Heliotrope — -D-12.
All-Star — Paramount.
Kismit — D-ll.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.
Ladder of Lies — D-7.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
Last of the Mohicans — D-9.
All Star — Tourneur Prod.
Life of the Party — C-9.
Roscoe Arbuckle — Paramount.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-10.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Love Expert, The — CD-10.
Constance
Talmadge — First National.
Madam X— MD-10.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Selznick.
Midchannel— D-7.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
Midsummer Madness — D-8.
All Star — Paramount.
Mollycoddle, The — 10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nineteen and Phyllis — C-8.
Chas. Ray — First National.
Oh, Lady, Lady !— C-8.
Bebe Daniels — Realart.
Old Dad— D-S.
Mildred Harris — First National.
Once to Every Woman — D-7.
Dorothy Phillips — Universal.
Officer 666— CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Plunger, The — D-5.
George Walsh — Fox.
Prince Chap, The— D-9.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
(Continued on page 110)
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WiU You Try
this Test for
Creative Imagination
— because it's inter 'esting, profitable,
and without cost to you ?
DO

you really want to know if
you can create a photoplay — if
you have the inborn qualifications of
a successful photoplay wright ?
A way has been found to prove
fairly
conclusively
whether
these
things are true of you — without cost
to you, without obligation,
and in the privacy of your
home.
What is it worth
to you to know?
Mail the coupon below
and we'll send you a questionnaire which you fill
out and return to us. That
is all you do.
The questionnaire was prepared for us by Professor
Malcolm Shaw MacLean,
formerly instructor in short
story writing at Northwestern
University and University of
Minnesota, in collaboration
with H. H. Van Loan, famous
photoplaywright.
Your answers to its questions will tell us if you are
naturally endowed with creative imagination. All correspondence isheld strictly
confidential.

*

*

* *

Literary ability is of secondary
so don't
hesitate if
youimportance,
think you
lack
it.

pie identify themselves with us because
of the standards we maintain.
If you pass the test you are eligible to
take the Palmer Home Study Course if
you desire; and immediately your questionnaire shows latent ability you are
sent without charge two interesting free
books — "Essentials of Photoplay Writing"
and "Little Stories of Success," which explain the course in detail and
tell what many students
have achieved.
Find out if you are qualified. You will never regret
that you took action to do so.
There is a great field for
new writers — a great demand for new plays. Producers pay from $250 to

Spokane,
WashingPeggy
of
ton, was Fletcher,
planning
one
evening
see Pauline to
Frederick
in
"Madam X," and
criticize the photoof her
study playofas part
photoplay
writing under the
Palmer Home Studj
Plan.
Mrs. Fletcher was
shopping down town
that afternoon. On
her return home she
received a wire from
the Palmer Sales Department advising
that "The Western
Gate," a trial story
she had written, had
been sold for a feature production in
which PAULINE
FREDERICK actually would be starred !

If you have the qualification of creative imagination,
you should try your hand at
learning to write photoplays.
If you are without it, you should never
take a course, thereby saving disappointment, effort, time and money.
We teach photoplay writing by correspondence through the accredited Palmer
Home Study Plan. But we do not invite
any man or woman to enroll who cannot
successfully pass the test.
For the moving picture industry looks
to our Photoplay Sales Department for
high-grade original photoplays and we
cannot afford to train new writers unless
we are sure they are really qualified to
succeed.
On our advisory council are Thos.
H. Ince and Cecil B. DeMille — worldfamous producers. Also Rob Wagner,
Saturday Evening Post Writer, and Lois
Weber, author and producer.
Such peo-

$2000
for "unknown
ers' " first
<work, if writgood
enough. First efforts have
repaid many times over the
entire cost of the course.
We

maintain a sales bureau, through which we sell
students' plays, just as we
sold "The Western Gate"
for Mrs. Fletcher and "On
Parole" for Adolph Bennauer. We are in daily
touch with the great producers in Los Angeles, moving picture capital of the
world.

The questionnaire will be
sent for a limited time, or
until our quota of new students is filled, to all who fill
out the coupon below. This
may be a stepping stone of
more importance than you
know. You may be "another
Mrs. Fletcher" or "a J. Leo Meehan," two
of the many who have lately reached success through the Palmer Course.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Debartment of Education,
2013 I. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Please send me your New-Method Questionnaire for the determination of Creative Imagination and Dramatic Insight, which I am to
fill out and return to you for your analysis of
my natural ability, without charge to me. If I
succeed in the test, I am to receive two books
(free), "Essentials of Photoplay Writing" and
"Little Stories of Success," containing information about the Palmer Home Study Course
and how I may obtain its benefits.
Name
Address
City

(5-21)

State
All correspondence strictly confidential
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California Chatter
{Continued from page 71)
mark for the term of her services. Her
contract is a long term one and her first
work will be as star of "Molly-O," a big
romance-comedy like "Mickey."
Irving M. Lesser will star Wheeler Oakman in a series of Western five-reelers to
be known as the "Broncho Kid Films," this
title having been taken from the role which

CWkicK is lAeTftoiAer?
It is good health which keeps
womanly beauty fresh, yj Cosmetics can only hide the traces
of the years in a once pretty
face.
Mothers who are still young
at the age of forty can teach
their daughters the value of a
good aperient in keeping the
blush of youth in their cheeks.
N? Tablets (a vegetable aperient)
act pleasantly and naturally to
clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful
appearance.
All
sell
25c.
rA

Druggists
the dainty
box of
Tablets.

*'New Edition"
Nature's Remedy

Smaller tablets, one-third the
dose of the regular N?. Made
of the same ingredients, then
candy - coated.
Meal for children and adults.
36

JUNIORS
in the
«?£„
blue and
yellow box, - - ^OC.

\KeepsSkin Smooth, Firm, Fresh
«— Youthful Looking
To dispel the tell-tale lines of
age. illness
or and
'worry—
to overcome flabbines9
improve
facial
contour — there i9 nothing Quite so
good a9 plain

Powdered SAXOLITE

Effective for wrinkles, crowafcet,
enlarged
pores, etc., because it
'tightens" and tones the skin and
onderlying tissue.
No harm to tonderest skin.
Get an ounce
package,
follow the simple directions — see what just, one appiication will do.
Sold at all drug stores.

SPOOKEE is a New Spirit

<B

Writing Board appealing to the Most Skeptical.
Unconscious Muscular Guidance all
dominated by its special design. Set in a beautiful frame
with glass top. Price $3.00 post paid. Send money,
registered mail or post office order.

GLOBE
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SPECIALTY

CO., Box 415 Akron, 0.

Mr. Oakman portrayed in "The Spoilers."
J. Parker Read is highly incensed at the
numerous attacks made on the "sex" films.
Mr. Read believes that they do more good
than harm when a clear moral is pointed.
His next special production will have sex
as its pivot and Louise Glaum will be the
star. Fred Niblo will direct.
A crying contest was one of the rainy
day amusements indulged in just before the
lunch hour at the Goldwyn studio the other
day. Mabel Normand, Helene Chadwick,
Leatrice Joy and Irene Rjch were the participants. The idea was that whoever was
slowest in starting the tear ducts flowing
was to pay for the lunch. It looked as if
Irene Rich were going to be the first to
weep but suddenly a director leaned over
and told her her salary was at that very
moment
being
raised
so she couldn't weep
and
lost the
lunch
money.
"Which, after all," as Mabel Normand
remarked, "was poetic justice."
Douglas Fairbanks has been under a
physician's care as a result of a fall while
doing one of his famous stunts before the
camera. Fairbanks will be unable to resume his motion-picture work for a month
or more according to the attending physician whose report states the actor suffered
fractures of bones in a finger of his left
hand, a wrenched back and twisted neck,
while he was attempting to leap from a
window his foot caught and he fell six feet
to the pavement.
Enid Bennett has been signed to play the
leading role in the next picture of the
Rockett Film Company. The play will be
from Irving Bachellor's book, "Keeping Up
KingLizzie."
Vidor claims to have invented a
With
perfectly satisfactory method of coloring
films. He has made use of this process in
his latest picture "The Sky Pilot." He has
used the various tints to suggest different
hours of the day and also to induce certain
moods.
A persistent rumor is that negotiations
are under way between Mildred Harris and
Famous Players-Lasky with a view to
placing Miss Harris in one of Cecil B. de
Mille's productions.
Robertson and Cole are adding four new
stages to their new studio on Melrose Avenue, Hollywood. They intend to engage
additional companies from time to time. At
present Pauline Frederick is working there,
Sessue Hayakawa, Louis Gasnier and
Christie Cabanne. Mr. Cabanne's story is
an original written by himself entitled,
"Live and Let Live."
Not only have studios threatened a reduction in salaries but some have actually
reduced them. At one of these studios,
Charlotte Woods, the cutie ingenue who
scored a hit in a recent Bebe Daniels picture, is working. She received her pay the
other day — in paper money.
"Aren't you afraid of the germs on paper
money," asked a friend who was with her.
"Oh no," declared Charlotte promptly,
"no germ could live on my salary."
Anita Stewart is hard at work on a new
picture called "The Invisible Fear," written
by Hampton Del Ruth. Edwin Carewc is
directing
and Allen Forrest is the leading
man.

Shadowland
for MAY
the rainbow's end is
ar t yoofu go
as nepo
asldany-at
Eelse
THone
.
We have sought this pot
of gold thru the rainbow
mists of the world of art.
The richest and the
brightest that could be
found has been condensed
into the May number of
Shadowland.
There is the story of

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
by Frank Harris

The writer of this article is the man who discovered Shaw, for the great
dramatist and playwright
was discovered, just as
America and electricity
and the law of gravitation !
Loie Fuller, Parisian
dancer and favorite of
France and America, inspires the pen of Edmund
Russell, to the writing of
a most intriguing article
on this captivating artist.
The second article on
motion pictures by
W. L. George
will appear in the May
Shadowland. They are
for the enlightenment of
all who dip beneath the
dustry.
surface of this great inA

combination of romance and facts, of the
newest and best of stage
and screen and literature,
with special attention to
the color plates is found in

The May

Issue

of

Shadowland
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DOWN
Brings You This Dress

Silk Satin ^
Georgette
Richly Embroidered
Send only $1.00 with the coupon for this
dress. Money back if you ask for it. This
stunning dress is a big special bargain.
Supply limited.
Send coupon now.

Cut Price
Charming frock splendidly designed in a combination ofSilk satin and Georgette. Waist part
is fine satin, modeled in becoming circular neck
effect and richly embroidered in both front and
back. Sleeves and overskirt are Silk Georgette,
edged with folds of satin. Ove.'skirt is elaborately
embroidered, while beneath is a lining of serviceable tussah silk. Dropskirt is satin to match
waist. Furnished in Navy Blue, Black or Brown.
Sizes 34 to 44 and Misses 16 to 20. Give color
wanted, also bust, belt, hip and length measure.
Order by No. S-35. $1.00down, $3.20 monthly.
Total price reduced to $19.95.

6 Months To Pay
Buy the Elmer Richards way. Dress well and
pay in small monthly suras. Anything in clothing and shoes for men, women and children. No
charge for credit.

Send Coupon
This special bargain sent on approval.
Don't miss this cut-price sale. If you don't
keep itwith
you a are
a" penny.
Send
coupon
$1.00notP. out
O. order
or a dollar
bill. Mail coupon now.

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept.

1525 ,West 35th
Street, Chicago, 111.
linn mill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept. 1525 ,

West 35th Street, Chicago, HI.

I enclose $1.00. Send Silk Satin and Georgette Dress, No S.35.

Write for our
latest free
Monthly Bulletin of men's,
Women 's and
children's
clothing and shoes.
Everything o n
small monthly
payments.

Color
Bust
Belt
Hip
Length
If 1 am not satisfied with the dress, I can return it and get my
payment back. Otherwise I will pay special cut price, $19.95, on
your terms of S1.0O with coupon, balance S3.20 monthly.
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Philosophy
and the Make-Up
Box
(Continued from page 48)
cause of realism.
at night I beat
room on Second
then sneak up the
to rny rooms. I'm

When I leave the studios
it over to some lunch
Avenue, dine there and
back stairs at the house
a fine spectacle to appear

"What did you think of Cuba?" I asked.
"Is it filled to overflowing in this new era
which
has descended
inHepublic."
shook
his head. upon us."
"Even the cup that cheers wouldn't keep
you there any longer than you had to stay,"
he said. "The heat was frightful. It made
work impossible for any length of time and
even night brought no respite — with the
darkness came all sorts of bugs, flying bugs.
However, we didn't complain for we
couldn't help thinking of all the people who
save for a lifetime to get the trip our work
gave us. It was a novelty and we enjoyed

ihase of Art by the eminent American Artist
ALBERT

ARTHUR

it while it lasted, glad however it didn't
are, scattered sparsely over this
lastThere
any longer."
good green earth of ours, a few rare souls
who have a philosophy — whether they have
evolved it from a personal experience or
whether it was their birthright, it is difficult
to say. Harrison Ford — to his co-workers,
Harry — has it in a goodly measure. He
would not dwell on the discomforture of
Cuba, rather he chose the other angle. And
his is not a sugary optimism, rather it is a
contented acceptance of things as they are.
In speaking of California he mentioned
it as home and I asked him if he was a
native of the land of orange groves and
studios.

ALLEN

The first edition of AIo Studies, published in book form, just off the
press. Printed in an edition de luxe, with thirty -two full-page illustrations
and forepiece in elaborate color plates.
This little volume represents the complete collection of the celebrated
Alo Studies. In these compositions the purity and charm of the nude
has been blended amid the luxuriant settings of nature, imparting a
divine expression of beauty. Thirty -two master pieces by one master
*
mind.
Art paper in gold
Cloth in gold Leather in gold -

:"

"Home," he told me "is where the makeup box is— for me, at least. Now here,
now there. I find it doesn't matter, really.
Always there is something you dislike, and
to balance it, something you like. California
rests me. Some talk vaguely of the night
life there and I tell you honestly I never
witnessed it. I do not say it is not there —
there is always a party ending in the wee
hours if you wish it. I was busy. I had

M OU postpaid
2.00 postpaid
4.00 postpaid

ALLEN ART STUDIOS
:•:
4123-4129

VISIT

OUR

BROADWAY

GALLERIES
OAKLAND,

:-:
CALIFORNIA,

"A bungalow home?" I interrupted.
"No, neither a bungalow nor one of the
palaces
such as" some of the folks live in,"
home
my
he said.
"I live in an apartment which I
have had suited to my requirements. There

U. S. A.
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V. BREWSTER

Editor-in-Chief of
Motion

Picture

Includes
Dreams,

M

Magazine, Motion
Picture Classic and
Shadowland
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on Christian

Phrenology,
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Science, Osteopathy,

Stage Tricks and Occultism, and

a section on Strikes, Profiteering and the High

Cost

of Living. Cloth bound, 230 pages, mailed prepaid
to any
address on receipt of $1.25.

1 175 Duffield Street
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Brooklyn, New York 1

are bookshelves of the works I like best — "
I remembered reading that he went in for
first editions and he verified the report
"I have a few," he said, speaking of them,
"they are the things you reward yourself
with every now and then, that is," he
smiled, "unless your means are unlimited.
In that case you go out and buy every
edition you want at the one time and miss
all the fun of planning and scheming that
this or that may be yours."
"You mean that," I said. "You think the
planning is the greatest part of the pleas"Why, certainly," he said, "dont you?
I've never known how it felt to have things
the other way. I mean, I've always had to
do considerable planning but I feel it no
hardship. In fact I believe if I were to
really think about it I'd be glad. I cant go
out and buy everything I want at one shot —
and you agree with me, you !:now you do,"
he ended.
ure."
There
are many
thingsHarrison
displayedFord
in life's
shopwindow.
Of them
will
never choose the things of tinsel, the gaudy
baubles — he will take for his own the finer
things, those which need no trappings, gifts
of ages past which will live when his day
is long gone by.

MOTION PICTUR
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The Soul of Europe

mlS&Bi

(Continued from page 47)

Ethel Clayton

of Italy in his own way, and different from
what it had been done before.
He purchased a car, one that would stand
the siege of touring Europe. He tried out
camera-men, one after the other, until he
found one suited to his purpose. He shipped
the car, and Robert Bruce with his cameraman sailed for foreign shores.
"I planned to stay a year," he said, "and
had anticipated a wonderful time, but in
many ways the trip was a disappointment.
We motored 8,000 miles and my experience
with that car, getting it over there, finding
garages, proper care and service is another
story. We motored thru England, Scotland, France, spent two days in Italy, which
was quite enough, explored Switzerland —
no, we did not try to get into Ireland, I had
troubles enough.
"Switzerland is beautiful with a beauty
peculiarly its own. But, I am so familiar
with the spectacular in nature that I fear
I was not properly impressed, and did not
appreciate Switzerland as I would have
done had I not become so intimate with our
own mountain peaks.
I did not climb the Matterhorn to get
pictures, we got them from an airplane.
The camera man, pilot and myself were up
four hours, and it was the one real thrill I
got in Europe. We worked very fast, we
nearly froze, we bumped down, avoiding
chasms while trying to find a place to land,
and every moment was a thrill. The
pilot very casually accepted the job of
taking us up, as tho it were an every day
thing with him. But when we got down he
informed me that it was only the third time
he had been up and it was also his last !
"I got some good stuff in Europe and
some unusual stuff," he continued. And the
'tuppence,' shillings, crowns, francs and all
the rest of it I parted with! Not that I
minded— it was worth it. But here, scenery
is 'free' — even historical stuff — we do have
something
the over
way of
a 'past'
is free to
to
be
filmed. inBut
there
if I— wanted

Star in Paramount Pictures— one of the beautiful
screen favorites who uses
and recommends Maybell
Beauty Aids

Beauty Instantly Revealed by

Seauh/Jlids
(face(jR)wdev$\.
ReauiifGreamU.
So
y $i.
Staiicork,
p il
apep
Jj

Sye-lash^Sye

hrowSiimulaiorso

Maybelline'smissionisr^ea/zw^beauty.Justaweetouch
toeyebrows and eyelashes makes a world of difference. It gives
just the needed help to define the brows and make the lashes
appear naturally long and luxurious. Then your eyes are a
hundredfold more charming and expressive. Beautiful women
of the stage, screen and society realize this fact and depend
upon Maybelline to reveal hidden beauty. You, too, would be
delighted with the wonderful results obtained.
Maybelline is absolutely harmless and greaseless. Easy
and delightful to use. Applied with a dainty little brush and
with instant results. No messy rubbing or smearing. No matter
how great your natural beauty, ^Maybelline will enhance it.
Scant brows and lashes appear instantly long and luxurious.
One box lasts many months.
Avoid disappointment by accepting only genuine
"Maybelline" in the dainty purple and gold box which contains
a mirror and two brushes, one for lashes and one for bringing
the eyebrows
to a fine point. Two shades — Brown for Blonds,
Black
for Brunettes.
Price
75c. At Satisfaction
your dealer's
— oror from
prepaid,Send
in
plain wrapper.
assured
money us
refunded.
4cpostage
"MAYBELL BEAUTY BOOKLET" containing
real
beauty forhints.
MAYBELL

LABORATORIES.

4305-13 Grand Blvd., Chicago

orDirect from Us

make a picture of a waterfall, someone
would appear and want a 'tuppence' for it.
At every old ruin, castle or park it was the
same way. Sometimes, just for the fun of
it, I would engage the keeper in conversation, and while he was talking to me, the
camera man would quietly get in his work.
"And there's no privacy in all Europe.
Tourists, zealous ones, everywhere. In
every hotel, at every turn, on every mountain peak there was the tourist with his
inevitable notebook.
"I enjoyed both England and Scotland —
all but the meals ! The roast beef was excellent in England. But tea for breakfast !
Terrible coffee for dinner. The same things
for every breakfast, every lunch, every
dinner. No matter where we stopped for a
meal we knew exactly what we would have
to eat. In Scotland it was the same — everywhere the same. Not much like our camps
'on location' over here. I would have given
a lot at times for a meal cooked by myself
— also a blanket and a bed of pine boughs,
far from the madding crowd — meaning of
course, tourists !"
"And now that you are back?"
"I have no specific plans — yet. I brought
home a great deal of material which must
be cut, titled, assembled. That will be
several months' work. Then I will plan my
next year's scenarios and locations. I'm not
sorry I went to Europe nor that I did the
work I planned in five months instead of
staying a year. 'East, west, home's best' ;
and since seeing Europe I have decided that
there's a never-ending supply of 'best' scenic
material at home, too," said Robert Bruce.
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Reduce Your Fat
11 Days Shows Results

I.

Necessity compelled me to find a way that I could reduce my fat.
Every day I seemed to be gaining weight — 175, 200, 205, then 211
pounds.
I was becoming a burden to myself.

;

FOR
MEN
AND
WOMEN
$5 COMPLETE

It was at this stage that I determined to find a "Simple Method
for Reducing Fat" — and I did. In 50 days I lost 33% pounds. All
I did was use my Vacuum Fat Reducer a few minutes every morning and before retiring at night.
Thousands of these Fat Reducers are now in use. I have hundreds of letters from men and women telling me about the wonderful results they secured by using my Vacuum Fat Reducer.
Remember, every Fat Reducer I send out is not sold until it has
proven its worth. Eleven days, in most cases, shows reduction taking place. There is no reason to believe you are differently constructed than a thousand other people. So, what my Fat Reducer
had done for them it should do for you.
The one nice thing about my system of "Fat Reduction" is the
simplicity of it all. The easily followed directions do not require
exercises, starving, medicines or treatment.

Isn't it worth an eleven days' trial to prove to yourself how easy it is to reduce superfluous fat?
Mail me $5 to-day and I will send you a Vacuum Fat Reducer on 11 days' trial. Tour $5 I merely
hold as a deposit until my Fat Reducer has proven its worth.

Dr. Thomas

Lawton

Dept. 58, 120 W. 70th Street, New York City
For personal services, call or phone, Col. 7220

BATHASWEET
TRADE

Bathe with Bathasweet.
cools, refreshes
and

PERFUMES

YOUR

MARK

REG.

It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath —
invigorates.
Bathasweet
keeps the skin soft and
smooth.

BATH

SOFTENS

HARD

WATER

INSTANTLY

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c and $1. At all drug and dept. stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.
^^■THE C. S. WELCH CO., DEPT. M-P, NEW YORK CITY
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Beauty's Crown

{Continued from page 62)

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil g. DeMille Artcraft Player

WALLACE

REID

Paramount Star

Hermo"Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)
FOR

MEN,

WOMEN

AND

CHILDREN

Tlie hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIEI/USTK" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

SOc and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your
dealerupon
can't receipt
supply of
youprice.
we will
direct
prepaid
Usesend
it it5
days. If dissatisfied return what is left and your
money will be refunded in full. Thousands use it
daily. Try it once; you will never be without it.
HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd Street, Dept. 25, CHICAGO

Wash Away Hair
with El-Rado

You will like El-Rado. You will enjoy that feeling of cleanliness and comfort which only hairfree underarms can give. El-Rado is a delightful liquid ready for instant use. You will be
surprised with what ease and pleasure you can
remove undesirable
hair from the arms,
face, underarms or
limbs. El-Rado is absolutely harmless to
the most delicate skin.
We

Guarantee Satisfaction or Money Refunded. Two Sizes:
6oc and $i.oo at drug
and toilet goods depts.
If your dealer is out of ElRado, send your order for
$1.00 size to us with stamps
or money order and we will
mail El-Rado in an attractive package along with directions and most interesting letters from users.
PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dept. 1265
112 E. 19th St.
New York
Canadian Distributors:
Dixon- Wilson, Ltd. , Dept. 1265
66 SpadinaAve.
- Toronto

BUY

IfCKEEI

ly2% Yearly Increase Guaranteed
SPECIAL TERMS— Ten months
credit on any article selected from the SWEET
catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
made for your examination. First payment to
be made only after you have convinced yourself that SWEET values cannot be equalled.
If not what you wish
return at our expense.
Any diamond bought
of us may be returned
for exchange at an increased value of 7'/2%
more than you paid.
NO RED TAPE -NO DELAY

Every Transaction Confidential.

Sweet's Cluster
7 line Diamonds, sit
in Platinum,
Looks
like 1V4 cnral Solitaire. Trice $G'J.r,0
Capital

I

<B w

You don't do justice to yourself and your dollars unless
you inspect our nmisnal values
in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,Silverware, LeatlierGoods,
etc. Send TODAYforSWHET
De Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOW
to Dep't. 311-K
$1,000,000

-"THE HOUSE OF QUALITX " ^

I= LW-SWEET
INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK!
100
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this. So I do not intend to stop until I have
told you of a few more improvements for
the hair.
Today it is not only desirable to have an
abundance of healthy hair but it must be
the right color, too. Of course, very few
people are willing to go so far as to actually
have the hair dyed, but there are many ways
of either deepening or brightening the color
without using a dye or bleaching it.
Dull brown hair is not pretty. It needs a
more decided tone and should be either
brightened or darkened according to whether it approaches a blonde or brunette in
shade and according to the type of its
wearer. For this, various shades of coloring, especially henna, is most popular and
successful. It gives radiance to the dullest
hair, and furthermore is a tonic. It is said
to be the only color treatment that is actually beneficial to the hair itself. Nor do
the treatments afreet the curling of the hair,
while bleaching does affect it so that it will
not hold the curl either from the iron or by
putting it up over night. If the hair is dark
the tinge of red gives it tone and pep, if
light, the sunset glow improves it for most
faces, hence its popularity.
Many people have gray or white hair
which would be entirely satisfactory to
them if it were an even color, but more
often than not it is streaked with yellow.
There are special preparations for whitening it, which should be used as it always
results in a decided improvement in the
appearance. Then, too, there are dyes and
color restoratives for gray hair. These
should be applied with extreme care, and
at regular intervals to keep it an even color.
The dry shampoo powder that can now
be obtained in all large cities or by mail
order, I want to specially recommend. It
cleanses the hair without the use of water
and it is immediately soft and fluffy. It is
splendid for men and children as well as
for women, for often the hair needs a
shampoo and one has not time to give it
one that requires drying. This is the most
convenient and the quickest shampoo that
can be given the hair.
Castile soaps and tincture of green soaps
and various tar soaps are good for a home
shampoo, if used with hot water and carefully applied.
Black hair that is brown in spots is not
desirable and should be treated with such
color applications as will make it all entirely black.
Tonics may be found by the wholesale,
but before buying a tonic one should study
the needs of his hair and the various kinds
of tonics and then purchase the kind that
will fill his needs. If the hair is either very
dry or very oily, do not depend entirely on
the shampoo to correct this but supply
yourself with a tonic. Most good tonics
have bay rum in them, others quinine. But
if your hair is excessively oily be sure the
tonic is for oily hair and vice versa.
Many people suffer from an itching scalp
and try to remedy it in ways that simply
irritate it and cause it to become inflamed.
Dandruff, too, is a very annoying condition
and causes the hair to fall out. This condition is stubborn and will resist all but
very thoro and persistent treatments. To
learn what to use, one has only to study the
thousands of ads, or write to firms for
booklets on the subject and be supplied
with a variety of information from which
to choose with discrimination.
The next beauty article by Corliss Palmer, "Every Woman's Fairy Godmother,"
will appear in an early issue of Motion
Picture Magazine.

Let Mae Marsh
Teach You
Screen Acting
MAE MARSH has written a book for you —
whoever you are — wherever you are. Send
now, direct to the publisher, for

SCREEN

ACTING

the only authoritative book ever written on
this new art.
MAE MARSH, the little heroine of "The
Birth of a Nation," the child-mother of "Intolerance," and the star of many other screen
classics,
defines
—
the Seven
Qualities
necessary for success on the screen ;
make-up,
costuming, repression,
and a
discusses
thousand—
other
details
essential
to
attain stardom.
Send for SCREEN ACTING today.
"Chock-full
of good
advice
and
sensible
direction." — Los Angeles Times.
Price $1.50 in the U. S. and Canada ;
$2.00 in foreign Countries.
Photo-Star Publishing Co.
Chamber of Commerce Building
Los Angeles .
California
Please "send me Mae Marsha book. Screen Acting

J

■men 1 enclose t'1.30M'2.ooj ^°

Kardos & Burke
}tomc~*
Qddrcss-'

STOCKS
& BONDS
Hon. John Burke
\
the United States
Formerly Treasurer of
L. M. Kardos, Jr.
"PROVIDE

( KardoS & Co.
I
Successors to
/
FOR

YOUR

FUTURE
NOW!"
Let us show you, how through
Systematic Savings and Investments, you can lay the foundation to

Financial Independence
Upon request we will send you a
FREE BOOKLET
explaining an
easy method to acquire an income
regardless of your present earnings.
Ask for No. 190

32 Broadway, NewPittsburgh
York
Chicago
Philadelphia

Brooklyn

Direct Private AiVires

From factory to ijou rii Yfrr
Easiest riding, most comfortable wheel built. We'llshipto
you on
You'll surely want
it when
you
see approval.
the 18 exclusive
features
of the wonderful 1921 model electrically
equipped

BIACK. BIAUIY
There's a large variety of models to choose from.
Pick the one you like best. We'll ship it to you
express prepaid on approval. A small deposit and a
DOLLAR A WEEK
makes
you you
the money.
owner. You
Our got
direct
factory
price saves
a liberal
5-yearguaranteeand6moaths'
accident
policy
with
every
HAVERFORD CYCLE COMPANYwheel,

"*! colors
new catalog
in
— FREE
Something every
boy
needs.
It shows
M^Snte^

Dept.
295
Philadelphia,
n
».., Estoblishod 2'°J™
" , , . P«.
„
Be a Black Beauty Owner 6&<nt

prices.
Seodforlt
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{Continued from page 69)
Flower Drops, the most concentrated artdexquisite perfume ever
produced. Made without alcohol.
A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with long
flass stopper, Rose or Lilac $1.50;
lily of the Valley or Violet $2.00;
Eomanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50. Send 20 cts. stamps
or silver for minature bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,
5-oz. bottles, $1.50; Talcum glass
jars, 50c; at druggists or by mail.

of fact, it is not even among the best things
he has done — not nearly as entertaining as
his own variety of "Dont Change Yours."
But, on the other hand, it is more worth
seeing than many of the recent offerings.
The story tells of the Mallorys who have
their little seamstress masquerade as the
prettiest girl in town, when the prettiest
girl herself is suddenly taken ill, that they
may intrigue the interest of Nelson Rogers
whom they wish to keep in town for business reasons. The seamstress is married to a

P E R F 0,ME k TOILE,T'WATE(J

fibwCTDrops

ne'er do well, and as the story unweaves it
becomes one of the ever popular "for better
or for worse" problem plays for which
cinema producers have always had a great
liking. However, in the luxurious settings
and treatment which it has been accorded
it becomes different from the others which
have gone before.
Mr. de Mille has worked in a far-fetched
Cinderella episode which is one of the most
exquisite things ever screened, and thruout,
a delight to the eye.
And as is always the de Mille custom, he
has fitted the homes of his characters with
every luxurious novelty known to man.
Personally, we have serious doubts as to
whether or not telephones are ensconced in
bizarre telephone booths in the reception
rooms of the different houses on the Avenue.
And, too, the women are the silken creatures for which de Mille is famous.
Kathlyn Williams and Theodore Roberts
as Mr. and Mrs. Mallory are quite as fine
as usual, while Forrest Stanley who makes
his screen debut in this production is most
capable and endowed with a screen personality.
And as Mary Maddock, the little seamstress, Agnes Ayres gives a charming portrayal and causes us to hope that she will
soon be given other opportunities.

Rieger's Mon Amour per ounce
$1.50; Garden Queen $2.00; Alcazar $2.25; Parfum Rienzi $2.50;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00. At druggists or by mail. Nothing finer.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of
five 25c bottles, different odors
PAUL RIEGER &C0. (since 1872)295 First St.. San Francisco
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PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT'S

PRIMER
By L. CASE

RUSSELL

Do you think you can write
"as good" stories as you see on
the screen? You can write
them 100% better. Master the
technique of photoplay writing,
so simply presented in this little
book. A child can understand
it. Send fifty cents in stamps.

THE

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DOLLARS

i

IN HARES

We pay $7 00 to $18.50 and up a pair and
express charges. Big: Profits. We furnish
guaranteed high grade stock and buy all
you raise. Use back yard, barn, boxes and
runways.
Contract and Illustrated Catalog Free.
Standard Food & Fur Ass'n
409M Broadway
New York

MADAM

NU

PORTER'S

HAIR

GROWER

WILL STOP

FALLING

HAIR

remove
dandruff and
cause
the hair to come
back
if faithfully
used.
Write
for booklet.
Price $2.00 the bottle.
Parcel Post io cents extra.
MARY
E. PORTER
CO., INC.
29 Perry St.
New York, N. Y.

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite
8 Lachnite mounted in a solid t?o)d ring: on 10 days' free
!d°.
trial."
We will
send $4.75
it prepaid
rightpostman
to yourandhome.
When theIt
cornea merely
deposit
with the
then wear
jNTaend

a penny. Just send your name and say: "Send

ring for 10 full days. If you, or if any of your friends can teU
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(ladies' or men's).
Be sure to send finger n\i
Harold Lachman Co.. 204 S- Peoria St.. Dent 1525 Chicago

DEVIL — ASSOCIATED

Carmel Myers, pretty Universal
Film star, uses Qarda Face Powder

A new, delightful fragrance, a
rare clinging quality, win you
instantly and long'lastingly to

ARDA

FACE

POWDER,

Garda toilet necessaries — and 130 other
Watkins products — are delivered direct to
your home, city or country, by over 4,000
Watkins Retailers. Watkins Service, and
Watkins Quality (known over 50 years), are
responsible for twenty million satisfied users
today. If aWatkins Retailer has not called recently, writeus and we will see you are supplied..

How

to Get a
Sample

Send2cstampandreceive
a liberal supply of Garda
Face Powder, perfumed
with dainty new Garda
odor; also attractive
booklet aboutGarda.the
mysterious
Spirit of
Health and Beauty.
THE J. R. WATKINS
CO., Dept. 245
Winona, Minn.
Est. 1868

Wanted
Desirable
territories,cityopen
and
country,
men and
for sible
responwomen to sell
Watkins 137
products. A
real opportunity. Write
today for plan.

The Original

PRODUCERS

In the first place because a play scores a
success on the stage it does not necessarily
mean that it lends itself to the screen, and
in the second place there are artists behind
the footlights who will never be equally

How To Have

successful on the screen. "The Devil,"
sively. both of these statements concluproves

White, smooth, shapely, well-kept
hands indicate refinement. Many
defects may be concealed but thin,
rough, coarse hands — never! To
be genuinely attractive, you must
have beautiful, expressive hands.
Be proud of YOUR hands! Learn of
wonderful new Korell Hand-Mould
Method — how you may give your
hands delightful, moulding treatment
in the privacy of your home. Astonishing results! Send 4 cents in stamps
for beautiful Address
and instructive Bro-

The Franz Molnar play was popular on
the stage because of its lines — they were
unfailingly satirical with a basic wit, and
tinged with an appalling hypocrisy. It was
the lines which made the plot rather than
the action. And the screen cannot bridge
such a condition.
It is not to be expected.
Then George Arliss, who has consistently
given artistic characterizations on the stage,
found the screen new and strange ground —
every now and then his performance reminds you of the things he has created in
the flesh, but, on the whole, he fails in
bringing his art to the shadows.
The story, a psychological one, tells of a
well-known Parisian in whom lives the
spirit of the devil — hence the title. At least
there is some reason for the title and that is
something. He toys with the lives of those
with whom he has a personal contact, nearly
wrecking the lives of several, simply for the
satisfaction of his own fiendish amusement.
But in the end right conquers might and
they live happily forever after.
Lucy Cotton and Sylvia B reamer, as the
two girls in the story, give creditable performances, while Edmund Lowe is well cast
as the artist.
James Young directed the production, but
we venture to say that it is not his fault
that the story is laborious — the fault seemed
to lie in another direction.
Then, too, on the stage this was a decid-

Beautiful
Hands

Korell Laboratories,

chure "Hands— and the Woman.*
C-7
So. Amboy, N. J.

It is the
original and
only

genuine

preparation for
growing and beautifying the eyebrows
and lashes — gives womanly beauty lis crowning
charm. Absolutely pure — will
not run — no wetting necessary.
Natural. Brown or Dark.
Price 50c
and $ 1 .00. At LABORATORIES
your dealer's or direct CO.
from
LASHBROW
35 Preston Place
St. Louis, Mo.
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Join My Army
of Athletes

edly risque play — it is not so on the
— and as the risque flavor was one
elements which made it attractive,
naturally lost out without it.
Taken all in all, it is something of
that this was the choice for the
debut of Mr. Arliss.
MAMMA'S

AFFAIR — FIRST

screen
of the
it has

No Money Down

Illinois
Monarch
19 Jewels

a pity
screen

19 genuine Ruby and Sapphire jewels.
solid gold center wheel, adjusted to
positions, isochronism and temperature. Includes such railroad requirements as double roller escapement, steel escape wheel.
Stem luteset guaranteSubstant
absosatisfaction. eing ial
guaranteed
year
ed case.20 - Sent
^old-fill
without a penny down.

NATIONAL

For the last few months — whenever Constance Taltnadge has had a new picture, in
fact — we have bewailed the lack of farce

lODays
FreeTrial

material. Then along came "Mamma's
Affair," a screen version of the stage play
in which Effie Shannon pleased her audiences. And Effie Shannon plays her original
role in the screen production too, together
with other members of the original cast —
Constance herself in the role of Eve.
And so we had hopes — but they died. The
story which tells about a mother who holds
her nerves over her daughter's head that
she may have her own way, until the daughter finally discovers that she, too, has nerves
and, therefore, a weapon, is a long drawn
out affair on the screen, and it also finds the
younger Talmadge looking far from her
former sparkling self.
There is a prelude to the story laid in
the Garden of Eden, with the first Eve
triumphing over man by way of her nerves,
and a case of hysteria. And there is, of
course, a serpent — the tempter in the Garden— and, along with other women, since
time immemorial, we admit that we liked
the serpent tempter quite as well, if not
better, than anything else in the picture,
altho
Shannon's portrayal deserves a
word Effie
of commendation.
THE

Latest photograph of
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920.

You Cannot Fail
Any man who faithfully follows my
teachings cannot be otherwise. The world
can't hold him down. He is just bound
to take the front ranks, for he is filled
with new life, strength and ambition. It is
only the weaklings who are trodden down.

Step Up Then
Come on and join this army who is
going to conquer the world and all its
obstacles. Put on this armor of strength
and enter the battle. Decide right now
that you will be no longer classed with the
weaklings. Determine that you will have
this clean, perfect body that is rightfully
yours; this new ambition, this dauntless
courage, this fire and vim of youth, this
determination
that you will succeed.

I Am

Ready

Come down to my headquarters tomorrow and let me show you how easy it can
be done. It's a crime to put it off another
day. Remember what it means to you:
Success or Failure. Now- decide for yourself. If you can't come in and meet me
face to face, sit down this very minute and

Send for my New

Book —

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 305, 309 Broadway, New York
"MUSCULAR
DEVELOPMENT"
It is FREE !
It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated with 25 full-page photographs of
myselfletesand
the world's
athwhom some
I have oftrained.
Also best
contains
full particulars of my splendid offer to
you. The valuable book and special offer
will be sent on receipt of only io cents,
stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping
and mailing.
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 305, 309 Broadway, New York City
Denr Sir:— I enclose herewith 10 cents, fur which you are
to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever,
a(Please
copy write
of your
latestplainly.)
book, "Muscular Development."
or print
Name
Address
^102
. State

(TW ...

GILDED

LILY — PARAMOUNT

By this time every one in every audience
knows very well that when wealthy young
men marry or become engaged to cabaret
dancers and chorus girls, they do not want
them to immediately forsake their tinsel
trappings and settle down into the domestic
wife or sweetheart as the case may be.
Goodness, no. Every second or third picture, at least, has explained carefully that
it is the lure of the life, gaiety and laughter
which has attracted these younger sons, and
when the girl drops her spangles, beauty
marks and scented, monogrammed cigarets
for a cook-book, and the costume of a
quaker maiden, the youth invariably regrets
his choice. And, too, the same pictures have
made it clear that these same girls are always anxious to forget their success and
the bright lights, while they bake delicious
biscuits which look like the magazine advertisements of baking powders, or darn
socks before big brick fireplaces.
Nevertheless, "The Gilded Lily" purposes to explain all this over again, and piquant
Mae Murray is cast in the title role, while
her husband Robert Leonard is responsible
for the direction.
Every now and then in this picture Mae
Murray was convincing — appealing. But
just when your hopes were highest she
would suffer heroics in an exaggerated dramatic scene or pout after the fashion of
another player who pouts more delightfully
than anyone else has ever been known to
pout, and you were disappointed. However, these criticised incident's are the exception rather than the rule, and otherwise
Miss Murray does really good work.
And — as has come to be expected in her
pictures — she wears the most abbreviated
costumes. However, we can think of no
one better able to do this, and she is fascinating inher dancing scenes which have
been beautifully staged.
INSIDE

If you
Churchill

THE

CUP — COSMOPOLITAN

read this story when Winston
first presented it in book form
(Continued on page 104)

Wear this splendid watch
10 daystion.free.
No obligaIf you decide
not
to boy return It at oar

Chain and
expense.
Knife
FREE
A handsome,
Bold-filled
chainup-to-date.
and knifo
absolutely free. Choiceof
Dickens. Vest or Waldomar (shown in cut) chain.
State which chain you wish.

a Day

Just send your name and address. The watch, chain
and knife come to you by prepaid express. Give the
expressman $8.60. This is merely a deposit.
Wear
the watch and chain 10 days. Then if you don't wish
to Keep 't return it at our expense and your deposit
will be refunded instantly. You are not out one
penny. Trial is absolutely free. If you keep the
watch pay ?4.30 a month until full price $42.75 Is paid.

OrderTodayonTrial

The supply is limited. Send your name now No red tape
or annoyance. Yon take no risk. Take this chance to
have this watch for less than 14c a day. Send name.

J.M. LYON & CO^hf^SS

S>to work, to school,
and
Cheapest
Wayor fortofunGo
recreation is on a Ranger Bicycle.

Choice of 44 Styles, colors and sizes.
Save 810 to $25 on Direct From-theFactory shipment. 30 Days Free
Trial, shipped on approval. We pay
the
express both -ways If f?
notftMstf!
accepted.
lOMonthstoPay
BM Saved time and carfare easily meets
the •mat! monthly payments.

rlCOtlDept.G-39,
Chicago SESId,"^
Buy?

"^.H Corners"!
Brvo'cl
USe inem to mount Needed
all kodak

TT

"«x3sNo Paste

*1»

pictures,
postRound,
cards.clippin£s
Made
In Square,
Oral, Fancy in
andalbums
Heart
of black, gray, sepia, and red gummed paper.
Slip them on corners of pictures, then wet and stick.
, QUICK-EASY-ARTISTIC.
No muss, no foaa
At photo
supply,is nothing*
drug and
stat'y 10c
stores.
no and
substitutes;
I there
as good.
brinajsAccept
full pk*.
samples
from Engel Mfg. Co., Dept. 69-E 4711 No. Clark St., CHICAGO

HAIR ON THE FACE
PERMANENTLY

DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK TREATMENT permanently and
painlessly destroys hair, root and follicle (life of hair)
without mar or blemish to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment and we
teach you how to treat yourself in the privacy of your own
home. No electrolysis or caustics used and we guarantee
results. Complete treatment $5.00. References given.
Send stamp for booklet "Superfluous Hair Truths."
LOURIM COMPANY, Dept. 6, Litchfield St., Bay Cty, Michigan

£100

Your

'

legs will appear
when

you

Straightleg

straight

wear

Garters

Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter and pant-leg Stralghtener —
Quickly adjusted to fit various degrees
of bowlegs; as easy to put on and comfortuble to wear as any ordinary garter
— no harness or padded forms; just an
ingenious special garter for bowlegged men
— improves appearance wonderfully. Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing them ;
enthusiastic.
mailed In plain Write
envelope.for free booklet,

S-L Garter Co.
812-1

Trust

Co.

Bldg.,

DAYTON,

0.

<B«21fS'«R\

203&ar Guaranteed

1

DOWN
H9 1
An amazing aluminum set

■

H

value. Each piece is made of

"Lifetimeat Ware,"
heavy gauge,aluminum
^B pressed
^fl
■Mnever
,".*■■■?
a grade
offered at this sheet
price before. Seamless.
Not thin like ordinary aluminum ware. All pelces

(sxcept pie plates and bread pans) are highly polished,
made of genuine pure sheet aluminum, extra hard,
absolutely guaranteed for 20 years. Yours for only $1
down, $2.25 monthly. Price $21.90. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Everything in the Kitchen of Pure' Aluminum

Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces) 5-quart size, 8Jf-inch inside, with a
double^ boiler, 2-quart capacity; one Colonial design coffee percolator (2 pieces) , 6-cup
size with welded spout, dome cover, fully polished; one roaster, consisting of 9 pieces,
measures 10M inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces have dozens of different
uses, including bread or bake pan (7- pint capacity), stew or pudding pan (7-pint capacity)pudding
;
pan or mixing bowl (4-pint capacity) ; egg poacher, 5 eggs at a time,
muffin pan; biscuit baker with 6 custard cups or jelly moulds; deep locking self -basting
roaster; double boiler cereal cooker or triple steamer. This outfit also includes 6-quart
preserving kettle with cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1-quart capacity), 1 lip stew
pan UM-quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans (2 pieces), consists of
2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; two 9-inch pie plates; two 9jij-inch extra deep
cake pans; 1 colander with 9-inch top, B^-inch bottom and 2X-inch depth (can also be
used as a steamer). Shipping weight about 15 pounds. Ali pieces (except the pie
plates and bread pans) are highly polished, made of genuine pure sheet aluminum, extra hard, absolutely guaranteed for 20 years. Order by No. AS439JA.
Send $1.00 with order, $2.25 monthly. Price of 27 pieces, $21.90.

Easy Payments

Open
a charge
with us.
We trust account
honest
people anywhere in the
U. S
"id for this wonderful bargain or choose from our big catalog. One price
to all' cash or credit. No discount for cash.
No C. O. D.

Free Bargain Catalog
Our guarantee protects you. If not perfectly
satisfied, return the article at our expense within 30 days and get your money back— also any
freight or express charges you paid.

Send for it. Chows thousands of
bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silverware,
women's,
men's and children's
wearing apparel.

Send the Coupon

■IfillHiiiiiiiiiiiimi

mi iiiiii mi mi in iiiiiiiiniiiitiia

along with $1.00 to us now.
Have this 27 -piece Alumishipped
30 days'
trial.num SetWe'll
alsoon send
our
big Bargain Catalog, listing
thousands
of
amazing
bar
D 27-Piece Aluminum Kitchen Set No. A5439JA, $21.90 =
gains. Only a small first
Name
payment and balance in
monthly payments for anyStreet, B. F. D,
thing you want. Send the
or BoxNo
coupon— NOW !
Shipping

STRAUS&SCHRAM,DeWte.st,i!tsh.scthr.ecatgo|
Enclosed
find SI. 00. Ship special advertised 27-pieee Aluminum S
Kitchen Set. I am to have 30 days' trial. If 1 keep the set I =
will pay you $2.25 monthly.
If not satisfied I am to return the z
set within 30 days and you are to refund my money and any Z
freight or express charges I paid.
S

Straus & Schram

Poin:.,..,

Post

Office

State

If You ONLY Want Catalog, Put X Below :

O Furniture, Stoves, Jewelrj Q Men's. Women's, Children's Clotting

Dept.iSZS ,
West 35th Street, Chicago
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GIRLS! GIRLS!
Purify andPertinne
Your Son With

CUTICURA

Across tke Sil^ersheet
{Continued from page 102)

tlOa

— and it was widely read and discussed —
and if you were fond of it, the screen version will be disappointing to you. The story
which is an expose of the hypocritical conditions which are undoubtedly often existent in the churches, was never intended
for a screen adaptation, being a series of
philosophical arguments.
Then too many stories, strikingly similar
in theme and better suited to the silversheet,
have been flashed upon the screen in the
past few years. That has made it difficult
to maintain the plot interest, and as the
characters are introduced, you know fairly
well what they will be called upon to do for
the drama as it unfolds.
William P. Carleton has been entrusted
with the role of John Hodder, the rector,
while Edith Hallor plays the daughter of
Eldon Parr, the smug banker. Both are
fairly competent.

Send me your name and I
will tell you
how
you
can
make $10.00 a day for one or
two hours' spare time by callers in
ing onyour
my territory
custom- •
and sending me their
orders for raincoats.

$96. OO
a Week
Guaranteed

I guarantee to pay you $9G,00 a
week if you will send rue only tour
average orders a day. Watts took
four orders in his first forty minutes. Hearn cleared $17.00 his first
day. Kowe
$876 in one
months'
spare made
time.
I furnish
everything.
experience needed.
No capitalNorequired.
Write for full details and free proof.

The Comer

The most fascinatingly fragrant
and healthful of all powder perfumes. Antiseptic, prophylactic,
deodorizing, fragrant and refreshing, itis an ideal face, skin, baby
and dusting powder. Convenient
and economical, it takes the place
of other perfumes for the person
A few grains sufficient. One of
the indispensable Cuticura Toilet Trio for keeping the skin
clear, sweet and healthy.
Soap, Ointment and Talcum 25c everywhere.
Sample each free by mail. Address post-card :
Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. Z, Maiden, Mass,

No. 9, $4.50.

No. 16, $5.50.

|"P
| _£^

you were to purchase rings like these Illustrated
above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
5500. We are now manufacturing exact reproductions in Ladles' sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basic el setting, pierced design, sel with a carat size Genuine "Egeria
Gem"
Imported,
rainbowthisfirewonderful
of a diamond.
Send your
name possessing
now and thereceive
gem.
Pal 1 1 beside B diamond, ntnnd.4 all teste. This Gem is o wonderful dis"nK

■in. ■-,'■ 'i i i-.-in .liMlim-ui'.li between

them.

Send noinoncv.

Writ* today. Give Size of finger and number of rinp. Fay on arrival.
1
tsatl
nedown
in )one
days,
for money
This istoa you.
wonderful
offer,
and to
or return
these rinps
will berefund,
a revelation
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EGERIA

lAS£

GEM

CO.,

F, 113 Point St., Providence, R. I,

Co.

^The Heart of Maryland

All Makes Typewriters

{Continued from page 53)

K e m i n g ton. Underwood,
Smiths, Royals, Olivers,
etc., at reduced prices.
Write for our catalog No.
40 forlowconvincing
Prices
as $20. proof.

by instinct and by sight, the frayed old rope
that would send the warning bell ringing,

TALCUM

Mfg.

Dept. V-311, Dayton, Ohio

far out over the town. I wasn't thinking
then. I was only feeling again. Feeling
with my blood which is the only time, I
know, when we sense acutely or act truly.
When that bell swung out, Prunella, I
swung out with it, by the tongue of the bell,
so that my body was a buffer and it made no
sound. It seemed to me as tho it would
never cease its swinging in midair. I had
grown numbed and so I could no longer feel
the thrill I should have known when I
sensed that my body was standing between
Alan and death. That the old bell was
silent and that he, in safety, was speeding
to his regiment.
They took me down, after a long while,
bruised and bleeding here and there, but
with my heart healed of its many bitternesses because it had sustained his life.
Maryland.
The Lilacs.
And so we come, all of us here, to a little
After I was taken down from the belfry
peace.
I was kept under close guard, by Thorpe,
and, of course, I expected that.
Plans were set for my execution. Thorpe,
in his rage, wished to exercise his right as
commander to personally shoot a dangerous
prisoner, as he so designated me. His lust
had turned, had corroded, into as consuming
a desire for revenge, even to the last test.
Things were so placed when word came
that General Lee had ordered the officer
second in command to Thorpe to take over
the command and arrest Thorpe on evidence
enclosed.
And so I was freed, hurt a little, tempered not a little, wistful — ready, now,
to serve my country by allegiance of heart
rather than of hand.
Alan gave the Confederate Army honorable terms, and while these were being
carried out we went for the third and most
blessed time to our old trysting place.
And now I have come to the place, I cannot write of even to you — even to you, for
it was most tender, most sacred and most
sweet, and we have no words but what will
do
it violence,
and no script but what will
bruise
its delicacy.
Alan and Tom Boone have shaken hands
— my two oldest friends. One a sweetheart the
;
other, still a friend. Mother and
sisters are pleased and more at peace than
they have been this long while, and as much
at peace, I think as ever they will be.
Maryland.

Beran Typewriter Co.,
58 W. Washington St.,
Dept. 38, Chicago.

FRECKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of
These Ugly Spots
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
ashamed of your freckles, as Othine— double
strength — is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine — double
strength — from your druggist, and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon
see that even the worst freckles have begun to
disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It is seldom that more than one ounce
is needed to completely clear the skin and gain
a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine
as this is sold under guarantee of money back
if it fails to>remove freckles.

Motion Picture Stars

v2

Beautiful and artistic photos (3 1-2x4 1-2)
of the world's leading movimr picture stars
—both men and women. BATHING BEAUTIES too! Just the thins: for your room or
den. Now offered at only 6 for 25c: 25 for
SI; 300 for $10. Any assortment desired;
postage
prepaid.
Order today enclosing
money order
or currency.
EGBERT
BROS.,
Dept. M, Buena Vista & Temple Streets,
Los Angeles
California

\5ur Bunion Can Be Cured
//VS7X/Vr REL/EF

Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me ene cent— Just let me prove
it to you as I have done for over 72,500 others in
thethelast
months. cure
I claim
"Falryfoot"
is
onlysixsuccessful
for that
bunions
ever made
and I want you to let me send it to you FREE, entirely at my expense. I don't care how many socalled cures, or shields or pads you ever tried without success I don't care how disgusted you feel
with them all— you have not tried my cure and 1
have such absolute confidence in it that I am
going to send you this treatment absolutely
FREE.ment It
a wonderful
yet simple
home treatwhichis relieves
you almost
instantly
of all
pain; it removes the cause of the bunion and thus
the ugly deformity disappears— all this while you
are wearing* tighter shoes
than ever. I know it will
do all this and I want you
because
I know/
toFREE
send for
"Fairyfoot"

you will then toll all your ;
friends about it just as those
72.600 others aro doing nowWrite ment
now,
as appear
this announcemay not
in this
ar again. Just send your nam
be
sent promptly
intoday.
plain sealedwi
address
and "Falryfoot"
envelope.
Write
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The Plot Thickens !
{Continued from page 61)

Sugar Coated"

Electricity

Use the powerful, corrective forces of electricity that modern science has made
available— without shock or jolt— just pleasant and invigorating, yet wonderfully
effective. Drive out aches, pains, and their causes.
Saturate the ailing weakened area with nature's most
potent aid in establishing normal conditions.

Itermtife

Violet Ray

High Frequency

Simply attaches to light socket and transforms current into a shower of vibrant, shockless electricity —
Violet Ray. Penetrates deep, increasing circulation,
adding oxygen to the blood and promoting elimination
of waste products. If you are suffering from any
subnormal conditions, learn what the Violet Eay may
do for yon. Write for complete booklet.
THOUSANDS BENEFITED; Many chronic, stubborn cases of rheumatism, neuritis, anemia, faulty
circulation, Iparalysis, catarrh, lumbago, etc., etc.,
have found marked relief and permanent benefits. Get the records of hundreds of cases. You may get one on
trial and be your own Doctor and
Judge. Write for special offer.
Renullfe Electric Co
1 405Marquette Building
Detroit, Michigan
In Canada
Netting Building, Windsor, Ont.

Cultivate
Your Beauty
kttvt) a youthful appearance, clear complexion,
magnetic eyes, pretty eyebrows
and lashes,
-4
graceful neck and chin, luxuriant hair, attractive hands, comfortable feet. Be free from wi inkles, lines, pimples, blackheads; strengthen sa;. («a*#
gin? facial muscles- all through following our simple directions.
so. No
-^^
no big
expense, Thousands
and quick have
results.done Send
for drugs,
latest
catalog and many Beauty Hints-all free.
GRACE MILDRED CULTURE COURSE
Dept.16,BottiamNat,iBankBI(tg.,181SBroadw.y.N.Y.C.
{A Branch 0/ Susanna Cocroft'a Work)

DEAFNESS
g£*S V\
^§^j«*j
'

IS

MISERY

I know because I'was Deaf and had Head Noises
for over 30 years.
My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you.
Tney are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
's caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums.
Easy to put in,
easy to take expensive.
out. Write for
Are Booklet
"Unseen andComforts."
Inmy sworn
statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD

Suite 314, 70 Sth Avenue

-

•

New York City

Learn to Dance
rb«canlearnFox-Trot,One-Step,Two-

and latest "up-to-the-minute soWaltz
Step, ciety
dances in your own home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms.
Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M.B.
Room 122
4737 Broadway, Chicago. 111.

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it 5f you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring ; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

A situation should be natural and logical.
The situation should develop because of the
characters of the plot-people, and not be the
basis for your characterizations. The more
normal the situation, the better the story,
as a rule. In fact, stories are really a
series of situations, working up to the denouement, which is the point at which the
plot is suddenly solved and all misunderstandings cleared up. Write your situations
about the everyday life that you know most
about — your neighbors, not Parisian society
or English nobility. A story about a small
family in a Harlem flat, which rings true to
life, is infinitely more interesting than a
story with an artificial situation involving
a lot of stiff, unreal millionaires, society
women and so forth.
After your Theme, Characters and Situations have been planted, they should be
developed as nearly simultaneously as possible, which is to say that one should not be
developed at the expense of the other. This
is done thru the Action.
Action need not be physical. Many amateurs think that a scenario must be composed of violent action, such as fights, train
wrecks, fires and the like. On the contrary,
mental action is much the best, and the most
realistic. The mood of a jealous husband
can be put before the audience much more
effectively by a little scene in which he
quietly crushes the rose his wife has just
given him, than in a wild scene showing him
wrecking all the furniture in the house. To
a certain extent, action must be physical
in the movies, for thoughts can only be
transmitted to the audience in pantomime —
except, of course, in written subtitles, which
is a subject we shall take up in a later
article. But good actors can usually "get
across" whatever you desire by a perfectly
natural gesture and change of expression,
without resorting to violence. If your story
needs a melodramatic scene, put it in; but
dont think it is necessary in the movies.
One thing is certain, however, and that is
that action, whether physical or mental,
must never stop until the final close-up.
Your story must be constantly unfolding.
If you stop its development for a single
instant with an unnecessary episode or a
character who has nothing much to do with
the affairs, you break the spell — your audience's attention snaps. The plot which
falters, dies in its tracks.
Editor's Note: — John Emerson and
Anita Loos will be very glad to answer any
questions of the readers of the Motion
Picture Magazine and to read any synopses of stories without any charge, provided
they are made as brief as possible. All
communications must be accompanied by
the coupon below, entirely filled out, or a
similar one of your own making and addressed to John Emerson and Anita Loos,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, New York.
COUPON
I I am
t t sending with this coupon a 300
word synopsis of my story. I desire John
Emerson and Anita Loos to answer the following question:

(If no story is attached, question may relate
to photoplay writing in general. Send stamped
and self-addressed envelope with coupon so that
your answer and your story, if you sent any,
may be returned to you.)
The answer to your question is as follows (to
be filled out by Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos):
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Jhe Romance
the Lashes
ance on her
of rom
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TAL
And you know
lash
immediately that she is
the loveliest person that ever
A

glanced and charmed

and con-

quered.
For beautiful lashes mean expressive eyes, and eyes illumine
a face. You can bring out all
the luminous shadowy depths
in your own eyes by cultivating
the lashes. Use LASHLUX

after powdering. It is a nourishing cream which darkens the
R.uhye de Renter, Arrow
Film Star, famous for her
beautiful eyes*

lashes immediately and stimulates them to grow long, smooth
and lustrous.
Brown, Dark or Colorless,
50c. At drug or department
stores, or by mail.
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COMPANY

72 Grand
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Tke Answer Man
(Continued from page 78)
"Three Miles Out."
means ?

You know what that

F. if
C. —youOh,enclosed
you've got
me wrong.
I said
that
a stamp
or extra
fee •
in your letter you would
get a quicker
answer, otherwise you would have to wait
your turn, and it might be a long wait.
Marie M. S. — Gladys Walton is with
Universal, and she will be interviewed in
a future Classic.
James A. M. — Just send along a stamped
addressed envelope.
Charles O. — That was a clever sea letter
you wrote me. You will yet become a
Capt. Marryat or a Robert Louis Stevenson.
W. J. C. — Of the thousands of letters I
receive every month, five per cent are
delicious like yours, ten per cent are unreadable, fifteen per cent give me indigestion, and twenty per cent put me to sleep.
The rest of them are passable, and help me
to earn my salary of $10 per. Of course,
the players you mention have been in New
Haven. Why, William Russell has played
in "Shod with Fire."
Marjorie S. — So you dont think I will
ever be an angel, because you say angels
dont have beards. How do you know?
Quite true, I never saw an angel with a
beard, but I dont recollect ever having seen
one without a beard, either. Why, Ruth
Roland was in to see us the other day. She
is looking more beautiful than ever. Ruth
handed me the dandiest box of Huylers
when she came into my cage. You see, she
knows my weakness.
Bessie H. — You say, you sent Monte
Blue twenty-five cents and he hasn't sent his
picture. How could this be thus? Monte,
you
haven't
that quarter
foolishly,
now,gone
have and
you spent
?
Teddy Brown, 45 Ozone Ave., Venice,

LASHLUX

means luxuriant lashes

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial,
and MagazineNewspaper
Illustrating:,
Pastel
Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
List of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,
28A Flatiron BIdg-. New York
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satisfaction.

indorsements received from the users of thisThe
cream numerous
warrants the
above assertion. Send 25c for a trial jar to Room 203,
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East 28th St., NEW YORK

Dr. Lawton's

FACE BEAUTIFIER

;,

I WANT every woman who reads this advertisement to give it her serious
consideration. I want her to know that by a simple "Vacuum Cup
Device" I have found a way to put the law of beauty to work.
As we get older the muscles of the face sag. This causes sagging
checks, crows-feet, drooping mouth corners, frown furrows and many
other lines — lines of age.
With my Face Beautifier you exercise the muscles of the face; thus
tightening the flabby flesh and thereby help to restore the look of youth.
No woman should be without one of these little devices.
They pay for
themselves over and and over again.
Not electric.
Use a few minutes
daily. And the price is only $3, with full instructions.
Complete story told in my booklet, "Putting the Law of Beauty to
Work."
"Send for your beautifier today.
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1 nomas
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TLawton

120 w- 70th
DePt- 58.
ph£ne
Col. 722o
New Street
York

Cal., writes that she is eighteen, and a "shut
in," and would like to hear from some of
my readers.
Reginald J.— Your letter was good in the
superlative degree. You are all for Thomas
Meighan. It seems that "Anatol" will be
known as "The Five Kisses," and the cast
includes Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson,
Elliott Dexter, Wanda Hawley, Bebe
erts.
Daniels, Monte Blue and Theodore RobE. T. H. S. — Could hardly read yours.
Please write your name plainer — it looks
like a Chinese prescription for the chills.
Besse Eytton was born in Santa Barbara,
Cal., and Thomas Santschi was born in
Kokomo, Ind.
Jane. — Thanks, ditto!
Robinette S. T. — Why, Robert Harron
was buried at Calvary Cemetery. You say
that James Kirkwood has the rugged charm
that made Thomas Meighan famous.
Some girls like that type. You say you are
glad that the skirts are to be fuller next
summer. I am so glad. Some of them
now seem to be almost empty.
Chillicothe. — Glad to hear from you
again. See above about the clubs. So you
enjoyed
You ought
see
what she Olga's
sent meletter.
for Xmas.
Perhapsto you
mean Ann Little. No, Theda Bara isn't
married. She will play in "The Blue
Flame," for the Screen.
Alma. — I do not agree with you. I believe that children should be allowed to
read "Gulliver's Travels," and the Arabian
Nights, and fairy talcs, because their imaginations must be stimulated. I do not believe in lore,
crowding
child's
with
scientific
but inthe
feeding
its mind
fancy with
poetic and fictitious narrative. I really cant
tell

why

Eugene
O'Brien doesn't
(Continued on page 110)

answer
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Good Nev?s For Trie Contest

Fans

Prizes to Be Awarded in trie Ideal Cast Contest!
We are forced once more to postpone The ballot will be as follows :—
the inauguration of our Ideal Cast ConI; the undersigned, desire to vote as foltest, this time in the interest of the prizes lows :—
which have just been determined
upon.
Leading Woman
They will be a new and startling feature
Leading Man
of these contests, and they are literally
villain
vampire
sity-.
genero
their
in
amazing
Man
Character Woman
, award
,
Character
The added interest which.,,their
will bring, we are sure, will make a pheComeflian (Male)
nomenal success of a contest which procomedian (Woman)
mised to be one even without the prizes.
child
Director
They will be announced next month toName
gether with the official ballot, which will be
Address
Dont miss
the
... first one T that
. . may «.be *used.
*
vni!
Note. — This is a sample
ballot and cannot
be
this issue.
It IS important to IUU.
used_ Th(. nrst fJffi,.i;li coupon will appear in next
issue of motion Pictuke Mac-azixe.
The prizes, very naturally, will go to month's
The rules governing the contest are few
fans for the honor and glory attached to
but they must be obeyed or the
simple ballot
contests and
of„. such
the winning
,
rnr. .1nation-wide
ctorc.
offending
will be thrown out, and
are surely enough tor the stars.
.,f ,
,
,
. . '
*"
.....
i
j
u
you will have lost the opportunity to pav
Prizes will be given to the readers whose tribute tQ yQur favorite stars
guesses are most accurate as to who will
finally be decided upon for the Ideal Cast. Rules for the ideal cast contest
1.— All votes must contain the name and
Let us make this clear. The ballots will be
counted and filed as fast as they come in. address of the voter in order to be conNaturally, the star who receives the great- sidered.
2.— In voting for the ideal child, the vote
ets number of votes for Leading Woman
will be the winner under that heading, and may be cast for either a boy or a girl.
the star who receives the greatest number 3.— It is permissible to vote for the same
For instance, Dorothy Gish
of votes for Leading Man will be the win- person twice.
woman comedian and
ideal
your
be
may
the
until
on,
so
and
one,
ner under .. that
■ A^^m-,^cA ,,™r,
r^r.
your favorite
leadinga lady
as well. .
You
entire cast
Can -irr.il
you
.
,her
, ..is determined
... , , Trupon.
.__ Jmay vote tor
under Aboth, .headings.
guess who they will be? If you can guess /.„'.„
.
,.
,
to :correctly, you will win a really worth-while 4-- A" b*n°ts ™st be addressed
Editor,
Contest Street,
Ideal Cas*
4. i.uguess
c 1exactly,
t „♦: if
1'5 Dufheld
prize. Even if you do not
your guess comes nearest the final selection,
Brooklyn,
NeW York,
vou will still be awarded a prize,
lour
.
u
u u^a .v- ^o^a,-4-,\,D n\
"ut on your thinking caps, you who love
guesses may be submitted irrespective ot ^ ^..^ ^ ^..^ J .>J f
^
your ballot.
For instance, you may wish use a„ yQur facultjes in thjs great
to cast your vote for Norma. Talmadge as Are you able t0 decide between the contest
reiative
your ideal leading lady, tho your guess is, merits of men like Charles Chaplin and
that Mary Pickford will win that place in Theodore Roberts? Can you judge between
the contest.
You may continue to send in the talent of Norma
Talmadge and the
the coupons for the voters, one of which irresistible magnetism of Mary Pickford?
will appear in every issue of the magazine, Are you gifted with the critical faculty?
until the contest closes, but your guess of Put your wits to work, and win a prize, as
the winning cast will have to be sent in wdl as win a place for your favorite stars.
before a certain date, which will be an- AND DONT MISS THE JUNE ISSUE
nounced next month.
OF MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE !
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Embroidered
*V Stylish
Plaited
*
Panama Skirt
Stunning Bargain!
Positively the greatest, most
amazing: value in a fine quality Embroidered Plaited
Panama Skirtin America today! To prove it we gladly
send it without one penny in advance. Order on
approval
on arrival. —Try itpayon only
— compare
it with others. Then keep
it or return. But see it
first — then decide! Just
Bend coupon now!

Money
Send No

Charming:,
—now all themodish
rage. model
Made
of
choice
qualitywithwoolmixed
panama,
the
B tunning stylish narrow
plaits. Richly embroidered with two tone
Bel embroidery.
Cut tinfull
end nicely
finished
out.
Has all
around thrubelt
trimmed with two large
buttons in front. You
cannot appreciate
cellent quality andthe exthe
wonderful value until you
Bee it. Rush the coupon
quick for one of thesefine
skirts at this special sale
price. rives,
Pay$4.98when
skirt arand postage.
If after try on and examination
you are not convinced this
is the greatest bargain you
ever received, we will send
your Color
money
Blue
Only. back.
Sizes Navy
23 to

Don't Miss
This

35 watst measure. Length 34
to40inches. Stat* your sizo.

DAVID STRONG
COMPANY

Bargain

Same Management Since 1885
Dapt. S
CHICAGO
DAVID STRONG CO . Dept. 5
Chicago.
Send Embroidered Stylish Plaited Panama Skirt at once. I will
pay $4.93 and postage when skirt arrives. You agree to refund
my money if 1 am not completely satisfied.
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in-
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in.

Address..

ONE HUNDRED

FILM FAVORITES

One hundred handsome postcard pictures of both old and
new favorites, consisting of
popular stars, such as Norma
Talmadge, Anita Stewart, Wally
Keid, J. W. Kerrigan, \V. S.
Hart, Wm. Fanium, Wm.
Duncan, Earle Williams, Pearl
White, Jack Pickford, Gloria
Swanson." Lon Chaney, Thomas
Keighao. and a brand new picture of
Douj? and Mary : sent to you nicety
Ollar. post
Act at
once.
Backed,
paid,
on receipt of One

THE

FILM

PORTRAIT

CO.

P. O. Box 4,
Kensington Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
No Agents Wanted. No Catalogs Sent.
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Movie

(Apologies to Kipling)
By Ivy Kellerman Reed
"What are the people sobbin' for?" said "They're jumpin' into ash cans an' hidin'
Files-ofT-Parade.
every place,
"They see the film, they see the film," the
For fear the fake policemen will meet
movie usher said.
them face to face,
"What makes them look so tired, so tired?" An' fallin' out o' flivvers an' runnin'
said Files-off-Parade.
them a race,
"They're
dreadin' what
they've got to
Till they're fillin' all the theaters with
watch," the movie usher said.
mournin'."
"A comedy is runnin' an' the Dead March
"What's that we hear now, when it's done ?"
ought to play,
The Visual sort'o' slapstick stuff they're said Files-off-Parade.
'-" s folks revivin from their gloom," the
showin' here today :
movie usher said.
With slippin' on banana peel an' grab"What is it makes them shake their heads ?"
bin' clothes away,
said Files-off-Parade.
An' they're fillin' 'all the theater with
mourniif."
"They're
wonderin'
the movie
usher how
said. they stood for it,"
"Old Noah should have canned that stuff," "They hoped it might be funny as the
said Files-off-Parade.
advertisements say,
" 'Twas funny in those days, perhaps," the
An' paid their coin an' fought for seats
movie usher said.
an' wouldn't go away;
"There's not a plot, there's not a thought," If they'd gather the producers an' hang
said Files-off-Parade.
them some fine day,
"Why, no, it's just a comedy," the movie There'd be laughter in the movies, 'stead
usher said.
o' mournin'."
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Fashion's
'Decree

this season is light, filmy fabrics.
Delatone enables discriminating
women to wear them with perfect
freedom.

is a well-known scientific preparation
for removing hair safely and surely
from neck, face or underarms.
Prepared scientifically, it leaves
the skin clear, firm and perfectly smooth. Easy to apply.
Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original
1 oz. jaronwill
be mailed
to any address
receipt
of SI.
SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.
Dept.NN , 339S.Wtb»sh Av.,Chic.go
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*Trte Lo-Oe Special
{Continued from page 67)
certain, that, unless he put her off the
special by main force, she would go.
Jim Donahue and the girl were waiting
as
he clambered
the acab.
"Let thing,
her gothe
!"
Glover
ordered.intoLike
living

Learn io Draw
at Home
Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial Artists
earn big money. $25 to $100 a week and
more. Learn at home in spare time under
personal direction of Will H. Chandlee,
famous newspaper, magazine, advertising
artist of 35 years' successful experience.

\BE

AN

ARTIST

FREE COUPON
Delightful, fascinating profession.
Washington School
Vw
01 Art, Inc.
» method
makes
drawing
easy 1
Room 1615 Marden Bid?.,
» Send coupon
or postal today
Washington, D. C. % for special offer of complete

to new
FREE
Outfit
of \% Artist's
particulars OUTSend
for handWrite
students.
laiEE me ARTIST'S
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an Artist.
Don t
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\ pon at once.
Address
State whether Mr., Mrs. or Misa
\
Washington School
.• .
\
of Art, Inc.
Address
\Rooral615 Marden BIdg.,
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State
%
Washington, D. C.

great iron creature leaped forward. Laura
clung to her seat, laughing with exultation
at the wild speed, the roar of the fire, and
wheels, and the rain on the iron sides of
the monster that was carrying her out of
everyday life into the Unknown.
Even when she had travelled in far and
strange places it had always been safely.
She had never been in danger until now.
For this was danger, she guessed, from
Glover's tense lips and grim chin. It was
danger, but it was living, raw and real, and
she was too gloriously healthy to be afraid.
It seemed impossible that harm should
come to her with this man near.
How near harm came* to them she never
knew. Afterward, Glover was to learn of
the sleeping operator at Point of Rocks and
the message that came almost too late to
send the evening local onto a siding before
the demented engine swept by. They had
dodged death a dozen times before the
special ground to a stop before the startled
eyes of the loungers gathered at Medicine
Bend about the friendly stove in the station.
Mellen Gage, wakened from peaceful
dreams in the stateroom of his private car
by a wet embrace from two vigorous young
arms, was inclined to be profane, until
Laura had sputtered out her tale of Harrison's perfidy. "By George I" he said then,
holding her the length of a mauve pajamaed
arm, gingerly, "Loll, I'm
all that, but you're like
that insists on wagging
been in the ocean. Go

Send Your Name for a Hexnite Gem
Send no money. Simply select the style ring you want by
number, state the finger size and we will send you, charges
prepaid, a Beautiful Hexnite Gem. mounted in solid gofd
and weighing almost one carat. When it arrives, merely
deposit $4.60 with the postman, then wear the gem for ten
days. If you or your friends can tell a Hexnite Gem from
a diamond, send It back. If you decide to buy it, send only
S3. 00 monthly until$16.50 is paid. Write for 32-page catalog
showing hundreds of wonderful bargains. Address Dept. 607-B.

The HEXNITE

CO., 116 Nassau St., New York

How to Get Into the Pictures
Lately, with the great, readjustment in
the studios, the problem for movie
aspirants has become one of "how to
stay in" rather than how to get in.
Motion Pictures of tomorrow will be
decidedly better. They will take longer
to make and cost more to produce. That
means good salaries and more regular
employment. But only to those who qualify.
The idea of qualifying is a sensible one.
It saves the producers' time and money.
It saves you from gambling with your opportunities.
If, when you have a test or tryout, you
go through the formalities, knowing what
expression to give your work, how you
should make up and the hundred other
things, you will have plainly stamped yourself as one knowing the job. Directors will
show you preference every time.
Send io cents for our booklet, "Can I Get
Into the Movies?" See if you fit into this
profession. Read about our improved homestudy courses in motion picture acting.
Reason it out yourself. Terms can be arranged to suit.
THE

NATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
175 Dufflold Streot, Brooklyn,

INSTITUTE
N. Y.

Please send mo a copy of your booklet, "Who
Car and Who
Cannot Get Into the Pictures and
Why?"
Enclosed Is 10 cents In stamps for mailing.
Kama
.
Vddress
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a proud parent and
a friendly spaniel
its tail after it's
and get into some

dry things, and then I'll embrace you
properly. And send Glover in
-"
"I didn't bring a trunk, Dads," his daughter reminded him, "but you can lend me
some pajamas and William will make up
one of the berths outside. And, Dads, if
Mr. Glover asks you if he can marry me,
say yes, wont you dear ? And if he doesn't
ask you, you'll have to ask him! Tell him
he has to — you own this road, dont you?"
"Laura !" exploded her father.
"And suppose I do mean?" demanded his
daughter, "there's no use trying to stage the
stern father stuff in that costume, Dads
But even if you cut me off with a shilling,
I'm going to marry him — if I can, that is !"
"First sensible idea you ever had in your
life !" her parent declared. "Send him in !"
"Oh, I suppose he had to bed the engine
down and give it some oats," Laura began
flippantly, then to her own surprise, burst
into tears, "as if I w-wasn't w-w-wet
enough already !" she wept angrily. "Daddy ! Maybe he's run away again ! Oh, he'll
never ask me, never, and I'll have to be an
old m-maid, and if you d-dare to so much
as hint what I've s-said, I'll go out West."
On the trip to Glen Cove the next morning young Glover rode conspicuously in
the engine, while Laura, elaborately unconcerned, read Snappy Stories upside down
all the way. The two young people said
nothing to each other during the trip up the
mountain trail to Zeke's cabin, and when
Mr. Gage left them in search of the prospector, they were standing as far apart as
possible, gazing intently at the view.
When he came back they were not standing so far apart. And all the view they
seemed to see was that reflected in each
other's eyes; which is, after all, the finest
view in the world. Seeing which, Mr. Gage
beamed,
misty-eyed, and tiptoed ponderously away.
"If the first's a boy — " he planned . . .
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True-Tone

Saxophone

A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to greatly increase your income, opportunities,
popularity
pleasure. toEasiest
of
all wind and
instruments
play (
— you can learn to play the scale ,
in an hour and in a few days I
be playing popular airs. Practice is a pleasure.

**
Saxophone Book Freelttl^^J^,
in sextettes, or in regular band; how to transpose cello parts
in orchestra and many other things you would like to know.

without obligation. If
rrcC 1 rial and try it six days
Fi-aaTviol ^ou can or(^er any Buescher instrument
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
(26)
complete catalog will be mailed free.
BUESCHER
BAND
INSTRUMENT
CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra, Instruments
2126 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana
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SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR
REMOVER
A treatment that will
remove permanently
all
Superfluous
from
the faceHair
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any
part ofleaving
the bodya
without
mark on the most
delicate moves
skin.
Reentire hair
roots and destroys
the hair duct. No
electric needle,
burning caustics or
None Genuine Without
This Trade-Mark.
powders used.
One application of Mi-Kita will quickly and completely
remove all undesirable hair without pain, leaving the
skin soft and smooth.
Every woman who Is troubled with superfluous hair
should know that Mi-Blta will permanently destroy
the most stubborn growth of hair, and this treatment
can be used successfully at home.
Send for Free Beauty Boole listing our exclusive
preparations for beautifying the skin and hair.
For sale at all toilet counters
direct toand drug stores or write

,vulele!

Dr. Margaret Ruppert
Dept.

Sole Owner of the Mi-Rita Treatment
H— 1112 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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If j'ou play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music
or latest songs on the Ukulele, you will he in demand.
method
now enables
you to latest
play
Trof. Harry
J. Clarke's
the Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy as reading a novel.
No previous knowledge necessary. Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it. We give you FBEE a
handsome Ukulele if you enroll now. Write for free Story
of Hawaiian Music and offer. No obligations. Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music 201 W. 41st St.. Depl. 8-Y. New York
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UP TO

5 H. P.

Write for b*r»»in cUlog

'west "ehd, Pittsburgh, pi.

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
You can make from $1 to $2 an hour
writing show cards in your spare time, quickly
and easily learned
by our new simple method.
No canvassing or soliciting. We sell your work and
pay you cash each week.
Full particulars anil booklet free. Write today.
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& Shuter

SHOW

CARD

SCHOOL

Ryrie Building
Streets, Toronto,

Canada
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The Fame

and Fortune

A RE you young? Are you pretty?
A\ Can you act? Have you personality? Do you photograph
well? If you possess all these qualifications, you are exactly what we are
looking for. If you have not all, but
a combination of two or more, your
chances for a screen career are good.
The new contest is in full swing
and every number of Motion Picture Magazine, Classic and Shadowland carries portraits of those
who have won the Honor Roll, any
of whom may be among the winners
at the close of the contest.
People Say Opportunity
Knocks But Once
But in the Fame and Fortune Contest itknocks twelve times a year in
every one of our three publications,
and as it knocks it holds out to you the
key that will magically open the door
to the silversheet! While others
strive in vain for admittance, our
winners walk in already crowned
with success.
Have You Sent Your
Photograph ?
If not, send it now, and be assured that it
will receive careful consideration. At the
close of the contest there will be a deluge
of photographs. If you send yours now,
you will escape this confusion.
Two anteed
years'
publicity
having
beenforguarthe winners
of our
contests
the
past two years, their names will be found
in each of our three publications, also frequent interviews and portraits.

I MAGAZINE.

Contest of 1921

Others Have Won!
You?
Winners of the Fame and Fortune Contest
of 1919
of 1920
of 1921
Anetha Getwell
Blanche McGarrity
Virginia Fair
Anita Booth

Allene Ray
Corliss Palmer
Beth Logan

^
#~\

Helen DeWitt
Mary Astor
Erminie
Gagnon
Dorothy Taylor
Ruth Higgins

•

The following conditions of the contest
should be carefully observed :
No photographs will be returned.
Coupons must be pasted on the backs of photographs.
Do not send snapshots or postcards.
Letters are not desired, but if sent should accompany
portraits.
Those
wishing
replies should enclose self-addressed
stamped envelopes.
Do not send tinted portraits.
Address letters and photographs to Contest Manager.

w

arning i

Contestants whose names have appeared
on the Honor Roll of MOTION PICTURE
Magazine, Classic and Shadowland
are strongly advised not to communicate
with any person who writes promising a
place in pictures or a contract with a producing company. These letters are usually
frauds and should be ignored.
Fill Out

the

FAME

Coupon

AND
MAGAZINE

Below

FORTUNE
ENTRANCE

At

Once

CONTEST
COUPON

Name .
City
Address
Street

State
Previous stage or screen experience in detail, if any:

When

born

Blonde or brunette
Weight
(This

Height

coupon, or a similar one of your own making,
must
secured to t lie back of each photo submitted.)

be
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The

Screen Time -Table

(Continued from page 95)
Rookies' Return, The — F-8.
Douglass McLean — Famous Players.
Silver Horde, The — D-7.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.
Something to Think About — D-ll.
Gloria
Swanson and Elliott Dexter —
Paramount.

Ask Your
Sweetheart!

Suds— CD-8.
Mary Pickford— United Artists.
Thief, The— MD-4.
Pearl White— Fox.
39 East— D-10.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Twin Beds — CD-5.
Carter de Havens — First National.
Why Change Your Wife — D-ll.
S wanson- Meighan — Paramount .
Way Down East — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.
What Happened to Rosa — C-8.
Mabel Normand — Goldwyn.
Woman Game, The— SD-6.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
Yellow Typhoon, The — MD-10.
Anita Stewart — First National.

WHEN your sweetheart wants you to go to
the movies, ask him to' take you to see your
favorite screen star — or to a picture that combines the best entertainment with the highest
artistry. Of course, it's
A FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

The Answer Man

Pictures by independent stars and producers who
have no other purpose in view than to please you

2 ',

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He Has
a First National Franchise

(Continued from page 106)
you. I hear he's rather stuck on himself.
Anyway, he apparently isn't on you.
Just Spratt. — You probably refer to
Cecil B. de Mille or Thomas Ince.
Etc. — You need not be afraid to write
oftener. You write one letter a month and
think you are doing a whole lot. I have
one correspondent who writes one letter
every day and thinks nothing of it, and
there are other people who think the same.
Of Louise
course M.
I like
— who doesn't?
B. —pecan
You fudge
say, vanity
feels no
pain.
Righto! upI would
die if every
I didn'tnight.
put
my whiskers
in curlers
Viola Dana in "Home Stuff." James Kirkwood and Dorothy Dalton in "The Money

1 FIRST
NATIONAL
PICTURES

Gwendolyn. — Oh, you can hardly expect
to see Norma and Constance Talmadge in
the
same picture.
Thepay
picture
couldn't
inMaster."
enough
money to
two big
stars,take
as
much as they could earn otherwise.
Keith. — Go to the head of the class.
Cant say where Richard Ridgely is. He
left the screen some years ago. I used to
know a Gunning — what's his first name?
Do you refer to "Wid" Gunning? If so,
that's easy. That's only around the corner
from me.
What's her name?
Mrs. Edison. — Your letter is really beau-

STAMMER
m
«■
WM

eared, if you

/i

You can be quieUy

Send 10centsinstamnsior288-pa(re cloth-bound book
onStammerlngand Stuttering, "ItuCanae and Core "
It tells how I cured myself atter stammering for 20

fj yeara. B. N. Bogue.3020 Bogue Bldg.. 1147 N.III.St. Indianapolis

-Increase Your Income $500 to $ i 000—

We want special representatives to take orders for
"Chicago Knit" hosiery and underwear. Direct from
Mill to consumer. Work is interesting, pleasant and
profitable. No previous experience is necessary. Part
or whole time. Send for our beautiful catalog and
sample outfit plan.

Chicago Knitting Mills, Box I49P, Chicago, III.

This Book Free
"SUCCESS
HOW

FREE for 10 Days' Wear

an TheTHniteCo.51 11. Plymouth CI. DcpU420, Chicago ^

TO WIN

IT"

AND

Sousa
and
nine
other
world
famous
musicians tell how you can quickly learn
to play saxophone,
cornet,
trombone,
clarinet, ment any
band oryour
orchestra instruand double
income
pleasure.

Free Trial Any
Conn Instrument

Send no money— Just tell us which ring to sendNo. 102 or 103. We will send you one of these genuine
sparkling Tifnite gems mounted in solid gold — on
10 days' FREE TRIAL.
Don't miss this offer. Send.
atrmm—nmmmM
now beautiful it is. If anyone can tell it
uitiniunu
fr.om m diamond, send it back and wo
refund deposit. .If .you buy, pay the balance, at $3.00 per
month until $12.50 fa paid. Price smashed— terms lowest on
record— everything on pro-war baala. Write today. Send atrip
of ptipur fitlitiK end to end around finger joint

IN MUSIC

greatest Easiest
bands
andUsed
solobyartists.
of all card
to forplay.
Send postfree book
and
details of free trial plan.

C. G. CONN,

525 Conn Bldg.,

■

Ltd.

Elkhart, Ind.

and I aminfant
glad and
you home.
are so "happy
your tiful,
hubby,
Write with
me
Ilam. — You think we ought to have more
again.
of Pauline Frederick. Very well. The
earth ranks fifth in size to the other planets.
The elephant averages the longest life.
Lady Diana Manners, considered one of
Fngland's most beautiful women, is to star
for J. Stuart Blackton.
Herbert H. D. — Glad to hear from you
again. I enjoyed every bit of your lengthy
letter. You seem to think that some day
Margaret Loomis will be a great star. Also
you
Mary Russell.
Hay in "Westward
Ho,"
with liked
William
And you think
Pantheature.was
Thanks Norma
for the Talmadge's
trouble you best
went picto.
Come again.
J. M. R. — Gaumont is producing "In the
Clutches of the Hindoos." Well one never
invents anything, one only repeats; but one
may marvelously improve. Yes, dangerous
affinities, flu and pheu.
A dangerous pair.
Lucky
Joe. — Now,
how
can I tell

National Bob
Gives

Youth and Fashion

With the new bobbed headdress you can have all the
charm and youth of a real Bob without sacrificing
your hair. Just slip the combs into place and attach
the ends with invisible hairpins. On or off in a jiffy.
Order your National Bob today. Just send a strand of
your hair with a money-order
for $10 and the National Bob
will be sent to you postpaid.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money back.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. O
368 Sixth Avenue. New York

ANNOUNCEMENT
IT lias been found necessary to change our plans
regarding
play. intended
"Love's Redemption."
This
play the
waspicture
originally
to carry the
winners of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest, but
it is now quite clear that justice cannot possibly be
doTie to both in the same picture, for reasons that
will be quite obvious to those who see either picture. We are, therefore, compelled to release "Love's
Redemption" as a straight five-reel photodrama
with the original cast, including Blanche McGarity
and Anita Getwell, winners of the 1919 contest and
many of the 1920 Honor Roll as announced. The
1920 Fame and Fortune Contest will be released in
a Two-Ree.1 Ticture to be called
"FROM
FARM
TO
FAME"
in which Corliss Palmer will be featured and in
Which several hundred other contestants will be
shown, including all of the Final Honor Roll, Gold
Medalists
and Honorable Mentions.
Ask your Theater to be sure and book
"FROM
FARM
TO
FAME"

LEARN

PIANO!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual cost. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons.
Dr. Quinn's
Written
Method includes
all offamous
the many
im_, portant modern improvements in
teaching music. Brings right to your home the great advantages
of conservatory study. For the beginners or experienced players.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illustrated. AH music free.
Diploma granted.
Write today for free book.
Quinn Conservatory, Studio ME, 528 Columbia Road, Boston 25, Mass.

BY TEACH INC

DANCING
THIS COLLEGE STUDENT
EARNED $15,000 A YEAR.
IN SPAKE TIME.
Good dancers interested in becoming success:ing teachers are invited to write for
_ )f membership in the National Institute
I pfSociai Dancing. Dept. 'SB. Punn Bldg.,>JJf.

I If you simply want to learn dancing, send
25c. for sample lesson.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
$4<>!$5w,E.0E&
Any Standard Make Guaranteed TYPEWRITER With Every
Modern Writing Convenience.
I WriteTodayForHlustratedCatalooEx\plainino Try-Btfore-You-Buy Plan.

(Free Tr

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO.
307—218 No. Wells St., Chicago, III

LOOK!

Movie Stars Photos
of the Better Kind

Here ia a chance to secure genuine,
real photos of your movie favorites.
All original poses by the Stars.
Beautiful and Artistic and they are
sure to please you. If not, we refund your money.
Size 8x10.
Exceptional value. 50c ca., 12 for $5.
Theda Bara
Alice Joyce
Mary Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova
Mary Pick ford
Blanche Sweet
Anita Stewart
Pearl White
Earle Willi;

Clara K. Younc
Frank Mayo
Katherine
McDonald
Mae Murray
Charles Ray
Nazimova
Charles Chaplin
Norma Talmadne
Mildred Harris
Richard Barthelmess
any of the other popular stars

SO Cents

Each— 12 for $5.00.

Check those you want and enclose money covering your purchase together with this advertisement, with your name and
address written plainly thereon and mail TODAY to

S. BRAM

zogtv'.^sThst'.'N.Y. Agents Wanted

whether Constance Binney has a permanent
wave or not? I have seen her wave her
hand, but I have never seen her wave her
hair. Rubye de Remer is making two
special pictures for Arrow. She's a mighty
pretty girl. Bessie Barriscale in "The
Broken Gate."
Bobbie. — It was Haydon in his famous
Lectures who said: "It will never do."
How I hate that expression ! When Wellington said he would break the charm of
Napoleon's invincibility, what was the reply? "It will never do!" When Columbus
asserted there was another hemisphere what
was the reply? "It will never do." And
when Galileo offered to prove the earth
went round the sun — the Holy Inquisition
said, "It will never do." It has been always
the favorite watch cry of those in all ages
and countries, who ever look on all schemes
for the advancement of mankind as indirect
reflections on the narrowness of their own
petty comprehensions. So you see — dont
say "It will never do." Conrad Nagel is
24 years old.
Fay G. S. — Oh yes, I do like fudge.
Frank Mayo is playing in "Davy Crockett,"
the play made famous by his grandfather.
Beatrice P. J.— But it takes a man with
a cheek of brass to boast of his heart of
gold. Hobart Bosworth and Grace Darmond in "Below the Surface."
Halfurt. — You've got the right idea.
Mavis. — Ephemera are insects living only
a day, such as May flies ; the word also
describes short-lived things in general.
William S. Hart in "Square Kelly." Wallace Reid in "The Daughter of a Magnate."
Herbert Rawlinson in "The Sea Wolf."
Talmadge Admirer. — I enjoyed your
letter immensely.
Mischief. — Of course, we want to give
you what you want. Just write in and say
what you like and what you dont like.
That's what we are here for. You think
Belle Bennett ought to have more said
about her. Well — I dont know Belle, but —
maybe she's satisfied.
Nile. — Aha, we have reached Egypt.
The land of the sphinx, and the pyramids,
also much sand. William Scott in "The
Mother of His Children." Yes, Eva Novak
in "Desert Love." You must write to me
again. I insist on it.
Viola Dana Admirer. — And you — from
Calcutta. Haven't many readers from
India. Well, I really cant tell you the
names of the players who are near-sighted.
You mean Jewel Carmen. Emily Wehlen
was educated in Vienna and London.
W. G. B— Thanks, that's a good bit of
philosophy. You say a man need not care
for more knowledge than to know himself;
he needs no more pleasure than to content
himself ; no more victory than to overcome
himself; no more riches than to enjoy himself. Marion Davies is playing in "The
Daughter
Redhead.of— Mother
The timeMcGinn."
is coming fast when
the starring system will be done away with
entirely. Famous Players have already
started. Yes, Mildred Harris has obtained
her divorce from Charles Chaplin, and she
is appearing in "Habit." Now, that they
are separated, I hope they are both happy.
Plum Granny. — I am always glad to
hear from the grandmothers. Makes me
feel like a child again. "Just Me" is published by Doran, New York City. I fear
Alice Brady's starring days in pictures are
over, judging from the last one I saw.
Pal. — Out of ten million people, winpick
on me?
Eugene
bornblue
in
Colorado
in 1884.
He O'Brien
has brownwashair,
eyes, swims, rides, drives a car, and is very
much in love with — himself. Irving Cummings opposite Carmel Myers. Kindly
close the door behind you.
H. C. — Yes, as a matter of fact, I do
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Send for the
Beautiful Pearl

Booklet

M

, court
cesses of royal
prinand
rajahsblood
INDIAN
intrigues, boudoir intimacies

— these and a hundred other fascinating tales are also bits of the
story of pearls.
The favored gem of famous beauties, from Cleopatra to ourown time,

"set
reach—— toto help
your frock
within
is nowyour
off"
favorite
very best.
appearthisat isyour
you
Andall
so wonderfully told
in the booklet, "The Charm of the
Pearl," that you must ask for a copy
write "Send
Justand
today. It's
Booklet"
on free.
a card
address:
25A Snow Street, Providence, R.
La Tausca Pearls at Your Jeweler's

karpeles

of the World's Fine Pearls
Maker
Paris Providence New York

Remember:
That advertisements in Motion Picture
Magazine are guaranteed by both the advertiser and Brewster Publications, Inc.

The highest grade cold
cream made is Pearl La
Sage. You
the differencenote
immediately.
The bland, soothing ingredients used, not only
cleanse, but nourish the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath
cream are rePearl LaSage
with definite.
night and
each
You are not lett in
markable
story— ot
tells the
your skin
because
doubt,
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and
softness. 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.

A Sample for a Name!
name of your favorite
Just write us the
gendealer and we will send you, Jree, a cold
of this wonderful
sample today.
Write
cream. erous
PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.
4325 Drexel Blvd., Chicago
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Portraits of Your
Favorites
TWENTY-FOUR
I
What
|
admires?
□ sympathy,
And
| homes of
I
stars, who

LEADING

PLAYERS

is a home without pictures, especially of those one likes or
How they brighten up bare walls and lend a toucjh of human
alike to the homes of the rich and poor!
what could better serve the purpose of decoration for the
motion picture enthusiasts than portraits of the great film
have become world famous?

1
|
=
=

The publishers of the three leading motion picture monthlies, the
Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland, have accordingly prepared at great expense, and for the benefit
of their subscribers, an unusually fine set of portraits of twenty-four of
the leading players.

I
|
|

These portraits are 5j^"x8" in size, just right for framing, printed
in rich brown tones by rotogravure, a process especially adapted to portrait reproductions, and are artistic, accurate and high-grade in every
way.

the
"The ofBait."
Writeowl.
and Hope
tell meHampton
what youin think
her.
Marion G. Lakewood. — You ask if it is
proper
for walking
a young onman
takeora should
lady's
arm
when
the to
street
she take his. Both procedures are correct,
1 believe, but the more formal and genteel
is for the lady to take the arm of a
gentleman. Mary Pickford has been in
pictures about twelve years. Lila Lee is
eighteen years old.
Dear Heart. — That's a beautiful song.
Try Los Angeles, Cal., for the people you

*
You will like these portraits, you will enjoy picking out your
□ favorites.
You will delight in framing them to be hung where you
1
and your friends can see them often.
LIST OF SUBJECTS
Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark
Douglas Fairbanks
Charlie Chaplin
William S. Hart
Wallace Reid
Pearl White
Anita Stewart

Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman
Earle Williams
William Farnum
Charles Ray
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
Mary Miles Minter

mention. Yes, I rather liked "Kismet," but
I much derful
prefer
to hear
Otis Skinner's
voice. He
has perfect
diction, wonand,
as you will see, most gracious manners.
the
He stage.
has long been one of my favorites on

Clara Kimball Young
Alice Joyce
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Billie Burke
Madge Kennedy
Elsie Ferguson
Tom Moore

California Poppy. — Dont know how I
can help you. The impression produced
on marr by a beautiful work is made of
surprise, admiration, sympathy, love, desire, and" generally, joy. Allene Ray, one
of the winners of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest is playing in "Crossed Trails."
Frank Mayo in "Honor Bound."
Tulip Town. — Yes, there is another
Fame and Fortune contest now running.
See announcement. Write me again. You

These portraits are not for sale. They can be secured only by subscribing to the Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture
Classic or Shadowland for one year, and then they will be sent free.
You will want the Magazine, Classic, Shadowland or all
three during the coming year. Subscribe now and get a set of these portraits. Itwill cost you less than to buy the magazines by the month at

will see Corliss Palmer in "Ramon

your
dealer's. Send in your order today and we will mail the portraits
at once.
COUPON

|

SUBSCRIPTION
U. S.
Magazine
$2.50
Classic
3.00
Shadowland
3.50
All Three
8.50

9
1
§
3

<B

PRICES:
Can. For,
$3.00 $3.50
3.50 4.00
4.00 4.50
10.00 11.60

Payable in
United States Funds

Date
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen : Kindly enter my subscription to the
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE!
Also
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
>• for one year.
SHADOWLAND
S
please send me at once a set of the twenty-four players'
portraits. Enclosed find $
in payment.

=

Name
Addr
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shake hands upon being introduced to a
person. Shaking hands makes a much better impression, but I dont care for a weak
handshake. Constance Talmadge finished
"Mama's Affair," and is playing in "The
Man from Toronto." In most cases, if we
resist our passions it is more from their
weakness than from our strength.
G. Swanson Fan. — No, I dont believe
in gambling, for you just take that dollar
from your brother, giving nothing in return
except envy and ill feeling. Bryant Washburn is 31 years old. Yes, we always take
less pains to be happy than to appear so.
Ambitious Bluebird. — Yes, I know just
how you feel. Physicians, like ale, are best
when they are old ; and lawyers, like bread,
when they are young and new. Well, the
greatest depth at which useful work has
been performed by a diver is 182 feet. From
this depth a Spanish diver recovered $45,000 in silver bars from the wreck of the
Steamer Skyro, sunk off Cape Finisterre.
Goosy Gander. — Well, indeed, you want
the truth, and nothing but the truth, about
my age. When you read this, I will have
passed the eightieth milestone with about
thirty more to go. What is it that never
asks questions, but requires frequent answers? A door-bell.
Ask me some irlore.
Lizzie. — Why dont you sign yourself
Bess? Otherwise you might be taken for
a flivver. The "Clodhopper" was released
in July, 1919. Yes, many persons have
gained a reputation for wisdom by imitating

the

Elsie S. — Stop teasing your old Answer
Man.
You say I ought to get someone who
Sailmaker."
pushes a wicked brush to paint a rabbit on
my bald head and then I would have hare.
Bunny, bunny, but hardly funny. No, I
am not Walter Mair. He's much younger
than I am. Do write me again Elsie.
You're a nice girl, and I like you.
Kittie. — You say I am not a dead secret.
I hope not, but I'm a pretty much alive
one.
I have approve
never read
Yes, No,
I thoroly
of "Great
H. G. Heart."
Wells.
I think you
will Send
enjoy stamped
"Main Street"
by
Sinclair
Lewis.
addressed
envelope.
George Walsh Admirer. — We had a
very good interview with George Walsh in
last month's magazine. Raoul is his brother.
You want a lock of my beard. Cant be did.
Every hair is needed. Write me again for
something else.

iTemr1

will look good —
in a Priscilla Dean Tarn. OK — because it's
attractive — chic, because it has a charm
that's distinctive.

ik'ir.>cilla/p< e<rn
TRADE

Becoming from
every angle! No
matter which
way it falls, it
drapes gracefully.

Priscilla Dean Tarns are made of "SuedeLike," that wonderful fabric so closely resembling suede leather. Picture your tarn
in your favorite color, trimmed with band
and bow of grosgrain ribbon. It drapes
gracefully — looks good from every angle.
Miss Dean designed it. Looks good on her,
doesn't it?
It will look just as good on you. And the
price is only $2.50.* You can get it in the
color you prefer at your dealer's.
If they haven't it at the store, of course you
can get it direct from us by sending the
coupon and the price. , In Canada> M-00.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
908 LAKE

ST.

-

-

CHICAGO

Dealers — write for information — our proposition will interest you.

COPYRIGHT

This trademark appears
in every Priscilla Dean
Tarn; it guarantees your
satisfaction.

For sport wear it's just the thing, and for
school wear, or street wear generally.
Distinctive! And
the wide variety
of colors covers
every preference.
What is yours?

MARX

BAER

BROS. MFG. CO.
908 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada, $3-00)
for which please send me a
Priscilla Dean Tarn in
postage prepaid.

color

NAME
ADDRESS
Money Refunded If Desired.
PA6
113
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Pose J by May Allison in Fair and
Warmer — a Metro motion picture.
Miss Allison isone of many motion
picture beauties who use and endorse Ingram 's Milkweed Cream
for proper care of the complexion.

Have you a complexion that compels
attention — admiration ?
You can have, if you follow this
simple Way of caring for it

roughness, banishes slight imperfections.
Used
faithfully,
Milkweed
Creamconscientiously,
will help you Ingram's
achieve

AT the dance, at the dinner, at the theater
■*^ party — what woman is the favorite?
Not particularly the ravishing beauty,
not the one with the smartest gown. But
isn't it always a girl with a clear, fresh,
radiant complexion — a girl in whose face
one sees the alluring charm of wholesomeness?
Attractiveness of face, beauty of complexion— these are every woman's right.
You can gain a fresh, glowing, dainty
complexion — just as thousands of other
women have — if you begin today to use
Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream does more
than cleanse and soften the skin. It has
an exclusive, therapeutic property that
actually "tones up"— revitalizes — the sluggish tissues. Applied regularly, night and
morning — it cleanses, heals and nourishes
the skin cells, soothes away redness and

and retain the healthy, attractive complexion that should at all times be yours.

How to use it
When youCream,
get youryoufirstwill
jar find
of Ingram's
Milkweed
in the
package a booklet of Health Hints. This
booklet tells you the most effective way
in which to use Ingram's Milkweed
Cream — tells you how to use it in treating the commoner troubles of the skin.
Read this booklet carefully and -follow
its advice. It has been prepared by specialists to insure that you get from
Ingram's Milkweed Cream the fullest
possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today. Purchase
a jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in
either the fifty-cent or the dollar size.
Don't put it off — begin at once to attain
the satisfaction of a clear, radiant skin —
a perfect complexion.

ts
IngtUmMilkweed
Cteam
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FREDERICK

F.Established
INGRAM
1885

21 Tenth Street
Canadian
Windsor,

residents

address

COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan
v.

v.

Ingram Company,

&ouge
Ingram's

"Just to show a proper glow" use
a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli—50c. cately heightening the natural color. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin. Delicately perfumed. Solid cake. Three perfect
shades — Light, Medium and Dark

, 'tlveola.
Souverame

am's
grPOWDER
In
FACE

A complexion powder especially
VSo\
distinguished by the fact that it
—50c.
stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints — White, Pink, Flesh, Brunette

Ingram's {fyeauty Purse — an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingram toilet aids. Send 1 0c in stamps, with the coupon
below, and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

FREDERICK

F. INGRAM

CO., zi Tenth Street, Detroit, Michigan.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed',
10 rents a Insilk
stamps,
in return
whicha sample
please
send
me Ingram's
Beautyplease
Purse find
containing
and wool
powderforpad.
packet of Ingram's Velvenla Souveraine Face Powder.
Ingram's Rouge, and Zodenta Tooth Powder, a sample tin
oi Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and. for the gentleman of the
house, a sample tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.
Name
s

t

Onl:n m

Australian residents address
\V. Cotton riy.. Ltd.,
388 Flinders Lane. Meluourn
Dimond
& Hart,
New Zealand residents addre
Ghunzee Street, Wellington,
Cuban
residents
address
Espino
&
Co.,
Zulueta
36^
Havana.

City
State

^*"
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The Comforts of the
American Home
It is a well-known fact that, home for home, the
American household has more comforts and
conveniences than that of any other nation.
In foreign lands the modernized dwelling is
found only in the better sections of the larger
cities. Everywhere in America you find the
piano, the vacuum cleaner, washing machines,
up-to-date heating systems, telephones and
numberless electrical appliances.
There is a well-kept look about residence,
store or out-buildings, with an atmosphere of
prosperity and content. Did you ever stop to
realize why this is so; how this condition was
brought about? It is largely due to advertising.
Stop and think how many of the foods you eat,
the things you wear and other articles entering
into your everyday life, you first heard of
through advertisements. You will then realize
what a part they do play, or should play, in
your daily life.
Read the advertisements regularly and thoroughly, ifyou are not already doing so. They
mean more to you than you can tell.

_^.

The girl you stop
to look at
SHE may be dark or fair (a tall girl, or
short), but she has the fresh and faultless skin which ever has been the foundation
of all charm — 3,000 years ago and today.

Gentle cleansing
Use a little cold cream to remove rouge
and powder, wiping it off with a soft cloth.
This is also beneficial if your skin is very

Wash your face daily

dry. Then gently bathe your face with Palmolive, massaging the mild, creamy lather

If you tell your doctor that you fear to
wash your face with soap and water, that you

well into your skin. Don't be afraid to be
thorough, it is too mild to irritate.
Then after rinsing and drying, apply more
cold cream. Your complexion will delight
you with its soft smoothness and becoming

depend on cold cream' alone for cleaning,
he will reply that you are taking a great risk.
He will explain that most skin troubles
result from dust infections. That blackheads
come from pores filling up with dirt, that
pimples follow when this dirt carries infection and inflammation. .
If you wash your face every day with a
mild, pure, soothing soap, such as Palmolive, you help protect yourself agiinst skin
troubles. You keep the pores clean and
active. This aids clearness and fine texture.

glow.

Made from cosmetic oils

The ingredients of Palmolive are those
historic oils discovered 3,000 years ago in
ancient Egypt. Oil of Palm and oil of Olive
figure in ancient hieroglyphics. They were
the cosmetics of royalty, used by Cleopatra.
If science could discover milder, more
beautifying ingredients, we would use them
in Palmolive. But Nature produces nothing

finer. Palm and Olive oils, after 3,000
years, still hold their place as the mosi
perfect of all natural cleansers.

How we can afford to mak_e it
for 10 cents a cafye
By reason of gigantic volume and modem
manufacturingefficiency. The millions whc
use Palmolive keep the factories working day
and night. This requires the purchase of ingredients ivast
n
volume, which reduces cost.
So while if we made Palmolive in small
quantities it would cost at least 25 cents 2
cake, we have been able, except in wai
times, to maintain the price at 10 cents.
Money can't buy better soap, as every usei
knows. Palmolive is the greatest luxury as
well as an economy.
The Palmolive Company, Milwaukee, U S. A.
The Palmolive Company of Canada, Limited,
Toronto, Ont

Volume and efficiency enab/e us
to sell Palmolive for

10c

"No part of the body bears vigorous washing better"
From "The Care of the Skin and Hair."
D. Appleton <* Co., Publishers

By William Allen Pusey, A. M., M. B. (Professor of Dermatology in the University of Illinois)

" No part of the body, except the hands, is so much exposed to extraneous dirt
as the face, and because of abundant fat secretion no part of the body bears vigorous washing better. One sometimes encounters the superstition that washing the
face is bad for the complexion and because of that bejief try to get along with oils
and creams as a substitute for soap and water. The layer of dirt and fat that such
persons accumulate on the face is a poor makeshift for a clean, clear skin and a
constant invitation to various disorders of the skin."
ristht 1921, Th« f.Jm.lm Co.
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192I,0.-C.Co. All rights reserved. One of a series painted by Jeff Grant for Orange-Crush Co.

like oranges?

drink Orange~ckusH
ICC K^TCdYlX KjOQCl is unusually delicious made with
Orange-Crush. Order at any fountain — or at home put ice
cream in a glass and pour a bottle of Orange-Crush over it. Ask
your physician about the purity and wholesomeness of genuine

Orange
* CRUS//

Ward's Orange- Crush. It is a blend of orange oil, orange juice
and citric acid obtained from the actual fruit, purest sugar and
carbonated water. Ward's Lemon-Crush and Lime-Crush are
companion drinks. Always have a case of each in your home.

oAt fountains or in bottles
Guaranteed under all pure food laws, Federal and Stale.
Send for free booklet, "How the' Crushes' Are Made"
Prepared by Orange-Crush Co. Plant and Laboratories, Chicago. Research Laboratory, Los Angeles
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The Victrola is to music
"what gold is to commerce
— the one final standard of value. When,
in selecting an instrument for your home,
you choose the Victrola and Victor
records, the whole world confirms your

2JU

judgment.
Victor records and Victor instruments
are one. Each is made to operate with
the other and no other combination can
be made to produce as satisfactory
results.
Victrolas $25 to $1500. New Victor records demonstrated at all dealers in Victor
products on the 1st of each month.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE*
This trademark and the trademarked
word"
Victrola"
products.
Look under
the identify
lid ! Lookall our
on the
label !
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden, N. J.

Victor Talking Machine Co*
Camden, N. J.
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the world's great authors
Ask your theatre manager
when he will show them
A Cosmopolitan production
"Humoresque"
By Fannie Hurst.
Hugh Ford's British production
"The Call of Youth"
By Henry Arthur Jones.
Made
in
England's
most beautiful
locations by
an American
director.
William
DeMille's production of
Sir James M. Barrie's famous play
"What with
Every Lois
Woman
WilsonKnows,"
and Conrad
Nagel.
Elsie Ferguson
in "Sacred and Profane Love."
William D. Taylor's production
of Arnold Bennett's play in which
Miss Ferguson appeared
on the stage.
Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy." An immortal masterpiece,
brought to life by an all-star cast.
Directed by John S. Robertson, who
made "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
"Appearances," by Edward Knoblock,
A Donald
Crisp production.
Made in England.
With David Powell.
George
Melford's production
"The Money Master"
By Sir Gilbert Parker.
A drama of the Northwest, by the author
and director of "Behold my Wife!"
"The Mystery Road,"
A British production with David Powell,
from E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.
WilliamByA. Thompson
Brady's production
Buchanan. "Life"
From the melodrama which ran a year at ;
the Manhattan Opera House, and
was acclaimed the biggest production ever staged.
Dorothy Dalton in "The Curse,"
an adaptation of the famous novel by
E. Phillips Oppenheim,
"Jeanne of the Marches."
Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment."
Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."
William DeMille's "The Lost Romance"
By Edward
Knoblock.
A specially written screen story.
Ethel
"Wealth,"
By Clayton
Cosmo inHamilton
A story of New York's artistic Bohemia.
"Bella Donna"
The thrilling, colorful romance by
Robert Hichens, to be produced with a star cast.
Roscoc
("Fatty")
Arbuckle
in a specially written story by
George Pattullo.

PA

The Greatest Living Authors Are
Now Working With Paramount
has assembled,
T
PARA
andMOUN
maintains, perfection and
completeness of personnel and mechanical equipment in its immense
studios in Los Angeles, Long Island City and London.
But all this stupendous equipment of organized resource, of
actors, actresses, directors and their
knowledge and art, and science —
all these things are not enough to
make one single Paramount Picture.
For Shakespeare was right when
he said, "The Play's the Thing."
And a play is not a mere physical
chattel. A play must be an utterance it
: must be sentiment and emotion hope
:
and fear : good and evil :
love and hate: laughter and tears.
It is by the genius of great authors
that plays are created. Many of these
people you know: for even in spite of
the cold limitations of the printed page,
they are famous: through the unpicturesque medium of printers' ink they
have already stirred your emotions,
evoked your wonder, inspired your
admiration.
Sir James M. Barrie you know: and
Joseph Conrad, and Arnold Bennett,
Robert Hichens, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Sir Gilbert Parker, Elinor Glyn,
Edward Knoblock, W. Somerset Mau-

gham, Thompson Buchanan, Avery
Hopwood, Henry Arthur Jones, Cosmo
Hamilton, Edward Sheldon, Samuel
Merwin, Harvey J. O'Higgins and
George Pattullo.
All these famous authors are actually
in the studios writing new plays for
Paramount Pictures, advising with directors, using the motion picture camera
as they formerly used the pen. They
have every one of them realized the
infinitely greater scope for expression
offered to their genius by the medium
of modern motion pictures when reenforced by the stupendous producing
and distributing resources of the Paramount organization.
Paramount has first call, too, on the
greatest American stories in the greatest American magazines when the
stories are suitable for the films.
Every form of printed or spoken
drama that might be suitable for Paramount Pictures is examined. Everything useful published in Italian, Spanish, German or French is steadily
translated.
The interest and importance that
these facts hold for you is this: A still
greater "Paramount." A still higher
level of artistic achievement.
It means that in the future, as in the
past, as you approach your theatre and
see the legend, "A Paramount Picture,"
you will, as always, ''Know before you
go" that you will see the best show
in town.

paramount tflctur&s
l^ftf: FAMOUS^ PLAYERS^ 1L, i^lv i^U [LI U1UUU1J Ijjfc;
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Stage

Only 60
Days More

Ambassador. — "The Rose Girl." Another musical entertainment. Charles Purcell is featured. Rose Rolande stands out
of the dancing, altho Lydia Lopokova is
headlined.

Summer is
calling. Just
two months
to go and
then the good
old swimming
days. Jump in
your suit and
out on the
beach. Oh
boys! Those
are sure the
best days in
the year.

Astor. — "Cornered," with Madge Kennedy. A crook melodrama by Donald
Mitchell, in which Miss Kennedy, fresh
from several years on the screen, plays a
dual role : a slangy girl of the underworld,
and a young woman of society. Farfetched, but possessing interest. Miss
Kennedy is charming.
Belasco.
"Deburau,"
withevents
Lionel
will.
One— of
the notable
of Atthe

LAST
CALL

stage year is this Granville Barker's translation of Sacha Guitry's drama, built
around the famous French master of pantomime of the thirties. Written with
poetry, insight and distinction. Famous
characters of the period, including Marie

Will you be
proud
yours e 1 f ofwhen
others see you
in your bathing suit? Will
you be mired
ad-for
your splendid
physique or
will people
smile and say:
"Look at the
freak" ?
This is my
last call to
get you in
shape
for
Summer. If
3rou will closely follow my
instructions, I
will make you
the center of
attraction. By
Summer time
you will have
the deep, full
chest of an
athlete. I will
latest photograph of
broaden your
KARLE
E. LIEDERMAN
shoulders and
Taken Oct. 10, 1920.
give
you
the
arms and legs of a Hercules. You can
justly be proud; for the life-saver himself
will have nothing on you.

NOW

IS THE

TIME

Tou cannot have a fully developed body over
night. I won't, promise you that, for what I
promise I fulfill. I do promise, however, to completely change you by Summer, if you will start
at once. The experts of today claim that my
system is the surest and the quickest means of
attaining physical perfection. Get busy then and
see for yourself.
Make me prove my claims.

Send for my New

Book

"Muscular Development"
It is FREE!
It tells the secret, and is handsomely illnstralcd
with U5 full-page photographs of myself and some
el the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing.
Sit right down now and fill in the
coupon.
The sooner you gel started on ihe i I
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer — mail the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 306, 305 Broadway, New York
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 30G, 305 Broadway,
Dear-

which

you

Sir:

arc

I

enclose

In send

inc.

herewith

without

N. Y. City
10

any

cents,

for

obligation

on my part whatever, a copy of your latesl I It,
"Muscular Development."
[Please write or print
plainly.)

City
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State.

Are Wortk While

Readers in distant towns will do well to preserve this list for future reference.

Duplesis,Duval,
the "Lady
the Camelias,"
Armand
Victorof Hugo
and George
Sand, appear in the drama. Superbly
staged by Mr. Belasco, with all his old,
uncanny stagecraft, and splendidly acted
by Mr. Atwill, Elsie Mackay, Hubert
Druce, Morgan Farley, John L. Shine,
Rose Coghlan and an altogether perfect
cast.
Belmont.— "Miss Lulu Bett," built by
Zona Gale around her own novel. A remarkable play constructed about a soul rebellion in a small town. Rife with idealseeing.
ism. Very well played and well worth
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new and
decidedly interesting drama by John Galsworthy. One of the real things of the dramatic season. A study in class strife which
many critics look upon as a miniature
study of the late war. Will absorb you.
Very well played.
Booth. — "The Green Goddess," with
George Arliss. William Archer's adroit
melodrama, revolving around a merciless
rajah of a mythical land in the mountains
north of India and an accident which
drops two Englishmen and an English
woman from an aeroplane into his power.
Finely staged and played.
Central. — "Afgar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from London and Paris. Hide your blushes before
3'ou go to this. Delysia has a certain
naughty piquancy. The chorus is costumed in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century. — "In the Night Watch." An
adapted French war melodrama of the
Drury Lane type. Features the sinking of
a battleship in battle. An all-star cast, but
Max Figman. shines out alone.
Century Promenade.— New York's newest dinner and midnight entertainment,
"The Century Review" and "The Midnight Rounders." Colorful girl shows for
the tired, business man. A delightful place
to eat.
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Daly. Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written. A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs. Mr. Daly is delightful as the mysterious vagabond.
Cohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle
of Jew and Gentile in a way that the Hebrew gets much the best of it, teaching a
whole town kindliness and religious toleration. George Sidney is excellent as
the twentieth century Shylock.
Eltinge. — "Ladies' Night." About
most
daring comedy
yet attempted

the
on

Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru. John Cumberland is admirable.
Forty - eighth Street. ■— ■ "The Broken
Wing."
lively
and well-worked-out
melodramaA of
adventure
below the Rio
Grande. The opus of an aviator who falls
in Mexico, thereby losing his memory and
his heart, the latter to a dusky seiiorita.
Full of excitement and possessing a welldone characterization by Alphonse Ethier.
Forty-fourth Street.— D. W. Griffith's
master-production of the rural melodrama, 'Way
"
Down East." Splendid in
many ways, with many moving moments
and the biggest and most thrilling climax
since the ride of the clansmen in "The
Birth of a Nation."
Fulton. — "Enter, Madame." The best
thing, dramatically speaking, in New
York at the present moment ; a vivid study
in artistic temperament ; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi
strikes fire in this role and gives a superb
performance. Norman Trevor plays her
husband admirably.
Henry Miller's. — "Wake Up, Jonathan,"
with Mrs. Fiske. An attractive and distinctly out of the ordinary play by Hatcher
Hughes and Elmer L. Rice. Splendidly
played by Mrs. Fiske.
Hippodrome. — "Good Times." Another
big and picturesque Hippodrome spectacle.
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Klazv.— "Nice People." Starts out to be
a satire on the loose-living younger smart
set and proves to be an entertaining, if
conventional, drama. Francine Larrimore
shines
as the heroine who sees the evil of
her
ways.
Liberty.— "Lady Billy," with Mitzi. A
musical comedy of charm and humor.
The cute and vivacious little Mitzi at her
best. Pleasant music.
Longacre.
— "The
Champion,"
with
Grant
Mitchell.
A lively
far^e comedy
of
an aristocratic British family's returned
prodigal, who turned out to be a pugilist.
Fairly amusing. Ann Andrews lends a
distinct beauty to the proceedings.
Lyric. — "Her Family Tree," with Nora
Bayes. Brisk and tuneful musical show,
with the very forceful Nora. Attractive
cast, chorus and costuming.
Kczv Amsterdam Roof. — Ziegfeld 9
o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful entertainments, unlike anything to be found
anywhere else.
Nora Bayes. — "Three Live Ghosts."
Delightful comedy of three soldiers reported killed in Flanders who return
home and find surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederick S. Isham
from his own novel. Splendidly played by
Beryl Mercer, Charles McNaughton,
Stewart Wilson, Cyril Chadwick and
Charles Dalton.
Palace. — Keith Vaudeville. The home
of America's best variety bills and the
foremost music hall in the world. Always
an attractive vaudeville bill.
Playhouse. — "Romance." Doris Keane,
in her adorable characterization of the
temperamental diva in Edward Sheldon's
linelyablywritten
revived. drama, "Romance." AdmirPrincess. — The Provincetown Players in
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
Everyone should see O'Neill's remarkable
study in primitive fear. Very well acted.
(Continued on page 8)

AGENTS

HOME

WANTED

§5,000 a Year is your profit from 4 sales a day.
Neptun, the Automatic Servant, is a sensation
wherever introduced ; every family wants one ;
practically sells itself. Big opportunity for men
and women ambitious to earn good income. Write
for full particulars. Neptun Products Co., Dent.
5S2-F, Binghamton,
N. Y.

STUDY

Shorthand — Learn complete system, few evenings
(home) then acquire speed pleasant practice. Brochure free. Save money, time, increase your efficiency, earnings. King Institute, ER-181, Station
F, New York.

Agents, $60 to $200 a Week — Free Samples. Gold
Sign Letters for Store and Office Windows. Anyone can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 431F N. Clark
St., Chicago.

COINS

AND

STAMPS

COLLECT OLD COINS for pleasure and profit.
Send only 10c. Get large old U. S. Copper cent,
nearly size of half-dollar, and illustrated coin catalogue. Send now. B. Max Mehl, Coin Dealer, Dept.
M, Mehl Building, Fort Worth, Texas.

OLD MONEY WANTED— .$2 to $500 each paid
for hundreds of Coins dated before 1895. Keep All
Old Money. Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, size 4x6. You may have coins worth
large premiums. Get Posted. Clarke Coin Co.,
Box 99, LeRoy, N. Y.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED

Women to Sew — Goods sent prepaid to your door ;
plain sewing ; steady work ; no canvassing. Send
stamped envelope for prices paid. Universal Company, Dept. 45, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At Once — Five bright, capable ladies to travel,
demonstrate and sell dealers ; $40.00 to $75.00 per
week, railroad fare paid. Write at once. Goodrich Drug Co.. Dept. 60, Omaha, Nebr.

FILMS

DEVELOPED

Mail Us 20c with any size film for development and
six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any size
and 20c for six prints. Or send 40c for one 8x10
mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect service.
Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 206 Bell Ave.,
Roanoke, Va.

FOR

THE

HAIR

Dandruff removed quickly, pleasantly, completely.
Healthy scalp. For men, women, children. Wonderful benefit. Buy Kotalko at druggist's; or
proof box mailed, 10 cents, postpaid. Kotalko Offices, BA-181, Station X, New York.

FOR

THE

LAME

The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
irons, etc., needed. Worn with ready-made shoes.
' Shipped
on trial.
for booklet. H. O. Lotz,
105 E. 28th
St., N.Write
Y.

HELP

WANTED— MALE

Men Wanted for Detective Work. Experience
unnecessary. Write J. Ganor, Former Govt. Detective, 130, St. Louis, Mo.

Photoplay .Plots, etc. , arranged, typewritten and
placed on the market. Submit all manuscripts to
H.
L.' Hursh,"
Dept. . 2, 123 So. Third St., Harrisburg,
Pa.

POEMS
JEWELRY,

Cash in on bone-dry bill. Make $6 a day easy.
Will show you how with our concentrated pure
fruit drinks. Wanted everywhere. Small Package; just add water. Here's the chance of a lifetime. Grab your territory. Write quick. American Products Co., 4856 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PHOTOPLAYS

MAIL
DIRECT
TO THE
REFINERS
any old
gold, silver, magneto points, old watches, platinum,
old or broken jewelry, diamonds, false teeth, gold
or silver ores or nuggets, War Bonds and Stamps.
Send them to us today. Highest prices paid in
cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. THE OHIO SMELTING &
REFINING CO., 240 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MOTION

PICTURE

BUSINESS

535.00 Profit Nightly — Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas
Chicago.Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,

NEWS

WANTED

ETC.

CORRESPONDENCE

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; details free. Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS

Poems Wanted for publication. Cash paid for
those,-examination.
available. Send
one' short
poem
today St.,
for
free
Idyl Pub.
Co., 189
N. Clark
Suite 220, Chicago.

SALESMEN
Salesmen — Earn $3,500 to $10,000 a year. City
or traveling. Experience unnecessary. Quickly
qualify through our amazing System. Free employment service to members. Send for Salesmanship
Book,, list of lines and full particulars. Nat. Salesmen's Tr. Ass'n, Dept. 139, Chicago, 111.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

Manuscripts of Scenarios, Plays, Playlets and
Stories typed, edited , and revised into marketable
shape, on bond paper, bound and made ready for
the most exacting criticism. Information given
where York
to sell.
Campbell, 346 West 45th St.,
New
City.Coman
,
Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form ; revised, typed, published, copyrighted.
Sold. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corp.. 262
Western Mutual Life Bldg.,- Los Angeles.

SCIENTIFIC
Patents Secured — Prompt service ; avoid -dangerous delays. Send for our "Record of Invention"
form and Free Book telling How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or model for examination. Preliminary advice without charge. Highest references.
Write TODAY. J. L. Jackson & Co., 129 Ouray
Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
Inventors — Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PERSONAL
Will send on receipt of $1.00 dozen guaranteed
extra large Human Hair Nets, cap or fringe, any
shade.
Money back if not satisfied. E. Lauber,
6S7 Eighth Ave., New York.

STORIES

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers,
magazines.
Experience
unnecessary
tails free.
Press
Syndicate,
560 St.
Louis, Mo.; deStories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for publication. Good ideas bring big money. Submit
MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how ! Send 6e
postage for instructive Stage Book and particulars.
B. LaDelle, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.

PHOTOPLAYS
Free to Writers — A wonderful little book of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas ; the ABC
of successful story and play writing. Absolutely
free. Just address Author's Press, Dept. 8,
Auburn, N. Y.
Stories and Photoplay
Ideas Wanted
by 48
companies ; big pay.
Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
$1200 a Year
Writing
Photoplays — You can
write them. Turn your ideas into dollars. We
teach only sure method. Send for free book valuable information and special prize offer. Chicago
Play Coll., Box 27S-B-26, Chicago.
Photoplays Wanted — Big prices
write them. We show you how.
neces ary. 'Easy, fascinating way
in spare time. Get free details.
Box 175, B37, Chicago.

Do You Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality Sketch for 10c and birthdate. Thomson-Heywood Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

paid. You can
Experience unto earn money
Rex Publishers,

Photoplays and Ideas Wanted for California
Producers — Also Stories, Articles, etc., for publication. Criticize free, sell on Commission. Correspondence Course or experience unnecessary. Plot
Chart free. Submit MSS. or write. Harvard Company. 220 Italian-American Bank Bldg., Sau Francisco, California.

Play Cards ?
Five-hundred? Bridge? Whist? You
do? Well, we have a few sets of
STAGE PLAYING CARDS left.
52 cards and joker, daintily painted
in pastel shades of pink, cream,
green and gold, gold-edged and
highly flexible.
Each card bears the photograph of
some well-known player, on its back.
Only 65 cents (postpaid) per pack.
Order your set today.

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St.

Brooklyn,

N.Y.
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Stage Plays That Are Worth

While

(Continued from page 6)
Plymouth. — "Little Old New York."
Rida gileJohnson
Young's
delightful
fralittle romance
of New
York but
in 1810,
with John Jacob Astor, Cornelius _ Vanderbilt, Peter Delmonico and Washington
Irving among its characters. Genevieve
Tobin runs away with the piece, and
scores one of the biggest personal successes of many seasons. Here is a Maude
Adams in the making.

p'

Anita Stewart
whose newest picture is

I

"Playthings

of Destiny"

Punch
and Judy.
— "Rollo's
Wild frothy
Oat,"
with
Roland
Young.
Light and
comedy in Clare Kummer's typical sketchy
style. The story of a young man who
wants to do Hamlet and what comes of
his ambition. Replete with fancifully humorous lines. Excellently done by Mr.
Young. Lotus Robb, Dore Davidson and
J. M. Kerrigan.
Ritz. — "Mary Stuart,'" by John Drinkwater. An interesting and colorful drama,
dealing with the career of Mary, Queen

"CIRST NATIONAL
pictures are made by independent stars
and producers and accepted for exhibition strictly because
of their merit as the best in entertainment.
First National distributes the pictures of independent artists because itbelieves that only through independence in production
can the highest quality and the greatest artistry be achived.
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization of independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays and who are devoted to the constant
betterment of screen entertainment.

i
*

of Scots, by the able author of "Abraham
Lincoln." Has literary as well as dramatic value. Preceded by an admirable
curtain-raiser in pantomime.
Vanderbilt. — "Irene." Now on its
'steenth season and likely to run on forever. Charming and pretty musical comedy with an appealing story. Patti Harrold, daughter of Orville Harrold, is now
the Irene, and she is delightful. You will
hear more of her.

This trademark on the screen identifies a picture as

A FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Winter Garden. — "The Passing Show of
ment.
1921." Typical Winter Garden entertain-

W

On Tour

FIRST
NATIONAL
PICTURES

"The Mirage," with Florence Reed. EdSelwyn's
of New girl
York's
way gar
: the
tale drama
of a country
who easiest
comes
to the white lights and forgets her ideals.
Miss Reed plays the girl and prominent
in the cast are Alan Dinehart, Malcolm
Williams and Florence Nash.

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise

MUSIC

V \i

"Kissing Time." Slender musical entertainment with William Norris and Edith
Taliaferro featured.

TAUGHT
In Your Home
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Beginner
Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandoli:
or advanced players.
One leai
everything plain. Only expense about 2c per day to cover coat of
pontage and music UBed.
Write for FREE booklet which exrjlaina
everything in full.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 70 Lakeatdo Building. CHICAGO

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE
ILLUSTRATED
By Wlnfielcl Scott Hall, M. D., lJh.D.

SEX

FACTS

MADE

PLAIN

What every young man and
Every
young
woman
should
know
What
every young husband
and
Every young wife should
know
What every parent should know
Cloth binding — 320 panes — many illustrations
Table of contmttt and commrndation r
American

Pub. Co.. 601 Winston

"Jimmie." The pert little Frances
White's first starring vehicle and a rather
lame musical entertainment. Miss White
introduces several typical gamin numbers
and her surrounding company includes
Ben Welch and Harry Delf.
"Mecca." A gorgeous and elaborately
colorful "mosaic in music and mime" of
ancient Egypt along the line of "Chu Chin
Chow." "Mecca" achieves several rarely
beautiful moments in the ballet interludes
created by Michel Fokine. A huge cast
and fourteen scenes.

Bldg.. Philadelphia

Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months' course covers all
branches:
MOTION

"Tickle Me." An Arthur Hammerstein
earlj' autumn show, with the amusing
Frank Tinney starred. Considerable fun,
some tuneful music and a very personable
chorus.
Likewise, gorgeous costuming.

PICTURE— COMMERCIAL— PORTRAITURE
Camera*

and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or evening classes; easy terms. Tile School of Hecognized
Superiority. Call or write for complete catalog No. 29.
N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
141 Wett 36th St., New York
0H SOS State Street, Brooklyn

Copy
and let me this
see whatSketch,
you can do
with it. Many cartoonists and illustrators earning $30.00 to $300.00 or
more per week were trained by my
personal individual lessons by mail.
Landon
Picture
Charts
make

original drawing
easy to learn.
Send
sketch with 6c in stamps
for sample
Picture Chart, lonff list of success^^^
ful students,
and evidence of what
r^
you i aD accomplish.
PUaseetateaQC.
***&

THE
LANDON
SCHOOL
402 National Bide* > Cleveland, O.

Loan's N. Y. and Loew's American
Roof. — Photoplays; first runs. Daily proLoew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feagram. ture photoplays and vaudeville.
Capitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program.
Superb theater
Rivoli. — De luxe photoplays with full
symphony orchestra.
Weekly program.
Rialto. — Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.
Strand. — Select first-run photoplays.
Program changes every week.

CM^™

i

Mellin's Food
Mellin's Food, properly prepared,
furnishes every element a baby needs to
grow and develop as Nature intends.
That is why Mellin's Food babies grow
strong, robust and vigorous.
Send today for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food
and start your baby right.

Mellin's Pood Company,

Boston, Mass.

<

That first instinctive
summing-up of her perher daintiness andsonality—
breeding
...

A man's first impression
of a woman
first instinctive summing-up ofa woman's personality— her charm, daintiness,
breeding — no later, more critical
judgment ever takes its place.
THAT

Don't let some defect you can
easily overcome awaken prejudice in the people you meet. If
your complexion is spoiled by
blemishes or blackheads, or looks
sallow and lifeless beside that of
other girls — begin, now, to overcome this condition.
Remember — your skin is constantly changing — each day old
skin dies and new takes its place.
And by the right treatment you
can make this new skin as soft,
as beautifully clear and fresh as
it should be. ■
One of the things you
can change
Perhaps you long for more color
— your skin is so pale, sallow,
lifeless. By stimulating the
inactive pores and blood vessels

A5£

you can give the new skin which is
constantly forming, color and life.
One or two nights a week fill
your washbowl full of hot water
— almost boiling hot. Bend
over the top of the bowl and "
cover your head and the bowl
with a heavy bath towel, so that
no steam can escape. Steam
your face for thirty seconds.
Now lather a hot cloth with
Woodbury's Facial Soap. With
this wash your face thoroughly,
rubbing the lather well into the
skin with an upward and outward motion. Rinse well, first
with warm water, then with
cold, and finish by rubbing
with a piece of ice.

The other nights of the week,
cleanse your face thoroughly in
the Woodbury way, with Woodbury's Facial Soap and warm
water, finishing with cold.
Special treatments for all the
commoner skin troubles are given
in the famous booklet of treatments wrapped around every
cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Get a cake today at any drug
store or toilet goods counter —
begin tonight the treatment your
skin needs.
A

25-cent cake of Woodbury's lasts for a month or six
weeks of any treatment, and for
general cleansing use.

" Your treatment for

Send 25 cents for a dainty miniature
set of the Woodbury skin preparations,
week" Woodbury
one complete
containing your
treatment for one iveek. In it you
will find the treatment booklet, "A
Skin You Love to Touch," telling
you the special treatment your skin
needs 5 atrial size cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap; a sample tube of the
new Woodbury Facial Cream; and
samples
of Powder.
Woodbury's
Cream
and
Facial
WriteColdtoday
for
this special outfit. Address The
Andrew Jergens Co., 1306 Spring
Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. If you
live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co. , Limited, J 306 Sherbrooke
St., Perth, Ontario.

Photograph by Rice
ALLA

NAZIMOVA

Alia Nazimova came to the screen as a vivid
slumbered.

revelation.

Then her art

We voice the hope that "Carnille" on which she is now
working will give it new birth

->i

MARJQRIE

DAW

Love — that love which comes in
the April days of life — Marjorie
Daw is redolent of this. And in
the new George Fitzmaurice production, "Experience," we find
her personifying this r61e

Perhaps no one has played more
grande dame roles for the cinema
than Leonora Ottinger. She has
never been starred, but she has
played with stars
ber and offered
characterizations.
pearance isin the
production,

without numsome splendid
Her next apCorliss Palmer

"In the

Blood"

Photograph

by

C.

Hciphton

Monroe.

L.

A.
ANTONIO

MORENO

Vitagraph has long been the home of colorful Tony.
And they vaguely promise that he will do a picture In
his romantic Spain — Sefior Antonio

Photograph by Apeda, N. Y.
THOMAS

MEIGHAN

Thomas Meighan has been very successful in characterizing butlers for the silversheet.
Never before were
butlers so popular with the fair sex.
And in his new picture, "The City of Silent Men," he plays a convict.
We venture a guess that convicts, too, are about to become favorites

^

Photograph by Nickolas Muray
CARMEL

MYERS

Meet Mrs. I. B. Kornblum — Carrael Myers Kornblum, to be exact.
And while Carmel delights her audiences
in Universal productions, her husband writes catchy songs for musical .comedies

NITA NALDI
Nita is shadowed on the silversheet with a personality as exotic as her name.
Soon the mystery of her raven
black hair and eyes will depict the role of "Passion" in "Experience"

Photograph

by

Evans,

1-. A.
VIRGINIA

FAIRE

Virginia has traveled far since winning the 1919 Fame and Fortune Contest.
And now she is to play the
feminine lead of the girl of the desert in the Rudyard Kipling story, "Without Benefit of Clergy"

Photograph by E. B. Hessrr
MAY
May, from sunny

Georgia,

ALLISON

has been dated by Metro consistently now for some
"Dated" has been chosen for her next story

years.

Perhaps

that's why

Life's Springtime

Posed Ip? Richard Barthelmess and
in Experience

Marjorie Dav?
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THERE will always be those who, like
Don Quixote, fight windmills, and
must attack some fancied giant
which is no more full of intrinsic wickedness than is that Useful grinder of corn !
You might just as sensibly attack the practice of eating bread, as to attack every subject which has to do with Sex. It is the
abuse of a thing, not the thing itself, which
is generally in fault.
And after all, what is this Sex Bogy?
Analyzed down to its essence, it is the life
of the world — the eternal fire which keeps
the human race still inhabiting the earth. It
was created by God, who presumably knew
His business when He evolved the scheme
of things. Among animals it is the strongest
force working in them — stronger than desire
•for food, or safety, or sleep. In human beings, while they' are of an age for the Creator's scheme for the population of the world
still to operate thru them, it is the mainspring
of all action, all desire.
And yet millions of people have the temerity to criticize God's arrangements and endeavor to suppress ,and eliminate what He
thought fit to bring into the world.
That Sex should be the central theme of all
stories is, of course, ridiculous. But if the
stories are about adult human beings, something of sex must enter into them, or they

would be of no interest at all. Only as the
subject is capable of being more vulgarized
than any other, the greatest care should be
taken pictorially to present it with delicacy
and restraint, and to elevate.it into an ideal
instead of using it to degrade.
If stories were to contain no sex interest,
they would have to be exclusively about sisters and brothers, fathers and daughters,
mothers and sons — no married people could
be admitted, and no romantic love !
The aim of writers should be to elevate
the public taste by giving them pictures of
real life, which show that it is strength of
character and fine achievement, in any walk
of life, which attains — and that want of discipline and self-indulgence and weakness,
bring their corresponding disagreeables,
whether on matters of sex, or matters of.
mind. And when the pictures are presented
truly, without undue appeal to the senses,
that they happen to contain some situations
which deal directly, or indirectly, with some
emotion of sex, cannot hurt any one. Prurient minds find evil in the most innocent
things. But "the public," in the main, is a
"Good Fellow," a self-respecting citizen with
a decent point of view, and can well be
trusted not to tolerate anything licentious,
for the sake of his children. So I should
think this matter could with impunity be left
in the hands of Public Opinion, and not be
interfered with by individuals.

ra6U
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ee Jean Paige
found love, and unhesitatingly answered its call.
While I thought of all this, I asked her if she
was going to keep on with her work.
I could
imagine that she would wish to do so, for her
success in "Black Beauty" seemed an indication that she would go on to great things.
Had she already achieved these things it
would have been different.
She would
have known then that nothing could be
more worth while than the simple things
— the things of every day.
But as it
was,
you would' have expected her to
feel differently.
She smiled as she answered me.
"I have been thinking it over," she
said slowly, "and I think I will play
in a picture, now and then, when one
comes along which has in it a role to
my liking. Always I have wanted to
play in good pictures even if my own
characterization
the pivot
about
which the actionwasn't
revolved.
But
really I do not feel that I want to be
busy at the studios every day, as I
would be if I kept on in a consistent
way.
In the first place it would be
unfair to Mr. Smith and the organization of the home.
And too, this sort
of thing cluded,means
more to ame,"
she conas she checked
laundry
list
carefully and laid the linen in one of
the trunks.

"I dont believe in star
pictures," said Jean
Paige. "Life isn't
like that. We'll find
that everybody plays
a part in the drama
of every day — some
more importantly
than others, it is true,
but it is very seldom
that one person has
the center of the stage

"Then you dont believe in stars?" I
asked.
It would be very interesting, I
thought, to hear the wife of a film magnate
express herself on this subject.
"One minute," she pleaded, in her utter
feminity, "until I fasten my hair with a few
more pins. I just had a. water wave and hurried right back before it was dry, because I
knew you'd be waiting, and if I dont fix it soon,
it will be down my back, wave and all. "I know,"
she said, "I shouldn't permit myself to be interviewed
in this state. Really I should have worn my prettiest
dress and had the baggage out of the way before you came,

c

Photograph by Bangs, N.

AREERS
for married
women !
This is the cry of our
age. But observation shows

us
that the
for started
whom
it would
seemvery'
to people
have been
are the ones whom it affects least.
Little Jean Paige had been Mrs.
Albert E. Smith just a month or two when I talked with
her while she packed for their trip to California. They
were leaving the next day, but she offered to talk while
she packed, and I had eagerly accepted her offer.
Standing in the center of the room, surrounded by trunks
and myriads of modiste's boxes, a tiny figure— she was the
same girl I had talked with just a year ago, as she was
starting for the Coast and her first serial work. The year
in its passing had changed her life. In the first place
she has scored a success in "Black Beauty," and then
(Tv shortly after her completion of this picture, she had
indefinitely."
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"
a beneficient
Providence
it was as it was, and
it is
you see how
butI thanked
listened to her say :
"Now about stars. I love the way we dispose of topics,
dont you ? I believe in stars of course. But I dont believe
in star pictures. Life isn't like that. We'll find that everybody plays a part in the drama of everyday, some more importantly than others, it is true, but it is very seldom that
any one person has the center of the stage indefinitely. And
I think that's why we find good stories — stories which are
true to life and not distorted — like the O. Henry's — give
everyone a chance, an opportunity to do his bit. •
"But that doesn't mean that there will be no stars. Always we'll find that someone will stand forth because of
his personality, just as some do in our own life."
She went on to say that she liked her role in "Black
Beauty" very much — that. she had liked 'the O.- Henry stories, too. As to the serials — they had been lots of fun
while she was doing them, but she didn't care to do serial
work any more. It entailed a risk of life and limb, and
she declared earnestly that life was too sweet.
"Oh," she exclaimed, jamming down a lid in her enthusiasm, "I am happy."

.By
ADELE

WHITELY
FLETCHER

And she looked
as tho she might
be telling the
truth. There was
a joy of living in
her movements, a
spontaneous interest in her voice

old home in Illinois. Her father
gave her away,
and all those she
loved were there.
It was just as she
had dreamed it
would be, as a
school-girl, only
then she probably

and' a sparkle, in
her soft eyes. She
was essentially the
girl who has tasted
of life's draught
to find it sweet,
and in her happiness she found no
fear for the future.
• "You're not
fearful that all
this wont last —
this
iness ?" I
her.
askedhapp

pictured the
groom as the
youth across the
way rather than
the president of
the
V it a g r a p h
Company.
And as she
tenderly laid her
finery away again
— to dream over
in the new life to
come,
her.
And I Ileftthought

"No," she made
reply. Why, I
think happiness is
of
the • heritage

how the woman
was a fulfilment
of the girl.*

you — and of me.
That is, happiness
which is founded
on the right sort
of things.
"I am a Scientist," she explained further.
"I
wasn't
brought up
in that belief, but
I naturally found
that I belonged
there. It came
about when I was
frightfully
worried and upset
about my work
and about myself.
It is the religion
of love," she said
softly, the shadow
of a smile touching the corner of
her mouth, "and
everyone believes
Before I left
in love."
she
showed me
the little white
wedding-dress
and her veil
caught with orangey blossoms,
while she told me
all about the ceremony in the living-room of the
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Of High

Romance

pathalogically, should not be healthy.
'Taint right. They should be haggard,
and suggest Poe's poetry- at its most
miasmic. Or Baudelaire's, perhaps.
Lew Cody looked healthy and buoyant and fit.
He ordered tea and marmalade and
toast and chicken sandwiches, and observed that the Biltmore tea-room reminded him of the Zoo; that he was
as nervous as a cat in New York, and
then he plunged headlong into a plea
that we come
fort-h in this,
our article,
"If I am fortunate
enough to have charming women around
me," mused Lew
Cody, "I do not fret
Left, a camera study
of Mr. particularities."
Cody; and below, his cottage in the
California mountains

SINCE our nativity, our time has been disposed
of in this wise : three-fourths of each separate
twenty-four hours in interviewing, and the remaining one-fourth in eating. Hence we have
come, with the passing of time, to that state of grace
wherein we need truffles, uprooted from Arcadian
soils, to pique us alimentarily, and when we interview
we need
Well, we did have something of a thrill the other
day, when we read in the stars that we were to interview Lew Cody.
We seldom resort, by the by, to the conventionalized editorial "we." Many of our esteemed confreres use the plural pronoun, and we fear to convey
a sense of alarming numbers, who are but few. But
being timid and unadventurous we may be pardoned
the plurality under the codian circumstances. We felt
that he might have need of us!
Because we had heard him called "The Male Vampire"— oh, and other things
We may be old, sedate and wearily skeptical, but
not so old ! Not so old that we go, unthrilled, to tea
with a "male vampire."
Immediately, upon sight, in the Biltmore corridor,
we knew him to be too healthy to be a vampire. The
(TV title struck us as absurd, even unfair.
Vampires.
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with theement
announc
that he despised
the term "male
vampire";
it was a sortthat
of
amouth
word-tocogno-

GLADYS HALL

men which amounted
to persecution, so
acute was his dislike
of it.
We reminded him
of the fact that it
was a title to make
any girl leave home.
He said that might
be true, but not true
enough ; that it made
him exceedingly embarrassed and unthat what
hap yand
;
in the world would
men think of a man
who was called a
"male vampire" ? He
went on to say that
there were men
among the fans and
that he wanted to
appeal to them just
as much as he did to
the feminine quota —
or almost as much,
anyway !
Then we got into
serious matters.
Mr. Cody is here
for the purpose of
playing opposite
Mr. Cody says, "The public does not want truth.
They
Norma Talmadge in
want fiction, idealization.
They want the dream rather than
the actuality.
They want to see life made into a fairy
"The Sign on the
story.
Enchantment rather than fact
Door." Charles Richmond is also in the
cast. Mr. Cody felt
pleased, he said, to know that Mr. Schenck had chosen
both very dear friends of mine. The chap's mother,
him from the many, for the part. He felt it to be a big couple,
he told me amusedly, disapproved of me vigorously. She
thing. Moreover, it was a relief from doing his own
thought me bad company for her son and his wife. I
writing, titling, producing, casting and acting, from which
suggested that we had, perhaps, better dine at the club in
view of the circumstances, but he insisted that I grace the
he had come. "The carpenters were constantly informing
me they needed more nails, when I was in the midst of a occasion. Naturally, I was a bit at a ioss when we came
to the dinner-table and I found the old lady — bless her.
big emotional love scene," he said, "or I frequently was
called upon to sign the pay roll with my arms about my
which includes all old ladies — sitting grimly and unresponleading lady's waist."
si'vely opposite me. I did everything in my power to
"Have you," we mused aloud, "any particular taste in overcome her aversion, dwelling on the fact that our cinema
selves are not of necessity our true selves ; that what we
leading ladies?"
do
in pictures we would not, frequently, do in life. She
"If I am fortunate enough to have charming women
seemed to be yielding, even so far forgetting herself as to
around me," was the reply, "I do not fret over particusmile. When I had finished, however, rather confident of
larities."
"It must be sort of a strain for you," we said, "to live conquest, she leaned over and said, 'All you say may be
very true, Mr. Cody, but oh my, what you have done to the
up to your reputation of — well, your great loverish reputation, so to speak."
"
TenWe Commandments
laughed.
We !'have
imagination.
way," bashful
admitted
Cody,
"especially
am "It
one is,ofinthea most
menMr.
in the
world,
with no asoneI
Mr. Cody was saying : "A little while ago these squibs
to believe that. I have had, do have, of course, all sorts
hurt me, really did. I took them seriously and to heart.
of funny .experiences. Once a friend of mine, his wife and
Now I have developed my sense of humor and I take things
I were caught in a bad rainstorm. I offered to go in search
as they come, for what they, or are not, worth."
Mr. Cody is particularly fond of doing satire on the
of an umbrella. We were in his car and he wouldn't hear
of it. I then offered to stay with his wife while he went.
screen.
Which is something in the nature of a drawback.
since the fan public wants him, almost insists upon his being
'I wouldn't trust you with my umbrella,' he said, 'much
pas
the 'ero, and winning thru to the Right Girl and the Happy
lessOnmyanother
wife!' occasion I was invited to dine with a married
(Continued on page 87)
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Her Forest
of Arden

Corinne Griffith in the Vitagraph production, "What's
Your Reputation Worth?"
portrays the disillusioned girl
who seeks solace in the white
clad wood, where, as in the
Forest of Arden, one learns
that there arc "tongues in
trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones and
good

?.
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Constance Talmadge
Sketched by

CERLINE

BOLL
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Kiisses
According to Cecil

B. de Mille

He gesticulated to the colorful set of a luxurious livingroom where Wallace Reid in
all the glory of an immaculate
make-up, a cutawa> coat, shiny
patent-leather pumps and devilishly handsome profile, was
brandishing a genuine fifty thousand dollar diamond necklace in
Wanda Hawley's extremely
blonde and deliciously kissable
countenance.
"Diamonds," said Mr.de Mille,
'-'genuine diamonds — most women will give their kisses for little
shimmery things like those."
'Who gets the last kiss?" I
demanded, from a truly feminine viewpoint.
"Gloria Swanson," said Cecil
' de "Ah,"
Mille, said
"his I,wife."
"so they always

"The most enchanting
kiss is with the eyes open
— eyes in whose depths
the man imagines he sees
all sorts of mystery,"
says Cecil B. de Mille.
Above, Wallace Reid as
Anatol in "The Affairs
of Anatol," and below,
with Gloria Swanson in
the same production

I

'T takes Five Kisses
to
man,"
saidmake
Cecila B.
de
Mille.

The sophisticated reader will say: "Men take
many more than five
kisses before reaching

The ingenuous reader :
manhood."
"I dont believe it."
Kissing is a subject which can arouse more
diversified discussion among philosophers than
the dogmas of Nietzsche. The nice girl knows
that she must never allow a man to kiss her
— or she will lose not only his respect, but
her own as well. The "vampire" considers kissing merely as a necessary sufferance in the conquest of masculine
hearts. Men look upon kissing as either
a pastime or a sacrament.
It depends
on the girl they are kissing.
There are parental kisses, kisses of
affection, of passion, of devotion, kisses
of greeting and parting, kisses of admiration, kisses of fire and kisses of
frost, kisses of respect and kisses of love.
"The Five Kisses" — thus Cecil de Mille
wanted to title his cinemazation of "The
Affairs of Anatol."
"If I had," he told me, "people would have
written me expostulating upon my nerve in so
changing Snitzler's title. I should have been called all sorts of things, the public would have reviled
trie orally — but they would have flocked to see my
And, after all, that's what I'm here
"Five Kisses."
J.AGE

entirely
the
go "Depends
back to their
wives upon
!"
wife," succintly responded Mr.
de Mille. "Some wives never do learn
how to kiss artistically. For instance,
many close their eyes and permit their
husbands to kiss them. The greatest allure in the world is what a man imagines

By

HAZEL SIMPSON
NATLOR

he sees in a woman's eyes. The most
enchanting kiss is
with the eyes open
— eyes in whose
depths the man imagines he sees all
sorts of mystery."
Wally Reid and
other men are ready
to enter the discussion, ranging themselves on the other
side of the argument. They consider that only a
cold-blooded woman kisses with her
eyes open, and that
a woman who feels
genuine emotion
closes her eyes
when she kisses.
Strangely enough
in this superf eature
of Mr. de Mille's,
"The Affairs of
Anatol," the husband, portrayed by

The moral of "The Affairs of Anatol" is "Be
careful whom you kiss,
for the disillusionment
that follows is as bitter
as aloes." Above, Wallace Reid and Bebe Daniels; and below, with
Wanda
Hawley

Wallace Reid, becomes tired of his
wife because she kisses him too
much.
"Nothing is so deadly to a husband as a surfeit of sentiment," said
de Mille. "Sooner or later, in every
man's. life there comes an ending to the honeymoon. Not that he loves his wife less, but he
has passed the springtime of his love and he is
anxious to be accomplishing things — he wants to
progress for his wife's sake as well as his own,
and kisses at breakfast, luncheon and dinner begin to thoroly sicken him — just as too much candy
is apt to do.
"The wise wife promptly becomes a good comrade, interested in her husband's business, in his
sports and his athletics. She knows that springtime returns each year and is doubly precious
because of the intervening months of summer,
autumn and winter. Likewise is the renewal of
the kissing season doubly precious."
In "The Affairs of Anatol," Gloria Swanson,
as the wife, fails to realize this until her husband, quite by accident, is thrust into close association with an athletic girl. Invigorating hikes,
fishing and swimming with her as his companion
seem as refreshing to Anatol as a drink of cool
water after a box of sweetmeats. Then what
happens? The out-of-doors girl, played by
Dorothy Cummings, becomes obsessed with the
womanly curse of sentimentality and they kiss.
Whereupon our hero wakes up from Affair
No. 1, for if he is to be kissed at all, he much
prefers the caresses of his own beautifullygowned
Affair little
No. wife.
2 is with Wanda Hawley, who
takes the part of a girl of the cabarets. He
rescues her only to find she cannot be true to
him.
(Continued on page 86)
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In his own life, Cullen
Landis has steered his
course beyond the
fade-out. And the two
charming ladies pictured below are those
about whom his life
centers. At the left is
Mistress June, and
Mrs. Cullen Landis
herself is shown at the
right

Photograph by Witzel, L. A.

Otie
Extra By Girl
HELE

N

CARL

ISLE

Illustrations by
G. Francis Kauffman

My

face has flashed
across
A thousand screens
And yet
You do not know me
I

am
The
Girl

Extra

Sometimes you see me
As a Schoolgirl-with-anInnocent-expression-and-myHair-in-curls
I rush up to the star
(With twenty others) and we all
Say
"Welcome back
"
again
school
To
Or words to that effect
Then sometimes
I am a Debutante-at-theall
IStar's
have Party
to do
Is dance
for
Ten or Fifteen Hours
With some weary
Extra Man
who
Never shows a Sign of Life
Except when food arrives .
Perhaps the next time . . .
You will see me as a
Sad-drab-Orphan

. . . All

I have to do
Who's-been-TreatedIs dance
Rough
With some weary
I wear a gingham apron
Extra Man . . . who
Never shows a Sign of Life
And a Frightened Look
Except when food arrives
And I gaze wistfully
At the Rich Lady
Who has come to take the star away
To her New Home

Never
Am I alone
With Fifty or Five Hundred
Others
I but form
The atmosphere
For stellar constellations
You, star-gazing, never see
The
satellites
My face has flashed across
A thousand screens
And yet
You do not know me
I am The Extra Girl

Perhaps
time . the
. . next
You will see me
as a
Sad-drab- Orphan
Who's-beenTreated-Rough
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Tke Poetry of
Ever^da})
make motion pictures
which will be as fine
and as clearly his as
those paintings which
he did years
indicating twoago,"
or three
works adorning the
drawing-room walls.
This would be all
very well coming from
a bride, but the Ballins
have been married
eleven years, and even
before this she was on
the stage and in pictures, so that she has
known the sweets of
personal achievement
and ralitif she
would
natuwas behungry
for them still.
"But if you dont
play in his pictures,
what then ?" we asked.
"Will you accept . engagements from other
"I might," she said
companies
dubiously. "You cant
tell
justthere
what isyou'll
do, but
only
a slight possibility of
that. Stardom means
little or nothing to me,
Women who have won the
praise of the multitude
thru their work are apt to
be selfish and demanding,
rather than interested in
another. In theory this
is all very well, but it is
often disproved in fact.
Mabel Ballin, for one, disproves this

'HERE is, of course, the
poetry of everyday — a
bowl of bright flowers,
a new book — sunrise,
-a favorable
sunset and twilightlight sifting thru the curtains until it falls on a cherished painting
— these things and others make
the poetry of everyday — and it
is as an exponent of this poetry
that we shall always think of Mabel Ballin.
We saw her at her apartment one spring morning. It
was to interview her that we were there, but she was far
more interested in enumerating the abilities and attractions of her husband. It was Hugo this and Hugo that,
until we finally despaired.
There has always been a deeply rooted theory that the
women of the theatrical profession are not just the best
wives in the world — that is, if a man wants sympathy and
understanding, and a home wherein he may enjoy a simple
life. Women who have won the praise of the multitude
thru their work are apt to be selfish and demanding, rather
than interested in another. In theory this is all very well,
but it is often disproved in fact.
Mabel Ballin, for one, disproves this.
"No, I wont always play in Hugo's pictures," she told
me, sitting before the great desk in his library, "only when
there is a role which is suited to me. And we wont choose
pictures so that I can play in them, either," she. emphasized.
"Above everything else in this world, I want Hugo to
(TNmake good pictures — beautiful pictures.
I want him to
iA££
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and I would have nothing else to gain. I'd rather —
much rather — help Hugo with his stories, his casting. If
there's going to be a good story made, I want him to
make it. Before we came back from the Coast, after he
left Goldwyn, I had an offer, but it would have meant
separation and we wouldn't consider it for a minute.
Goodness, what's the earthly sense of being married to a
man if you're going to live your life on one side of the
continent while he goes his way on the other side ? Silly,
We asked her about their plans
I call it."
"Just now they're rather unsettled," she smiled, and
when her smile flashes across the placid features of her
face it might mean a thousand different things
"We want to go to Italy, eventually — make one picture
there at least. Mr. Ballin studied there as an art student,
you know, and knowing the ground as he does it would
seem just the place to go. Think of the atmosphere you
could get. I think we'd do something very fine."
Again that which she thought best for him was essentially her desire.
He is ten years older than she, and along this line she
went on to say that people had bewailed the fact, saying
they would not be good companions. She laughed at the
idea and declared that this had not been the case at any
time she could think of.
"As a matter of fact," she told us wistfully, "respect is
the very first requisite of companionship, and unless a man
is considerably older than you are he is not apt to know a
great deal more than you do — where then are you going
to find your respect?"

By

ADELE WHITELY

FLETCHER

She went on later to say that Mr. Ballin's
version of "East Lynne" was laid in the present
day. "The story deals with no special period
of time," she said. "Naturally it has come to
seem an old-fashioned story because it was
written a long time ago, but it could just as
well have occurred today. Hugo thought it
all over and decided that if we wore the
old clothes we must wear the old customs
and habits as well — and these always make
a production seem less real. So when you
see "East Lynne" you'll find us wearing
quite the latest clothes."
She is more interesting in appearance than
she is beautiful — her clear skin is free from
All photographs by David Berns, N. Y.

"As a matter of fact,"

any coloring
her
eyes
are deepandpools,
rich in the mystery
which has slept within
woman since time immemorial. And she
wears quaint frocks of
a dull blue, with soft
black
ties — her clothes
find your respect?"
seem of her more than
anything else.
Their home is rich in the treasures Mr. Ballin
lias collected on his travels— great tapestry
chairs from Italy ; a chest with exquisite carvings—a piece here and a piece there, Mabel
Ballin flitting thru the rooms, touching them
lightly as she tells their story, and undoubtedly
to their owner, she the crowning treasure of
them all.
Mabel Ballin told us, "respect is the very first
requisite of companionship, and unless a man
is considerably older than
you are he is not apt to
know a great deal more
than you do. Where,
then, are you going to

As we were leaving, she interrupted her"Look," she said, "at the light as it touches
•
self painting
Hugo's
there. My favorite, too — oh,
I wish he was here to see it— " and then, "you
must come when he's here. I want you to meet
We said that we would, and decided further
that Hugo Ballin would undoubtedly be the
39 }
person to see when we Avere going to write
an interview with Mabel Ballin. If we had
only known it in the first place.
n
him."
PAfili

— ana
Checks
Mates
Checkent examples
widely
differof this latter
type. There is
mand for the
a growing
desmall - town
comedy which
rate portrayal
gives
an accuof the
real
drama of
every - day
American
life, but
the *
most
popular
stories are
still those in
which some
actionof takes
part
the
is commonly
place in what
There are great stories which
are not salable, but there are
also salable stories which are
great. We hope you will
write the latter. Above, John
Emerson and Anita Loos
watching a rehearsal of a
scene for one of their stories ;
and below, Mr. Emerson
giving one of his characters
a realistic makeup

world is that art is
cketth-is
ndedy poof
long traag
THEbooks are short.
One would like to spend the
golden days writing beautiful
and totally unsalable stories.
Unfortunately, each day, however golden, must include three
sq
theuare
rub.meals. There's

Writing pot boilers is a good deal like marrying
for money, and is never to be advised. And yet,
in marriage and authorship alike, it is well to go '
where money is. If this article seems — well, not
so very idealistic, it is because we are trying to
take you to this land of Aladdin that one reads
about so much in movie articles, and so seldom
finds in actuality. There are great stories which
arenot salable, but there are also salable stories
which are great. We hope you will write the latter.
The most salable type of story today is that
which is built about the emotional woman role.
Next most salable is the satirical comedy, which
ridicules a convention without burlesquing it. This
is the most difficult type of story" to write, and,
perhaps, forLighttin's reaseson, commands
the largest turns. comedi
featuring either a girl reor
boy lead, are very much in demand, especially
when built about a pretty bit of romance. There
is a standard market for crook stories, provided
they are original enough — which they generally are
not— and Western thrillers, especially short Western, suitable for two-reel pictures.
Stories which have a strong love interest, and
more particularly the rare quality of human appeal, are always wanted.
"Humoresque," "Over
fl\ die Hill," and many Charles Ray pictures are three
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known as "the
big city." There is some demand for spiritualistic stories,
provided they are neither grim, nor sermon-like, nor
ridiculously full of trick ghosts.
As a general rule there is not much demand for the
following: war stories, slap-stick comedies (which are for
the most part written in the studio as the picture is made),
propaganda pictures which teach the evils of drink or the
virtues of socialism or something of the sort, horse play
melodramas, historical stories which require vast outlay

JOHN EMERSON

and ANITA LOOS

for costumes and scenery, stories featuring the
"heavy," that is, the unsympathetic part, stories which depend so entirely upon the mental
reactions of the characters that they cannot be
told in action, stories which depend entirely on
spectacular scenes for their "punch," and grim
tragedies. The day of the real tragedy is coming, and "Broken Blossoms" proved that the
movies can handle this type of drama as well
as any other.
To make scenario writing a profession, you
must adopt a professional routine. There are
certain rules to remember.
They are :
1. Always submit your story in synopsis
form, that is, like a short story, and not in
scenario form.
2. Always typewrite manuscripts.
3. Always send a stamped, self -addressed
envelope for the return of your story. Never
enclose a personal communication to the editor
=— it acts against you, in the end, if you tell him
how you happened to think of the idea, and
how good it is, how much you need the money,
or how you are almost positive that he is
honest and wont steal your story.
4. Keep your stories constantly in the
mail, no matter how often they are rejected.
You can get the list of addresses of companies and individual producers from the Studio Directory, published by the Motion Picture News, No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City, or from trade publications, such
as The Camera, published in Hollywood,
which publish reports on the scenario market.
You can keep up with the demand for stories
by reading the best motion picture magazines
regularly.
It is worth while, if necessary, to sell your
first story for a song, just to get it produced,
for this will give you a tremendous advantage
in selling your next story. Producers will
know that your first story has been a success,
and will be inclined to trust you with a second.
However, reputable companies will pay you
their standard rate for your first story as
readily as for any other.
Original five-reel plots by unknown authors
sell for from $500 to $5,000. Motion picture
rights on well-known plays and novels sell
all the way up to $150,000, or higher. It all
depends on how good your story is, how much the company wants it, and how much it can afford to pay. The
market changes every day.
Scenarios cannot be copyrighted. However, you can
write them into short story form, copyright the short story,
and retain the motion picture rights, which accomplishes
the same end. There was a day when a few companies
gave the whole industry a bad name by sharp dealings with
authors. Today, however, when every company is competing to get the best plot material, there is no risk involved
in sending stories to reputable scenario offices. If they
want your idea, they will pay you for it, unless it chances

Photograph by Charlotte

Fairchild

It is worth while, if necessary, to sell your first story
for a song just to get it produced, for this will give you
a tremendous
advantage
in selling your next story.
Above, a new camera study of Miss Loos

to be some fly-by-night company which would probably
never go beyond the point of selling stock to the public in
any case.
{Continued on page 98)
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Predictions for the Summer

JUST to show how clever we are and what a thoro
knowledge of the motion picture business we have,
the following events are predicted for this summer :
D. W. Griffith will produce a picture in which Lillian
Gish is attacked by the villain.
Jesse Lasky will make a trip across the continent.
Several new stars will be discovered by press-agents.
Cecil B. de Mille will make a domestic drama.
Several old stories will be filmed under new titles.
George Jean Nathan will write an attack on the movies.
Thousands of dollars will be wasted on ball-room scenes.
The greatest production ever produced will be presented
by several companies.
There's no denying the times are hard. During the past
month not one producer gave the photoplay reviewers a
feed. The poor reviewers are going hungry. No wonder
they're knocking the pictures.
It's bad enough when the directors have men kissing the
women's hands. That's going far enough. But during the
past month two pictures were released in which men were
forced to kiss Milady's foot.

Certainly love must be blind.

I would like to offer the suggestion that someone produce a comedy based on home brew.

Famous

Movie Subtitles

"As the pink dawn came stealing silently over the purple
"Later."
"You Cur!"
horizon."
"That Night."
"I am yours, body and soul.
"I Love You."

Do with me what you will."

According to the latest report from a welfare society,
juvenile crime has fallen off considerably in the past few
years. Why not blame that on the movies.
• Here are some more players that we would walk out
of our way to see :
Mae Murray.
Gloria Swanson.
Richard Barthelmess. Anna Q. Nilsson.
Corrine Griffith.
Stars That
Jane Novak.

Will Shine
Katherine Perry.

A certain movie star says that if the fans like them as
much as they profess to in their letters, they ought to at
least inclose a quarter to cover the cost of mailing a photo.
If they
so
well. had to do that perhaps they wouldn't like them

How

to be a Director

Buy a pair of smoked glasses, a megaphone, a pair of
puttees.
Then walk around the studio absent-mindedly and
get a swelled head.

};

Wyndam Standing says that there is no art in screen
acting. Wonder if Wyndam has been viewing himself on
the screen.

The new Cecil B. de Mille
production,' "The Affairs of
Anatol," is in truth an allstar production. . With Wallace Reid playing the title role
in the Schnittler story, Gloria
Swanson, Bebe Daniels,
Wanda Hawley and Agnes
Ayres, are seen as the affairs.
Mr. de Mille is shown above,
conferring with "Wally" as
to his conception of the role
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SUSAN ELIZABETH BRADY

This is the first of a series of articles
by the daughter ofyCyrus Townsend
Brady, on the morals of the screen.

motion picture industry is a huge enterprise,
not yet attained to full growth, and employs a
vast number of people. This is the accepted way
of beginning all articles on the movies. The industry itself represents more nearly the essence of conglomeration that comprises a great city, than any other
form of endeavor.
It has its bloated capitalists, its wily politicians — rulers
by might and craft — its natural leaders, its artistic clique,
its few fervid sincere, its great and trivial personalities, its
money mad, its eternal hedonists, its pornographers, its
producing horde whose banal creed is "Give the public
what it wants," its earnest if inconsequential reformers;
and to complete the analogy, these latter have about as
much weight in actually altering its trend as the soap-box
orator in the city street has on the passers-by. It has likewise its fringe of immorality and degeneracy, the inevitable
concomitants of any gathering of all sorts and conditions
of men. So much is unarguable.
There are various reasons offered in extenuation for a
sinning humanity, the chiefest of which is that temptation
was put in the way. There are more inducements to sin in
a single block of city streets than in whole acres of wholesome country. There simply isn't the opportunity there
that there is in the city. It is like George Ade's country
spinsters, who were good only because no one had ever
urged them to be bad. This too is unarguable.
But is there anything about the moving picture industry
of itself that conduces to immorality? Tbelieve that there
is. However, this may be debated.
To go back to the chiefest reasons for people's sinning
and to link up the movies and the big city again, I believe
that this particular industry offers one of the most prolific
sources of temptation ever gathered under one head. All
the lusts that the flesh is heir to seem to be turned loose
here: greed, theft, envy, malice, lust, avarice, mendacity,
vanity — a staggering list.
It requires a great many elements to combat these things,
the most successful of which is knowledge; for goodness
or morality, is simply wisdom, and has nothing to do with
ethics. But who of us is wise at twenty or thirty or even
fifty? And when we get to be seventy and eighty and may
claim a modicum of wisdom, we are no longer in the
movies.
The paucity of good movie material makes thieves of
(j\perhaps otherwise honest producers. The industry has the
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reputation of stealing plots, stories, ideas, wherever they
can get away with it. Whether or not this particular odium
is deserved, remains to be seen. But where there is smoke
there is usually fire, and I know personally of several instances of this sort of thievery.
But take the girl who "breaks in" one way or another —
and this is truer of the movies than of any other field —
nine times out of ten she is young, poor, obscure, uneducated in every sense of the word. She has no traditions, no particular ability, no really worth-while ambition,
no balance, no perspective, and very little judgment. She
is wholly undeveloped and poorly equipped — raw material.
But she is pretty and in many cases beautiful.
It is whispered that frequently the price of her success
is not a too strict accordance with all that an exigent world
expects of its womankind, and in many instances her position is due to calculated, bought-and-paid-for inflation.
Such is the looseness of, the morals of the century, that this
is possible.
Therefore, thru a chain of peculiarly fortuitous circumstances she may attain to an immense popularity, which
does not necessarily imply any intrinsic merit. Is there
one of them who would admit this ? Certainly not. However, for all arguments to the contrary there is the tenth
But we are discussing the average.
If she has not sophistication already, as is frequently
the case, she acquires it too rapidly to digest. Sophisticagirl.tion isa heady draught and, like liqueur, should be sipped,
not gulped. She, who was nobody, is now world-known ;
who had nothing, has now everything, for whom luxury
is now become necessity. Fame and fortune have been
practically thrust upon her.
Such radical changes in an average life must of necessity work some sort of havoc. That it goes to their heads
there is no denying. Some become vain — nearly all in fact,
for only the really great are humble — some vulgar, all
jealous, many envious. But none of these things necessarily connote immorality. That is the specter in the background, the liet-motif of all moviedom.
She has, quite simply, too much money. For with the
letting down of all moral fibers that ease and wealth and
position generally bring, comes the insidious "Whaf's the
difference?" The excitement attendant upon he*- success
becomes absolutely necessary to her. Excitement is like
(Continued on page 94)

Because of
a DressBy Suit
MAUDE

CHEATHAM

jL LL the way over to the Athletic Club,
A\
Jack Mulhall and I casually dis£ %
cussed the new plays in New York
— which neither of us had seen —
and it was not until we were seated in the
Ladies' Dining-room that we touched on the
Continental film, "Passion," which had just
reached Los Angeles, at the Ambassador
Theater the night before.
"Did you ever see such marvelous detail,
the perfection of every point?" eagerly asked
Mr. Mulhall. "Then, the consistent character
"
development
"And the remarkable handling of the
crowds
" I interrupted.
"And Louis, wasn't his acting finished?
His death scene was a masterpiecetoo."It could so easily have become ridiculous,
We stopped, breathless with our enthusiasm
-then laughed.
"Perhaps we had better order," remarked

Photograph by Nc

It was owning a dress suit
that really started Jack Mulhall in motion pictures. One
day he appeared
at the
Biograph
studio.
"Have
you a dress suit?" he was
asked, and when he nodded assent he was told to
report
that
afternoon.
Above,
a new portrait ;
and below a happy fam-

Studio.

Mr. Mulhall, with a
side glance at the
Sphinx-like
waiter
"I'm abeside
regular
standing
him.
'movie' fan," he continued, after the

waiter had gone, "and
go to see all the best
films. I enjoy them
and, also, I like to
see how the other
fellow does it. You
can learn something from every picture ; if
ily groupandof Jack,
Jack, Jr.Mrs.
Jack

nothing
more, you
can see
how looking
not to off
do it."
Jack Mulhall
is even
better
the
screen than on, and recalling some of his recent
films, this is some tribute.
His complexion is
clear and ruddy, and his eyes, with their jolly
Irish twinkle, have a' fetching way of looking at
you with a direct boyish frankness that is warranted to make you a friend at once.
Now, there are those who never find the adventure
or romance in daily life ; they are ever searching for the
obvious — dreams are too illusive and fragile for their
comprehension, and so they pass along the Highway, missing
(Continued on page 92)
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Three Gifts
not know very much about pictures, but this
we did know, Mary Pickf ord was not a Vitagraph
star and we wondered how it happened. However, we did know that at some time in their
careers nearly all of the stars of the screen had
been with Vitagraph, so we concluded that it
was an old picture of little Mary; When tht
picture was finished we asked the publicity man
about it. He looked puzzled for a moment and
then he laughed. "Why that wasn't Mary Pickford. It was Gladys Leslie. But isn't the resemblance remarkable !"
And it certainly is. We continued to see pictures of Miss Leslie, but never had seen her in
person until last week, when the editor of our
favorite movie magazine asked us if we didn't
want to "do" her. We called her up. Miss Leslie
sounded over the wire just the way we thought
she would ;. so, when she asked us to meet her
for tea at the Algonquin, we consented without
realizing that she didn't know us from Adam —
Eve rather — and that, perhaps, we should not remember her. There are always so many people
waiting to eat at the Algonquin. We knew her
as soon as she came in, however. All you have
to do is to look for Mary Pickford and you'll
find Gladys Leslie. Never have we seen so striking a resemblance. Even the color of the eyes
is the same — a deep, beautiful green, that every
one thinks is blue until the owner of the eyes
convinces the doubting
Thomas.
"I dont know where I
get my resemblance to
Mary Pickford," said
Miss Leslie. "We are
not related. Gladys
Leslie is my real name
— the one my mother
Photograph by Nickolas Muray

a long time ago, when
ONE theday,
Vitagraph used to
show pictures in
their own little projection room (pre-releases they called them), wq
walked into
the darkened
room, late.
The picture
was already
on the screen,
and capering
about in a
fur coat and
and
cap
(the
boots
scene was a
Russian
one) we saw
Mary Pickford. At that
time we did

I
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gave me"

"But

Miss

Pickford's

said are
Missblue,
Leslie,
eyes
aren'twhen
they we
?"
spoke of her remarkable
likeness to the nation's
sweetheart, "and mine are
just plain green — nothing
else. I'm not sorry tho,
for they photograph
better. You know
people

with
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beautiful blue eyes will often come out on the
screen looking as tho they had no eyes at all."
"No, Miss Pickford's eyes aren't blue.
They are exactly like yours — green if you
like — and that is why they photograph so
well.
And the shape of your faces is
identical, and your nose, inclined to turn
up ; and you have the Pickf ord upper lip
and the Pickford smile and the Pickford

w

hair. Where did you get it?"
"I dont know ; I'm no relation. Gladys
Leslie is my real name, the one my mother
gave me.
Of course, people are always
exclaiming over my likeness to Miss Pickford."
"Was that how you happened to become
a screen star ?" we asked, because whenever
we see anyone who is famous we always wonder how they first got the idea — whether they
were born so, whether they achieved it or
whether they had it thrust upon them.
"No, I became a screen star because I wanted to
make money — oh, a great deal bf money."
As Miss
Leslie talked she poured out the golden orange Pekoe
All photographs by Bachrach

"I became a screen
star because I wanted
to make money—oh, a

into the blue cups. We were
seated at a small table and
between
us arose mountains
great
deal
of
money,"
Miss Leslie
honestlytold us
of cinnamon toast, mocha
layer cake and chicken salad.
Miss Leslie isn't afraid of
getting fat, and neither are
we. She loves to eat and so do we, and, as
we proceeded, we found that we had other
things in common.
But if Miss Leslie ever
does get fat, beware!
She is a tiny thing.
Wears a number five glove and a thirteentnd -one-half shoe. Has to have her things made
:o order. Well, as we were saying, we found that
we had much in common.
"I went on the screen
because I wanted to earn a great deal of money.
You see, I used to be an art student."
"So did I," we answered.
"But it was slow work, and by and by I sort
of drifted into posing for magazine covers."
"So did I," we answered again.
"And then everyone said, 'why dont you become
an actress ?' So I thought it a good idea and gave
did I," we murmured again. But here the
it "So
a trial."
similarity in our careers ended. We had gone on
the stage in a Belasco production and had failed
to impress that great producer, while Miss Leslie
had secured a small part in the Thanhauser Film
Company, and almost overnight had risen to stardom. For a couple of seasons Miss Leslie was
one of the most popular of Vitagraph stars and
then we didn't hear of her for a while.
"I'm going to work so hard now, and I'm getting to be a real business woman, too," went on
Miss Leslie. "I've been busy for the last six
months. I've made two very nice pictures — allstar ones. The first was 'Jim the Penman,' with
Lionel
the title role.
partinisn't
big. It Barrymore
is the part in
Marguerite
Clark My
played
the
(Continued on page 87)
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The Wishing Moon
And 11 the wishing moon gives Mary Pickford a small part of the happiness
will be well
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she has

given

others,

all
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"Well, no-o-o," admitted Miss Moore. "There's too
much hurry and not enough air or rest or space. I
like the West."
"But I did like that wonderful snow-storm," she
went on, referring to a recent one-foot fall of snow.
"It was my first in years, since we lived in Chicago.
Do Weyou declined
know what
I did ?"a guess.
to hazard
"I put on a short skirt, a sweater and a stocking cap
and went out in Central Park where all the children,
were coasting. I stood and watched them for a while,
not daring to ask for a
ride.
"Finally, a little boy
came
to me.
'My father
runs upthat
grocery
over
asked. who are you?' he
there;
(Continued on page 95)

Photograph
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studying hard. Emerson, you know. I'm ,
going to take up
Shakespeare next.
Emerson is my favorite philosopher. I supe that bepose Ibeliev
cause I know more
about him."
Another pause.
"I've been to seven
plays in a week. It's
been thrilling."
"Oh, yes, I suppose
I ought to tell you my
favorite screen roles.
I liked the ones in
'Dinty' and The Sky
Pilot,' but I guess 'Little Orphan Annie' is
my favorite."
"She simply loved
the role," interposed
Mrs. Moore.
"I felt abused for
weeks after," smiled
Miss Moore. "Really,
I want to play character ingenues. Not just
ingenues. You know
what I mean. But I
hope I dont have to
stay in the East."
"You dont like it?"
we ventured.
Photograph by
Edwin Bower Hesser, N

Along tk

arry Way
Eternity

Island of

HAMMOND

B5> MILES

and progress
of America.

"Ever
let the
fancy roam,
Pleasure
never
— Keats.
is at
home."

In the flashcent of the
ing blue creslon, daring
Cabrillo,
the
bay of Ava-

A PPLIED
X"\. in
t r ane mex-e
sense, this
motto leads to
Reno; given
moderate application it
will take you
to Catalina.
Thousands,

Spanish
navihis
sailsgator,
and
furled
refitted
ship
under

the

protecting
headland of

Primeval beauty reigns here,
on the island of Catalina, untouched by the hands of man.
Lost in the beautiful canyons
you are in a foreign land.
Above, Louise Glaum enjoys
a dip in the crystal clear
waters; center, a view of the
popular shore walk; and below, a birdseye view of the
country club

"Sugar
in 1 5 4 Loaf"
2. In
this canyon
harbor
he
planted the royal
standard of Spain,
and he called the
island dor.SanSixty Salvayears
later Sebastian Vizcaino, commissioned by Philip III to

explore forniathe
Calicoast, dropped anchor in this
bay, and he named the island Santa Catalina.
Padre Torquemada describes the teeming
Indian towns, kitchen middens, graveyards, a
great temple decorated with feathers, in a large
circular tract with an immense idol in the center, and on either side rude suggestions of the
sun and moon . Where the natives sacrificed many

Photograph by
Huddleston Photo Co., L. A.

actuated by the sentiment expressed bythe poet, take the
westward trails and crowd
the pleasure craft for the island paradise just off the sunlit coast of Los Angeles,
where nature is always smiling, where romance beckons
and where the cares of the
everyday world are forgotten.
Shimmering emerald gem,
this island has stood thru the
centuries, witness of the
grandeur and glory of old
Spain, the hardy devotion of
the" mission fathers, the languor and ease of the Mexican
(j\ regime, and the enterprise
F56
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birds and worshiped the raven, which
was as tame then as now. Alas, there
is not one of this populous aborigine tribe left. They vanished, no
one knows where, and only pipes,
flutes, ollas, flint knives, trinkets and the blackened areas
where they lit their holy fires
remain as relics of their rule.
Sir Francis Drake, fleeing in the treasure-laden
"Golden Hind" before the
wrath of the Spaniards
who followed the track
of wrecked and smoking
merchantmen, took shelter in these islands.
Their green hillsides
have seen the Russian
corsairs ravishing the
coast of California
and striking heavy
blows at the crumbling
power
of Spain and
Mexico.
For three hundred
years treasure galleons,
laden to the waterline
with precious cargoes,
plied their stately way
thru the blue waters off
Catalina, on voyages between the Philippines and
New Spain.
From the hands of Governor Pio Pico, last and
most beloved governor
of
California under Mexican
rule, it passed to different
owners, sometimes in exchange
for a saddle and horse blanket.
Now it is valued at millions of
dollars.
It is to this paradise of pleasure
that we shall go along with celebrities
of the film world ; for Catalina is a mecca
of moviedom.'
Here are filmed the romantic

Catalina is an island paradise just off the sunlit
coast of Los Angeles, where nature is always smiling, where romance beckons and where the cares
of the everyday world are forgotten.
Above,
another view of Catalina; and below, Helene
Chadwick is successful in making a location
trip a pleasure trip

dramas of the South Seas;
blood-curdling tales of Malay pirates and o f buccaneers
of the Spanish Main. The
streets and wharves of the
little town are crowded
continually with a polyglot mass of humanity,
from Marquesan
maidens to fierce, kerchiefed pirates with
rings in their ears and
noses,
half -naked
Tahitianandnatives.
Alighting from long
strings of red cars,
which have carried us
from Los Angeles to
the harbor on our way
to Catalina, we make
for the "Avalon,"
a
palatial vessel specially
fitted by William Wrigof the isowner passengers
land, to carry
ley, Jr.,
between Catalina and the
mainland.
Reaching
our
staterooms,
the ladies,
are Mabel
among whom
Normand, Louise Glaum and
make
MacDonald,
Katherine
sure that they have at hand a
plentiful supply of chewing gum,
life savers, smelling salts, lemons
and other reputed enemies of mal
de mer; for the twenty-six-mile passage can be rough at times. Others on
their way to Catalina to make pictures
PA&Uft
{Continued on paqe 88)
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Miniature

Mav In

HALL

By GLADYS

to temperamentally digest to
date. As a matter of consequent course, her time
was limited, and the demands upon it many. She
and her mother
were,
perforce, breaking up
housekeeping in New
York and turning their

in
isurenat;ura
shellywas
MAY miniat
so made. She has
a small and chiseled face ;
such a face as miniature
makers would delight in.
She has sapphiric eyes,
a gentle manner and a
firm mind.
She thinks
well and acts with precision.
She was also in mini-,
ature as to time. Because
She had just signed a
five-year contract with
Realart !
She was leaving the
Monday following our talk
for California, there to begin work at once.
Her picture, company, leading man, et
al, were as yet undecided.
Her
name
had been signed to the
contract and her reservations made —
and that was about all she had been able

thoughts and their household goods westward ho !
They have never been to
California, hence it is
something of an adventhem both.
"I'mture tocrazy
to go," May
said.
I asked her what she hoped

"I hope I'll do
comedy - drama,"
said May McAvoy. "I dislike
comedy and I
dislike drama because I think
eleven times out
of twelve neither
one is true. Life
is seldom extreme — most of
the time it is a
blend a .camera
. ."
Above,
study; left and
right, two scenes
from "Sentimental Tommy"

her work would be ; what type of thing—; —
She said, "Comedy-drama. I dislike comedy and I dislike drama,
because, I think that eleven times out of twelve neither one is truej
Life is seldom extreme, seldom straight stuff all of the time. Most of
the time it is a blend. Pathos and laughter, hand in hand, like 'Sentimental Tommy.' I adored doing that. It was as real as my own
life to me, every minute of it. Sometimes, even now, I go about
thinking I am still Grisel. I dont wonder Barrie has the appeal that
he has when he has made book people living things. That is the sort
of thing I hope to do, now that I have my golden opportunity — make
screen people real. Not great or grand, not grotesque, not tragical —
all of the time — but a little bit of each as it comes to them — as their
lives touch on other lives and take on different aspects."
{Continued on page 96)
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is the gentleman from whom
publicity flows,
All the stars and satellites this
press agent knows.

THIS

The intimate details of all their private lives,
All about their habits and all about their wives.
That Olga Popofifsky is really truly Russian,
And that it took her just a week to learn English, French
and Prussian.
That Cecil Poseur always makes his neckties out of batik,
Of colors that he mixes in the darkness of his attic.
That Jack Bickworth's eyes are really truly blue,
And that his sister's husband is comparatively new.
That his father's sister's aunt used to keep a cow,
Tell me do you think that it' would matter anyhow.
That Mary DuBarry always breakfasts in her bed.
And that her singular success has not gone to her head.
That in filming "Lew's Revenge," in eighteen-ninety-two,
Augustus Disgustus played the trying part of "Lew."
That Vera deVera, who vamps the hero lean,
Is really very innocent when she is off the screen.
That the dashing, flashing hero of the photoplay,
Hurries to his grey-haired mother at the close of day.
That Fattie dePattie is really very fat,
And not simply gotten up so as to look like that.
How Mutton,
the lead in "Love's Intrigue," John Algernon McWears upon his dinner coat a diamond service button.
According to the press agent, who is supposed to know,
This is the way they pay them off at the studio.

Winners of Otker Contest
Ackieve Success
And New Entrants Are
Most Promising
that I thought would do, so I wrote out a coupon,,
stuck it on the back of the picture and mailed it to you.
I believe the other girls did the same thing.
I was very much surprised to receive a letter from
you in August of last year, stating that my picture had
been favorably passed upon by the judges and they
wanted to see me if I came up North. It so happened
that I was going North, and I made it a point to be
there on one of the days that the judges met. When I
arrived in front of the office of the Brewster Publications on Duffield Street I was
about to turn back because I
did not have the heart and
courage to go in. I finally got
inside, and there I found dozens of girls waiting to be

ansd
ivnse testants nt
TO prosalpelctco contesta
of the Fame and Fortune Contest, this letter
n
writte by Corliss Palmer will
be of interest, as the writer was
the winner of first place in last
year's
contest and represents
ambitious young America ts.in
her ideas and achievemen
She has proved the possession
of talent and screen personality
in addition to her great beauty
and her feminine charm. The
letter is herewith published :
To the Manager of the Fame
and Fortune Contest:
You ask me to inform your readers just how I came to enter the Fame and Fortune Contest last year. I am glad to comply with your request.
One day last summer, a few girls were at my house in
Macon, Georgia, and we got to talking about your contest
and we all decided to send in our pictures. I had not had any
pictures taken for a long while, but there was one on the table

Special Notice to Contestants

<B

AH who have submitted photographs in the Fame and
Fortune Contest may come, at their own expense, to the
offices of the Brewster Publications at 175 Duffield Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y., between the hours of 10 and 4 on Friday,
July 1st, mittee.
for Those
a personal
inspection
before test
the will
judges'
found eligible
for a screen
have comone
made the following day at Roslyn, L. I.
Only the winners of the Contest will have their expenses
paid. Those not found worth a screen test by the judges
will not have one made. The second date for a personal
appearance will be Friday, September 2.
Afi£i
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shownsome
up towere
the judges'
and
on theirroom,
way
out. Those who had been before the judges received a
sheet of paper containing
some comments by the judges
{Continued on page 104)
Top, Leoria Blackburn of Germantown, Pa.; center, George Edward
Somax of Baltimore, Md. ; and below,
Johnny
Gillispie of Amarillo,
Texas

«

Ever}? WomaByn's
CORLISSFair))
PALMER Godmother
like her own.
Features and
expression
were similar to
hers
and both
brunette
type. were of the

KNOW a girl who word drab
clothes and a mournful expression until, like Cinderella, she was touched by
the wand of her fairy godmother and transformed
I

How

they were so much alike
and yet so different?
For one was beautiful

iful
'
a vivid,
into
would
One beaut
creature.
her for
hardly know

and the other nondeCynthia noticedscript.
the carefully
dressed
hair and
the
becoming

'the same girl.
Of
course the change is
internal as well as
j
external, for what
girl can undergo a
sudden
transformation from a caterpillar to a butterfly without I
finding wings for
the spirit as well
as the body?
Her godmother

frock, fitedand
thereby.beneYet
she realized she
had not found
the fundamental
reason
for the
d i f f e r e n c e.
Then she began
to study
the red
effect of the

is every woman's
godmother, tho
perhaps in a different guise, or
carrying a different kind of wand,
but the magic she
weaves is always the
same.

m
This mother
girl's
godcame to her in
the form of a colored
portrait of her favorite
actress of the screen. But
I will tell you all about it.
The girl, whom I shall call
Cynthia, was not entirely
unattractive, nor was she attractive. She was simply neutral. When she was alone and
looked at herself in the mirror she
Photograph by
could see nothing especially wrong
CORLISS
with her appearance. Her features
were very nice, her hair was abundant, her skin was clear. But when she was in a gathering
of youth and beauty, somehow she couldn't "get across."
Other girls received all the attention and she was ignored.
This caused her intense suffering, because she felt, as
every woman does, that she should have a share of the
attention of both men and women.
Then, one day, she sent away for the large photograph
in colors of her favorite actress, and upon receiving it was
rewarded with the picture of a radiant, glowing creature.
Dark hair, brown eyes, olive skin, but over all a golden
haze. Hair, eyes and skin reflected a golden light. Even
the flush on the cheeks was a golden red and the color of
her lips was that of the scarlet poppy, which seems to have
been dipped into the sunset. She hung the picture by the
side of her dressing-table and spent much time in studying
it. The pictured face was, as she had thought, very much

could it be that

and
gold that
hovered about
the dusky beauty
on the wall. That
was

it ! The picture glowed with
the colors of firelight
andirons, onof brass
candlelight
on red morocco.
There
was both gold
and red in her dark,
wavy hair, smoldering
fire in her brown eyes, and
on the clear, dark skin the
gleam of gold seemed to linger and caress.
She was leaning over a window-box of nasturtiums, and she herself seemed to be
one
of
the
flowers turned into a girl.
S. R. Trogdon
She reflected all their wonderful shades
PALMER
of red and gold and brown.
Now Cynthia knew what it was she
needed. It was color, the color of warmth, of life. Sunset, autumn, firelight, flowers, all must be personified in
herself to make her a complete being, the kind she was
meant to be. But how could she do this without a fairy
godmother such as Cinderella had? There it was again —
more gold Cinderella of the gleaming hair, the golden
pumpkin coach, the red and gold firelight!
The nasturtium had always been her favorite flower,
autumn her favorite season. Their gold, flaming into red
and^orange. and dulling into brown, seemed to reflect her
own moods and desires.
Now

she was determined to make herself into the external emblem of what she was within.
She began a systematic study of other girls and actresses of the stage and
screen. She even began to study advertisements and went
(Continued on page 100)
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Bob Hampton of
Placer
NORMAN

BRUCE

L

AST NIGHT," said the girl proudly—
"last night I dreamed a beautiful
dream about picking roses — miles
and miles of red roses. And there

wasn't a single Indian in the dream !"
"Good!" drawled Bob Hampton. His trigger finger was the quickest in Placer, but his
tongue was as halting and slow as a rusty firelock that is seldom used. "Ladies ought to
dream about roses, 'pears like. It sort of goes
They sat on the hillside, looking away at a
world misted with summer gold and green,
'em." sunshine. Sleepy streams wandered
with with
hazy
thru flat, lush meadows, where the cattle stood
knee-deep in August ; wheat fields burned
tawny, sprinkled with poppies, and far down
the valley the roofs of the little frontier town
showed among the trees. It seemed a world
in which cruelty and fear and danger had been
banished by some gracious Arcadian law. And
yet these two looked upon all this fairness and
green peace with eyes that less than a month
ago had seen dreadful sights.
Remembering now, the girl's childish,
smooth lips quivered. "If I could only forget !" she wailed. "But I cant ! Shall I always
see them, do you think, Bob — those naked red
bodies leaping up out of the grass, those
hideous faces painted like devils, with the
feathers
?" the man
"There,waving
there, above
now !"them
comforted
clumsily — big, rough brown fingers touching
the silk of her curls half-fearfully. "Steady,
Kid ! It's all over now, and there's nothing
that can happen to ye as long as Bob Hampton
is She
'round."
clung to him, shaken with her sobs, gallantly trying to smile. "But the rest — oh, my
poor Nunkie ! He was too old to die that way
— and the blacksmith's wife and baby— they
were too young ! It doesn't seem possible !
People
wasman
talking
to, people
I kncivanxiously
"
The Ibig
beside
her looked
down at the brown head on his shoulder. Seasoned pioneer that he was, he had never seen
worse carnage than that which he had come
upon a month ago, as he was riding from
Placer to Fort Bethune, across the plains. The
Indians had killed all the little band of travelers except this girl, whom they were dragging away as he arrived. It had been a fight
against desperate odds, but Bob Hampton
gloried in a desperate fight. With the girl
snatched up behind him on his saddle, he had
held the savages off with his rifle until the
timely arrival of a troop of soldiers from the
Fort. Forty years of hazards on the plains,
all of them one long, continual struggle with
nature and man, had turned his nerves to steel.
He could venture into the untracked wilder-

W^BS"^

The girl's mind was full of
ness wJtJ1 a SQng Qn ^jg Jjpg . fog
the story she had heard
as
^ j^j y
f
d j
fe
she sat that evening in the
111
1

lamp-lit parlor of the mission-

erward the dreamless sleep of a

ary's

tired child.

house,

where

she

had

found a shelter . . .

tell me about the woman you loved once on a time!"
Bob Hampton gave a great start. His weather-beaten
face grew quite pale. "How did you know?" he asked,
awed. "I've never told anybody at the Fort. There's no
one alive as I knows on that's heard of her."
The girl patted the big hand on the fustian-covered knee.
"You are too nice to have grown old without loving some
woman," she said softly ; "then, the way you look at me,
and the way you touch my hair ! I'd know by those things
you were remembering some woman that had hair a little
like mine. Was she — was she very young and very pretty?
What was her name ?"
"Her name," said Bob Hampton slowly, "was Marjorie,
and she was the purtiest thing God ever made." His eyes
seemed to see something very far away. "Always laughing,
she was, and up to some tricks ! And she made that old log
cabin look like a real home, rigging up curtains out of floursacks and putting posies everywhere. When the baby come
she was like a child with a doll." His voice broke unevenly.
"You must have been

But this girl was of different
stuff — fragile, fine. All her
eighteen years had been spent
in doing small, gentle things — sweeping, sewing; baking
bread in the little house of the old trader who had adopted
her when she was a baby. She made one think of kittens and
flower buds and pigeons, and all such helpless things. Memory was killing her. There was a look in her round, blue
eyes that turned the man's heart sick and cold.
"I remember," he began desperately, "I remember once
when I fit with an eagle over a baby mountain-lion. Mebbe
you'd like to hear the yarn," craftily. The strain in the blue
eyes eased a little and a more human look came into them.
Encouraged, he told her a strange story of a fight against
great crushing wings, saber-like talons and stabbing beak,
over the plump, furry
body of a tiny lion-cub
that ungratefully scratched its rescuer when taken
BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER
up in his arms. He told
it simply, bluntly, without
Fictionized by permission from the First National attraction of the Marshall Neilan production, based on the
nice strivings for effect,
scenario by Marion Fairfax, adapted from the story
but the very matter-ofby Randall Parrish. The cast:
factness of his tone gave it
Bob Hampton
James
Kirkwood
power. The girl, whom
Dick
Wesley Barry
the whole Fort had dubbed
The Kid
Marjorie Daw
the Kid, because the old
Lieutenant Brant
Pat O'Malley
Red Slavin
Noah Beery
trader had never known
Silent Murphy
Frank Leigh
her name, listened breathGeneral Custer
Dwight Crittenden
lessly, creeping closer to
Rev. Wyncoop
Tom Gallery
School Teacher
Priscilla Bonner
him, nestling against his
Major Brant
Charles West
rough-clad shoulder like a
Sheriff
Bert Spratte
child.
Housekeeper
Carrie Clark Ward
Willie McNeil
Vic Potel
"Now," she said, when
Jack Moffett
■.
.-.Bud Post
he' had finished, "tell me
another story ! Tell me —

very happy," said the girl,
think
must have
with it
shining
eyes.been
"I
like Jacob and Rachel, or
Tristan and Isolde. Love
Herso tone
dreamed isn't
over it?"
the
is
wonderful,
word.
"We were happy," said
the man heavily, but now
a black shadow lay on his
face and the great hand
clenched
on his
knee. bad
"I
never
meant
anything
should ever touch her, but
when trouble came she
stood up to it like a fighter's wife. Brave! Women
are
man—me,I
wouldbraver'n
have letany
it crush
PA6
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l but she put her hands on my shoulders and smiled straight
into my eyes, and says,- 'Fight, Bob Hampton! Fight the
In rough phrases, stumbling words, the story came out.
lie!'"
He had been a captain in Custer's regiment. An officer
who was known to be on ill terms with him had been found
stabbed to death, and he was court-martialed for the crime.
The General was not quite convinced of his guilt, in spite
of the evidence, and had lifted his arrest; but he was dismissed from the regiment in disgrace. "All I wanted was to
die," Bob Hampton said, "but she wouldn't let me give up.
I thought I knew who had done the killing, you see, but the
man had left the service. She sent me to find Red Slavin.
I hunted for him a year afore I went back, followed him
to the Coast, up into the mountains, searched the mines and
ranches. Then I went back. She was gone."
"And you never found her ?" gasped the Kid.
"I found her grave," he said quietly. "There had been
an epidemic, and she was one of the first that was took. No
one knew what happened to the baby."
"And Red Slavin ?" whispered the Kid, after a silence.
"I'm still looking for him," said Bob Hampton grimly.
"If he's above ground, I'll
find him and get the truth out
of him. And then I'm going
to go to Custer and ask him
to take me back into the regiment."
The girl's mind was full of
the story she had heard as she
sat that evening in the lamplit parlor of the missionary's
house, where she had found
a shelter. While Abigail
Williams, the minister's sister, read a dull chapter from
the Book of Judges in a snappish tone, the Kid was dreaming a romantic dream of a
younger Bob Hampton,
standing. tragically before his
accusers, while they stripped
his uniform from him.- Her
young, ardent imagination
was fired at the picture. She
was just seeing herself in the
place of the young wife, putting her hands on his shoulders, smiling up into his eyes,
when she became aware of a
chilly silence in the room.
She looked up to find Abigail glaring at her with set,
bluish lips.
"Perhaps," said that lady,
frigidly, "perhaps you will be
good enough to explain why
you interrupt the reading of
the Holy Scriptures with

such words as 'Fight the lie' !"
The Kid blushed to the
roots of her brown hair. "I
didn't know I was speaking
aloud," she stammered. "1
"
was thinking
"And why should you
think during the reading of

the Holy Scriptures?" asked
Abigail in deadly tones. "Do
you realize that your lightinindedness and vanities and
(T\ disobedience of God's pre-
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cepts are leading you to the verge of the bottomless pit and
the everlasting fire? Beware, heedless girl! I have noticed atendency on your part to try to enjoy life. We were
not given the awful gift of immortality to be happy. We
should spend the little while we' have before the grave
closes over us in repentance and mortification of the flesh."
"I dont believe it !" the Kid rebelled, and was promptly
sent to bed for her forwardness. But not to sleep. Her
young spirit had been quickened by Bob Hampton's story
of the afternoon until life seemed a throbbing, beating,
wonderful thing that would not let her alone. Her heart
hammered in her ears until presently she arose and dressed
quietly. Beyond the window the sky was silver with stars.
Somewhere out there in the night was the answer to the
all.
great
question — the why of it
Very softly she slid up the
sash and stepped out. The tiny
frontier town was fast asleep.
IF'could not tell her anything.
It was in the great out-of-doors
she would . find the answer.

Very softly she slid up the
sash and stepped out. The
tiny frontier town was asleep ;
it could not tell her anything. It was in the great
out-of-doors she would find
her answer

lOTlON PICTUR

"You love him?" gritted the Lieutenant.
The Kid caught her breath. She had not
dreamed of such a thing, but she was loyal.
"Yes! Of course I do !"
"He's old enough to be your father !" jerked
the boy. "He's killed a dozen men ! Nobody
knows who he is or what he has been — why,
he may be a fugitive from justice ! He's
rough and hard and battered ; he's
"
"He's a man!" flamed the Kid, "and I— I
hate you for saying such things, and you
needn't speak to me again till you say he's
splendid, too !" She was gone thru the night,
sobbing under her breath as she ran. Abigail
was right. The world was a wilderness of
woe. Lieutenant Brant would never speak to
her again, and, anyway, she hated him, so why
should she care ? The stars were gone out, like
blown candles. She crawled thru her open
window and sobbed herself to sleep, to dream
fly.
anottroubled
dream of drenched wings that could
"Bob Hampton of Placer" was an outcast
in Fort Bethune. He was a silent man, and
the world always argues that silent men must
have something to conceal. Moreover, he was
a mystery, and nobody likes to be mystified.
He would go thru the town, looking at the
faces about him eagerly, as tho in search of
someone. Then, disdaining alike the saloons
and dance-halls and the revival meetings,
where hell and brimstone were served undiluted and free to
sinners, he would
Stride OUt of town
.
.
°
the mountains
as
among
roam
tO
tllO there
Was

"Sweetheart !"— he
fast — "ever since
I've
you firstMarry
saw this!
say

spoke very
the day I
wanted to
me, dear,
and let me take care of you
and protect you ..."

gfce alm0St rail thru the
,i
, • ,
,
,
lnt° th<t,
0Ut
Street'
meadow
beyOlld
and
Straight illtO the arms of
a
man |
When
she

dared look up at him,
she saw it was the
young Lieutenant Brant, who had been in the rescuing party that brought her to Fort Bethune.
"I was thinking about you," said the Lieutenant,
surprisingly, but without the least appearance of
being surprised.
The Kid stared up at him, eyes wide with awe.
"Why," she gasped, "why, I was thinking about you,
too ! Only I didn't know it. I thought I came out
here to find the — the -answer
"
"The answer?" he asked, smiling. It was certainly a strange, magic kind of a night.
She pointed upward to the stars. "To them," she
whispered, "to — to everything ! Dont you understand ?"
"Of course!" said Lieutenant Brant satisfactorily, and . then there was a long silence, which
seemed to say a great many things. Suddenly he
caught at her hands. "Sweetheart !" he spoke very
fast, "ever since the day I saw you first I've wanted
to say this ! Marry me, dear, and let me take care
of you and protect you. I cant bear it to think of
your being in charge of that man Hampton
"
The sweet spell was broken. She drew herself
sharply from his arms. "Bob Hampton is my
friend !" flashed the Kid. "Why, he saved my life!
Dont you dare call him that man — he's wonderful !

Th!s heckled faced, carrotthe Kid and Lieutenant
Brant
the had
old often
days. teased
He
headed ingamin
was always teasing some one
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(Psomething

in •' his restless
spirit that made him kin to all

wild
things. ■' the Kid, Bob
Besides
Hampton had one. other firm
friend, Dick, a. waif. rof the .
town,- motherless, '.fatherless,
but — sirfce he found : Bob —
;
not heroless. He chad often
teased rthe Kid arid Lieuten-.
ant B.rant; He was ,alwa}?s ■
teasing- someone.:,. .To this
freckle- faced, carrot-headed
gamin, of chance, .the silent
frontiersman was: a figure of
romance, like some, knight of
old tales. He fought any other boy^who dared disparage
his idol, he. bragged of his
feats, to all who would listen.
He alone, beside _ the Kid,
shared the secret tragedy of
Bob Hampton's past, and his
burning desire was to find the
man who was responsible and
punish him. Night after night
Dick inflicted horrible deaths
upon Red Slavin by hanging,
scalping, burning, beating or
shooting, and he circulated
among the crowds of ranchers, miners and adventurers
in the gambling halls, hopeful
of a stray clue.
Such a clue he brought Bob
Hampton one morning in the
early autumn, as he and the
Kid stood talking in the barn
of the missionary's house —
for Abigail had set her foot
sternly down against her
charge having anything to do
with this "emissary of Satan," and concealment was
necessary.
"It looks like more trouble
with the Indians," he was
saying when Dick burst in on
them, "the soldiers have been
ordered to join Custer at
Moose Bend.
God ! If I could go with them !"
"You can!" screeched Dick, and rising on tiptoe to Bob
Hampton's ear he shouted his amazing secret. "I've found
Red Slavin ! He came in with a bunch of punchers last
night from Idaho !"
"Red Slavin — here?" Hampton said slowly, as tho he
hardly understood the meaning of the words. "Are you
sure? If it were true" — he drew a shaken breath — "if it
were really he, I might ride with Custer yet !"
The Kid was very white. The one word, "Indians," had
turned the day the color of blood before her sick eyes. She
hardly heard Dick's words for the shriek that rose to her
mind, but did not cross her lips — Lieutenant Brant had
gone to join Custer ! They would kill him — those devilcreatures with painted faces and horrible yells.
"Do you hear, Kid?" Bob Hampton was saying, worn
face like a boy's with the new hope in it. "If lean get a
confession from him, and I'll get it if he did the thing —
( can join my old regiment ! It hasn't forgotten Captain
Nolan, I'll wager! I can fight under my old chief, Marjorie! Marjorie!" He spoke like one in a dream, and she
(TNsaw that in the dream she was his long-ago dead wife who
.Afi£

had told him to keep on fightShe put her hands on his
shoulders, she smiled straight
ing his eyes. It was as tho
up into
she spoke with another woman's lips. "Good-bye, dear —
God be with vou ! God keep

She remembered how Bob
Hampton and she had sat on
the hillside looking away at
a world of misty summer
gold and green, hazy with
sunshine, and how she had
told him of her dream about
roses — miles and miles of red

roses

But when he kissed her she broke down and laid her face
p«ainst his shoulder and clunsr to him, shaken with sobs.
He touched her hair with that curious shyness of his.
"Why, Kid! There's my brave little Kid!" he said over
and over. "Everything's going to be all right, Kid !"
"You're going," she moaned, "and I have no one in all
the world that I belong to. Will there be fighting, do you
!"
think —youwill there be people killed?".
Bob Hampton smiled with infinite tenderness. "He'll
come hack to you, my clear," he said gently, "dont be
afraid! Your story hasn't begun yet."
It was her turn to wonder at his necromancy.
"I never
(Cnpi'inucd on Page 112)
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VISIT to the Mack Sennett studios in
Edendale, which is next door to Hollywood, was a trip thru Merry-Land. The
* famous Bathing Beauties flashed by at
every turn, with their sparkling youth, lovely contours and unquenchable vitality.

A

Photograph by Nickolas Muray

"I try to draw out the individual personalities of the
players," said Richard Jones,
and for this reason I never
act out any of the play for
them. As we pay for personality, why not develop
it rather than endeavor
to work it into something
else?" Above, a camera
study of the director; left,
directing a scene; and below,
preparing

to

take

a

flight

Little John Henry, the baby who
has caused more breathless thrills
than any other kiddie in films, was
having an exciting boxing match
with a frisky puppy on a deserted
stage. Charlie Murray and the hypnotic-eyed Ben Turpin, draped over
a piano, were in animated consultation, probably perfecting some sidesplitting stunt.
Mack Sennett, who is everywhere
at once, having the activities of the
studio at his finger-tips, stood with
hands rammed in his pockets, his hat pulled down to
shade his eyes from the
glaring sun,
while he
critically surveyed
Phyllis
Haver's new "party"
gown. This was a screaming affair of grotesque design and an exaggerated
hat tantalizingly hid her
piquant little face, as she
pivoted awaiting the producer's O. K.
Over in the corner of the
big stage, on a set showing
the exterior of a prima
donna's dressing room, F.
Richard Jones was busily
directing Ethel Grey Terry, Noah
Beery andthru
Katherine
MacGuire
an
(Continued on page 101)
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Across tke Silverskeet
The New Screen Pla$s
In Review
transpiring along the shaded lanes, in the little
schoolhouse and at the picnic along the river's
banks. Everyone has experienced the incidents
which Charles Ray experiences as Ezra — or similar ones, at any rate — and his characterization
standing.
is so natural that there is never a lack of underfromofalla this,
Swimmin' beauty
Hole"
is Aside
possessed
scenic"The
and Old
photographic
which never fails — and so perfectly is the country depicted that you remember the almost-forgotten odor of new-mown hay, fresh earth and
honeysuckle.
All of the characters are human, with Mr. Ray
giving one of the finest portrayals he has yet dedicated to the silversheet.

T

HE cinema
is richer becau s e o f
Charles

Ray's ."The. Old
Swimmin' Hole." It
comes in direct contrast to the hectic and
. overdrawn problem
plays which have held
sway, and this alone
would make it delightfully refreshing.
The story is based
on the James Whitcomb Riley poem
from which it takes
its name — we say the
story, but it is, in reality, entirely lacking
in any plot action,
telling as it does in a
simple way the joys
and the troubles of
the barefoot country
lad.
Too, this production has no subtitles,
thus making the
dreams of countless
producers a reality
for Mr. Ray. And
neither are any titles
needed. At no time
is there any doubt in
the mind of tbe au(T\ dience as to what is

Above, Charles Ray
in "The Old Swimmin' Hole" ; right,
Wallace Reid in
"The Love Special";
and below, Florence
Vidor and Lloyd
Hughes

in "Beau

Revel"

"The Old Swimmin Hole" is
like a tonic, and it will cause
you to plan a vacation far from
the hurry and bustle of the city,
in some rambling farmhouse,
surrounded by fine old trees,
where a stream ripples by and
trout gleam in its sunny waters.
TOO-WISE

WIVES — PARAMOUNT.

Always we have felt that it
must, of necessity, be a woman
who would bring a feminine
psychology
the usscreen
— who
would pictureto for
the actions
and reactions of women in the
drama of everyday. And, after
seeing
Wives,"to we
will look"Too-Wise
to Lois Weber
do
this. Incidentally, she seems to
know something about men as
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well. Or perhaps it is because, like us,
she has the woman's viewpoint of man.
At any rate, "Too- Wise Wives" pleased
us very much. Not because it was built
on a great story or because it was rich
in perfect characterizations — rather, because it always seemed true and, more
than that, quite likely.
If this story does nothing else but
teach women that man wants comfort
above all else, and that there is something more important than a speck of
dust on the writing-table, it will serve its
purpose. It may go further and show,
too, that men will always prefer to buy
their own cigars, and that they dont like
home-made slippers and such things any
more than women do, even if these
things have been fashioned by loving
fingers.
It seems unfortunate, but it is generally true that the really good woman is
at the same time the stupid one — that is,
she doesn't know instinctively just how
to please her man. The other sort of
woman knows these things, and does not
have to learn them by hard experience.
Lois Weber has realized this truth and
shown it. Claire Windsor plays the wellbred wife, and is quite like every such
wife we have ever known.
The majority of the productions of
today do not deal with the drama of
married life— and it is such an interesting phase, too.
We hope that Miss Weber will con-

Above,
Katherine
MacDonald in
"My Lady's Latchkey" ; and left, a
scene from the
new Lois Weber
production, "TooWise

Wives"

tinue to show
us in her fujust
ture tions,
producwhere we blunder, blind in
our feminine
adoration.

THE LOVE SPECIAL
FAMOUS PLAYERS.

"The Love Special" is
not a particularly good
production—
is
it
a bad one. and
This neither
is not at
all a brilliant statement,
but it gives a good idea of
"The Love Special's" general worth at that.
The story is like hundreds of others — with the
railroad
ter first president's
scorning thedaughvery
worthy engineer-guide and
then worshiping him when
she realizes how infinitely
worth-while he is, and how
(Continued on page 110)
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No spectacular production has been started,
and the studios are busy only with a few desultory pictures that must be manufactured to meet
schedules.
Doraldina's long-term contract with Metro is a
might-have-been, for the hula-hula star has severed
her connection with that company. The breaking of
the contract was with the mutual consent of both parties. Doraldina is forming her own company, backed
by Eastern capital.
Bayard Veiller, successful playwright and Metro's
chief of productions, is personally directing May Allison in her new special production, "Dated." This is
the first time that Mr. Veiller has actually taken the
reins, as he is a pretty busy man, managing all the
Metro companies on the Hollywood lot.
Dan Cupid is a busy hunter. His latest victims are
Jack Gilbert and Leatrice Joy, the charming Goldwynite, who have announced their engagement, altho the
wedding date is still undecided. Mr. Gilbert has just
returned from a trip to San Francisco where scenes
were taken for Emmett Flynn's current picture,
"Clung," in which the handsome Jack plays the
leading role.
Little Shirley Mason has just recovered
from an unromantic and exceedingly
unpleasant attack of yellow jaundice.
Barbara Bedford, one of the fasci.
nating sub-debs in pictures, is at
A
present playing in the Kern production of "The Unfoldment,"
featuring Florence Lawrence
and William Conklin. Before

"Doug" and Mary and Charlie
—only D. W. Griffith of "The
Big Four" is among the missing;
and right, Monte Blue and Mister
Jack (Bull) Montana enjoy exercise between scenes. We admire Monte's courage

entering
Misssociety
Bedford waspictures
a Chicago
girl and her hobby was physical culture. She donated her
services as athletic instructor
to a Chicago working girls'
home. Practically all of her
screen work has been done under the direction of Maurice
Tourneur.
Louise Glaum is to have John
Bowers and Mahlon Hamilton as
her leading men in "Daughters of
Joy." It pays to be a screen vamp — one
one.gets two handsome leading men instead of
Betty Compson has signed a five-year contract
with Famous Players-Lasky. Miss Compson is as wise as
she is beautiful.
Did you know that Ben Turpin in his pre-cinema days
was a star in vaudeville, doing Happy Hooligan in twoand three-a-day houses? Nowadays, if you want to make Ben mad all you have to
do is to tell him you know an optician who can straighten his eyes.
Our favorite hero, Herbert Rawlinson, is at present busy out at the Lasky
studio making love to Ethel Clayton in "Wealth." As it is only a case of makebelieve, and they are chaperoned by Director William D. Taylor, it's perfectly O. K.
King Baggot has given up the spotlight for the megaphone. In other words, he
has taken up directing and is at present busy at Universal City on the next Carmel
Myers feature.

Left, an informal snapshot of Wally Reid arriving at the studios

A two-reel picture, "The Savage," starring Bebe Daniels, has been released for
the first time and will be marketed on the State-rights basis. The picture is really
the first dramatic effort of the now-popular screen star.
Little Bennie Alexander whom everybody learned to love for his adorable por-

By
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trayal of the "littlest" brother in Griffith's "Hearts of the
World," recently succeeded Wesley Barry in the namerole of the Los Angeles stage presentation of "Penrod."
His performance was indeed remarkable for a boy of
eight.
What do you think ? Carmel Myers is married ! To I. B.
Kornblum. According to statisticians, their marriage took
place over a year and a half ago and they have kept it a
secret all that time. Mr. Kornblum is the composer of
"Blue
Eyes," a successful musical comedy playing in
New York.
You cant get ahead of Will Rogers. Not even if you are
a tax collector. A few years ago Rogers made out his income tax paper, but inadvertently failed to mention an exemption to which he was entitled. He wrote afterwards to
Government officials and they in turn admitted he was
entitled to a rebate, but somehow he never got it. In making out his income tax papers this year he included the
amount of the exemption in his "bad debts."
Mrs. Theodore Kosloff, wife of the noted Russian
dancer who appears in Lasky productions so often, has arrived in Los Angeles accompanied by their little sevenyear-old daughter who has been an invalid almost since
birth, her limbs being paralyzed. The Kosloffs have been
separated during the last five
years, the time which Theodore Kosloff has spent in this
country. Mme. Kosloff remained in England with her
child. Both declare this is the
last separation they will ever
endure. Mr. Kosloff took his
wife and child to his Hollywood home immediately upon
their arrival.
Mrs. Raymond Hatton,
known professionally before
her marriage as Frances
Roberts, has returned to the
screen under the name of
Frances Hatton. She recently
played a part with Shirley
Mason in a Fox feature, and
at present is supporting Will
Rogers in his current Goldwyn feature, entitled " Doubling for Romeo."
Buster
Keaton is in the
hospital convalescing from a
fractured leg. However, he
expects to travel to New York
in June for his marriage to
Natalie Talmadge.
The popular author Peter
.
n ot his
adaptatio
the
on
ting
collabora
B Kyne is at the Lasky studio,
famous Cappy Ricks stories, as a starring vehicle for Thomas Meghan.
Teanie MacPherson has completed the titling of "The Affairs of Anatol
and has
which Cecil B. de Mille did not, after all, rename "The Five Kisses, ' allowed
and France, the first vacation she has
departed for a tour of England
herself for many a day.
.
him
American
of
star
principal
the
formerly
was
who
Fisher,
a
Margarit
to
is
months,
some
for
features
making
productions, but who has not been
be exploited by a new concern called Independent Films Corporation.
Rita Weiman is one of the most popular playwrights on the coast. She
It
recently completed an original screen story for Goldwyn consumption.
is called "The Grim Comedian," and will be a Frank Lloyd production.
as much of Marcia Manon as we'd like to. But
Recently we haven't seen
{Continued on page 106)

Above, Elinor Glynn and Milton Sills
watching Gloria Swanson in a scene of
"The Great Moment"; left, Charlie Ray
seems amused at his camera-man; and
below, a photograph showing the filming
of a scene in the Eric von Stroheim production, "Foolish Wives." Notice the
platform built off the cliff where the
camera stands
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Anetha Getwell has been signed for a long-term contract by
Pantheon Pictures Corporation and will be starred in "No Sale," a
production soon to be started. Miss Getwell was a winner of last
year's Fame and Fortune Contest conducted by Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Shadowland.
Kathleen Myers has been chosen by Lloyd Hamilton for the
comedy he is now producing for Educational.
Helen Darling, a former Christie Comedy favorite, will hereafter appear in Universal Comedies. Miss Darling is said to be
almost a double of Elaine Hammerstein.
Carmel Myers, it has recently been learned, was married in 1919
to B. Kornblum, a music critic. Heretofore both parties have denied the report.
Kathleen Norris, well-known author, has been signed to write
original stories for Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Anita Stewart's
forthcoming production will be released as "Playthings of Destiny,"
instead of "The

Jottings
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Doris Kenyon will play opposite Thomas Meighan in his next
picture, "The Conquest of Canaan." This combination should be
equal to the conquest of anything.
Tyrone Power was married on March 3 to Bertha Knight. This
is the third time the famous actor has "gone and done it." Think
of having three anniversaries a year !
King Baggot, who for years has combined acting with directing, will direct a series of special features for Universal.
Vivian Martin plays the stellar-role in "Mother Eternal," having
completed "The Song of the Soul." Welcome back, Vivian.
"Lorna Doone," R. D. Blackmore's famous, novel, is to be filmed
in England by Maurice Tourneur. The leading parts will be taken
by American players.
. >- .
•
An all-star entertainment was held recently for the Hoover fund.
A whole constellation of stars
formed;peramong
them Wallace Reid,
Jackie Coogan,
Johnny
Jones*
Wesley Barry,
Carter De Haven,
Mildred Harris,
Sessue Hayakawa,
Bebe Daniels and
Clara Horton.

Tornado."
Hope Hampton
will appear in the
stellar role of
"Stardust," a production adapted
from Fannie
Hurst's novel,
which ran in the
Cosmopolitan
Magazine.

David Butler will
be starred in a
series of five-reel
comedy dramas to
be known as the
David Butler Productions.

Corliss Palmer
has just completed
her work on her
new stellar vehicle,
"Heritage," which
will be released un-

Elsiestarring
Ferguson's
next
vehicle will be "Foot"The Magic Cup"

der the title, "In
the Blood."
"The Lamp

Lighter," starring
Shirley Mason, will
soon be released by
Fox. It is the picturized version of
one of those stories
of childhood, written by Maria
Susanna Cummins.

J
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ney's
forthcoming
is
Constance
Bintion.
Robertson
produclights."
latest Selznick picEugene O'Brien's
follows
on Lies,"
the
ture, "Gilded
George

Fitzmaurice

is shown

above

directing Richard

What s Worth While" is a new Lois Weber production starring
Claire Windsor. Louis Calhoun plays the leading
male role. We
hope it lives up to its title.
Ethel Clayton plays the
Ford s recent production. lead in "The Price of Possession," Hugh

"The Man of Stone" will be the
starring vehicle for Conway
Tearle. The story is one of East next
Indian romance and intrigue.
Martha Mansfield, lovely Selznick star, is busy working on "The
Fourth Sin," which proves there is nothing in a name after all, for
Martha, herself, will tell you four isn't all.

Barthelmess in a scene of "Experience"

Hugo Ballin announces
Maria" and "Jane Eyre."

the forthcoming

heels rent
of production,
the cur"Worlds Apart."
picturization of "Ave

George Randolph Chester is personally directing "The Son of
Wallingford," a story written by him especially for the screen.

"One of Our Ancestors" depicts an interesting experiment in
educational methods, showing a chimpanzee distinguishing the letters
of the alphabet, tying and untying knots, potting plants and clearing
up do.
the trash — in fact, most things that young children are taught
to
Cecil B. de Mille, determined to make his next production as pretentious as "The Affairs of Anatol," has engaged Dorothy Dalton
to play the leading role and Mildred Harris another important role.

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks will soon leave for
Mexico City, where they will celebrate their first wedding anniversary and enjoy a short vacation. During their absence "Little
Lord
Fauntleroy"
and "The Three Musketeers" will be prepared
for production.

"The Enemy Strikes," second episode of the new Pathe serial
starring Ruth Roland, has just been released and is quite up to the
mark in thrills and climatic situations.

Roscoe Arbuckle's production, "Crazy To Marry," is said to be
a genuine laugh provoker, the best comedy in which he has yet
( \ appeared.

Marion Davies' next stellar role will be that of a romantic headstrong girl in story.
"Manhandling Ethel," the screen adaptation of a
Frank Adams
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Five polishes prepared by the
authority on the care of nails

t

Polishes — Liquid,
Cutex
the five
HERE
Cake, are
Powder,
Paste,
Stick — so prepared as
to give every woman the most efficient polish in just the form she prefers:
Each formulated by the authority on the nature
and care of the nails, each formula worked out with
the same technical knowledge that gave you Cutex
Cuticle Remover.
Cut the coupon below and test the Cutex Polishes
now prepared for you. Send for as many as you want.
Test each one and determine which is best suited to
your nails, which gives you the particular brilliance

Liquid Polish
Waterproof! lasting! Spread this
rosy liquid evenly over the surface
of your nails. In a moment it
dries, leaving no stickiness and ho
odor. No rubbing,
no buffing — quicks
easy, and the result
a sparkling, jewellike brilliance that
lasts for a week or
more — 35c.

you prefer.
In any Cutex Polish you have a preparation that
does not dry the cuticle, that keeps the nail itself
healthy and in good condition. After your first application you will find your Cutex polish as efficient, as
trustworthy a finish for your nails, as Cutex Cuticle
Remover is for the removal of dead surplus cuticle.
Get these special miniature packages — each containing a supply sufficient for two weeks — or more. See
for yourself which one gives you the beautifully finished finger nails that mark the well-dressed, smartly
turned out woman of today.
Notice that Cutex Polishes come in Liquid, Cake,
Paste, Powder and Stick form — no matter what style
of polish you prefer you can find it here. In the coupon
below, check the ones you want to test. Mail the
coupon with the required number of stamps or coins.

Cake Polish
A compact cake polish — the
old favorite. Velvety smooth,
does not break or crumble —
very economical. Rub a little
on the palm of one hand, pass
the nails of the other hand
lightly, swiftly, over the powdered palm. In a moment
you have nails that are noticeably lovely. Pink or
Mite — 35c.

Paste Polish
An especially
smooth
— ■
•easily
distributed
over paste
the nail
surface to give an even polish.
Tints the nails
brilliant
finish. a
and produces
Waterproof,
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Powder Polish
Instantaneous!
Convenient
to
carry! Easy to use! At last a
yowdei
polish
without
messy
spilling. • —Shake
35c. a little onto the
palm of one hand, use it as abuffer, b r u shing
it
lightly,
quickly,
over
the nails
of the
other
hand
a quick,
gleaming
polish
most
brilliantthatof isall.the Pink

Special introductory offer —
send today
This is a special introductory offer. Because of the
cost it cannot be continued indefinitely. These
miniature test packages are especially prepared to
enable Cutex users to test the polishes with the least
possible inconvenience and delay. Mail your coupon with stamps or coin. The samples are five
cents each or all five for twenty cents.
Write your name and address plainly — otherwise your package will not reach you.
Address Northam Warren, Dept. 806, 1 14 West
17th St., New York. If you live in Canada send
to Dept. 806, 200 Mountain St., Montreal.

Stick Polish
A successful stick polish — one that really gives
the brilliance you demand. No matter what form
of polish you prefer for regular use get a Cutex
stick to carry in your hand-bag — the stick is
the most convenient form of polish. Pink — 35c.

Northam

Warren, Dept. SOO, 114 W. 17th St., New

York City

I enclose
for test package (or packages) of Cutex
Polish.
Send style checked below —
[] Liquid
...
5 cents
[] Stick
....
5 cents
[] Cake
....
5
"
[] Powder
...
5
"
[J Paste
....
5 "
[] All five
..
. 20
"

Clip this
mail it today
and try these
wonderful
coupon —

Name

polishes

Street
City

State .
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Norma Talmadge and Wallace Reid have been announced as the
winners in the National Star Popularity Contest, conducted by the
Moving Picture World in conjunction with Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Cal. This was accomplished by Mr. Lasky, who had the wedding
filmed and rushed the film back for the benefit of the bride's mother.
But think what an experience it will be for the bride when she
sees herself getting married, after it is all over!

Lon Chaney and Leatrice Joy have been signed for leads in the

Bill Hart, in answer to the many inquiries about his retirement
from the screen, says he is going to enjoy a long vacation and feel
that he is absolutely free as long as he wishes to be, without any
thought of the future or the screen.

Goldwyn production, "The Ace of Hearts."

.

Nita Naldi, who took the role of the Italian dancer in the Paramount production, "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde," has been chosen to
play the role of "Passion" in "Experience."
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph company, journeyed
to the West Coast especially to get two big productions started —
"Flower of the North"
and "Trie Son' of Wallingford." He was accompanied by George
Randolph Chester.

Norma and Constance Talmadge have just signed an important contract with Lucien Lelong, famous couturier in Paris,
whereby he will furnish them with several models a year, which
will be the last word in ultra-fashionable, chic styles.
Mack 'Sennett's
first
romantic
comedy,
"Heart Balm," exploits
in the leading roles
Ethel Grey Terry, Herbert Standing, Robert
Cain, Noah Beery and
Dan Deely, who were
engaged outside the
regular Sennett organization.

Kate Bruce is winning fame as a screen
mother for her portrayal of the mother in
'Way Down East" and
"The City of Silent
Men," and her present
role of Youth's mother
in "Experience."

Marie Provost, who
with Phyllis Haver,
shares feminine honors

"The

Woman Untamed" has been chosen
as the , next starring
vehicle for Doraldina,
the popular dancer. .
Sounds like a good
title for Doraldino,
herself.

in Mack Sennett's sixreel comedy drama, "A
Smallgan herTown
screen Idol,"
career beas
a Sennett
Bathing
Beauty. These girls are
proof of bination
what
a comof brains
and
beauty will accomplish
in filmdom.

Margaret Sousa, the
goddaughter of John
Phillip Sousa, plays the
part of the American

Geraldine
announces Farrar
that she will

Legion Girl in "Lest
We Forget," now being
made by Storey Pictures.

not make
any next
more Fall,
pictures until

D. W. Griffith's next
production, to follow
"Dream Street," will be
"Faust," the work of
which is already well in
hand.

where they have gone
for a vacation.

Henry Arthur Jones,
the veteran British playwright, has come to
America to study photoplay technique at the
Paramount studio in
New York. Mr. Jones
has shown youthful enthusiam in adapting
himself to the youthful
drama of the screen,
tho he is seventy years

when she and her husband,turn
Lou Tellegan,
refrom Europe

Margaret

Mack Sennett declares that Blue Laws
are opposed to the very
foundations of democAnetha Getwell, a winner of the 1919 Fame and Fortune Contest.
American Legion Girl

old.' His first Paramount picture being "The Call of Youth." We
approve his entire sympathy with the sentiments of Browning's
"Rabbi Ben Ezra" :
"Grow old along with mc.
The best is yet to be,
The last of life, for which the first was made.
Grow old nor be afraid."
Norma Talmadge will be supported
merit in her next picture, "The Sign
and Charles Richmond included. The
Herbert Brennon, who has just finished

by a cast of exceptional
On the Door," Lew Cody
picture will be directed by
"The Passion Flower."

Elinor Glyn has had the unique experience of seeing the marriage
n*\of her daughter in London, while she herself was in Hollywood,
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Marsh

male role
opposite
plays the
leading
feLionel Barrymore in
"The Boomerang."

Miss Getwell is The

racy, where the majority must reign. The
Blue Laws represent a
very small minority.

Jeanie Macpherson,
who has written most of the scenarios for Cecil B. de Millc's
Paramount productions, is enjoying an extended vacation in Europe.
Miss Macpherson intends to visit England, France and Germany
while abroad, gathering material for future Cecil B. de Mille productions.
"The Easy Road." a Paramount picture, starring Thomas
Meighan,
an adaptation
of the
story, "Easy
Street,"
by
Blair
Hall, iswhich
was published
in Snappy
Stories.
The cast
includes Gladys George, Lila Lee and Viora Daniel.
Ruth
is said
plays.
and the

Roland's forthcoming Pathe serial, "The Avenging Arrow,"
to be more elaborate than any of her previous continued
"The Vow of Mystery" was released as the first episode,
next episode follows soon.

frrMariON picture
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Famous makers of dress fabrics
and wash dresses tell how to
launder them
The Pacific Mills have the largest
Print Works in the world, where they
produce an unrivalled output of
Printed, Dyed and Bleached Cotton
Goods. Their letter on how to launder
Wash Dress Fabrics is of interest to
every woman.

At one exclusive shop in every city
Betty Wales Dresses are sold. Every
dress is correct in design and style,
honest of fabric, and of full value.
Read why these famous dressmakers
advise laundering fine cotton frocks
with Lux.

BOTH of these great manufacturers realize that
no matter how fine its material and workmanship, a dress or blouse may be ruined by one
careless washing. For their own protection, the
Pacific Mills and the Betty Wales Dressmakers
recommend washing cotton dress fabrics the safe
Lux way.
Keep these directions.
You will want to refer
to them often. Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

The safe, gentle way to launder
Cotton Wash Goods
Whisk a tablespoonful of
Lux into a lather in very hot
water. Let white things soak
a few minutes in the hot

Always press dotted
Swiss on the wrong side on
a well padded board. This
makes the dots stand out.

suds. Press suds through.
Do not rub. Rinse in three
hot waters and dry in sun.
For

colored

Tucks

should be pulled

taut and ironed lengthwise.

cotton

wash goods, have suds and
rinsing waters almost cool.
Wash very quickly to keep
colors from running, and
hang in shade.

Ruffles should be pressed
by holding straight on the
hem edge and then ironing
up into the gathers. Nose
the iron well in.

Lux won't cause any color
to run that pure water alone
will not cause to run.

Embroidery and lace
should be pressed on the
wrong side.

MX

Great dress
manufacturer saysj
"Launder cottons

ers
World's largest mak
nted
of priric
s give
Wash Fab
ions
laundering direct
ted
prin
ing
wash
of
t
secre
The
them
wash fabrics is to do
If a delicate fabric
kly.
quicin
strong suds while soap
lies
will not
is rubbed on it, It
The
stand many washings. the
and
colors fade quickly
h and
threads become roug
coarsened.
se
For this reason we advi a
is
the use of Lux— which
p— conpure "neutral" soaali Lux
taining no free alk
s and
makes an instant sud
requires no rubbing. Lux in
We have used
wash
washing our printed they
fabrics and find that
colors
retain their original
texand their smooth, evenlather
ture. The pure, mild
out rubbing.
dirt withquickly loosens the
s, we
rer
ctu
ufa
man
As
cusour
all
if
glad
be
would
tomers would wash Pacmc
Lux.
in
ics
fabr
orinted washPACIFIC MILLS

We asarecarefully
interested asto silks"
see that
the Lux advertising is teaching women to launder their
fine lingerie
dresses and
blouses as carefully as silk.
The colors in our wash
dresses should be fresh and
bright after many washings.
When women ask if our colors
are fast, we say that it dependsNo largely
washing.
colorupon
is fasttheenough
to withstand the brutal laundering that some people give
their most delicate garments.
The Lux way of washing a
garment without rubbing
saves not only the color but the
smooth surface of the fabric,
the fine laces and embroideries that are on so many
summer
dresses, and the delicate handwork.
BETTY WALES
DRESSMAKERS

Won't injure anything pure water alone won't harm

ii . inn, i..
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This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire
answers by mail, or a list of the film manufacturers, with addresses, must enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to The Answer Man, "sing
separate sheets for matters intended for other departments of this magazine. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of
the letter, which will not be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
await their turn. Read all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence. If the answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at
top of letter.

•^

Good reader, let us have a little chat together. Sit you
down with benevolent optics and a kindly heart, and I
doubt not we shall pass a right pleasant hour together.
I cannot always crack a merry joke, nor say a scholarly thing, and you may find me pretty dull at times.
But never you mind — just remember that I am only a
young man of eighty odd summers, and that you cant
expect much from me until I blossom with the ripening
years of wisdom. And now, on with the dance!
Just Me. — Yes, spring has come. Thanks for sending me the shaving set. I will use it in July — haying
time. Yes, he is married. You can never disguise a
married man or a Ford — you can always tell them by
their clutch. Bessie Love, in "One Room and Bath."
Katherine F. B. — No, I dont mind answering a few
questions. Next time I see Douglas I will tell him.
Milton Sills, opposite Gloria Swanson in "The Great
Moment," written by Elinor Glyn. Yes, your friend
should write a book on"What'sWrongWith the World."
Keystone. — You lose ; the picture posing for "Stars"
on page 46 of the January Magazine is Mary Pickford,
and not Enid Bennett.
Laquet H. — Thanks for the fee. Kenneth Harlan
was the husband in "Dangerous Business-." If you go
on making trouble, people will call you a pig or a
miser, neither of which is of any value to the world
till dead.
A Tulsa Girl. — Never fear ; I dont get fooled very
often on April Fool's Day. But what should I do,
when the bad boys place a bad quarter on the sidewalk ? If I pick it up, they will have the laugh ; if I
pass it by, I might get arrested for passing a counterfeit coin. You say you like Roy Stewart and Thomas
Chatterton. Write to me again.
Pettigrew's Girl. — You're right; give the players
graceful tribute, but not gushing flattery. You say you
have the Monte Blues. They are the only kind worth
having. I should say, more than 2,000 churches in the
United States are showing motion pictures. Lillian
Gish directed her sister, Dorothy, in a five-reel comedy. To my way of thinking, the old Biograph company produced more stars than any other company,
but the old Vitagraph was certainly a close second.
F. A. K., Terre Haute. — Hoot, mon ! Thanks for
the bit! No, I never rare up and arch my spine like
a peeved cat. I'm not of that gender. Indeed, I drink
coffee, but it's bad for my nerves, alas, alack. Cant
say that I ever did wish I was young again. I've led
such an awful life I wouldn't want to go thru with it
again. I am quite sure Rod Larocque will send you
his picture. Strong.
Pkarl White Fan.— You say a man who eats like
a_ horse and drinks like a cow has no business calling
himself a man of quiet tastes. Sishwaw ! Here goes:
Frank May is married. Address Jack Pickford, Goldwyn Studios, Los Angeles. James L. Crane was the
husband
in "The
Misleading
welcome,
so come
again. Widow."
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You're very

Janet R. — You call me dear old thing. Why is this
thus ? Yes, that was a real, real lion that Hope Hampton had her picture taken with, which appeared on our
December
cover that
— the was
samereal.
lion Jean
you saw
in "The
Bait,"
and
you know
Sothern
played
in
"The Mystery of Myra." Donald McDonald, in "The
Yellow Typhoon." Gaston Glass was born in France
twenty-five years ago. Thomas Meighan, with Lasky,
and married to Frances Ring. Run in some time and
say hello.
Lela L. — Thanks for the gum. I've been thinking of
you all day, but it has been a pleasant day. Growing?
I should say my beard is growing. I expect by next
Christmas to be carrying it around in a basket. Much
too much. Dorothy Dalton and Lew Cody are not
married to each other now. Mae Murray married to
Robert Leonard. Viola Dana, four feet eleven. Write
me again.
Unknown. — I hope you haven't aphasia. It would
take too long to describe those technical terms here.
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton's new studio in England will be one of the most completely equipped in
the world, and no doubt the finest in Europe. His
first picture, with Lady Diana Manners, will be finished in October.
Suds and Smiles. — Cherio ! You think I am between twenty and thirty. Are you complimenting me,
or insulting me? You will have to write direct to the
players
for their
pictures.
I'd Ind.
rather
be an orphan
in New
York Well,
than never
twins mind,
in Gary,
Ethel G. Cypress. — Why, the word "cenotaph,"
which has appeared frequently of late in connection
with soldiers' memorials, comes from two Greek
words, and means "empty tomb." George Ovey was
last with Gayety Comedies. Ruth Helms is Mrs. Conrad Nagel.
Mrs. Nettie R. — Your letter was a corker, and I
sure did enjoy looking at your picture. You say you
like me as a spirit whom you never expect to meet. If
you keep as good as I am, we will meet on the River
Styx. Tom Moore and Hazel Daly can be reached at
Goldwyn studios.
Just Ginny. — No, indeed, I am not married — just
happy. Yes, I saw Francis Bushman and Beverly
Bayne in their vaudeville sketch. "Poor Rich Man."
They were both splendid in it, and Beverly was more
beautiful than. ever, while Francis was just as pleasYou must write to me again. Watch 'em ! They'll
come ing.
back.
G. W. R. — Inez Williams is Dorothy Devore's correct
name, and she is at the Christie Studios, Los Angeles,
Calif., now.
Peter Wilkins. — So you are anxiously waiting to
see Corliss Palmer. Well, you will see her. She has
already played in two plays and is now finishing her
third. She is a real beauty and you are sure to like her.
Ruth Roland paid New York a month's visit recently
and left for the Coast on February 25th. She called
here several times. We are all fond of her. I am sure
she will answer your letter.
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Doris Kenyon's versatile acting
has won her a place at the head
of her own company, De Luxe
Productions. The scene below is
from one of her latest films —
"The Inn of the Blue Moon"

Are You a Brunette?
Here are Doris Kenyon's directions for keeping dark hair beautiful
"r^V ARK-Haired women
should be especially careful of the way
II they care for their hair." — So said dainty Doris Kenyon, as she
combed out her beautiful long, brown tresses.
"The brunette who is careless — whose hair never looks well cared
for — is more unattractive than any other type.
"Beautiful hair is not a matter of luck — it is the result of just the
right treatment. And the dark-haired girl who will follow these simple
directions will find her hair wavy, fluffy, silky and full of life and1
easy to do up."

"This is the hair-dresser's way"
"First: Wet the hair and scalp with warm water.
"Second: Apply a little Wildroot Liquid Shampoo and rub to a rich,
creamy lather. Rinse with clear, warm water.
"Third:
then
rinse Apply
three ormore
four Wildroot
times withLiquid
warm Shampoo,
water andmassaging
finish by lightly,
rinsing
with cold water. Dry thoroughly with warm towels."
This treatment is just as effective for blondes, and never darkens or
streaks even snow-white hair.

A shampoo once a vJeek will vJork wonders
"If you want your hair always soft, radiant and beautiful, wash it
frequently.
"I always have my hair washed at least once a week, because I find
that the surest way to keep it looking its best."
You can obtain Wildroot Liquid Shampoo at your druggist's or department store or hair-dresser's, with this unusual guarantee:
If you do not think Wildroot Liquid Shampoo is worth more than
it cost, your money will be cheerfully refunded.

Four perfect shampoos for ten cents
Mail the coupon with a dime for a traveler's size bottle — large
enough to give you four perfect shampoos. Send for this bottle today,
and try Doris Kenyon's directions yourself.

WILDROOT CO., Inc.
Department
CY
Buffalo, N. Y.
I enclose 10 cents. Please send me the
Traveler's
Shampoo. size Bottle of Wildroot Liquid
If I am not fully satisfied, you agree
to refund my money.
Name
Address
Druggist's Name
Druggist's Address
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Mints.— How

sweet! St. Petersburg

was changed to "Petrograd" to eliminate all trace of
the German influence noticeable in the suffix "burg."
You speak of Dick all thru your letter — Dick who?
Orange Blossom. — Well, you will stay in the same
rut forever if you dont take a chance. Marion Davies
was born in Brooklyn, is twenty-two, and has blue
eyes and golden hair. Weighs 123. King Vidor is
twenty-four and one of our youngest directors.
D'Artagnan. — Well, it is claimed that there are
4,675 Chinese women and 66,865 Chinese men in the
United States. Perhaps it's just as well thus. Fred
Niblo will direct Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three
Musketeers." Doris Pawn and Charles Ray, in "The
Midnight Ball." Mabel Normandy back with Mack
Sennett.
will play
"Molly,
Wanda. She
— Thanks
forin the
card.O."One would think
there was a huge great door to let people get into pictures, and that I hold the key, by the way some people
write to get into pictures. I wish there was a way to let
them all in.
Mrs. A. G., Montreal. — Excellent ! One good compliment deserves another. Not mockery, but reality.
Helen Ferguson is no relation to Elsie. Lila Lee, interviewed last month, and Kathlyn Williams are with
Lasky, Vine Street, Hollywood, Calif. I would like to
hear from you very often, and I am sure more so
if it gives you any pleasure and comfort.
Sweetie. — Before I publish your letter, I suggest that
you take out plenty of life insurance. The players and
manufacturers will all be after you. You want to
know all about Conway Tearle, Walter McGrail and
Lowell Sherman. It is according to how the word is
used. "Rocks" is slang for money, but in the underworld
world forparlance
money.it means diamonds. "Kale" is underArnold W. — Glad to see you looking so well. Nobody who has not earned money by hard work can
ever be taught the value of it. Money easily earned
is easily spent. Why dont you join one of the clubs?
Stickers, Binney Fan, Dancomania, P. B., A. R.,
Ugly, Frank Mayo Admirer, C. J., A. L. C, I. D.,
N. P., Just Me, Jean G., E. Q., Baby Doll, HayShaker, Sunshine-Baire, Betty C, Polo Alto,
Y. S. A., Ethel G., J. O'B., Ted, Drank, F. M. S.,
F. T. L., Ra monde S., M. J., Jack E. L, Maybell Lee,
Parillo, F. T., Hollywood, E. G. Hunter, Moonshiner, M. de Los R., E. P., T. B., Christine the
Vamp. — Sorry I cant answer you, but your questions
have been answered elsewhere.
Write to me again.
Barbara A. — You say, single women imagine that
there are such things as ideal husbands, but married
women know better. What's wrong in your family?
Shirley Mason is about twenty years old. Billy West
is not the same person as Charlie Chaplin. Helen
Gibson was last with Capital Films, Hollywood, Calif.
Not yet. Thanks, and write me again.
P. N. Esken. — You say you have a wife that you
admire- — she gets up first and builds the fire. That's
nothing. I know a chap who takes his wife to work
every morning and kisses her when he leaves her. And
the earth still revolves on its axis. Ha ha, he he, and
likewise ho ho, Mary Pickford is to play a dual role
in "Little Lord Fauntleroy." She will play little Cedric,
who is little Lord Fauntleroy, and his mother. Jack
Pickford is to direct it.
Lavender Lewie. — Why, Viora Daniel played in
"Life of the Party" with Fatty Arbuckle. You're welcome.
Esther N. V. — No, I never play cards, horses or the
piano.
about it.No, that isn't the same j'oke I know. Tell me
Merry Maid. — Yes, we keep a "morgue" containing
all the facts and news wc can get about players. Every
up-to-date newspaper keeps up one concerning prominent citizens. My dear child, better stay on the farm.
Dont think that you can go into a studio and
i
start playing. It cant be done. Why? Only pic£»
tures with stars are selling to the exhibitors
j£
these days. Take my advice and forget it.
Fatima. — Keep your foot on the soft-pedal

LAG

and dont flare up so. Boil within, but dont boil over.
Nearly 80 per cent, of the babies of Paris are born in
hospitals and under municipally-aided care. Gaby
Deslys died in France. Katherine McDonald is five
feet eight inches and weighs 134 pounds. I really
couldn't give you a description of Norma Talmadge's
husband. I just wish I could get some of that buttermilk you talk about. Great spring tonic.
Dorothy I. P. — No, your question is not an easy one
to answer, and I will have to pass. If a child born on
foreign soil to Americans temporarily abroad, is
brought to this country and remains here, is the child
eligible to the Presidency of the United States? You
can get in touch with Edward Earle at Ziegfeld Prod.,
Delmonico's, New York. Sorry I cannot take on any
more personal correspondents.
Bertha R. — No, the Talmadge sisters have no
brothers.
Pearl White Fan. — Yes, it is true that there are
over 2,000,000 people suffering from leprosy in this
world, and over- half of them are in India. Bert Lytell
married Evelyn Vaughn, and Shirley Mason is married
to Bernard Durning.
Write to me again.
Dusty R. T. — You want me to go down to Hawaii
with you and look over some of the dames. That's a
go. When do we start? You think Sir Walter invented the expression, "Great Scott." I always enjoy
your letters, and I hope you write soon again.
Edwin Z. — Thanks a lot for the fee. Your letter
was mighty interesting. A young lad reading our magazine in Switzerland suddenly wants to be an extra in
pictures. Packs his bag and comes to America. Lands
in New York, stops at a shabby hotel, gets homesick,
but still persists. Finally he walks to the old Biograph
studios and finds that they are closed. Gets discouraged and goes to Pittsburg to relatives. Poor boy. It
was a sad experience, but let me hear from you as to
your doings. Yes, the Fame and Fortune Contest is
for men, too.
Mrs. A. F„ Singapore. — Pearl White played a dual
role in "The Black Secret." Send $11.50 in a money
order for a subscription to our three publications.
Corliss Palmer's address is still care of this office.
Duesy. — Virginia Lee Corbin is playing. "Ben Hur"
has never been filmed. Two hundred and fifty thousand dollars for the film rights have been refused.
Mrs. Sidney Drew was an elocutionist before entering
pictures.
Icebergey. — No, Carol Dempster is not married. The
salary and allowances of the President of the French
Republic amount to about two hundred and forty thousand dollars a year. You are quite a politician. Yes,
Mrs. Harding was selecting furniture in New York,
but I am quite sure she had nothing to do with Mr.
Harding's Cabinet.
Greasy Jtm. — All the way from Australia, too. Yes,
they play cricket some here, but I never played it. D.
W. Griffith was a reporter in Louisville, Ky., before going on the stage. Later he played in Biograph pictures
and then directed. He has been in pictures since 1908.
Jeanne D. — You were a little late for the April issue.
Yes, Aileen Ray is a dancer. She danced for the boys
in the Southern military camps. You know, she is one
of the winners of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest.
Vincent Coleman, opposite Constance Binney in "The
Hormusji Shapurji. — Many, many thanks for sending meCup."
the magazine from India. I appreciate your
Magic
thoughtfulness.
Bubbles. — Well, the more one loves, the less one
judges. You want to see more of Warren Kerrigan.
So do I. You say, when a woman wants to see attractive hosiery on display she looks in the show window.
But a man looks somewhere else.
Blair W., Pug Nose, Viola Dana Admirer, Margie, William Scott Admirer, Sharonite, Temperamental Richard, B. K., Polly Australia, H. B..
Kathleen, D. K., Gladding K, L. C. Bronks, C. Raymond G., F. M., Ruth S., Buffalo, Bobbie, MoviA
Lover. — Sorry to put you in the alsorans, but I had to
do it.
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Posed by Constance Talmadge in Good References
— a First National motion
picture. Miss Talmadge
is one of many motion picture beauties who use and
endorse
Ingram's
Cream for
properMilkweed
care of
the complexion.

Are you as attractive to your husband
as on the day that you were married ?
Or have you failed in one simple
obligation of married life?
IN the lessening of a husband's interest
— his preference for the society of
others — attentions more perfunctory than
sincere — too many women are paying for
their neglect of a duty. Unconscious of
its importance, they have failed to retain
a certain charm and attractiveness which
they might so easily have kept.
The beauty of a clear, flawless complexion— how much woman's charm depends upon it. A radiant, wholesome
skin — how important it is to your attractiveness. And so easy to achieve.
You can attain the beauty of a fresh,
dainty complexion, just as thousands of
attractive women have, if you begin today to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream does more
than the ordinary face cream. It has an
exclusive therapeutic property that actually "tones up" — revitalizes — the sluggish

Inattiirts

tissues of the skin. Applied regularly
it heals and nourishes the skin cells,
soothes away redness and roughness,
banishes slight imperfections. Used faithfully, it will bring to you a new charm
that should be yours.
Begin today to gain new charm
When youCream
get youryoufirstwill
jar find
of Ingram's
Milkweed
in the
package a booklet of Health Hints. This
booklet tells you the most effective way
in which to use Ingram's Milkweed
Cream — tells you how to use it in treating the common troubles of the skin.
Read this booklet carefully. It has been
prepared by specialists to insure that you
get from Ingram's Milkweed Cream the
fullest possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today and purchase ajar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream
in the fifty-cent or the one dollar size.
Begin at once to gain the charm of a
fresh, glowing, wholesome complexion —
it will mean so much to' you.

Cteam
F.

INGRAM

COMPANY

Established 1885

21 Tenth Street

"Just to show a proper glow" use
a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli—50c. cately emphasizing the natural color. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin. Subtly perfumed. Solid cake. Three perfect
shades — Light, Medium and Dark

'l/clveola
fS
me
Inougrvcamra's
FACE POWDER

A complexion powder especially
distinguished by the fact that it
—50c.
stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy cf texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints— White, Pink, Flesh, Brunette

Ingram's beauty Purse — an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingram toilet aids. Send us a dime, with the coupon
below, and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Milkweed
FREDERICK

$x>uge
Ingram's

Detroit, Michigan

Canadian
Ontario. residents address F. F. Ingram Company, Windsor,
Australian residents address T. W. Cotton Pty., Ltd., 38:)
Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Diraond & Hart, 33 Ghunzee
Street, Wellington.
Cuban residents address Espino & Co., Zulueta
38%,
Havana.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO., zl Tenth Street, Detroit, Michigan.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please send me
Ingram's Beauty Purse containing a silk and wool powder pad, a sample packet254)of
Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face Powder, Ingram's Rouge,
and Zodenta
Powder,
a sample oftintheof house,
Ingram's
Milkweed Cream, Tooth
and, for
the gentleman
a sample
tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.
Name.
Street.
City...
State..
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Tke Ideal Cast Contest Opens
Generous

Ujeauty and
UJecomngness
of^Uouri-lair
depend largely on just
three things — the result of the shampoo,
the effect of the waving and the protection
of the net.

WEST
HAIR
NETS
Three Brands
Beach and
15c Motor
Tourist, 3 for 50c
Gold Seal, 25c
and Price
White
—GrayDouble

West

S0FTEXrSHAMP00
ELECTRIC HAIR CURLERS
HUMAN HAIR NETS

■

Provide these three requisites to
a pleasing and perfect coiffure.

West Softex
The Shampoo Exquisite

10c
Package

A thorough cleanser and
beautifier ; imparts a wonderful lustre and leaves the
hair soft, fragrant and easy
to manage.
Softex is prepared with
just enough
Henna
to
produce
those shimmering tints so much
admired. Softex is also
prepared natural and is especially adapted for gray and
white hair and for children's.

Awards

The Ideal Cast Contest, announced for
last month, but unavoidably postponed, begins its official existence in this number
of Motion Picture Magazine.
In case you failed to read the announcement and explanation of the Contest in a
previous issue of this magazine, we are
giving it again as follows :
Frequent complaints come in anent the
casting of certain players for roles unsuited
to them, and we are often questioned as
to why one actor plays opposite a certain
favorite star when another is so much better fitted, in appearance, personality, etc.,
to be her leading man.
Perhaps you are one who has observed
and resented this unsuitability of players.
Perhaps you have your ideas of what
actors are best suited to certain roles. If
so, here is your opportunity to voice your
sentiments.
Use the ballots printed at the end of this
article and fill in the blanks according to
your personal ideas of the appropriateness
of each person to the role. Later you may
fill another ballot giving the names of those
stars who, you think, are likely to win the
contest, regardless of whether you voted
for them or for some one else in the other
ballot. And these ballots on which you
place your guess as to the Ideal Cast must
reach these offices by August 1st.
The prizes will be awarded, totaling
$500, in the following amounts:

West Hair Nets
The last touch to the coiffure which insures
absolute confidence in the lasting effect of the
careful hair dress.
Made by hand from the finest, strongest human
hair, doubly sterilized.
Free from knots.
All shades, including gray and white.

At All Good Dealers

West Electric Hair Curler Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Canadian Distributors:
(j\ H. B. Holloway & Co., Toronto, Canada
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1. All votes must contain the name and
address of the voter in order to be considered.
2. In voting for The Ideal Child, the
vote may be cast for either a boy or a girl.
3. It is permissible to vote for the same
person twice. For instance, Dorothy Gish
may be your ideal comedienne and your
favorite leading lady as well. You may
vote for her under both headings.
4. All ballots must be addressed:

These prizes will be awarded not for
the voting, but for the correct guessing of
the names of the stars receiving the greatest number of votes. You may make your
two ballots exactly the same, or entirely
different, or differing in spots.
In voting for the Ideal Cast you will
probably vote for your favorites, while in
casting your second ballot you will vote
for those who are most likely to win. The
two ballots are separate and distinct. No
prizes will be given to the winning stars ;
the publicity of the Contest and the honor
of winning will be theirs, the prizes going
to the readers.

JUNE MOTION
THE
I, the
Leading V

/oman

..

Vampire
Character
Character
Comedian
Comedian
Child ...
Director
Name
. . .
Address
.

Ideal Cast Contest Editor,
175 Dufneld Street,
Brooklyn, New York.
Follow the progress of the Contest as it
appears in all future issues of Motion
Picture Magazine. The Contest will run
five months. At the end of that time the
prizes will be awarded and the announcements made as soon as possible.
Here is the ballot. It must be filled out,
cut out and mailed to the above address.
However, a similar ballot of your own
making will be acceptable, altho we prefer
the printed ballots for uniformity.

PICTURE
CAST

Man
Woman ....
(Male)....

MAGAZINE

CONTEST

undersigned, desire to vote as follows :

Leading Tu
Villain

IDEAL

Reader Winners

Perhaps this idea of an ideal cast will
be seized by a progressive producer and
presto, change ! there will be such a cast
as one has dreamed of but never seen. As
in Jacob's dream, there will be angels both
ascending and descending.
Similar contests have been conducted in
other fields. For instance, the regular
selection of The All American Football
Team, The Ideal Baseball Nine, or select
stage casts, and so on. Now we think it
fitting to select an ideal screen cast.
Now here is the contest, the rules, the
ballot — everything — ready, and a great curiosity in our minds to know what kind of
casts will be selected and who the winning
stars will be. Be sure your ballot is correctly filled out before sending it in. Ballots will be tabulated and counted immediately upon receipt to avoid any possibility ofmistakes.
There must be rules in every contest, but
we have made them as few and as definite
as possible. And these few must be heeded
or the offending ballot will be thrown out.
Do not write asking for information. Here
are the rules :

First Prize— $250.
Second Prize— $100.
Third Prize— $75.
Fourth Prize— $50.
Fifth Prize— $25.

West Electric
Hair Curlers
are unsurpassed in producing any curly and wavy effect
and insure a lasting appearance and resemblance rivaling Nature's own.
Wave your hair in fifteen
minutes by this simple little
device, without heat.

Given

To Be
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Letters to the Editor
Letters to the editor cannot be used in
this department unless the name and
address of the ivriter is given. If the
writer desires that only initials be used
in publication, please specify.

America constitutionally overdoes
every thing she undertakes. The deplorable result of such spendthrift
activity is best exemplified in the
moving picture industry of today.
"Fewer! and Better Pictures" by all
means
Dear Editor: — "Fewer and better pictures" isthe cry of the producers of today.
But I surely hope that the pictures they will
present us wont be without human interest,
and lar
wont
be merely expensive and spectacudramas.

Glacier
national park
In the mighty magnificence of Glacier National Park, Marshall Neilan found
the supreme scenic setting for his spectacular production of Randall Parrish's
romantic novel, "Bob Hampton of Placer."
The wondrous lakes.rugged peaks and glistening glaciers that won Mr. Neilan's
artistic appreciation are yours to enjoy. Plan your vacation this year in Glacier National Park. See nature in her wildest and most coquettish moods.
Modern hotels and Swiss chalets offer best accommodations. Tours
via motor, saddle-horse and launch, by day, week or month. En route
to North Pacific Coast, Alaska or California, visit Lake Chelan, Mt.
Rainier and Crater Lake National Parks. "Glacier" is your only
national park on the main line of a transcontinental railroad.
Summer Tourist Fares — inquire of nearest ticket or tourist agent.
Write for aeroplane map and literature — Glacier National Park

A. J. DICKINSON,
Great Northern

Passenger Traffic Manager

Railway

St. Paul, Minn*.

I am awaiting with much anticipation the
much heralded "Kismet," starring Otis
Skinner. It is said to be very massive yet
to have human appeal. While some massive
productions are merely beautifully produced, there is no plot interest at all.
I have never cared for Mildred Harris,
but after seeing "The Woman in His
House," I quickly changed my opinion. I
now think of her as an attractive and talented actress. In this play she seemed to
make the best of every opportunity and her
acting was superb.
Other actresses have had the door of
stardom thrown open for them by their
work in maybe just one picture. Gloria
Swanson, under the clever guiding hand of
de Mille, proved herself a capable actress
with her portrayal of the heroine in the
miracle, or rather the spiritual drama,
"Something To Think About."
I think "Madame X" was the very best
emotional drama of the year 1920. Pauline
Frederick's acting was very fine, and I
surely hope to see her in another play, in
which her talents will be as well fitted.
Norma Talmadge and Ethel Clayton are
both talented actresses, but there must be
a flaw in their scenario departments. They
deserve better stories than they are
awarded.
coming
year,you much success during the
Wishing
Yours truly,
Phil J. Bean.
Stillwater, Minnesota.

A picture of a man melting a piece
of copper telephone wire with an
acetylene torch, or whatever one
properly does use, would contain no
element of humor, thereby defeating
its own ends ; for the fundamental
element of humor is, perhaps, distortion. If comedies were truthful and
real and probable and exact — why —
then
wouldn't be comedies !
O. E. they
D.
Dear Editor: — I have been. reading the
different letters that have been sent to you,
and I think I should give my little bit in
helping your department.

A. J. DICKINSON, Passenger Traffic Manager, Great Northern Railway
Dept. 48X, St. Paul, Minn.
Please send literature and aeroplane map of Glacier National Park.
NAME
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Harold
"Number,
Please"
andI saw
all in
all itLloyd
was ainvery
good picture,
but I do not understand one part of it. Do
the clerks in hotels use real honest-to-goodness telephones? While Mr. Lloyd was
using the desk phone a man came along
and put his cigar on the wire. I am an
electrician in the Navy, and as far as I

«
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know a cigar will not melt copper. But I
was surprised to find that it did melt the
phone wire that Mr. Lloyd was using.
Please do tell me what kind of a cigar that
was, for I have an awful lot of copper
melting to do, and I would like to get some
of them so I could get a little pleasure along
with my work.
Truly yours,
Frank A. Shirley.
U.S.S. Eagle No. 57, Bremerton, Wash.
P. S. This ship has received orders to
sail for the Asiatic Stations and Australia,
so if there are any young folks that would
care to correspond with an American
Jackie, I would be only too pleased to hear
from them or get their addresses.

A LADY

with a grievance !

Dear Sir: — You always print favorable
letters, but I wonder if you would print one
with a grievance ? Well, whether you do so
or not, here I am, jolly well upset. In all
honesty I must say that I have always been
devoted to the Brewster Publications, but
after this last copy had been read I was
forced to retire to the sanctuary of my
boudoir to recuperate.
For Heaven's sake, the next time you
feel an interview with Elinor Glyn coming on, run out to California and get von
Stroheim to talk about detail or devote a
couple of pages to the German Crown
Prince's opinion of his cousin the Prince
of Wales — anything but Elinor Glyn calling herself an aristocrat, and an English
one at that. Oh, shades of York, Kent and
Victoria !
I'm English, jolly well so, I can assure
you, but I'd rather read pages upon pages of
the Australian Enid (whose work I frankly admire) than to have Elinor representing aristocracy thrust upon me.
Miss Glyn's books may be in the British
Museum as she claims, but they certainly
are not in the homes of gentlemen and
gentlewomen, nor would they be allowed
there. And if Miss Glyn intends to follow
her screen career along the same lines, it
will not add anything to the American motion picture, which is filthy enough (with
few exceptions) now.
Why will American producers allow
themselves to be hoodwinked and led
around by the nose by these foreigners, who
come over here and simply hold them up
for huge sums to pay for their "name."
An "unnamed" American could give cleaner,
better and finer stories than all the Glyns,
etc., etc., put together.
Mary Victoria Arkwright.
Coolidge Corner, Mass.

The following letter is only one of
dozens of like complaints. This Department will act as a clearing house
only for requests made in good faith.
Dear Editor :— The letters to the Editor
are certainly very interesting as well as
amusing. Several months ago I wrote you,
but failed to see my letter in print. Now
for some "hot stuff." Why do so many of
your correspondents wish to hear from the
readers when they themselves never answer them? I have had such experiences
several times.
In spite of Jules D. Stoltz, the Talmadges
are my favorites. Here's wishing them
luck!
What is the matter with Mary Pickford?
Why does she not get some good pictures?
Who could enjoy the winsome Mary in
"Suds," and "Heart O' the Hills" was
worse.
be
better.Let's hope "The Love Light" will
Let me add a few good words for Agnes

Copyright 1921— The Palmolive Co.
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That Well -Groomed Gloss
Which Men Admire
Results from olive oil
How to make hair glossy — this all important question is easily answered.
How to give it silky texture and satiny gloss — follow the directions we give
youThehere.
method is• simple — the means yours for the asking. Palmolive Shampoo
— the olive oil shampoo — will transform the appearance of your hair, making
it soft and silky. You will be delighted with that all-admired, well-groomed,
glossy appearance.
You get in Palmolive Shampoo a blending of palm, olive and coconut oils.
The combination provides a wonderful beautifier as well as the most thorough
of cleansers.
It works a transformation in the appearance of your hair.
What olive oil does
The first advice of a scalp specialist is the use of olive oil to make hair grow.
Olive oil, with its penetrating, yet soothing, effect goes right to the roots of
the hair.
Combined with the cleansing properties of Palmolive Shampoo, it
loosens and removes the scales of dead skin from the scalp
pores.
lubricating
and softening
it makes possible
the
normal By
circulation
of blood,
which stimulates
the growth
of hair and gives it natural healthy gloss.
Follow these directions

Then — a thorough brushing
and let your mirror prove results. You see gloss, softness and
silky abundance — a real transformation. Every such treatment will show further improvement.

Wet hair thoroughly in clear
water and massage Palmolive
Shampoo into your hair with the
tips of your fingers. Move the
scalp back and forth, which will
stimulate the circulation of blood
Send for trial bottle
to feed the tiny hair roots. The
We will gladly send you a
olive oil has cleared the way. The
shampoo will make a stiff, rich
sample bottle of Palmolive Shamlather, which envelopes your
poo, containing enough for one
generously luxurious shampoo,
head like a cap. no matter how heavy your hair.
Wash the whole length of hair
This acquaintance bottle is sent
in this lather, rinse and then reabsolutely free with our complipeat the operation. Let the final
ments. With it you receive a valrinsings be thorough and finish
with cold water. Dry by shaking
uable booklet, No. 224, on scienand fanning.
tific scalp treatment at home.
THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY, Milwaukee, U. S. A.
THE

PALMOLIVE

COMPANY OF CANADA,
Toronto, Canada
III

Limited
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Ayres, Eugene Palette, Harold Lloyd and
a regular screen hero, Albert Roscoe. I
hope he reads this, as he can gamble he has
several fans here in Boston. Franklyn
Farnum is another favorite as well as Buck
In closing, I will present you a litany
many of the fans may be able to use. Good
Jones.
Lord, deliver
from any .more :
Lew us
Codys
Shirley Mason's boy roles
Sixteen-year-old stars
Wallace
Reid's smiles
Charlie Chaplin
Charles Ray's stupid parts
Critics like Jules D. Stoltz
Sincerely,
With best wishes for the new year.
J. Britton Bastable.
28 Ballou Ave., Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

JOHN

PHILIP

The omniscient fan continues his
and her criticism in no uncertain
terms. However, intelligent criticism
is a prophylaxis against that almost
inevitable disease so common to screen

gOUSA

Says:
"I consider
excellence
Connof
instruments
enhancesthe the
musical of
value
any band at least fifty per cent."

Choose Your Instrument

stars, vulgarly known as "swelled

Play in Band or Orchestra

Dear Editor :— As I have been reading
with great interest the discussions of different stars, I would like to express a few
of my own opinions.
Now the first will be Douglas Fairbanks.
I think he is so tiresome, and does such
head."
unreasonable
things. I saw him in a picture not long ago, where he was riding a
motor cycle in the desert with some bandits
after him. The machine ran out of gas
and he got off and ran. A little later he
came right back and got on and rode off.
Evidently the desert is full of filling stations. And for his wife, Mary Pickford,
I think it is about time for her golden curls
to be turning grey.

Now is the time to begin. Directors
everywhere are seeking players for
attractive summer engagements.
Combine pleasure and profit. Get a
Conn instrument, choice of the
world's great artists. You'll make
rapid progress ; take your place in a
band or orchestra after a short
period of pleasurable practice.
Free Trial ; Easy Payments
Choose any instrument that inter-

I saw Dorothy Dalton in "A Romantic
Adventuress." I think she will have to
reduce quite a bit more if she is intending
to play such girlish parts. She looked as
old as her mother in that picture. It takes
pretty Betty Compson to play that kind of
part, for she is young and girlish as well
as very beautiful.
Miss Dorothy Gish is too old to play such

ests you. We'll send it without obligation forsix days free trial. When
you decide to buy, easy payments,
may be arranged.
Conn instruments are known as the
easiest playing instruments manufactured. Highest honors at world
expositions.

little
sillyLillian
parts as
"Flying
Pat."
I judgeit
that if
would
direct
Dorothy
would help her considerably, as Lillian is
aactress.
good director as well as a beautiful

Send coupon today for complete information.
Mention instrument. Special opportunities for
players of clarinet, flute, oboe, French Horn and
Baritone.

C. G. CONN,
625 Conn Bldg.

And while we are mentioning beautiful
actresses, let us remember little Olive
Thomas. I think I have seen almost everything she ever made. And next to her
comes pretty Mary Miles Minter. Altho
you can see her freckles on the screen, she
is pretty just the same. And my best wishes
to Charlie Ray, and best wishes also to the
motion picture world.
Miss Billy Lane.
421 East First St., Tulsa, Okla.

Ltd.

ELKHART,

INDIANA

World'sBand
Largest
of High Grade
and Manufacturers
Orchestra Instruments

Get this Free Book.

Sousa

and nine other world-famous
musicians tell you how to win
success in music; how to
choose the instrument that
suits your talent. Send the
today.
coupon
for your copy

C. G.Conn
Conn,Bldg.,
Ltd.
625
Elkhart, Indiana:
Gentlemen'.
Please send my copy
of "Success 'in Music and How to
Win
It'* and
details of your free trial
(Mention
instrument).
Name
Street or
Rural Route
City, State_
County
Instrument
Sousaphone Grand Bass
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An attempt to explain Our Mary's
popularity, we are sure will interest
a great number of readers. But, after
all, can it be explained? It just IS —
like all natural phenomena.
plan.
,

.

Dear Editor: — In the November issue
of your magazine I read a letter from
Madge T. Baum, of Boston, in which she
said she failed to see why Mary Pickford
was so popular. I am writing my opinion
as to why she is so popular.
In the first place, it must be admitted
that Mary's popularity is a very wonderful
thing, when
one considers
that she has

^

reigned supreme for five years, and judging -from the results of the popularity contest, no other star is within measurable distance of displacing her.
To my way of thinking little Mary never
acts, she just plays childhood as it really is.
There is no pulling of the hair or rolling
of the eyes in Mary's pictures, but in its
place a sweet, natural little girl who radiates happiness every time her shadow is
flashed on the screen. Happiness, laughter
and prettiness, surely these are some of the
things people want nowadays. Mary certainly gives them to us.
As for her playing grown-up parts, she
really can. Remember how womanly she
looked in the riding costume in "Heart O'
the Hills," and in the later scenes in "Daddy
Long
Legs."
I know
of several mothers who take their
little daughters to see every one of her
pictures, hoping that they might grow up to
be something like her. I am quite content
to see her in any picture she likes to give
us, because it isn't very often you see anyone quite as lovely as Mary. As she is
"The World's Sweetheart," I think I am
safe in predicting that she will reign
supreme for many more years, because
everyone loves and goes to see their sweetheart. Mary has a good few, evidently.
Sincerely,
Mollie Mitchell.
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

"She knows not whether to praise
or to blame him" — and does both.
To the Editor :— This is my first venture
in writing you, and as I notice most of your
correspondents criticise what seems wrong
in pictures, I also would like to say a few
words about "Nomads Of The North."
No doubt most folks know that James
Oliver Curwood wrote the story, but why
is it that when he directed the picture he
changed the story completely and put it in
such a form that anyone who had read the
book would not enjoy the picture?
"Brimstone" was the dog's name and it
should have been "Micki." Curwood is a
wonderful writer, but I think he would
better let some one else do his directing
after this.
Yours respectfully,
V. L. H.
Dayton, Kentucky.

Except for the fact that interviewers read only what they write themselves, this letter might start a revolution.
Dear Editor :— Are all movie people perfect? Please explain why every actress
who is interviewed "is really a lovely girl,
frankness showing in every motion, and
she actually kept her appointment !"
If it is to be a character study, as the
interviewer always states, why not show
one or two position?
badOf course
points itabout
diswoulda star's
be rather
hard, but fans really like to think of their
favorites as honest-to-goodness human beings and not "perfect people" who never
think of anything but the "correct thing."
The labored attempts at wit in some of
the interviews are painful at times, and we
do not care to read all about what the interviewer thought, felt, experienced and
said, but we want the star.
The answer man is really funny and the
Bernard Shaw-like tone shows him to be a
true humorist.
Hoping a brilliant future for your wellloved magazine, I remain,
Respectfully yours,
C. E. T.
Rome, New York.

Not a Minute
Extra to brush teeth in this way
It takes no extra time to brush teeth
in this new, efficient way. And note
bring.
the results which old ways do not

It holds food substance which ferdecay. ments and forms acid. It holds the
acid in contact with the teeth to cause

You do not clean teeth when you
leave a film. Nor do you prevent tooth
troubles, as millions of people know.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of

Film is the enemy

pyorrhea.

One must combat

Film is the enemy to fight. It causes
most tooth troubles.
You can feel it now — a viscous film.
It clings to teeth, gets between the
teeth and stays. The tooth brush used
in old ways leaves much of it intact.
So very few people have escaped its
ill results.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
look dingy.
It is the basis of tartar.

it

Dental science long has sought ways
to combat that film. They have now
been found. Countless careful tests
have proved them. Now leading dentists everywhere advise their daily use.
The methods are embodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And millions
of people have lately adopted it, largely
by dental advice.

See the change in ten days
Each use of Pepsodent brings five
effects which modern authorities desire. It attacks the film in two effective ways. It leaves the teeth so highly
polished that film-coats cannot easily
adhere.
It multiplies the salivary flow — Na-'
ture's great tooth protecting agent. It
multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva, to digest starch deposits which
otherwise cling and may form acid. It
multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva,
to neutralize the acids which cause
tooth decay.
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The New-Day
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These effects are based on diligent
and convincing research. Highest authorities approve them. When you
know the facts you will desire them.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using. Mark the absence of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
film-coat disappears. Read in our book
the meaning of each new effect.
To you and yours it will mean whiter,
cleaner, safer teeth. Cut out the cou566

pon now.
i

Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every
application brings five desired effects.
Approved by highest authorities, and
now advised by leading dentists everywhere. All druggists supply the large
tubes.

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 656, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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K isses
{Continued from page 29)
Affair No. 3 is with Agnes Ayers playing
the part of a simple country girl who uses
him merely as a means of getting sufficient
money
pay 4heris husband's
Affairto No.
with Bebe debts.
Daniels in the
role of the wickedest woman in town, who
frankly offers to sell herself for gold. But
Anatol discovers that she is in reality good,
and only wanted the money to save her
father's life.
So having learned his lesson — that women
can make fools of the wisest men, and a
man's wife alone has his interests at heart,
Anatol settles down to love his wife forever and aye.
Wanda Hawley, Agnes Ayers, Bebe
Daniels, Gloria ' Swanson, Wallace Reid,
Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts — are
each one of them stars. All are cast in
"The Affairs of Anatol." and the picture
was completed in record breaking time —
just two months.
I said that I should have thought that
jealousy and temperament would have upset
the proceedings.
I was told that the men caused no trouble
at all, that the women were a trifle more
difficult to handle, for each one wanted to

Learn to dress your hair
in this new coiffure —

"The Horseshoe"
-one of the many lovely coiffures

fully described in the new Cluzelle
booklet, "Artistic French Coiffures,"
given away with every

HUMAN HAIRNET
The smartest women in New
York are dressing their hair in the
new "Horseshoe Coiffure" originated for $$**£$ by Cluzelle, Fifth
Avenue's most famous hairdresser.
"The Horseshoe" is only one of
many fascinating new modes you
will find in "Artistic French
Coiffures." Try them all and be
sure to complete each with a dainty
&<?>*£$ Hair Net— the net that
adds such a wonderful lustre to
your hair and keeps every strand
perfectly in place.
Made of finest human hair, handwoven into a mesh as soft and delicate as your own hair. And yet so
strong. Guaranteed to wear three
limes longer than any other. 15c
each ; 2 for 25c ; white or gray 25c ;
Extra Large 20c; Double Mesh 25c.
Put jJs>M^55 on your shopping list
for Hair Nets, Veils and
Powder Puffs

know
perchance,
the other part.
wasn't getting
just a if,
little
more prominent
No other man but Cecil de Mille could
have drawn this galaxy of stars together.
Not only is he a suave diplomat, but they
all regard him as their fairy godfather.
Under his leadership Wally first became
prominentHawley
in "Joan
"Carmen."
Wanda
got of
herArc"
start and
working
with
Mr. de Mille in "Old Wives for New,"
while, as you all doubtless recall, Gloria
Swanson first won favor in "Why Change
Your Wife" and "Male and Female" is
where Bebe Daniels proved her stellar
rights.
Each one of these exquisitely beautiful
stars will agree that in a kiss lies either
heaven or hell — and the moral of "The
Affairs of Anatol" is : Be careful whom
you kiss, for the disillusionment that follows is as bitter as aloes.
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Classic I
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|

for June
Famous

for its double |

| page of bathing beauties |
| and its artistic layouts,
| Classic has endeavored to |
| make
them more
attrac- |
1 tive than ever this month. |
|
1
|
1
|
1

The principal novelization of the month is "The
Affairs of Anatol,"
the
forthcoming Cecil B. de
Mille production with the
marvelous all-star cast.

|

The pen portrait of

|
|
|
|
|
1

ZENA KEEFE
|
| portrays the inspiring |
|I subject
with quick, true |
strokes.
|
=

|

By Frederick James Smith

The career of
CATHERINE CALVERT

I

=

|

By Adele Whitely Fletcher

| is given in a delightful in- |
| terview with this favorite
| of the cinema.
|
I
|

"Bobby's Brother"
is the
title of the interview with the
brother of Bobby Harron, who
is in pictures.

days and glamorous nights, crimson poppies burning in the wheat fields and the
wind ever f rom the South, impelling,
ardent. Gypsy-like the band of smugglers
and outlaws idled through the days, telling

|
|
|

Betty Compson's individual
charm is well portrayed in the in- |
terview by Lillian Montanye. |

fortunes,from
playing,
dancingbegging
and weavingbaskets
wild rushes,
ever in
preference to working, thieving from fields
and orchards and gardens.
Jose, child of the city, sometimes longed
for a roof over his head and the feel of

|
I
|

Lillian Gish, "fairest flower |
of filmdom," is the bright subject
of a character study by Gladys B
Hall.
|

|
|
|

The stories of Milton Sills, |
by Emma
Lindsay
Squier, |
and of William
Russell,
by |

|
I
|

Hazel Shelley, will prove en- |
lightening on the career and personalities of these actors in

Gypsy Blood

|
|
|
|

{Continued from page 53)

pavement and
underbewildering
his feet. But
in Carmen's
whims
differences
he
found compensation for homesickness and
relief from the memories that tortured
him, memories of an old woman watching
at a window through the tired tears of age,
memories of a young woman with eyes as
clear and holy as the white flame of a
candle on the altar of God.
"Will you love me always?" he would
ask her, holding her so close that her slender
body shook with the thudding of his heart.
And she answered, tho sometimes impatiently"Always,
:
my Capitano !"
He believed her because he dared not
disbelieve. He clung to his faith in her
fiercely, long after his faith was gone. He
knew she was fickle, but he would not admit
it even to himself. Then one afternoon he
{Continued on page 99)
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Of High Romance
(Continued from page 25)
Ending.
And who, we wish to know, can
be a satirist with suchlike handicaps?
"After 'Occasionally Yours,' 'The Beloved Cheater' and others," Mr. Cody said,
"I have learned one thing of the public —
that is, they do not want the truth. They
want fiction. They want idealization. They
want the dream rather than the actuality.
They want to see life made into a fairy
story. Enchantment rather than fact. They
want, they want me, at any rate, to find the
Girl and marry her. Only so are they content. In 'The Beloved Cheater' it was said
of me, and to me, that I was poking fun at
women, by others that I was poking fun at
men. I love a kick at the finish of my
pictures and I suppose the kick at the end
of 'The Beloved Cheater' aroused the controversial protest. You may remember
that as the picture finishes I am sitting on a
chaise longue while my valet removes my
shoes. He fades into a vision of the Girl
doing the same thing for me, then back to
himself again, I pat his shoulder and say,
in part, 'The service is the same and the
responsibility is nil' — or something of the
sort."
"Are you a cynic?" we asked.
"I believe I am — or I like the way it's
spelled," he said.
"What of romance?"
"That," he said, "is the most beautiful
thing there is, to me. I believe in it; I
have had it, here and there, loved it, been
hurt by it, but never have lost faith in it.
I am waiting for it now; for the Great
Romance, the High Romance, and when I
meet it I shall know it, surely and infallibly."
We asked him what he thought of the
Modern Woman Problem.
He said that women were far too charming to be problems at all, and that he never
thought about them in that way.
"People, especially here in New York,"
he said to us, "make too many delicately
lovely things problematical. They analyze
to the quick, and the exquisitude is gone.
They hurry too greatly and miss too many
wistful and wonderful things. One must
have more time for Romance, must be able
to linger, to muse, to drift apart now and
again. It is worth it. Children . . . quaint
old ladies . . . high romance . . . the most
beautiful things in the world !"
We feel the above is likely to be the best
sentence in the interview, hence our departure !

Tkree Gifts
(Continued from page 47)
all-star stage revival. Then there is the
International picture, I think they are going
to call it 'Straight is the Narrow Path.'
That is all-star, too. It was directed by
Robert Vignola and has Matt Moore for
the hero. Mabel Burt is in it too. Of
course, I can keep busy like that — just doing
separate pictures for whoever wants me,
but I dont care to. I want to do big things."
It sounds strange to hear Miss Leslie
talk of doing "big" things, for she is so
little and so young. But after you have left
her, you realize that the thing which most
impressed you wasn't Miss Leslie's beauty
nor even her youth, an enviable combination
— but her brains. Yes, it is true. Miss
Leslie has the three great gifts : youth,
beauty and brains — an unbeatable combination.

or every gir
who spends time out-of-doors, in
sports, motoring or boating, a tarn is
indispensable.
And here is a tarn — the Priscilla Dean
Tarn, that is distinctive, becoming,
cleverly designed, and made of beautiful, soft, serviceable, "Suede-like."
Fashion has sponsored the PriscillaDean
Tarn; it is the vogue — the stylish outdoor headwear everywhere and for all
occasions. No wardrobe is complete
without it. The fetching drape, the
pliable softness, give it a charm that's
distinctive. It's becoming from every
angle, and on everyone.

You will look good
in a Priscilla Dean Tarn. You can get it
in your favorite color to harmonize
with any costume.
You will wonder how you ever got
along without one — you'll find it
appropriate for almost any informal
bccason. And it will certainly enhance
your appearance. It's the ideal hat for
general wear — and only $2.50.

COPYRIGHT

This trade mark guarantees
"your satisfaction

The Priscilla Dean Tarn
comes in one size to fit all
heads. This is accomplished bymeans of an
elastic inner band at the
back, cleverly inserted.
In ordering, merely
specify
color.
Popular
shades for
Spring
and
Summer are;
Bright Red
Tan
Jade Qreen Coral
Silver Qray
White
Navy Blue
Lavender
Copenhagen Blue
BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
90S W. Lake St.,
Chicago,is $2.50
111. (Canada,
Enclosed
$3.00)for which pleasesend
me a Priscilla Dean Tarn

You can get it at your
dealer's; or send the cow
pon and the price to us,

in_

color

postage paid.

Name.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
908 W. LAKE

ST.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Addr,
Money refunded, if desired.

PA876
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W L. DOUGLAS
■E£E!r$8.oo

Quality of Material
and Workmanship
Maintained

SHOE

Special Shoes $1 A AA
II SpecialSShoes
Hand Workmanship
J-V/.V/V/
Stylish and Durable
FOR
MEN
JiNT> WOMEN

$£ AA

U.Vl/

THE STAMPED PRICE IS W. L. DOUGLAS PERSONAL GUARANTEE
THAT THE SHOES ARE ALWAYS WORTH THE PRICE PAID FOR THEM
YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL. DOUGLAS SHOES
SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO TOU AT ONE PROFIT

They are the best known shoes in the
world. Sold in 107 W.L.Douglas stores,
direct from the factory to you at only
one profit, which guarantees to you the
best shoes that can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.Douglas name
and the retail price are stamped on the
bottom of all shoes before they leave
the factory, which is your protection
against unreasonable profits.
W. L. Douglas shoes are absolutely the
best shoe values for the money in this
country.They are made of the best and
finest leathers that money can buy.
They combine
quality, style, work'$4.50 £$5.00
manship and wearing qualities equal
to other makes selling at higher prices.
They are the leaders in the fashion
centers of America.
The prices are the same everywhere;
they cost no more in San Francisco than they do in New York.
W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,
skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision
of experienced men, all working with an honest determination to make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.
Insist upon
having W. L.
Douglas shoes. The name
and price is plainly stamped on the sole. Be careful
to see that it has not been changed or mutilated.

CAUTION

W. L. Douglas shoes are for sale by over
9000 shoe dealers besides our own stores.
If your local dealer cannot supply you,
take no other make. Order direct from
the factory. Send for booklet telling how
to order shoes by mail, postage free.

President
</
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co..
132 Spark St., Brockton, '

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Print

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so
simple, plain and easy that you
begin on a piece with your first
lesson. In half an hour you
can play it ! We have reduced
the necessary motions you
learn to only four — and you
acquire these in a few minutes.
Then it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
slurs and other effects
that make this instrument so delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any kind of music,
both the melody and
the accompaniment.
Your tuition fee includes a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, all the
necessary picks and
steel bar and 52 complete lessons and pieces of
music. Special arrangement for lessons if you have
your own Guitar.

Send Coupon NOW —
Get Full Particulars FREE
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
I am interested in the Hawaiian Guitar. Please send
complete information, special price offer, etc., etc.
Name
Address
Town
State
M.P.M.
Please write name and address clearly

Your Own

cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus

book, paper. Press $12 Larger $35. Job
Press $150 up. CUTS EXPENSE IN HALF
/^~^~~>) SMALL
OUTLAY.
Pays for
ft : ~_,s itself in short time. Will last
use, printed
*or
•MY(r-rftS^L
.\S8£*2i
big
PROFIT.
^WYaAkI^S^
rulesyearssent. Easy
PrinttoWrite
for factory
others,
TODAY
for press catalog,
TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.
THEPRESSCO D 44.Meriden,Conn

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it if you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BATHASWEET
TRADE

Bathe with Bathasweet.
cools, refreshes and

PERFUMES

Q 88

1A££

YOUR

MARK

REG.

It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bath —
invigorates.
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.

BATH

SOFTENS

HARD

WATER

INSTANTLY

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers.
Three sizes, 25c, 60c and $1. At all drug and dept. stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.
^^THE C. S. WELCH CO., DEPT. M-P, NEW YORK "iTY

Along tke Starr? Waj)
{Continued from page 57)
and to recreate and fish are Roscoe (Fatty)
Arbuckle, Douglas MacLean, Tom Moore,
Hobart Bosworth, Dustin and Bill Farnum.
We go forward to the bridge to have
a chat with Captain Alexander Smith, dean
of Pacific Coast skippers, who has sailed
this ocean since the days of the clipper ships
that made the American merchant marine
famous, and First Officer Lass. Arbuckle
and Doug MacLean, with their companies,
soon appear at different points on the ship
to shoot scenes of rollicking comedy and
society drama.
Captain Smith gives the signal and we
steam slowly toward the open sea, past acres
of slips and thousands of tons of shipping.
Palo Verde looms high on our right. The
hills at the water's edge, now covered with
purple flowers, are those down which the
Mexican sailors, described by Dana in his
"Two Years Before the Mast," rolled
their hides into the holds of waiting ships.
In our
mind's eye we see these scenes and
slips,
with him we recall Longfellow's lines :
"I remember the black wharves and the
And the sea-tides tossing free;
And the Spanish sailors with bearded lips,
And the beauty and mystery of the ships,
And the magic of the sea."
We have passed the breakwater. Full
speed ahead is the order. The orchestra
in the dance salon strikes up and we are
sailing — "Over the glad waters of the dark
blue sea, Our hearts as boundless, our souls
"Ship on the starboard bow, sir !" sings
out the mate in mock seriousness. It is
the
"Jimmie K," launch of the Avalon,
as free."
pulling barges loaded with huge sight-seeing bussestrappings
for carrying
scores and
of "extras,"
in their
of grass
trinkets,
over the hills of the island to quiet coves
and inland streamlets, there to enact stirring
dramas of the Pacific's tropic isles.
A craning of necks shows the "Pony
Blimp," a dirigible carrying passengers
from Los Angeles Harbor to Catalina, is
passing overhead. After an interval the
whirl of a propeller tells that an airplane
is on its way to the same destination.
Thousands of flying fish, startled by the
approach of the ship, skim the blue water
in flashes of silver.
Passengers who dont dance, toss oysterettes which are caught in mid-air by the
sea gulls.
Hundreds of vacationists crowd the wharf
and shore as we enter the harbor of Avalon.
All line up in a lane from the wharf to the
shore to greet incoming friends and to see
the new arrivals. Mason Hopper, directing
Helene Chadwick and company, taking
scenes on the steps of the St. Catherine
Hotel, stops to watch the ship land and greet
us as we step off the green little busses
that run from the landing. Not so Viola
Dana and Tony Moreno, who are engaged
in a tete-a-tete on the veranda.
"Excuse me," said Fatty, as he curled up
in the hammock.
"Gee, but I'm dying for a swim," said
Doug MacLean as he dashed for a bathing suit.
"I'm going rowing," said Tom Moore.
some classy fishing," chorused
Bill"Ale
and for
Dustin.
"I'm going to see 'Spike'," said Hobart
Bosworth, and he and I made for the rear
of the hotel. Spike, be it known, was one
of the garden variety of billies and nannies,
descended from aborigine ancestors. They
infest the island. Their only service is to
act as targets for Uncle Sam's marines
who make seasonal attacks on the goats'

strongholds to improve marksmanship and
to supply the ships' larders.
Reared from a little kid as the favorite
of the chewing gum magnate, Spike's future
was roseate. Unfortunately, however, he
developed a decided antipathy for waitresses, who often had to display lively pairs
of heels to escape his advances. Alas,
alack! Bridget, amply proportioned and
debonair, was caught unawares by Spike
as she crossed the back yard of the hotel
to the servants' quarters, and great was the
impact and fall thereof. "The furst I
knoo," said Bridget, "the divil strook me
amidships and he wouldn't sthop aiven
when I wos down, which is a tarrible state
of affairs for a lady loike meself." The
fall of Bridget marked the end of Spike.
Suddenly, early in the morning of the
next day, a fleet of strange craft appears
around the bend of the harbor of the hotel
and bobs by on its way to appear in scenes
at the Smuggler's Cave, Isthmus Cove, and
at the pirate ship, "Ning Po." Helene
Chadwick, Louise Glaum, Tom Moore, who
have just come up, and I hail the passing
stage, bent on intercepting the fleet at the
cove.
We pass Chicken John's place and wave
to him seated on the porch of his cabin.
John turned his back on the world and
women thirty-two years ago, and sought
refuge in one of Catalina's canyons. He
refuses to stir from the island. Many
romantic tales of the beautiful, dark-eyed
sehorita, who was his nemesis, are told.
John raises fine chickens, but he is going
in for hogs now.
We alight from the stage and make our
way through desert sage to Isthmus Cove.
Here, dancing on the waves, is the vanguard
of the fleet, composed of double Waka
canoes, pahis, or raft boats, and quaint
Karikas, with their single, huge mat sails.
Marquesans, Tahitians, Tongatabus and
Manahicians man them. On shore are the
whites defending their camp from the savages' attack. A pistol sounds and the natives approach, beating their tom-toms and
discharging arrows and spears. On a little
plateau back of us an aeroplane takes off.
It swoops down on the natives and drops
bombs just as they are landing with
triumphal shouts to destroy the whites. At
sight of this huge sky demon they break
and flee to their boats. A mad scramble
of overturned canoes ensues. The former
occupants swim for the sea. The rest of
the fleet, filled with terror, disappears
around the point.
We hurry back to catch the stage on its
return. After a siesta at the hotel we go
for a trip to the submarine gardens. The
glass-bottomed "Empress" takes us. Thru
her transparent hull we view another world.
Vines and haliotis shells, black and white
sea flowers, and quaint starfish stand out
against the green, red and purple weeds.
The California sea cucumber, the phosphorescent jelly fish, the long-spined sea
urchin, and crayfish are on every side. An
octopus draws into its sea cave and spews
the water black, while its cousin the squid,
hugs the moss-covered rocks.
Returning to the hotel we drop in on
P. V. Reyes, who entered the photography
business at Catalina as a boy and remained
to be its first and present mayor. We
meet the town marshal and the prohibition
officer, to both of whom we are particularly
nice as a matter of policy. Tom Moore
leaves us on the hotel steps to wireless telephone his folks in Los Angeles that he wont
be home over the week-end, while we watch
the shadows spreading toward us from the
canyons.
The splash of an oar comes to us across
the quiet bay. The sun sinks, a ball of fire,
into the sea.

Mechanical Engineering
Learn at Home!

Employers everywhere are looking for men with mechanical ability. Splendid salaries and rapid advancement
are offered those with special training.
There is an easy, delightful way in which you can learn
right at home in spare time. For 29 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving men and
women just the training they need for success in mechanical engineering and more
INTERNATIONAL GORRESPONDENGE SCHOOLS
than 200 other subjects.
BOX 6620
SCR ANTON. PA.
Hundreds of thousands have
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
a Electric
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
BOOKKEEPER
Lighting
and Ryi. Q□ Stenographer
stepped into good positions
and Typist
Q Electric Wiring
□ Private Secretary
through I. C. S. help, but
□ Telegraph Engineer
□ Business Correspondent
□ Telephone Work
□ Commercial Law
D MECHANICAL ENGINEER
never were opportunities so
□ Cert. Pub. Accountant
□ Mechanical Draftsman
□ Railway Accountant
QToolmaker
□
Machine
Shop
Practice
ADVERTISING
great as now.
□□□ Show
Window
□ Gas Engine Operating
CardTrimmer
and Sign Ptg.
Let the I. C. S. help you. □ CIVIL ENGINEER
□ SALESMANSHIP
□ CIVIL SERVICE
and Mapping
Choose the work you like best SSnrreylng
MINE FOREMAN
or ENG'lt □ Railway Mall Clerk
□ STATIONARY
ENGINEER
□LJ agriculture
Poultry Raising
Marine Engineer
in the coupon, then mark and □□ Ship
□ Railroad Positions
Draftsman
mail it today. This doesn't
obligate you in the least and
it will bring you information
that will start you on a successful career. This is your
chance. Don't let it slip by.
The most important thing you
have to do is to mark and
mail this coupon now.

□ ARCHITECT

□ Contractor and Rnllder
□ Architectural Draftsman

Structural Engineer
□B Concrete
PLUMBING Builder
AND HEATING
□□ Sheet
Textile Metalworker
Ofeneeror Snpt.
Name
□□ Pharmacy
CHEMIST
Present
Occupation.
Street
City.
and No

J BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
J TRAFFIC MANAGER
J AUTOMOBILES
J GOOD ENGLISH
:» Common School Subjects
□illustrating
□ Cartooning
■□Spanish
□ Mathematics
In Teacher
□ Navigation
lu Banking
Business .
.Address

Canadians may send this cotipon to International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada

You
Have a Beautiful Face-But Your Nose
IN this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute
* necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own self
satisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will
find the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permil
no one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare!
Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure or success
of your life — which is to be your ultimate destiny? My new NoseShaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without
operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does not
interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses
without cost if not satisfactory.
M. TR!LETY,

Face Specialist, 1492 Ackerman

BIdg., BINGHAMTON,

N; Y.
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The Dav of C orns
is over for the folks who know
THERE are millions of people
nowadays who never let a
corn ache twice.

Their method is Blue-jay either

©B&B1921

Watch one corn

Watch the effect on one corn. It will
change all your ideas. It will win you, as
it has won millions, to this newer, better
method. Do this for your own sake.
The best time is tonight.

Plaster or Liquid

Blue=jay
Tne
BAUER

Scientific
& BLACK

Corn

Chicago

Ender

New York

Toronto

Makers of B & B Sterile Surgical Dressings and Allied Products

BE A CAMERA MAN

LAWHUN PRODUCTIONS is
makingedies inaa series
of 2-reelMotion
comwell equipped
Picture Studio
and students.
can accommodate a few
write. and Evening. Call or
Day
S.

M'KEE

LAWHUN

142 East 25th Street,
Near Lexington
Avenue,
New York.

The Wise Autoist
exerts caution when working on his
car as well as when driving. He guards
as carefully against infection from little
scratches and cuts as against collision.

Absorbine.J1
is a dependable application — it is
deadly to the germs of infection and
promotes rapid healing.
Knowing that serious trouble may follow
the slightest accidents or strains, be wise —
prepare for such emergencies by keeping a
bottle of Absorbine, Jr. in your car.

<B

$1.2S a paid.
bottle
at your
druggist's
A liberal
trial bottle
sent orforpost10c.
W. F. YOUNG, Inc.
92 Temple Street
Springfield, Mass.
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Cripes,
if yer won!" that, Dugan," the
"I'm think
not considering
boy said. "I'm considering the two hundred to pay my food bills with. And I
want to last out the two rounds Riley requires of me in order to make the thing

liquid or plaster.

It makes paring ridiculous, for
paring is dangerous, and it never
could end a corn.

"I've got to," he said. "I'm down. It
means life or death to my mother. I cant
let even her blessed old scruples interfere.
She'll understand — afterward. She'll understand everything, I know."
Dugan worked up enthusiasm. "Let me
train yer, kid," he said. "I was a trainer
oncet, you know. I can put you in good
shape — yer
and who
knows.
wind,
know.
He Burke
alwaysis
against some softy and then does
mauling. If he had some nifty
you, clean and up to the minute,

They stop the pain, then end
the corn completely. Thus, year
on year, they are keeping free
from every corn annoyance.

They apply it by a touch. The
corn is then forgotten until it
loosens and comes out.
The inventor was a chemist
who studied corns for many years.
The maker is a surgical dressing
house of world-wide repute.
Blue-jay makes harsh methods
unnecessary. It is gentle, yet
nothing could be more efficient.

Scrap Iron
(Continued from page 35)

Qie Turlington

11 Jewels

See it first. We send it for you to look at and examine
carefully. Yon are under no obligation to bay. A 21jewel watch sold to you at a price a great deal lower
than that of other high grade watches.

$522 a month

The 21-Jewel Burlington Is sold to you at a very low prleo
and on the very special terms (after free examination) of
ooly 85.00 a month— no Interest. Send for full information.
VrPf* Rftftlr Send for the most complete watch book
beautifully
In Produced
colors. Write
.'or it today
It la free.
CA letter
.,» ■■or Illustrated
n\
ev.erwill
J00 designs
and engravings
post card
do.
Burlington Watch Company,
L'apt. A-126
19th Street and Marshall Blvd.
c licaeo
Illinois
Canadian OHIce: 338 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg

Still, he allowed Dugan to train him.
And
tried not to worry. When the day
carry hewater."
of the fight came his blood ran clean thru
his light veins, and his arms and legs were
keen-springed and eager. He felt like
fighting, by ginger ! He felt like doing for
the big, soft, common scrapper, waiting for
him with bombastic smile and throaty
muscles. The big, soft commoner represented to him that night the world, the
people who, when he was trying to do the
clean, straight thing, made it impossible
for him to do so.
Riley wished him luck. Outside the club
Midge and some other girls were standing,
and
Iron. Midge jeered him, called him Scrap
He didn't care. Midge was like Battling
Burke in her little uselessly pretty way.
She didn't count.
She didn't count at all.
The throng in the large room jeered at
him when, stripped light, he stepped into
the ring. They applauded when, with a
sarcastic smile on his thick mouth and a
feint of playing with some inutile mouse,
Battling Burke, hero of the county, took
his position.
Interminglings of "Burke, Burke, give it
ter 'im, Burke !" and "Scrap Iron Johnny —
Scrap the
Ironring.
Johnny — good-bye, John!"
reached
John tingled.
His mother and Florida — health and sunshine and flowers — girls with free limbs
and soft tongues — or this — this! His
mother would be proud of him if he won.
Proud even of his body, that it was keen
and straight.
He wanted to fight, by ginger, he wanted
to fight ! That was the fun of it, the exultation of it ! It felt good to fight. It
felt good to lunge into the world that had
hurt him, and torment and flick the flabby,
obdurate flesh.
Of course it was going to be hard. It
was being hard. But he was lasting the
first round fairly well. Dugan had warned
him not to let Battling close in on him. To
evade him. To play with him. "He'll
pound yer ter jell, kid," he warned him.
He didn't let Battling get near to him.
He baffled and confused, irritated and
scored on the professional by tricks, fair
tricks, fairly played. He was lithe and
agile and stringy. He was an opponent for
Burke because he was opposite.
The first round ended with Burke down,
knowing, however, that John was neither
yellow nor to be despised.
The second round John lost his head to
the extent of allowing Burke to get at him.
He was nearly counted — not quite — and he
rose, knowing that he had at any event
won his two hundred and lasted the proscribed two rounds. That was something.
And there was still the fight.
He could
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still fight the bloater. Pitch into him, harry
him, worry him. His blood throbbed redly.
He could see him kissing Midge, pitching
into Dugan, helpless, grinning, ape-like and
monstrous.
He danced like a warrior in the ring. He
played. Suddenly he lit in. Burke lay
prostrate. They counted him out.
A tremendous roar rose from the room.
A rooting, a shouting. They were rooting
for him, for John! Dugan had jumped
into the ring. Riley was calling to him.
The man was delighted. People were wondering where he had been "hiding himself." Riley was telling him what a purse
he would get!
After a bit he was out in the night air,
with the purse in his hand, with Dugan
raving to him, with Midge following after
him.
His mother mustn't know just yet. He
would have to break it to her gently, so
that she would surely understand how dear
her safety was to him, that he had done
this thing for her. He had fought for her,
he would tell her; fought the world for
her, with his brain, his brain directing his
body. And she had given him both. Yes,
she'd understand — how could she help it ?
She was sleeping when he came in and
he told Dugan he wouldn't wake her, she
looked so tired, so frail.
Dugan said he would run out and see what
folks were saying ; he'd be back.
When he came back his face wore a different look. "Take a brace, Johnny-kid,"
he said, "Burke hasn't come to yet. They
— they think he's dyin'. The blighter !"
John stared at him. "Dyin'?" he said.
"And that would mean?"
"Manslaughter and jail," Dugan said.
"Mother ! My God, what will she do ?"
Dugan came over to him and gripped his
shoulder. "Yer'll have ter beat it," he
advised. "Make a getaway — nozv. No use
in tryin' ter win outer the law. Too many
ter make it hot fer yer. Beat it. I'll see
ter the old lady."
John crept into his mother's room. Her
eyes were half open. He tiptoed to the
bed. How he had thought he would tell
her of Florida! Work for him; health for
her ! Now, instead, he whispered : "Dear,
I'll have to go away for a spell. There's
money under your pillow. Dugan will
take care of you for me good. Please
dont ask me now, honey love. I'll soon
be back."
The sick woman smiled. She couldn't
do otherwise into the tense pleading of the
beloved face. He so plainly wanted her
silent assent.
In the doorway John encountered Claude.
"He's just come to," he said. "Golly, I
couldn't ivait ter tell yer !"
Dugan did a war dance and John turned
to the window. It would be unmanly for
the victor of Battling Burke to show the
weakness of tears.
While he stood there Midge crept into
the room. Her tangled hair framed her
face — tangled too, John suddenly thought,
with unconscious whimsy. Tangled with
petty avarices, petty prides, little sordid
loves and hates. Not what he wanted — not
what he wanted.
She fingered his bruised face. "Ducky,"
she crooned, wheeulingly, "I been all wrong
and you're all right. Everyone's sayin' so !"
"That doesn't make it so, Midge."
"You're all right with me, Johnny boy.
Let's keep comp'ny again.
Shall we?"
She was for pressing her slender self
against him, thinking to undo him.
John resisted her. Finer elements were
being forged within him. "No, Midge,"
he said, "we dont suit, you and me. And
I— I'm goin' away from here. For keeps.
For good."
Midge was about to be persistent. Not

THE Summer Girl owes much of her charm to lustrous,
abundant hair, and the surest way to hair-health and
beauty is to use

CANTHROX
SHAMPOO

which is so very easy to use and so effective that it has been for years
the favorite of all who want to bring out the lustre, color and waviness
that are natural to their hair. Canthrox, the hair beautifying shampoo, rapidly softens and entirely removes all
dandruff, excess oil and dirt, and gives such massy fluffiness
Free Trial
that the hair appears much heavier than it is, while each
Offer
*££
strand is left with a silky brightness and softness that
at least, to try Canmakes doing up the hair a pleasure.
throx since toand
pi-ore
its merits
to

show that in all
ways it is the most
satisfactory hair
cleanser, we send a
perfect shampoo to
any address upon
receipt of two
cents for postage.

For Sale at all Drug Stores
No Good Hair Wash Costs Less

One reason for the great popularity of Canthrox is that it
requires so little trouble and time to use it. You just apply
the fragrant, invigorating lather thickly, rub thoroughly into
the hair and scalp, rinse out carefully with clear warm water,
after which it dries very quickly and easily.

H. S. PETERSON

& CO., Dept. 223, 214 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, 111.

'STAMMER

You can be qatckly cured, if you

My method is the only -way to prevent the hair Ironi growing
again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write
today, enclosing 3 stamps.
We teach beauty culture.
D.J.MAHLER, 8S6-X, Mahler Park, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Send lOcents in stamps f or 2SS-page cloth-bound book
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' 'Itastammering
Cause and Cure."
It
how I cured
myself after
for 20
years. B.tUogue,3021 Bogue Bldg.. U47N.lll.Sl, Indianapolis

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes
and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you
postpaid, in plain wrapper,
a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature's Beauty
Cream,
a wrinkle eradicator
$ .75
M. T.'s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
$ .75
M. T.'s Depilatory to remove
superfluous
hair
S .50
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
SI. 00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream*'... $ .75

M. TRILETY, BSU. Dept.47,Binghamton,

/:
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Comb It Through Your Hair
and the Gray Disappears
Don't think there is no choice between
old fashioned dyeing and gray hair. Science has come to the rescue 'with a clear,
colorless preparation which restores the
original color in from 4 to 8 days.
Mail the coupon for a trial size bottle.
Test on a single lock of hair. Mary T.
Goldman's
Hairwashing,
Color Restorer
doesn't
interfere with
there is nothing
to rinse or rub off. Buy from your druggist, or direct from us.
MAIL THE COUPON
The trial size bottle and comb will come
by return mail.
Mary T. Goldman, 418 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

that it was a characteristic of the Flannigan tribe save in the ways of petty annoyance.
"Where to?" she insisted. "Who abouts
John smiled down at her. "With the
girl
world.I love, Midge," he said, "best in all the
?" understood that — or thought she
Midge
with
did. John Steel had given her the t' rowdown for some other skirt. She'd seen
that a-plenty.
She flirted her skirts and turned to the
door. "There's as good fish as you in the
sea, John Steel," she sniped. "You ain't
no pertikeler loss to a womin!"
Dugan gurgled. John smiled. "I hope
not, Midge.
Good luck," he said.
The door closed to upon her and John
grabbed Dugan's shoulders. "Now I'm
going to tell my best girl the best news,"
he said. "I'll be out in a bit."
Dugan stepped to the front door to wait.
From within he could hear the mingling
of voices, mother and son, and the unaccustomed tears came to his eyes. It was so
sweet.

Mary T. Goldman. 418 Goldman Bldg.. St. Paul, Minn.

Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I
am not obligated in any way by accepting tbiB free
offer. The natural color of my hair is
black
jet black
dark brown .
medium brown
light brown ._
Name
Address..

Have You a

Creative Mind?
Make This Test and See
This is an opportunity for you to test yourself
in the privacy of your home without cost to learn
if you have creative imagination and dramatic insight— for if you have, the great motion picture
industry offers you a wide field for your endeavors
and perhaps a larger income than you could earn
in any other way.
This courageous test, originated and put into
practice by us for the first time in connection with
any correspondence course, was prepared for us by
Professor Malcolm Shaw MacLean, formerly instructor in short story writing at Northwestern
University and University of Minnesota, and H. H.
Van
writer. Loan, America's most prolific photoplay
Its purpose is to find those who really have the
natural qualifications of a successful photoplaywright
and to save the time and money of those who lack
them.
Its purpose is also one of self-interest — to maintain a university standard for the Palmer Plan of
teaching photoplay writing by correspondence. For
the Palmer Institution represents the best interests
of the producers, who look to it for the development
of new writers of new photoplays, now the industry's
most pressing need.
Are you fitted for this work; — have you a creative
mind? If so you can be trained in the technique
of photoplay construction during spare time at
home.
On the Palmer Advisory Council are Cecil B.
DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Rob Wagner and Lois
Weber. Our advice to you, endorsed by them, is
worth. your while.
Will you make this home test if we send it
free? Pass it, and we will then send you two
interesting free books, "Essentials of Photoplay Writing"
and "Little
of Success,"
in which
the Palmer
Plan isStories
described
in detail.
But first, mail the coupon for the Palmer
Questionnaire. It may be a most important
step for you.
Palmer Photoplay Corp.,
Department of Education,
2014 I. W. Hellman Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Please send me your New-Method Confidential
Questionnaire which I am to fill out and return
to you for your perusal and subsequent advice to
me without charge.
If successful, I am to receive
further information about the Palmer Plan without
any obligation on my part to enroll for the course.
Name
I Address..

I
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City

lAG£

State...
(All correspondence held strictly confidential.

Because of a Dress Suit
(Continued from page 45)
much of the real joy of life. Not so Jack
Mulhall. To him each moment of the day,
each trivial incident, becomes crowned with
its halo of adventure.
Mr. Mulhall has managed to crowd
many experiences into his twenty-six or
seven years, and the high glee with which
he relates them lend an added zest to the
tales. He counts it all as part of the great
game, while he surveys life only in its joyous aspects.
"What's the use of worrying?" he asks.
"We make our own lives and receive just
about what we give, so it is up to us to give
— largely."
It was owning a dress suit that really
started Jack Mulhall in motion pictures.
One day he appeared at the old Biograph
studio. "Have you a dress suit?" he was
asked, and when he nodded assent he was
told to report that afternoon. And so he
made his entree on the screen as a society
extra in a Christy Cabanne film, and has
been in pictures ever since.
"I well remember the first time I had a
real part," began Mr. Mulhall, cheerfully.
"It was in a picture called 'The House of
Discord," with Jim Kirkwood directing.
Lionel Barrymore had the leading role,
Blanche Sweet played the mother of
Dorothy Gish, Micky Neilan the heavy,
while I was the juvenile around whom all
the discord centered. Some picture, that."
And he indulged in a merry laugh that sent
the corners of his mouth upward.
In 1914, he was sent to Los Angeles by
Biograph, and the very first girl he met at
the studio was pretty Laura Bundy. Four
months later they were married. After
several trips across the continent with Biograph, the Mulhalls returned to Los
Angeles about five years ago and have remained ever since, with Jack appearing in
Universal,
Fox, Triangle, Metro and Paramount films.
Recently he has been assisting three young
stars in their first stellar productions ;
playing lead with Alice Lake in "Should A
Woman Tell?", Wanda Hawley in "Miss
Hobbs," and Bebe Daniels in "You Never
Can Tell." After playing opposite Mary
Miles Mintcr in "The Little Clown" and
Viola Dana's latest, "Off Shore' Pirate,"
Mr. Mulhall is again at the Realart studio
as lead with Bebe Daniels in her new picture, "Two Weeks' Pay."
"We're
both crazy over the story and

0
$500.0
ARMS"

"EMPTY

Prize Contest
OURWhiteside
famous Lester
Park-Edward
photoplay,
"Empty
Arms," is creating a sensation. It
has
songone
"Empty
whichinspired
containstheonly
verse Arms,"
and a
chorus. A good second verse is
wanted, and to the writer of the
best one submitted a prize of $500
cash will be paid.
This contest is open to everybody.
You simply write the words for a
second verse — it is not necessary that
you see the photoplay before doing
so. Send your name and address on
a postal card or sheet of paper and
we shall send you a copy of the
words of the first verse and chorus,
the rules of the contest and a short
synopsis of this wonderful photoplay.
It will cost you nothing to enter the
contest.
Write postal or letter today to

"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
Lester Park-Edward

Whiteside

Photoplay Productions
214 W. 34th St., Suite 22, New York, N.Y.

FRECKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of
These Ugly Spots
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
ashamed of your freckles, as Othine — double
strength — is guaranteed to remove these homeget an ounce of Othine — double
ly_simply
spots. — from
strength
your druggist, and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon
see that even the worst freckles have begun to
disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It is seldom that more than one ounce
is needed to completely clear the skin and gain
a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine
as thisis sold under guarantee of money back
if it fails to remove freckles.

Ride and Sell
Black Beauty Bicycles

— the bicycle with the biggest reputation
for easy riding, good looks and good solid
wear. This wonderful wheel with 18
exclusive features —

—FREE
catalog
Bignew
in color

From shipFactory
to —You
— FREE
We'll
on approval
express
prepaid.
Look the wheel over before you pay a cent.
You're sure to be enthusiastic ■when you see
the wonderful 1921 Model Electrically
Equipped

BIACK BEVUTY

Our direct-from-factory-to-you-price saves you money. A
small deposit and A DOLLAR A WEEK— the wheel IS
yours with the first payment.
Don't delay — write now.

HAVERFORD CYCLE COMPANY

Dept. 296
(Est. 25 years) Philadelphia, Pa.
Be a Black Beauty Owner Agent

MARE MONEY AT HOME
YOUtimecanwriting
earn from
1 to $2 anQuickly
hour in and
your easily
spare
show $ cards.
learned by our new simple method. No canvassing
or soliciting, we teach you how. sell your work and pay
you cash each week. Full particulars and booklet free.
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CARD

SCHOOL

211 Ryric Building, Yonge & Shutcr Streets,
TORONTO.
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over our parts too," he confided. "Major
Campbell is directing and believe me, he
knows!"
Jack Mulhall was born in Wappinger
Falls, New York. He inherited the comedy
spirit from his Irish parents and declares
he
always
and "acting" for
the was
benefit
of theclowning
other children.
From the moment he saw his first dramatic performance there was never a doubt
in his mind as to his future, but the road
to his goal was devious.
Once he became the hypnotic subject for
the shows of Colonel Shelby, the handcuff
master. After a few passes over the eyes
he would pick strawberries out of the air
and perform other marvelous tricks. Then
he went with a Carnival Company where —
weighing all of ninety pounds — he aided
Lester the Great in his strong-man lifting
stunts. This bliss lasted but three weeks,
for the company went broke and Jack returned home penniless, bedraggled and
minus the seat of his trousers. He recalls
how his mother laughed until she cried
when she saw him.
Another check came in his career when
he spoiled an impressive scene in "The
Palace of the King," in which Helen
Grantly was the star. He was the royal
page all dressed up in pink-silk tights, and
at the fatal moment as he solemnly advanced to the throne carrying the crown,
he stumbled over a footstool, and bursting into a loud ha-ha, he set the audience
roaring.
Naturally, the wanderlust gripped him
and during 1910-11 he traveled over Europe,
spending most of his time in Paris and
along the Swiss border. He was in London at the time of King Edward's funeral.
He visited the West Indies, arriving in
Kingston shortly after the big earthquake
that nearly wrecked the islands.
To make room rent during the dull summer months, Jack Mulhall posed for many
of the leading New York artists ; and
Charles Dana Gibson, Harrison Fisher,
Edward Penfield, Arthur Kelly and J. C.
Lyendecker found in the youth's clear-cut
features and straight body an admirable
model for their famous sketches.
Mr. Mulhall admits that the profiteering
landlords forced him to buy a home, and
he is very proud of his pretty Hollywood
bungalow. He enjoys cutting his own lawn
and training the roses in their upward path,
assisted by a small edition of himself, his
four-year-old son, Jack, Jr.
"Jack is bound to be a deck hand or
something like that," said the father, "for
he is never so happy as when splashing
about in water and scrubbing everything in
sight. I asked him the other day who he
was and he replied, 'The man that washes,'
meaning the Japanese servant. I only wish
we had six more like him. Children are
very wonderful."
Returning to the subject of pictures, Mr.
Mulhall said : "So far I have been generally
identified with comedy. I used to be perfectly satisfied to play the lighter roles, but
now since I have had a chance with dramatic parts — such as I had in 'Wild Youth,'
'Should a Woman Tell' and 'The Terror* —
I have tasted the joy of more serious work
and that is what I now hope to work into
gradually."
"If it hadn't been the stage or pictures " I asked.
"Well, I would probably have tried stirring up insurrections in Honduras, leading
revolutions in South America or maybe
become a pirate. I would have to be doing
something."
And again the merry laugh.
The same love of adventure that urged
Jack Mulhall into the dramatic profession
will continue to lead him on to greater
things — the flame is eagerly burning 1
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fyr Albert Arthur Allen

tyfjQP STUDISS are photographic creations ofthe nude, blending the purity and
charm of youth amid luxuriant settings of
nature — a divine expression of beauty.
I

Printed in edition de luxe, with thirty-two
full page reproduftions in monotone, frontispiece in elaborate color plates.
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Art paper in gold
Cloth in gold
Leather in gold
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THE
PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS

PRIMER

By L. CASE

Blank Cartridge Pistol
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RUSSELL

Do youas think
you oncanthe
write
"as good"
stories
you see
screen?
You
can write them 100 per cent, better.
Master the technique of photoplay writing, so simply presented in this little
book. A child can understand it. Send,
fifty cents in stamps.

Body

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Save Your
PI THE NATURAL

REVOLVER STYLE

ance alone
the appearis enough to
scare a lar.burgWhen
loaded it may prove jost as effective as a real revolver wit!
out danger to life.
It takes th_
standard
.22 Calibre Blank Cartridges obtainable everywhere.
A Great Protection Against Burgiars, Tramps and Dogs.
You can have it tying about without the danger
attached to other revolvers. PRICE SOc. Better
make and superior quality for SI.OO.
Postpaid. Blank Cartridges .22 Cal., shipped by
express
50 cents per hundred.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO., 3224 N. Halsted St., Oept, 474
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Conserve Your Health §jp
and Efficiency First

"I Would Not Part With It For $10,000'*

So
an enthusiastic,
grateful
than worn
a farm,"
sayswrites
another.
In like manner
testifycustomer.
over 100,000"Worth
people more
who have
it,

BODY

BRACE

Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AILMENTS of MEN and
WOMEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure. Brings restful relief,
comfort, ability to do things, health and strength.

(£

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense Sram^tam'of '

standing and walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the back; corrects
stooping shoulders, develops lungs, chest and bust: relieves backache, curvatures, nervousness, ruptures; constipation, after effects of Flo. Comfortable
and easy to wear. Keep Yourself Fit. Write today for illustrated booklet,
measurement blank, etc., and read our liberal proposition.
HOWARD C. RASH. President Natural Body Brace Co.
117 Rash Building:, Salina, Kansas
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Are We

Immoral?

(Continued from page 44)

ible person may make a FREE
ANYTESTrespons
of Galvolite, the new electrical healer
' and beautifler, in his own home. We are so
confident of Galvolite's power in banishing pain and
blemishes and overcoming both acute and chronic
disease that we make it sell itself. You may try it
10 days. If it fails, send it back and you're not out a
cent. If you find it the best health and beauty builder
you ever saw, the few dollars it costs may be paid in
easy installments, if you wish.

Jhe Safe andSimpkVPay of using Healing SketriciiyatHome
Not a "battery," violet-ray or surfaced treatment apparatus. Attached to a lamp socket or a battery plug, Galvolite generates its
own new sinusoidal current, identical with that used in health
resorts. It penetrates every fibre, stimulates the circulation,
strengthens the nerves and vitalizes the entire organism. Wonderful for the complexion. For Rheumatism, Headaches, Neu»
ralgiav Debility, Nervousness, and All Acute and Chronic Ail=
ments. Galvolite quickly eases pain and then removes the cause.
A powerful tonic but pleasant to use. Shock or injury impossible. Safe in the hands of a child.

Test It lO Days Without

Cost

DIAMOND

KRAUTHTEMPLE
& REED,

MASONIC

If you want Thick Beautiful
Hair

OFFER

Jnat to advertise our famoug
Hawaiian
Im. diamonds— tho greatest discovery the
world has ever known.
We will aend ebeolutely free this 14k erold f . ring, ee»
tb .a l-2k Hawaiian im. diamond— in beauti*48rin|j
poatajre topaid.
Pay postmaster
C. O.boxD. charges
cover « postage,
boxing;,
edvertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
It from a real diamond return and money re*
funded.
Only 10,000 given away.
Send no
money Answer quick. Sand size of fjngec.

Oept.Sio
CHICAGO

You must first get rid of the dandruff. This can be done bv using
Madura Porter's Nu Hair
-:•
Grower
-:Removes dandruff, stops falling hair and itching
scalp. Re-grows hair when faithfully used.
Price $2.00 a bottle. Parcel Post 10 cents extra.

MaryE. Porter Co.. Inc 111 W16thSt.N.Y.

Stop Trying to Get Into the Movies!
At Least Until You Have Learned Something About It.
YOU
YOU
YOU

dont know .how to take the first steps.
are not able to judge whether you would screen well or not.
know practically nothing
about facial expression, or physical
culture, or the mere mechanics required to be funny.
YOUR personality is wholly undeveloped.
YOUR mind is a blank on the actual technique of motion picture acting.

BUT—

Do not be discouraged.
There is a way, an easy and pleasant and
economical way, to learn all these things and many more, without
which it is perfectly futile even to try to get into the movies.

Let Us Help You
to Help Yourself

NATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
INSTITUTE
17S Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Please send me a copy of your booklet, "Who Can and
Who
Cannotto Get
is 10 cents
coverInto
cost.the Movies and Why?" Enclosed

Cut out
this Coupon and enclose ten
cents, money or stamps, to
cover cost, and we will mail
you our
Can
and
Whiibooklet,
Cannot "Who
Get Into

I
I
I
I

the Movies and Why?"
NATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
INSTITUTE

■ Address
■
I

175 Duffield St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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THE

Name

,
,
(Please Write Plainly)

on earth.
Beside that, her environment and training both lead in the same direction — that is,
down. She is called upon to portray immoral types: prostitutes, cabaret debauchees,
drug addicts, smugglers, swindlers, seducers, and what not. She must dress, or
rather undress, to suit the part. And incidental y, have
I
never seen anything like
the present-day morbid craving of women
to expose their bodies. Modesty is a lost
art — an obsolete term.

photographed in a sun-bonnet and all-enveloping apron and ends by posing in a
pair of glove silk knickerbockers. Something certainly has superinduced this — er —
radical departure.
If the inhibitions of the situation were
not so powerful any number of instances
might be cited. Suffice it to say, that such
as they are, they are all too frequent.

THE
GALVOLITE
CO.
Dept. IOC
Atchison. Kansas

RING

impunity,
why indifference
shouldn't she?
is the cosmic
of the Perhaps
times andit
not the much maligned movies. At any rate,
she couldn't earn anything like the huge
sums she earns in the movies anywhere else

Unhappily, the cinema is a convenient
exemplar of this unsavory tendency. The
average movie heroine starts out by being

If you want to be truly well— if you want to lie rid of blemishes, sallowness
and hollows— If you want to feel the thrill and magnetism of life and health
abundant, try Galvolite at our risk. Just send your name and address — a
card will do. No C. O. D. scheme. No obligation. A fair and square
offer to let you judge Galvolite strictly on its merits.
Write us today.

FREE

a drug, the more you get the more you need,
and its chronic pursuit leads one inevitably
over the boundary line between good and
bad. It is a faint line at best and discernable only to far-seeing eyes. That it should
be seen and avoided, postulates a prescience
denied most of us, including the young star.
Her money will buy her the excitement she
craves.
Moreover, it will hide from a too curious
public whatever form of gratification she
permits herself. But anyway, she argues,
everybody else is doing it with apparent

In the quest for realism — or is it that? —
the screen shows us : passion unrestrained,
evil rampant, and unashamed women twothirds nude. Pearls are very beautiful, but
hardly useful — as clothing. Gauze is alluring but most inadequate as covering.
There is scarcely any length screen actresses
are not called upon to go and have not
What kind of women are they who fulfil
these requirements ? Are they the result of
their movie environment? Or is it merely
gone.
compliance with the exigencies of their profession? Or do they hypnotize themselves
into believing that they do it for their Art?
Perhaps it has never been pointed out to
them that they are lending their womanhood to a calculated subversion of moral
values. At any rate, such things cannot
help but lower their moral standard or
cause it to sink entirely into oblivion. The
odds against it are too great.
However, in spite of these untoward circumstances, onethat
wouldthemerely
self by saying
cinemastultify
is all one's
bad.
Such extremis only reacts on itself, but
that there is crying need of some sort of
reform is painfully evident.
The needs and interests of moving picture magazines and moving picture actors
and actresses are identical. One cannot
continue without the other (omitting naturally the exceptional cases). United we
stand, divided we fall, is as true now in this
instance as it ever was in a greater instance.
The industry of which we are an integer
is solidly opposed to official censorship,
whether county, state or national, with its
hampering, handicapping, muddling interference and its arbitrary and unenlightened
rulings from which there is no appeal ; but
unless we find a Hercules of our own to

OTlON piCTUR!
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clean out the Augean stables of the movies,
it is bound to come.
Let us be equal to the task that the present unwholesome conditions have imposed.
Let reform come from within. Let it be
voluntary, not obligatory. Witness the horrible example of our farcical prohibition
which was forced on an unwilling people.
Let the young girl seeking work be safe
from insult. Dont put temptation in her
way. It is hardly sporting. What weapons
has she with which to fight it?
Let us have no more half -naked women
on the screen. Producers must be convinced that their pictures will succeed without the terrific realism that requires immodesty, and vicious incident, and sordid
surroundings, and the constant pandering
to the alleged sex hunger of the general
public.
As a matter of fact, nothing is more disgusting to the normal person than persistent
eroticism. It seems absurd that this should
have to be pointed out to the gifted men and
women in whose hands lies the fate of the
"newest art."
The pendulum is bound to swing the
other way — but does anyone want to go
back to the crass stupidity of early Victorian morals ? Official censorship is the
entering wedge, but it is not yet too late
to close the gap.
(To be continued)

The

Unsophisticated

Colleen

My Way of Teaching Piano
Was Laughed At in 1891
But now, after over twenty-five years
of steady growth, I have far more students than were ever before taught
by one man. I am able to make them
skilled players of the piano or organ
in quarter the usual time at quarter the
usual cost.
To persons who have not previously heard of
my method this may seem a pretty bold statement. But I will gladly convince you of its
accuracy by referring you to any number of my
graduates in any part of the world. There isn't
a state in the Union that doesn't contain many
skilled players of the piano or organ who obtained their training from me by mall.
Investigate by writing for my 64-page free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."
My
way
of teaching
piano different
or organ from
is en=
tirely
all
■""""^ JU ■B*' "
others.
Out
of every
jP^HIBBl
^ four hours of study, one
Mp 1— 3jl
M J^J^
^*~^_" '■■.^.

JM Wfc.^p^^^ Sn.
*
K*"-^
^jm
^«J-*3

(Continued from page 55)
" 'I'm from California,' I said, 'but I'd
like a ride.'
"The boy took me over and introduced
me. 'She's from the country ; we gotta be
careful of her,' he told them, and took
me coasting."
"HeMoore.
was very chivalrous," interrupted
Mrs.
"Yes," laughed her daughter, "but ■ he
used the most awful English. 'Youse talk
queer, but then you're from the country,'
he told me. 'How old are you? I'm fifteen.'
" 'I'm fourteen,' I told him.
"When he took me home he said : 'Say,
if this snow holds out I'll take you coasting tomorrow night, if you wantta.
Gimme your telephone number !'
"I did," said Miss Moore, "and I'm going
tonight if he calls up."
"What if he recognizes you?" said Mrs.
Moore.
"He wont," said Colleen. "Nobody
does."
With which we retired in as good order
as possible. Why attempt to combat a
grocer's son as a rival in these days of the
High Cost of Living.

IN CONFIDENCE
By Florence C. White
How can I have a favorite,
When all of them are fine?
One lures me with her charming smile,
And one has eyes divine.
I love them all,
The short, the tall,
The Stars that greatly shine,
The tiny luminaries, too,
Those have just a bit to do
In the concerted plan.
In fact — in confidence to you,
I am a Movie Fan.

MAGAZINE.

hour
is spent
entirely
from
the something
keyboard
■—away
Learning
about Harmony and the
Laws of Music.
This is
an awful shock to most
teachers
of the "old
school," who still think
that
learning
piano
is
"fina problem ofWhen
solelygymnastics."
ger
you do go to the keyboard, you accomplish
twice as much, because
you understand what
you are doing. Within
four lessons I enable you
to play an interesting
piece not only in the
original key, but in all
other keys as well.
I make

vt

use of every

possible scientific help —
many of
which
tirely
unknown are
to enthe
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTONE, sweeps
away playing difficulties
that have troubled students for generations.
By its use, Transposition— usually a "nightmare" to students — becomes easy and fascinatWith my fifth
lessoning.
I introduce
another
important and exclusive
invention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated movingpicture ables
device,
whichright
enyou to see,
before your eyes, every
movement of my hands
at the keyboard. You
actually see the fingers
move. Instead of having
to reproduce
teacher's finger your
movements
from MEMORY— which
cannot be always accurate— you have the correct model before you
during every minute of
practice. The COLOROTONE and QUINN-DEX

MARCUS LUCIUS QUINN
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

From

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
the Famous Sketch by Schneider,
hibited at the St. Louis Exposition

t

Ex=

save you months and years of wasted effort.
They can be obtained only from me and there is
nothing else anywhere even remotely like them.
Men and women who have failed by other
methods have quickly and easily attained success when studying with me. In all essential
ways you are in closer touch with me than if
you were studying by tie oral method — yet my
lessons cost you only 43 cents each — and they
include all the many recent developments in
scientific teaching. For the student of moderate means, this method of studying is far
superior to all others; and even for the wealthiest students, there is nothing better at any
price. You may be certain that your progress
is at all times in accord with the best musical
thought of the present day, and this makes all
the difference in the world.
My Course is endorsed by distinguished musicians, who would not recommend any Course
but the best. It is for beginners or experienced
players, old or young. You advance as rapidly
or as slowly as you wish. All necessary music
is supplied without extra charge. A diploma is
granted. Write today, without cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet, "How to Learn
Piano

or Organ."

FREE
QUINN

BOOK

COUPON'

CONSERVATORY,
Studio MG26,
59S Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me, without cost or obligation, your free
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ," and lull
particulars of your Course and special reduced Tuition
Offer.
Name.
Address.

Studio MG26.598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

,'Free Trial
•raf^/select
fro 44 Styles,
>»; from
colors and elzes, famous Ranger
bicycles. Delivered free on »E5ro™5
from makerSave- direct
at Factory
Prices*
$10 to- to$26- rider,
00 your
bicycle.

12MbatIi»tDBa3r6ms1^''oi.I,oTr

*"*Uberal Easy Payment clan. Parents
often advance first deposit. Energetic boys
earn tbo small monthly payments thereafter.
•• ^"equipment at half usual price*.
and ,
Tll»t>< Horns, wheels.laraps, parts
SEND NOTWONEY-Ask for Mar free Ranger -Jer to
Catalog, marvelous prices and terms.
Rider
jctol
Agent*

ny
WAai
TOtrd1U Cycle
Dept.H-39Compa
Chicago

Formerly Closely
Guarded Secrets
Now Yours !
tunes are how
made forin
Find out
Beauty Work. Crying
demand everywhere
for skilled Manicurists.
Hair Dressers. Dyers.
Mnrcellers.Chiropodists,
Permanent
Wavers,
etc. We can make, you
an Expert in Guarantee.
every branch SplenuidincomeffivinpBeuuty
in just a few weeks' spare time1 at home.
Money-Back
amontr your friends and neighbors, or start a Beauty Parlor.
rfiCt
is toFree
become
a Beauty
Specialist
CDrC DUUIV
Bnnif how
Write easy
NOW it for
Illustrated
Booklet.
See
and make big money in this fsscinating work with our help.
Oriental System cl Beauty Culture, Dept. 56, 1548 Belmont A>i„ Chlcige
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May in Miniature

(Continued from page 58)
I told her I believed she would have a
gay and festive time in Hollywood. I
quoted fantastic tales I had heard of a
life lived there that would put a Miss
Haroun Al Raschid to shame.

le d
rurl
yes ththate Wo
that dance like rippling water, then
still as luminous
pools — how
much
ir beauty is in the lashes?
can make your eyes lovely and express>y using
LASHLUX
after powdering
and at night.
It is a nourishing cream which
darkens the lashes and stimulates them to

Rubye De Remer
Arrow Film Star

grow long, lustrous, shadowy.
Brown, Dark or Colorless, 50c. At drug and department stores, or by mail.

LASH LUX

ROSS

COMPANY,

72

GRAND

STREET,

NEW

YORK

means luxuriant lashes

WATCR-MA1D

Do You Want
To Get In The
Movies?

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple wave
that remains in the straightest hair a
week or more, even in damp weather or
when perspiring. Stop burning hair or
twisting with curlers. Ask your dealer |
or send S2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions. WATERMAID WAVER CO., C-117 W, 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. .

/ WAVERS1"""""'"""

Vote for your
favorite movie
star. Write your
vote in verse form;

One Hundred Film Favorites

for exampl e —
"Douglas Fairbanks with his smile,
has the best ones beat a mile."
Write for details of our contest.

One hundred, handsome postcard pictures of both old and
new favorites, including popular stars, such as Norma Taltnadge, Anita Stewart, Wallace

DRAMATIC MIRROR, 500 State-Lake BIdg., Chicago

SECRETS

OF

BEAUTY

R C\t CtHLtU
A I C" n !I All
Movie Send
Queens
!Tlt-v
methoa.
onlv use
$1.0(1same
for
Complete Course of Home Treatments and Formulas.
THE STUDIO
COSMETIQUE,
537 South Dearborn St.

More

Dept. A
Chicago, III.

Precious

Reid. W. S. Hart, Wm.Farnum, Vivian
Martin, Earl Williams. Pearl White.
Jack Pickford, Mary MacLar en, Gloria
Swanson, Lon Chaney, Thomas
Meiphan, and a brand new picture
of Doug' and Mary; sent to you
nicely packed,
ONEpostpaid,
DOLLAR.on receipt of
Supply Limited.

Act at Once.

THE FILM PORTRAIT

CO.

P.O. Box WANTED
4,
Kensington Station, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
NO CATALOGS SENT
NO AGENTS

Than

the

Diamond

Thus do some regard the Sapphire — the stone of
crystal-clear blueness — while others prize the Ruby
— the alluring carmine-red gem — above all else;
still others feel that the Amethyst — the violet-blue
quartz — is perfection itself, and then we know that
many are actually fascinated by the Emerald with
its vivid green transparency.
And whether you wear a Nature-made gem or a
Sunbeam does not matter in the least. Both are precious
stones — equally beautiful, equally everlasting.
But both are not equal in price.
You can possess a Sunbeam gem set in a beautiful 14
karat gold ring at a surprisingly low cost. Our prices are
always at least M> less than that of the average jeweler's.
thisFour
ad. of the latest Sunbeam designs are displayed in
No. I and 2— Sapphire (blue or white;
looks Like diamond).
Ruby, Ainethysl or
Emerald set In plain,
green or white gold
[looks and wears
like platinum) ring
$12.00

i/496

Send a strip of paper the length of the distance around the
Anger you wish to wear the ring on and $12 (cash or money
order) for the ring you desire. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.
WEAR A SUNBEAM
MARSH

RING

COMPANY,

have a bungalow and be quite at home."
For a very young and very small person
May has a calm and cool perspective ; unruffled, outerly, by such things as maiden
voyages to California, Realart contracts
and golden opportunities. Still, there was
a light
within
"Well,"
I said, "I suppose you feel all
set now. A career and nothing but a career
from this day forth."
"Oh," she said, "I hope I'll have somebluntly.thing other than a career, too."
"You mean marriage, etc. ?" I asked,
"Yes. Why, yes. I think both are quite
possible and quite right. I think they are
not being done very successfully just now,
but I believe that is because of sheer selfishness and not inability."
"By
that you
"
"I mean
that mean
I think women
are apt to
exaggerate a career because it is comparatively new to them, speaking generally,
and by the same token underestimate marriage, itbeing more or less of a tradition.
But it is quite possible to do both, I be-

50*

.

May laughed and shook her head.
"I shall see as little of that sort of thing
as possible," she said. "I always do
eliminate as much of it as possible, because one must eliminate something, and
why not the things that harm and never
gain — for any one. Mother and I hope to

49 Maiden Lane, New York

No. 3 — Amethyst sol
in green gold ring
SI 2.00

No.
— Gentleman's
ring — 4Ruby
sot in
plain or white gold

SI 2.00

lieve, and do both well."
"What do you think," I said, "of a woman
keeping her own name after marriage ?
I'm not being feministic or asking you to
exploit your opinions on feminism, but this
name question happened to come up for
discussion in our Woman Pays Club and
it seemed to be analogous."
Incidentally, one would know better or
should know better than to ask little Miss
McAvoy anything on questions feministic.
She so palpably isn't. And she's so young,
too. Much will go to her formation in
the next auspicious five years. Five years
from now, I wager, she will be either a
very different person or a very much developed same person. She is clear and
definite, but she is very young and Success
has touched her with star-dusted plumage,
and she is excessively and quite exquisitely
pretty.
She cannot be a Positivist — quite.
"Why," she said, with a slight timidity
at adventuring into the austere regions of
the Emma Goldmans, Pankhursts, etc., etc.
'Why, I think a woman with a career before marriage, a woman who has made
something of her own name before she
has taken a man's should keep it. It
means something. She has worked to make
it mean something, and I dont see why she
should be called upon to forego that in
order to take another name. But a woman
in the home, just in the home, should take
her husband's name in order to make her
career conjointly with his. I think it should
be a matter of individual preference. I
dont see how you can generalize on a topic
like that. I know," she added, with a little
Grizel-like smile, "that if I make May
McAvoy what I so earnestly hope to in the
next five years, it'll have to be a very
domineering Mister Alan to make me
She looked very fierce indeed as she
went out.
change
it."

i
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Of Course "It's Freeman's"

Why? Because of its delicate texture — its refined and delightful fragrance — the wondrous charm it gives the complexion.
And it does not rub off. Freeman's is a better, a more luxuriant face powder. Try it and be convinced,
At all toilet counters or senU
5 cents for miniature box

The

Freeman

2505 Norwood

Perfume

-/x

Go.

Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

Canadian Distributor:— THE WILSON IMPORT
100 Bumside Ave., Montreal, Quebec

CO.

50 Gents
in square cornered box

' 'Naturiist
Rouge
Freeman 's
SO Cents

Freeman \r
Powder
Compact
SO Cents

Ask your dealer or send 50 Cents to Dept. X as above

A

Wreeman 's

FACE
POWDER,

8
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Ckecks and

Ckeck-Mates

(Continued from page 41)
Remember, that the movies are subject to
a strict and, in some instances, a ridiculous
censorship, which does not exist in so far
as novels and plays are concerned. This
censorship is due to the numerous local
boards, rather than to the National Board
of Censorship, which is very sensible.

Jfar&s amtfef m
-than cosmetics
forkeepituj
youthful color.
Cosmetics lend only temporary aid,
and, used indiscriminately, can be
harmful. Clear skin and youthful
color depend upon pure blood and a
healthy body. Internal attention
means more than external care.
You'll be surprised to find how
a good aperient will aid your
complexion.
Nature's Remedy (N? Tablets), a
vegetable aperient, acts naturally
to clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful appearance. Improves the general
health and prevents headaches and
biliousness,
ALL DRUGGISTS
sell the dainty
25c. box of

Chips off+he Old Block
ftt JUNIORS
Little N?S— One-third
the regular dose.
Made of the same ingredients, then candy coated. For
children and adults. Nl JUNIORS
in the BLUE AND YELLOW BOX.

Just because you think "Camille" or "The
Easiest Way" are great plays, dont try to
write any scenarios along those lines. You
must be very careful, also, not to criticize
any race or religion, not to show scenes of
debauchery or shocking crimes or lynchings, not to instruct the public in the technique of burglary, counterfeiting or other
crimes, not to incite sedition or to indulge
in libelous personalities. This seems rather
unnecessary advice, but it is surprising to
see the number of scenarios which, even if
technically perfect, could never be produced
because the author has Unsuccessfully attempted to skate about the danger sign.
A good many thousand people send in
scenarios with letters asking whether they
are salable. A scenario is only salable if
somebody will buy it. One can tell whether
it is good or bad, but never if it is positively
and definitely salable. Scenario sales depend upon the ability of the author to find
the right star or director or company for
his story. If the story is good, somewhere
in the world there will be some one who
will want to produce it. But if it is a slapstick comedy, dont send it to Norma Talmadge; and if it is a society drama, dont
send it to Charlie Chaplin. You will have
to study your market, just as the producers
in every art and industry study theirs, and
no one can help you, in the last analysis,
because no one knows what is inside your
head except yourself.
Editor's Note: — John Emerson and
Anita Loos will be very glad to answer any
questions of the readers of the Motion
Picture Magazine and to read any synopses of stories without any charge, provided
they are made as brief as possible. All
communications must be accompanied by
the coupon below, entirely filled out, or a
similar one of your own making and addressed to John Emerson and Anita Loos,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, New York.
COUPON

All Makes Typewriters
Remington, Underwood,
Smiths, Royals, Olivers,
etc. , at reduced prices.
Write for our catalog No.
4 0 for convincing proof.
Prices low as $20.
Beran Typewriter Co.,
58 W. Washington St.,
Dept. 38, Chicago.

T.£SlACHfc

I
\I din
™ not
„„.. 1f sending with this coupon a 300
word synopsis of my story. I desire John
Emerson and Anita Loos to answer the following question:

(If no story is attached, question may relate
to photoplay writing in general. Send stamped
and self-addressed envelope with coupon so that
your answer and your story, if you sent any,
may be returned to you.)
The answer to your question is as follows (to
be filled out by Mr. Emerson and Miss Eoos):

French Pirfumtrafi Dept. SO

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass

QAfi£
98
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coioum-sly
\fakc yopleurxion ser
Are your pores enlarged or clogged
with waste matter? Is your skin rough,
unusually oily, blotched, or red? Don't
neglect the treatment of these defects
when Resinol Ointment and Resinol
Soap usually overcome such troubles
quickly and easily. Resinol Ointment
soothes and heals the skin while Resinol Soap cleanses and refreshes it.
Try them and see.

At all druggists.

RESINOL
can
ulele!
you play Hawaiian
quaint dreamy
fascinating
music
or latest songs on the Ukulele, you will be in demand.
Prof. AsHarry
J. reading
Clarke's
latest
method
now
you atonovel.
play
the Ukulele in a few weeks.
easy enables
as
No previous knowledge necessary. Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it. We give you FREE a
handsome Ukulele if you enroll now. Write for free Story
of Hawaiian Music and offer. No obligations. Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music, 300 W. 34th St. Dept. S-N. New York

Three Advantages
now

offered by

SOUND

BONDS

1. Larger investment returns than
can normally be secured from even
the highest grade investment stocks.

speculative securities.
3. A degree of safety which probably has never been equalled before
because of the large increase in asset values of indcstrial and railroad corporations.
Write Dept. MP-20 for our list of bond
investment suggestions which we recommend as offering these unusual advantages

Refuse Substitutes

Send l.Oc for a
sample box.
BEN.
LEVY CO.

,

2. An opportunity for enhancement
in value almost as great as from

*'or over 50 years, fair women and fair
skins have paid homage to Lablache. As
a safe powder for the complexion, it has
stood the test of time unto the third generation. Popular, pure,
delicate — it clings.
Sold in the oldfashioned box.
They may be danireroui. PleJm, White .
Pink or Cream, 7fic a
box of druKKiniH or by
mail. Over tWO million
boxea Hold annually.

«!^/

STARDUST—
Tom : What in the world is that white
stuff on your shoulder?
Harry : Star dust.
Tom : Star dust?
Harry: Yes; I just had :i close-up with
that movie star.

L L Winkelman & Co*
62 Broad Street,
Telephone

Broad

New York
6470

Branch Offices in Leading Cities
Direct Wires to Various Markets
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True-Tone

Saxophone
A Baescher True-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to greatly in
crease your income, opportunities,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of all wind instruments to play
—you can learn to play the scale
in an hour and in a few days
be playing popular airs. Practice is a pleasure.

Saxophone Book Free ^£™h2W,

in sextettes^or in regular band; how to transpose cello parts
in orchestra and many other things you would like to know.
PrA _ Trial You can order ai,y Buescher instrument
1 ICC X I lal and try it six days without obligation. If
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
complete catalog will be mailed free.
(26)
BUESCHER
BAND
INSTRUMENT
CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
2126 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana
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These are the genuine Photos. All
original poses by the Stars. Beautiful and Artistic and they are sure
to please you. If not, we refund
your money.
Size 8x10.
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physicians. Send for
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you were to purchase rings like these illustrated
above In Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
$500. We are now manufacturing exact reproductions in Ladies' Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket setting, pierced design, set with a carat size Genuine "Egeria
Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a diamond.
Send your name now and receive this wonderful gem.
Tfl
I H

Put ft beside a diamond, stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful discovery, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
Write today. Give size of finger and number of rinar. Pay on arrival
If not satisfied in 5 days, return for money refund. This js a wonderfu 1
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA

GEM

CO.,

"If you are unfaithful to me I will kill
you
!" said Jose through his clenched teeth.
prayers."
"I would rather see your beautiful body cold
and stiff than imagine it in another man's
arms. I wonder why I dont kill you
Carmen poked a cherry into his mouth.
"What a "cross child it is !" she cried, gaily.
now
"Carmen
wasn't born to be killed ! I am too
young ! Life is too glad and wonderful and
sunny ! Do not let us talk any more about
killing. Come! smile and I will dance for
you and we will pretend that the summer
lasts forever and that Love is as long as

Exceptional-value.
50cea., 12 for $5.
MAKE YOUR
SELECTION
FROM
THIS LIST
Theda Bara
Clara
K.
YoungFrank Mayo
Alice Joyce
Mary Miles Minter Katherine
Mabel Normand
McDonald
Mae Murray
Olga Petrova
Charles Ray
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Nazimo va
Anita Stewart
Charles Chaplin
Norma Talmadge
Mildred Harris
Pearl White
Richard Barthelmess
Earle Williams
any of the other popular stars.

SO Cents Each— 12 for $5.00.
Check those you want and enclose money covering your

came into the inn of the mountain village
where the band had camped and found his
woman sitting on the lap of a great coarse
clown, feeding cherries into the slack, damp
cavern of his mouth and laughing the
screaming, brazen laugh he had learned
meant invitation.
His heart was very sick within him and
there was murder written in the tortured
lines of the face he turned on them. The
village lout pushed the woman from his
knees and took clumsily to his heels, but
Carmen only laughed the harder and tossed
a handful of the cherries into his threatening face.
"Dont be a fool. I was but amusing myself. You must admit you are not very
gay company these days, with your regrets
and your conscience and your everlasting

F, 113 Point St., Providence, R. I.

Learn to Dance

yowcanlearnFox-Trot.One-Step.Two-

soWaltz
Step, ciety
dances inandyourlatest
own "up-to-the-minute"
home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction. •
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms.
Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
ROM! 123
4737 Broadway, Chicago. III.

the summertime."
But pretence cannot keep the leaves from
wizening and the hopes of the heart from
withering into fears. A demon of suspicion
and jealousy possessed Jose, nagging him,
lashing at him with whips that had poisoned
tongues. When Carmen left the band for
a week to visit at Seville and report on the
possibility of returning to the city, he saw
her in fancy bantering with the red-coated
troopers, laughing, dancing, distributinglight kisses, lighter blows. At length he
could bear it no longer. Love had ceased
to be a joy to him, long ago. Now it had
become a stabbing agony. Deaf to the
pleading of the band of smugglers, he
turned his bitten face toward Seville and
Carmen.
"It is the end of him," a stout thief said,
shaking his head till his cheeks flopped like
pink jelly. "It is a great pity when a man
takes women seriously, as assuredly they
were never intended to be taken."
"Carmen should be ashamed to trifle with
such a fine fellow!" opined a painted slattern whose specialty was reading people's
future in their palms. "There is trouble
ahead for her. I foresaw it long ago. The
life line is short. The love line cuts it
across. If women will be fools !"
"Well, now, Donna Dingy Virtue !"
scoffed the thief, "the only faithful woman
is she who has a squint and a crooked nose
that no other man will envy. Carmen is a
gypsy — the sun is in her blood and the sun
shines
for one man
alone."
The not
recklessness
of his
despair brought
Jose Navarro unscathed into the city where
a price was set upon his head. On the
boulevards he passed his old guardsmen
comrades and they did not recognize him.
He jostled Carlos, and his former friend
merely cursed and went on. He seemed to
himself invisible. For an entire day he
paced the city restlessly. Carmen was in
none of her old haunts — his doubts grew
to fevered certainty. Then at evening he
saw her riding in a carriage beside the
captain who had sentenced him.
She wore a rich evening dress and a
white cloak of swan's down, and her black
hair was piled upon her head and twisted
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The Perfect Hair Remover
or
to apply
is no mussy
e there
DeMiracl
you usemixture
WHEN
wash off. Therefore it is the nicest,
cleanliest and easiest way to remove
hair. It is ready for instant use and
is the most economical because there
is no waste. Simply wet the hair
with this nice, original sanitary liquid
and it is gone.
You are not experimenting with a
new and untried depilatory when
you use DeMiracle, because it has
been in use for over 20 years, and is
the only depilatory that has ever been
endorsed by eminent Physicians, Surgeons, Dermatologists, Medical Journals and Prominent Magazines.
Use DeMiracle just once for removing hair from face, neck, arms, underarms orlimbs, and if you are not
convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money. Write for
free book.
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Three Sizes: 60c, #1.00, #2.00
At all toilet counters or direct from us, in
plain 'wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $1.04
or $2.08, which includes War
Tax.

iraeie

Dept,28A Park Ave. and 129th St., New York
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BALSAM

Removes PARKER'S
Pandruff— Stops Hair Falling:
Restores Color and
Beauty
Faded Hair
60c. to
and Gray
SI. 00 and
at druggists.
Hiscox Chem. Works. Patchogue. N. Y.
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hand, and a canoe
pressure?
"Old
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Town'"
instantly
—
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of service.
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for catalog.
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$117 up from dealer or factory.
OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
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with jewels, but he knew her by the hurtful leap of his heart. In another moment
he was beside the carriage and had sprung
within. A scream, his own voice shouting
hoarsely — blackness
When he opened his eyes again it was on
the face of Carmen, once more the gypsy
with great brass hoops dangling against
her pale cheeks and the mocking laughter

GLORIA

SWANSON

Cecil B. DeMiih Artcraft Player

WALLACE

REID

Paramount Star

Hermo"Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)
FOR MEN. WOMEN AND CHILDREN
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIKLUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

SOc and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your
dealerupon
can't receipt
supply ofyouprice.
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direct
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days. If dissatisfied return what is left and your
money will be refunded in full. Thousands use it
daily. Try it once; you will never be without it.
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DR. LAWTON'S

FACE
BEAUTIFIER

As we grow older
the muscles of the
face sag. This causes
crows-feet, sagging
cheeks, drooping
mouth corners and
many
lines ofother
age. lines —
Dr. Lawton's
Beautifier
helpsFace
to
restore the look of
youth. This simple
vacuum cup device
exercises the muscles of the face, thus
tightening the flabby
flesh by a few minutes daily use.
Send for your beautifier today. Price
only $5 with full instructions. Illustrated booklet sent
on request.
DR. THOMAS LAWTON
Dept. SS-B, 120 W. 70th St.
New York
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in her curiously colored eyes. "You were
hurt. You are a fool." She tossed her
head. "My God, what a time I had to get
you away from the dragoons ! And yet I
suppose you are ungrateful enough to be
angry with me." She tossed her head again
till the hoops made shadows on the whitewashed wall.
"Where am I?" said Jose, weakly. He
wanted to cry. Indeed, the tears did come,
and the thought of his mother rushed over
him like a bitter wave.
"At Lillas Pasita's shop, in the room behind the wine garden." Carmen sighed
restlessly: "If you do not need me I think
I will go and dance for them. They have
notLying
forgotten
their stupor
Carmen."
in a half
which lasted for
hours or days, he did not know, Jose was
aware of life, as alternate voices and thick,
woolly silences, sharp light that hurt his
eyes and darkness that was red and restless. Once he heard the voice of Carmen,
very far away, speaking triumphantly :
"What, you dont believe I've made a conquest of the great Toreador? I tell you
Escamillo has promised to take me into the
arena on the day of the bull-fight and show
me to all the world as his sweetheart
"
Jose tried to cling to consciousness to
listen further, to fight with his weakness,
but before he could move the red dark was
back, filled now with uneasy shapes and
taunting voices. It took him years, it
seemed, to struggle up into the light again,
and he called her : "Carmencita, come to

Ever? Woman's
(Continued
to beauty parlors, and when she got thru
she me!"
knew the value of the cold shower
bath and the ice rub; and she had upon
her dressing-table, rouge and lipstick of a
gold-red color, the application of which
completed the glow which she had begun
with her morning exercises. As for the
gleam in her hair, she discovered it was
there when she gave it the proper amount
of brushing and the right shampoo. She
chose a face powder that was not white,
but tinted cream. Her perfume, she knew
instinctively, must be something heavy,
Oriental, and she purchased scented soaps
and talcum powder of the same perfume.
Then she began to alter her wardrobe.
She must add a touch of gold lace to dark
dresses. And she discovered that clanking
metal girdles and odd chains of antique
gold and beads of quaint design and dark
but vivid shades were meant for her type.
Into every frock she managed to put a suggestion of the nasturtium flower or the
glory of an autumn hillside.
And now she is indeed a radiant princess,
a glowing, dusky beauty, rivaling the picture by her dressing-table. And just beher. cause she had the desire and the determination to make the best of what was given
What she did anyone can do. Her fairy
godmother mother.is
every
woman's
fairy togodIt was
really
the desire
be
beautiful that made her so. Anyone can
be who will work and study for it.
But do not forget, in seeking for this
perfect combination of nature and art, that
nature is primary and art secondary.
At-

"She is not here," said a sour voice, and
Lillas Pastia gloomed down on him. "She
is away with the whole city to see the bull-'
fight.
The saints
have gaunt,
mercy fever
1"
For Jose
had risen,
wasted,
a very skeleton of a man. "Get me my
clothes," he commanded. "Dress me ! "I
too — I too — would — do homage — to EscaThe world
was curiously
far away before
millo's
svvetheart
"
his eyes as he staggered thru the deserted
streets to the arena. A great roar beat
upon the brassy sky as he entered it and
made his way down the passages that led
to the ring.
"Carmen!
Carmencita!"
"She has betrayed me to the whole
world," he thought, a great hate in his soul
that made him forget the weakness and the
pain of his wound. And presently she
came. She was dressed gorgeously, glittering with jewels, shamelessly beautiful,
triumphant.
He did not strike her at once. He wanted
to be sure that she saw him and knew her
doom. He wanted to watch the horror
grow in her dark, faithless eyes, watch
her red lips take form for the shriek they
should never utter.
She knew him, but even his revenge was
barren, for there was no fear in her dark
gaze, and her lips curved in their old
mocking, elusive smile. Then she lay at
his feet and a dark stream welled slowly
from her beautiful breast and sank into the
sand, such a small stream to bear with it
on its red tide the wild, wanton, gay and
ardent thing that had been Carmen's spirit.
He had killed her, but she triumphed even
now. For, as he stood there, head flung
back, waiting for ' them to come and seize
him, he knew that he loved her, and that
he could never kill her so long as he lived
himself. For she would live on in his
heart, laughing, mocking — with her pale
hands and fire-colored eyes and the remembered lips that he would die to kiss.

Fair? Godmother

from page 61)

tention to nature's gifts must always come
first — the bath, exercises, a properly balanced diet and plenty of sleep. No amount
of artificial make-up will give a firm, clear
appearance to a muddy complexion, or a
glow to cheek and eye that a simple observance to the rules of health will give.
And before closing I want to tell you
about my face powder.
I am often asked what kind of face powder Iuse. I have received more letters asking this question than I could answer, so I
had a little circular printed stating that I
make my own powder. And now they are
asking me to tell them how I make it. Well,
I cant tell how, but I can tell why. I have
tried about every powder on the market and
have done considerable experimenting on
myself and on others, ihere is no denying
that there are several very fine powders on
the market, but I felt that none just suited
me, and so I determined to make one that
did. You see, in the first place, I had some
very peculiar ideas about the complexion
and was very hard to please. I am very
particular about tints and staying qualities,
and 1 want a powder that does not look
like powder, that will not blow off in the
first gust of wind, that is not too heavy nor
too light, that will not injure the complexion, and that will not change color when
it becomes moist from perspiration or from
the natural oil that comes thru the pores
of the skin. I also like a pleasant aroma
to my powder, and one that lingers. After experimenting with powdered starch,
French chalk, magnesia carbonate, pow(Continited on page 112)
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Paying for Personality
(Continued from page 67)
interesting bit for the Sennett new sevenreeler, "Heart Balm."
Quietly Mr. Jones sat in his camp chair,
quietly he rehearsed his players. Quietly
is the one word to use, for this youthful
director of screen comedies does everything quietly and with results that should
make this quality a more general characteristic.

CORLISS

PALMER

'Ramon,
the Sailmaker"
The picturization
of Love,
Mystery and Inspiration.
The possession of the sixth
sense may account for the fact
that the girl artist paints her
lover — not as others see him,
a brutal caveman type — but
with "a light that never was
on land or sea" in his face.
You will see him and hate
him and love him in

"Ramon,
The storythe
of Sailmaker"
a society woman and a mysterious man.
And you will applaud the girl
who can see what the world,
cannot see, and who wins in
spite of all obstacles.
You look at the monstrous
form and hard face of the man
and wonder, but hardly dare,
to hope that beneath the rough
exterior there is the real man,
cultured, kind, worthy of the
girl's enduring love.
See the girl who possesses
the ''eyes of the soul" in

"Ramon, the Sailmaker"
A Glark Cornelius Release
117 West 46th Street
New York City

"I believe in many rehearsals," remarked
Mr. Jones, speaking in low, even tones, "for
only in this way can each player get thoroly into the spirit of the action and give a
natural and smooth scene. It is all nonsense to say rehearsals spoil the spontaneity.
Familiarity is an essential to good work and
each time you go thru a scene you find new
angles and new subtleties to emphasize."
When "Micky," that joyous bit of celluloid, flashed upon the screen several years
ago, it not only registered Mack Sennett's
first plunge into featured productions and
showed the vibrant Mabel Normand to be
the real Queen of Comedy, but it also
served to bring new honors to its twentytwo-year-old director, Richard Jones. ■
This success brought him a flattering
offer from Fox, but after six months he
returned to Sennett, vowing never again to
leave unless he had a chance to go with
Griffith some day.
Then followed a period of more tworeel comedies — in all Air. Jones has directed
about two hundred of these, as well as another feature, the mirth-provoking war
satire,
"Yankee
Doodlesummons
in Berlin."
At last
the coveted
came from
D. W. Griffith, who sent for him to direct
Dorothy Gish's last three Paramount comedies, and he made his first trip to New
York.
"Of course, I took Mrs. Jones with me,
and, best of all, I brought her back." And
he chuckled at his little joke. "We took
an apartment for the nine months, saw all
the shows and had a wonderful time.
"I directed Miss Gish in 'Flying Pat,' in
which James Rennie was her leading man.
Yes," he nodded at my question, "I watched
their romance develop — it was at its height
during this picture. Rennie is a fine chap,
and they seem to be a perfectly matched
couple.
"We also made 'The Ghosts in the Garret,' and another one, still unnamed, a sort
of Booth Tarkington affair with a decidedly youthful flavor and in which that
clever actor, Glen Hunter, who made such
a hit in 'Clarence,' played opposite Dor-

Bobbed Hair Strikes a New Note
in Your Appearance
Ruth
Roland, BOB
famous
motion
star,it says,
NATIONAL
is not
only picture
smart but
makes "The
you
artistic question.
and beautiful".
It answers that look
perplexing
"How shall I dress my
hair becomingly?"
It gives
you all
the heauty
and youthfulness
of bobbed hair.
It falls
alluringly
in dainty
little
curls around your head, making you bewitchingly lovely.
The two little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisible hairpins attach it in a. moment — off in a jiffy.
Send us a strand of your hair and $10.
You'll be delighted until the wonderful change in ijuur
NATIONAL appearance.
HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. O
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New York
WEAR
NATIONAL
HAIR NETS
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box of 6 of the famous
NATIONAL
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Face Powder
Adheres until washed off. Dust, the
weather, perspiration even, will not affect the
delicately soft freshness of your complexion
when you use Pearl I. a Sage. Agrees with
every skin. Exquisitely fragrant and delicate. 75c a box — of your dealer or by mail.
Send for Samples
Samples of Fearl La Sage Toilet ^Preparations 10c.
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Everyone will admit that Mack Sennett
knows his public, and When he decided to
branch
othy." out into a series of romantic comedies he felt that Richard Jones, who had
guided the destinies of "Micky" and
"Yankee Doodle" to such brilliant success,
was the best one to send his new sevenreeler, "Heart Balm," over the wire.
A tempting offer was flashed to New
York with a year's contract, during which
time Mr. Jones is to make not less than
three and not more than four productions.
"It seems so good to be back home — for
this old lot is home to me — that I do not
believe I'll ever want to leave it again."
And
setting.Dick's eyes roved over the familiar
Perhaps Air. Sennett's idea in making a
series of romantic comedies in which there
will be no slap-stick, no stunts, no chase,
is a desire for something more permanent
than slap-stick comedies. All his pictures
will have a distinct comedy vein, Air. Jones
declaring that he believes each one should
contain at least fifty per cent of this quality.
In an aside, Mr. Sennett voiced his opin-
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ion that Dick Jones was the foremost director of the romantic comedy — comedy
with heart appeal — in the business, and he
has given him carte blanche. This alone
shows the great producer's confidence in
the young man, for it is the first time a
Sennett director has been given so much

Sugar Coated" Electricity
corrective forces of elecpowerful,
Use the tricity
that modern science has made
available-without shock or jolt-just pleasant and invigorating, yet wonderfully

effective. Drive out aches, pains, and their causes.
Saturate the ailing weakened area with nature s most
potent aid in establishing normal conditions.
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Violet Ray
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curSimply attaches to light socket and transforms
rent into a shower of vibrant, shockless electricity —
Violet Ray. Penetrates deep, increasing circulation,
adding oxygen to the blood and promoting elimination
of waste products. If you are suffering from any
subnormal conditions, learn what the Violet Ray may
do for you. Write for complete booklet.
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genuine prepa rat ion for
growing and beautifying the eyebrows
nd lashes — gives womanly beauty its crowning
charm. Absolutely pure —
will not run — no wetting necessary. Natural Brown or Dark.
Price soc and $1.00. At your dealjr's or direct from
LASHBROW
LABORATORIES CO.
36 Preston Place
St. Louis, Mo.

"I was always too bashful and easily
embarrassed to try to act, so decided on the
directing end," he remarked, reviewing
those early steps. "I did a little of everything and finally started to direct, of course
under Mr. Sennett's supervision, before I
was quite twenty-one.
"I do not care for straight comedy, but
much prefer the comedy drama of the romantic type. There must be a touch of
pathos ; the tear and smile should hover
over each scene.
"In slap-stick we never arouse the emotions. One couldn't laugh at the 'boob' or
awkward lover if they were sorry for him.
It is the comic incongruity that causes merriment, a playing upon the inherent humor
of your audience excited by exaggeration, a
delineation of comic character thru comic
situations. A joke should never be analyzed. That is fatal and denotes a lack
of humor.
"I write my owfi continuities," he went
on, "and have the scenes definitely outlined
in my own mind before I go on the set.
Then I give the players my conception of
the action and watch how they develop the
thought. I try to draw out their individual
personalities, and for this reason I never
act out any of it for them. This tends to
make them imitative, and as we pay for
their personalities, why not develop them
rather than endeavor to work them into
something else?"
His ambition — oh, a long way off, for
at present he can think of nothing so engrossing as directing — is to write. He has
several novels already in his mind and declares this has always been the ultimate
goal of his dreams.
_ Counting up the various dates he mentioned, F. Richard Jones must be about
twenty-six years old, so there are many
years of directing ahead of him, and with
his brilliant start there seems no limit to
what he may achieve, both to his own glory
and to that of the motion picture screen.
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19 Jewels

19 genuine Ruby and Sapphire jewals,
solid gold center wheel, adjusted to
positions, isochronism and tempera1. Includes such railroad requirementsment,as double
roller escapesteel escape
wheel.
Stem set guaranteeing absolute satisfaction. Substantial
guaranteed case.
20 - Sent
year
•jqld-filled
without
a penny down.

Just what is the force that governs natpower.
ural tendencies remains shrouded in mystery, probably because its roots are too
deeply imbedded in the Past to be visible
in the Present. Sometimes we call it environment, sometimes heredity, and again
chance gets the credit, but as none of these
are infallible in their effects we can merely
call them influences, not laws.
He was born in St. Louis, being the baby
in a family of seven boys and one girl, none
of whom had apparently the least leaning
toward the dramatic field. He studied to
become an electrical engineer, confessing,
however, that the subject never interested
him particularly.
A family friend was the late O. T. Crawford, who had a chain of thirteen vaudeville
and motion picture houses, as well as The
Gaiety, a burlesque theater. And young
Richard's greatest pleasure came in hanging about these theaters and watching the
direction of the various shows. He was
transported with joy when finally Mr.
Crawford gave him the chance to become a
part of this enchanted life.
His first motion picture experience came
with the old Atlas company in St. Louis,
and he recalls that the first film in which
he had a share was a thriller entitled "Jesse
James."
This was about nine years ago.
When he was nineteen he came to Los
Angeles, determined to get into pictures in
earnest
forces. and soon joined the Mack Sennett
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CLEAR YOUR SKIN

Winners of Other Contest
Achieve Success
(Continued from page 60)
and a number representing a rating. I
heard two girls say that they had not passed
the examination, and that they were not invited to Roslyn to have a motion picture
test made of them. This discouraged me
and I decided to go back to New York
without appearing before the judges. One
of these girls spoke to me and told me that
I was a fool, that I should go in, that
what they wanted was regular features and
that I had regular features. I then decided
to go on with it, which I did.
Miss Wilson led me to Mr. Brewster's
offices, where the judges were sitting.
When my turn came I walked up to the desk
and the judges looked me over, asked me to
show my profile, which I did, asked my age,
height, weight and a is,\v other questions,
and then they whispered together among
themselves. Then they wrote on the sheet
of paper some notes and a figure, and as
Mr. Brewster handed this to me he said :
"This is the highest rating we have yet
given." I then walked out, and when I
arrived downstairs they told me that I had
received a high mark and that I should go
to Roslyn on September 3rd and have a test
made before the motion picture camera. I
was, of course, very pleased to think that
I had won this much at least, and so I decided to see the thing thru. But to be
frank, I had little hope of winning the
contest among so many pretty girls.
On September 3rd, I arrived at Roslyn,
where I saw hundreds of girls and many
others on the tennis court and around the
lawns and all over the Brewster place. My
heart again sank and I was about to turn
back. I thought that I would certainly not
have a chance among so many, and I did
not like to be turned down. However, I
met a young lady named Helen DeWitt,
and she encouraged me to make the effort.
Then I was made up and joined the large
group, who were waiting to be called before
the camera. By this time I had my nerve
with me and had firmly decided to see it
thru. The try-outs were very interesting,
and I could see that there were only about
a dozen who had any chance at all. I
thought to myself that I would be very
happy if I was included in that dozen.
Every girl was photographed by the same
test,
and every girl seemed to have an equal
chance.

SAVE YOUR HAlfi

with cuncm
Daily use of Cuticura Soap,
assisted when necessary by
Cuticura Ointment, promotes
a clear skin, good hair and
soft white ) hands in most
cases when all else fails. Always include the exquisitely
scented Cuticura Talcum in
your toilet preparations.

When they had all been photographed,
Mr. Brewster and some of the other judges
went around and picked out six girls, and,
to my surprise, I was one of the six. We
were then photographed again, while the
others looked on, green with envy. I was
very happy. We were all told that the tests
would be shown on the screen on the following Thursday, and we were invited to
call at the offices of the Brewster Publications on that day. I was, of course, there.
I was very anxious to see how I looked on
the screen.

Soap 25c. Ointment 25 and 50c. Talcum
25c.
Sold throughout the world.
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sample each free address: "Cuticura Laboratories. Dept. K. Maiden 48. Mass."
J$MT*Cuticura Soap shaves without mug.
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I was not among the first fifty whose
pictures were shown, and my heart sank
because nearly all of these fifty looked very
badly indeed. I knew that they did not have
a chance. Finally they showed Helen
DeWitt, Allene Ray and two or three
others, who looked beautiful on the screen,
and my heart sank again, because I felt that
I could not possibly look as well as they
did. At last my picture came on and I
was really surprised to see how well I
looked. Others around the room remarked
also how well I screened. At the end of the
showing, Mr. Brewster went around the
room and whispered to five or six girls
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that he would like to see them after the
others had gone.
I waited and he said to me that he would
like to take some further tests of me and of
a few others to make sure that the first test
was accurate. He asked me to come to
Roslyn on the following day with a few
other girls to have other tests made. We
all went and after the tests were made
Mr. and Mrs. Brewster entertained us in
their projection room by showing "A
Dream of Fair Women," the two-reel picture containing the contestants of the 1919
Fame and Fortune Contest.
We then went back to New York, and a
few days later we were sent for to see the
tests. They had put together on one reel
all of the girls who had photographed well,
and these were to be submitted to the
judges. I was delighted to find that my
second tests were just as good as the first,
and I must admit that I did not feel as badly
as I might for those girls whose second
tests were not nearly so good.
About this time they were preparing to
make a five-reel feature called "Ramon,
the Sailmaker," and Mr. Brewster was
anxious to find a suitable girl to take the
leading part. Of course every girl was
crazy to get this part, because it is very
unusual for a beginner to get a leading
part. I remember there were about ten
girls who were being considered for this
part, and they were doing all they could
to get it, but I decided to let fate take its
course and win on my merits or not at all.
I therefore appeared to be indifferent, while
the others were sending their mothers, and
writing letters and begging for another
chance.
Days had passed and I learned that several girls had been sent for again, and also
that the judges were doubtful about the
winner of the contest. Mr. Brewster decided to make some additional tests for the
benefit of the judges, which he did, and the
more tests he took the more I became convinced that I was going to win first prize.
You see, I was bashful at first, but I was
now getting used to the camera and every
test made me more confident.
One day I received a telephone message
at the Pennsylvania Hotel that the judges
had awarded me first prize and my newly
found friend, Allene Ray, second prize,
and that we had been declared the winners
of the contest. I was, of course, delighted.
On the same day Mr. Brewster sent word
to me that I had been chosen to play the
leading part in "Ramon, the Sailmaker,"
and then I felt that my future was assured.
Mr. Brewster was very kind and patient
with me, and my success in this picture
was due largely to his efforts in telling
me and showing me what to do. Mrs.
Brewster also rendered me great assistance.
I never realized that there was so much
to learn. Having had no experience at
all on the stage or before the camera, or
even in amateur theatricals, they must
have found me very "green." However, I
was rehearsed very carefully, evenings before we started taking the pictures, and
I was taught how to walk, how to sit down,
how to make gestures, and how to express
different emotions on my face.
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GENUINE DIAMONDSendittack
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I have kept up an acquaintance with many
of the girls who entered this contest
and they all seem to think that the judges
made no mistake. While they were disappointed innot winning out, I believe they
all feel that they had a square deal and
that I won the contest on merit. Please
tell your readers to look for the picture
called "From Farm to Fame," and when
they see that, they will see all of the girls
who entered this contest, including my-
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without relief.
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From U. S. Hospital*- "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommended." Chas. A. Eein, U. S. Hospital U, Staten
Island, N.Y.
From a Barber-«"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear- Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin,a Musician—
Kansas City. IMo.*
From
am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great embarrassment. Clear- Tone improved me so greatly
that
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recommend it." C. H. Lindcman.
Steubenville,
From a Lady--"I cannot thank you enough for all
the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face N.wonderfully."
Miss Mary Yonks, Haverstraw,
Y.
From a Soldier--" It is certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer, Troop F.3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen. Vt.
From a Flyor—"Cleared my face of Acne." H.J.
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telling how I cured myself after being afflicted
for 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVENS, 222 Chemical Bldn.. Kansas City, Mo.
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self, and they can then judge for themselves whether the judges were wise or
unwise.
In closing I want to say that not only do
I believe the contest was conducted fairly
and squarely, but that influence has no
weight at all. I have seen nothing to indicate that your contest is not conducted
on the highest moral plane, and that there
is no reason in the world why every girl
who thinks she has beauty, personality and
charm should not enter the contest this

lfou Can Tiert&K.
charm and attractiveness.
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.

Capital

produced. Made without alcohol*
A Bottle
single drop
a week.
like lasts
picture,
with long

El.ily
ass ofstopper.
Rose oror Violet
Lilac SI.
50;
the Valley
$2.00;
Romanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50. Send 20 cts. stamps
or silver for minature bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,
5-oz. bottles, $1.50; Talcum glass
jars, 50c; at druggists or by mail.

4<tegei>*
iTowerDrops

Sincerely yours,
Corliss Palmer.

|" Eye-cBroms
and lushes
They add wonderfully to one's beauty,

i

Flower Drops, the7::Wlcf
most concenLasts
trated andexquisite perfume ever

You don't do justice to yourself and your dollars unless
you inspect our unusual values
!n Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,Silverware, LeatherGoods,
etc. Send TODAYforSWEET
De Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOW to Dep't. 311-1,
$1,000,000

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

year.
Requests continue to pour in asking for
information by letter concerning the contest, which information has been given already in these articles and in the advertisements which are carried in the three
magazines. The only letters we are willing
to answer are those that ask really sensible
questions about points which are not clear
to them. In such cases & stamped, self-addressed envelope must be enclosed.
Every article repeats that men are at
liberty to enter the contest and are frequently on the honor roll.
We cannot acknowledge the receipt of
photographs. They come in at the rate of
fifty a day.
The Contest Manager is not permitted to
pass judgment on portraits — that is left to
the judges. Be assured that no photograph will be overlooked.
In the full page advertisement in every
issue is the coupon which must be pasted
to the back of photographs.
The closing of the contest will be announced later in Motion Picture Magazine, Classic and Shadowland.
We cannot inform the losers, but all
winners will be notified. Being on the
honor roll does not necessarily entitle one
to a screen test, and having a screen test
made does not mean that you are a winner.
We take pleasure in announcing the
Honor Roll for the June Magazine to be
as follows :
Leoria Celestia Blackburn, a niece of
Raymond Hitchcock, who lives at 3206
West Penn Street, Germantown, Pa. She
has
had type.
no experience and is a dark "babyvamp"
George Edward Somax, of 1814 East
Lafayette Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland,
another brunette.
Johnny Gillispie, of 710 Jackson Street,
Amarillo, Texas, who has been in comedies
for six months — a dashing brunette.
We also take pleasure in announcing that
Anetha Getwell, one of the winners of the
1919 Fame and Fortune Contest, is being
starred in a five-reel picture entitled "No
Sale," produced by the Pantheon Film
Corporation and directed by Charles Miller.
Virginia Faire, another winner of the
1919 Contest, is playing the leading feminine role in the screen version of Rudyard
Kipling's "Without Benefit of Clergy."

California Chatter
(Continued from page 71)
that gives us something to look forward to,

\ I

Reconstructed
Every person has one good story.
Write yours, if \,.u
ant money
and fame.
The movies crave them.
Yours
ay bo "A Diamond in the Routrh". I'll polish, reconstruct
and supply the "kick" for you.
1 know the (rame.
Let
e
help
you.
I'll
show
you
how
to
protect
your
ideas
and
—rn them into real cash.
Positively not a schooll
I'm
honest..
Send one Stamp for information.
MARTHA
LORD
Scenario Reconstruction Studios, Hollywood. California

for she is playing in Goldwyn's "Look Before You Leap," a picturization of Thompson
Buchanan's
Bridal
Path."
Statistics
show play,
that "The
the gross
profits
of
George Loane Tucker's "The Miracle
Man" have been $2,475,000 to date. This
is the largest money-making picture ever
made. Next to it is Griffith's "Birth of a
Nation" with a profit score of $2,125,000.
In this connection it is interesting to
note that "Broken Blossoms" only cleared
$800,000.

Rieger's Men Amcrar per trance
$1.50; Garden Queen S2.00; Alcazar $2.25; Parfum Rienzi $2.50;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00. At druggists or by mail.
Nothing finer.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of
five 25c bottles, different odor*
PAULRIEGER&C0. (since 1872)299 First St., San Francisco
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED
BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
193 2, of MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, published MONTHLY at 175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn,
N. Y., for April 1st, 1921. State of NEW
YORK, County of KINGS. Before me, a NOTARY
PUBLIC in and for the State and County aforesaid, personally appeared EUGENE V. BREWSTER,
who having beea duly sworn according to Law, deposes and says that he is the PRESIDENT of the
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, and that the following is. to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24,
1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, towit: 1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, tianaging editor and business managers aie: Publisher. BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,
INC., 175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn, N. .Y. : Editor,
ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER. 173 Duffleld St.,
Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Managing Editor, FREDERICK
.TAMES SMITH. 175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. ; Business Manager, GUY L. HARRINGTON,
175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2. That the
owners are: (Give names and addresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation, give its names
and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of the total
amount of stock.) The M. P. PUBLISHING CO.,
175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; EUGENE V.
BREWSTER, 175 Duffleld St., Brooklyn N. Y. ;
ELEANOR V. V. BREWSTER. 175 Duffleld St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; E. M. HEINEMANN, 175 Duffleld
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders
owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities are :
(If there are none, so state.) NONE. 4. That the
two paragraphs next above giving the names of
the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if
any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books
of the company, but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books
of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or .corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as
to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner : and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association,
or corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him. 5. That the average number
of copies of each issue of this publication sold or
distributed through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the six months preceding the
date shown above is .... (This information is required from daily publications only.) EUGENE V.
BREWSTER, Editor-in-Chief. (Signature of editor, publisher, business manager, or owner.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 23d day
of March, 1921. B. M. HEINEMANN.
(My
commission expires March 30, 1922.)

HAIR ON THE FACE
PERMANENTLY

DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK TREATMENT permanently and
painlessly destroys hair, root and follicle (life of hair)
without mar or blemish to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment and we
teach you how to treat yourself in the privacy of your own
home. No electrolysis or caustics used and we guarantee
results. Complete treatment $5.00. References given.
Send stamp for booklet "Superfluous Hair Truths."

L0URIM COMPANY, Dept. B, Litchfield St., Bay Cry, Michigan
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How

Hath the Mighty Fallen !

A few years ago there flashed across the
cinema sky a star of the first magnitude,
and it marked an epoch in motion picture
history. For years, everybody had been saying that motion pictures were not an art,
and that they had not even produced one
great star. Somebody once said that Edith
Storey was to be the Bernhardt of. the
screen, but her later efforts did not verify
that prediction. Mary Pickford was looked
on as an artist of great charm and ability,
and so was Norma Talmadge, also several
others, but the great artist, the Divine Sarah,
had not yet arrived. At last came a play
called "Revelation," and it icas a revelation.
It had all the earmarks of a superproduction,
altho it was not a spectacle and had no extravagant sets. It came unheralded by the
megaphones of the publicity men, it contained no tremendous mob battle or destruction scenes, and made its appeal merely
on the merits of the story and the star. The
star ? Yes, and it ivas a star ! It was the
great Nazimova. She immediately set a
new high mark, and she became recognized
as the great artist of the screen. The
Bernhardt had arrived. The screen had at
last produced a great drama and a great
star. Every producer then set out to equal
or surpass "Revelation," and every player
looked up to Nazimova as the model par
excellence, whom all should aspire to equal.
Such was the situation only a few years
ago. But things have changed. The Nazimova of "Revelation" is no more. She is
dead. The Nazimova who now lives is not
the Nazimova of "Revelation." It is not
because she has grown older, or is not so
good looking, nor is it because she is not an
artist. If you want to know what has
brought about the great change, you must
ask Nazimova herself. She knows. She
may not admit it, but she knows.
Nazimova's second picture fell far short
of her first, and since that time she has done
but little to add to her reputation, and much
to detract. You must judge for yourself
whether the great Nazimova became too
self-conscious of her greatness and thought
she knew more than the directors. Only
she can tell you why she is not now the
great Nazimova of old.
Whether she tries to write her own plays,
and tries to direct them, and whether she is
too great to accept suggestion from her
"inferiors," such as script writers, directors,

managers, make-up men, technical directors, etc., is a something that nobody knows
except herself. But one big fact remains—
Nazimova is now quite passce. In- fact,, she
is almost impossible. She is almost as impossible as Geraldine Farrar, -who " should
have retired years ago. And why the suffering public should allow producers to
continue to press into service so many of
these histrionic Has-beens is beyond comprehension.
•
,
Have you seen "Billions"? If not, you
should. This rplay will be proof enough of
what has been'said in this article. "Billions"
was probably written as a romantic comedy.
Nazimova has made of it a slap-stick farce.
Her make-up is frightful — so much so that
she often looks like a false- face, and at
least fifty years old, whereas she is quite a
young and good-looking woman. Her lips
are as black as the blackest j et, and her face
is as white and flat and unmodeled as the
whitest sheet she ever slept on. The greatest camera man in the world and the greatest technical director and lighting man
could not make her look young and beautiful in such a make-up. How do we know?
Just compare her make-up with those who
stand along side of her in the same scenes.
As for her acting in this burlesque masterpiece, ifyou can imagine such a character
as she presents to us, your imagination is
worth a fortune. Such characters do not
exist except in Keystone farces. She forgot
her art entirely when she drew this character. In fact, the whole story is impossible
and Nazimova played it impossibly. And
not only was Nazimova bad, but nearly
everybody else in the cast was bad. Very
few of the characters were real, and this
helped Nazimova considerably. It saved
her at times from being actually grotesque.
Even her putty-faced opposite was made to
play second fiddle that the star might shine,
but with all this it was a dull cloudy night.
A flash of the real Nazimova, the great
Nazimova, was seen in the allegorical bit
where she goes to the shrine of love and
poetry; and in this she showed that grace,
charm and poetry of motion that first made
her famous on the stage. But this was all
long shot, close-ups were omitted. In fact,
Nazimova should do all her future pictures
in long shots. This is the only way in
which she can make us remember the Nazimova of old.

Silk Satin
Beautifully Beaded

Georgette Crepe
This beantifol Silk Satin and
Georgette Crepe tunic, Betty
Gordon's latest style creation, is jnst thewear.
thing You
for
Mid- Summer
must see this wonderful garment and actually wear it to
appreciate the excellent quality
of this material. Send for this
advance style at once. If yoa
are not absolutely satisfied
your money willly-refunded.
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Gordon's Cloak House l"^*"1 stBig Band Catalog Sent FREE
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or complete
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Sold by everywhere.
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{Continued from page 36)
At the mysterious one to which we have
decided to go tonight, however, Mary Pickford, Enid Bennett, William Hart and the
rest are only shown on off days, and call
forth but slight enthusiasm. Theda Bara
herself, contrary to belief, attracts but little more.
The snub-nosed, round-faced idol of the
American public, be she brunette or blonde,
does not capture the Spanish imagination.
Rather the queenly woman with the highbridged, aristocratic nose, and the passion
for being unhappy stirs them. To a Spaniard a woman is either a being to be addressed only in the most obsequious terms
or a thing to be snarled at. She is never
a comrade or an equal. Consequently, there
is not one of the American galaxy of goodfellow girl stars preferred in Havana above
another.
I would not go so far as to say

they do not understand her. I rather think
they do, but they prefer the goddess-woman. Of the male stars the wild West ones
are always appreciated, and Tony Moreno
is more or less worshiped ; but then, he is
a Spaniard, of course.
No, at the little theater we are about to
enter, the days when the Italian or Cuban
films are shown are the only real days. Occasional y aFrench film appears, but the
Havanese do not care for these at all, with
their exaggerated emotions, and usually
laugh at them with great frankness. Native Cuba films ? Why, yes !
There are several Cuban companies making their own feature pictures and even
serials — hardly ever comedies, and educational or news reels are unknown. I do
not see how it can pay them, as they do not
export anything.
Their subjects, actors

CHICAGO

Wash Away Hair
with El-Rado
Use EI-Rado freely and without hesitancy on
underarms, neck, arms and limbs, for it will not
injure the softest skin. The hairfree underarm
is now accepted as a necessity, of cleanliness.
El-Rado will- remove undesirable hair quickly
an d easily. It is a
liquid ready for instant
u s e — t he " w onunly
way" to remove hair.
Money Refunded if not
totally satisfied. Two
Sizes: 6oc and $i.oo at
drug stores and toilet
goods

counters.
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and manner of presentation would never
interest any but themselves, except once as
a curiosity. The subject is always unhappy
or faithless love, and the end is invariably
death or tears. Once, I believe, it was
prison, but that was the only variation,
and I have witnessed at least ten native
films, a remarkable number for an American.

L/

The actors would be even less to our
taste. The women usually have a certain
regal beauty, if you like your beauty by
the pound, for they are apt to run to pounds
and pounds. But as for the men, why,
they think nothing of having the hero of
seven reels of love-making almost entirely
bald! No wonder the Cuban girls are so
serious-eyed, poor things ! If the worst
came to the worst, I have no doubt at all
Douglas Fairbanks would have sense
enough to use a toupee, but not so your
haughty Cuban hero.
But I have saved the best for the last.
In Havana recently there was one of those
contests to determine the most popular
movie actress. The Talmadge girls were
in it, and so was even Nazimova, who is
quite a favorite in Cuba, but who do you

V

zMore Precious
Than the
'Diamond

guess won it? No, you're not right, and
the lady had a walk-away at that. It was
Francesca Bertini ! I took a good look at
the still portrait of her and thought to

Thus has the Sapphire
always been regarded.
And whether you
wear a Nature -made
Sapphire or a Hellermade Hope Sapphire
does not matter in the
least.
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myself, I "Good
gosh,
Butaction,
that was
before
had seen
La why?"
Bertini in
and
now my only recommendation to you is to
urge your exhibitor to import a few
Italian films and have a look at her and
sundry others, to say nothing of the truly
wonderful photography and beautiful Italian scenery.
In fact, it is just possible that if a few
of our artistic producers were to sit —
metaphorically — at the feet of one or two
of the Italian film masters they would
profit thereby. Perhaps they have, but if
so I must go on record as one who thinks
they did not sit long enough if America
wishes to be supreme in cinematographic
art, instead of simply being supreme in the
business of marketing its product, which
it undeniably is. Many a Cuban has sat
thru some dinky American film, whose
slight humorous merits must even have
been beyond him, simply because there was
nothing else to be seen. But the dreamworld of the glorious Princessa Jorge or
the haunting eyes of any one of those Italian
actresses who are so maddeningly ugly they
are beautiful, something like the celebrated
Mme. Polaire, was reflected in his yearning
Meanwhile I am afraid we have been
talking so long that the piercing little bell
gaze.
which announces the end of one "tanda"
and the beginning of the next has rung
long ago. For the day of the Havanese
movie theater is divided into "tandas," usually of one hour, or less frequently, two.
There is not one program repeated continuously, asin America. Every "tanda" is
different all day long, and there is a different price charged for each "tanda," making it quite a game, in its way, after you
come to know the rules. Before that you
are apt to lose your temper, causing the
ancient doorman to remark to the youth
who plays the mechanical piano ^
"Americano, oyez !"
And the youth sniffs :
"Americano, si."
And then they both ignore you.
At any rate, you arrive, probably some
time after or before the bell has rung, and
purchase your ticket. This the American
always drops in the box at the door as a
matter of course, and so he loses before he
has begun to play. Half an hour afterward
he is forced to pay another eighty cents or
(Continued on page 112)

Corliss Palmer and Leonora Ottinger
"IN THE

BLOOD"

CORLISS PALMER PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
Their

&±nnounce
First Production,
Now
Being
and Edited, Entitled

Cut

IN THE BLOOD

tf

A six-reel picture, featuring Corliss Palmer, first-prize winner of the 1920 Fame and
Fortune Contest, supported by Leonora Ottinger, Jose Santos, Lynn Berry, Jackson
Williams and other well-known players.
Date of Release to be Announced Later.
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For

The

IDEAL CAST CONTEST
Announcement

and

ballot to be found

the June number

-

I
in

of

Motion a Picture Gassic
FIVE PRIZES TO BE GIVEN IN
LARGE AMOUNTS
First Prize
- Second Prize Third Prize - - $250
Fourth Prize $1*00
Fifth Prize - out a ballot voting for your

Fillites of the screen.
favorThen fill out another ballot voting for
$50popularity
those stars whose universal
$75
causes you to think they will $25
lead the list.
Keep up with the contest by reading the
forthcoming issues of Motion Picture
Classic.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY

00.00 IN PRLZES™~
"$5
The prizes are for the readers who corto the five winners of the Ideal Cast Contest

rectly guess the names of the stars getting
the greatest number of votes.
Send in a ballot voting for your favorite
in each role of the photoplay.
Send in another ballot stating the names
of those you expect to win. This second
ballot will deterfnine the winners of the
prizes. No prizes to be given to the stars.
Keep up with contest as the articles appear in the Motion Picture Magazine,
the first having appeared in the June issue,
now on the stands. It will help you to judge
what stars are going to lead the list.
Prizes range from $250 to $25.
You have five chances to win.

The Magic Key to the Screen!
The Fame

and Fortune

A RE you young? Are you pretty?
/-\ Can you act? Have you personality? Do you photograph
well? If you possess all these qualifications, you are exactly what we are
looking for. If you have not all, but
a combination of two or more, your
chances for a screen career are good.
The new contest is in full swing
and every number of Motion Picture Magazine, Classic and Shadowland carries portraits of those
who have won the Honor Roll, any
of whom may be among the winners
at the close of the contest.
People Say Opportunity
Knocks But Once
But in the Fame and Fortune Contest itknocks twelve times a year in
every one of our three publications,
and as it knocks it holds out to you the
key that will magically open the door
to the silversheet! While others
strive in vain for admittance, our
winners walk in already crowned
with success.
Have You Sent Your
Photograph ?

Contest of 1921

Others Have Won!
You?

Why Not

Winners of the Fame and Fortune Contest
of 1919
of 1920
of 1921
. Anetha Getwell
Blanche McGarrity
Virginia Fair
Anita Booth

Corliss
Allene Palmer
Ray
Beth Logan

#~\
••

Helen DeWitt
Mary Astor
Erminie
Gagnon
Dorothy Taylor
Ruth Higgins

•

The following conditions of the contest
should be carefully observed:
No photographs will be returned.
Coupons must be pasted on the backs of photographs.
Do not send snapshots or postcards.
Letters are not desired, -but if sent should accompany
portraits.
Those
wishing
replies should enclose self-addressed
stamped envelopes.
Do not send tinted portraits.
Address letters and photographs to Contest Manager.

Warning

I

Contestants whose names have appeared
on the Honor Roll, of Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Shadowland
are strongly advised not to communicate
with any person who writes promising a
place in pictures or a contract with a producing company. These letters are usually
frauds and should be ignored.
Fill Out

the

Coupon
Below At Once
— ------- ------------

>... ------.. .....--

FAME

AND
MAGAZINE

Name

FORTUNE
ENTRANCE

CONTEST
COUPON

,

Address

If not, send it now, and be assured that it
will receive careful consideration. At the
close of the contest there will be a deluge
of photographs. If you send yours now,
you will escape this confusion.

having been guarTwo years' publicity
anteed the winners of our contests for the
past two years, their names will be found
in each of our three publications, also frequent interviews and portraits.

Street
City
State

. . .'

Previous stage or screen experience in detail, if any:
When

born

Blonde or brunette

Weight
(This

Height

must
making
coupon, or a similar one of your own submitted.;
secured to the back of each photo

be
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Screen snapshots

□

(Continued from page 69)
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hopeless the wealthy suitor is and always
will be.
Wallace Reid is the worthy engineer,
Agnes Ayres the president's daughter and,
of course, Theodore Roberts and his cigar
represent the president himself. As soon
as we knew there would be a president, we
knew he would be Theodore Roberts. But
we didn't mind at that, because he does
make(□
a good president.
And there is an option on some valuable
land which the engineer and the daughter
seek to win, even risking their lives when
they dash thru a blizzard in a locomotive.
Wally is quite as attractive as usual,
and Agnes Ayres is beautiful enough to
make you sympathize with any hero.
"The Love Special" marks no epoch of
the cinema, but it will cause you to forget
your worries and revel In its sheer romance.
And in this sad day of income taxes it
will be admitted that that is something.
MY

LADY'S

'

LATCHKEY — FIRST

NATIONAL

Katherine □MacDonald is beautiful — for
that we have consistently given thanks when
watching her last few pictures. Her stories
are trite and lacking in the elements of good
drama, while she is given no opportunity
in which to display ability, This seems a
pity, for every -now and then she gives
promise of being able to do better things.
But when all this is said and done a production must have more than a beautiful
woman in order to be entertaining.
"My Lady's Latchkey" is a story told
about priceless gems and their robbery —
a gentleman crook, and, thru a love which
comes to him, his eventual reform. Edmund Lowe plays the male leading role
and is likable. The other members of the
cast are adequate, but no one is given any
great opportunity of proving his worth.
There is a certain suspense to the story,
because for a time you aren't sure whether
it is going to develop as you think it should,
having
is all. seen other stories of the kind — that
However, some day we hope Katherine
MacDonald will fall heir to a real story —
and that some one will title it without makitself.ing each and every title a young book in
BEAU

REVEL — PARAMOUNT

"Beau Revel" deals with the story of a
famed gentleman from whom the picture
takes its name — the gentleman who finds
love a delightful game, so delightful, in
fact, that he continues to play at it long
after his son is old enough to have affairs
d'amour. Lewis Stone is this attractive
cynic, with Lloyd Hughes playing the role
of the son, Florence Vidor the heroine, and
Kathleen Kirkham the married woman who
nearly errs.
We have seen the dressing-rooms of
many favorites on Broadway but never
have we seen anything even faintly resembling the dressing-room as portrayed
on the screen — veritable suites they are most
of the time, luxuriously appointed — far
reality.
from appearing the workshops they are in
And, too, we have fault to find with the
cabaret as it is again depicted in this production, together with one or two other
things, which are invariably portrayed
falsely on the screen.
However, the story itself from the pen
of Louis Joseph Vance is interesting, with
a worldly philosophy permeating its titles.
In the end, of course, Beau Brummel
realizes that even his carefully acquired
and highly cynical theories are insufficient

Shadowland
FOR JUNE
What does June mean
to you?
Sunshine, of course, and
outdoor sports. And molake.tor spins, and sails on the
And it means also the
June number of SHADOWLAND. A magazine up to
the minute on every art.
Do you realize what an
institution of the summer
the circus has become in
America? Louis Reed has
realized it, and has prepared a story on the origin
and development of the
American circus. For
June Shadowland.
Anatole France, famous
author of "Thais," also
celebrated for his "PenIsland,"
and subject
other
works, guin
is the
vivid
of a personality story by
Benjamin de Casseres.
Walter Prichard Eaton
writes a delightful article
on that ever-present, colorful individual, the press
agent.
Had the poet of India
been a clairvoyant also, we
wouldthingsay he was thinking
of June Shadowland
when he wrote:
"Charm irresistible: the lovely someWe follow in our dreams, but may
ment,reach.
not
The
unattainable
Divine
EnchantHinted

in music,

never

heard

in

The June Issue
speech."
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in the face of young love, and even with
his son the victor he finds defeat too bitter
] a draught.
Lloyd Hughes was a pleasing hero but
personally we would not have blamed the
girl for preferring the father, despite the
fact that he was a trifle grey. Lewis Stone
is very fine indeed in this role and quite
typical of the- Lord Chesterfields and Beau
Brummels of days gone by.
Kathleen Kirkham, too, was pleasing,
while Florence Vidor's charming personality haunted us long after she had faded
from the screen.
JIM

THE

PENMAN — FIRST

u Can jBecome
Gfooa Player
There is fun every minute if you play
a GIBSON. You learn to play at home
in spare time without previous musical knowledge — and you will enjoy
every minute for there is no drudgery
about learning to play a Gibson.
In a short time you
will be playing whatever your musical taste dictates,
from
popular
'jazz"
to
the
World's
best music or
doing solo or ensemble playing excellently.

$&e

Instruments

NATIONAL

The ultimate in instrument construction. Guaranteed
for life. Features such as Stradivarius arching (violin
construction), tone of unexcelled quality and volume,
superb finish, make Gibson instruments the preference of America's
leading from.
artists. And what a variety
of instruments
to choose

. "Jim the Penman" is a story which was
written when it was customary for the title
to have something to do with the story.
As may readily be imagined, it deals with
the problem of a forger, the motive for
his first forgery, the subsequent wealth
which his aptitude with pen brings him, and
later — and there always is a later on somewhere about the beginning of the last reel —
his realization.
This production
is perhaps inthesome
"besttime,
Lionel
Barrymore
with
Mr.
Barrymore cast in the title role, while Doris
Rankin is more attractive than we have
ever seen her as his wife. Gladys Leslie
plays the daughter and Anders Randolph
the schemer.
Even if you do not like stories of this
nature, the picture will have an appeal to
you because of the stress which has been
laid upon the emotional phase of things —
and if, by any chance, such plots are popular with you, then "Jim the Penman" will
undoubtedly please mightily.
And a word of commendation for the
ending. Tragic endings have been tacked
on any number of pictures recently — often
without logic — because some of the foremost critics declared them artistic. In this
production, however, the ending is artistic
because it is the only solution.
COMPETITION
By N. Bryllion Fagin
Silly taste my Nellie has,
Silly little Nell :
She'd rather laugh at "Fatty's"
pranks
Than all the jokes I tell.
Silly taste, I must admit,
Tho she is divine :
She'd rather look at Wally's car
Than ride with me in mine.
HOKUM
By Walter Ed m and Mair
I love the stories of the stars
That shine along the silky way :
The brand of Percy Toff's cigars,
What games Fatunia likes to play.
I'm quite intrigued when I am told
How Flossie Dexter sprained her knee ;
And how I thrill when they unfold
Some very cute proclivity !
Each day new mysteries- reveals
Of cinemaidens on the Coast,
As well as in New York ; it feels
To me as tho I were a ghost.
For if the yarns press agents spin.
Are true, then I am false, I fear :
A wraith, a banshee whose great sin
Is trying to believe his ear.
You see, my friends,
Has often printed
The same darned sort
Concocted and sent

the daily press
patiently
of, sugary mess
out by Me!

Easy
Easy to
to 'Play
Pay

$5 a j^Lonth JDuys a (jibson

Represent a ti ves Wanted
Men or women can make
S5.000 orclusive
more
territory.yearly in ex-

Select the instrument you want: — ( ) Mandolin.
( ) Mandola, ( ) Mando-Oello, ( ) Mando-BaBS, ( )
Guitar,( )Harp-Guitar,( jMandolin-Banjo,( )GuitarBanjo,( )Tenor-Banjo,( )Oello-Banjo. Liberal allowance made for an old instrument. In choosing an
instrument, we can also supply you with handsome
carrying Case, Instruction Book, Pitch Pipe, and
Music Stand. Check the instrument above in which
you are most interested, give ub vour name and address and we will send vou FREE Gibson Book, 112
page catalog. Free Trial Offer and complete information about the instrument you prefer. Tear this
out and mail it today. If you are teacher check here
( ); if would like agency, check here ( ).

Gibson fyxanaoiin-Cjuitar Company
426 Parsons Street

Kalamazoo. Michigan
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DRAWN BY
14- YEAR-OLD
EVERYONE ADMIRES A SLIM FIGURE
Be Fashionable, Be Healthy, Be Comfortable
You may easily enjoy all these if you sprinkle your
daily bath with FLO-RA-ZO-NA, the substance of
pulverized soap — the delicate fragrance of the softened water is a delight and the skin becomes smooth
and velvety.

FLO-RA-ZO-NA

BATH
CARTONS
Takes off all superfluous flesh without dieting or
violent exercise, which so many dislike, but is a
pleasant method. FLO-RA-ZO-NA is guaranteed
to contain no alum. Epsom Salts or harmful ingredients, but is effective and healthy.
A pleasing and comfortable way to reduce.
Fourteen treatments
....
$3.00
Sent postpaid anywhere in U. S. upon receipt of $8.00
Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co., Inc.
Dept. 236
49 East 102nd Street, New York

Learn by Mail at Home!

By our new method of teaching drawing by mail you
can learn in your own home in a short time. Get
into this fascinating work yourself and earn $50 to
$100 or more per week! The study is fascinating.
Only a few minutes a day! Have your own studio or
secure high-salaried position. Or work in spare time.
Many students earn while they are learning.

r t\SL£u • OUTFIT! WRITE TODAY
rprC| BOOK AND ARTISTS'
A complete outfit free to ail students. Includes
everything
required Write
to produce
of dollars"
worth of pictures.
today.hundreds
Special terms
to a
limited number of new students. Mail postal or letter for beautiful Booklet, "How to Become an Artist,"
filled with drawings and full particulars of our extraordinary offer. Do it now — before you forget.
MiKiJi
WASHINGTON
SCHOOL OF ART,
Inc.
^r
Room

How To Have

Beautiful
Hands

White, smooth, shapely, well-kept
hands indicate refinement. Many
defects may be concealed but thin,
rough, coarse hands — never I To
be genuinely attractive, you must
have beautiful, expressive hands.
Be proud of YOUR hands! Learn of
wonderful new Korell Hand-Mould
Method — how you may give your
hands delightful, mouldingtreatment
in theingprivacy
your 4 home.
results! ofSend
cents Astonishin stamps
for beautiful and instructive BroAddress
chure "Hands— and the Woman.*'
Korell Laboratories,
D-7
So. Amboy, N. J.

BOY

The above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Brcnnan of the Washington School of Art. Bob writes
that he is selling his work and that he is cartoonist
on a small paper in Evansville. Ind. He is but one
of our many students and graduates who are making
money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

1625, Marden

Bldg., Washington,

D. C.

MiaiMIMIMlHIHIHIHIHI
Short -Story Writing
A Course of Forty Lessons,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,
Editor of TAe Wriler'sMonMs.
One pupil has received over
$5,000 for stories and articles
written mostly in spare time.
Hundreds are selling right along
to the leading magazines and the
best producing companies.
Also courses in Play Writing,
Photoplay Writing, Versification, Journalism, etc.
150-Page illustrated catalogue free. Please Address

\ T&e Home Correspondence School
Pept. 1 1 5 Springfield, Mass
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Bob Hampton of Placer
(Continued from page 66)

told anyone," she faltered. "How

could

you know?"
"By the look of your faces," said Hampton. "Those who have loved, themselves,
always know lovers. He's a fine chap, Kid
— a clean chap. I wish" — and he smiled
rather sadly — "I wish I might live to hold
your first child on my knee."
"Then you dont care?" She was oddly
wounded. "I thought perhaps you loved
"
me"As if
you were my own," said Bob
Hampton, quietly. "My little girl I lost.
Perhaps it is so, who knows ? Will you
pretend it is, Kid? Will you call me
— 'Father' just once before I go?"
They kissed each other solemnly, and she
knew in her heart it was farewell. There
were tears on his face, her tears. "Father,"
wept the Kid, "it is true. I'm sure of it
now—/ feel it. Father ! Father !"
She watched him go, thru a bright rain.
And once more, thru her sadness, she felt
the immensity of life, and a strange pride
in sharing it with other human beings. Her
mother had suffered to give her the gift of
living ; she wanted to love and suffer herself— she thought of the young lieutenant
with a joy so sharp that it hurt her like
pain, and she must press her clasped hands
to her breast to ease it. When he came
back — when he came
But before the moment of his coming a
new page of history was to be written in
brave blood, and the name of "Custer" was
to become immortal. Of all America's
brave dead, none braver, none more honored
than the undaunted troop who fought and
died to give the unwon Empire of the West
to their country. And among them, those
who came too late found the body of Bob
Hampton of Placer with a smile on his cold
lips, and beside him, sheltered by his
body, a small figure with an Indian arrow
thru the thatch of carroty hair.
Bit by bit the ending of his stormy story
was pieced together, The keeper of the
Last Chance gambling hall told part of it,
how Red Slavin, drunk and loquacious, had
readily answered the frontiersman's questions, even to boasting at his long freedom
from punishment for his crime. "Bob
Hampton listened to it thru and said never
a word," the man related, "but there was a
look about his mouth like a drawn gun.
Then, 'Get up!' he told the boaster. 'Get
up, Red Slavin, and come with me !' His
tone sobered the fellow and he was frightened. But he tried to bluster it out. 'What
do you want of me?' he says, swaggering.
'Where would you have me go with you?'
he says. 'To Custer,' Bob Hampton answers like the crack of a pistol. And if
ever I saw death in a man's look it was in
his. The murderer's feet were drunk, but
his head was cold sober, and he went with
him, staggering and swaying, and off the
two of them rode toward Moose Bend." •
Others spoke of seeing Dick riding after
his hero. They had tried to stop the boy,
but he flashed by like a small, flaming meteor, as tho he had a tryst to keep, as perhaps he had. But it was Lieutenant Brant
who had the final word to add to the last
chapter of Bob Hampton's tale.
He brought it to the Kid, very tall and
sorry and ashamed. And she tried not to
let him sec how greater than the joy of
hearing of her friend's justification was her
joy at seeing him.
"I suppose I was the last person to see
(TS Hampton alive," the lieutenant said, look-
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ing all the while hungrily down at the
beauty of her, as they say men who have
come thru some great peril look at the sun
and the sky. "I was in charge of Custer's
supply train, you know, and not three miles
behind them when those red fiends
"
She stopped him with a little shuddering
cry. "Not — about them — please ! I— J
couldn't bear it
"
He put aside the impulse to take the shaking little figure in his arms and went on
steadily : "Bob Hampton left the man with
me — a white-faced, babbling creature. I
had the pleasure of turning him over to the
authorities when I got back, and I hope I
shall have the further privilege of seeing
him hanged. Hampton knew there was to be
a fight, and his one idea was to be allowed
to be in it with his old regiment. He made
the man write a full confession in my presence and sign it. Made him do it by sheer
force of will power, not by holding a gun
to his head. Then he put the paper in his
coat and sprang onto his horse. "If God's
good to me I'll catch up with the troop before the fight," he said to me, "and Captain
Nolan will be in the scrap."
"Captain Nolan," the Kid whispered.
"Then that is my name." She met his wonder with head held high. "He was my
father," she said, clearly. "I cant prove it,
but I know it and so did he. And I'm
proud to have my father's blood in me !"
"You may be proud," the lieutenant
nodded. "I was wrong about him and I'm
ashamed. I've done what I could to make
amends by seeing that his name was put
back on the army records, but I suppose
you can never forgive me
"
Oh, the strangeness of life, the pain of
it, the pity of it, the splendid bravery ! The
girl drew a long, quivering sigh.
"You mustn't grieve for him," begged the
boy, misunderstanding. "Why, it's what he
wanted. It's the way he would have chosen
of all ways to die, fighting against odds in a
clean fight. With his old troop and his
"For him?" said the Kid, wistfully. "I
"
wasn't
grieving
for him. It's only that it's
captain
all so big and sad and wonderful. It makes
you feel proud to be alive, and yet what is
the meaning of it all, do you suppose? The
struggles and the losing and the hoping and
everything!" She flung her arms wide, as
if asking the eternal question of the universe.
She was so small and lonely, standing
there before him, that Lieutenant Brant
forgot that he was still unforgiven, and
took her into his arms. And then she
knew the answer at last.

Ever}) Woman's
mother Fairy God(Continued from page 100)
dered orris root, bismuth subcarbonate, precipitated chalk, zinc oxide, and other chemicals, and after consulting authorities as to
the effects of each of these on the skin, I
finally settled on a formula that has been
tried out under all conditions and that suits
me to a nicety. And, most important of all,
perhaps, this powder when finally perfected
had the remarkable quality of being equally
good for the street, for evening dress and
for motion picture make-up. I use the same
powder before the camera for exteriors and

interiors, and for daily use in real life. So
do many of my friends, and they all tell me
that they will use no other as long as they
can get mine. As to the tint, it is a mixture
of many colors. I learned from an artist
years ago that there are no solid, flat colors
in nature. Look carefully at anything you
choose and you will see every color of the
rainbow in it. Take a square inch of sky,
for instance, and examine it closely and you
will find every color there. Just so with
the face. Any portrait painter will tell you
that he uses nearly every color when painting flesh. Nothing is white — not even snow,
because it reflects every color that is around
it. White face powder is absurd. White
is not a color. The general tone of my
powder is something like that of a ripe
peach, and I therefore call it "Peach Bloom
Powder." I have made up a few boxes of
it for my friends, and I feel justified in asking them to pay me what it costs me, which
is about fifty cents a box or $1.00 for two
boxes. I am not in business and do not
want to make a profit. If any of my readers want to try this powder I will try to
accommodate them, but I cannot undertake
to put this powder on the market in a business way — that is something for a regular
dealer to do if there is enough demand for
it. If I receive too many orders from this
announcement I will not repeat it. I would
much prefer that my readers try a box, and
then, if they like it, get the nearest thing to
it they can from their regular dealer.
(The fourth article of this series by Corliss Palmer will appear in the July number
of the magazine.)

Qlie Movies in Havana
(Continued from page 108)
fifty cents, or whatever they choose to demand, or he is put out on the street by the
combined efforts of the piano youth, the
doorman and a policeman. Of course, if
he is stronger than all three he will win
after all, but, as an interested spectator of
many of these little upsets, I have only
seen "Babe" Ruth do that.
The way to win in Havana, at any of
these little games, involving movie theaters,
customs houses, ferries, trolley-cars, etc.,
is never to surrender a ticket or document
once acquired until it is torn from you by
force, and
then always try to hold on to one
corner
anyway.
The inside of a Cuban movie theater is
entirely bare — no ornaments, no frills, here
— the seats and the walls — blank. A little
balcony runs around in back which the
Cuban ladies usually occupy and for which
you pay double the ordinary fee. So if
you have held on to a part of your ticket
when the lights go up you can stay. After
seeing Italia Almirante Manzini emote,
against the sympathetic background of the
Italian ruins, you will see some "interessantes cinicas comicas," which usually
means Charlie Chaplin or the French
"Max," for say what you please about
beauty, the Americans and French have the
best sense of humor. The Spaniard enjoys
humor, tho I cannot bring myself to believe he wholly understands it.
After this, however, it is scarcely likely
that even a shred of your ticket is left, and
you return to your various hotels arguing
about the plot, for since all the titles are in
Spanish, only this remains a matter for conjecture. The adventure is over, and as a
rule the ladies go to the comfortable
American movie down on the Prado next
sides.
time, over which no mysterious devil pre-
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The Secret of a

$100

Perfect p
Voices
voice a sucMAKE cess—your
magnet,
a friendwinner.
This wonderful
new method enables anyone to
p
develo a clear, powerful voice of
surpassing beauty.
In an amazingly short time you can have wider
range of tone, more volume,
more
rich, vibrant voice that everyone

Wonderful

Down

Brings You This Dress

SilkSatin-2
resonance^a
will admire.

New Method
Makes
Voice Perfect

Every

Richly Embroidered

Send only $1 .00 with the coupon for this
dress. Money back if you ask for it.
This stunningdress is abig special bargain. Supply limited. Send coupon now.

We teach scientific control of the organs which
actually produce the voice. -Tust a few moments'
daily scientific SILENT exercise of the vocal organs brings amazing results immediately. Indorsed by leading European singers, actors and
speakers. It has helped thousands to professional
and social success.
rnpr For a limited period Voice
ri\EiC Development pupils will receive instruction in Note Reading, EarTraining,
Time
and Rhythm
Study,
Harmonv, Interpretation and Delivery
FREE
OF CHARGE.
Handsome
DOOK
f!■..„,»
fee trated
book illustells
D__.I_
about this wonderful, scientific
discovery.
Sent you without cost
or obligation.
Write for it at
once.
Address

Cut Price
Charming
splendidly
designed
in a.
combinationfrock
of Silk
satin and
Georgette.
Waist part is fine satin, modeled in becomingeredcircular
richly
embroidin both neck
fronteffect
and and
back.
Sleeves
and
overskirt are Silk Georgette, edged witb.
folds of satin. Overskirt is elaborately embroidered, while beneath is a lining of serviceable tussah silk. Dropskirt is satin to
match waist. Furnished in Navy Blue,
Black, or Brown*
Sizes 34 to 44 and
Misses 16 to 20. Give color wanted, also bust,
belt, hip and length measure. Order by
No. S-35. Sl.OO down, S3. 20 monthly.
Total price reduced to $19.95.

Perfect Voice Institute
Studio

1922 Sunnyside Ave.
AI54
Chicago,

III.

6 Months to Pay

Dont Miss These Plays

Buy the Elmer Richards way. Dress well
and pay in small monthly sums. Anything in clothing' and shoes for men,
credit.
women and children. No charge for

If Your Theatre Has Not Booked
Them.
Call Their Attention To It
At Once

Send Coupon

"LOVE'S REDEMPTION"

This special bargain sent on approval.
Don't miss this cut-price sale. If you
don't keep it you are not out a penny.
Send coupon with a $1.00 P. O. order or
a dollar bill. Mail coupon now.

With Blanche McGarrity and Anita
Getwell, winners of the Fame and Fortune
Contest, supported by Edwin Markham,
the great poet, Hudson Maxim, the celebrated inventor, Dorian Romero, the Cuban actor, Octavia Handworth, favorite
screen star of a few years ago, and thirty
other players, in a
Five Reel Feature Drama of Intense Interest
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f Elmer Richards Co. [

FARM TO FAME"
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DepUV-152
West 35th St., Chicago, III.
I enclose $1.00. Send Silk Satin and Geor*
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getteDress, No. S-35.

:

Color

Bust
Belt
Hip
Length
If I am not satisfied with the dress, I can return it and get my payment back. Otherwise f
will pay special cut price, S19.95, on your terms
of Sl.OO with coupon, balance 53.20 monthly.

A Two Reel Comedy Featuring Corliss Palmer
First Prize Winner of the 1920 Fame and
Fortune Contest. Also showing the other
winners, gold medalists, and Honor Roll
girls of that memorable contest.
Look them over and see if you think the
judges acted wisely in selecting Corliss
Palmer and Allene Ray as the best.

S

j

Addrets. .

"RAMON,
THE SAILMAKER"
A Romantic Comedy in Five Reels
With Orville R. Caldwell in the Title
Role and Corliss Palmer as the Female
Lead.
Mr. Caldwell is now playing the lead in
the mammoth stage production, "Mecca."
As Ramon, he makes a remarkably picturesque hero of the cave man type, quite in
contrast to the beautiful Corliss Palmer
who plays opposite him.
This play abounds in pretty scenes, interesting situations and clever acting.
Allene Ray. another winner of the 1920 Fame
and Fortune Contest; plays an important part.
Among the many other pretty actresses are Helen
De Witt, Eilene Elliott and Erminie Gagnon.
Every reader of the Brewster Publications — and
there are about 4,000,000 of them — is interested
in these plays, and if your theater manager knows
it he will book them. If he does not know it, you
should tell him.
Send him a postcard or a letter enclosing the
announcement, or speak to him personally. He
will thank you for calling his attention to it.
Be sure to tell him that these plays are released
and distributed by

THE CLARK-CORNELIUS CORPORATION
117 West 46tfa Street New York City
This is one of the most reliable organizations in
America on the State Right basis. This company
will inform your theater of the nearest exchange
where the plays can be secured. The Brewster
Publications stand back of these plays and your
theater can make no mistake in booking; all three
of them.

Are You Self Conscious, Timid

THIN WOMEN!

Embarrassed in Company?
Let us tell you how you can
overcome
these troubles and acquire Poise, confidence,
assurance and a magnetic personality.
Address.

Gain three to five pounds a week. Absolute proof. No
exercise, no medicine. Gain all the flesh you desire. Be
beautiful and healthy. Write Royal Developing System.
Dept. 392, Austin, Minn.

L. VERITAS,

1400 BROADWAY,
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YORK

Your legs will appear straight
when you wear

Straightleg

Garters

Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter and pant-leg Straightener —
Quickly adjusted to fit various degrees
of bowlegs; as easy to put on and comfortable to wear as any ordinary garter
■ — no harness or padded forms; just an
ingenious special garter for bowlegged men
— improves appearance wonderfully. Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing them :
enthusiastic. Write for free booklet,
mailed Ui plain envelope.

S-L Garter Co.
812-J
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Co.
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A Challenge— Withhold Your
Admiration if You Can!

3tU3j«*l

A complexion of the charm of the
dainty wild-rose; prettily pink to the
eye, petal-like soft to the touch. A
complexion that is a thrill to the
beauty worship that is in all of us; a
complexion that hints the challenge — ;
withhold your admiration, if you can!
— Such is the complexion in which
you may glory if you will only use
Carmen Complexion Powder.
Carmen is more than a mere powder, as a test will show. It is a genuine beautifier — refreshing, restoring
and refining. Even the skin that is
blemished or "muddy" in hue, takes
on a clear, radiant color under the
magic of Carmen.
Made by a special process, Carmen

adheres closely — stays on — despite
wind. And the beauty it imparts to
the skin is just as entrancing under the
brightest light as under the softest.
Send for Sample
See for yourself what a difference
between Carmen and other powders
— what a difference it makes in your
complexion. You will never know
how lovely your complexion can be
until you have used Carmen.
Try Carmen on our liberal sample
offer. Enclose only 12c to cover
postage and packing and you will
receive a purse-size box containing 3
weeks' supply. State shade preferred.
Address, Stafford-Miller Co., St.
Louis, Mo.

White, Cream, Flesh, Pink
and New Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere
Mail This Coupon for Sample Box
STAFFORD-MILLER
St. Louis, Mo.

CO.,

Enclosed is 12c to cover postage and packing for purse-size box of Carmen.
Shade^wanted
Name
Address
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Yes, and particularly acceptable,
Ivory Fiberloid Toilet Articles in great variety are
sold by bigh-grade dealers singly or in sets.
.fiberloid stamped on each piece, like "Sterling" on
silver, stands for solid goods and superior workmanship.
The booklet, "Beautiful Fairfax," containing facts
for the fair, by Grace Gardner, will be sent
upon request, our gift to you.

THE
55 Fifth Avenue
New York City

FIBERLOID

CORPORATION

Advertising Department

Indian Orchard
Massachusetts

Dominion Ivory Co.. Ltd.
Toronto, Canada
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CTHIS DAlNjy SOAP, suggesting the fragrance of an
-*■ old-fashioned garden, has for three generations
been the favorite of women of taste.
The refreshing perfume of mingled blossoms clings
about one who uses Cashmere Bouquet and imparts
its own elusive daintiness. Discriminating belles in
grandmothers day loved to use it— and through all
the years since it was first chosen as the finest toilet
soap, Cashmere Bouquet has satisfied every requirement.
Formulated with painstaking care, of purest ingrc
dients, it is distinguished for the quickness of its
lathering as well as for its cleansing
properties. It is
the,
economical too, wearing away slowly to the thinnest
wafer — yet fragrant and refreshing to the very last.
Established 1&06
COLGATE & CO
NEW YORK
Large si?e cake 2$e
Medium size, 10c by the <
55c by the box of six

Brelt Lilho. Co.. N.
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A humiliating experience, and the
gratifying result to lehich it led, are
recorded in this letter. To those
who are interested we will be glad

/ /iearrf a very unkind
remark about my complexion

to give the writer's name.

TS it really true that women
•*• upon — actually discuss — the
ion of another?

comment
complex-'

Too often it is an experience as humiliating as that of Mrs. B
, which brings
home to a woman the poignant realization that she has neglected her complexion— sacrificed so much of her charm and
^ attractiveness.
There is, of course, no need for one to
allow her complexion to be the subject of
unfavorable criticism. The attractiveness
of a radiant, wholesome complexion is
easy to achieve. You can attain the
beauty of a fresh, clear skin, just as thousands of charming women have, if you
begin
today
the regular use of Ingram's
Milkweed Cream.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream does more
than the ordinary face cream. It has an
exclusive therapeutic property that actually "tones up" — revitalizes — the sluggish
tissues of the skin. Applied regularly, it

heals and nourishes the skin cells,
soothes away redness and roughness,
banishes slight imperfections. Used faithfully, it will help you to gain and retain
a complexion that is beyond reproach.

R ead this booklet of treatments
When
you Cream
get youryou
firstwill
jar of
Milkweed
findIngram's
in the
package a booklet of Health Hints. This
booklet tells you the most effective way
in which to use Ingram's Milkweed
Cream — tells you how to use it in treating the common troubles of the skin.
Read this booklet carefully. It has been
prepared by specialists to insure that you
get from Ingram's Milkweed Cream the
fullest possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today and purchase a
jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream in the
fifty-cent or the one dollar size. Begin
at once to make your complexion as
beautiful as it should be. It will mean so
much to you.

ItwttinVs

below,

F.

INGRAM

COMPANY

Established 1885

21 Tenth

flveola
Soweraine

FACEgrPOWDER
am's
In
rsw

A complexion powder especially
distinguished by the fact that it
—50c.
stays on. Furthermore, a powder
of unexcelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume. Four
tints — White, Pink, Flesh, Brunette

1/17

Cfeam

FREDERICK

Zlouge
Ingram's

"Just to show a proper glow" use
a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli—50c. cately emphasizing the natural color. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin. Subtly perfumed. Solid cake. Three perfect
shades — Light, Medium and Dark

Ingram's (Beauty Purse — an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingram toilet aids. Send us a dime, with the coupon

Milkweed
in Z/ery

yy

Street

Detroit, Michigan

Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram Company. Windsor,
Ontario.
Australian residents address T. W. Cotton Pty., Ltd., 383
Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Dimond & Hart, 33 Ghunzee
Street, Wellington.
Cuban
residents
address Espino
& Co., Zulueta
36Ys,
Havana.

and

receive

this dainty Beauty

Purse

for your

hand

bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Co., 21 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one dime, in return for which please send me
Ingram's Beauty Purse containing a silk and wool powder pad, a sample packet of
Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face Powder, Ingram's Rouge,
and Zodenta
Powder,
a sample oftintheof house,
Ingram's
Milkweed Cream, Tooth
and, for
the gentleman
a sample
tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.
Name
Street
City
State

(254)
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Lois Weber's production
Wives" problem.
An intimate"Too
study Wise
of a universal
Elsie Ferguson in
"Sacred and Profane Love"
William D. Taylor's production of
Arnold Bennett's play in which
Miss Ferguson appeared on the stage.
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hen there's nobody home
but the cat
There's a Paramount Picture at
the theatre, and puss is welcome
to the most comfortable chair.
A cat may be content with
dream pictures in the firelight, but
humans know where there's something better.
What a wonderful spell Paramount Pictures exercise over people's imaginations, to empty so
many thousands of homes in
every State every day for two
hours !
And to empty them for a beneficial purpose ! Tonic for spirit
and body !
For you
get the' best in Paramount Pictures.
— the best in story, because the
greatest dramatists of Europe and
America arc writing for Paramount.
The best in direction, because
the finest directing talent is attracted by Paramount's unequalled equipment to enable it to
carry out its audacious plans.

The best in acting talent, because Paramount gives histrionic
genius a chance to reach millions
instead of thousands.
The modern motion picture industry is the shrewdest blending
of romance with business that the
world has ever seen. At least five
million people in U. S. A. every
day rely on Paramount Pictures
to
satisfy their urgent need of entertainment.
Figure this, over a whole year, in
terms of either finance or entertainment, and you begin to see what a
striking
industry. achievement it is to lead this
Twojthirds of all the theatres show
Paramount Pictures as the main part
of their programs, and that's why
those
locality.theatres are the best, each in its
For a great theatre is nothing but a
triumph of architecture until the latest
Paramount
— and then,Picture arrives,

— why, then,
there's nobody home but the cat! Because that theatre is the home of the
best show in town.

Cparamount (pictures
lAGC

"Sentimental
Sir James M. Tommy"
Barrie's
Directed by John S. Robertson.
Roscoe
("Fatty")
Arbuckle in
"The Traveling Salesman"
A screamingly funny presentation of
James Forbes' popular farce.
Cosmopolitan production
"The Wild Goose"
ByThomas
Gouverneur
Morris.
Meighan
in
"White and
Unmarried"
A whimsical,
romantic
comedy by
John D. Swain.
"Appearances," by Edward
Knoblock
A Donald Crisp production.
Made in England. With David Powell.
Thomas H. Ince Special
"The Bronze
Bell"
By Louis Joseph Vance
A thrilling melodrama on a gigantic
scale.
Douglas
"One a Minute"
Thos. MacLean
H. Ince inproduction
of
Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.
By Elmer
and in
Geraldine
EthelHarris
Clayton
"Sham" Bonner.
George Melford's production
"A Wise Fool"
By Sir Gilbert Parker
A drama of the Northwest, by the author
and director of "Behold My Wife!"
Cosmopolitan production
"The Woman God Changed"
By Donn Byrne.
Wallace
Reid in star
"Tooin another
Much Speed"
The
ever popular
comedy
novelty by Byron Morgan.
"The Mystery Road"_
A British production with
David Powell
From E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.
WilliamByA. Thompson
Brady's production
Buchanan "Life"
From the melodrama which ran a year
at the Manhattan Opera House.
Dorothy
Daltonof inthe "Behind
Masks"by
An
adaptation
famous novel
E. Phillips Oppenheim
"Jeanne of the Marshes."
Gloria "The
Swanson
Elinor Glyn's
Greatin Moment"
Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."
William DeMille's
Lost Romance"
By Edward"The
Knoblock.
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MAN YOU
WOULD LIKE TO BE

has a commandI n g appearance,
a strong personality and unlimited energy.
He has broad
shoulders, a well
formed neck, a
powerful back,
arms of steel
and a deep full
chest. His muscular legs, untiring, give him
the springy step
of youth. H e
possesses the
very things you
lack but admire.
He is a master
of men.

Belasco. — "Deburau," with Lionel Atwill. One of the notable events of the

The man you.
would like to be
never has Indigestion, but eats
whatever he desires, for his
stomach is a
proper functioning organism
which assimilates his food,
turning it into
rich, pure blood.
He does not suffer from any of
the common ailments of other
people. Neither
is he a slave to
habits. He is
a master of himself.

stage year is this Granville Barker's translation of Sacha Guitry's drama, built
around the famous French master of pantomime of the thirties. Written with
poetry, insight and distinction. Famous
characters of the period, including Marie
Duplesis, the "Lady of the Camelias," Armand Duval, Victor Hugo and George
Sand, appear in the drama. Superbly
staged by Mr. Belasco, with all his old,
uncanny stagecraft, and splendidly acted
by Mr. Atwill, Elsie Machaye, Hubert
Druce, Morgan Farley, John L. Shine,
Rose Coghlan and an altogether perfect
cast.

Are You Master
of Yourself?
You cannot
expect to control
others or command their respect, until you
first control
yourself.
The man
you
_ . , '. .
■ _
would like to be
Latest photograph of
does
not
heed
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
the daily temptaTaken Oct. 10, 1920.
tions in life. He does not waste his best years in
dissipation following the ignorant crowd. By taking
proper care of himself, he reaps his reward. His
offspring inherit his qualities. His mind and his
body are clean. He can do things that others would
not even attempt to do.
He is a superman.

Not Be Like Him?

You are judged by your appearance. The world
sizes you up by your own opinion of yourself — as
expressed in your looks, your actions and the force
of your ambition. It is the strong, clean-cut virile
man, that gets to the top. You cannot be alert, or
have full control of your faculties, you cannot have
that inexhaustible supply of vitality and energy that
means success in life unless you have perfect health.
Your physical condition is the foundation of your
whole life. Build up your body with muscular
strength and you build up your mind and vitality,
and insure success.
Give me a chance to help you. I have helped
thousands — taken them out of the crowd of physical
wrecks and turned them into powerful athletes. I
am doing it every day and shall continue to do it,
for it is my life's ambition.
I have trained some of the world's strongest men.
My pupils are among the leaders of men. Let me
take hold of you and help you be like them. You
don't know
what privileges
are missing
being
an athelete.
What ayoupleasure
it is byto not
be
bubbling over with vitality always — never to feel
tired. Think it over! After hard day's work — and
still feeling refreshed!
The Eighth Edition of My

Latest Book,

"MUSCULAR
DEVELOPMENT,"
Has Just Come
Off the Press
It tells the secret, and is handsomely illustrated
with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 tents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the'
coupon. The sooner you get started on the road
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer — mall the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 307, 305
EARLE

Broadway,

New

York

E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 307, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir: — I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
Name

Address

96

City

Plays Tkat

State.

Are Wortk WKile

Readers in distant towns will do well to preserve this list for future reference.
Ambassador. — "The Rose Girl." Another musical entertainment. Charles Purcell is featured. Rose Rolande stands out
of the dancing, altho Lydia Lopokova is
headlined.
Astor. — "Cornered," with Madge Kennedy. A crook melodrama by Donald
Mitchell, in which Miss Kennedy, fresh
from several years on the screen, plays a
dual role : a slangy girl of the underworld,
and a young woman of society. Farfetched, but possessing interest. Miss
Kennedy is charming.

Why Not Be
Like Him ?

Why

Stage

Belmont. — "Miss Lulu Bett," built by
Zona Gale around her own novel. A remarkable play constructed about a soul rebellion in a small town. Rife with idealseeing. ism. Very well played and well worth
Bijou. — "The Skin Game." A new and
decidedly interesting drama by John Galsworthy. One of the real things of the dramatic season. A study in class strife which
many critics look upon as a miniature
study of the late war. Will absorb you.
Very well played.
Booth. — "The Green Goddess," with
George Arliss. William Archer's adroit
melodrama, revolving around a merciless
rajah of a mythical land in the mountains
north of India and an accident which
drops two Englishmen and an English
woman from an aeroplane into his power.
Finely staged and played.
Central. — "Afgar." Oriental extravaganza featuring Delysia, fresh from London and Paris. Hide your blushes before
you go to this. Delysia has a certain
naughty piquancy. The chorus is costumed in special Paul Poiret creations.
Century. — "In the Night Watch." An
adapted French war melodrama of the
Drury Lane type. Features the sinking of
a battleship in battle. An all-star cast, but
Max Figman shines out alone.
Century
— Newentertainment,
York's newest dinnerPromenade.
and midnight
"The Century Review" and "The Midnight Rounders." Colorful girl shows for
the
tired business man. A delightful place
to eat.
Cohan. — "The Tavern," with Arnold
Daly. Delicious and at times screamingly
funny satire upon all the melodramas ever
written. A jazz mystery play, brimful of
laughs. terious
Mr. vagabond.
Daly is delightful as the mysCohan & Harris. — "Welcome Stranger,"
Aaron Hoffman's story of a Shylock in a
New England town. Presents the battle
of Jew and Gentile in a way that the Hebrew gets much the best of it, teaching a
whole town kindliness and religious toleration. George Sidney is excellent as
the twentieth century Shylock.
Eltinge. — "Ladies' Night." About
most
daring comedy
yet attempted

the
on

Broadway. This passes from the boudoir
zone to the Turkish bath on ladies' night.
Not only skates on thin ice, but smashes
thru. John Cumberland is admirable.
Forty - eighth Street. — "The Broken
Wing."
lively
and well-worked-out
melodramaA of
adventure
below the Rio
Grande. The opus of an aviator who falls
in Mexico, thereby losing his memory and
his heart, the latter to a dusky sehorita.
Full of excitement and possessing a welldone characterization by Alphonse Ethier.
Forty-fourth Street. — D. W. Griffith's
master-production of the rural melodrama, 'Way
"
Down East." Splendid in
many ways, with many moving moments
and the biggest and most thrilling climax
since the ride of the clansmen in "The
Birth
of —a "Enter,
Nation." Madame." The best
Fulton.
thing, dramatically speaking, in New
York at the present moment ; a vivid study
in artistic temperament; the story of a
butterfly opera singer. Gilda Varesi
strikes fire in this role and gives a superb
performance. Norman Trevor plays her
husband admirably.
Henry Miller's. — "Wake Up, Jonathan,"
with Mrs. Fiske. An attractive and distinctly out of the ordinary play by Hatcher
Hughes and Elmer L. Rice. Splendidly
played by Mrs. Fiske.
Hippodrome. — "Good Times." Another
big and picturesque Hippodrome spectacle.
Nothing like it anywhere else on earth.
Plenty of entertainment.
Klaw. — "Nice People." Starts out to be
a satire on the loose-living younger smart
set and proves to be an entertaining, if
conventional, drama. Francine Larrimore
her
ways.
shines
as the heroine who sees the evil of
Liberty. — "Lady Billy," with Mitzi. A
musical comedy of charm and humor.
The cute and vivacious little Mitzi at her
best. Pleasant music.
Longacre. — "The Champion," with
Grant Mitchell. A lively farce comedy of
an aristocratic British family's returned
prodigal, who turned out to be a pugilist.
Fairly amusing. Ann Andrews lends a
distinct beauty to the proceedings.
Lyric. — "Her Family Tree," with Nora
Bayes. Brisk and tuneful musical show,
with the very forceful Nora. Attractive
cast, chorus and costuming.
New Amsterdam Roof. — Ziegfeld 9
o'clock and midnight revues. Colorful entertainments, unlike anything to be found
anywhere else.
Nora Bayes. — "Three Live Ghosts."
Delightful comedy of three soldiers reported killed in Flanders who return
home and find surprising problems awaiting them. Adapted by Frederick S. Isham
from his own novel. Splendidly played by
Beryl Mercer, Charles McNaughton,
Stewart Wilson, Cyril Chadwick and
Charles Dalton.
Palace. — Keith Vaudeville. The home
of America's best variety bills and the
foremost music hall in the world. Always
an attractive vaudeville bill.
Playhouse.- — "Romance." Doris Keane,
in her adorable characterization of the
temperamental diva in Edward Sheldon's
finely written drama, "Romance." Admirably revived.
Princess. — The Provincetown Players in
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones."
Special matinees only. Everyone should
see O'Neill's remarkable study in primitive fear. Very well acted.
{Continued on page 8)
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The Fame

and Fortune

yi RE you young? Are you pretty?
/-\ Can you act? Have you personality? Do you photograph
well? If you possess all these qualifications, you are exactly what we are
looking for. If you have not all, but
a combination of two or more, your
chances for a screen career are good.
The new contest is in full swing
and -every number of Motion Picture Magazine, Classic and Shadowland carries portraits of those
who have won the Honor Roll, any
of whom may be among the winners
at the close of the contest.
People Say Opportunity
Knocks But Once

But in the Fame and Fortune Contest itknocks twelve times a year in
every one of our three publications,
and as it knocks it holds out to you the
key that will magically open the door
to the silversheet! While others
strive in vain for admittance, our
winners walk in already crowned
with success.
Have You Sent Your
Photograph ?
If not, send it now, and be assured that it
will receive careful consideration. At the
close of the contest there will be a deluge
of photographs. If you send yours now,
you will escape this confusion.

ty having been guarTwo years' publici
anteed the winners of our contests for the
past two years, their names will be found
in each of our three publications, also frequent interviews and portraits.

Contest of 1921

Others Have Won!
You?

Why Not

Winners of the Fame and Fortune Contest
of 1919
of 1920
of 1921
Anetha Getwell
Blanche McGarrity
Virginia Fair
Anita Booth

RULES

Allene Ray
Corliss Palmer
Beth Logan

^
0~\

Helen DeWitt
Mary Astor
Erminie
Gagnon
Dorothy Taylor
Ruth Higgins

•

OF

THE

CONTEST

Read these rules, then read them again and
follow them, if you wish to enter the contest.
1. We do not acknowledge the receipt of photographs.
2. Positively no photographs will be returned.
3. Snapshots, postcards and colored photographs are not
acceptable.
4. The winners will be notified, but not the losers.
5. Do not write letters, but if there is anything you do not
understand, a stamped and self-addressed envelope
must be sent to insure reply.
6. i Coupons must be pasted on the backs of photographs.
7. Address photographs and letters to CONTEST MANAGER, 175 DUFFIELD
ST., BROOKLYN,
N. Y.

W arning !
Contestants whose names have appeared
on the Honor Roll of MOTION PICTURE
Magazine, Classic and Shadowland
are strongly advised not to communicate
with any person who writes promising a
place in pictures or a contract with a producing company. These letters are usually
frauds and should be ignored.
Fill Out

the

FAME

Coupon

AND
MAGAZINE

City
Name

Below

FORTUNE
ENTRANCE

At Once

CONTEST
COUPON

.

Address

State

Previous stage or screen experience in detail, if any:

When

born

Blonde or brunette

Weight

Height

making, must
similar one of yourphotoown submitted
(This coupon, or to a the
.)
back of each
secured

be

7

t

ON piCTURF
MAGAZINE
L

(pro

Stage Plays That Are Worth
Short
-Story
A Course
of FortyWriting"
Lessons,

taught by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,
Editor of The Wrilet'sMonthb.
One pupil has received over
$5,000 for stories and articles
written mostly in spare time.
Hundreds are selling right along
to the leading magazines and the
best producing companies.
Also courses in Play Writing,
Photoplay Writing, VersificaDR. ESENWEIN
tion, Journalism, etc.
150-Page illustrated catalogue free. Please Address

i "tke Home Correspondence School
Pep't. 115I69TSpringfield, Mass.
■,-» tSTABLISHED
NCORPORATED

1904

LiJk lymiMiyiyiyiyiMmnH

HOW TO BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER

EARNING

$35

TO

$125

A WEEK

An

avail

yourself

MOTION

of

interesting illustrated booklet (free) on choosing a vocation,
the exceptional opportunities Photography offers you and how to
these advantages.

PICTURE— COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE

Three^months' course. Practical instruction. Modern equipment.
Day or nished
Evening
Easy
terms. Cameras
and Materials
furfree. Theclasses.
School of
Recognized
Superiority.
Call or write
for catalog No. 29.

N. Y. INSTITUTE
141 W. 36th St., New York

of PHOTOGRAPHY
OR
505 State St., Brooklyn

Punch and Judy.— "Rollo's Wild Oat,"
with Roland Young. Light and frothy
comedy in Clare Kummer's typical sketchy
style. The story of a young man who
wants to do Hamlet and what comes of
his ambition. Replete with fancifully humorous lines. Excellently done by Mr.
Young. Lotus Robb, Dore Davidson and
J. M. Kerrigan.
Ritz. — "Mary Stuart,'" by John Drinkwater. An interesting and colorful drama,
dealing with the career of Mary, Queen
of Scots, by the able author of "Abraham
Lincoln." Has literary as well as dramatic value. Preceded by an admirable
curtain-raiser in pantomime.

Broadway's newest theater. Edgar Selwyn's drama of New York's easiest way :
the tale of a country girl who comes to
the white lights and forgets her ideals.
Miss Reed plays the girl and prominent
in the cast are Alan Dinehart, Malcolm
Williams and Florence Nash.

-with it. Many cartoonists and illustrators earning $30.00 to $300.00 or
more per week were trained by my
personal individual lessons by mail.
Landon
Picture
Charts make
original drawing easy to learn.
Send
sketch with 6c in stamps for sample
Picture Chart, long list of successm^^m
ful students, and evidence of what
r^
'_you can accomplish.
Pleaseetateage,
^^*sl
THE
LANDON
SCHOOL

402 National Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Vanderbilt. — "Irene." Now on its
'steenth season and likely to run on forever. Charming and pretty musical comedy with an appealing story. Patti Harrold, daughter of Orville Harrold, is now
the Irene, and she is delightful. You will
hear more of her.

Be a "Movie"
Photographer
Earn $50 to $200 weekly

Fascinating work takine you to
all parts of the world
E.GRUNE1L

Plymouth.— -"Little Old New York."
Ricla gileJohnson
Young's
delightful
fralittle romance
of New
York but
in 1810,
with John Jacob Astor, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Peter Delmonico and Washington
Irving among its characters. Genevieve
Tobin runs away with the piece, and
scores one of the biggest personal successes of many seasons. Here is a Maude
Adams in the making.

Times
SquareReed.
Theater.
"Theoffering
Mirage,"in
with
Florence
The — first

Copy
this Sketch
end let me see what you ean do

Winter Garden. — "The Passing Show of
1921." Typical Winter Garden entertainment.

COLLEGE

0f PHOTOGRAPHY

1269 Broadway, N.Y.

"y»,. ■

134 So. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Day or night classes. 3 months' course complete instruction in
General Photography and Motion Pictures operating all standxd cameras. Expert instructors. Installments taken. Emile
Brunei operates studios in New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia. Detroit, Pittsburgh. Call or send today for Booklet M.

A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large; interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

On Tour
"Jimmie." The pert little Frances
White's first starring vehicle and a rather
lame musical entertainment. Miss White
introduces several typical gamin numbers
and her surrounding company includes
Ben Welch and Harry Delf.
"Mecca." A gorgeous and elaborately
colorful "mosaic in music and mime" of
ancient Egypt along the line of "Chu Chin
Chow." "Mecca" achieves several rarely
beautiful moments in the ballet interludes
created by Michel Fokine. A huge cast
and fourteen scenes.

OiOfou Slunny y

"Kissing Time." Slender musical entertainment with William Norris and Edith
Taliaferro featured.

LEARN

Movie Acting!

Why stay thin as a rail? You
don't
lo!life
Andwith
youa don't
to
go have
through
chest have
that
the tailor gives you; with legs you
can hardly stand on. And what
about that stomach that flinches
every thno you try a square ureal?
Are you a plll-f eeder ?
Do you expect Health and Strength
in tablet form — through pills, potions and other exploited piffle?
The only way to he well is to
build uj> your body — all of It,
through Nature's methods — not by
pampering the stomach. It is not
fate that is making you a failure;
it's that pour emaciated body of
yours; your half -sickness shows
plain in your face, and the world

lov.-* (Kiitthy people. So bo HEALTHY-STRONG--VITAL.
That's you
living.
the
ailments neon which
wish Mention
Special
Information ami sand with a 10c piece (one
dime) to help pny postage on my Special
Talk ontionThinness
and my book
"Promoand Conservation
of Health,
Strength and Mental Energy." Don't put
it ofl'-send for my Ircc book Right Now.

LIONEL

STRONGFORT

Physical and Health Specialist
DEPT. 351,
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY

lAS£

i New Faces
Wanted for
the Movies

While

(Continued from page 6)

"Tickle Me." An Arthur Hammerstein
early autumn show, witli the amusing
Frank Tinney starred. Considerable fun,
some tuneful music and a very personable
chorus. Likewise, gorgeous costuming.

Get
this Book Today
Tells why photoplay directors say

there is a great demand for new screen
faces and how yon can place your
photograph in Directors' Gallery at Hollywood, California—the heart of "M ovieland" — where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. You maybe
just the person some director seeks. "Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story
Send today for your free copy of "The New Door to
Movieland"contamingcomplete information— it's Free,

FREE

CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT
Sth Fl., 20 E.Jackson Blvd. Dept. 324 Chicago,

DR. LAWTON'S

III.

Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will

show

reduction

FOR

MEN

AND

WOMEN

taking place in 11
davs or money refunded. The Reducer (not electrical)
reduces
unsightly
parts promptly,
reducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method

/

dissolves'
eliminates and
superfluous
fat
from the system.
Easily followed directions do not require
exercises,
starving,
medicine
or
treatments;
not only
rids you of fat, but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings
and
mental physical
vigor, aud

enables you to regain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) reduced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and genuine method have been the means whereby a great number of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfiguring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman can obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The complete cost is $5.00. Send for your reducer today. Remember it is guaranteed.
Office hours, 10-4 daily.
120 West

DR. THOMAS
LAWTON
70th St.
Dept. 58

BE A CAMERA
LAWHTJN

New York

MAN

PRODUCTIONS

is

makingedies inaa series
of 2-reelMotion
comwell equipped
Picture Studio
and students.
can accommodate a few
Day and Evening. Call or
write.
S.

142
Near

M'KEE

LAWHUN

East 25th Street,
Lexington
Avenue,
New York.

MUSIC

TAUGHT
In Your Home

<C1j jIJTNIJ
^

3ob con- Mad
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ttUuu* UMtiku <\wM$

Piano,
Organ,players.
Violin, Mando'in,
Banjo,
Etc. Beginner
or advanced
One lessonGuitar.
weekly.
Illustrations
make
everything plain. Only expense about 2c per day to cover cost of
postage and music used. Write for FREE booklet which explains
everything in full.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 70 Lakaslde Building. CHICAGO

h'STAMMER
/

You ean be quickly eared, if yon

m
■■
J

SendlOcentsinstamps for2SS-pace cloth-bound book
It
tells how I cured myself after
for 20
onStammeringandStutterine.
"Itsstammering
Cause and Onre."

V

years. B. N.Boglie, 3022 Bogue Bldg.,1147 H. III. St.. lndian;pMi<:

BowJegged Men
Your legs will appear straight

Lociv's N. Y. and Loew's American
Roof. — Photoplays; first runs. Daily program.
Lociv's Metropolitan, Brooklyn. — Feature photoplays and vaudeville.
Capitol. — Photoplay features plus a de
luxe program.
Superb theater
Rivoli. — Dc luxe photoplays with full
symphony orchestra.
Weekly program.
Rialto. — Photoplays supreme. Program
changes every week.
Strand. — Select first-run photoplays.
I'm '"lain changes every week.

when you wear

Straightleg

Garters

Remarkable invention — Combination hosesupporter
and pant-leg
Straightener
—
Quickly adjusted
to tit various
degrees
of bowlegs;
as easy
on and garter
comfortable to wear
as to
anyputordinary
— no harness or padded forms: just an
ingenious special garter for bovvlegged men
— improves appearance wonderfully. Bowlegged men everywhere are wearing them ;
enthusiastic.
■nailed in plain Write
envelope.for free booklet,
S-L
812-K

Trust

Garter
Co.

Bldg..

Co.
DAYTON.

0.
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Nerve Exhaustion

picruni
MACAZINE.
CeM iotion

How We Become
Shell - Shocked in
Every -Day
Life.

By PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Lecturer and Author of numerous books and treatises on Mental and Physical Energy, Respiration,
Psychology, Sexual Science and Nature Culture
one malady more terTHERE ribleisthanbut
Nerve Exhaustion, and
that is its kin, Insanity. Only those
who have passed through a siege of
Nerve Exhaustion can understand the
true meaning of this statement. It is
HELL; no other word can express it. At
first, the victim is afraid he will die, and
as it grips him deeper, he is afraid he will
not die; so great is his mental torture.
He becomes panic-stricken and irresolute.
A sickening sensation of weakness and
helplessness overcomes him. He becomes
obsessed with the thought of self-destruction.
Nerve Exhaustion means Nerve Bankruptcy. The wonderful organ we term the
Nervous System consists of countless millions of cells. These cells are reservoirs
which store a mysterious energy we term
Nerve Force. The amount stored represents our Nerve Capital. Every organ
works with all its might to keep the supply of Nerve Force in these cells at a high
level, for Life itself depends more upon
Nerve Force than on the food we eat or
even the air we breathe.
If we unduly tax the nerves through
overwork, worry, excitement, or grief, or
if we subject the muscular system to excessive strain, we consume more Nerve
Force than the organs produce, and the
natural result must be Nerve Exhaustion.
Nerve Exhaustion is not a malady that
suddenly. It may be years in developing and the decline is accompanied
by unmistakable symptoms, which, unfortunately, cannot readily be recognized.
The average person thinks that when his
hands do not tremble and his muscles do
not twitch, he cannot possibly be nervous.
This is a dangerous assumption, for people with hands as solid as a rock and who
appear to be in perfect health may be dangerously near Nerve Collapse.
One of the first symptoms of Nerve Exhaustion isthe derangement of the Sympathetic Nervous System, the nerve
branch which governs the vital organs
(see diagram). In other words, the vital
organs become sluggish because of insufficient supply of Nerve Energy. This is
manifested by a cycle of weaknesses
and disturbances in digestion, constipation, poor blood circulation and general
muscular lassitude usually being first to
be noticed.

tional strain. Shell Shock, it is proved,
does not injure the nerve fibres in themselves. The effect is entirely mental.
Thousands lost their reason thereby, over
135 cases from New York alone being in
asylums for the insane. Many more thousands became nervous wrecks. The
strongest men became paralyzed so that
they could not stand, eat or even speak.
One-third of all the hospital cases were
"nerve cases," all due to excessive strain
of the Sympathetic Nervous System.
The mile-a-minute life of today, with
its worry, hurry, grief and mental tension
is exactly the same as Shell Shock, except
that the shock is less forcible, but more
prolonged, and in the end just as disastrous. Our crowded insane asylums bear
witness
to the truth
of this statement.

who

says : "It is my belief that the greatest single factor in the maintenance of
health is that the nerves be in order."
The Great war has taught us how frail
the nervous system is, and how sensitive
it is to strain, especially mental and emo-

to You
you. should send for this book today. It
is for you, whether you have had trouble
with your nerves or not. Your nerves are
the most precious possession you have.
Through them you experience all that makes
life worth living, for to be dull nerved means
to be dull brained, insensible to the higher
phases of life — love, moral courage, ambition and temperament. The finer your brain
is, the finer and more imperative it is that
you care for your nerves. The book is especially important to those who have "high
strung" nerves and those who must tax their
nerves to the limit.
The following are extracts from letters
from people who have read the book and
were greatly benefited by the teachings set
forth therein :
"I have gained 12 pounds since reading your
book, and I feel so energetic. I had about given
up hope of ever finding the cause of my low

comes

I have for more than thirty years studied the health problem from every angle.
My investigations and deductions always
brought me back to the immutable truth
that Nerve Derangement and Nerve
Weakness is the basic cause of nearly
every bodily ailment, pain or disorder. I
agree with the noted British authority on
the nerves, Alfred T. Schofield, M. D., the
author of numerous works on the subject,

the nerves from every day Shell Shock. It
teaches how to soothe, calm and care for
the nerves ; how to nourish them through
proper breathing and other means. The cost
of the book is only 25 cents. Remit in coin
or stamps. See address at the bottom of
page. If the book does not meet your fullest
expectations, your money will be refunded,
plus your outlay of postage.
The book "Nerve Force" solves the problem for you and will enable you to diagnose
your troubles understandingly. The facts
presented will prove a revelation to you, and
the advice given will be of incalculable value

Stomach
SOLAR

PLEXUS

Colon

-Bladder
Pelvic Organs

The Sympathetic Nervous System
Showing how Every Vital organ is governed by the
Nervous System, and how the Solar Plexus, commonly known as the Abdominal Brain. Is the Great
Central Station for the distribution of Nerve Force

Nine people out of ten you meet have
"frazzled nerves."
Perhaps you have chased from doctor lo
doctor seeking relief for a ^ mysterious
"something the matter with you." Each doctor tells you that there is nothing the matter
with you ; that every organ is perfect. But
you know (here is something the matter.
You feel it, arid you act it. You are tired,
dizzy, cannot sleep, cannot digest your food
and you have pains here and there. You are
told you are "run down" and need a rest.
Or the doctor may give you a tonic. Leave
nerve tonics alone. It is like making a tired
horse run by towing him behind an automobile.
Our Health,
demands that
I
standingly.
on
this subject

Happiness and Success in life
we face these facts underhave written a 64-page bookwhich teaches how to protect

of the mys=
Publishers' Note: Prof, von Boecktnann is the scientist who explained the nature
teriour Psychophysic Force involved in the Coulon-Abbott Feats; a problem that had baffled
full account
a
and
years,
thirty
than
more
for
Europe
and
the Lading scientists of America
Culture Magazine.
and April issues of Physical
in the March
has been published
of which

"I have been treated by a number of nerve specialists, and have traveled from country to country in an endeavor to restore my nerves to normal.
Your little book has done more for me than all
weight."
other
methods
combined."
"Your
book did
more for me for indigestion than
two courses in dieting."
"My heart is now regular acain and my nerves
are fine. I thought I had heart trouble, but it
was simply a case of abused nerves. I have reread your book at least ten times."
A woman writes : "Your book has helped unnerves wonderfully. I am sleeping so well and
in the morning I feel so rested."
"The advice given in your book on relaxation and calming of nerves has cleared my brain.
Before, I was half dizzy all the time."
A
physician and
says :profound
"Your book
shows you
a scientific
knowledge
of have
the
nerves and nervous people."
A prominent lawyer in Ansonia, Conn., says:
"Your book laved me from a nervous collapse,
such as I had three years ago. I now sleep soundly and am gaining weight. I can again do a real

The Prevention of Colds

day's work."

Of the various books, pamphlets and treatises
which I have written on the subject of health
,ni.l efficiency, none has attracted more favorable
comment than my sixteen-page booklet entitled.
"The Prevention of Colds."
There is no human being absolutely immune to
Colds. However, people who breathe correctly
Colds-.
not easily insusceptible
are explained
and deeply
This
is clearly
my book toNERVE
FORCE. Other important factors, nevertheless,
an important
part, in
prevention
01 I
—plav
factors
thai concern
thethematter
of ventilation,
clothing, humidity, temperature, etc. These factors arc fully discussed in the booklet Prevention
of Colds.
No ailment is of greater danger than an "ordinary cold." as it may lead to Influenza, Grippe,
Pneumonia or Tuberculosis. More deaths resulted during
the the
recent
than
were killed
during
entire"Flu"
war, epidemic
over 6,000,000
people dying in India alone.
A copy of the booklet Prevention of Colds will
be sent Free upon receipt of 2r>c with the book.
Nerve Force.
You will agree that this aloi
worth many times the price asked for both books.

PAUL

VON

BOECKMANN

Studio 112, 110 West 40th St.,New York
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"She had longed to be
successful, gay, triumphant" . . .

Iffr

When

failure
hurts the most

A RE you having the good times
■"■ other girls have? Or when
you come home from the party
where you longed to be successful, gay, triumphant — do you suffer from a feeling of disappointment— defeat ?
Many a girl is made awkward
and selfconscious merely through
the knowledge that she has an unattractive complexion — that her
skin is spoiled by blackheads or
ugly little blemishes — is dull and
colorless, or coarse in texture.
Yet with the right care you can
change any of these* conditions.
As a matter of fact, your skin
changes in spite of you — each day
old skin dies and' new takes its
place. By using the right treatment you can give this new skin
the clear smoothness and lovely
fresh color you have always longed for.

What is the matter with
your skin?
Perhaps your skin is spoiled by
that most distressing trouble — the
continual breaking out of ugly little blemishes.
To free your skin from blemishes, begin,
treatment
: tor' 'ht, to use this
Just befor , ou go to bed, wash in
the usual way with Woodbury's Facial
Copyright, 1921, by The Andrew .Jergens Co.

10

A/S£

Soap and warm water, finishing with
a dash of cold water. Then dip the
tips of your fingers in warm water and
rub them on the cake of Woodbury's
until they are covered with a heavy
cream-like lather. Cover each blemish with a thick coat of this and leave
it on for ten minutes. Then rinse very
carefully, first with clear hot water,
then with cold.

Supplement this treatment with
the regular use of Woodbury's
Facial Soap in your daily toilet.
This will help to keep the new
skin that is constantly forming
free from blemishes.

How can you tell that
your skin is responding
The very first time you use this
treatment it will leave your skin
with a slightly drawn, tight feeling. Do not regard this as a disadvantage— -it is an indication that
the treatment is doing you good,
for it means that your skin is responding in the right way to a
more thorough and stimulating
kind of cleansing. After one or
two treatments this drawn feeling
will disappear, and your skin will
gain
ness. a new clearness and loveliSpecial treatments for each one
of the commoner skin troubles —
for an oily skin, conspicuous nose
pores, blackheads, etc., are given
in the famous booklet of treat-

ments that is wrapped around
every cake of Woodbury's Facial
Get a cake of Woodbury's today, at any drug store or toilet
Soap. ■ counter — begin tonight the
goods
treatment your skin needs. A
25 -cent cake lasts for a month or
six weeks of any treatment and
for general cleansing use — almost
twice as long as an ordinary toilet
soap of the same size.
'Your treatment for one week"

Send 25 cents for a dainty miniature
set of the Woodbury skin preparations,

containing the treatment booklet, "A
Skin You Love to Touch," a trial size
cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap and
samples of the new Woodbury's Facial
cream, Woodbury's Cold Cream and
Facial Powder. Address The Andrew
Jergens Co., 1307 Spring. Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in
Canada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 1307 Sherbrooke Street,
Perth, Ontario.

Photograph by Nickolas Muraj

HOPE

V

<MM

1

HAMPTON

There is a delightful comedy sparkle
interspersed thruout the dramatic
roles which Hope Hampton offers.
At present she is playing in "StarDust," a screen version of the popular Fannie Hurst story

/

y

Photograph by Witzel,

L. A.
HELEN

EDDY

Helen Eddy feels — has always felt, in fact — that artistic characterizations are more greatly to be desired than
stardom.
As for the artistic characterizations there are none to say she 'has failed to achieve them

3!

Photograph by Hoover
CLAIRE
Claire Windsor is usually a goodly
And intermingled
with her beauty

dUR

WINDSOR

portion of the problem
are to be found other

in the domestic
things — among

problem plays of Lois Weber.
them charrrf and understanding

Studio:

I'hntr>ffrav>h

by

Alfred

Oyer

Hokcu,

N.

V
HERBERT

Herbert

Rawlinson

has

RAWLINSON

not been shadowed
on the screen frequently
of late — and
appearance with Ethel Clayton, in "Wealth," doubly welcome

that

will

make

his

_i

Photograph
CONWAY
The

TEARLE

screen has claimed numerous
popular leading men — but none more popular than Conway
Perhaps that is why stardom in the form of a Selznick contract was thrust upon him

Tearle.

by Witzel,

I.

A

Photograph

by Hoover,

L. A.
GARETH

HUGHES

Gareth Hughes may travel far — do many splendid things — but his Sentimental
Tommy
will always
in the memories of those who see him as the whimsical lad of J. M. Barrie's tale

linger

ETHEL

CLAYTON

Photograph

by Edward

And the last few years have found her
It was in the World Film days that Ethel Clayton won her success.
shadowed in Paramount productions in which she has fulfilled her early promise

Thayer

Monroe

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

KATHERINE

MACDONALD

Katherine
MacDonald
has done much
to
prove that beauty
and brains are sometimes boon companions.
Her next picture
it to

be

"Stranger

than

Fiction"

Photograph by Apeda,

MARGUERITE

CLARK

Finally, Marguerite Clark was persuaded to
drop her domestic role of Mrs. H. Palmerson Williams while she played in "Scrambled
Wives." And a report has it that she plans
to leave her charming Southern home long
enough to make one picture every few months

N. Y.

Pal
Posed by Breezy" Eason in the Universal
'The Big Adventure"

Production
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Twenty Years Versus Eternity

the
Pictures,
MOTION
eighth art, are not yet
twenty years old, and yet
they are always being sneered at
because they are not on a "higher
level."
What art in the history of the
world has progressed so fast?

Painting is one of the oldest of
the arts — still, not one picture in
ten thousand is worth looking at.
Literature is one of the oldest
of the arts — still, not one book in
ten thousand is real literature.
Music is one of the oldest of the
arts — still, the immortal composers do not number a score.
Dancing is one of the oldest of
the arts — still, today the world
"shimmies" and "jazzes."
Architecture is one of the oldest
of the arts — the , masterpieces of
architecture are few.
Sculpture is one of the oldest of
the arts — how many Rodins,
Michelangelos and Praxiteles are
there?
Playwriting is one of the oldest
of the arts — still, there isn't one
play in a hundred that is worth

seeing, and not one in ten thousand
that lives.
Most books, plays, music and
paintings are fit only for the ashcan — after incalculable years of
work on them.
What the seven arts have
achieved only at long intervals in
thousands of years the Jeremiahs
demand that an art barely twenty
years old shall achieve every day!
No art in the history of
ity can compare, for one
with the achievements of
tion picture art in twenty

humanmoment
the moyears.

No art that is so essentially and
necessarily democratic as the motion picture art has done more for
the imagination, the intelligence,
the education and the entertainment of mankind.
The seven arts existed hundreds
and thousands of years before
they gave birth to an iEschylus, a
Moliere, a Shakespeare, a Rembrandt, aBeethoven, a Mordkin,
a Cervantes, an Acropolis.
And there are those who demand of the eighth art these miracles in twenty years!
Go to, my friends!

Go to!
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Tke
Bachelor
Hero
And this brings us
to the apartment itself.
It is the most bachelor-like bachelor apartment we have ever
seen, wherein every
object which meets
your
eye indulgently,
causes you
to smile
and to think, "Isn't
are a several
thatThere
just like
man."
antique pieces about,
which he has picked
up here and there. His
desk is charming in
design and huge
in dimensions; a piano
holds two quaint candle-sticks, in. one of
which the dull-blue
candle has guttered
down. There are deep
chairs of an old-blue
which correspond with
the spacious lounge —
all pushed a trifle out
of place, perhaps.
Bright cretonne hangings add an attractive
note, and there is a
wide stone fireplace ;
while a large French
window opens onto a
balcony which, in turn,
overlooks a wide
stretch of park. And
there is a table, rich in
books and magazines,
which harbors a new

Photograph by Bradley Studios
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VERY now and then
there is a perfect
fitness to things.
And the day we ventured forth to see Eugene
O'Brien
at his' bachelor
a man"
apartments was possessed
of just such a fitness. The
park slope was that new pale green, birds were calling,
and there were many riders on the shaded bridle path —
one of the riders had a bunch of golden jonquils tucked
rakish ly in her belt — it was, all of it, like the fading scene
of a love story. And we had determined even as we vento talk a tosense
Mr. ofO'Brien
we too turedhave
fitness. about — well, we trust that
Eugene O'Brien lives in the most
bachelor-like bachelor apartment
we have ever seen, wherein every
object which meets your eye
causes you to smile indulgently
and to think, "Isn't that just like

He had just returned from his ride when we were announced, and he took great trouble to explain that his visiting housekeeper would arrive at any moment — that she
whisked things into fine shape in less time than it took to
tell about it. All this probably with a deadly certainty that
feminine eyes would disapprove heartily at the primary
(T\ essay of comfort in his bachelor sanctorum.
F22
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photograph of President Harding. It was given to Mr. O'Brien at the recent
convention, and bears a personal autograph.
But, on the whole, it is invitingly comfortable and informal— attractive — and while you enter interview-bound,
planning to ask set questions in a given way, you remain
to visit enjoyably and talk about everything under the sun
except those things touched upon in interviews generally.
And you leave captive to the quiet charm pervading.
We thought this would be a splendid time to ask him
why he had never married. We asked him.
He looked at us steadily, stretched his boot-shod feet
before him.
"Because," he said, a smile threatening, only to disappear.
"I must admit that 1 like my bathroom to myself. I've
never known a woman who didn't insist upon powdering
her attractive nose or reaching into the medicine chest for
her toilet-water when a man was shaving. Mother has
been with me for a few weeks — it was just the other day
that she went back to Colorado — and I used to try all sorts
of things, like getting up at daybreak or waiting until noon
So that I could make my toilet in peace, but to no end."
That settled that

i

ADELE WHITELT

FLETCHER

Apparently there is the best reason in
the world for Eugene O'Brien never having married. He has not been in love. If
he had, we feel sure, he would be thrilled
at the thought of a feminine face reflected
in the mirror while he shaved, as have other
men. The humor in his grey-blue eyes would
never, for a moment, permit such a trite
admission. So We asked him what type of
woman he preferred. Of course, his opinion
on the subject will fail to carry any weight
when the future Mrs. O'Brien appears on
the horizon, but still
"A woman with brains," he said. "Lord
deliver me from the other type — the ornamental and ornamental only — in man or
woman.

"But men usually dont like
sisted. with brains," we perwomen
"Perhaps
business men
dont," he admitted.
"But a
great many men do.
If a
man has coped with problems
all day, he may want to be
amused and to play in the
evening, but any other man wants a woman he can talk to.
a woman who will talk to him, a woman who will tell liim
of her views on those things in which he has an interest —
not a bluestocking, of necessity, 'but a woman who keeps

He strode over to his desk and from beneath a pile of
ng letters and papers salvaged two boxes
important-looki
reast."
ofab delicious sweets, and a box of English cigarets which
he offered on a nearby stool.

threshold.
A blue-grey pigeon alighted on the window's
"He thinks we'll feed him," explained Mr. O'Brien. "1
have my coffee and my sporting page at the window on
the mornings when I'm not rushing to Fort Lee, the Selznick studios, and a day of picture-making, and several of
the pigeons usually breakfast with me. He's mixed in his
all."
in hand and remembered interviewing
took ourself
dates,
We that's
to learn that Colorado was his native
enough
long
ethics
heath, and that the shock of his family's placid existence
came when he chose New York and the vaudeville stage in
Me said that
rticular for the embarking of his career.
\
(Continued on page 10^)
cor.u
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From Chacwick
to
California
New York State.
The
town
which little
sprang
up
around the mills
was called Chadwicks Mills, after
my great-great
grandfather.
cently the Mills Rehas
been dropped and
the town is called
''For generations
simply Chadwicks.
the Chadwicks lived in a large rambling house
across
the street
from
the

In the first place, the

suns
Chadwicks came from
NIA ma
IF
CALbr
d Ran
eeO
inti cy
England. In those days
not to be found unthey were wealthy and
built huge cotton mills
der New York's electrics.
in New York State. And
Perhaps that is why I find
the little town which
k
oo
tl
ou
te
nini
ma
wo
a def
sprang up around the
where others vision elumills was called Chadsiveness.
wicks Mills after Helene's
great-great
grandfather
When I tell you that I
kept Helene Chad wick
waiting in a warm dressing-room just one hour and a half when she might
have been motoring, and that she greeted me just
as cheerfully as if I had brought the deed to a Stutz
roadster instead of an interviewer's notebook, I
think you will agree with my first impression — that
she is a good sport.

"I'll tell you everything you want to know," she
said, ruffling her curly bobbed locks unaffectedly,
albeit a bit bewilderedly, as much as to say, I wonder what on earth she does want to know.
"Up to now, I have seldom talked intimately
about myself, because I am afraid that people will
either not believe me or that they will think I am
braggings
I begged —her" to go on and tell me all there was
to tell — not because she cared an iota about the
publicity, but because I wanted to write a different
interview from any that had ever been written
about her.
And so it came about that she brought from her
ivory dressing-table drawer some old pictures of
a slumbrous country town.
"In the first place," she confided, "the Chadwicks came from England.
In those days they
rtNwere very wealthy and built huge cotton mills in

SIMPSON NAYLOR

By HAZEL
mills, because the men of the
family wanted to be right on
the job. My grandfather
even gave the town its
church, called St. George's
Church — both my grandfather and my great
grandfather
were
christened George. My
mother and sister enjoyed the luxury of
being the first family
of the town. Then
came
financial
reverses. The mills
passed into other
hands and turned to
the fabrication of
silks. My mother took
my sister and me to

— I imagine — sacrificing
the position they were
born to was real torture to my mother
and sister.
"I seldom speak
Helene Chadwick
of my origin,''
explained apolofear people will
getically, ''for
misunderstand
and think I am
trying to make
up some fake
Tradition
—
story."difpress
that
is what
ferentiates
ene Chadwick.HelShe possesses a
poise which can
only come from a
background of generations of wellbred forebears.
Her experience in
pictures
broaden{Cont'd has
on page
94)

All photographs by
Clarence S. Bull
When it was up to
someone to fill the
family coffers, Helene
Chadwick turned to
the films. They were
the only fairy prince
she knew

New York to live.
As soon as I grew
old enough
Mother urged me
to try to get into
pictures. Frankly,
it was oneupto tofill
somethe
family coffers. I
had to make monand
lots ey,ofyou see
it —— and
the films were the
only fairy prince
I "knew. I am
Helene Chadwick is like a butterfly which has just burst from a
glad I was too
cocoon . . . She seems to be
young to remember the
primitively enjoying her first
time when we were the
flights in life
Chadwicks.
"It is so hard to come
down — when
one has
once had everything. As it was, I thoroly enjoyed my early
struggle in pictures and the slow but sure advancement, while

Days of June — mating time; hollyhocks in
vivid bloom. And thru the June days
"Youth" wanders, loving "Love." Dick
Barthclmess is "Youth," and Marjorie Daw
"Love," and the scenes arc from the Fitzmaurice
production,
"Experience"
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Photograph by
Evans de Gaston

Presenting
one of
who has brought to the screen, in the title role of "The Kid,"
Jackie Coogan,
the finest and most natural characterizations ever shadowed
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Fulfilment
eludes both mind and body.
To the eyes there is added
a profounder depth of
feeling, while an alluring
feminine charm intensifies
her marvelous beauty.
Today the verdict of the
Contest is more than being
justified, for Virginia has
been given the coveted
role of Ameera in Rudyard Kipling'sBenefit
tragic tale.
"Without
of
Clergy,"
Robert
Brunton iswhich
filming
for
Pathe, and which will undoubtedly be one of the
year's sensations.
"Happy?" repeated the
I'm terribly
happy. I "Oh,
dont
girl,
to my question.
suppose
terribly
the cant
correct word,
but Iisjust
think of any other strong
enough. They tried out
thirty-two
girls;
seem possible
that itI didn't
could
win, and after a week of
hopes and fears I nearly
died of joy when I was
As she talked, I recalled
given Randolph
the part."
what
Lewis,
who is supervising the
production, had told me
a few moments before.
He said that during his
last conference with Mr.
Kipling in England, the
author repeatedly declared
that everything depended
Photograph by Woodbury, L. A.
Today the verdict of the
Fame and Fortune Contest is
more than being justified,
for Virginia Faire has been
given the coveted role of

F

1RST, the bud with its
rich promises, then
comes the glory of the
b 1 o s s o m — f ul filment.
Ameera in Rudyard Kipling's
So ran my thoughts as I watchtragic tale, "Without Benefit
ed the lovely Virginia Brown
of Clergy"
Faire carefully patting on her
make-up as we sat chatting in
her dressing-room at the Brunton studios in Hollywood.
All will recall that she was one of the four winners in
(he Motion Picture Magazine Fame and Fortune Contest in 1919, and having attracted the attention of the film
world with her unusual merits, she was given a contract
by Universal, and so began, what is destined to be, a brilliant career.
It seems such a little while ago that I greeted her and
her mother on their arrival in Los Angeles, tho Virginia
says it is fourteen whole months — a long time when one is
but seventeen.
She was merely a child then — very, very beautiful, with
perfectly sculptured features, warm coloring, and eyes —
dark and luminous — that looked at life expectantly.
Now,
/Tv there is a soft touch of maturity, a new poise which in-
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upon the girl who would
play Ameera, saying she
was the very life, the heart
of the story, and he urged
that much care be given the matter of her selection. Mr.
Lewis feels that Virginia Faire absolutely fulfils every
qualification emphasized by Mr. Kipling. She is the childwoman, gentle and timid, with quiet dignity and very sweet,
yet possessing the power of great emotional strength, while
her dark beauty becomes that of the ideal held in India.
"The test," Virginia was telling me. enthusiastically,
"was the wonderful scene where Ameera's baby dies and
I was so carried away with the pathos that 1 cried and
cried as if my heart would break."
"Yes,
and you
the set
blinking,-'
Mrs.
Brown,
her had
owneveryone
beautifulon eyes
shining
with added
pride
as she helped drape yards of filmy scarf about her daughter's slender shoulders, fastening one end into the black
hair smoothed hack from the low forehead.
Having finally completed her costume of scarfs, beads,
bracelets, rings and anklets, which clanked against her slim
feet, Virginia was ready for work, and we descended to
the stage where several interior scenes were to be filmed.
Every effort is being made to retain the charm and allure
of the Kipling story intact, and Dr. Maddock. who lived
in India for many years and knew the Kipling family well,
is technical expert.
James Young is directing and, re-

B$ MAUDE

CHEATHAM
"Some day I want

membering his own
experiences both as
director and actor
in Calcutta and
Bombay, he has
slipped into the
spirit of India, enthusiastical y carrying his players
with him.
Thomas Holding
was selected for the
role of the English
lover, John Holden,
which is as it should
be, for Mr. Holding is a splendid
type of manhood
and his good looks
add greatly to the
pictorial value.
With the orchestra back of the cameras sobbing the
passionate strains
of "Madame Butterfly," Virginia
and Mr. Holding
enacted a touching
love scene. Seated

Virggo
iniatotold
Indiame,
to
,"
as we waited for
the
"Tho next
each scene
day . I
feci I am there. I
think and live Ameera so vitally that
it is hard to believe
there is really no
such girl. Some
day, too, I shall visit
Didwonyoua
Japa
know n.I had
populari
st
Japatherety? Aconte
over
pictuaskingneseforgirlmywrote
re,
saying she was going to enter it in the
Amer
ContecanstFilm of
iActre
sses,
and the next thing
I was
I knew
the
won notified Ihad
prize, a wonderful
Tho only French
(Con'd on page 87)

Photograph by Woodbury, L. A.

doll."

I want to go on," said little Virginia, "until
I become a big, big star — not what I call a
floating one, here today and gone tomorrow. Iwant to make each picture a real
feature, something that will stand out
because of special merit"

on a red lacquered
couch before the latticed windows, thru
which could be seen
the twinkling stars
above
the house
tops beyond, they
lived the tensely
keyed
moment
preceding Holden's
departure
for the
mountains.
Ameera's primitive
passion,
ness, the
loyalityfaithfuland the
ling,
overpowering
love
which has made this fie
tioned character so compel
were fullv brought out
thru the intense
power of the young actress, and
I could not help wondering what
Mr. Kipling's sensations will be when
he beholds her interpretation of this mas
terpiece.

Photograph by
29
Woodbury, L. A.
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e Technique
JOHN EMERSON and
ANITA LOOS
The chief thing to remember
about titles is to make them short.
It is necessary to allow approximately a foot
film
three words
in a of
title,
and for
thateveneats
up a lot of space. Also, too many
words in one title bore the audience fearfully. A good dramatic
situation can always be precipitated
with a word or two ; only the weak
{Continued on page 82)

There is such a thing as "screen English" and
when you have written a few titles you will
learn to speak it. "Screen English" means
the use of language which looks well — when
flashed on the silversheet — rather than that
which sounds well. Left, John Emerson and
Anita Loos studying scenes for "locations" ;
and below, adjusting the ever-important
studio lights

LITERARY style does not help the body of the scenario
to any great extent, except inasmuch as it makes
J clear the writer's meaning.
The man who reads it
is looking for a plot, not for rhetoric.
There is
only one place where the ambitious author can write his
head off and that is in the titles.
The titles are the written inserts which appear on the
screen. Sometimes they are known as "subtitles," and
sometimes as "captions." There are anywhere from one
hundred to two hundred of them in the average continuity.
You can put titles in your synopsis — always setting them
off on separate lines in capital letters — and, if they are
clever, they will help to sell the story.
There are two ways of looking at the matter of titles in
a photoplay. The divergence of opinion is best illustrated
by the story of the two famous playwrights, whom we
will designate as James and George. James had just seen
one of his best plays mangled in a film adaptation and was
loath even to discuss the movies ; but George, who had
never had anything produced in motion pictures, was full
of good ideas on the subject.
"The ideal movie," said he, "would be one which was
all pictures and no titles."
James shook his head dolefully.
"Wait till they produce one of your pet plays," said he.
"Then you'll know that the ideal movie would be one which
was all titles and no pictures."
There is much to be said for both theories. It all depends
upon the story and the actors. Charlie Chaplin has developed an extraordinarily clear pantomimic style: his stories resolve themselves into the simplest situations, without any attempt at an involved plot; and so pictures like
"The Kid" need practically no titles. On the other hand.
a subtle story like that of Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy"
needs many titles. In our own stories we use a title
wherever it is necessary, without attempting any arbitrary
limit. "Red 1 lot Romance," for example, has one hundred
(Tvand seventy-six titles.
lAfi£
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nlie Girl From NowK
Bj) DONALD
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is as crazy
about her,"
marveled the

the bride,
o' drabbled and"kind
washed
out.
Been crying, too, and
he acted as tho he was
afraid someone would
see her, and bundled
her into the taxi in a

cynical, "as tho she
were somebody else's
wife, instead of his
own !"
"It's hardly respectable," sniffed the conventional, "for married
people to be so much in
love with each other !"
"It's like those poor,
dear what-d'-you-callems," sighed the sentimental. "Tristan and
Isolde — or do I mean
Castor and Pollux?

hurry.
couldn't
describe No,
her Iexactly
—
she had dark hair. Maybe when she was fixed
up the way ladies do
with red stuff on her
face she wouldn't be
"A

girl from nowhere !" buzzed the soso bad."
ciety set, with delicious
shudders. "Perhaps she
is an — an adventuress !
Or an anarchist — or an
actress! Shall we call?

so romanAnyway,
tic to watchit'sthem
dance
together ! My dear, she
positively blushes when
he whispers in her

Or cut her? Still — you
cant very well cut ten

ear!"
Now it's a wellknown fact that love
stories should end, not
begin
lived
But,
knew

CALHOUN

million
dollars !"to the
According
Code of Our Best People, marriages might be
made in heaven, but not
until after the proper

with "and so they
happy ever after."
you see, nobody
exactly how the

procedure upon earth
in the shape of calls,

Jimmy Ryder's story
began, which added interest and the glamor
of mystery to the every- •
day, commonplace happiness of the young
couple afterward —
after, that is, Jimmy
brought a pale timorous, absolutely unexplained bride late that
June evening to his big,
lonesome house on the
boulevard.
The reporters never
got very far with their
assignments on that
story. Of course, a famous polo player and
the matrimonial target
of all the mammas of
marriageable daughters
in town cant get married without attracting

candy,back rides,
flowers,
horse-a
more calls,
solitaire, linen showers,
white satin, orange blossoms, bridesmaids, and
the voice that breathed
o'er Eden. Any other
method
wasn't
done, thatsimply
was all.
Still — you couldn't be
expected
cut ten
millions ! Sotowhen
Jimmy
Ryder
gave athe
reception
and invited
whole
world to come and see
his
bride,
the three
whole weeks'
world put
on
its best and went. The
women went to scoff,
the men remained to
Mrs.

Jimmie

was

small, and slim, and
pray.

attention. But when Jimmy was asked what his wife's name
was, he answered curtly: "Mrs. James Arlington Ryder!"
and there was something so coldly dangerous in the blue
gleam of his eyes that the reporters had discreetly departed,
the driver of the taxicab that brought the honeyquestionfrom
to
mooners
the station.
1," that worthy described

vivid. Instead of being dark, her hair was the exact shade
of her orange-colored gown, and her eyes were the green
of the jade she wore. A small mouth, curved like flower
petals, a nose that tilted ever so slightly, with arched and
sensitive nostrils, and — strangest of all — two pink, dainty
ears, in a year when women were not wearing ears — the
ladies were dreadfully disappointed.
Jimmie had comPA6li
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married old Samuel Grosscup who had five millions to
Jimmy's one, said spitefully that Mrs. Jimmie probably had a past. Which gave her the final touch
N
of attractiveness, for a woman without a past
is as flavorless as an egg without salt, as old
Cappie Carteret remarked at the club, when
they were talking Mrs. Jimmie over.
"If only Jimmy weren't
so damned
healthy !" grumbled Carter Van Loan,
semi-humorously, "what a widow she
The general verdict was that polo
!"
would make
wasn't
the only thing young Ryder
was lucky at ; and the women settled
down to wait hopefully for the scandal
to leak out, the rift to appear in the
lute and so forth. But after an entire
year the Ryders still gazed into each
other's
eyes,
pressed
hands
under the
table
cloth,each
and other's
monopolized
each other at dances. Which brings
us back to the conversation at the beginning of the story.
The most mysterious part of the
mystery
about Jimmy
wife
was that Jimmy
himself Ryder's
did not know
who she was ! And the joke of his
answer to the reporter's curiosity about
his wife's name was that Jimmy did
not know her name ! It would clearly
never have done for him to say quite
honestly "her maiden name? Well, it
begins with Mavis, but she never menthe rest
of it." but that men like
Theretioned is
no doubt
to be mystified ; that is why a man will
leave his lawfully wedded wife, who
puts on her complexion before him and
keeps part of her hair in her top bureau
drawer, and fly to the chorus girl whose
complexion and coiffure he still wots
not of. It was part of the secret of the
fascination which Mavis had begun to
hold for Jimmy on the evening when
she emerged from her chrysalis of
plainness and became a beautiful butterfly with the shimmering wings.
He had left, in the morning, a redeyed, drabbled, limp little person with
dark, stringy hair ; he had returned to
find a vision in a jade frock, with piled
masses of shining, blazing hair and lips
that pealed pretty laughter at his amaze.
"I thought you might prefer to divorce
a pretty wife!" Mavis told him, demurely. "It will be so much more effective inthe court-room scene !"
"Divorce !" snapped
Jimmy.
"Divorce"— just as tho he had not talked
to her about it the night before, and
mitted the deadly sin of not
falling in love with any of
them, and capped it with the
positively unforgivable sin of
bringing a beautiful woman to
a town where the men at the best did not go half around.
Dorothy Whitman-Grosscup, who had engaged herself
to Jimmie. once on a time for his broad shoulders and
(INinehes of good looks, and afterwards thrown him over and
"He h as crazy about her,"
marveled the cynical, "as tho
she. were
somebody
else's
wife, instead of his own!"
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thought about it all day.
"Two weeks
married, and you talk divorce !"
That's a man's idea of being reasonable for you!' But
Mavis did not remind him of what he had said, in the
way most wives do.
Instead she deliberately flirted with
him all the evening, until at the. end of it Jimmy would
have sworn that he had been in love with her all the time,
from that very first startled moment when he had come
up the mountain trail to find his keeper dragging the small,
woe-begone boyish figure out of his hunting lodge. He had
cherished that belief ever since.
"Love at the first sight,
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wasn't it, Mavis ?" he sometimes said sentimentally. "Lord,
that was a wonderful week, just you and I on the top of
the world, you wearing my old clothes. Do you remember
the amazement of that old circuit rider that married us?
And the way I used to sneak down to the village and get
provisions for us ? And the open fires in the evenings
with the tree frogs shrilling in the darkness
"
Mavis remembered. She remembered other things, too,
which she had been trying for a year to make Jimmy forget,
but she would not let herself remember them when he was
around. For they brought queer, tense lines to her face,
and a desperate hunted look to her gay green eyes, and for
a moment you would have thought Mavis wasn't pretty at
all but a piteous, terrified, desperate little fugitive thing.
Sometimes when she was all alone — which wasn't often
— the remembrance of that first week on the mountain
would wash over her mind in a sick wave. Jimmy was
right in one thing. It had been love at the first sight for
her, but not for him. Oh no, no ! He had been merely
a clean-hearted, gallant souled knight errant going to the
rescue of her distress, because she was a woman, and in
some great trouble, and afraid. Tall, and splendidly broad
in his rough shirt and corduroys that made him look very
virile and masculine, he had stood looking clown at her
gently, patting her bowed dark head with clumsy little
man-pats, telling her it would be all right and no one
should hurt her.
The three dreadful days of her flight had almost beaten
her. The poor little lie she had just told the game-keeper,
when he found her in the Ryder hunting box, faltered
abashed and discomfited before the unexpected confrontal
with the truth: She had been pleading that she had a right
to be there — she was Jimmy Ryder's wife
■ — and then there stood a big, aston,^m^^^M
ished-looking stranger whom
^^^tM
the game-keeper was
excitedly
addressing as "Mr.
Ryder, sir

%
"So this lady says she is my wife?" said Jimmy,
&t slowly
meeting her miserable, pleading, guilty gaze very steadily.
"Well? And why are you man-handling a lady who claims
to be my wife, Beckett? Take your dirty paws off her
and apologize before I half kill you !" How his blue eyes
had blazed ! He had been so strong, so protective — how
could she help falling in love with him?
"I didn't know— I couldn't believe," stammered the man.
Under his humbleness lurked a cunning doubt. "We
haven't heard about your marriage, sir, up here. And
this young woman got into the lodge thru a window.
I found her asleep on the couch, and she screamed when
she saw me. It wasn't until I threatened to turn her over
to the authorities that she said she was your wife, sir."
"No wonder she screamed — you're enough to make any
woman scream !" thundered Jimmy Ryder, playing desperately for time. And as he spoke to the guide, his eyes,
searching, probing, questing, were fixed on the girl's white,
tear-swollen face. "Why, you couldn't have treated her
anyThe
morewhite
roughly
she quivered
had been at
a thief
face ifhad
the word," but Mavis
met his gaze proudly, and quite suddenly Jimmy Ryder
decided to do the quixotic, absurd thing that he did do.
"My wife? Of course, she is my wife! If anyone asks
you, tell them we're on our honeymoon, and want to be
left alone. If you let any meddlers up here you're fired.
Now
youthen,
hear?into And
stay out!"
He get
had out,
takendoher,
the cabin,
very gently, closed
the door. She stood before him, in her tumbled, duststained suit, silent, because she had no words to thank him.
"I thought," he told her, matter-of-factly, "that maybe
you didn't care to — to see people for a little while. That's
'Lord," he said, "that was a wonderful
week, just you and I on the top of
the world — you wearing my old
clothes — and the open fires
in the evenings with the
tree frogs shrilling
in the darkness"
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"You must eat!" Jimmy said cheerily, and
she did eat with the eagerness of half -starvation. When she was finished he
pushed
back his chair and rose,
standing above her, very big, very
gentle. "Now, get this straight !"
said
"I dontyouwantdont
to
knowJimmy.
anything
want
It's
none to
of tell
my me.
business
what
brought you
here, all that is my
business
is what's now
going to happen
that you are here.
I
cant leave you here
alone, and you dont
want to leave either,
for amarried
while. and
So we'll
get
stay
,

until
it's ready
safe — tountil
you are
go
"You'd do that?"
back to town."
do whispered.
a thing like
that
she
"You'd
for a girl you never
saw, for a girl who
was a thief, maybe, or
even worse? And I
thought that men were
That sentence was
all wicked !"
one visofhadthe
beenthings
tryingMa-to
make Jimmy forget.
It was not the kind
of
a thought
a woman
likes
to have
lying
about the mind of the
man who loves her ; it
might
things !mean so many
If the editor of that
sneering little gossip
sheet, Town-Talk, had
guessed what Jimmy
Ryder's wedding had
been like, he would
have paid any sum
for the story, and, perhaps, in spite of the
ten millions, the maids
and the matrons of
society would never

It had been love at first sight for
her, but not for him. Oh no, no!
He had been merely a cleanhearted, gallant souled knight
errant going to the rescue of her
distress, because she was a woman, and in some great trouble,
and afraid

why
you came
up here,
wasn't it— to be alone?"
She' nodded, still silent.
jimmy had said nothing
more for a long while, moving about the cabin, starting
a fire, breaking eggs into a
skillet, opening cans, while
she sat, sunk in a chair, and
watched him in a paralysis of weariness. When, however, he filled two plates and two cups and motioned her
to come to the tabic, she began to shake from head to foot.
"I must tell you — " she had whispered thru dry lips, "I
"
tell
flNmust
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have gone to the reception three weeks
later. . To the old circuit rider it meant a fat fee ; to Jimmy Ryder it meant an
annoying and unpleasant duty; to Mavis it meant — what
every girl dreams of, her big moment, her acropolis.
Then when the strangely wedded couple went back to
the cabin, Jimmy cheerfully punctured her roseate bubble.
"Lucky, divorce is as easy to get these days as a cocktail, if
you know the way to go about it !" he had declared. "Cheer
up, little lady! In two weeks' time you'll be out of this
scrape, and it will all be as tho it had never happened !"
Love at the first sight, say you, Jimmy ? Nonsense man !
Dont you remember what a hopeless little creature you
thought her, with her tremors, her white face and her
eternal tears? Dont you remember how. nights, lying
wakeful under the pines that your queer little, undesired

bride might have the cabin
Juliet, and coyly as Little
THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE
to herself, you groaned at
Bo Peep, and the boniest
Fictionized, by permission, from the Selznick production
wears the skimpiest cosyour own impossible, imof the scenario of Sarah Y. Mason, based on the story by
tume, while the stoutest
pulsive folly and counted
Bradley King, and directed by George Archainbaud, starwears Marie Antoinette
the moments till you could
ring Elaine Hammerstein.
The cast :
get your release from the
Mavis Cole
Elaine Hammerstein
But, as we were saying,
claims of chivalry?
ludge Cole
Warren Cook
itskirts
was to be expected that
James Ryder
William B. Davidson
"He mustn't rememHerbert Whitman
Huntley Gordon
ber !" Mavis told herself
the
young Ryders would
Lady Pennerton
Louise Trussind
be invited to the Conroy
sometimes, passionately.
Lord Pennerton
Colin Campbell
"I'm not the same woman.
palace on the Hudson for
the ball. Jimmy had told
I'm the woman he made
his wife to get something
me. If love can prevent
it, he shall never know
that would dazzle 'em, but
what I was before. He shall never lose his faith in when he saw the vision of a Colonial
lady that stood in
"
the
doorway
of
Mavis'
dressing-room,
bewitching, allurme
Love is a woman's first child. It means pain to her,
ing, he himself gasped.
"Oh, I say!" he started, "you
and sacrifice beyond all knowledge of men, and the blood
lookMavis
devilish
pretty."
laughed.
of her heart and the flesh of her white body. Mavis would
Under a thousand blazing lights the ballroom was a
have guarded her love with her life. The dread of harm
merry rout that mocked at life in all its guises and in
to it was ever present under all her smiles, like a hidden
crater under the serene surface of her happiness. At any
every age. The masked figure of a Pompadour, ablaze
moment it might break thru and spread desolation and ruin
with mock jewels and wearing a great emerald of flawless
fire above her forehead, led the grand march on the arm
over the landscape of her life.
of a fleshy Romeo. After them streamed devils arm in
Every woman who knows love, knows love's pain. To
some it is the fear of losing youth and beauty, to some it is arm with nuns, milkmaids with courtiers, kings, beggars,
the dread of the mysterious other woman who may some
flower girls, and knights.
"I thought I couldn't be mistaken !" said Herbert Whitday smile into her man's eyes and lead his thoughts away
with her. To Mavis Ryder it meant the time when Jimmy
man, and laughed softly as he drew Mavis aside.
should ask questions, and she must answer them. So,
"Easy, my dear," mocked the suave voice, "unless, of
desperately she put off that time with all the pretty foolish,
course, you care to introduce me to your friends as your
futile woman wiles she knew, coaxing hapalmost-husband.
"
piness to stay a little longer.
"Thank God
you are not my true husAs everybody who is anyband," said Mavis is a low, quivering
voice. "Thank
God 84)that
knows, isthe
costumebody ball
the Conroy's
event
(Continued
on page
of the social year in
town. Tho why it
is that all the
dowagers
dress sentimental y as

"Hush!"
Mavis admonished
^the
music
had grown
softer. "No one know3
— I have another name
now.

I am married"
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some drama with
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overdrawn sex appeal, deheem
basing animations of crime,
the
of
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In spite of the
movies.
made then, as now, to appear worse than it really
fact that the picture business is fourth in impor
was by the lurid advertance of our ,Ameritising, the superlative
es
ri
st
du
t
in
s
n
o
m
ca
publicity
preceded it.that
Almost
of the films of today
are a failure when
overnight
judged from every
dustrythe
becamein-a
wild orgy of
.
e
l
e
g
h
n
x
e
T
a
hibitors, the prospending and
mismanagement.
*
ducers, the artists and trained
History shows
that it is usually
workers in the
one man or one
and
industry
ly
woman
who
thge
especial
n
long sufferi
starts a movement and sticks to
public realize this
it
thru
thick and
h
t
t
e
c
th rewi
fa
sult that they all
thin, giving their
g
time, their effort,
are clamorin that
g
their enthusiasm to
be done
somethin
inspire others. J. A.
to stabilize the industors
want
try. Exhibi
Quinn saw the birth of
.
t
n
e
the motion picture. Saw
Indefairer treatm
ucers
want
pendent prod
it develop into a business
ing market
t
m
ef
s
o
i
li
r
x
that daily is influencing the
e
f
re
.
Actors and writers
conditions
masses of people more, it is said,
ity.
g
n
i
k
than the combined efforts of our
for more impartial
are loo
ing picture patrons are
The mofv
schools, churches and ethical oried ith he ilms. ll e
Look for this seal on the productions shown at your
A ar
t f
w
dissatis
ganizations. He knew that the
theater.
It
is
the
Merit
Seal,
awarded
by
the
M.
P.
T.
,
g
n
going about in
talking, criticizi
majority of pictures presented
Association when a picture is voted exceptionally good
endless circles without doing any
were not artistic or even enterthing or getting any place in the
taining— that the themes, whether
solution of the great problem of the rehabilitation of the
of
love,
adventure,
business,
as
presented were not satismovies.
fying even to the easily satisfied. That the ideals of the
young and impressionable were not being uplifted by the
This was the situation as John A. Quinn, president of
widely exploited photoplays. And, because he, himself,
was an exhibitor and had studied and observed until he
the M. P. T. Association, saw it about two years ago. Mr.
Quinn was at that time an exhibitor, the owner of a chain
knew the real pulse of the public — he knew that wholesome
of theaters in the West, already famous for his slogan,
entertainment, whether on stage or screen, is not only appreciated and preferred by the majority of picture goers,
"fe ?r and better pictures," and for his everlasting hambut can be converted into bigger dividends than any other.
mering for co-operation and fair play. He was of the
day of picture beginnings — five cents admission on weekAnd thus, from one man's vision, one man's renunciation
of old paths for new was born in Los Angeles, the M. P. T.
day afternoons, ten cents in the evenings, perhaps fifteen
on Saturday afternoons and evenings. For this, one saw a
Association of the world. Not a reform movement — but
a constructive campaign for better pictures, better condi"feature," a comedy, a news picture and were also favored
tions thruout the indusmore "solos"
one or entertainment.
by other
or
try, basing its work on
Families went,
in a
the
boxofficefoundation
receipts, of
proving
body, to the movies and,
"I
am
with
you
with
all
my
heart."
—
Mary
Pickford.
as a rule, there was
that better pictures at"I know you have the confidence of all branches of the industract greater patronage
nothing to offend. In
try.L.Jshall
lie very glad to give you my personal support." —
Jesse
Lasky.
fact, the exhibitor tried
and
produce greater
revenues.
conscientiously to show
"Anything I can do to help." — Charlie Chaplin.
films that were equally
From the time the
"You can rely upon my full co-operation." — D. IV. Griffith.
fit, suitable and enter"You have started what we have long been waiting for. T
M. P. T. plan was enthusiastically endorsed
taining for young and
look for big results." — Lois Weber.
old.
"I will gladly co-operate with you." — Douglas Fairbanks.
Then came a wave of
by
all the
localpractically
and near-by
or"Best wishes for your success in attaining those ends for
over-starred,
inartistic,
ganizations
both
in and
which we are all striving." — Cecil /■'. and William ('. de Millc.
{Continued on paye 94)
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there wi
perh
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SOM
an interview
who will write of
people who serenely do
the smaller and finer
things of life; who have
no hobby and who affect
no pose ; who think their
work is the most worthwhile thing and do not
ly eek
some
s
unceasing
,
hectic elusive emotion — write of them with a claring,
ity and understand
ng
ki
em
d
al
re an yet
th
ma
not too sweet to be
e,
Pollyannas
wholesom
cut from the same piece
of fabric.
And if such a person
comes into being, the first
test I would place upon
him would be to interview Alice Calhoun. Until then, she will probably
be done injustice in wordpictures, for she neglects
to do and does, respectively, all of the things
generally mentioned
above and, at the same
time, she has a personality distinctly her own.
Therefore, I enter upon this interview-recording with qualms, many of
them.
My first distinct shock
came when I rang the
bell of her apartment and
decided to immediately
announce myself to the

B

"trim, white-capped maid" so she would not disdain with
lofty air : "The name, please ?"
But Miss Calhoun herself opened the door. I would
have said it was her younger sister, had I not known that
there was no younger sister, because the screen adds years
to her visage.
In the living-room the Victrola needle grated at the end
of a record — a new dance tune — and Alice rescued it while
she explained that her mother and she had been dancing.
Furthermore, she said that her mother was a duck of a
dancer, but that she would not dance in public.
And she went on further to tell me at great length of her
mother, while Mrs. Calhoun herself endeavored to turn
the conversation into other channels.
I asked her how it felt to be a star, for her stardom was
a comparatively new estate.
"Just the same," she answered. "I feel just the same.
In itself it means nothing, of course — what I am happy
for is the roles I will have opportunities to create, and if I
do a bit of fine work it will remain. When I first started as
an extra girl I had an emotional scene and I gave every-

Photograph

thing I had — put all of me into
it. The others thought it was
a good joke and laughed at me
for my earnestness. And then,
when I saw the picture after
it was completed, I knew why
they laughed.
My work had
been entirely cut out. Stardom
insures you against experiences

©
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Her mother wished her to
remain in the school-room,
but the dream; of Alice Calhoun were very real and the
urge very great, so together
she and her mother came to
New

York, where Alice entered the films

like that," she went on, with a shadow of a smile touching
her mouth.
"I think that was the most trying experience
of "And
my career."
when you learned you were a star," I asked, "what
said.
do?" her eyes to mine for a moment.
youraised
didShe

"1 cried,'

I should have known. Alice Calhoun is feminine, oh so
feminine — and stardom was the Mecca of her hopes and
ambitions. Her cup of happiness must have brimmed over.
And, like others of her sex down thru the ages, her joy
was more than she could bear — and she cried.
PAG
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told her time and time again that she
could go back to school, but that if she
wished to remain in the films she must
meet her setbacks and disappointments
and be brave. Always I have wanted Alice to have the heroism which is so necessary today, tomorrow and every day. In
a supreme moment it is far easier to rally
to a cause, but you must be brave to
withstand the trying experiences which
accompany a career. And so Alice met
them — conquered them often — and today Iam proud of her, I dont mind telling you. She is where she is because of
herself. She has not shirked, and perhaps the school of experience has taught
her that which could be learned in books
with
a practicality
well we
as the
When
Alice cameas back
had theory."
f rappes
with the most delicious syrup ever tasted
and fancy cakes — Alice herself had prepared them. And we had some music,
palm-reading with the help of a recently
acquired book on the subject, profusely
illustrated with diagrams of hands,
which Alice studies diligently — and
pleasant talk.
That was about all, I think, except
that it was very evident that the School
of Experience has not forced the growth
any.
Alice Calhoun is typical of sheer
(Continued on page 87)
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The School of Experience
The telephone rang and Alhas not forced the growth
ice ran to answer it. A boy
any. Miss Calhoun is typifriend wished her to go to
cal of sheer girlhood — she
has a love of romance, but
some fraternity dance* and
not in any personal sense,
while she talked to him her
and if she dreams of a debmother told me a little about
onair Prince Charming it
her life.
must be in between times, for
Mrs. Calhoun wished Alice
her every waking thought is
dedicated
to her work
to remain in the school-room.
She felt that there was still a
great deal for her to learn. And
she wanted her to know about the running of a household,

too. But the girl's dreams were very real and the urge very
great, so 'her mother finally consented to her trying the
films, and together they came to New York and established
their new home. Even so, Alice was not permitted to give
her entire time (o her work. She had household tasks —
the housekeeping budget was turned over to her, and for
the last few years it has been Alice who has attended to the
executive details — the ordering, planning, paying of bills,
etc. And in between times she has been taught to cook, so
that recently when Mrs. Calhoun was called away, she was
able to run the house with no difficulty.
And when she would meet discouragements along the
way in her film work and come home tired and blue, she
would meet a tenderness and understanding, but no exaggerated sympathizing,
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"She had made her choice," said Mrs. Calhoun, "■and
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Mrs. Dorothy
By nnie
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rothy
so
tedDome
wasinvi
to
ITGish
tea. We were at the
Hotel S— with the
rest of the family when
she extended to me the
primal invitation, so to
speak, pristine and still
savoring of Hymen.
Upon a bit of pasteboard,
bold as bold, she scrawled her address and, with
savage glee, "Dorothy
Gish Rennie," then, handing it to me with a flourish, she said, "Lamp the
monicker !"
On that pre-tea and
toast occasion I endeavored to draw her forth

on the subject of the altar, but she was derisive
of my interrogation and
admittedly unqualified.
"Come back in a year,"
she warned me, with a
wicked wink, "then I'll
have a tale to tell !"
But (not to wax sentimental, which is a temptation, yeheavenly powers )! the wink she cast
at this precise juncture
at. or in, the direction of
New Husband was anythin' but wicked. It was
as warm as it was reassurin', and as reassurin'
as it was warm !
Dorothy on that occasion looked militant a la Parisicnnc.
She was wearing one of her Paris gowns — a trotteur, to
be correct. So was Lilian. So was Mother Gish. Paris
could not sophisticate the family inclusiveness of Dorothy.
What she bought, Lilian must have likewise. And again,
likewise Mother.
(She did tell me what a trump her mother had been about
their elopement.)
One could see how infinitely wise in her wisdom Mrs.
Gish had been. Here was a bond created, a memory instilled, that will go with Dorothy thru the years, turning
ever as her mind turns back to her wedding day, to her
mother and her good-comradeship of understanding, where
she might have obtruded hurts at her exclusion.
Well — we went to tea the following Sunday.
It was a jolly day.
The Rennie apartment is in a charming section of downtown New York. Mr. Rennie occupied it solitarily prior
to his marriage, and it was in process of being completely
renovated for the small bride.
The living-room, an immense apartment, with a capacious fireplace and many tall and lighted candles and quaint
and lovely shadows, was already completed — ivractically

"Except," little Mrs. Dorothy Gish Rennie explained,
"that I'm going to have a

there fore-"
piano a over
grand
She pointed
quavering
linger in the direction of the
far-end of the room, where,
charmingly apart, a slender
table bore tall pointed candles
and
the shadows congregated,
slmdderingly.

"I just invited everyone,"
said Dorothy Gish Rennie
in speaking of her first tea,
". . . even to bell-hops in
the hotel, doormen, waiters
and taxi-drivers. Everyone
I've passed in the street for
the past
I'veto said,
'Come
to month
my house
tc^
on Sunday.' Everyone in the
world is coming. Now,
what

am

I going

to do?"

Mr. Rennie laughed. "Dorothy's scared to go to that side of the room,"' he explained ;
"she thinks she'll see a bogey. We'll have to furnish it up
so she'll dare to venture over."
Incidentally, I had been the first to arrive at the first
tea party and had come in upon Mr. and Mrs. Rennie in
the midst of a tango, or something of the sort, strictly d
deux.
A man-servant had admitted me, with something akin
lo dubiety in his manner.
Dorothy laughed at the dubiety, admitting it"We have a man and wife," she said, "and they prpbPAfi
(Continued on pane 86)
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Hire ErstvJnile
Landscape
Gardener
am sure that is his real front
handle, anyway) is conscious
of the good looks given him,
but to me he seemed most
humble and grateful for the
opportunities
him in America.so far afforded
He was born near Genoa,
Italy, and was educated at the
Royal Military Academy of
Genoa. In this academy there
was an agricultural school, and
he took the course it offered.
Then, when he was seventeen,
he decided to go to South
America to raise pampas, or
hemp, causeorhe wassomething,
bethe son ofbut
a very

Photograph by Evans, L. A.
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F at the age of eighteen
you arrived in New
York from Italy, unable to speak more
than half a word of English, and within a year you
were the most popular ballmy brother"
room dancer in the city, and
within a comparatively
short time Nazimova held up the production of a picture
six weeks so that you could play Armand to her Camille,
would your last year's hat fit now ?
I asked myself this messy question as I was on my way
to interview Rudolph Valentino, whose history in part conforms to that hypothetical query.
This young man, who looks much older than he is and
who made himself famous in the world of pictures overnight for his dashing portrayal of Julio in "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," is still able to wear last
year's bonnet — as well as the hat he wore over from the old
country, thank you. T was glad to find that this was so.
\\ hether or not "Valentino" is his real name, it is a
handsome title, and it has been fastened to a very hand(jNsome youth. It is hard to say to what extent Rudolph (I
"I was back in N' York las' year
w'en I hear that they want me
to play Julio in 'The Four Horsemen'," said Mr. Valentino, "an'
I accept verry, verry queek. All
the way back to California I
read the Ibanez book in original
Spanish, so I know Julio like

prominent Italian officer of
cavalry, there was trouble
about his passports and he did
not go. But a year later, with
much weeping on the part of
his mother, he set out for
America, with the determination to farm on a large scale,
or to at least design beautiful gardens for rich Long
Islanders.
When the boat docked, he
dashed up Broadway to get a
check cashed, and then promptly lost his way back to the ship.
In a brief but, I should judge,
lurid conversation with a wellboiled New York traffic cop,
he discovered that he knew
practically less than nothing of
the American language, not to
say English. He crossed and
re-crossed the Hudson five times before he located that
ship. His confidence had been somewhat punctured.
Eventually, however, he found quarters at a small French
pension (so called, probably, he says^ because most of
the inmates were pensioners of the proprietor), and there
he lived for some weeks, but soon discovered that he was
not learning the grand language of America as fast as
he should, so he took to dining out alone in some of the
big, flashy cabarets, notably Bustanoby's and Ciro's. At
Bustanoby's one night he met some congenial Italian
youths, one the son of a count, and what they showed
the young Rudolph anent New York couldn't be printed.
When finally he found a job — landscaping the gardens
of a wealthy man he met in a cafe — he was overjoyed, but
this joy was short lived, for the man's wife returned too
soon from abroad and decided that she wanted a golf course
instead of a landscape, and Rudolph was jobless and quite
nenniless. By this time he was a good dancer, particularly
as a tangoist, and almost before he knew what had happened to him, he was the affianced dancing partner of the
famous Bonnie Glass. When the team of Valentino and
Gla>s parted company, he became the partner of the equally
famous Joan Sawyer.
Eventually he found himself on the road with a com-
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pany which "busted" in Ogden,
or Salt Lake City, or somewhere, and he decided to gowest-young-man-go-west, which
landed him in San Francisco.
This was the year 1917. He
then played his first speaking
stage part with Richard Dix, at
the Alcazar in "Nobody Home."
Personally, I think Rudy was
not very at home as that kind of
actor, because
wasn't
long
before
he went itinto
the bond
business, selling gilt-edged semg
curities instead of himself. Durthis time he was trying
frantically to enlist in the Italian
service. Failing in this on account of a serious eye defect, he
tried the Canadian service, and
the British recruiting office also
told him there was no use. This
was a hard blow for the young
Italian, son of a cavalry captain
and offspring of generations of
military leaders.
Suddenly the bottom fell out
of the gilt-edged security business, and someone suggested
that Rudolph go to Los Angeles.
In Los Angeles he loafed for
eight months and there was no
perceptible scramble on the part
of the studios to grab him up.
One day, when he was loafing
harder than usual, Emmet Flynn
spied him in the loafer's paradise
(Alexandria Hotel lobby), and
engaged him then and there to
play a part in "The Married
Virgin" at fifty dollars a week.
Rudy told me this in the tone of
voice and with the nonchalance
and frankness which implies
that he is now getting much
more than this from Mr. Metro.
At Universal City thereafter
he played parts with Mae Murray and Carmel Meyers. Later
he was with Earle Williams at
Vitagraph, and with Dorothy
(Continued on page 92)
If at the age of eighteen you arrived in
New York from Italy, unable to speak a
word of English, and within a year you
were the most popular gentleman ballroom
dancer in the city, and within a comparatively short time Nazimova held up the
production of a picture six weeks so that
you could play Armand to her Camille,
would your last year's hat fit now? At the
right, Mr. Valentino in the character of Julio
Photograph by Evans,

I.. A.
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has just
MASSACHUSETTS
completed a census of bathTAMAR
tubs, and the figures reveal that
there is only one bathtub for every
four persons. This proves how clean
the movies are, for even the. most casual observer must
have observed that in the films there are at least four
bathtubs for each person.
How can they say that the movies are immoral. Trouble
with them is that they're too moral. On the screen the hero
always beats the villain, poverty triumphs over riches, the
heroine's honor is saved in the nick of time, and virtue
is rewarded. But just try and do it in real life. Just try
and do it. Mebbe the board of censors will help you out.

A report from Paris says that blondes

LANE
Novak, ct alt

are
dying
out.colony.
Hope this
doesn't
spread
to the
movie
Where
would
we
be without Little Mary, Mae Murray,
Lillian Gish, Anna 0. Nilsson, Jane
But wouldn't the brunettes be happy?

Wonder What

Would Happen to the Movies

If Harold Lloyd lost his horn-rimmed specs.
If Doug lost his pep.
If Gene O'Brien forgot how to love.
If Bill Hart lost his guns.
Special News Item
(Exclusive to the "Motion Picture Magazine")

Hint to Scenario Writers
Dont bother trying to think up new ideas. It's hard
work and unnecessary. Just wait until some company
produces a big hit, then copy it as closely as possible, have
your story copyrighted and sell it to any producer you
prefer.
Famous Remarks
Mary Miles Minter: "I will be just sixteen my next
birthday."
Thomas Ince : "I like to create new screen stars. They
are so grateful."
Mack Sennctt : "If women's dresses get any shorter
who'll pay to look at my bathing girls."
"The Witching Hour," with Eliott Dexter, was Hashed
on the screen. Whereupon a sweet young thing in the
audience murmured that any hour with Eliott would be
witching.
42
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After much persuasion President Warren G. Harding
has consented to pose for the movie weeklies.
Efforts
were made to have Mrs. Harding also appear before the
camera, but she modestly declined.
Famous Subtitles
"You have taught me to think better of women."
"With a few weeks grooming and some smart clothes
you can accomplish wonders, my dear."
"John dear, you are a nice boy, but you must realize that
you cannot give me the life I crave."
"Every woman has her price. What is yours?"
No uiie ever told us so, but we understand that these
heroes get paid for playing opposite Gloria Swanson,
label Clayton, Elsie Ferguson, etc. If there's waste in
the film btu'ness here's where it is. Imagine getting real
money for such a pastime. We know a lot of fellers that
would pay for the privilege.

OF THE
In other words,

HOUSE

OF KINGS

Kenneth Alexander, jr., and his attractive mother,
Mrs. Kenneth Alexander when she is at home
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V
Mantled With Shyness
Miss Darmond unusually
beautiful and statuesque, but
perchance you failed to realize
her flesh and blood personality
nine.
which is quintessentially femiMiss Darmond is the type
of girl that a man would instinctively choose to' be his
wife. She is so refreshingly
sweet and dainty, so trusting.
She completely lacks the touch
of hardness which in greater
or less degree becomes associated with the woman who
makes
in the
world. her
She own'
is not way
statuesque,
as one would imagine, rather is
she girlish, of medium height
and slender. Her skin is as
white and soft as a baby's, she
uses no make-up except a
touch of red lipstick which
somehow or other fails to lend
any air of sophistication.
When she is not working before the camera she wears her
blonde hair parted and combed
straight back and rolled softly
over her ears. Her features
are as perfectly modeled as
those of any statue of Praxiteles. She possesses eyes which
seem to have the texture of
brown velvet one minute and
look like purple pansies the
next. They have the gentle
expression that one sees in a

T

Photograph by Melbourne

Grace Darmond is completely lacking the touch of hardness which in greater or less
degree becomes associated
with the woman who makes
her own way in the world

Spurr

IMIDITY, super-sensitiveness, shyness
are tiesadmirable
in a woman. qualiNot

only are they admirable but
they are lovable as well, flowever, no writer ever anticipated
dusting these adjectives from the topmost shelf of his
vocabulary to apply as descriptive of a present-day screen
star.
As a rule, people in public life, even tho born that way,
do not remain so.
Yet Grace Darmond is all of these.
You will remember Grace Darmond as the statuesque
blonde in Earle Williams' pictures, as the girl in Wallace
Reid's "Valley of the Giants," and more recently as the
star of the "So Long Letty," Christie comedy.
From these leading-lady roles you probably thought
44
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young
doe.
No anecdote
of Grace Darmond's career can shed so clear
a ray on the timidity she has
had to fight to gain success in
pictures as that which occurred when she was first appearing in front of the camera.
Grace had been sent to private school in Springfield, Illinois, and— as every girl does
sooner or later — -caught the
fever to go on the stage. This stage fever is as inevitable
a part of girlhood as the measles.
Like childhood vaccination, sometimes it takes and sometimes it doesn't.
In Grace's case it was compelling enough to make her
overcome her natural shyness and apply for a role. She
was given a part in "Editha's Burglar." Colonel Selig,
who was then producing pictures in Chicago, met her and
asked
her totime
play Grace
in "ThewasMillionaire
Baby." that she was
At that
so very young
rather angular, she had not developed into the beautifully
rounded creature that she now is. Colonel Selig was
charmed by her very youth. But as it happened, the role
she was given demanded that she put on tights and a chorus
girl's costume.
Grace was petrified. I can just imagine her fair face
all flushed red, even down around the nape of her lovely
neck. At any rate, she arrayed herself in her costume and
hid her limbs beneath a long cloak until the scene was called.
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Photograph by Melbourne Spurr,

Photograph by Evans, L. A.
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is sailing at
eleven," said the
voice on the wire,
"so you must see him at
once, if at all."
"Why is it always our
lot," we rebelled, "to be
assigned to interview stars
who are just sailing for a
holiday abroad, or just
leaving for the Coast after
a glorious fortnight of entertainment and shopping
in New York. We must
either be Pollyannaishly
glad that they have an opportunity to go across,
while . in our heart we're
consumed with fierce envy
and not glad at all, or we
must rejoice with them
that they are departing for
the Coast with fat, new
contracts and enough gorgeous and expensive
clothes to last them until
they come again. One is
quite as aggravating as the
other.
However, if we interviewed Douglas MacLean
before eleven, it meant a
rest from the office that
morning, which was something. So we met him at the
Biltmore, and after two
minutes we were strong
for him, and firmly convinced that whatever he
was getting, in any way at
Douglas MacLean has never done
anything except clean plays, and
never expects to. His Methodist
r":~'ster father is now actually
proud of him

Passing TKru
By LILLIAN

MOKfTANYE

all, he had it coming to
him.
In the first place, he reminded us of two of our
favorite actors : Douglas
Fairbanks, and George M.
Cohan. He has the exuberance and the willing
smile of Fairbanks : the
ready speech, humor and
restlessness of Cohan. But
his personality is his own.
One cant imagine him as
having
d' amour
jazzing affaires
his nights
away.or
He is the embodiment of
a popular young university
man, a clean-cut athlete,
a loyal friend, a devoted
son, a husband who will
be faithful thru the years
— of strong character and
fine achievement in any
walk of life, whatsoever.
Douglas MacLean is the
son of a Methodist minister. His early life was a
nomadic one : two years
here, three years there,
each one of the family being born in a different city.
Douglas was educated at
the Institute of Technology in Chicago, and was
not only a fine student but
well up in athletics.
It goes without saying
that it was a distinct shock
A warm, wholesome affection exists between Mr. MacLean and
Doris May — an affection which entirely routs the perverted idea that
there cannot be a real, sincere
friendship between two people of
opposite sex
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faction out of my
success
in 'TwentyThree and
a Half
Hours' Leave* than
Mr. Mac Lean had
!"
anyone else
finished
his did
picture,
tentatively titled
"Passin' Thru," and
had come East on a
vacation— the first in
four years. It was
a series of "passing
thru," he said. The}'
stopped in Philadelphia
his parentstoandseedozens
of
MacLean relatives,
who treated him like
royalty;
state Newthen
York upto
visit Mrs. : MacLean's
relatives
then New
York and Washington. He had an appointment
with
President Harding,
and told me with a
boyish grin that he.
was the first movie
actor the President
had interviewed, and
that he had a splendid time, even tho
there was a mistake
in the date, which
made him lose one
of his precious days
in New York, and
kept him and Mrs.
MacLean from meeting Doris May and
showing her her first
glimpse of New
York
ned. as he had plan"I can remember
when I was a young"that
mother,ster,"orhe said,
my aunts,

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr. L. A.
One cunt imagine Douglas MacLean as having affaires d'amour
or jazzing his nights away. He
is the embodiment of a popular
young university man, a clean-cut
athlete, a loyal friend, a devoted
son, a husband who will be faithful thru the years — of strong
character and fine achievement in
any walk of life, whatsoever

to the Mac Lean family
when Douglas decided upon
a stage career. He cultivated a wonderful gift of
speech in those days, he
says, trying to convince his
father that he could live
just as clean and decent a
life in the profession of
acting as he could selling
bonds, which he was then doing in Philadelphia.
'•'All right, all right, Douglas," father would say, "you
can talk convincingly about it, but you'll have to show us."
"And 1 did," he continued. "I was seven years on the
stage before I went into pictures, and I have never done
anything except clean plays — and never intend to. Father
(ft is actually prOud of me now. Am sure he got more satisIaac
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or sisters,
were very
always making
elaborate plans about
something and they
always fell thru.
It's a regular family trait. But that's
just life. There wouldn't be half the zest in living if
everything
came that
out Douglas
accordingMacLean
to schedule."
Dont imagine
was sitting quietly
while we talked. Far from it. He was all over the place —
friends and acquaintances claimed a portion of his time —
he was paged by an enterprising photographer who wanted
to take pictures of him then and there. Suddenly he gave
a joyful whoop and went bounding off in pursuit of a passing small feminine figure and came leading her triumphantly back. It was Doris May. She had come to tell him
that she could not get to the boat to see them off, as she
must work in a street scene in "Foolish Matrons." And
there they were — as we had seen them together on the
screen many times — Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
It was quite evident that a warm, wholesome affection
(Continued on page 90)
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It was "Passion," the vivid story of Du Barry,
in which Emil Janning caused the public to
speculate concerning him. His Louis XV.,
in which role he is pictured at the bottom of
the page, is one of the most colorful film
portraits shadowed

The International
Monarch

It is interesting to note
that Emil Janning is an
American. Prior to the
World War he took up
his residence in Germany, and while there
he entered the films

And now Mr. Janning
has created another
shadowland monarch.
He is Henry VIII.
the latest
which "Deception,"
role he is
mport,
pictured in the center
of this page. The
critics proclaim his
characterization of this
king of many fair
charmers as true as
his Louis XV. Truly,
Emil Janning is an
international monarch
PA6
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The Literary Dynamo
fice windows.
She has had no time for play, very little
for recreation — she has sacrificed all the little personal
touches of home life that mean so much to most
women.
She has practically no time to spare for the
dressmaker, the milliner or shopping.
She is a prodigious author who uses the screen
as her medium.
When one crosses the threshold of her office
one enters what appears to be the interior of a
log cabin.
Rough hewn logs form the walls,
the huge desk, the table, chairs and benches.
There is an open fireplace of rough stone with
charred embers on the hearth. There are books
and books, Merrick and James Cabell. Navajo rugs and the skins of wild animals soften
heavy footsteps..
Sitting
in one of JeanieMacPherson's
tive but comfortable
rockers, I asked herprimiwhy
she did it— why she worked twice as hard as
the average person.
She came from behind
the huge desk that practically hid her tiny
feminine form and sat clown nearer me on
a stiff, yellow-covered bench. She crossed her
dainty feet in a business-like manner, while the
afternoon sun filtering thru the windows formed an aureole about her silky fair hair.
"When I was very, very young," she told me,
looking at that precise moment like a twenty-twoyear-old except for her air of assurance, "when
I was very young,. I made up my mind that I
wanted to be successful while I was still young and

Photograph by
Hoover Art Studio

RD once
ICKFOeo
ple are
said toP me: "P
MARY
very like electric dynamos
— the more they work the
more energy they store up for future
use. The higher rate of speed they
demand from themselves, the more
mileage they can make."
Jeanie MacPherson is one of those
frail appearing, tiny, feminine persons
of high voltage power. From her
brain has sprung the Big Ideas for
all the Cecil B. de Mille features ;
from her hand has come the completed
scenarios replete with original business for the picture dramas that have
stood, each one of them, as milestones in the photoplay's progress.
For five years now she has worked
in an office in the main building of the
Lasky studio. Her typewriter has
been the last to cease its daily chatter,
her light alone has been seen burning
until one and two in the
morning, thru the leafy pep- Photograph
per trees that screen her of- y e
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Jeanie MacPherson is one of those
frail appearing, tiny, feminine persons of high voltage power. Prom
her brain have sprung the Big
Ideas' for all the Cecil 6. de
Milk features. Left and below,
two new photographs

could
want-I
ed to enjoy
reach it.the I goal
had set for myself before I was thirty —
money.
I wanted fame and
"I figured that to accomplish this I must

By

BARBARA
BEACH
work twice as
many hours and
twice as hard, as
the average person. I have.
While other authors gave themselves long vacations to woo inspiration, Isat
and worked at
my desk. I have
found that if a
director and a
picture company
are waiting for
you to write a
story for them,
and you know
that each day
you delay means
a wasting of
their time and
money, you're
very apt to produce the goods.
Wooing inspiration isa long and
thankless pastime. For the
more one woos
her the farther
away she flies. So I sit at my desk and work. Perhaps
it is the persistent Scotch in me that keeps me at it— who
?"
knows
While the Scotch blood of her father has endowed
Jeanie MacPherson with persistency and caution, the
French ancestry of her mother has given her enthusiasm,
volubility, color and imagination. Jeanie was born in Boston, but received her education in Paris at the school of
Mademoiselle De Jacques, where Mark Twain's daughter
was educated. While it was perfectly natural that she
should become a writer — her ancestors on her mother's side
all having been writers and publishers — Jeanie did not turn
to the world of literature to win her pristine fame.
She went on the stage. Her first appearance was with
Forbes Robertson. Then she went with Edgar Selwyn's
tour of "Strongheart." Later she played the Spanish role
of "Tita" with James T. Powers in "Havana," which ran
a year on Broadway.
At that time pictures were just beginning to gain the
attention of the public, and from the first time Miss MacPherson heard of them she became interested in their possibilities and had faith in their future as the coming art.
She grew very anxious to get into pictures, but knew no
one connected with them,, nor anyone who could even tell
her how to try to get in. So she sought out the Biograph
company by looking up the address in the telephone directory. The now-famous D. W. Griffith gave her a trial and
engaged her. She worked from "bits" to "leads," for in
those days everyone served a long, hard apprenticeship
with the camera before they were given the best parts.
Miss. MacPherson stayed with Griffith two years and
played the leads in "Spanish Gypsy," "Madame Rex" and
"Out of the Shadows."
Next she joined the Edison company and worked under
the direction of Oscar Apfel. From there she went to
Universal. Coming out on the train from New York, she

Photograph © Nelson Evans, L. A.

thought up an original story.
At Universal her director
found himself without an

Jeanie MacPherson has had no
time for play, very little for recreation— she has sacrificed all the
little personal touches of home
life that mean so much to most
women. Above, planning a new
story with Mr. de Mille

adequate Pherson
story.
told him Miss
about Machers
with the result that she was
asked to put it in scenario
form and act in it. But the
director failed to get all there was out of the plot, and
some time later Universal-Jewel let her do her story all
over again. This time she not only starred in the picture,
but directed it as well. ' In appreciation of her successful
work with this production, Universal gave her her own
company, and Jeanie MacPherson wrote her own scenarios,
starred in her pictures and directed them.
. At the end of six months' time she went with the manager of the Powers Brand to the Criterion Features, and
again directed and was featured with Wilfred Lucas:
There, too, she wrote all her own stories.
Miss MacPherson told me this, story of her life in a
quick, staccato manner. Truth to tell, she had a million details awaiting her attention. One of these details was Cecil
B. de Mille, who was waiting for her to accompany him
down-town to look over some new stage settings. Wishing
to hear all there was to tell — for, being a born story-writer,
Jeanie's conversation is always interesting — I hurried along
by her side as she slipped into a huge squirrel coat and
trotted thru the studio to her car. She does not walkslowly and sedately as one imagines great writers should,
but indulges in a cross between a fast walk and a run.
"I am very thankful for all my acting experiences in pictures," she told me, in her quick, accurate way, as we
hurried out, "for it taught me exactly what could and what
could not be screened, an intimate knowledge which is absoPA6
lutely essential to become a successful scenarist.
(Continued on page 81)
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Along the Starr}? Way
- - Long Beach
By MILES HAMMOND
south of the Angel City, is a combination of the
ultra-modern and the conservative. Thousand's
of sedate farmer-folk of Illinois, Kansas, Iowa
and Nebraska have sold their holdings and taken
up residences in this California haven of at least
semi-propriety. Hundreds of film-folk, attracted
by the silv'ry beach strand, the stretch of bluff
shore line, amusements and SGenic back country,
have come with their cameras and grease-paint.
Most exciting of all events of the year to the
conservatives is the quoit-pitching tournament
participated in by the grey-bearded representatives of rival clubs, formed from the local G. A.
R. chapter. However, just a few blocks away on
the courts of the Hotel Virginia, tennis stars
struggle for championships of Southern California before an audience from the film studios, athletic clubs and social elite. At the band pavilion
the ladies' guilds, aid
societies and charity
Left, David Butler goes halves
associations gather to
with Mary MacLaren on his
"hot dog" ; and below, little
"Dickie" Jones declares, "I
got free more freckles today. I dont care, tho, so
long as I dont look like that
Wesley Barry. Isn't he just
the freckliest
thing,
tho?"

knit,

to

talk — incidentally, to listen to
the music, and incidentally,the
also, todisplay
comment upon
of pulchritude of the
scantily attired bathingvarious
beauties of Los
the
Angeles

<D

E a smilingly demure
UR
PICTyou
ng lady in mid-Victorian
satin. She has a wasp-like
waist. Her sleeves are huge
and billowy. She wears a tiny black
hat,. resting on a tightly-drawn coiffure
' But — her dress .is ultra-modern in
its shortness. Her tiny feet are in the
Frenchiest of French -pumps, and rising out of them are divinely modeled
ankles, etc., encased in web-like
stockings. Her alabaster throat is
displayed to advantage by a low-cut
collar. Her hand controls the antics
of a Boston bull pup on the end of a
silver chain.
She is a personification of Long
Beach, a pearl in Los Angeles' string
of bathing beaches, where all the
world and his wife (film and real)
come to play and (as a secondary
matter) to work.
Long Beach, located twenty miles
56
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Photograph (right)
bj- Miles Hammond

comedy studios, whose companies
are constantly
doing "beach
stuff."
How about a little trip down
the "Pike" to see the sights?
We get into the enclosed
flivver of the chamber
of
commerce booster for a run
out to the Hotel Virginia.
On the way, between puffs
at an eloquent cigar, the c.
of c. b. gives us the secret of
Long Beach's rapid growth
from a mere village in 1910
to a city of 55,000 in 1920.
Sez
he, ".It's chicken
feed.
Yessir, plain chicken feed ; not the
kind you're thinkin' of, but the real,
honest-to-gosh article. That's what's
made us famous.' We take our beans
from the back country, -mix um with fishscrap, such as the dark meat and backbones and
framework — shark meat — and chopped-up
oranges.
This
gives a combination that makes the hens line up for their
.turn to lay, and — well, good-bye ; see ya again soon."
Inside the Hotel Virginia's grounds cameras are not hard
to find. In a palm-embowered nook, Wanda Hawley tearfully hears Jack Holt, in patriotic regimentals, forswear his
troth to her, the beautiful princess, so that she may marry the
prince of a powerful neighboring nation, and thus form a
much-needed alliance between the two countries. A- little
farther on Ford Sterling makes fervent love to Louise Fazenda, a chambermaid masquerading as an heiress, while her
suitor, the hotel chef, aims a pie at the Sterling countenance.
Film luminaries fill the lobby. The advertising manager,
whose copy proclaims the hotel has "two hundred and fifty
rooms, On
withthea beach
bath in
everyone,''
there.
or almost
in the surf
in front flutters
of the here
hotel and
are
other noted guests. Here are the kiddies with famous daddies and mammies. Little "Dickie" Jones, daughter of
Richard Jones, Griffith's director, is having the time of her
life eating molasses popcorn and making sand tunnels to
roll oranges into. "I got- free more freckles today," she confided, pointing them out on her nose. "I dont care, tho, just
so I dont look like that Wesley Barry. Isn't he just the
freckliest thing, tho?"
"Gee, Daddy, but you look funny!" Peter Gibson Gowland, jr., was having a great time encircling his father with
a mass of kelp. "Ya see," he explained, "the purity squad
(Continued on page 98)
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Above, the Hotel Virginia; left, little Mary
Pickford Rupp and her mother, Lottie
Pickford, came sailing in on the crest of
a wave; and below, Charles Ray tosses
a medicine ball and explains: "Got
to keep trim.
A good boob has
to be smart or the other boobs
'11 catch him in this business"
Photograph (left) by Miles Hammond

fit

Joseph Urban, the artist, and Marion Davies, the
actress, put their heads together and designed the
suite of rooms, which constitute her dressing-room,
reception-room, and kitchenette, at the International
studios. The above pictures give some idea of the
charming surroundings to which she repairs between
scenes. Indeed, Urban and Davies would be a
happy combination for an interior decorating firm
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Hlie Editor's Page
Making the Monies Safe for Moral Imbeciles
The Censorship Bill has been passed in New York state
by a large majority— and undoubtedly other similar bills
will be submitted before the administrative bodies of other
states. It rests largely with you, the citizen— and, indirectly, the maker of those laws by which you shall be
governed — whether or not a selected body of three, six, or
ten people, as the case may be, shall say what you shall see
and what you shall not see.
After all, it is largely a matter of opinion as to what is
and what is not. For instance, only a few months ago
there appeared on this page a plea for dignified titles — for
the retaining of the original titles when standard works
were adapted to the screen. Letters came to the editor,
in response, declaring that the examples quoted were not
the best which could be called to mind. Some of our readers
felt that "DuBarry" was more unpleasantly suggestive than
"Passion," contending — and with cause— that "Passion"
might mean many emotions while "DuBarry" was known
to be one of the most famous courtezans of French history
— that is only one instance — there were many of them and
all well grounded.
Which all goes to prove that different people are affected
differently by different things. It is not what is told, not
what is pictured, so much as what is suggested to the individual mind which matters the most. But in the future
it is the picture which chances to please the three comprising the New York Censorship Board which shall be shown
the public — and, on the other hand, it is the picture which
chances to displease them which shall suffer at their hands.
Undoubtedly certain producers have themselves to blame
for the unfortunate censorship condition of today — they
pressed such broad stories in such salacious fashion upon
the public that the more conservative element rose up in
arms and cried to be delivered. However, official censorship can never mean deliverance. The public is the only
competent judge of what is best for it to see. Censorship deprives you of the very liberty for which this country
was founded — it can do nothing else but make the movies
safe for moral imbeciles, and they are so in the minority
that they are not to be seriously considered.

The Oppressed Cinema
A play — we could name many specific instances — comes
to the city and wins praise from the critics — the public
flocks to see and to hear, and for months it plays to capacity

houses. Because of the play's success, the story is written
in novel form and placed on the shelves of every book shop
— in the library of numerous homes.
Then the cinema producer in his search for worthy material decides to produce the story which caused a furore on
the stage and won success between two covers
He
spends time, energy and unlimited funds in presenting it
as truly as is possible thru the medium of pictures.
What is the result? Invariably that which was accepted
on the stage and in a novel is condemned upon the screen—.
is then the cinema less an art than the stage, than literaUnder such conditions the art of the screen cannot surtureit will, of necessity, become a highly commercialized
vive—
product and that only
Now is the time for you to assert your ability to judge
for yourself. There is nothing further to be said !

ship
^ensorsnip

Already the threatened censorship has caused the art of
the cinema to suffer. D. W. Griffith, the. screen's great
artist, proposed to bring "Faust," famous for years, to the
shadows. He planned to journey to Germany that his
locale might be perfect, and to seek players fitted to the
roles they would characterize. And the screen would have
reflected the beauty of the written word. However, this
production is now being held in abeyance because Mr.
Griffith feels that he must know the outcome of the censorship bill. He will not risk the investment of large sums
of money in a production that might be torn to shreds by
an appointed committee.
The Morning Telegraph, a newspaper with a finger on
the
pulse
saying
: of the dramatic world, quotes Mr. Griffith as
"I do not feel this is the time for making 'Faust.' It is
neither comfortable nor stimulating to realize that a production requiring a large amount of money and much work
may be censored into ineffectiveness. It is sufficiently difficult to make it effective anyway. And we do not even
know who our associates in the censorship chair may be.
"While 'Faust' is read in nearly every school-room thruout the world, and holds a high place as a classic in every
library, yet die public seems to be in a sensitive and emotional state that argues against such a production at this

time."

—
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"Uninvited Letters"
MAGAZINE'S Honor Roll
MOTION
a high standard for the next fewsets URE
for July PICT
We defy anyone to find five
months to reach.
girls with more charm and beauty than these
young aspirants, or a handsomer youth than the single male
winner.
The first girl is Nancy Jane Small, 138 South Oakley
Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. She has had some slight screen
experience already, and is a classical dancer. She has that
rarest of combinations, tawny hair and tawny eyes, and the
mute tho eloquent appeal of her upward glance speaks more
than words for her.
Harrel W. Mielkey, 324 Texas Street, Shreveport, Louisiana, has also had some screen training. He has just about
the required proportions for a movie hero, being 6 feet, lVa
inches' mi height, and weighs 176 pounds. We are willing to
wager that no actor on the screen today has a better-looking
head of hair than his.
Cecilia Edwards, 2123 Caton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is a brunette. She has had no experience of any sort. She
is "sweet sixteen." Her charm is aristocratic and individual,
and we envy that rose.
Dont you ?
Gayle Burlingame,
1612 Derry Street, Harrisburg, Pa.,
has played the
lead in several
home talent
plays.
Her age
is nineteen,
her
nette, her height
r utype
is
just is5 bfeet,
and her photoAbove, Nancy Jane Small, of Kansas City,
Mo.; right, Harrel W. Mielkey, of Shreveport, La. ; and below, Cecilia Edwards, of
Brooklyn, N. Y.

of
the mostgraph isone
artistic yet received
in the contest.
Benigna Linn
Russon, Hotel.
Doanbrooke
1924 East 105th

Photograph by
Barms, N. Y.

Street,
Cleveland, Ohio,
is an
artist's model.
Her luxuriant,
wavy hair is
blonde. She is
5 feet, 3 inches
in height, and
w e i g h s 125
pounds. Her
features are exquisitely clear,
and the delicate
line of her lovely profile is a pleasure to contemplate.
Galina Kopernak, 522 West 136th Street, New YorkCity, has had six years in musical comedy in Moscow,
Russia. She has also had a little screen experience. She
is blonde and petite. Her face is extraordinarily expressive. Note the perfect arch of her eyebrows and the appealing droop of her mouth.
Last month's Contest story, with the exception of Miss
Palmer's fine letter, was devoted The
mostly
to "horrid
contest
manager re-is
minders." But we had to do it.
simply swamped with letters.
Every day we receive at least five letters from men asking us why we never put them on the Honor Roll.- — there
was one on last month's and here is another on this
month's — ten more letters everv dav asking the contest

lA5£

Presenting Another Honor Roll
manager to criticize their photographs and let them know what
chance they stand ; ten more wanting to know why they have
heard nothing from their photographs ; at least five every day
asking when their picture will appear in the magazines, and if
not, why not ? Five or six letters a day asking us to mail them
entrance coupons ; and there is at least one every day, who has
forgotten to paste his coupon on the back of his picture; five
more from proud mothers telling us how wonderful their children are — they are all wonderful — bless them ! Five letters
every day asking us, as a special favor to them, to return their
photographs if not accepted, tho every contest advertisement
expressly states that "no photographs will be returned" ; two
or three, at least, who want to know when they will have their
screen tests ; and then there are, for a pleasant change, the letters
from the gratified and happy winners.
It is not humanly possible for the contest manager to answer
all these letters. If we tried it, we would have to have an
entire office force and ten typewriters going all day long.
We know that all you who have sent in your pictures are
anxious to hear from us, but you can see how it is— cant you?
We do, of course, notify any winner of any honor in the contest,
but we cannot notify all the losers. There are too many of them.
Everybody cant win, you know.
The pictures are
almost doublincr in

Photograph by Gainesboro Studio, Cleveland

quantity now.
Every day a stack,
at least three feet
high, is brought
into the office.
To be chosen
for any honor
among so many is
worth something.
Try your luck
;— any one and
everyone — in this
great contest.
Send in your picture now, before
the final deluge of
photographs the
last few months
always bring. And
be sure to put,
enough postage on
it, We pay out a
large sum daily
for postage due on
pictures.

Above,
Gayle Burlingame.
of Harrisburg,
Pa. ; left, Benigna Linn Russon, of Cleveland, Ohio; and below, Galina Kopernak,
of New York City, N. Y.

Photograph by
Lumiere, X. Y.

Anyone who has submitted a photograph in the Fame
and Fortune Contest may come, at his own expense,
to the offices of the Brewster Publications at 175
Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., between the hours of
10 and 4, on Friday, July 1st, for a personal inspection
oefore the judges' committee. Those found eligible
for a screen test will have one made the following day
at Roslyn, L. I. Those not found worthy a screen test
by the judges will not have one made. Only the final
winner of the contest will have her expenses paid. The
second day for a personal appearance will be Friday,
September 2nd.
PA6
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CARLISLE

Illustrated hy G. B>Francis Kauffman

Rome in its day was mighty .....
Yet I rival Rome
Its highways proud
Were known but to the dwellers on
The Seven Hills
While thru my streets have tramped
The armies of all centuries
Upon my hills are built
The walls of Babylon
The Sphinx
emotionless . .
The palaces of kings
I am
The Mirror of Creation
Since the dawn of Time
There is no grief
No joy
no passion
That I have not flashed
Back to the world .....
No war that has not blazed
Across my hills
No dream
That has not trembled into life
Within the heart
Of me

(.2

To those
Who dwell within my gales
I have brought happiness

Or tears
As it has pleased me.
I have builded Hope
And sent it crashing to the earth
Again
and I have smiled
Upon the lowly
And have given Fame
Unsought
Around me
There has never been
The glory that was Rome's
Ah, you may find me
Garlanded with roses
Dreaming beneath unchanging
Summer skies
The scent of orange blossoms
On my breath
Be not deceived
For I am more despotic
Than the Caesars!
Think well
E'er you seek favor
At my hand
Rome in its day was mighty
Yet I rival Rome.
Behold me
I am Hollywood !
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A Wise Fool
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ing Jean Jacques Barbille, he
was furious with a world which
obviously was made for die purpose
of making him happy. Big, bearded,
mighty of sinews, he stood looking
away across his possessions, holding
the slim stem of a sapling with one
great blunt hand like a staff. Usually
when he stood thus he gloated over
his fair green wheatfields, his plumed
corn, his cattle, and red-roofed barns,
and his mill with its wheel forever
turning to swell his profits, but today
the savor of possession was gone.
Another man had taken something
that belonged to him. At the thought

Jean Jacques' muscles tightened with
-rage and bent the tough trunk of the
tree like a reed. He had been robbed !
He, Jean Jacques Barbille! He, the
richest and best known man in St.
Savoir's, whom everyone in all the
countryside bowed to and feared.
Why, even so far as Quebec they had
heard of Jean Jacques Barbille; no
doubt the Governor himself knew
who he was.
And he had been robbed. He
could no longer gaze as far as
eye could reach in all direc
tions and say proudly, head
high : "Mine, all mine !"
Down there under that
roof there was a woman, moving about his
house, wearing his
name, a woman still
beautiful in spite of
her thirty-five years,
still desirable, Carmen
his Spanish wife. She
He had dreamed
had been one of his proudest possessions
that he owned her body and soul, even to the smallest of
her thoughts, the lightest of her dreams. And now, just
last night he had discovered that another man had stolen
her thoughts, and he no longer owned her entirely. Not
that she had been unfaithful — yet. But he shared her,
and the thought lashed like a whip.
"What shall I do?" he said aloud, harshly. "Killing him
is too short, too easy. He must have time to know what
is coming on him slowly. He must have time to die a hundred deaths in his imagination before the end."
Once a spirited horse had refused to yield to the bridle
and he had whipped it slowly to death, saying, over and
over, with a maniac gleam in his coal-black eyes : "There
is only one will here, only one master ! And that is I, Jean
Barbille !"
Jacques
Everything had bent to his stubborn will, everyone had
yielded to his insatiate pride of self. He had trampled his
way thru life, kicking all obstacles out of his path. He
had in him the greed for power of a Canute commanding
the tide to recede, a Joshua bidding the sun stand still.

It was more than a love song. It
was a confession. Zoe's faintly
tinted cheeks crimsoned with
sweet shame for all the brave,
unwise, splendidly spendthrift
lovers of the world

Under the roof of his house two women were speaking
of him now : one, a timid, lovely girl of eighteen, hesitantly.
fearfully ; the other, a dark, passionate woman with the
shadow of old unquenched flames in her eyes, as one speaks
of a tyrant with the power of life and death.
"Why — I have often wondered — did you marry him,
Mamanf" asked the girl, laying her brown head against her
mother's knee. "1 should never choose to love a man like
my father, me ! When J marry it shall be one who is very
gentle and tender to all women — like the knights in books."
"Why did I marry him:" brooded Carmen Barbille, under stormy brows. "Why do we all do what he wishes"
Why does even the priest, who comes to reprove him for
beating Baptiste LaFarge, bow and smirk, and tell him instead that his corn is the finest and his cattle are the fattest
in St. Savoir ? Why^-because he is Jean Jacques Barhille !
That's why I"
"But he does not ask, nor even buy, he takes," said Zoe,
thoughtfully. "I think lie even makes his demands oi God63!
But once he didn't get his way, and that was when 1 was
a girl, in spite of him!" and she laughed gaily with the PAfi
in-
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ther's sake, she had
denied her heart,
starved her nature,
hungered. Eighteen
years! They had
given her Zoe, to be
sure. But she was
not content to be
merely a mother. She
was still young, still
able to awaken love.
She touched the
soft hair at her knee.
"Z o e," she said
fiercely, "Zoe, if you
ever have love offered you, who
take itwould
! No
matter
refuse it to you. It
is your right, it is
the reason for your
being in this world.
It is beyond all laws,
beyond all other
rights. If love comes
to you, take it ! Do
At supper that
evening the master
of the house was
silent.
Under the
you hear?"

"I'm going to marry

him,

ability of eighteen to be solemn

Father," said Zoe. He could
i
vv
u~
lone;.
not . believe
his
ears.
The
°

.

#

'All his life it has been like
world should suit the will of
Jean Jacques Barbille! that,"
nodded
Jean
Jacques'

wife, "but it will not always
be so ! A man cannot play God.
A man cannot command love. Love must be given freely.
Love is the great gift. Love is — listen !"
She took up the guitar from the table and swept the
strings, and the room was full of a splendid unease of
sound. She sang in her native language which Zoe did
not understand, but even the untouched, maiden heart of
the girl understood the meanings of the song, thru which
the strings throbbed like the beating of a heart. The plainly
furnished provincial room was suddenly wide as the world,
small as the heart, filled with all the pain and all the joy
of the ages. It was more than a love song. It was a confession. Zoe'swas
faintly
cheeks tocrimsoned
withhadsweet
shame which
not tinted
for herself
whom love
not
yet come, but for all the brave, unwise, splendidly spendthrift lovers who had counted the world well lost that they
might have each other. The blood that ran thru her young
veins was cool, unhurried, but it was the fierce blood of two
nations of fierce lovers, and there was latent in her the
possibilities of a Thais or a Melisande.
She did not know why, but she was frightened — for her
mother, for herself. She clutched the older woman's knees.
"Maman, what do you mean ? What is it ?"
The golden fires flickered in Carmen's eyes, went out.
"It is nothing, child." Eighteen years she had lived in this
dull house in this strange, dull land where the rioting roses
of her native Seville would have been chilled and blasted
(T\by the cold Northern winds. Eighteen years, for her faP64
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great, strong beard
his jaws were set
grimly, and a vein in
his forehead twitched. So he always
looked when anyone
had dared oppose
him. The women had
learned to know that it meant trouble for someone, that
look. They too, sat silent, Zoe trembling, her mother
brooding on something very far away, until, finally, he
pushed back his chair with a great, rude scraping noise,
and said to his wife, without looking at her, roughly :
"Tell Bienville to go the rounds tonight. I am going
to Atown.
backfarm
untilcalled
very to
late."
friendI shall
from not
the benext
take Zoe to the
movies. The great house grew silent. Lights winked
among the outbuildings and disappeared. Carmen Barbille
smiled very softly and set a candle in the window of the
parlor.
Then she sat down beside it to wait.
Eighteen years. She had met Jean Jacques Barbille on
the ship coming from France. He was a new thing to her,
the sea was new, and the life before her thrilling, glamorous and unknown. She could hear her father moving about
his room overhead. A grandee of Spain, but the hero blood
had grown sluggish in his veins. He whined and whimpered because life did not give him his due. He had urged
his daughter's marriage with this wealthy French provincial, with a greedy eye upon an easy chair and plenty of
tobacco for the rest of his life. And Jean Jacques was not
an uncouth figure ; a great, virile, masterful creature with
a laugh like a bull's bellow and sanguine blood ruddy in his
cheeks. So she had let herself be taken. Eighteen years !
This stupid, pent-up life — no music, no color, no dancing!
And he had not loved her ; merely possessed her, owned her
as he owned everything else as far as eye could see.
And now there was the sound of footsteps in the darkness. A man's figure, slim, boyish, young, loomed out of
the shadows. Carmen laughed low. "Georges ! The candle
brought
!"
George thee
Masson
caught at her hands.

"Carmen ! This

«OT^Kin\

Even for you, Carmen, I couldn't go thru what I did today
again.
So it's good-bye."
In the shadows a darker shadow than the rest peered
with grim enjoyment at
face, and moved silently
Jacques Barbille. "She
she would have gone to

the flaming fury of the woman's
away. "It worked," mused Jean
hates him! If I had killed him
her grave forty years from now

worshiping him. But such scheming is not my way !" Once
more he waited in the covert of a lilac clump until he had
seen the slight, boyish figure of his enemy hurrying away,
with the relieved air of a boy let out of school. An American— what did such men know of the way to win a woman?
They were guided by their brains and not their hearts, and
had flour and water in their veins !
Tomorrow he would beat Carmen until she bled, and
afterwards she would love him. He would have no further
trouble with her.
In the darkness he stood on the ridge of his farthest field
and looked away toward the unseen horizons.
He drew a

"All

deep breath ! "Mine !" gloated
Jean Jacques
Barbille
When he went into the house
an hour later Carmen was
mine !"
gone.
On their pillow he found
a note.
"You are very clever,

George
hands.
go on
she saw
and his

Masson caught at her
"Carmen!
This cant
" For the first time
that he was panting,
face was white and
oddly thin

Jean Jacques," he read, the dark vein twitching, "but you
cannot expect your own way always. You have had it
with me for eighteen years. That is enough. For what
you did tonight I will never forgive you. 1 shall pray to
the good Cod that I may never see your face again."
"Your mother?" said Jean Jacques Barbille, when Zoe
questioned him. "You have no mother! Never sneak of
And life went on on the broad acres, and the water
her again."
foamed in the mill-race, and the master of it all went about
his daily rounds stern, impassive, llis old heartiness was
gone. Me no longer slapped his neighbors across the shoulders, and smiled in a gratified way when tlie rich I
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cant go on
" For the first time
she saw that he was panting as
tho he had been running, and his
face was white and oddly thin as
if from some sharp pain.
"It shall not go on longer, my
beloved," said the woman in a
throbbing tone. "It shall end tonight. We will go away together
— the world is wide. There are
places where even the great Jean
Jacques Barbille is not known!"
"Tonight. Yes !" stammered
the man. "Oh God ! Dont look
at me like that Carmen, or I cant
tell you. You make me weak as
water ! I must go away from St.
Savoir tonight — alone."
Carmen withdrew her hands,
clenched them on her bosom.
"Alone! After all you have
said !"
"He — your husband has discovered our plans. Today, when
I was mending the flume at the
mill — " the man broke off to wipe
Jus beaded forehead. "God! I
shall never forget his face, like a
devil's. But he smiled, smiled
with his black-bearded lips, and
told me very softly that in ten
minutes he would open the gates
and let the water in and drown me
like a rat !" His face worked in
the agony of the remembrance.
"Ten minutes ! And I had so
much planned to do — it was unthinkable! He wanted me to
tremble and plead for my life,
and I disappointed him. I was
very calm, very unperturbed, tho
my blood was like ice. I talked
to him, I reasoned with him — and
I convinced him!"
Her voice was thin. "You convinced him ?"
"Yes! Of the folly of beinghanged as a murderer, when if he
would let me go he would never
be troubled with me again. Oh,
he was quite impressed, I tell you.
But — if I broke my word
he
would hunt us down and torture us like a fiend. No, no !

(i P»§!£URE

It wont do!

Do you hear?

spoke
bluster!"in a loud,
do She
wont
It He
ing tone.
was a flabby
creature and could be easily
frightened by bluster. If he
had had a son, the boy would
have been of different metal.
"I'm going to marry him,
father," said Zoe, in her little,
gentle voice. He could not
believe his ears. The worldwas made to suit the will of
Jean Jacques Barbille ! He
raised his great, knotted fist.
He swore with smashing
oaths that she should not defy
him, bring him to shame by

The bird was all of Carmen
jord Qn fae next
he had left, and so he talked
' 1 •
•

to it, sneered at it, cursed it,
as he would have done to its
mistress

estate bowed
-i-v

_ Everyone
*° hlm> passing.
knew that his wife had left
him — his, Jean Jacques Bar-

marrying
a man who didn't
go
to confession.
"I'm going to marry him,"
Zoe said, at the end.
There was something
wrong with a world where
things could happen like that !
A world that didn't look out
for Jean Jacques Barbille.
After Zoe had left the house
with the red roof it seemed
an empty thing, echoing to
footsteps that were no longer there. Carmen's old father,
Sebastian, childish and dim of brain, complained fretfully.
Carmen's bird drooped, songless. The servants went about
on tiptoe and whispered as tho in the presence of death.
Jean Jacques sat and brooded and was sorry for himself,
who had not deserved such trouble. Other men — one could
understand it ! Other men were fools. But he was wise —
he knew how to get what he wanted, to make life pay toll
to him. He owed no man a cent, he asked no favors, only
his rights. And yet rascals like old Pierre Dupres, a mere
nobody, without a foot of ground of his own, had a family
of seven sons growing up about him ! And the wife of
him
!
Georges
Cloque, the shiftless, worthless blacksmith, adored

bille's.
Perhaps they were
laughing at him behind their
grave faces, perhaps — name of God!
Perhaps they were
pitying him!
The envy of his fellows was necessary to
the man, he wanted to be recognized, pointed out, known
as a lucky chap.
Carmen had had a subtle revenge.
He
wouldn't have minded hate ; he rather liked to be hated.
All popular, successful men were hated.
But pity was
intolerable.
It scorched his pride.
And pride was the
vitals of' Jean Jacques Barbille.
Then came the second blow. Zoe told him that she
He would not' think of Carmen or his daughter! No
wished to be married. He had never quite forgiven the doubt they imagined they were making him suffer — well,
girl for not being the son he had wished, the son who
he would rob them of that triumph. The fools ! As tho
would have done him honor, carried on his name. Now,
he would let things so weak and worthless as women inlooking down into the wistful, timid, glowing beauty of
terfere with his scheme of life ! Jean Jacques Barbille had
never
heard
of Schopenhauer and his dictate that the
her face, ! he thought contemptuously : "She will have girl
children
world was his idea. To Jean Jacques the world was what
Not even a grandson —
"Who is he ?" If it were the son of the rich grain dealer, other people thought about him, and in his poor, passionate
who sometimes took her riding behind his greys and stared
egoism he imagined that they thought about him a great
deal, and discussed him, admired and envied his success.
at her during mass, it might be a good thing. It would
No one should think for a
join two fortunes, yes — it
would do nicely. He bemoment that he cared began to feel that he himself
cause his wife and daughter had left him. He held
had arranged the matter.
A WISE FOOL
his
great shaggy head
"You do not know him,"
Fictionized by permission from the Famous Players
said Zoe in her timid, soft
production of the scenario by Sir Gilbert Parker. Adapted
higher than ever, and
little voice. "He has been
from ,"The Money Master," by Sir Gilbert Parker.
bought himself new silk
Produced by George Melford.
The cast:
shirts and a fur hat from
visiting with the Jadelles.
Carmen Dolores
Alice Hollister
An Englishman, father —
Quebec to wear, like a
Jean Jacques Barbille
James Kirkwood
bridegroom, when he went
Zoe Barbille
Ann Forrest
Gerard Fynes."
to town.
"A man from outside,
M asson
Alan Hale
Sebastian Dolores
Fred Huntly
eh?" Barbille's dark vein
"Ah ! Jean Jacques BarGerard Fynes
William Boyd
had begun to twitch. It
bille ! But you look ver'
Virginia Poucette
■
Truly Shattuck
gave him a sinister, murFille
Harry Duffield
festive,
mon gar!"
shouted
his
friends,
clapping
him
derous look. "That's the
Judge Carcasson
Charles Ogle
mistake I made, bringing
Curate
John Herdman
on the shoulders. "What
Madam Langlais
Mabel Van Buren
a stranger to St. Savoir.
a
man
a man
!"
But ! theWhat
flavor
of their
(TSYoii cant transplant stock.
lAfi£
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greetings and heartiness was gone. He tortured himself
with wondering what thoughts lay behind their smiling
faces. He was wary of lurking insults behind the friendliest words. So he laughed more than usual and swaggered, and to reassure himself that he was a great fellow
he foreclosed the mortgage on Pierre Bonton's tiny farm,
beat his horses, drove his farm-hands, and scolded the
women who kept his house.
"You see !" he taunted Carmen's canary. "You see !
You cant come it over Jean Jacques Barbille with your
wantonness !" The bird was all of Carmen he had left,
and so he talked to it, sneered at it, cursed it, as he would
have done its mistress. But he never abused it. There
was always feed in its cup and water ready. And the
canary was not afraid of him. It gazed at him steadily
with unwinking, beady eyes, uttering no sound.
"I might as well be in my grave," grumbled old Sebastian
Dolores, "as in this house. The one would be no silenter
than the other." He wandered about the farm, wrapped
in a shawl even in the July heat, for he had been cold ever
since he left Spain eighteen years ago. Life had slipped
away, love had
passed by him,
his daughter and
Zoe were gone,
"but he had his
friend still, his
pipe.
On a moonless night the sky
above St. Savoir
was red and
awful, and there
was a smell in
the air of burning. "Where?
Where ?" clamored the inhabitants. "Ma foi!
It is from the
west — it must be
on the farm of
Jean Jacques
!"
Barbille
When
his
neighbors came,
they found the
master of the
place standing
motionless, his
great bulk silhouetted against
the orange of
the flames. The
sup e rstitious
crossed themselves fearfully. N
"The fires of the
pit!" they muttered. "God is
angry with Jean
Tacfiies Barbil e !
A cuai irom
the pipe of old
Sebastian had
fired the house,
and from there
the conflagration
had spread to the
barns and the
mill The flames

leaped and swayed in a mocking dance, as tho, indeed, a
company of sportive fiends were making fun of Jean
Jacques who had thought himself so powerful, and now
stood' there, with nothing left to him of all his home
except a bird cage — defeated, defied by a power greater
than
by, his. How puny he looked now ! How pitiful. They
tried to give him their sympathy, but he put it savagely
"Leave me be, friends !" he said hoarsely behind his
beard.
"Leave me be
"
There was no longer any doubt.
He was the object of
men's pity, their contempt, because he was only a creature
like themselves after all. The structure he had been raising all his days, the image of
a Jean Jacques Barbille, heroic,
He had nothing to give but
invulnerable, had fallen into
his bird. He held it out to
pieces of common clay.
The
the old woman. "Perhaps it
superman was dwarfed to pigmight cheer her to watch it,"
he said. "I am sorry it never
my size. From that moment
sings. Once it did, but not
he knew
that inevitably the
(Continued on page 91)
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A year or two ago he gave the screen
"Broken Blossoms," and it was one of the greatest
examples of artistry known to the cinema. Then
DW.

he diversed from the silver
house and produced "Way
New England. This, too,
considered an achievement.
And this last month has

of his "Dream Street,"
soms," itis based on tbe
"Gina
of
Sign

fog of London's LimeDown East," a tale of
in a different way, was

witnessed the premiere

and, like "Broken Blosstories of Thomas Burke,
Chinatown,"
and "The
of the Lamp," in particular, finding its locale in the
moon-haunted, dreamylanterned
streets
which

Burke
describes so colorfully. But in
this
is it
"B only
roken
similar to
The story
tells
of
Blossoms."
who
s u pGypsy Fair
father
ports her and
old
herself by her

dancing in the
little music hall
brav
e and"gentle,
gay,
— Gypsy

Dorothy Phillips in the recent Allen
Holubar production, "ManWoman-Marriage"
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swift and restless
as a bird, with a splash
of Southern blood in her
veins." And there is James
("Spike") McFadden who is a
favorite with women because of his
golden voice, and a leader among the men because of
the force behind his fist ; there is his younger brother.
Billie, in whose breast there flutters the melody of
songs yet unsung; and Sway Wan, a silent Chink,
who has made advances to Gypsy and been repulsed.
So the story unfolds.
Both brothers meet Gypsy
and
There is
"killing,"'
everycomplications
escape from follow.
the Limehouse
is aguarded
by and
the
"coppers" — Gypsy, the daughter of a stool-pigeon,
wonders what to do, while across the alley Sway Wan
sits furtively at his window and watches as he wails
the ancient Malayan chantey, "Love is kind to the
'east of men — Eee-awa — Eee-awa."
Then there is a musician whose violin sighs thru
the streets, suggestive of every evil. And there is a
teacher of the streets who believes he hears a Godlike voice and gives a message to the world. Between
these two forces the characters of the play struggle.
But when all is said and done there is a subtlety
lacking even while the atmosphere of Limehouse
is typical, the characterizations true.
Ord'iiarilv Mr.

ADELE WHITELY

FLETCHER

Griffith respects the intelligence of his audience.
Not so when he portrays the two forces of the
streets. When the teacher is shown there is a flash
of the Christ talking with the multitudes, and when
the violin wails thru the dim alleys there is a flash
of the infernal regions with brimstone and fire.
This has been done times untold by other producers when it was impossible to get the point
home in any other way. It is unnecessary here.
And there is such a happy ending — one scene and
a subtitle clear up all the difficulties which the plot
has woven, and they all live happily forever after.
Charles Emmett
Mack contributes a
very fine characterization as Billie
McFadden — one which should
establish his reputation,
-and Ralph Graves is
well cast as the golden-voiced, iron
fisted "Spike,"
with
W. J.
Ferguson,
Tyrone
Power and
Morgan
Wallace
capable in
the roles of
y's
Gyps The
Father,
S a y e r of
Old Truths,
and
The
Trickster of
the Streets, respectively.
Carol Dempster
plays Gypsy
Fair
with a spontaneous
abandon.
SENTIMENTAL

Above, Corinne Griffith, with Percy
Marmont in "What's Your Reputation
Worth?" Left, Ralph Graves and
Carol Dcmpcter in D. W.
"Dream Street"

Griffith's

Photograph
Puffer,

(below)
X. Y.

by

TOMMY — PARAMOUNT

It was not easy to bring the delicately shaded
whimsy of Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy," and
"Tommy and Grizel" to the shadows. Indeed, anyone was courageous to even attempt it— and to John
S. Robertson goes great credit, for his direction has
made these combined stories under the title of "Sentimental Tommy" a rare treat.
Every now and then the days in Thrums drag just
a little — and every now and again you find yourself
the least bit out of tune, but on the whole there is a
quaint charm and whimsy which delights.
Almost everyone knows the tale of Tommy and
how he was never quite sure whether it was the writer
within him or the man within him who wanted
things wh<3 said things and who sometimes did
thin
s he had cared for the orphaned Grizel,
and
rew up and left Thrums, returning a
few
>r a renowned writer, he found that
he ,
1 to watch over her. Tommy's head
wa:
the clouds, but his feet kept the earthly
(Continued on page 102)
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California Ckatter
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Our
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t
finishes
he
as
soo
as
Jus
DigHell
his present picture, "The
gers," the handsome Wally will depart
York to co-star with Elsie
for New
Ferguson in a film version of George
novel, "Peter
famous
Maurier's
Du
en," produced by George Fitzets
Ibb
maurice.
Mildred Harris was two hours late
for the first rehearsal for Cecil B. de
Mille's next production for Paramount.
What did C. B. say? That would be telling tales out of school, but I venture to
say Miss Harris will never be late again.
Others in the cast include Dorothy Dalton,
Conrad Nagel and Theodore Kosloff.
Bert Lytell has returned to our sunny shores ;
also Maxwell Karger who will direct him in "A
leading
Trip lady.
to Paradise," and Virginia Yalli will be his
Nazimova

is playing "Camille" out at the Metro studios
with the weirdest head-dress that has yet
been invented to suit that lady- — lover of
the picturesque.
It is a tall, cone-shaped
piece of wood which fits on her head and
around which is wound black hair, with
many black ends spouting from the sort of
cornucopia opening, like a feather duster.
It is said that Nazimova uses a double for
a great many of her long distance shots, so
that she may more closely supervise the
direction.
Rudolph Valentino, who scored such a
hit in "The Four Horsemen," plays opposite Madame Nazimova in "CaVirginia Valli married
George Lamson just
prior to coming to
California to
mille."

play
Bert opposite
Lytell. so
the j o u r n e y
served as a
business trip
a n d h o n e ymoon all in one.
M alilo n
Hamilton is
fil'ing his second successive
enga g e m e n t
with J. Parker
Reed, Jr. The
m an noleading
w is
popular
site oppoLouise
playing

Charlie

rhotojtraph (right) 1
Gene Karuman
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Glaum in"R8."
Chaplin's next
picture
will he
called 'Vanity
lair,"

and

al-

HAZEL SIMPSON MAYLOR
tho it is to be 'only two reels long, Chaplin
is doing his best to make it equal the standard set by "The Kid."
Leaving the stupendous
success of
his stage career behind him, Richard
Bennett has come to Hollywood.

"1'm'looking for the innermost secret
of screen success," said Bennett, when
interviewed at the Lasky studio, "for
that hidden something which makes
the cinema great — and which, propwill make
greater.
"
Outerlyatdeveloped,
the Brunton
studioit has
risen
India.
A colorful, true copy of the
original, and in its streets is being filmed
Kipling's "Without Benefit of Clergy."
The lovely, hapless young wife Ameera
is being portrayed by Virginia Faire, who
was picked for that honor from sixty-two
young actresses in a Fame and
test of the Brewster Publications
May Allison appeared r
recently staged at the Am
of the Children's Hospi
King
Yidor
has b'
rights to "A Thing A
Lucy Stone Terrill.
on the famous quotati
"Man's love is of ma
'Tis woman's whole
C. Gardner
Sull
story for Thomas
to follow "Lying
title is "Hail the
Wray is clirecth
Florence Vidor
Hughes, Madg
Marshall.
Bebe Dani
•dulging in
these beauti'
Jv ) ■ "o

C

tt
go
i
me
m a
hasn
car"Les •.
i
feur o
after
.
Bebe.
Ann I
had to i.
an operati
appendiciti.
is hoping I
strong enous.
take the leac
role in Geoi
(Continued
page 92)
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George Bancroft makes his screen debut in "Ave Maria," a
story written by a Dominican nun and produced by Hugo Ballin,
who made the discovery of -Bancroft's screen possibilities.
Ethel Clayton's new starring vehicle will be "The Lifted Veil,"
a William D. Taylor production, adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers
from the play by Henry Arthur Jones.
Betty Compson, new Paramount star, is working on her first
Paramount picture, "At the End of the World." Penrhyn Stanlaws directs the picture.
Wyndham Standing plays the leading masculine role in "Ave
Maria," while Mabel Ballin takes the leading female role.
The absorbing life story of Anne
forthcoming Paramount release under the title of
"Deception," which
is directed by Ernest Lubitsch, the
celebrated Bohemian who directed
"Passion."
Helen

Boleyn is depicted in the

Jottings
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workers. minster
TheAbbey.result is an historically faithful imitation of WestReginald Denny plays one of the leading male roles opposite Elsie Ferguson in her latest Paramount picture, , "FootOswald Mack, of Selig and Goldwyn fame, is now playing
heavy emotional leads with the Maryland Feature Film Corporation of the Monumental City, the newest production of which is
lights."
"Dead Man's Trail."
Jackie Coogan, co-star in Chaplin's "The Kid" and star of
"Peck's Bad Boy," has accepted an offer of $2,500 a week to ?ppear in vaudeville. Jackie's income report for last year's work
was Vnade out at the rate of $1,000 a week net earnings. As the
come will more
present
year's this.
inthan double
Jackie
willfortune
have
made his
by the time he is ten
year old, just four
years from now.
Notwithstanding

Porten

the fact that Wheeler Oakman has appeared in seventyseven film
productions during
his
screen career, he
announces that his
best work is done
in "The Half

leadingplaysof the
role
Anne Boleyn in "Deception." On account
of her great beauty and remarkable
dramatic genius
she is often called
"The Second

Breed," his forthcoming production.

Bernhardt."
Philip Bartholomae, author of
"Very Good Eddie," "Over Night,"
and a number of
other stage successes and the
scenario for Florence Reed's latest
film production,
has completed another original photoplay, "The Outside Woman,"
which is being
filmed with Wanda Hawley in the
stellar role.

Marjorie

Daw

ing feminine
plays
lead-in
role of the
Love
ice's
production
of
George
Fitzmaur"Experience."
James
and
AnnKirkwood
Forrest
have the leading

Catherine Calvert and Director Tom Terris study the 'script of "The Heart of Maryland."
Miss
Calvert is shown in character and, incidentally, it was most fitting and proper that she should play
this role inasmuch as she is a Calvert of Maryland

Percy Marmont creates the ieading male role in the forthcoming picturization of "The Price." Marmont is known thru his
work in "Dead Men Tell No Tales" and "The Branded Woman."
with Norma Talmadge.
Virginia Valli, who has just become Mrs. Damarest Lamson,
is now in the West making two pictures opposite Bert Lytell.
The Near East Relief has organized the strongest theatrical
committee ever formed for co-operative work. The purpose of
this committee will be to bring very substantial relief to the
Armenians.
"Tall Timber," the first photoplay from the pen of James A. B.
Scherer, former president of the California Institute of Technology, isbeing screened under the direction of Frank Urson.
Many of the scenes of this picture arc being taken in the Redwood forests of California.
"Celebrity Row" at the Lasky studio includes Sir Gilbert
Parker, W. Somerset Maugham, Elinor Glyn and James A. B.
Scherer.
In preparing the sets for "Deception," the director used four("\tccn polishers, two hundred carpenters and four hundred stucco
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roles in "The
Great Impersonation,"
Melford's the
nextGeorge
picture
from
story
by
E. Phillips Oppenheini.

Edna Wheaton, an eighteen-year-old music student, was
selected by the New York News as the most beautiful girl in New
York and awarded the role of Beauty in "Experience." Miss
Wheaton resembles both Mary Pickford and the late Olive
Thomas.
She may appear in other pictures.
Wallace Reid, since his triumphal tour to British Columbia, is
at work on "Tall Timber."
Juliette Henkel, of Detroit, a seventeen-year-old girl of social
prominence, was chosen as the most beautiful girl of Detroit and
elected to the role of Charm in "Experience."
Charlie Chaplin is completing his two-reel comedy, "Vanity
Fair," an original story by the artist. Edna Purviance has an
emotional role in this comedy.
Two original screen stories have been purchased by Selznick
for Owen Moore — "The Forgetters," by Will H. Houghton, author of "The Time, the Place and the Girl," and "Rest for the
Weary," by Garrett Elsdon Fort.
Thomas Holding takes the leading male role in Rudyard Kiping ling's
female"Without
role. Benefit of Clergy." Virginia l*ai.e plays the lead-
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Geraldine Farrar, supreme in all
the dainty arts of grooming, says of
Cutex': "So beautifully smooth and
even does Cutex leave the skin at the
base of the nails that I never think of
allowing my cuticle to be cut"

Strauss-Peyton Photo

/Fbr£ arountPthe nail base with the Cuticle
Remover, rinse the fingers, and the surplus
cuticle will simply wipe off

For snowy-white nail tips,
Squeeze the Nail White directly from the tube, which
is made with a pointed toti

The delicate art
of manicuring
How you can do your own nails as
perfectly as a professional
NG used to be so comMANICURI
plex and difficult that only a
professional could do it. It was even
dangerous, because there was no way of
removing the surplus cuticle about the
base of the nail except by cutting.
But now women who are skilled in all the arts
of grooming find it easy and delightful to keep
their own nails always in exquisite condition.

To get a delicate and lasting
sheen on the nails, use first Jhe
Paste and then the Powder, and
burnish by brushing the nails
lightly across the hand

complete and perfect in only about ten minutes.
The amazing results of a single trial
Your first Cutex manicure will be a revelation to
you of the perfect grooming you can give to your
own hands. However ragged the cuticle may
have become through constant cutting, a single
application of Cutex will make an astonishing
improvement. You will be pleased, also, with
the immaculate beauty of your nail tips after
the Nail White, and with the delicate sheen
that you get from the Cutex Polishes.

We no longer have to cut the cuticle. All
those hard, dry edges of dead skin we now remove simply and safely without cutting. Just
a dab around the nails with Cutex, a rinsing of
the fingers, and the surplus cuticle simply
wipes away, leaving a beautifully even, thin,
transparent nail rim.

If you will spend only ten minutes on youf
nails regularly, once or twice a week, and every
night apply Cutex Cold Cream around the nail
base, you will keep them always in perfect
condition.

And, in the Cutex manicure, all the rest of
the process is just as delightful. A snowy whiteness under the nail tips with the Nail White;
the delicate jewel-like shine of the quick and
lasting Cutex Polishes — and the manicure is

"Compact," with trial packages, 6oc; the "Traveling," with full sized packages, $1.50; the "Boudoir," the finest and most complete set, $3.00.
Or each of the Cutex items comes separately at
35c. At all drug and department stores.

Cutex Manicure Sets come in three sizes. The

Complete Trial Outfit for 20c
Mail the coupon below with two dimes for .1 Cutex Introductory
Set -containing enough of everything for six complete manicures,
toNortham Warren, Dept. 807, 114 West 17th Street, New York;
or if you live in Canada, to Dept: S07, 200 Mountain Street, Montreal.

Mail this coupon with two dimes today for complete trialoutfit
Northam Warren, Dept. Soy,

)'

114 West 17th Street
New York City.

■-

y and State,

Cutex

Traveling Set — $1.50

pad li
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Wanda Hawley and Constance Binney are starred by Realart
in "The House That Jazz Built" and "The Magic Cup."

Betty

Compson's

forthcoming production,

"At the End of the

leading
the screen version of "Rip Van Winkle," which
will
soonrole
be in
released.

"Married 'n' Everything" is the title of the first two-reel comedy to be produced independently by Charlie Conklin.
World."
Louise Glaum has a remarkable supporting cast in her newest
production. "I Am Guilty." Important roles are taken by Mahlon
Hamilton, Joseph Kilgour, Ruth Stonehouse, Claire DuBray,
Mickey Moore and May Hopkins.

"The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari" is a new German importation
in films and is welcomed as an innovation in photoplays, being
reminiscent of Poe's weird, creepy tales.

Helene Chadwick plays the leading female role opposite Richard Dix in Mary Roberts Rinehart's first original scenario, "The
Glorious Fool," directed by E. Mason Hopper.

"The Wonderful Thing" will be Norma Talmadge's next picture, under Herbert Brenon's direction, and his first venture into
the realms of light comedy.
Thomas

Jefferson, son of the noted actor, will be seen in the

"Lavender and Old Lace," the picturization of Myrtle Reed's
widely read novel,
includes in its cast
Marguerite Snow,
Lewis Bennison,
Seena Owen and
Victor Potel.

HSzel Daly plays opposite Tom

Moore in the Goldwyn photoplay, "Beating the
"Hail the Woman," Sullivan,
by C. Gardner
has
an all-star cast, including Florence
Game." Theodore
Vidor,
Roberts, L 1 o y O
Hughes, Madge
Bellamy and Ti>.3y
Marshall.
Wilfrid North, a
well-known stage

"Ben Hur" is to
be picturized in the
near future, as the
film rights have
been purchased by
Charles Dillingham, A. L. Erlanger and Florenz
Zeigfeld, Jr. An
vestment of two
million dollars will
be made in producing it,and it is
hoped by many
that Griffith will be
the producer.

and picture actor,
portrays the role
of J. Rufus Wallingford
"The
Son of in
Wallingford,"and
is therefore the screen
father of Tom
Gallery* who takes
the role of Jimmie
Wallingford.

Diana Allen, who
played a leading
feminine role in
"The K e n t u c k ians," is playing
the part of Mamie
Pike in "The Conquest of Canaan,"
Thomas Meighan's
forthcoming Paramount production.
Betty Blythe
came East to see
the premier production in New

Black Beauty, the

George Fitzmaurice watches Richard Barthelmess

York of "The Queen of Sheba," in which she takes the stellar role.
On a lonely promontory somewhere along the California coast
is a lighthouse, complete in every detail. This was specially built
for Betty Compson's first Paramount star picture, and it is here
that the most exciting action of the picture takes place.
Wallace Reid is working on a new Paramount
"The Hell Diggers."

picture called

Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid will co-star in a film version
of George du Maurier's famous novel, "Peter Ibbetson."
Ouida Bergere is writing the continuity for "Peter Ibbetson,"
which picture her husband, George Fitzmaurice, will direct.
Roscoe Arbuckle is making rapid progress with "Gasoline Gus,"
Walter Woods' adaptation of two stories by George Pattullo.
Fatty is living in overalls while this picture is being made.
Hetty Compson's second starring vehicle for Paramount will be
"The Ordeal," an original story by W. Somerset Maugham,

'Mutiny
hiMitchellof

Lewis, who starred in "Burning Daylight" and "The
the Elsinore"
for Metro jusl before his temporary
f\ absence from the silversheet, has an important character role in

.Afi£

as Youth and Nita Naldi as Passion rehearse a

scene for his forthcoming

"Experience"

beautiful horse
which played in
the Vitagraph production, has won
a pension for life
thru his performHe willAfter
never be ance.
sold.
he has served for
a few years as the
saddle horse of W.

S. Smith, manager of Vitagraph's Western studios, he will retire
to the three thousand-acre ranch recently purchased by Albert E.
Smith, president of the company.
Here he will spend the rest of
his life as a pet.
The first picture of the Marion Fairfax Productions will be
"The Lying Truth."
Corliss Palmer's first starring vehicle since the forming of the
Corliss Palmer Productions. Inc., is "In the Blood," a story of
love, mystery and heritage.
Marguerite
Clark is inseriously
considering
"Peterbe Pan"
as her
next
starring vehicle,
which she
will probably
directed
by
Arthur Griffith, who directed her in "Scrambled Wives."
James Rennie plays opposite Hope Hampton

in "Star Dust."

Shakespeare's "King Lear" is to lie filmed by John M. Stain.
Both Jimmie Grainger and Lieutenant Jim Anderson are aspirants to the leading role.
Kimball
Young'sandlatest
"Straight of
from
is Clara
declared
the liveliest
most production.
versatile production
this Paris,'
artist.
Thomas Jefferson, Bertram Grassby. William Carleton, Betty
Francisco and Girard Alexander are in the cast with Miss Young.
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Noted makers of sport silks and sport
skirts urge you to launder them
this safe way

David Crystal 8C Co.
New York, N. Y.

B

ELDING BROTHERS were already distinguished for their
fine silks in the days of flowered taffetas and stiff brocades.
Today their many beautiful silks have an equal reputation

for highest quality. Read Belding Brothers' letter which tells you
the way they recommend for washing sports and other silks.
DAVID CRYSTAL of New York makes many of the good
looking sports skirts of crepe de Chine, Baronette Satins and
Sport Crepes which you find in exclusive shops in almost every
city. Read Mr. Crystal's letter. In it he tells why he urges
women to wash their sport skirts in Lux.
These two great manufacturers, like other makers of washable
fabrics, were compelled tc find out the best and safest way of
laundering. To give you the benefit of their experience, we have
issued a free booklet, "How to Launder Fine Fabrics." It is
crammed with helpful suggestions. Send for your copy today.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

Lever Bros. Co.
Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen :
We estimate that one

of our silk sport skirts in
constant use is washed
several times in the course
of the summer. The skirt
should, of course, look as
well after the last laundering as when it was new,
if the washing is properly

& Co.
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done.
We are urging the use
of Lux in washing
our
sport skirts because it does
preserve
look.
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find,thisfor newexample,
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Launder your silk things this
safe, gentle way
Whisk one tablespoonful of Lux into
a thick lather in half a bowlful of very
hot water. Add cold water till lukewarm. Dip garment up and down,
pressing suds repeatedly through
soiled spots. Rinse in 3 lukewarm

For colored silks the water should
be almost cool. Wash colors quickly
to keeptwothem
from colors
running.
wash
different
at the Don't
same
time. Use fresh suds for each color.

waters. Squeeze water out — do not
wring. Roll in a towel; when nearly

Wringing or twisting makes the
smooth silk threads slip over one
another. This gives the fabric a wavy

dry, press with a warm iron — never
a hot one.

appearance which is permanent. Water
should be squeezed or shaken out.

H

pure water alone won't harm
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yellows
wear outit and
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Analysis shows Lux to
be absolutely pure and
harmless.
Washing a
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directions actually
lengthens its life.
DAVID CRYSTAL
6c COMPANY
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Won't injure anything

fuzz

up, fray or split when the
garment is washed in Lux.
Rubbing soap on silk, or
allowing small particles or
undissolved soap to stick
to the fabric inevitably

S

This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire
answers by mail, or a list of the film manufacturers, with addresses, must enclose
a stamped addressed envelope. Address all inquiries to The Answer Man, using
separate sheets for matters intended for other departments of this magazine. Each
inquiry must contain the correct name and address of the inquirer at the end of
the letter, which will not be printed. At the top of the letter write the name you
wish to appear. Those desiring immediate replies or information requiring research,
should enclose additional stamp or other small fee; otherwise all inquiries must
await their turn. Read all answers and file them — this is the only movie encyclopaedia in existence. If the answer is to appear in the Classic, write "Classic" at
top of letter.
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14Alice O'Wonderland. — Glad to see you on this
bright, warm day. So your greatest aim in life is to
get into pictures. Your number is 98,476. Stop in and
see me next time you are in this neighborhood, and
bring the Walrus and the Carpenter with you. Thanks.
Pouvre Gusse. — So you take exception because I
said there is no Swanee River. You say it is in Florida
and runs up into Georgia and empties into the Gulf
of Mexico. Thank you, I'm willing to be corrected.
I know the song, but not .the river. Let me hear from
you again. A five-reel feature contains about five
thousand feet of film — one thousand feet to each reel.
But they always "shoot" many times that in the taking.
Griffith shot about seven hundred and fifty thousand
feet on " 'Way Down East," and "The Four Horsemen" required about five hundred thousand feet.
D. S. Weston, Sydney. — Your letter was very chatty,
but it was more of a letter to the editor. Did you intend it for publication? I agree with what you say.
Constance Binney, in "The Magic Cup." Eva Novak,
in "The Smart Sex," for Universal. Mary Thurman
and Monte Blue, in "Johnny Cucabod."
Thelma F., Louisiana. — You're right, but the secret
of success is* to be prepared when the opportunity
comes. You can picture me any way you like, handsome or otherwise, but if you would be accurate, make
it the former. You can reach Monte Blue at the
Lasky Studios, Los Angeles, Calif. Je vous rcmcrcie.
Miriam. — Say, what kind of a department would
you call this? You want to know if Palm Olive soap
is really made from palm leaves and green olives, but
it is fine stuff, whatever it is made of. No; neither
is grape-nuts made from grapes. You refer to Fred
Burton in "Heliotrope" and Gina Reilly in "The Face
at Your Window."
Myrtle, Australia. — Many thanks for the booklet
of Australia.
Prunes.— Cheer up. Prunes; there's lots worse off
than you are. Everybody has troubles, and everybody
thinks that his are the worst ever. The trouble with
you is that you are inclined to mistake a present pleasure for a permanent happiness. In meditating pleasures, you should always prepare to accept the afterconsequences. There is no such thing as a long happiness. Yes, Doris Kenyon really writes poetry herself.
Thanks for the verse.
Paul B. — Heap much thanks for the pretty pouch
filled with tobac. I shall put it in my pipe and smoke it.
Yes, I saw Griffith's "Dream Street" on the opening
night. You know, all the critics, editors, players, directors, etc., are invited on the first night, and Mae Murray and Robert Leonard, her husband, sat in front of
me. Richard Barthelmess and his mother were there.
Carol Dempster sat in a box. In fact, the theater was
filled with celebrities, including myself. I enjoyed
watching their private sentiments. Mr. Griffith made
a speech, thanking the audience for their kind reception. It is another Limehouse Night story, but not
nearly so good as "Broken Blossoms."
Margaret. — No, child, I never lie. I am eighty,

light complexion — that is, my whiskers are grey, silver Imean — mild temper, gentle and kind, and I never
carry a cane. I wear number eight shoes. No, I am
not married. John Harron, Robert's brother, is playing in "Thru the Back Door," Mary Pickford's next
picture. He is eighteen and resembles Robert very
much.

I?

Bobbed Hair. — You must be standing on your head,
because you see everything upside down. Miriam
Cooper,
Vanda.in— "Evangeline."
I suppose the reason that so many people
tell me their troubles is because they haven't anybody
else to tell them to. Misery loves company, but company does not love misery. Yes, Irene Castle is going
to play in pictures again. Picture hasn't been announced yet. ' No, I dont use Corliss Palmer's face
powder, nor any other. I dont believe in powder except in war.
Curious. — You enclosed a stamp, but you must send
a stamped addressed envelope if you want your answer by mail. Think of all the time you would save
me by. addressing your own envelopes, and look at all
the saliva you would save me by licking your own
stamps. Have a heart!
ShIrley Mason Admirer. — That's it, come right in.
Fools rush right in and get there, where angels fear
to tread. How do they take pictures under water?
It's a long story. I'm in a hurry now. Going to the
country over the week-end.
Fulla Pepp. — So am I. Went down to Long Island
for a couple of days. Oh, I carry a fire extinguisher
with me so that when I smoke my whiskers will always
be protected. Priscilla Dean, in "Reputation." William Farnum, in "His Greatest Sacrifice." So you can
put two and two together — Priscilla's "Reputation" and
William's "Sacrifice." Coup dc grace.
Lily M. — Yes, but we love ourselves notwithstanding our faults, so we ought to love our friends in like
manner.
Ankenv. — Hoot, raon! Your letter didn't seem ever
to end. You want me to tell you all about Clara
Young's private life — also Anita Stewart's. Ah, thereby hangs a tale! Ralph Graves, in "The Home Town
Girl." Fred Thompson, as the spy in "The Lovelight."
Your other forty questions will have to wait.
J. M. J.— Answered yours by mr.il.
Helen B. — My dear, never find fault with a person
when you know that he is doing his best. Yes, Marguerite Clark is playing. Gareth Hughes is playing
opposite Viola Dana. He's a homely lad, but very
charming and clever. Hazzard Short, opposite Constance Talmadge, in "Beauty or Brains." All right,
you may call it repartee, but I call it insult with its
dress suit on.
Snowdrop. — Corliss Palmer won first honors in the
last contest, Allene Ray second. But the best doctor I
know of recommends rubbing vaseline or olive oil
into the scalp every night for preventing the hair from
falling out. Look at my picture and tell me if you are
willing to take my advice on how to prevent baldness!
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The Proper Care
or C hilar en s Hair
flow to Keep it Beautiful,
Healthy ana Luxuriant

hair debeaut
THE
you s give it.
care child'
pends yupon oftheyour
is always
it properly
Shampooing
the most important thing.
It is the shampooing which brings out
the real life and lustre, natural wave and
color, and makes their hair soft, fresh and
luxuriant.
When your child's hair is dry, dull and
heavy, lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the
strands cling together, and it feels harsh
and disagreeable to the touch, it is because the hair has not been shampooed
properly.
When
the hair has been shampooed
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will
be glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully
fresh-looking, soft and silky.
While children's hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful,
it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary
soaps. The free alkali in ordinary' soaps
soon dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle
and ruins it.
That is why discriminating mothers use
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. This
clear, pure and entirely greaseless product
cannot possibly injure and it does not dry
the scalp, or make the hair brittle, no matter how often you use it.
If you want to see how really beautiful

dandruff and small particles of dust and
dirt that stick to the scalp.
When you have done this, rinse the hair
and scalp thoroughly, using clear, fresh,
warm water. Then use another application
of Mulsified.
Two waters are usually sufficient for
washing the hair ; but sometimes the third
"-. necessary. You can easily tell, for
when the hair is perfectly clean, it will be
soft and silky in the water, the strands
will fall apart easily, each separate hair
floating alone in the water, and the entire
mass, even while wet, will feel loose, fluffy
and light to the touch and be so clean it
will fairly squeak when you pull it through
. your fingers.

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly
THIS is very important. After the
final washing the hair and scalp should
be rinsed in at least two changes of good
warm water and followed with a rinsing
in cold water. When you have rinsed
the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as
you can; and finish by rubbing it with
a towel, shaking it and fluffing it until
ing.is dry. Then give it a good brushit
After

a

Mulsified

Shampoo,

you

\)

Teach Your J3oy to Shampoo
His Hair Regularly
IT may be hard to get a boy to shampoo
his hair regularly, but it's mighty important that he does so.
His hair and scalp should be kept perfectly clean to insure a healthy, vigorous
scalp and a fine, thick, heavy head of hair.
Get your boy in the habit of shampooing his hair regularly once each week. A

will

you can make your child's hair look, just

Follow This Simple Method

I

FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in clear,
warm water.

boy's hair being short, it will only take a
few minutes' time. Simply moisten the
hair with warm water, pour on a little
Mulsified and rub it vigorou !ly with tly
tips of the fingers. This will s'^ulaUj^
!&=-■ creamy
scalp, make an abundance of rich,
lather and cleanse the hair thoroughly. It

Then apply a little Mulsified Cocoanut
Oil Shampoo, rubbing it in thoroughly all

takes only a few seconds to rinse it all out
when he is through.
find the hair will dry quickly and evenly
and have the appearance of being much
thicker and heavier than it is.

over the scalp and thro
length, down to the end.^ I
Two or three teaspoon!
abundance of rich, cream
should be rubbed in thorous
'with the finger tips, so a>

r.
entire
e an
riskly
This
n the

If you want your child to always be remembered for its beautiful, well-kept hair,
make it a rule to set a certain day each
week for a Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. This regular weekly shampooing will
keep the scalp soft, and the hair fine and
silky, bright, fresh looking and fluffy, wavy
and easy to manage, and it will be noticed
and admired by everyone.
You can get Mulsified Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo at any drug store or toilet goods
counter.
A 4-ounce bottle should last ft r months.

You will be surprised
how this regular weekly
shampooing with Mulsified will improve the appearance ofhis hair and
you will be teaching
your boy a habit he will
appreciate in after life,
for a luxurious head of
hair is something every
man feels mighty proud
of.

WATKINS

MliSIFIED

COCOANUT

OIL SHAM
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terribly long. Your terminal facilities are defective.

Mitch. — It may be wide and deep, but I'm afraid
it's empty. I have been answering these questions for
the last eleven years, and I live to tell the tale. Yes, I
think " 'Way Down East" is the best thing that has
been done in a long while. Yet, if you take the ice

Why, Wanda Hawley, in "The Outside Woman."
Curwood's "Flower of the North" is being done.
Dimples, Michigan. — That's what I'm here for, so
go ahead and ask.
Alfred N. — We had a chat with Mary Miles Minter
in the May issue. Yes, she has been in New York.
King Baggott is going to direct for Universal. Why,
the Mona Lisa was painted by Leonardo da Vinci,
and it took him the greater part of four years to do it.
H. H. S. — Thanks for yours ; write to me again.
Wilhelmina.— Hello, Minnie ! Yes, Von Stroheim
is married.
Iazz Kid. — Yes, it is true that Mary Roberts Rinehart is, or was, interested in the position of secretary

scenes out, it wouldn't be so wonderful. Wyndham
Standing and Mabel Ballin, in "Ave Maria."
Just Zack. — Thanks for the fee. You want to know
all about Margaret Severn and Mile. Phebe, who
played in "Greenwich Village Follies." Cant say, old
man ; cant say — I go in for movie answers.
W. C, Hongkong. — You do ask peculiar questions.
You want to know the measurements of a wren's egg.
I give up. You also want to know what is meant by
"full-mouthed," mentioned in character books. Hardly
think it means filled to capacity. I dont happen to
know the price of a Police Gazette Diamond Belt used
by pugilists. You also want to know who owns the
most fabulous jewels among players. Do you want
me to be scalped? Your wants are as numerous and
elusive as the sands of the seashore.
Sphinx. — You write a very witty letter. Wish I
could write as witty an answer. Perhaps I will run
down to the Navy Yard to see you. I'm afraid that
idea you have would be interesting, but would it be
a lesson or have a moral? Write to me' again, and
then again.
Ernest J.— I'm afraid you are in league with
"Sphinx" up above. June Caprice is in California.
Yes, about Gloria Swanson. Norma Talmadge is
playing in "The Sign on the Door." It is from a stage
play. Yes, I liked her in "Passion Flower" immensely.
Best thing she has done in some time. Eulalie Jenson
and Courtenay Foote were also great. It seemed like
an old Vitagraph cast.
Isabel R. — Yes, indeed, Jean Mclntyre was in "Ramon, the Sailmaker." She is a very pretty, lovely little
girl, and we all liked her here.
Iad Oru. — Do you? Congratulations. Your joke
was good and your letter very interesting, but where's
the questions? Write me again.
Happy Dorothy. — You say there are about 99,799
kinds of fools. Some people try to be all of them at

of public welfare. Why, Eugene O'Brien, in "Gilded
Lies." You're wrong. My principal vice is advice.
Yes, I believe Wallace Reid is a very good husband,
but I would hardly call him a model husband. The
only model husband I know of is made of wax.
Elva and Edith. — Thanks for them kind woids !
You do, dont you? So you think you would like Conway Tearle's kisses, and you want to see a picture of
Toseph Schenck.
I'll try.
Agnes L.— You say you were sent home about ten
years ago for reading this department. How did you
ever have the nerve to read it again? Well, we have
been friends for ten years. Why, Flossie C. P. is
probably married now.

It's quite the thing among

girls,
isn't it?
Goddard
ter of yours.W. S. — Thanks, old man ; that's a fine letGeorgenson. — Yes, Hope Hampton, at 131 Riverside Drive, New York City. I am quite sure she will
send you the photo.
Kitty Lou. — Cdme, come, cheer up and take a good
grip on the joys of life. Albert Roscoe was Shirley
in "Her Elephant Man." Yes, Raymond McKee, in
"Love's Harvest." Peggy Hyland is now on the Coast
doing a picture.
H. T., Sacramento. — Why, as I understand it,
Marshall Neilan happened to pick Wesley Barry from
a group of youngsters he saw in the street. He is always a delight on the screen. Viola Dana is known
as the Peter Pan of the screen, and Maude Adams of
the stage.

once. I'll
be looking
for that state
candy inand
Rhode
Island
is the smallest
the flowers.
Union. Why,
Your
letter was a gem. After reading my department for
ten years, this is your first letter. You must write
oftener than once every ten years.
Alive Violet. — See the June Classic.
Miriam F. H., St. Louis.— And your letters are always so cheery. You say, what a difference a few
hairs make — a la Agnes Ayres since she joined De
Mille. Romaine Fielding promised to come and see

V

^yk/otn

M.
sense
three
Rue.
stage

us, but hasn't as yet. . Hope Hampton is doing
another picture, but at this writing she is sick at her
home, 131 Riverside Drive. She told me she reads
every word of every letter she receives, and usually
answers them.
,G„ S. W. — Dont know what I would do without a
7 L'tte>- from you every month. Since you insist upon
knowing, my beard turned grey before the hair on my
head, altho the former was about thirty years younger. ,t
I suppose it was because I worked my jaws more than
my brains.
Emil. — Good news I You say the dues in the Photoplay Club have been reduced from two dollars a year
to one dollar a year. That's the spirit. (But I hope
they dont reduce my salary from ten dollars a month
to nine
I really couldn't get along now on any
less
thandollars.
ten dollars.)
Margaret H. B. — Good stuff in yours. Why, Anetha Getwell has signed with the Pantheon Pictures
and Charles Miller will direct her. Grace Darling, in
"Every Man's Price." Just like any institution, the
doors
Opportunity are marked "Push" and "Pull."
Mostly ofpull!
Gang
Dry. — Your letter was brilliant.
Nc,
I never swear. It is a habit with some men and
an art with others. Yes, I believe Mac Ma'sh
has written a book called "Screen Acting."
.*yJ:
Eleanor P.— I enjoyed your letter, but it was

\

Mc. — Be a sport; dont be so serious. Have a
of humor. Hale Hamilton has been married
times — first to Jane Oaker, who is now on the
; then to Myrtle Tannehill, and now to Grace La

Grey Eyes, Toronto. — You can reach Herbert Rawlinson at Los Angeles. Why, that's nothing. Central
Park, New York City, has over thirty miles of walks.
Oh, yes; there is a difference between talent and tact.
Talent knows what to do, tact knows how to do it.
Talent is wealth and tact is ready money— therefore,
give me plenty of tact. Why, Owen Moore is followTom's footsteps. You know, Tom married
Reneeing inAdoree.
Fessler F., Wallie Admirer, Gustaye W., Nance
O'Day, Beulah D., Canadian 17, Virginia A. G.,
Francis H., Ruth Q., C. H. and Lina E. — Sorry I
cannot give you a personal answer.
Daisy C. — See above about King Baggott. Thanks.
I always like to hear the good things about my department. You are worse than the little girl who asked
her mother what a slip-on was. and who replied, "A
banana-skin." George Arliss was born in London and
he is fifty-tthree years old.
Chuan Tseng Ku. — You say you are a Chinese.
and not a Chinaman. Beg your pardon. I am always
glad to hear from jour part of the world.
Lettice W. — Here are the addresses you want :
I Jessie Barriscale, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles.
Calif.; N.azimova, care Metro, Hollywood. Calif.;
Thomas Meighan, Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Calif.; Norma Talmadge, 318 East Forty-eighth
St., New York; Katherine Mac Donald. 904 Girard St.,
Los Angeles, Calif., and Man .lerite Clarke, 50 Cen(Continucd on page 95)
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Three Chances for You
THESE
teeth.

three "movie" stars are fortunate in having good,
Can you guess their names?

Fill out the coupon below, and mail it to us. If you get the
name of even one of these three "movie" favorites right, we will
send you a generous trial tube of Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream.
Colgate's has for years been the choice of people who
want a dentifrice that cleans thoroughly; and is safe.
Colgate's contains no harmful acids; the flavor is delicious.
Be sure to fill out and mail the coupon; Do this today, and
learn the pleasure of cleaning your teeth night and morning with
the dentifrice that is recomm'y ided by more dentists than any other.
COLGATE 8C CO.
<Dept. 14
In Canada :
137 McGill Street, Montreal
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Ideal Cast Contest Proves Popular
Many

EVA

NOVAK

Lovely Universal Star
prefers the dainty $g»*tQ3 Hair
Net because it wears three times
longer than any other and is
soft, delicate and lustrous as her
own hair.
The
QbPiU^ilt is the most economical of all Hair Nets because :
— They are made of the finest
grade of human hair, specially processed for strength
and invisibility.
— They are hand-woven, fullsize, free from defects.
— They have all the elasticity
of your own hair — do not
split or fade.

HUMAN HAIRNET

N

15c — 2 for 25c
Extra Large, 20c
Double
Mesh,
25c
With each $e**£25 Hair Net
you will receive "Artistic French
Coiffures" by Cluzelle — a booklet which shows you how to
dress your hair in the newest,
smartest modes.
Get a $s»*z£J3 today, and see
"*~o.w rvucfe' lovelier your hair will
^no?<:'. No more straight' ends —
'ii ■> ugly wisps. Arrange your
hair as loosely as you please — the
IfenvzCifi holds it lightly in an
invisible mesh.
Do you know the fascinating
Ifen-n&lfr Veil — imported from
France — or the dainty ^e***^
Puw.ler
Puff,
"VEL-VA-DAB,"
so
soft and
delicate
to the touch?
Ask for them.

THE

lfe™£$ CO., Inc.

Readers

Praise

Contest Wkerein
Equalrj) In Glorj)

Since the Ideal Cast Contest differs in
many respects from other similar contests,
it has been welcomed by our readers as an
innovation, and numerous letters have
come in congratulating" us upon our
"bright idea."
To begin with, it gives everyone a
chance to express his convictions concerning the appropriateness of certain
roles for certain stars and what favorites
are best suited to the roles required for a
big production.
Then there is the additional opportunity of winning a prize yourself by casting another ballot absolutely independent
of, and perhaps entirely different from,
the first ballot cast. The first ballots decide the names of the players you think
ideally suited to the various roles, while
the second ballots decide whom you judge
will finally be the victorious ones.
To be explicit, the movie stars and directors who receive the greatest number
of votes will be the winners. And, of
course, there will be ten of them, as the
ballot arranges a vote for leading man,
leading woman, villain, character-man,
character-woman, male comedian, female
comedian, child and director. These ten
winners will rejoice in the gratification of
having been elected first by the readers
of our magazines, and the resulting popularity and publicity that will be theirs:
For the voters, however, a reward in
dollars is offered in the following
amounts :
First Prize— $250.
Second Prize— $100.
Third Prize— $75.
Fourth Prize— $50.
Fifth Prize— $25.
Do not forget that if you wish to be a
winner you must vote a second ballot, giving in each role the name of the star that
3'OU believe will receive the greatest number of votes. Remember that, while your
two ballots may be identical, it is not necessary for this to be so. They may be absolutely different or they may possess
similarities and differences. Simply vote
the first ballot according to your convictions and the second ballot according to
what you think will be the conviction of

JULY MOTION
THE

IDEAL

Vampire
Character

Man

Character Woman . .
Comedian

(Male) . .

Comedian
Child

(Female)

Director
Name
Address

Players

Snare

the greatest number of people. This second ballot is to be of your own making,
and
to read,
the undersigned,
to name
those "I,
I think
will win the desire
Ideal
Cast as follows." You will then list the
players and director in the order in which
they appear on the voting ballot. »
At first it was ruled this ballot must be
mailed not later than August first. The
date
teenth.has now been changed to August fifAlso the Ideal Cast Contest will close
with a ballot in the November issue, running six months instead of five, as originally planned.
Whether or not there is any change to
be anticipated from the contest, there will
at least be the pleasure of speaking your
mind about your favorites as well as
guessing who the winning ones will be.
And there is the possibility of winning
one of the prizes yourself.
However there is the possibility, even
the probability, that it will result in elevating to higher places some actors, actresses and directors who are not yet fully
appreciated by a complacent public.
Keep up with the news of the contest
by reading all future numbers of the
Motion Picture Magazine.
Letters are not desired, as we have tried
to make the nature of the contest such
that anyone can understand it. Simply
comply with the rules of the contest, which
are as follows:
1. All votes must contain the name and
address of the voter to be considered.
2. In voting for the Ideal Child, the vote
may be cast for either a boy or girl.
3. It is permissible to vote for the same
person twice. For instance, Douglas Fairbanks may be your favorite male comedian and your Ideal Leading Man, also.
If so, vote for him in both roles.
4. All ballots must be addressed:
Ideal Cast Contest Editor,
175 Duffield Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cut out the ballot that follows. Fill it
out and mail it to the above address. We
prefer that you use the printed ballot, but
will accept a similar ballot of your own
making.

PICTURE
CAST

MAGAZINE

CONTEST

I, the undersigned, desire to vote as follows :
Leading Woman
Leading Man. . .
Villai in

All

MAGAZINt J
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nine Literary Dynamo
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(Continued from page 55)

"I faced death several times. Especially
memorable was my experience while playing the leading feminine role in Jack London's 'Sea Wolf,' produced by Balboa.
Henry King and I had a scene where
we
were lowered in a lifeboat from the stern
of a schooner. The rope broke, tossing us
into the middle of the Pacific. The schooner
was sailing at full speed. Mr. King could
swim a little and" I not at all. Our small
lifeboat had lost its oars and was drifting
bottom-side up, farther from us every second. The schooner was leaving us rapidly.
I had hit the water 'flat,' as the saying is,
and had so completely lost my wind that I
wasn't able to think very clearly, but I did
sense one thing — the thing that every welltrained 'movie' remembers on all occasions— the camera. To those on the schooner's stern I indicated 'turn the crank,' and
while the captain was busy trying to reach
us with a rope, our alert little cameraman
caught it. It was just the sort of scene we
needed, and I can vouch for its realism !
We were finally hauled to safety, but very,
very wet." '
Jeanie's last screen appearances were under the direction of Cecil B. de Mille, with
Geraldine Farrar in "Carmen," and with
Mabel Van Buren in "The Girl of the
Golden West." From her pen have come
"The Dream Girl," "The Golden Chance,"
"The Heart of Nora Flynn," "The Love
Mask," "Joan the Woman," "A Romance
of '■he Redwoods," and "The Little Americai. for Mary Pickford, "Male and Female," "The Whispering Chorus," "Old
Wives for New," "Dont Change Your Husband," "For Better, for Worse," "Something to Think About," "Forbidden Fruit"
and "The Affairs of Anatol."
It was because she decided — especially
with the advent of multiple reeled films —
it was better to specialize, she chose the
scenario end- of the business.
"I shall always be grateful for Mr. de
Mille's assistance," Jeanie MacPherson told
me. "He is a hard taskmaster and he demands that a thing shall be perfect. He
used to scold me and show me where my
scenarios were wrong, and we would work
them out together. It was hard, but it
taught me that anything worth doing at all
was worth doing perfectly."
Now Miss MacPherson writes all her
own business into the scenario, knowing
that Mr. de Mille will never change it—
that he has perfect confidence in her.

WHY

?

By Florence C. White
She
I've
My
My
Why

is the sweetest thing
ever seen,
Movie Queen !
angel of the celluloid; ah, me,
isn'tTo itbemy destiny

The one to bring
A million hearts to rapt idolatry?
He's the divinest thing !
Of course I mean
Upon the screen ;
My hero of the cinema; ah, me,
Why

isn't it my destiny
To be
The one to cling
Around my idol's neck in ecstasy ?

Silky Texture and
Satiny Gloss
— Olive Oil is the secret
Hair with a glorious gloss, soft and silky in texture — how much more alluring than when dry and flyaway. And how easy to attain if you only learn the
secret. For such attractive becoming hair isn't a gift of Nature but a charm
every woman can attain. Palmolive Shampoo will give your hair the gloss
and silky sheen which transforms dull, lifeless hair into a "crowning glory."

The olive oil shampoo
Palmolive Shampoo is the blending of olive, palm and coconut oils in scientific combination which produces a real beautifier as well as the most thorough
cleanser.
Jbk
The olive oil penetrates the roots of the hair and combines with th^p
ingqualitiesof Palmolive in dislodging the clogging scales of
dead skin and dandruff from the scalp pores and hair cells.
By lubricating
it allows
normalof vigorous
blood
circulation, and
whichsoftening
stimulates
the growth
the hair ~"~
and gives the beautiful natural gloss of health and good
grooming.

The right Way to shampoo

Comb your hair over your face,
freeing it from tangles. Wet thoroughly in warm water. The wetter
your hair the more profuse the lather.
Dip your fingers into the shampoo
(previously poured into a cup or
glass) and massage it into the scalp.
You will find a profuse, fragrant
lather follows your fingers. This
lather penetrates roots and hair cells,
dislodging dead skin and dandruff
tions.
and dissolving dirt and oil accumulaWash the leng
thick lather and

THE

f the hair in this
i begin rinsing.

PALlaOLIVE
THE

PALMOLIVE

This is easy, as water dissolves Palmolive 9hampoo easily, without any
danger of leaving soap traces. This
process must be twice repeated — the
trial bottle contains enough for two
thorough lathers.

Send for trial size bottle
Contains ample quantity for one
luxurious shampoo
Sent absolutely free, accompanied
by booklet No. 230 which explains
scientific home treatment of the hair
and scalp.
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Title Technique
{Continued from page 30)
ones need long explanations. And remember, too, that as the action gets faster, the
titles should get shorter.
A second important rule in writing titles
is to avoid forestalling a scene by giving it
away in the title. For example, if you
write, "That afternoon Jack received an
important letter" and then show him receiving the letter, you have ruined the
scene. What you should do is to foreshadow the scene by hinting at it with
some such title as "That afternoon the uninterests upon
your
audience expected
and happenedl'
holds which
their attention
the scene in which the letter is received.
The titles and the scenic action are not
two separate things. They are an integral
part of each other. Some writers make the
mistake of working up scenes simply to

[ftno'Hve
air
the Common-sense Way
C*OR immediate results use
*- De Miracle, the original sanitary liquid. It devitalizes hair,
which is the only common-sense
way to remove it from face, neck,
arms, under-arms or limbs.
De Miracle requires no mixing. It is
ready for instant use. Therefore,most
cleanly, convenient and simple to
apply. Wet the hair and it is gone.
To know the difference between
De Miracle and other methods use it
just once, and if you are not convinced that it is the perfect hair remover, return it to us with the
De Miracle guarantee and we will refund your money.
Three sizes : 6oc, $1.00, $2.00
At all toilet counters, or direct from us, in
plain
on receipt
'63 'c, $1 .04 or
$2.08,wrapper,
which includes
warof tax.

De^Hiraefc
DepL28-B, Park Ave. and 129th St.
New York City

Learn to Dance
Fo»canlearnFox-Trot,One-Step,TwoStep, ciety
Waltz
sodances inandyourlatest
own "up-to-the-minute"
home by the wonderful
Feak System o£ Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terins. Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
Room

WILLIAM CHANDLER
PEAK, M. B.
124
4737 Broadway, Chicago, lit.

WATER-WAVE
HAIR1
YOUR
Water-Maid
Wavers
*
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today— stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary—universally successful— endorsed by society'sleaders.
them
send $2 for setIf yourdealerdoesn't
of 6 mailed with fullhandle
directions.
WATER -MAID WAVER CO.
117-C West Seventh St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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give occasion for a clever title — "illustrated
subtitles" is the studio term for this type
of picture. Others make their titles mere
commentaries upon the action, which tells
the story in itself. The whole point of both
titles and scenes is to tell a story. That is
what these writers forget.
That brings us to still a third common
fault among amateur title writers. Many
people seem to think that a comedy title
should be, in itself, a joke, which might be
taken out of the picture and framed like
a wall motto and hung up to be laughed
at. No matter how funny your epigram
may be, it is ruinous to use it unless it exactly bears upon the situation and is necessary to tell the story. The titles which
get the biggest laughs are seldom funny in
themselves. They are usually ordinary and
meaningless remarks, such zs"Good morning, Uncle Joe." It is the situation which
the title precipitates and not the title itself
which is funny.
Titles are divided into three main
classes : the lapse of time titles, such as
"When midnight arrived" ; the change-oflocale
titles, such
as "At
the speeches,
which
are Amy's
usuallyhome,"
givenand
in
quotation marks as the character speaks
them, as, for example, "Hoiv did that man
get here?" There are, in addition, a few
explanatory titles, covering lapses of action
or elucidating the theme.
The best titles are always the simplest,
especially in the speeches. Make people say
exactly what they would say ; never use
flowery language, unless the character
would use it. But there is always the danger of making the titles too threadbare.
The simplest variations of the lapse-oftime titles, for example, resolve themselves
down to "Two hours later," or something
of the sort. One must invent ways to avoid
this repetition of bare fact.
Make your titles as simple and natural
as possible. Dont use big words and cumbersome metaphors ; they stiffen the titles
terribly — and besides, if they are supposed
to be spoken by the characters, they are
usually the last thing on earth that person
would really have said. An inappropriate
word or phrase can ruin a title. And try to
avoid the use of dialect, which, for some
reason, does not seem to be very effective
when seen instead of heard.
There is such a thing as "screen English," and when you have written a few
titles, you will learn to speak it. "Screen
English" means the use of language which
looks well — when flashed on the silversheet
— rather than which sounds well. There is
a distinct difference between spoken English and visual English. The best example
of this — altho not an "English" example —
is the way that foreign names react upon
the audience. The name Yvette Beauvais,

for example, is easy to remember when
once you have heard it pronounced; but a
movie audience could not keep it in mind
for half a reel, because to the eye it is only
a jumble of letters. The same principle
applies to strictly English words which
have the same effect because of their visual construction.
You should spend nearly as much time in
trying to eliminate titles as you have spent
in writing them. An overtitled picture
drags horribly. Sometimes you can eliminate a rather obvious lapse-of-time title by
fading out and then fading in directly to
the next scene, which — if the meaning is
otherwise clear — denotes a lapse of time.
Sometimes you can eliminate a change-oflocale by having a sign or some other clue
as to the whereabouts of the action in the
scene. For instance, if your audience already knew that your characters were going to meet at the Weehawken Hotel, all
you would have to do would be to open the
scene with a long shot of the hotel with its
sign over the entrance. There are a thousand ways to eliminate titles, all depending upon the exigencies of the particular
situation and the inventive powers of the
title writer.
Illustrations upon the title cards have
come to be an important factor in telling
the story. You should plan them as you
plan your titles. You can always establish
the mood of the scene with a good illustration, and often you can bring home the
point of a title with one, without being too
obvious in your phraseology. In a recent
comedy, the hero was playing sick in order
to win the
fact, heThe
so
alarmed
hergirl's
that sympathy
she called ; aindoctor.
doctor, sensing the situation at once, said
meaningly, "There's only one sort of tonic
YOU need!" and at the same time a small
bottle of "Nerve Tonic" faded into the corner of the title card. The words and the
illustration carried the point across very
effectively.
There are usually not more than twenty
title-card illustrations in the picture, but
they are repeated over and over again, as
a theme is repeated in an operatic score.
Indeed, they call attention to the fact that
the theme of the plot or of a character is
again coming to the surface in the play.
In "Red Hot Romance," which we are
titling and cutting at this very moment,
there is a Washington politician whose
conversation is at all times ninety per cent,
buncombe, and whenever he talks, the head
of a bull appears on the title-card beside
his speech.
There are many tricks that can be played
with titles in comedies. They can be moved
forward in perspective, so that they shoot
into the very face of the audience, as one
of the characters shouts his speech. They
can be made to rock from side to side, as
they did in the seasick scenes in Fatty Arbuckle's "Brewster's Millions." An important sentence can be flashed in a word
at a time; the letters can be moved about
erratically as some intoxicated person
speaks, and so on ad infinitum.
A picture can be made or ruined by its
titles. One very bad picture, produced by
a famous director, was turned over to a
title-writer, who changed the whole story
and the relationship of all the characters in
his titles, making the unsalable melodrama
into a salable burlesque comedy. But to
work these wonders, the titles must always
be handled from the standpoint of the
story, not simply as clever phrases to be in(Continued on page 86)
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An amazing value. Each utensil is stamped with the manufacturer's brand, "Lifetime Ware." Each piece is made of
heavy gauge pressed shc^t aluminum of a grade never offered at this price before. Seamless. Not thin like ordinary aluminum ware. Will not crack,
chip, or peel. Heats quickly. Polish can't wear off. As easy to clean aa glassware. Cooks and bakes better than any other kitchenware. All pieces
(except pie plates and bread pans) are highly polished, made of genuine pure sheet aluminum, extra hard,
Be careful In
absolutely guaranteed for 20 years. Yours for $1.00 down, $2.25 monthly. Price $21.90. Satisfaction guaranteed*
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We
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home. Our guarantee protects you. If not satisfied after 30 days rein the U. S. No discount for cash; nothing extra for credit. No
guage.num. T hard, sheet alumiturn the set at our expense and we'U refund your $1 plus any freightpressor charges
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C. O. D. Easy terms on everything in our big bargain catalog.
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Everything in the Kitchen of Pure Aluminum 97 PlOPOC
Combination tea kettle and \
MUm size, £.1
double
(3 pieces)
5tjuart
8 1-4 rieCeS
inch inside,
with boiler
a double
boiler, 2quart capacity: one Colonial design coffee percolator <2
pieces) 8-cup size with welded spout, dome cover, fully
polished; one roaster, consisting of 9 pieces, measures
10 1-2 inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces;
have dozens of different uses, including bread or babe
pan (7-pint capacity), stew or pudding pan (7-pint capacity), pudding pan or mixing bowl (4-pint capacity);
egg poacher, 6 eggs at a time; muffin pan; biscuit baker
with 5 custard cups or jelly moulds; deep locking selfbasting roaster; double boiler cereal cooker or triple
steamer. This outfit also includes 6-quart preserving
kettle, with cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1-quart
capacity), 1 lip stew pan (1 1-2 quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans (2 pieces) , consists of 2qt. pudding pan with cake tube; two 9-inch pie plates; 2
9 1-2 inch extra deep cake pans; 1 collander with 9-inch
top,
5
1-8
bottom Shipping
and 2 1-4 weight
inch depth
also be
used as a inch
steamer).
about (can
15 pound
num, extra hard, absolutely guaranteed 20 years.
Order by No. A5439JA.
Send $1.00 with order,
$2.25 monthly.
Price ol 27 pieces. $21.90.
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Tke Girl from Nowhere
(Continued from page 35)
among the other misfortunes you brought

Plain, Unattractive Eyes Instantly
Beautified with

NO

MATTER how unattractive your
eyes may- now be, "MAYBELLINE,"
like magic, will beautify them
instantly.
Just a touch of the little brush with
"MAYBELLINE" will make light,
short, thin, uneven eyelashes and
brows appear naturally dark, long and
luxurious, thereby bringing out the
hidden charm, beauty and soulful
expression of the eyes.

the contrary would have freed you
"
"Hush !" The music had grown softer.
"No one knows — I have another name now.
I am — married."
"Congratulations !" he sneered, debonairly. "And what is the name of my more
fortunate rival?"
She repeated it, with the scorn of desperation. "If you are here to blackmail me,
you would find it out anyway. But you can
tell him nothing except lies, and they cannot hurt me if I tell the truth !"
"Is it a lie that Mrs. James Ryder had
planned to elope with a man she had known
only three weeks, and that on the way she
was arrested by detectives for having a
bracelet in her pocket that came from another lady's hand?" asked the Cavalier,
softly. "Is it a lie that for two days Mrs.
James Ryder was in the country jail awaiting trial ? Is it a lie that she escaped and is

The marvelous beautifying effect of "MAYBELLINE'" was first discovered by Stage and
Photoplay Stars. However, it is now being
offered to the general public and many thousands of beautiful girls and women in all parts
of the world use it regularly with the most
delightful results.
Please remember that "MAYBELLINE" is
entirely unlike other eyelash preparations. It is
absolutely harmless and greaseless, will not
smear or spread on the face.
" MAYBELLINE " comes in a dainty purple
and gold box, containing mirror and two
brushes for applying. Two
shades, Brown for
Blonds, Black
for Brunettes,
Price 75c AT

still a fugitive from justice?"
"It is true that I was fool enough to trust
you and believe in you," the Colonial lady
said, smiling the same fixed,- rigid smile,
"but you know how that bracelet came to
be
in my pocket!
thief,areHerbert
Whitman,
which isYou'
bad,are
anda you
a cad,

YOUR or DEAL-'
ER'S
direct
from us in plain
cover.
When purchasing be sure and
accept only genuine "MAYBELLINE" asit
is different.

MAYBELL
4305-13 Grand

which
worse
"You islost
step !"then," rebuked her partner,
drawing her close against his brocades and
laces, "and to lose step at a ball is the worst
crime of all. Come! What's the use of
being enemies? I swear on my honor I
didn't know you were in this part of the
world when I came from Baltimore to at-
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My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing
u-'niii. Kusy, painless, harmless.
No scars.
Booklet tree. Write
today, enclosing 3 stamps.
We teach beauty culture.
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The mostexquisite perfume in the world, send
for sample— sells at $15 an ounce and worth
it. Bieger's Flower Drops— made without
alcohol; made direct from the essence ot the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce! Never anything like this before I

{Send

for Sample

Other Offers
Direct from U3 or at dealers.
Bottle of flower drops with
long glass stopper containing SO drops, a supply /or
SO weeks.
Lilac. Crabapplo
$1.50
/ il v of the Valley, Rose.
Violet
$2.00
Mod Amour Perfume
sample offer, log. . $1.50
SOUVENIR BOX
Extra special box of five
26> bottles of five dltTerent
porfumes
....
$1.00
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There was a little rigid smile on her lips,
she leaned to him almost caressingly. So
thought Jimmy Ryder, watching the two
from the balcony with a queer, hurtful leap
and plunge of the heart. Who was the fellow? What was she saying — why were
they so intent upon each other's words?
"You are narrow-minded," Whitman reproached, with a sneer on his thin, pale
lips. "Self-preservation is the first law ! If
you had not been in such a hurry to leave
your— ah — temporary quarters, you would
have found that I did not desert you, but on

Send 20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of tnis
precious
perfume.
choice of odors
Lily ofYour
the
Valley, Rose, Violet, Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.
PAULRIEGER&CO.
305 First St.. San Francisco. Cal.
iSinco I87M
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tend the ball !" .
"On your honor !" said the woman bitterly. "Then, why are you here? It can
be for no good reason. Are you planning to
take another bracelet, perhaps?"
"I came because my sister, Mrs. Grosscup, was good enough to get her dear
brother an invitation," he replied, moving
her more smoothly among the swaying
couples. His tone grew gloomy, acrid.
"Look at her ! That emerald she is wearing is aloneas worth
fortune,
hasn't
so much
given a me
a boxandofshecigarets
since she married old Grosscup, who's rotten with money
Jimmy
Ryder !"
had often watched his wife
dance with other men, but the sight had
never filled him, as now, with pure primitive rage, and the desire to kill, to kill with
his bare fingers, to kill bloodily. There was
something intimate in the way they spoke,
something significant. "And I thought that
all men were wicked" — she had. said that
once. What had she meant/ How had he
forgotten such a thing? Why hadn't he
found out long ago the mystery of her being in the hunting lodge?
Yet, there
obviously,
couldn't
very well
go
down
on the hefloor
and throttle
a man
because he danced with his wife. The bars
of civilization kept the beast out of polite
society still. But he must find some salve

for the hurt of his thoughts, and, man-like,
it came to his mind to repay one woman
for the crime of making him love her by
making
a womanthehesumptuous
didn't love
at
all.
And love
that to
suggested
Mrs.
Samuel Grosscup, who was obviously
rather tired of her husband's senile adoration and had cast soft eyes upon her former suitor more than once lately.
Which explains why, when Mavis Ryder
hurried into the conservatory an hour later,
seeking a shoulder where she might lay her
desolate orange-colored head, and a strong
arm to gather her close to a broad shirtbosom, she found the strong arm already
occupied by a lady with a white wig and the
full flowing skirts of the fascinating Pompadour. Mavis did not wait to hear what
Jimmy a was
saying
lady. It really.
didn't
make
great
deal toof the
difference,
Like holding an autopsy over Love's poor,
bleeding body to see what he died of. She
went upstairs to her room, took off her costume and crept into one of the twin beds.
It was all over. Jimmy didn't care for her
any more. Of course he would care still
less when he heard the whole story about
Herbert Whitman and the bracelet.
"I wish," whispered Mavis to the darkness, very tiredly. "I wish I could go to
sleep and never wake up any more. What's
theBut
use she
of must
living think
when ofyour
heart'sShedead?"
Jimmy.
must
make it easy for him to get free — there was
still something she could do for Jimmy.
Tomorrow she would leave him and go
home to the grim, silent house in Baltimore,
where her grim, silent Judge-father sat, unforgiving among other people's sins. And
if her father didn't want her she would find
something to do. She pretended to be
asleep when, long afterward, Jimmy tiptoed in.
Footsteps creaked in the corridors, doors
opened, closed softly, whispers, a scrap of
laughter, the sound of a kiss, a rustle of
silks. Then, gradually silence, a silence
full of sounds to Mavis' sick imagination.
The Conroy house was filled with guests.
In the next room she could hear old Samuel
Grosscup's asthmatic breathing. In the
room beyond she could picture his young
wife taking down her hair, smiling softly,
reminiscently
A scream tore the stillness into fragments. An instant later a door crashed
wide. "Help ! Thieves ! My
Jimmy had bounded out of
firstthethin
edge ofas sound.
He
in
darkness
he bumped

emerald
"
bed with the
was
swearingabout
trying

to locate the switch, and Mavis felt a hysterical desire to laugh clutch at her throat.
She wrapped a thin silken dressing gown
about her and followed him to the hall,
where the other guests were gathered, a
merrier masquerade in wire curlers, wrinkle
plasters and cold cream masks, than that of
a few hours earlier. Mrs. Grosscup, clutching her lace nightrobe at her breast, was
shrilling her tale. She had brought her
emerald upstairs during the evening and
locked it in her trunk. Now it was gone.
Someone had come into her room while
they were all below dancing — she whirled
upon Mavis Ryder, pointing a polished finger nail that glittered in the electric blaze.
"You came upstairs early! You knew
where I kept it because I showed it to you
with my costume this afternoon. Nobody
knows
are ! !"
Yousaid
— you
" of
"Hold who
on you
a moment
the voice
Jimmy Ryder sternly. "You're making a
mistake, Mrs. Grosscup. If there's anyone here who doesn't know who this lady is,
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let me tell them right now that she is my
wife!" He stood beside Mavis, one arm
about her waist, looking, despite the pinkstriped pajamas, uncommonly commanding and dignified. "That is, I think,
" enough !"
''Gad !" said old Cappie Carteret softly,
"it's like a damned Belasco play!"
As tho in answer to his cue, the butler
appeared, puffing, his gilt-braided uniform
coat -hurriedly buttoned over his nightshirt. "If you please,' Ma'am," he bowed
to the panting Mrs. Grosscup, "if you
please, we have caught the thief. There
was two of him, Ma'am. The upper footmen 'as them tied hup in the garage ready
to be took to the 'Astings jail tomorrow
morning, Ma'am," and he laid the missing
emerald, winking like a malicious eye, in
its owner's hand. "One of the crooks'
name was Snag-Toothed Bill," added
the butler, evidently proud of his position
- as informant, "and the other wouldn't give
'is name, but 'e 'ad letters in his pocket
"
haddressed to Mr. Herbert Whitman
One would have thought that Mrs.
Grosscup would have exhausted all her
powers of screaming, but the sound she
emitted now made them all jump. "My
brother !" she shrieked. "What shall I
There being no suggestions forthcoming,
do?"
she fainted as the best way out of an embarrassing situation.
"Jimmy," said Mavis, in a voice that
tripped over tears, when they were alone
once more in their room, "Jimmy, I'll
tell you everything."
And she did, from the grim Judgefather who didn't believe in girls being girls,
her romantic infatuation for the flashy
Herbert Whitman, who was accepted everywhere because he had plenty of money, which
he didn't do anything to earn ; the interrupted
elopement and all the rest. She told it in a
tragic tone, and was naturally somewhat
surprised and affronted at the end to hear
Jimmy chuckle.
"You weren't listening !" she cried
stormily. "You didn't hear anything I
!"
said
"I heard every word," Jimmy assured
her, "and, to tell you the truth, Hon', I'm
rather disappointed ! It isn't half so bad
as I've imagined." He grew serious, looked
at her with a queer humbleness.
"I acted
like a darned fool this evening, Hon', be\ cause I was jealous ; but when I heard that
tkjld hen cackling at you in the hall I knew
/that nobody on God's earth could make me
tlbelieve arrything against you!"
"And — you love me?" Mavis whispered.
"I've loved you since the first moment
I saw you !" said her Jimmy in all honesty— and perhaps he had.
"But what were you laughing at just
now?" Mavis persisted, after a satisfactory
interval, usefully employed.
Jimmy chuckled, reminiscently. "Did
you see that bunch of frumps in the hall !
I was just thinking how lucky I was to
have the kind of a wife that a fire in the
middle of the night, or a burglar-alarm
was becoming to.

A FAIRY

TALE

J. R. McCarthy
A little girl I chance to know
With cherry lips and skin of snow,
Was asked one day if she would go
In movies for a year or so.
Five thousand dollars every week
They offered for her satin cheek,
But she — she would not take their kale !
Which terminates my Fairy Tale.
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"We Pay Him $100 a Week!"
"He is, too, according to the standards
you and I used to go by. But it's the day
of young men in big jobs. I honestly believe this department is in better hands
today
than at any time since we've been
in
business.

drudgery into work they like — helping
them to win advancement, to have happy,
prosperous homes, to know the joy of
getting ahead in business and in life.
More than two million have taken the
up road in just this way. More than 130,000
are now turning their spare time to profit.
Hundreds are starting daily.

"I decided six months ago that we
needed a new manager. At that time
Gordon, there, was one of the youngest
men in the office and was pegging away
at a small job. But when I started
checking up around here I found he was
handling that job to perfection.

It's the day of young men in big jobs —
and you'll never be a day younger. Can
you afford to let another priceless hour
pass without at least finding out what the
I. C. S. can do for you?
The way is easy. Without cost, witbo
obligating
yourself in any way, mark'ie
mail
this coupon.

"Looks pretty young for the Manager's
desk, doesn't he, Jim?

■"■ TEAR OUT HERE

"I brought him into the office one day
and started to draw him out. What do
you suppose I discovered? For more than
two years he had been studying with the
International Correspondence Schools at
Scranton. Prepared his lessons in the
evening and during noon hour.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE C\
BOX without
6621
SCRANTON"
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"I kept him talking for nearly three
hours and I found that in actual knowledge
and training Gordon was years ahead of
any man in the office.
"So I gave him the job. We pay him
$100 a week, and I have an idea it's the
best investment the house ever made!"
HOW do you stand when your employer
checks up his men for promotion? Is
there any reason why he should select you?
Ask yourself these questions fairly. You
must face them if you expect advancement and more money. For now, more
than ever before, the big jobs are going
to men with special training.
You can get the training you need right
at home in spare time. For thirty years
the International Correspondence Schools
have been helping men out of routine
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a Beautiful Face -But vow Nose
Have
You[N THIS
DAY and AGE attention to your appearance is an abso-

I

lute necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not
only should you wish to appear as attractive as possible, lor your
own self-satisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, bul
you will find the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly,
by your "looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times.
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests the failure
or success of your life. Which is to be your ultimate destiny? My
latest Nose=Shaper, "Trados Model 25," U. S. Patent, with six
adjustable pressure regulators and made of light polished metal,
corrects now ill-shaped noses without operation, quickly, safely
and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is pleasant and does

not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
Write todry for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses
without cost
ot sutisfactory.

M. TRILETY

dee Specialist. 1492 Ackerman Bldg., BINGHAMTON, N.Y

Also For Sale at Riker=Hegeman,

Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores.
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Mrs. DorotKj) Gisn Rennie
(Continued from page 39)

"77ie £esf o/

Says
TAem ^//^
Dorothy Gish

ably think we're just the least bit — you
know" — she tapped her forehead with significance— "they follow us about with
scared expressions, and they just knozv
I'm going to do the wrong thing today. I
think I am myself," she added with a
sigh. "Why, oh why, did I attempt this !"
"Everyone in the world is coming," she
told me, in a whisper. "I just invited
everyone — even to the bell-hops in the hotel, doormen, waiters and taxi-drivers.
Everyone I've passed in the street for the
past month I've said, 'Come to my house
to tea on Sunday.' Now what am I to do?"
Dorothy departed to return with salvers
of crisp salted almonds and fragrant
fudge. "I'm domestic !". she announced ;
"I did these myself — and burned my ten
Then the guests began to arrive.
Dorothy
fingers
!" was a flutter of blue flounces
and
ribbons.

The Finest Mandolin
We Know How to Build
This — the Lyon & Healy "Own Make" — is one of thegreatest
triumphs in our 50 years of musical instrument construction.
Built like a rare old violin — tops and backs shaped with
minutest accuracy — fingerboards fretted true to scale to the
thousandth of an inch — itis amandolin masterpiece of wondrous
tone and infinite beauty. To possess it is an inspiration — to
play it is to know the glory of acoustic perfection. Ask your
dealer to show you
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LYON

Sl HEALY

"Own Make*

Mandolins, Mandolas, Mandocellos, Banjos
If you play, play the best.
Get utmost satisfaction from
your music, more brilliant
tone, easier playing with Lyon
& Healy "Own Make" stringed
instruments.

IV
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Liberal Purchase Plan

430c

Play as you pay — easy
terms — special trial. Mention
instrument
you are interested in.

Kl

LYON

j

r &• HEALY J
€6-83 Jackson
Blvd., Chicago
PleasePrice
send List,
me Free
S ^r Book,
and
details of Easy Purchase
Plan oninstruments.
your "Own Make"
stringed

LYON&HEALY
Everything Known in Music

66-83 Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO

Lilian appeared first, with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Clifton and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Carr.
"Where is mother?" asked Dorothy.
"She didn't dare to come," Lilian said,
with sisterly candor ; "she was afraid you
would do something wrong."
But
nothing
went wrong.
Everything
Dorothy
groaned.
"She knows
!"
went right. Everyone came, too, for to
admire and for to see.
And Dorothy, behind the blue and silver
tea service, was completely sufficient. She
juggled lemon and tea and cloves and sugar and cream proficiently. She passed
cake and repartee and looks at her husband with a dexterity born of inspiration.
She was gracious and hospitable and naive
and humorous in as exactly the same proportions of rightfulness as her fudge.
When, at the end of ninety-nine years,
their lease expires, I'll dare to say that
should Time be so constituted, she could
be neither more finished nor more graceful nor more adequate than she was at that
first tea party day in her young blue dress
with the snood of ribbon quaintly in her
hair and the spirits of the dance of life
and love in her feet and in her heart.

Title Technique
(Continued from page 82)
serted to distract the audience's mind from
the weaknesses of the picture.
Dont write titles. Write a story.
Editor's Note. — In submitting your
communication, be sure to be as brief as
possible, especially if you are sending a
synopsis.
The coupon below or a similar one of
your
own making must accompany all communications.
COUPON

Movie Star Photos
of the better kind
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not [ sending
thisi coupon
300
word
synopsis
of my with
story,
desire aJohn
Emerson and Anita Loos to answer the follow-

These genuine photos are the
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90 Adelaide St., Detroit Mlcb.
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Bathe with Bathasweet.
It adds the final touch of dainty luxuriousness to your bathcools, refreshes and invigorates.
Bathasweet keeps the skin soft and smooth.
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SOFTENS
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WATER

INSTANTLY

Bathasweet imparts the softness of rain water and the fragrance of a thousand flowers. '
Three sizes, 25c, 60c and $1. At all drug and dept. stores or by mail. Send 2c stamp for sample.
STHE C. S. WELCH CO., DEPT. M-P. NEW YORK CITY

(If no story is attached, question may relate
to photoplay writing in general. Send stamped
and self-addressed envelope with coupon so that
your answer and your story, if you sent any,
may be returned to you.)
The answer to your question is as follows (to
be filled out by Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos):

«OT^!£URft
Fulfilment
(Continued from page 29)
blood flows in her veins, Virginia was born
in Brooklyn, New York. Her mother had
been on the stage, and so the child seemed
destined from the first for a dramatic career.
And it is not surprising to find she was
studying dancing and playing bits in motion
pictures at the early age of fourteen.
"My good fortune really started when I
sent my picture to the Fame and Fortune
Contest ; the rest is just the Cinderella dream
come true," Virginia declared, solemnly.
After nine pictures at Universal, where,
by the way, she was given the name of
Faire, thus becoming Virginia Faire, and
one with Will Rogers, the girl qualified for
this important role of Ameera, which is
perhaps just another way of saying she
had improved every opportunity that came
her way.
Later, as we walked thru the picturesque
street of old Lahore, faithfully reproduced
ffom photographs and pen and ink
sketches sent by Mr. Kipling, and in which
many scenes of "Without Benefit of
Clergy will be filmed, and then on thru
the lovely courtyard of the nest where the
Englishman hid his "Queen" from the
world, Virginia told me of her daily life,
her hopes and plans.
She is a sweet, wholesome girl, enjoying
the companionship of girls and boys of her
own age and confessing that she "adores
dancing."
Under the guidance of a private tutor
she is keeping up her studies, especially along dramatic art lines, for she
takes her work very seriously and is preparing herself for the big things she is so
sure will come.
During leisure hours she loves to garden, sew and cook!
"You may tell the world I am happy in
California, with its flowers, ocean, lovely
hills and wonderful climate — all its beauty
thrills me."
"The future?"
I asked.
"To work until I become a big, big star —
not what I call a floating one, here today
and gone tomorrow. I want to make each
picture a real feature, something that will
stand out because of special merit."
"Then?"
"To go right on just as long as the public will let me, for I loVe motion pictures
and can not think what my life would be
without them."
1 "And the stage, do you never dream of
that?" I further questioned.
"I haven't planned that far. You see, I
must succeed in pictures first. I never like
to leave things unfinished. Make good at one
thing at a time, is my motto, or I might get
into that dreadful habit of drifting."
So, while developing the halo of romance and imagination in her screen life,
Virginia Faire is unfolding into the beautiful blossom of her great promise.

Her Mecca

Try This Way
See how your teeth look then
Here is a new way of teeth cleaning —
a modern, scientific way. Authorities
approve it. Leading dentists everywhere advise it.

Millions of people now use this tooth
paste, largely by dental advice. A 10Day Tube is now sent free to everyone
who asks.

Ask for this ten-day test. Watch the
results of it. See for yourself what it
means to your teeth — what it means in

Its five effects

your home.

The film problem
Film has been the great tooth problem. A viscous film clings to your
teeth, enters crevices and stays. Old
ways of brushing do not effectively
combat it. So millions of teeth are dimmed and ruined by it.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
look dingy. It is the basis of tartar. It
holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Germs breed in it. They, with tartar,
are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Thus
most tooth troubles are now traced to
film.

Combat it daily-

Dental science has now found ways
to daily combat that film. Careful tests
have amply proved them. They are now
embodied, with other most important
factors, in a dentifrice called Pepsodent.

Pepsodent combats the film in two
effective ways. It highly polishes the
teeth, so film less easily adheres.
It stimulates the salivary flow — Nature's great tooth-protecting agent. It
multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva, to digest starch deposits that
cling. It multiplies the alkalinity of
the saliva, to neutralize the acids which
cause tooth decay.
Modern authorities deem these effects essential. Every use of Pepsodent brings them all.

See the results
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note hov clean the teeth feel after
using. I" : the absence of the visco...
film. S* iow teeth whiten as the filmcoats df^ppear. Watch the other good
effects.
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This test, we believe, will bring to
your home a new era in teeth cleaning.
And benefits you never had before.
Mail coupon now.

(Continued from page 38)
girlhood — boys have no significance for
her. She enjoys them at dances and at
the theater, but would much rather her
mother accompany her. She has a love
of romance, but not in any personal sepse,
and if she dreams of a debonair Prince
Charming it must be in between times, for
her every waking thought is dedicated to
her work. Until now it has sufficed — but
then, the woman within her has not
awakened.
She is splendidly all-girl— and this in
:!self holds rich promise for the woman.
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The New-Day Dentifrice
A scientific film combatant, whose every
application brings five desired effects.
Approved by highest authorities, and
now advised by leading dentists everywhere. All druggists supply the large
tubes.

10-Day Tube Free011

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 764, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Letters to trie Editor

Letters to the editor cannot be used in this department unless the name and address of the writer is given,
writer desires that only initials be used in publication, please specify.

"To the winner belong the spoils !"
Mr. Hart is felicitated upon his
winning the Popularity Contest.
Dear Editor :— Please let me send congratulations toMr. Hart thru the Motion
Picture Magazine for having won in the
late contest conducted in your famous magazines ;I was delighted that he won. I
consider Mr. Hart absolutely peerless, and
he should be ranked with the Barrymores,
if not ahead of them. Think how he could
act "Dr. Jekill and Mr. Hyde," also Petruchio in Shakespeare's immortal "The
Taming of the Shrew." I grant you that
the interpretation would not be stereotyped,
but original and intellectual as all of his
work is. May God spare him to the movies
for many years yet to come, if Mr. Hart so
desires.
Wishing you and the "Great Three" magazines continued prosperity,
Believe me, sincerely,
Elizabeth Tuckerman Freeman.
424 Belden Ave., Chicago, 111.

Was Enid Bennett raised among
the aborigines ? And how old is
Norma ?
Dear Editor: — As a follower of "Letters to the Editor," I would like to voice
my opinion upon some of the movie stars.
To begin with, I would like to know
\vhere and what part of Australia, Enid
Bennett first saw the daylight ? In a recent
interview with her, I read that she hadn't
tasted kangaroo steak for a few years*.
I'd just like to know if Enid was raised
among the "Aborigines." For I can assure
you, Editor, that they perhaps are the only
people out here who eat kangaroo steak.
Another thing. What are the Talmadge
sisters thinking of? Norma Talmadge
gives her age as twenty-three, and Constance, a couple of years younger ! Now,
you know Norma must be suffering from
loss of memory, because we all here remember her a good few years back and she
was not a child then. And please, oh please,
tell me when Mary Miles Minter is going
to be more than sixteen or seventeen?
I think I have said all I wanted to, so
I'll finish now and would like to tell you
that we folks out here, would like to see
more of such stars as Viola Dana, Katharine MacDonald and Vivian Martin. Also
■t "would like Mary Pickford to make
more productions like "Daddy Long Legs"
and Pollyanna."
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
Ruby May Goodyear.
26 Hardie St., Darlinghurst, Sydney,
N. S. W., Australia.

Fans who live in far-away countries are learning much about American customs and the trend of American affairs thru the cinema and the
magazines. Tn return, this Filipino
girl gives us some real news of pictures in Manila.
Dear Editor :— T am only one of the
ardent readers of your magazine and the
purpose of this letter is to tell you how
pictures are going on herejin Manila. We
have here several first-class movie houses,
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only we do not know if you would consider them first class. The Lyric is the
foremost of these, giving as its entertainments the Paramount Artcraft pictures ;
then comes Lux, giving Pathe films ; the
Sirena, showing Fox films and some other
brands from Europe; the Ideal, showing
Universal pictures and sometimes Metro ;
the Empire, also giving Universal, tho
most of them are Western pictures, played
by Pete Morrison, Art Acord, Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin and others, and serials
played by Miss Walcamp, Eddie Polo and
others ; and, lastly, the Savoy, showing
Paramount pictures. In almost every district there is a movie house, but the films
are always first-class ones.
v
We can assure you that, tho we are far
from the film manufacturing country, we
are the most ardent lovers of motion picture plays. Everybody here has his favorite stars, but Doug, Mary and the funny
Charlie are included among the favorites
of any Filipino.
When new magazines arrive here, every
lobby in the city is agglomerated by those
who want to get them at once, for the
magazine, especially the Motion Picture
Magazines, are exhausted in a few days.
Wishing every future success to the
Motion Picture Magazine and the screen
stars, I am,
Yours sincerely,
Prudencio de Guzman,
Magallanes 199, W. C, Manila, P. I.

The versatile Wally ! Equally at
home with his hands on the steering
wheel or with his feet on the dancing
floor. Wally can drive like a demon,
dance like an angel, and smile like
a demigod !
Dear Editor: — Just a word of praise
for Wallace Reid's dancing in "The Dancin' Fool." I think he is a wonder. No
matter what he tries to do, he is always a
success. He has made his name as an actor, but I really believe that his dancing is
a thing that will always be remembered,
especially by those who love a good dancer.
"The Dancin' Fool" was witnessed privately byexponents
four of Sydney's
leadingandteachers and
of dancing,
the
opinion of each was that his was a wonderful exposition of the art.
With kindest regards and my very best
wishes for Motion Picture Magazine
and Classic
Sincerely yours,
Anita K. Phail,
312 Jones
Street, Pyrmont,
Sydney, Australia.

We hereby accord the "mention"
to "Anna Ascends" and "Opportunity" which the writer of the following thinks they deserve.
Dear Sir
:— May
a devoted
and
constant
reader
of your
magazine"fan"
ask why
it is that among the "Stage Plays of Interest" you have omitted to mention Alice
Brady in "Anna Ascends," and James L.
Crane in "Opportunity"? I saw both of
these plays before I left New York, and
in my estimation they are worth while seeing. But
I see affair,
you have
"Ladies' Night,"
a very
daring
recommended
as a
play of "interest," which I was forbidden
by both my brothers to see.

If the

"Anna Ascends" and "Opportunity" are
plays that should be listed as "Plays of
Interest," for I have recommended them
to my many friends, who, having seen
them, quite agree with me that they are
"plays worth while seeing."
I sincerely hope that in your next edition I will see these plays mentioned.
Yours I truly,
With best wishes,
remain,
Mary Surridge,
5336 Monte Vista St., Los Angeles, Calif.

That "things are not what they
seem" is often true of the stars of
the silversheet. Naturally, make-up
and good photography enhance an
actor's appearance, but fans sjiould
remember that actors are mere people, after all, and thus protect themselves against the disillusion that
comes upon actual acquaintance with
celebrities.

1

Dear Editor
:— May ?I add
comment
and criticism
Firstmyof 'bit
all,ofI
must tell you of my disappointment a few
days ago when our fair city was honored
Ixy
the presence
Eugene
Thomas
Meighan.of And
as O'Brien
I looked and
at
Eugene's much-advertised beauty I bade
farewell to all my dreams that he would
be like his pictures. He actually had a
red nose, and his only redeeming feature
was his hair.

i

The girls here in this city made themselves particularly disgusting by insisting
on kissing him, and he looked as tho he
was bestowing a great favor on the poor
females. I am a girl, but I dont go in for
that stuff. Thomas Meighan came up to
all expectations, and I take my hat off
to him. He is a real man.
A few for Roy Stewart now. There is
another
realweman.
Why, portraits
in Heaven's
name, dont
see some
and
interviews of him ? He ought to be a star
instead of Fairbanks or O'Brien.
I am waiting anxiously for "The Affairs of Anatol"
"The Swanson
Five Kisses."
I understand
bothor Gloria
and (/
\
Agnes Ayres are in it. I think Miss Ayres
is away ahead of Gloria Swanson, because she has expression, which is sadly
lacking in Gloria.
And who dares to say Mary Pickford
is losing her hold on the hearts of the
public?ca'sShe
isn't andwill
neverbewill!
"AmeriSweetheart"
remembered
when all the De Mille beauties are dead
and gone. Her "Pollyanna" will never be
forgotten.
Speaking of stars, blindfold me and
kindly lead me away from Nazimova. I
cant see her at all. She has the most horrible taste I ever heard of. She isn't being original or different. Probably she
would look just as bad in real clothes.
I saw Olga Petrova in vaudeville not
long ago. and I still hear her wonderful
voice. She is my ideal of a woman. She
is perfect.
1 wouldn't miss your magazine for anything, and if I had thirty-five cents beme and starvation,
go straight
Sincerely,
for thetweenMotion
Picture I'd
Magazine.
Peggy DeLaney,
137 Scio St., Rochester, N, Y.
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What Every Girl Wants
is a Beautiful Complexion
Face powder is as necessary as soap and water, and no face can appear
beautiful without it. A face that looks shiny, muddy or "made-up" is
anything but beautiful, and good face powder is the only preventive.

Corliss Palmer Peach Bloom
Powder
is the result of scientific research and experiment. Miss
Palmer, by winning first
prize in the 1920 Fame and
Fortune Contest, was adjudged the Most Beautiful
Girl in America, and her
Beauty articles in the MOTION Picture Magazine
have attracted wide attention. Read what she says
about powders in the June,
1921, Motion Picture
Magazine.
We have secured the exclusive American rights to
Miss Palmer's Peach Bloom
Powder. We put it up in
CORLISS
PALMER
pretty boxes, which will be
mailed to any address, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, 50 cents a box. It comes
in only one shade and is equally desirable for blondes and
brunettes.

Do not think of sitting for a portrait without first
using this powder!
And it is equally desirable for street use, in the Movies and
everywhere. Send a fifty cent coin (well wrapped to prevent its cutting thru envelope) or 1-cent or 2-cent stamps
and we will mail you a box of this exquisite powder. Remember that we have the exclusive selling rights to

Corliss Palmer Peach Bloom

Powder.

Beware of imitations and accept no substitutes warranted to
be "just as good." There is nothing else like it on the market.

WILTON

CHEMICAL

BROOKLYN,

CO.

Extracts from Motion
Picture Magazine,
April, 1921
I am often asked what kind of
face powder I use.
I have received more letters asking this
question
than
I could answer,
so I had a little circular printed
stating
that
I make
my
own
powder.
And now they are asking me to tell them how I make
it. Well, I cant tell how, but I
can tell why.
I have tried about
every
powder
on the market
and have done considerable experimenting on myself
and on
others.
There
is no denying
that there are several very fine
powders on the market, but I
felt that none just suited me,
and so I determined
to make
one that did.
You see, in the
first place,
I had
some
very
peculiar
ideas
about
the complexion and was
very
hard to
please.
I am
very
particular
about
tints and
staying qualities, and I want a powder that
does not look like powder, that
will not blow
off in the first
gust of wind,
that is not too
heavy nor too light, that will
not injure the complexion, and
that will not change color when
it becomes moist from perspiration or
from the natural oil that comes thru
the pores of the skin.
I also like a
pleasant aroma
to my powder,
and
one
that
lingers.
After
experimenting with powdered
starch,
French
chalk,
magnesia
carbonate,
liowdered orris root, bismuth subcarliouate, precipitated chalk, zinc oxide
and other chemicals, and after cousultiiiE authorities as t; the jff i ts
of each of these on the skin, I finally
settled on a formula that has been
tried out under
all conditions
and
that suits me to a nicety.
And. must
important of all, perhaps, this powder
when finally perfected had the remarkable quality of being
equally
good for the street, for evening dress
and for motion picture make-up.
I
use the same powder before the camera for exteriors and interiors, and for
daily use hi real life. So do main of
my friends, and they all tell me that
they will use no other as long as they
can get mine.
As to the tint, it is a
mixture
of many
colors.
I learned
from an artist years ago that there
are no solid, flat colors in nature.
Look carefully at anything you choose
and you will see every color of the
rainbow
in it. Take a square inch
of sky, for instance, and examine
it
closely
and
you
will
find
color there.
Just so with the
Any portrait painter will tell you that
he uses nearly every color when painting flesh. Nothing is white — not
snow, because it reflects every color
that is around it. White I
is absurd.
White is not a color.
The
genera] lone of m\ po
tiling like that of a ripe peach, and I
therefore
call
it
"Peach
Bloom
Powder."of it for
I have
made
up
tew
boxes
my friends,
and a I feel
justified in asking them to pay me
what it costs me. which is about tlftv
cents a box or $1.00 for two bo*
I
am not in business and do nol
to make a profit. If any of my n
want to try this powder I will try to
accommodate them, but I cannot undertake to put this powder
on the
market
in a business
Way— thai
is
something for a regular dealer to do
if there is enough demand for it.

N. Y.
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Passing Trim
{Continued from paye 52)

1

exists between these two, and it was very
lovely to witness it. It entirely routs the
perverted idea with which some beings
are possessed that there cannot be a real,
sincere friendship between two people of
opposite sex. Mr. MacLean has been married several years to a woman adored and
adoring. And Miss May is very much in
love with and soon to marry Wallace McDonald— yet the comradeship between
these two co-workers of other days is very
real.
"Dont wear' yourself all out in New
York, Doris," he said. "I never was so
tired in my life. I have had social and
business engagements — two or three a day.
I have seen eighteen shows in less than
two weeks. When I get on the boat I
shall sit clown and see if I remember the
names of some of them, and what they

Peals of Laughter
with
Constance Tamiadge
in "Wedding

Bells"

OOK for the First National trademark when selecting a
picture you wish to see.
It is guarantee of fascinating
entertainment and the highest quality in production.
Because First National pictures are made by independent artists, in their own studios — stars arid directors who are directly
responsible to you, their public, for the pictures they produce.
Their independence is an assurance of the highest artistry, because they are unhampered by the influence of any other persons,
and are thus enabled to carry out their own ideals.

"How wonderful to be sailing for
were about."
Europe," we said — and meant it.
"I'm not," he grinned. "I'm sailing for
California by way of New Orleans ! We
will he five whole days on the boat, and,
thank Heaven, there will be no place to go
and nothing to do but rest. How New
Yorkers stand the life, and how they ever
get any work done, is beyond me.
"So I'll soon be on the Home Stretch,' "
he. said, "which, by the way, is the name
of the next picture I'm to make. It's about
horse-racing, and intensely thrilling, I be-

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization
of independent theatre owners who foster the production of more
artistic pictures and who are striving for the constant betterment Nof
screen entertainment.
First National accepts the work of independent artists for exhibition
purposes strictly on its merit as the best in entertainment.

i

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Douglas MacLean is a born comedian,
and clever enough to make the most pf it.
Those who have worked with him say that
he has an almost uncanny sense of humor
that enables him to take a scene and bring
lieve."
out
bits of humor that no one else would
have thought of. Not only that — he makes
the whole cast see it and helps them to
make the most of their roles. An ideal
star!
And while I was considering the fact
that he had not said that he wanted to
direct a great picture or play Hamlet, he

I I

gave leaves
a quickforlook
at his watch.
"The
boat
California
in seventeen
minutes,'' he said. "Hope I will have
more time for you next time I'm passing

AUTUMN

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise

TWILIGHT

By Walter E. Mair
dles;
Suddenly
cold — consumed of its own fire —
thru."crimson
The
sunset falters, purples, dwinThen splashes up, a failing funeral pyre,
Like,torch
summer's
kindlesown, that, with a witch-
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V. BREWSTER

Editor-in-Chief of

Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and
Shadowland
*
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Includes chapters on Christian Science, Osteopathy,
Dreams, Phrenology, Stage Tricks and Occultism, and
a section on Strikes, Profiteering and the High Cost
11,
of Living. Cloth bound, 230 pages, mailed prepaid
to any address on receipt of $1.25.
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On every peak new flame amid the pinetrees' blackened spindles.
LGi

S
Quenched softly by the sea-wind, by and by,
Each false glow dies : afar, in silent glory,
The virgin moon imperious, from on high,
Summons
hoary to
... night-patrol the mountains
Hark, clown the shadowy vale wan Summer breathes her farewell story!

"Seasons
maybreast
come: and go
broad

ish, weeping"
Sock not beyond
the: hills, for here is rest —
Peacesleeping.
in her arms, when you are fain for
Summer

i '■''
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from earth's

Days fade, nights pale, and flowers per-

departs, but love endures, safe in

the ages' keeping."

W^^rft
A Wise Fool
(Continued from page 67)
ending would come. It was as tho a Greek
Doom was upon him and he could not
escape.^ First his family, then his house,
then his acres. His crops failed, his orchards were blighted — these things had happened to other men, and he only shrugged
his great shoulders and thought that they
were fools. Now they happened to him.
On an evening in autumn when the air
was dank with coming rain, Jean Jacques
Barbille stood by the sapling that he had
bent with his strength of rage and fury
of pride a short five months ago and gazed
somberly over the lands that were no
longer his. He could not see them, but
the eyes of his mind spread them upon
the darkness, sere and brown, with the
blackened ruins where red-roofed buildings had stood. Once again the great
form straightened haughtily. Once again
he flung out his mighty, blunt hands in a
gesture of defiance.
"No man did it!" shouted Jean Jacques
Barbille. "It took God Himself to humble me !"
"It was his last boast. Thereafter he
grew silent, avoiding his fellows, preferring night to day. Old Sebastian had died
soon after the fire, and he was quite alone,
except for Carmen's canary, who shared
his mean lodgings in the village, above
the blacksmith shop of Georges Cloque.
Sitting in his window, Jean Jacques often
watched the sturdy, red-cheeked wife of
the blacksmith bring him his luncheon and
sit close beside him while he ate, looking
at her man with eyes of admiration and
faith. Cloque was a ne'er-do-well ; he had
made no money, he owned nothing save
the miserable cottage where he lived and
this smithy, and no man pulled their forelock and ducked when he passed. .Yet this
woman loved him and admired him.
Strange !
He thought, with a curious shyness, of
Carmen, as a man thinks not of his wife
of many years, but of his bride. Eighteen
years — and she was a stranger to him. He
had thought of her always as something
that belonged to him, a part of his greatness. Now he knew that she had never
been his at all.
One morning before the village was
awake, Jean Jacques took his bird-cage
and strapped his poor bundle of clothes
to his shoulders. The sun was just rising
when he strode from the village. No one
marked his going. No one called him a
farewell or wished him luck. He might
have been a chance wayfarer passing thru
an alien place.
For a long time Jean Jacques Barbille
wandered, seeking some word of the
woman who had left him in her hot humiliation, the woman he had robbed. For
he saw that now clearly. She was one of
those born for love, and he had not loved
her, for love is selfless, and he had been
Self. And when, in her hunger for what
he denied, she had given her heart into the
keeping of another man he had forced that
other to drop it and break it.
In Montreal he came upon his first clue.
Carmen had been there. She had found
a poor place as an actress in one of the
shabby stock theaters where she had
played adventuresses and lost women for
the pleasure of street-walkers and pickpockets. The manager, a greasy Hebrew
with bald, slanting forehead, glowered angrily when he told Jean Jacques that she
had been discharged three months before
"for impudence" — it was easy to guess
what the impudence had been.
Jean Jacques' eyes glowed red, but he
(Continued on page 96)
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Returnfreeit
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Monthly Payments
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instruments are known all over the
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(Continued from page 41)
Gish. I think his real chance came when
he played the part of the young Italian
nobleman in Dorothy Phillips' picture,
"Once to Every Woman." In this he shot
Dorothy with a revolver from the stage
box, and then tumbled out of the box after
shooting himself in the head. It was a good

Jhr&$ aBeSer.my
v-ihan cosmeiics
fm-keeping
jotahfSl color.
Cosmetics lend only temporary aid,
and, used indiscriminately, can be
harmful. Clear skin and youthful
color depend upon pure blood and a
healthy body. Internal attention
means more than external care.
You'll be surprised to find how
a good aperient will aid your
complexion.
Nature's Remedy (N? Tablets), a
vegetable aperient, acts naturally
to clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful appearance. Improves the general
health and prevents headaches and
biliousness.
ALL DRUGGISTS
sell the dainty
25c. box of

Clips off +f.e Old Block
N? JUNIORS
Little N?S— One-third
the regular
dose.
Made of the same ingredients, then candy coated. For
children and adu!ts> tfl JUNIORS
in the BLUE AND YELLOW BOX.

Play the Hawaiian

Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so
.simple, plain and easy that yon
begin on a piece with your first
lesson.
In half an hour you
can play it ! We have reduced
the
necessary
motions
you
learn to only four — and you
acquire these in a few minutes.
Then
it is only a matter of
practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
slurs and other effects
that make this instrument SO delightful. The
Hawaiian Guitar plays
any
kind
of
music,
both
the melody
and
theaccompauiment.'
Your
tuition
fee
includes a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, all the
necessary
picks
and
steel bar and 5^ complete
lessons
and pieces of
music.
Special arrangement for lessons if you have
your own Guitar.

Send Coupon

NOW —
Get Full Particulars

FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway
NEW YORK
I am Interested In the Hawaiian Guitar. Plcaso scud
ci
dete information, special price offer, etc., etc.
Name
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So, you see, this Italian valentine did not
get mailed directly into fame via the
part.
"Four Horsemen" picture. He served a
fat term of apprenticeship. As this is written, he is playing Armand — oh, girls, girls !
— to Nazimova's Camille, and from some
of the scenes I saw them make, it is muy
calicnte.
Yesterday we lunched together at that
funny little cafe across the street from the
Metro Hollywood studios. Rudy's olive
complexion was thickly covered with pink
paint, and the blackness of hjs eyes was
emphasized by blue-black pencilled shadows over them. The finely-chiseled lines
of his patrician nose and mouth were au
naturel. I wonder if I can transcribe a
suggestion of the very charming Italian
accent which lingers in his ultra-modern
American speech?
"Wen I firs' come to thees co'ntry it
was mos' hard for me to accustom myself
to the American food. In that little French
ponsione in New York they give me
American food like cabbages an' corn-bif,
which I could not eat, but I would sit at
that boarding-house table to hear those
pipple talk Eenglish an' then I would go
out an' eat my dinner in Italian.
"I was back in N'York las' year, w'en I
hear that they want me to play Julio in
'The Four Horsemen,' an' I accept verry,
verry queek. All the way back to California on the train I read that Ibatiez book
in original Spanish, so I know Julio like
my brother. W'en I play that part sometimes Iask Meester In'ram, the director,
to have played for me the overture to
'Cavalleria Rusticana.' This music is a
ver' strong influence in my life. It is, I
theenk' the mos' beeautiful expression of
my people in Southern Eetaly. I come from
them, an' they are verry, verry emotional,
of a natural, rusteec temperament. That
'Cavalleria Rusticana' means 'rustic chivalry,' of course you know."
Yes, young Valentino — he is twenty-five
now — is essentially emotional, and I think,
voluble; but American repression has rubbed off on him, and he cloaks his natural
warm-heartedness and expressiveness under a veneer of reserve. Just as he has
curbed the natural Italian tendency to expression with eyes, hands and body, so he
has curbed his natural tendency to friendliness in his efforts to become Americanized.
When you come to know him better, as I
have, you learn that he is naturally naive
and charming in a boyish way, which is not
true of some of our young native-born
American stars.
There is something reminiscent in Valentino of the little peak-eared marble satyrs
you see in Italian gardens. His wellshaped ears are the least bit peaked at the
top, too.
His private life out of the studio also
concerns us, and I asked him how he preserved the splendid muscles that ripple
over his back and biceps. Did he box, or
swim or gymnasiumatc?
"I do not make pretense to be an athalect," he answered ; "maybe because I have
not the time. Because I dance once for a
living, some kin' pipple say I was loungelizard, but I do not theenk so, because I
inns' dance or starve in America.
I like

better to dance. Now, I cannot swim much
at thees California beach, because I am
very
darktooinblack
complexion,
an' the
sun it
burn me
for pictures.
I become
like a neegroe.
"But I like to ride an' to steeplechase,
an'HeI walk
walksmuch."
two miles every morning to
work at the studio, and two miles back to
his apartment at night. Whenever he gets
a few hours off in the daytime he climbs
around on the Hollywood hills, or else he
rents the best horse he can find and goes
galloping off thru the San Fernando valley, like Julio in the South American pamThe stars seem very favorable toward
this young, very Americanized foreigner,
and after "Camille" is finished he should
be well up the ladder to that mythical top.
Shake Wallie Reid and Tony Moreno up
together and you get an idea of Rudolph
pas.
Valentino in real life, so far as looks are
concerned,
but Rudy always keeps the muffler on.
His sleek, blue-black hair got all mussed
up when he was playing the sea-captain
hero with Alice Lake in John Fleming
Wilson's "Uncharted Seas." This pleased
the young man mightily, as he has an ingrowing horror of being thought a
lounge-lizard.
"I like that rqugh sea captain," he told
me, letting go of some real, native enthusiasm, forgetting for the moment his veneer
of American repression. "These pipple who
say,
will 'Oh,
get tothat
see Valentino,
my hair itheis is
notlounge-liz','
always so
sleek.
am glad."
But IRudolph
is sleek by birth, not to
mention slick, and I usurp Herbert
Howe's prerogative for a moment in predicting that he will achieve his most notable successes in manly, bandolined roles,
if there are such things.

California Ckatter
(Continued from page 71)
Melford's production of E. Phillip Oppenheim's story, "The Great ImpersonaHerbert Rawlinson sat beside me at a
very beautiful dinner party the other
evening. He combines all of the qualities
of the ideal American with none of the
affectations of "some" screen actors. He
misses New York, but is happy anywhere
he tion."
goes. At present he is playing opposite
Clara
Young inthe
"Chartered."
EnidK. Bennett,
lovely young wife
of Fred Niblo, expects a new arrival in
her family soon.
Jack Pickford plans to return to the
screen himself at the head of his own company as soon as he finishes helping Alfred
Green in the direction of his sister, Mary,
in "Little Lord Fauntleroy." His first
picture
be "Garrison's
Finish."
Charliewill
Chaplin
is said to be
engaged to
May Collins, the seventeen-year-old
actress who came to California from New
York to win success in the films. Neither
of the two will affirm nor deny the rumor.
Eric von Stroheim has built so many
Monte Carlos and spent so many dollars
on "Foolish Wives" that we hope good, kind
Mr. Laemmle. who has advanced all the
money, will not be included among the
foolish ones. Von Stroheim has been
working eight months, during which time
his leading man died and he had to find a
double.
Last week
he shot acpnp*- Jr
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which
five hundred
extras participated
for one straight week.
The best bit of news we know is that
Mary MacLaren has been given the leading role in Douglas Fairbanks' production
of
ThreeandMusketeers."
de "The
la Motte
Barbara Le Marguerite
Marr will
also have leading roles.
Tod Browning's production of Edna
Ferber's famous story, "Fanny Herself,"
will have Mabel Julienne Scott as Fanny,
instead of Priscilla Dean.
I met Renee Adoree, the new little wife
of Tbm Moore, out at the Goldwyn the
other day. She is petite and peppy — striking-looking rather than pretty, and with
a perfectly charming accent when she
talks. She is so full of fun and enthusiasm that I can very well imagine her
bringing a great deal of happiness into
Tom's life.
The screen is to be given another
glimpse
of makes
Shakespeare's
John
Stahl, who
the Stahlgenius.
Productions
for Louis B. Mayer, announces that he
will film a version of "King Lear."
Johnny Walker and Edna Murphy, who
made such an impression in "Over the
Hill," have arrived in Hollywood to make
a Fox picture, entitled "The Live Wire."
Speaking extemporaneously at the Friday Morning Club, Gertrude Atherton, the
famous novelist, said :
"Men about the studios are the most
embracing males I ever knew. It is their
profession. They are a catching lot, and
they catch you on every occasion. Mr.
Goldwyn is the best seller I ever knew,
and I know a lot about best sellers. That
is my business. He can sell anything to
anybody. I admire him hugely. All of
them can give the kindest, sweetest compliments. Ilike them, even if i dont believe them. I was asked to talk to you
about r.iy life history, but that would take
too long. Still, the San Francisco fire
burned the record of my birth, so I am
still young enough to be embraced, and
when things go well with your picture —
oh, then is the time for embracing !
"I'll never again sign a contract which
gives the producer the right to entitle it.
Someone at the studio who knew how

fascinate and captivate because they are
shadowed by dusky lashes and emphasized by smooth fine brows. You can
have eyes like that by using LASHLUX.
It darkens the lashes and brows at once
and gives them a well-groomed luster.
LASHLUX supplies the natural oil absorbed by powder and encourages long
silky lashes. Apply after powdering.
Two shades, Dark and Brown, also
Colorless. 50c at drug and department
stores, or by mail.

ROS'S

COMPANY

72 Grand Street
New York

means luxuriant teshes

The PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT'S

Do you think you can write "as good" stories as you see on the
screen? You can write them 100% better. Master the technique
of photoplay writing so simply presented in this little book. A
child can understand it. Send 50 cents in stamps.
BREWSTER

PUBLICATIONS,

took my "Perch of the Devil" and wrote
the continuity for it. I wouldn't know my
own brain-child. I couldn't get anything
out of it. My producer said all good continuities are flat. Then I said my play
would be a huge success, for could anything sound flatter than that continuity?
"But it wasn't a success. So I wrote the
scenario of a new play, tho that wasn't in
my contract. But again flattery won me.
Everyone said it would be a great success.
I wanted to call it "Noblesse Oblige" or
"Honor," but they wouldn't listen to that.
This is the huge fly in my ointment. They
called
it "Dont deXeglect
Your I Wife."
asked William
Mille when
met himI
socially if he couldn't get out an injunction on them for infringing on his lovely
movie titles like "Dont Change Your
Wife," et al. He said he would ask Cecil.
"But Cecil said they might be able to
get out an injunction as a trade-mark, but
not under a copyright law. So my story
with the scene laid back in the days of old
California, 1868, went on with the modern title, "Dont Neglect Your Wife,"
which even I couldn't remember, and it
was variously called "Dont Forget Your
Wife" or "Dont Neglect Your Husband."
and I never made myself so disagreeable
to a human being in all my life as I made
myself to Mr. Goldwyn. But it was just
because I dont understand the movie
game. You see, I am too highbrow, or
something, for them. But fancy a publisher changing the title to my book.
Why, I'd go down and brain him."

PRIMER

By L. Case Russell

Inc.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

sn't this your affair, too?
OVER 200,000 little boys and girls of Serbia — homeless
and parentless — are still waifs in a desolate, poverty
stricken country.
Many of them are totally without
any of the, things that make life worth living.
They need
clothing,yourschooling,
partly
affair ?

Bj

Help Today !

home youlife,helpregular
this
Will
some meals.
of them Isn't
get these
things ? The expense is very little.

"Adopt" a Serbian Orphan
$6 a month — $72 a year

Your contribution of $6 a month will
place one orphan in a family home in
Serbia for a year, give him clothing,
medical and dental attention and a
chance
to go to school regularly.
"Adopt" more than one if vou can. Or send us
whatever sum is convenient. Full accounting
returned. Fill in the subscription blank below
and mail it to us now.

Serbian Child Welfare Association, 7 West Eighth Street, New

York City

I will give toward the "adoption" of one or more orphans the amount
indicated each 20
month as long as needed or until cancelled by me.
$300 per month -
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50 orphans
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The Clearing House for Kicks
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(Continued from page 36)

Bobbed Hair Strikes a New Note
in Your Appearance
Ruth Roland, motion picture star, says, "TheNATIONALBOB
is not only smart but it makes you look artistic and beautiful''
TT falls in dainty little curls around your head making
■* you delightfully lovely and savingyourown hair too.
The two little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisiblehair-pinsattachitsecurely--onandoffin a jiffy.
Send us a strand of your hair and $10. The National
Bob
sentever
you did
atonce,
postpaid.
find it the
best will
thingbe you
to improve
your You'll
appearance.
Ask us about anything
in hair goods—vie handle
everything.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. O
368 Sixth Avenue
New York
_,
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Buy them by the dozen or half-dozen in BOUbOIR BOXES-or send
85c. andBoxyour
dealer'snetname
for
Boudoir
of 6--each
guaranteed perfect and extra large size
State color and style.

BomS:torij to ijouFJREE
Easiest riding, most comfortable wheel
built. "We'll ship it to you on approval.
You'll want it sure when you see the
18 exclusive features of the splendid
1921 model electrically equipped

BIACK. BEAUTY?
Big color-illustrated catalog shows large
variety of styles — describes features
fully.
and we'llship
express Choose
prepaidthe on.wheel
approval
without
cost. A small deposit and A DOLLAR
A WEEK makes it yours. Our direct
factory price saves you money — a saving you cannot afford to overlook.
5 year cident
guaranty
months'
acinsurance and
with 6 every
wheel.
Send now for big color- Pnrpi
illustrated catalog— it's FJtEiEi!

Haverford Cycle Company

Established 25*years
Dept, 297
Philadelphia, Pa.
Be a Black Beauty Owner Agent
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Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel
Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
List of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,
28A Flatiron Bldg. New York

Wash Away Hair
with Et-Rado

You

want the quickest and easiest way to remove undesirable hair
from
the
underarms,
face, arms
and limbs.
That
is why
you
will
want EI-Rado.
El-Rado is sure, it is absolutely
harmless, it is a ready-to-use liquid, not messy.
El-Rado
is th'e true
"womanly"
way— that's
why
you
will like it
and after using it once
will
have
no
other.
Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money Refunded.
Two
sizes:
60
cents
and $1.00 at drug stores
and toilet goods counters.
Send your order for
$1.00 size to us with
stamps or money order if your dealer is
out of El-Rado. It will
be mailed along with
directions and interesting letters of users.
PILGRIM MFG. CO., Dcpl. 1267
112 E. 19th Si.
New York
■ l
"i.itritmlors:
Dixon II :i;v,f,td.,Dcr>t.12(\7
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uut of the motion picture industry at Los
Angeles, the organizing for activity on a
nation-wide scale has been going on. The
organization now has its headquarters at
32 West Forty-seventh Street. Mr. Quinn
is active president. Frank Bacon, an example of what really good business there
is in good, clean, simple drama as evidenced byhis homely portrayal in "Lightnin'," now playing its third year on Broadway, is vice-president. And, since the enthusiastic house cleaners — from moving
the furniture about the house and making
the family generally uncomfortable to
their comparatively recent entrance into
public affairs — are women, so in this
movement for better pictures a great
many club and society women are interested. The membership includes artists,
authors and actresses, business men and
women. And a long list of clubs and organizations are giving support to the work.
The M. P. T. is a service organization
chartered under the New York State
board of trade article relating to membership corporations. It has no stock and can
make no profits. The money it receives
for membership fees and from other
sources must be turned to the purpose for
which it was formed.
The M. P. T. proposes to discourage the
production and exhibition of objectionable
pictures. To work for the elimination of
waste and extravagance — which will result in lower admission prices. To work
for the elimination of misleading and untruthful advertising. To encourage and
help in a practical way the production and
exhibition of pictures founded on good
stories properly constructed, well acted by
artists who fit their parts, intelligently directed and titled — the kind of picture the
whole family can enjoy. This, they firmly
believe, means good business for everyone
involved — the producers, exhibitors, actors and the public.
Public opinion is the supreme court of
appeal in a democracy, and the M. P. T.
is counting strongly on public opinion.
Can they find out what public opinion is?
And how are they going to get it?
By maintaining various departments of
service, research, statistics and information, the association hopes to become a
clearing-house for kicks, suggestions and
praise. They will have their own projection rooms for showing pictures. Representatives from various organizations and
individual members of the association will
be notified when the pictures are to be
shown for recommendation or for the
award of the M. P. T. Merit Seal. Cards
will be passed thru the audience upon
which the persons watching the pictures
may write their opinions. These will be
collected and noted. If the picture is
agreeable, it will receive the O. K. of the
M. P. T. If it is exceptionally good it will
receive the award of the Merit Seal. The
association will have also its . own reviewers of pictures, who will go without
prejudice to the showing of pictures and
judge them. The opinions thus arrived at
will be communicated to members in bulletins which will be mailed periodically.
The M. P. T. is now organizing its
"chapters." They will, in course of time,
have one in every town and city. Each
chapter will have lists of O. K.'d pictures
and those stamped with the Merit Seal
for the guidance of the public and the
information of exhibitors. This will be
of incalculable value to the exhibitors
thruout the country, many of whom have
no way of knowing exactly what the picture is before they receive it and it is pro-

jected in their own theaters. If the advertising isinaccurate in its description
of a picture to be released and it is not
what the exhibitor wants when he receives
it, he must refrain from showing it and
lose money — or face the displeasure of his
patrons. In small towns especially the
blame is attached to the person nearest at
hand. Therefore the exhibitor is blamed
for showing objectionable pictures.
The big idea back of the organization is
that people are eager for good, wholesome
entertainment. That the success of pictures like "Humoresque" and "Over the
Hill," productions without sensationalism and lavish expenditure, prove this.
And, while there are some motion picture
people who have kept faith with the public and their responsibility, it is the purpose of the M. P. T. to make those who
have slighted their responsibility see it by
proving to them that the public will stand
behind them if they go in for sound,
wholesome pictures.

From Ckadwick to California
(Continued from page 25)
ed her outlook, made her self-reliant, able
to make her own living — but she has never
attained that self-sufficiency which is such
a deadly drawback to a complete sympathy
with the modern bachelor business girl.
About her clings that air of femininity,
so charming in girls who have been sheltered from all ugly aspects of the world
by an ever-present family — but to this lovable mark of the gentlewoman has been
applied the torch of necessity. A flame of
personality illumines her with a radiance
of having found her individuality, which
would have been lacking had she not come
in contact with the world.
To me, Helene Chadwick is like a butterfly which has just burst from a cocoon.
She seems to be primitively enjoying her
first flights in life thru perfumed California breezes.
She gives the impression of being tall,
of being poised for some great event. Her
face is as radiantly fresh and free of
make-up as the heart of a dew-washed
rose. She does not give that appearance
of super-grooming so popular with cinema
stars today. She seems to wear clothes
impersonally. Helene Chadwick is beautiful because she is Helene Chadwick, not
because of her gowns.
"Girls should not rush into matrimony
when they are so young," she told me,
"but it's no use to tell them so — each one
has to learn thru experience.
"Personally, I am afraid of marriage —
one sees so many shipwrecks.
"I had a rather terrifying experience
when I first came out to California. I arrived under contract with Pathe and Mr.
Gasnier. Something went wrong between
them and Mr. Gasnier broke his contract,
which left me stranded here. I didn't
know what to do nor where to go. Finally I met Mabel Condon and she took
me around and introduced me to people,
with the result that I got an engagement
to play in several Lasky pictures. Then
they offered me a contract, and so did
Goldwyn. The latter had more inducements, so I signed with Goldwyn, and I
have been very, very happy."
And all the time she was talking I was
revelling in the happy visionary light
which shone in her wide eyes.
Helene
with
life. Chadwick is, I think, in love — 1
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Manager

tral
West, New York City. You're
very Park
welcome.
Merry Cherub. — You are indeed a clever child. The poem of the "Cid" is the
oldest epic in any of the romance languages, consisting of three thousand lines,
and is a valuable picture of the manners
and customs of the eleventh century. Let
me see, Mary Pickford's first picture was
entitled "The Violin Maker of Cremona,"
produced by Biograph, but I believe she
was with Imp before going with Biograph.
Bar Le Due. — You bet I like you on
crackers with cheese. You want to know
if grey stockings are going to be worn any
longer. I doubt it. Instead of going up,
they are coming down. More than one
hundred tons of wood are consumed
daily in the form of matches. You say
Conway Tearle ought to write a book
called, "Is Matrimony a Failure?" Why
pick on Conway?
There are others.
U. R. A. Crab Apple. — No, Agnes
Ayres and Gloria Swanson are not the
same. Our Managing Editor here says
that one feature about the short skirts is
that they make five city blocks seem like
only one. Carlyle Blackwell has been playing in "My Lady Friend" on the stage.
Rickey. — George Larkin is back with
Universal, playing in a serial. You can
reach him, Universal, Los Angeles, Calif.
Cedar, my dear. Half of all the lead pencils in the world are made from American-grown cedar.
Mary. — I dont know how to advise you,
because you do not seem to fit the
place where you work. When you
are working for a concern, dont always be watching the clock. If you dont
get into the habit of doing a little more
than is expected of you, you will some
day find that you have got into the habit
of doing a great deal less. Try to make
yourself indispensable to your employer
and some day you will move up. Anyway,
you wont move out. Write me more about
your affairs, Mary.
M. A. P. — Thanks for the clipping. No,
I am not an artist — that is, with the brush.
The true artist creates men and women.
He does not please the public, but he holds
all the people who think. Yes, I saw

HADOWLAND
CREEN REVIEW

THE

new single reel motion picture de luxe, produced and
edited by A. D. V. Storey,
formerly editor of "Screen Snapshots," and including scenes at
Home, at Work and at Play with
Stars of the Stage, Screen, Vaudeville, Dance and other Arts.
Constance Talmadge and her director, Chet Withey; Constance
Binney and her director, John S.
Robertson; Rubye De Remer, with
Director Marcel Perez; Audrey
Munson and Director Bob Leonard; Kenneth Webb and the Whitman Bennett "Salvation Nell"
company, including Pauline Starke,
Gypsy O'Brien and Joseph King,
are among the celebrities who have
staged special scenes for the first
issues.
Scenes from the Frenchy Broadway musical comedy, "Afgar," of
Leon Errol, star of the Ziegfeld
show, "Sally," and of Madge Kennedy in the Broadway success,
"Cornered," are also included; also
Bert Levy, the international vaudeville star; Charles Hackett, the
American tenor of the Metropolitan Opera House; Guiran and
Marguerite, the dance sensations
of the Century Roof, and others in
dramatics, musical comedy and
vaudeville.

This film magazine of amusements and arts brings to you in
motion pictures the Stars and
Shows of Broadway, takes you
behind the scenes in theatres
and movie studios, shows
Directors at work and how
movies are made.

Katherine MacDonald in "My Lady's
Latch-key," but I certainly did not care
for the story. She is beautiful, nevertheless.

Produced in cooperation with
the Brewster publications,
" Shadowland," "Classic"
"Motion Picture Magazine."
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Tell Your Theatre Manager
to Book it from

Mass. Fan. — Yes, I can eat meat, but
only once a day. You see, you save the
wear and tear on your system by being a
vegetarian, because the average heart-beat
of a vegetarian is fifty-eight times a minute, and that of a meat-eater is seventyfive. But you cannot deduct for depreciaturns.tion when making out your income tax re-

Producers Feature I
Service
j

Omar. — My humble thanks for your
good wishes. Write me again.
L. J. B. — Just take a look at the ads.
Plain Fan. — Of course- Corliss Palmer
writes the beauty articles. She's clever,
all right — she even makes her own face
powder. That's right, but some women
are a blessing; the others — keep you
guessing! You say, if a fox is cunning,
a woman in love is a thousand times more

729 7th Avenue

so. Hobart Bosworth, in "A Thousand to

I

or

Shadowland Screen Review
17 West 42d Street,

New York

I
I
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Tke Answer Man

Just Jack. — No, there was no collection for Olive Thomas. She was buried
in New York.
Little New Zealand Sport. — Glad to
One."
hear from you again. You sure do write
a corking good letter. Well, the blooming
age for a horsechestnut tree would be in(Continued on page 97)

You Can JDecome '
erperson
You aknowQooi
how everyone 'Play
welcomes the
jvho plays. Others will welcome you in the
same way — if you play.
But popularity is not
the only reward of the
person who plays.
The
satisfaction
of being
able to produce that
music which best suits
your moods, makes
able.
playing doubly enjoyEven though you have
no previous musical
knowledge, after a few
pleasant hours of practice you can entertain
yourself and your
music self-performed. friends with music —
Soon
you which
can bebring
doing solo and ensemble playing
both increased popularity and earnings.

Instruments
The GIBSON line of

,

fretted
instruments
Mandolin,
Mandola,
i— \~j
^r
Mando-Cello,
Man-— r
do-Bass, Harp-Guitar,
Guitar, MandolinBanjo, Tenor-Banjo,
Cello-Banjo, GuitarBanjo. Any of these
instruments is easy to
play, easy to carry, t—
instruments
andother
is —
goes
well with
played
music. from
You standard
can buy
a GIBSON for as
little as $5 a month
if
wish.
TheyouStradivarius
(violin) construction and other exclusive
features of GIBSON instruments assure
true tones of great volume. Many of
America's foremost
artists use and endorse GIBSON instruments.
With the GIBSON
you select, we can
'supply
you carrying
with a
handsome
case, instruction
book, pitch-pipe,
and music stand. If
strument, we'll make liberalhave
allowance
on
an coupon
old ina GIBSON. Check andyoumail
the
below right now. Player Agents Wanted.
Many make $J,000 or over yearly. If interested ask for agency proposition.
THB GIBSON MANDOLIN-GUITAR CO.
427 Parsons Street Kalamazoo, Michigan
Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co.,
427 Parsons St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Gentlemen: — Without obligation, send me
FBEE Book — complete catalog, free treatise
— also information about your book, "The
checked.
Mandolin
Orchestra" and the instrument
Mandolin
Mandola
Harp-Guitar
(( )) Mandolin-Banjo
Mando-Cello
Mando-Bass
Tenor-Banjo
( ) Guitar
Mando-Bass
( ) Cello-Banjo
If Teacher Check
Here ( )
( ) Guitar^
( ) Guitar-Banjo
Name ..
Street State
—City J*—
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Tke Answer Man

(Continued from page 95)
fluenced a good deal by the condition of
the soil, and the care the tree had. In poor
soil the tree would blossom sooner than
in very rich soil, because the rich soil
would favor leaf growth at the expense
of flower growth for reproduction. However, this is a long way from the subject.
Thelma, Peggy, Terry, La Veeda,
Betty Carol Bailey, Norfolk, Va.,
Maurine, Bobby W., Murray Hill,
Frenchie, Irene, Oh By Jingo, Gaston
Glass Admirer, Nathlie, Jersey City,
M. J. L., Imtnlov, Geralmne Farrar,
L. M. Z., A Lillian Gish Fan, Jazz and
Jelly Beans, Bobbie, Mary Ann, Kiss
Me Doll, Bertha H., Dorothy Dalton
Forever, Thelmy-Jane, Albert R., Edith
C. S., Father Zeus, Dolores, Just
Twenty, Blue Eyes, Irene, Just Me,
Ima Mystery. — Sorry I cannot answer
each of you. But better luck next time.
Rachel V. — No, I do not wear pinchback coats and belted overcoats. You say
the coat of a horse is the gift of nature.
That of an ass is often the work of a tailor. Harold Lloyd was born in Nebraska
in 1893. A player is only half himself —
the other half is his expression.
David F. H. — You must be a human
dynamo, you say you write two scenarios
a week. I see ! What do you do with
them after you write them? Somethingwrong somewhere, David.
Mariana. — G. K. Chesterton says the
artistic temperament is a disease that afflicts amateurs. Yes, Hobart Bosworth is
married to Mrs. Cecil Percival. Antonio
Moreno went to the Honolulu islands for
a vacation.
Helen O. — Take no stock in it. In fact,
dont buy any kind of stock just now.
Duesy. — You must learn to make use
of your knowledge. Education is the
means, not the end. Charles Ray, I believe, is coming to New York next December. He keeps postponing it. I wonder if he is afraid of New York. I have
him framed right in front of my desk,
and he smiles at me every day. He is
playing in "Midnight Bell" now.
Byron I. D. — You want to know the
strongest man in pictures. All whom you
mention are equally strong. Well, I am
not absolutely sure of these figures, but
every week within the borders of London
approximately 4,000 children are born,
2,400 persons die and 2,600 begin wedded
life. Anita Stewart has brown hair.
Betty F., Helen K., C. W. Later, Dorothy K., Lee W., Pan Cake, Jimmy F.,
Minnie Loosejoints, A. C. L. B., Mrs. S.,
Eddte Polo Fan, Angelo Polo, Duesy,
L. G, H. S., K. Brock, J. B., T. H. H.,
T. D. M., Matty K, Jim Zeffinile,
Zezikle, Greenup, Dot and Dick, Adeline R., Eliza Jane, J. J. O'B., Baby
Blue Eyes, Catherine F., Dot T. — See
above for your answers.
Navy Nurse. — Of course your letters
are always interesting to me. Sorry you
didn't get your raise. Edna Goodrich and
Evelyn Nesbit dont seem to be in the
limelight just now. Write me again.
New Reader. — Welcome ! Plenty of
room at the top. Scarcity of scenarios?
I should say not. More plentiful than
hen's teeth. But real good ones are rarer
than fleas on a brass monkey. Constance
Binney is not married. Casson Ferguson
is twenty-nine. Harrison Ford has brown
eyes and brown hair.
Mae C. — Bien dit. We want to know
what you like and what you dislike about
our magazines.
Herbert Rawlinson Fan. — Yes, John
(Continued on page 111)

No Underwear is "B.V. D."
* without this Red Woven Label
MADE. FOR THE

B.VD.
BEST RETAIL TRADE

It is your Guarantee of
Value and Satisfaction

•D. V . D.
Underwear developed an entirely new prin
ciple which completely revolutionized summer underwear.
The
foundations
of theand
world-wide
popularity of "B.V. D."
Underwear
are value
satisfaction.
The "B.V. D." ideal of service is expressed in the durade
fabric, made in our cotton mills, and in every successive
stage of manufacture — the result: proper-fitting, comfortgiving, long-wearing Underwear — "B.V. D."

Quality Ever Maintained
"B.V. D." Sleeveless Closed Crotch
Union Suits (Pat. U. S. A.J Men's
$1.50 the suit, Youth's $1.15 the suit.

Remember-

The B.V. D. Company
New York

"B.V. P." Coat Cut Undershirts and Knee Length
Drawers, 90c the garment.

_AU Advertising in Motion Picture Magazine
'is guaranteed by Brewster Publications, Inc.

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the
essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second:
Well-cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,
— gray, brown or blue, — if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and wellshaped brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,
uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This
scientific preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them
to become gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to
the eyes, and added charm to the face.
M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator. The cut represents actual size of bottle.
The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequalled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you
postpaid, in plain wrapper,
a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash
and Eyebrow
Beautifier together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.
The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature's Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator
S .7S
M. T.'s A. B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads
S .75
M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair
$ .50
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan
SI. 00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream"... S .75

M. TRILETY,

5eHeuU.s Dept.47Binghamton,

N.Y.
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GIRLS! GIRLS!
Cleat Your Skin
Save Your Hair

WITH CUTICURA

Along trie Starry Way
(Continued from page 57)
here says ya cant wear bavin' suits wivout
apruns on; so I'm just fixin' Daddy up so
he'll pass the censors. Let's go eat!"
"Whupee,
out, we're
Little
Mary look
Pickford
Rupp a-comin'!"
and her
mother, Lottie Pickford, came sailing in
on the crest of a big wave. Their surfboard was the top of an old trunk washed
up by the sea.
Lila Lee, her mother, "Little Sister" and
"Little Brother" watched the sport and
munched ice-cream cones.
A little farther on, Charles Ray in
white flannels was tossing the medicineball. "Got to keep in trim," he explained
as we passed. "A good boob has to be
smart or the other boobs'll catch him in
In business."
direct contrast to all this was the
this
scene in which were Edwin Stevens and
Alfred Allen, veteran character actors and
hosom friends, and Mrs/Stevens. She had
just laid aside her knitting and joined in
the discussion of one of the late novels.
Mr. Allen, one of the actors in this peaceful scene, was the hell-snorting wild-west
saloonkeeper, otherwise known as Hell

Make these fragrant super
creamy emollients your
every-day toilet preparations and have a clear
sweet healthy skin and
complexion, good hair and
soft white hands, with
little trouble and trifling
expense. Absolutely noth
ing better, purer, sweeter
at any price.
lW~Cuticura Toilet Triors

Consisting of Cuticura Soap to cleanse and
purify, Cuticura Ointment to soothe and
soften, and Cuticura Talcum to powder and
perfume, promote and maintain skin purity,
skin comfort and skin health often when all
else seems to fail. Everywhere 25c each.
Sample each free by mail. Address: Cuticura
Laboratories, Dept. J, Maiden, Mass,
uticura Soap shaves without mux

Reduce

Your

Flesh

Exactly where desired
by wearing
it*
Medicated
er's
Walt
Dr.Fawn Reducing

Rubber

Garments

For Men and Women
Cover the entire
body or any part.
Endorsed by leading
physicians. Send for
illustrated Booklet.

c

Dr. Jeanne M. P.Walter

Lag\

f>9<

353 Fifth Ave., New York
Bust Reducer. Price $6.00 /Billings BuildinK. 4th Floor\
9t >
Chin Reducer, Price $2.50 < Ent. on mth St. ,8dUoo.E»
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Morgan in the picture, "Hell Morgan's
Girl." Mr. Stevens plays equally villainous roles, such as unscrupulous ward
bosses, smuggler chieftains, Turks, et al.
Monty Banks and Jack Warner, with
their company, are cutting their comedy
capers before a large crowd. In the mass,
as most interested spectators, watching
the bathing queens, however, are several
leaders of the ultra-conservative faction
of the town. They have subscribed to and
supported the following program adopted
by the Board of Education to regulate
women: "No paint or powder. No extreme hairdress or large, fancy combs.
No immodest openwork or lace stockings.
No fancy garters conspicuously worn.
Only Cuban or low, straight heels, and a
suitable dress with a modest neck-line of
a modest
It might length."
be said that the modern faction
care little how many resolutions the conservatives adopt, just so they dont try to
enforce them.
Monty Banks and "Little Hippo," baby
elephant on the payroll of a local theater,
are in competition for the attention of the
kiddies and grown-ups. Hippo was taking
his daily ocean bath, an event awaited
with anticipation by beach visitors, while
Monty was doing a hula with a skirt of
kelp to carry out the effect.
"O-o-o-o, lookie!" shouted one of a
crowd of embryo Charles Rays, Chaplins,
Barrymores, Blacktons, Griffiths, et_ al.,
pointing to a zipping line of foam trailing
behind a racing launch. Hippo and Monty
were forgotten in the excitement of the
new thrill. It was Marie Prevost, one of
Mack Sennett's sea comediennes, riding a
surf-board yanked along at a forty-milean-hour clip by a seawasp, whose nose careened skyward, while its tail plowed the
ocean into foam.
In the amusement section carefree and
,happy crowds surge daily. On Sunday the
"Pike" (as the amusement zone is called)
' is a "den of iniquity" to the blue Sabbathites of the town, while the moderns regard
it as a haven of recreation and relaxation.
Movie cameras turn out their plots thruout
the day in films requiring crowds and the
amusement-seekers serve as enthusiastic
extras. Many a girl and swain from the
wilds of Yale Station, Kansas, or Griffin
Junction, Iowa, whose ideas of movingpicture making have been gained from the
sophisticated daughter of the local "Picture Palace," whose dad "knows all the

and vampir-r-res," find
movie actors
themselves taking part in an animated
scene before a real moving-picture camera,
and with the crowd gleefully and perspiringly pursue the beach villain most of the
afternoon, in anticipation of seeing themselves on the screen at home.
The Derby Racer, the Joy Wheel, Valley of the Moon and Dodg'em are some of
the concessions. Mounted on "Bonnibest," Harry Pollard competes with Alf
Golding, his director, and two pretty feminine members of their company on the
Racing Derby and the captive airplanes.
Harold Lloyd and Viola Dana, Dorothy
Phillips and Tom Moore bet bags of peanuts and popcorn on the outcome of miniature auto races, in which monkeys are
the drivers.
Passingmercial
on,features
we of
view
of the
comthe one
town.
It is
an
ocean-wave motor, presided over by the
town inventor, Alva L. Reynolds, for
turning out electricity. He has been operating his motor for six years, until it
has become a fixture of the town. The
town council has arranged with him to
mount on top of the pier a searchlight with
power furnished by the waves, and every
night it flashes up and down the beach to
rout tardy spooners and romantic strollers,
much to the displeasure of the younger
set of the town and to the delight of the
"conservatives."
Long Beach, despite its conservative
element, is becoming a motion-picture city.
Following the footsteps of the Balboa
Company,
Milburn
established his studio
here,Morante
and soon has
scenes
of
this beach will flash on the nation's
screens as backgrounds for the devilish
plots of home-brewed beach vampires,
By
villains, sirens and heroes.
Despite her conservatism, her ancient
quoit pitchers, her Middle Western leanings, her reformers (who banned licker
decades ago and are now hot on the trail
of the vile weed, the shimmie and modern undress), Long Beach has her modwith their tennis
boat races
(on and
Sunday!"),
yachterns clubs,
fiends
movie
studios. All these combined help to strike
the happy
with allMiss
her Long
mixture of themedium,
ultra andandsombre,
Beach is a most charming and engaging
hostess, and we all love her !

LOVE'S
FAREWELL
(Apologies to Drayton)
Ivy Kellerman

Reed

Since there's no help, come let us kiss and
And hold that pose, cling tenderly to me !
Be sure to register a broken heart :
The first reel ends with both of us set free.
Now tho of course we cancel all our vows.
You meet me in the second reel again ;
Romantic sacrifice has marked our brows,
part —
Butbreath,
youth's idyllic passion we retain.
The lies
plot; moves

on

without

a pause

for

While in the villain's teeth are cast his
The way he seeks to cause my tragic death
Will certainly make people wipe their
For eyes.
final fade-out use our first pose over :
What this brings in will let us live in clover !

m
^Trtru the Back Door
{Continued from page SO)

Advertising
Advertising
This is an advertisement. Not a very
long one, to be sure,
but an advertisement.
It has a most unusual purpose — to
advertise advertising. The message
is this:
Don t miss the advertisements.
They make good
reading just from
the, news and educational standpoint
alone.
But more than that:
Ad ve rtisements
keep you in touch
with the world's
progress.
They point the path
to comforts that
were unknown in
the old days.
They
save.

help you to

They protect you
from fraud.
Don't miss the advertisements.

They are guideposts to better buying.

white rose, all besmattered by a world
that rode by on silly ponies and talked of
silly things. Billy-Boy was called the
''young poet." His family joshed him for
being "soft." He didn't worry about that.
He knew that he wasn't soft. It was being soft to scoff and laugh and pass by the
things of life his set passed by — the tender, precious things. One of them, he
knew now, was a girl who worked so hard
she had to wear rough gingham and torn
shoes and be laughed at by him and his.
He tethered his horse and told the others
to drive on ; he was going to stay. He did
stay, and Jeanne, longing for understanding, told him about Conrad and Constant
and how she had brought them from Belgium and how she tried to keep them hidden and feed them and keep them happy —
and that she, Jeanne, was waiting, waiting for something magical and beautiful,
but she couldn't tell him what.
Billy was impressed. Jeanne talked like
he thought. He hadn't known any girl
could. What did her dress matter ? Huh !
Dresses were easy. He told her he'd help
her. His family owned the adjoining estate. They'd halve the care of Conrad and
Constant. "A fellow," he said, with some
superiority, "can give 'em some advice,
Jeanne agreed. She went back to the
scullery and lo, the prismatic sun made
it an enchanted spot and every little prism
too."
boyish face that didn't
brighta and
was
laugh a when
girl fell into a mud puddle,
a girl in tattered gingham with ugly, gaping shoes.
That week Jeanne was promoted to assistant housemaid. She wore neat black
and white and she felt that now the time
was coming when she should reveal her
identity. She still had the letter, of introduction so to speak, that Marie had given
it on her mother's
place
She mightand
her.
dressing-table
let her mother make
the first advance. She pictured it variously— her mother would come to her at
she was sleeping, in the narnight,rowwhen
iron bed. She would draw her into
her arms, white and scented, and hold her
close, so close till all the lean and hungry
vears had fallen away and then she would
bring her into her own room and they
would lie close together all the night and
in the morning — what a new world it
would be
She could comfort her mother, too.
There had been all sorts of talk in the
servants' hall. Mr. Reeves, it seemed, had
been assiduous in his attentions to Miss
Brewster for some time past. Gradually
an open scandal was brewing. The young
lady was there with her brother and apt,
it seemed, to remain there indefinitely. It
was the opinion in the lower circle? that
sad-like.
Mrs. Reeves was too quiet andlife,
more
Mr. Reeves demanded more
sparkle. He was seeking it in Miss Brewster.

n to assistThe day after her promotio
ant housemaid Jeanne was relegated to
Miss Brewster's room to assist her in preparing for the night. She was in the
clothes-closet when Miss Brewster and
her brother came in, arguing rather badly.
She didn't know
Jeanne remained to still.
her an act outside her
why. It seemed
own volition. In the next ten minutes she
had ascertained the amazing fact that the
Brewsters were not brother and sister.
but husband and wife, and that they were
on the Reeves premises for the purpose
of blackmailing the wealthy Elton. Brew-
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ster was upbraiding his wife for the slowness of her procedure.
Jeanne remained the night in the
clothes-closet. She dared not reveal herself, let them know that she had overheard. In the morning she went directly
to
her
mother's
boudoir,
to hear
her
mother tell Reeves
that only
she was
leaving
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him. Jeanne burst in upon them. She felt
strangled by the import of what she had
to say. Suppose — suppose it were she
would give her mother back her happiness? She blurted it out, what she had
heard, her night in the clothes-press,
everything. Reeves laughed contemptuously and made to shut the girl up. But
her mother interfered. "I believe her,"
sheReeves
said; "let
continue."
heardherher
out, then turned on
his heel. "Kitchen gaff," he pronounced.
When he had gone, Jeanne showed her
mother the letter Marie had given her, and
her baby trinkets and told her all about
what Marie had done because she was
angry and, most of all, she told her what
she had been thinking all these years about
mothers and how she lrad come across the
seas, confident and happy, because she
knew what was to greet her at the journey's end.
When Hortense Reeves fingered the
golden hair and looked deep into the soft,
brown eyes and held in her hand the battered little blue shoe her own fingers had
last tied on, something tight and cold and
terrible seemed to break within her. She
was what Jeanne had thought about, like
some white statue shattering to bits of
broken rose. She held Jeanne to her
breast and it seemed as tho she could never hold her close enough, or know her
dear enough. "Ever since she told me you
were dead," she whispered, "I have been
dead, too — so strange and dead inside.
Baby-girl ; so cold, oh, darling" — and then
she couldn't say anything, but the words
baby and darling and my little one, my
to
stop.
sweet
— and Jeanne didn't want her ever
After a great while her mother said to
her, "We'll go to town together. We'll
live alone. Just you and I. I'm going to
make it up to you, precious. You shall see."
Jeanne wore a wrap of her mother's
about her and they left swiftly. "We shall
live alone," her mother said, "and find
happiness together. When I think of
what I have given up for what I have —
Jeanne, if I can teach you valuation
"
In the garage they found that the housekeeper had discovered the greedy presence of Conrad and Constant, and was in
the very act of venomously ejecting the
small pair. Jeanne fell on her knees and
gathered them to her. She buried their
scared little faces on her breast. In the
background Billy-Boy. stole in upon the
scene, bearing, furtively, his daily offering of cake and fruit. Jeanne told her
mother the story she had told Billy-Boy,
and also the additional facts of Billy. All
the time she was talking, Billy was looking
at her. His eyes were twin dreams. The
mother looked at both of them. Something between smiles and tears touched
her. She turned to the housekeeper.
"These lads are proteges of my daughter's," she said, "and will go to town with
us." The car swept out of the garage,
leaving the housekeeper flattened against
the wall, and Billy smiling happily after
it. Now Jeanne would come out of the
kitchen. Now the world would see her
as he had seen her, Cinderella awaiting
the fairy godmother.
Jeanne had a luxurious day. There were
dainty frocks and dainty hats and capes
and cloaks and lingerie. There seemed
nothing left on earth 1o buy when her
mother had done. Then they went to the
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hes I town apartment, and there they
md awaiting them Elton Reeves. For
/ first time, Jeanne liked his face. It,
/e her mother's, seemed broken up, but
iTu the pieces shone something finer than
id been there ever on earth before.
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"My dear," he said to her mother, "the
tie girl was quite right. The — ah — Mar.ret Brewster is what she is accused of
ing. I have been a fool. I make no ex.ises. I have been lonely and I have
'ought a fool's consolation."
Jeanne's mother was silent. "I have
/been lonely, too," she said, "but I am not
|so any longer. This is my own little girl,
Elton."
Reeves turned to Jeanne and his eyes
Igrew wet with tears.
"Please dont," Jeanne said.
"I have so much to be forgiven," Reeves
told her, "more than you can find in your
heart, my child, I know."
Jeanne shook her head. "I find more in
my heart than you'd think," she said. "I
think you loved my mother very much.
'You didn't want me to take some of it
from you. / know how that would feel."
"J still love her," the man said, gravely,
"but I have always used wrong ways of
proving it, of treating it. Lately — the last
years — there has been something terrible
"
(between us
I "My baby," his wife said, "dead — you
see — but that is over now. I am sorry for
you, Elton, because I am so happy."
"Then forgive me for everything," the
man said, "and try to love me a little
"
"I have never stopped loving you, dear,"
his wife said. "You see, that's been the
trouble with me all along. Inside, I never
do stop loving the thing I have once loved
- -Jeanne, sweetheart, go dress all up and
(we'll go out to dinner
"
/ Jeanne dressed and topped it off with
? three of Elton's high hats. "Mother," she
called into the next room, wherein had
been reigning a velvet silence, "mother —
may Billy come, too?"
The next day they all went out to the
country and Billy came over and they
walked, and on the walk Jeanne told him
of the wonderful thing and how it had
come true, and of what they were going
to do for Conrad and Constant, and how
life was like a fairy tale after all
■

CAPTIONS
By Thomas

J. Murray

I like the captions on the screen,
Conceived by clever writing men ;
This one conveys enjoyment keen —
AND THEN.
No reel can well be termed complete,
If friends like these they dare to slight ;
Think how we'd miss this lyric treat —
THAT NIGHT.
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Portraits of Your
Favorites
TWENTY-FOUR

LEADING

PLAYERS

=
What is a home without pictures, especially of those one likes or
|
admires?
How they brighten up bare walls and lend a touch of human
|
sympathy, alike to the homes of the rich and poor !
i
|
I

|
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And what could better serve the purpose of decoration for the
homes of motion picture enthusiasts than portraits of the great film
stars, who have become world famous?

§
=

The publishers of the three leading motion picture monthlies, the

I

Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadowland, have accordingly prepared at great expense, and for the benefit
of their subscribers, an unusually fine set of portraits of twenty-four of
the leading players.
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i
These portraits are 5^2"x8" in size, just right for framing, printed
=
in rich brown tones by rotogravure, a process especially adapted to porI
trait reproductions, and are artistic, ac'-rate and high-grade in every
1
way.
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You will like these portraits, you will enjoy picking out your
[
favorites.
You will delight in framing them to be hung where you
I
and your friends can see them often.
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"Do you think," said Billy, "that we'll
all live happily ever after
?"
Jeanne looked at him. He looked at
Jeanne. She sat down on a bench and,
leaning against a tree, he looked down
on her.
"I dont think," she said, "I could be
it wasn't 'all'."
happy
And if
in her happiness Jeanne stopped to
remember the days — when she had
dreamed of this, her Great day — when she
was wearing the black and white uniform
of a maid — a uniform, however, which
had never seemed to matter very much
with Billy-Boy.
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LIST

OF

SUBJECTS

Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark

Theda Bara
Francis X. Bushman

Clara Kimball Young
Alice Joyce

Douglas Fairbanks
Charlie Chaplin
William S. Hart
Wallace Reid
Pearl White

Earle Williams
William Farnum
Charles Ray
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge

Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick
Billie Burke
Madge Kennedy
Elsie Ferguson

Anita Stewart

Mary Miles Minter

Tom

%

=
=

Moore

These portraits ai not for sale. They can be secured only by subscribing
to the Mot on
Picture
Magazine,
Motion
Picture
Classic or Shadowland for one year, and then they will be sent free.
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You will want the Magazine,
Classic, Shadowland or all
=
three during the coming year. Subscribe now and get a set of these por=
traits.
It will cost you less than to buy the magazines by the month at

|
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your dealer's.
Send in your order today and we will mail the portraits
at once.
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Across trie Silverskeet
(Continued from page 69)
path. It is an irate schoolmaster who
saw only his head in the clouds and christened him "Sentimental Tommy," a name
which he never outgrew.
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But in the end of the story, T. Sands —
for that is the name under which Tommy
writes — the man part of T. Sands loves
finely, deeply, all the more so because the
writer is within him and because the writer loves, too — has always loved perhaps.
The atmosphere of the misty village
where the days glide into one another,
where the soft sunlight dances on the
housetops and where the Painted Lady
lives at the end of the town with her
daughter, Grizel, is perfect. It is all just
as Barrie has painted it.
And Gareth Hughes is Tommy — no
more can be said for him. He is Tommy
bucked up over something he has done;
the man Tommy well pleased with himself; then he is the dreaming Tommy
to whom make-believe is so vivid that it
is almost real, and he is the perplexed
Tommy who is wondering which he is at
that particular , moment — which Tommy
he is, so to speak.
We like Mabel Taliaferro's Painted Lady, too — you feel so sorry for her,
with her brain that is not quite well — and
in your pity you love her.
May McAvoy plays Grizel, and in this,
one of her first important roles, she has
created something which will always reflect credit upon her. Miss McAvoy is
beautiful, but more, her work denotes a
deep knowledge of life, exceptional in
anyone so young.
You hewilldreams
enjoy on"Sentimental
while
the screen, Tommy"
but you
will enjoy him even more in retrospect

with the leading role, and in it she is vei
attractive. There is a soft shading to he
work as well as an understanding. Jame
Kirkwood is able as the husband.
WHAT'S

YOUR

REPUTATION
VITAGRAPH

WORTH

"What's Your Reputation Worth?"
an
average
story, ifwhich
nev a■'
er have
beenscreen
produced
there would
was not
scarcity of good story material, telling
about a stenographer who has fallen in
love with her employer and who, therefore, accepts his offer to act as co-respondent in his divorce case when he
realizes his wife would be happier with
her freedom. So employer and stenographer spend a few winter weeks at his
farm, occupying different wings of the
house, of course. They go sleighing and
skiingstenographer
together, and
when' youGriffith
learn that
the
is Corinne
you
realize that no man could resist her, so
you discover that Percy Marmont as the
employer
finds that life still holds interests very worthy.
Webster Campbell has directed this picture with a sure touch. He has a dramatic
as well as a story sense.
As for Miss Griffith — she is, in our
opinion, the chief and only reason for the
production. Her ravishing wraps and
gowns are not just the models that stenographers achieve, but perhaps she had
some legacy which the story does not mention that went into a wardrobe. At any
rate, when anyone looks as she does in
costly clothes there should be some means
arranged whereby one may secure them.
THE

PASSION

FLOWER — FIRST

NATIONAL

It has been some months since Norma
MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE — FIRST

NATIONAL

_Allen Holubar's "Man-Woman-Marriage"andis one
flash-back
times another.
prehistoric
times
medievalto after
And we are one of the few who have not
readweH.hesitate
G. Wells'
"History the
of the
World,"
so
to criticise
authenticity
of those other times. However, we do
know that these flash-backs have cost
thousands of dollars, for some of the
scenes are stupendous and they show all
of the six thousand people the advertising matter has talked about — and we do
know, too, that they have nothing whatever to do with the story, and that they
are ruinous to the continuity.
The story in the main is simple, telling
of a sincere young woman who marries a
struggling lawyer, only to have him sacrifice his ideals for the god Mammon ; to
eventually suffer defeat and finally return to the better things of life.
Naturally the story in itself would have
caused no comment — it would not have
been heralded as a super-feature or whatever they call motion pictures which have
consumed whole fortunes in their making. Nevertheless, we would have believed as much in Mr. Holubar.
In fairness, we wish to say that the
scenes of other ages and those depictinglavish orgies in modern palaces were in
many instances very beautiful and efficiently, handled — often spontaneous with
what we have come to believe the spirit
of their time. But undoubtedly they would
be more appreciated if they did not postpone the fate of the girl Victoria and her
very human husband.
Dorothy Phillips, who, incidentally, is
Mrs. Allen Holubar, has been entrusted

Talmadge's followers have seen her in a
new production, but her characterization
of Acacia, the title role of the screen version of Jacintc Benavente's play, "The
Passion Flower," which Herbert Brenon
directed, is well worth waiting for.
Miss Talmadge portrays Acacia from
her early girlhood, when she rebels at her
mother's marriage to Esteban. Her desire
to leave her stepfather's house causes her
to accept Norbert as her fiance. Then,
when he apparently jilts her, she becomes
betrothed to Faustino. Slowly a suspicion
of her stepfather grows in her mind, but
she does not speak, even when her name
is bandied about on common lips because
of a song his servant wrote and sang of
her in sodden moments.
Acacia suffers actions and reactions for
Esteban and does not understand herself
until an old servant forces her to see the
light. To go further into plot detail would
be to spoil the suspense and the story itself
for those who have not seen the plav.
Suffice it to say that the final revelation
is skilfully handled.
Norma Talmadge makes Acacia colorful. There is a great love intermingled
with a deep hate. She does not mince or
pose in close-ups. Close-ups are used only
when necessary, and not to display her as
the beautiful star — rather, to reflect conflicting emotions.
Courtenay Foote is Esteban and Eulalie
Jensen, Raimunda, mother of Acacia and
wife of Esteban. Both are well cast, as is
Harrison Ford as Norbert.
LYING

LIPS — THOMAS

H.

INCE

Some pictures give the impression that
they have been ground out of some per-
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fectly them
good in
studio
there's nothing
wrong
with
any — flagrant
sense, neither
is there anything to recommend them.
Such a production is "Lying Lips," which
is the latest offering from Inceville.
The story is melodrama, and while it
contains two'or three thrills and some suspense, it is not rich in those artistic
touches which make a mediocre story good
to look upon. The title-sheet tells us that
it was personally supervised by Thomas
H. Ince, and apparently Mr. Ince did little supervising, while the director probably felt that any credit would revert to
Mr. Ince, and conserved his ideas for another time.
Again we are told that English mothers
expect their beautiful daughters to marry
a human check-book. Nancy Abbott's
mother did, and Nancy saw no reason why
she should do otherwise, until she met
Blair Cornwall in the Canadian woods —
then she knew people — some people — occasionally married for other reasons. But
she knew that she couldn't — that even in
the face of her love, money mattered most.
And so she wanders thru thrilling shipwrecks, excursions and even a good part
of her wedding, endeavoring to clecide
which man she had better accept.
Personally, we have no aversion to melodrama now and then — nor do we mind
shipwrecks very much, but then, producers have developed such a fondness
for shipwrecks lately.
Florence Vidor is Nancy Abbott, and
we repeat what we said of her in "Beau
Rew ' " She is attractive in appearance,
but n >re than that, her personality is not
easily forgotten. House Peters, popular
for these many years, plays the Canadian
and is likable, while Joseph Kilgour
characterizes the wealthy William Chase.
THE

QUEEN

OF

■ Wallace Reid's new picture.
E Also scenes from the picsi ture of Rudyard Kipling's
E story, "Without Benefit of

ancients
And the Queen of Sheba, fairest of all

The scenes are among the most sumptuous ever filmed, while the chariot races,
staged for the entertainment of the Queen
of Sheba during her visit to Solomon's
land, are all that they have been said to be.
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E

Frankly, we went to "The Queen of
Sheba" with
So many with
productions whichmisgivings.
have been announced
the fanfare of trumpets have fallen short.
So many colorful stories of other lands
and other times have failed because of a
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piece of scenery somewhere in the background which swayed in the breeze or
some other lack of attention to detail. But
our fears were groundless.
And we wish to give due credit to Virginia Tracy, who
prepared
the screen

Health Ama
andzinBea
g uty
Permanently Yours !
Increase your store of energy,
revitalize your worn-out cells,
make every fibre of your body
tingle with new vim and vigor.
As a quick relief from pain
Vi-Rex Violet Rays have no
equal.
Headaches,
nervousness and many
other complaints
vanish as if by magic through
this marvelous treatment. With
the use of Violet Rays you
will see
the beauty

of the lovers' hour
Women, fair to behold, jeweled with
precious gems and bathed in rare and

| Clergy."
JULY NUMBER
of

Resinol

SHEBA — FOX

costly
Men, perfumesprolific in their loves, enmeshed in
intrigue, wise in the wisdom of the early

w™

Don't forego the pleasure of outdoor
life because the sun and wind coarsen
and rough en your skin. Theregularuse
of Resinol Soap and Ointment is almost
sure to offset these effects. Resinol
Soap rids the pores of dust and oil, and
Resinol Ointment soothes the chapped
and roughened
Sold byskin.
all druggists.

The mystery of tropical nights, the sky
a black canopy hung low, with myriads of
silver stars ; royal palm trees bending in
the breeze as they keep the lonely vigil

women
And King Solomon, wisest of all men.
J. Gordon Edwards has captured the
all of it— and more, he has passed it on to
his public in the new Fox extravaganza,
"The Queen of Sheba."
Undoubtedly a fortune, many fortunes,
have been expended in the making of this
production, but it has all been for some
purpose. It has given the cinema Court
of Solomon a glory commensurate with
that which has been sung of it down thru
the ages.

and'TOO MUCH SPEED"

Outdoors and
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~, k i nyour
inhair
and
daily.
crease

Try the Wonders of Violet Ray
Ten Day Trial FREE
Find out how Violet Rays will
help youself.
— Read
demonstrate
for your-of
what hundreds
users say about the Vi-Rex and
the astonishing results which have
been obtained. Learn why it is
the most economical and practical machine of its kind available. There is no limit to its
beneficial powers.
Send for Free Book
and Trial Offer

Vi-Rex Electric Company
Dept. 1217, 326 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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adaptation. The story is at notime secondary to the lavish presentation. It is
the gem perfectly set.
Betty Blythe, well-famed for her beauty,
and Fritz Leiber, renowned for his royal
impersonations, are cast as the Queen of
Sheba and King Solomon in this tale of
romance on a throne, wherein they sacrifice their mutual love on the altar of their
kingdoms.
Both are splendid, with Mr. Leiber fulfilling every promise which has been made
of him in kingly roles. As for Miss
Blythe, we doubt if there is another who
could essay this characterization more
perfectly. Always she is the beautiful
Queen. At no time does she suggest the
star playing a daring role.
Historians might find much to criticize
in this production — there may be discrepancies, there may be multiple flaws, but
certainly they are not obtruding.
As a spectacle, it is undoubtedly an
achievement.

Corliss Palmer and Leonora Ottinger
VIN THE

BLOOD**

CORLISS PALMER PRODUCTIONS
\

J

(Incorporated)

&±nnounce
Their

First
Cut

Production,
and

Edited,

Now

Being

Enitled

"IN THE BLOOD"

A six-reel picture, featuring
Corliss Palmer, first prize
winner of the 1920 Fame and
Fortune Contest, supported by
Leonora Ottinger, Jose Santos,
Lynn Berry, Jackson Williams
and other well-known players.
Date of Release to be
Announced Later.

$500.00 IN PRIZES
TO

BE

GIVEN

AWAY

to the five winners of
the Ideal Cast Contest
The prizes are for the readers who
correctly guess the names of the stars
getting the greatest number of votes.
Send in a ballot voting for your
favorite in each role of the photoplay.
Send in another ballot stating the
names of those you expect to win.
This second ballot will determine the
winners of the prizes. No prizes to
be given to the stars.
Keep up with the contest as the
articles appear in the Motion Picture Magazine, the first having appeared in the June issue, now on the
stands. It will help you to judge
what stars arc going to lead the list.
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Prizes range from $250 to $25.
ifou have five chances to win.
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Walsh wouldn't insist upon every character turning frantically about, their backs
leaning against a table, whenever they felt
any intense emotion.
"The Oath" is worth seeing and above
the average. It deals with subjects upon
which there will eternally be "pros and
cons," and Mr. Walsh has kept a clear per-
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Pearl Beads. Scarf Pins. Cuff Links,
Watches, Wrist Watches, etc. Send
today for We
Catalog
make your
se»
lections.
pay allandshipping
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Credit Terms ^^to^

down, balance in eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. The
LIBERTY
BONDS
National
CreditACCEPTED.
Jewelers
Dept. L-6CHICAGO,
15
108 ILL.
N. State St.

OATH — FIRST1 NATIONAL

An introductory
title inthis
"The
Oath"R. explains that in producing
picture
A.
Walsh has made no attempt to solve a
problem — rather that he desires to present one. And it goes further, to say that
the problem deals with intermarriage between people of different faiths.
Undoubtedly this phase is touched upon,
but not centrally. It is far more a side
issue. Whether or not an oath should be
binding, even when human life hangs in
the balance, or whether or not secret marriages are wise in so far as they are pregnant of happiness, either of these is far
more to the point.
The story deals with Israel Hart, a
wealthy Hebrew, and his daughter, Minna,
who loves Hugh Colman, a Gentile. Because of her father's deeply-rooted objections to intermarriage, Minna and Hugh
are secretly married, only to find that happiness does not find its birth in secrecy.
Without cause, Minna is tormented by a
thousand suspicions concerning everything Hugh does — and, strangely enough,
she pins, many of these on her best
friend, Irene Lansing. Distrust grows until, finally, after a series of dramatic incidents, she forces Hugh to take an oath,
which would have cost him his life but for
a noble perjury on the part of Irene.
Many will undoubtedly declare that the
actions and reactions, suspicions and distrust of the wife are overdone — unreal—
yet we think them true to feminine psychology under the given circumstances.
Undoubtedly the husband who is the victim of this psychology is to be pitied. Always he is misunderstood and censored.
But at the same time a pity for the girlwife, torn between tradition and a great
love, is not amiss.
And a word of praise for the titles.
They number among the finest we have
ever seen flashed on the screen.
The cast is excellent. Miriam Cooper
gives Minna Hart a real personality, complex and at times human enough to be
difficult, while Anna Q. Nilsson is capable as usual in the role of Irene Lansing. Conway Tearle is seen as the distraught husband, Hugh Colman, while
Robert Fisher typifies Israel Hart.
One thing, however: We wish R. A.
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(Continued from page 96)
SALESMEN
Salesmen — Earn $3,500 to $10,000 a year. City
or traveling. Experience unnecessary. Quickly
qualify through our amazing System. Free employment service to members. Send fur Salesmanship
Book, list of lines and full particulars. Nat. Salesmen's Tr. Ass'n, Dept. 130-H, Chicago, 111.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

Exchange Plots For $$ — Photoplay ideas accepted
any form; revised, typed, published, copyrighted
Sold. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corp., 262
Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles.

SCIENTIFIC
Do You Wish to Know whether you will be successful, win friends, be happy or the reverse?
Wonderful results. The "Key to Success" and
Personality Sketch for 10c and birthdate. Thomson-Heywood Co., Dept. 550, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

STORIES

WANTED

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers,
magazines.
Experience
unnecessary;
tails free.
Press
Syndicate,
560 St.
Louis, Mo. deStories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for publication. Good ideas bring big money. Submit
MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 134 Hannibal, Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how I Sejd 6c
postage for instructive Stage Book and particulars.
B. LaDelle, Box 557, Los Angeles, Calif.

Play Cards?
Five-hundred? Bridge? Whist? You
do? Well, we have a few sets of
STAGE PLAYING CARDS left.
52 cards and joker, daintily painted
in pastel shades of pink, cream,
green and gold, gold-edged and
highly flexible.
Each card hears the photograph of
some well-known player, on its back.
Only 65 cents (postpaid) per pack.
Order your set today.

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
175 Duffield St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.
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DMPMERPPAY5
]bi/&f- preparaftonr

ESTABLISHED 1868
Preparations
are Distinctive.
World over.

Our

Known.

RniJTTNP Gives the face and nails a delicate
UVKMIUIUL/ rose tint. softens and velvetizes the
skin and is superior to dry rouges for tinting.
KOSAI/INE is not affected by perspiration or
displaced by bathing.
Jars, 35c.
IIICTDnT A A new Anger nail paste. Gives
LUJUVULn a brilliant and unequalled polish.
Lustre is not affected by water. Easy and
economical to use.
Jars, 65 cents.
flNfiftT/TNP
bleachesink,andhosiery
cleans the nails, reviiui/uuiu moves
and glove stains
from the skin; guaranteed harmless. Bottles, 65c.

softening and whitenflT.fl For
WlEiftlU
TRF.SM VAN
YAH VUH
lng the
skin. Feeds and
nourishes the tissues. Preserves a. beautiful complexion and restores a faded one. Jars, 35c.
Sold liy dealers everywhere, or sent direct on
receipt of price and 10c extra for postage. Send
stamp for illustrated catalogue of prices.

DR. J. PARKER

PRAY

CO.

Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors

10 and 12 East 23rd St.

New York City
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FREE

BOOK

LEARN

PIANO!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual coat. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr. Quinn'a famous Written
Method includes all of the many important modern improvements in
teaching music. Brings right to your home the great advantages
of conservatory study. For the beginners or experienced players.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illustrated. All IHUSiC free.
Diploma granted.
Write today for free book.
Quinn Conservatory, Studio MG27, 258 Colombia Road, Boston 25, Mass.

FREE

DIAMOND

*ponica Face Kerchief

removing cold cream, rouge and powder. 3 dozen in
1 -active case $1.25, 3 dozen in elaborate silk case $3.25,
Is in sealed envelope 60 cents. Suitable for traveling,
dressing table, and making desirable gift, favor or
\f; prize. Folder and photograph of other novel gifts
1 bn request.
TOURETTE,

1321 Spruce

Secrets

BeautyParhrs

St., Philadelphia

FormerlyClosely
Guarded Secrets
Now Yours !
Find out how for
tunes are made in

Beauty Work. Crying
demand everywhere
for skilled Manicurists,
Hair Dressers, Dyers,
Marcellers, Permanent
Wavers, Chiropodists,
etc. We can make you
an Expert in every branch in just a few weeks* spare time at home.
Money-Back Guarantee. SplendidincomegivingBeautyTreatments
among your friends and neighbors, or start a Beauty Parlor.
rpep Bftnif Write NOW for Free Illustrated Booklet. See
■ HCC DUUIV how easy it is to become a Beauty Specialist
and make big money in this fascinating work with our help.

Oriental System of Beauty Culture, Dept. 57, 1548 Belmont Ave., Chicago
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The Screen Time -Table

Corset Comfort

Guaranteed!
WWOMnW+ni
This Corset Sent on Trial
Have better health — perfect corset
comfort — an ideal figure without tight
lacing by wearing the wonderful

M&K

Uplift
Corset

I ts patented, scientifically constructed Uplift beltgently lifts and supports
the abdomen in its natural position.
Stops backaches, headaches, bearing
down pains and tired-out feeling.
Reducesstout figures-supports the
slender. Thousands of women would
wear no Other. Doctors prescribe it.
Dressmakers like it. Write for Trial
Offer, illustrated description and expert confidential advice. Address me
personally.
(16)
KATHERINE KELLOGG
M&K CORSET CO.
200 Kelh)6gBWs-i Jackson, Mich.
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For the benefit of our readers, and by
way of a screen review and critique, every
month we will give, in this department, a
composite opinion of our editorial staff
which may be read at a glance.
When a play strikes twelve, it means
that it is a masterpiece and should be seen
by everybody. When it is rated below six
it contains but little merit. The ratings
are based on the general entertainment
value, but include the story, plot, acting,
photography and direction.
Underneath our own list, we will print
a similar time-table compiled by our readers. Let every reader critic send in a
post-card, from time to time, containing
an abbreviated criticism of one or more
plays. We will print the composite results
here, but only when there are five or more
critiques on the same play so that, in all
fairness, a general opinion will be presented. Address the Time-table Editor,
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D
Drama
C
Comedy
F
Farce
E
Educational
SD
Society Drama
WD
Western Drama
MD
Melodrama
CD
Comedy Drama
SP
Spectacular Production
Superfine
12
Medium
6
Very Poor
1

RINGOFFEU

Just to advertise our famoua Hawaiian
im. diamonds— the greatest discovery the
world has ever known.
We will send abeolutely free^thie 14k. sold f..ring, soft
Witn a l-2k Hawaiian im. diamond— in beauti™jo9Fa'>H!
postage paid. * Pay postmaster
.3© Bdvertising,
V- °- "-* charges
to coverpostage,
boxing.
handling,
etc. If you can
tell
Jt from a real diamond return and money re*
funded.
Only 10,000 given away. Send no
money Answer Quick. Send eize of finger.

g&M^gs™

Editorial Staff
Critique
All Souls' Eve— MD-S.
Mary Miles Minter— Realart.
Always Audacious — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Behold My Wife — D-8.
Mabel Julienne Scott — Paramount.
Beloved Cheater, The — D-6.
Lew Cody — Robertson-Cole.
Below the Surface — MD-6.
Hobart Bosworth — Paramount,
Black Beauty — D-7.
Jean Paige — Vitagraph.
Blackmail — D-7.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Black Panther's Cub, The — D-8.
Florence Reed — Zeigfeld Films.
Blind Husbands — D-10.
Erich von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.
Body and Soul — D-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Branded Woman, The — MD-6._
Norma Talmadge — First National.
Branding Iron, The — D-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyri.
Brat, The— MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Brewster's Millions — Farce — 7.
Roscoe Arbuckle— Paramount.
Broadway and Home — D-7.
Eugene O'Brien — Selznick.
Broken Blossoms — D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess— Griffith Prod.
Bunty Pulls the Strings — D-9.
Leatrice Joy — Goldwyn.

THE SECRET OF SLENDERNESS
Be Fashionable — Be Comfortable
Why use strenuous methods to reduce when superfluous flesh can he "taken off" through the medium
of your daily bath by sprinkling it with

FLO-RA-ZO-NA
Bath
Cartons

a wonderful scientific discovery pronounced by scientists as healthful and invigorating as well as an
effective flesh reducer.
FLO-RA-ZO-NA is guaranteed absolutely free from
Epsom Salts, Alum or any harmful ingredient and
is a great relief in cases of rheumatism. In substance it is not unlike powdered soap and is soothing
and healing to the skin.
Fourteen Treatments
S3. 00 Postpaid
If your druggist cannot supply you send $3.00
(Si.00 in Canada) direct to

Royal Pharmaceutical
Dept. 236

& Perfumery

Co., Inc.

49 East 102nd Street, New

York

This Book Free
"SUCCESS

IN MUSIC

AND

TO other
WIN world
IT" famous
Sousa HOW
and nine
musicians tell how you can quickly learn
to play saxophone, cornet, trombone,
clarinet,mentany
band oryour
orchestra
and double
incomeinstruand
Free Trial Any
pleasure.
Conn Instrument"
Used
by greatest bands
and solo artists.
Easiest
of all to play.
Send postcard for free book and
details of free trial plan.
C. G. CONN, Ltd.
725-Conn Bldg,, Elkhart, Ind.

No Money Down

Illinois
Monarch
1 9 Jewels

19 genuine Ruby and Sapphire jewels,
solid gold center wheel, adjusted to
Sositions,
isochronism
and temperaire. Includes
such railroad
requirements as double roller escapeaction.
Substeui-'
ment,guaranteeing
steel
escape
:emsatisf
set
. -el.
t-1
guaranteed
20 - y>.
.fold-filled case. Sen.
without a penny down.

lODaya
FreeTrial

Wear this splendid watch
10 days free. No obligaIf yoa decide
not
to buy tion.return
Jt «t our
•xpenae.
Chain and
Knife FREE
A handsome, up-to-date,
«?o]d-fi1led
and knif«>
absolutely chain
free. Cholceof
Dickens, Vest or Waldomar (shown fn cut) chain.
State which chain you wish.

14c a Day

Just send your name and address. The watch, chain
and knife come to you by prepaid express. Give the
expressman $8.75, This is merely a deposit. Wear
the watch and chain 10 days. Then if you don't wish
to keep it, return it at our expense and your deposit
will be refunded instantly. You arc not out one penny.
Trial is absolutely free. If you kwp the watch, pay
94.00 a month until full price. $40.75 is paid,

OrderTodayonTrial

'The supply is limited. Send yournamenow. No red tape
or annoyance. You take no risk. Take this chance to
bftve this watch for less than 14c a day. Send name.
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Burnt Wings — D-7.
Frank Mayo — Universal.
Charm School, The — CD-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Cinderella's Twin — CD-4.
Viola Dana — Metro.
Civilian
Thomas

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DeMilla Arlcraft Player

MEN,

WOMEN

AND

CHILDREN

The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "'HAIRLUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy. untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insuring the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles and it will stay that way.
Gives the, hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resemblesa genuine diamondwithsameDAZZLINGRAINBOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire RiiiB (Cat. price 54.98) for Half Price to Introduce, S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price $6.26) for S3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled mountings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. Wewillmail at onceC.
O.D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back lesa
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. DeptCA2 Las Cruces, N. Men.
(Exclusive controller! Mexican Diamond*}

GENUINE

Courage of Marge O'Doone, The — MD-9.
Pauline Starke — Vitagraph.
Curtain — D-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First

Darling Mine— C-8.
Olive Thomas — Sel^nick.
Devil, The — D-6.
George Arliss — Pathe.

(None genuine without this trademark) .

Saxophone
A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to greatly increase your income, opportunities,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of all wind instruments to play
— you can learn to play the scale
in an hour and in a few days
be playing popular airs. Practice is a pleasure.
in sextettes, or in regular band; how to transpose cello parts
Saxophone
Book
Free_I^opyh0oun^h-!ns?nogTy!
in orchestra and many
other things
you would like to know.
C
Tr-ial ^ou can or<^er any Buescher instrument
rice I rial and try it six days without obligation. If
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
complete catalog will be, mailed free.
(26)
BUESCHER
BAND
INSTRUMENT
CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

2126 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

National.

Dangerous Business. — CD-9.
Constance Talmadge — First National.

If your dealer can't supply you we will send it
direct prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5
days. If dissatisfied return what is left and your
money will be refunded in lull. Thousands use it
daily. Try it once; you will never be without it.
HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd Street, Dept. 27, CHICAGO

True-Tone

win'
Fot
L

IfYouCanTell

Concert, The — CD-6.
All-Star — Goldwyn.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct

EAsrete^
Con

Copperhead — D-8.
Lionel Barrymore — Paramount.

Conrad in Quest of His Youth — D-8.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.

Hermo"Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)
FOR

Clothes — CD-7.
Meighan — Paramount.

Devil's Passkey, The— MD-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal;
Dinty— MD-8.
Wesley Barry — First National.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde — MD-10.
John Barrymore — Paramount.
Eastern Westerner — F-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.

FRECKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of
These Ugly Spots

Simply get an ounce of Othine — double
ly_spots.
strength
— from your druggist, and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon
see that even the worst freckles have begun to
disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It is seldom that more than one ounce
is needed to completely clear the skin and gain
a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine
as this is sold under guarantee of money back
if it fails to remove freckles.

Big Band Catalog
sent free

Earthbound — D-9.
Basil King — Goldwyn.
Education of Elizabeth — CD-7.
Billie Burke — Lasky.

Whatever you need—from a drumstick to
the hierhest priced comets in the world.
Used by the Army and Navy.
Send for
big catalog: liberally illustrated, fully descriptive. Mention what instrument interests you.
Free trial.
Easy payments.
Sold by leading
music stores everywhere.

Eyes of the Heart — D-5.
Mary Miles Minter — Realart.
Fighting Chance, The — D-10.
Conrad Nagel — Paramount.
Fatal Hour, The — D-7.
All Star— Metro.
Flying Pat.— CD-7.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.

LYON

& HEALY

64-96 Jackson Blvd.

FREE
Writer's

AMBITIOUS

Chicago

WRITERS

send -today
for FREE
copy ofofPhotoplays,
America's
leading:
magazine
for writers
Stories, Poems, Songs. Instructive, helpful.

Digest,

-

60ZD Butler Bldg., Cincinnati

First Born, The — D-6.
Sessue Hayakawa — Robertson-Cole.
Food for Scandal. — CD-7.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse — D-10.
Rex Ingram — Metro.

Forbidden Woman, The — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
For the Soul of Rafael — D-8.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
45 Minutes from Broadway — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National
Frisky
Mrs. Johnson,
Billie Burke — Lasky.

The — SD-7.

Frontier of Stars. The — CD-7.
Thomas Meighan — Lasky.
Furnace, The— SD-7.
Agnes Ayrcs — Paramount.
Gilded Lily, The — D-8.
Mae Murray — Famous Players.
Girl with the Jazz Heart, The — CD-7.
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.

ix

Send iitack

There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
ashamed of your freckles, as Othine — double
strength — is guaranteed to remove these home-

Forbidden Fruit — SD-9.
Agnes Ayres — Cecil de Mille Prod.

t

it -from a

DIAMOND

I Iodi ess Men — MD-7.
Goldwyn Prod.

cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus

Print Yonr Own

book,
paper.
Press $12
Larger &!">.
Job
Press Sir.iuip.
CLTSJfc.XPKNSKlN
HALF
"" SMALL
OUTLAY.
Pays
for
itself
in short
last
for years.
Easy time.
to use."Will
printed
rules PROFIT.
sent printWrite
for factory
others.
BIG
TODAY for press catalog,
TYPE, cards, paper.envelopes.
THE PRESS CO 0 44 .Meriuen.Conn

An Easy Way to
Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy, silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
andTheruinbestit way
if youto don't.
get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove
every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins

Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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Going Some — CD-6.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
Good References — CD-7.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Great Adventure, The — C-S.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Greater Claim, The — CD-8.
Alice Lake — Metro.
Hairpins — CD-8.
Enid Bennett— Paramount.
Haunted Spooks — F-8.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Heart of a Child — MD-8.
Nazimova — Metro.
Heliotrope- -MD-12.
All Star- •Paramount.
Her First Elopement — CD-8.
Wanda Hawley — Realart.
Hick, The— C-8.
Larry Semon — Vitagraph.
High and Dizzy — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.
Hold Your Horses — CD-10.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn.
Honest Hutch — CD-10.
Will Rogers — Goldwyn.
Humoresque — D-ll.
Alma Reubens — -Cosmopolitan.
Idols of Clay — MD-9.
Mae Murray — Paramount.
If I Were King— D-8.
William Farnum — Fox.
Inside the Cup — D-6.
All-Star — Cosmopolitan.
tIt's a Great Life — CD-8.
All-Star — Goldwyn.
-George
Isobel — MD-6.
Jane Novak and House PetersH. Davis production.
Jack-Knife Man, The — D-ll.
King Vidor Production — First National.
Jim, the Penman — D-6.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.
Jucklins, The — D-7.
Monte Blue — Paramount.
Kid, The— F-ll.
Charles Chaplin — First National.
Kentuckians, The — D-6.
Monte Blue — Lasky.
Kismet — D-8.
Otis Skinner- -Robertson-Cole.
Last of the Mohicans — D-10.
Maurice Tourneur — Associated Prod.
Little 'Fraid Lady — D-S.
Mae Marsh — Robertson-Cole.
Little Miss Rebellion — C-5.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.
Love Flower, The — D-7.
Carol Dempster — Griffith Production.
Love Light, The — CD-6.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Madame Peacock — MD-6.
Nazimova — Metro.
Madame X. — MD-7.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.
Made in Heaven — C-7.
Tom Moore — Goldwyn Prod.
Mama's Affair — CD-5.
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Man Who Had Everything, The — CD-7.
Jack Pickford — Goldwyn.

CM^&I"

Will You Try
this Test for
Creative Imagination
— because it's inter 'esting, profitable,
and without cost to you ?
DO

you really want to know if

you can create a photoplay — if
you have the inborn qualifications of
a successful photoplaywright ?
A way has been found to prove
fairly
conclusively
whether
these
things are true of you — without cost
to you, without obligation,
and in the privacy of your
home.
What is it worth
to you to know?
Mail the coupon below
and' we'll send you a questionnaire which you fill
out and return to us. That
is all you do.
The questionnaire was prepared for us by Professor
Malcolm Shaw MacLean,
formerly instructor in short
story writing at Northwestern
University and University of
Minnesota, in collaboration
with.H. H.. Van Loan, famous
photoplaywright.
Your answers to its questions will tell us if you are
naturally endowed with cre-<
ative imagination. All correspondence isheld strictly
confidential.

* * * *

Literary ability is of secondary
so don't
hesitate if
youimportance,
think you
lack
it.

pie identify themselves with us because
of the standards we maintain.
If you pass the test you are eligible to
take the Palmer Home Study Course if
you desire; and immediately your questionnaire shows latent ability you are
sent without charge two interesting free
books — "Essentials of Photoplay Writing"
and "Little Stories of Success," which explain the course in detail and
tell what many students
have achieved.
Find out if you are qualified. You will never regret
that you took action to do so.
There is a great field for
new writers — a great demand for new plays. Producers pay from $250 to

Pecgy Fletcher,
of
Washingtori,Spokane,
was planning
one
evening
to
see
Pauline Frederick
in
ov and
"Madam X,"
criticize the photoof her
study playofas part
photoplay
writing under the
Palmer
Home Study
Plan.
Mrs. Fletcher was
shopping down town
that afternoon. On
her return home she
received a wire from
the Palmer Sales Department advising
that "The Western
Gate," a trial story
she had written, had
been sold for a feature production in
which PAULINE

$2000
for "unknown
ers' " first
work, if writgood
enough. First efforts have
repaid many times over the
entire cost of the course.
We

maintain a sales bureau, through which we sell
students' plays, just as we
sold "The Western Gate"
for Mrs. Fletcher and "On
Parole" for Adolph Bennauer. We are in .daily
touch with the great producers in Los Angeles, moving picture ^capital of the
world.
The questionnaire will be
sent for a limited time, or

until our quota of new students is filled, to all who fill
out
the coupon below. This
FREDERICK actuIf you have the qualificaallywould
be
starred!
tion of creative imagination,
may be a stepping stone of
you should try your hand at
more importance than you
learning to write photoplays.
know. You may be "another
If you are without it, you should never
Mrs. Fletcher" or "a J. Leo Meehan," two
take a course, thereby saving disappointof the many who have lately reached sucment, effort, time and money.
cess through the Palmer Course.
We teach photoplay writing by correspondence through the accredited Palmer
Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education,
Home Study Plan. But we do not invite
2013 I. W. Hellman Building,
any man or woman to enroll who cannot
Los Angeles, Cal.
successfully pass the test.
For' the moving picture industry looks
to our Photoplay Sales Department for
high-grade original photoplays and we
cannot afford to train new writers unless
we are- sure they are really qualified to
succeed.

* * * *

On our advisory council are Thos.
H. Ince and Cecil B. DeMille — worldfamous producers. Also Rob Wagner,
Saturday Evening Post Writer, and Lois
Weber, author and producer.
Such peo-

Please send me your New-Method Questionnaire for the determination of Creative Imagination and Dramatic Insight, which I am to
fill out and return to you for your analysis of
my natural ability, without charge to me. If I
succeed in the test, I am to receive two books
(free), "Essentials of Photoplay Writing" and
"Little mation
Stories
Success,"
containing
inforabout theof Palmer
Home
Study Course
and how I may obtain its benefits.
Name
Address
City

(5-2D

State
All correspondence strictly confidential

(praffis
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Mark of Zorro — D-ll.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.

So All
Long
— F-7.
StarLetty
— Robertson-Cole.

Marriage of William Ashe — CD-7.
May Allison — Metro.

Something to Think About — D-10.
Swanson and Dexter — De Mille Prod.
Song of the Soul — D-8.
Vivian Martin — Goldwyn.

MlDCHANNEL — SD-4.

Clara Kimball Young.

Stop
— C-7.
TomThief
Moore
— Goldwyn.

Midsummer Madness — D-9.
All Star — Paramount.
Miracle Man, The — D-ll.
Compson and Meighan — Tucker

Prod.

Mistress of Shenstone, The — D-10.
Pauline Frederick — Robertson-Cole.

Suds— CD-9.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Testing Block, The — MD-6.
Wm. S. Hart — Paramount.

Mollycoddle, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.

Texan, The— MD-7.
Tom Mix — Fox.

My Lady's Latchkey — D-5.
Katherine MacDonald —\ First National.

The
Nut — Fairbanks
C-6.
Douglas
— United Artists.

Nomads of the North — D-7.
Betty Blythe — Goldwyn.

39 East— CD-8.
Constance Binney — Realart.
Tiger's Cub— MD-8.
Pearl White— Fox.

Number Please — C-9.
Harold Lloyd— Pathe.

To Please One Woman — D-9.
Claire Windsor — Lois Weber

Oh, Lady, Lady! — CD-7.
Bebe Daniels — Realart.

Prod.

Twin
F-6.
CarterBeds
De— Havens
— First National.

□
D

Passion Flower, The — D-8.
Norma Talmadge — First National.

O

Passion's Playground — MD-7.
Katherine MacDonald — First National.

a
a

Passion — Tragedy Drama — 11.
Pola Negri — First National.

Without Limit — MD-7.
George Baker Pro. — Metro.
What Women Will Do — MD-5.
Anna Q. Nilsson — Pathe.
Why Change Your Wife? — D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — Paramount.

Passionate Pilgrim, The — D-7.
Cosmopolitan Prod.

What Happened to Rosa — C-4.
Mabel Norman — Goldwyn.

Peaceful Valley — D-ll.
Charles Ray — First National.

Woman Game, The — SD-7.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.

Paying the Piper — MD-6.
Dorothy Dickson — Paramount.

World and His Wife — D-9.
Alma Rubens — Paramount.

□
0
a
□
a

cz

CD
□
O
CD

□ I

a

Society Snobs — MD-6.
Conway Tearle — Selznick.

Over The Hill— MD-10.
Mary Carr — Fox.
Pagan Love — D-7.
Mabel Ballin — Hugo Ballin Production.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS TOLD YOU □

PublicdtionsJnc.

Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Selznick.

Too Wise Wives— D-8.
Lois Weber Prod — Paramount.

Your friend wont under- □
stand how you know ^owll

al
theater manager to
o aAskyour
|run it. Produced in coa
operation with.Brewster

Sky
Pilot,Moore
The—
D-9. Vidor Prod.
Coleen
— King

Ole Swimmin' Hole, The — CD-10.
Charles Ray — First National.

□

DucyouwillkiiQw.kduse

Man-Woman-Marriage — D-7.
Dorothy Phillips — Allan Holubar Prod.

By SCREEN SNAPSHOTS a
1600 Broadway,
NewYork.

Way Down East— D-12.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.

Pollyanna — CD-11.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.

Readers'

Critique.

Polly With A Past — CD-7.
Ina Claire — Metro.

Always Audacious — CD-10.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.

Prince Chap, The — D-10.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.

Bait,
D-9. — Tourneur Prod.
HopeThe—
Hampton

Prisoners of Love — D-8.
Betty Compson — Goldwyn.

Blackmail — MD-10.
Viola Dana — Metro.

Puppets of Fate — CD-7.
Viola Dana — Metro.

Blackbirds — D-7.
Justine Johnston — Realart.

Remodeling A Husband — C-8.
Dorothy Gish— Paramount.

Blind Husbands — D-10.
Von Stroheim Prod. — Universal.

Rookies' Return, The — F-8.
Douglass McLean — Famous

Players.

Branding Iron, The — MD-10.
Barbara Castleton — Goldwyn.

Romance — D-9.
Doris Keane — United Artists.

Cheater Reformed, The — MD-8.
William Russell— Fox.

Romantic Adventuress, The — MD-7.
Dorothy Dalton — Lasky.

Charm School, The — C-9.
Wallace Reid — Paramount.

Sentimental Tommy — CD-11.
Lasky.
May
McAvoy
and Gareth

Chickens — CD-5.
Douglas Mac Lean — Paramount.

Sex— SP, MD-6.
Louise Glaum — Hodkinson.
She Couldn't Help It — CD-8.
Bebe Daniels — Realart.
Silver Horde, The— MD-9.
Myrtle Stedman — Goldwyn.

Hughes —

Dangerous
Constance

Business — CD-9.
Talmadge — First

National

Daughter Pays, The — D-8.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.
Devil,
The—
D-8.
George
Arliss.
(Continued on page 110)
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DONT MISS

THESE

PLAYS

If Your Theatre Has Not
Booked Them, Call Their
Attention To It At Once.

LOVE'S REDEMPTION

With Blanche McGarity and
Anetha Getwell, winners of the
Fame and Fortune Contest, supported
by Edwin Markham, the great poet,
Hudson Maxim, the celebrated inventor, Dorian Romero, the Cuban
actor, Octavia Handworth, favorite
screen star of a few years ago, and
thirty other players, in a
Five Reel Feature Drama of
Intense Interest.

FROM FARM TO FAME
A Two Reel Comedy Featuring
Corliss Palmer.
First Prize Winner of the 1920
Fame and Fortune Contest. Also
showing the other winners, gold
medalists, and Honor Roll girls of
that memorable contest.
Look them over and see if you
think the judges acted wisely in selecting Corliss Palmer and Allene
Ray as the best.

Ramon, the Sailmaker
A Romantic Comedy in Five Reels.
WithOrville R. Caldwell in the
Title Role and Corliss Palmer as the
Female Lead.
Mr. Caldwell is now playing the
lead in the mammoth stage production, "Mecca." As Ramon, he makes
a remarkably picturesque hero of the
cave man type, quite in contrast to
the beautiful Corliss Palmer, who
plays opposite him.
This play abounds in pretty scenes,
interesting situations and clever acting.
Allene Ray, another winner of the
, 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest,
plays an important part. Among the
many other pretty actresses are
Helen De Witt, Eilene Elliott and
Erminie Gagnon.
Every reader of the Brewster
Publications — and there are about
4,000,000 of them— is interested in
these plays, and if your theater manager knows it he will book them. If
he does not know it, you should tell
him.
Send him a postcard or a letter
enclosing the announcement, or speak
to him personally. He will thank you
for calling his attention to it. Be
sure to tell him that these plays are
released and distributed by

The Clark-Cornelius Corporation
117 West 46A Street,

New York City

This is one of the most reliable organizations in America on the State Right
basis. This company will inform your
theater of the nearest exchange where
the plays can be secured. The Brewster
Publications stand back of these plays
and your theater can make no mistake
in booking all three of theirl.

ck

$•■00

The Bachelor Hero

Down

(Continued from page 23)
he nearly starved to death for a time,
and that it probably had done him a world
of good, but that he had no desire to
nearly starve again. Had he remained in
Colorado and finished his course at the
University he would have been a physician like most of the other members of
his family. However, he does not regret
his choice, and he says that he is always
happiest when he is among creative people, whether they be actors, painters,
writers or sculptors
But, when it comes to marrying, while
he might prefer someone creative, he
would not care to marry anyone of his
own profession.
"That I think unwise," he said. "Oh,
I know it is said to make for companionship, and there is, of course, nothing finer,
but, on the other hand, it would make the
little difficulties which are sure to arise in
the mutual sharing of two lives even more
difficult than they would otherwise be."
And he went on further to say that he
does not laugh at the marriages wherein
the two principal parties maintain separate establishments.
"That is carrying things to an unpleasant extreme," he admitted. "I do think,
tho, that it is best to cherish illusions, and
too great an intimacy is always destructive. Some people in their desire to protect the thing carry their precautions too
far. However," he added, carefully
straightening a rug with the heel of his
boot, "however, I cant imagine wishing to
see anyone before you have had your cofThen we gave up all effort to make him
take life seriously. He finds it difficult
to maintain a serious vein for very long
at a time.
Before
we left he walked with us to the
fee."
balcony. On the other side of the park
the great skyline of Fifth Avenue with
the east side of the city behind it, was
growing indistinct in the dusk.
"It's the first thing I admire in the
morning — that park," he said, "and the
last thing at night. I wish you might see
it at twilight. It broadens out seemingly
— in the dark — and hosts of lights wink
from the buildings over there. Behold
then
— my suburbs."
Undoubtedly
he is living according to
the theory of Oliver Wendell Holmes, I
think it was, who so wisely said "Life
is a great bundle of little things."
It is because of his great realization of
life that he has shadowed its greatest emotion so well upon the screen.
And he would, if I mistake not, part
with those things he has acquired, which
the world calls great, far sooner than he
would part with the other things — the little things — his view, the friendly pigeons
sharing his breakfast — his old pieces of
furniture — the little things which compositely have come to make his life so infinitely worth while.

Send only $1.00 with coupon. Stonmngi-dress on
approval. Money back if
?rou
ask
Supply
united. for
Sendit.the
coupon today— NOW I

Silk Satin
and

Georgette
Char mine: frock.
richly embroidered
In frontDart
and isback.
Waist
fine
circular
effect.
satin, withneck
becoming1
Sleeves and elabooversklrtratelyofembroidered
Silk
Georgette, edged
with
Satin
Overskirt
has folds*
lining
of serviceable tussan
ailk . Dropskirt la
satin to match
Colors,
Navy waist.
Blue.
Black, Brown. Sizes
,.,84 to 44 and Misses
« wanted, also bust,
|t belt,
16 to hip
20. and
Give length
color
measure.
Order by
No. S-35.

to Pay
6 Months
Write for our
latest
free
Monthly Bulletin
ofmen'e.wor,
en'e
and children's clothing and
•monthly
verything

Buy the Elmer Richards way.
Pay in small monthly sums.
Anything in clothing and shoes
for men, women and children.
No charge for credit.

SenH Coupon

shoes.
Evon email
payments.

This special bargain sent on approval. Don't miss this cutprice
sale. If
youa $1.00
don't P.keep
it you orare
not outbill.a penny.
Send coupon
with
O. order
a dollar
JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIMIIllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIMHIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIg

1 Elmer Richards Co.
I
Dept. B-152

|
§

West 35th Street, Chicago, 111. f

I enclose $1.00. Send Silk Satin and
Georgette Dress, No. S-35.
Color
Bust
Belt
Hip
Length
If I am not satisfied with the dress, I can return it
and get my payment back. Otherwise, I will pay
special cut price, $19.95, on your terms of $1.00 with
coupon, balance $3.20 monthly.

1 Name
Address,

=
5
§
§
=
=
S

.

One Hundred Film Favorites
One hundred handsome postcard pictures of both old and
new favorites, including popular stars, such as Norma Talniadge, Anita Stewart, Wallaco

Reid, W. S. Hart, Wm. Farnum, Vivian
Martin, Earl Williams, Pearl White.
Jack Pickford, Mary MacLaren, Gloria
Swanson, Lon Chancy, Thomas
Meiehan, and a brand new picture
of Doug and Mary: sent to you
nicely packed, postpaid, on receipt of
ONE DOLLAR.
Supply Limited.
Act at Once.

THE FILM PORTRAIT CO.
P.O. Box 4,
Kensington Station, Brooklyn, N. V.
NO AGENTS

WANTED

NO CATALOGS

SENT

$1800 for a Story!

ECENTLY
«n
American writer
RECENTLY
an American
writer was
was paid
paid $1800
$1800 for
for a»w
■Ingle
•Ingle short story. By learning to tell the stories of her
her JP
dreams this woman baa found her way to fame and fortune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course of

Special offer now being

SAFE

SI- 00

down,$3. 20 monthduced to price
S 19.95.
ly. Total
re-

HOOSIER
pt. B-152

Write Today— Now I

INSTITUTE, Short Story Dept.
Ft. Wayne, Indians

By Robert D. Little
I've got to leave the speaking stage
This very week;
Directors say it takes an age
For me to speak;
And so I guess I'll try a spell
Of silent drammer,
And then the people cannot tell
How much I stammer.

Stop!

Wear CLEAN Collars

DER
Scud. NO" cotlars. Saves $20 on laundry
bills. A new washable fabric. Looks Uke
, feels like linen wear* like iron. Cleaned
instantly with damp cloth. No frayed edges.
Corobfne
economy with class. Order to-day
any style — 3 for $1. Order by number.
Culls
70c pr. We pay postage.
Free booklet.
Modell's Outlining Co., 79a Cortlandt SI., W.Y.
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Devil's Garden, The — D-7.
Lionel Barrymore — First National.

Off-Shore Pirate, The — CD-8.
Viola Dana — Metro.

Devil's Passkey, The — MD-10.
Von Stroheim Production — Universal.

Officer
666— —CD-10.
Tom Moore
Goldwyn.

Dinty— MD-7.
Wesley Barry — First National.

Passion— TD-12.
Pola Negri — First National.

Flying Pat — CD-5.
Dorothy Gish— Paramount.

Paying the Piper — D-6.
Dorothy Dickson — Lasky.

Forbidden Fruit — SD-9.
Agnes Ayres — Cecil B. de Mille Prod.

Perfect Crime, The — CD-9.
Monte Blue-Allan Dwan—
Associated Producers.

Forbidden Woman, The — D-10.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
Furnace, The — SD-9.
Agnes Ayres — Paramount.
45 Minutes from Broadwa^t — CD-7.
Charles Ray — First National.
Gilded Lily, The — D-8.
Mae Murray — Famous
CORLISS

PALMER

"Ramon, the Sailmaker"

The picturization of Love,
Mystery and Inspiration.
The possession of the sixth
sense may account for the fact
that the girl artist paints her
lover — not as others see him,
a brutal caveman type — but
with "a light that never was
on land or sea" in his face.
You will see him and hate
him and love him in

"Ramon,
the Sailmaker"
The story of a society woman and a mysterious man.
And you will applaud the girl
who can see what the world
cannot see, and who wins in
spite of all obstacles.
You look at the monstrous
form and hard face of the man
and wonder, but hardly dare,
to hope that beneath the rough
exterior there is the real man,
cultured, kind, worthy of the
girl's enduring love.
See the girl who possesses
the "eyes of the soul" in

"Ramon,
the Sailmaker"
A Clark Cornelius Release
117 West 46th Street
New York City

9i
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Players.

Girl With a Jazz Heart, The — CD-8.
Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn.
Good References — CD-7
Constance Talmadge — First National.
Heliotrope — D-ll.
All-Star — Paramount.
Hush— D-9.
Clara K. Young — Equity.
Jack Knife Man, The— D-12.
King Vidor Prod. — First National.
Kid, The— CD-5.
Charles Chaplin-Jackie Coogan —
First National.

Plunger, The — D-5.
George Walsh — Fox.
Prince Chap, The — D-9.
Thomas Meighan — Paramount.
Rookies' Return, The — F-8.
Douglas McLean — Famous Players.
Ruth of the Rockies — MD-10.
Ruth Roland — Pathe Serial.
Round-Up, The— CD-5.
Roscoe Arbuckle — Paramount.
Romantic Adventuress, A — SD-5.
Dorothy Dalton — Paramount.
Something to Think About — D-ll.
Swanson and Dexter — Paramount.
Suds— CD-8.
Mary Pickford — United Artists.
Suitor,
— F-5.
Larry The
Semon
— Vitagraph.
Thief, The— MD-4..
Pearl White— Fox.

Kismet — D-ll.
Otis Skinner — Robertson-Cole.

39 East— D-10.
Constance Binney — Realart.

Ladder of Lies — D-7.
Ethel Clayton — Paramount.
-C-6.
Last of the Mohicans — D-7.
All Star — Tourneur Prod.

Twin Beds — CD-5.
Carter de Havens — First National.
Why Change Your Wife? — D-ll.
Swanson and Meighan — Paramount.
'Way Down East — D-ll.
Gish and Barthelmess — Griffith Prod.

Life of the Party- •Paramount.
Roscoe ArbuckleLittle Miss Rebellion — C-10.
Dorothy Gish — Paramount.

What Happened to Rosa — C-8.
Mabel Normand — Goldwyn.

Love Expert, The — CD-10.
Constance
Talmadge — First

Woman Game, The — SD-6.
Elaine Hammerstein — Selznick.

National.

Love Madness— MD-6.
Louise Glaum — Hodkinson.
D-6.
Love Light, The
Mary Pickford United Artists.

Woman in His House, The — D-10.
Mildred Harris — First National.

Madam X— MD-10.
Pauline Frederick — Goldwyn.

Yes or No— D-10.
Norma Talmadge — First

Yellow Typhoon, The— MD-10.
Anita Stewart — First National.

Man Who Lost Himself, The — D-8.
William Faversham — Selznick.

MOVIE

Mark of Zorro, The — C-10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Midchannel — D-7.
Clara Kimball Young — Equity.
Midsummer Madness — D-8.
All Star — Paramount.
Mollycoddle, The — 10.
Douglas Fairbanks — United Artists.
Nineteen and Phyllis — C-7.
Charles Ray — First National.
Oh, Lady, Lady! — C-7.
Bebe Daniels — Realart.

By Florence

National.

LAND
C. White

A weary week of ceaseless toil is mine,
There are no pleasant pastures by the way ;
But always just ahead is Saturday,
And
on that night Aladdin's lamp to shine.
hours,

From eight o'clock for three, long, perfect
I live enchanted in a land of dreams ;
seams,
Life has no roughened
edges, cracks

or

These lie deephidden under beds of flowers.
O, Movie Land, until my eyesight dims.

Old Dad— D-S.
Mildred Harris — First National.

And on Life's screen is softly flashed 'The

Once to Every Woman— D-7.
Dor -thy Phillips — Universal.

I'll find my greatest profit, pleasure, friend,
In rapturous enjoyment of the films.

End,'

CdfE^aa"^

The Answer Man

Wonderful
Opportunities
r~
for Men and
Women

(Continued from page 97)
Holliday was Jim in "The Love Expert."
Irene Boyle, in "The Deadline." I dont
know why, but I was cut down to three
columns and a half last month, so naturally Icannot answer all the letters I receive. Cheer up, but dont give up.
Ukolaxont. — Well, it is not necessary
for a girl to pose in order to become a
model woman. We had an interview with
Lillian Gish in the April-May, 1920 issue.
Charles Ray is married to Clara Grant.
Yes, Blanche McGarity has her own company, called "Blanche McGarity Productions."
Ph.G. — Thanks for the wonderful letter. Iwish I could shake your hand.
Connecticut. — Well ! You say I know
the art of stringing the girls. Really! I
didn't know it. Yes, I live alone — my nest
is loveless. Many of our great men (including myself) lived alone, or were addicted to seclusion, including Swift,
Goethe, Shakespeare and Thoreau. Alone,
but not lonesome. Not the least bit bored
with yours.
Comely and Homely, Flatbush Vamp,
Babe, Kit Carson, Bob H., T. Bee Honey,
What's Your Hurry, Wally, Frank F.,
Hildred, Monte Blue Forever, A Staten
Islander, Louise Ziegxner, Bell P., M. P.,
Buddie Wood, Miss Taken, H. M. S.,
Just We, B. Z., Happy Home, Irene, Beatrice Collier, Ouija, Winona, Ima
Peach, Florabelle, S. W., Curls, Corinne Sharp, Lady Bird, Charlotte R.,
Denver Tillie, Billie Bumpus, Norma
Talmadge Fan, Ma Petite Fleur, Brown
Eyes, Kentucky Belle, Chatterbox,
Loretta L., Puzzle E., P. D. O., W-No,
The Big Two, Nazimova Fan, George
E. G., Peggy, Florence. — Glad to hear
from you again.
Virginia Faire. — Address Blanche McGarity at Box 37, San Antonio, Texas.
Me, Myself, and I.— I fear that you are
criticizing something that you know little
about. But, since ignorance is bliss, 'tis
folly to be otherwise. Yes, that was Mary
Pickford's niece. Mary Rupp, in "The
Nut."
Bessie M. — Thanks for sending me the
souvenir book of Pike's Peak. You never
forget me, do you?
Mildred T. — The Raisin Jack Rhapsody
verse you refer to is as follows :
'Twas a winter day in summe.-,
The rain was dry, alas !
The barefoot boy with his shoes on
Stood sitting in the grass.
While the organ peeled potatoes,
Lard was rendered by the choir.
While the sexton rang the dishrag,
Someone set the church on fire.
'Twas midnight on the ocean,
Not a trolley-car in sight ;
The skipper called a taxicab,
And rode all day that night.
Ph. F., Buffalo. — Yes, "Bluebeard" was
oroduced by Artcraft many years ago. I
hardly think it is still being shown.
Here is a fair sample of the sort of letter
the Answer Man receives. He tells us that
life would not be worth living if he couldn't
read a few hundred such every day. —
Dear Answer Man :—
Do you believe in reincarnation? I do.
At least I think I do. At present I dont
know a thing about it. That's not exactly
true either, for I do know that it means a
soul being born again in another body, and
Wehster confidentially assures me that it
mbodi-

ment, specif, in certain ancient and oriental
religions or beliefs a rebirth of the soul in
another
body."
Reincarnation
is interesting, dont you
think so, old top? Just think, Answer Man,
perhaps you were Dickens, or you may have
even raised him. Who do you think you
were. Please, please dont tell me that you
were Lancelot. I'll stand for Galahad <y>
even King Arthur, but if you, you long
whiskered, buttermilk-imbibing, hallroom
lizard, if you tell me you were Lancelot
when / was Guinevere, you shall die a horrible death. I will smother you with your
own whiskers.
There !
What do you think of my name at the
bottom ? That's my motto. No matter what
I'm after, and no matter what obstacles are
in my way, I grit my teeth and say, "I'll
get 'em yet," and I do.
But now for the question part of my
letter. I have a most important question
to ask thee, oh most wise one. It is a
question of the deepest international importance. Until I receive thy answer, oh
great wizard, I shall have neither rest nor
peace. I shall be in torture. Oh no, 'taint
is Eugene O'Brien married ? I know he
isn't, and I wouldn't care if he had a
harem, the pie-faced simpleton. I want to
know, I want to know, how to say SESSUE
HAYAKAWA?
There, I know how to
spell it anyway.
And next for Emory Johnson, dont you
like him? What's his next picture after
"Polly of the Storm Country," how tall is
he and what color eyes has he?
And then, Harrison Ford. Who was
Beatrice Prentice, his ex-storm and strife?
I just cant imagine anybody not getting
along with him. He'd just have to put me
inside of that library that the Lasky P. A.
is using for such good publicity purposes,
and then he could do what he darn pleased.
I wouldn't know he existed. We'd get
along all right. Especially if I didn't see
him all day. Oh yes, to get back to Beatrice Prentice. Who got the divorce and
when was it granted. Whee ! he must be
wild and woolly. Twenty-five and already
divorced. Positively shocking, dont you
think, old dear?
I heard Ita was
goodtrue.
joke Atoday.
Onlyannounced
it wasn't
a joke.
minister
to his congregation that there was a man
among them who was not true to his wife
and religion, and if that man would put a
ten dollar bill in the plate he would accept
it as a sign of repentance and say nothing
more about the matter. If the man did not
comply, he would announce his name before
the entire church. When the plate was
brought up, it contained eighty-five ten
dollar bills and five notes asking him "Not
to tell, for God's sake." A good egg, eh
what, old top ? Now, what would you have
done had you been present with only $9.95
in your pocket.
Am I not good to thee to type my letter
to Farewell,
thee, oh great One?
With many deep salaams to thee, Oh Answerer of the Faithful,
I am ever thy obedient Soivant, (Oh, yes)
"I'll Get 'em Yet."
3836 Boulevard,
West Hoboken, N. J.
Wally Reid. — At the time you mention,
the freedom of New York City was presented in a gold snuff box to the Mayor.
All the freedom that New York has enjoyed for years might be given away in a
box of the very smallest description. Yes,
Bessie

Love

is to publish

Become His
Private Secretary
Be a big man's right hand. Rich rewards in it. Important work. Big pay. "Inside track" for promotion to high
executive positions paying $50 to $100 a week. Opportunities, too, for investments, and frequently for travel.
Big demand for the competent private secretary. Openings everywhere for the man or woman of exceptional
ability in shorthand and typewriting.

Train by Mail in the "New Way" in
Shorthand or Typewriting or Both
Qualify for a high salaried private secretaryship. Train
by mail in thealone.
TullossIf "New
in Stenography—
Typewriting
you areWay"
already
a stenographer,or
you neverthelessneed "New Way" train ingin typewriting
—for no matter how good you are in shorthand you can
neverexpect the high salaried position until you get speed
— real speed — and accuracy on the typewriter. Typewriting
the
Tulloss Themost
"New Way"
you canmethod
write fSO
to lOO.accuracy
words
a minute!
remarkable
or speed
and ease of operation. Quickly acquired in 10 easy lessons.

FREE

BOOK

Man's Right Hand"

An amazing book! Tells how business men choose their
private secretaries and how they advance them to higher
executive positions. Send a postal or letter for this free
book today and indicate whether you are interested in
complete stenographic course or simply typewriting. No
obligation.
Write today,

The Tulloss School. 739 College Hill. Springfield, 0.

Improve your Figure

Control Your Nerves— Enjoy life
Be Free from Nagging Pains and Ailments
How? Correct your posture and strengthen your
muscles and nerves by using for a little while this
gentle, easy, natural support. Nearly 200,000_have
done it with the wonderful

Natural Body Brace

Overcomes weakness and organic ail
ments of women and men. Brings restful
relief, comfort, ability to do
things, health and strength.

Develops Erect
Graceful Figure
Does away with the strain and
pain of standing and walking;
replaces and supports misplaced
internal organs; reduces enlarged
abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects
stooping shoulders; develops
lungs, chest and bust; relieves
backache, curvatures, nervousDees, ruptures, constipation . after
effects of Flu.
easy
to wear. —
Comfortable

KEEP

YOURSELF

FIT

EVERY MAN with heavy abdomen, rupture,tered
stooping
shatnervesshoulders,
or other backache,
spinal trouble,
should wear my brace.

Wear it 30 Days Free
At Our Expense

Write me in confidence today, stating your
condition and desires. I willanswerquickly
and send illustrated booklet, measurement
blank and our very liberal proposition

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co,
117 Rash Building, Salina, Kansas

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lachnite
rxON'Tsend
youryold
nameringandonsay:
"Send free
mo
*-*
a Lachnitea penny.
mountedJust
in send
a solid
10 days'
trial." We wiil send it prepaid right to your home. When it
comes merely deposit 14.(5 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. H you, or any ol your friends can tell
it from a diamond, send it back and we will return your
deposit.
But,baaifbeen
you paid.
decide to buy it— send us S2.60 a mouth
until (18.75
T» i lit; l UUrtj soiij KO)d rings illustrated above you wish
H/ritaTnriav ^enJ your name now. Tell us which of the
(ladies' or men's).
Be sure to send finger size.
Harold Lachman Co., 204 S.Peoria St.. Dept. q1&2 Chicago
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Play By Car
[Be a Jazz
Music Master
mlKlUSi£m

J

20

LESSONS
MAIL
friends will marvel.

Yes, you can, even if von
have never touched a piano.
The Niagara School of Music
haa perfected a method of instruction which will enable
you to play all the popular
I Bong hits perfectly by ear.
AH you need to know is how
[ to hum a tune. Our method
-only 20 lessons, which you
I can master in a little while
—will enable you to transform the tune which is
running- thru your head into
actual JAZZY music on the
] piano. ALL BY EAR.
It Is Easy To Learn
Many masters of Jazz and
don'tMaster
know
aRagtime
note. Bemusic
a Music

yourself. It is easy— the lessons interesting and simple
— no tedious ding-dong daily
practice with the do, re, mi,
until you think you will go
crazy; not at all. Just 20
brief, entertaining lessons
and you have a musical
a b i I i t y at which your
YOU SIMPLY PLAY BY EAR.

Hum the Tune, Play It By Ear

Hear a new popular Bong hit, hum the tune, play it

yourself. All by ear. Just think how many dull hours this
easily acquired ability will make happy, how many friends you
will make happy, how popular you will be when you JAZZ
the newest Bontt success of Broadway after hearing it. All
done by ear.
Be a JAZZ MUSIC MASTER.

send coupon

rnrr;

Qr\f\lf

FOR

"nCC

D \J \J l\

DETAILS AND

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Dept. 374,
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
Without
obligation to me. please mall to address below
your booklet, "THE NIAGARA METHOD."
,

I

IJJMontlistoPay
at once. Earn money for the
■mail monthly payments on Our Easy Payment Plan. Parents often advance first
Three big: model factories. 44 Styles, colors and sizes in opr famous Ranirer line- _
DELIVERED FREE, exprtaa prepaid, FOR
30 DAYS TRIAL. Select bicycle and terms
that 6u it — cash or easy payments.
and
parts
lamps, horns,
, at wheels,
£«**%£ equipment
half retail
T irV.3
prices.

SEND NO MONEY — Simply write today for big ]
FREE Ranger Catalog and marvelous prices and terms. I

1 flVUU

Dept.H-39 ChKagORiderA&e'rtsX

HAIR ON THE FACE
PERMANENTLY

DESTROYED

WIZARD STICK TREATMENT permanently and
painlessly destroys hair, root and follicle (life of hair)
without mar or blemish to the most sensitive skin. The
most stubborn growths succumb to this treatment and we
teach you how to treat yourself in the privacy of your own
home. No electrolysis or caustics used and we guarantee
results. Complete treatment ?5.00. References given.
Send stamp for booklet "Superfluous Hair Truths."

LOURIM COMPANY, Dept. 6, Litchfield St., Bay City, Michigan

YourBunionCanMured
/HSTAHr

REL/JEF

Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent— Just let me prove
it to you as I have done for over 72,500 others in
the last six months. I claim that "Fairyfoot"
is the only successful cure for bunions ever made
and I want you to let me send it to you FREE entirely at my expense. I don't care how many socalled cures, or shields orpadsyou ever tried without success I don't care how disgusted you fee)
with them all— you have not tried my cure and 1
have such absolute confidence in it that I am
Koing to send you this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treatment which relieves you almost instantly of all
P am; it removes the cause of the bunion and thus
the ugly deformity disappears— all this while you
are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. I know it will
do all this and I want you
to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE because 1 know
^a you will then tell all your
mS fi-ienda about it just aa thosefir 72,500 others are doing: now.
* Write ment
now,
aa appear
this announcemay not
in thi*
Sf paper attain. Just wend your nam
and addreas and •'Fairyfoot" w
bo
Hent
promptly
in
plain
aculed
envelope.
Write today.

FOOT

REMEDY

CO.

!20J Millard Ave. DeD.Sfl Chicago

"Bessie Love's Good Night Stories." Send
along the strawberries, please. I like them
much.
Mildred C. — But, Mildred, the man who
is really great rules by love, truth, and the
powers of a noble example, powerful in his
gentleness and gentle in the exhibition of
his power. He goes forth to meet the
human world as Summer comes to the
waiting earth. Just like me. I dont know
about how Bebe Daniels got into pictures,
but I'll try to find out.
Flori. — You must sign your full name
somewhere on your letter.
Darling Olie. — Words, words, words.
Your letter is all words. You fail to say
anything. Why not get a point and stick
to it and on it. Concentrate your army on
one point and endeavor to break thru.

Louise Fazenda left the Mack Sennett company to be featured in two-reel comedies.
It is understood she took Teddy the dog
with her.

Clarine
played for
in "Scarlet
Days."
You
are Seymour
still waiting
Ann Luther
to
send you her picture.
Ann, Ann
.
You say you have my picture framed in a
white ivory frame on your library table.

You are ern?"
so That's
quaint.
Did like
you toseeknow
the —"Tavwhat I'd
why
folks are so curious to know about my personal habits?
Bobby H. — Heap much thanks for the
tiny bottle of perfume. It is a dainty, delicious odor. You just bet I like perfume.

After reading that I'll take back what I
said above, for you show excellent judgment and taste. Write me again.
Polly Ties. — How can I describe romance? It's too big for me. Yes, we keep
a "morgue" containing all the facts and
news we can get about the players. Every
up-to-date newspaper keeps up one concerning prominent citizens. You say you have
just found Harold Goodwin and you worship him. I wont tell a soul.
Devil's Eyes. — Thanx for the sox. They
will come in very handy. Let me here
thank all of my many friends who so kindly
remembered me during the holiday season.
I only wish that I could thank them all in
person. No, Viola Dana was not married
to Lieut. Locklear. Yes, Lon Chaney in
"Outside the Law." Call again. I remember one year we beat you at football.
Henry A. W. — Guess I answered you
above. Marguerite Clark in "Scrambled
A China Reader. — Yung Lung! Greetings from the other side of the big ball.
IWives."
thank you for calling this department the
university of knowledge. Beatrice Michelena and Frederick Lewis in "The Lily of
Poverty Flat." Hobart Bosworth and
Bessie Eyton in "The Count of Monte
Amo, Winnipeg. — You say with a pretty
face and the freshness of twenty, a woman,
Crista."
however shallow she may be, makes many
conquests, but does not retain them; with
cleverness, thirty years, and a little beauty,
a woman makes fewer conquests but more
durable ones. No, child, you have the wrongidea. And besides, that only happens in
pictures. We had an interview with Kenneth Harlan in December, 1919, Magazine.
Tuffold Knutt. — Shake, old boy. Yours
was fine. I think, I know just what disease
you are suffering from most, and probably
it is the only one. In the long list of
diseases that flesh is heir to, they omit the
most prevalent of all, and the one that is
easiest cured — worry, and that is the one
you must watch for. Wyndham Standing
is playing opposite Marion Davies in her
next picture.
Helen Blazes. — Have no fear, the only
dope I take is in the form of lettuce. The
slight amount of opium therein contained,
has little or no effect upon my mental equilibrium. However, I shall take your advice
and stick to buttermilk.
Blossom. — Thanks for your picture.
Blanche Sweet in "Her Unwilling Husband." Didn't know there were any.
Mrs. G. A. R. — You say you need sympathy also, because it is your sixth anniversary, and your husband spent the day without even remembering. Maybe he remembered it and didn't want to talk about it.

Haraldo. — No, David Warfield has .not
played in a complete picture, but he portrayed Benjamin Franklin in a movie depicting the signing of the Declaration of
Independence. You can reach Norma Talmadge, 318 E. 48th St., New York City.
Gypsy. — Glad to hear from you — write
me again.
Indiana. — That's always the case. Young
folks tell what they do, old folks what they
have done, fools what they intend to do.
That's autre chose. You can reach Eliott
Dexter, Los Angeles, Cal. Glad you liked
the interview.
G. W. S. — I like to read your ramblings.

Did you industry
know that
the town
centerof of
world'sin
perfume
is the
Grasse,
the French Riviera. Practically every one
in the locality is engaged in this picturesque
vocation — cultivating the flowers, gathering
the blossoms, or extracting the oil from
which the scent is made. No, Rod LaRocque is not married, so Charles Reed
Jones, his right bower, tells us.
Antonido. — You say that some of our
New York girls dress as tho they are firm
believers in the saying that figures -cant lie.
.Some of them ought to, tho. You're right,
Ruth Roland did stop at the Biltmore. I
met her there myself. Jackie Coogan also
stopped there. One night he donned his
"Kid's" uniform and lead the orchestra for
the dance.
Bermuda
Onion. — Yes,
Sorry I Inoticed
didn't the
see
youA while
in Bermuda.
"lifeplant." It is a species of creeping moss
and it is so called becauseof its powers of
vitality.
they the
do screen
'say that
Murray isWhy,
to leave
for Charles
vaudeville.
Gaston Glass Admirer. — No, I didn't
fall asleep reading your letter. Quite the
contrary. Elsie Ferguson and Wallace
Reid are to star in "Peter Ibbetson." Wont
that be fine!
Thanks.
Ray. — Glad to hear from you again, old
man. Thank you for the clipping, but I do
not agree with the authors. Persons of
feeble memory, and those of unsusceptible
imagination, are always prone to miscalculate the past, to exaggerate the present, and
therefore to mis-see the future. Yes, I saw
Conway Tearle and Miriam Cooper in "The
Oath." I think Miriam Cooper did clever
work, but Conway wasn't his best, and
Anna Nilsson, whom I have always admired, was much better than she was in
the last picture I saw her in.
Charles A. W. — Why dont you join one
of the correspondent clubs. You can exchange; letters with the fans.
Baby Jack. — You can reach Mary McAlister at 1625 Hudson Ave., Hollywood,
Cal. She turned the first shovel of earth
for the new Pathe studio. She has been in
to
you know.
Whyto didn't
you write
to see
me me,
before?
I hope
hear from
you
every month now.
Fluff. — No, child, there is no way you
can get a pass to the studios. Cant be done.
Too many applicants have spoiled that
privilege.
Queen Elizabeth. — Yes, but every man
thinks that a woman shows frightfully bad
taste in loving him one minute longer than
triend,
he loves her, and extreme cruelty in loving
him one minute less. The animal called
man
is a queer creature.
Why
G
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Hughes is 24 years old. He played Shylock
at the age of 16, and Lord Mount Severn in
"East Lynne" when he was 15 years old. I
think if you wrap it and send it direct to
Lasky studio he will get it.
Nervy. — So you say you were blessed
with nine brothers ! And no sisters ? Poor
child ! Keep at it and you will at last succeed, altho practice makes some people perfect, and other perfectly ridiculous, as I
have said before. Louise Huff is married
to Edgar Stillman.
Ruth. — You ought to be encouraged.
Keep it up. Mme. Olga Petrova will return to the stage in the Fall. She is in
Europe at this writing. Valeska Suratt is
playing in vaudeville.
Ima Goodwon. — Thanks for the picture.
No, I dont mind this warm weather after
our rainy spring. Well, we usually yearn
for only that with which we are unacquaintHaven't heard of Ann Schaeffer for
some ed.
time.
Mrs. Robinson. — U bet I read every
word of your letter, and I am going to tell
you I dont mind listening to your troubles,
but please dont tell me about the neighbor.
We all have our little share of troubles in
this world, and each person thinks his
troubles the greatest of all. You will find
that most people love you for what you
have and not for what you are. We have
a lunchroom right here in the building and
that's where I eat at 1 P. M.
Classy. — Why, you're only an infant!
If you write such long ones, and in such
bad penmanship, I shall have to get an interpreter or an assistant. Have a heart!
Yes, I saw the "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."
It is a fantastic story of murder and madness, reminding you of Edgar Allan Poe's
works. Doris Kenyon and Thomas Meighan
are playing in "The Conquest of Canaan."
Red Head. — No, I'm not angry. I never
get angry, nor impatient. Patience is the
tool of art, the symbol of wisdom and the
weapon of fortune, which accounts for my
being so artistic, wise and wealthy. But
you should see some of the letters that come
in here ! Ough !
Dimples. — Yes, Cullen Landis is married. You make me laugh. Ha ha, he he,
and likewise, ho ho ! How do you expect
me to mind my own business when it takes
all my time attending to yours? No, I
hardly think an airplane could ever go to
Mars. If an airplane traveled at the rate
of 100 miles an hour and going day and
night it would take about forty years to
reach Mars. Very few people would care
to spend eighty years of their life going to
Mars and back. You know, it is 35,000,000
miles from the earth. Yes, Charles Richman opposite Norma Talmadge in "The
Sign on the Door."
Evelyn M. A. — Why, just now I am
reading "Psychoanalysis, Sleep and
Dreams," by Andre Tridon. May McAvoy
is 19 years old. Her characterization in
"Sentimental Tommy" is excellent, and
Gareth Hughes is fine opposite her. Walter
McGrail is playing opposite Anita Stewart
in "The Price of Happiness." They are in
California. So you dont care a bit for the
Joe Martin comedies. You also think it
isn't right for this monkey to misuse kittens and other animals the way he does. I
agree with you.
Dot K. — You think it would be a fine
idea for me to send you the letters from
my readers when I finish with them. You
have a collosal nerve, to say the least. That
wouldn't be fair. What would my readers
think if I should thus betray their confidence? What would you think if a friend
should peddle your letters?
Brown Eyed Dixie. — "The Old Swimmin' Hole" is 6,000 feet long and it has no
v , "es, I read every word of your let-

ter. It took fifteen minutes. Let me see,
fifteen minutes for each letter to read —
four fifteens in every hour — eight hours —
thirty-two letters— about two hundred letters a day — what's the answer?
Mrs. Scott.— How do you do? So you
Write me again.
like Zazu Pitts.
Dutch. — Well, pleasure can be supported
by illusion, but happiness rests upon truth.
Yes, Eric Von Stroheim is married. That
is his real name. Did you think it was h;s
nom de plume? He could have picked a
better name than that if he were picking.
Happy Rose. — No, I have not fallen in
love. It's a hard fall. Some women in
love are philanthropists who yearn to share
their happiness, and some are misers who
hug their gold. Your letter was, indeed,
interestingly chatty, and I hope you will
write me again.
Mary Pickford Forever. — You say a
copy of our magazine isn't perfect without
a picture of Mary. That's what I say. You
also would like to see Katherine MacDonald on the cover. Yes, Virginia Faire
Brown is playing in "Without Benefit of
Clergy" (Pathe), and I am anxious to see
her, and she was a 1919 Fame and Fortune
Contest winner.
Dot A. — I have more Dots in my big
family. Thank you, my beard is growing
nicely, and my head is just as bald as ever.
Oh, I hear pretty weli, and I am able to
see very well these days. Spring suits,
grey stockings, 'n everything. What makes
you think that Alice Joyce cares for Robert
Gordon ? Dont breathe it to her husband !
Anyway, I dont believe it.
Mary R. Mc. — You say the man who
never changes his mind usually fails to fertilize the little he has. I shall remember
that. Well, most players will send their
picture for 25 cents. Dustin Farnum is
older than William. No, I didn't care near
as much for "Dream Street" as I did for
"Broken Blossoms." Carol Dempster is
just fair, and I fear she lacks winsomeness
and grace.
A Sub Deb. — Of course, I like all my
readers. The more the merrier.
Ann Violet. — Why, Myldred Bowling,
26 North Potomac Street, Baltimore, Md.,
is starting the Corliss Palmer Club. Write
her for particulars. Alice Brady is 29;
Douglas MacLean 28; Harold Lloyd 28;
Charlie Chaplin 32; Lillian Gish 24; and
Dorothy Gish 23. Alice Joyce and Agnes
Ayres are not related.
Daphne. — H. B. Warner is married to
Rita Stanwood. They have two children.
Yes, I thought "Jim the Penman" was one
of
Lionel
Barrymore's
best is
pictures.
is an
artist.
Hedda Nova
married Heto
Paul Hurst. She was born in Odessa, Russia, 24 years ago. Her real name is Hedwiga Leonie Kuszewski. Katherine MacDonald is. not married.
Doppy Puss. — So you think I am 80.
My word ! Yes, and I am a man, too.
Thanks for yours. If you dont believe it,
come here and view me in my cage. I am
the oldest Answer Man in captivity, and I
was also the first in the business. They all
copied from me and I am very proud of it.
Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.
Mr. Keith. — After a scenario story is
written it is put into what is known as
"continuity" form, as the working basis
for the director and actors. Scenes and
subtitles are numbered and arranged in
their proper sequence in the continuity.
You refer to Sam De Grasse in "Blind Husbands." Oh yes, Marshall N'eilan played
for the Kalem Company years ago. He is
a popular director now.
Gladys B. — I thank you from the bottom
of my heart for the beautiful letter in poetry. Ishall always treasure it.
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LW-SWEET NEWINCYORK.

1650-1660 BROADWAY,

Face Powder
Adheres until washed off. Dust, the
weather, perspiration even, will not affect the
delicately soft freshness of your complexion
when you use Pearl La Sage. Agrees with
every skin. Exquisitely fragrant and delicate. 75c a box — of your dealer or by mail.
Send for Samples
Samples of Pearl La Sage Toilet Preparations 10c.
Write today. Please give name of your favorite dealer.
PEARL IA SAGE. Inc.. 432S Druel Blvd.. CHICAGO
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PRIZE
CONTEST

The famous Lester Park-Edward Whiteside
photoplay, "Empty Arms." is creating a sensation.
It
has inspired
song and
"Empty
Arms." A which
contains
only onetheverse
a Chorus.
good
second verse Is wanted, and to Hie writer of the
best one submitted a prize of $500.00 cash will
he paid. This contest is open to everybody. You
simply write the words for a second verse — it is
not necessary that you see the photoplay before
doing so. Send us your name and address and
we shall send yon ;i COP5 of the words of the
first verse and chorus, the rules of the contest and
a short synopsis of this wonderful photoplay. It
will cost you nothing to enter the contest.
Write postal or letter today to
"EMPTY ARMS" CONTEST EDITOR
Lester Park-Edward Whiteside
Photoplay Productions
214 W. 34th St., Suite 23, New York, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour in your spare
time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily
learned by our new simple method. No canvassing
or soliciting, we teach you how, sell your work and pay
you cash each week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN

SHOW

CARD

SCHOOL

211 Ryrie Building, Yonge & Shuter Streets.
TORONTO,
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The Comforts of the
American Home
It is a well-known fact that, home for home, the
American household has more comforts and
conveniences than that of any other nation.
In foreign lands the modernized dwelling is
found only in the better sections of the larger
cities. Everywhere in America you find the
piano, the vacuum cleaner, washing machines,
up-to-date heating systems, telephones and
numberless electrical appliances.
There is a well-kept look about residence,
store or out-buildings, with an atmosphere of
prosperity and content. Did you ever stop to
realize why this is so; how this condition was
brought about? It is largely due to advertising.
Stop and think how many of the foods you eat,
the things you wear and other articles entering
into your everyday life, you first heard of
through advertisements. You will then realize
what a part they do play, or should play, in
your daily life.
Read the advertisements regularly and thoroughly, ifyou are not already doing so. They
mean more to you than you can tell.

Would your husband marry
you again?
T^ORTUNATE is the woman
-*■ who can answer "yes." But many
a woman, if she is honest with herself, isforced to be in doubt — after
that she pays stricter attention to
her personal attractions.

is a thoroughly clean skin. And
the only way to it is soap.
There is no harm in cosmetics, or

A radiant skin, glowing and

The skin contains countless

in powderor rouge,if you frequently remove them. Never leave them
on overnight.

healthy, is more than a "sign" of
youth. It is youth. And any woman
can enjoy it.

glands and pores. These clog with
oil, with dirt, with perspiration —
with refuse from within and without.

Beauty's basis

The first requirement is to cleanse
those pores. And soap alone can do
that.

is pure, mild, soothing soap. Never
go to sleep without using it. Women
should never overlook this allimportant faoj^T|te basisof bfauto'
Volume and efficiency enable us
to sell Palmolive for

A costly mistake
Harsh, irritating soaps have led
many women to omit
soap. That is a costlv
mistake. A healthy,
rosy, clear, smooth skin
is a clean skin, first of
all. There is no need
for using a soap which
irritates. Palmolive
soothesand sottenswhile
it cleans. It contains
palm and olive oils.
'Hitht 1921, Th* t'.lmollvp Co.
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Force the lather into the pores

Palm andancient
olive oils
were royal
Egypt
cosmetics in the
days of

by a gentle massage. Every touch
is balmy. Then all the foreign matter comes out in the rinsing.
If your ski n is very dry, use cold
cream before and after washing.

No medicaments
Palmolive is just a soothing,
cleansing soap. Its blandness comes
through blending palm and olive
oils. Nothing since the world began
has proved so suitable for delicate
complexions.
All its beneficial effects. come
through gentle, thorough cleaning.
There are no medicaments. No
drugs can do what Nature does
when you aid her with this scientific
Palmolive cleansing.
Millions of women get their
envied complexions through the
use of Palmolive soap.
Hie Palmolive Company, Mihvaukee,
U. S. A. The Palmolive Compa?iy of
Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont.
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